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INTRODUCTION

A
CONSIDERABLE part of the work which made this seventh Book of the Tear

possible was done by John V. Dodge, assistant to the editor, before he was called

to the service ofhis country in January 1944. The book was completed by those of us

who could not be useful on the firing line, on the broad seas, on the bomb-shattered hills,

muddy trails and drippingjungles ofstrange lands. The book will be distributed throughout

those parts of the world where people arefree to read whatever they wish andfree to think as

they please.

It will stand as a testimonial to the great sacrifice
and courage of those men and women

who have,for the time being, been drawn into the insane
conflictforced upon the world by

small men who do not dare to allow people to read whatever they wish or to befree to think as

they please.

The cruel circumstance growing out of enemy decadence, out of the cunning, ofpolitical

and diplomatic expedience, everywhere, in the year 1943, is refected in this volume. The

brave and good works of the John V. Dodges of this world are, however, the memorably

significant
record of the book, and it is this record which gives promise that the honesty and

liberality ofthose rare men and women who helped create andperpetuateAmerica's very special

kind of democracy might again be recovered,for today,for tomorrow, not onlyfor America

but for anywhere, where happy families might hope to survive the arrogant domination of

state and statesmen.
* * * *

The Book of the Tear was made not only by its authoritative contributors, but by the

checkers, the proofreaders, theyoung women of the workingfdes; by Miss Wilma Morgan,

who assembled the hundreds of illustrations; by Mrs. Ruth L. Breed, who made the necessary

contacts with the Book of the Tear's 500 contributors; and by Mrs. Mae H. MacKay, who,

with her assistant, Mrs. Harriet Milburn, directed the work ofmore than 30 staffassistants

to speed the articles to the rolling presses.

WALTER YUST
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JANUARY. 1944

1 New Year's day.
6 Epiphany, or Twelfth Night,
8 Jackson day.

10 Second session of 78th U.S. con-
gress convenes.

13 Festival of St. Veronica.
20 Eve of St. Agnes.
25 Total eclipse of the sun, invisible

at Washington, D.C.
26 Foundation day, Australia.
27 Feast of St. Chrysostom.

FEBRUARY
2 Candlemas. Purification of the

Virgin.
2 Ground-Hog clay.

6 Septuagcsima Sunday.
8 Boy Scout day, U.S.A.

12- Birth of Abraham Lincoln, 1809.

14 St. Valentine's day.
20 Quinquagesimu Sunday.
22 Shrove Tuesday. Mardi Gras.
22 Washington's birthday, 1732.

23 Ash Wednesday.
24 Feast of St. Matthias.

MARCH
1 St. David's day. patron saint of

Wales.
2 Texas Independence day.

11 400th anniversary, birth of Tor-
quato Tasso, Italian poet.

12 Girl Scout day, U.S.A.
15 Ides of March.
17 St. Patrick's day, patron saint of

Ireland.

18 Centenary, birth of Nicolaa
Andreievich Rimsky-Korsakov,
Russian composer.

20 Equinox (5:49 P.M. Greenwich civil

time); beginning of spring.
25 Annunciation. Quarter day.
30 Seward day. Alaska.

APRIL
1 All pools' day.
2 Palm Sunday.
6 Army day.
6 Maundy Thursday.
7 Good Friday.

THE
year 1944 of the Christian Era corresponds to the year of Crea-

tion S704-S7 5 of the Jewish calendar; to the year 1*363-64 of the

Mohammedan hegira; to the i68th of the United States; and to the
1 76th year of the Encyclopedia britannica.

8 Jewish Passover; '1st day.
9 Easter Sunday.
14 Pan-American day.
16 Centenary, birth of Anatole

France. French author.
23 St. George's day.
25 St. Mark's day.
28 Confederate Memorial day (also

May 10, June 3).

MAY
1 May day. International labour

festival.

5 Cinco do Mayo, Mexican holiday.
14 Rogation Sunday.
14 Mother's day. U.S.A.
18 Ascension day.
24 Empire day. 125th anniversary,

birth of Queen Victoria.
24 Centenary, first public demon-

stration of the telegraph.
27 St. Bede's day.
28 Shebuoth (Jewish Pentecost).
28 Pentecost (Whitsunday).
30 Memorial or Decoration day,

U.S.A.
31 125th anniversary, birth of Walt

Whitman, U.S. poet.
31 Union day, South Africa.

JUNE
4 Trinity Sunday.
8 Corpus Christi,

9 Trooping the colour in honour of
King George VI's birthday. His
majesty was actually born on
Dec. 14.

11 Feast of St. Barnabas.
14 Flag day, U.S.A.
18 Father's day, U.S.A.
21 Solstice (1:03 P.M. Greenwich civil

time); beginning of summer.
22 Fourth anniversary, signing of

Franco-German armistice.
24 St. John's day.

28 25th anniversary, signing of the
Treaty of Versailles and founda-
tion of the League of Nations.

30 St. Paul's day.

JULY
Dominion day, Canada.
Independence day, U.S.A.
Seventh anniversary, beginning of
Chinese- Japanese war.
Bastille day.
St. Swithin's day. ,

Annular eclipse of the sun, invis-
ible at Washington, D.C.
Feast of St. Mary Magdalene.
St. Anne's day.

1

4
7

14
15
20

22
26

1

6
10
15
16

24

4
16
17
18

23

25
27

29
30

AUGUST
200th anniversary, birth of Jean
Baptiste de Lamarck, French
scientist.

Swiss Independence day.
Feast of the Transfiguration.
Feast of St. Lawrence.
Assumption.
175th anniversary, birth of Na-
poleon Bonaparte.
Feast of St. Bartholomew.

SEPTEMBER
Fifth anniversary, beginning of
World War II.

Fifth anniversary, entrance of
Great Britain into World War II.

Labor day, U.S.A. and Canada.
Mexican Independence day.
Constitution day, U.S.A.
Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New
Year), beginning year 5705.

Equinox (4:02 A.M. Greenwich civil

time); beginning of fall.

Dominion day, New Zealand.
Yom Kippur (Jewish Day of
Atonement).
Michaelmas. Quarter day.
Feast of St. Jerome.

OCTOBER
2 Succoth (Jewish Feast of Taber-

nacles), 1st day.
4 Feast of St. Francis of Assist.
12 Columbus day.
14 300th ahnl versary, birth of William

Penn, founder of Pennsylvania.
15 Centenary, birth of Friedrich Wil-

helm Nietzsche, German philos-
opher.

21 Trafalgar day.
25 St. Crispin and St. Criapinian.
27 Navy day. U.S.A.
31 Hallowe'en.

NOVEMBER
1 All Saints' day. All Hallows.
3 150th anniversary, birth of William

Cullen Bryant, U.S. poet.
5 Guy Fawkes' d"ay.
7 General election day, U.S.A.
9 Lord Mayorls show, London.
10 U.S. Marine Corps day.
11 Armistice day.
16 Feast of St. Edmund.
17 75th anniversary, opening of the

Suez canal.
21 250th Anniversary, birth of

Francois Marie Arouctde Voltaire,
French philosopher.

22 St. Cecilia's day.
30 St. Andrew's day, patron saint of

Scotland.
30 Thanksgiving day, U.S.A.

DECEMBER
3 First Sunday in Advent.
5 U.S.S.R. Constitution day.'
6 Feast of St. Nicholas.
7 Third anniversary. Japanese at-

tack on Pearl Harbor.
8 Immaculate Conception.
8 U.S. declaration of war on Japan;

3rd anniversary.
14 Admission of Alabama to the

Union; 125th anniversary.
16 Mohammedan year 1364 begins.
17 Aviation day, U.S.A.
21 Forefathers' day.
21 Solstice (11:15 P.M. Greenwich

civil time); beginning of winter.
25 Christmas.
26 Boxing day. English bank holiday.
28 Childermas. Holy Innocents' day,



CALENDAR OF EVENTS, 1943
For elections and disasters of 1943,

see under those headings in the
text. For obituaries of prominent
persons who died during 1943, see
under the entry Obituaries.

JANUARY

I

Twenty-two axis divisions
were trapped in Stalingrad

area where Russians forced great
steel ring about Volga city; Rus-
sian recapture of Velikie Lukie
on northern front and Elista on
Caucasus front announced.

German people were told by
Hitler in his annual New Year's

message that winter of 1943
would be hard, but no harder
than winter of 1942.

Heavy U.S. air raid on Japan-
ese-held Wake island Dec. 23-

24, 1942, disclosed by Adm.
Nirnitz.

"Supreme necessity" of plan-
ning for peace was emphasized
by Pres. Roosevelt on first anni-

versary of United Nations pact.

Gen. Zhukpv's replacement
of Marshal Timoshenko as Rus-
sian commander on the southern
front was revealed in Russian

press.

2
Allied air forces destroyed
28 axis planes and damaged

34 others in aerial battles over
Tunisia.

United States White Book is-

sued by state dep't said that

prior to Pearl Harbor Japan pro-
posed meeting of Pres. Roose-
velt and Premier Konoye on

warship in Pacific, but that plan
failed because both governments
could not reach preliminary un-

derstanding.

Ten per cent cut in value of fuel

oil coupons for 17 eastern states

was ordered by Price Adminis-
trator Henderson.

3
Caucasus town of Mozdok
was retaken by Russian ar-

mies, soviet communique an-
nounced.

Docks at St. Nazaire, nazi U-
boat base, were hammered by
U.S. daylight raiders, escorted

by 300 Allied fighter planes.

Allied forces crushed all Jap-
anese resistance in Buna Mis-
sion sector and moved toward
Sanananda area, United Nations

communique said.

4
U.S. air and land forces

opened offensive on Guadal-

canal, U.S. navy announced.

loop in big drive toward Rostov,
Moscow announced.

Casualties of U.S. armed
forces since outbreak of war to-

talled 61,126, OVVI announced.

7
Pres. Roosevelt, in speech
before joint session of 78th

congress, predicted substantial

Allied victories in 1943 and out-
lined postwar "freedom from
want and fear" plan.

OPA ban on pleasure driving
by holders of A, B and C gaso-
line ration cards in 17 eastern
states went into effect.

8
Allied fliers smashed Jap-
anese convoy attempting to

land troops at Lae in New Guin-
ea in 2-day battle and downed
39 enemy planes.

9
Gen. MacArthur awarded
D.S.C. to Lt. Gen. Robert L.

Eichelberger, who was revealed
as commander of U.S. troops in

Papua.

5
Russian armies captured
Tsimlyansk in Don river

Maj. Gen. Carl A. Spaatz of
U.S. army air force assumed
command of newly-created Al-
lied air force in North Africa,
Gen. Eisenhower announced.

MPres.
Rooseveltasked con-

gress for wartime budget of

$108,903,047,923 for fiscal year
of 1944.

Loss of aircraft carrier "Hor-
net" in battle of Santa Cruz Is-

lands, Oct. 26, 1942, disclosed by
U.S. navy.

Georgievsk, Pyatigorsk and
Mineralne Vodi, in Caucasus,
were retaken by Red army.

Edward J. Flynn was nomin-
ated as U.S. minister to Austra-
lia by Pres. Roosevelt; Wiley
Blount Rutledge, Jr., associate

justice of U.S. court of appeals,
was named to U.S. supreme
court; Prentiss M. Brown, for-

mer Michigan senator, was
named OPA administrator.

10 U.S. air squadrons de-
\L stroyed 36 axis planes in

heavy raid over Tripoli.

10 Charles E. Bedeaux, in-

10 dustrialist who developed
factory

"
speed-up

"
system, was

arrested in French North Africa

on charge of trading with enemy,
Washington dispatches reported.

MPres.
Rooseveltand Prime

Minister Churchill met in

Casablanca to confer on war
strategy.

1C U.S. air forces shot down
Iv 30 Japanese planes and
damaged three enemy destroyers

in Solomons area.

1C Russians opened new of-
10 fensive on Voronezh front,
Moscow communique announced.

R.A.F. bombers dumped large

cargoes of 2-ton block busters on
Berlin in first raid on reich cap-
ital since Nov. 1

()41.

Iraq declared war on Germany,
Italy and Japan.

I"! Millerovo, rail junction
1 1 north of Donets river, was

recaptured by Russian forces.

British 8th army resumed of-

fensive in Libya, advancing 40
mi. beyond original German po-
sitions in Wadi Zemzem area.

10 German siege around
10 Leningrad was eased as
Russians smashed through 9 mi.
of fortifications to recapture
Schlusselburg fortress, a soviet

communique announced.

Postmaster Gen 'I Frank C.
Walker was unanimously elect-

ed chairman of Democratic na-
tional committee, succeeding
Edward J. Flynn.

U.S. supreme court upheld
lower bench verdict finding
American Medical association

guilty of violating anti-trust law;
A.M.A. was charged with con-

spiracy to block activities of co-

operative health group.

IQ Fourteen axis vessels try-
Iw ing to run supplies to Trip-
oli were sunk and three others

damaged by Allied ships in 3-

day battle, admiralty announced.

Claims that Germany was
building 20 to 30 submarines

monthly, or at rate twice as fast

as Allies could sink them were
made in dispatch from London.

Marcel Peyrouton was named
governor general of Algeria by
Gen. Giraud.

Third daughter was born to

Crown Princess Juliana in Otta-

wa, first member of any Euro-

pean royal family born in North
America.

Chile severed relations
with Germany, Italy and

Japan.

British 8th army, closing in on

Tripoli, captured near-by Horns
and Tarhuna.

41 children and 6 teachers
were killed in London school-

house by bomb during German
air raid.

Majority of striking anthra-

25

cite miners, heeding Pres.
Rooseveh *s warning to resume
jobs or face government action,
voted to return to pits, ending
22-day strike.

01 Maj. Gen. Alexander M.
L\ Patch of U.S. army suc-
ceeded Maj. Gen. Alexander A.
Vandegr ift of marine corps on
Guadalcanal.

OO Germans lost Salsk to
LL Russian column advancing
swiftly toward Rostov.

Fall of Sanananda was an-
nounced by Allied command in

Australia.

00 Tripoli fell to British 8th

army as Gen. Rommel beat
hurried retreat toward Tunisia
for a last stand.

Russian forcessmashed through
German lines in Caucasus to re-

capture Armavir.

J Allied war strategy for
fc"f 1943 called for "uncondi-
tional surrender" of axis, Roose-
velt declared at end of 10-day
parley with Churchill at Casa-
blanca.

U.S. troops occupied
Kairouan pass in Tunisia.

01 U.S. daylight raiders
L I blasted naval bases of Wil-
helmshaven and Emden in first

aerial attack on Germany proper.

German troops in Marseilles
killed at least. 300 men and wom-
en who resisted nazi order to
evacuate their homes in city's
old port, European dispatches
asserted.

OO White House statement
disclosed that Pres. Roose-

velt visited Liberia after leaving
Casablanca ; Pres. Roosevelt and
Pres. Vargas conferred aboard
U.S. destroyer at Natal, Brazil.

U.S. casualties in Tunisia
totalled 1,258 dead!, wounded
and missing, Sec'y Stimson dis-

closed.

Mobilization of reich's entire

civilian population for war effort

was ordered by Hitler.

OQ Gen. Giraud rejected po-
u Iftfcal union with de

Gaullists, declaring co-operation
would extend only to military
and economic spheres.

Ernst Kaltenbrunner was ap-
pointed head of German gestapo,
succeeding late Rein hard Hey-
drich, Berne dispatch said.

30
R.A.F. planes staged
daylight raids on Berlin,
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disrupting nazi plans to cele-

brate 10th anniversary of Hit-
ler's accession to power; Ham-
burg was battered by 4-ton
bombs.

Dr. Goebbels, reading procla-
mation by Hitler, warned Ger-
mans they faced ''bolshevik"
enslavement unless they fought
to bitter end.

Russian armies recaptured
Tikhoretsk and Maikop, a spe-
cial soviet communique an-
nounced.

Adm. Karl Doenitz, U-boat
commander, succeeded Grand
Adm. Erich Raeder as comman-
der-in-chief of German navy.

Cruiser "Chicago" was sunk
by Japanese in Solomons area.

Complete destruction of
German army of 330,000

in Stalingrad trap and capture of

Reich Marshal Friedrich von
Paulus and 16 other generals
was announced in special Rus-
sian communique.

Ground fighting flared in Tun-
isia when U.S. tank and infantry
forces struck at German posi-
tions at Paid pass and at Mak-
nassy farther south.

Mussolini ousted Marshal
Ugo Cavallero from post as
chief of Italian general staff, re-

placing him with Gen. Vittorio
Ambrosio.

FEBRUARY

IOWI
denied Tokyo claim

that 2 U.S. battleships and 3

cruisers were sunk in Solomons.

Pres. Roosevelt withdrew
nomination of Edward J. Flynn
as minister to Australia at lat-

ter's request.

2
Churchill and Turkish
President Ismct InonO con-

ferred at Adana, and agreed on
measures to help Turkey
strengthen her defenses, British

foreign office announced.

Liquidation of last pocket of

nazi resistance in Stalingrad area
announced by Russians.

3
Three days of mourning
for German soldiers killed at

Stalingrad was decreed by nazi

propaganda ministry.

Order banning hard liquor in

US. army camps and military
establishments was issued by
war dep't.

4
Closing of approximately
100,000 German restau-

rants, amusement centres and
department stores to release all

possible labour for national

emergency was ordered by econ-
omics ministry.

Unconditional release of 27
former communist deputies held
in North African prisons was or-

dered by Gen. Giraud in move
to correct political abuses.

5
Mussolini ousted 12 of his

most important aides, in-

cluding Count Ciano, and him-
self assumed "entire burden"
for conduct of military and
political affairs.

Lt. Gen. Frank M. Andrews
assumed command of U.S. forces
in European theatre of war.

"War committee" was set up
by Gen. Giraud to replace im-

perial council as ruling body in

French North Africa.

6
Creation of North African
theatre of operations un-

der supreme command of Lt.
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower of

U.S. army was announced by Al-
lied headquarters; Maj. Gen.
Lewis H. Brereton was made
commander of U.S. forces in

middle east.

7
Shoe rationing at initial

rate of approximately 3
pairs

yearly per person decreecl by
OPA.

Appointment of Count Ciano
as Italian ambassador to Vatican
was announced by Rome radio.

8
Strongly fortified nazi base
of Kursk was captured by

Russians.

OPA announced ban of recap-
ping tires would be lifted March
1.

9
Minimum 48-hour work
week in war industries was

decreed by Pres. Roosevelt; ex-
tension of 48-hr, week to 32
areas with labour shortages was
announced by WMC chief Paul
V. McNutt.

Belgorod was captured by Red
army column pressing toward
Kharkov.

U. S. troops won complete

control of Guadalcanal as

Japanese abandoned island,
Sec'y Knox declared.

Iff Mohandas K. Gandhi
IU started 21 -day fast in pro-
test against his confinement in

Aga Khan's palace in Poona.

M
Prime Minister Churchill
pledged Allies would make

nazis "burn and bleed" on
fronts other than Russia, in

statement before commons.

Japanese were decisively de-
feated in 12-day battle near
Wau, New Guinea, and fled

toward Salamaua, according to
Allied communique.

Thurman Arnold was named
by Pres. Roosevelt to become as-

sociate justice of circuit court of
District of Columbia.

12
Russian armies reoccu-

pied Krasnodar.

Soviet weekly bulletin pub-
lished in Washington hinted that
U.S.S.R.'s postwar territorial

claims would include the 3 Bal-
tic states and Bessarabia.

U.S. marine corps announced
establishment of new women's
reserve with Mrs. Ruth Cheney
Streeter as director.

10 French battloth ip,
M Rich -

10 elieu," accompanied by
three other French warships,
reached New York city and
other Atlantic ports for repair
and refitting, it was learned.

Rostov and Voroshilov-
grad fell to Russian armies.14

Americans in the Fald-Sened
area of Tunisian front retreated
under heavy German tank blows.

1C Risto Ryti was re-elected
Iv president of Finland pn first

ballot.

Maj. Gen. Ira C. Eaker was

appointed commander -of 8th
U.S. army air force, succeeding
Maj. Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, who
had been assigned to North Afri-
can theatre of war.

ID Soviet troops captured
10 Kharkov, anchor of Ger-
man line on southern Russian
front.

.#

..*, /*.'.

U.S. forces in central Tunisia
were routed by Marshal Rom-
mel's panzer divisions which

staged wift 22-mi. advance to
outskirts of Sbcitla.

WPB chief Nelson ousted Fer-
dinand Eberstadt as WPB vice-

chairman and appointed Charles
E. Wilson as executive vice-

chairman.

Archbishop Spellman of New
York conferred with Gen. Fran-
cisco Franco in Madrid.

10 Rommel's panzers, led by
10 new giant Mark VI tanks,
hurled U.S. and French troops
back to Algerian border and oc-

cupied towns of Feriana, Kasser-
ine and Sbeitla.

Japanese forces opened offen-
sives in seven different areas in

China, Chungking announced.

Mme. Chiang Kai-shek chal-

lenged
"
prevailing opinion

"
that

defeat of Hitler was first concern
of United Nations and called for
decisive blows against Japan in

speeches before both houses of
U.S. congress.

Sales of canned meat and fish
were frozen by OPA.

IQ At joint conference with
lu Mme. Chiang Kai-shek,
Pres. Roosevelt pledged that U.S.
would rush more arms to China
"as fast as Lord will let us."

U.S. had shipped more than
2,900,000 tons of material to
soviet union since beginning of
Russian aid program, Edward R.
Stettinius, Jr., lend-lease admin-
istrator, disclosed.

OH Both Krasnograd and
Pavlograd fell to Russian

columns sweeping westward in

Ukraine.

German mechanized units in
Tunisia pierced Anglo-Ameri-
can defenses and occupied stra-

tegic Kasserine pass.

Loss of 2,710-ton "Argo-
naut," largest U.S. sub-

marine, and its crew of 102, was
announced by' navy dep't.

Point rationing of canned
foods starting March 1 was an-
nounced by OPA.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

NIMIT2 J.n.<
WALKER Jan. 18
VANDEGRIFT J.n. 21

FLYNN r.b. 1

STRECTER Fb. 12
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Marshal Timoshenko opened
new Russian offensive on Lake
Ilmeri sector south of Leningrad.

Prime Minister Sikorski of
Polish government-in-exile
charged Russian agents were
waging active political warfare
in Poland in effort to wean peo-
ple away from "democracy.

OO 850 men of U.S. armed
LL, forces were lost when U-
boats sank two merchant vessels
in North Atlantic early in Feb-
ruary, navy dep't disclosed.

OO Stalin said that Red ar-
LQ my alone was bearing whole
weight of war in absence of sec-
ond front and added that Ger-
mans had suffered 9,000,000 cas-

ualties, including 4,000,000 dead.

Capture of Sumy in Ukraine
capped Russian advance of 82
mi. in seven days. f

>

Anglo-U.S. forces halted Ger-
man drive on Thala in Tunisia,
after 24-hr, battle.

Adolf Hitler warned he
would force workers from

occupied lands to help nazi war
effort and that he would not

spare foreign lives in struggle.

OC U.S. forces occupied Kas-
serine Gap in central Tun-

isia after Rommel's forces with-
drew to shorten their commun-
ications.

Of* Disclosure that U.S. was
&U exporting large supplies of

oil, cotton and food to Spain was
made by Carlton J. H. Hayes,
U.S. ambassador to Madrid;
U.S. state dep't asserted oil for

Spain came from Caribbean and
not from U.S. and was hauled in

Spanish tankers.

Sumner Welles declared in

Toronto speech that U.S. would
not wait for end of war, but
would press United Nations to

open immediately preliminary
talks on postwar peace aims.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

EAKER Feb. 15
RYTI Mar. 1

STANLEY Mar. 6
CLARK Apr. 2
KEYNES Apr. 7

97 Charges that nearly 3,-
Ll 400,000 persons had been
killed or had died in prison in

nine nazi-occupicd countries were
made in statement by Inter-Al-
lied Information committee of

United Nations.

OQ German armies counter-
4.0 attacking in Donets basin
recaptured Losovaya and Kram-
atorsk, nazi high command an-
nounced.

MARCH

IR.A.F.
rained 900 tons of

bombs over Berlin in con-
centrated 30-minute attack,
leaving fires that could be seen
180 miles distant; 19 British
bombers were lost in raid.

U.S. army forces pierced axis
lines at outlet of Kasserine pass
and recaptured Tunisian town
of Sbeitla.

Russian forces captured
Demyansk and 301 other local-

ities in Lake Ilmen sector, Mos-
cow communique said.

U.S. supreme court reversed
conviction of George Sylvester
Viereck, German propagandist,
and criticized prosecution for re-

marks prejudicial to fair trial.

President Risto Ryti of Fin-
land said his country longed for

peace, but urged Finns to con-
tinue fighting alongside Ger-
many.

Appointment of Maj. Gen.
Harry C. Ingles as deputy com-
mander of U.S. army forces in

Europe was announced in Lon-
don.

Juan Jose de Amezaga assumed
office as president of Uruguay.

3
Red army took Rzhev after

prolonged and violent battle.

Mohandas K. Gandhi ended
his 21-day hunger strike.

Sec'y Knox asked for navy of

2,250,000 men by 1944, estim-

ating that navy casualties would
approximate 10% of total per-
sonnel.

4
Allied bombers destroyed
entire Japanese convoy of 22

ships, including 10 warships and
12 transports, in battle of ttis-

marck sea, beginning March 2;
82 Japanese planes were downed
and 15,000 troops aboard trans-

ports were virtually annihilated.

Red army regained control of
Velikie Luki rail link to Moscow
and routed two German garri-
sons below Lake Ilmen area.

5
Edwin J. Linkomies be-
came premier of Finland at

head of coalition cabinet.

British Colonial Secretary
Oliver Stanley, answering U.S.
critics, said Britain would not
agree to any scheme for inter-

national postwar rule of her
colonies.

6
Russians captured
Gzhatsk in drive to iron out

deep bulge protecting Smolensk.

Stalin was given rank of mar-
shal of soviet union, Moscow
radio announced.

7
War Manpower Commis-
sion abolished 4-H draft

classification, thus making pos-
sible military draft of men be-
tween 38 and 45.

8
Vice-President Wallace
warned that world could be

plunged into third great war un-
less democracies and U.S.S.R.
came to "satisfactory under-

standing."

Complaints that soviet gov-
ernment was concealing From
Russian people importance of
lend-lease aid shipped to Russia
were voiced by Adm. Stand ley,
U.S. ambassador at Moscow,

Ruml pay-as-you-go income
tax plan was rejected by house
ways and means committee by
15-9 vote.

Ismet Inonu was unanimously
re-elected president of Turkey
by national assembly.

9
Surprise drive by nazi ar-

my of 375,000 in Kharkov
area compelled Russians to re-

treat 80 mi. to protect over-ex-
tended communications, Rus-
sians said.

If)
^ res - Roosevelt asked

IU congress to consider two
reports of National Resources
Planning board suggesting "cra-
dle to grave" social security and
broader government participa-
tion in business.

Inadequate planning by
government agencies, con-

flicting authority and govern-
ment reluctance to adopt un-

popular policies were listed

as three basic weaknesses in

U.S. war program by Truman

investigating committee. ...-.

MPres.
Roosevelt signed

bill extending Lend* Lease
act for another year after meas-
ure won congressional approval.

Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.,
lend-lease chief, disclosed that
U.S. had sent to its allies from
March 1941, to March 1942, 30
out of every 100 bombers pro-
duced, 38 of every 100 fighter
planes, 28 of every 100 light
tanks and 33 of every 100 med-
ium tanks.

French guerrilla patriots slew
532 German soldiers in France in

10-week period.

10 Arrival of Anthony Eden,
\L British foreign secretary, in

Washington for parleys on war
and postwar problems was an-
nounced by White House.

OPA announced point ra-

tioning of meats, cheese, edible
fats and oil, butter and canned
fish beginning March 29.

House rebuffed Pres. Roose-
velt by approving measure to re-

voke president's order limiting
salaries to $25,000 net yearly.

Red army occupied Vyazma
in drive toward Smolensk.

10 Japanese lost 64 ships in

10 Solomons campaign while
U.S. lost only 32 vessels, navy
dep't asserted.

M Recapture of Kharkov by
IT reich armies on southern
Russian front was announced by
German high command.

1C Gen. Giraud announced
10 readiness to meet Gen. de
Gaulle for conference on meas-
ures to unite rival pro-Allied
French movements.

ID U.S., British and Cana-
10 dian high-ranking naval
officers in Washington reached

complete agreement in confer-

ence on anti-submarine cam-

paign.

Martial law was reported pro-
claimed throughout Savoic re-

gion, where French guerrillas
battled Vichy police and axis

troops.

OPA chief Prentiss M. Brown
warned widespread inflation

would result if WLB met de-

mands of coal miners for wage
increases.
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I "I Restoration of laws of
If French republic to North
Africa were decreed by Gen.
Giraud,

Japan's shipping losses be-

tween Dec. 7, 1941, and March 1,

1943, were estimated by Sec'y
Knox at 1,857,000 gross tons out
of original tonnage of 6,369,000.

Gafsa fell to U.S. infantry-
men in 30-nii. advance toward
El Guettar in Tunisian hills.

Sveinn Bjoernsson was re*

elected regent by Iceland par-
liament.

Nazi broadcasts said British

8th army^ in Tunisia had launch-
ed offensive against Mareth line.

Gen. Franco voiced fears, in

speech to cortes, that
" Red

Revolution" would engulf Eu-
rope if U.S.S.R. defeated reich.

IQ El Guettar was captured
10 by U.S. tank forces ad-

vancing in central Tunisia.

IQ Eight members of Ca-
Iv pone gang were indicted in

New York city on charges of

fleecing moving picture union
and employers of $2,500,000;
Frank Nitti, alleged leader of

movie racket, was found shot to
death in Chicago suburb five

hours after indictment.

Plans to ease restrictions on
consumers' goods and permit
manufacture of refrigerators,
electric irons, etc., were an-
nounced by WPB chief Donald
Nelson.

Promotion of Lt. Gen. Henry
H. Arnold, commander of U.S.

army air forces, to rank of full

general was approved by senate.

011 De Gaulle and Giraud
/.U French factions clashed over
control of French Guiana, with
both sides claiming authority
over South American colony.

Chinese forces recaptured
Hwajunp, city in eastern Hu-
nan province, and slowed Japan-
ese offensive south of Yangtze
river.

Shortages of meat, butter
and vegetables in large metro-

politan centres were revealed in

nation-wide survey as result of

pre-ration buying.

Polish gov't-in -exile reported
that nazis killed 35,000 Jews in
"
liquidation

"
of ghettoes of five

Polish towns.

a Prime Minister Churchill
proposed postwar councils

of nations for Europe and Asia,
under which small nations would
be grouped in federations; he ad-
vocated 4-year social reform

plan, but cautioned countrymen
not to sidetrack winning of war
to discussion of postwar plans.

Adolf Hitler asserted Ger-
mans had lost only 542,000
dead since war started, declared
14 Red peril" was world's great-
est menace and said eastern
front had been stabilized.

Russians admitted German
recapture of Belgorod, 50 mi.
north of Kharkov.

OPA suddenly halted sales of

butter, edible fats and oils.

00 WLB rejected, by 8-to-4
LL vote, A.F. of L.'s

petition
to scrap "Little Steel" formula
for wage increases.

90 British 8th army punc-
tured Rommel's Mareth

line at coast and outflanked it

from south, as U.S. forces oc-

cupied Maknassy in drive to cut
axis rear communications.

Complete occupation by Al-
lied troops of Mambare river
area in New Guinea was an-
nounced by Allied headquarters;
U.S. Flying Fortresses blasted

Rabaul, New Britain.

Danes overwhelmingly re-

jected national socialism in

parliamentary elections, giving
1,898,360 votes to democratic

parties and only 67,977 votes to
two pro-German parties.

OPA announced point
values for rationed foods,

disclosing that total weekly av-

erage ration of meat, butter and
hard cheese per individual would
be 2 Ib.

OC Swiss reports said Allied
fcJ air offensive over axis-held

Europe had cut German plane
production 30% and steel and
coal output 50%.

R.A.F. raiders bombed Cam-
po Leone and Cisterna, two
suburbs of Rome.

Chester C. Davis was named
food administrator by Pres.

Roosevelt.

Gov. John C. Vivian ordered
immediate halt in Colorado mil-

itary draft of men engaged in

farming, stock raising and dairy-
ing.

British Foreign Sec'y An*
thony Eden promised Chi-

nese that Allies would give them
more military assistance, in

speech before Maryland general
assembly.

Soviet Russia extended its fish-

eries agreement with Japan for

another year.

97 U.S. troops punched 20-
Ll mi. hole in axis lines in

central Tunisia and captured

30

position of Fondouk.

Berlin was blasted by 900 tons
of bombs by R.A.F. planes,

Undersec'y of State Sumner
Welles denied Gen. Giraud's

abrogation of Crcmieux decrees
discriminated against Jewish
population of North Africa.

90 British8tharmybreached
Mareth line at three points,

forcing hasty axis retreat toward
Gabes.

Plan for postwar world cur-
rency union to increase freedom
of international trade was pre-
pared by John Maynard Keynes,
British economist.

9Q Jurisdiction over all la-
v bour disputes, whether in

war or non-war industries, was
claimed by WLB.

Tunisian port of Gabes
fell to British 8th army.

01 Madrid reports said Ger-
01 man occupation authorities
asked for additional 100,000
Frenchmen to rush construction
of

"
Mediterranean wall

"
of for-

tifications.

APRIL

2
Visit of Gen. Mark Wayne
Clark to Gen. Luis M. Orgaz

Voldi, high commissioner for

Spanish Morocco, was revealed
in U.S. army communique.

3
Germany lost 850,000 dead
and 343,525 prisoners in

Russian winter offensive, while
Red army recaptured 185,328
sq.mi. of territory, soviet com-
munique said.

Men in 38-to-45 age group
should leave non-deferrable oc-

cupations by May 1 or face pos-
sibility of induction, Gen. Her-
shey warned.

4
Railroad bridge spanning
Oder river at Frankfurt was

blown up as new wave of sabo-

tage swept through occupied
areas, Stockholm reports said.

Allies stepped up aerial blows
against Hitler's "Fes^ung Euro-

pa
"
as Flying Fortresses pound-

ed Naples while R.A.F. force

hammered Kiel and Antwerp.

Both U.S. and British air for-

ces were denounced by Marshal
Petain as authors of

"
unjustifia-

ble" bombing raids on France.

Allied bombers sank or dam-
aged 12 Japanese warships and
merchant craft after three big
raids in four days on enemy
shipping concentrated at Ka-
vieng, New Ireland.

Blum, Gamelin and Reynaud
had been removed to German
prisons in move to balk Anglo-
u.S. "plot" to kidnap these
French leaders and set up exiled

government outside France.

Gen. de Gaulle postponed
schedujed trip to North Africa
"for military reasons" at re-

quest of Gen. Eisenhower.

6
U.S. proposals for estab-
lishment of United Na-

tions fund for postwar currency
stabilization were made public
by Sec'y Morgenthau.

7
Elements of U.S. 2nd army
corps and British 8th army

formed junction at Djebel Cheni-
si after cracking axis lines in

southern Tunisia.

Four Allied ships, including
destroyer, were sunk by Japan-
ese air armada of 98 planes off

Guadalcanal; U.S. squadrons
shot down 34 enemy planes.

Naval fund of $24,551,070,000
for 1944 was requested of con-

gress by Pres. Roosevelt.

Pres. Enrique Perlaranda de-
clared Bolivia at war against axis
and decreed general mobilization.

Lord Keynes 1

proposal for

postwar banking and currency
plan to expand v

world trade was
published in British White Paper.

8WMC chief McNutt was
authorized to issue regula-

tions preventing job transfers for

higher pay unless change would
aid war effort.

Common Wealth party, with

platform of nationalization of
British resources, won first seat
in house of commons.

9
Plans to establish imme-
diate price oei lings and

controls on wheat, cotton, fresh

fish, fresh fruits and other com-
modities were* announced by
OPA.

John L. Lewis protested that
Pres. Roosevelt's order freezing
wages was unfair to coal miners.

10
Hitler and Mussolini con*
eluded four-day conference.

5
Wilhelmstrasse an-
nounced that Daladier,

Publicdebtextension bill,

containing repeal of Pres.
Roosevelt's order limiting sal-
aries to $25,000 yearly net after

taxes, became law.

Desert junction of Kalrouan
was taken by Anglo-U.S. ar-

moured units of British 1st army.

1 British 8th army advanced
\L 48 mi. in single day and cap*
tured Sousse, Tunisian port.

British budget calling for

5,756,114,000 was introduced
to commons by Sir Kingsley
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Wood, chancellor of exchequer.

New draft order issued by Paul
V. McNutt, WMC chairman,
said all able-bodied men between
18 and 38, excepting 3,200,000
deferred for essential war work,
would be inducted into armed
forces by end of 1943.

General freight rate increases

granted in 1942 to railroads were
revoked by ICC.

MGen.
MacArthur warned

that powerful Japanese nav-
al forces were within "striking
distance" of Australia; Gen.
Thomas Blarney said that Jap-
anese had massed 200,000 men in

island arc above Australia.

1C OWI report said food for
IJ U.S. civilians in summer of

1943 would be 6% lower than in

1942.

Senate voted to deprive
Pres. Roosevelt of right to

devalue currency.

Cautious program under
which Martinique and Guade-
loupe would join Allies but
would not "rebel" against
11

French government" was made
public by French Commissioner
Adm. Georges Robert.

Spain's readiness to mediate
in interests of "just" peace were
voiced by Count Francisco Go-
mez de Jordana.

Polish govern ment-in-exile
asked inquiry into German re-

port that Russians had "
massa-

cred
"
10,000 Polish officers near

Smolensk.

17 Regulations designed to
II freeze 27,000,000 U.S.
workers to their jobs were issued

by WMC chief Paul V. McNutt.

Carlo Scorza was made secre-

tary general of Italian fascist

party, succeeding Aldo Vidus-
soni.

10 Regent Nicholas Horthy
10 renewed pledges to Adolf
Hitler that Hungary would help
fight off Allied invasion, Berlin

radio said.

Reports that Russians had
slain 10,000 Polish prisoners
near Smolensk, were denounced
by soviet radio as

"
hideous ges-

tapo frameup,"

|Q Lend-lease equipment
19 totalling 126,184 tons had
been shipped to North Africa in

first four months after Allied

landings, lend -lease chief Ed-
ward R. Stettinius, Jr., an-
nounced.

MPres.
Roosevelt and Pres.

Avila Camacho met
Monterrey, Mexico.

in

Aircraft carrier "Hornet" was
revealed by U.S. war dep't as
44

Shangri-La" from which U.S.

planes took off to bomb Tokyo
in April 1942; "Hornet" was

subsequently sunk.

Gen. Draja Mikhailovitch de-

nied dealing with axis leaders.

01 Japanese execution of sev-

L\ era! of eight captured U.S.

airmen who participated in Tok-

yo raid announced by Pres.

Roosevelt.

Nazis were warned by British

that use of poison gas on Rus-
sian front would bring imme-
diate British reprisals.

Capture of Enfidaville on Tu-
nisian coast by British 8th army
was announced in Allied com-
munique.

OO Japan hinted more re*

LL prisals if U.S. planes again
bombed Tokyo, declaring that
all U.S. fliers captured on such

expeditions would be given
4

'one-

way ticket to hell."

Twenty giant six-engined
German transport planes car-

rying troops and gasoline to

Tunisia were shot down by Al-

lied warplanes.

00 U.S. reduced size of lega-
.0 tipn in Helsinki as rela-

tions with Finland worsened.

Prime Minister Churchill de-
nounced Japanese execution
of U.S. fliers, asserting that Brit-

ain would help U.S. in bombing
Japan.

Navy department revealed U.
S. forces had occupied and es-

tablished base on El lice Islands
in Southwest Pacific.

General offensive was
launched bv Allied forces on

all Tunisian fronts.

OIJ Moscow, angered at Pol-
U ish intimation that Rus-

sians "massacred" 10,000 Polish

prisoners, broke off relations

with Polish govern ment-in-exile
in London.

Categorical denial of nazi

claim that U.S. aircraft carrier
"
Ranger" had been sunk by na-

zi U-boat was issued by U.S.

navy department.

O 1

? Chairman Donald Nelson
L I of WPB denied that his al-

lotment of critical war materials
to synthetic rubber plants de-

layed production in aviation gas-
oline.

Sec'y Knox admitted that Al-
lies had lost 1,000,000 'tons of

shipping in 1942, but said re-

ports that losses totalled 1,000,-
000 tons monthly were incorrect.

Proposal that U.S. spend
$7,695,000,000 on public works
after war to cushion shock of ex-

pected economic recession was
contained in Part II of National
Resources Planning board re-

port.

OQ Creation of joint U.S.-
LQ Mexico economic com-
mittee to help remedy disloca-

tion in Mexico's wartime econ-

omy was announced by state de-

partment.

Q ft John L. Lewis ignored
vll Pres. Roosevelt's back-to-
work order and soft coal miners
went on strike.

OPA Administrator Prentiss
M. Brown announced program
to halt inflation by rolling back
prices that got "out of hand"
and by extending price control

to "every important commod-
ity."

U.S. state department sev-

ered political ties with pro-
Vichy regime on Martinique and
Guadeloupe.

New British-Canadian plan
for convoy protection in North
Atlantic designed to cover mer-
chantmen with air "umbrella"
over entire route was announced
in Ottawa.

MAY

I

Premier Stalin lauded Al-
lied air attacks on axis cen-

tres in Italy and Germany, de-

claring these raids presaged op-
ening of second front.

Istanbul dispatches said
King Boris left Sofia on May
day after anti-German demon-
strations swept Bulgarian cap-
ital.

Sir Basil Brooke was named
prime minister of Northern Ire-

land.

Gen. Kenji Doihara was named
commander of Japan's eastern
defense area and concurrently
supreme war councillor, Tokyo
radio announced.

Pres. Roosevelt authorized
Fuel Administrator Iekes to

seize all coal mines because

striking miners "perilled" na-

tional interest; all anthracite
mines in eastern Pennsylvania
were made idle by walkout of

80,000 miners.

2
John L.Lewis called 15-day
truce in coal strike 30 min.

before Pres. Roosevelt went on
nation-wide broadcast to de-

nounce miners' walkout as blow
at war effort.

3Mateur
fell to U.S. Tuni-

sian forces which consolidated

positions only 19 mi. from Bi-

zerte.

Pulitzer prizes went to Thorn-
ton Wilder, drama; and Upton
Sinclair, novel.

4
Russell Islands, northwest
of Guadalcanal, were occu-

pied by U.S. forces in February,
U.S. navy department an-
nounced.

5
Premier Stalin expressed
desire to see strong and in-

dependent Poland established
after war.

Fuel Administrator Ickes was
given power to seize all coal
stocks to protect war plants and
civilian users in case of emer-
gency.

6
Japanese submarine cam-
paign was dismissed as in-

consequential by Adm. Halsey,
who branded as "flat lie" foe's

claims of destroying 50,000 tons
of Allied shipping.

Lt. Gen. Jacob L. Devers was
named commander of U.S. forces
in European theatre, succeeding
Lt. Gen. Frank M. Andrews,
killed in plane crash.

Allied warplanes staged 2,600
sorties in single day over axis

lines in Tunisia.

7
Tunis and Bizerte fell to

British and U.S. forces 181

days after Allied landings in

North Africa.

Gen. Charles Mast was ap-
pointed by Gen. Giraud as resi-

dent general of Tunisia.

Maj. Gen. Idwal H. Edwards
was appointed acting chief of

staff to U.S. forces in European
war theatre.

Sole purpose of Swedish for-

eign policy was to keep out of

war, contended Swedish foreign
minister Christian E. Guenther
in defense of his neutrality pro-

gram.

Occupation of Aleutian is-

land of Amchitka by U.S.

forces in January was announced

by U.S. navy department, which
also declared that Adak, another
Aleutian isle, had been occupied
earlier.

Plans to use subsidies to

bring about 10% cut in retail

prices of meat, coffee and butter

were announced by Price Admin-
istrator Prentiss Brown.

8
Allied communique re-

vealed that Maj. Gen. Omar
N. Bradley commanded U.S. 2nd

corps during entire operation
that led to capture of Bizerte.

9400
U.S. planes raided Sic-

ilian port of Palermo, hit-

ting auto works, war industries

and arsenal.
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Spanish dictator Franco ap-
pealed to Allies and axis to

make peace, declaring that war
had reached deadlock and that
neither side could win.

Withdrawal of British and
Indian forces from Buthidaung,
a Burma outpost, was an-

nounced in British communique.

III Axis defeat in Tunisia
IV was ignored but hardships
of German soldiers on eastern
front and misery caused by
Allied bombings were stressed by
Adolf Hitler in message to peo-
ple.

Prime Minister Churchill
arrived in Washington

for conferences with Pres. Roose-
velt on plans for second front.

Marsala was left in flames
after concentrated air blow by
300 U.S. planes; Catania and
Pantelleria were bombed anew
by Allied air forces.

German high command dis-
closed that Gen. Erwin Rom-
mel, head of famed Afrika

Kprps, had been on leave in

reich for past two months be-

cause of ill health.

U.S. forces landed on Japan-
ese-held island of Attu in

Aleutians.

Disclosure that U.S. plane
production exceeded that of all

other nations combined was
made by Pres. Roosevelt.

All axis resistance in Tu-
nisia ended, thus closing

chapter of war in Africa; Col.

Gen. von Arnim and other axis

military leaders surrendered to

Allies; U.S. 2nd corps and French
allies took 37,908 prisoners in

Bizerte zone.

Swedish dispatches said riot-

ing occurred in Berlin among
relatives of German troops who
were captured or killed in Tu-
nisia.

At least four and possibly 10
U-boats were sunk by Allied es-

cort ships and planes after
8-day

tunning battle in Atlantic with

pack of 25 axis submarines that

attacked convoy, admiralty an-

nounced.

WLB's power to make wage
adjustments to correct "gross

inequities" was restored bv Di-

rector James F. Byrnes of Econ-

omic Stabilization board.

10 Allied headquarters re-
10 vealed that Gen. Mac-
Arthur and Adm. Halsey had
met and decided on close co-op-
eration on future military moves
in Southwest Pacific battlezoncs.

Two-year extension of admin-
istration's program for reciprocal
trade pacts was approved in

house of representatives by 342-
to-65 vote.

Shipping losses in North Af-
rican campaign amounted to

only 2.16% of total traffic, Al-
lied headquarters in Africa an-
nounced.

I M Allied communique said
IH that all remaining axis

troops in North Africa were now
prisoners.

New blows to aid U.S.S.R. and
China were promised by Prime
Minister Churchill in broadcast
from Washington.

299 persons perished when
Japanese submarine torpedoed
Australian hospital ship "Cen-
taur."

1C Sidi Lamine was appoint-
IJ ed bey of Tunis, succeeding
Sidi Mohammed al Mounsaf,
who was ousted by Gen. Giraud
for compromising his position
during axis occupation, French
communique announced.

ID Ruhr valley was flooded
10 after R.A.F. bombings
breached E d e r

,
S o r p e and

Moehne darns.

10 Pres. Roosevelt opened
10 United Nations food con-
ference in Hot Springs, Va.

f

with appeal to waive food tar-

iffs.

Axis casualties in Africa since

June 1940 numbered ; 820,000
men against 220,000 for Great
Britain, Maj. Clement Attiee
told commons.

British admiralty revealed that

"highly expendable" escort air-

craft carriers were providing At-
lantic convoys with air cover.

IQ Prime Minister Churchill
10 told U.S. congress Britain

would help raze Japanese cities,

but asserted destruction of Ger-

many must come first.

United Mine Workers of
America applied for reamli;-*-

tion with A.K. of L.

OH Joseph E. Davies pre-
&U sented Premier Stalin with

personal letter from Pres. Roose-
velt.

01 Berlin was bombed for

fcl third night in row by British

Mosquito bombers.

OO Dissolution of Comintern
LL (Communist International)
was decided upon by praesidium
of Comintern's own executive
committee in Moscow.

All except three of U.S. war-
ships sunk and damaged at
Pearl Harbor had been refloated
and repaired arid were back in

service, U.S. announced.

40% slash in gas rations for

buses, trucks and taxis in eastern
seaboard states was ordered by
ODT to meet new gas shortage.

700 ships built in U.S. yards
in first 20 weeks of 1943 nearly
equalled production figure for
entire year of 1942, Adm. Emory
S. Land asserted.

Wildcat strike staged in pro-
test against NLRB wage deci-

sion halted work at Akron's
three major rubber plants.

Trebling of British bomber
production in 12 months was
announced by Oliver Lyttelton,
minister of production.

00 Destruction of 305 axis
LO planes in four days by Al-
lied air forces operating in cen-
tral Mediterranean 'area was an-
nounced by U.S. press agency.

R.A.F. dropped 2,000 tons of
bombs on" Dortmund, bringing
to 100,000 tons the weight of ex-

plosives loosed over Germany by
R.A.F. bomber command since
war began.

Italian isle of Pantelleria was
raked with block busters and
other heavy explosives in four
Allied raids in 48 hours."

OC Italian people were ad-
&u vised to quit war by Prime
Minister Churchill in joint press
conference with Pres. Roosevelt.

O Adm. William A. Glass-
L\J ford was named U.S. min-
ister to French West Africa.

01 British and U.S. military
LI leaders reached "complete
agreement

" on future operations
in all war theatres, Pre*. ^Roose-
velt announced. "' v

;

U.S. casualties in North Af-
rican campaign were 2,184
dead, 9,437 wounded and 6,937
missing or prisoners, war de-

partment said.

Majority of 52,000 wildcat
strikers in Akron rubber
plants heeded Pres. Roosevelt's
ultimatum to end walkout and
returned to jobs.

International Association of
Machinists, comprising mem-
bership of 565,000, decided to
leave A.F. of L., charging that
latter "protected" unions which
violated I.A.M. jurisdiction.

00 Russian force of 150,000
.0 men drove wedge into Ger-
man defenses in small Kuban
salient held by nazis, Berlin ra-

dio announced.

James F. Byrnes was made di-

rector of Office of War Mobiliza-

tion, new agency created by
Pres. Roosevelt to assume over-
all direction of war effort on
home front.

OH Japanese imperial head-
OU quarters admitted entire

Japanese garrison on Attu had
been wiped oat by U.S. attack-

ing forces.

01 British foreign office
01 spokesman said French
warships interned in Alexandria
had joined Allies.

Routing of 75,000 Japanese
troops with heavy losses on
front southwest of Ichang was
announced in Chungking com-
munique.

JUNE

I

Gen. de Gaulle's insis-
tence on removal of ex-

Vichy officials from office in

French Africa forced resignation
of Marcel Peyrouton as governor
general of Algeria.

Gen. Ezio Rossi was removed
as chief of staff of Italian army
bv Premier Mussolini.

The pictures on this page are,
.left to right:

DEVERS May 6
BRADLEY May 8
HALSEY May 13
DAVIES May 20
GIRAUD June 3
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Soft coal miners resumed
strike in 25 states as result of

deadlock between U.M.W. ne-

gotiators and Appalachian op-
erators.

2
Senate approved house bill

to extend reciprocal trade

agreements for two years.

Pope Pius XII urged belligerent
nations to obey laws of war and
refrain from aerial reprisals.

3Pres.
Roosevelt ordered

striking miners to return
to work by June 7.

Resolutions for creating "new
world order" based on freedom
from want were approved by del-

egates at final session of United
Nations Food conference.

French Committee of Na-
tional Liberation was created
as instrument to govern French
empire with Generals de Gaulle
and Giraud serving, as co-presi-
dents.

4
Argentine army officers

staged swift coup d'etat, over-
threw Castillo regime and
seized government.

530,000 striking coal miners
were ordered to return to work
on June 7 by John L. Lewis,
U.M.W. chief.

Smith-Connalfy bill, provid-
ing drastic curbs on strikes in

government operated plants, was
passed by house of representa-
tives by 231-141 vote.

5
Gen. Arturo Rawson was
proclaimed president of Ar-

gentina.

Gen. Nogues resigned post as
resident general of French Mor-
occo.

7
Gen. Pedro Pablo RamiVez
became president of Argen-

tina after Gen. Arturo Rawson
stepped down in his favour.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

CURTIN June 10
JONES June 28
DAVIS June 28
TRUMAN July 10
BADOGLIO July 25

8
Los Angeles declared out
of bounds by army and na-

vy authorities as result of rioting
between "zoot-suiters" and ser-

vicemen.

9
Axis forces on Pantelleria

rejected Allied terms for un-
conditional surrender.

Director James F. Byrnes of

OWM announced that he would
take hand in shaping future fed-
eral tax policy; Byrnes also dis-

closed that Bernard M. Baruch
had been appointed to his per-
sonal staff.

If] Pay-as-you-go tax meas-
lU ure, passed by both houses
of congress, was signed by Pres.

Roosevelt, and was scheduled to
become operative July 1.

Premier John Curtin of Aus-
tralia confidently declared Al-
lied defensive strategy in Pacific
had ended arid that period for

offensive operations against Jap-
anese had arrived.

Bomb-ruined island of
Pantelleria surrendered to

Allied forces; axis forces of more
than 10,000 were taken prisoners
by Allied occupation units.

|O Italian island of Lam pe-
lt, dusa, near fallen Pantel-

leria, surrendered to Allies after

synchronized air and sea bomb-
bardment.

250,000 Yugoslav guerrillas
were awaiting signal for inva-

sion, Gen. Draja Mikhailovitch
broadcast from his secret head-

quarters.

10 Garrison of 140 Italian

ly sailors and soldiers on
tiny isle of Linosa in Mediter-
ranean surrendered without fight.

Revolution as an instrument
of labour policy was con-
demned by Pope Pius XII, who
also protested against

" calum-
nious assertions

'

that Vatican
had wanted war.

M Ruling compelling school
children to salute flag

was reversed by supreme court,
which declared decision violated

spirit and letter of Bill of Rights.

Senate voted MacKellar bill,
intended to "investigate" qual-
ifications of 30,000 federal job-
holders.

1C Buckingham palace offl-W cials revealed that King
George VI was visiting British

forces in North Africa.

10 77 Japanese planes were
U shot down by U.S. pilots in

great aerial battle over Guadal-
canal, while surface ships and
shore batteries destroyed 17

more; U.S. losses were only six

planes.

OPA Administrator Prentiss
M. Brown asserted it would be

impossible to roll back farm
prices without federal subsidies.

11 Standard Oil Co. of Cal-
1 1 if. agreed to drop contract
for oil drilling on naval Elk
Hills tract, Sec'y Knox said, af-

ter deal had been declared ''il-

legal and invalid" by official of

justice department.

10 Japanese lost 40,000 men
10 killed or wounded in 40-day
battle for control of upper
Yangtze river, Chinese army
spokesman asserted.

Appointment of Field Mar-
shal Sir Archibald Waved as

viceroy of India was announced
by British government.

Argentine presidential elec-
tions were suspended by Gen.
Ramirez, who also banned use of
word "provisional" in referring
to his rule.

Demands of coal miners for

wage boost based on portal-to-
portal travel time was rejected
by WLB.

01 Coal miners started third
L\ wartime strike after oper-
ators and U.M.W. officials
reached deadlock on contract

parleys.

25 Negroes and nine whites
were killed and hundreds were
injured in race riots in Detroit.

Proposal that midwest farm-
ers kill pigs to divert grain for

N.Y. state's livestock and fowl
was made by Gov. Dewey at
annual governors' conference.

OO Coal strike was called off
LL by John L. Lewis, who ex-

tended truce until Oct. 31.

00 Pres. Roosevelt said he
would ask congress to lift

age ceiling for non-combatant
military service to 65 in measure
designed to quell strikes in gov-
ernment-owned or operated
plants.

Economic Stabilization Di-
rector Fred M. Vinson re-

jected general wage increase of

eight cents hourly for 1,100,000

non-operating railway em-
ployees.

04 German aerodrome at
fcH Sedes near Salonika in

Greece was raided by Liberator
bombers of U.S. 9th army air

force.

Ray Alberton was named U.
S. minister to Canada and to

Luxembourg govern men t-in-

exile, established on Canadian
soil.

OC Both houses of congress
Lv overrode Pres. Roosevelt's
veto of Smith-Connally anti-
strike bill.

20,000,000 bushels of corn in

midwest elevators were requisi-
tioned by War Food Adminis-
tration in move to ease process-
ing shortage.

00 HundredsofR.A. F. planes
LO carried nonstop aerial offen-
sive over occupied Europe into
10th day, blasting Cologne and
Hamburg with 2,000 tons of

bombs; 25 R.A.F. bombers were
lost.

Chester C. Davis resigned as
war food administrator and
stated program to halt inflation

would not work; Judge Marvin
Jones succeeded Davis.

Appointment of Carl El-

bridge Newton as head of fed-

eral agency to operate seized
coal mines was announced by
Fuel Administrator Ickes.

OQ Vice-President Wallace
&v charged Sec'y of Commerce
Jesse Jones with employing "ob-
structionist" tactics against the
Board of Economic Warfare
while Jones accused vice-presi-
dent of

44 malice" and "mis-
statements."

Army appropriations bill of

$71,507,678,873 for 1943-44 fis-

cal year was passed by senate.

OH U.S. army, navy and air

OU forces launched offensive
to drive Japanese out of New
Guinea and northern group of

Solomon Islands, and captured
Trobriand and Woodlark islands

in early stages of drive.

Axis powers were warned by
Prime Minister Churchill that

Allied attacks against European
mainland were imminent "be-

fore leaves of autumn fall."
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Treasury report for 1942-43
fiscal year disclosed U.S. gov-
ernment expenditures of approx-
imately $76,000,000,000.

U.S. troops occupied Rendo-
va Island after wiping out Jap-
anese garrison there.

JULY

I

Death sentence of Max
Stephan, who aided escaped

nazi flier, was commuted to life

imprisonment by Pres. Roose-
velt.

New Irish Dail Ei rearm re-

elected Eamon de Valera premier
of Eire government.

3
Australian jungle forces

joined U.S. troops at Nas-
sau bay on New Guinea coast in

drive on Salamaua, Allied com-
munique said.

Flames visible for 150 miles
shot up from Cologne after 45-

minute R.A.F. bombing attack;

Hamburg was also attacked by
British bombers.

4
Fully loaded glider was
towed 3,500 mi. across At-

lantic in 28 hours, R.A.F. au-
thorities announced.

Small British force landed on
Crete, destroyed installations

and returned to home base.

Charges that Representative
Edward E. Cox (Dem., Ga.)
was conspiring with "radio mon-
opoly" and Wall street interests

to wreck FCC were made by
Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman.

5
Germans ended 101 -day
lull on Russian front by

opening offensive in Orel-Kursk-
HeIgorod sectors,

Slashes in OPA fiscal appro-
priations and OVVl domestic
funds were approved by senate.

Japanese cession of six states
of Malaya and Burma to
Thailand as reward for that

kingdom's "collaboration" was
announced by Tokyo radio.

U.S. shock troops landed near
Bairokoand Zanana (New Geor-

gia island) in drive on Munda air

strip.

6
At least nine Japanese
warships and possibly two

others were sunk in battle of

Kula Gulf, July 5-6, as against
announced loss of one^ U.S.

cruiser, Allied communique said.

7
Gen. Henri Qiraud reached
Washington and conferred

with Pres. Koosevelt.
<

Russians admitted German
penetration near Belgorod,

but contended nazis failed to

achieve major breakthrough.

8
Senate abandoned fight
against administration's

price rollback subsidies as con-

gress recessed until Sept. 14.

9
Pres. Roosevelt, parrying
question of recognition of

French committee, said that as

95% of French were under Ger-
man rule, there was no France.

Losses of Allied merchant-
men to U-boats in June were
lowest of war, joint Anglo-U.S.
statement said.

in U.S., British and Cana-
IU dian troops invaded Sic-

ily, consolidated beachheads on
southern shores and drove for-

ward along 100-nri. front under
cover of air-sea bombardments.

Gen. Eisenhower urged
French not to commit rash ac-
tions but to wait for their day
of liberation.

Truman committee report
charged that Curtiss-Wright
subsidiary caused government to

accept allegedly defective en-

gines.

Three Italian airfields and
city of Pachino were cap-

tured by Allied troops in Sicily;

Syracuse and nine other Sicilian

towns were also captured, Allied

communique announced.

German armies fell back be-
fore sharp Russian counter-
thrusts in Kursk-Orel sector.

10 Japan lost four more
\L warships in another en-

gagement with U.S. naval units
in Kula Gulf area.

10 Gen. Montgomery's Brit-
Iv ish 8th army captured Au-
gusta on Sicily's east coast while
Gen. Patton's American 7th ar-

my joined British and Canadian
forces at Ragusa.

Gen. Giraud disclosed that
French troops were fighting
alongside Allied forces in Sicily.

Adm. Georges Robert resigned
as high commissioner for iMar-

tinique and Henri-Ktienne Hop-
penot was named as his succes-

sor, U.S. state department an-
nounced.

MStanislaw
Mikolajczyk

was named premier of Pol-
ish govern ment-in-exile, replac-
ing late Gen. Sikorski.

1C Pres. Roosevelt abolished
Iw Board of Economic War-
fare, curbed foreign operations
of RFC, and created new agency
called Office of Economic War-
fare; he rebuked both Vice-
President Wallace and Jesse H.

Jones for public airing of their

inter-agency quarrels.

Recapture of 110 towns and
villages in substantial advances
on Orel front was announced in

soviet communique.

U.S. and Australian troops
recaptured Mubo area in New
Guinea, Allied communique an-
nounced.

U.S. commercial airlines, in

statement of policy, said they
favoured free competition and
international freedom of air

transit in peaceful flight.

1C Italy was warned to over-
10 throw fascism or suffer

tragic ruin of war in joint state-

ment by Pres. Roosevelt and
Prime Minister Churchill.

Navy disclosed that planes
based on "baby flat-top" (es-

cort carrier) had sunk at least

two submarines and probably
eight others in Atlantic battle

with 11 U-boats.

17 Seven Japanese vessels
If were sunk and 40 planes
were shot down by 200 Allied

planes attacking Buin-Faisi area
of Bougainville island during
battle on July 16-17.

Anglo-U.S. military occupa-
tion rule was set up in Sicily
with Gen. Sir Harold R. L. G.
Alexander as military governor.

Agrigento fell to vanguards of

Gen. Patton's U.S. 7th army
driving along south coast of Sic-

ily, Allied communique said.

More than 500 Allied bombers
converged upon Naples, wreck-

ing arsenals, torpedo plant and
damaging railways, aerodromes
and oil refineries.

IQ Rome was raided for first

13 time by 500 U.S. daylight
bombers that hammered at rail-

way yards, airfields and other

military targets.

Germans abandoned 130 vil-

lages and populated pjaces to

advancing Red army forces

driving on big nazi base of Orel.

Hitler and Mussolini confer-

red in northern Italy on axis

military plans.

Japanese naval and air base
at Paramoshiri, in Kurile Is-

lands, was bombed by U.S. army
Liberators.

"Big Inch," world's longest oil

pipe line, extending from Long-
view, Tex., to Phoenixville, Pa.

f

was dedicated.

Ofl Japanese cruiser and two
/ill destroyers were sunk by
U.S. planes in dawn battle in

Vella Gulf, northwest of New
Georgia.

U.S. and Canadiantroopseap-
tured Enna, important commu-
nications hub in central Sicily.

9| Gen. de Gaulle said
L\ Fighting French move-
ment was "nonpolitical revolt

"

against German rule and would
be discontinued after war.

99 Allied bombers attacked
LL Surabaya in Netherlands
East Indies during 2,400-mile
round-trip flight.

U.S. 7th army smashed inland

through Sicily and captured
Palermo.

C.I.O. Pres. Philip Murray
and A.F. of L, Pres. William
Green warned Pres. Roosevelt
that their unions would drop
support of his price-wage sta-

bilization program unless steps
were taken to roll back retail

food prices.

90 Pres. Roosevelt said Rome
LJ was bombed to save U.S.
and British lives and not in

spirit of retaliation for damage
done to English landmarks.

U.S. forces captured port
of Marsala and rounded up

50,000 prisoners in western por-
tion of Sicily, Allied communi-
que announced.

German naval base at Trond-
heim, Norway, was raided by
unescorted bombers of U.S. 8th
air force.

Vatican radio denied axis re-

ports that Pope Pius XII had
protested to Pres. Roosevelt
over bombing of Rome.

9C BenitoMussolini resigned
&u as dictator of Italy; King
Victor Emmanuel III naiped
Marshal Pietro Badoglio as suc-
cessor to the fallen duce.

Vice-President Wallace called

upon U.S. to take initiative in

planning war-proof postwar
world and assailed "small but

powerful groups which put mon-
ey and power first and people
last."

OC Berne dispatches said
&U crowds paraded in large
Italian cities clamouring for

peace; Marshal Badoglio was re-

ported to have proclaimed mar-
tial law throughout Italy.

9*7 Italy was given choice by
L I Prime Minister Churchill of

breaking alliance with Germany
or of being

"
seared and scarred

a'nd blackened" by Allied war*
machine.

OWI was rebuked by Pres.
Roosevelt for referring, in short-
wave broadcast to Europe, to

King Victor Emmanuel III as
"moronic little king" and to
Marshal Badoglio as "high-
ranking fascist."

Ivan M. Maisky, soviet ambas-
sador to Britain, was named by
Premier Stalin vice-commissar
for foreign affairs.
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OQ Strikingworkersinnorth-
Z.O ern Italy demanded that

Badoglio government sign peace
with Allies; Rome radio an-
nounced abolition of fascism in

Italy.

Pros. Roosevelt hailed fall of
Mussolini as

"
first crack in

axis" and reiterated demand for

unconditional surrender of all

three axis partners.

Pope Plus XII was quoted in

Vatican broadcast as having de-

nounced one-man rule of gov-
ernment.

M Nicosia on axis defense
line at Mt. Etna, Sicily,

was stormed and captured by
U.S. infantry.

Italians were offered honour-
able peace by Gen. Eisenhower
if they would rid their country
of Germans.

R.A.F. squadrons unloosed

2,300 tons of bombs on Ham-
burg in 8th Allied air attack on
German port in six days.

OH Peace demonstrators in

JU Milan stormed Cellar! jail

and released 200 political pris-

oners, Swiss dispatches said.

Pres. Roosevelt warned neu-
tral countries not togiveasyium
to fleeing axis "war criminals."

01 Allies warned Italians
01 that they would resume of-

fensive in earnest, asserting that
their failure to make peace aided

Germany.

French Committee of Na-
tional Liberation appointed
Gen. de Gaulle chairman of na-
tional defense committee and
Gen. Giraud commander-in-chief
of all French forces.

Pres. Roosevelt asked 'truly
stiff program of additional

taxes, savings, or both" in as-

serting that estimate of $100,-

000,000,000 for 1943-1944 fiscal

year still stood.

AUGUST

I

Force of 175 U.S. Liberator
bombers flying at low alti-

tude devastated oil refineries in

Ploesti region of Rumania with
300 tons of explosives.

Fear of heavy Allied air raids
led nazis to order immediate
evacuation from Berlin of civil-

ians non-essential to war effort,

Swedish dispatches said.

Fedor Guseff was named to

succeed Ivan Maisky as Russian
ambassador to Great Britain.

New York city authorities
took guick action to quell incip-
ient riots in Harlem area.

2
Date for induction of fa-
thers into U.S. military serv-

ice was set for Oct. 1 by Chair-
man Paul V. McNutt of WMC.

U.S. army test pilot in Eng-
land was credited with travelling
at 780 m.p.h. in vertical 5-mi.

dive.

3
Outbreak of strikes in Mi-
lan, Genoa and Turin and

anti-war demonstrations in

northern Italy were reported in

Berne dispatches.

5
Sicilian port of Catania
fell to British 8th army.

Red army captured both Orel
and Belgorod in drive that
shattered axis defenses in south
central Russia.

Sweden cancelled transit of
German troops and war ma-
terials through her territory to

Finland and Norway.

U.S. soldiers and marines
captured Munda on New
Georgia island.

GTroina,
key axis strong-

hold in Sicily, was occupied
by U.S. 7th army after heavy
fighting.

7
U.S. naval forces sank
three of four Japanese

warships that attempted to car-

ry supplies to beleaguered garri-
son at Vila on Kolombangara is-

land, in battle on night of Aug.
6-7.

8
Occupation of Adrano,
Bronte, Biancavilla and Bel-

passo by British 8th army in Sic-

ily was announced in Allied com-
munique.

Former French liner "Nor-
mandie" was refloated at 49
list in New York pier.

U.S. troops, landing behind
axis lines on north Sicilian

coast, enabled main body of U.S.
7th army to capture Sant' Agata
di Militello and San Fratello.

9
Gen. MacArthur declared
that decisive Allied victories

destroyed Japan's offensive pow-
er in Southwest Pacific.

Ill Prime Minister Churchill
III arrived in Quebec for con-
ferences with Allied high com-
mand.

Bpzidar Pouritoh succeeded
Milos Trifunovitch as prime
minister of Yugoslav govern-
ment-in-exile.

|O Evacuation of German
\L troops from Sicily to
Italian mainland was underway.

U.S. bombers attacked Kur-
il* Islands in North Pacific.

Chuguyev, 22 mi. from Khar-
kov, fell to Russian troops, a
Moscow communique said.

10 Lt. Gen. Ration's 7th U.
Iv S. army captured Ramlaz-
zo in Sicily.

U.S. bombers crippled Littorio

and San Lorenzo railway yards
of Rome with 500-ton bombload.

M Badoglio government an-
nounced decision to declare

Rome open city, according to

Vatican City broadcast, but
United Nations were silent on
this unilateral action.

Key Japanese base of Sala-
maua in New Guinea was vir-

tually ruined by 177-ton bomb-
ing attack by Allied warplanes,
Allied communique said.

1C Red army force of 60,000
Iv overran German defense
bastion of Karachaev.

U.S. forces by-passed Kolom-
bangara island to occupy Vella
Lavella island in central Solo-
mons.

U.S. and Canadian forces oc-

cupied Kiska and found that
all Japanese forces had fled is-

land before Allied landings.

Working week of U.S.
coal miners was raised

from 42 to 48 hours in move to
increase lagging coal production.

I! All Sicily fell to Allied ar-
1 1 mies 38 days after invasion

began; U.S. troops occupied
Stromboli and Lipari, two is-

lands of Aeolian group in Tyr-
rhenian sea north of Sicily.

Dispatches from Italo-Swiss
frontier said German military
had assumed administration of

martial law in northern Italy.

307 German fighter planes
and 59 Flying Fortresses were
shot down in aerial battle be-

tween U.S. and German air

forces during U.S. air raids on

Regensburg and Schweinfurt.

120 Japanese aircraft were

destroyed, 50 more were dam-
aged and 1,500 enemy airmen
and ground crewmen were killed

in surprise Allied air raid on New
Guinea base of Wewak, Aug.
16-17.

Pres. Roosevelt arrived in

Quebec for conferences with
Prime Minister Churchill on
Allied war plans.

IQ NWLB was empowered
10 by Pres. Roosevelt to take

special sanctions against both
workers and employers defying
board's orders.

Coastal targets at Gioia Tau-
ro and Palmi on southern por-

tion of Italian mainland were
shelled by U.S. warships.

IQ Brig. Gen. Howard C.
Iv Davidson was named com-
mander of 10th U.S. air force in

India, succeeding Maj. Gen.
Clayton L. Bisscll.

01 Japanese retreat from
L\ outer defenses of Sala-
maua to inner lines protecting
base's aerodrome was disclosed
in Allied communique'.

Andrei A.Gromyko was named
soviet ambassador to U.S., re-

placing Maxim Litvinov.

OQ Kharkov was recaptured
in Russian drive to free en-

tire Donets basin.

Fires visible for more than
200 mi. raged in Berlin after

estimated 700 R.A.F. planes
rocked German capital with

1,800 tons of bombs.

Pfes - Rooseveltand Prime
Minister Churchill, con-

cluding their Quebec conference,
expressed hope that it would be

possible to hold Anglo-U.S.-So-
viet parleys.

Heinrich Himmlerwasnamed
German interior minister,
thus receiving virtual dictatorial

powers to curb 'inrest in reich.

Lt. Gen. Hugh A. Drum was
named chairman of Inter-Amer-
ican Defense board, to run con-

currently with post as comman-
der of Eastern Defense Com-
mand and 1st army.

M Adolf Hitler and reichs-

wehr generals were warned
by Pres. Roosevelt that

u
sur-

render would pay them better

now than later."

Establishment of separate
Allied Southeast Asia Com-
mand and appointment of Lord
Louis Mountbatten as its com-
mander was announced.

U.S., Britain and Canada
recognized French Commit-

tee of National Liberation as ad-

ministrative authority for
French overseas territory, but
not as government of France or

French empire.

Lord Louis Mountbatten ar-

rived in Washington for confer-

ences with U.S. military and
naval chieftains.

Ol Rumours that U.S.S.R.
LI and Germany were en-

visaging separate peace were

branded as fifth column propa-

ganda by Brendan Bracken,

British information minister.

OQ Allied headquarters an-

LO nounced that all Japanese
resistance on New Georgia island

had ended.
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AUGUST Continued

Stockholm reports said Dan-
ish cabinet had refused to ac-

cept (ierman demands that would

place all Denmark under na/i
control.

Arrest of Albert Lebrun, for-

mer French president, by gesta-

po agents was reported in French
frontier dispatches.

OQ Danes revolted against
U German measures placing

country under martial law and
scuttled major part of their fleet

to foil nazi seizure.

Escape from Rome of Count
Ciano, his wife and three chil-

dren was reported by German
broadcast.

OH Soviet armies recaptured
OU Taganrog, southern anchor
of German line in U.S.S.R.

Resignation of Premier Eric
Scavenius' cabinet and intern-
ment of Danish rayal family at

Amalienborg under German mil-

itary guard reported in Swedish
dispatches.

Sec'y Hull branded statements

by Drew Pearson, columnist,
that secretary of state was anti-
Russian as "monstrous and dia-

bolical falsehoods."

Argentina's bid for (end-lease
arms was flatly rejected by
Scc'y Hull who sharply criticized

Ramirez government's foreign

policy on hemispheric defense.

01 Yelnya and Dorogobuzh
01 fell to Russians opening di-

rect drive on Smolensk, main
German defense bastion on cen-
tral Russian front.

Pres. Roosevelt reiterated
statement by Sec'y Hull that

charges by Drew Pearson, col-

umnist, that Hull was anti-so-
viet were false.

Swedish vessels gave protection
to 1 1 Danish warships fleeing to
Swedish harbours.

Prime Minister Churchill in-
vited soviet union to join with
Britain and U.S. in "necessary
and urgent" conference of for-

eign ministers.

Gen. Eisenhower was named
for promotion to permanent
rank of full general.

SEPTEMBER

I

Marcus island was raided

by U.S. naval task force and
carrier-based planes.

Pope Pius, in broadcast on
fourth anniversary of World War
II, called for "worthy peace"
and generous treatment of de-
feated nations.

2
Annihilation of 40,100 Ger-
man troops in Taganrog

sector was claimed in Russian

communique; Russian armies

captured Sumy and cut Bry-
ansk-Kiev railway.

Unescorted U.S. Flying For-
tresses bombed Brenner pass in

1,500-mi. round-trip flight.

3
Italy was invaded by Brit-

ish and Canadian troops who
established bridgehead in Calab-
ria and advanced toward Palmi.

10th U.S. air force bombers
raided Car Nicobar island, 200
mi. northwest of Sumatra, in

2,000-mi. round-trip flight across
Indian ocean.

Sec'y Knox asserted that 2,500,-
000 tons of Japanese shipping
had been sunk since Pearl Har-
bor.

4
Capture of Reggio di Ca-
labria and Villa San Giovan-

ni by British 8th army announced
in Allied communique.

William M. J offers resigned as
U.S. rubber director.

5
Japanese evacuation of

important seaplane base at

Rekata bay on Santa Isabel is-

land in Solomons was announced
by Allied spokesman.

6
Surprise Allied amphib-
ious landings isolated Jap-

anese forces in Salamaua-Lac
area, Allied communique an-
nounced.

U.S. and Britain should con-
tinue co-operation for postwar
organization and peace, Prime
Minister Churchill declared in

speech at Harvard university.

7
Statement urging U.S.

participation in postwar co-

operative organization was un-

animously approved by Repub-
lican postwar advisory council

meeting at Mackinac Island,

Michigan,

Italy surrendered uncon-
ditionally to United Na-

tions; Gen. Eisenhower revealed
that he had concluded secret ar-

mistice with Badoglio govern-
ment on Sept. 3; Italy's capitu-
lation was branded a "cowardly
betrayal

M
by Berlin newspapers.

Stalino fell to Russians as Red
army cleared out nazi forces in

Donets basin.

Arctic island of Spitsbergen
was bombarded by German war-

ships.

9
Allied 5th army troops
landed and established

bridgeheads in Salerno region
south of Naples.

Approximately 1,800 Allied

planes flew 4,000 sorties over

English Channel in successful
raids on 14 important targets in

northern France.

U.S. refusal to give Argentina
lend-lease arms resulted in resig-
nation of Foreign Minister Se-

gundo Storni from Ramirez cab-
inet.

Badoglio informed Hitler that

Italy had been forced to ask for

armistice to avoid total ruin,
Rome broadcast disclosed.

German bomber sank 35,000-
ton Italian battleship

" Rorna M

as it was steaming toward.Allied
port.

in Rome was shelled and oc-

IU cupied by German troops;
elimination of Italy as belliger-
ent was unimportant from mil-

itary standpoint, Hitler asserted.

Allied 5th army beat off five

powerful German counter-at-
tacks on Salerno bridgehead.

James M. Landis was named
by Pres. Roosevelt as head of all

U.S. economic operations in mid-
dle cast with status of minister.

M
Italian General Vittorio

Ruggiero surrendered to

German forces which occupied
Lombardy.

Major part of Italy's fleet, in-

cluding four battleships, nine
cruisers and 11 destroyers, sur-

rendered to Allies at Malta, Lon-
don reports said,

Italian people were urged to
strike hard against German sol-

diers on Italian soil in joint state-

ment by Prime Minister Church-
ill and Pres. Roosevelt.

Capture of port of Salerno by
Allied 5th army was announced
in Allied communique.

Vice-President Wallace as-
serted that, "democracy first"

program should be basis for
world peace and attacked inter-

national cartels as "creators of
secret super-governments."

King Victor Emmanuel and
Premier Badoglio appealed to
Italians not to resist Allied forces
but to defend homeland against
"German aggression."

|O Steady stream of Allied
iL reinforcements poured in-

to Salerno to aid 5th army locked
in battle with German forces.

Occupation of Brindisi by
British troops was announced in

Allied communique.

Eight more Italian destroyers
and 14 submarines surrendered
to Allies at Malta, British naval
authorities said.

Mussolini was freed by naxi

parachute troops who over-
whelmed Italian jailers and took
him to German-held territory.

Australian and U.S. forces
captured Salamaua, impor-
tant Japanese base in New
Guinea.

Sec'y Hull declared internation-
al postwar co-operation should
be based on willingness of mem-
ber nations to use force, if neces-

sary, to keep the peace.

10 Kuomintang's central
10 executive committee
named Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek as president of Chung-
king government.

M German tank, artillery
and troop attacks hurled

back Allied 5th army on Salerno

bridgehead; Allied air forces

staged 2,000 sorties over German
positions there,

ID Split was captured by
III partisan armies, Yugoslav
communiqu6 said.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

GROMYKO Aug. 21

MOUNTBATTEN Aug. 25
JEFFERS Sept. 4
RAMIREZ Sept. 9
WELLES Sept. 25
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Novorossisk was recaptured
by Russian armies in Kuban
drive.

Japanese-held base of Lae fell

to Australian troops pushing
westward across northern coast-
line of New Guinea.

1*1 Pres. Roosevelt told con-
1 1 gress that he and Churchill
were agreed on time and places
for launching of new blows

against axis in Europe and Asia.

Assaults by Allied air and
land forces compelled German
troops to retreat from Salerno
area as Allied 5th and British

8th armies established contact.

Bryansk was recaptured by
Russians*

Yugoslav partisan units at-

tacked Adriatic port of Fiume,
according to Yugoslav commun-
ique.

Creation of labour pool to

ease manpower vshortage was
suggested in report by Bernard
M. Baruch to War Mobilization
chief Byrnes.

If) Allied 5th army widened
10 Salerno bridgehead and cap-
tured Roccadaspide.

Pavlograd was occupied by
Reel army divisions speeding to-

ward Dnieper river, Russian com-
muniquc said.

A speaker believed to be Be-
nito Mussolini, heard over
German radio, denounced King
Victor Emmanuel and "fascist

traitors" and urged Italians to

take up arms again by side of

Germany and Japan.

Battipaglia and Altavilla fell

to Allied 5th army forging ahead
in Salerno area.

IQ German garrisons were
ID driven out of Sardinia by
two Italian divisions, Allies dis-

closed.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

CROWLEY Sept. 25
STANDLEY Oct. 1

BROWN Oct. 21

SFORZA Oct. 31

BARUCH Nov. 6

Yugoslav communique re-

ported Germans launched big
land drive to oust partisans from
Fiume and Split.

Expansion of U.S. fleet into

mightiest navy in history, pos-
sessing 14,072 surface vessels to-

talling almost 5,000,000 tons and
having 18,000 naval planes, was
announced in naval production
report.

Marshall and Adm.
Kin9 warned in talk before

joint session of congressional mil-

itary affairs committees, that de-

laying father draft would entail

risk of prolonging war.

Willkie announced willing-
ness to "accept" presidential
nomination in 1944 campaign
from "liberal" Republican
party.

Landing of French forces on
Corsica was announced by Gen.
Giraud in special communique.

Allied occupation of most of
Sorrento peninsula dominat-
ing Bay of Naples was an-
nounced in Allied communique.

a Prime Minister Churchill
told commons that Allies

would invade Europe from west
in due time and join U.S.S.R. in

ridding world of German tyran-
ny; he said Italy had "irre-

trievably" lost her empire.

House of representativesvoted
360 to 29 to approve Fulbright
resolution calling for U.S. par-
ticipation in international ma-
chinery to preserve postwar
peace.

Allied landings on the Aegean
islands of Cos, Samos and Leros
was announced in British middle
east communique.

OO Allied forces made new
LL landings above Finsch-
hafen in new drive against
Japanese-held New Guinea base.

Complete annihilation of Jap-
anese garrison on Arundcl island
was announced in Allied com-
munique.

Japan announced plans for

evacuating unnecessary govern-
ment offices, factories and civil-

ians from Tokyo as air-raid

emergency measure.

British midget submarines
sneaked into Norway fjord and
crippled German battleship "Tir-

pitz" with torpedo attacks.

HO Establishment of nazi-
&0 sponsored Italian gov-
ernment with Mussolini as

premier and Gen. Graziani as

defense minister was announced
in German broadcast.

Churchill reshuffled cab-
inet, naming Sir John An-

derson chancellor of exchequer
and Lord Beaverbrook lord

privy seal.

German troops, pinned against
east coastal strip of Corsica by
attacking French units, sped up
evacuation from island.

OC Russian armies recaptur-
LJ ed Smolensk and Roslavl
and battled way into suburbs of

Kiev.

Pres. Roosevelt announced
resignation of Sumner Welles
as undersecretary of state and
appointed Edward R. Stettinius,

Jr., as his successor; president
also disclosed creation of Office

of Foreign Economic Adminis-
tration with Leo T. Crowley as
director of new agency.

Of* Berlin radio admitted that
U Russian forces had crossed

Dnieper river at some points.

Thunderbolt fighter squad-
rons flew record round trip of
600 mi. in escorting Flying For-
tresses that smashed Emden
with 1,000 tons of bombs in day-
light raid.

07 Foggia and its network of
L\ Italian air bases fell to
British 8th army after 24-mi.
advance.

Seven Japanese ships were
sunk and 60 planes were de-

stroyed in surprise Allied air

raid on Wewak.

Reappearance in North
Atlantic of U-boats fitted

with heavy anti-aircraft guns
was confirmed by R.C.A.F.
headquarters in Ottawa.

Nazi seizure of Corfu and re-

capture of Split from Yugoslav
partisans were announced in

German communique.

M Stockholm dispatches re-

ported Germans were start-

ing evacuation of Baltic states,

Qfl Representative Edward
pU E. Cox (Dem., Ga.) re-

signed as chairman of committee
investigating FCC.

OCTOBER

I

Allied 5th army occupied
Naples.

German U-boat pack, using
deadlier type of torpedo, was
reported to have sunk 10 Allied
vessels bound for Canada in

September battle.

U. S. bomber armada staged
1,800-mi. round-trip flight from
North African bases to raid
Wiener- Neustadt and Munich
area.

Ruhr steel centre of Hagcn
was target of 1,000- ton bomb
salvo unloosed by giant R.A.F.
night raiders.

Adm. William H. Standley
resigned as U.S. ambassador to

Moscow and W. Averell Harri-
man was appointed his successor.

2
New Guinea base of
Finschhafen fell to Aus-

tralia's veteran 9th division.

Sinking in Nov. 1942 of 18,700-
ton British liner "Ceramic" with
more than 500 passengers aboard
was disclosed by Cape Town
naval authorities.

3
German communique

1

ad-
mitted nazi armies had

evacuated Kuban city of Taman.

4Bastia
was occupied by

French troops in Corsican

campaign.

Frankf urt-on -Main was
raided twice in 24 hours, with
U.S. Flying Fortresses hammer-
ing the city by day while R.A.F.
bombers unloaded 500 tons of

explosives over the city by night.

5
Aegean island of Cos was
recaptured from British by

German landing parties after

two-day battle.

All German troops were clear-

ed from Corsica.

500 persons died when Allied

submarine sank Japanese steam-

er off coast of Korea, Japanese
radio said.

61 Japanese planes were de-

stroyed during U.S. sea and air

attack on Wake island.

6
Right of Associated Press

to limit membership was

upheld in federal district court

decision but news agency was

directed to modify its member-

ship by-laws.
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7
Russian armies crossed

Dnieper river and estab-

lished three bridgeheads on west

bank, Moscow announced.

At least 100 persons were
killed and scores of others in-

jured by explosion of German
time bomb in Naples post office.

8
Fall of Capua to Allied

5th army was announced in

United Nations communique.

U.S. bombers raiding Bremen
and nearby Vegesack shot down
UO nazi fighter planes while

American combat aircraft de-

stroyed 12 more; total U.S.
losses in air battle were 30
bombers and three fighters.

Premier Tojo took over per-
sonal control of munitions and
commerce ministries in Japanese
cabinet.

9
U.S. bombers based in

Britain staged 1,800-mi.
round -trip flight to raid Gdynia,
Danzig and East Prussian tar-

gets.

Clearing of all German troops
from Caucasus was announced
by Premier Stalin.

Eight airfields in Greece,
Crete and Rhodes were raided by
U.S. bombers based in North
Africa.

Strategic base of Vila on Ko-

lombangara island was occupied
by U.S. forces.

Ifl
102 German planes were

III shot down by U.S. bombers
and fighters during bombing ex-

pedition over Muenster and
Coesfeld.

New York Yankees de-

feated St. Louis Cardinals,
four games to one, to win base-

ball's, world series.

Congress was asked by Pres.

Roosevelt to repeal Chinese ex-

clusion laws.

10 Portugal agreed to allow
\L Britain use of Azores as

anti-submarine bases to protect
United Nations convoys in At-
lantic.

Yugoslavs in London reported
that partisan armies had oc-

cupied suburbs of Zagreb and
were within 23 mi. of Belgrade.

U.S. air forces attacked Japa-
nese base of Rabaul, destroying
or damaging 177 planes and
sinking or damaging 123 ships
and harbour craft.

10 Badoglio government de-

Id clared war on Germany, at

3 P.M. Greenwich time.

14
U.S. 8th air force lost 60

Flying Fortresses and 593

men in raid on Schweinfurt, but
shot down 104 nazi planes.

Dnieper bend stronghold of

Zapprozhe was captured by
Russian forces battling way
south toward Crimea and Black

Allied 5th army threw several

bridgeheads across Volturno af-

ter sharp fighting.

Selective service bureau warn-
ed that all draft evaders would
be put into 1-A classification

after Nov. 1.

German government filed for*
mal protest with Portugal
against grant to Britain of naval
and air bases in Azores.

Berlin broadcast asserted that

Gen. Rommel had been put in

charge of operations against
Yugoslav partisans.

1C Gen. Arnold asserted that
Id heavy damage to targets in

U.S. raid on Schweinfurt Oct. 14

was worth loss of 60 Flying
Fortresses.

U.S. war department an-
nounced that Gen. Albert Coady
Wedemeyer would serve as dep-
uty chief of stall to Acini. Lord
Louis Mountbatten in southeast
Asia.

Argentine government lifted

ban on Jewish newspapers after

Pres. Roosevelt said act was
"obviously anti-scmitic."

Wendell Willkie made bid for

G.O.P. presidential nomination
with demand that Pres. Roose-
velt and entire administration
be voted out of office in 1944.

If* Allied armies surged over
10 Volturno-Calore line and
captured six key towns on Italian

front .

Pres. Ramirez summarily dis-
missed all Argentine- public of-

ficials who had signed anti-axis

manifesto calling for "effective

democracy."

Chicago's first passenger sub-
way was dedicated in elaborate

ceremony.

I! OWI disclosed U.S. army
If air force destroyed 7,312

enemy planes against loss of

1,867 from start of war to Sept.
1, 1943.

Anti-axis sources in Greece
reported outbreak of civil war
among three leading Greek guer-
rilla organizations.

10 104 Japanese planes were
10 shot down by Allied pilots

during series of aerial battles

extending from New Guinea to

Solomons, United Nations com-

muniqu& announced.

U-boats preyingon U.S. coast-
wise shipping had sunk only
three vessels in preceding 15

months, Vice-Adm. Adolphus
Andrews disclosed.

Sec'y Hull and Foreign Min-
ister Eden arrived in Moscow
for tripartite talks with Russian

Foreign Commissar Molotov.

Count Carlo Sforza arrived in

Italy for conversations with
leaders of Badoglio government.

Swedish dispatches said that
Count Bent Holstein, rich pro-
nazi Dane, had agreed to form
new Danish government.

German-held rail hub of

Skoplje in Yugoslavia was raid-

ed by Allied bombers based in

Africa.

R.A.F. bombers poured 1,500
tons of high explosives over
jlanover in fourth heavy attack
on that city in 30 days.

IQ Control of both banks of
Iv Volturno river from Tyr-
rhenian sea to Capua was se-

cured by Allied 5th arrny.

Canada signed agreement to

ship lend-lease material to soviet

union, it was disclosed by U.S.

state department.

Tarawa, principal air base on

Japanese-held Gilbert islands,
was bombed by U.S. navy planes.

Of) Vice-President Wallace
Lit called on congress to legis-
late against railway transport
"monopolies" and to eliminate

regional-rate discrimination.

Ol Adm. Sir John H. D.
LI Cunningham was named
comrnander-in-chief of Allied
fleet in Mediterranean, succeed-

ing his cousin Sir Andrew Browne
Cunningham.

French Committee of Na-
tional Liberation restored Cre-
mieux decree, thus returning
citizenship to disfranchised Al-

gerian-born Jews.

Prentiss M. Brown resigned as
head of Office of Price Adminis-
tration,

00 Brig. Gen. R. C. Laycock
LL succeeded Lord Louis
Mountbatten as chief of British

combined operations.

221 tons of Allied bombs were

dropped on Japanese troops con-
centrations in Sattelberg, New
Guinea.

00 Red army troops recap*
&U tured Melitopol after 11

days of savage street fighting.

Heads of five railway operat-
ing brotherhoods unanimously
ordered strike vote on grounds

that wage increase offered mem-
bers was inadequate.

A Gen. Harold R. L. G.
4.4 Alexander said difficult ter-

rain slowed Allied advance in

Italy.

OC Dnepropetrovsk was re-
&u captured by Russian army
in bold attack that smashed
German lines for 25 mi. along
Dnieper river.

Allied 5th army occupied Spar-
anise and drew up to foot of

southern slopes of Mt. Massico.

Nearly300 U.S. planesat lacked
Rabaul, ripping airfield and de-

stroying 123 enemy planes, Allied

headquarters announced.

OD Gen. Jeari-Marie-Joseph
Lit Bergeret, former Darlan
aide, was jailed by French Com-
mittee of National Liberation on

charges of treason.

Japanese diet was told by Em-
peror Hirohito that Japan's situ-

ation was "truly grave."

Director Leo T. Crowley
merged four government bureaus
into his Office of Foreign Eco-
nomic Administration.

Allied forces landed on
Monoand Stirling islands

in first phase of Solomons cam-
paign to drive Japanese from

Bougainville.

17 supporters of Gen. Mik-
hailovitch - were executed by
partisans on charges of aiding
enemy, partisan broadcast an-
nounced.

U.S. paratroopers spear-
headed Allied invasion of

Choiseul island in Solomons.

OQ Genoa's rail yards and
/.u factories were bombed by
U.S. Flying Fortresses based in

Mediterranean airfields.

01 Count Sforza gave limited
VI endorsement to Badoglio
rule, but hinted that he desired
abdication of King Victor
Emmanuel III.

Japanese-held Bougainville
island was invaded uy U.S.
marines who swarmed ashore at

Empress Augusta bay on island's

west shore.

NOVEMBER

I

Moscow parleys concluded

by U.S. Sec'y of State Hull,
British Foreign Sec'y Eden and

.

Foreign Commissar Molotov,
who agreed (1) to

carry on

Anglo-U.S.-Russian collabora-
tion after war and (2) to compel
axis enemies to surrender un-

conditionally. Conferees also es-

tablished machinery for closer

military co-operation, created

European*Advisory commission
and Italian Advisory council,
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guaranteed restoration of Aus-
trian independence and estab-
lished principle that German war
criminals would be tried in coun-
tries where crimes were com-
mitted.

Russian armies cut off last

land escape route of German
armies in Crimea by capturing
Pcrekop, Moscow communique
announced.

Congress was warned to re-

tain food subsidies by Pres.

Roosevelt, who said he would
veto any bill which sought to

prohibit use of them.

Sec'y Ickes was authorized by
Pres. Roosevelt to seize coal

mines after walkout of 530,000
coal miners who staged fourth

big strike of 1943.

2
Republican party marked
up impressive gains in elec-

tions throughout scattered dis-

tricts of U.S.

Estimated 50,000 tons of Jap-
anese shipping were sunk out-

right, 44,000 more tons were

damaged and 67 Japanese planes
were shot down during Allied air

attack on Rabaul.

One Japanese cruiser and four

destroyers were sunk in naval
battle between U.S. and Japa-
nese naval units oil Bougainville.

3
Striking coal miners were
ordered to return to work by

John L. Lewis after Sec'y Ickes

gave tentative approval to $1.50

daily wage boost.

U-boat base of Wilhelm-
shaven was showered with 1,000
tons of bombs during raid by 400
U.S. bombers.

Towering smoke columns rose

from Duesseldorf, which was
struck by more than 2,000 tons
of bombs during R.A.F. raid.

Clause of Moscow agreement
recognizing need for establishing
world peace organization was
embodied in postwar resolution

sponsored by senate foreign re-

lations committee.

4lsernia,
important German

defense key in central Italy,
was

captured by Gen. Mont-

gomery s British 8th army.

Russianssaid German casual-
ties in four months of battle that

started July 5 totalled 2,700,000

men, including 900,000 dead and
98,000 prisoners.

5
U.S. senate went on record

by 85-5 vote as favouring
postwar collaboration to secure

and maintain world peace and
establish new world peace organ-
ization.

Estimated 500 U.S. bombers
flew through deadly curtain of

anti-aircraft to raze Gelsenkir-

chen.

Pay increase for coal miners
arranged by Sec'y Ickes and
United Mine Workers was ap-

proved 11 to 1 by WLB.

6
Bernard M. Baruch was
named to head new unit

within OWM for dealing with
war and postwar adjustment
problems.

Russian armies recaptured
Kiev, which they had lost to

German invaders in Sept. 194L

U.S. housewives were warned
by OPA chief Chester Bowles
that food prices would be sub-

stantially increased if congress
refused to sanction further sub-

sidies.

8
Nazi party leaders were as-

sured by Adolf Hitler in

speech on 20th anniversary of

Munich putsch that he would
never capitulate and that he
would exact retribution from
England for Allied bombings of

reich cities.

9
Delegates of 44 nations
convening in Washington

signed agreement establishing
United Nations Relief and Re-
habilitation administration.

Prime Minister Churchill
warned that campaigns sched-
uled for 1 944 to destroy German
armies would entail "greatest
sacrifices" of war for Anglo- U.S.
armies.

Gen. Giraud resigned from
French Committee of National

Liberation, but retained com-
mand of Krcnch armies in field;

Gen. de Gaulle was left with full

powers in reshuffle of 'French
committee.

Ifl
Gov * Bricker f Ohio an-

IU nounced he would enter
Ohio presidential preference pri-
maries.

Strategic bridge and railroad

yards of Bolzano, Italy, were
attacked by U.S. bombers of

northwest Africa air force.

German industrial centre
of Muenstcr was raided by

U.S. bombers.

Outbreak of rioting led French
officials to arrest Lebanon lead-

ers who had proclaimed inde-

pendence of French-mandated
Arab state.

One Japanese cruiser arid two
destroyers were bombed and
sunk at Rabaul by Allied fliers.

Herbert H. Lehman was unani-

mously elected director general
ofUNRRA.

Nassau jury acquitted Alfred
de Marigny of charge of slay-

ing his father-in-law, Sir Harry
Cakes.

10 Rail junction of Zhitomir
10 was captured by Russian
units driving west of Kiev.

Marshal Badoglio organized
"technical" government to carry
on administrative affairs, but
vowed to take no part in policy-

making; the next day he said he

would resign as premier when
Rome was liberated, but pledged
loyalty to King V i c t o i

Emmanuel.
or

14 Railway yards at Sofia
1*1 were attacked by U.S.
bombers based in Italy.

1C Buckingham palace an-

IJ nounced appointment of

duke of Gloucester to succeed
Lord Gowrie as governor-general
of Australia.

ID Strong formations of U.S.
10 bombers, Hying unescorted

on 1 ,300- mi. round-trip flight,

raided strategic targets in Nor-

way.

ITf Dodecanese island of
1 1 Leros was recaptured by
Germans, Hritish admitted.

Land-based U.S. planes raided

Japanese-held Marshall and Gil-

bert Islands, Nov. 16 and 17.

10 Sec'y Hull said Moscow
10 parleys would lay founda-
tions for world peace in address
before joint session of senate and
house of representatives.

Nearly 1,000 four-motored
R.A.F. bombers dropped rec-

ord load of 2,500 tons of ex-

plosives on Berlin and Ludwig-
shafen.

Ninety tons of explosives were

dropped on Japanese-held island

of Nauru by 1J.S. carrier-based

planes.

IQ Zhitomir was recaptured
19 by German armies as Rus-
sians retreated in their first ma-

jor reverse in four months of

battle on eastern front.

German chemical plants at

Leverkuscn were heavily bombed
by R.A.F. squadrons.

Ofl U.S. marines invaded Gil-
L\J bert Islands, landing on
Tarawa and Ma kin atolls.

Ol French Committee of Na-
4.1 tional Liberation ordered
release of arrested Lebanese
leaders and promised action to

give mandated area independ-
ence.

99 Landing of U.S. marines
LL on Abemama, third atoll

in Gilbert group, was announced
in U.S. naval communique.

90 Gilbert Islands were oc-
Lv cupied by U.S. marines
after bitter and sanguinary 76-
hour battle.

04 Toulon and Sofia were
fc" raided by bombers of 15th
U.S. air force.

U.S. escort carrier "Liscome
Bay 11 was sunk by Japanese
submarine in Makin battle.

OC U.S. naval forces sank four
Lu Japanese destroyers in dawn
battle northwest of Bougainville.

German stronghold of
Gomel was captured by

Russian troops.

Sattelberg mission, last Japa-
nese stronghold on Huon penin-
sula of New Guinea, was seized

by Australian troops.

Estimated 500 U.S. bombers
accompanied by equal number of

escort planes delivered shatter-

ing attack on German port of

Bremen.

Charges that U.S. was spend-
ing $6,000,000,000 on wasteful
and unnecessary^ projects in

South America were made in

1 76-page report to senate by
Sen. Hugh A. Butler.

Gen. Eisenhower revealed that
he had denounced Gen. Patton
for striking shell-shocked U.S.

soldier, but upheld retention of

Patton in his command on

grounds that latter was valuable
and loyal.

Pres. Roosevelt, Prime Min-
ister Churchill and General-
issimo Chiang Kai-shckcomplet-
ed five-day parley in Cairo and
drafted specific program de-

signed to (1) strip Japan of all

her possessions gained since 19i4,

(2) restore to China all of her

territory seized by Japan, (3)

grant independence to Korea,

(4) expel Japan from all terri-

tory acquired by "violence and

greed," and (5) compel Japan to

surrender unconditionally.

O*l Devastated Berlin was
L I raided for fifth night in row

by R.A.F. formations which un-

loosed 1,000 tons on German
capital.

WMC was charged by OWI
Director Klmer Davis with cre-

ating "public confusion" by
withholding and concealing news.

Declaration of state of bel-

ligerency between Colombia and

Germany was approved by Co-

lombian senate.

German defenses across

Sangro river in Italy were

pierced by British 8th army's
drive.

29
Thirteen U.S. bombers
and 16 fighters failed to re-
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turn from third big November
raid on German port of Bremen.

Japanese su pply base of Bonga
on northeastern New Guinea
coast was occupied by Australian
forces.

Ofl King Victor Emmanuel
OU was shorn of his titles as

king of Albania and emperor of

Ethiopia by Badoglio govern-
ment.

Lt. Gen. Alexander A. Vande-
grift was named to succeed Lt.

Gen. Thomas Holcomh as com-
mandant of U.S. marine corps,
as of Jan. 1, 1944.

DECEMBER

I

Pres. Roosevelt, Premier
Stalin and Prime Minister

Churchill completed four-day
conference in Teheran and reach-
ed complete agreement on meas-
ures to destroy German military
power and to set up enduring
postwar peace organization.

Industrial centre of Solingen
in Germany was bombed for

second day in row by U.S. four-

engined planes.

Moscow admitted retreating
Russian armies had evacuated
Korosten.

Swedish exchange liner
"GHpsholm 11 arrived in New
York with 1 ,439 Americans and
Canadians released from Japa-
nese internment camps.

Total U.S. casualties incurred
in Gilbert Islands invasion were
3,772; 1,026 marines were killed

and 2,557 wounded in Tarawa
battle.

2
Britain was urged by Prime
Minister Jan Christiaan

Smuts of South Africa to bolster

her position in Europe lest she
become a weak and unequal
partner with U.S. and U.S.S.R.

Morethan 500 R. A.F. bombers
broke through strong enemy
fighter plane and anti-aircraft

defenses to rain 1,680 short tons
of explosives on Berlin, leaving
fires visible 200 mi. away.

Seventeen Allied ships were
sunk and 1,000 casualties were
suffered in surprise German air

attack on Allied merchantmen
in Italian port of Bari.

3WPB
announced 8,789

planes, including more than
1,000 four-engined bombers,
were produced by U.S. aircraft
factories in Nov. 1943.

Allied 5th army bent back
German lines ove.r Mount Ca-
mino range after 72 hours of

fierce battle in drive toward
Rome.

4R.A.F.
bomber formations

tricked Germans by feinting
attack on Berlin, then swooping
on Leipzig to batter that city
with 1,680-short-ton salvo of ex-

plosives.

Yugoslav partisans announced
they had set up provisional re-

gime in opposition to Yugoslav
governmcnt-in-exile sitting in

Cairo.

U.S. shipyards delivered 25,-

284,287 tons of merchant ship-
ping between Jan. 1 and Dec. 1,

1943, exceeding 24,000,000-ton
goal set for year, Aclm. Vickery
announced.

Bolivia's declaration of war
against axis nations, approved
by Bolivian congress on Nov.
26, was formally disclosed.

Two Japanese cruisers, four
other ships and 72 planes were
destroyed by U.S. task force in

raid on Marshall Islands.

Japanese-held Nauru Island
was severely bombed and shelled

by U.S. carrier planes and war-

ships.

6
Turkey edged closer to

camp of United Nations as
President Inonii conferred with
Pres. Roosevelt and Prime Min-
ister Churchill for three days in

Cairo.

7OWM Director Byrnes
warned that failure to retain

food subsidies would lead to

widespread in Hat ion and result

in hardships to people with fixed

incomes.

8
Wareo junction fell to Aus-
tralian troops driving west-

ward along New Guinea coast.

9
Chinese forces recaptured
Changteh in vigorous coun-

terattack and pressed drive to

expel Japanese from "rice bowl"
area.

Znamenka, German-held rail

centre southwest of Kremen-
chug, was captured by Russians.

Senate overruled Director of
Economic Stabilization Vinson
and approved by 74-to-4 vote
pay increase of 8 cents per hour
for nonoperating railroad em-
ployees.

Joint Allied statement as-

serted that more U-boats than
Allied merchantmen were sunk
in Nov. 1943.

Sec'y Hull announced that
U.S. would aid Gen. Josep Bro-
zovitch (Tito) and his Yugoslav
partisan forces as well as Gen.
Mikhailovitch.

10
Sofia was heavily bombed
by Allied warplanes.

House foreign affairs com-
mittee was told by Breckin-

ridge Long, U.S. assistant secre-

tary of state, in secret session,
that 580,000 victims of Hitler

persecution had been admitted
to U.S. in 10 years.

Pres. Roosevelt signed bill

placing pre- Pearl Harbor fathers
at bottom of draft list, overruling
VVMC Chairman Paul McNutt,
who objected that measure would

sabotage U.S. manpower pro-
gram.

Hungary, Rumania and
Bulgaria were solemnly

warned by Sec'y Hull to quit
war or suffer consequences.

138 nazi fighter planes were
shot down trying to intercept
U.S. bombers, escorted by com-
bat planes, that staged paralyz-
ing aerial attack on German
U-boat base of Kmdcn.

|O German counteroffensive
\L in Kiev area was halted by
Russian troops.

Russo-Czech treaty of friend-
ship and mutual assistance was
signed in Moscow by Foreign
Commissar Molotov and Czech
Ambassador Xdenck Fierlinger
as Pres. Kduard Benes witnessed

ceremony.

Sec'y Stimson and Sec'y Knox
stressed U.S. army-navy regu-
lations did not ban officers from
accepting "draft" nomination
for president.

|0 Swiss dispatches described
10 nazi secret weapon as 12-

ton rocket shell with range of 160
mi. to be fired from French
coast over England.

14
Axis airfields in Greece
and merchant ships in Pi-

raeus harbour were attacked by
300 U.S. planes.

Load of 356 tons of explosives
was dropped by more than 100
U.S. bombers on small Japanese-
held port of Arawe.

Fall of Cherkassy to soviet

troops was announced in Mos-
cow communique.

1C Five railroad operating
Iv brotherhoods announced
they would go on strike Dec.. 30
because their demands for 30%
pay increases were not met.

U.S. forces landed at Arawe
on New Britain Island in new
Pacific offensive designed to neu-
tralize Japanese air base of

Rabaul.

If* British government an-
IU riounced that Prime Minis-
ter Churchill was ill of pneumonia
somewhere in middle east.

Safe return of Pres. Roosevelt
to U.S. after conferences in

middle cast was announced by
White Mouse.

Berlin was aglow wJth many
fires after R.A.F. bombe,rs
showered battered German capi-
tal with 1,680 short tons of ex-

plosives.

10 Three German soldiers
10 and one Russian were sen-
tenced to hang after they were
found guilty by a Kharkov mili-

tary tribunal of participating in

mass slayings of Russian pris-
oners and civilians.

San Pietro in Fine fell to
Allied 5th army in Italy after 72
hours of bitter battle.

IQ Large formations of U.S.
Iv bombers attached to U.S.
15th air force accomplished
"heavy and accurate" bombings
of military objectives in Augs-
burg, Germany and Innsbruck,
Austria.

OH New drive against Ger-
&U man base of Vitebsk was
opened by Russian armies, Mos-
cow announced.

The pictures on this page are*
left to right:

BOWLES Nov. 6
BRICKER Nov. 10
MARIGNY Nov. 11

LEHMAN Nov. 11

INONU Dec. 6
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Bombers of U.S. 8th air force
struck Bremen with 1,200 tons
of bombs.

Bolivian government of Pres.
Penaranda was overthrown in

military coup and replaced by
five-man junta.

Moscow radioannounced that
"The Internationale" would
bo replaced by now soviet an-
them.

More than 2,250 tons of bombs
were cascaded over Frankfurt by
estimated 800 900 R.A.F. four-

motored planes in one of heaviest
raids of 1943, on German chemi-
cal and arms centre; R.A.F.
bombers also battered Mann-
heim-Ludwigsha fen industrial

targets.

Ol U.S. army headquarters
LI in Central Pacific disclosed
that Gen. Marshall had toured
Pacific battle areas and had con-
ferred with Gen. MacArlhur.

Japanese air strip at Arawe
was captured by troops of U.S.
6th army in New Britain, Allied

co ni niu n iq ue announeed .

Pierre-Etienne Flandin, Mar-
cel Peyrouton, Pierre Boisson
and two other Frenchmen sus-

pected of Vichyitc tendencies
were arrested on treason charges
by French Committee of Na-
tional Liberation.

OO Thirty-eight German
LL planes and 21 U.S. bombers
were shot down during U.S.

bombing raids over northwest

Germany.

Yugoslav partisan govern-
ment forbade King Peter to re-

turn to homeland during war
and deprived his government of

all rights.

Seven men accused of conspir-
ing to extort $1,000,000 from
motion picture industry were
found guilty by New York fed-

eral court jury.

The pictures on this page are,
left to right:

BYRNES Dec. 7

VINSON Dec. 9
PEYROUTON Dec. 21

EISENHOWER Dec. 24
SPAATZ Dec. 24

Mgr. Bernard W. Griffin was
appointed archbishop of West-
minster.

German foreign office hinted
that reprisals would be taken

against U.S. and British prison-
ers of war in Germany because
Russians executed three German
soldiers accused of wanton slay-
in gs.

Pres. Roosevelt suggested
dropping "New Deal" la-

bel for his administration in

favour of "Win the War" slogan.

U.S. war department revealed
that 346 of 581 bomber crewmen
whose planes were shot down
over Germany during Schwein-
furt raid wen? alive and prisoners
of war.

Yugoslav partisan govern-
ment was labelled as "work of

impostors" by Yugoslav regime
representing King Peter.

Premier Raid Soli told Leb-
anese chamber of deputies that.

France had agreed to give, up
her mandated controls over Syria
and Lebanon on Jan. 1, 1944.

Gen. Eisenhower was
named to command Allied

armies slated to invade western

Europe; Lt. Gen. Spaatz was
appointed overall commander of

U. S. strategic bombing air force

operating against reich; Gen.

Montgomery was appointed to

lead British troops under Kiscn-

hower; Gen. Sir Henry Maitland
Wilson was picked to succeed
ICisenhower as Allied commander
in Mediterranean theatre of

operations; and Gen. Alexander
was named commander of all

Allied forces in Italy.

Pres. Roosevelt declared in
Christmas eve broadcast that

"HigKour" -M.S., Britain,
U.S.S.R. and China wereagreed
to use force "for as long as may
be necessary," to maintain post-
war peace.

Pope Pius XII urged world
leaders to shun hatred and ven-

geance and pleaded for just
peace maintained by employ-
ment of force if necessary.

"Rocket coast" of France was
smashed by estimated 3,000 Al-
lied warplanes in attacks on

"special military installations."

Tern pel hof area of Berlin was
systemat ic.dly bombed by R.A.F.
squadrons which unloosed 1,120
tons of bombs on reich capital.

Gorodok, fortified town pro-

tecting German-held Vitebsk 17

mi. away, fell to advancing Rus-
sian troops.

Two railway brotherhoods
numbering 230,000 members
agreed to arbitration by Pres.

Roosevelt and called otT sched-
uled strike.

Thirty Japanese planes were
shot down by Allied pilots, in air

battle over Rabaul, Allied head-

quarters announced.

OC Germansupply routelink-
fcJ ing Vitebsk and Polotsk was
cut by Russian armies.

Deadlock between plant
operators amrXM.O. steelwork-
ers on hitter's demands for pay
boosts led to walkout of 70,000
steelworkers in four states.

0026,000-ton German
L\J battleship "Scharn-
horst" was sunk oft North

Cape, Norway, after running
battle with British warships.

0*1 15,000 Germans were
LI killed as Russia's 1st
Ukrainian army rolled back na/i

forces 25 mi. on a front 50 rni.

wide, Moscow communique an-

nounced.

Pres. Roosevelt ordered Sec'y
Stimson to sei/e all U.S. rail-

roads and put them under army
rule in move to thwart strike

threat.

Fair Employment Practice
committee called on Pres.
Roosevelt to compel 16 south-
east railroads and seven unions
to cease discrimination in em-

ployment of Negroes.

Allied headquarters an-
nounced that U.S. marines had
landed at two points around
Cape Gloucester, New Britain

Island.

Prediction that Allies would
win European war in 1944 was
made by Gen. Kisenhower.

Appointment of Air Chief
Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder as

deputy supreme commander of

Allied invasion army under Gen.
ICisenhower was announced by
British government, which also

revealed that Gen. Sir Bernard

Paget had been named com-
mander-in-chief in middle east

under Gen. Sir Henry Maitland
Wilson.

OO Majority of 170,000 strik-
/.O ing steelworkers returned
to jobs after \VLB approved
Pres, Roosevelt's suggestions
that retroactive pay be guaran-
teed.

Maj. Gen. Doolittle was named
to command U.S. 8th air force in

England; Lt. Gen. Devers was
appointed commander of all

U.S. forces in Mediterranean;
Lt. Gen. leaker was named to

command all Allied air forces in

Mediterranean and Gen. Nathan
F. Twining was named com-
mander of U.S. 15th air force in

Mediterranean.

OQ Korosten, Ukraine rail

Lu hub, was recaptured by
Gen. Nikolai Vatutin's 1st
Ukrainian army.

Berlin reeled under weight of

2,240 tons of explosives dropped
by great swarm of R.A.F. heavy
bombers.

Canadians occupied Ortona
in Italy after nine days of house-
to-house fighting.

Adm. Sir Bertram Ramsay
and Air Chief Marshal Trafford
L. Leigh- Mallory were named
naval and air chiefs respectively
under Gen. Kisenhower.

Scheduled walkout of U.S.

railway workers averted as last

of three brotherhoods cancelled
strike orders.

OH Russian armies in
OU Ukraine routed 22 German
divisions and swarmed through
broken nazi lines on 186-mi.
front.

More than 1,300 U.S. bombers
and fighters smashed target? in

southwest Germany.

Cape Gloucester aerodrome
on New Britain Island fell to

U.S. marines who captured both
of Japanese-held landing strips
after 48 hours of battle.

Ol Zhitomir was recaptured
VI by Russian armies in power-
ful drive toward Polish frontier.

Adolf Hitler warned that there

would be "no victors or losers,

but merely survivors and an-

nihilated" in World War II.

All political parties in Argen-
tina were ordered dissolved by
government decree.
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Abd-el-Aziz-IV
(1878-1943), sultan of Morocco, was born

Feb. 24 in Marrakesh, Morocco. After his

father's death in 1894, he became nominal head of the govern-
ment with real power vested in his chamberlain, Si Ahmed-ben-
Musa. After the latter 's death in 1900, the young sultan ruled

until 1908, when recurrent local revolts forced him to abdicate.

He died in Tctuan, Spanish Morocco, June 9. (Sec Encyclo-
pccdia Britannica.)

Ahofhort William ( I8 ?8-1943), Canadian politician, was

ttUGIIIdll, nillldlll born Dec. 30 on a farm near Kippen,
Ont. After studying at Hamilton Normal school and Queen's
university, he settled in Calgary, where he organized a Bible class

that later expanded into the Calgary Prophetic institute. He be-

came widely known for his religious broadcasts made in behalf of

the institute. In 1935, he took over the premiership of Alberta as

head of the Social Credit party, which promised monthly divi-

dends of $25 for every man and woman; in the elections that year
his party won 56 of the 63 seats in the Alberta legislature.

Aberhart's program was based on the theories of social credit

propounded in London by Major C. H. Douglas. Later, pro-
vincial and dominion courts and the privy council ruled his

legislation unconstitutional, and in 1938 he set up a modified
form of social credit. Aberhart was re-elected in 1940. He died
in Vancouver, B.C., May 23, 1943.

Abrasives.
Such data as were received in 1943
stracted as in the accompanying table.

are ab-

Corundum. It is possible that a moderate domestic supply

might be developed following investigations of deposits in the

United States, mostly in the southern Atlantic coast states,

Diamonds. Demand continued high, but no information was

made public on supplies. (Sec under DIAMONDS.)

Emery. The area around Peekskill, N.Y. turned out the larg-

est emery output since 1918.

Flint. Sales of grinding pebbles increased from 13.561 tons

in 1941 to 15,487 tons in 1942, while tube-mill liners dropped
from 3,411 tons to 2,576 tons.

United States Production of Abrasives

(In short tons, or as indicated)

*Imports; no domestic production, flncludcs Canada also. $J*m.-Scpl. only.
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Garnet. Sales declined in 1942, but were still well above the

1939 level.

Grindstones, Pulpstones and Millstones. Sales of grind-

stones were increased 41% in quantity in 1942, but declined 3%
in value, while pulpstones decreased in quantity but increased

slightly in value. The value of millstones sold declined by one-

third.

Pumice. Sales of pumice made a new record high, with an

increase of n% over 1941.

Sharpening Stones. Sales increased in 1942, but no data

were published. (G. A. Ro.)

Abyssinia: sec ETHIOPIA.

Academic Freedom: see EDUCATION.

Academy of Arts and Letters, American: see AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF ARTS AMD LETTERS.

Academy of Arts and Sciences, American: see AMER-
ICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

Academy of Political and Social Science, American:
see AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

Accident Insurance: see INSURANCE.

... Accidents throughout the United States during

ACCIQBntS. 1943 dropped 1.5% from 1942. Estimates for

the year indicated 94,500 accidental deaths and about 9,000,000

disabling injuries.

The greatest reduction was in motor vehicle accidents, where
deaths dropped 18%. (See Traffic Accidents and Accident Pre-

vention, below.) Fatal accidents in industry decreased 3%. Home
fatalities, on the contrary, showed a rise of 5% and there was
a 3% advance in public accident deaths not involving motor
vehicles.

The National Safety council estimated that 1943 accident

losses, as measured in actual time off and in permanent disabil-

ities and deaths, were the equivalent of 380,000,000 man-days
of production.

Accident reductions from 1942, although not large, reflected

a considerable measure of success in safety, because there were

many circumstances tending toward increased accident totals.

Only in the field of traffic did the exposure to accidents decrease.

Here a reduction in motor vehicle mileage of 21% approximately
equalled the drop in motor vehicle accidents.

The decline in industrial accidents was achieved in the face of

increasing industrial employment, including large groups of inex-

perienced workers operating in unfamiliar trades.

The accident toll would undoubtedly have been much higher
in 1943 except for the greatly increased attention given to safety

by organizations and individuals throughout the United States.

This interest was reflected in many ways: the inauguration or

improvement of safety programs in war industries; the adoption
of safety as an activity by numerous industrial, civic and service

associations; greatly expanded use of safety educational material

by newspapers, magazines and the radio.

Industry realized more clearly in 1943 that accident prevention
was a "round-the-clock" problem, and that a worker hurt in an

off-the-job accident was just as surely an industrial casualty as if

he had been hurt at his machine. Consequently, industrial

leaders undertook to educate employees in traffic and home acci-

dent prevention, through educational literature and other means.

The outstanding safety event of 1943 was the National Safety

congress held in Chicago in October. This gathering included

sortie 10,000 delegates, who came from every state in the union

and represented every phase of the safety movement. There

were 175 sessions held during the three-day .convention, and more
than 500 safety experts participated.
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PLASTIC SHIELD to protect the faces of U.S. aircraft workers

Many units of the armed services developed and carried out

extensive programs of safety among their personnel. Responsi-

bility for such programs was commonly placed in the hands of

men drawn from industry and from public agencies, with a

background of many years' experience in industrial and traffic

safety. (See also DEATH STATISTICS; DISASTERS; INDUSTRIAL

HEALTH.) /R. L- Fo.)

Traffic Accidents and Accident Prevention. The year 1943
was marked by an increasing emphasis on the training of drivers

for purposes of accident prevention and in order to -help till

the army's needs and on making preparations in the fields of

highway engineering and traffic law enforcement for the post-
war period when the yearly traffic toll was expected to approach,
if not exceed, the alarming all-time high mark of 40,000 reached

in 1941. The total of 23,300 deaths in 1943 was 18% less than
in 1942, and 42% less than in 1941, when the nation's traffic

death toll reached an all-time high. In -addition to the fatalities,

1943 traffic accidents resulted in 800,000 nonfatal injuries, 60,000
of which left some permanent impairment.
A valuable impetus to the driver education movement was

given during 1943 wnen the U.S. army made a request that pre-
induction driver education courses be set up in the high schools

of the country. With the lowering of the induction age to 18

years and the corresponding increase in the flow into the army of

young men with no civilian job experience useful from a mili-

tary point of view, the problem of army training was considerably
accentuated.

The war department and the U.S. office of education prepared
teaching materials in the field of driver education as adapted
to army needs, and these materials were distributed to a large
number of high schools

Four training institutes for state driver education leaders were
held during the summer of 1943. The driver education program
was carried on actively in 22 states, and more than 7,000 high
schools signified their intention of including pre-induction driver
education in their curricula.

Three staff members of the New York University Center for

Safety Education and one staff member each from the National
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Conservation bureau, the National Safety council and the Amer-

ican Automobile association devoted considerable time to instruc-

tion in connection with the driver training work.

Consultant services on the establishment of driver education

courses were provided by war department representatives and by

pre-induction training officers stationed in the service commands.

There was an intensification of traffic during 1943 in war pro-

duction centres and in the vicinity of military posts, and as a

result both military and civilian authorities devoted a great deal

of attention to the matter of preventing traffic accidents as one

phase of the over-all program to conserve essential manpower and

vitally needed equipment and materials. Plans for maintaining

close liaison in solving the critical traffic problems in areas where

much of the highway travel was of emergency character were

developed at meetings held in all of the service commands under

the joint sponsorship of the army and the Highway Traffic Ad-

visory committee to the war department. Discussions emphasized

the need for closer co-ordination of the traffic control efforts of

military and state officials.

In four cities Norfolk, Va., Seattle, Wash., Charleston, S.C.,

and Baltimore, Md. which were among those designated by the

army transportation corps as being in greatest need of traffic

control assistance, the Safety division of the International Asso-

ciation of Chiefs of Police made extensive traffic control surveys

which were followed by detailed recommendations dealing with

the traffic problem and the procedure for facilitating traffic flow

and preventing accidents.

The need for more men for the fighting fronts put an increas-

ingly heavier drain on police manpower during 1943, and in the

field of traffic control and accident prevention this had serious

effects. Trained men were badly needed to take the place of

those who had gone into the armed services. The training of

traffic enforcement personnel was continued as a means of meet-

ing an immediate situation and of planning for the postwar

period.

The Northwestern University Traffic institute, leading training

agency for traffic police, conducted two four-month courses in

traffic police administration as the major feature of its training

program, and in addition held two short courses (of two weeks

each) on the Northwestern campus and assisted in traffic train-

ing work in a number of police departments and at several col-

leges throughout the country.

Eleven organizations co-operated in sponsoring the sixth Na-

tional Institute for Wartime Traffic Training from June 21 to

July 2, 1943, at Ohio State university in Columbus. The eleven

organizations were: the National Conservation bureau, the

American Automobile association, the International Association

of Chiefs of Police, the Automotive Safety foundation, the

National Safety council, the American Association of Motor

Vehicle Administrators, Northwestern University Traffic insti-

tute, the Yale University Bureau for Street Traffic Research, the

American Association of State Highway Officials, the Institute of

Traffic Engineers and Ohio State university.

Progress was made during 1943 in the construction of express

highways designed to speed traffic movement and to help pre-
vent accidents. The Defense Highway act of 1941, through

which funds had been made available for a number of important

highway projects either completed or under construction, also

set the stage for the building of more than 1,000 mi. of express-

ways in and around metropolitan areas in the immediate post-

war period.

During 1943 the Willow Run bomber plant near Detroit, the

war department's Pentagon building near Washington, D.C., and

an ordnance plant near Denver obtained expressway connections

under this act. The Ramona freeway in Los Angeles and a

Deafhs from Accidents in the U.S., 1943 and 1942

*The motor vehicle death totals include some deaths also included in occupational, home
and military personnel. This duplication amounted to about 4,800 deaths in IQU and
4,000 in 1042.
The i<)42 all-accident and motor vehicle totals are U.S. census bureau figures. All others

are National Safety council estimates.

Pittsburgh downtown expressway belt also progressed substan-

tially toward completion in 1943.

Five state legislatures adopted limited-access highway legisla-

tion in 1943 permitting construction of expressways. This brought

the total number of states with such enactments to 17.

The year saw the expansion of programs for staggered work-

ing hours and group riding which helped to conserve essential

highway transportation for the war effort. With more people per

car riding to and from war plants, the need for preventing traffic

accidents to save the lives of and to avoid injuries to war workers

became more urgent than ever before. (R. E. Rn.)

Acheson, Dean Gooderham
April in Middletown, Conn. He graduated from Yale university,

1915, and received a law degree from Harvard three years later.

He served as a naval ensign in World War I, and later became

private secretary to Louis D. Brandeis, associate justice of the

U.S. supreme court. In 1921, he entered the private practice of

law, which he followed until May 19, 1933, when he was ap-

pointed undersecretary of the treasury. This appointment ter-

minated with his resignation later that year, when he returned

to his law practice, lie continued his work as attorney until

Feb. i, 1941, when he received an appointment as assistant sec-

retary of state. With the formation of the United Nations Relief

and Rehabilitation administration in 1943, Acheson was chosen

as the U.S. member of the UNRRA council. He delivered the

opening address before the assemblage of international delegates

which met at Atlantic City in Nov. 1943.

Aden is a British colony, seaport and territory in south-

wes t Arabia, situated in 12 47' N. and 45 10' E., in-

cluding Perim island in the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb between

Africa and Arabia; area 80 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1939) 48,338. Aden

protectorate, including Socotra in the Indian ocean, 112,000

sq.mi.; pop. (est.) 600,000. Governor (1943): Sir J. Hathorn

Hall. Language: English and Arabic; religion: predominantly

Mohammedan.

History. With the end of axis resistance in Africa and the

subsequent surrender of Italy in 1943 the war receded from Aden,

although conditions created by the war still continued to engage

the active attention of the government. In the early part of

1943 the almost complete failure of the spring rains in the

protectorate was the cause of grave concern, and it soon became

apparent that a serious shortage of foodstuffs would result.

Prompt action by the Aden government, assisted by the middle

east supply centre and financed by the British government, re-

sulted in the early amelioration of conditions.

The development of the Audali plateau, at a height of ap-

proximately 7,000 ft., as a market garden for the town of Aden

during the summer months received great impetus during 1943

and provided additional supplies of fresh vegetables and potatoes

during the hot season.

From the beginning of the war until the end of Nov. 1943 the
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people of Aden made monetary contributions to the prosecution

of the war and to war charities amounting to approximately

L 73,000, a particularly generous response in view of the small

population. In addition, up to June 1943 the government of

Aden had lent to his majesty's government, free of interest, the

sum of 105,000. (L. T. S.)

Finance. Revenue (1941-42) Rs.46,7i,758; expenditure

(1941-42) Rs.39,53,932; currency, legal tender rupee: (Rs.i) =

15. 6rf., or approximately 30 cents U.S. in 1943. Rs. 100,000=1

lakh, written Rs. 1,00,000; Rs. 10,000,000 - i crore=ioo lakhs,

written Rs. 1,00,00,000.

Trade and Communication. External trade 1939 (merchan-

dise and treasure on private. account): imports, by sea Rs.5,78,-

56,697; by land Rs. 22, 76, 258; exports, by sea Rs.3,37, 72,025;

by land Rs.22, 11,555; (treasure) imports Rs.37,oo,87i ; exports

Rs.20,22,690. Communications: shipping (1939) 2,004 merchant

vessels (1,300 British) entered, total tonnage 8,005,763 net tons;

motor vehicles registered (Sept, 30, 1939) 733 cars and taxis,

207 commercial vehicles.

Production. In 1938-39, tobacco (approx. value of crop)

Rs.5oo,ooo; salt 282,994 tons; (export) 248,784 tons; coffee

(export) 5,401.27 short tons.

Adjusted Compensation: sec VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION.

Adult Education: see EDUCATION.

AHuartieinff United States. During 1943, the United

ftUlBI USIIIg. States' second year of World War II, the rapid

expansion of war demands on manpower and production had a

telling effect on business and hence upon advertising. Greatest sin-

gle factor, perhaps, was the shortage of pap>er and printing materi-

als. By the end of 1943 a War Production board edict had cut

paper supply to publishing and printing industries to 75% of

normal consumption. Newspaper publishers experimented with

lightweight stock to stretch quotas.

In spite of shortages, volume of advertising increased greatly.

Although profits were higher, they were largely absorbed by ex-

cess profit taxes. Both institutional and industrial advertising

increased tremendously. In the United States, advertising expendi-

tures were $2,100.000,000 as compared with $1,820,000,000 in

1942, an increase of 15%. Newspaper linage increased 12.5%.

Dollar volume of magazine advertising increased 30% ; radio in-

creased 32.3%; farm paper advertising increased 39.9?* ;
outdoor

decreased 5.6%; direct mail increased 8.3%.*

It was estimated by the war advertising council that more

than $300,000.000 in space had been contributed for the promo-
tion of war themes. Nearly 100 separate home-front information

campaigns on food, manpower conservation, finance, United

States army, housing, Red Cross and bond drives were conducted

in co-operation with the Office of War Information and 17 other

major government departments.

A survey conducted by the American Marketing association

showed that 86% of management and advertising executives

believed business had a responsibility in disseminating informa-

tion to the home front, expressing a strong preference for volun-

tary contributions of advertising space and time, rather than

appropriation of government funds for this purpose.

To conserve natural resources, the War Production board

ordered in September a national brown-out which replaced the

general black-out regulation in coastal cities. This permitted

advertisers to operate outdoor and indoor displays and show

windows betveen dusk and 10 P.M., with the exception of places

of pttiblic service while they were open for business.

January-September. No later figures available.

Copy and Layout. Most significant change in copy was a

distinct improvement in the tone of war advertising and in the

quality of appeal. Much of the copy became more realistic and

informative. Advertising became aware of public and govern-

ment sentiment against commercializing patriotism in print and

boasts of contributions toward winning the war and took steps to

eliminate such criticisms. Postwar themes were used extensively.

Toward the end of 1943, the war was mentioned less frequently.

Magazines. In spite of rationing of paper, magazines as a

whole carried the largest advertising volume in their history

105 magazines grossed $227,000,000 as compared with $174,582,-

984 in 1942 and $196,687,538 in 1929. An additional $50,000,000

worth was refused because of paper shortage. (See NEWSPAPERS
AND MAGAZINES.)
Ten publishers, including Newsweek, Life and the New Yorker,

put out and distributed free of charge miniature editions for

servicemen overseas. They carried substantially ,the same edi-

torial matter but no advertising.

Newspapers. Efforts to tighten classified sections, editorial

columns and the like had been exhausted by the end of 1943 and

the next move was toward curtailment of local retail and national

advertising. Some papers adopted a i,ooo-line ceiling and limited

the number of insertions. Optional insertion dates, limited space

and other restrictions on national advertising had been imposed,
and by the end of 1943 strict rationing plans were being

formulated.

Stringent limitations on classified were universal. Agate type,

limited display, limitation on number of lines, dropping of out-

of-town help-wanted advertisements and so on helped to save
*

paper. Further cuts were made through compact writing and

editing of editorials, shorter stories, fewer features and slashing

of comics, women's pages and financial news. Saturday editions

were streamlined to six or eight pages; Sunday gravure sections

were changed to tabloid size by many papers. Comparatively few

newspapers froze circulations; some discontinued circulation pro-

motion. More papers raised both per-copy and subscription rates.

Newspapers supported government war projects by selling adver-

tising for war loans and other campaigns and by increased use of

informative institutional advertising.

Radio. See RADIO.

Retail. The use of institutional advertisements increased

greatly among an overwhelming number of retail advertisers.

Promotional copy using comparative prices and emphasizing big

sales and special events was eliminated by practically all stores,

resulting in the reduction of buying of scarce articles.

Of all retail advertising, 85.9% was in newspapers; 4.2% in

radio; direct mail 4.5%; and other 4.7%.
Direct Mail. This medium held up fairly well but changed

somewhat in its nature. Printed promotion geared itself largely

to the war effort and users of direct mail tied in their appeals
with the various major wartime projects.

The Graphic Arts Victory committee issued a guide book which
was helpful in supplying information to users of printed promo-
tion in tying up their printing with the war effort. The Graphic
Arts Victory committee was also instrumental in assisting all

types of organizations in successfully using the convention-by-
mail method, resulting in hundreds* of conventions being can-

celled which contributed greatly in relieving transportation prob-
lems. The committee also pointed out riiany ways to make paper

really "stretch." Catalogues, directories and shopping newspapers
were assigned paper quotas limiting them to 85% of 1941 usage.

Display. Display advertisers keenly felt the effects of restric-

tions. A War Production board order in October banned the use

of new fibreboard containers for shipping displays. The industry

protested, charging the order unjustly discriminated against the
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entire graphic arts industry, particularly the advertising display

branch, and claimed it would practically eliminate this adver-

tising medium. Little hope for immediate relief was in sight at

the end of 1943.

Transportation. This medium showed the largest percentage
of gain over previous years of any major media. Volume was up
more than 20% over 1942, grossing approximately $10,000,000.

Sixteen per cent of this was local and 40% national advertising.

Many cities were completely "sold out" with practically all space

reserved for months ahead. Rate increases were prevalent. Most

national advertising continued to be on branded goods, chiefly

foods and drugs.

The industry's War Campaigns pool contributed approximately

100,000 free spaces per month to the government for war mes-

sages. Carded vehicles increased slightly, numbering 85,000.

Riders exceeded 22,000,000,000 as against 18,000,000,000 in 1942.

Outdoor. Traffic Audit bureau tabulations were resumed in

1943. Reports for the May i5~June 30 period based on 105

cities showed that, compared with 1939-41 audits, 65 cities in-

creased in effective circulation, 36 decreased, while 4 remained

the same.

Consumer. Copy for the woman consumer reached down-to-

earth realism in the face of shortages. Food advertisements gave
as much information about nutrition as food editorials, as well as

many friendly helps on making scarce foods go farther, main-

taining the health of the family and getting variety out of short

stocks on grocers' shelves. Other copy taught consumers how
to get more wear out of many everyday commodities.

A survey of buying habits disclosed that 58.8% of housewives

visited more stores to obtain food products and 55.7% went to

more stores for meat. Changes in buying habits extended to prac-

tically all purchases. Despite shortages, housewives kept their

homes well supplied by means of substitution and shopping
around.

Branded products, however, were menaced by two factors:

(i) unavailability of branded goods and the offering of substi-

tutes, and (2) compulsory grade labelling in fixing price ceilings.

These factors were partly offset by advertising of brand names
and by adjustments in grade labelling in relation to quality.

Research. Due to an increased demand for factual data, gov-

ernment agencies effectively used private research organizations.

For ii months of 1943, 41 special reports were compiled as

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING (total linage In 52 cities of the United States):

average per month. Compiled by Media Records, Inc.

against 23 in 1942, in response to specific requests from various

agencies. Data on 57 commodities were compiled relating to con-

sumer sales, rationing, allocation of vital war materials, price
freezes and price ceilings.

A study made by the Association of National Advertisers re-

vealed that the public wanted modest, informational advertise-

ments with a description of postwar products, data on war-win-

ning projects and information on how to co-operate with them.

This study also showed that people were aware of the job busi-

ness was doing in the war effort and that they wanted companies
to continue advertising because names should be kept in the

public eye. Forty-seven per cent believed advertised products
were superior to nonadvertised ones. Interest in what manufac-

turers were doing to help in the war was definitely on the down-

grade, however.

Another study made among farmers showed that three-quarters
of those questioned thought (i) business advertising helped

them, (2) private management ran business better than govern-
ment could, (3) government-owned plants should be sold to

manufacturers after the war and not run in competition with busi-

ness. Both studies reported that a very high percentage of per-

sons felt that business
7 war effort was good.

Great Britain. With government advertising still leading in

total spending, British advertising during the first nine months

of 1943 amounted to approximately $40,882,000 as compared
with $39,672,000 for the same period in 1942, a gain of 3%.
Most conspicuous change in advertising of private commodities

was the decline of cigarette advertising. Other goods on which

advertising decreased were biscuits and baked products, soaps,

furniture, whiskey and other products rationed or short in supply.

Volume of advertising actually increased, however, on some short-

supply articles, such as shoes, hosiery, chocolate, tea, textiles,

motor cars and tires.

Despite drastic paper restrictions, British magazines increased

in circulation. Lighter weight paper, readjustment in format and

typography, suspension of some publications to support others

for the duration and a slight boost in paper quotas helped to

supply the increased demand.

In doing a wartime job, advertising in Great Britain ceased to

be aggressively competitive and became educational and helpful.

The British war office produced a series of grim posters aimed

at reducing serious accidents caused by improper handling of

ammunition taken from defective but unspent grenades and sim-

ilar objects picked up from practice ranges. Subjects of the

posters were the result of a careful study of the situation by the

public relations department.

Canada. In addition to restrictions already imposed on

newspapers and periodicals, limitations of as much as 50%,
aimed to curb over-all use of printed matter, were levied by a

Canadian Wartime Price and Trade board order. Business reply

postcards and envelopes, blotters, jumbo size or multi-sheet

calendars, and new catalogues or price lists illustrating goods or

services were banned. Display of printed poster or card adver-

tising was limited as to size of poster and place of display.

Exceptions, however, were on printed matter for religious, char-

itable and similar groups when it contained no advertising.

South America. Argentina. Advertising volume in Argen-

tina remained practically the same as for 1942. Stringent gov-

ernmental supervision over pharmaceutical advertising in all

media was introduced and advertisements for medicinal products

had to be approved in complete form before publication.

Paper shortage was acute but toward the end of 1943, through

improvements in shipping and local newsprint manufacture, the

situation had eased somewhat. The bulk of Argentine advertising

was devoted to local industry. Orders for strict control of broad-
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Africa, Italian East: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Africa. Portuguese East and West: see PORTUGUESE

COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Africa. Spanish West: see SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Africa, Union of South: see SOUTH AFRICA, THE UNION OF.

Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, Bureau of: see

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION.
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casting were issued in June, which included limitation of length

of commercials, use of pure Spanish only, approval of scripts of

programs by the Department of Radiocommunicaciones, licens-

ing of speakers and artists, barring of audiences from studios and

many other extreme measures. (See also NEWSPAPERS AND

MAGAZINES; RADIO.) (D. ST.)

Aero-otitis and Aerosinusitis: we EAR, NOSE AND THROAT,

DISEASES OF.

Afghanistan. L
A Moslem kingdom lying between India and

an; area 250,000 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1940)

10,000,000; chief towns; Kabul (cap., 80,000), Kandahar

(60,000), Herat (50,000), Mazar-i-Sharif (30,000). Ruler:

Mohammed Zahir Shah; languages: Persian, Pushtu, and some

Turki in the north; religion: Mohammedan.

History. There was little change in internal affairs during

the year. On Nov. 26, 1942, the 9-year-old crown prince, Mo-

hammed Akbar Khan, died. Foreign policy continued along the

same lines of neutrality and friendship with Afghanistan's neigh-

bours, and at the beginning of 1943 the Saadabad Pact with Tur-

key, Iran, and Iraq was automatically renewed for a further five

years, as none of its signatories had denounced it six months be-

fore expiration.

A new departure was taken by the appointment on June i of

the first Afghan minister to the U.S.A., Abdul Hosayn Aziz, who

had formerly represented his country in Moscow. On Oct. 24 it

was learned that negotiations for a treaty of alliance between

China and Afghanistan had been completed in Ankara.

(C. M, CL.)

Education. Confined chieily to Kabul. Elementary schools

exist throughout the country, but secondary schools exist only

in Kabul and provincial capitals. Both are free. There were, in

1940, 130 primary schools and i normal school for teachers in

Kabul. In addition there were 4 secondary schools and 13 mili-

tary schools. Technical, art, commercial and medical schools

exist for higher education. The Kabul university was established

in 1932; only a medical faculty existed in 1940.

Finance. Revenue and expenditure about 150,000,000 (Af-

ghan) rupees; currency: Rs. 3.95 (Afghan) =Rs. i (Indian) =

30.12 cents U.S. (July 1943).

Trade and Communication. (1939-40) Exports to India:

Afghan merchandise Rs. 3,97,06,681; treasure Rs. 16,655; non~

Afghan merchandise Rs. 2,008. Imports: Indian produce Rs.

72,79,399; other produce (imported through India and in transit)

Rs. i ,9ft 2 5, 1 97. Persian lambskin is one of the most important

exports. Other exports are carpets, fruit, wool and cotton. Roads:

trade routes, Kabul to Peshawar (India) 210 mi.; and Kandahar

to Chaman, 70 mi.; there are about 2,265 m i. f unmetalled

roads connecting the chief towns.

At the beginning of 1941 there were five wireless stations in

the country.

Agriculture. Wheat, rice, millet, maize, sheep, Persian lamb-

skin, wool (1938) 6,800 metric tons.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Sir Percy Sykcs, A History of Afghanistan, 2 vols.

(1940).

A. F. of L.: see AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR.

Africa, British East: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Africa. British South: see BRITISH SOUTH AFRICAN PROTEC-

TORATES.

Africa. British West: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Africa, French Equatorial: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Africa, French North: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.
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Agricultural Research Administration.

Among other steps in a major reorganization of the U.S. de-

partment, of agriculture in Dec. 1941, seven bureaus of agricul-

tural science were brought together into a unified group under

an administrator of agricultural research, who was charged with

the general supervision and direction of their scientific work.

Together, these bureaus, each of which retained its identity, con-

stituted the Agricultural Research administration. The step was

a significant one in scientific organization, making possible closer

co-ordination of a wide range of research and more effective

pooling of resources of knowledge, personnel and material for

simultaneous attack on major problems. Hastened by World

War II, which made quick action on urgent problems imperative,

the move was in line with a growing trend toward greater co-

ordination and less sharply defined departmentalization in re-

search.

The agencies in the Agricultural Research administration and

their principal functions as of 1943 were as follows:

Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. In addition to several gen-
eral research divisions, it operated the four regional research laboratories:

eastern, at Philadelphia, Pa.; northern, at Peoria, 111.; southern, at New
Orleans, La.; western, at Albany, Calif. These laboratories were concerned

largely with developing new and wider industrial uses for agricultural prod-
ucts and by-products.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Conducted research on the diseases and para-
sites and the breeding, feeding and management of domestic animals, includ-

ing poultry, as well as on livestock products; conducted disease eradication
work; administered certain quarantine and regulatory measures.

Bureau of Dairy Industry. Conducted research on the breeding, feeding
and management of dairy cattle and the manufacture and utilization of

dairy products and by-products,
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine. Conducted research on in-

jurious insects and on honeybees; administered certain quarantine and regu-
latory laws and conducted control and eradication campaigns relating to

insect pests and plant diseases.
Bureau of Human .Nutrition and Home Economics. Conducted research on

nutrition, the nutritive values of foods, food preparation and preservation,
textiles, clothing, household equipment and family economics.

Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering. Conducted
research on the breeding, management, diseases, and introduction and adap-
tation of crop and other economic plants; the surveying, classifying and
mapping of soils; the development and use of fertilizers; the development
and use of farm machinery, buildings and equipment.

Office of Experiment Stations. Administered federal grants to state and
territorial agricultural experiment stations, co-ordinated their work with
that of the department of agriculture, and operated the federal experiment
station at Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.

The Agricultural Research administration also had charge of

the Beltsville research centre, Beltsville, Md. (near Washington,

D.C.), where extensive research facilities laboratories, green-

houses, farm buildings, fields, orchards and woodland were

located. Nine regional rcpearch laboratories in various parts of

the country, called Bankhead-Jones laboratories from the legisla-

tion which created them, were being administered by the bureaus

or directly by the administrator in 1943. In addition, field

stations operated by the bureaus were widely distributed over

the United States, and much work was carried on co-operatively
at itate experiment stations. The purpose of this decentralization

was to have the experimental work adequately represent the wide

range of environments in the United States as well as to adapt
it to regional and local needs.

Work of the Agricultural Research administration in 1943 was

concerned almost entirely with war problems related to agricul-

ture and to the needs of the armed forces and the civilian

population. By mobilizing research facilities, personnel and the

knowledge accumulated from previous research, practical solu-



tions for many of these problems were worked out with unusual

rapidity. Among the scores of developments resulting directly

from this research were revolutionary new methods of destroy-

ing injurious insects, particularly disease-carrying lice and ma-

larial mosquitoes; new, highly effective insect repellants; safe

and satisfactory ways of dehydrating vegetables and meats for

overseas shipment in large quantities; great increases in the

production of oil, fibre and drug crops formerly for the most

part imported and therefore relatively unfamiliar to United

States farmers; the safeguarding of wartime diets from the health

standpoint by sound scientific findings ;
wartime changes in live-

stock rations based on research; new methods of combatting

livestock diseases and parasites; new or improved machinery for

handling various crops; new processes for making industrial

products such as alcohol, rubber substitutes, plastics and cork

substitute from farm products and by-products; and methods

for making the production of the new drug, penicillin (q.v.),

commercially possible.
- (E. C. AR.)
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Crop Production. The gross production of

crops in the United States in 1943 was esti-

mated by the U.S. department of agriculture as 6% less than

the record-breaking crops of 1942 but nearly 5% more than any

previous year. In comparison with the average of the five years

1937-41, production of the 53 principal crops was up 9%. The
favourable returns of 1942 and 1943 were due to several factors:

(i) better than average growing seasons; (2) improved farm

practices; (3) changes in the Farm Adjustment program; (4)

higher prices of farm products; and (5) willingness of farmers

and their families to work long hours to aid the war effort. The
chief handicaps were shortage of labour, farm machinery and

other supplies, and changing government policies and regulations.

Comparing the production of the war years with the ten-year

prc-drought period of 1923-32 the production of 53 principal

crops was: 1939 102.8%; 1940 107.4%; *94i 109.9%; 1942

124.1% and 1943 116.8%. It will be seen that the record

production of 1942 was almost one-fourth greater than in the

1 9 23~3 2 period. The increase in the production of vegetables

for market was 144.4% in J 94 2 and 138,5% in 1943; in vegetables

for canning and drying 225.1% in 1942 and 199.8% .in 1943.

These increases were the result of expansion of acreage as well

as more favourable seasons which assured high yields. Had the

United States experienced the bad weather of the years 1933-36

the results would have been disastrous. Compared to the pre-

drought period of 1923-32 as 100 the production of 53 crops in

1933 was 88.9%; i9347i.7%; i93595.2% and 193679.5%.
The expansion of crop production in acreage continued after

1939, but the total for 52 crops harvested, 347,498,000 ac., was

less in 1943 than the average of the five years 1929-33, the high

year being 1932, when 361,794,000 ac. were cultivated. Early in

the 1943 season there were great difficulties in some areas from

floods and to a less extent from drought. About 13,500,000 ac. of

crops were lost in 1943, nearly 2,000,000 ac. more than in 1942.

Crop yields were mostly lower in 1943 than in 1942 but higher

than in any of the years 1937-41. Compared with the pre-

drought average, 1923-32, the yields of all -craps, except vege-

tables, was 124% compared to 130% in 1942 and a range of 114

to 122 in the previous five years. Potatoes gave a record yield

of 140 bu. per acre.

The crop season of 1943, as previously noted, was marked by

several losses from floods and drought in widely scattered areas.

In May heavy rains from Oklahoma to Michigan delayed plant-

ing, and June brought floods in the lower Missouri valley. July

and August were mostly hot and dry, with severe droughts in

Arkansas and in a belt extending from New Jersey southward

LUNCHEON FOR WHEAT HARVESTERS near East Grand Forks, Minn., in the

summer of 1943 .

into Virginia. The dry summer favoured farm work and en-

abled farmers with a scarcity of labour to complete their harvest-

ing and to do an unusual amount of fall plowing. The lack of

good rains reduced the feed in pastures and ranges and ac-

centuated the feed shortage.

Fruit production in 1943 was the smallest since 1938, about

12%, below 1942. The yield of fruit was about 11% below 1942.

Exceptionally small crops of apples, pears, peaches, cherries and

strawberries were harvested. Early spring freezes and bad weather
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24 AGRICULTURE
during pollination periods were the principal causes for the

small crops. Grapes, however, produced the largest crop on record

and the output of all citrus fruits was high. Truck crops of all

kinds showed about 10% less totil than in 1942, which was

offset to some extent by the great increase in victory gardens.

The production of feed crops, hay and grain was not large in pro-

portion to the large numbers of livestock on farms. The feed

shortage in the eastern states was particularly severe in late

summer, partly because of the drought in the Atlantic coast states

from Virginia northward. While the total hay crop was the sec-

ond largest ever produced, the supply per unit of livestock was

less than in previous years.

Table I. /ndex Numbers of fhe Vo/ume of Agricu/furaf Production

through Two War Periods
4

*From estimates by the bureau of agricultural economics, U.S. department of agriculture

The expansion of agricultural production compared to other

years is indicated hy the index numbers of the volume of agri-

cultural production shown in Table I. This shows the decline

in the production of food grains as compared to all crops and

livestock and the very striking increase in the vegetable crops.

These changes indicate a fundamental change of diet in the

United States, namely, the consumption of more fresh vegetables

in salads and sandwiches and a shift away from surplus-grain pro-

duction.

Livestock Products. The total production of livestock and

livestock products made a new high record in 1943, although the

total milk production dropped slightly below 1942. The total

numbers of all livestock increased through the year, partly as the

result of several years of good feed production on pastures and

ranges. The increases in hogs and cattle more than offset the

decreases in sheep, horses and mules. The large supplies of feed

grains in 1942 led farmers to expand herds except where the

shortage of labour was a retarding force, as on the sheep ranges

and on many dairy farms. The hog expansion was beyond all

expectations, with the spring and fall pig crops amounting to

127,000,000 head compared to the ten-year average of 73,148,000

head. This large increase, combined with full feeding to heavy

weights because of the very favourable corn-hog ratio, led to

record runs of hogs at the stockyards and slaughter houses in

the late fall of 1943. The rationing points on pork were reduced

in an effort to move the excess pork into consumption and thus

relieve storage facilities. This Hood of pork and the general feed

shortage led the War Food administration to reduce the goals for

1944 to a total of 105,000,000 pitfs. The ceiling price on corn was

stated to be the chief factor in leading hog growers to feed their

pigs to maximum weights, since at the ceiling prices for live hogs

f $ T 3-75 P^ IO lb. at Chicago it was more profitable for them

to feed their corn than to sell it. One result was that the process-

ing plants using corn for industrial purposes were unable to get

supplies until the government intervened and moved some of its

stocks. There was also a large demand for corn in the eastern

states that could not be filled from the usual midwest sources.

Milk production declined in 1943 from the record production of

119,240,000,000 Ib. in 1942 to about 118,000,000,000 Ib. A lower

average yield per cow was believed to be due to the shortage of

feed in the eastern dairy areas and drought in others. The per-

centage of the dairy cows being milked declined during 1943, re-

flecting the labour shortage on dairy farms. In the fall the gov-

ernment moved to check the decline in milk production by propos-

ing subsidy payments and larger supplies of feed. Butter produc-
tion was about i% more in 1943 than in 1942 but was below the

1 935-39 average and insufficient to meet the full needs for all

civilian, military and lend-lease requirements. Cheese production
declined for the same reasons, and some cheese factories shifted

to butter-making where cream supplies could be obtained. The

rationing of both butter and cheese became more severe during

the later months of 1943. The production of evaporated, con-

densed and dry-skimmed milk continued higher than in 1942,

although the shortage of fluid milk was also reflected in these

products.

In calling for a goal of 122,000,000,000 Ib. of milk for 1944,

the War Food administration recognized the necessity of in-

creasing the output per cow about 30 Ib. of milk over 1943

levels and 60 Ib. over the five-year average. In order to attain

this increase, higher prices to producers, better supplies of feed

and more fertilizer for pastures and hay crop were proposed.

The total numbers of chickens on farms and chickens raised

reached a new high record in 1943, about 15% above 1942 and

28% above the ten-year average. Egg production likewise made
a new high record of about 5,000,000,000 doz. or 12% more

than 1942 and 45% above the average. The goal lor 1944" was

set at 5,000,000,000 doz., but the feed shortage was such that a

culling of flocks had begun before the end of 1943. Farmers

were advised to reduce the number of broilers to be fed to save

feed for laying flocks.

The grand total of meat production of all kinds in 1943 was

about 13% above 1942 and nearly 50% above the average of

1935-39. Military and lend-lease requirements amounted to

about 25% of the total, leaving less than a normal supply for

civilians. Thus a continuation of the rationing system was

necessary. The total available for civilians, however, was about.

i2S Ib. per capjta in 1943 only 5.9 Ib. less than was consumed

INDEX NUMBERS of U.S. production of food grains, all crops, all livestock
and fresh vegetables through World Wars I and II. Food grains declined,
while vegetables increased greatly. All crops and livestock made great advances
after 1940 , -, ......



FLOODWATERS OF THE WABASH RIVER pouring acrcm a farm late in May
1943. Planting In many parts of the midwest was delayed three weeks and

early crops were ruined by the floods

in 1942. This compared with an average consumption of 126

Ib. per capita in the period 1935-39.
Total food production for 1943 was estimated by the U.S. de-

partment of agriculture to be 5% above 1942 and 32% above

1935-39. The record output of livestock products more than

offset the decline in crop production. It was also estimated that

civilian food consumption per capita in 1943 was 5% above the

average for 1935-39. The 1943 civilian food supply, while short

in meats and dairy products, was richer in essential nutrients

than in 1935-39 with a few exceptions.

Table \\.-Production Figures of Selected U.S. Crops, 1933-43
(ooos omitted)

* Preliminary.

Stocks and Reserves. The ever-normal granary idea and the

widespread belief that the United States was a country of peren-
nial surpluses led the public to question the necessity of ration-

ing. While the U.S. produced surpluses for export before World
War II and even in greater amounts in the decade before World
War I, these surpluses were seldom accumulated for more than

a half year, since the storage and marketing facilities required

constant in-and-out movement. A large world wheat crop in the

western hemisphere caused a large carry-over of wheat to accu-

mulate in 1941 and 1942, a total about equal to a year's domestic

U.S. consumption. Up to the spring of 1943 the policy of the

government was to limit production to domestic requirements.
Then suddenly the need for wheat for food became evident, and

acreage and marketing restrictions were removed for both the

1943 spring seeding and for the fall seeding for harvest in 1944.
In July the government decided to raise the goal 26% above that

for the 1943 acreage. In addition to the unexpected demand for

wheat for feed, more than 125,000,000 bu. were used for mak-

ing alcohol. The U.S. export market was practically closed, taking

only about 35,000,000 bu. Canada, with a surplus of nearly

700,000,000 bu., was able to supply Great Britain's needs without

difficulty.

The carry-over stocks of other grains corn, barley, etc.

amounted as usual to only a small part of the year's production

and were simply carried from harvest to time of use, with the

usual reserves for seed and ordinary needs. The reservoir of

food was on the farms and in the marketing channels grain ele-

vators, storehouses, cold storage plants and other distribution

agencies. Aside from the grains and flour and feeds for live-

stock, the food reserves of large U.S. cities were very small,

sufficient for only one to three weeks at most. Stocks of meats,

fats, eggs and dairy products were equivalent to two or three

weeks' consumption. In 1943 the storehouses were overcrowded

because of reserves purchased and held by the government for

the use of the military forces and lend-lease obligations. Some

representatives of occupied countries purchased supplies to be

used for relief and found it necessary to move them because of

the cost of storage, spoilage and the need of the storage facilities

for current use. Therefore the production in 1943 represented the

food supply in general terms. In the case of perishables such as

eggs, milk and its products and vegetables this was particularly

true. The development of preserved, frozen and dehydrated prod-

ucts gave some promise of being able to carry over the sur-

pluses in useful form, but these processes had yet to be fully de-

veloped in order that such preserved products might compete

with the fresh product. (See also UNITED STATES.)

Lend-lease Food Requirements. Purchases, shipments, re-

sale and transfers were so numerous and involved in 1943 that

the quarterly reports on lend-lease to congress gave only some

general measures of value and estimated percentages of the

U.S. supply. As a general estimate lend-lease shipments were re-

ported by the government to have amounted to about 6% of

the U.S. domestic supply in 1942 and were expected not to exceed

10% in 1943, with the same amount allocated up to June 30,

1944. Values alone were not a full indication because of the

many highly concentrated forms being shipped, such as the de-

hydrated foods, to save shipping space. The grand total value
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26 AGRICULTURE
of exports shipped to June 30, 1943 was reported as $9,-

882,000,000, of which foods and other agricultural products
amounted to $2,085,000,000 in value. This was the largest single

item, exceeded only by ammunition and aircraft and parts, which

totalled $2,716,000,000. During the first year of the operation
of lend-lease, foodstuffs constituted 30% of the total, while dur-

ing the second year these goods had declined to 18% of the total

because of the great increase in shipments of munitions. The

Table III. former*' Average Prices, Certain U.S. Crept, on Selected Dafei

(in cents per unit)

food was sent principally to the United Kingdom and the soviet

union, which together had received 93% of all goods shipments

through June 1943. At times the need for food was so critical

in the soviet union that foods were given preference over muni-

tions for shipping space. From the outbreak of war the United

Kingdom had by the end of 1943 increased its production from

40% to 70% of its requirements. Of the other 30%, the United

States supplied about one-third, or 10% of the British consump-
tion. Since supplies were being maintained at the very minimum
of necessity, this part was a vital factor in assuring the contin-

uation of British life.

The soviet union had lost about 40% of its most fertile crop
land by 1943. Shipments to the soviet union were designed to aid

the armies but did little to improve the inadequate diet of civil-

ians. Food was shipped to North and West Africa to carry the

civilian population over, until the 1943 harvest, the Germans hav-

ing removed most of the remainder of the 1942 crops. Seeds for

planting formed a large part of the shipments early in 1943 and

by the middle of the year other shipments had begun to decline.

While the total amount of food shipped under lend-lease was

only 10% of the U.S. supply in 1943, the part of all foods was

not in this proportion. Of some products as high as 30% of the

U.S. supply was shipped, canned fish for example, while of butter

only seven-tenths of i% of the supply was exported.

In June the War Food administration tentatively allocated the

available food to be produced from July i, 1943 to June 30, 1944
as follows: for civilians 7$% ;

for the armed forces 13% ;
for lend-

lease 10%; and for U.S. territories and special needs 2%. This

meant a slightly smaller civilian supply than in 1942 but more
than in 1935-39-

Farm Income. The gross farm income was estimated by the

U.S. department of agriculture to be $22,700,000,000 in 1943
the largest on record and more than $4,000,000,000 above the

$18,628,000,000 income of 1942. This high return was the re-

sult of the record volume of production which sold at the high

prices. The gross income figures presented a more favourable
situation than the facts justified because of the rapid advances in

production costs. Production expenses in 1943 were estimated at

$10,200,000,000, leaving $12,475,000,000 as the net income of

farm operators. The gross farm income included cash income
from sales, government payments, the value of products retained

for human consumption on the farm and a rental value for the

farm home. A part of the income of people on farms was ob-

tained from nonfarm sources and in years prior to 1943 this had

amounted to 30% of the net income of persons on farms. No
annual estimates were made, but special studies indicated that the

total may have been more than $3,250,000,000 in 1942 and even

greater in 1943. There was also a considerable income of non-

farm people from agriculture, estimated to have been, about

$1,700,000,000 in 1942. When comparing farm and nonfarm

incomes these items must be considered. The total net income

from agriculture per person on farms in 1943 was estimated to be

about. $430, compared to $368 in 1942 and $232 in 1941. Similar

estimates of the income of persons not on farms placed their

average income at about $1,428 for 1943 compared to $1,022 in

1942. The income of persons in agriculture in terms of percentage

of the national income was estimated to be more than 12% in

1943 compared to 9.5% in 1942. The total farm population in-

cluded only 21.7% of the total population in 1942 and a some-

what smaller part in 1943 since many persons had left the farms.

The total number of people on farms was smaller in 1943 than

in 1910. The high total was reached in 1916, when farm popula-
tion was put at 32,530,000 persons. The decline was almost con-

stant to 29,000,000 in 1943.

Government payments were a relatively small -factor in the

total farm income. In 1942 they amounted to $697,000,000. The

previous high total was in 1939, when $807,000,000 was paid. The

expenses that increased most during the war years were wages
for labour and other current operating expenses. Interest on

mortgages was down because the total mortgage debt of farmers

was much below the high level of 1921 to 1929 inclusive. Ex-

penditures for buildings and machinery were checked by the dif-

ficulties of getting materials and machines, Taxes were lower in

1942 than in 1941, as inventories had not been increased.

Table IV. -U.S. Farm Income, 1943 and 1942

*Prcliminary.

Prices of Farm Products. Farmers received prices- that aver-

aged about 20% higher in 1943 than in 1942. The index of all

farm products as estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture

rose from 157 for the year 1942 to 192 in Dec. 1943. In 1939

the index was 92, having declined from 121 in 1937 and a previ-

ous high point of 156 in 1925. Farm prices did not reach their

high peak in 1929 preceding the depression but stood at 146 for

that year. The usual war influence was seen when World War II

began and the index rose to 98 in 1940; to 122 in 1941; and to

157 in 1942. This general average index for the prices of all

groups of farm products does not indicate the variations between

different products which were as 'follows: truck crops, 264;

chickens and eggs, 212; meat animals, 203; fruits, 197; dairy

products, 187; cotton, 171 and grains, 162. All efforts to stabilize

farm prices were not effective, and these prices followed the same

general course as in World War I, but did not reach the high

levels they did in 1919, when the index was 228, dropping the

next year to 157. Different products reached high levels in 1919,

grains for example being 233 as compared to 162 in 1943 and

cotton 247 compared to 171. This generally lower price level



was the basic cause of the efforts to increase prices to farmers,

to secure greater production. The question became involved in

the controversy over the method of payment, whether by sub-

sidies or by higher ceilings.

The farmer's true price position the relation between the

price he receives for his product and the prices he pays for the

labour and materials that he buys was indicated by the index of

the ratio of prices received to prices paid which is the basis of

"parity." This index for 1943 stood at 116 compared to 104 in

1942, 92 in 1941 and 78 in 1940. Not since 1920 had this index

reached 100 until the United States entered World War II in

1941. The prices farmers had to pay for commodities they had

to buy for living and production, and interest and taxes were

slightly below the level of prices of farm products, except for

labour which stood at 280 compared to farm prices at 192. At

the same time the cost of living index was 124 and the income

of industrial workers 316. The cost of food rose faster than

nonfood items in the cost of living index, which the government

sought to control by price rollbacks.

Agriculture and World War II. The output of U.S. crops

and livestock in 1942 and 1943 demonstrated that the requirements
of civilians, military and lend-lease aid to the Allies were met.

Any extra food for relief had to come from a reserve built up
through careful rationing, or a change in the diet habits of the

American people, unless a renewed campaign for higher produc-
tion was to be undertaken as a national policy. An analysis of

the factors needed for greater food production reduced them to

land, labour and machinery.
The land available for expanded production was not of the best

fertility in 1943, and the costs of production would be higher than

on the better lands being used in 1943, but a somewhat higher

food price level would not be entirely out of line with wages and

incomes and would probably lead to more economic use of food.

The machinery needed could be produced quickly if the facili-

ties being used in 1943 for ships and certain types of munitions

were diverted to this use. Intensive fabrication of repair parts

and the widespread development of repair stations were used

enough to indicate that they would be effective in stretching ma-

chinery for the duration. Farm machines are seldom wholly worn

out; they are simply discarded for newer types when the re-

placements become expensive.

The crux of the problem in 1943 was labour. Agriculture lacked

several million trained men to bring it to a state of higher

Table V. U.S. Production and Yield per Acre for 7943 and 1942 Crops

*Estimated. fPounds.

efficiency. The combined loss of the young men to the military

forces and to war industries was the greatest weakening factor.

FOUR-H BOY AND GIRL helping harvest corn during the agricultural labour

shortage of 1943

Estimates varied greatly as to the number of men who had left

the farms. The U.S. department of agriculture estimates showed

that the number of farm workers on farms in Jan. 1943 was

8,171,000 and in July, 11,750,000. The difference between these

numbers was the number who were hired for summer work. They
came principally from small towns and villages where they had

other employment that they could leave for the summer period.

Out of these millions could be recruited possibly a part of the re-

placements needed until World War II ended and some of the

millions who left the farms returned.

Crop Insurance. The government experiment in crop insur-

ance got a severe setback in 1943. Congress withdrew support for

the work from the appropriation act of June 1943-44, and by
the end of the year had not restored anything to continue the

work in 1944 after July i. Only sufficient funds were provided

to complete the contracts for 1943.

The reasons given for the action were that the use of the law

was too limited and the expenses too large to justify its continu-

ance. Losses greatly exceeded the premiums. About 500,000

farmers were assisted in the four years 1939 to 1942 when they

had crop failures, while many others had protection though they

did not suffer losses. Out of 1,633 counties in which wheat was

insured in 1942, 245 counties paid no losses and 308 paid losses

less than one-fourth of their premiums. In 961 counties or more

than half of them, losses paid were less than the premiums.

The basic law providing for the work still stood and a new

and revised plan was proposed. Insurance authorities stated that

the work had not been tested over sufficient time to provide

an adequate basis for determining premiums and the best method

of operation. The original idea was for the government to provide

for administration while the premiums were to cover the risks.

Participation was voluntary, which made it necessary to enlist

the interest of the farmers in large numbers, and since the plan

was untried this was found very difficult to do quickly.

The principal problems met with were: how to secure larger

participation; how to determine risks with the limited data on

many farms; how to spread the risk to cover bad years and the

changes in operators. Acreage abandonment offered another prob-

lem on which there was insufficient data to determine a safe rate

of premium. A three-year contract was adopted in 1943 to spread

the risk. The system was tried only on wheat to any considerable

extent. In 1943 there were 487,000 wheat contracts or about

one-third of the wheat growers who were eligible. For cotton, only

about 10% of the producers were listed and losses the first year

were about 166% of the premiums. Proposals were made to use

insurance in connection with war-emergency crops as a safeguard

for those who were expanding acreage. It was estimated that
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the cost to the government would be about $100,000,000 for the

seven important crops, potatoes, flax, hemp, peanuts, dry beans

and peas and soybeans. (J. C. Ms.)

Great Britain. While the government's agricultural policy

remained the same, namely, the maximum production of bread

corn, potatoes and sugar beet with the maintenance of milk pro-

duction, county war agricultural committees wore instructed to

pay more attention to the efficiency of livestock production. These

committees were given the additional powers necessary and ap-

pointments of livestock and milk production officers were made.

The problem facing these officers was to raise to as high a stand-

ard and as quickly as possible the general level of efficiency of

production. In the direction of milk production a number of im-

portant steps were taken. First, milk recording was taken over by
the Milk Marketing board, and a national milk records scheme

was introduced at the beginning of 1943. The enrolment under

the scheme up to October was encouraging and indicated that

more and more farmers were realizing that a system of milk re-

cording in their own herds was the first essential in a sound breed-

ing policy and economic production. Secondly, a classification of

all dairy herds was being undertaken and farms were to be placed

in grades. Concentration of effort would be directed toward help-

ing and where necessary stimulating those who were most in need

of such help with a consequent raising of the level of their cat-

tle and their own efficiency as producers. The third important

measure was that county committees prepared a register of bull

breeding herds, the purpose of which was to make arrangements

whereby a wide dispersion, among the ordinary dairy farmers, of

good bull calves from the best herds could be brought about.

Every effort was being made to prevent any further decrease

in the numbers of pigs and poultry so that the existing nucleus

of breeding stock could be retained. Steps were also taken to stim-

ulate sheep production especially in the mountainous areas.

From a figure of some 50,000 tractors in 1939 there were in

1943 about 125,000 in use on British farms. With this there had

also been a large increase in the number of tractor-drawn imple-

ments and other machinery such as excavators. Part of this in-

crease in tractors and machinery was in the hands of individual

farmers, but county agricultural committees owned some 8% of

the tractors and carried out tillage and other operations for

farmers on a contract basis. All tractors and machinery, owned

privately or otherwise, had to be used to the maximum, and

committees had power of direction in regard to all machinery.

Voluntary machinery pools were formed by farmers in many
areas, as a form of mutual help, and were operating with marked

success.

Weather conditions were variable throughout Britain in 1943;

the drier areas suffered from insufficient rain throughout the

growing period but other areas had a plentiful supply. The hay

crop was good and in many areas got in under excellent condi-

tions. Harvest conditions were early and good in the south but dif-

ficult in other parts, but on the whole the weight of threshed grain

was again expected to be high.

The structure for the control of prices remained and only minor

changes in individual products were made. In milk production an

increased bonus was given for milk from tuberculin-tested herds.

British Empire. Curtailment of world markets, shipping diffi-

culties and restricted manpower supplies continued to be the pri-

mary problems of dominion farming during 1943. In Canada the

shift to livestock and dairy farming continued and greatly bene-

fited farmers, especially in Ontario and Quebec, while the prob-
lem of the wheat surplus in the prairie provinces was partly eased

f by export to the deficit areas of eastern Canada and to the United

States. In New Zealand exports continued to be restricted to

those covered by the war agreement with Britain, but the increas-

ingly difficult manpower situation was the most serious impedi-

ment to farm production both for the export and for the domes-

tic market. In Australia, wheat production continued to outstrip

demand and the urgent problem was to direct farm production
into new channels to meet the situation created by the loss of

the export market and by the new task of provisioning the large

body of United States troops on Australian soil. South Africa

continued to be without an export market for its deciduous and

citrus fruit, and it was difficult also to export all the wool clip

sold under agreement with the British government. The loss of

the overseas trade was, however, to some extent made up by the

increase in domestic demands which resulted from the changed
situation in the North African sphere of hostilities. (R. RA.)

Other Countries. The world-wide situation with respect to

food production in World War II was almost the reverse of that

of World War I. In the first war the central European countries

were in a vulnerable position and the Allies controlled most of the

food-exporting areas of Europe as well as all of those in the rest

of the world. At the close of 1943, after four years of war, the

enemy countries still held almost all of Europe and a vast area in

the east, and surrounded China. For two years Germany had

controlled the breadbasket of Russia, the Ukraine and the Danube
basin. For a time the enemy blocked the seaway through the

Mediterranean to the east, forcing all ships to take the long route

around Africa or risk sinking. Japan controlled one-third of the

world's supplies of oils and fats and most of the rubber.

Only the western hemisphere was free to the United Nations,

together with Australia, New Zealand and South ATrica. While 1

these countries were normally surplus producing, their output
was not equal to the extra requirements without expansion to the

maximum. The soviet union, normally more than self-sufficient,

became in the second year of World War II critically short of

food because of the German invasion. While the blockade of

Europe was tightly held, there was no prospect of weakening

Germany by food shortage until late in 1943, when the Russians

threatened the Danube basin and advanced in the Ukraine.

Food products from the United States fed about 10% of the

British people, but more important was the fact that the United

States was able to supply certain vital necessities, which though
not used in great quantity were very essential to keep up the diet

of the people.

The Russians' need for food was unexpected at the beginning
of the war. While the exports of the soviet union had never risen

to the levels of the old Russia, it was believed that it had ample

supplies to support both its armies and civilians. But the fact

that millions of Russians had lived close to the margin of sub-

sistence, mainly on grains and potatoes, made them particularly

vulnerable when the area for these crops was suddenly reduced by
the loss of large areas to the Germans. This loss amounted to

nearly 40% of the best grain land, 80% of the sugar beet area.

60% of the hogs and 40% of the cattle producing country. The
losses in animals in the areas invaded were very severe. Only by

depriving the civilians of supplies did the soviet armies keep sup-

plied with enough food to carry on. Most of the people lived and

worked on rations 20% to 40% below U.S. normal requirements.

The removal of a large number of industrial workers to the east

beyond the Urals and the development of new lands there helped

greatly to meet the situation. Lend-lease shipments were used

chiefly by the armies and war workers rather than by civilians.

Food shipments increased in 1943 as the supplies of munitions

became more nearly equal to the requirements of the armies.

In China the people of each region are chiefly dependent on

the food produced in that region. Free China lost a large part

of its best land. Many refugees crowded into Free China, but

most of the millions remained where they had lived and gleaned
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a subsistence from the earth. The poor distribution system was

taxed to the limit to supply the armies and war industries. An-
other difficulty was inflation, which made it almost impossible for

many to buy sufficient food.

In India the famine in Bengal and Calcutta was the result of

poor crops, lack of transportation, inflation of prices and the

steady growth of population compared with food production.
While the loss of the rice imports from Burma was serious it

was not the principal factor. The fear of Japanese invasion led

producers to hoard their limited supplies, and the refugees in towns

and cities were unable to buy food at the high prices. There had

been a part of the population on the margin of starvation at all

times, and despite imports of food by the government there was

constant malnutrition. (See also FAMINES.)
The food shortages in the invaded countries were not well

known in 1943, but enough information came from all of these

countries to indicate that the mass of the people were living very
near to the lowest margin of existence. This meant in general

terms that about one year's supplies would be needed to re-

establish a normal food supply. Such a large amount could not

be provided at once by the surplus producing countries but had
to come from restored production within the areas plus such sur-

pluses as could be shipped in from the distant parts of the world.

The axis countries, Germany and Italy, and most of the in-

vaded countries in Europe had their agriculture at a high state

of development in 1939 when the war started. Germany was close

to 90% self-sufficient, Italy 8o c
,'J>, with its colonies, and the other

European countries were in better status than for a generation

previous. Every effort was made by the Germans to keep up
farm production, and there were excellent crops in 1942 and 1943.

Continental Europe as a whole produced about 90% as much
food in 1941-42 as before the war, and the people were getting

about four-fifths of prewar diets according to estimates by the

U.S. department of agriculture. While livestock numbers were re-

duced from 10% to 25% in those areas dependent upon imported

fcedstuffs, there was not the wholesale slaughter that some early

reports indicated.

The rationing systems in the several countries were set up to

favour the armies and the essential workers over others whose

health was less essential to the war effort. Many of the poorer
classes were reduced to mere subsistence, and there were many
deaths from malnutrition. The deaths in Greece and Poland were

the result of the removal of food as an instrument of war,

rather than of a shortage in production. The farmer-peasants in

all of the invaded countries remained on their farms to a large

extent. While they lost their stored stocks and some of their

animals to the invaders they were able to keep up a good degree

of production in the areas distant from the main highways where

the armies travelled. Even in the Ukraine the farm tractors were

removed eastward in advance of the German armies; livestock

was shipped and seed stocks thereby protected. As quickly as

the areas were rescued by the advancing Russian armies the

farmers resumed operations. While more farmers were disturbed

in World War II than ever before in modern times, on the whole

the rural population remained as it was before the invasion. Able-

bodied men were forced to follow the armies, but 70% to 90%
of the farm worfc on eastern European farms is done by women
and children in wartime.

The detailed estimates of postwar relief needs by 1943 had been

constantly revised downward from the first calculations made in

1941 and 1942 before the organization of the United Nations

Relief and Rehabilitation conference at Atlantic City in Nov.

1943. These revisions were made necessary by the fact that

available supplies were not in view and also because crop pro-

duction in Europe continued at a fairly high level in 1942 and

1943. The need was expected to depend, to a considerable ex-

tent, on the time of year when hostilities ceased and it became

possible to send food supplies into the various invaded countries.

United States agricultural policy had not been changed in 1943
to take the relief need into consideration except as represented

by lend-lease requirements, but the subject was being closely

studied. As early as 1941 some private organizations had begun
to agitate for a special campaign of production of foods to be

stored and held for relief purposes, but the difficulty of meeting
these current needs prevented action in this direction. Some

groups were planning animal breeding in anticipation of the

needs of Europe after the war and a beginning was made in some
localities. (See also AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION;

CENSUS, 1940; CIIEMURGY; DROUGHT; FERTILIZERS; HORTICUL-

TURE; IRRIGATION; LAW; LIVESTOCK; MARKET GARDENING;

PRICES; RATIONING; SOIL EROSION AND SOIL CONSERVATION;
TRUCK FARMING; WAR FOOD ADMINISTRATION, etc.; also under

principal crops.) (J. C. Ms.)

Agriculture, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DE-

PARTMENTS AND BUREAUS.

Air Pnnrtitmninrr *n ^1C United States, where most air

nil uUnOlllOning* conditioning equipment is produced, the

wartime controls were further strengthened in 1943 to insure that

air conditioning would only be manufactured with a minimum of

critical materials and installed in applications that would directly

help the war. This result was achieved by requiring individual

and detailed application for priority assistance and permission to

purchase through the War Production board.

Comfort air conditioning sales and installations were non-

existent except for a relatively small number of individual room

coolers manufactured in 1941, which were released from "frozen"

inventory after the armed services had purchased all they

required.

Refrigeration machinery in a number of large air conditioning

systems in department stores and government buildings was re-

moved, reconditioned by the manufacturers and installed in war

plants, for industrial refrigeration and air conditioning applica-

tions.

The refrigerant Freon-i2 which is almost exclusively used in

all air conditioning systems, except for the largest systems utiliz-

ing centrifugal compressors, became critical in supply in 1943 due

to its use in a new insecticide, aerosol, developed for the use of

the armed services. This required some systems to shut down

although many systems were converted to use the refrigerant

methyl chloride.

Nonmilitary applications of air conditioning continued in new

black-out plants; in precision manufacturing, assembling and test-

ing; in the storage of vital materials, tools, dies and instruments;

in research and development laboratories, especially of the

"stratosphere" type; and in the processing of foodstuffs.

Military applications increased as a result of the severe require-

ments in the hot climates of Africa and the South Pacific. Some

of the principal applications were bombsight storage, repair and

calibration; in special buildings for celestial navigation training;

in Link-Trainer buildings ;
for the storage of wool and fur flying

suits; in parachute drying and storage; in airport control towers;

aeroplane engine test buildings; photographic development rooms

and mobile units; and radar rooms; powder magazines; ready-

rooms for aviators and other special applications aboard ships;

also, in armament instrument inspection and adjustment; in

armament fire control buildings; plotting rooms; operating rooms

and convalescent rooms in military hospitals, hospital ships and

hospital cars; portable food refrigeration units.
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Stabilization to wartime conditions permitted some manufac-

turers to start postwar plans for air conditioning. (See also

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEERING,) (F. H. F.)

Aircraft Carriers: see AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD; NAVIES

OF THE WORLD.

Air Forces of the World,
the greatest air arm in the world. Nearly all its objectives for the

year were realized or surpassed. The i$th air force was added to

the 14 already established and committed to battle in the Medi-

terranean theatre. By December, A.A.F. personnel numbered in

excess of 2,300,000, an approximate increase of 1,000,000 over the

preceding year.

Several significant changes, tending to make the A.A.F. a more

cohesive unit, took place during 1943. In March, a complete

streamlining of the headquarters organization, on a functional

basis, was effected. The coequal status of air power with land

power was established in July. This recognized the principle of

the concentration of aircraft as a striking unit, under the theatre

commander, as opposed to its dissipation in small operations. It

facilitated the further development of the strategic* and tactical

concepts of air warfare. In October, authority was procured to

integrate into the A.A.F. all military personnel attached to it

from other arms and services of the army.
Combat operations during the year increased greatly in size,

scope and effectiveness. Losses were never out of proportion to

the damage done to enemy objectives, nor were they sufficient in

any single case to turn our bombers back from their objective.

The German air force was forced to abandon its offensive tactics

and to concentrate on defense against our bombardment. The in-

dustrial potential of axis-occupied Europe was reduced by effec-

tive precision daylight bombing missions against aircraft plants,

oil refineries, bearing plants, rubber factories and numerous other

war industries. The bombardment of Pantelleria became a mile-

stone in aerial warfare when that island surrendered to Allied

airmen on June 12. The ever-growing importance of air power in

tactical operations was evidenced by the co-operation given to

ground forces in the establishment of the Salerno beachhead and

the drive up the Italian mainland. American airborne and para-

chute operations met with signal success in the invasion of Italy

and the investment of Lac% New Guinea, in September.

Several new aeroplane types were put into production during

1943. Many modifications to increase range and effectiveness

were made on those in use to meet changing combat conditions.

By such modifications, the army air forces everywhere maintained

qualitative superiority over enemy aircraft. American pilots in

various theatres destroyed from 2 to 9 enemy aircraft for every

one lost in combat during the past year.

The strategic bombardment of the enemy by the U.S. army air

forces proved the validity of two basic operational principles: It

is feasible to conduct precision daylight bombing operations

against selected military or industrial targets despite the anti-

aircraft artillery and fighter defenses of the enemy. Presently

developed aerial bombs can destroy or render unserviceable any

enemy industrial installations essential for the conduct of war.

None of the innovations and new tactics attempted by the enemy
during the year could disprove these two principles. (H. H. A.)

U.S. Navy. In Jan. 1943, the grave news was released identi-

fying the aircraft carrier which had been sunk in the battle of

Santa Cruz on Oct. 26, 1942, as the U.S.S. "Hornet." Its loss,

however, was offset by the gratifying achievements of the navy's

carrier-borne planes in the invasion of Africa on Nov. 8, 1942.

More significant even than its performance was the very presence

of naval aviation in the Mediterranean. It cogently demonstrated

the expanded scope of the navy's air force since Pearl Harbor.

During 1943, naval aircraft and pilots were found wherever

U.S. task forces were operating, whether off Alaska, patrolling

our own coasts or striking at Wake, Marcus, Rabaul and the Gil-

bert Islands.

By Feb. 13, all organized enemy resistance in Guadalcanal had

collapsed and on that same day the Corsair (F4U) made its offi-

cial debut in the Southwest Pacific. This plane has since proved

superior to the Jap Zero in every way. The equally fast and

deadly Hellcat (F6F) was introduced to the Japanese in the

Marcus Island raid of Sept. i, 1943.

These two formidable fighters greatly accelerated U.S. aerial

attacking power in the Pacific and were inflicting tremendous

losses on the Japanese, the ratio of their plane losses to U.S.

averaging about five to one. In an exceptionally well co-ordinated

attack by army, navy, marine corps and New Zealand fliers over

Guadalcanal on June 17, 1943, a total of 94 planes were destroyed
at a loss of only six for the Allies. In the 37-day Munda cam-

paign June 30 to Aug. 7 358 Japanese planes were destroyed
to the loss of 93 U.S. planes. Navy and marine corps planes

composed about two-thirds of the air power employed. U.S.

planes dropped tons of bombs on Wake and aided the fleet and

marine landing force in capturing Tarawa.

Perhaps most sensational was the achievement of U.S. carrier-

based units in two November raids on Rabaul. On Nov. 5, six

heavy enemy cruisers were knocked out, and two light cruisers

and two destroyers were torpedoed or bombed. Six days later

U.S. airmen came back, sinking a Jap light cruiser and two 'de-

stroyers and damaging 11 other destroyers.

More and better planes, aircraft carriers and advance bases

made naval aviation daily more menacing to the enemy. On
March 16, 1943, Admiral Ernest J, King, commander in chief of

the fleet, became chairman of a conference of American, British

and Canadian officers held in Washington to formulate means of

combating German submarines. One method adopted was. the use

of small aircraft carriers to patrol convoy lanes too remote for

land-based planes to guard. Naval aviators of one "of the baby

flat-tops attacked 14 submarines and sank at least three, although
it is probable that nine subs were sunk by that carrier. Planes

from another baby flat-top played a vital role in the taking of

Attu from the Japs in May 1943.

In July, Rear Admiral John Sidney McCain, chief of the bu-

reau of aeronautics, was promoted to vice-admiral and appointed

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air). Rear Admiral DeWitt
C. Ramsey was named chief of the bureau of aeronautics. The

change was designed to better correlate and co-ordinate all oper-

ational phases of naval aviation, leaving with the bureau of aero-

nautics the job of continuing to design, procure and maintain the

finest planes and aircraft equipment for the specialized work
naval aviation has to perform.

At the outbreak of World War I, naval aviation had 54 planes,

31 pilots and 163 enlisted men. When Pearl Harbor was attacked

5,420 officer aviators and 806 enlisted pilots comprised the navy's

air arm. At the end of 1943, naval aviation had grown to 30,600

pilots and 27,500 planes. (J. S. M.)

The World. 1 The aeroplane -of 1942 looked and acted much
the same as had its predecessors of 1940 and 1941. At the end of

1943, a similar statement can be made. Improvement of design

detail had been continuous. The fighters and bombers of both

sides were better military machines at the end of the year than

they were at the beginning of the year. But nothing radical

All assertions or opinions contained in this section of this article arc the
private

ones
of the writer, and are not to lc construed as official or reflecting the views o? any organ-
ization or government service.
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enough to guarantee air superiority by the United Nations or the

axis put in an appearance during the year 1943.
There were hints here and there that by another year the situ-

ation might be changed. Research projects that were initiated in

the first year or two of World War II were beginning to bear

fruit.

Germany went to war in 1939 only after she was satisfied that

her aircraft production and her aviation reserves were adequate
for the job to be done. The program, big as it was, contemplated
a war of relatively short duration. Research never stopped, but

new developments were put on shelves until needed. After it be-

came evident that the war would not be over in 1941, a period of

intensive research was inaugurated. This was made coincident

with a great retooling program designed to permit the moderniza-

tion of the luftwaffe by 1943, doubtless impeded seriously by the

bombings of German production centres in the summer and fall

of 1943. It seemed probable, however, that from plants hidden

deep in Germany, would come a new series of planes of radical

design, the offspring of wartime research. The spring and summer
of 1944 should reveal the secret weapons on which Hitler might
be counting for a last desperate effort.

But meanwhile, anti-axis air people had not been idle. When
war came, British research activity lagged behind the German.

Active air forces were inadequate to meet the attack. Following
the destructive raids of 1940-41, and the terrific losses at Dun-

kirk, production was paramount, development had to wait. Once

factories were decentralized and reconstructed, and after lend-

lease began to furnish some relief to the hard-pressed British in-

dustry, engineering and technical talent again became available

for research and development. The results would doubtless show

up in service aircraft in 1944, to meet whatever new threats

German science might have developed.

As the year closed, came the first public hints of the nature of

some of the expected surprises. It had long been known that all

first-rate aeronautical powers were experimenting with rocket or

jet types of propulsion. The veil of secrecy, heretofore drawn

tightly about all such projects, was lifted a little in 1943.

Rocket-driven missiles are not entirely new. There are records

of early use against besieged cities. The modern counterpart is

the anti-tank "bazooka." In 1943, rocket bombs were fired from

aeroplanes. The Russians used them effectively against ground
forces from the Stormoviks, and latterly the German fighters, on

the defensive against U.S. and British heavy bombers, were so

equipped. These were true rockets, containing a propellent in the

tail which was ignited to develop a high velocity jet of burning

gases to drive them. When the charge was exhausted, the projec-

tile fell to earth.

This type of rocket engine had only limited application to

full-size aircraft, so far. Short-time, high intensity jets might be

used to give extra thrust at take-off to help get heavily loaded

aeroplanes into the air. There was some indication that the Ger-

mans used this method to launch bombers. It was also possible

to utilize the power of such jets to give momentary extra per-

formance in flight. For example, a fighter pilot in a tight spot

might touch off a rocket thrust augmentor to get away from, or

to overtake, an enemy plane. The extra push is short lived, how-

ever, as the amount of fuel that can usually be carried for such

purposes is quickly exhausted.

The so-called "sustained jet" type of propulsion was the nov-

elty announced in the press at the end of the year. It replaced

entirely the conventional engine and propeller combination. This

type of aeroplane was built around an open-ended tube. Air is

sucked in at the forward opening, compressed in a blower of some

sort, heated by engine exhaust gas or by open gasoline burners,

and blown out the stern opening. The reaction to the hot air

blast provided the thrust to drive the plane forward.

The first public disclosure of this type came in 1941 when the

Italian-built Caproni-Campiani CC-22 flew from Milan to Rome.
Its performance was not impressive, but it proved to be a proto-

type for later development.
How far the British and the Germans had actually gone was

in 1943 a closely guarded secret. It was known that machines

were extensively test-flown both in England and in America. The
Bell Aircraft company of Buffalo announced its collaboration

with the General Electric company on the application of the

British Whittle engine. There was reason to suspect that German

jet-driven planes had been observed in flight, but whether any
had fallen into Allied hands was unknown. There was intensive

activity on both sides, and the chances \vcrc that before 1944
ended some extraordinary speeds at high altitudes would be

possible.

The general trend toward increasing the fire power of all

fighters continued during the year. More and more 2o-mm. can-

non were carried by British Hurricanes and Spitfires. Rumours of

4O-mm. were heard. Some sources indicated that German experi-

mental installations of 70-mm. cannon had been identified. In

view of the announced arming of a U.S. Mitchell bomber with a

75-mm. cannon, such enemy installations did not appear im-

probable.

The practice of arming fighter aircraft with sizable bombs also

continued in development. The application was somewhat limited,

but most 1943 fighters carried a belly bomb rack, sometimes two

wing racks. For ferry work, or for long range bomber escort mis-

sions, auxiliary fuel tanks (dropped when empty) could be car-

ried in the bomb racks.

Apart from the above, little else in the realm of radical techni-

cal development turned up. Tactics changed, and operations of

all kinds were intensified, but these were matters of degree rather

than of novelty.

It was impossible to estimate with any accuracy production

rates and numerical strength of opposing air forces. The inter-

pretation of losses, reported from several sources, and the evalu-

ation of the effects of material shortages and of bombing on

production were equally difficult.

By the end of 1942, it was generally conceded that Allied air-

craft production had surpassed the axis effort. If that was true,

then 1943 certainly widened the gap with a phenomenal U.S. and

British aircraft output matched against Hitler's shrinking and

bomb-shattered industry. It appeared probable that the bulk of

1943 German production was of fighter types. Since the initiative

in the air was lost in 1942, fewer bombers came from the fac-

tories of the reich. The need was for interceptors to beat off

British and American bomber attacks.

What was probably a reasonably accurate estimate of aviation

losses came from a British source. The total score for the Euro-

pean theatre of operations (excluding the Russian front) for the

war up to mid-Dec. 1943, is as follows:

Axis Allied

Aircraft destroyed in combat or by AA jam fire-. 18,785 12,706

Personnel* 31,328 5*,oy2

*Xotc that Allied losses of men arc higher than for the axis. Thl? is on

account of the increased use of big bombers where crews average 8 to 12

men each.

Trends in current enemy aircraft design are established from

examples that fall into Allied hands, and from aerial photographs

taken in combat and on reconnaissance. Up to the close of 1943*

there had been no marked indication of deterioration either in de-

sign or in materiel in captured equipment, German or Japanese.

Fuels and lubricants were still first class. Metals and other ma-

terials of construction were generally as good as those of the



FLYING FORTRESSES returning from a mass U.S. raid on Stuttgart^ Germany,
Sept. 6, 1943. One of the engines of the plane from which the photograph
was taken is dead

Allied nations. There was a hint of experimental wood construc-

tion in Germany, as a possible indication of shortage of light

metals.

The following notes on various models in use by the several

air forces are not complete. They are intended to give a brief

survey of the newer types that came into combat use during the

year 1943. Older types are listed and newest improvements noted.

THE AXIS POWERS
Germany. The war communiques of 1943 carried only names

of German aircraft familiar in the reports of 1941 and 1942.

Over Regensburg, Marienburg and Schwcinfurt, the fighter

swarms were Messerschmitt Me-iog's and Me-no's, and Focke-

Wulf FW-i9o's. Constant improvement of all these types was in

evidence higher speed (they all do about 400 m.p.h. at altitude),

more fire power (cannon and rockets), and heavier armour. The

Me's continued to use liquid cooled, direct injection inverted Vee

engines (in 1943, rated at 1,350 h.p.); the FW's, twin-row radials,

air cooled (about 1,750 h.p. at 18,000 ft.). Simplicity of design

and rugged construction marked all recent models.

One trend for future fighters showed up in the Me- 210. This

was a compact monoplane with small central fuselage, powered
with two nacelle-mounted DR-6oi engines of 1,270 h.p. each.

Pilot and gunner sit in a streamlined "greenhouse" high on the

nose. Both engines and both cockpits were heavily armoured.

Two 7.9 machine guns and two 2o-mm. cannon were fitted in the

nese. There was provision for a medium-sized bomb (500 lb.,

estimated), also in the nose. Most interesting armament feature

was the mounting of two guns (approximately 50 cal.) in small

remote-controlled "barbettes" on either side of the fuselage, for

side and rear protection. All up, the Me-2io weighed over 21,000

lb. Its speed at 18,000 ft. was about 370 m.p.h. Rumours indi-

cated that certain structural troubles cut production of this model

short, but that a revised and improved design, the Me-4io, of

substantially the same type replaced it. The probabilities were

that the 410 would carry guns of high calibre, 37 mm. or even

larger.

Another high altitude fighter-bomber of somewhat similar pat-

tern was described, the Junkers Ju-86P. It was said to have

supercharged cockpits. Power plants were the Junkers Jumo
diesel, with exhaust driven superchargers. It was well armed and

armoured, and could carry a 2,2oo-lb. bomb. ;
r

The old Ju-87 (Stuka) dive bomber was modernized, and was
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in service in 1943. Its Jumo 211 engine was stepped up to 1,300

h.p. At a gross weight of 14,300 lb. it could manage 4,000 lb.

of bombs for short ranges. Reports indicated that it was fitted

experimentally with a 3 /-mm. cannon.

In early 1943, a large bomber appeared at extremely high alti-

tudes over England. This was later identified as the Heinkei Ile-

177. It was reported to be capable of carrying some 2,000 in-

cendiary bombs, or a single 7,/oo-lb. "block buster." The crew

consisted of seven or eight. Defensive armament was provided

by ii machine guns. Notable feature was the mounting of four

1,000-h.p. engines, each pair coupled to a single large propeller.

Only other large bombers in use at the close of 1943 by the

luftwaffe appeared to be the Junkers Ju-9o and the Fockc-Wulf
FW-20O Kurier. Both were 4-engine machines of prewar vintage,

modernized. They were used mainly for long-range bombing of

convoys at sea. ~

The famous Junkers Ju-88, and Dornier Do-2i7 types were in

service in improved models. The FW-i89 twin-engine fighter

that appeared early in 1942 was reported as widely used on ob-

servation missions on the Russian front.

One new ground attack type was identified, the Henschel Hs-

129. It was probably under-powered, with its two 45o-h.p. Argus
air-cooled Vee engines., It carried a battery of machine guns and

a i5-mm. or 3o-mm. cannon under .the fuselage. The under-part
of the plane was well armoured for protection, against ground fire.

Most novel development of the year was the appearance of ex-

tremely large powered glider transports. The usage of towed

gliders was apparently abandoned in favour of the powered types.

The older Gotha 242 twin-tail boom cargo sailplane used in Crete

and in North Africa, came out with two small 14-cylinder radial

engines (800 h.p. each) fitted in wing nacelles. A tricycle type

undercarriage replaced the former belly skids. The rear portion
of the body opened up as a door to permit loading. Loaded to its

limit, the machine might require assistance for take-off, but once

in the air, would be flyable on its own power.
The largest machines of the power glider type ever built were

the Me-323's, powered version of the Me-32i glider, which were

used to carry troops across the Mediterranean and were shot

down in large numbers by U.S. and British fighters. These large

and unwieldy machines had a span of 181 ft. and were 93 ft.

long. A ten-wheeled landing gear was built directly into the bot-

tom of the fuselage. The latter was of very large cross section,

about 10 ft. wide and 13 ft. deep. A three-ton truck, a light tank,

or up to 1 20 men could be loaded. Large doors in the nose and

tail gave access to the interior. The two pilots sit in an armoured
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cockpit high on the nose, h'ower was furnished by six Gnome-

Rhone 14-cylinder engines of 965 h.p. each, strung out along the

leading edge of the wing. Chances are that, when loaded to its

maximum (about 40,000 Ib.) some assistance for take-off, either

by towing or by rockets, was necessary. Construction was of steel

tube, wood and fabric.

The Blohm and Voss 222 6-engine flying boat appeared occa-

sionally in 1943. It was used as a long range reconnaissance plane

or as a troop transport. For the first mission, it was said to have

a range of nearly 4,500 mi. As a transport, it could carry 80

men and their equipment, disposed on two decks. For protection,

it carried three power-driven gun turrets along the top of the hull.

In appearance, it resembled the big Short Sunderland of the

British coastal command.

What use the Germans made of the captured French aircraft

industry was not entirely clear. The factories which had not been

dismantled and transported into Germany were probably em-

ployed on supplying parts for German production. One or two

large planes, designed and started prewar, were reported to have

been completed and flown. In this group was the Farman 2234,

a 55,ooo-lb. civil transport with four Hispano-Suiza i2-cylinder

X-type engines. Generally speaking, however, the French aircraft

industry appeared to have lost its identity.

Italy. Before capitulation, Italy contributed very little to the

axis air effort in 1943. Italy's main manufacturing plants had

been bombed to the point of minimum enthusiasm for produc-

tion. Early in the year, a pair of reasonably good single-seater

fighters appeared, the Reggione Re-2ooi and the Macchi C-2O2.

The former was a small machine (36-ft. span) powered with a

DB-6oi German engine. It carried two so-cal. guns in the nose

NEWEST AND DEADLIEST of the U.S. navy's fighters in 1943, the Grumman
"Hellcat" made its battle debut Sept. 1, in the raid on Marcus Island. The

"Hellcat/* successor to the navy's famous "Wildcat,** was designed from specifi-

cations made by combat fliers
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and two 3o's in the wings. Top speed was about 350 m.p.h. The
Macchi C-2O2 showed strong German influence throughout. The
resemblance to an Me-io9 was strong. With a DB-6oi engine, it

was good for about 330 m.p.h.

Savoia-Marchetti turned out a big 3-engine (Alfa Romeo 128,

950 h.p.) troop transport that was used in North Africa. It was

of the usual Italian mixed steel-wood-fabric construction. It

grossed 38,000 Ib. and had a speed of 230 m.p.h.

One big 4-engine bomber appeared, the Piaggio P-ioS. It was

powered with four P;RC35 engines of 1,350 h.p. each. Top speed

was about 390 m.p.h. Most interesting feature was cabin super-

charging for high altitude use.

Two or three twin-engine seaplanes of conventional design were

seen in the Mediterranean as torpedo carriers. The Fiat RS-I4

grossed 16,000 Ib., was powered with two Syo-h.p. engines. The

Cant 1018 was probably the most modern of the lot. It was used

mainly for reconnaissance or as a medium bomber. The Savoia-

Marchetti SM-84 carried two full-size naval torpedoes. It was

powered with three Alfa Romeo engines.

Japan. The fighter pilots of the Japanese army and naval air

services proved tough opponents. They fly with a blind accept-

ance of orders which makes them dangerous. In groups under

skilled command, they do well. If flight commanders are shot

down, and flights disintegrate, individual pilots, left on their own,

show lack of initiative and inability to cope with circumstances

beyond their original orders. Naval pilots seem better trained,

more resourceful than their army counterparts. Most of the ac-

tion in the South Pacific was fought by naval air units with land-

based army groups in support.

The work of the Jap torpedo and low-level bombers was ex-

cellent. Their high altitude bombing was far less accurate than

that by U.S. fliers. Reconnaissance and patrol effectivity over

long ranges at sea was high.
*
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HEAVY BOMBERS of the U.S. 8th air forces streaming through the upper air,

trailing vapour plumes on their way to bomb Bremen Nov. 26, 1943

The Japanese aircraft industry showed unexpected strength in

its ability to turn out machines with constant improvements at

high rates of production. No accurate figures, were ever tabulated

on the extent of the Japanese aircraft industry, or of its output.

Putting together information from German, Italian and American

sources, by 1941 there were at least 17 major aircraft manufac-

turing plants in Japan proper. It was estimated that the capacity

of these factories was between 500 to 1,000 units a month.

During the four or five years prior to the outbreak of the war,

Japan acquired a large number of licences to manufacture Euro-

pean aircraft and accessories, including Italian Fiat bombers,

German Hcinkel and Junkers bombers, and the German Mcsser-

schmitt Me-io9 and Me-no fighters. Reports indicated that the

latest German fighter designs, including the FW-iQO and the Me-
210 were released to the Japanese. It was known that Japanese

concerns took licences to build the Swiss Oerlikon and the French

Hispano aircraft cannons. But there was no indication of exact

duplication of any of these machines. Resemblances existed, but

all appeared to have been skilfully modified to meet the require-

ments of Japanese tactics and production.

In the early stages of the war, Japanese pilots were given little

in the way of personal protection. To improve aeroplane per-

formance, extras, such as armour plate, bullet-proof fuel tanks,

etc., were omitted. The fanatic fatalism of the pilots favoured

such a philosophy of design. During 1943, however, the practical

lessons of war resulted in the appearance of armour and pro-

tected fuel tanks on newer aircraft. Even body armour was found

on shot-down pilots.

The Japanese had a system of designating their aircraft models

which tied them directly to the year of manufacture. The two

digits which follow the name of any Japanese aeroplane indicate

the year in which it was made, not in terms of the Christian

calendar, but referred to their own. Thus OO indicates the year

2600 of the Japanese empire, which corresponds to 1940. This

is the origin of the designation "Zero" for the Mitsubishi fighter

that was reported so frequently in the press.

When the U.S. navy came into daily contact with the Japanese

in the Pacific, the 10- to i6-letter words attached to the various

aircraft proved too hard to remember, and laid a heavy burden

on U.S. communications systems. Accordingly, all Jap planes

were described by simple four- or five-letter words male and

female proper names. Thus, "Hamp," "Rufe" and "Zeke" were

fighters; "Kate," "Betty" and "Nell," torpedo bombers; "Emily"

and "Mavis," flying boats, etc.

"Nate," "Oscar" and "Zeke" were the oldest in the fighter

category. The first two saw service in China before Pearl Har-

bor. They were largely replaced by later types. "Zeke" was best

known as the original "Zero." Carrier-based, it was often seen in

the Pacific. Land-based, it operated in the Aleutians. One was



captured intact and was extensively studied by U.S. pilots and

technicians. It was a small, highly manoeuvrable monoplane of

simple but excellent design. Its single engine was a i4-cylinder

air-cooled radial. It carried t\vo y.y-mm. machine guns in the

fuselage, and two 2o-mm. cannon in the wings. "Rufe" was a

modification of "Zekc." The retractable landing gear was re-

placed by a single float for operation from cruiser catapults.

"Hamp" was an improved "Zero" used widely in the South

Pacific from both carriers and land bases. It lacked armour or

bullet-proof tanks, but was a dangerous opponent because of its

high manoeuvrability and considerable fire power. It was small

(36 ft. 6 in. span). With an improved T4-cylinder air-cooled

radial engine, it did over 350 m.p.h. at 17,000 ft.

"Kate," "Betty" and "Nell" were torpedo carriers. "Kate" and

"Nell" did the damage at Pearl Harbor, and "Nell" sank the

"Prince of Wales" and "Repulse." "Kate" was single-engined,

carrier-based. It resembled closely the U.S. Douglas TBD.
"Nell" was big (82-ft. span) and had two engines. It was sup-

posed to have been developed out of the German Junkers Ju-88,

but bore little family resemblance. Top speed was about 230

m.p.h.

"Betty'* was a late type, shore-based. It was of the same gen-

eral size, outline and armament as "Nell." It differed in that a

certain amount of armour was installed for crew protection. Also,

bullet-proof tanks were fitted. Its main mission appeared to be

for high-level bombardment.

"Val I" and "Val II" were in the dive-bomber class. They were

single-engine monoplanes with fixed, faired landing gear.

"Sally" and "Lily" were land-based army bombers, both twin-

engine, resembling the Martin Maryland. They had deep-bellied

bomb bays, and were well protected with mobile guns in turrets

fore and aft and below. They were active mainly in Burma and

China.

"Dave," "Pete" and "Dinah" were all reconnaissance types.

The first was a single-engine twin-float navy seaplane fitted

with a few small bombs and with light protective armament. It

was fairly slow, 216 m.p.h. at 7,500 ft. "Dave" was obsolete at

the close of 1943, having been replaced by "Pete," a single-float,

single-engine biplane for catapult use from warships. It was a

good performer, with fast climb and an absolute ceiling of over

33,000 ft. "Dinah" was an army model, with two i4-cylinder

radial engines. It did about 300 m.p.h. at 17,000 ft. It was used

for ground attack against troops.

The transport "Topsy" looked much like a U.S. Douglas DC-2.

It was reported as a paratroop carrier in the South Pacific. It

had a span of 74 ft. Speed was about 260 m.p.h. at 10.000 ft. Its

range with normal load was about 1,200 mi.

.'* Biggest Jap aircraft were "Mavis" and "Emily," both 4-engine

flying boats. Their normal mission was for long-range patrol.

Without bombs or torpedoes, the range of "Mavis" was said to be

over 5,000 mi. "Emily" appeared to be quite similar to the U.S.

navy's Consolidated Coronado (PB2Y).
On the other end of the scale were two tiny seaplanes, "Slim"

and "Glen," both supposed to be designed for basing on sub-

marines. It might have been one of these machines that dropped

incendiary bombs into U.S. territory near Seattle, early in the

war.

There was some indication that the Japanese did some glider

building. After 1937, the Fukuda Mayeda Light Aircraft works

at Asaki were building training gliders of common German types.

No usage of gliders in actual service was reported up to the end

of 1943.

U.S. FLYING FORTRESSES returning to their North African base after bomb-
ing German planes and fuel dumps at Tunis airport, burning in the distance
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The military aircraft of the United Nations on the fighting

fronts were in the same process of slow evolution that character-

ized axis aviation during 1943. A few new names appeared in

British lists, and the Russian picture, although dim in detail,

showed a somewhat clearer outline than it did in 1942.

Great Britain. British aircraft manufacturing staged an almost

complete recovery in 1943. Bombed-out plants were running

again, often in new and widely scattered locations. What bomb-

ing attacks occurred in 1943 were so light that they were not at

all disruptive to industry. A high degree of production liaison

was maintained with the U.S. Technical and production missions

were exchanged to the mutual benefit of both sides. The extent

of the recovery could be judged by the ability of the R.A.F. to

stage continuous raids of the magnitude of those that wrecked

Berlin. Obviously, there was no shortage of planes, personnel or

materiel by the end of 1943.

Assistance to Great Britain via lend-lcase channels continued

on a large scale. Deliveries of practically all current U.S. types

were made throughout 1943. The roster of American aircraft in

service with the R.A.F., the R.C.A.F. and the R.A.A.F. in various

theatres includes:

Fighters: Bell Airacobra, Curtiss Tomahawk, Curtiss Kittyhawk, Cur-
tiss Warhawk, Grumrnan Martlet, Lockheed Lightning, North American
Mustang, Republic Thunderbolt.

Bombers: Boeing Fortress, Consolidated Liberator, Douglas Boston,
Martin Maryland, Martin Baltimore, Martin Marauder, North American
Mitchell.
Dive Bombers: Brewster Bermuda, Vought-Sikorsky Chesapeake, Vultee

Vengeance and Curtiss Helldiver.
Reconnaissance:- Lockheed Hudson. Lockheed Ventura.

Co-operation: Fairchild Argus, Vultee Vigilant.
TVfl/iirrj .'-North American Harvard. Vought-Sikorsky Kingfisher.
Patrol: Consolidated Catalina (flying boat).

No new names figured in lists of big British bombers. Little

mentioned in 1943 dispatches were the Hampdens, the Whitleys
and the Wellingtons that bore the brunt of 1940-41 bombing at-

tacks. These machines were largely replaced by the bigger 4-

engine Halifax, Stirling and Lancaster types. These were the ma-

chines that carried the "block-busters" to Berlin in ni^ht raids.

They were big planes (of 99-ft., 99-ft. and io:-ft. wing spans.

respectively). Halifax and Lancaster were powered with four

Rolls-Royce Merlin XX liquid-cooled engines each. Stirling was

fitted with air-cooled Bristol Hercules engines. An alternate Lan-

caster (II) appeared in 1943 with Hercules engines instead of the

Merlins, probably due to the greater availability of the Bristol

engines.

In the light, fast bomber category, the Mosquito proved to be

the world's best. It was small (54-ft. span). It was powered with

two Rolls-Royce Merlin XXI engines of 1,280 h.p. each. Its

speed was said to be in the 4oo-m.p.h. range. It was built of

wood, and was in quantity production in Canada as well as in

England. It could carry four 5oolb. bombs. As an alternate,

fighter armament was four :o-mm. cannon and four .3O3-in. ma-

chine guns. Mosquitos performed brilliant actions over Norway,
and made many destructive daylight raids on Berlin.

In the single-seat fighter class, Spitfire and Hurricane reigned

supreme up to the close of 1943. Both showed continuous im-

provement in performance and in lire-power. The Westland

Whirlwind (twin-engine fighter) which first appeared in 1942
continued in limited production. Its forte was defensive fighting

at night. It carried four 2o-mm. cannon in the nose. A new

single-engine fighter came into service in quantity in 1943, the

Hawker Typhoon. It was designed for high-altitude work as a

defense against the FW-I90. Its 2,40O-h.p. Napier Sabre engine

was the most powerful single unit in use in England. Speed was

6ver 400 m.p.h. Armament was either four 2o-mm. cannon or 12

machine guns.

The Bristol Beaufighter. evolved from the earlier Blenheim

light bomber, figured in 1943 actions both in the European theatre

and in the middle east. It fought very successfully against the

Italians in the later phases of the Mediterranean campaigns. It

was a twin-engine (Bristol Hercules III) two-place machine. It

could do over 330 m.p.h. at 14,000 ft. Range was quite good,
with reasonable bomb and armament loads. The Bristol Beaufort,

also evolved from the Blenheim, figured in many cross-Channel

attacks against the axis-held French coast.

For naval use, the older Fairey Fulmar, an adaptation of the

prewar Fairey Battle, was in service up to the end of 1943. The
old biplane Swordfish continued to appear on carrier decks, al-

though the newer Albacorc seemed to be replacing it. A modifica-

tion of the Spitfire, the Seafire, was put into wide carrier use as

a deck fighter. Its characteristics appeared to be much the same

as its land-based prototype.

In the big flying-boat field, nothing newer than the Short

Sunderland put in an appearance. Its normal gross weight was

over 45,000 Ib. Span was 113 ft. It was powered with four

Bristol Pegasus XXII engines. Speed was 210 m.p.h. at 6,250 ft.

That the British industry was making postwar plans to enter

the big commercial transport field was indicated by announce-

ment late in 1943 of the Avro York, a 5O-passenger modification

of the Lancaster bomber. It was indicated that the commercial

version might be produced in Canada.

Russia, For many years, Russian aviation had been an enigma.
A vast activity was suspected, but few people from other coun-

tries saw much of it first hand. In 1943, because of somewhat

closer co-operation with Americans and British, some facts

emerged, but the picture was far from complete up to the cfose

of the year.

It was announced that nearly 7,000 U.S. aeroplanes were deliv-

ered to the Russian air force under lend-lease. Curtiss Warhawks,
Bell Airacobras, Martin Marauders, Douglas A-2o's and North

American Mustangs were included. A German source guessed

that soviet factories were turning out over 20,600 planes a year.

Even if this figure is discounted, the Russian air force was prob-

ably of formidable proportions at the end of 1943. That it took

the command of the air away from the luftwaffe in the campaigns
of 1943 was certain.

Based on reports from a number of scattered sources, it ap-

peared that the Russians had standardized their own production
on a relatively small number of basic types. In the single-engine

single-seat lighter class, the YAK series (odd numbers) was

built around a liquid-cooled Vee engine, the LAGG series was

powered with an air-cooled radial type. The YAK fighters resem-

bled the British Spitfire or the U.S. P-40, with long tapered

noses and pilot's cockpit well aft. The YAK-i appeared early

in the war with Germany. Improvements were constant. The

YAK-9 was the last reported model in 1943.

The LAGG series resembled the U.S. P-47 (Thunderbolt),

although it appeared to be somewhat smaller in power and

dimension. The LAGG-3 was similar in design but was said to

be built of wood.

Little was known of the armament of either YAK or LAGG.
It was a fair guess, however, that they carry both cannon and

machine guns comparable to any in use by fighters of the same

class elsewhere.

For ground attack and army co-operation, two types predom-
inated the famous Stormovik (IL-2) and the PE-2. Stormovik

was a clean-cut single-engine single-seater of 49-ft. span. The

engine was an M-38 i2-cylinder inverted-Vee, water-cooled, at

1,300 h.p. It could do 280 m.p.h. at 13,000 ft. It was character-

ized by fairly thick tapered wings with two large bulges below to

house the undercarriage. It normally carried two 32-mm. cannon

and four machine guns in the wings. Alternately, it could be
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fitted with bombs or rockets. It was heavily armoured against

ground fire.

The PE-2 was a twin-engine type resembling the Messerschmitt-

110 and -210. It was used either as a fast reconnaissance or a

dive bomber. For the latter purpose it was fitted with "Venetian

blind" diving brakes. Engines were liquid-cooled, M-io$ Hispano-

Suiza, 12-cylinder Vee type of I.TOO h.p. each. Span was 60 ft.

It carried a crew of two or three. Top speed was around 300

m.p.h. The PE-sB was similar to PE-2, but was fitted out as a

fighter with a heavy battery of cannons and machine guns in the

nose.

In the medium bomber field, the Russian DB3F compared
with the U.S. B-25 Mitchells. It was similar to the machine

(ZKB-26) that flew non-stop from Moscow to Miscou Island

(New Brunswick) in April 1939. It was a midwing monoplane
with two liquid-cooled M-88 engines of 1,100 h.p. each. Arma-

ment consisted of 7.6-mm. or i2.7-mm. machine guns. A con-

siderable bomb load (two tons for relatively short ranges) was

carried. These were the first soviet aircraft used to bomb Berlin.

The big 4-engine DB-;'s designed by Tupelov were reported

to have engaged in several raids against Berlin, Danzig and the

Balkan cities early in 1943. They were said to have up to 8,000

Ib. as bomb-load for long ranges. The type was characterized by

very large inboard nacelles. Each housed a landing gear unit, and

the radiators for both outboard engines. A machine-gun position

was located in the tail of each of the larger nacelles. A crew of

nine was carried. This machine compared in size with the U.S.

Consolidated Liberator. (See also AIRPORTS AND FLYING FIELDS;

AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND; AVIATION, CIVIL; BUSINESS REVIEW;
MUNITIONS or WAR; WORLD WAR II.) (S. P. J.)

Air Moil: see POST OFFICE.

A!MMAM*j AMJ ("I..!.*** Tsui*!* The U.S. tradition is to

Airports and Flying Fields. bund for peaceful com-

merce instead of for war, but to so build public facilities, particu-

larly those federally created or aided, that they can be converted

quickly and easily to military use when the national safety is

imperilled.

Airport construction in 1943 was primarily aimed at satisfying

the needs of the armed forces; however, the understanding

reached between the federal and city governments was to enable

the latter, at the same time, to develop plans which would make

it possible to adapt military airport facilities to the needs of post-

war commercial aviation.

Many military airports are not suitable for large communities,

primarily because they are so far from these communities. Yet,

in instances where postwar airport development is possible, plans

were being made to enable municipalities to continue airport con-

struction in a manner suitable for efficient and economical oper-

ation of civilian air transportation. It was not to be expected,

however, that the air forces would leave a large number of newly

equipped airports for commercial use after World War II. Here

are some of the reasons why:

1. Many military airports are too distant from cities to be suitable for

scheduled air line use.

2. Many military airports are designed primarily for mass formation

flights; therefore, in their present state, these are unsuitable for economical

civilian use.

3. The very nature of commercial airports requires a higher factor of

safety and they must of necessity be dcsined accordingly.

4. Point three will determine, therefore, the location of building areas

which in the case of army airports are widely dispersed for the purpose of

protection, etc.

Existing air line companies however, were expected, at the close

of World War II, to increase their facilities to several times the

prewar standing. Numerous feeder line services would be fran-
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chised; the much-talkcd-about air freight services would quickly
add considerably to airport traffic as adequate cargo planes came
to hand. New land-based transoceanic services would be inaugu-

rated; many progressive industrial concerns would conduct busi-

ness by air with their own multi-engined aircraft. All these vari-

ous services must be adequately accommodated at major air ter-

minals.

The ultimate facilities should simulate, to a greater degree,

those used for railroad passenger terminals as well as transoceanic

passenger accommodations, and also, to some extent, provide

freight service facilities until such time as increased business

makes the building of separate air freight terminals necessary.

Redesign of Transport Airports for Increased Efficiency.
The air liners of the U.S. make several hundred thousand land-

ings and take-offs each year. The length of runways, position of

taxiways, approaches and other factors of design cause excessive

wear and tear on flying equipment that adds materially to the

maintenance and overhaul costs.

A majority of the transport airports in 1943 had an average

runway length of 3,800 ft. and a width of 150 f f
. In designing

the taxiways, little consideration was given generally to their

position with respect to the runway length or the manoeuvring of

large aircraft upon the ground. As a result, when a transport

plane landed, it invariably rolled past the turnoff point on the

landing runway or had to be sharply braked to slow the plane in

time for the turnoff.

When a landing aircraft overrolls a taxiway, the pilot must

then come to a stop and by using alternate applications of power
on his two engines and severe braking, turn the plane through

180. The i5o-ft.-widc runway necessitates a sharp turn with the

consequent torque action on the rubber of the inboard wheel.

The average taxiway or runway intersection has rather short

radii of turns and the taxiways are rarely over 100 ft. in width.

These conditions cause a pilot to bring his ship almost to a stop

before he can negotiate the turn off the runway and a series of

irregular applications of single engine power to negotiate the rela-

tively narrow taxiway. The lack of identification and guide lights

for taxiways and runway intersections causes overroll and exces-

sive braking as well as excessive use of the engines while landing

ancf taxiing to the ramps during the hours of darkness. These

same factors affect the operation of taxiing from a ramp to the

runway ends for take-offs.

The additional engine wear and extra gasoline needed for exces-

sive use of engines, in ground manoeuvres and the higher degree

of wear on brake linings and tires caused by short stops and sharp

turns in several hundred thousand landings and take-offs cost

the air lines and other operators no small amount each year. The

poor location of turnoffs and taxiways seriously hampers the use

of each port because of the added length of time it takes a plane

to clear the runway for the next landing or take-off.

It would certainly be worth while to investigate each field from

the standpoint of efficiency for ground manoeuvres and to press

the proper agencies for design corrections to the taxiways, run-

way widths, lengths and airport lighting.

The growth of private flyinfc and of air transport activities

would certainly force the municipalities served by the air lines to

provide numerous small airports for private craft and force the

building of airports specifically designed for and exclusively used

by the air lines.

There were in addition two important problems facing the air

transport industry that must also be solved in the immediate

future. The immediate need to relieve "stacking" and congestion

at large terminals and to provide instrument landing systems at

a majority of the fields served by scheduled air transport were

too pressing to permit them to continue unsolved.
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Federal Aid to Airport Development. The Airports serv-

ice of the Civil Aeronautics administration is charged with foster-

ing airport development throughout the United States, its terri-

tories and possessions.

This service plans and co-ordinates all civil airport develop-

ment and correlates these plans with those of the army, navy and

other federal agencies. It recommends the allocation and super-

vises the expenditure of funds appropriated for airport develop-

ment, and determines the necessity for all other federal expendi-

tures for civil airport development. It supervises and directs the

CAA airport program engaged in the construction of public air-

ports essential for the prosecution of the war. It prepares and

distributes to federal agencies, states, cities and other civic bodies

typical airport plans, designs, specifications and bulletins pertain-

ing to the planning and construction of airports. It reviews civil

airport project applications, plans and specifications involving the

expenditure of federal money, and processes certificates of ne-

cessity for such development in accordance with Section 303 of

the Civil Aeronautics act. It collects and maintains current in-

formation on all civil airports in the United States. It conducts

studies on airport zoning and advises on legal, financial and

engineering matters concerning civil airports.

In 1931 the CAA reported to congress that the 2,300 airports

in the U.S. should be increased to 3,500 in the succeeding six

years, with particular emphasis on the larger type fields. In 1940

it revised this need, on the basis of world conditions, to urge a

total of 4,000 fields, stressing particularly the need for major

airports in the interest of national defense and proposing a $600,-

000,000 program in the succeeding three to six years. It re-

quested $80,000,000 for the immediate launching of a program
which would be limited solely to landing facilities, omitting build-

ings and other refinements. Congress thereupon made its first

direct appropriation ($40,000,000) to the CAA for airport im-

provements, limiting them to sites rated as preferentially im-

portant by the armed forces. AH airports built since were certified

as essential to the war effort by the secretaries of war, navy and

commerce.

These construction projects were being carried out in any of

three ways: (i) by commercial contract, with engineering and

supervision by the corps of engineers, U.S. army; (2) by commer-

cial contract, with engineering and supervision by the bureau of

yards and docks, U.S. navy; (3) by commercial contract with

engineering and supervision by the CAA airways engineering

division.

When the CAA received its first airport appropriation, in

1941, there were in all the United States only 76 "major" airports,

i.e., fields having paved runways of 3,500 ft. or longer, the types

needed by heavy, fast military aircraft. These had been in-

creased at the close of 1943 to more than 850 such fields, in addi-

tion to a secret number of purely military air bases.

Snow os on Airport Problem. Snow can effectively block an

airport from income operations while costs go on as usual. Some-

times rolling will make a snow-covered field temporarily usable,

but the packed snow has to thaw some time and then it may give

with the load. The best solution, when equipment permits, is to

melt it or to move it away. Scraping it into piles or windrows

makes additional hazards on the field, but when this is absolutely

necessary such piles should be adequately marked with flags and

lights. These and all other lights on an airport must be kept un-

covered and in a constant state of efficiency which in itself is a

considerable job in a snowstorm.

The airport manager, pilot and ground crewmen must always

regard snow and freezing weather with suspicion. Loose stones or

hard instruments should be removed from runways before a

freeze or they may become keen tire cutters when points pro-

AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND
trude from a frozen surface. Severe tire damage may also be

caused by frozen ruts. Wheel chocks and tools are easily mis-

placed in bad weather and can become quickly hidden by a cov-

ering of snow. Such blind hazards have caused serious accidents

when hit by taxiing aircraft. In freezing weather it is the airport

operator's responsibility to make frequent checks on the condi-

tion of the runways, and to close the airport as soon as it be-

comes dangerous for use. The retarding effect of soft snow on

take-offs may result in normally adequate runways proving too

short. Wet snow or splashed slush may freeze in the wheels or

undercarriage and cause disaster. Ice and slush create skidding

hazards.

No aircraft should be allowed to leave the ground in freezing

weather until it is certain that there is no snow or coating of

frost, or water which may freeze upon the wings, since the flying

characteristics of an aircraft may be materially altered thereby.

Airport Maintenance. Perhaps this phase -of airport man-

agement is more important than maintenance of field surfaces,

structures and equipment. Practice has shown that Ihere is but

one completely satisfactory method of keeping the maintenance

program of an airport up to par. The method is based on

periodical inspection procedure.

Each superintendent or foreman should be provided with com-

prehensive report forms covering periodical inspection of all

facilities and equipment under his direct charge. The airport

budget should always include adequate sums for maintenance and

replacement. Neglect of this item will invariably be costly be-

cause of the progressive deterioration which neglect brings. Run,-

\vay surfaces and marking should be watched closely and repaired

or painted regularly. Buildings and equipment should be kept in

new condition at all times. Lighting, traffic control and similar

facilities must be kept in good order for maximum safety of

operations. Servicing equipment and personnel must be kept at

maximum efficiency.

Airport Fires. Changes in the construction material and size

of aeroplanes, and in the size of hangars, have gradually changed
the whole problem of fighting fires at airports. All-metal aero-

planes of huge size can have minor fires within their cabins that

will not endanger aeroplanes in the same hangar, but if these fires

are not quickly controlled by firemen using special portable equip-

ment, the large gasoline loads of such planes will cause fires of an

entirely different character. Open fires in hangars are best com-

bated by sprinkler systems of the "deluge" type, which pour
down thousands of gallons of water a minute. Still different types
of equipment are required for paint shop and gas storage fires.

At Washington National airport, automatic fire fighting is part

of the hangar design. The hangar is protected from fire by a

"deluge" system which is a sort of big brother to the average

sprinkler system. Every 10 feet, large nozzles are installed, and

every 40 feet is a pneumatically-controlled switch which opens
with a sudden rise of temperature of three degrees in the space of

20 seconds. This provision is to take care of explosions, fires and

similar situations. The hangar is divided into areas, and the noz-

zles in each area are turned on independently. When all nozzles ,

are going, a total of 5,000 gal. of water a minute flood the hangar.

(See also AIR FORCES or THE WORLD; AVIATION, CIVIL.)

(E. M. E.)

A!- TMM*H*I* Jt*mMiAMil ^ne air transport command
Air Transport command, is pan of the united states

army air forces. It was established May 29, 1941, to ferry aircraft

for the British from the United States to Canada. It was known

then as the ferrying command. On July i, 1942, the ferrying

command was reorganized and renamed the air transport com-

mand.
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In a military letter under date of April 10, 1943, Gen. Henry
H. Arnold, commanding general of the army air forces, set forth

the mission of the ATC in these terms:

1. The ferrying of all aircraft within the United States and to destina-

tions outside the United States, pursuant to existing directives.

2. The transportation by air of personnel, materiel, mail, strategic ma-
terials and other cargoes for all war department agencies (except those

served by troop carrier command units) and for any government agency
of the United States or governments of the United Nations, subject to

established priorities.

3. The control, maintenance and operation of establishments and facili-

ties on air routes outside the United States which are or which may be
made the responsibility of the commanding general, army air forces, or
which are assigned to the air transport command, and airports of embarka-
tion for routes over which the air transport command operates.

4. The utilization to the fullest extent possible, both within and without
the United States, of the service, facilities and personnel of the civil air

carriers.

5. The performance of duties presently performed by the air transport
command which were heretofore transferred to it from the military director
of civil aviation.

6. The provision of assistance for movements overseas of combat units
in accordance with existing directives.

7. The administration of priorities for air travel and the movement of
cargoes on aircraft operated by or under contract for the air transport
command and on civil air carriers (except as presently administered by
the naval air transport service) in accordance with policies and procedures
established by proper authority.

Operations of the ATC expanded so greatly in 1943 that miles

flown in a single day equalled more than 30 trips around the

globe at the equator. Mileage of the command's routes totalled

112.000.

When the command was founded, it consisted of two officers

and a clerk. By late 1943, ATC personnel approached six figures.

The late Maj. Gen. Robert Olds, then a colonel, was the first

commanding officer. In April, 1942, he was succeeded by Col.

Harold L, George, who was made a brigadier general shortly
thereafter and was promoted to major general in Aug. 1942.

During 1943, 35 pilots were awarded Distinguished Flying
Crosses after each logged more than r.ooo hr. on command flights.

Among them, they amassed the equivalent in flying time of four

solid years over oceans, mountains, jungles.

The command consists of headquarters in Washington, the

ferrying division with headquarters in Cincinnati, the dornestic

transportation division, with headquarters in New York, and nine

foreign wings. These wings are the Caribbean, South" Atlantic,

Central African, North African, European, North Atlantic, Alas-

kan, Pacific and India-China. (H. L. G.)

A.L.A.: see AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. .
, >^

Alabama is one of the "deep south" states of the

United States, admitted' to the union 1819. Area,

51,609 sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 2,832,961. Capital, Montgomery (78,-

084). Cities with larger population were Birmingham (267,583)

and Mobile (78,720). Of the state's population in 1940, 855,941

were urban, or 30-2%. There were, in 1940, 1,847,850 whites;

983,290 Negroes; 574 of other races; 2,821,004 native-born; n,-

957 foreign-born: 47-2% of the total population was rural.

History. Chauncey Sparks, Democrat, was elected governor

Nov. 3, 1942, to succeed Frank M. Dixon. Eight of the nine con-

gressional representatives, all Democrats, were re-elected. The

new representative, from the ninth district, defeated Luther'

Patrick, the incumbent, in the Democratic primaries run-off

election in June. Aside from , Gov. Sparks, the principal state

officers elected in Nov. 1942 were: Handy C. Ellis, lieutenant

governor; Warren C. Lusk, treasurer; John Brandon, auditor;

Howell Turner, secretary of state; Joe N. Poole, commissioner

of agriculture; and Elbert B. Norton, superintendent of education.

Education. State appropriations in 1943 amounted to $18,-

770,631. Total revenues from all sources in 1942-43 were $34,-

400,044. Illiteracy among whites between 10 and 20 years (1942)

was 0.95%, Negroes 5.02%. There are seven state-supported in-



stitutions of higher education for whites and three for Negroes.

Charities and Correction. The state supports many philan-

thropic and penal institutions: institutions for the deaf and blind

of both races; hospitals for the insane of both races; a school for

feeble-minded children; training schools for wayward white boys
and girls; a reformatory school for Negro boys, etc.

Banking and Finance. On Dec. 31, 1942, there were 66 na-

tional banks in the state, the same as in the preceding year, and

1 50 state banks and trust companies, a decrease of one from

the 1941 figure. These 216 banks, together with their 21 branches

(of which 19 belonged to the national banks), had a capital ac-

count of $54,444,000, deposits of $691,828,000 and total re-

sources of $747,396,000. Total net. receipts of the state from all

sources in the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1942, were $102,870,-

268.66 and total net. disbursements were $91,439,096.16.

Agriculture. The yield of corn, cotton, potatoes, peanuts and

tobacco increased considerably in 1943; that of oats and hay
declined.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Products of Alabama, 7943 and 1942

Manufacturing. In 1939, by the federal biennial census of

manufactures, there were 2,052 manufacturing establishments

hiring 126,215 workers and producing goods valued at $574,670,-

690. The leading manufactures were cotton textiles (valued at

about $92,000,000; spindles in operation, 1,835,909), iron and

steel and electricity. Corporation and municipal production of

electricity amounted to about 900,000 h.p., and the TVA plants

were capable of producing slightly more. There were more than

6,000 mi. of rural electric lines. Other important industries: lum-

ber, blast furnace products, cast iron pipes and fittings, coke oven

products, cotton seed oil and meal, paper, aluminum, cement,

chemicals, fertilizers, meat packing and shipbuilding. War de-

mands caused expansion of old industries and the rise of new

industries, such as powder, aluminum and chemical manufacturing
in 1941 and 1942.

Mineral Production. The total value of Alabama's mineral

Table II. Principal Mineral Products of Alabama, 7939 and 1938

production in 1939 was $54,124,382; in 1938 it was $46,296,293.

(A. B. Mo.; X.)

Alaska is one of the two incorporated territories of

the United States. Area, 586,400 sq.mi., approxi-

mately one-fifth the area of the 48 states. The territory lies

between the meridians 130 W. and 173 E. longitude and be-

tween the parallels of 51 and 72 N. latitude. The civilian -

population of the territory (72,524 in the 1940 census as against

59,278 in 1938) was estimated to have increased in 1943 to

approximately 90,000.

History. In 1943 the U.S. army drove the Japanese invaders

BLEAK MOUNTAINS through which U.S. forces filed to attack Japanese poll-
tions on Attu Island after their landing on the tiny Aleutian outpost May 11,
1943



MIUUET SUBMARINES Diown up by tne Japanese before tney evacuated IMSKA
In Aug. 1943

from Alaskan soil. On May n, American forces landed on the

Aleutian island of Attu, held by the Japanese since June of 1942.

Desperate fighting continued throughout the mountainous island

until the morning of May 29, when final large scale Japanese
resistance was crushed. Few prisoners were taken, practically

all of the 2,300 Japanese having been killed during the heavy

fighting or having died in mass suicides undertaken when the

Japanese cause became hoj>eles$. In August a strong U.S. and

Canadian force landed on Kiska, which had been the most

strongly defended of the Aleutian islands held by the Japanese,

to discover the invaders had abandoned the island. (See also

WORLD WAR II.)

The Alaska highway, first overland transportation route be-

tween Alaska and continental United States, was dedicated in

Nov. 1942, and during 1943 carried a heavy volume of military

traffic. Also during 1943 there was intensive development of the

Fort Norman oil fields in northwestern Canada, and under the

direction of the U.S. army a pipe line was constructed from the

oil fields to Whitehorse, where a refinery was being built. Con-

struction of feeder pipe lines to transport refined petroleum

products from Whitehorse along the route of the Alaska highway
was rushed. In 1943 an additional connecting link of the Alaska

highway was provided when under military supervision a road was

built from a point on the highway west of Whitehorse to Haines,

a seaport in southeastern Alaska. (Sec ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.)
The changed military status resulting from Allied victories in

the Aleutians was reflected in the autumn of 1943 when the

Alaska Defense Command of the army was abolished and there

was set up instead the Alaskan department, operating as an inde-

pendent unit instead of under the Western Defense Command.
Education. School enrolment increased slightly in 1943 as

compared with 1942, the figures being 5,349 in 1943 and 5,092

in 1942
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Fisheries and Mineral Production. A very favourable season

in the Bristol bay red salmon district was chiefly responsible

for the increase in the pack of canned salmon in 1943, the total

number of cases for the year being 5,450,000 as compared with

5,075,000 in 1942. Taking of fur seals in the Pribilof islands,

suspended in 1942 because of the Japanese occupation of some of

the nearby Aleutian islands, was resumed in 1943. Under govern-

ment supervision, 117,164 seal skins were taken during the 1943

season, constituting an all-time record.

Production of gold, the mining of which had formerly ranked

second in commercial importance to fisheries, continued to

decline in 1943 under wartime restrictions. (E. L. B.)

Alaska Highway: see ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

AlhoniO a kingdom in the western part of the Balkan pen
AlUullld, insula, occupied in 1939 by Italy. Area 10,631

sq.mi.; pop. (census 1930) 1,003,068; (estimate 1939) 1,063,000.

Capital, Tirana. Chief cities: Tirana (30,806); Scutari (29,209);
Koritsa (22,787) ;

Elbasan (13,796) ;
Valona (9,100). Religion: Mo-

hammedans (688,280); Orthodox Christians (210,313); Roman
Catholics (104,184). Prime minister (1943): Ekrem Libohova.

History. World War II and the Italian capitulation in 1943

threyv Albania into a turmoil, especially because the Allies had

pledged repeatedly the restoration of a free Albania. Prime Min-

ister Churchill reiterated this pledge in the house of commons on

Nov. 4, 1943, promising an Albania "free from her Axis yoke and

restored to her independence.
" He disclosed at the same time that

British officers were co-operating with Albanian guerrillas. The
Albanian guerrillas were fighting in three groups, of which the

group in the centre near Tirana, under the command of Myslim
Peza, was the most formidable. In the north the guerrillas operated
under Col. Muharrem Bajraktari, ex-commander in the British-

t minor! ffemlarmerv. while the euerrillas in the south were rom-
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mandcd by Col. Bilal Nivica. The Albanian premier, Ekrem Libo-

hova, formerly foreign minister under King Zog, had not been

able to popularize the Italian connection. Unrest in the country
was generally widespread and increased after Mussolini's downfall.

There existed no Albanian government in exile and Albania was

not recognized officially as one of the United Nations. The former

king of Albania, Ahmed Beg Zogu, who became King Zog I of

Albania in Sept. 1928, left the country at the time of the Italian

occupation in 1939 and in 1943 continued to live in England.

Education. Though primary education is nominally compul-

sory, illiteracy was still very high in 1943, especially among
women. In 1939 there existed 663 state elementary schools with

38,988 male and 17,948 female pupils and 19 secondary schools

with 4,810 male and 1.425 female students. There were no insti-

tutions of higher education.

Trade and Finance. The value of the foreign trade for 1938
amounted to $9.644.000. Imports amounted to $6.719,000, of

which 37.2% came from Italy and 6% from the United States.

The total exports amounted to $2,925,000, of which 68.4% went

to Italy and 4.5% to the United States. The major import arti-

cles were cotton and cotton goods, corn, benzine and woollen

goods; the main exports were wool, hides and furs, cheese, cattle,

eggs and bitumen. Of the mineral wealth of the country alumi-

num and petroleum were of importance. In 1939, 229.278 tons

of crude petroleum were produced. With the economic life of the

country still on a very primitive level there exists practically no

modern industry. Albania has no railroads but a good highway

system, improved by the Italians for strategic reasons. The Al-

banian currency in 1943 was pegged to the Italian currency, an

Albanian franc equalling 6.25 lire (32.89 cents U.S., June 1941).

The external debt of Albania amounted to $15,000,000 in 1938,

(See also ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.) (H. Ko,)

Alhurto ^ne most xvcsterly f ^6 three pra^ie provinces of

AlUulUh Canada (q.v.}. Area, 255,285 sq.mi.; pop. (1941)

796,169, of which the greater part was rural. The largest city

is Edmonton (92,404), the provincial capital. Local administra-

tion is in the hands of a provincial parliament. Alberta returns

to Ottawa 17 members for the house of commons and 6 senators.

History. On May 23, 1943, William Abcrhart, the provincial

premier, died. As he was both the founder and leader- of the

party in power, the Social Credit, his death was of great political

moment. E. C. Manning, formerly minister of trade and indus-

try, was sworn in as premier on May 31. In December, the

government carried an important, by-election in Red Deer, thus

indicating its vigour under the new leadership.

Agriculture. The wheat yield was estimated in 1943 to be

somewhat over 82,000,000 bu.; oats, 10,000,000 bu.; barley,

4,600,000 bu.; flaxsecd, 2,300,000 bu. Wartime demands power-

fully stimulated cattle raising and dairy farming. In 1943,

Alberta led Canada in hog production, while dairy products were

expected to reach the record value of $33,000,000.

Mineral Production. In the first nine months of 1943,

6,443,276 tons of coal were mined, or 3% above the output of

the corresponding period last year. The output of petroleum

in the first nine months of 1943 was 7,308,669 bbl. Experiments

in deep drilling were undertaken in order to expand this output.

In 1940, over 26,000,000 cu.ft. of natural gas was produced.

a i. c.)

iyil requirements

for industrial alcohol in the U.S. in-

creased in 1943. It became evident that all facilities were needed

for its manufacture, including those formerly used for alcoholic

liquors. From a total requirement of about 175,000,000 gal. in
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1941, the need was raised to 356,000,000 for 1942, to about 400,-

000,000 gal. for 1943 and to 632,000,000 gal. for 1944. At the

beginning of 1943 the production capacity was about 490,000,000
rnl. and by the end of file year it had increased to nearly 593,-

000,000 gal. This situation indicated that all production facilities

would have to be used during 1944 and also that a large reduc-

tion in the stocks of alcohol would be made. These stocks were

reported to be 138,000,000 gal. in July 1943 * n( l had been re-

duced to 80,000,000 gal. by the end of the year. It was estimated

by the War Production board that about 40,000,000 gal. more
would be taken from these stocks in 1944, bringing them down
to the minimum for working reserves. The needs for 1944 were

expected to be 50% more than called for in the original program.
This made it doubtful that any spirits could be produced for

drinking in the year.

The increasing demand came from the synthetic rubber uses,

which increased rapidly during 1943. The needs for other war uses

had first call on supplies but did not amount to so large a total.

The sources of alcohol were expanded at a rapid rate during

*943 by the increased use of wheat. In 1941-42 only about

2,000,000 bu. were used, in 1942-43 the amount had increased to

54,000,000 bu. and for 1943-44 it was estimated to be 110,000,-

ooo bu. Since the stocks of wheat were so large, the use of wheat

was limited only by the facilities. By taking over the liquor-

making plants this raw material could be used to a larger extent.

The department of agriculture reported that new methods of dis-

tilling wrere being developed which promised to make it possible

on a commercial scale to get more alcohol from less malt and also

to be able to separate the protein for livestock feed before the

alcohol was removed, thus saving it for replacement of corn,

which is needed for feed. The protein had heretofore been ob-

tained only from the distiller's slops.

Another prospect for increasing production was in the larger

use of molasses from the Caribbean if the imports of this raw

material could be increased. The War Production board also pro-

posed that Great Britain resume the making of alcohol from

molasses from the Caribbean to replace some of the alcohol here-

tofore provided under lend-lease arrangements. Many new plants

were expected to come into larger production during the year

1944, thereby, with more strict allocations, meeting the vital

needs for all purposes. (J. C. Ms. >

Alcoholic Intoxication: see INTOXICATION, ALCOHOLIC.

Alcoholic Liquor: see. BREWING AND BEER; LIQUORS, ALCO-

HOLIC; WINES.

"Alcoholics Anonymous": see INTOXICATION, ALCOHOLIC.

Aleutian Islands: set: ALASKA; WORLD WAR II.

Alexander, Sir Harold Rupert Leofric George
(1891- ), British army officer, is the 3rd son of the 4th earl

of Caledon. He was educated at Harrow and Sandhurst. He

received his commission in the Irish Guards in 1911. At the

end of World War I he was commanding a battalion with the

rank of lieutenant-colonel. In 1919 he commanded a landwehr of

the Lettish army during the confused fighting in the Baltic

provinces. In 1934 he was given command of a brigade in India,

and in the following year he saw service in the Loe-Agra and

Mohmand operations. In 1938 he became major-general and was

given the ist division. In Sept. 1939 he took the ist division to

France with the B.E.F. Later as lieutenant-general he was pro-

moted to command the ist corps. At Dunkirk it fell to him to

organize the final defense and evacuation, and he was among
the last men to leave the beach. After Dunkirk he was made
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general officer commanding in chief, southern command, serv-

ing in this capacity till he went to Burma in Feb. 1942 as general

officer commanding at a critical period in the campaign. In Aug.

1942 General Alexander was sent to the middle east as com-

mander in chief, in time to break the full-scale attack launched by
the enemy at the end of August against the El Alamein position.

Under his command the 8th army won its decisive victory of Oct.

23-Nov. 4 and pursued the defeated German and Italian forces

under Marshal Rommel to Tobruk, Bengasi, Tripoli and the bor-

der of Tunisia. In Feb. 1943 General Alexander was appointed

deputy commander in chief to General Eisenhower of the Allied

armies in North Africa. All British, American and French troops

in Tunisia were formed into the i8th army group and were

placed under his orders. After the capture of Tunis and the axis

surrender, General Alexander, as commander of the isth British,

Canadian and American group, directed the invasion of Italy in

July and the invasion of the mainland of Italy in Sept. 1943-

cr P ^ a^a^a hay m tne United States

fell u% below the record crop of 1942. The 1943

crop was 32,465,000 tons compared to 36.478,000 tons in 1942

and 26,709,000 tons average for the period 1932-41 as estimated

by the U.S. department of agriculture. The acreage harvested

in 1943 was 95% f that of 1942 and considerably above the

average. The 1943 crop was somewhat spotted and the quality

of the early crop damaged by rains though the late crop was of

high quality. The highest yields were in California, mostly

on irrigated land, at 4.40 tons per acre, followed by Oregon 2.50

tons, Arizona 2.70, New Mexico 2.70 and Texas 2.50. None of

the central or plains states exceeded 2.30 tons per acre.

U.S. Production of Alfalfa Hay in Leading State*, 1943 and 1942
and fhe 10-Yr. Average

(in thousands of tons)

No other state produced more than 1,000,000 tons in 1942.

The production of alfalfa seed, estimated at 1,114,900 bu.,

was 15% larger than 1942 but 3
r
r below the ic-year average.

A larger acreage was harvested for seed in 1943 than in 1942.

(See also HAY.) (J. C. Ms.)

Algeria: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Aliens.
Listed below are ten countries in rank order of

registered aliens in the U.S. as of Dec. 31, 1940:

Italy, including Sicily and Sardinia
('amida
Poland
Mexico
Russia, including Russia in Asia

(icrmany
( i real Britain, including England, Scotland, and Wales .

Austria
Eire

Hungary

Total . . . '.

695,472
447.89
442.547
416,690
360,8.' 7

314,870
201.557
191,600
15^.154
116,701

Further studies indicated that more than 80% of the registered

aliens were living in the following ten states: New York, 1,234,-

995; California, 531,882; Pennsylvania, 365,229; Massachusetts,

360,416; Illinois, 320,053; Michigan, 296,834; New Jersey, 276,-

026; Texas, 209,450; Ohio, 200,322; Connecticut, 157,120.

Of the nearly 5,000,000 aliens who registered under the Alien

Registration act of 1940, approximately half were eligible for

U.S. citizenship. The registration and unsettled world conditions

tended to increase their desire to achieve United States citizen-

ship. In the fiscal year 1943, 115,664 declarations of intention

were filed as compared with 221,796 in 1942, and 224,123 in 1941.

Petitions for naturalization numbered 375,700, which is the high-

est number filed during any fiscal year since June 30, 1906, when

the federal government took over supervision of this activity.

Certificates of naturalization were issued to 318,933 persons,

also a record number, during the fiscal year of 1943. The nations

to which these new citizens formerly owed allegiance were:

British empire, 93,827; Poland, 42,077; Italy, 36,118; soviet

Russia, 25,444; Germany, 17,774; Czechoslovakia, 12,979;

Sweden, 9.448; Yugoslavia, 8471; Greece, 6,938; Hungary,

4,792; and all other countries, 59,640.

The Second War Powers act, approved March 27, 1942, made
available an expeditious naturalization procedure to noncitizens

serving in the armed forces of the United States. The statute

provided a judicial naturalization process for those members of

the armed forces who are residing within the jurisdiction of a

naturalization court and an administrative naturalization process

for those serving abroad with the armed forces. During the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1943, 36,049 members of the military and

naval forces residing in the United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto

Rico and the Virgin Islands of the United States were admitted

to citizenship on the basis of petitions filed with naturalization

courts. Of this total, 35,416 were granted citizenship while re-

siding in continental United States or Alaska, 586 while on duty
in Hawaii and 47 during service in Puerto Rico or the Virgin

Islands of the United States.

In addition, a total of 1,425 persons serving abroad with, the

armed forces of the United States were admitted to citizenship

under the administrative naturalization procedure authorized by
the Second War Powers act of March 27, 1942. Naturalization

was granted in such cases by designated representatives of the

immigration and naturalization service.

Alien Enemies. Under the Nationality act of 1940 alierr ene-

mies include natives, citizens, denizens and subjects of the coun-

tries against whom the United States declared war. In 1943 these

countries were Japan, Germany, Italy, Hungary, Rumania and

Bulgaria. By authority of presidential proclamations of Dec. 7

and 8, 1941, and Jan. 14, 1942, a series of regulations was promul-

gated by the department of justice affecting the conduct of citi-

zens or subjects of Japan, Germany and Italy 14 years of age or

older. On Oct. 12, 1942, aliens of Italian nationality, except those

already interned or under parole, were exceptcd from the regula-

tions for alien enemies by order of the attorney general.

Dangerous alien enemies who were ordered interned by the

attorney general were kept in internment camps which are oper-

ated by the immigration and naturalization service. At the end

of the 1943 fiscal year, 9,220 alien enemies were in the custody

of the service of whom 5,988 were from the continental United

States or Puerto Rico, 2,349 from Latin America, and 883 frfom

Alaska, Hawaii and other Pacific islands. Sixteen detention sta-

tions were in operation at the end of the year. One of the intern-

ment camps, at Crystal City, Texas, was used solely for the

internment of families of enemy nationalities, and at the end of

the fiscal year 1943, 1,282 individuals were interned there, con-

sisting of 367 men, 358 women and 557 children.

During 1943, 5,323 enemy aliens were apprehended under

presidential warrants of arrest. Of this number, 2,311 were paroled

upon formal orders of the attorney general, including 979 Japa-

nese, 895 Germans, 434 Italians and 3 of miscellaneous nation-

ality; and 266 Japanese, 294 Germans, 170 Italians and 12 of

miscellaneous nationality were unconditionally released. Those
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paroled were required to make regular reports to civilian super-
visors and to district parole officers of the immigration and

naturalization service who conducted periodic investigations in

each such case. Aliens of enemy nationality might be naturalized

under prescribed safeguards. The case of each enemy alien

applicant for naturalization was thoroughly investigated by the

immigration and naturalization service, and favourable recom-

mendations were made to the courts only with respect to those

petitioners for naturalization whose loyalty was established with-

out question.

New Legislation. During 1943 the following laws affecting

aliens were passed by congress:

By far the most important measure approved by congress

affecting aliens was the repeal in Dec. 1943, of the Chinese

Exclusion laws. This legislation originated in 1882 and was
retained on the statute books for 61 years, during which time

it was subjected to many amendments and revisions. The con-

gressional action at this time was designed to place the Chinese

people on a parity with other nations for immigration purposes.
The new legislation also removed the previously established pro-
hibitions against naturalization of persons of the Chinese race as

American citizens, and established an immigration quota per-

mitting admission of a limited number of Chinese into the United

States.

The act of July 13, 1943, authorized deportation under certain

conditions to the country where the alien's recognized govern-
ment in exile was located, or to a country proximate to the

one of which the alien was a citizen or subject, or, with the con-

sent of the country of which the alien was a citizen or subject,

to any other country.

The act of April 29, 1943, permitted the entry of native-born

agricultural workers from any western hemisphere country under

certain exemptions and conditions. (E. G. H.)

Japanese Relocation. When the United States entered the

war in Dec. 1941, there were more than 100,000 persons of

Japanese ancestry living in the far western states. Approxi-

mately two-thirds of them, born in the United States, were

American citizens. The aliens, Issei, are an older group who
came to the United States as labourers and farm workers. Their

average age is around 60. The citizens, Nisei, are largely a young
group, most of them educated or being educated in American

schools. Their average age is around 22.

The problems created by the determination in March 1942, to

remove from the defense zones of the Pacific coast all persons
of Japanese ancestry, continued into 1943. The policy of perma-
nent relocation in civilian activities outside of the coastal defense

zones was continued by the War Relocation authority which es-

tablished offices in many of the larger midwestern cities in an

endeavour to assist the evacuees in finding employment.

By the end of 1943, approximately 20,000 Japanese had been

released from the relocation centres on indefinite leave to accept

employment. This represented the placement of the great major-

ity of eligible Nisei and the War Relocation authority was faced

with the far more difficult problem of re-establishing the loyal

aliens still retained in the camps.
The National Student Relocation council reported that 870

Japanese-American students had been accepted by 362 colleges

and universities which had been approved by the army and navy.
Minor objections to the admission of Nisei students to some
eastern and midwestern colleges were reported.

Disturbances within certain of the camps, especially Poston in

Arizona and Manzanar in California, which occurred late in 1942,

led the War Relocation authority to the conviction that disorders

were being instigated by a minority of disloyal elements who were

taking advantage of the inevitable social disorganization of relo-

cation. In the original evacuation, stress had been placed upon
retaining family units intact. In some of these families, there

were younger persons who, while citizens of the United States,

had been educated in Japan, and in others, older aliens who had

never completely abandoned their loyalty to Japan. As their

potentialities for mischief became more clearly evident, the War
Relocation authority issued an order in July 1943, to segregate

evacuees of doubtful loyalty to Tulelake centre in California.

An investigation of the disorders was undertaken by the Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities (Dies committee) of the house

of representatives. Representatives John Costello (Dem.) of

California, Carl E. Mundt (Rep.) of South Dakota and Herman
Eberharter (Dem.) of Pennsylvania constituted the sub-commit-

tee which held hearings in the western states. The Dies sub-

committee presented a report to congress listing several major

complaints about the camps:

1. That Japanese of doubtful loyalty wore being released.

2. That there were thousands in camps who had requested repatriation
to Japan.

3. That loyal and disloyal Japanese were intermingling without segre-
gation.

4. That the Japanese were being supplied food through the quartermas-
ter corps of the army in greater variety and quantity than that
available to the average American consumer.

5. That the discipline in the various relocation centres was very lax.

The committee failed to deny or affirm most of these charges,

contenting itself with three recommendations:

1. That the disloyal be segregated from the loyal Japanese (already un-
dertaken by the War Relocation authority).

2. That a special board be set up to investigate the loyalty of evacuees
seeking release from the centres.

3. That the War Relocation authority inaugurate a thoroughgoing pro-
gram of Americanization in the centres.

The third member of the sub-committee rendered a minority

report taking to task the majority for not having clearly refuted

most of the charges which brought about the investigation. Con-

gressman Eberhartcr stated that the testimony before the com-

mittee showed conclusively:

1. That the Japanese being released from the camps were adequately in-

vestigated by the War Relocation authority and there was no evi-

dence of laxness.

2. That a very limited number of Japanese had shown any desire for

repatriation.

3. That segregation was taking place on the initiative of the War Relo-
cation authority.

4. That all rationing restrictions were being applied to the camps with-
out discrimination. Food costs averaged about 40 cents per person a

day and the centres refrained from purchasing commodities where
there were local shortages.

5. That evidence produced before the sub-committee indicated that there

was much less crime of any kind in the relocation centres than in the

average American community of the same size.

The Utah legislature in Feb. 1943 passed an alien property

restriction bill denying the right of real property ownership to

aliens ineligible to citizenship. This was vetoed by the governor

and followed by a later bill of less stringent nature. Arkansas

passed a similar anti-evacuee land ownership act which was later

held unconstitutional by the attorney general of the state. In

March the Arizona legislature passed a bill requiring three con-

secutive days of advertising by any business man doing business

with Japanese. This law was held unconstitutional in the state

superior court in July. In April the Iowa state legislature passed

a resolution requesting the withdrawal of War Relocation author-

ity students from Iowa colleges.

In the latter part of Jan. 1943, the army again accepted en-

listments of Nisei, which resulted in 1,100 volunteers from the

United States and 2,600 from Hawaii. It was estimated that the

total number of Japanese-Americans in the armed forces of the

U.S. exceeded 8,000. These Nisei were trained in separate camps
in two sections of the United States. The first Nisei battalion

which went into action on the Italian front received praise from

its Caucasian officers. During July the Women's Army corps
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was open for enlistment of Nisei girls.

In March the Western Defense Command eliminated much of

Arizona from military area No. i. This was followed by an

announcement from the War Relocation authority that evacuees

from this area would be permitted to return to their homes;
the return took place without disorder.

At the time army enlistment was open to Nisei, a. declaration

of loyalty to the United States was required of all Japanese of

draft age (total 20,679). Of these, about 24% declined to affirm

their loyalty to the United States. These statements, however,
did not constitute affirmation of loyalty to Japan. It was this

group which had been transferred to the Tulclake centre.

The ratio of so-called disloyal answers varied greatly as between

the different camps, with Manzanar showing a refusal to affirm

loyalty of almost 50% as against a percentage of 2.2 for Granada,
Colorado. It should be remembered that the residents of Manzanar
were about two months earlier fired on by the United States army,
in order to terminate disorder, and two residents killed.

Several court cases grew out of relocation. The Korematsu,

Hirabayashi and Yasui cases challenging the legality of the cur-

few and evacuation orders were heard by the Qth circuit court of

appeals in San Francisco which refused to render a decision and

referred the cases directly to the United States supreme court.

The supreme court held that the defendants were guilty of violat-

ing curfew regulations, but refused to render a decision on

evacuation, indicating that the court was probably divided on

the latter point.

The suit of the Native Sons of the Golden West to have the

names of all American-born Japanese withdrawn from voting

lists was disposed of by an adverse decision of the Qth circuit

court of appeals, followed by a refusal by the United States

supreme court to review the case, on the ground that the right

of American-born Japanese to citizenship had been previously

determined. A number of civil cases were in the courts dealing

with Japanese who were evacuated in the midst of contractual

obligations which thereafter remained unperformed.
In July War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes issued a

statement to congress, in response to a resolution of inquiry,

stating that the restrictions on persons of Japanese ancestry

would be continued as long as military necessity demanded,
and denying that evacuees were being given preferential treat-

ment, or that disloyal Japanese were being released.

The year 1943 closed with considerable agitation against

Japanese-Americans on the west coast. (See also CENSUS, 1940;

WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY.) (W. W. B.)

Alimentary System, Disorders of.

The well-known preponderance of duodenal ulcer over gastric

ulcer and the major importance of nonsurgical methods of treat-

ing ulcer were attested by F. H. Lahey's report. Of 7,000 patients

with peptic ulcer submitted to treatment in the hospital, 6,550 had

duodenal ulcer. Only 6.59% of these and 18.1% of the 450 pa-

tients with gastric ulcer were submitted to operation.

W. L. Palmer contended that alkalosis induced by soluble

alkali, which is characterized by an increase in sodium, total base,

pH, and in the bicarbonate content of the blood, does not develop

if the function of the kidney is normal and if the amount of

water supplied daily is sufficiently great to eliminate the alkali

as rapidly as it is absorbed. The alkalosis observed during the

administration of calcium carbonate is identical with that seen

in patients with obstruction of the lower end of the stomach and

can be prevented by administration of sufficient amounts of

sodium chloride despite the continued use of the alkali. Chem-

ically this alkalosis is characterized by a decrease in the concen-

tration of chlorides, sodium and total alkali in the blood and by
elevation of the pH and of the bicarbonate content of the blood.

As the result of an analysis made of 2,1 1 1 cases of grossly bleed-

ing gastric and duodenal ulcer, including 75 personally observed

cases, in all of which the patients were treated by the prompt
and frequent feeding program, E. A. Rasberry, Jr. and T. G.

Miller reported a gross mortality rate of 1.9%. These observers

concluded that, in the absence of coincident perforation, such

procedure is superior to any other form of conservative treat-

ment or to surgical intervention.

Conservatism characterized the current literature on gastritis

in 1943, not only with respect to incidence and clinical signifi-

cance but also to its potentiality as a precursor to other diseases,

especially carcinoma. In the gastroscopic examinations of 50

patients with uncomplicated duodenal ulcer, H. J. Tumen and

M. M. Lieberthal found that 33 had an associated chronic gas-

tritis. They concluded that gastritis did not regularly influence

the clinical course of duodenal ulcer. Moreover, it was impossible

to postulate the presence or absence of associated gastritis on the

basis of the nature of the symptoms or the character of the re-

sponse to treatment.

Absence of free hydrochloric acid in the gastric secretion is not

an infrequent occurrence. The role that such acid plays in normal

function consists chiefly of activation of pepsin, swelling of pro-

tein, stimulation of motor and secretory functions, and solution of

iron. It also has a bactericidal effect. Previous investigators

showed that the usual doses of dilute hydrochloric acid are in-

effective in appreciably modifying the gastric acidity in achlor-

hydric states. A*. E. Koehler and E. Windsor made exhaustive ob-

servations on the effect of the addition of acid to a representative

ground meal at body temperature in vitro. It was determined that

the usual amount of acid used in replacement therapy had but

little effect on the pH of the meal, that the swelling of proteins

as a step in solution and digestion is not appreciably influenced

by even the maximal therapeutic doses of acid, and that the pH
is not sufficiently lowered to have any bactericidal effect. It also

was found that anacidity or hyperacidity had no effect on de-

struction of thiamin.

The Biliary Tract. A modified technique for the determina-

tion of serum bilirubin which is more accurate than standard

methods and provides for separate measurements of the fractions

which give direct and indirect van den Bergh reactions was de-

vised by B. Sepulvcda and A. E. Osterbcrg. The various factors

underlying a recurrence or persistence of symptoms after re-

moval of the gall bladder were reviewed by H. K. Gray and W. S.

Sharpe. The significance of calculi and inflammatory or obstruc-

tive lesions of the cystic duct was exemplified in their study of

44 cases in which the lesion was found at operation.

The diagnostic significance of the amount of urobilinogen ex-

creted in urine and faeces is generally recognized. The investiga-

tions of Frederick Steigmann and Josephine Dyniewicz confirmed

the superiority of Watson's method with respect to urinary uro-

bilinogen. They also concluded that the value of the determina-

tion of the amount of faecal urobilinogen in random specimens

by this method was equal to that of determinations on stools

colfected for four days.

Intestine. Numerous articles stressed the effect of tropical

diseases and their sequelae on the intestinal tract. Dysentery, and

acute abdominal diseases such as acute appendicitis, acute chole-

cystitis, acute pancreatitis, even intestinal obstruction, may be

simulated during the acute stages of malignant tertian malaria.

Bacillary dysentery may persist in a chronic form and closely

resemble chronic ulcerative colitis. Diarrhoea may be the result

of amoebiasis or helminthic infestation. The clinical features of

intestinal bilharziasis as observed in Southern Rhodesia were in-
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structively described by M. Gelfand.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. H. Lahey and S. F. Marshall, 'The Surgical Man-
agement of Some of the More Complicated Problems of Peptic Ulcer,"

Surg., Gyncc. & Obst., 76:641-648 (June 1943); W. L. Palmer, "Alkalosis

in Antacid Therapy," (editorial), Gastrocntcrolony, 1:892-893 (Sept.

1943); E. A. Rasberry, Jr. and T. G. Miller, "The Prompt-feeding Pro-

gram for Bleeding (iastric and Duodenal Ulcer," GastrocntcroloRy, 1:911-
921 (Oct. 1943); II. J. Tumen and M. M. Lieberthal, "The Significance

of the Gastroscopic Findings in Patients with Duodenal Ulcer," Gastroen-

tcrology, 1:555-564 (June 1943); A. E. Koehler and E. Windsor, "Effec-

tiveness of Replacement Therapy in Achlorhydria," Ann. Int. Mcd. t

18:182-192 (Feb. 1943); B. Sepulveda and A. E. Osterberg, "Serum
Bilirubin; Its Clinical Importance and a Recommended Procedure for the

Determination of Indirect and Direct Values," Proc. Staff Meet., Mayo
Clin.. 18:252-258 (July 28, 1943); H. K. Gray and W. S. Sharpe,
"Biliary Dyskinesia: Role Played by a Remnant of the Cystic Duct,"
Arch. Surg., 46:564-571 (Apr. 1943); Frederick Steigmann and Josephine
M. Dyniewicz, "Studies of Urobilinogen: I. The Daily Urobilinogen Excre-
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Alton Torrw do h Moco (l888~ >' u s army offi"

flllCll, lerry UC la mCOd cer, was born April i at

Ft. Douglas, Utah. After several years' study at the U.S.

Military academy, he enrolled at the Catholic University of

America, where he received the A.B. degree in 1912. He was

commissioned a second lieutenant of cavalry the same year. In

World War I he served with the A.E.F., taking part in the St.

Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne offensives, and after the armistice

he remained overseas in the army of occupation. During the

period between wars he undertook advanced study at the Cavalry

school, the Command and General Staff school, the Infantry

school and the Army War college. By the time the United States

entered World War II he had reached the rank of brigadier

general. In 1942 he was made a major general and given com-

mand of the ist infantry division, which took part in the cam-

paigns of Tunisia and Sicily. For his achievements in North

Africa Allen received the distinguished service medal and the

Croix de guerre.

In the fall of 1943 he was recalled to the United States to com-

mand the I04th division.

ncw allergic causes for nasal symptoms
\vere discovered: Vegetable gums (Gelfand), used in

cosmetics; Spanish moss (Dean), often the upholstery of inex-

pensive furniture. Blumstein reported two cases of hay fever

with nasal symptoms in May and June due to the ailanthus (tree

of heaven) pollen. Hoersh emphasized the possibility of sensi-

tization of infants by food odours in his report of nine cases

of infantile eczema due to vapours or odours of cooked or un-

cooked food. Respiratory allergy due to such causes had been

previously reported in 1942 by Urbach. Another unusual cause

of eczema was reported by Keil who found that a resinous ma-

terial used in finishing cotton fabrics caused skin sensitization.

For severe, intractable asthma Barach advised the following

combination of previously described methods for the purpose of

inducing bronchial relaxation: helium and oxygen for one to six

hours daily, aminophyllin rcctally, dilaudid in small doses, potas-

sium iodide by mouth, and the inhalation of epinephrine (i :ioo).

Only 17% of the cases thus treated failed to respond, 57% w^re
rapidly relieved and 25% were classified merely as "helped."

The use of histamine associated with a modified horse serum

was given added importance by the report of Cohen and Fried-

man, who found that the sera of patients treated with the hista-

mine-horse serum conjugate contained specific antibodies capable
of neutralizing histamine.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. J. Hoersh, "Allergy to Food Odors. Its Relation to

the Management of Infantile Eczema/* /. Allergy, 14:335-39 ('943); A. L.

Barach, "Repeated Bronchial Relaxation in the Treatment of Intractable

Asthma," ibid., 14:296-309 (1943); M. B. Cohen and H. J. Freedman,
"Antibodies to Histamine Induced in Human Beings by Histamine Con-
jugates," ibid., 14:195-202 (1943). (B. Z. R.)

Ali:*J lISIStjiMff A*tfAMMAN* International law requires

Allied Military Government mm^. to establish

some form of organized control in the war-torn areas they occupy.
In addition to humanitarian considerations, effective and immedi-

ate establishment of some form of government is an aid to the

prosecution of the war effort. Pursuant to these considerations,

the United Kingdom and the United States moved jointly to

provide the necessary personnel and equipment for this purpose.

Military control of civil affairs, planned well in advance of

actual tactical operations, was a development of World War II.

Heretofore, the organization of occupied areas was an improvised

arrangement devoid of preparation for the problems to be faced.

Intensive training programs for both U.S. and British military

personnel were carried out and plans were formulated for active

service in anticipation of tactical developments. The burden of

civil administration of enemy occupied territory, prior to the in-

vasion of Sicily and the Italian mainland, fell largely to the Brit-

ish. With the invasion of Italian territory, truly Anglo-American

military government became a joint enterprise.

Responsibilities, assignments and personnel were divided among
the officers of the United States and the British empire without

discrimination.

Allied military government officers were included in the first

assault forces in Sicily and Italy and so effective was their work
that they won highest praise from tactical commanders in the

field. Effective and immediate control over areas occupied by
Allied military government, first referred to as AMGOT, later as

AMG, relieved tactical commanders of the necessity of detach-

ing combat personnel for this purpose and assured them of a sta-

bilized condition in the rear echelons.

Upon the invasion of Sicily and Italy, AMG officers introduced

emergency measures to effect immediate relief of the civilian

population and establish order in the rear of the fighting zones.

This process was repeated as the battle lines entered new areas.

The returning of civilian populations to their cities, towns and

homes was a primary consideration. In some areas only a few

score inhabitants of large cities were to be found when Allied

forces entered. The population had fled to the mountains and

taken refuge there. Many of the cities and towns bad suffered

extensive war damage and AMG officers set out to restore as

quickly as possible essential utilities, such as waterworks, sewer-

age systems and power plants. The debris of the cities was moved
as rapidly as possible and improvised housing facilities for the

homeless established.

Foodstuffs were made available to the civilian public through
channels of trade and strict rationing was enforced. Only when
need was actually apparent was direct relief granted.

Public health measures were inaugurated to prevent epidemics,
curtail contagious diseases and to protect Allied military person-
nel as well as the local citizens. In several areas it was necessary
to bury the dead, both military and civilian, left in the wake of

the fighting forces. Civilian hospital facilities were restored as

rapidly as possible and the co-operation of civilian medical and

health agencies was invited and secured. Th injured were hos-

pitalized or treated. Special rations, including milk, were secured

for children and nursing and pregnant mothers. Malarial control

agencies, never wholly effective under the fascist regime, were

implemented and co-ordinated.

Transportation facilities were restored as expeditiously as pos-

sible, roads and railroads repaired, bridges rebuilt, and war-dam-

aged harbours cleaned out. In this work, native civilians were en-

rolled at reasonable wages. Prisoners of war were also used to

the extent permitted under international law. Communication

facilities and the postal system were opened for limited service.

Policing of occupied areas was promptly inaugurated. Local
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police establishments were reorganized and utilized whenever pos-

sible. Looting and other disorders were quickly eliminated. Mili-

tary courts were set up for local offenses requiring immediate

action. Proclamations and instructions were issued to the civil

population informing them of their responsibilities and privi-

leges. Legal administration extended to such fields as juvenile

delinquency, and the suj>ervision or reconstruction of penal and

corrective institutions. Civil courts were re-established when-

ever practical after the elimination of fascist elements. Steps were

taken to reform and reorganize bar associations under pre-fascist

regulations.

All financial institutions were originally closed by AMG. In

some instances local supplies of stamps and currency had been

burned by the retreating enemy, while securities and other valu-

ables had been removed. AMG introduced fresh and adequate

supplies of stamps and currency, exchange rates were posted and

as soon as feasible banks were reopened. In a number of re-

opened banks, deposits had increased materially. Financial offi-

cers of the AMG also took over the supervision of postal savings,

insurance companies and similar institutions. All civil incomes,

taxes and disbursements were placed in the hands of the AMG.
Initial political activities of the AMG consisted, to a large ex-

tent, of releasing the political prisoners of the fascists and re-

scinding fascist decrees, racial and religious laws and edicts. Po-

litical activity of the populations of the occupied areas was al-

lowed after the early stages of the operations, in such degrees as

was consistent with maintenance of public order. With the excep-

tion of the removal of known or suspected fascists, the adminis-

tration of civil agencies was left largely undisturbed.

The AMG took every possible precaution to preserve cultural

and art treasures left behind by the retreating enemy. Educa-

tional institutions were reorganized and reopened as rapidly as

possible. Committees of responsible non-fascist educators were

appointed to serve with AMG in eliminating propaganda text

books and in reorganizing school curricula. Plans were made for

the reopening of universities as rapidly as adequate buildings

could be found and non-fascist faculties recruited.

(J, H. HG.)

Allocations and Allotments: see PRIORITIES AND ALLOCA-

TIONS.

Alloys: see MAGNESIUM; METALLURGY; MOLYBDENUM; MONA-

ZITE; NICKEL; TITANIUM; VANADIUM.

Aluminum Statistics from all of the producing countries be-

ftlUinillull). ing lacking, there is nothing that can be added to

the production table presented in previous years.

All of the belligerents in World War II, which designation in-

cludes all of the important producers of aluminum, enlarged

.,...,. ^.^.-^ 1, 1944.

World Production of Aluminum

(Metric tons)

their production capacity, but so far as was known in 1943, the

United States made the largest additions. The only information

that was made public regarding current production was an official

announcement in August 1943, that the output in July was 150,-

892,000 Ib. (73,292,000 Ib. in government owned plants and

77,600,000 Ib. in privately owned plants) and that the total out-

put for January-July was 515,899,725 Ib. The fact that the July

output was more than double the monthly average for January-

July indicated that extensive increases in output were made dur-

ing the first half of the year. Also, it was reported that some

plant capacity was not in operation because of labour shortage.

This would indicate that the current production capacity of the

United States was in 1943 at least three times that of 1941,

when output was 280,000 metric tons, and was in excess of the

world output of 1940. Assuming the July rate of output to con-

tinue during the remainder of the year, the 1943 total would be

just about double the 1941 output.

Canadian capacity was similarly increased, and was unoffi-

cially reported to be about 450,000 tons a year. United States

government purchases in Canada since 1941 exceeded 600,000

metric tons, about one-third of which had been delivered up to

May 1943.

As a result of these developments the aluminum supply was

improved to such an extent that the War Production board

lifted the restrictions on some uses; furthermore, development
work on many marginal bauxite deposits was stopped, and con-

struction work on several new fabrication plants suspended. Not

only had metal production caught up with demand, but scrap

became so plentiful that its disposition was a major problem.

(See also BUSINESS REVIEW; METALLURGY.)

(G. A. Ra)

Ambassadors and Envoys.
and from the United States and to and from Great Britain Jan

To and From the United States

To the United States

Aziz, Abdol H
Espil, Felipe A. (absent) ....
Dixon, Sir Owen

*Straten-Ponthoz, Count Robert
van der Belgium

Country

Afghanistan
Argentina
Australia . .

From the United Statfs

. Engert, Cornelius Van H.
. *Armour, Norman
. Johnson, Nelson T.

. *Biddlc, Anthony J. D.,
Jr.

1

.*Boal t Pierre dcL.

. *Caffery , Jefferson
. *Atherton, Ray

ALUMINUM PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD and the chief producing countries,

as compiled by The Mineral Industry

"Guachalla, Dr. Luis F. 1 Bolivia .

*Martins, Carlos Brazil .

'McCarthy, Leighton Canada .

*Mirhels, Rodolfo Chile 'Bowers, Claude G.
*Wei Tao-ming, Dr China ". . . . *Gauss, Clarence E.
*Turbay, Gabriel Colombia . . . *Lane, Arthur Blisa

*Escalantc, Carlos M Costa Rica . . *Des Portes, Fay A.
*Concheso, Dr. Aurelio F Cuba *Braden, Spruille
"Hurban, Vladimir Czechoslovakia *Biddle, Anthony J. D.

Jr.
1

Kauffmann, Henrik dc Denmark
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*= ambassadors; unstarred, envoys.
Designed Jan. 1944.

^Acting consul general in New York City.
a
Rcsigned Jan. 22, 1944. Charge's d'Affaires carried on his work as ambassador

to the governments of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, Norway and
Poland and as minister to the government of Luxembourg, all established in

England.
4Recalled Jan. 1944.

Accredited to the governments of Greece and Yugoslavia established in Egypt-
8Died Jan. 13, 1944.
^ith the personal rank of ambassador.

The following special diplomatic appointments were made

during 1943: *

Name Title

French Committee of National
Liberation .......... Wilson, Edwin

C. 1 ...
Advisory Council to the Allied Con-

trol Commission for Italy .... Murphy, Robt. 1 U.S. member
United Nations European Advisory
Commission ......... Winant, John G. U.S. representative-

Middle East and Middle East Sup-
ply Centre .......... Landis, James

M.2 .... American Director of

Economic Operations in

the Middle East and

Principal American Ci-

vilian Representative at

the Middle East Supply
Centre

French West Africa ....... Glassford, Wil-
liam A., Vice
Admiral1 . . Personal representative of

the president

lWith the personal rank of ambassador.
fWith the personal rank of minister.

U.S. representative

To and From Great Britain

To Great Britain Country

Sardar Ahmed Ali Khan Afghanistan
*Carcano, Dr. Miguel Angel . . . Argentina .

*= Ambassador; unstarred -Envoy-Extraordinary; { = Minister Resident;

=Charg6 d'Affaires.

British representative.
2
Recognized by H.M. government a* continuing to be responsible for the

protection of such Danish interests as are not under enemy control.

'Delegate (with personal rank of ambassador).
Persons no longer in the foregoing list but still accepted by H.M. government

as personally possessing diplomatic privileges:

Torma, August ........ Estonia

Zarinc, Charles ........ Latvia

Balutis, Bronius ........ Lithuania

Amblygonlte: see LITHIUM MINERALS.

American Academy of Arts

From Great Britain

. Squire, G. F.

. "Kelly, Sir D. V.

and I attar* e "160311 Academy of Arts and Letters

3110 LBUBrS. was founded in 1904 by the National Institute

of Arts and Letters, in order to make the institute more efficient

in carrying out the purposes for which it was organized, namely
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the protection and furtherance of literature and the fine arts and

to give greater denniteness to its work. The membership of the

academy is limited to 50, chosen only from the members of the

institute.

On May 12, 1943, the academy and institute held a second

joint public ceremonial at which new members of the institute

were inducted, ten $1,000 "arts and letters" grants were given and

medals awarded. An exhibition of the works by newly elected

members, recipients of the "arts and letters" grants, and sculp-

ture by Carl Milles, recipient of the "award of merit, medal,"
was opened in the art gallery and museum. This continued

through June 23. On October 22 the annual meeting of the

academy took place, at which the election of five new members
was announced and officers were elected for the ensuing year.

The officers of the academy for 1943-44 were: Walter Dam-
rosch, president; James Truslow Adams, chancellor and treasurer;

Van Wyck Brooks, secretary. The other six directors were William

Adams Delano, Charles Dana Gibson, Sinclair Lewis, Paul Man-

ship, Deems Taylor and Chaunccy B. Tinker. (F. GN.)

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
The academy is limited to 800 fellows and 130 foreign honor-

ary members, divided among four classes: mathematical and

physical sciences, natural and physiological sciences, the social

arts, the humanities. The officers for 1943 were: president, Har-

low Shapley; corresponding secretary, Abbott P. Usher; record-

ing secretary, Hudson Hoagland; treasurer, Horace S. Ford. The

following papers were presented at the monthly meetings: George

Sarton, "Leonardo, Man of Science"; Otto Bencsch, "Leonardo

da Vinci arid the Beginning of Scientific Drawing"; Charles W.

Eliot, "City Planning"; Ross A. McFarland, "Human Problems

in Aviation"; Henry M. Wriston, "The Problem of the Liberal

Arts College"; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, "Economic Plants as Weap-
ons of War"; Manley O. Hudson, "International Organization

after the War"; Francisco Castillo Najera, "Mexican-American

Cultural Relations"; Kiriley F. Mather, "Earthquakes, Vol-

canoes, and Mountain Systems of Mexico"; George Sarton,

"Nicholas Copernicus"; Fred L. Whipple, "The Solar System";
Bart J. Bok, "The Milky Way and the Metagalaxies." The fol-

lowing paper was read by title: Frederic T. Lewis, "The Advent

of the Microscope in America, with notes on its Earlier History."
Grants in aid of research were made from the Rumford fund,

the C. M. Warren fund and from the Permanent Science fund.

(A. P. U.)

American Academy of Political and

Qnoial Cnionno On April 9 and I0> I943) there was held

OUtldl GUCIIIC. the 47th annual meeting of the academy
with the general subject "The United Nations and the Future."

Other meetings of 1943 included a session on February i3th
on "The Future of Western Europe" addressed by Paul van

Zeeland, formerly Prime Minister of Belgium, M. P. L. Steen-

berghe, chairman of the economic, financial and shipping mission

of the kingdom of The Netherlands, and others; a gathering on

Oct. 6 on "American Business After the War" with addresses by
James B. Carey, secretary of the C.I.O., Stuart Chase, and

Paul G. Hoffman, president of the Studebaker corporations and

chairman of the committee for economic development; and a

meeting oh Nov. 22 on "The East and the West" addressed by
Joseph C. Grew, former United States ambassador to Japan,
Pearl S. Buck, and Dr. Y. C. James Yen.

During 1943 the six bimonthly issues of The Annals had the

following titles: "Nutrition and Food Supply: The War and

After" (January); "Southeastern Asia and the Philippines"

(March); "Our Servicemen and Economic Security" (May);
"The United Nations and the Future" (July); "The American

Family in World War II" (September); "Transportation: War
and Postwar" (November). The academy also publishes a

pamphlet series; during 1943 there appeared No. 13 entitled

"The Core of a Continent" which consists of five addresses by

Henryk Strasburger, minister of finance of Poland.

Student memberships, offered for the fourth year in 1943, to-

talled 268. Under this arrangement sttidents enrolled in educa-

tional institutions receive all of the privileges of regular mem-

bership at a cost of only $3.00 per year instead of the usual

$5-oo.

The samp arrangement was made for members of the armed

services of the United States and 226 persons had taken ad-

vantage of this offer.

The officers for 1943 were: Ernest Minor Patterson, president;

J. P. Lichtenberger, secretary; Charles J. Rhoads, treasurer;

Thomas S. Hopkins, assistant treasurer; Herbert Hoover, Carl

Kelsey and C. A. Dykstra, vice-presidents. Headquarters are at

345-7 Walnut St., Philadelphia 4, Pa. (E. M. P.)

American Association for the Advancement
* On o ft

The officers of the American Association for

01 uulclluUi the Advancement of Science for 1943 were:

Dr. Isaiah Bowman, president of the Johns Hopkins university,

president; Forest Ray Moulton, permanent secretary; Otis W.

Caldwell, general secretary; William E. Wrather, treasurer; Sam

Woodiey, assistant secretary; retiring president, Arthur H.

Compton.
The vice-presidents were: F. D. Murnaghan, for the section

'^n mathematics; J. W. Beams, for the section on physics; Arthur

J. Hill, for the section on chemistry; Otto Struve, for the section

on astronomy; John K. Wright, for the section on geology and

geography; Carl R. Moore, for the section on zoological sciences;

William J. Robbins, for the section on botanical sciences; Robert

Lowie, for the section on anthropology; Herbert Woodrow, for

the section on psychology; F. Stuart Chapin, for the section on

social and economic sciences; Henry E. Sigerist, for the section

on historical and philological sciences; Thorndike Saville, for the

section on engineering; P. D. Lamson, for the section on medical

sciences; R. E. Buchanan, for the section on agriculture; and

Harold F. Clark, for the section on education.

The membership increased to 24,800 by the admission of 2,688

new members.

The annual meeting scheduled to be held in New York begin-

ning Dec. 27 was cancelled because of lack of railway transpor-

tation facilities and no summer meeting was held. The Theobald

Smith Award for a distinguished contribution to medical science

by a person under 35 years of age was awarded to Dr. Sidney C.

Madden, of the University of Rochester school of medicine and

dentistry and Strong Memorial hospital, for his work on plasma

proteins.

The publications of the association include 18 technical

quarto volumes, the ones on Human Malaria and Relapsing Fever

being widely used by the medical corps of the United States

army and navy in the tropics. Its nontechnical science series

includes Multiple Human Births Twins and Supertwins, Strange

Malady the Story of Allergy, Alcohol Explored and Man's

Food: its Rhyme or Reason. Its* serial publications are the

A.A.A.S. Bulletin and The Scientific Monthly. Each member of

the association receives with his membership subscriptions to the

A.A.A.S. Bulletin and to either The Scientific Monthly or the

weekly journal Science. (F. R. Mo.)
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American Association of Law Libraries.

The American Association of Law Libraries during 1943 con-

tinued monthly publication of the Index to Legal Periodicals

and completed the sixth 3-year bound cumulation covering the

period August 1940 to July 1943. The Law Library Journal also

published by the Association was curtailed from six to five issues.

In 1944 it will appear quarterly.

Founded in 1906, the American Association of Law Libraries

was incorporated in 1935 under the laws of the District of

Columbia "as a nonprofit organization to promote librarianship,

to develop and increase the usefulness of law libraries, to culti-

vate the science of law librarianship, and to foster a spirit of

co-operation among the members of the profession." The Asso-

ciation in 1943 had a membership of over 500 bar association,

county, court, government, law school and state law librarians

in the United States and Canada.

The officers for the year 1943-44 were: president, Alfred

Morrison, law librarian, University of Cincinnati; president-elect,

William S. Johnston, librarian, Chicago Law institute; executive

secretary and treasurer, Miss Helen Newman, associate librarian,

supreme court of the United States; and members of the executive

committee, Mrs. Bernita J. Long, law librarian, University of Illi-

nois (retiring president) ; Miss Jean Ashman, law librarian, Indiana

university; Arthur C. Pulling, law librarian, Harvard Law school;

and William R. Roalfe, law librarian, Duke university (on leave),

Office of Price Administration, Washington, D.C. (II. NE.)

American Bar Association.

American Bankers Association.
During the associa-

tion's year 1942-43,

the major portion of its activities was given over to assisting the

nation's war effort. The association, serving as the liaison agent

between 14,000 banks and the various agencies and departments
of the government in Washington, assisted the banks in providing

the following war services: U.S. treasury financing, in which the

banks sold 85% of all war bonds bought by the public and in

addition bought many billions more for their own account ;
ration

coupon banking, in which the banks handled the accounting and

clearing procedure involved in the use of ration coupons by the

public; freezing the funds of enemy aliens; serving a tax col-

lection agencies for the bureau of internal revenue
; financing war

production factories by means of some $7,000,000,000 of war

loans and commitments; financing farmers in increasing their pro-

duction to meet the goals of the Food-for-Victory program; estab-

lishing banking facilities for service men in army camps and naval

stations, and providing trust services for men in the armed forces.

At the association's war service meeting held in New York city,

Sept. 13-15, 1943, the following officers were elected for the

ensuing association year: president, A. L. M. Wiggins, president,

Bank of Hartsville, Hartsville, S.C.; vice-president, W. Randolph

Burgess, vice-chairman. National City Bank of New York, New
York city; treasurer, Wilmer J. Waller, president, Hamilton Na-

tional bank, Washington, D.C.; president, national bank: division,

F. Raymond Peterson, president, First National Bank of Pater-

son, Paterson, N.J.; president, state bank division, Wood Nether-

land, vice-president, Mercantile-Commerce Bank and Trust com-

pany, Saint Louis, Mo.; president, savings division, Fred F.

Lawrence, treasurer, Maine Savings bank, Portland, Me.; presi-

dent, trust division, Henry A. Theis, vice-president, Guaranty
Trust company, New York city; president, state secretaries sec-

tion, Lauder W. Hodges, executive manager, California Bankers

association, San Francisco, Calif.

The association's secretary, Richard W. Hill, and its executive

manager, Dr. Harold Stonier, both of New York city, would con-

tinue in office through the year 1943-44. (L. GN.)

As part of its war program
the association jointly

sponsored, with the war and navy departments, free legal assist-

ance offices for soldiers, sailors and their dependents; prepared
and distributed 33,000 copies of a manual of law of civilian de-

fense; and stimulated the volunteer service of lawyers in the ad-

ministration of the selective service system. Problems dominating
the discussions at the 1943 meeting in Chicago were: (i) legal

procedures and structure of an international organization to main-

tain peace, and (2) the control and prevention of administrative

absolutism by governmental bureaus. Officers elected for 1943:

Joseph Welles Henderson, president; Guy Richards Crump, chair-

man of the house of delegates; Harry S. Knight, secretary; John
H. Voorhees, treasurer; Joseph D. Stecher, assistant secretary.

Awards. The annual medal was awarded to John J. Parker,

senior judge of the United States circuit court of appeals for the

4th circuit, for distinguished service to American jurisprudence.

The Ross prize of $3,000 went to Lester Bernhardt Orficld, pro-

fessor of law, University of Nebraska, for an essay on "What
Should Be the Function of the States in our System of Govern-

ment?" Awards of merit were given to the State Bar Association

of California, the District of Columbia Bar association, the Bar

Association of the County of Bergen, New Jersey, and honorable

mention to the Missouri State Bar association. (M. DN.)

RihlpDIUIG
The I27th annual meeting of

the American Bible society

was held in May 1943. John T. Manson was president; Gilbert

Darlington, treasurer. General secretaries were Rev. Dr. Eric M.

North, Rev. Dr. Frederick W. Cropp (on leave), Frank H. Mann,

M.A., and Rome A. Betts, M.A., Rev. Dr. Francis C. Stifler was

editorial and recording secretary.

The society distributes about 5,000,000 volumes of Scripture

annually in the United States and an equal number in other lands.

In co-operation with the British and Foreign Bible society, the

Scottish Bible society and other missionary organizations, the

Scriptures were translated into 1,058 languages up to the end of

1942 and about 21,000,000 volumes were distributed in 1942

throughout the world. (F. C. ST.)

American Chemical Society.
from the 75th congress. In 1943 the presidency passed from

Dr. Harry N. Holmes of Oberlin college to Dr. Per K. Frolich

of the Standard Oil Development Co., with Dr. Thomas Midgley

of the Ethyl Corp. as president-elect. National meetings in De-

troit and Pittsburgh showed attendances of 3,719 and 3,537 with

327 and 365 papers, respectively. The 102 local sections were

more active than ever. The awards of the society: Kenneth

Sanborn Pitzer, American Chemical society award in pure chem-

istry (sponsored by Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity); Herbert E.

Carter, Eli Lilly and Co. award; Earle O. Whitticr, Borden

award; no award, A.C.S. Women's award (Garvan medal);

Charles Glenn King, Pittsburgh award; John Frank Schairer,

Hillebrand award; Carl S. Marvel, Nichols medal; Raymond R.

Ridgway, Schoellkopf medal; Conrad Arnold Elvehjem, Willard

Gibbs medal. Membership passed 36,000. (C. L. Ps.)

American College of Surgeons.
500 .surgeons of the United States and Canada, under the leader-

ship of Dr. Franklin H. Martin, to elevate the standards of

surgery and to stimulate high professional and ethical ideals. The

fellowship for 1944 numbered approximately 14,000; 605 were

received into fellowship in 1943. Chairman, board of regents, Dr.
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Irvin Abcll, Louisville, Kentucky; president in 1941 until the

succeeding presidential meeting (the 1942 and 1943 clinical con-

gresses and inaugural ceremonies were cancelled because of the

war), Dr. W. Edward Gallic, Toronto, Ontario; president-elect,

Dr. Irvin Abell, Louisville, Kentucky; treasurer, Dr. Dallas B.

Phemister, Chicago, Illinois; secretary, Dr. Frederick A. Besley,

Waukegan, Illinois; associate director and chairman, adminis-

trative board. Dr. Malcolm T. MacEachern, Chicago, Illinois;

associate director, Dr. Bowman C. Crowell, Chicago, Illinois;

assistant director, Dr. E. W. Williamson, Chicago, Illinois. The

organization originated hospital standardization, 1918, formulat-

ing minimum standards for approval and starting periodic sur-

veys; 3,253 hospitals in United States, Canada, and other coun-

tries were on the 1943 approved list; 392 cancer clinics in hos-

1
itals and 1,101 medical services in industry were approved in

1943. Hospitals approved for graduate training in surgery and

surgical specialties in 1943 numbered 222. An approved list of

medical motion picture films is issued yearly. The college main-

tains a medical library and literary research department. Com-
mittees on cancer, archives of cancer, fractures and other

traumas, and the Hall of the Art and Science of Surgery function

through a department of clinical research. War sessions were

held in 1943 in 20 cities throughout the United States, with a

combined attendance of nearly 14,000 physicians, medical stu-

dents, and hospital executives. A similar series of War sessions

was planned for March and April 1944, in 22 cities in the United

States and Canada, . (M. T. M.)

American Dental Association.
The American Dental

association, founded in

1859 at Niagara Falls, N.Y. is the second national dental asso-

ciation to be formed in the United States, the first being the

American Society of Dental Surgeons, established in 1840 and

disbanded in 1856. The Civil War split the American Dental

association's membership, and in 1869 the Southern Dental asso-

ciation was organized. In 1897 the two organizations merged to

form the National Dental association, which in 1922 adopted
the original title, The American Dental association.

The American Dental association is composed of 58 state and

lerritorial societies which in turn are formed of approximately

440 component societies organized in cities, counties and dis-

tricts. The 58,000 members, through their state and local so-

cieties, annually elect their delegates, about 280, who in turn

elect the association's president, three vice-presidents, secretary,

treasurer and 13 trustees.

The association endeavours to cultivate and promote the art

;md science of dentistry, to direct and encourage dental research,

to improve dental education, to disseminate knowledge of den-

tistry, and to enlighten and direct public opinion in relation to

oral hygiene and the care of the oral cavity.

In 1942 the association voted to discontinue its annual con-

ventions for the duration of the war, therefore, the 1943 meet-

ing held in Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 11-13, was devoted exclusively

to association business affairs.

The officers elected for the year 1944 were: president, Cap-
tain C. Raymond Wells; president-elect, Dr. Walter H. Scherer;
first vice-president, Dr. Holly C. Jarvis; second vice-president,

Dr. H. B. Higgins; third vice-president, Dr. F. A. Pierson; secre-

tary, Dr. Harry B. Pinney; treasurer, Dr. Roscoe H. Volland.

(L. W. M.)

American Economic Association.

ization of- economists was founded in 1885 to encourage economic

research and stimulate thought and discussion of economic prob-
lems. It was composed in 1943 of 3,786 members and 1,275

library, corporate and other subscribers. Publications consistec

of a quarterly journal, the American Economic Review, the

Papers and Proceedings of the annual meetings, occasional mono-

graphs on special subjects, a Directory of its members and an

information booklet.

The 56th annual meeting scheduled to be held in Washington,

D.C., Jan. 20-23, 1944, was not to be considered a national

meeting, though held jointly with the American Political Science

association and the American Society for Public Administration,

since only members in that vicinity and outside participants

were expected to attend.

Officers for the year 1944: president, Joseph Stancliffe Davis,

Stanford university; vice-presidents, Edward Hastings Chamber-

lin, Harvard university; Charles Oscar Hardy, Federal Reserve

bank, Kansas City, Mo.; elected members of the executive com-

mittee, William L. Crum, Harvard university; Leonard L. Watkins,

University of Michigan; Corwin D. Edwards, Washington, D.C.;

Carl S. Shoup, Columbia university; Frank Whitson Fetter,

Haverford college; Theodore W. Schultz, University of Chicago;

secretary-treasurer and editor of Proceedings, James Washington
Bell Northwestern university; managing editor of the American

Economic Review, Paul T. Homan, Cornell university.

(J. W. BL.)

American Federation of labor.

reached the highest numerical point in its history in 1943 with a

paid-up membership of 6,564,141 on Aug. 31. During 1943 the

activities of the federation were directed principally toward ex-

tension of organization and in furthering the war effort of the

country. The success of the organizing work was reflected in the

gain in membership, and the report of the federation for the

year which ended Aug. 31, 1943, focused attention on the dual

purpose of the federation to maintain and extend uninterrupted

war production and to plan for the postwar period, which would

directly concern the welfare of the wage earners who would

be faced with the necessity for a return to peacetime levels of

production.

In planning for the postwar period the federation also con-

tinued its contacts in the international labour field wherever pos-

sible so that the workers of all nations might be protected in

the peace negotiations.

In the administration of the war effort federation representa-

tives served on various government boards and agencies charted

with policy making and administration, such as the Combined

War Labor board, National War Labor board, Manpower board,

War Production board, Price Control and Rationing boards, the

President's Committee on Fair Employment Practices, etc.

One of the principal responsibilities of the national federation

was in the legislative field, not only to secure the enactment of

desirable measures but also to guard against legislation which

would react against the best interests of the wage earners. Spe-

cial energy was directed to secure the repeal of anti-labour

measures enacted and to prevent a spread of anti-strike and

other labour-restricting legislation in both the national and state

legislatures. (5*0 also CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS;

LABOUR UNIONS; STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS; UNITED STATES.)

(W. G.)

American Geographical Society. {

the research and cartographic staffs of the American Geographical

society was devoted to special projects of various agencies of the

federal government in connection with the prosecution of the

war and preparations for postwar planning.
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At the request of instructors in the special training courses

for members of the armed forces, the society issued two volumes

of reprints of articles originally published in the Geographical

Review under the titles of "Readings in the Geography of France,

Germany, Flanders' and the Netherlands" and "Readings in the

Geography of the Mediterranean Area" and also republished a

volume by its director, Dr. John Kirtland Wright, entitled "The

Geographical Basis of European History," originally published

in 1928 by Henry Holt and company.
At the suggestion of the commission on cartography of the

Pan American Institute of Geography and History, the society

sponsored and issued invitations to a consultation on geodetic

surveying, aeronautical charts and topographic maps held in

Washington and New York Sept. 29 to Oct. 14 and attended by

representatives of the official mapping agencies of the govern-

ments of the South American republics, Mexico and Canada.

The society awarded two of its gold medals in 1943 the

Cullum Geographical medal to Arthur R. Hinks, for 30 years

secretary of the Royal Geographical society of London, and the

Charles P. Daly medal to Sir Halford J. Mackinder, noted Brit-

ish political geographer. Dr. Christovam Lcite de Castro, secre-

tary-general of the National Council of Geography of Brazil,

and Seiior Manuel Medina, chief of the office of geography of

the Mexican government, were elected honorary corresponding

members.

The society's annual book publication was Mirror for Ameri-

cans: Likeness of the Eastern Seaboard, 1810, by Professor Ralph
H. Brown of the University of Minnesota a portrait of the east-

ern seaboard of the United States a century and a quarter ago

based on an exhaustive study of contemporary materials and

written in the style of the period as from the hand of an imaginary

contemporary geographer. In addition there was published a

study of the geography, strategic position, resources, trade, etc.

of Japan at the outbreak of the war by Professor Guy-Harold
Smith of Ohio State university and Dr. Dorothy Good of the

society's staff under the title Japan: A Geographical View.

In the Geographical Review, the society's quarterly journal,

special attention was given to articles, book reviews, and notes

on areas and topics of interest in connection with the war. Pub-

lication was continued of Current: Geographical Publications a

classified list of books, articles, maps and photographs of geo-

graphical interest selected monthly for inclusion in the society's

research catalogue and photograph index. (R. R. P.)

'' '

Americon Indians: see INDIANS, AMERICAN.

American Iron and Steel Institute.

American Iron and Steel institute during 1943 continued to relate

directly or indirectly to the steel industry's contributions to the

U.S. war effort. Through its committees formed of executives,

operating men and technicians of companies in the steel industry,

it served as a ready and efficient liaison between war agencies

and steel producers. Another long-established institute activity,

the collection and compilation of iron and steel statistics, likewise

proved valuable to war agencies.

Among the most significant activities during 1943 were the

accomplishments of certain committees in connection with the

further development of alloy steels for war uses, and the prepa-

ration and publication of a manual of packaging and loading

standards for overseas shipment of steel products. Publication

of the packaging manual culminated three years of intensive re-

search into the problem of delivering steel mill products over-

seas in first-class condition under even the most severe conditions

of wartime transportation. (W. S. To.)

Ampriran I aw liKtitiifp
Sincc its Or8anization in Feb

nillClltdll LdW IIIMl III IB. IQ23 the chief work of the

American Law Institute has been a Restatement of the Law,
best described as an orderly statement of the common law. While
the sections into which the restatement is divided are written in

statutory form, they are not presented to legislatures for adop-
tion. The object of the restatement is to clarify and simplify the

common law, but not to prevent its continued development by
judicial decision. Prior to 1942, 16 volumes of the restatement

were published, including the law of contracts, conflict of laws,

agency, trusts, restitution, torts and security, besides large por-

tions of the law of property.

During 1943 work on the fourth and fifth volumes of the

restatement of the law of property went forward, as also did work
on the sales division of the Code of Commercial Law, and on an

international bill (declaration) of rights to further education on

postwar problems and for possible use in the postwar settlement.

Aside from the official members those holding the leading ju-

dicial, bar and law school faculty positions there were in 1943,

825 life members, membership being a distinct professional hon-

our. The governing body is a council of 33. The members meet

each year in Washington, D.C. All legal and other official publica-

tions of the institute must be first approved by the council and

by a meeting of members. The president in 1943 was George
Wharton Pepper; William Draper Lewis was director and chief

of the editorial staff. The executive office was in 1943 at 3400
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. (W. D. L.)

I affirm
LcglOfl.

^n orKan *za^on f American veterans

O f both World Wars I and II. It was

originally chartered as a World War I veterans* organization by

congress in 1919. It became a two-war organization Oct. 29,

1942, when President Roosevelt signed Public Act 767, making

honourably discharged veterans of World War II eligible for

membership.
The accomplishments of the American Legion in 1943 included:

(i) launching of a vigorous fight on behalf of disabled veterans

of World War II, particularly battle casualties, to eliminate the

delays ranging from 3 to n months in the settlements of their

rightful claims for government compensation following their dis-

charges from hospitals; (2) giving leadership by national conven-

tion action to public opinion that American postwar foreign pol-

icy must be one of participation in the establishment and main-

tenance of an association of free and sovereign nations, imple-

mented by whatever force may be necessary to maintain world

peace and prevent a recurrence of war; (3) creation of an Amer-

ican Legion postwar planning commission; (4) authorization and

setting up of the machinery for raising an Americanism endow-

ment fund of $10,000,000 or more by public subscription, to aid

in the preservation of the American way of life; (5) setting

up a comprehensive program of services to the members of the

armed forces and their families, financed by an appropriation of

$250,000.

Other 1943 achievements were: (i) designation of the major

legislative program for 1944 to be universal service in time of

war, adoption of a permanent policy of universal military training,

postwar planning, and adequate protection of disabled veterans

of World Wars I and II and their dependents; (aj taking a firm

stand that all governmental functions concerning or affecting

war veterans of the United States be unified and placed under

the exclusive control of the Veterans' administration, and that all

legislation relating to war veterans should be considered by single

committees in the house of representatives and the senate; (3)

launching by official government request of a nationwide "Amer-

ica Alert" program to impress upon all citizens that the end of
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the war is not in sight, that the signal for the relaxation of the

war effort on the home front must come from the battlcfronts,

and that the necessity of protection through civilian defense is

continuous until the end of the war; (4) maintenance despite war

conditions of youth-training programs such as junior baseball,

Boys' States, national high school oratorical contest, and others,

to build character for future good citizenship; (5) launching of a

program of visual parent education in the wartime care of chil-

dren to combat the spread of juvenile delinquency; (6) selling

hundreds of millions of war bonds and stamps through Legion

drives; (7) distribution to members of the armed forces abroad

of more than a million decks of playing cards collected by the

Legion's fun and honour society, the Forty and Eight; (8) fur-

nishing approximately 18,000 sets of new records, 48 records to

the set, to members of the armed forces abroad for their enter-

tainment, as the result of shellac made available through hun-

dreds of thousands of old phonograph records collected over the

nation; (9) drafting an orderly program of demobilization with

recommendations for muster out pay, vocational training, and

placing of honourably discharged veterans into jobs without un-

necessary delays; (10) continuation of its normal child welfare,

rehabilitation, Americanism and community service activities.

All membership records of the American Legion again were

broken during 1943. On Dec. 31, 1943. a new all-time high enrol-

ment of 1,172,971 members was reached. At the same time the

number of posts rose to a new high of 11,941. The American

Legion auxiliary showed a membership of 534.630 in 9,375

units. The Sons of The American Legion closed the year with

an enrolment of 37,267 in 3,488 squadrons. The Forty and Eight

membership rolled to a new high of 48,971 in 717 voitures. The

Eight and Forty also broke all former records with a member-

ship of 8,300 in 300 salons.

At the annual national convention in Omaha, Neb., Warren H.

Atherton, Stockton, Cal., attorney, was elected national com-

mander. : (W. H. AN.)
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American library Association.
cial organization in the United States and Canada of librarians

and others interested in the educational, social and cultural re-

sponsibilities of libraries.
'

It is affiliated with more than 50
other library associations in the United States and other coun-

tries and works closely with many organizations concerned with

education, recreation, research and public service. Its activities

were carried on in 1943 by a headquarters staff of 76 persons and

by more than 80 committees and boards of over 600 volunteer

workers, all interested in various aspects or types of library

service. Its program includes information and advisory services,

personnel service, field work, annual and midwinter conferences,

and the non-profit publication of numerous professional books

and pamphlets. It publishes also the following periodicals:

A.L.A. Bulletin, Booklist, College and Research Libraries, Hos-

pital Book Guide, Subscription Books Bulletin and Journal of

Documentary Reproduction, the latter discontinued for the dura-

tion of World War II. Althea H. Warren, Public library, Los

Angeles, Calif., was president, 1943-44. The headquarters are

located at 520 North Michigan avenue, Chicago, Illinois, with a

newly established International Relations office in the Library of

Congress annex, Washington, D.C., made possible through a

Rockefeller foundation grant.

The association's income in 1942-43 (excluding cash balance

of $88,000 on Sept. i, 1942) was $639,500. Income from mem-
bership dues, conference, sale of publications, advertising, sub-

scriptions, etc. was about $170,000; $391,000 came from out-

side sources in the form of grants for special purposes, and

$78,500 was endowment income. The association's endowment
was approximately $2,111,900.

Because of the war, the usual conferences were not held in

1943, but a National Institute on war and postwar problems and

issues was conducted in Chicago, Jan. 30-31, 1943, followed dur-

ing the year by 18 regional and numerous local institutes through-

out the country. The annual Newbery medal was presented to

Elizabeth Janet Gray for her children's story, Adam of the Road,
and the annual Caldecott medal to Virginia Lee Burton for her

picture book, The Little House. The annual trustee citations of

merit were presented to Mrs. George H. Tomlinson, trustee of

the Evanston (111.) Public library and Ora L. Wildermuth,

trustee of the Gary (Ind.) Public library.

A "Conference in Print" was planned for early 1944, with

librarians and others offering suggestions and conducting dis-

cussions in the A.L.A. Bulletin on the theme "Preparing for

Postwar Library Service."

Among the studies and projects under A.L.A. supervision for

1943-44 were: a survey of resources of the principal libraries

in the Kansas City area, preparatory to the establishment of a

new library; a survey of the U.S. Army Medical library under

a grant from the Rockefeller foundation; the preparation of an

extensive guide to comparative literature and understanding in

co-operation with the American Association of Colleges and the

National Council of Teachers of English; a study of war activi-

ties of college and research libraries to augment 1942*5 similar

survey of public libraries; the publication of a report "Govern-

ment Publishing in Wartime," following a complete study of the

subject, which was submitted to the office of war information as

a program for action; reviewing of the problems of priorities,

manpower and related subjects in co-operation with the Library

Service Division of the Office of Education; and the publication

of three volumes on Classification and Pay Plans for Libraries

in Institutions of Higher Education following the study in 1942

on pay plans for public libraries.

A.L.A. also sponsored or assisted with the following war and
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postwar activities: the Victory Book campaign through which

some 17,000,000 books were collected in two years; the publica-
tion of book lists, studies, plans and surveys on war related sub-

jects, including Post-War Standards for Public Libraries, to

serve as the basis for postwar library planning in this field as

would similar plans in process for school, college and university

libraries; and the Library War Guide, issued monthly by OWI
and describing ways in which libraries could further the govern-
ment war program.

With recommendations from A.L.A., OWI established United

States reference libraries in London, England; Sydney and Mel-

bourne, Australia; Wellington, New Zealand; Johannesburg,
Union of South Africa

;
and Bombay, India. These libraries were

designed to serve writers, the press, radio, U.S. missions, local

government agencies, educational, scientific and cultural insti-

tutions and organizations.

Among the A.L.A.'s international activities are the direction of

the American libraries in Mexico City, Managua, and Monte-

video; the administration of a grant of $150,000 for the pur-

chase of books by U.S. authors to be sent to Latin American

libraries; the collection of some $160,000 worth of scholarly

American periodicals to assist in replenishing libraries in foreign

countries following the war; plans, surveys and studies regard-

ing international postwar co-operation among libraries; the spon-

sorship of British Book Week, Oct. 24 to 30, 1943, as a reciprocal

gesture to British libraries, which had purchased $100,000 worth

of U.S. books to interpret the United States to the British

people; the maintenance of close co-operation between the Li-

brary Association of Great Britain and other foreign libraries;

and the assistance given to various libraries of Latin America,

particularly the National library of Peru, which was destroyed

by fire on May 10, 1943. (M, 0. P.)

The new books of 1943 in thc u s
. revealed the strong development of

several tendencies that either had been marked or foreshadowed

in the preceding year. Of immediate interest to the reader was
the great increase of books dealing with the war and written both

by correspondents and men in the armed services. They showed

that the time between the planning, writing and publication of a

book had been materially reduced, that the authors were free to

write anything that did not injure military plans and that World
War II was being reported more fully than any war in history.

The illustrations were copious and took full advantage of the

strides in photography. Next in importance came discussion of

American policy and books in this category, especially Wendell

Willkie's One World and Walter Lippmann's U. S. Foreign Policy,

attained larger circulation than any one war book. Allied with

this was the growth of sympathetic interpretation of Russian

affairs, in which Mr. Willkic's book was an influence. Then came
the rise in the number of technical manuals and popular discus-

sions of mechanical subjects, especially those devoted to con-

structing and flying aeroplanes. Finally the acceleration of a new

religious and spiritual interest was marked. At the end of the

year it appeared that the flood of new technical works had passed
its peak and that they would suffice, except for necessary revisions,

for the needs of students and industry. The Russian trend, how-

ever, pointed to an increase in books on this subject and the

events of the war and discussions of postwar plans were bound

to keep the number of books on these subjects unusually high,

though publishers, hard-pressed for white paper, were inclined

to adopt a more selective attitude toward the end of the year.

The War. Never before has news of fighting been brought

so fully and so quickly to the civilians back home. War corre-

spondents led in this with Battle for the Solomons by Ira Wolfert
;

Guadalcanal Diary by Richard Tregaskis; Retreat with Stilwett

by Jack Bclden; Southwest Passage by John Lardner; Grim

Reapers by Stanley Johnston; Singapore Is Silent by George
WT

eller. The experiences of soldiers in Africa were reported

sympathetically by Ernie Pyle in Here Is Your War, while

Ralph Ingersoll described thc observations of a captain of

engineers in The Battle Is the Pay-Off. How Americans defended

their posts was the subject of Last Man OS Wake Island by
W. L. J. Bayler arid Cecil Carnes, and Col. Robert L. Scott, Jr.,

wrote the best book of aviation experiences in God Is My Co-

Pilot. The rescue of the party led by Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker
was fully described in two books, including Rickcnbackers own
Seven Came Through. Lieut. Juanita Redmond wrote / Served

on Bataan and Carlos P. Romulo, Manila newspaper owner and

Pulitzer prize winner for reporting, told his dramatic story in

/ Saw the Fall of the Philippines. Other books gave personal

experiences with the Japanese, including Tokyo Record by Otto

D. Tolischus; Exchange Ship by Max Hill; My War with Japan

by Carroll Alcott
; Hong Kong Story by Gwen Dew and Shanghai

Lawyer by N. F. Allman. An account of the preparations for

bombing Tokyo and the flight from the "Hornet" was the subject

of Capt. Ted W. Lawson's Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo. Walter

Simmons recorded the personal story of Joe Foss, Flying Marine.

The Aleutian campaign was represented in Bridge to Victory by
Howard Handleman, while Robert Carse described the merchant

marine in Lijdine. A man of peace, Archbishop Francis J.

Spellman of New York, journeyed through the lines and told

the story of his trip to Africa, Rome, Spain, etc., in Action This

Day. And when Lieut. John Mason Brown, U.S.N.R., published

To All Hands, the public could read the talks broadcast on

board ship during the Sicilian adventure.

In many instances books of observation and experience also

promoted points of view and practically every correspondent who

expressed himself on the subject favoured international co-

operation after the war. Among the best eye-witness accounts

of Russia in wartime was Moscow Dateline by Henry C. Cassidy.

Russia was an important subject in Wendell Willkie's One World

and Eve Curie's Journey Among Warriors, while personal ex-

periences formed the basis of Round Trip to Russia by Walter

Graebner, Twelve Months That Changed the World by Larry

Lesueur 'and Dynamite Cargo: Convoy to Russia by Fred Her-

man. Maurice Hindus added another sympathetic book about

the Russian people in Mother Russia. Analytical books also had

their place: Albert Rhys Williams published The Russians: the

Land, the People and Why They Fight; William Henry Chamber-

lain, author of a conservative study of soviet Russia wrote The

Russian Enigma; David J. Dallin, one-time member of the

revolutionary government added Russia and Postwar Europe

to his earlier study of soviet foreign policy. Repercussions of

communist policies in the United States were discussed in

America, Russia and the Communist Party in the Postwar World

by John L. Childs, George S. Counts and other critics of com-

munism. Ancient Russia by George Vernadsky was the first

volume in a series of histories; a translation was also published

of Paul Miliukov's Outline of Russian Culture. Collections of

contemporary and classical Russian literature were edited by

Mark Van Doren, Ivar Spector, John Cournos and Bernard

Guilbert Guerney, and new editions of works by Tolstoy and

Dostoievski were published in the United States.

An argument for international co-operation was presented by

John T. Whitaker in We Cannot Escape History. Thomas J.

Hamilton criticized American policies toward Spain in Appease-

ment's Child: the Franco Regime in Spain. With American

correspondents withdrawn from Germany, the eye-witness ac-

counts of life there decreased, but books reflected information
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received from underground sources in the occupied countries, of

which one of the most remarkable was Etta Shiber's account of

how she helped rescue nearly 200 British soldiers from the nazis

in Paris Underground. Other authors were busy discussing nazi

methods and postwar attitudes toward Germany. Frank Munk
exposed totalitarian economic methods in The Legacy of Nazism.

Heinz Pol explained the German threat to postwar peace in The

Hidden Enemy. Helmut Kuhn, another refugee teaching in the

United States, wrote Freedom Forgotten and Remembered. A
searching study of propaganda was made in The Goebbels Ex-

periment by Derrick Sington and Arthur Weidenfeld. Bernadotte

E. Schmitt asked pointedly: \Yhat Shall We Do With Germany?
Adolf Sturmthal showed the menace of totalitarian methods in

The Tragedy of European Labor, 1918-1939. The nazi treatment

of a peaceful people was described in Juggernaut Over Holland

by its foreign minister, Eelco N. van Kleffens. In addition to

these and many similar studies one publisher sponsored Hitler's

Speeches, a complete translation, edited by Norman Baynes with

a foreword by Lord Astor.

Louis Adamic precipitated a bitter controversy among Yugo-
slavs by supporting Tito and his partisans in My Native Land.

Betty Wason gave an excellent account of Greece in Miracle in

Hellas, while Agnes Smedley in Battle Hymn of China, gave a

remarkable first-hand account of the endurance and suffering of

the Chinese soldier.

An earnest attitude toward American problems, foreign and

domestic, distinguished both writers and readers. That publishers

\\cre not always aware of the eagerness of the public was proved

by the delay attending the publication of Under Cover: My Four

Years in the Nazi Underworld of America by John Roy Carlson

( pseud.) . A number of publishers refused to print the book

because they thought the subject-matter had been fully reported

in the newspapers, yet when issued the book sold half a million

copies in a few months and continued selling in large editions

well into 1944. But only a few readers heard about Alien

Enemies and Alien Friends in the United States, by Ernst W.
Puttkammer. Henry A. Wallace, vice-president, elaborated his

theory of postwar plans in The Century of the Common Man
and two separate publications were made of The World of the

Four Freedoms by Sumner Welles, one with an introduction by
Nicholas Murray Butler. One of the most persistent publicists

for a postwar plan was the card expert, Ely Culbertson, who

presented his ideas in Total Peace. Carl Sandburg's running com-

ment on American affairs appeared as Home Front Memo.

Among many books attention was given The Postwar Plans of

the United Nations by Lewis L. Lorwin; The Peace We Fight

For by Hiram Motherwell; Make This the Last War by Michael

Straight; Preview of History by Raymond Gram Swing; The

Road to Peace and Freedom by Irving Brant and Building for

Peace at Home and Abroad by Maxwell S. Stewart. American

political and social ideas and ideals found a brilliant exposition

in a Socratic dialogue by Charles A. Beard called The Republic:

Conversations on Fundamentals. Gustavus Myers, who pioneered

years ago with his History of the Great American Fortunes, did

not live to see the publication of his History of Bigotry in the

United States.

Contemporary America was closely examined in numbers of

books. The Tennessee Valley Authority by C. Herman Pritchett,

Radio Networks and the Federal Government by Thomas Porter

Robinson, The Economic Control of the Motion Picture Industry

by Mae D. Huettig and The Impact of Federal Taxes by Roswell

Magill discussed four important subjects of the day. A ripple

of interest followed publication of an argument for primitive

treatment of the soil in Plowman's Folly by Edward H. Faulkner.

William R. Van Dersel issued The American Land, Its History

and Its Uses. Industrialists eager for a return to uncontrolled

competition found something to worry about in Business as a

System of Power by Robert A. Brady, with a foreword by Robert

S. Lynd, a consideration of the totalitarian menace hidden in big

business enterprises. How the newspapers served the nation in

wartime was described by many writers in Journalism in Wartime,
edited by Frank Luther Mott. American Society in Wartime
was similarly edited by William F. Ogburn.
With so much concentration on modern problems history

seemed to mark time and few books attained prominence, al-

though publishing records show that 465 new titles of historical

works were registered for copyright. Many, however, were in the

textbook field. Biography is the major element in Lee's Lieuten-

ants: A Study in Command by Douglas Southall Freeman, but

the personalities and events are so intertwined that it was also

the best work of the year in American history. Mr. Freeman

completed the second volume: Cedar Mountain to Chancellors-

ville. Carl Van Doren's Mutiny in January described a Revolu-

tionary episode from documents made available for the first

time. Bernard de Voto described many dramatic episodes in

The Year of Decision: 1846. History, biography and autobiog-

raphy were happily combined by Vincent Sheean in Between the

Thunder and the Sun. Lincoln and the Patronage by Harry J.

Carman and Reinhard H. Luthin explored a political phase of

Lincoln's career, and Swedish Immigrants in Lincoln's Time by
Nels Hokanson showed where Lincoln obtained some of his

support. The Third Term Tradition; Its Rise and Fall by
Charles W. Stein closed a long debate. American mercantile

history was represented by A History of Macy's of New York,

1858-1919 by Ralph Merle Hower and aviation by The First

Century of Flight in America by Jeremiah Milbank, Jr.

Biography and Autobiography. Books in this category
seemed to attain a higher level of writing than fiction. Books

with a special meaning for intellectuals included Connecticut

Yankee by Wilbur Lucius Cross, Yale educator and three times

governor, who traced the changing educational and social life

of New England. There were also A Threshold in the Sun by

Lloyd Morris, filled with literary memories and modern points
of view; The World of Yesterday, a brilliant analysis of the

cultural twilight of Austria, completed just before despair drove

the author, Stefan Zweig, out of this world. John Erskine's The

Complete Life might be termed cultural guidance based on per-
sonal experiences. Albert J. Nock, a writer with strong classical

convictions, called his unenthusiastic commentary on contempo-

rary affairs The Memoirs of a Superfluotis Man, while Harold L.

Ickes, secretary of the interior, wryly called his memoirs of

political controversy The Autobiography of a Curmudgeon.
Ferris Greenslet, a Boston publisher, wrote more cheerfully about

books, authors and fishing in Under the Bridge, while Albert

Spalding, violinist, recalled the brilliant musical life of Europe
in prewar days in Rise to Follow. The appearance of Sir Thomas
Beecham as conductor of opera and orchestras lent interest to

his own story, A Mingled Chime. Education and affairs were

described by Henry Johnson in The Other Side of Main Street;

a History Teacher from Sauk Center and Stephen Duggan's
A Professor at Large. Social history was recorded in Exploring

the Dangerous Trades by Alice Hamilton. Industry had its say
in Tom Girdler's Boot Straps, in which he stoutly defended his

policy of opposition to certain labour unions before the war.

From far-off Asia a graduate of Johns Hopkins, Gordon S.

Seagrave, now lieut. colonel of the United States medical corps,

described his work under primitive conditions in Burma Surgeon,

adding a chapter on his experiences in the Stilwell campaign.

A Chicago man, Max Thorek, described his career in A Surgeon's

World. One of the few autobiographical books with a touch of
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THt BATTLE OF GUADALCANAL WON, U.S. marines lined the Island's

beaches in Feb. 1943 to board barges carrying them to troopships. A detailed

story of the battle was the subject of Richard Tregaskis' Guadalcanal Diary,
an outstanding U.S. war book of 1943

wit was H. L. Mencken's Heathen Days. An exciting life in

many fields was revealed by C. Kay-Scott in Life Is Too Short;
Lee Simonson described his career of designing for the theatre

in Part of a Lifetime; Edward R. Hewitt, son of Abram S.

Hewitt and himself an inventor of prominence, recalled New
York experiences in Those Were the Days, while Roy Chapman
Andrews recalled the happy experiences of a naturalist in Under
a Lucky Star.

In biography half a dozen books dealt with phases of the life

and writings of Thomas Jefferson, prompted by the 2ooth anni-

versary of his birth, which fell on April 13, 1943. None, how-

ever, was a work of lasting value. Saul K. Padover, who had

published a biography of Jefferson in 1942, issued 77/6' Complete

Jefferson, but despite its usefulness for reference purposes it was
not complete. The Philosophy of Jefferson, by Adrienne Koch,
won the VVoodbridge prize in philosophy at Columbia university.

Work of varying quality included Jefferson: the Road to Glory

by Marie Kimball; Thomas Jefferson by Hendrik Van Loon, with

his characteristic drawings; Jefferson Himself edited by Bernard

Mayo, and Thomas Jefferson, Then and Now, a "national sym-

posium" edited by James Waterman Wise. Princeton university

and the New York Times announced that they would sponsor a

project to publish the writings and letters of Jefferson in many
volumes, with the co-operation of a committee of historians and

representatives of learned societies.

Original work in biography was done by Rackham Holt in

George Washington Carver, a sensitive study of the Tuskegee
scientist. Walt Whitman, an American by Henry Seidel Canby,
was a rational interpretation of the man and his poems and in

effect also a study in criticism; the author contended that theories

of an abnormal sex life remained unproved. In Pioneer to the

Past Charles Breasted described the career of his father, James
Henry Breasted, the archaeologist. Henry Knox Sherrill, bishop
of Massachusetts, wrote sympathetically of his predecessor in

William Lawrence: Later Years of a Happy Life. A Confederate

statesman received another biography in Judah P. Benjamin by
Robert Douthat Meadc. A man who contributed to American cul-

ture was remembered in Charles T. Griffis: The Life of an Amer-
ican Composer by Edward M. Maisel; Mortimer Smith wrote

The Life of Ole Bull, and E. E. Reynolds published Baden-Powell

Isaac Don Levine wrote an authorized biography in Mitchell:

Pioneer of Air Power, and Helen Jones Campbell practically vin-

dicated the accused in The Case for Mrs. Suratt. Of minor inter-

est were Henry Ford by William A. Simonds; Mark Twain, Man
of Legend by Dclancey Ferguson and Young Lady Randolph by
Rene Kraus. Both biography and history were served in The

Wright Brothers by Fred C. Kelly, in which he argued the case of

priority in aeroplane invention for the Wrights. A man of the

early republic was recalled in Benjamin Tallmadge by Charles

Swain Hall. Raymond B. Nixon described a famous orator in

Henry W. Grady, Spokesman of the New South, and Arthur Up-
ham Pope praised a contemporary diplomat in Maxim Litvino jf.

Criticism, Belles Lettres and Scholarly Studies. Few books

of criticism were published in 1943, though many essays appeared
in periodicals. Ellen Glasgow interpreted her ideals in writing in

A Certain Measure, originally published as prefaces to her novels.

Lionel Trilling's E. M. Forster and Edward Wagenknecht's Caval-

cade of the English Novel were scholarly works. Alden Brooks in

Shaksper and the Dyer's Hand presented the Elizabethan poet

Dyer as his candidate for the authorship of Shakespeare's plays.

More conservative was the approach of W. W. Greg in The Edi-

torial Problem in Shakespeare; a Survey of the Foundations of

the Text and Oscar James Campbell in Shakespeare's Satire.

Edmund Wilson wrote a critical introduction for an anthology,

The Shock of Recognition; and Max Lcrner edited a collection

called The Mind and Faith of Justice Holmes.

Romanticism and the Modern Ego by Jacques Barzun

was a work of original thinking and forceful writing. Also an

original contribution was The World of Sholom Aleichem by
Maurice Samuel. Other scholarly publications included Free

Minds: John Morlcy and His Friends by Frances Wentworth

Knickerbocker; Francis Bacon on Communication and Rhetoric

by Karl R. Wallace; This Is Lorence, an interpretation of Lau-

rence Sterne by Lodwick Hartley; The Great Age of Greek Liter-

ature by Edith Hamilton. Critical analysis and interpretation of

American phenomena were contained in American Heroes and

Hero Worship by Gerald W. Johnson; The Hero in History, a

Study in Limitation and Possibility by Sidney Hook; Love in

America by David L. Cohn. Reinhold Niebuhr published the

second volume of his The Nature and Destiny of Man: A Chris-

tian Interpretation and Jacques Maritain, now residing in the

United States, published The Rights of Man and Natural Law.

James Burnham presented new points of view in The Machiavel-

lians: Defenders of Freedom. Unique in its field was Pal Kele-

men's Medieval American Art, a two-volume survey of aboriginal
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culture, with many illustrations, which had been ten years in the

making. The attention given Mark Van Doren's argument for a

stronger classical basis of education in Liberal Education demon-

strated the growing interest of the public. A conservative argu-

ment was also advanced by Jacques Maritain in Education at the

Crossroads. Akin to this was Science and Criticism; the Human-
istic Tradition in Continental Thought by Herbert J. Muller.

Werner Jaeger, now of the Harvard faculty, published the second

and third volumes of Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture. A
new Biblical study was published by Edgar J. Goodspeed: The

Goodspeed Parallel New Testament, giving the King James ver-

sion and the American translation. The war did not interfere

with the publication of The Oxford Book of German Prose, from

Luther to Rilke, edited by H. G. Fiedler. And while Henry Hitch

Adams wrote English Domestic or IIo mile ctic Tragedy, 7575 to

1042, Barrett H. Clark exhumed thrillers by Bartley Campbell,
Boucicault and Belasco in Favorite American Plays of the Nine-

teenth Century. A modern interpretation of igth century fiction

was to be found in The Psychiatric Novels of Oliver Wendell

Holmes by Clarence B. Oberndorf.

Poetry. Stephen Vincent Benet \vas writing a book-length

poem about the rise of the American spirit when he died and his

incomplete work, published as Western Star, a Fragment, showed

how important the book would have been. This Is My Beloved,

a book of love poems by Walter Benton, attained some populari-

ty. Louis Untermeyer published a selection of poems by Robert

Frost, with comment, in Come In. Genesis by Delmore Schwartz

was the contribution of a younger man. In Twelve Spanish-

American Poets H. R. Hays turned to the southern continent,

while A. J. M. Smith edited a critical anthology called The Book

of Canadian Poetry. Kenneth Fearing published Afternoon of a

Pawnbroker and Other Poems. A selection of poems by Edna St.

Vincent Millay was published as Collected Lyrics. Oscar Wil-

liams edited New Poems, 1943, an anthology of British and

American verse. The Yale Younger Poets award went to Lieut.

William Meredith for Love Letters from an Impossible Land.

Fiction. Interest in American life overshadowed all other

themes, including the historical. Conditions among the lowly were

prominent in several distinguished first novels. Betty Smith

(Mrs. Joseph Jones) portrayed many episodes in the life of a

growing girl in A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, incorporating many
bits of metropolitan folklore; it is revealing to know that she

was attracted to her theme by reading Thomas Wolfe on Brook-

lyn life. Bucklin Moon, in The Darker Brother, succeeded in

maintaining a proper balance between sympathy and curiosity in

telling how a young Negro in Harlem is affected by white barriers.

Ira Wolfert, war correspondent and author of The Battle of the

Solomons, showed his knowledge of city exploiters in Tucker's

People, which won a favourable critical press but no large sales.

A writing talent of promise stands revealed in Heaven Is a Sun-

swept Hill, a novel about the stamina of settlers in the flooded

districts of the Mississippi river; a tragic note intruded because

its author, Earl Guy, was serving a long prison term. Another

new novelist of promise is Alexander Saxton, who wrote Grand

Crossing. None of these books, however, caught the turmoil of

the human heart in wartime as well as a novel by a refugee, Ar-

rival and Departure by Arthur Koestler, which caused much

American discussion despite its lack of clarity.

Older writers were also interested in American social condi-

tions. These were implicit in Wallace Stegner's story of a misfit

American, The Big Rock Candy Mountain, which showed this

author digging deeper for his material but failing to make his

characters memorable, and in Robert Penn Warren's novel about

a southern community, At Heaven's Gate, in which the story was

handicapped by a confusing technique. Lilly Crackell by Caroline

Slade was practically a well-authenticated document of the effect

of slum beginnings on a girl. James T. Farrell added another

novel to his Chicago series in My Days of Anger and Erskine

Caldwell repeated his familiar manner in Georgia Boy. American

careers furnished the backgrounds for two semi-autobiographical

novels, Never Call Retreat by Joseph Freeman, and Journey in

the Dark by Martin Flavin, which won the Harper prize in fiction.

A Time to Live by Michael Blankfort traced the career of a

young liberal who found it impossible to trim his thinking to

political expediency. Louis Bromfield added Mrs. Parkington to

his gallery of resourceful women. Sinclair Lewis, returning to his

early manner of treating an American institution ironically

through one of its representatives, wrote only a minor novel in

Gideon Planish, the story of a money-raising publicist. Writers

exiled from their homelands and now living in the United States

produced several novels with European backgrounds; Lion

Feuchtwanger ridiculed Hitler's soothsayer in Double, Double,
Toil and Trouble without writing a novel comparable with his

early work, and Mark Aldanov wrote The Fifth Seal, which, be-

cause of the implied criticism of soviet diplomacy in Paris, caused

\ nine-day's protest from interested partisans in the United

States; the novel, however, did not warrant unusual attention.

Admirers of William Saroyan's writings found The Human Come-

dy filled with their favourite characters and the romantic warmth
and good feeling displayed by no other author. Booth Tarkington

painted the portrait of a kind woman in Kate Fennigate; Robert

Nathan gave a touch of mysticism to the story of a farmer sol-

dier in But Gently Day; Mary O'Hara added Thunderhead, the

story of a stallion, to her widely acclaimed story of a boy and a

horse, My Friend Flicka, of 1941. Pearl S. Buck's The Promise

was deeply critical of the conduct of the Burma campaign. John
Dos Passos described a cheerful and corrupt politician in Number
One. Jesse Stuart described Kentucky hill life with characteristic

humour in Taps for Private Tussle, which won the Thomas Jeffer-

son southern fiction award.

The major interest of novel readers was John P. Marquand's
So Little Time, a novel about the attempts of a middle-aged man,
a veteran of World War I and the father of a son eligible for

WT

orld War II, to bring his life into focus with the changing life

about him. It was widely approved by readers of the hero's gen-

eration, who saw in his difficulties many of their own. Entertain-

ingly written, it did not, however, measure up to The Late George

Apley, the prototype of this and similar Marquand novels.

When Sholem Asch wrote The Apostle, a novel based on the

life of Paul of Tarsus, he added fuel to the growing interest in

books about religious characters. His earlier novel, The Nazarene,

was in steady demand throughout 1943. In The Apostle Asch fol-

lowed the New Testament chronicles much more closely than in

the former book. This produced argument in Yiddish literary

circles of New York city and in the Yiddish-language press to

which Mr. Asch contributes; in his zeal to bring about a closer

understanding between Christianity and Judaism he did not have

the full support of all believers. The Lloyd Douglas novel of

1942, The Robe, sold in large quantities in 1943, as did Franz

Werfel's The Song of Bernadette, giving support to the theory

that the spiritual hunger of the reading public was growing. The

welcome given Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's On Being a Real

Person, a discussion intended to give anchorage to the distracted

individual, was also considered a straw in the wind. But the re-

ligious tendency is not always shown in stories about religious

characters; it appears in the hope and faith expressed by laymen

in articles and commentaries. It is marked in the writings of men

dealing with the postwar world, in which faith in honesty, justice

and the good intentions of a common humanity is a necessity.

(See also ENGLISH LITERATURE.) (H. HA.)
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American Medical Association. M
had more than 125,000 members out of about 155,000 doctors

practising medicine in the United States, and 185,000 licensed to

practise. The annual meeting of the house of delegates, in 1943,

was in Chicago. The general session of the association was can-

celled, but the 1944 session was scheduled during June in

Chicago. The association had a gross income of approximately

$2,000,000 annually. It is incorporated not for profit. The head-

quarters office is at 535 North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The association publishes the Journal of the American Medical

Association, with a circulation of 107,000 weekly; Hyzeia, with

a circulation of more than 125,000 monthly, and medical journals

in most of the medical specialties. The association also publishes

the Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus, which indexes regularly

the contents of 1,400 medical periodicals, and a directory of

United States physicians.

The library of the American Medical association conducts a

package library service which sends articles and reprints to phy-

sicians to aid them in keeping up-to-date in medicine. Particu-

larly requested in 1943 were articles on the sulfonamide drugs,

penicillin, vitamins, industrial diseases, anaesthesia and the

war.

Much of the work of the American Medical association is car-

ried on by councils, including the council on pharmacy and chem-

istry which deals with drugs prescribed by doctors; the council

on physical therapy which deals with physical apparatus, in-

cluding eye glasses, hearing aids and devices for artificial respira-

tion; the council on foods and nutrition which deals particularly

with foods for special diets and foods for which medical claims

are made; the council on industrial health which investigates

industrial health service, standardizes health organizations, and

advises on health problems in industry; the council on medical

education and hospitals which investigates and rates medical

schools and hospitals; the judicial council, which investigates

charges of unethical conduct against physicians and medical or-

ganizations. Newly established in 1943 was the council on medi-

cal service and public relations, designed to analyze prepayment

plans for medical service, group medical service and federal

legislation relating to the medical profession, and to promote
distribution of medical service and educate the public regarding

medical service.

The bureaus of the American Medical association include the

bureau of health education, which conducts radio programs, cir-

culates pamphlets on health subjects and answers thousands of

questions from the public; the bureau of legal medicine and

legislation, which deals with standards of proposed federal and

state legislation in the field of health, and analyzes court deci-

sions on medical subjects; the bureau of medical economics,

which makes available data on the economics of medical practice,

makes surveys dealing with the distribution of physicians and

prepayment medical service plans; the bureau of investigation,

which studies quacks and nostrums ; the bureau of exhibits, which

provides exhibits for state and county medical societies, and

national medical associations and many public agencies; the

bureau of public relations, which distributes information regard-

ing medical advancement and medical service to newspapers,

magazines and other sources of information throughout the

nation.

The association participated actively in the war effort through
its committee on war participation, through the publication of the

periodical called War Medicine, through the committee on post-

war planning for medical service, and through membership of its

executives on many advisory bodies in Washington, including 4the

War Manpower commission, the division of medical sciences of

the National Research council, National Roster of Scientific and

Specialized Personnel, and the medical departments of the army
and navy. In the headquarters office of the association an office

of the War Manpower commission was maintained, charged with

aiding in the procurement and assignment of physicians for the

army, the navy, the public health service, industrial medicine and

the civilian population. (M. Fi.)

American National Red Cross: see RED CROSS.

American Samoa: see SAMOA, AMERICAN.

American Volunteer Group (Flying Tigers): sec CHEN-
NAULT, CLATRE L.

Amoo Incanh Qu/ootman ( l864-'943), u.s. physicist

/tlllCd, UUOUPII dWCClllldll and educator, was born July

3 in Manchester, Vt. Identified with Johns Hopkins uni-

versity from his student days in 1883 until his retirement

as president in 1935, Dr. Ames was best known for his

aeronautical research. He was chairman of the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1927-39. He devel-

oped many safety and efficiency devices for aircraft, and

in 1935 received the Langley gold medal of the Smith-

sonian institution, and the Sylvanus Reed award from the

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences. He died in Baltimore,

Md., June 24. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.")

* ri I(̂ mu("h attention was directed to erythro-

blastosis, haemolytic syndromes and shock in rela-

tion to haemorrhage. The Rh factor in blood received much study

both as a transfusion hazard and in its role in the production of

erythroblastosis foetalis.

The discovery of the relationship between Rh auglutinins and

the production of erythroblastons foetalis stimulated the study

of this factor. Many new examples were reported, the majority

of the cases showing Rh positive foetuses with Rh negative moth-

ers who developed anti-Rh agglutinins. While the incidence of Rh

negative individuals was reported as similar in England and in the

United States, among the Chinese it was found to be 21 times

less frequent, and erythroblastosis was rare among Chinese in-

fants. Erythroblastosis was successfully treated with transfusions

with Rh negative blood. The disease was found in one of twins.

The excretion of bilirubin and urobilinogen and the cell meas-

urements were reported as characterizing the anaemia as a

haemolytic process.

The haemolytic reactions resulting from iso-immunization fol-

lowing repeated transfusions of homologous blood developed

according to a mechanism similar to that affecting the erythro-

blastic foetus, and endangered the life of transfused, anaemic

mothers.

The haemolytic anaemias received extensive study. Additional

data were published on acute haemolytic anaemias in fertilizer

workers (metallic poisoning), following cross-country runs, after

sulfathiazole, sulfadiazine, sulfapyridine or sulfanilamide, in black-

water fever, and in a patient with auto-agglutination and hyper-

globulinaemia.

A number of new studies of chronic haemolytic anaemia with

paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria ( Marchiafava-Micheli

syndrome) were reported. There was no significant change in the

pH of the blood during the day or night.

The survival time of normal erythrocytes injected into patients

with familial haemolytic anaemia was normal, but red blood cells

from an individual with acholuric jaundice were completely de-

stroyed in 19 days.

Several factors on the relation of diet and haemolytic anaemia

were noted. The anaemia produced by a p-aminoazobenzene was
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prevented by a high protein diet. Increased erythrocyte destruc-

tion followed diets rich in fat. Rats fed high fat diets developed

profound anaemia after trinitrotoluene poisoning, but not those on

a high protein or high carbohydrate regime.

The blood volume was found to be low in chronic anaemia.

Dimorphic anaemia, a combination of deficiency of iron with

a nutritional macrocytic anaemia, was described in Uganda. The

anaemia of scurvy was found to be caused by generalized depres-

sion of erythropoiesis rather than a failure of maturation from

a specific lack of vitamin C.

In hiatal hernia, 70% of the individuals showed some degree

of hypochromic anaemia of haemorrhage, occasionally, however,

of the pernicious anaemia type.

Aplastic types of anaemia were described after aspirin, anti-

syphilitic, sulfathiazolc treatment, and from unknown causes.

Pyridoxine deficient diets produced a microcytic hypcrrcgcn-
erative anaemia in swine, corrected by pyridoxine administration.

Vitamin B, a constituent of liver extract, cured anaemia of cer-

tain types in chicks. An crythropoietic substance developed in the

serum of rabbits rendered anaemic by bleeding.

Surveys showed that the incidence of nutritional iron deficiency

anaemia varied greatly in different communities (children, 1.5 to

85.0%; adults, 3.6 to 30.0%; pregnant women, 9.0 to 72.0%).

Haemorrhagic shock was found to be similar to shock from

other causes. After a single, severe, non-fatal haemorrhage, haem-

odilution, with fall in the red blood cell volume, was most marked

during the first hour but continued for 72 hours. The rate of

haemoglobin regeneration with iron therapy after blood donation

was found to decline gradually with successive haemorrhages
until the rate was no more rapid than without iron. Bleeding,

in thrombocytopenic conditions, was controlled by the oral use

of pectin.

The use of concentrated red blood cell suspensions for trans-

fusion in anaemia came into general use. A rise of approximately
one gram of haemoglobin per 100 cc. followed the infusion of

each 300 cc. of erythrocyte suspension, and the risk of a reaction

from transfused iso-agglutinins was minimized. Universal group O
cells suspended in pooled plasma reduced the number of rcac-

U.S. MEDICAL OFFICER demonstrating how to administer spinal anaesthesia,
at the Tilton General hospital in Fort Dix, N.J. The army medical corps in-

stituted training programs for medical officers and enlisted men to make up
for the shortage of anaesthetists in 1943

tions. Hcparinized plasma was found to be the safest and most

effective blood substitute, reducing the mortality from- haemor-

rhage from 84 to 6%. The return of erythrocytes in animals so

treated was not necessary for their survival.
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AnQQCthoclQ ^*le cxtcns 'vc usc f intravenous anaesthesia,
HllduoUluold. particularly with pentothal sodium, not only

by civilian anaesthetists but by experienced anaesthetists of the

medical corps of the army and navy, established that procedure
on a firm basis and settled the controversy that was raised be-

cause of the unsatisfactory results of anaesthesia with pentothal
sodium on casualties at Pearl Harbor. Pentothal may be used for

persons in shock; the preliminary use of morphine and atropinc

reduces the dose of pentothal sodium necessary. Above all, the

skill of the anaesthetist with pentothal sodium is the deciding
factor in whether it should be used in cases of shock. Further-

more, the dose employed for patients in shock is small in contrast

to that for a robust patient. The administration of 50% oxygen
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or 50% nitrous oxide combined with intravenous anaesthesia has

furthered the use of this procedure.
Continuous caudal anaesthesia in obstetrics the injection

around the nerve roots at the lower end of the spine suggested

by R. A. Hingson and W. B. Edwards in Jan. 1942, was found

not applicable to all women in labour
;

it depended for its success

on the skill with which it was applied and a knowledge of the

contraindications to its use. Infection had been one of the main

hazards. Other hazards had been the production of spinal anaes-

thesia and the injection of the local anaesthetic agent into the

blood stream. Needle breakage continued to occur and a small

rubber catheter instead of a needle was one method suggested

to prevent this. The introduction of continuous caudal anaes-

thesia, however, stirred everyone's interest in obstetric anaes-

thesia and much good should result from it in spite of the un-

toward results that were bound to occur owing to the unwise and

unskilled use of this method in poorly selected cases.

In 1 943 the army and navy of the United States and Canada

continued courses of instruction in anuesthesiology for medical

officers. The war demonstrated clearly the value of the physician

anaesthetist. The usefulness of physician anaesthetists in pro-

viding supportive measures for patients in shock and their use-

fulness in connection with oxygen therapy and diagnostic and

therapeutic blocks definitely established their importance in most

military medical installations. The rosters of special societies for

anaesthetists and the "Directory of Medical Specialists" in addi-

tion to the American Board of Anesthesiology, the subcommittee

on anaesthesia of the National Research council and special soci-

eties were useful in the effort to distribute equitably the existing

supply of trained anaesthetists between the military and civil

practice. The co-operation of the senior consultants in anaesthesia

of the allied forces resulted in a plan for the mutual collection

of data that when compiled after the war should be extremely
valuable.

In connection with the use of blood and plasma in the treat-

ment of the anaesthetized patient in shock, the recognition of the

Rh factor has been a most startling development.
In 1943 tentative plans were made for the allocation of anaes-

thetists to civil life at the termination of the war. The problem
was not as great in this special field as it seemed to be in some
of the other branches of medical practice. The scarcity of both

physician and nurse anaesthetists was keenly felt in 1943, for

never before had so much responsibility been assigned to the

anaesthetist. (See also SURGERY.)
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123:538-546 (Oct. 30, 1943). (J. S. L.)
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front activities. Anderson also acted as head of the reconstruc-

tion priorities committee, charged with recommending postwar

plans to the prime minister. After the death of Sir Kingsley

Wood, Sir John was named chancellor of the exchequer, Sept.

24, I943-

( l882
~

) British cabinet mem-
her, was born July 8 in Scotland. He

attended Edinburgh and Leipzig universities. He was first brought
into public life by David Lloyd George and entered the British

colonial office at the age of 23. He served AS secretary of the im-

portant ministry of shipping, 1917-19. After World War I, he

was a government "trouble-shooter" in Ireland and Bengal, where

he employed strong measures to cope with unrest; he also served

as chairman of the British board of inland revenue. He was

permanent under-secretary of state for the home office, 1922-31,
and governor of Bengal, 1932-37. Upon his return to England,
he was elected to commons in 1938. With war impending, An-

derson was made lord privy seal and minister of civilian defense,

1938, and was appointed secretary of state for home affairs,

1939- When Churchill became prime minister in 1940, he brought
Sir John into his cabinet as head of the powerful home affairs

committee, to which Churchill delegated responsibility for home

(1891- ),

British armyAnderson, Sir Kenneth Arthur Noel

officer, was born Dec. 25 and was educated at the Royal Military

college, Sandhurst. Starting in the army as a 2nd lieutenant in

the Seaforth Highlanders, 1911, he was wounded in World War i

and was awarded the military cross. After the war, he advanced

through the grades and was made major general in 1940.

In 1942 Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, U.S. commander of Allied

forces in Africa, selected Gen. Anderson as one of his three task

force commanders in French North Africa. Appointed acting

lieutenant general. Gen. Anderson led the British ist army to

victory in the combined Allied campaign in North Africa, Nov.

1942 to May 1943. In July 1943 he was given the permanent
rank of lieutenant general. A month later, in recognition of his

services in the war, a knighthood was bestowed upon him. The

United States also honoured him by making him a chief com-

mander of the U.S. Legion of Merit.

ADdrBWS, Un3rl6S MCLBdll rian and educator, was

born Feb. 22, in Wethersfield, Conn. Dr. Andrews had retired

from Yale as professor emeritus of American history in 1931,

after an active teaching career of 42 years, and resigned from

the editorship of Yale's Historical Publications in 1933. He
afterwards completed work on his monumental four-volume

Colonial Period of American History (1934-38), the first volume

of which was awarded the Pulitzer prize in 1935. He edited with

his wife Jonathan Dickinson's God's Protecting Providence

(1942). Dr. Andrews died in New Haven, Sept. 9. (See Ency-

clopGdia Britannica.)

Andrews, Frank Maxwell

Nashville, Tcnn. He was graduated from West Point, 1906, be-

came a cavalry lieutenant and was promoted through the grades

to colonel in 1935. Gen. Andrews saw service in the Philippines,

1906-07, and in Hawaii, 1911-13. He was a major with the

signal corps during World War I and served with the U.S. army
of occupation in Germany, 1920-23. He was appointed tempo-

rary major general of the air corps in 1935 and major general

commanding G.H.Q. air force, 1935-39. In Sept. 1941 he was

promoted to the rank of lieutenant general and head of the

Caribbean defense command and the Panama canal department.

On Nov. 4, 1942, Gen. Andrews was given command of U.S.

forces operating with the British in the middle east zone. On

Feb. 5, 1943, he was named commander of all U.S. forces in the

European theatre of operations, succeeding Gen. Eisenhower. An

exponent of air power as an instrument of war equal in impor-

tance to land and sea power, Gen. Andrews was closely identified

with the intensification of daylight raids on targets in occupied

Europe by U.S. bombers. He was killed when a U.S. bomber in

which he was a passenger crashed against a hillside in Iceland,

May 3.

Salt-water fishing in the United States was re-

stricted to a considerable degree by coast guard

regulations, but during the latter half of 1943 some areas were

reopened, principally in Florida and on the Pacific coast.

The tackle shortage became acute by late summer, and stocks
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of rods, reels, Looks and lines were practically exhausted. But

interest in angling was maintained at almost a normal level, due

in part to the emphasis laid on fish as a valuable contribution to

wartime menus. The sale of fishing licenses dropped only about

5% under the 1942 figure.

In the tournament field, activities were further reduced, but

the National Association of Angling and Casting Clubs held its

35th annual tournament in Chicago on Sept. 4, 5, and 6. New
records in both bait and ily casting were established.

Four new world's records were broken, three of them in salt-

water angling. On March 14, B. D. H. Ross took a i,ooo-lb. mako
shark at Mayor Island, N.Z. The largest \vahoo ever to be caught

by an angler was landed at Greer cay, Bahamas, on June 15. This

specimen, taken by K. L. Ames, Jr., weighed 133 \ Ib. A woman
again made angling news by landing a huge channel bass weighing

67 jr Ib. She was 1 6-year-old Lucia D. Cosby, and her prize fish,

which broke the women's rod-and-recl record, was taken at Chesa-

peake Bay, Va., on Aug. 25. Conversely, another woman lost her

record. In 1942, Hazel Griffin broke an eight-year record by
landing a wall-eyed pike which weighed 19 Ib. 12 oz. On May 26,

Patrick Noon surpassed this mark with a walleye weighing 22 Ib.

4 oz., taken from the Niagara river, Ont. (W. J. SH.)

A krritor> undcr the J int sov-

Creignty of Great Britain and

Egypt in northeastern Africa, south of Egypt (q.v.). Area

967,500 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1941) 6.370,041. Chief towns (pop.
est. 1941): Khartoum (incl. Khartoum North) (44,950); Omdur-
man (116,196); Port Sudan (26,255); Atbara (19,757); El

Obeid (39>387). Governor general: Lt. Gen. Sir Hubert Huddle-

ston; languages: English and Arabic; religion: Mohammedan.

History. The political development of the Sudan registered

an important advance in 1943. The earlier stages of this develop-
ment may be recapitulated briefly. In 1922 had been enacted

the first of a series of ordinances granting judicial powers to

certain tribal heads. By 1932 by the Native Courts' ordinance this

"devolution" policy had given the administration of civil and

criminal justice to the local authorities. In 1937, by the Rural

Areas ordinance, executive municipal and town councils were

set up with administrative powers.

The government's 1943 legislation advanced a long step further.

By its instrument provincial councils partly nominated, partly

elected were advising provincial governors on important social

and economic interests in the provinces.

Secondly, a central advisory council in Khartoum again partly

nominated, partly elected was to be set up to advise the gov-

ernor-general-in-council on matters affecting the government of

the country as a whole.

Meanwhile, though the cost of living was about 170% above

the 1939 figure, the economic situation of the country had been

safeguarded. Additional wheat cultivation assured supplies guar-

anteeing self-support for the country without imports; while on

the Gezira cotton plantations south of Khartoum land was made
available for the production of increased maize supplies ade-

quate to meet the requirements of the local population whose

staple article of food it is. Nevertheless the Gezira cotton crop,

harvested early in the year, was a bumper one and the treasury

as well as the growers and the Sudan Plantations corporation all

profited financially. (0. M. T.)

Education. (Jan. i, 1941) Government schools: elementary
schools 137, scholars 17,184; intermediate schools n, scholars

357; Gordon Memorial college, scholars 1,308; state-aided

Kbranic schools 501, scholars 23,000; scholars at non-government

(mission) schools 12,925.

Banking and Finance. Revenue (1942) 9,114,809; ex-

penditure (1942) 8,626,425; public debt (Dec. 31, 1942)

9,435,898.

Trade and Communication. In 1942 imports were valued

at 8,105,900; the value of exported merchandise amounted to

7,085,107. Communications: roads, suitable for motor traffic,

all weather, c. i.ooo mi.; railways 1,991 route mi.; river service

2,325 mi,; motor vehicles licensed (1937) 4,354 cars, commercial

vehicles and cycles; telephone subscribers (1938) 2,383.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. (1938-39) Production

(in short tons): cotton seed (1940-41) 98,435; ginned cotton

(1940-41) 54*674; millct 0937-38) 347,225; sesamum 36,596;

maize 11,354; wheat 9,039; ground-nuts 9,480; barley 1,768;

gold (1938) 252 kg.

Angola: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Animal Fats: see VEGETABLE OILS AND ANIMAL FATS.

Animal Industry, Bureau of: see AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
ADMINISTRATION.

Annam: sec FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Anniversaries and Centennials: see CALENDAR, 1943,

page xx.

Anthropology during 1943 found increasing

expression in war activities, though this did

not prevent the maintenance of customary channels of com-

municating research findings, while certain gains of long-term
value were registered.

The first of a new series of monographs published by the

Viking fund appeared under the editorship of C. Osgood, and

grants-in-aid for anthropological field work, offered by the same

fund, of which P. Fejos was director of research, were announced.

A new journal, Acta Americana, was launched under the ed-

itorship of R. Deals, as the organ of the Inter-American Society

of Anthropology and Geography. The West China Frontier Re-

search institute began a program of field studies under the di-

rection of Li An-chc; and an Institute of West African Arts,

Industries and Social Science was made possible by a grant of

127,000 from the British treasury. It will be at Achimota, Gold

Coast, and headed by M. Meyerowitz. Deering library, North-

western university, acquired the library of the late Franz Boas,

which was in 1943 installed as the Franz Boas Memorial Library

and Anthropological Reprint Center.

A new program of African studies was initiated at Fisk univer-

sity, and a Committee of African Studies instituted at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. The South African journal Bantu Stud-

ies, which altered its title to African Studies, widened its scope.

Anthropology in South Africa was further strengthened when

Abbe Henri Breuil, distinguished French prehistorian, took up his

duties as member of the Union's Bureau of Archaeology and

honorary professor of archaeology at the University of the Wit-

watersrand. Activities of the International Institute for the Study
of African Languages and Cultures, London, were resumed, and

its journal, Africa, again began appearing regularly.

On Oct. 30, the Royal Anthropological institute held its

centenary meeting. The work of the institute was outlined by Sir

John Myres (who was knighted during 1943 for his services to

scholarship), the place of anthropology in colonial development
considered by Lord Hailey, and G. M. Morant, V. G. Childe,

R. V. Sayce, and R. Firth discussed other aspects of the future

development of the subject. The proceedings of the centenary

meeting of the American Ethnological society, New York City,

were published in the April-June issue of the American Anthro-

pologist, with a bibliography of the society's publications. The

Journal of American Folklore, appearing in a new format, in-

cluded in the July number a comprehensive survey by W. D.
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Hand of the organization and activities of North American folk-

lore societies. As in 1942, only the Council of the American

Anthropological association met; R. Redfield was named presi-

dent for 1944.

The first number of the American Journal of Physical Anthro-

pology, New Series, under the editorship of C. D. Stewart, pub-
lished a group of studies on the anthropometry of Latin Amer-

ica. The changed policy of the new editor and his editorial board

was reflected in an increased number of biometric papers. M. S.

Goldstein's "Demographic and Bodily Changes in Descendants of

Mexican Immigrants," in the Publications of the Institute of

Latin American Studies, University of Texas, made available

findings that confirm those of Boas and others on the plasticity

of the human physical form, and W. A. Lessa, in his work "An

Appraisal of Constitutional Types" (Memoir 62, American An-

thropological association), presented a critical study of methods
and findings in this field.

Understandably, little archaeological work was done outside

the Americas. A report of the program of the Institute of Andean

Research appeared in the second issue of Acta Americana, with

a bibliography of its publications. An issue of American An-

tiquity was devoted to the results of excavations in Latin Amer-
ica. One theoretical paper in the same journal (Oct. 1943) by

J. Bennett, "Recent Developments in the Functional Interpreta-

tion of Archaeological Data," made the point that undue stress

had been laid on the material aspects of artefacts and indicated

approaches toward analyzing the social behaviour of the peoples

who used them. The Chicago Natural History museum, formerly

the Field museum, Chicago, opened the first section of its Hall of

New World Archaeology.
In the field of linguistics, there were to be noted the papers in

African Studies dealing with Swahili, Lozi (a Barotseland lingua

franca of Bantu base) and Thlaping, together with a report by
C. M. Doke on the status of research into the native languages

of South Africa. Oceania carried three instalments of T. G. H.

Strehlow's "Aranda Grammar," as well as a number of other

contributions to the study of native Australian tongues. In the

U.S., two notable general papers and one monograph were in-

spired by the war: L. Bloomfield, Outline Guide for the Practical

Study of Foreign Languages, B. Block and G. L. Trager, Outline

of Linguistic Analysis, and R. A. Hall, Melanesian Pidgin English

(all published by the Linguistic Society of America).
Contributions to the study of culture which appeared during

the year included a paper on "The Future of Social Anthro-

pology," by Lord Raglan, which engendered lively discussion by
various members of the Royal Anthropological institute, accord-

ing to abstracts published in Man (May-June 1943). L. A. White

continued his studies in cultural evolution ("Energy and the

Evolution of Culture," American Anthropologist, July-Sept.

1943), E. S. Goldfrank considered the problem of the relation-

ship between historic change and social character (ibid., Jan.-

Mar. 1943), while in the field of social organization, M. Titiev's

paper "The Influence of Common Residence on the Unilateral

Classification of Kindred" (ibid., Oct.-Dec. 1943) is to be re-

marked. The comprehensive study of the life of the Australian

aborigines in the Ooldea region of western South Australia by
R. and C. Berndt, which began in the 1941-42 volume of Oceania,

was continued and. when complete, would materially extend our

knowledge of native life on that continent. There were relatively

few monographs, outside the standard series. Among the books

of less restricted anthropological interest were Alaska Diary by
the late A. Hrdlicka, The Realm of the Rain-Queen, a Study of

Lovedu Society by E. J. and D. J. Krige, Education and the Cul-

tural Process, by various authors (C. S. Johnson, editor), The

Irish Stone Age by H. L. Movius, Jr. and Keep Your Powder

Dry by M. Mead.
Memoir No. 61 of the American Anthropological association was

issued as a memorial to Franz Boas. Essays covering the many
aspects of his scientific activities and a definitive list of his pub-
lications are included to give a rounded picture of the man and
his work. Obituary notices of Elsie Clews Parsons (Journal of
American Folklore, Jan.-March; American Anthropologist, April-

June) and of B. Malinowski (Man, Jan. -Feb.; Oceania, Sept.

1942; American Anthropologist, July-Sept.; /. Am. Folklore,

July-Sept.), analyzing the influence of these figures in anthro-

pological trends, constituted, with the Boas memoir, important
additions to the literature on the history of anthropology.
War Activities. Anthropologists were largely called upon to

contribute their specialized knowledge to the war effort. The
nature of the contacts they had established with native peoples
the world over and the methods they had developed for under-

standing varied modes of life permitted them to give realistic

aid to intelligence units, or to those carrying on economic and

psychological warfare, and to advise concerning many types of

postwar programs of rehabilitation.

One such contribution was the Intensive Language Training

program, an outstanding educational achievement of the war ef-

fort, which was initiated and sponsored by the American Coun-

cil of Learned Societies. The Army Area Training program, in

most instances closely correlated with relevant language instruc-

tion, likewise drew heavily on the methods and information sup-

plied by cultural anthropologists. The language-area method
also figured largely in the training of civil affairs officers. The Na-

tional Research council, through its division of anthropology and

psychology, set up committees on oceanic and African anthro-

pology, both of which were active in preparing memoranda and

personnel lists, many of a restricted character.

The need to channel all these services, however, soon became

apparent. The Ethnogeographic board was therefore established

as a central clearing house under the joint sponsorship of the

American Council of Learned Societies, the Social Science Re-

search council, the National Research council and the Smithson-

ian institution and under the directorship of William D. Strong

established headquarters in the Smithsonian institution. The man-

ifold activities of the board and the large quantity of materials

it made available to the services and civilian agencies amply
demonstrated its value. Its staff aided importantly in bringing

out the Smithsonian institution's War Background Series, and

its Survival on Land and Sea, which was prepared at the request

of the navy, was given wide distribution and was expected to be

instrumental in saving many lives. CM. J. Hs. )

Anti-Aircraft Guns: see MUNITIONS OF WAR.

Antigua: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Antilles, Greater and Lesser: see WEST INDTKS.

Antimnnif Because of the large reserve accumulated, the use

nilUIIIUIIj* o f antimony was relieved of allocation require-

ments and restrictions as of Jan. i, 1943, after the War Pro-

duction board had reported on the status of production, stocks

and demand in 1943 and 1944.

In the past considerable amounts of low-grade ores had been

imported from South America in order to build up the reserves,

but such imports were expected to be heavily reduced in 1944.

While 19,500 tons of metal were received in 1943 from South

American ores, this was to be reduced to 1,250 tons in 1944 by

the elimination of low-grade ores. Imports from Mexico were re-

ported at 13,200 tons in 1943: (esO 12.000 tons in 1944.

The Office of Price Administration established ceiling prices

for antimony at 14.5 cents per lb., f.o.b. Laredo, Texas, for
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99+% metal, and 15 cents for 99.8% metal (G. A. Ro.)

Anti-Saloon League of America.

organized in 1895, is a nonpartisan, interdenominational, feder-

ated temperance organization. Its 32nd national convention was

held in Washington, D.C., on May 16-17, *943-

Nationally, the efforts of the league were directed during 1943

toward the prevention of the waste of manpower and materials

involved in the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages dur-

ing the war. Liquor control was characterized during the year by
two principal developments: (i) Self-regulation by the liquor

industry, such as rationing of existing liquor stocks; (2) Admin-

istrative restrictions imposed by the federal government as a

conservation measure in aid of war production. The order re-

quiring whisky distilleries to convert to the production of indus-

trial alcohol remained in force throughout the year.

Several bills proposing restrictions by law upon the liquor traf-

fic were pending in the 78th congress, such as H.R. 2082, the

Bryson bill for war prohibition; S. 860, by Senator W. Lee

O'Daniel, for the protection of the armed forces; S. 569, by Sen-

ator Arthur Capper, to prohibit the transportation of liquor ad-

vertising through the mediums of interstate commerce; and H.R.

2749, by Rep. Sam M. Russell, for prohibition in military camps

and in zones around war production plants. No action was taken,

upon any of these measures.

The legislatures of nearly all of the states met in 1943. Meas-

ures relating to the liquor trade were considered in most of them,

but few substantial changes were made in state laws. Liquor

control authorities in many jurisdictions imposed severe ration-

ing restrictions as a war measure, and in some instances decreased

hours of sale.

The league continued its efforts to extend no-license areas by
local option. The results showed gains in the number of places

voting no-license.

On Nov. 16, 1943, Senator Frederick Van Nuys, from the com-

mittee on the judiciary, reported a resolution authorizing an in-

vestigation of the alcoholic beverage industry for alleged viola-

tions of ceiling prices, black market operations, profiteering, and

monopolistic practices, on which hearings have been held.

The national headquarters were in 1943 at 131 B st. S.E.,

Washington 3, D.C. (See also LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC.)

(E. B. Du.)

Anti Comit1Cm ^ie P'ky ^ extermination of the Jews
Hllll~wunillloill. within all countries under the influence

of national socialist Germany was continued in 1943 with in-

creasing savagery. It was reported from reliable sources that by
the end of 1943 all Jews living in Germany, Austria and Czecho-

slovakia had been either liquidated by assassination, starvation

or concentration camps, or had been deported to Poland where

an even more terrible fate awaited them. During 1943 the Jews
of the Netherlands suffered a similar fate. Against the protests

GERMAN RAID on tho ghetto In Warsaw. A bitlu, auuuyie w.wco,, *,,-
Jews and nazi troops in April 1943 was reported to have resulted in the

virtual extinction of the former

of the Dutch population, all Jews were deported to Poland. Their

number was estimated at 180,000 persons. The. official deporta-

tions from the Netherlands started in April 1943 and were car-

ried through in three stages in the spring of 1943. In its official

report of April 20, 1943 the Inter-Allied Information Committee

on Occupied Countries in London estimated that at that time

2,000,000 Jews, men, women and children, had been annihilated

by the Germans or under German influence and that 5,000,000

more were then in immediate danger of extermination. Sickening

details of torture and massacre carried out by the Germans were

given. Families were ruthlessly split up, all the goods and valu-

ables in Jewish possession were appropriated by the Germans,

Special extermination squads were trained for the liquidation

of the Jews in Poland. These methods were applied wherever

German influence spread.

During 1943 the situation of the Jews, which had been rela-

tively still bearable in Vichy-controlled France and in fascist

Italy, worsened rapidly when the Germans took over direct con-

trol of the country. In the formerly "non-occupied" zone of

Vichy-France all the additional restrictive measures were intro-

duced when the Germans occupied that part of France, and the

policy of complete segregation and extermination was applied

there as in other German occupied countries. The fall of fascism

and of Mussolini's government in Ita*y in July 1943 brought

with it the official abandonment of the racial legislation and the

anti-Semitic measures introduced i
v r

taly under German pressure

in 1938. But when the Germans took over northern and central

Italy in Sept. 1943, after the Italian government of Marshal

Badoglio had concluded an armistice with the Allies, the situa-

tion of the Jews in Italy became much worse than under the

fascist regime. In the southern part of Italy, occupied by Allied

troops, anti-Semitic legislation was abolished, but in that part

of Italy only an insignificant number of Jews live.

Denmark with its deeply ingrained democratic and humanitar-

ian tradition maintained, even after the German occupation of

April 1940, the complete equality of the Jews. But in 1943 the

Germans, wishing to break the democratic spirit of the Danes,

took over the administration of Denmark, and as a result began
to introduce the German anti-Semitic measures there. Helped by
the Danish population a large part of the 6,000 Danish Jews
succeeded to escape into Sweden where they were received with

exemplary hospitality by the Swedish government and people.

The systematic process of the liquidation of the Jews in Poland

was interrupted by the heroic resistance which, in May 1943, the
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Jews in the overcrowded ghetto of Warsaw put up when the

Germans started the final liquidation of the ghetto. The Germans
had to bring up artillery and tanks to suppress the rising. In the

United States and in Great Britain many liberal and humani-

tarian circles and Jewish organizations demanded temporary
measures to grant asylum to those Jews who could be saved

from the German helJ, in territories of the United Nations or in

neutral countries until, after the victory of the United Nations

and the restoration of civilized life and the rule of law in the

German occupied countries, the Jews could return to their home-

lands and participate in their reconstruction.

In the countries liberated from fascist control by Allied ad-

vance, anti-Semitic legislature was everywhere abolished. In

French North Africa General Henri Honore Giraud cancelled

on March 14 all anti-Semitic legislation introduced by Marshal

Petain's government since July 1940. While thus restoring the

complete democratic equality of French Jews, General Giraud

left the revocation of the Cremieux decree of 1870, which gave

French citizenship to Algerian native Jews, in force. The French

Committee of National Liberation restored the Cremieux decree

of 1870 on Oct. 21, 1943. The official statement said: "The Com-

mittee, examining the situation of the Jews of Algeria, noted in

view of existing texts on the one hand, the abrogation of all acts

discriminating against Jews, on the other hand, abrogation of the

Cremieux decree effectively subordinated to the definition of

conditions of application which \\ere not issued that the

Cremieux decree is now in vigor." The number of Algerian Jews
amounts to about 145,000. By this step the complete legal status

of the Jews in liberated French territory was restored as it had

been before the French capitulation in June 1940.

Anti-Semitic agitation in democratic countries like the United

States and Great Britain \vas checked by the realization that all

anti-Semitic propaganda played into the hands of the enemy.
There was an increase of anti-Semitic hooliganism in Boston in

the fall of 1943 which necessitated special measures on the part

of the governor of the state. Anti-Semitic literature was gener-

ally coupled with seditious propaganda. But on the whole in the

democratic countries anti-Semitism was everywhere on the de-

crease. It is characteristic that the new Argentine government
under Ramirez, which came to power in June 1943 and which

was sympathetic to fascism and hostile to the United States,

condoned and even supported anti-Semitic propaganda, though

the only open anti-Semitic official measure taken, the suppression

of the Jewish press, was rescinded as a result of American pro-

test. (See also FASCISM; JEWISH RELIGIOUS LIFE; REFUGEES.)

(H. Ko.)

Anti-Tank Guns: sec MUNITIONS OF WAR.

AnfrAina Anrlra
< 1851-1943), French actor-manager,

HlllOint/, Andre founder of the Theatre Libre and the

Theatre Antoine in Paris, was born Jan. 31 in Limoges. A report

of his death was announced from Carteret, Brittany, according to

a Berne dispatch of Oct. :T. (See Encyclopedia Britanniea.)

AntnnQCPII Inn ( 1 ^ i*-"~ )> Rurnan 'an soldier and states-

AlllUlluObUy lull man, was born in Transylvania June 2 and

fought with the Rumanian armies during World War I, after which

he was promoted to the rank of colonel. He later became military

attache of Rumania in London and Rome, chief of the army's

general staff and war minister. He was named prime minister by

King Carol Sept. 5, 1940, in the midst of the disorders that fol-

lowed the partition of Rumania. Antonescu's first act was to

demand the abdication of Carol. The prime minister then as-

gated a totalitarian rule. He signed a pact with Germany, Nov.

;>3. In Jan. 1941, Antonescu subdued Iron Guardist anti-Semitic

riots, and tightened his grip on the government, with German

backing. On June 22, 1941, the day that Germany invaded Rus-

sia, Rumania also attacked, with Antonescu assuming title of

generalissimo and commander of Rumanian armies in Bessarabia.

The campaigns of the next two and a half years were most costly;

In March 1942, Antonescu ordered drastic measures to curb anti-

fascist unrest. As losses at the front mounted and the armies

retreated, morale in Rumania fell. Antonescu's troubles in 1943
included a threatened invasion of Transylvania by Hungary, de-

mands for aid by Hitler and revolt at home. He was said to have

admitted loss of 500,000 men, including losses at Stalingrad,

Anzelevitz, Benjamin: sec BERNIE, BEN.

commercial apple crop in the United States in

1943 was estimated by the U.S. department of agri-

culture as about 31% smaller than the 1942 crop. Production

of apples in 1943 was placed at 88,OcS6,ooo bu. compared with

128,273,000 bu. in 1942. The crop was about 28% of the eight-

year average 1934-41. The decline in production was noted in

the far west and eastern districts. The size and quality of the

fruit was also not up to the average. Notwithstanding the

shortage of labour the 1943 apple crop was more completely

r """* T

~^-- ,
n, r- v, -

sumed dictatorial powers and on Sept. 14, 1940, formally promul- was below average

HAULING APPLES from an orchard In New York state. The 1943 U.S. harvest
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harvested and utilized in all parts of the country. Apple prices

in 1943 were from two and a half to three times the prices of

U.S. Apple Production in Leading States, 1943 and 1942

1942, and remained at the ceiling, bringing growers the largest

returns in more than 20 years. The demand for fresh fruit was

so great as to cause a shortage of small sized apples for process-

ing into by-products. (J. C. Ms.)

AnnloVOrH Dnlln < l86 7-'943)> British engineer, physicist

H|J|JI6jdlU 9 HUHU and inventor, was born Jan. i. He was

educated at Duhvich college, and later was attached to the staff

of the Royal Engineering college, 1885-92. He joined the London
Times in 1905 as technical adviser and writer. Appleyard served

with the navy during World War I as adviser on aeronautical

instruments in the Air Service. Later, he was appointed to the

War Staff's convoy section and edited Convoy Instructions. He
invented the conductometcr for measuring electrical conductivity
and various instruments including some in the aeronautical field.

His research covered dielectrics, alloys, thermomctry and surface

tension. Appleyard also is credited with designing the core of a

section of the Pacific cable. He died in London, March i.

Applied Chemistry: see CHEMISTRY.

Applied Psychology: see PSYCHOLOGY.

Appropriations and Expenditures: see BUDGET, NATIONAL.

aQuar ^um ln ^e Regents Park Zoological

Garden, London, reopened on June n, 1943, on

a necessarily reduced scale, after having been closed for reasons

of public safety, with the beginning of hostilities. No word was

received of aquariums near active theatres of war, but undoubt-

edly such were closed, if not destroyed. During one of the Ger-

man raids on England a bomb did actually hit the then closed

London aquarium.

Aquariums in the United States retained a status quo for the

year, there being no further closure of such public institutions.

nor did any reopen during that period. All suffered from transpor-

tation and personnel difficulties and could do little more than at-

tempt to hold their present status for the duration of the conflict.

(C. M. BR. )

Annorliinto ^ie Colorado river aqueduct, constructed by the

AqiluQllClS. Metropolitan Water District of Southern Cali-

fornia, served a vital war need, providing a dependable supply

of municipal and industrial water to Los Angeles and 12 neigh-

bouring coast cities where there are major war industries. The

aqueduct taps the Colorado river at Parker dam. The diversion is

made possible through the regulation of the river by this dam
and another larger dam, Boulder, situated 150 miles upstream,
both erected by the federal bureau of reclamation. Construction

<rf the pipeline and its distribution system, totalling 392 mi. in

length, was completed on Aug. 18, 1941, at a cost of $200,000,000.

The main aqueduct is 241 mi. long, extending from Parker dam
to Cajalco reservoir, 12 mi. south of Riverside, California. The

capacity of the system is 1,000,000,000 gal. per day.

Two miles of the 13.1 -mi. Continental Divide tunnel of the

bureau of reclamation's Colorado-Big Thompson project (Colo-

rado) remained to be drilled. The entire length was planned to be

lined with concrete. When completed the tunnel was expected to

divert surplus water from the headwaters of the Colorado river

on the western slope of the Rocky mountains to lands on the

northeastern slope in northeastern Colorado to supplement an

inadequate supply serving 615,000 acres of productive land.

Construction of the 40-mi. Salt. Lake City aqueduct, 9 miles of

which had been completed, was interrupted in Dec. 1942 by a

stop-construction order issued by the War Production board to

divert critical materials to other war uses. Approval was given in

Oct. 1943, to install an additional 13,200 ft. of the 69-in. rein-

forced concrete pipe. The aqueduct has a capacity of 150 second

feet. When completed it was expected to bring a supplemental

supply of municipal and industrial water to Salt Lake City, Utah,
where military and industrial activities increased the population

by 50%.
Water brought to the irrigated lands of the Imperial valley,

California, through the bureau of reclamation's All-American
canal the nation's greatest irrigation ditch made possible in

1942 the production of crops valued at $38,163,000. This total

is only slightly less than the construction cost $38,500,000. The
So-mi. long structure brings water from the Colorado river at

Imperial dam, near the Mexican border. Eighty-six and one-half

miles of the i3o-mi. Coachella branch of the All-American canal

was completed and the War Production board in Oct. 1943, gave
approval for the construction of an additional 27 mi. Ultimately
1,000,000 acres was planned to be served by the two canals.

Industries and towns in the upper San Francisco bay region

(California) are served industrial and municipal water through
the Contra Costa canal of the Central valley project. Thirty-
eight miles of the 46-mi. waterway was completed by 1943. Com-
pletion of the Madera canal of this bureau of reclamation project,
to bring water impounded by Friant dam to productive land in the

San Joaquin valley, was authorized by the War Production board.

Eight miles of the 37-mi.-long artificial waterway were built in

1941 before work was halted by the war.

Because of the war, construction on the 6-mi. Duchesne tunnel

of the bureau of reclamation's Provo river project in Utah was

stopped. The tunnel, 2.7 mi. of which had been completed, was
to divert water for irrigation purposes from the Duchesne river

on the Colorado river watershed to the Provo river for storage in

the Deer Creek reservoir. (See also CANALS AND INLAND WATER-
WAYS; DAMS; TUNNELS.) (H. W. BA.)

ARA: see AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION.

Arabia.
Total area (est.) 1.000,000 sq.mi. Total pop. (est.

I()37) 9,300,000; Saudi Arabia 4,500,000; Yemen
3,500.000; Oman and Muscat 500,000; Kuwait 80,000; Trucial

Sheikhs So.ooo. Language: Arabic; religion: Mohammedan.
Rulers: Saudi Arabia, King Abd-ul-Aziz ibn Sa'ud; Yemen, Imam
Yahya ibn Muhammad ibn Hamid ad-din; Oman and Muscat,
Sultan Sayyid Sa'id ibn Taimur; Kuwait, Sheikh Ahmad ibn

Jabir as-Subah.

History. There was no change in the international position of

Saudi Arabia during 1943. King Abd-ul-Aziz ibn Sa'ud continued
to be on friendly terms with the British government, and his rela-

tions with the U.S.A. were strengthened. Thus in April Alexander

Kirk, the U.S. minister to Egypt and Saudi Arabia, visited the

king in Riyadh ;
and in October two of the king's sons, the Emirs

Feisal and Khalid, visited the United States at the invitation of

President Roosevelt. During the year the American government



TWO SONS OF KING IBN SA'UD of Arabia Prince Fcisal (left) and Prince
Khalld toured the United States in the fall of 1943. They were greeted in

Washington by Assistant Sec'y of State Adolf A. Berk, Jr. (left)

extended the application of the lend-lease act to Saudi Arabia.

James S. Moose was made minister to Saudi Arabia in June.

The Saudi Arabian government was among the Arab govern-

ments to which the Egyptian prime minister, Nahas Pasha, sent

invitations to take part in discussions on the question of Arab

union. The king's views on the subject were expressed in a letter

to Nahas Pasha; but, after a visit to Riyadh by a representative

of Nahas Pasha in October, the king agreed to send a delegate

to Cairo to discuss the matter further with the Egyptian prime
minister.

Ibn Sa'ud's interest in Arab problems was also shown in an

interview which he gave to a correspondent of the American

periodical Life in May. He denied that the Jews had any right

to Palestine. Their demands, he claimed, constituted an injustice

to the Arabs and the Moslems in general and caused dissensions

between the Moslems and their friends, the Allies. There were

other countries more fertile and more suitable for Jewish settle-

ment. The Arabs would safeguard the interests of the native

Jewish population of Palestine, provided they committed no

action that might lead to strife.

The government continued its efforts to improve the economic

System. Agriculture was helped by subsidies, by the extension of

the area under cultivation and by an increase in the settled popu-
lation. The production of oil by American concessionary com-

panies continued in spite of the lack of equipment.

In February the Imam of the Yemen interned the Germans and

Italians in his territories. He too was invited by Nahas Pasha

to take part in the discussions on Arab union; in reply he sent

a letter asking for further details of Nahas Pasha's plans.

Finance. Monetary unit, Indian rupee, and in Saudi Arabia

the rial. Exchange rate in 1942: i rial~Rs. i (Indian) = U.S.

cents 30.12.

Trade. With India (1939-40): Oman and Muscat, imports
Rs. 24, 55,362; exports Rs. 35, 71.387; other states of Arabia, im-

ports Rs.9,89,03o; exports Rs. 73, 18,701. With the United King-
dom (1938): Saudi Arabia and Yemen, imports ,94,960; exports

28,871 ;
Oman and Muscat, Trucial Sheikhs and Kuwait, imports

40.262 ; exports 18,354. Total trade of Oman and Muscat (1938-
39): imports Rs. 48, 76, 193; exports Rs.33,3i,939; Kuwait (1937-
38): imports 410,812; exports 174,006.

Eastern Hemisphere. As in the previous
war years, the reports on archaeological dis-

coveries in the year 1943 were brief and tardy. The following

list cannot be assumed to be complete for 1943, and certain

items of interest are mentioned which actually depend on

excavations and explorations of several years ago. Information

concerning the latter only came to hand in 1943. Planned ex-

cavations naturally were few. Moreover, reports from axis-

occupied Europe were practically nonexistent.

There were two definite signs of planning for the future of

archaeology, and a reconsideration of the role of archaeology in

the postwar world from the point of view of the archaeologist

himself, and of his contribution to knowledge and human under-

standing. In August, the Institute of Archaeology of the Uni-

versity of London called a conference, which was attended by

leading British archaeologists. The London conference considered

the possible contributions which archaeology may make in the

postwar world in Britain and overseas. The training of archae-

ologists, the means of permanent recording, and the place of the

museum and of archaeological research in general education

were also discussed. In July, a somewhat more specialized con-

ference was convened in Jerusalem to consider the future of

near eastern archaeology. The Jerusalem conference was some-

what more directly concerned with the legal status of an excava-

tor and his finds in foreign states, but it also urged the estab-

lishment of international congresses, co-operation, planning and

nomenclature. Preliminary discussions concerning the agenda of

an American conference, to be called some time in the near

future, were already under way.

Perhaps the outstanding archaeological events of the year

1943 were the publication of two different volumes, signed

wholly or in part by Dr. Hallurn L. Movius, Jr., of Harvard,

which serve to distinguish him as one of the foremost American

prehistorians. The first of these volumes, Research on Early

Man in Burma (Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., n.s. vol. xxxii, pt. iii),

Philadelphia: Am. Phil. Soc., 1943, is the work of Hcllmut de

Terra and Movius, with supplementary reports by E. H. Colbert

and J. Bequacrt, The second volume is Movius* The Irish Stone

Age (Cambridge University press, 1942). Both volumes report

for the first time work done previously to 1943, but their im-

portance surpasses any available information on work accom-

plished within the last year. Word reached the Oriental insti-

tute of excavations carried on for the directorate of antiquities

of the Iraq government by Seton Lloyd, which concerns the

range of the earliest village horizons of northern Mesopotamia.

This, also, is of extreme archaeological importance, but no

details of the excavations were available in 1943. An important

archaeological survey was carried on by Nelson Glueck in the

Jordan valley. In addition, a remarkable chance find was made

in the discovery of the tomb of the Emperor, Wang Chien, in

China.

The PalaeoUthic-Mesolithic Periods. The Abb6 Breuii (with

collaborators) published a brief opinion on the crude pebble tool

industries from the Atlantic coastal terraces of Portugal (Proc.

Prehist. Soc., viii). These shell-food collectors are said to have

shown remarkably little industrial ingenuity from Abbevillian

69
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times to the Mesolithic, and Breuil suggests calling these indus-

tries "Lusitanian" to distinguish them from the more normal

artifacts found in the interior.

Flint artifacts described as similar to the "Chellean," "early

Achculean," and "Acheulean IV" of east Africa, are reported

from the five-metre gravels above the flood plain of the valley

near the joining of the Blue and White Nile. "Late Acheulean"

and "Lcvalloisian" artifacts appear as surface finds. The context,

is important, indicating that in this part of the Nile valley

(Anglo-Egyptian Sudan), the river had nearly reached its present-

day erosion level at the time the Hints were produced.

Farther south in Africa, the materials from the Mumbwa
caves of Northern Rhodesia were reworked in the consideration

of new excavations, by J. D. Clark (Trans. Roy. Soc. *S\ Ajrica,

xxix, pt. iii). No lower Palaeolithic material is accounted for,

and the sequence indicates Rhodesian Stillbay, Northern Rhode-

sian Wilton, and then Iron Age. The previously discovered

"furnace with iron slag" of the middle levels is found to have

been a grave, with the "slag" not really slag, but a cemented

sand and silt deposit.

In Proc. Prehist. Soc., viii, Prof. Dorothy (iarrod reported on

the Levalloiso-Mousterian and the upper Natuiian of Shukba

cave in Palestine.

The above-mentioned Research on Early Man in Burma by de

Terra and Movius considers materials collected in the Irrawaddy
basin and in the northern Shan highlands. De Terra demonstrates

that the Pleistocene geology of Burma closely resembles that of

northern India, which he had studied so competently. Both

areas are characterized by a tilted and folded lower Pleistocene

series containing the Yillafranchian fauna; this is followed uncon-

tormably by five successive terraces of similar composition, in

l he middle and upper Pleistocene. The same general sequence

is shown by Teilhard de Charclin's scheme for south China, and

a close correspondence is suggested between the Irrawaddy and

the Yangtze terrace systems. There are also some features of the

less-well-known Pleistocene of Malaya and Java which suggest

the same sequence. De Terra offers an expanded tentative scheme

of correlation of the Pleistocene sequences of the lowland regions,

surrounding the mountain ranges of Eurasia. It would be highly

desirable to have de Terra's studies extended to the eastern

Mediterranean basin.

With the geological framework set, Movius discusses the

artifacts recovered from the Burmese terraces. There are,

briefly, two main ranges of chopper tools called early and late

Anyathian (after an-ya~thd, colloquial Burmese for an upper

Burman). The early Anyathian may be subdivided (mainly on

stratigraphic grounds) into three parts, the late Anyathian into

two parts. Early Anyathian / artifacts are found in situ, but

heavily abraded, in the highest terrace (middle Pleistocene);

late Anyathian 2 artifacts appear in the gravels of terrace 4;

terrace 5 contains Neolithic materials.

There are only minor typological differences between the early

and late Anyathian scraper and chopper tools. The tools are

made in either siliciiied tuff or fossil wood; the tuff has working

properties which are little inferior to flint, and Movius insists

that the rather crude chopper tools were purposely so produced
arid do not depend on limitations imposed by the material.

In his conclusions, Movius gave the most useful synthesis

available so far on the newly recognized chopper tool complex of

southeastern Asia. It seemed clear that this area China (in-

cluding Choukoutien), Burma, Java, Malaya and India sup-

ported a Palaeolithic population which produced rather heavy
stone tools of a distinct chopper type. The general consistency

of this tool type in the Asiatic area (i.e., the area south of the

Amur river) is also emphasized by the absence of the two main

tool preparation traditions of the lower Palaeolithic in Europe
and Africa, the true hand axes (bifaces) and the flake tools. The
areas of distribution of the Asiatic chopper tools and of the

European bifaces and flakes evidently overlap in India, and per-

haps in east and south Africa. Taken with de Terra and Pater-

son's Studies on the Ice Age in India, this volume opens up
vast new vistas in the prehistory of the old world.

In Man, xliii, 17 (March-April 1943), Prof. V. Gordon Childe

considered evidence newly arrived from the Scandinavian coun-

tries to the effect that the classic Danish shell-mound or Erteb011e

materials can no longer be considered as purely Mesolithic.

Recent Danish work on the strand lines shows evidence of dif-

ferent Atlantic transgressions, and a rechecking of the excavations

at Brabrand S0, with an analysis of its pollen content, shows it

to belong to a late Atlantic transgression comparable in date

to Montelius
1

Neolithic III. There seems to be nothing to

]
rcvent the idea that an elemental Erteb011e actually appearejd

at. the time of the early Atlantic transgression (i.e., in the full

Mesolithic range of time). On the other hand, such elements of

the assemblage as pottery, einkorn grain, and ox bones were

probably later and may be assumed as due to contact with

nearby Neolithic groups.

Movius' The Irish Stone Age reported on the excavation of

six Stone Age sites one in County Waterford and five in

Northern Ireland. The first part of the book is an intensive

re-examination of the late glacial and postglacial chronology
of northern and northwestern Europe, with emphasis on Great

Britain and Ireland. The geochronologicai setting is necessary,

since the available Stone Age range of Irish material does not

immediately conform to the "classic industries" of western

Europe. The assemblages in question are called early and late

Larnian (from a concentration of the finds along the coast at

Lame). The earlier material is fixed in time by overlying
beus of Late Boreal-Early Atlantic peat (at least c. 6000 B.C.):

the late Larnian assemblage was still being produced when the

Neolithic peoples began to appear about 2000 B.C. The early

Larnian flint tools include blades, scrapers and picks; super-

ficially tanged points, choppers and a few axes are added in the

late assemblage. The producers of the Larnian materials seem
to have been hunters, food collectors and fishermen, whom
Movius believes to have reached Ireland from northwestern

Europe before the Litorina submergence. They seem to have

been descendants of the final Upper Palaeolithic peoples of

northwestern Europe, and, although later arrivals in Ireland

pushed them into the interior, their basic stock is present in the

Irish people of today.

In Man, xliii, 2 (Jan .-Feb. 1943), Prof. Childe concluded his

series of syntheses of Russian investigations, this article being

concerned with the range of materials from the Mesolithic to

the Iron Age, in the forest zone.

The Near East. Under Zaki Y. Saad, some 735 First Dynasty
graves were cleared at Helwan, near Cairo, Egypt. The materials

contained in the graves are in part shown in the Illustrated

London News (May i, 1943); they consist of pottery and stone

vessels, part of an ivory boat model, and various beads and

pendants of semiprecious stones. It is important to note that

"scarabs" are mentioned as having been used as pendants in the

necklaces, and one such object appears in a photograph. The

proper Egyptian scarab does not appear until the latter half of

the First Intermediate period, and to describe the elongated

bug-shaped object shown in the photograph as a "scarab" is

misleading, in view of the First Dynasty context claimed by
the excavator. The graves also contained curved ivory wands

with animal heads (described as "objets d'art") which are known
from the reliefs to have been held by dancers, and probably
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beaten against one another as cymbals.
As regards Mesopotamia, it is unfortunate that the details

of Seton Lloyd's new excavations (see above) were not avail-

able. The Oriental institute added to its growing list of publica-

tions of the Iraq expedition the volume on Mom Sculpture jrom
the Diyala Region by Prof. Henri Frankfort.

Nelson Glueck carried on an important archaeological survey
for the American School of Oriental Research and the Smith-

sonian institution, on the eastern side of the Jordan valley

(Trans-Jordan). These explorations revealed the ruins of a

large number of ancient sites, with a range of dates (on the

basis of the potsherds collected) from the Chalcolithic to

Byzantine periods. The sites of Biblical times were always built

on easily fortified and usually isolated hills, which dominated

perennial streams and strategic roads sites which might guard

the fertile irrigated plains and streams from which the inhabit-

ants gained their sustenance. By a careful consideration of the

geography of the Biblical narratives and by the various ranges

of dates indicated by the pottery he collected, Glueck has sug-

gested a number of identifications of these sites with towns of

Biblical times. The identifications include Jabesh-Gilead, Zare-

than, Soccoth and Zaphon. The survey also traversed the great

dolmen fields of Trans-Jordan, from Tell el-Hammam to the

Dead sea. Glueck describes the ruins of a stone house which he

suspects was built by the dolmen builders; he follows Prof.

Albright in suggesting a Neolithic (i.e., "Tahunian") date for the

dolmens. In Belleten, vii, 26 (Turk Tarih Kumumu), there is a

short report on the agora at Smyrna in Turkey, with plans,

architectural photographs, and a sketch suggesting the original

appearance of the basilica.

Some 30 tumuli were excavated on the island of Bahrein in

the Persian gulf by P. B. Cornwall (Asia, April 1943, pp. 230 ff).

Two types of tumuli are described, one of simple cairn-like

rock mounds, and one composed of dirt and limestone chips

which usually enclosed a tomb chamber or cist. The same types

were noted in explorations in Saudi Arabia. One large Bahrein

tomb contained the remains of beds, also pottery, bronzes, a

circular ivory box fragment, ostrich shell fragments, and the

skeletons of sheep. The human physical specimens recovered

from the Bahrein tombs were mainly of adult males. An attempt

is made to connect the Bahrein material to that of Mesopotamia,
but this attempt is valid in only the most generalized sense.

In the Geographical Journal, ci, iii (1943), Major R. A. B.

Hamilton describes different types of. ruins he has observed in

the Western Aden Protectorate of Arabia.

Europe. Very little information is available on recent archae-

ological activities within Europe, although the American Journal

of Archaeology, xlvii, 2 (April-June 1943) gives abstracts of

notices contained in a mimeographed Swiss publication (The

New Pallas, vi, 1942) which reached its editors. A number of

the items noticed seem to refer to chance finds, although others

(such as, that the Germans are undertaking research on the

prehistoric cemeteries at Carnac, in Brittany) seem to imply

planned archaeological operations. None of the notices seems

particularly startling in an archaeological sense.

Two Annuals of the British School at Athens (vols. xxxviii

and xxxix) appeared belatedly during 1943. The work of the

late John Pendlebury in the plain of Lasithi, in east central

Crete, and that of Miss Benton in a cave-sanctuary on Polis bay,

Ithaca, were the only reports of excavations which the volumes

contained. Miss Benton's work strengthens the case for the

British school's belief that modern Ithaca is actually the Ithaca

of Odysseus (the Germans believe otherwise).

In England, a fine group of ornaments was discovered in the

graves of prosperous Anglo-Saxon peasants at Nassington near

DIGGING IN AN INDIAN CAVE In Bear Mountain-Harriman Stat< ^

discovered by a Girl Scout in Aug. 1943. The material recovered included

Important remains dating back to the 12th century

Peterborough. The graves .date to the 6th and 7th centuries,

A.D., and the contents show evidence that the people were pagans
and probably worshippers of Odin. Besides brooches, of which

some circular examples bore swastikas, there were spear heads,

shield bosses, needles, and beads of amber and glass, as well as

incised and impressed decorated black burnished pottery. Most

of these materials came from the graves of women.

An early Iron Age fort on an island in Loch Craignish, Argyll,

Scotland, was investigated, as well as a hut circle inside a large

stone-walled enclosure. A rOund-chambered cairn of early Bronze

Age date, found at the north end of the lake, was also studied.

Africa. In Man, xliii, 34 (May-June 1943), J. Joirc gives

an inventory of finds taken from n burial mounds on the

Senegalese coast of Africa, some 122 mi. northeast of Dakar.

The position of the bodies indicates a pre-Islamic date, and the

excavator judges that the people may have been Serers. The finds

consisted mainly of jewellery and weapons, and included one fine

gold pectoral. The pectoral and some of the jewellery appear, in

the opinion of the excavator, to be Mediterranean types, and

trade is postulated as the means for their having reached this

district.

Asia. Workmen digging an air-raid shelter in Chengtu,

Szcchwan province, China, came upon the brick and stone tomb

of Wang Chien, distinguished official and self-appointed emperor

of China in the loth century, A.D. (A.J.A., xlvii, 3, p. 265). At

the back of the tomb chamber was a throne on which stood a

statue (presumably of the dead man); before this was a dragon-

handled coffin, and cases which contained two sets of jade books.

The text in these is a commentary on the reign of Wang Chien.

The coffin and its contents had not been fully investigated.

Sources used in the preparation of this; article, other than those specifically

A. J.A.}, Antiquaries' Journal,mentioned: American Journal oj Archaeology (A

Antiquity, Bulletin oj the American Schools oj Oriental Research

(ti.A.S.O.R.), Geological Magazine. Geographical Journal, Illustrated Lon-

don News, Journal oj Near Eastern Studies (.J.N.E3.), Man. Museum
News, Nature, the *\cu> York Times. (R. J. W.)

Western Hemisphere. All professional archaeological explora-

tions in the western hemisphere were terminated for the duration

of World War II.
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arc^er>' events of nationwide significance in

were the various mail matches conducted by
the National Archery association (N.A.A.), the annual champion-

ship tournament having been cancelled on account of the war.

These mail matches included the i6th annual series of indoor

matches of the Olympic Bowman league in February, the I4th

annual Woman's Intercollegiate Archery tournament and a na-

tionwide Clout shoot in May, a nationwide Target shoot in August
and a nationwide Flight shoot in October.

In the indoor matches, first place in the men's division went

to the Madison Archery club, Madison, Wis., and in the women's

division, to a team from University of Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.

Although most colleges were operating on a revised and

speeded-up schedule because of the war, there were 82 teams

(8 archers to a team) representing 56 colleges taking part in the

Intercollegiate event. This was won by Team i from University

of Connecticut.

Nearly 400 archers competed in the Clout shoot, the men

shooting 36 arrows at 180 yds. and the women and juniors

shooting 36 arrows at 120 yds. A. L. Harrison, AHadena, Calif.,

won in the men's division (score 36-276). Mrs. H. A. Biltzen-

burger, Los Angeles, Calif., won in the women's division (score

36-314) and John Mahoney of San Diego, Calif., won in the

junior division (score 36-290).

The nationwide Target shoot, which brought out an entry list

of nearly 900, was won by C. J. Weese, Newark, N. J., in the

men's division, Mrs. S. Robert Lcaman, Bird-in-Hand, Pa., in

the women's division, John Mahoney, San Diego, Calif., in the

boys' division and Marilyn Reinecke, Chicago, 111., in the girls'

division. Mrs. Leaman turned in a record-breaking score of

72-604 in the Columbia Round.

The regular style event of the nationwide Flight shoot was

won by E. Bud Pierson of Cincinnati, Ohio, with a shot of 522

yds. 5^ in., which betters the previous N.A.A. record by over

1 6 yds. The free style event was won by Mike Humbert of

Springboro, Ohio, with a shot of 566 yds.

The National Field Archers association conducted a series of

field archery events by mail. (L. C. S.)

Architecture.
By 1943 practically all building of any conse-

quence to the development of architecture

had been arrested by the war. The controversies between modern-

ism and traditionalism, the rise of national styles, the growth
of regional characteristics were blotted out by more urgent

problems confronting the peoples of the earth in their strife for

freedom and existence.

Planning for the postwar period began in England and America.

Building was considered an important factor in the absorption

of manpower released by demobilization and termination of war

production. The devastation caused by aerial bombing demanded

reconstruction the better life promised the people after the

war required replanning of towns and regions. War-expanded
industries be^an to concern themselves with postwar uses for

their materials and production facilities. Out of these conditions

arose new opportunities for architects, and architecture itself

took on a new concept; it became a social function for the

benefit of the community. These changes found expression in the

publication of plans for towns and regions, in official reports,

in literature, propaganda pamphlets, advertisements and in exhi-

bitions.

In the practice of architecture a closer co-operation between

designers and technicians was demanded. The increasing com-

plexity of building operations coupled with the desire for greater

(efficiency and economy gave advantages to the larger organiza-

tions in which the talents of architects, engineers, cost estimators,

and construction managers were combined. A large volume of

planning and design was also carried out by public bureaus and

the design offices or research laboratories of industries.

Planning and Design. The plans for postwar building were

aimed at social betterment. Architects and town planners

directed their efforts toward the elimination of squalor, the avoid-

ance of crowding and congestion in centres of population, the

opening of built-up areas by parks and playgrounds, the infiltra-

tion of sunshine and healthy surroundings into the urban districts

and through larger windows even into the buildings themselves.

Where aerial warfare had brought destruction, reconstruction

was combined with social improvement and modernization of the

pattern of the communities. Here as well as in countries un-

touched by devastation, it was realized that the older towns and

cities were ripe for reconstruction and that this work provided
a large field of employment for the postwar period.

In the design of postwar communities and buildings a greater

intermingling of society under more stringent economic condi-

tions was anticipated. Government and municipality, it was

thought, would have to provide more public facilities for the

education, welfare, and recreation of the people. Housing, schools,

nurseries, health clinics, hospitals and neighbourhood recreational

centres were therefore the buildings to which emphasis was given.

The conflict between modern and traditional architecture re-

mained undecided. Certain changes had, however, established

themselves. The thinner walls and larger windows resulting from

modern building technique produced a less massive appearance,
the interiors were more open and allowed for greater flexibility

in use, meaningless ornamental decoration was absent.

In British writings, attention was called to the charm and

fine qualities of the traditional architecture of the past, the

beauty of the landscape and its harmony with the mellow quali-

HOTEL STATLER, Washington, D.C. Holabird & Root, architects; A. R. Clai.

assistant architect



tics of the old buildings. Simultaneously, and often by the same

authors, it was considered probable that the modern movement
through which design was passing during the intcrwar period
would be continued after the war with increased tempo. In

America it was predicted that the revolutionary changes in

architecture which for so long had been only an intellectual

ideal would come into existence as a technological necessity.
The American Public Health association, through its committee
on the hygiene of housing, had analyzed building requirements
in the light of man's psychological and physiological needs and
isolated the considerations that entered into the design of build-

ings for human needs. Scientific research was applied to the

development of new building materials, construction methods and
the design of building equipment. For example, the Pierce

Foundation in New York carried out research and technical work
"to the end that (he general hygiene and comfort of human beings
and their habitations may be advanced." Problems were here

analyzed on the basis of human as well as economic requirements.
Revere Copper and Brass, Inc., invited a group of well-known
U.S. architects and designers to present in pamphlet form their

conception of the buildings of the future.

Materials and Methods. Three related forces presaged the

coming of a revolutionary era in house technology: First, pre-
fabrication and mass production of houses or components
thereof; second, an immense progress in building technique as

exemplified by modern construction, heating and air-conditioning,

soundproofing, illumination and automatic control; third, the

development of new materials, primarily plastics, plywood and

light noncorroding metals. The war had given to prefabrication
a fair volume of production in the demand for soldiers' huts and
war workers' housing; in both cases the use was temporary and
the living standards were consequently kept at a minimum. For

postwar demands, standards were to be raised while costs were
to be kept down. Multiple use of standardized sections, inter-

changeability of components of buildings similar to that of parts
of the automobile, flexible and efficient planning, and reduction in

field labour were the measures proposed for the accomplishment
of these aims. An effort was made to arrive at a uniform basis

or module to building dimensions. The function of every part
of a residence was rcstudied in the light of social, economic and

technological changes. Imaginative proposals stirred public in-

terest. For example, it was suggested that the function of the

kitchen be taken over by built-in equipment within the living
or dining space; the tight shop-like kitchen which was the ideal

of the prewar period was to disappear in favour of a more

spacious room suitable for dining, living or children's play area.

Sink, refrigerator and stove were all being considered for radical

new design. Bathrooms were to be mass produced as one piece
units composed of inter-connected fixtures completely piped and
finished.

Building technique continued in its progress of supplying with

ever increasing precision man's comfort within buildings. Interest

continued to be focused on radiant heating (the warming of

floors, walls or ceilings) and air-conditioning as a means to

winter and summer comfort. Ultra-violet ray lamps were some-
times installed to kill germs. Eye fatigue was scientifically corn-

batted in the design of illumination; the trend to increase the

intensity of artificial lighting and to create brightness continued.

Acoustic products and acoustic treatments were developed to

prevent sound penetration between rooms and to provide for

local absorption.

The demand for an increased speed of construction brought
on by World War II combined with the high cost and relative

inefficiency of labour at the building site had caused a move-
ment away from natural materials toward the synthetic products.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND HEALTH, RJO de Janeiro, Brazil. Lucio
Costa, Oscar Niemeyer, Afonso Reidy, Carlos Lcao, Jorge Moreira and Ernanl
Vasconcelos, architects; Le Corbusier, consultant

Increasingly stone and brick were substituted by cement prod-

ucts, plaster by wall boards, decorative clay tile by a variety of

sheet materials, etc. Prominent among the new materials were

plywood, plastics and light noncorroding metals for which the

aeroplane demands of the war had created enlarged production
facilities. New architectural uses for plastics products were in-

vestigated; pliable sheeting was developed for purposes of insula-

tion and decorative covering; semirigid or rigid sheeting for wall

boards and tiles; extruded products for mouldings, edgings, hand-

rails, sunblinds, etc.; and finished moulded articles for structural

functions, built-in fixtures arid fittings, hardware, etc.

Examples of 1943 Architecture. In the United States, the

stringent control oxer materials enforced by the War Production

board allowed only the building of essential war plants, housing
for war workers, construction for military needs and the erection

of buildings absolutely necessary to the safety and welfare of

the public.

The housing for workers at the Ford bomber plant at Willow

Run, Mich., was accomplished by the use of diverse types of

structures: trailers, prefabricated single and multiple family

houses and dormitories. Here as elsewhere the need for com-

munity centres to provide the eating, shopping, recreational and

administrative facilities for the population was realized. Schools

and nurseries for the children of war workers and infirmaries

were also built. The firm of Eliel and Eero Saarinen and Robert

F. Swanson was prominent among the architects for Willow Run.

The welfare building at the naval training station at Great

Lakes, 111., Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, architects, showed <in

ingenious use of laminated wood beams for the creation of long

spans. Simplicity combined with unusual size gave impressive

qualities to another naval training station on the east coast of
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ships in architecture were exchanged between the countries of the

Americas. (See also BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. H. Forshaw, P. Abercrombie, County of London Plan

(i943); Royal Institute of British Architects, Rebuilding Britain (1943);
F. J. Osborn, cd., Rebuilding Britain Series (1941-43); Co-operative Per-

manent Building Society Series, Design for Britain (1942-43); R. Tubbs,
Living in Cities (1942); J. M. Richards, The Bombed Buildings of Britain

(1942); D. E. E. Gibson, Plan for the New Coventry (1941); Bournville

Village Trust, When We Build Again (1941); American Public Health As-

sociation, Housing For Health (1941); J. M. Richards, An Introduction to

Modern Architecture (1940); P. L. Goodwin and G. E. Kidder Smith,
Brazil Builds (1943); Eliel Saarinen, The City (1943). Periodicals for the

year 194.?, The Architectural Review (London); Journal of the R.I.B.A.

(London); The Architectural Forum (New York); The Architectural Rec-
ord (Xew York); The New Pencil Points (New York). (W. F. B.)

RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURING LABORATORIES of G. D. Searle & Co.,

Skokie. III. Herbert Banse, architect

the United States, Eggers and Higgins, architects.

The Statler hotel in Washington, Holabird and Root, A. R.

Clas, associated architects, showed in the treatment of the guest

rooms and public spaces the current trend of development in

hotel design. The public lobby was broken up into a series of

intimate spaces and segregated into the functions of lounging, the

transaction of hotel business, and circulation. The guest rooms

were furnished in the character of living rooms.

The house of John B. Ncsbilt at Brentwood, Calif., Richard

Neutra, architect, was indicative of a trend of departure from

the severe character of the early functional style of architecture.

Here as well as in the Weston Havens house at Berkeley, Calif.,

Harwell H. Harris, architect, a certain artistic freedom akin to

poetry was reintroduced into modern architecture to create a

play of form and of light and shade, and to add life to unadorned

surfaces by the introduction of growing plants.

England's architectural activity was primarily devoted to plans

for the rebuilding of Britain. The County of London plan pre-

pared by J. II. Forshaw and P. Abercrombie at the request of

Lord Reith, minister of works, proposed a so-year program aimed

at the repair of war damage combined with improvements to

obsolescence, bad and unsuitable housing, inchoate communities,

uncorrelatcd road systems, industrial congestion, a low level of

urban design, inequality in the distribution of open spaces and

increasing congestion. With an open mind to coming changes in

architectural styles it advocated a liberal control of street archi-

tecture for harmony in aesthetic effect. The plan for the recon-

struction of Coventry also aimed to create order and design out

of disorder and destruction.

Housing, both temporary and permanent, and the few public

buildings which were completed in wartime illustrate the develop-

ment of British architecture. The estates for workers in the

north of England designed by Arthur W. Kenyon combined the

spirit of the modern age with the dignity of British brick archi-

tecture of the Georgian period. A temporary quality of design

which war necessity gave to architecture was shown in a hostel

for British war workers, F. R. S. Yorke, architect. The architec-

ture of public buildings was exemplified in the Friern Barnet

municipal offices in north London, Sir John Brown and A. E.

Henson, architects. Here classic monumentally was expressed
in motives somewhat influenced by Swedish architecture.

.The architecture of South America, especially Brazil, came
into prominence in the United States through an exhibition first

held at the Museum of Modern Art in New York and later at

the museums of other important cities. Lectureships and scholar-

ArrhlVPC Natmnal
Thc National Archives was estab

nililllfbdf IKUIUlluL lished by an act of Congress approved

June 19, 1934. Its primary' objective is to make the experience

of the American government and the American people as it is

embodied in noncurrcnt records of the federal government avail-

able to guide and assist the government and the people in plan-

ning and conducting their activities. This is accomplished by

selecting, assembling, preserving, organizing and making avail-

able for use the noncurrent records of the United States govern-
ment that have permanent value.

There were on July 30, 1943, about 542,000 cu.ft. of records in

the custody of the archivist of the United States. These in-

cluded, in addition to the bulk of the older records, nearly all

the records of emergency agencies of World War I, which have

been extensively used in the planning and conduct of the present

war. A 680 page Handbook of Federal World War Agencies and

their Records was published in 1943.

A special function of The National Archives is the daily publi-

cation of the Federal Register, which contains all current ad-

ministrative orders, rules and regulations issued by federal

agencies that have general applicability and legal effect, including

many documents on priorities, the selective service, export con-

trol and other phases of the war effort.

The Franklin D. Roosevelt Library at Hyde Park, which was

dedicated in 1941, is administered by the archivist of the United

States. The museum portions of the building are open to the

public and the library is assembling and arranging the papers of

the president and his associates. (S. J. Bu.)

Areas and Populations of the Countries

nff tho Wnrlri
e tac tat ows ^ves tlle area

>

III illB IfUllll* ulation, and population per square mile for

the various countries of the world. For many countries it was
difficult under conditions of 1943 to secure population data which

were entirely satisfactory. The latest available figures relate to

different dates in different countries; and in some cases dif-

ferent dates connote different areas. The table gives figures for

practically the entire world, however, with a minimum of overlap
or similar complication and with a sufficient degree of accuracy
to serve as a source of general information with respect to the

relativ^ importance of the several countries.
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Name of State

Bulgaria .............
Burma ..............
Canada .......... : . . .

Chile ....... ........
China and dependencies (incl. Man-

churia) .............
Colombia .............
Costa Rica . . ..........
Cuba ...............
Czechoslovakia (1937 area) .....
Denmark (exclusive of Greenland) . .

Dominican Republic ........
Ecuador (cxcl. of uninhabited territory)

Egypt (exd. of uninhabited territory) .

Estonia ..............
Ethiopia (Abyssinia) ........
Finland ..............
Erance (incl. Alsace Lorraine; ....
French colonial empire .......
Germany (1939 area: incl. Austria) . .

Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United Kingdom of .......

Greece ..............
Greenland (Danish colony) .....
Guatemala.............
Haiti ...............
Honduras ............
Hungary (1942 area) ........
Iceland ..............
India (exclusive of Burma) .....
Jran (Persia) ...........
Jraq ...............
Ireland (Eire) ...........
Italian colonial empire .......
Italy ...............
Japan (proper) ...........
Japanese empire ..........
Latvia ..............
Liberia ..............
Liechtenstein ...........
Lithuania .............
Luxembourg ............
Mexico ..............
Nepal ..............
Netherlands ............
Netherlands colonial empire .....
Newfoundland and Labrador ....
New Zealand............
Nicaragua .............
Norway (including Svalbard) ....
Panama (exclusive of Canal Zone) . .

Paraguay (area adjusted) ......
Peru (revised area) .........
Poland (1938 area) .........
Portugal (inc. Azores and Madeira Isls. )

Portuguese colonial empire......
Rumania (1941 area) ........
Salvador .............
San Marino ............
Saudi Arabia ...........
South Africa, Union of .......
Spain (including Canary Isls.) ....
Spanish colonial empire .......
Sweden ..............
Switzerland ............
Thailand (Siam) ..........
Turkey ..............
United States ......... . .

United States territories and possessions
Uruguay .............
U.S.S.R. (1938 area) ........
Venezuela ........ .....
Yugoslavia (1939 area) .......

Area
(in Square
Miles)

42,741
233,501

3,604,591
280,486

4,480,992
439,768
iQ,;W>

44.015
54*244
17,143
19,305

1 75,7 f)

3iSO,ioo

18,340
347,490
134,324
212,741

4,703,013
314,038

94,5*7
50,193
31,284
42,471
10,039
59,459
61,892
39,768

1,574,902
634,362
116,602

26,641
1,240,147
124,015
147,490
115,164
25,405
46,332

77
23,089
1,004

760,231
54,054
12,741

790,794
162,934
105,212
49,421

149,035
28,958

153,282
482,239
149,922
35,59&

803,638
74,903
13,127

39
1,003,860
794,208
194,981
128,696
173,350
15,830

200,000
296,525

3,022,387
71 2,838

72,201
8,176,054
352,123
gi,42S

Population Population
(ooo's

omitted)

6,676
10,824
1 1^507

5,024

457,835
9,388
672

4,232
15,239
3,903
1,650
3,000
16,783
1,122

9,300
3,675

41,980
72,086
79,375

47,786
7,336

18

3,368
2,600
1,258

13,644
I2O

388,098
15,000
3,56l
2,963

4,651
44,533
73,114
31,632
1,951

2,500
12

2,925
30i

10,546
5,6oo
0,076
71,828

296
1,639
i ,380

2,953
632

1,015

7,023
35,000
7,761

10,83!
T 7,Ol8
1,830

15

7.0QO
10,521
26,222

962
6,458
4,284
KS,7i7
17,858

135,646
18,833

2,164
172,000

3.653

15,920

per Square
Mile

156-2
72-0
3-1

17-5

IO2-2

21-3
34-8
96-1

280-9
227-7
85-5
17-1

43-5
61-2
26-8

27-4
197-3

i 5 -3

252*8

505-6
146-2

0-6

79-3

250-0
21-2

220-4
3-0

247-0
23-6
30-5
in-2

3*1

359-1
495-7
274-7
76-8
S4-o

155-8
126-7

299-8
25-7

103-6
712-3
90-8
1-8

15-6
27-9
19-8
21-8
6-6

14-6
233-9
218-0

13-5
227-2
139*4
384-6

7-0

13-2

'34-5
7-5

37-3
270-6
78-6
60-2

44-9
26-4
30-0
21-0

10-4
174-1

World Total 51,762,060 2,209,376 42-7

A republic on the southeastern coast of South

America, second largest state on the continent

Area: 1,079,965 sq.mi. The religion is Roman Catholic, the

language, Spanish.

An official estimate of the population as of Dec. 31, 1943, was

13.709.238 persons (1941: iS-S^JSS). Argentine-born persons

made up 76.9% of the total population (1940 est.), foreign-bon

(mainly Europeans) 19.9%, and mixed-bloods 3.2%. The basi<

stock is Spanish, with immigrants since 1860 estimated as 42%
Italian, 33% Spanish, 8% Russian and Polish, 4% German anc

Austrian. The capital city is Buenos Aires (pop. est. 2,557,586 or

March 31, 1943). Other major cities (with est. pop.) are Rosaric

(540,000); Avellaneda (a Buenos Aires suburb) (386,000); La

Plata (248,000); Cordoba (273,852); Santa Fe (150,000); Tucu-

man (149,214); Bahia Blanca (114,148); Parana (80,000). More
than 50% of the population is classed as urban.

History. In spite of powerful pressure from the United Na-

tions, Argentina refused to sever diplomatic relations with the

axis during 1943. At times in the year, notably shortly before

President Ramon Castillo was displaced by a revolution (June

3-4), and in the first few clays of the new administration then

established, rumours indicated that a break might be impending,

but control of foreign affairs remained in the hands of Argen-

tineans who were determined to pursue an isolationist policy. In

late 1942 a charge by the United States that active espionage

was being carried on in Argentina had resulted in an investiga-

tion, as well as in some temporary restrictions on axis communi-

cations, and charges of espionage faced the German naval and

air attache, Capt. Otto Niubuhr, as a result. When he claimed

diplomatic immunity, his recall was requested on Jan. 18, 1943.

In the same period there was a sharp exchange of notes between

the British and Argentine governments over the former's criticism

PRESIDENT PEDRO RAMfREZ of Argentina (right) reviewing troops after his

military coup d'6tat of June 4, 1943, which overthrew the regime of Pres.

Ram6n S. Castillo
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of Argentine isolation. Argentina was pointedly ignored by Vice- tendered resignation.

President Wallace of the United States while on a South Amer-

ican visit in April, nor was it invited to be present at the United

Nations Food conference held in the United States in May.
In internal politics the federal government retained emergency

powers under the state of siege indefinitely extended Dec. 14,

1942. Much attention was focused upon political alignments in

view of the presidential election due in 1945. Chief opponent of

administration policy was former president Augustin P. Justo;

his sudden death Jan. 10 removed one of the most powerful

opponents of isolation. By June, President Castillo had broken

Argentine precedent by coming out openly in favour of Ro-

bustiano Patron Costas, with the administration coalition (the

National Democrat and Radical Anti-Personalist parties; falling

in line with the president. The plans and policies of the admin-

istration were aimed particularly at gaining the support of mod-

erates. On the other hand, liberal Argentine parties found diffi-

culty in settling former rivalries so that they could organize an

effective opposition campaign.

On June 3-4 a comparatively bloodless revolution, headed by

General Arturo Rawson and General Pedro P. Ramirez, deposed

President Castillo and established a provisional administration

(on June 18 it was officially decreed permanent). For two days

the presidential office was held by General Rawson; he then

resigned and was replaced by Ramirez.

Allied observers at first hoped that the new government would

break with the axis, but cabinet and other appointments, as well

as a vigorously nationalistic policy, soon made it apparent that

the new government was even more conservative than that which

it had displaced. Many of its leaders, including President Ramirez

himself, had been associated with Argentine fascist groups. A rig-

orous proscription of pro-Allied newspapers followed a wave of

criticism of the government's policy; in September alone more

than 70 papers were suspended for varying periods of time, and

some editors were jailed. When a federal interventor (Bruno

Genta) discharged many liberal members of the staff of the great

Litoral university of Entre Rios, a serious student riot took

place. In the last two months of 1943 there were additional

disturbances among the students of other universities. The gov-

ernment suspended many pro-Allied organizations (including the

Junta Feminina de la Victoria, a women's aid group not normally

concerned with politics) on the charge that they were communist.

Similar attempts against labour unions resulted in extensive

strikes, with the government forced to modify its position in

some cases. One of the most serious strikes started among the

meat-packing employees of Avcllaneda plants, in September, and

lasted until Oct. 4, with a number of persons killed or in-

jured during demonstrations. Late in November a general strike

started in Mar del Plata over a new six-peso bicycle tax, and

when police tried to punish strikers the action spread until

some 30,000 workers had stopped work. The strike was not ended

until Dec. 15, by which time arrested labour leaders had been

released and the bicycle tax reduced to 50 centavos.

In the first week in September Foreign Minister Segundo Storni

made an effort to secure lend-leasc aid to be used to buy mili-

tary supplies, but in response to the request the United States

secretary of state, Cordell Hull, refused on the basis that Argen-

tina was not co-operating with other American nations in main-

taining hemisphere security. The interchange resulted in the

resignation of Admiral Storni, but no change in general policy

took place. Meanwhile, in the same month, General Rawson de-

layed in taking the post of ambassador to Brazil, to which he had

been appointed, and instead toured the country making addresses

in favour of a break with the axis powers. The administration

finally had to order him to Rio de Janeiro, refusing to accept his

Internal policies of the Ramirez administration included a

number of measures designed to secure popular support: abolition

of the official wine and grain boards, elimination of the hated

Buenos Aires transportation monopoly, cuts in telephone, light

and power rates, establishment of a national rental reduction

measure, a reduction in the civil service for purposes of economy,
an increase in pay for government employees, an increase in the

minimum wage for farm labour, and an increase in farm loans to

the amount of 20,000,000 pesos.

The most important international agreement made by Argentina

during 1943 was the contract signed with Great Britain on

Aug. 23 by which the entire exportable meat surplus of Argentina

was put under contract for a period of two years from Oct. i,

1942. The purchase was made by Great Britain for the United

Nations. In November the same two nations entered into a price-

fixing agreement on quebracho (tanbark). Other commercial

treaties were signed with Chile and with Ecuador.

Argentina's favourable trade balance for the first nine months

of 1943 was estimated at $73,500.000. In mid-September it was

announced that 33,000,000 of the nation's 46,000,000 London-

held bonds would be repatriated. In May the British-owned

province of Buenos Aires waterworks was purchased by the gov-
ernment for 12,000,000 pesos, and in December the U.S.-owned

street railway system of the city of Tucuman was purchased by
the municipality. The greatest war-caused shortages felt in Argen-
tina were in regard to fuel oils, with linseed oil and corn used in

large quantities as a substitute, and in regard to rubber. Food-

stuffs were generally plentiful.

Education. Argentina provides free and compulsory educa-

tion for its citizens. Elementary schools in 1941 numbered 14,059;

secondary schools, 445 (in 1940). Enrolment in elementary
schools was 2,005,462; in the secondary division, 75,903. Of the

latter 42,000 students attended the 197 normal schools of the

nation. There were in 1939 1,167 private schools with an enrol-

ment of 139,917.

Finance. The monetary unit is the peso, free value in 1943

25 cents U.S. (official type A exchange peso: 26.8 cents U.S.;

type B exchange peso: 23.6 cents U.S.). The budget for 1943

placed expenditures at 1,204,000,000 pesos; in July it was esti-

mated officially that the deficit for the year would amount to

between 360,000,000 and 400,000,000 pesos (in 1942 expenditures

had been 1,250,800,000 pesos; receipts: 1,001,700,000 pesos).

Revenue for the first half of 1943 was 489,582,000 pesos; the

largest sources of income were the income tax (133,793,000

pesos), excise duties (132,602,000 pesos) and customs (62,857.-

ooo pesos). The 1944 administrative budget (prepared before

the revolution) estimated ordinary expenditures at 1,301,100,000

pesos; revenue at 1,107,300,000 pesos. The public debt as of

Dec. 31, 1943, was 6,243,300,000 pesos (1941: 5,783,900.000

pesos). Gold and foreign exchange reserves in the Central bank on

June 30, 1943, amounted to 2,580,200,000 pesos; notes in circu-

lation were 1,691,960,000 pesos in value.

Trade and Communicatian. In 1942 Argentina's trade to-

talled in value 3,063,319,700 pesos (exports: 1,788,958,100 pesos;

imports: 1,274,361,600 pesos). Figures released for Jan. i-June

30, 1943, valued the total foreign trade for the period at 1,323.-

764,300 pesos (1942: i. 584, 1 15,000 pesos). Exports were 880,135.-

500 pesos in value, imports amounted to 443,628,800 pesos. Prin-

cipal imports were: fuels and lubricants (1,160,500 short tons);

stone, earth, glass and pottery (839,700 short tons) ; wood and

manufactures (278,900 short tons); chemicals and drugs (104,170

short tons); iron and manufactures (106,800 short tons); food-

stuffs (91,500 short tons); textiles (70,100 short tons); paper

products (75,950 short tons). Leading exports for the first half-
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year were (in short tons): meat (250,000); wheat (894,700);
linseed (169,300); meat sundries (80,250); hides and skins

(79,700); wool (60.950); quebracho products (68,100); maize

(98,200); vegetable oils (56,550); minerals (51,250); oats

(42,770).
In 1943 there were in operation 7,873 mi. of state-owned and

17,954 mi. of privately-owned railways. The national highway

system approximated 36,600 mi., of which 11.224 mi. was listed

as improved. Air transportation by Pan American gave service

to all parts of America. The state merchant marine amounted
to 38 vessels (approximately 200,000 gross tons).

Agriculture. The chief resources of Argentina are agricul-

tural and pastoral, with about 11% and 45% respectively of the

total area of the country devoted to these activities in 1941.

Cereal production for the crop year 1942-43 was officially esti-

mated as follows (in short tons): wheat (7,054,700); maize

(2,138.500); oats (639,300); barley (358,800); rye (165,300);
rice (111,300). Linseed production for 1942-43 was officially esti-

mated at 1,681,000 short tons. Production (1941) of other oil-

bearing seeds was (in short tons): rapeseed 53.391; peanuts

(shelled) 55,611; cottonseed 96,566; sunflower seed 442,803.

Sugar production (1942) was 398,812 short tons; tobacco (official

estimate 1942-43 year) 16,443 short tons.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing became increasingly impor-
tant in Argentina after 1936; the total value of industrial produc-
tion (value added to that of raw materials) was estimated (1941 )

at approximately 3,400,000,000 pesos. Chief items of production
were foodstuffs, textiles, forest products, paper products and

chemicals. The number of industrial establishments in 1940 was

estimated at 57,200; staff employed at 765,000 persons.

Mineral Production. A total of 12,714,969 short tons of

rocks and minerals was extracted in 1941, total value estimated

at 183,051,000 pesos (increases of 4.3% and 7.4%, respectively,

over 1940 figures). Metalliferous concentrates amounted to 122.-

033 short tons (value: 27,206,000 pesos); non-metalliferous

(fuel, rock salts, etc.) totalled 12,592,935 short tons (value:

155,845,000 pesos); of this petroleum amounted to 3,857,782
short tons. (Sec also FASCISM.) (D. RD.)

The "Apache state" lies in the southwestern part of

the United States of America. It borders Mexico

on the south; the Colorado river forms most of the western bound-

ary. Area, 113,909 sq.mi. including 329 sq.mi. of water. Pop.

(1940) 499,261, 65.2% rural and 34.8% urban. Native and

foreign-born whites (including Mexicans) numbered 389,955 and

36,837 respectively; Negroes 14,993; other races (mostly In-

dians), 57,476. Estimated population of the state March i, 1943
was 578,756. The capital is Phoenix with a population (1940)
of 65,414; chief cities: Tucson (36,818); Douglas (8,623); Mesa

(7,224); Globe (6,141); Prcscott (6,018); Bisbee (5,853); Yuma
(5>325) and Flagstaff (5,080).

History. The state officials in 1943 were: chief justice.

Archibald G. McAlister; governor, Sidney P. Osborn; secretary

of state, Dan E. Garvey; attorney-general, Joe Conway; treas-

urer, James D. Brush. The state legislature of 1943 passed 96 acts.

An act was passed authorizing the signing of a contract between

the United States of America arid Arizona providing for "deliv-

ery for use in this state of all such waters of the Colorado river

as are available for use in this state." On Dec. 18, 1943 Utah

withdrew objectiops to the contract for Arizona's participation

in the Colorado river compact. On Dec. 21, California requested
an oral hearing before approving.

Education. According to the report of 1941-42 the net enrol-

ment and the number of teachers in the public schools stood

respectively as follows: elementary schools, 92,780 and 3,044;

high schools, 23,650 and 937. In addition there were 58 private

and parochial schools.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. In Nov. 1943 there

were 26,985 persons receiving assistance from the state depart-

ment of social security and welfare. The total state appropriation
to the department for 1943 was $1,856,200. Other state appro-

priations for 1943: industrial school $65,752; juvenile girl offend-

ers $55,000; pioneer home $79,650; prison $182,195; state

hospital for the insane $439,000.
'

.,

Communication. There was in 1943 a total of 3,678 mi. of

highway in Arizona; improved state highway 2,800 mi.; unim-

proved state highway 877 mi. There were 2,165 mi- f railroads.

Banking and Finance. National banks in 1943: deposits

$169,881,098; loans and discounts $33,707,645; U.S.' government
securities $90,617,789; stocks, bonds and other securities $3,783.-

804. State banks: deposits $54,811,930; loans and discounts

$9,772,061; U.S. government securities $26,333,411; stocks,

bonds and other securities $3,077,201.

Agriculture. To meet the labour shortage in 1943 many
Indians frttm r^s^rvntinrn* \wro pmnlnvpH
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leading Agricultural Products of Arizona, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. Less than 10% of the population was en-

gaged in manufacturing. The most important industries were

food, textile, metal and lumber products.

Mineral Production. The mine production of copper for 1942

was 390,500 short tons. Production for 1943 was estimated to be

higher than in the previous year. (H. A. H.)

Arkansas is an inland state in the south-central

U.S.A., admitted to the union in 1836. Area 53,102

sq.mi., 377 of which are normally under water.

Pop. (1940) of 1,949,387 amounted to an increase for the

decade between 1930 and 1940 of 94,905, or a gain of 5.1%.

The average of inhabitants to the square mile is 37 persons.

There are 53 towns and cities in the state having a total popu-

lation of 431,910 urban and 1,517,477 rural. The Negro popu-

lation was 506,770. Capital, Little Rock (pop. 1940, 88,039).

Other cities: Fort Smith, 36,584; Hot Springs, 21,370; Pine

Bluff, 21,290; North Little Rock, 21,137.

History. The general assembly met in Jan. 1943 for its 54th

regular session. Except for passage of the Abington bill, which

outlawed the forcing of strikes by violence, controversial meas-

ures were significantly avoided.

The governor in 1943 was Homer M. Adkins, Democrat, re-

elected in 1942. Other officers were J. L. Shaver, lieutenant

governor; C. G. Hall, secretary of state; Guy E. Williams, at-

torney general; J. Oscar Humphrey, auditor; Earl Paje, treasurer;

and Claud A Rankin, land commissioner. The fiscal affairs of

the state continued through 1943 on solid footing.

Education. School attendance declined, as shown by the fol-

lowing comparison of state-wide attendance:

1941-42
1943-43

White

34-1,285

329,611

Negro

109,704
106,844

Total

453,989
436,455

There were 7,292 white and 2,213 Negro teachers in the ele-

mentary schools in 1942-43, and 3,627 white and 468 Negro
teachers in the high schools.

Public Welfare, Charities and Correction. The state in

1943 maintained some 30 charitable and correctional institutions,

including the state penitentiary farms, the state farm for women,

girls' industrial school, boys' industrial school, Negro boys' in-

dustrial school, state hospital for nervous diseases, state's gen-

eral hospital, tuberculosis sanatoriums, school for the blind,

school for the deaf, Confederate veteran's home, children's home
and hospital. The legislature of 1943 appropriated $4,000,000
for expenditure through the state department of public welfare

in the fiscal year 1943-44.

Communication. The highways, local, state and federal,

totalled about 75,000 mi. in 1943. Of the state and federal sys-

tem of nearly 10,000 mi., about 7.700 mi. were hard-surfaced

with asphalt, concrete or gravel. There were about 5,000 mi. of

railways in the state in 1943.

Bonking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, there were in

Arkansas 161 state banks and trust companies, with combined
resources of $204.492,580.95 and deposits of $190,153,515.75;

also eight building and loan associations, with resources of

$3^456,944.32. There were 51 national banks, with assets of $252,-

354,000 and deposits of $245,961,000.

The total bonded debt of Arkansas on Dec. 31, 1943, stood at

$142,218,016.67, a reduction for the year of $3,707,507.33. On
that date, the state treasury had a cash balance, unhypothecated,
of $17,700,000.

Agriculture. Farming in Arkansas in 1943 w^s hit hard

nearly everywhere by the worst drought in the history of the

state. Cattle, hogs, sheep and work stock on Arkansas farms at

the beginning of 1943 were valued at $118,147,000 There were

approximately 216,000 separate farms in the state in 1943.

Table \. Leading Agricultural Products of Arkansas, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. Lumber cut from Arkansas forests in 1943
measured in excess of 1,572,598,000 bd.ft. The output of manu-
factured lumber products was estimated at $100,000,000. The an-

nual output of other industries was estimated in 1943 at $50,-

000,000, not including the manufacture of aluminum at two new

plants built by the federal government at a cost of $70,000,000.

Table II. Principal Mineral Products of Arkansas, 1942 and 1941

* Barrels. tShort tons. JLong tons. Thousand cubic feet. ||Gallons
INot available for publication, at the request of the Office of War Censorship.

Mineral Production. Mining operations in Arkansas in 1942

yielded products valued at $55,472,084. (D. T. Hj

Armies of the World.
Because of the military need for

censorship, no current data, official

or otherwise, are available covering the statistics of this subject.
The usual article is therefore omitted for the duration of the war.

(For related topics see AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD; MUNITIONS
op WAR; SELECTIVE SERVICE, U.S.; WORLD WAR II.)

Armitage, Albert Borlase
(1864-1943), British ex-

plorer, was born July 2 at

Balquihidder, Perthshire, Scotland. He was second ia command
of the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition to the north pole, 1894-
97, and was navigator of the vessel "Discovery" during the

British National Antarctic expedition, 1901-04. He served at sea

throughout World War I, and was made commodore of the

Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Line, 1923. He retired from
the P. & O in 1924. Armitage, who had been given the rank

of captain, retired, in the royal naval reserve in 1923, died Nov. 2.

Army, U.S.: see SELECTIVE SERVICE; UNITED STATES.

Arnira, Dietloff Juergen von
of a wealthy and noble family. Little is known of his youth and

early military career outside of Germany. An expert in tank



ARNOLD, HENRY H.

warfare, he had worked with Marshal Ervvin Rommel before

World War II and helped Hitler build up the wehrmacht. One
of his first commands was as head of a panzer division. He later

was transferred to the infantry and participated in the Polish

campaign as commander of an infantry division. Early in the

Tunisian campaign of 1942-43, there was considerable confusion

as to the exact status of Arnim. In Jan. 1943, it was disclosed

that he had been placed in command of axis armies in Tunisia,

but later reports said that Marshal Rommel, Marshal Albert

Kesselring and Gen. Walther von Nehring were also in command
of part or all of axis forces in Tunisia. When Rommel returned

to Germany in March 1943, for "reasons of health," Arnim
was believed to have been given over-all command. On May 7,

J 943) when the Allies took both Bizerte and Tunis, Arnim 's

units were driven back to the Cape Bon peninsula. On May 12,

he indignantly branded Gen. Eisenhower's terms for unconditional

surrender as "outrageous," but was compelled to accept them as

his armies were shattered beyond repair. He was captured and

taken prisoner to England.
*-J. . : . '''..

Arnnlrf Uonrv U ( l886~ ) u -s - army officer, was

nillUlll, nClllj II. born June 25 in Gladwyn, Pa. He was

graduated from West Point in 1907 and served in the Philippines

until 1909. He set an altitude record in 1912, and was the first

aviator to use radio in reporting artillery tire observed from a

plane. During World War I he headed the information service

of the signal corps's aviation division. Gen. Arnold led a round-

trip flight of army bombers to Alaska in 1934. He was named

major general, chief of the air corps, 1938. In Oct. 1940, he be-

came the nation's first acting deputy chief of staff in charge of

co-ordinating all matters pertaining to the air corps. In May
1941 Pres. Roosevelt made him a full-fledged deputy chief of staff,

and on Dec, 15, 1941, the president named him for temporary

promotion to the rank of lieutenant general.

In March 1942 Arnold was made commanding general of the

army air force, which was put on an equal footing with the

UNDERGROUND MAZE of a shelter constructed for British art treasures in a
Welsh mountain. Paintings are moved from one part to another in scaled cars

along a 1,000-ft. tunnel
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ground forces. Just a year later, March 19, 1943, he was made a

full general. He was present at the Churchill-Roosevelt confer-

ences at Casablanca, Washington, Quebec, Cairo and Tehran.

Arnncnn Mamim ( l8 7 2?

ftlUlloUII, NdUUIII born i

Russian sculptor, was

in Kreslawka, Russia. In his youth
he went to Paris, where he attended the ficole des Arts Decoratifs

for a short time and then studied sculpture by himself. Among
his subjects, Aronson prized his busts of Rasputin, Count Leo

Tolstoy and Louis Pasteur, a study called "Aronson's Prophet'
1

and a figure of a Jewish leader. He tied France after the nazi

invasion and died in New York city, Sept. 30, 1943.

There was almost no information on the subject

of arsenic in 1943 beyond the fact that in the Ma-
terial Substitution and Supply list issued by the War Production

board on Oct. i, 1943, arsenic and its derivatives were included

among the materials the supply of which was not sufficient to meet

current war and essential industrial demands. (G. A. Ro.)

Art: see AMERICAN LITERATURE; ARCHITECTURE; PAINTING;

SCULPTURE; etc.

Ait Exhibitions.
With the increased difficulties of transpor-

tation in wartime, museums had been cur-

tailing their juried American exhibitions. The Pennsylvania

Academy's annual and the Corcoran biennial in Washington were

all invited for the first time. Chicago's Art Institute for the third

consecutive year held an all-invitation annual and the Carnegie

Institute of Pittsburgh followed suit after omitting their 1942

exhibition. Though closed since March 15, the Whitney museum

opened its doors again for a well-selected November annual.

American art was featured in several important special ex-

hibitions, such as Americans 1943 Realists and Magic Realists,

and American Romantic Painters, both held at the Museum
of Modern Art; Meet the Artist, a lively group of self-portraits

assembled by the H. M. de Young museum in San Francisco;

the Brooklyn museum's revival of The Eight and Art Begins at
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theme America in the War. A hundred prints were selected for

showing throughout the country. The Fort Custer Army Illus-

trators exhibited a new group of lively water colours in the Art

Institute of Chicago. A comprehensive exhibition held at the

Portland (Oregon) Art museum told the dramatic story of

shipbuilding in the northwest. Art of Our Allies was featured

at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
. (F. A. Sw.)

Home featured at the Addison Gallery of American Art in

Andover, Mass. This inaugurated a new system whereby art

patrons would buy pictures from the exhibition, use them in their

homes for a period of time, then give them to the Addison gal-

lery. A distinguished group of i8th century New England por-

traits was shown at the Worcester Art museum.
Notable one-man showings were the memorial exhibition of

the sculpture of Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney at the Whitney
museum; the Alexander Calder retrospective at the Museum
of Modern Art; Georgia O'Keeffe at the Art Institute of Chicago,

where Edward Hopper was also accorded a room in their

American annual; William Zorach at the Downtown gallery in

New York; Everett Shinn at the Ferargil gallery; Marsden

Hartley at Paul Rosenberg's.

Latin-American art came into even greater prominence with

the opening of a series of South and Central American galleries

at the Brooklyn museum and the featuring of recent purchases
of Mexican and South American paintings at the Museum of

Modern Art, which also organized and later circulated an im-

portant architectural show, Brazil Builds. Four Latin-American

painters were featured by the San Francisco museum and Latin-

American water colours were prominent in Brooklyn's and

Chicago's International.

Boston's Institute of Modern Art featured Painting and

Sculpture by American Negroes.

Two significant benefit exhibitions were held at the Wilden-

stein gallery in New York: Down the River Seine, a delightful

group of French paintings shown for benefit of the ticole Libre

des Hautes fctudes, and an outstanding Van Gogh exhibition

for the benefit of the Queen Wilhelmina fund.

War themes were prominent in the year's schedule, as in the

exhibition of 123 paintings of America at War commissioned

for Life magazine, first shown at the National gallery in Wash-

ington and later circulated around the country. Airways to

Peace at the Museum of Modern Art showed with maps, charts

and globes the development of man's conquest of the air.

Artists for Victory held a national print competition with the

SALVADOR DALI explaining the details of one of his pictures at his one-man
exhibit of portraits in New York city in April 1943

Art Galleries and Art Museums.
Announcement was

made in January
that the Whitney Museum of American Art was to combine

with the Metropolitan museum. After the war a Whitney wing
was to be built at the Metropolitan to house the 2,000 works of

American art collected by Mrs. Whitney over a 25-year period
and shown in the museum which she founded 12 years ago. For

the time being the Whitney museum was to continue to function

in its old quarters at 10 W. Eighth street.

Albert E. Gallatin removed his notable collection of 170

examples of abstract art from the Museum of Living Art at

New York university and lent it to the Philadelphia museum.
At his death it is to become their property. In this unusual col-

lection are paintings by Arp, Klee, Duchamp, Miro's "Dog
Barking at the Moon," Lcger\s "The City" and, perhaps most

important of all, Picasso's "Three Musicians."

An anonymous donor provided for the setting up of the Uni-

versity of Arizona Gallery of Modern American Painting at

Tucson and inaugurated the Arizona plan, whereby he would buy
and present to the new gallery 12 paintings a year for a period
of five years. The first selections were exhibited at the Metro-

politan museum in April.

Another university gallery to buy contemporary Americans

was the University of Nebraska, which continued its progressive

policy and acquired distinguished works by Max Weber, Marsden

Hartley, Julien Binford and Yasuo Kuniyoshi.
The Cleveland museum was fortunate in its recent acquisitions.

They acquired a distinguished mature work of Francisco Goya,
the "Portrait of Don Juan Antonio Cuervo/' and a superb early

work of Auguste Renoir, the portrait of Mile. Romaine Lacaux

executed in 1864. Even greater good fortune for Cleveland was

the bequest of John L. Severance, which came to them at the

close of 1942 but was exhibited as a feature of the year 1943.

This collection is noted especially for its i8th century items and

contains furniture and minor arts as well as paintings and oriental

objects. A Boucher Beauvais tapestry and Nattier's "Madame
Henriette" are notable.

Harvard university's Fogg museum received a wealth of mate-

rial under the terms of the will of Grenville L. Winthrop. This

collection of some four thousand items includes a variety of

first quality oriental art, Rossetti's "Blessed Damozel," and

other Pre-Raphaelite paintings, 52 water colours by William

Blake, 40 drawings by Ingres, David's great portrait, "Girl in

White Dress." The contents of the Winthrop collection were

known to few people and placed the Fogg museum in a position

of the greatest importance.

Among additions by the Joslyn Memorial in Omaha, Nebraska,
were the "Young Man with a Pink," by Joos Van Cleve, a fine

Flemish portrait of about 1520; and Goya's "Marquesa de

Fontana."
; vy^. /-v^'-v"
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Buffalo's Albright Art gallery made a notable purchase in

Georges Seurat's "Le Chahut," painted in 1889. St. Louis ac-

quired for its museum the "Portrait of Lady Gudeford" by
Hans Holbein the Younger, dated in 1527 when the artist made
his first visit to England. Murillo's "Virgin and Child," formerly
in the collection of the Earl of Crawford, was secured for

the Metropolitan museum, and a great Veronese altarpiece,
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u
Virgin and Child in Glory with Saints/' has entered the col-

lection of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dale showed outstanding generosity

to three museums. To the Art Institute of Chicago they sent

on indefinite loan 50 2oth century French canvases, including

nine Picassos, among which are the famous "Family of the

Saltimbanques" and "The Lovers," five works by Braque,

Matisse's "Plumed Hat" and Modigliani's "Gypsy Woman with

Baby."
To the Philadelphia museum the Dales lent an important

group of both igth and 2Oth century French and American

paintings. Among these are Claude Monet's "Houses of Parlia-

ment," Henri Rousseau's "Boy on Rocks," and Toulouse-

Lautrec's "Portrait of Jane Avril."

The National gallery in Washington, the third museum to

benefit from the Dales's munificence, acquired, in addition to the

outstanding loans already received, n old masters as a gift.

In this group is an exquisite Boucher, "Venus Consoling Love,"

Zurbaran's "St. Lucy" and two paintings by Chardin.

The National gallery also received 63 American portraits as a

gift from the Andrew W. Mellon educational and charitable

trust. This notable group was formerly in the well-known Thomas

B. Clarke collection and includes 19 Gilbert Stuarts, among which

is the famous Vaughan "Portrait of George Washington."

The National gallery was also made the recipient of the su-

perb Lessing J. Rosenwald collection of prints, drawings and

manuscripts. Six thousand prints, hundreds of drawings and

many rare books make up this wealth of material, which con-

tains priceless isth century prints, 230 Rembrandt etchings, 367

Whistlers. (F. A. Sw.)

Arthritic ^e fundamental processes underlying the develop-
fU III 1 1 IId ment of arthritis were studied in several ways. Five

women with typical rheumatoid arthritis were placed under con-

ditions which caused them to lose water from the body. This

resulted in a decrease in their joint pains and swellings and an

increase in the ability to move easily. These changes were re-

versed by causing the patients to accumulate body water. In

some cases, at least, some of the symptoms of rheumatoid arthri-

tis can be altered by variations in the amount of body water.

Emotional stress is known to affect the onset and course of ar-

thritis in many patients. In an attempt to elucidate the cause of

this relationship a study was made on the skin temperatures

under emotional stress in 25 arthritic and a like number of normal

persons. Emotional stress was found to produce a drop in skin

temperature indicative of a change in circulation. Comparatively
little difference was noted in the two groups, however, and fur-

ther work was indicated. Other studies showed that the heart

and other organs than the joints are more frequently involved

in rheumatoid arthritis than had been believed heretofore. This

fits with the increasing emphasis on rheumatoid arthritis as a

general disease.

According to Bauer and his colleagues the effect of the sul-

fonamide compounds represents the greatest advance ever made
in the treatment of joint disease. These compounds exert dramatic

and specific effect against certain of the so-called "specific" ar-

thritides, particularly those caused by streptococci, gonococci,

staphylococci, meningococci, colon bacillus and pneumococci. They
were not found effective in rheumatic fever, rheumatoid arthritis

or tuberculous arthritis. Freyberg evaluated carefully the pro-

posed vitamin and endocrine treatments for chronic arthritis. In

spite of favourable reports to the contrary he concluded that

there was no vitamin or endocrine preparation which had a direct

relationship to the common forms of rheumatic disease. Their

value lay only in their effect on the general health. Good results

with several different kinds of gold compounds were reported

as in previous years. In spite of extensive search a satisfactory

nontoxic compound was not found. Although certain gold salts

appeared to be of value for rheumatoid arthritis they should be

taken only under experienced and competent medical supervision.

Surgeons reported some delicate and successful operations for

the rehabilitation of joints already damaged by arthritis. This was

not treatment in the strict sense, but was most important from

the standpoint of restoring joint function. Industrial physicians

recognized that arthritis varies in its ability to incapacitate all

the way from mild joint pain to complete crippling. Satisfactory

placement in industry for persons with arthritis is important and

requires reason, sympathy and good common sense on the part of

all concerned. Reports on the nature and frequency of arthritis

among those in military service were not available but judging

from previous military experiences it was almost certain that the

problem of treatment and rehabilitation of service-acquired ar-

thritis would be considerable.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. N. Smith-Peterscn, O. E. Aufranc, and C. B. Larson,
"Useful Surreal Procedures for Rheumatoid Arthritis Involving Joints of

the Upper Extremity," Archives oj Surgery 46:764 (1943). (E. P. J.)

Artillery: see MUNITIONS OF WAR; WORLD WAR II.

Auction prices were up because of the closing of

* European markets and the prevalence of inter-

ested buyers, and auctioneers had an especially busy year. Parke-

Bernet galleries did a $3,600,000 business during the 1942-43

season, the second highest for 10 years. Their top sale was the

collection of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. F. McCann, which brought

$266,207. Many purchasers were foreign collectors in the United

States for the duration. The Wadsworth Lewis collection of fur-

niture, tapestries and Chinese art brought $187,238 A sale of

unusual interest was Frank Crowninshield's modern French art,

which totalled $131,365. In this sale Modigliani's "Madame
Hebuterne" and Picasso's "Portrait of Braque" each brought

$4,800, Forain's "Folies Bergere," $5,900 and Segonzac's "L'figlise

et La Marne, Champigny," $7,250.

Gimbers, including the department in the Kende galleries at

the Jay Gould mansion, concluded their 1942-43 season at $44,-

225,000. Much of the material was from the Hearst collection;

others were Stanley Bliss, Ewing Hill, and the stock of Marcus

and Co., jewellers. They estimated 30,000 new collectors in the

buying field.

A mild Bouguereau revival took place when Durand-Ruel ac-

quired his i2-foot "Nymphs and Satyr" and sold it to a private

collector at a reputed $12,000.

In London the salesrooms had the same brisk business as the

New York auction houses and prices were maintained at a high

level. Both Christie and Sothcby reported especially lively bid-

ding in antique silver. L. W. Neeld's collection brought just

under 8,000 for 15,000 ounces of silver. A George II salver

brought 200. A record price was established when a single

spoon dated 1481 brought the equivalent of $5,200. At Christie's

sale of pictures belonging to the Countess of Oxford and Asquith.

a Canaletto, "View of the Church of San Bartolomeo," brought

$3,988. Morland's "A Winter's Morning" went for $924, indicat-

ing the continued popularity of the British school of painting on

home soil.

A Bartolozzi coloured engraving of Lawrence's "Miss Farren"

went for $1,932.

It was reported that sales continued to fetch high prices in

Paris, Amsterdam and other continental centres under German

domination. Since occupation money of Questionable worth was

used in these transactions, the sales could not be considered a

valid measure of real values. (F. A. Sw.)
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Arts and Sciences, American Academy of: see AMERI-

CAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

Aruba: see CURASAO.

Asbestos.
Because of its position as a strategic mineral, no

official data were published on asbestos output
in any of the important producing countries for several years,

and even the data on the small United States output was not

reported for 1942. The Material Substitution and Supply list

issued by the War Production board on Oct. i, 1943, listed as-

bestos textiles as short in supply but cement sheets and short

fibre were available in amounts in excess of current demand.

(G. A. Ro.)

ASCAP: see PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETIES.

Ascension: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Asia: see AFGHANISTAN; CHINA; INDIA; etc.

usual detailed statistics on petroleum asphalt

production in 1942 were not made public, but a

heavy increase in the United States was reported in the output of

native asphalt, ftom 691,168 short tons in 1941 to 975,373 tons in

1942. The use of various types of petroleum asphalt in airport

runway construction would indicate a marked increase in output.

(G. A. Ro.)

Assassinations.
The assassinations of 1943, actual or at-

tempted, included the following:

Jan. ii. New York, N.Y. Carlo Trcsca, anti-fascist leader and editor of

Italian-lanKiiaKe weekly, was shot and killed as he was leaving
his office. H^ assailant escaped in a motor car.

Feb. 5. The Ha^ue, Netherlands. Gen. Hendrik. Alexander Seyffardt,

pro-nazi army leader, was shot and mortally wounded outside

his home.

Feb. 12. Netherlands. Reports reaching London said Dutch underground
group known as "The Black Hand," shot and fatally wounded
C. van Ravenzwaai, pro-nazi Netherlander who held portfolio as

secretary for social affairs in Mussert cabinet.

April 15. Sofia, Bulgaria. Sotir Janeff, president of the Bulgarian parlia-
ment foreign affairs commission, editor of the semi-official Slovo
and adviser to King Boris III, was shot and killed by two un-
identified assassins, both of whom escaped. Janeff was a strong

pro-nazi.

Aug. 28. Sofia, Bulgaria. Boris III, king of Bulgaria, died after a short
illness. The official statement attributed his death to a heart

attack, but it was widely rumoured that be died of a gunshot
wound administered by an assassin.

Association for the Advancement of Science, Ameri-
can: see AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

SCIENCE.

Association of Research Libraries.

braries is an association of 47 of the largest research libraries in

the United States and Canada. Forty of the members are uni-

versity libraries. Ordinarily there are two meetings a year, but

in 1943 the only meeting was in Chicago on Jan. 31.

Most of the work of the association is done by committees. A
committee on indexing and abstracting in 1943 was continuing
an extensive study of the so-called "service basis" in selling index-

ing services. Other important committees were one on preventing

postwar competition in book purchases, and one on filming of

1 9th century newspapers.

The most ambitious project of the association was the promo-
tion of a printed book catalogue of the Library of Congress

cards. A committee secured permission from the Library of

Congress for the publication, made arrangement for its printing

by the photo-offset process, and secured the necessary subscrip-

tions. At the close of 1943, 53 of the proposed 160 volumes were

published. The completed catalogue was expected to be one of

the most important bibliographical tools in any research library,

since it would list in alphabetical order all the books in the Li-

brary of Congress catalogued with printed cards and would re-

produce all the bibliographical information on these cards.

The association also published Doctoral Dissertations Accepted

by American Universities, 1942-43, completing ten years of such

a classified list. (P. N. R.)

S'ar System. The 3to. Both physicists and

astronomers have long been interested in the

chemical composition of the sun. Determination of which of the

92 chemical elements exist in the solar atmosphere is accom-

plished by a detailed study of the lines in the solar spectrum.
The success of this study is dependent on the results of the

laboratory studies of the spectra of various elements, as well

as on theoretical investigations. During 1943, Charlotte E.

Moore and A. S. King announced the identification in the solar

spectrum of the lines of two elements not heretofore known to

exist in the solar atmosphere thorium and gold. Their detection

raised to 66 the number of chemical elements identified. The

presence of thorium in the sun is especially interesting, since it

is the first radioactive element detected there. Failure of the

remaining 26 of the 92 chemical elements to be detected in the

solar spectrum does not necessarily mean that these elements

are absent from the sun. For six of these elements the labora-

tory data on wave-lengths and intensities were inadequate in

1943. Of the remaining 20 elements, n have their strong spectral

lines in an unobservable region of the solar spectrum, and five

are radioactive elements of relatively short life. The other four

elements have their strong lines in the observable region, and

hence, if present, they must exist in such small amounts as to

remain undetected.

Planetary System. Five comets were discovered during 1943.
Two of these proved to be rediscoveries of previously known

comets, whereas the other three were observed for the first time.

Two discovered by van Gent and by Diamaca were just below

naked-eye brightness; the third, discovered by Miss Oterma,
was of fifteenth magnitude.
Few observations of cometary spectra in the red beyond X 5500

had heretofore been made. Swings, McKellar and R. Minkow-
ski measured spectra of two bright comets in this region of

wave-lengths, and compared these spectra with that of an oxy-
ammonia flame. They found that some of the more prominent

spectral features exhibit a behaviour to be expected from poly-
atomic molecules. Comparison with the oxyammonia flame led

to tentative identification of several hitherto unidentified emis-

sion features in the cometary spectra as being due to a dissocia-

tion product of ammonia, probably to NH2 .

Observations of the surface features of the planets are exceed-

ingly exacting, requiring both great skill and exceptional atmos-

pheric conditions. M. Bernard Lyot and his associates at the

Pic du Midi combined skill and excellent observing conditions

to obtain some remarkable observations of Mars, and also of

Jupiter, Saturn and Mercury. Their observations of the surface

features of Mars showed a wealth of detail, and seemed to

establish beyond question the semi-geometric nature of many
of the surface markings on this planet. Of particular interest are

their observations of surface features on the four bright satel-

lites of Jupiter. Sufficient details of the surface features were

observed to permit the preparation of maps for each of these

satellites.

Stars. Special Stars and Stellar Structure. An extensive
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series of photographs of the visual double star 61 Cygni was

obtained by Strand. From a study of these and other observa-

tions Strand found perturbations in the orbit of the visual com-

ponents which are produced by a third and invisible body. These

observed perturbations can only be explained satisfactorily if

the third invisible body has the exceedingly small mass of 0.016

that of the sun, or 16 times the mass of the planet Jupiter. Since

the smallest stellar mass previously known is 0.14 the sun's mass,

this dark companion must have so little luminosity, if indeed it

has any, that it can be considered a planetary object rather

than a star. Thus for the first time in history a planet has been

discovered outside the solar system. This planetary object

moves about one of the visible components of the double star

in a period of 4.9 years, the eccentricity of its orbit being 0.7.

The semi-major axis of its orbit is 2.4 astronomical units, but

due to the large eccentricity of its orbit, the planetary body
comes within 0.7 astronomical units of its visible companion
The three body system of 61 Cygni is n light years away from

us, making it one of the sun's nearest neighbours. The two

visible components are red dwarf stars which revolve around

their common centre of gravity in a period of 720 years. Strand's

discovery of a planetary body outside the solar system was

expected to affect profoundly the viewpoint of astronomers con-

cerning the probability of the existence of other planetary sys-

tems.

The results of a study by Adams of interstellar lines in the

spectra of 50 stars are of singular interest. The most prominent
interstellar lines are those of calcium and hydrogen. In many
of the spectra studied these lines are double or multiple, the

different components being produced by interstellar clouds with

differing radial velocities. The individual components of these

interstellar spectral lines are sharp and narrow, indicating that

the interstellar clouds of gas which produce them are discrete

and have little internal motion. Adams found a general cloud in

the direction of the bright stars in Perseus having a residual

velocity of recession of 5 km./sec. In the direction of Orion, on

the other hand, the clouds seem to be more broken and inter-

mingled, and perhaps more turbulent than in most parts of the

sky. Six stars in or close to the belt of Orion show the presence

of two clouds, one with a velocity of recession of 7 km./sec. and

the other with a velocity of approach of 15 km./sec. Some of

the interstellar clouds observed show remarkably high radial

velocities, higher than would be expected for these clouds. For

example, a cloud in the direction ot Sagittarius is receding at a

velocity of 40 km./sec., and two clouds in the direction of Cygnus
show velocities of recession of 41 km./sec., and 60 km./sec.

External Galaxies. Hubble observed the direction of rotation

in 15 spiral nebulae in which the spiral arms can be traced, and

in which a general criterion for the tilt can be applied. By
applying this general criterion to the 15 nebulae he found that

all of them are rotating in the same direction There still re-

mained an ambiguity in regard to the tilt, so that although the

fact of common rotational direction appeared to be established,

the actual direction, i.e., whether the arms were all trailing or

all leading, remained uncertain. In the case of four of these

spirals Hubble was able to apply a special criterion for tilt which

was free from ambiguity, and he found that in these spirals the

arms are trailing. Since he had already tentatively established

that all 15 rotated in the same direction, it appears that we

might assume, at least as a working hypothesis, that the arms

of all spirals are trailing. This conclusion is of prime importance
for attempts to explain the origin and development of the spiral

arms.

Phenomena Visible in 1944. Jan. 25, 1944. Total Eclipse of

the Sun. Visible in northern South America and northwestern

Africa, with maximum duration in central Brazil. Partial phases

visible in Florida and along the gulf coast of the United States

near sunrise, and in Spain, southern France and the southern

tip of England near sunset.

July 20, 1944. Annular Eclipse of the Sun. Visible in cast

central Africa, northern India, Burma and Indo-China, the south-

ern Philippine Islands, along the north coast of New Guinea and

on New Britain. Partial phases visible in the near east, southern

Russia, China, Japan, Philippine Islands, the East Indies and

Australia.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Harlow Shaplcy, Galaxies (1943); Leo Goldberg and
Lawrence Aller, Atoms, Stars and Nebulae (1943). (X. L. P.)
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Athlnno let Corl nf (ALEXANDER AUGUSTUS FREDERICK

/UIIIUII6, I SI tail Ol WILLIAM ALFRED GEORGE CAM-

BRIDGE) (1874- ), British statesman, was born April 14 at

Kensington, palace, the third son of the ist duke of Teck. Edu-

cated at Eton and the royal military college, Sandhurst, he served

in Matabelcland, Southern Rhodesia, in 1896 and saw action dur-

ing the Boer war. During World War I he was mentioned twice

in dispatches, and in 1917 he was created ist earl of Athlone. He
was governor general of the Union of South Africa from 1923 to

1931. In 1936 he was appointed personal aide-de-camp to the

king. He was appointed i6th governor general of Canada April 3,

1940, on the death of Lord Tweedsmuir. In a speech on Dec.

10, 1942, he defended Britain's imperial system, asserting that

the independence of dominions was 4<
a fact and not a fiction/

1

In Aug. 1943, he gave a state dinner for Churchill and Roosevelt

at Quebec. Subsequently, as acting chancellor for London uni-

versity, he conferred an honorary degree on Roosevelt. In Sep-

tember he visited Alaska and inspected the new Alaskan highway.

Attu: see ALASKA; WORLD WAR II.

Auchinleck, Sir Claude John Eyre
cer, was born in England, the son of Col. John Claude Auchin-

Jeck. He served in India in 1902, and was stationed in Egypt and

Mesopotamia during World War I. In 1933 and 1935 he fought

against native tribesmen on the northwest Indian frontier. In

the spring of 1940 he was made commander of the Allied forces

in northern Norway. He took Narvik but was forced to evacuate

the city when the Allies failed to make additional landings in the

south. In the summer of 1940, after the collapse of France,

Auchinleck was appointed general officer commanding the English

southern command, and he organized the first defenses of England
to forestall the threatened German invasion. In Dec. 1940 he

returned to India as commander in chief. In July 1941 he was

made commander in chief of British middle east armies, succeed-

ing Gen. Sir Archibald Percival Wavell. Auchinleck's armies in

Libya launched an offensive Nov. 18, 1941, and advanced far into

Libya, but were driven out in June 1942. Auchinleck then took

over command of the British 8th army. On June 18, 1943, he was

again made commander in chief in India. Responsibility for op-

erations against Japan were at this time transferred from the

Indian to the newly formed east Asia command.

Australia, Commonwealth of.
A self-governing mem-
ber of the British Com-

monwealth of Nations, situated in the southern hemisphere be-

tween longitudes ii$ 9
/ E. and i5339

/
E. and latitudes xo4i' S.

and 4339
/

S.; national flag, a blue ensign, with the Union flag in

the quarter and six white stars in the field. Language, English;



AUSTRALIANS hauling gasoline cans away from a blazing fuel dump In New
Guinea after Japanese bombers had scored a direct hit on the dump

religion, Christian (census 1933: Anglican, 2,565,118; Roman
Catholic, 1,161,455; Presbyterian, 713,229; Methodist, 6tS4O22;
other Christians, 603,914). Ruler, King George VI; governor

general (1943): the Rt. Hon. Lord Cowrie, V.C.; prime minister,

Rt. Hon. John Curtin.

Area, 2,974,581 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1941) 7,137,221.

Capital, Canberra. Chief cities (pop. Dec. 31, 1940): Canberra

(11,000), Sydney (1,310,530), Melbourne (1,076.000), Adelaide

(330,000), Brisbane (335,520), Perth (228,000), Hobart (66,-

620), Newcastle (116,000).

History. In accordance with the constitution it was necessary

for a general election to be held at the latest in Nov. 1943. When

John Curtin assumed office at the end of 1941 he was given full

co-operation by the opposition parties under A. W. Fadden, but

with the barest of majorities had but a precarious hold on office.

The party truce virtually came to an end at the beginning of

1943 when Curtin introduced his militia bill. This bill empow-
ered the government to use the militia for service beyond the

confines of the commonwealth and its territories, but within an

area (the S.W. Pacific) defined by the bill. The opposition had

expected that such forces would be merged with the A.I.F. for

service in any part of the world as strategy might require and

felt that the government had broken its own promises at the

dictate of the Labour caucus. As the year proceeded the opposi-

tion became increasingly critical of the prime minister's alleged

weakness in dealing with labour unrest and accused him of intro-

ducing purely party legislation. In June the premier 'faced a

censure motion, and though the government won by one vote

that of an independent Mr. Curtin immediately announced his

intention of seeking a dissolution. The election was held on Aug.
21 and resulted in the government's being returned with a net

gain of 13 seats, losing only one seat in Queensland. In the

senate Labour won all 19 vacant seats, thus gaining a clear ma-

jority in both houses. The result was partly due to the lack of
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cohesion and leadership in the opposition parties, but was in

the main a tribute to the leadership of Mr. Curtin.

On Nov. 15, 1943, announcement was made in London that

the duke of Gloucester had been appointed to succeed Lord

Govvrie as governor-general of Australia.

In Nov. 1942 a special constitutional convention had met in

Canberra to consider ways and means of transferring powers from

the states to the commonwealth for the purposes of postwar re-

construction. It was agreed that state premiers should submit

to their respective legislatures a draft bill listing 14 powers "to

make laws in relation to postwar reconstruction" which should

be referred to the commonwealth parliament for a period of five

years to begin at the cessation of hostilities. During 1943 two

states New South Wales and Queensland adopted the bill

without qualification. Victoria, South Australia and Western

Australia passed bills in a more or less mutilated form and in

Tasmania the upper house twice rejected it altogether. The only
solution of this urgent problem seemed to be for parliament to

seek the necessary powers through an amendment to the consti-

tution by means of a referendum which would probably be held

early in 1944.

External Affairs. The government decided that the war had

demonstrated the desirability of Australia's developing a foreign

diplomatic service of her own. In furtherance of this policy
William Slater was appointed minister to the U.S.S.R. and took

up his post at Kuibyshev in January. In October, Lt. Gen. Sir

Iven Mackay was appointed first high commissioner in India and

Thomas D'Alton became first high commissioner in New Zealand.

On Nov. 5 Joseph Maloney, president of the New South Wales
trades and labour council, was appointed to succeed William

Slater as minister to the U.S.S.R. A diplomatic staff cadet system
was introduced and a special training school was inaugurated.

In May the Australian legation at Kuibyshev took over the

representation of Polish interests in the soviet union following the

dispute between the soviet and Poland which resulted in the inter-

ruption of diplomatic representation.
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During the year Herbert V. Evatt, the minister for external

affairs, visited Washington and London to confer with President

Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, to discuss Pacific policy
in relation to world strategy, and to strengthen the government's
contacts with the Australian minister in Washington and the

high commissioners in London and Ottawa. S. M. Bruce's ap-

pointment as high commissioner in London was extended for

another year.

Public Finance and Economic Affairs. During 1943 the eco-

nomic life of the nation was subordinated to the overriding neces-

sities of war. The government was faced with increased man-

power requirements for the production of munitions of war, food,

clothing and other essential supplies and services for their own
arid Allied forces and for defense construction works. The total

working population was increased by bringing into industry people
who were previously not engaged in work and it was estimated

that, the working population was 620,000 higher than before the war.

Inevitably, however, the transfer of workers to the armed forces

and munitions involved a great reduction in civilian goods and

services and rationing was extended to a large number of com-

modities. Measures were introduced for the pooling of farm ma-

chinery and the planned production of foodstuffs which enabled

primary production to be maintained in spite of 30% of the

farm labour having been diverted to the services and munition

works. To forestall inflationary tendencies the government placed
a ceiling on all prices, to be held in the last resort by subsidies.

The scheme came into operation in April and was working

smoothly, the subsidies in the first year being estimated at

A. 1 2,000,000. Further progress was made in the decentralization

of industry and large sums were voted for the establishment of

munition and other essential works in rural areas.

In February J. B. Chitlcy, the treasurer, submitted revised

estimates which showed that war expenditure was
x likely to ex-

ceed the budget estimate of A. 390,000,000 by some A. 70,000,-

ooo. Concurrently he introduced increases in income tax on individ-

uals estimated to produce A.4o,ooo,ooo in a full year. He also

announced the immediate establishment of a national welfare

fund, to be financed out of revenue, of A.30,000,000 per annum,
or one-fourth of the total revenue collections from income tax

on individuals, whichever were lower. Measures were introduced

granting increased war pensions and repatriation benefits and a

new maternity benefit of 25$. a week for six weeks and increased

maternity allowances. The fund would ultimately finance sickness,

unemployment, medical, hospital and dental services. In the mean-

time surpluses in the fund would be loaned to war expenditure.

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, total expenditure was

A.670,305,000, war expenditure accounting for A.56i, 743,000,

of which A. 1 58,891,000 was provided from revenue. Of the bal-

ance, A.2i5,357,ooo was raised by public loans and the sale of

war savings certificates; temporary use of treasury balances pro-

vided A.8,420,000; while A. 179,075,000 was financed by treas-

ury bills discounted with the Commonwealth bank. Within a week

of the opening of the new parliament in September, Chifley in-

troduced his budget for the fiscal year 1943-44. Expenditure for

purposes other than war was estimated at A. 144,526,000, an in-

crease of A. 3 5,963,000 over the last year. Principal increases

were: national welfare fund M. 29, 7 50,000; increased war pen-

sions A.i,090,ooo; invalid and old age pensions A.8o7,ooo; child

endowment A.595,ooo; widows' pensions A.42i,ooo. Expendi-

ture from the national welfare fund would be less than A. 2,500 ,-

ooo during the year, so that more than A. 2 7,000,000 would be

available for war loans. War expenditure was estimated at

A. 5 70,000 ,000 of which A.403,000,000 not covered by revenue

was to be financed by loans.

Education. In 1939: state schools, 9,940; average attendance,

744,095; teachers employed, 31,199; private schools, 1,863;

average attendance, 219,171; teachers, 11,496; technical schools,

94; total enrolment, 101,155; teachers, 3,276; business colleges,

122; total enrolment, 24,337; teachers, 727; universities, 8;
total enrolment, 14,236.

Banking and Finance. Revenue (actual 1942-43), A.267,-

453,000; (est. 1943-44), A.3i2,o87,ooo; expenditure (actual

1942-43) ordinary, A.io8, 563,000; defense, A.s6i, 743,000;

(est. 1943-44) ordinary, A. 145,000,000; defense, A. 570,000,-

ooo; public debt (June 30, 1943) A. 2,006.000,000; notes issued

April 26, 1943, A. 135, 900,000; gold and sterling reserve (June

30, 1942), A.35, 141,000; exchange rate, A. 125 = 100 sterling

(i = 403-5 cents U.S. in Dec. 1943).

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade 1941-42 (mer-

chandise): imports, A. 187,068,136; exports, A.i5Q,328,498.
Communications and transport: 1940, roads, total mileage, c.

450,000; railways open to traffic (Dec. 1942) 27,159 mi.
; airways

(1942), distance flown, 7,666,000 mi.; passengers carried, 151,-

927; goods carried, 2,347,000 lb.; mails carried, 1,226,500 lb.; mo-
tor vehicle registrations (March 31, 1943): cars, 466,573; com-

mercial vehicles, 255,379; cycles 48,286; wireless receiving set

licences 1,393,872; telephones, number of lines, 537,702.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produo

MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT arriving at tho town hall in Sydney, Aus-
tralia, during her five-week tour of the South Pacific n Aug. and Sept. 1943
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motor vehicles produced in the peak year 1941. Military vehicle

production rate at the end of the year was 2\ times the 1941 ac-

tual volume of motor truck production.

The dollar volume of tanks and parts turned out by the auto-

motive industry in the calendar year 1943 likewise exceeded the

total dollar volume of motor truck production in the highest

previous peacetime year.

The immensity of the volume of fighting equipment produced

by the automotive industry may be more clearly visualized by

translating the annual rate of $10,000,000,000 attained at the end

of 1943 into physical units of bombers, fighter planes, tanks and

vehicles. Converting the dollar volume of production in each of

the major categories by dividing the average cost per unit into

the aggregate dollar volume of each group, the following figures

are obtained:

I Aircraft, aircraft engines and parts equal in cost to 166 squadrons of

aircraft each consisting of 15 heavy bombers, 30 medium bombers, and

90 fighter planes.

2. Military vehicles, tanks and parts equal in value to the cost of no
armoured divisions of 3,314 vehicles each.

3. Marine equipment, equal in value to the cost of TOO submarines
and 1,540 motor torpedo boats, and

4. $1,400,000,000 worth of cannon and machine guns of various sizes,

ammunition of various sizes, and other war products.

Total war orders received by the industry during the period
from Sept. i, 1939, to Dec. 31, 1943, exceeded $29,000,000,000.

Unfilled orders on hand at the year-end were approximately $14,-

700,000,000.

Specification changes, cancellations or "cutbacks" in orders

became fairly numerous as the year progressed, but despite these

handicaps the overall monthly totals of war product deliveries

continued to climb throughout the year, with one exception.

As indicated above, the major production assignment given

the industry consisted of aircraft products. Four complete planes,

ready to fly, were in production Parts and subassemblies for

many other types of combat craft were in production.

The huge volume of fighting equipment turned out by the in-

dustry was made possible by the practice of subcontracting,

which was also a common practice prior to the war in the pro-

duction of motor vehicles. An incomplete survey at the beginning

f *943 indicated that plants in 1,375 cities were engaged in the

production of war products for former motor vehicle and parts

manufacturers. These plants were scattered from coast to coast,

and in 44 of the 48 states.

Fifty-six cents out of every dollar received by manufacturers

in the industry were paid to subcontractors and vendors Most of

the subcontractors and vendors were small firms employing only

a few hundred workers; 35% of the firms employed from 100 to

500 employees, and 28% of the subcontractors and vendors em-

ployed less than 100 workers.

An analysis of 33 typical war products, including such items

as tanks, machine guns, aircraft cannon, aircraft engines, bomber

fuselages, aerial torpedoes, gyrocompasses, indicated that 33,182

parts out of a total of 50,880, or 65%, were furnished by sub-

contractors The percentage of parts subcontracted in certain

items ranged as high as 98% or 99%. For example, an aerial

torpedo with 5,112 parts included 4,999 parts which were fur-

nished by subcontractors, or 98%. An aircraft cannon composed
of 267 parts had 264 parts subcontracted, or 99%.

Engineers and production men trained in the mass production

techniques of the motor industry of prewar years were able to

devise shortcut methods, save materials and time in turning out

the most intricate weapons of war. It was estimated that the

dollar savings to the government and the taxpayers made by the

special skills applied in the industry already amounted to more

than $1,000,000,000. In particular instances the original cost of

the product was cut in half.

WITHIN A HALF MILE of the fighting front. Australian troops in New Guinoa
cast thair votes in the federal elections of 1943

tion, (in metric tons): wool (1942) 513,000; wheat (1942-4.0

4,311,000; oats (1940-41) 185,000; barley (1940-41) 162,000;

maize (1940-41) 233,000; rice (1941-42) 56,000; pota-

toes (1940-41) 462.000; cane sugar (1940-41) 820.000;

wine (1940-41) 725.000 hectolitres; gold (1941) 35,960 kg.;

coal (1941) 15,200,000; statistics for all other minerals not

available for publication. Total value of production in L Austra-

lian: (1940-41) pastoral and dairying 173,755,000; mineral 40,-

002,669; manufacturing 257,914,349. Labour and employment:

employment in factories (1928-29=100) Feb. 1943, 170.0; num-

ber (March 1943) 736,000; unemployment, trade union returns

(March 1943) 1.2%; total recorded material production (1940-

41) A.sso,754,ooo. (See also NEW GUINEA.) (W. D. MA.)

Australia, South: see SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Autobiography: see AMERICAN LITERATURE; etc.

Automobile: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR.

Automobile Accidents: see ACCIDENTS; INSURANCE.

Automobile Industry in the War.

100% war production, the automotive industry was operating at

the rate of $10,500,000,000 a year. This was more than twice the

industry's production in the previous peak year, 1941

The estimated aggregate value of war production by the auto-

motive industry in the calendar year 1943 was $8,840,000,000
In addition, the industry produced essential replacement parts

for motor vehicles valued at approximately $500,000,000 during

1943. The combined output of war articles and government au-

thorized repair parts totalled $9,340,000,000.

In the third quarter of 1943, aircraft engines, airframes, pro-

pellers and aircraft subassemblies and parts comprised 40% of

the automotive industry's war production; military vehicles and

parts constituted 28%, tanks and parts 12%, guns of all types

7%, ammunition 4%, marine equipment 6%, and miscellaneous

other war products 3%.
The annual rate of aircraft production by the automotive in-

dustry at the end of 1943 exceeded $4,000,000,000. This rate,

for aircraft alone, was greater than the total dollar volume of
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During 1942 and the early part of 1943, materials shortages

constituted the number one problem, aside from the main task of

increasing the production and delivery of goods to the armed

services. In the latter half of 1943, the number one problem
became manpower. The industry undertook a number of steps

to relieve the scarcity of qualified workers, and there already

were indications that the problem was well on the way to solution.

Despite the drafting of an estimated 155,000 men from the

former motor vehicle and body manufacturing plants into the

army, employment continued to climb steadily throughout the

year, reaching a total of 835,000 wage earners in December.

This compares with a total of 636,000 in Dec. 1942, a gain of

31%. In Oct. 1943, 26.5% of all wage earners in the industry

were women, as compared with 14.8% in January. Employment
in former motor vehicle and body manufacturing plants in De-
cember was 63% above the prewar peak in June 1941. Average

weekly wages per individual worker, and average hourly rates

were also at the highest level in the history of the industry.

Keeping in mind that the subcontractors for a particular war

product might be scattered from the east to the west coast, it

can readily be seen how vital a role was played by transportation

in serving as a virtual extension of the final assembly line. In

cases of emergency, motor truck service was found especially

useful in keeping the war plants in operation without the neces-

sity of closing down for lack of parts or materials. The speed

and flexibility of truck transportation was a lifesaver in thousands

of war plants, when other means of transportation were not able

to deliver in time. Besides the emergency situations where motor

trucks came to the rescue, there were of course the regular day-

to-day chores performed by motor trucks.

There were no records available on the totals in tonnage or

ton miles of products transported by all types of motor trucks,

but monthly indexes were compiled by the American Trucking

association covering for-hirc vehicles. These indexes indicated

that for-hire trucks transported 28% more goods in 1943 than in

1941.

Transportation surveys made by state agricultural colleges in

Missouri and Minnesota, covering 1,300 small firms in 15 coun-

ties, showed that 47.5% of all inbound freight was hauled by
trucks and 49.6% of all outbound freight was shipped by trucks.

In certain types of commodities, 100% of the inbound and out-

bound shipments moved over the highways.

During the period from Jan. 3, 1943, to Dec. n, 1943, 76,071

motor trucks were released to civilian ration certificate holders

THE "SEA MULE" tug, powered by a marine engine, was put to use by the

U.S. armed forces in 1943 to push or tow barges or other cargo-carriers. Built

in four sections at Detroit, ft can be readily transported by truck, railroad or

ship. One of its notable advantages is Its shallow draft

and under government exemption permits. Total registrations of

motor trucks at the end of 1943 decreased 3.7% below the pre-

ceding year, to approximately 4,500,000.

Despite gasoline shortages, private automobiles continued as

the chief means of going to and from work. Surveys of 94 war

plants by the war department indicated that 73.1% of the work-

ers travelled by automobile, 13.2% by motor bus, 2.4% by other

mass transportation methods, i% by bicycle and motorcycle,

and 10% walked; 56.5% of the total automobile mileage driven

by these war plant workers consisted of driving to and from

work, 14% in shopping, 14.3% in driving children to school,

hauling products and business trips. Altogether, 84.8% of the

mileage was for necessity purposes, while only 15,2% was for

nonessential purposes.

Surveys by other organizations and in other places tended to

corroborate the results of the survey in the 94 war plants indi-

cating the automobile as the mainstay of worker transportation.

Intercity bus travel during 1943 increased approximately 15090
above the average for 1941, while city bus and streetcar travel

gained approximately 60% over 1941.

The best overall measure indicating the trend in total use of

motor vehicles of all types was perhaps to be found in surveys

by the U.S. Public Roads administration, compiled monthly. One

of these indices consisted of counts of motor vehicles passing

approximately 600 automatic traffic recorders, located at stra-

tegic points throughout the country. The average traffic in eastern

states, where gasoline rationing began in May 1942, showed a

decrease of 50% or more below the average of 1941. The aver-

age traffic in states where gasoline rationing began Dec. i, 1942,

reflected a decrease of 40% below the average of 1941.

Another general index compiled by the U.S. Public Roads ad-

ministration on a monthly basis was developed from state gaso-

line tax collections. This index indicated a decrease of 39% in

gasoline tax collections in those states where gasoline rationing

began in May, and 28% in those states where gasoline rationing

went into effect Dec. i, 1942. The combined weighted average

decline was approximately 33% below 1941.

Shortly after Pearl Harbor, leaders of the industry felt that

the entire automotive industry, including former manufacturers

of passenger cars, trucks, buses, taxicabs, and automotive re-

placement parts and accessories could do a much more effective

job if they co-ordinated their efforts, so they organized the

Automotive Council for War Production on Dec. 31, 1941. -,'/';
1
-;

Under the leadership of the board of directors and more than

50 committees on special subjects, the industry was able to pro-

duce and deliver nearly $13,000,000,000 worth of fighting equip-
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ment to the armed services of the United Nations.

The 1943 production in terms of dollars was nearly six times

as great as that of Dec. 1941.

Whenever a problem arose, a special committee was set up to

aid in the solution. When conversion from peacetime to war

work as rapidly as humanly possible was necessary, the council

organized machine tool exchange and tooling information serv-

ices which aided the manufacturers materially in locating the

right machines and sources for the production of tools, dies,

jigs and fixtures. Thousands of machines were loaned or sold to

other manufacturers in the industry whenever the owner did not

have any use for this equipment. Many machines were even

shipped to Great Britain, Russia and China.

No sooner had the conversion and tooling-up problem been

solved than shortages of materials developed. A committee of ex-

perts on materials was established to work closely with the War
Production board and armed services in advising on the best

procedures to be followed in the proper allocation and distribution

of the steel, aluminum, copper and other vital sinews of war.

Although there were still shortages in certain kinds of materials

in 1943 and a continued need for control to insure proper dis-

tribution to manufacturers of weapons in greatest need, there

were indications that the materials bottlenecks were being broken.

The Automotive council committees most active in 1943 were

those working on manpower problems. A committee on the supply

of workers was working with national and local government

agencies in. developing new sources. Another committee on the

utilization of labour conducted surveys and exchanged ideas on

most effective ways of increasing production with the limited

supply of workers available. Subcommittees on absenteeism,

health, morale, all contributed their bit. From the beginning,

other committees dealing with special war products such as air-

craft engines, airframes, tanks, military vehicles, met at the

council headquarters or in one another's plants to exchange tech-

nical information on ways of speeding up production, conserving

materials, or developing shortcuts of .various kinds.

A great many other problems were being handled by team work

among the former competitors who now pooled their special

knowledge for the benefit of soldiers on the fighting fronts

throughout the world. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW.) (0. P. P.)

Automobile Insurance: see INSURANCE.

Military requirements dominated civil avia-

tion activities throughout the world in

1943. During that year, as the aerial might of the United Nations

achieved decisive supremacy over the air forces of the axis bel-

ligerents in all theatres of the war, the function of commercial

air lines (for the most part operated by U.S. companies) was

to transport strategic supplies, equipment and personnel between

sources of raw materials, production centres and the fighting

fronts. The emergence of air transport as an important cargo
carrier in 1943 was one of the most significant developments in

aviation. ^

Cargo Operations. Movement of imported materials into

the U.S. by air during 1943 amounted to approximately 41,000,-

ooo lb., valued at $116,209,000, or 5.83% of the total value of

ocean cargo. The average unit shipped by air was valued at $2.85

per pound, or 81 times the average unit value of 3^ cents per

pound for ship cargo. In terms of volume, the total shipments
of 41,000,000 lb. represented .072% of the total 25,150,000 long-
ton water-borne volume.

For each long ton shipped to the U.S. on the seas, 1.67 lb. of

cargo were moved by air. On the average, during 1943, each unit

of air cargo was 1,381 times smaller. 81 times as valuable, about

20 times as safe and moved more than 6 times as fast as cargo

on ocean vessels.

U.S. foreign and domestic air lines, along with the army's air

transport command and the naval air transport service, kept

moving shipments of vital materials without which many war fac-

tories might have had to close down if air transport had not been

available. Typical of such critical materials were mica, quartz

crystals, industrial diamonds, tantalite, beryl and rare drugs.

Some of these tantalite, for example are so rare that a nation

at war could ill afford to have even the smallest shipment sunk

at sea.

Summary of U.S. Air-line Activities. The 18 domestic air

lines and 3 international air lines of the U.S. in 1943 had more

than doubled the volume of cargo carried in the last prewar

year, 1941, and carried only 25% fewer passengers. This was

accomplished with slightly more than half the equipment pos-

sessed by commercial air lines before the U.S. entered the war on

Dec. 7, 1941. It was made possible by elimination of nonessential

stops, standardization and better utilization of equipment, and a

passenger priorities system which fully .booked "each plane for

each flight.

The air lines' activities fell into two main categories: (a)

transport operations, training programs, modification and main-

tenance of military equipment through contract with the army
and navy and (b) continued operation of commercial air trans-

port services.

In 1943 the world system of U.S. airways, in which military

operations and commercial implications for the future are inex-

tricably intermingled, passed the pioneer stage. Remote coral

atolls and jungle rivers became seaplane bases. Airfields and' air

navigation aids were strung through tropical jungles, across desert

wastes and uninhabited arctic regions. At the end of the year,

almost any spot on the globe was within 60 hours' flying time of

any sizable airport in the U.S.

Safety was a keynote in the vast expansion program, because

of the extreme importance of the personnel and supplies carried.

The air lines, in co-operation with the armed services, worked out

many new devices and techniques to increase the safety of flight

operations and improved existing ones. Most of the new de-

velopments remained on the secret list, but aviation authorities

declared that their application to postwar aviation would bring

about revolutionary changes.

International Air Transport. Pan American Airways system
in 1943 retained its leadership as the greatest international air

line in the world.

With a fleet of 150 aircraft in operation at the end of 1943,

Pan American Airways and its affiliate, Pan American-Grace Air-

ways, had flown a total of 65,346,000 mi. as compared with 43,-

939,744 mi. in 1942. The number of passengers carried was nearly

double the figure for 1941 : 606,700 as against 391,013; passenger-

miles flown totalled 475,470,000 in 1943 as compared with 228,-

630,621 in 1941. In 1943 the system carried 49,345,000 lb. of

cargo, making a total of 72,735,000 ton-miles. A mail load of

14,465,400 lb. in 1943 was more than four times the 3489,619 lb.

carried in 1941.

In addition, a division of P.A.A. set up to carry out operations

for the AAF's air transport command logged enough flying hours

during 1943 to girdle the globe at the equator 4,560 times at

200 m.p.h. This division's services were scheduled over 15,570

foreign route miles to some 70 different locations in 31 countries

and colonies on three continents. Its operations increased nearly

five times over those of the preceding year. This division oper-

ated the largest fleet of aircraft in the system, flying 1,250,000

mi. a month carrying overseas cargo at the rate of 3,500,000 ton-

miles every 30 days. The division had 1 1 7 flight crews of which
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AIR DISTANCES from WASHINGTON. LONDON, MOSCOW. CHUNGKING
(Azimuthal Equidistant Projection see caption below)

Distances in Statute Miles

AZIMUTHAL EQUIDISTANT PROJECTION showing air distances from the

capitals of the principal four United Nations to other important cities. This

type of map, ideal for computing air distances, is centred on a chosen spot (in
each of the above four, the capital). A straight line on the map connecting
the centre spot with any other spot on the map is the shortest distance between
the two points, a great circle route

t v'. ...". '
'

76 were expert in four-engine aircraft operation.
'

\ In Alaska, Pan American operations for the naval air trans-

port service, and on civil routes, reached new levels in 1943 as

military operations turned from the defensive to the offensive to

drive the Japanese out of the strategic Aleutians. July was the

climactic month in the campaign. During that month P.A.A. flew

477,440 plane-miles and 81,657 cargo ton-miles as compared with

88,190 plane-miles and 4,113 cargo ton-miles during the same

month of the preceding yean

From Miami, over seven different routes to Mexico, the West

Indies, the Caribbean area and the north and east coasts of

South America to Buenos Aires, P.A.A.'s eastern division flew

12,146,294 plane-miles in 1943, an increase of 35% over the pre-

ceding year.

More than 125,000 passengers were flown 128,818,699 pas-

senger-miles, which represented a 26% increase over 1942.

Early in 1943 the Civil Aeronautics board granted Pan Amer-
ican Airways a three-year temporary certificate to operate a new
service between New Orleans, La., and Guatemala City in Cen-

tral America, providing an additional connection with its network

of Latin-American routes. The i,O75-mi. flight across the Gulf of

Mexico was made in Boeing Stratoliners with accommodations
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for 33 passengers in pressurized cabins for high-altitude flying.

This lirfk reduced the time of travel from Chicago to the Canal

Zone to approximately 21 hr.

American Export Airlines expanded its transoceanic operations

during 1943. In addition to its commercial operation from New
York to Foynes, Ire., it conducted considerable contract work for

the armed services.

During 1943 the total length of civil aviation routes in Mexico

had more than doubled over the preceding year. The expansion

was due in part to wartime curtailment of water-borne traffic.

Chicle, mineral concentrates and coffee comprised the chief cargo

items flown.

British Overseas Airways, Great Britain's government-owned
international commercial air line, continued and expanded its

world-wide operations during 1943. Most important services oper-

ated were between Great Britain and America via Lisbon and

Bermuda, and also via Foynes, Ire., and Canada. A regular Brit-

ain-to-Moscow service was inaugurated following a circuitous

route via Lisbon, North Africa, Cairo, Iraq, Iran, Astrakhan and

Kuibyshev. Operations also were conducted to India and across

the South Atlantic, and to other points not disclosed for reasons

of military secrecy.

Swedish A.B.A. air lines continued international operations

chiefly to Britain and to Germany. The Netherlands K.L.M. lines

maintained operations in the Caribbean area. International air

operations of the axis nations, which had been fairly extensive

at the start of the war, were virtually nonexistent in 1943. Ger-

mans continued operating commercial schedules to Lisbon, Port.

Civil Air Transport Operations Statistics. Total miles

flown by U.S. domestic air lines in 1943 93,122,000 was con-

siderably under the 110,102,860 total for 1942. However, the

passenger-load factor increased from 72.15 in 1942 to 91.4 in

1943, and the air lines actually carried more traffic than in the

preceding year.

The number of aircraft in operation was 197, an increase of 18

over 1942. Total passenger-miles ilown in 1943 was approximately

1,570,000,000, a 6% increase over the 1,481,976,329 total for

1942. Express pound-miles flown in 1943 totalled about 29,400,-

000,000 as compared with 23,435,208,925 pound-miles flown in

1942, an increase of 25%. Air-mail pound-miles flown in 1943
were approximately 66,290,000,000, as compared with 40,096,554,-

805 pound-miles in 1942, an increase of 65%.
Total passengers carried in 1943 were approximately 3,105,000,

compared with 3,349,134 in 1942. Passenger fatalities numbered

23 in 1943 as against 55 in 1942. Passenger-miles flown per pas-

senger fatality in 1943 were about 65.446,000, compared with

26,945,024 in 1942.

Gross income of domestic air lines reached a new high of

$120,000,000, as compared with $108,000,000 for 1942.

Summary of Civil Aviation Development. Although the

Civil Aeronautics administration remained a civilian agency in

1943, most of its activities were devoted to projects serving the

armed forces. The CAA conducted a $400,000,000 defense air-

port program. Landing fields suitable for transport aircraft were

increased from 660 to 940 in 1943; total number of airports in all

categories was approximately 3,000 at the end of the year.

There were 16,277,027 aircraft operations reported to CAA
centres which controlled traffic on the federal airways, compared
with 9,208,776 such operations in 1942.

During 1943 more than 10,000 transports and noncombat

planes were inspected or flight-tested (sometimes both) at fac-

tories by CAA representatives. Airmen examined for certificates

of competency included more than 18,000 would-be private pi-

lots, 15,000 commercial pilots, 9,500 flight instructors and 9,000

engine mechanics.
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The war training service branch of the CAA gave approxi-

mately 250,000 flight courses 'to army and navy cadets in 1943,

as compared with 70,000 in 1942. The number of pilots holding

CAA certificates increased from 110,510 in 1942 to 124,050 in

I943-

U.S. Production Achievement. The American aircraft in-

dustry in 1943 set an all-time world's record in building 667,-

000,000 Ib. of military aeroplanes, exclusive of engines and equip-

ment, which was nearly 2\ times the weight produced in 1942
and approximately 8 times 1941 production. Although 85,946

military planes were produced in 1943, the numerical total does

not reflect the magnitude of the achievement because the average

weight of each plane produced in that year was nearly double

the average weight of planes produced in 1941. This was due not

only to the trend toward larger and heavier planes, but also to

the greater proportion of heavy bombers and transports as com-

pared with fighters and trainers. Total poundage produced in the

month of Dec. 1943 alone equalled that of the entire year of

1941.

The dollar value of airframes, engines and propellers pro-

duced in 1943 was estimated at $11,000,000,000 as compared
with the 1942 value of $5,000,000,000 and the 1941 value of

$1,750,000,000. These figures do not represent the total value of

all aviation production, however, because many items such as

armament, instruments and other equipment are not included.

Employees engaged in aircraft production at the end of 1943
totalled approximately 2,000,000.

Helicopter Development. No less than six different helicop-

ter designs were flying in the U.S. in 1943 and scores of others

were under development. At the end of the year it was estimated

that more than 100 different companies were engaged in develop-

ment or manufacture of helicopters.

Such was the confidence in the helicopter's successful develop-
ment in the immediate future that scores of companies and indi-

viduals filed applications with the Civil Aeronautics board, seek-

ing authority to operate helicopter routes for the transportation

of passengers, mail and express over routes throughout the

U.S. totalling more than 100,000 mi. The applicants included

existing commercial air lines, proposed new air-line companies,

bus, truck, railroad and steamship operators and private indi-

viduals.

Although helicopter production for other than experimental

purposes was limited to the military, competent authorities at

the end of 1943 predicted that this form of aircraft had reached

a satisfactory stage of development which would permit the con-

struction of safe, efficient vehicles with a capacity of 12 to 14

passengers, which would be satisfactory for operation in shuttle,

or bus-type, services.

The helicopter designed by Igor I. Sikorsky and built by Si-

korsky division of United Aircraft corporation was being produced
in considerable numbers for use by the army and navy. The

Sikorsky design incorporates a single large three-blade rotor re-

volving in a horizontal plane above the fuselage of the craft,

with a much smaller auxiliary tail rotor revolving in a vertical

plane, which counteracts the torque induced by the main motor

and is used also for steering. The engine is located in the fuselage

under the main motor shaft, which it drives through suitable

gearing and clutch mechanism. Provision for two occupants
seated side by side is made in the enclosed cabin which forms

the front of the fuselage.

Although most of the projects under way followed the basic

arrangement described for the Sikorsky helicopter, many quite

different designs also were being tested and flown. The Platt-

LePage helicopter design utilized two rotors mounted on outrig-

gers projecting from the sides of the craft a sufficient distance
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to permit their rotation in the same plane without interference.

In this design the rotors revolved in opposite directions, thus

equalizing the torque and eliminating the necessity for an auxil-

iary tail rotor. Steering was accomplished by causing one rotor

to advance faster than the other.

Another design employed two rotors, one above the other,

rotating in opposite directions around the same vertical axis.

This was designed by the late Dr. George de Bothezat and man-

ufactured by the Helicopter Corporation of America. Designated
the GB-5, a most unusual feature of its design was the location

of the engine between the counter-rotating blades and outside

the cabin of the helicopter.

Again, since the two rotors revolved in opposite directions, thus

cancelling out the torque, there was no need for an auxiliary

tail rotor. Steering was accomplished by varying the pitch of one

set of blades from the pitch of the blades on the other rotor,

thus deliberately inducing torque which turned the cabin of the

craft in the desired direction. This craft was test flown in 1943.

Late in 1943, a single-place i,ooo-lb. helicopter designed and

built by the P-V Engineering Forum was successfully flown. The

arrangement and method of control was virtually the same as that

described for the Sikorsky helicopter. It possessed a cruising

speed of about 55 m.p.h. and a top speed of 90-100 m.p.h. (See

also AIR FORCES or THE WORLD; AIRPORTS AND FLYING FIELDS;

MEDICINE; PETROLEUM; POST OFFICE.) (C. B. F. M.)

Aviation, Military: sec AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD; GLIDING;
WORLD WAR II.
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~
), president of Mex-

nVIld udllldullU, mdllUul ico, was born at Teziutlan in

the state of Puebla on April 24. After completing a course of

commercial studies in his native town, he joined the successful

revolution against Victoriano Hucrta in 1914 and advanced to the

rank of general of division. In the cabinet of President Rodriguez

he was minister of war and navy. President Cardenas later ap-

pointed him secretary of national defense and personally selected

him as successor to the presidency. He was elected president July

7, 1940, by 2,476,641 votes to 151,101 for his opponent, Gen.

Juan Andreu Almazan, according to tabulations of the Mexican

congress. The new president was inaugurated Doc. i, 1940.

During 1941 he negotiated a settlement of the oil-expropriation

controversy with the United States. He consistently stressed

hemispheric solidarity in defense and on May 22, 1942, three

weeks after a German submarine had sunk a Mexican ship, Avila

Camacho called for war against the axis. The congress unani-

mously approved his demand and on June 2 he signed the dec-

laration of war against Germany, Italy and Japan (which was

made retroactive to May 22) and Mexico joined the United Na-

tions. A middle-of-the-roader keenly concerned with industrial de-

velopment, Avila Camacho headed a vigorous program of Mexican.

war industry development, which supplied many minerals and

other raw materials to U.S. factories during 1942 and 1943. (Sec

also MEXICO.)

Azores, The: sec PORTUGAL.

Tlle statistics of bacon production in the United States

werc not separated from pork in general since the out-

put of bacon varies in accordance with the changing cutting and

trimming practices of the meat packers. These in turn are adjusted
to the typ of hog that predominates in the market. In 1943, when
farmers were feeding hogs to the heavier weights because of the

favourable price of pork compared to corn, the proportion of fat

ran very heavy and led to a very fat type of bacon. This type was

not desired for the military forces but lard and fat meats were

wanted by the soviet army under lend-lease. The preferences

of the British for a lean bacon, and the Russian desire for lard

led to the trimming of meat cuts to suit the particular market

to be served. The demand for bacon is fairly constant and varies

little from month to month or year to year. With heavy pork

production there is therefore no danger of shortages since in

the general supply of hogs there is always enough of the bacon

type to supply the demands. The price of bacon fluctuates with

the price of pork in general and has no special market price of

its own. (See also HOGS; MEAT.) (J. C. Ms.)

Two classcs of antibacterial therapeutic

agents of direct application to wartime needs

were being intensively investigated; the sulfonamides and the

antibiotic substances derived from bacteria, actinomycetes and

moulds.

The discovery and compounding of the various sulfonamides

had been the work of chemists. The isolation of antibiotic sub-

stances, the testing of their activity and the solution of their

modes of action against various bacteria were in the field of bio-

chemical bacteriology and mycology.

Experimental medicine and clinical observation demonstrated

the therapeutic usefulness of the sulfonamides and began to

exploit the antibiotic substances.

The sulfonamides are a group of chemically related compounds
but the antibiotic substances are less homogeneous, falling into

seven chemical groups according to Selman A. Waksman: "i.

lipoid bodies: pyocyanase and clavicin; 2. pigments: pyocyanin,

prodigiosin, chrysogenin, chlororaphin, toxoflavin and actinomy-

cin; 3. polypeptides: gramicidin, tyrocidine, lysozyme and ac-

tinomycetin; 4. sulphur-bearing compounds: gliotoxin; 5. qui-

nonelike compounds: citrinin, penicillic acid, fumigatin, possibly

penicillin: 6. organic bases: streptothricin ; 7. other agents:

fumigacin, etc." Their action may be bacteriostatic, bactericidal

or bacteriolytic. Of 200 species of fungi (mostly of Penicillium

and Aspergillus} examined by W. H. Wilkins and G. C. M.

Harris, 64 showed antibacterial activity.

Although the sulfonamides and the antibiotic substances of

microbial origin differ as to origin and chemical nature, they were

found to show some resemblance in their modes of action on

bacterial cells, i.e., by interference with essential metabolic proc-

esses. Many papers on bacterial metabolism appeared, among
them an excellent review on "Factors Influencing the Enzymic
Activities of Bacteria'

7

by Ernest Frederick Gale. The reader is

also referred to the address by Waksman on "The Microbe as a

Biological System" in which it was stated of the antibiotic sub-

stances: "i. some act primarily upon bacteria, and others upon

fungi; 2. some influence cell division, others affect respiration,

still others interfere with the utilization of certain metabolites; 3.

they are selective in their action, some being capable of acting

upon a great number of .organisms, and others upon only very

few; 4. some act primarily in vitro and others act also in vivo;

5. they vary in their toxic effect upon the animal body, and in

reactions upon the tissues; 6. some are hcmolytic and others not:

7. some are water-soluble and others are only alcohol-soluble.

Because of these properties, some can be used for general treat-

ment, and others have only a local application." (See also EPI-

DEMICS AND PUBLIC HEALTH CONTROL.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Ernest Frederick Gale, "Factors Influencing the Enzymic
Activities of Bacteria." Bact. Rev., T. 139 O943); Selman A. Waksman,
"The Microbe as a Biological System," /. Bact., 45: i (1943); Selman A.

Waksman, "Nature and Mode of Action of Antibiotic Substances," /. Bact..

45:64 (1943); W. H. Wilkins and G. C. M. Harris, "Investigation into the

Production of Bacteriostatic Substances by Fungi, Preliminary Examination
of a Second 100 Fungal Species," Brit. J. Exp. Path., 24:141 (1943)-

(J. H. BN >
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With David Guthrie Freeman, four-times na-

tional champion, in the army medical corps,

badminton became more of a recreational than a competitive

sport during 1943. No national championships were held, and

what title play existed was restricted to sectional tournaments.

The middle Atlantic doubles tourney highlighted badminton

in the east, with Carl Loveday and Cheever Lockwood of Mont-

clair, N.J., winning the title with a 15-11, 15-10 decision over

Frank Jasensky and Frank Williamson, New Rochelle, N.Y., in

the final. The women's middle Atlantic championship went to

Mrs. Roy Bergman and Helen Gibson of Westport, Conn., who
defeated Mrs. Kenneth Davidson and Theresa Bellizzi, New
Rochelle, in the final, 15-6, 15-1.

Richard Casey of St. Louis captured the midwest singles cham-

pionship, downing Joe Tibcri of Chicago in the windup, 15-12,

15-2. Pearl Peterson of Detroit successfully defended her

women's singles title with an n-i, 11-4 victory over Eleanor

Coambs of Chicago. Dean Footc and Jack Riday of West Allis,

Wis., repeated as men's doubles champions, and Miss Coambs
and Thelma Burdick of Chicago topped the women's doubles.

For southern California Helen Noble and LeRoy Erikson, both

of Pa^rlena, were district singles champions. The New York

metropolitan titles were won by Corporal Stig Larson and

Theresa Bellizzi, both of New Rochelle. (M. P. W.)

Rorinfflin DlOtrn ( I8?i- )> Italian army officer, was

DdUUgllU, I ICUU born at Grazzano Monferrato, Piedmont,
on Sept. 28. He took part in the Eritrea campaign, 1896-97, saw

service in World War I in 1915, and emerged as a general after

the war ended in 1918. Elected a senator in 1919, he went to

Brazil as ambassador in 1924 and returned to Rome in 1925 to

assume the post of chief of the army general staff. He was cre-

ated Marchese del Sabotino, 1928, was governor general of

Libya, 1928-33. He participated in the Ethiopian campaign and

was named viceroy of Abyssinia, 1936. He later resigned from

the latter office and was created duke of Addis Ababa. When
Mussolini declared war against the Allies in June 1940, Marshal

Badoglio was in command of the Italian armies. While allegedly

opposed to the Italian invasion of Greece in Oct. 1941, he

nevertheless was made the scapegoat for its initial failures

and resigned as chief of the general staff "at his own request,"

Dec. 6, 1941. For the next 18 months Badoglio shunned the

limelight until his dramatic reappearance July 25, 1943. After

a stormy cabinet session, Mussolini was ousted as premier
and Badoglio was made his successor. On Sept. 3 the Italian

marshal concluded a secret military armistice with Gen. Eisen-

hower and five days later, Sept. 8, 1943, Badoglio told the Ital-

ian people that he had signed unconditional surrender terms laid

down by the Allies. The following day, Badoglio, in a letter to

Hitler, explained that Italy was compelled to surrender to ''avoid

total ruin." After his installation as premier, Badoglio dissolved

the fascist party, released many anti-fascist prisoners. On Oct. 13

he declared war against Germany and joined the Allies. Although

he stubbornly refused to foreswear loyalty to King Victor Em-

manuel III, the Italian general did promise, Oct. 20, that he

would restore constitutional rule and step down as premier once

Italy was liberated. / h *r
*
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A group of some 3,000 islands, rocks and keys,

north and northeast of Cuba. About 20 of the

islands are inhabited, permanently or intermittently. Total area:

4,375 sq.mi.; pop. (1940 est.) 66,219 O93* census: 59,828), with

15% white and the remainder Negro and mulatto. Capital, Nas-

sau (pop. 19,756). The Bahamas form a British colony, with an

appointed governor (in 1943, H.R.H. the Duke of Windsor) and

legislative council, and an eiecieu assemoiy.

History. The war continued to affect the Bahamas during

1943, although financial conditions remained fairly satisfactory.

Price control had been established in Dec. 1942; rationing of

essential foodstuffs became necessary in July 1943. The prospec-

tive completion of war projects at Nassau caused the government
to set up a special Out Islands department, designed to formu-

late work projects which would draw unemployed workers away
from the capital. An arrangement made in May for the transpor-

tation of up to 6,000 Bahama labourers to Florida to fill labour

demands there likewise helped with unemployment.
In July Sir Harry Oakes, the richest resident of the islands,

was murdered; his son-in-law, Alfred de Mangny, was accused

of the crime but won an acquittal in December.

Education. In 1940 schools numbered 167 (46 denomina-

tional and private), with a total enrolment of 15,787 students.

Finance. The monetary unit is the pound sterling (value in

1943 $4.03} U.S.) Government revenues (1942) were estimated

at 394,690; expenditures, 439,889.

Trade and Communication. Trade figures for 1943 were not

available; imports for 1942 totalled $6,129,000 (1941: $5.183,-

ooo ), exports (exclusive of re-exports) $778,000 (1940: $528,

ooo). The principal imports are foodstuffs and manufactures,

largely from the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom.

Exports of importance in 1943 were tomatoes (85,000 lugs, to

THE DUKE OF WINDSOR visited a camp of hit subjects at Swedesboro, N.J.,
in May 1943. The Negroes had been sent from the Bahamas to help harvest
an asparagus crop
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Canada), crawfish (about 1,250,000 Ib.) and other marine prod-

ucts, straw and shellwork, and wood products.

External communication is by air and boat, with schedules

subject to war conditions. New Providence possesses good high-

ways, and roads are under construction on other islands.

Resources. The tourist trade is normally the most important

single item in the colony's economy (tourist expenditure in 1941

est. $4,000,000), but was unimportant in 1943. Sponging, usually

second in importance, remained practically suspended as in 1941

and 1942 because of disease in the sponge beds. To replace these

industries, the Bahamas turned to sea food exports, sisal devel-

opment (342 tons produced in 1941 ), spice, and straw and ^hell-

work. The perfume industry declined due to lack of essential

materials. (See also WEST INDIES, BRITISH.)
ItiULior.RAPHY. West Indies Year Rook, 1V4I-1Q42; Canada-West

Indies Magazine, (Montreal, monthly); Crown Colonist (London, monthly);
Colonial Review (London, quarterly). (I). Ru.)

Bahrein Islands: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

Baker Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Baltic States: see ESTONIA; LATVIA; LITHUANIA.

Seventh largest city of the United States, Balti-

more, Md. had a population by the 1940 federal

census of 859,100. White population 692,705, non-white 166,395,

mainly Negro, constituting 19.4% of total. Foreign-horn white,

60,969, 7.1% of total. Area, 78.5 sq.mi., plus 13.35 sq.mi. of

water.

Mayor Theodore R. McKeldin, Republican, elected May 4,

1943, took office May 18. His vote, 77,567, constituted a major-

ity of 20,275 over the Democratic candidate, former Mayor
Howard W. Jackson, running for a 5th term. McKeidin was the

first Republican mayor elected since 1927. He received the

largest majority ever given a Republican. Howard E. Crook,

Democrat, was elected city comptroller. The council president,

Thomas E. Conlon, Democrat, died in Oct., 1943, and the

vacancy was filled by C. Markland Kelly. Democrats retained a

solid membership in the city council during 1943.

Baltimore had a continued boom in 1943 as an important
defense area, but at a less accelerated rate than in 1942. It

continued to be a leadinjy^hipbuilding and plane manufacturing

centre, and became a major producing centre of high octane

gasoline with the erection of a $14,000,000 catalytic cracker at

the Baltimore refining plant of the Standard Oil Co. of N J.

Appropriations from tax levy were $56,498,601.71. Total ap-

propriations, including approved expenditures from existing and

tentative loans, were $68,540,157.71. The total taxable basis

was $1,664,037,410. The tax rate, $2.85 per $100, increased

20 cents. Gross funded debt as of Aug. 31, 1943 was $161,727,-

ooo; net general debt for 1943, $84,547,919.45. A bond issue of

$12,500,000 was authorized for water supply during 1943.

(C. B. S.)

exact amount of imports of bananas in 1943
. was withheld as confidential information by the

U.S. government. General trade sources indicated that imports
were less than half the normal amounts. The scarcity of the

fruit in the retail markets was sufficient proof of the scarcity.

The problem of the banana trade continued to be transportation.

Since about 80% of the imports were brought in by boat and

particularly by the special banana-boats of the United Fruit

company, the loss of these ships, which were taken over by the

government, immediately stopped the normal trade. There were
no railroad facilities to most of the banana areas except Mexico.

The "banana growers in Latin America were in great distress not-

withstanding the aid given by the fruit companies and local

governments. The fruit companies experimented with dehydra-

tion and other methods of processing bananas without much
success. The consumer prefers the natural fruit and the prospect

of developing a new form in which to market bananas seemed

remote in 1943. The efforts to shift the banana land to other

uses was proceeding slowly in Central America since the natives

were being trained in the growing of fibre plants such as abaca and

hemp. These natives were hesitant to change, preferring to wait

for the banana industry to recover. (J. C. Ms.)

Bankers Association. American: see AMERICAN BANKERS
ASSOCIATION.

Bank for International Settlements.
a medium for financing international trade had been more or

less stifled by the war, the Bank for International Settlements,

located at Basle, Switzerland, continued in 1943 to render valu-

able service as banker for international Red Cross organizations.

Also it continued to receive the co-operation of central banks

and monetary institutions throughout the world.

Though the intensified warfare in Europe and the invasion of

Italy by Allied forces placed a greater diplomatic strain upon the

relationship of the bank to the nations involved, its board of

directors carefully avoided implication in any transaction that

might involve its policy of adherence to strict neutrality or give
rise to a suspicion of serving the financial interests of one coun-

try to the disadvantage of another.

The balance sheet total at the end of the fiscal year, March 31,

1943, showed a gain of 6,736,527 Swiss gold francs, standing at

483,382,662 Swiss gold francs compared with 476,646,135 the

previous year. The calendar year 1943 started with a balance

of 479,214,390 Swiss gold francs and rose to a high of 486,491,650
on June 30. The balance sheet total on Sept. 30, 1943, stood at

484,371,943 Swiss gold francs.

A notable change in the asset account was the increase in "gold
in bars" item, which stood at 80,066,994 Swiss gold francs on

Sept. 30, 1943, compared with 42,082,396 on March 31, 1942.

Among the liability items, short term and sight deposits in

various currencies declined 5,401,077 Swiss gold francs at the

end of the 1943 fiscal year compared with the previous year's

close, but short term and sight deposits in gold showed an in-

crease of 10,666,844 Swiss gold francs. Significant under "re-

serves" items was the disappearance, as of June 1943, of the

dividend reserve fund, which prior to the 1943 fiscal year had

been carried at more than 4,000,000 Swiss gold francs, but which

in June 1942, had dropped to 1,626,940 Swiss gold francs.

In the distribution of its assets the bank paid particular at-

tention to the maintenance of full liquidity in the markets where

it had its commitments.

^ new peak in war production in 1943 found bank-

ing in the U.S. ready to assume its full responsi-

bilities in the form of loans to war industries, purchase of gov-
ernment securities and assistance in the distribution of govern-
ment bonds among individual and institutional purchasers. De-

posits and investments increased to new high levels for all time,

while the total of loans fell off slightly because of reduced

U. S. Banking, Deposits, Loons and Investments, 7942 and 1943
Total (in millions of dollars)
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civilian requirements, as shown on page 94 in the comparative

table for years ending June 30.

The member banks of the federal reserve system (q.v.) as-

sumed an increasing importance in the financing of the war, as is

evidenced in the foregoing table. Excess reserves of member
banks continued the decline of 1942, approaching the vanishing

point in New York city and Chicago and reaching $1,020,000,000

for the entire country in July, the lowest point since 1937. This

decline accompanied the remarkable growth in deposits, due to

the absorption by the banking system of over $22,000,000,000

of additional U.S. government securities, and the continued

growth in money in circulation, which stood at a record high of

over $20,000,000,000 at the end of 1943 an increase of nearly

$5,000,000,000.

The pressure on excess reserves was relieved by legislation

which permitted banks to hold in war loan accounts the proceeds
of U.S. government securities purchased for their own account

or the account of customers without providing a reserve or pay-

ing Federal Deposit Insurance assessments on such deposits.

Member banks were enabled to keep more fully invested by a

practice inaugurated by the treasury of allotting in full at a

fixed price to yield $% all subscriptions to treasury bills in

amounts not exceeding $100,000 while the Federal Reserve banks

agreed to purchase all treasury bills offered at $%, giving the

purchaser an option to repurchase at any time prior to maturity

at the same rate. Open market operations of the Federal Reserve

banks also relieved the shortage of member bank reserves, their

holdings of government securities reaching an all-time high of

nearly $11,000,000,000 in Dec. 1943.

Although loans declined for 1943, a steady increase in volume

marked the trend toward the year's end. Government guaranteed

V-Loans were made available on a broader basis, to assure war

contractors that their working capital invested in war production
would not be frozen on contract terminations. Interest rates on

loans were steady, with a rising tendency toward the end of the

year. Bank earnings were aided by a substantial increase in the

yield of short- and medium-term government securities, while

long-term rates remained steady, aided by the support of the

Federal Reserve banks. In addition to investing in large amounts

of government bonds, the U.S. banks co-operated with investment

bankers, brokers and others in intensive campaigns for the sale

of government bonds to individuals, culminating in the Third

War Loan drive in September, in which $18,943,000,000 in bonds

were sold to nonbank investors. (See Investment Banking,

below.)

Bank earnings increased substantially during 1943, although

they were partly offset by increases in expenses, including taxes

and salaries. For the first time in history, return on securities

exceeded interest and discount on loans, because of expanded

holdings of government securities. Service charges and trust

department earnings again contributed substantially. Net profits

were higher but dividends were down slightly, reflecting the need

for building up surplus and capital funds in keeping with en-

larged deposit liabilities. The war caused further drains on bank

personnel, and in many banks women employees numbered more
than half the clerical force. The banks organized and operated
"ration banking" to facilitate the clearance of ration coupons
between retailers and suppliers. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW;
CONSUMER CREDIT; LAW; RATIONING.)

Canada. Banking continued to serve the war needs of Canada

during 1943, as production for war purposes resulted in an

unprecedented increase in the industrialization of the dominion.

There was a marked expansion in banking accounts, and deposits

of the ten chartered banks increased nearly $500,000,000 to

$4,085,000,000 on Sept. 30, 1943. The volume of loans and dis-

counts fluctuated in a narrow range, standing at $1,045,000,000

on that date. Holdings of securities increased by $502,000,000

to a total of $2,881,000,000, reflecting added purchases of

dominion securities. Canadian banks were a large factor in the

distribution of government securities to the public, which pro-

vided over 81% of funds borrowed, leaving only 18.5% to be

absorbed by the banking system during the year ended Aug. 31.

1943.

Earnings were supplemented by new service charges, while

bank taxation increased, with a wartime excess profits tax of

100% imposed, based on 1936-39 average earnings. More than

6,800 men and 150 women bank employees had enlisted in the

armed forces. Many women were added to replace the men in

the service, so that over half the employees were women. During
the war, more than 200 branches had been closed to save man-

power. On March i Canadian banks began to handle wartime

consumer ration coupons for dealers in foodstuffs. The 3,200,

Canadian branch banks accepted ration coupon deposits and

handled coupon checks and ration transfers. They also continued

to act for the government as licensed dealers in foreign exchange

under the Foreign Exchange Control board

The Bank of Canada increased its holdings of government
securities by nearly $240,000,000 to $1,221,000,000 on Oct. 31.

1943. The note issue of the Bank of Canada rose to $836,000,000,

an increase of $170,000,000, while the chartered bank note cir-

culation declined from $69,000,000 to $46,000,000, as required

by law.

Great Britain. Banking in the United Kingdom continued to

be entirely subject to the influence of total war. The 1 1 London

clearing banks reported an increase in holdings of government

obligations of 357,000,000 to 2,205,000,000 on Sept. 30, 1943,

while loans were off somewhat to 741,000,000. Deposit liabili-

ties reached a new high of 3,737,000,000, up more than 313,-

000,000 for the year. Interest rates remained stable under the

control of government authorities. Note circulation of the Bank

of England increased over 128,000,000 to 998,500,000 on

Oct. 27. Due to the shortage of manpower, nonessential activities

of all banks were reduced to a minimum. (See also BANK OF

ENGLAND.)

Europe. Germany continued to dominate banking on the

continent, although gradually losing grip in Italy, which was

invaded by the United Nations. Its influence also waned in

neutral Spain and Switzerland as success attended the arms of

the Allies. The deposits of the Reichsbank increased from

2,887,000,000 reichsmarks to 5,601,000,000 during the year ended

Sept. 30, 1943. Note circulation increased from 22,600,000,000

reichsmarks to 30,099,000,000, not including a great volume of

special paper marks used in occupied countries. There was a

large expansion in treasury bill holdings from 24,641,000,000

reichsmarks to 35,010,000,000.

Note circulation of the Bank of France increased from 323,-

494,000,000 francs to 440,291,000,000, and government advances

for German occupation costs increased from 180,999,000,000

francs to 271,371,000,000 at July 29, 1943. (See also BANK FOR

INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS.)
Investment Banking* U.S. investment markets were com-

pletely dominated by government financing for the war, which

raised the total national debt from $92,904,000,000 to $165,047.-

000,000 in the year ended Oct. 31, 1943. New corporate and mu-

nicipal issues amounted to only $1,620,000,000 for the ten

months ended Oct. 31, 1943, and of this total only $413,000,000

represented new capital, the balance being Issued to refund out-

standing securities, mainly for the purpose of taking advantage

of interest rates at or near the lowest in history. Included in

this total were new stock issues of $116,000,000, of which
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$51,000,000 was for new capital and $65,000,000 for refunding.

Corporations were not in the capital market to any great extent,

as their needs for increased plants for war purposes were met

largely by government financing, and materials and labour were

not available for other purposes. States and municipalities raised

only $145,000,000 of new capital, finding their needs reduced by
full employment and satisfactory tax collections, while the lack

of men and materials prevented new construction. The Securities

and Exchange commission's rule requiring competitive bidding

on new public utility security issues under their jurisdiction was

under attack.

Municipal obligations advanced in price in 1943 as the supply

of new issues dwindled and demand increased with higher income

taxes. Tax collections were excellent because of increased indus-

trial payrolls, and bonds of lower grade tended to advance more

rapidly than those of proven quality. Life insurance companies,

which benefited little from tax exemption, disposed of large blocks

of municipals in a receptive market. Many railroads benefited

from the market for their bonds by making large purchases for

the retirement of debt out of wartime earnings. Yields of taxable

government bonds of the longer maturities remained stable, while

short-term governments were issued on a somewhat higher basis.

Highest grade corporate bonds yielded slightly less, approaching

government bond yields. The yield of lower grade corporate issues

fell even further, narrowing the gap between issues of the various

grades and prompting the flow of investment into the several

offerings of government bonds designed to meet the requirements

of all types of investors. Bankers and brokers devoted their

organizations and extensive experience to promoting the two War
Loan campaigns conducted during 1943 by the U.S. treasury.

Particular stress was laid on obtaining subscriptions from in-

dividuals as a measure to take up excess purchasing power while

providing the financial sinews of war. Both campaigns resulted

in oversubscriptions, total sales amounting to $40,676,000,000.

(See WAR BONDS.) (E. B. L.)

Mutual Savings Banks. Expenditures for war purposes in-

creased rapidly after the United States became a belligerent

nation and as a consequence there was more money available for

deposit in savings banks, particularly in areas of great industrial

activity. Total assets on July i, 1943 were $12,436,067,000 and

deposits credited to 15,55,2,095 accounts were $11,104,706,000,

an increase of $758,333,000 in assets and of $750,174,000 in

deposits during the year ended July i, 1943. The combined

surplus was $1,302,018,000 or 11.72% of deposits. Dividends

averaged 1.87% in 1943, a slight decline from the average of

1.88% in 1942. The total number of mutual savings banks on

July i, 1943 was 535, the same as at the end of 1942.

Mutual savings banks continued to distribute large amounts

of U.S. war savings bonds. In the 12 months ended Nov. i, 1943

they distributed $490,494,225 par value of savings bonds and

stamps. Of the total, $392,373,450 were series E, $12,837,798

were series F, $73,214,789 were series G and $12,068,188 were

war savings stamps. After May i, 1941 when the savings banks

first became issuing agents for U.S. savings bonds, they dis-

tributed $1,139,217,844 par value of U.S. savings bonds and

stamps, of which $913,359,720 were series E, $35,600,664 were

series F, $166,363,027 were series G and $23,894,433 were war

savings stamps.

During the three War Loan drives the mutual savings banks

subscribed to Victory bonds for their own portfolios in the follow-

ing amounts: First War Loan drive, Nov. 30, 1942-Dec. 23, 1942,

$609,000,000; Second War Loan drive, April 12, i943~May i,

1943, $1,195,000,000; Third War Loan drive, Sept. 9, 1943-
Oct. 2, 1943, $1,508,000,000.

Aside from U.S. government securities, the chief outlet for

funds of savings banks in 1943 was insured mortgage loans of

the Federal Housing administration. New York state banks

were especially active in making these loans, because the New
York state banking laws were amended to permit savings banks

to make F.H.A. insured loans in states adjoining the state of

New York, as well as in that state to which their lending was

formerly confined. Uninsured loans in an adjoining state were

legalized also, providing such loans were made on property
within 25 mi. of the principal place of business of the lending

bank. The New York law was further amended to permit sav-

ings banks to make uninsured loans not exceeding 80% of ap-

praised value on real properties located not more than 50 mi.

from the principal office of the savings bank and improved by

single family, owner-occupied residences constructed not more

than two years prior to the making of the loan. The previous
limit was 66.6% of the appraised value.

On July i, 1943 all the savings banks in New York state not

previously admitted to the Federal Deposit Insurance corporation

applied for membership in that corporation. Including these

banks the total number of mutual savings banks in the Federal

Deposit Insurance corporation on July i, 1943 was 182, with

deposits of $7,000,000,000 credited to 9,350.000 accounts. Fol-

lowing this action, the bank members of the Mutual Insurance

fund, in existence since 1934, determined to liquidate that fund

by returning its assets to the contributing banks. A first distribu-

tion of $37,695,000 was made Dec. i, 1943.

In contrast to the action taken by the savings banks in New
York, the Connecticut savings banks set up a new fund called

the Savings Banks' Deposit Guaranty Fund of Connecticut,

covering deposits of about $755,000,000 distributed among 900,-

ooo accounts in 62 member banks. This organization took the

place of the Mutual Savings Banks' Central fund organized ten

years previously. An act passed by the general assembly had

provided for the change in name and granted additional powers
and duties, the most important of which was the absolute guaran-
tee of all deposits in full in member banks.

Savings Bank Life Insurance. On Oct. 31, 1943 there was a

total of 204 banks in Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York

having savings bank life insurance departments. Connecticut had

eight issuing banks and ten agency banks; Massachusetts, 30

issuing banks and 112 agency banks and New York, 26 issuing

banks and 18 agency banks. In Connecticut, the latest state as

of 1943 to legalize savings bank life insurance, the total insurance

in force on Oct. 31, 1943 was $2,060,177, representing 2,326

policies; an increase of $1,046,227 and 1,179 policies in the

second year of operation. In Massachusetts the total in force

on that date was $240,216,281 representing 296,635 policies; and

in New York the total in force was $34,808,574, representing

38,901 policies.

British Savings Banks, At the end of the fiscal year, Nov. 20,

1942, the Trustee Savings banks had total funds of 446,508,957;

of which 264,577,260 were balances due depositors in the

ordinary department, 113,918,096 were balances due depositors

in the special investment department, 55,266,498 represented

government stock held for depositors and 12,747,103 repre-

sented surplus funds. On Nov. 20, 1942 there were 91 Trustee

Savings banks in the United Kingdom with 710 offices.

In the three-year period Nov. 21, 1939 to Nov. 30, 1942 the

Trustee Savings banks made available 180,400,000 for war

savings. Of this amount, increases in the balances due depositors

in the ordinary department accounted for 116,100,000; sales of

National Savings Certificates, sales of defense bonds and other

war issues to depositors and investment of special investment

department funds in treasury issues made up the remaining

64,300,000. (HE. BR.)
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BANK OF ENGLAND BARCLAY,
During 1943 the bank note circulation

continued to expand, the growth between

Jan. 6 and Nov. 3 being from 920,000,000 to 1,005,000,000.
The chief causes of the increase were greater industrial activity,
a rise in the average earnings of workers, and to some extent the

prevalence of hoarding. To provide this new currency the fiduci-

ary issue was increased from 880,000,000 to 950,000,000 on

Dec. i, 1942, while there were further increases to 1,000,000,000
on April 13, and to 1,050,000,000 on Oct. 5, 1943. In April 1943
notes of 10 and upwards ceased to be issued, and it was an-

nounced that those already in issue would be withdrawn as op-

portunity offered. There was some evidence that these large-

denomination notes were being used in undesirable transactions.

A temporary check at this time to the growth in the note circu-

lation was in part attributable to this withdrawal.

The bank continued its work in connection with the financing
of the war. Loans by the banks to the government against treas-

ury deposit receipts increased by about 350,000,000 during the

year to the end of Sept. 1943, when their total was 1,114,500,-

ooo. For a few weeks during October the weekly treasury bill

issue was increased from 90,000,000 to 100,000,000. These

extra bills were to mature in Jan. 1944, and so would put the

banks in funds during the period of heavy tax collection.

On Aug. 31 the "tap" issue of 2\% national war bonds, 1951-

53, was withdrawn and replaced by a new issue of 2^% bonds

1952-54-

The bank also assisted the dominions in the repayment out of

their sterling balances of much of their long-term sterling debt.

On Jan. 5 India 3^% stock, repayable in 1931 or any later year,

was redeemed (77,000,000 was outstanding when notice was

given in Dec. 1941). In February and March vesting operations

for five South African stocks (said to total about 42,000,000)

and nine Indian railway sterling debenture stocks (said to total

about 20,000,000) were carried through by the bank on behalf

of the treasury.

During 1943 there were some relaxations of the exchange con-

trol procedure. "Sterling area" and "old" sterling accounts were

abolished, and only one type of account was held by residents

in the United States and Central America. In addition blocked

sterling accounts were substantially reduced. The accumulation

of sterling blocked in these accounts could now in most cases be

remitted to the beneficiary, and further blocked sterling would

be created only in the most exceptional circumstances. Dealings
in sterling securities on behalf of non-residents were made much

easier, and nonresidents could sell and reinvest the proceeds

freely.

Remittances to evacuated children under the children's over-

seas reception board scheme were increased to a level which

enabled most of the evacuees to maintain themselves without

support from their hosts.

Following the expulsion of the enemy from French North

Africa arrangements were made to specify French North and

West African currencies, and to regulate payments between

Bonk of England
( million)
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these territories and the sterling area.

Further releases of staff for national service were made during

1943- The bank retained only 53% of its male and 55% of its

total prewar staff. The total clerical staff was 3,965, compared
uith 3,529 at the outbreak of war. This increase is accounted for

by the formation of the wartime foreign exchange control, which

employed 1,400 people at its peak in Oct. 1941, and employed
1,000 people by 1943. Much of the former London work of the

bank had been evacuated to the country, and 1,500 men and
women were employed at country premises. (N. E. C.)

Bankruptcy: see BUSINESS REVIEW; FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION.

Bonks: see BANKING.

Baptist Church.
The conventions of both Northern and
Southern Baptists for 1943 were post-

poned one year. The Southern Baptists were to hold their u)44
convention in Atlanta, Ga. May 1 6-1 8 a much briefer period
than hitherto allotted for the annual meeting. One of the urgent
requirements for this assembly was the necessity of planning
for their centennial celebration in 1945. Lacking the inspiration
of their convention in 1943, the executive officers sought to

bring enthusiasm and challenge to the local churches through
extended use of the denominational press in each state and in-

creased efforts of the state secretaries. One significant result was
the final payment of a 2o-year-old debt of some $18,500,000.
The Northern Baptists were to hold their 1944 convention in

Atlantic City, N.J., May 23-26. In lieu of their 1943 convention,
Parish day services were organized for meetings in the local

churches. The main features of these programs were recorded
addresses by officers of the convention and missionaries home
from foreign fields. In this way reports of successful work at

home and abroad were brought to the people in their own par-
ishes.

During the convention year, May-April 1942-43, the Baptists
of the north raised a World Emergency fund of $728,686.66,
which was in addition to their normal gifts for all benevolent

purposes. This fund was to be spent for emergencies arising

chiefly from war conditions. For the year 1943-44 the goal of

the emergency fund is $1,500,000. The total objective was

$4,500,000, approximately 25% above the receipts for the year

1942-1943. (R. E. E. H.)

Bar Association, American: sec AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIA-

TION.

Barbados: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Rorhnur ttf ttfarron ( I88*- X 943), U.S. politician, was

DdlUUUI, II. nail Gil born July 31 at Monmouth Beach,

NJ. He served several terms as mayor of Rumson, N.J., served

as delegate-at-large to the Republican national convention that

nominated Herbert Hoover, and in 1931 was appointed to fill

a senate vacancy caused by the death of Dwight F. Morrow. A
year later, he was elected to fill the unexpired term. Barbour

was elected again in 1938 to fill a vacancy left by the resignation

of Senator A. Harry Moore, and was re-elected to this seat in

1940. He died in Washington, Nov. 22.

< l893-'943), U.S. illustrator, was
born May 9 in St. Louis, Mo. He

studied at the Corcoran School of Art in Washington, the Art

Students' League in New York city and the Art Institute of

Chicago. Barclay began as advertising illustrator in 1912, created

the famous "Fisher Body Girl" and did other "pretty girl" covers
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tor leading U.S. periodicals. He designed numerous patriotic

posters during World War I and also had served as a camouflage

expert for the navy. After the U.S. entry into World War II, he

served in Australia and in New Guinea, where he recorded on

canvas the fighting activity of U.S. forces. The navy department
released a report on July 24 that he was missing in action.

Production of crude barite in the United

States decreased from 503,156 short tons

in 1941 to 429,484 tons in 1942, a drop of 13%, as compared
with an increase of 24% in 1941. CO. A. Ro. )

Barium Minerals.

Rarkor lou/ollvc franklin f 186 ?- 1^), us Ph> si-

Ddl KGI, LcWBIIjfo ridllMlll dan and educator, was born

Sept. 16 in Norwich, Ont, Canada. He studied medicine at the

University of Toronto, later completing his studies at the uni-

versities of Leipzig, Berlin and Munich. Dr. Barker joined

Sir William Osier's staff at Johns Hopkins university, where he

became resident pathologist in 1894 and later associate profes-

sor of anatomy and pathology. In 1900, he transferred to Rush

Medical college as professor of anatomy and department head.

When he returned to Johns Hopkins in 1905, he was named

professor of medicine and chief physician of Johns Hopkins hos-

pital, holding both posts until 1913, when he became professor

emeritus and visiting physician at the hospital. In 1899, ^e was

sent to the Philippines as medical commissioner to help fight the

bubonic plague. He died in Baltimore, July 13.

Dorlfllf
^e J 943 barley crop of 322,187,000 bu., as estimated

DullGjf* by the United States department of agriculture, fell

one-fourth short of the record crop produced in 1942 but was

almost a third above the average of 1932-41 of 243,373,000 bu.

This was in accord with the 1943 goal, which called for less

acreage than in 1942.

U.S. Production of Barley by Leading Sfcrto, 7943 and 1942

Barley acreage was expanded greatly in the Great Plains states

but was grown on a much smaller acreage in the central states.

The crop gave way to such war-emergency crops as flax, beans,

soy beans and corn. In the western states yields were very good
on irrigated land. (J. C. Ms.)

DurfAH
DUllOU

( l868-i943)> U.S. welfare worker,

was born Jan. 27 in Mount Pala-

tine, 111., and graduated from the University of Nebraska, 1893,

and the Presbyterian Theological seminary, 1897. He was one

of a group of notable welfare pioneers in Chicago, including Jane
Addams and Graham Taylor. He founded the Olivet institute

in a tenement district on Chicago's near north side in 1897 and
was pastor of its church for 40 years. His small mission devel-

oped into a $750,000 institution. Dr. Barr maintained a free

summer camp for mothers and children and also an "eviction

house" which temporarily lodged evicted tenants. He retired

from the institute in 1937, and died in Chicago, April i, 1943.

Baruch, Bernard Mannes
born Aug. 19 in Camden, S.C., the son of a Confederate surgeon.

He moved to New York city at the age of 1 2 and later attended

City college of New York. He entered Wall street, became a

customer's man and speculator and by the age of 42 had amassed

a fortune estimated at between $12,000,000 and $15,000,000. In

1916 President Wilson invited him to Washington, D.C., as a

civilian member of the Advisory commission of the Council of

National Defense. In March 1918 Baruch was made head of the

War Industries board and was given virtually dictatorial authority

over production. Under his guidance, U.S. industry functioned

smoothly and poured war supplies overseas. He left his post in

Jan. 1919 and went with President Wilson to the Versailles con-

ference in the capacity of economic adviser.

During the early years of U.S. participation in World War II,

Baruch headed a committee investigating the rubber crisis, and

in Sept. 1942 he urged immediate measures to secure a new
rubber supply, warning that failure to do so would cause a col-

lapse on both the home and war fronts. He returned to govern-
ment service in June 1943 as adviser on industrial production to

OWM Director James Byrnes' personal staff, serving without

title or salary. On Sept. 17, 1943, Baruch recommended a labour

pool to meet the manpower crisis; he suggested that draft defer-

ments be granted on grounds of occupation rather than on

dependency. On Nov. 6, Byrnes named Baruch to head a new
unit established within the OWM structure to deal with adjust-

ments in war production and problems related to postwar con-

version of the U.S. industrial war machine to a peacetime

economy.

Basalt: see STONE.

Doeoholl
*n *943 there were fewer leagues operating be-

DdouUdll. cause a great fraction of peacetime professional

players and turnstile spectators were wearing war uniforms in

distant parts.* The 1943 world series play-by-play description,
via short-wave, reached as far as Australia and Iceland to invis-

ible audiences in camps and bases and even in units close to

battle lines.

The 1943 world series, played by the same teams as in 1942,
the New York Yankees, American league champions, and the St.

Louis Cardinals, National league pennant-winners, set a new all-

time high record of attendance for a s-game series, 277,312, sur-

passing the record of 276,717, set in 1942. The third game of the

1943 series, played at Yankee stadium, New York, Oct. 7, hung
up a new all-time attendance record for a single game, 69,990,

exceeding the previous record of 69,902, made in the fourth

game, 1942.

Total receipts for the series, $1,205,784 (including $100,000
for radio broadcasting privileges), also reached a new all-time

high for a 5-gune series, topping the former record, $1,205,249,
made in the 1942 world series. More than one-fourth of this

total, a sum of $308,373.48, representing the receipts of the third

and fourth games, minus players* shares, and the total radio re-

ceipts, was donated to the Red Cross and the National War
Fund, Inc., each receiving half.

These two agencies likewise divided equally the proceeds of the

1 6 special war games played by the major leagues on two special

days, June 30 and July 28. Each of the eight clubs in each

league played one war game at home and one away from home.
The eight National league games produced $175,118.96 and the

American league program turned over $151,439.88.

*A of Dec. i, ioA3, there were 347 major league players and 2,915 from the minors
serving in the armed forces.
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The Baseball Equipment fund, baseball's medium for supply-

ing the armed forces with bats, baseballs and catching equipment,
received $65,174, the proceeds of the annual All-Star game be-

tween picked teams from the two major leagues. The 1943 game
was played in Philadelphia July 13, a night game. To this sum
was added $25,000, the price of radio rights, a $20,000 donation

from Commissioner Landis* office and $2,500 from each league

treasury, making a total of $115,174 for the B.E.F. working

capital.

The Baseball Equipment fund during 1943 continued its send-

ing of "kits'* containing bats, baseballs and catching equipment

through army and navy headquarters to camps and bases in

America and on overseas fronts. In 1943 no. i kits (bats and

baseballs) were placed in 7,273 service units and 827 of the no. 2

kits (with catching equipment), totalling 8,100 kits as compared
with 5,306 distributed in 1942. The report of the B.E.F. figured

the 1943 output at 13,491 dozen baseballs, 40,473 bats. 26,982
rule books and 1489 catching outfits (mitt, body protector, shin-

guards and mask). Through the B.E.F., the Sporting News, base-

ball's weekly newspaper, published by J. G. Taylor Spink, St.

Louis, reached camp libraries, ships at seas, overseas units and

U.S.O. clubs (about 4,000 weekly). Foul balls knocked into the

stands at major league parks and returned by fans were shipped
in lots of a dozen each for use in the armed services during
recreation periods.

The Season. The two major leagues played complete 154-

game schedules, as in peace years, but the bookings of the teams

were arranged to reduce travel to a minimum, in conformity with

the program of the Office of Defense Transportation.

This was most prominent in the case of spring training. In-

stead of conditioning players in Florida, California and Texas,

the 1 6 major league clubs pitched their training camps inside a

boundary known popularly as "The Landis-Eastman Line," a

marker prescribed by K. M. Landis, commissioner of baseball,

after consultation with Joseph B. Eastman, director of the O.D.T.

The southern limit of the training area was marked by the Poto-

mac and Ohio rivers, the western by the Mississippi. The sole

exception was the camp of the St. Louis Browns, of the American

league, which was at Cape Girardeau, Mo. Both St. Louis clubs

had the option of staying on their own side of the Mississippi,
but the National league Cardinals nevertheless crossed over to do
their training at Cairo, III.

In order to fit the round-the-clock working schedules of war-

plants, shipyards, etc., starting times of ball games during 1943
were literally "all hours." On Aug. n, 1943, there were major
league games starting at the following ticks of the clock: 10:30

A.M., 12 noon and 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 5:30, 5:45, 8:30 and 9:30.
all P.M. Newark and Milwaukee had some 9:30 A.M. games. In

the latter city the swing-shift fans entering the stands had their

risibilities tickled at the sight of one of the veteran coaches of

the home team pretending to be just finishing his night's sleep
with home plate for his pillow.

Total attendance at big league games fell off about 13% from

1942, according to the Associated Press tabulation, in part at-

tributable to the fact that in both leagues the pennant races be-

came one-sided in their closing weeks. Five clubs showed gains
over 1942, most notably the Philadelphia Nationals, who more
than doubled their 1942 gate. The New York clubs were among
those showing substantial losses; Brooklyn had a greater falling

off than any of the other 15 clubs, but despite the drop of nearly

400,000, the Dodgers led both leagues in total home attendance.

How the 1943 attendance figures compare with 1942 may, be

noted in the first table in the next column.

In both leagues the pennant races were wide open at the finish.

Reversing the trend of baseball fashions of modern times, the

figures, 1943 and 1942

National league pennant-winner in 1943 had the wider margin

of superiority over its contenders the St. Louis Cardinals own-

ing an i8-game advantage over the second-place Cincinnati Reds

at the finish, while the New York Yankees stood 13 \ ahead of

the American league runner-up, the Washington Senators.

St. Louis, however, fell i victory short of equalling its 1942
total of 106. The Yankees were 5 games behind their 103 bag
of 1942. The Cardinals' i8-game lead over second place was the

largest in National league history since 1906, when the Chicago

Cubs, winning 116 games for an all-time record, stood 20 games
ahead of the second-place New York Giants at the finish.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Final Standings

Lost ... 56 69 71 72 76 80 84 105

Ties. New York-Boston; Boston-Detroit; St. Louis-Boston; Chicago-Philadelphia.

The World Series. The 1943 world series, the second played
since Pearl Harbor, brought together the same clubs which had

competed in the 1942 post-season classic, though important play-

ers on both sides had joined the armed forces since the eventful

October days of 1942.

War travel imperatives made changes in the world series sched-

ule. In order to have only one mass excursion between New
York and St. Louis, the first three games of the 1943 series were

played at Yankee stadium. Peace schedules specify the first two

games in one city, the next two in the other, then, if further play
is necessary, a return to the first city for as many games as are

required for one team to record four victories.

The Yankees, by winning the 1943 series, stretched the club's

list of post-season inter-league championships to 10, twice as

many as any other club has, and one-fourth of all the world
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Pirates was largely responsible for his winning 21 games in 1943. The ball

travels 25 ft. into the air and falls almost vertically across the plate. Circles

indicate its path

series titles decided since competition began between the National

and American leagues with the "unofficial" world series of 1903.

The Boston and Philadelphia teams of the American league rate

next best to the Yankees with five each. These three clubs have

been responsible for 20 of the 25 world championships won by
the American league of the 40 that have been contested.

Joe McCarthy, Yankees' manager, recorded his seventh world

championship, placing him one notch further ahead of his nearest

competitor for world series leadership honours, Connie Mack,
who managed the Athletics of Philadelphia in their five serie"

triumphs.

By defeating the Cardinals, 4 games to i, the Yankees re-

versed the 1942 score. In 1942 the Yankees won the first game,

the Cardinals the next four. In 1943 the first two games fol-

lowed the 1942 pattern, the Yankees winning the first, the Cardi-

nals the second. Then the picture changed, the Yankees sweeping

on to take the next three.

Scores of the five games: First game: New York 4; St.

Louis 2. Second game: St. Louis 4; New York 3. Third game:
New York 6; St. Louis 2. Fourth game: New York 2; St.

Louis i. Fifth game: New York 2; St. Louis o.

Another reverse of the 1942 picture was that the only Cardinal

victory in the 1943 series was pitched by Morton Cooper, Cardi-

nal ace, who in 1942, when he was named the National league's

most valuable player, was defeated in the only game the Cardi-

nals lost and batted out of the box in the other game he started.

A sombre note was the sudden death of Robert Cooper, father

of the Cardinals' brother battery, Morton and Walker Cooper,

in the early morning of 'Oct. 6. Despite the shock of the news,

the Cooper brothers carried through with their battery assign-

ment that afternoon, Morton pitching and Walker catching the

game which the Cardinals won, 4 to 3. The two-day recess be-

tween the third and fourth games made it possible for the

brothers to attend their father's funeral on Saturday, Oct. 9, with-

out being absent from the Cardinals' battle line. Morton appeared

again as pitcher in the final game, striking out the first five

Yankees who came to bat and losing an intense pitchers' battle

with Spurgeon Chandler by the score of 2 to o.

Walker Cooper, who was the Cardinals' field-captain, caught

every inning of the series until he suffered a fracture of his right

thumb in the 5th inning of the last game.

Though some of the brightest stars of the 1942 world series

on both sides had entered the armed forces Joe DiMaggio,

Charley Ruffing, Phil Rizzuto and Buddy llassctt. of the Yankees;

Terry Moore, John Beazley, Enos Slaughter and Jimmy Brown

of the Cardinals the memory of 1942'$ thrills whetted the appe-

tite of the baseball wrorld for the 1943 replay.

The Yankees richly repaid the confidence of their admirers by

winning in handy fashion. They played courageous and alert

baseball, taking full advantage of every Cardinal lapse in fielding

and brainwork. Spurgeon Chandler, the Yankee pitching ace, was

every inch an ace in the world series. He held the Cardinals safe

in the first game with 7 hits for a 4-2 decision ;
in the final game

he scattered TO St. Louis hits (all singles) for a 2-0 triumph to

end the scries and clinch the crown.

Bill Dickey, mighty catcher of the Yankees, smote a home run

to the roof of the St. Louis right-field pavilion in the 6th inning

of this final game with Keller on base to account for both the

Yankee runs, and thereby placed his name in a bracket by itself

in the all-time records. It was his eighth world series as a mem-
ber of the Yankees. His winning homer made him the only man
in history who has been on that many victorious world series

teams. It climaxed an eventful year for the Yankee catcher in

which he led the American league in batting with .351, although

he was in only 85 games and did not amass as many as 400 times

at bat, the necessary number to be awarded the league's batting

championship.

Another outstanding Yankee hero was Marius Russo, southpaw
who scored a notable victory over Brooklyn in the 1941 world

series, but was not prominent in the Yankee picture in the en-

suing two seasons because of muscular impairment of his pitching

arm. His 1943 achievement was only a one-day performance,
but that day he was the whole show. He went to the box in the

opening St. Louis game, the 4th game of the world series. His

team led in games won, 2 to i, but the Cardinals were now in

St. Louis for the first time in the world series schedule. Experts

commenting on McCarthy's choice of Russo called it a "gamble,"
rather looking for a rout of the "larne-arm" southpaw and a

Cardinal resurgence which would tie the series score and set the

stage for a redhot climax on the home grounds of the 1942
world champions. Russo, however, had the Cardinals shut out

for the first 6 innings. In the 4th the Yanks scored a run on

a single by Dickey off Max Lanier, no. i St. Louis ace for the

series as selected by the Cardinal manager, Billy Southworth,
that is, starter of the first game in New York and again in this
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heavily important first game in St. Louis.

Dickey's single drove home Gordon and put Russo ahead i

to o. In the 7th inning a pair of Yankee infield errors allowed

the Cardinals to tie the score with an unearned run, so that Russo,

for all his fine pitching, stood on only even terms with his foe-

men with only two innings left to play. It was then that Russo

stepped beyond his role of pitcher and "won his own game," as

baseball phrases it when a pitcher does something notable as a

batter. He came to bat first for the Yankees in the 8th. Batting

right-handed against the Cardinal southpaw, Harry Brecheen, the

Yankee pitcher drove a long 2-bagger to the extreme left-field

foul line corner of the ball park. The next two Yankees did what

was ordered, Stainback sacrificing Russo to third and Crosetti

sending him home by sailing a long fly to centre on which Russo

scored easily after the catch.

Russo then had to go to the box and suppress the Cardinals

in their last two turns at bat. The Cardinals had two infield

singles in the 8th but could not score. After Marion doubled

with one out in the 9th, Russo retired the next two batters to

consolidate the 2 to i score in his favour, which he built with

his 7th-inning double.

Hero honours on the Yankee side went also to Frank Crosetti,

veteran shortstop, whose all-around play was superb, Bill John-

son, the first-year third baseman, whose triple with the bases

filled broke up the 3rd game and whose .300 batting average for

the series was tops for the Yankees, and John Lindell, former

pitcher converted into an outfielder by war exigencies, whose suc-

cessful slide to third base was the turning-point in the 3rd game
of the scries, setting the stage for Johnson's base-clearing triple

and the victory which put the Yankees ahead, 2 games to i.

Palms were bestowed likewise on Joe Gordon, Yankee second

baseman. Gordon proved a steady rock of strength for the

Yankees in their 1943 series, hitting a home run in the first

game to break a i-i tie score and setting three new fielding

records. He handled 43 chances without any error, crossing off

the record of 35 for a second baseman in a five-game series,

which had stood since Eddie Collins of Philadelphia made it in

1910. Gordon's new record for most putouts. 20. topped the

old one of 19, set by George Cutshaw of Brooklyn in 1916. His

23 assists erased the 21 first achieved by Germany Schaefer, of

Detroit, in 1907, and equalled by Johnny Evers of Chicago in

1908.

On the Cardinal side, besides the pitching of Mort Cooper in

the shadow of his family sorrow, the outstanding performer was

Martin Marion, slim shortstop, who not only maintained his title

to the no. i shortstop of his league but was the leading hitter

of the series, both sides, with .357. His five hits included two

doubles and a home run, his homer starting the scoring in the

only game the Cardinals won. Ray Sanders, first baseman, also

delivered a home run in this game and shared honours with

Cooper and Marion in the Cardinals* brief taste of success.

The All-Star Same. The annual All-Star game between

picked teams of the two major leagues, played at Shibe park,

Philadelphia, July 13, a night game, was an American league

victory by the score of 5 to 3. The attendance was 31,938, about

5,000 below capacity.

Morton Cooper was the starting and losing pitcher in the All-

Star game. A home run into the left-field pavilion with two on

bases by Bobby Doerr, Boston Red Sox second baseman, sent

across 3 runs in the 2nd inning. Ken Keltner's (Cleveland)

double and Dick Wakefield's (Detroit) single added a fourth

American league run off Cooper in the next inning.

Against the subsequent National league pitchers, John Vander-

Meer, of Cincinnati, Truett Sewell, of Pittsburgh, and Alva

Javery, of Boston, the American league stars were able to score

only one run, an unearned run that counted when Billy Herman

Brooklyn second baseman, threw wild to home plate on a double

steal play.

But the trio of American league pitchers, Emil Leonard, Wash-

ington, Harold Newhouser, Detroit, and Tex Hughson, Boston,

kept the National league's 10 hits so sparsely placed that they
were good for only 3 runs, in three different innings. Vince

DiMag^io, Pittsburgh, made the most impressive hits of the con-

test, a booming triple against the left-field wall in the 7th inning

and a home run that landed in the upper left-field stand far over

towards centre field in the 9th. In each case. DiMaggio was the

first batter up in the inning and his power-drives, either one good

enough to break up the game had there been men on bases, were

worth only one run each.

The world series managers of 1942 and 1943 (Joe McCarthy
and Billy Southworth) acted as managers of the rival All-Star

teams. It was the 8th American league victory in n All-Star

games played, starting at the Chicago World's Fair in 1933, giv-

ing the American league an even more impressive success score in

All-Star game play than their 25-15 world series tabulation.

Individual Achievements. The most-valuable-player honours

for the year, as voted by the Baseball Writers' association, went

to Spurgeon Chandler, Yankee pitching ace, and Stan Musial,

St. Louis Cardinal outfielder, who achieved the National league

batting championship in his second major league season. His

hitting and all-around play contributed heavily to both the 1942
and 1943 pennant winning. Chandler led the American league

pitchers in the W-L percentage with 20 victories against 4 de

feats and in the earned-runs-allowecl average with 1.64, the best

figure recorded by a first-string major league pitcher since Walter

Johnson, Washington, chalked up 1.49 in 1919. Chandler's two
world series victories were the key games, the opening contest

and the title-clinching 5th game.

league leaders

BATTING
First Five in Each League

Player, club G. AB. R. H.

Musial, Cardinals 157 617 108 220
Herman, Dodgers 153 585 76 193
Appling, White Sox 155 585 63 192
Cooper, Cardinals 12.1 449 52 143
Wakefield, Tigers 155 6.33 91 200
Elliott, Pirates 156 581 82 183
Witek, Giants 153 622 68 195
Hodgin, White Sox 117 407 52 iao
Cramer, Tigers 1 40 606 79 182
Case, Senators 141 013 io 180

American League

York, Detroit

Keller, New York
Stephens, St. Louis

Heath, Cleveland

Laabs, St. Louis

HOME RUNS
National League

34 Nicholson, Chicago . . . .

. .31 Ott, New York
22 Northey, Philadelphia . . . .

, 1 8 Triplet t, Philadelphia . . . .

. 17 DiMaggio, Pittsburgh . . . .

Pet.

357
.330
.328
.319
.316
3*5
.3U
3U
.300
.294

18
16

IS

IS

American League

York, Detroit

Etten, New York
Johnson, New York ....
Stephens, St. Louis

Spence, Washington ....

RUNS BATTED IN
National League

. .118 Nicholson, Chicago

. . 107 Elliott, Pittsburgh
Herman, Brooklyn
DiMaggio, Pittsburgh . . . .

94
9t
88 f Musial, St. Louis

\Cooper, St. Louis ,

128
I OX
IOO
88

8iT
8iJ

Musial's .357 batting average for 157 games was 27 points

better than the runner-up for the National league batting title,

the veteran Billy Herman, of Brooklyn. Musial led in total num-

ber of hits, in doubles and in triples. His hit-total, 220, made
him the first National leaguer since 1939 to reach the 2oo-hit

mark.

Luke Appling, Chicago White Sox shortstop, was the American

league batting champion, the second time he achieved the crown,

though his 1943 average of .328 was 60 points less than in 1936,

his first championship year.

The home run champions in each league were also the top
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THE WORLD SERIES of 1943 provided the annual relfef from less pleasant

nw$, noted Bishop of the St. Louis Star-Times in thit cartoon, "Thank* for

the Lift, Pal!"

run-drivers, Rudy York, Detroit first baseman, leading the Amer-

ican league with 34 homers and 118 runs-batted-in. Bill Nicholson,

Chicago Cubs' right-fielder, had 29 homers to lead the National

and 128 RBI.

The National league had no one pitcher outclassing his com-

petition as did Chandler in the American and as Mort Cooper

did in the senior circuit in 1942. Percentage honours for 1943

in the National went to Whitlow Wyatt, Brooklyn, with 14 wins

against 5 losses. Howard Pollet, St. Louis southpaw, who joined

the air force in mid-July, led the earned-run-averages with 1.75,

the best in the National league since Carl Hubbcll's 1.66 in 1933-

Truett Sewell, Pittsburgh, and Elmer Riddle, Cincinnati, tied

with Cooper, of the Cardinals, in total victories, each having 21.

Cooper's percentage was the best of the trio, showing only 8

defeats.

The earned-runs-allowed tables in the National league indicated

a remarkable superiority performance by the St. Louis pitchers.

Pollet was the first of three Cardinal pitchers holding the first

three places on the list of pitchers with 10 or more complete

games to their credit, Lanier ranking second and Cooper third.

Two other Card pitchers, Alpha Brazle and Harry Brecheen, led

the secondary list, pitchers working 75 innings or more but not

so many as 10 complete games. Four of the five are left-handers,

Cooper being the only right-hand pitcher.

Ace Adams, New York Giants' bull-pen specialist, set a new

20th century record for number of games pitched, 70, surpassing

the existing record of 61 which he wrote into the archives in

1942. Only one of his 1943 games was a complete contest, the

rest being emergency work in relief of other pitchers.

Minor Leagues. Nine minor leagues three class AAs, one

A-i, one A, two Bs and two Ds operated in 1943, as compared

with 26 that played full seasons in 1942, 41 in 1941 and 47 in

the peak year of National Association history, 1912. -; < X '

Eight of the nine active in 1943 held Shaughnessy post-season

playoff rounds in which the first division teams met in an elimina-

tion series for the league championship. Lancaster, pennant-

winner in the Inter-State league, was the only one of the eight

pennant-winners victorious in a post-season playoff.

All three of the circuits which have composed class AA ever

since that classification was instituted played full seasons. The

Los Angeles Seraphs, Pacific Coast league pennant-winners, lost

out in the playoffs, won by the San Francisco Seals, who finished

second in the pennant race.

The Milwaukee Brewers, American association pennant-winners,

had to yield to the third place Columbus Red Birds in the play-

offs while the Syracuse Chiefs, International league third-placers,

were victorious in the playoffs after the Toronto Maple Leafs

won the pennant. Columbus defeated Syracuse, 4 games to i,

in the annual Junior world series between the playoff winners of

these last two AA organizations. The Birds thus made Junior
world series history, for it was their third straight victory in

successive years. They defeated Montreal's Royals in 1941 and

Syracuse in 1942. In the annals of the series, which has been

played 26 times since its first meeting in 1904, no club before

ever won three years in succession. It was the sixth time Colum-

bus represented the association in the Junior series and its fifth

successful title-quest. The Red Birds scored victories over the

International league champions of 1933 and 1934, Buffalo and

Toronto. Their only series defeat was in 1937, when they lost to

the Newark Bears. The 1943 series adjusted itself to the war

travel exigencies by playing the first three games in Syracuse,
the last two in Columbus.

The Dixie series, played traditionally each year between the

champions of the two class A-i circuits, the Southern association

and the Texas league, was absent from the baseball calendar be-

cause the Texas league did not operate in 1943. The Southern

association, the only minor league extant which did not have

Shaughnessy playoffs, returned to the split-season system of de-

riding its championship. Nashville's Vols, winners of the first

half of the schedule, defeated New Orleans, second-half winners,
in the playoff round for the title, 4 games to i.

Adding together the two halves of the split-season, Nashville

won 83 and lost 55 for a .601 percentage while New Orleans won

78 and lost 58 for .574, so that if played without splitting, the

schedule still would have crowned Nashville pennant-winner. It

was Nashville's fifth straight year to represent the Southern asso-

ciation in the Dixie series, had the series been played. They were

victorious over the Texas league champions in 1940-41-42, the

all-time record performance for a Southern association club.

In the only class A league that functioned, the Eastern,
Elmira's Pioneers, after finishing second in the pennant race, won
the playoffs, beating the pennant-winning Scranton Miners.

The third-place Norfolk Tars were first when the playoffs of the

class B Piedmont league were concluded, the pennant-winning
Portsmouth Cubs going down to defeat. Lancaster's Red Roses
were both flag-winners and playoff winners in the other class B
circuit, the Inter-State league.

The class D leagues alive were the Appalachian and the Penn-

sylvania-Ontario-New York. The Bristol Twins won the pennant
and the runner-up Erwin Aces the playoffs in the Appalachian
while the Pony league pennant-winners, the Lockport White

Socks, had to give way to the Wellsville Yankees in the playoffs.
Minor league attendance statistics in the nine circuits which

operated indicated that curtailment of night baseball and gasoline

rationing regulations played a major role in the reduced total at-

tendance at hall games during 1943.

The American association, comprising cities in the Mississippi
and Ohio valleys mainly, Columbus, Louisville, Indianapolis,

Toledo, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Kansas City, re-

ported a total of 1,359,059, an 8.2% increase over 1942*3

1,247,320.

The other eight leagues ranged downward in comparative fig-

ures. The Eastern league Elmira, Scranton, Albany, Hartford,

Springfield, Mass., Utira, Wilkesbarre and Binghamton, cities



located in a zone in which pleasure-driving was tahoo during the

summer months showed a 32% drop, from 700,388 as of 1942

to 456,194-

The pleasure-driving ban was modified as the Eastern playoffs

were starting, whereupon the 16 playoff games played to 66,461,

the highest in the league's history since playoffs were instituted

in 1937. One game, the 17 -inning 3 to 3 tie between Elmira and

Scranton at Elmira Sept. 26, set a new league record for a single

game, 8,618. . (W. E. BT.)

Doc!A Tnivlich
Basic English (British American Scientific

DuSIC LllgllSn. International Commercial) is a system of

850 English words sufficient for the needs of ordinary conversa-

tion and written communication. The words were selected and

the system developed between 1925 and 1932 by C. K. Ogden,

M.A., of Magdalene college, Cambridge, England, editor of The

International Library of Psychology, Philosophy and Scientific

Method; and author of Basic English, The System of Basic

English, etc.

The chief purposes of the system are:

1. To serve as an international auxiliary language for use throughout
the world in general communication, commerce and science.

2. To provide a rational introduction to unlimited English; both as a

first step, complete in itself, for those whose natural language is not Eng-
lish, and as a grammatical introduction, encouraging clarity of thought and

expression, for English-speaking peoples at any stage of proficiency.

The vocabulary of Basic is made up of 400 general nouns, 150

adjectives, 100 "operators" (verbs, particles, pronouns, etc.)

and 200 names of picturable things. All the Basic words are in

common use but their selection was directed by their co-operative

utility rather than by their frequency as determined by word

counts. The syntax of Basic is that of normal English. There is

accordingly nothing to be unlearned in passing from Basic to a

more complete English.

The Basic word list was arrived at by:
1. The reduction of verbs to 16. Within the system this avoids the neces-

sity of supplementing noun forms with corresponding verb forms.
2. The elimination: (a) of all words (with the exception of common

objects) which can be defined in not more than ten other words in the

Basic word list; (b) of words which, whether capable of definition within

the set limit or not, are primarily emotive rather than referential; (c) of

words which, though not capable of definition within the set limit have
chiefly a literary or stylistic value; (d) of words which, whether capable
of such definition or not, are used in context too abstruse for the level of

general communication.

It need hardly be remarked that misapprehension may arise

if the vocabulary is considered without reference to the principles

on which it is based, and the specific recommendations as to

word uses made in The Basic Words and The ABC of Basic Eng-
lish.

To its 600 nouns Basic English adds a list of 50 terms which,

through world-wide diffusion, have already acquired international

intelligibility (e.g., passport, radio, etc.).

While the 850 words of the general Basic vocabulary are suf-

ficient for the needs of ordinary communication, it is not claimed

for them that they can express adequately the technicalities with

which specialists alone are concerned. To this end further lists of

words are appended 100 general science words and 50 words for

each of the principal sciences (sec Basic for Science, 1943). Simi-

larly in the Basic version of the Bible 50 additional words (for

verse reading) arc used and 100 words of special Biblical signifi-

cance. In practice it is found that native English speakers have

little difficulty in learning to restrict themselves on occasion within

the limits of Basic. 'K- .., . , Yv '"

As a teaching system Basic was in extensive use before World

War II in more than 30 different countries. The economy and

wide utility of its vocabulary and its simplicity of construction

(due to its treatment of the verb) enable the learner to make

very rapid progress into its effective use in all forms of com-

munication. Teaching texts include: Basic Step by Step (adapta-

DR. IVOR A. HiCHA^uS of Harvard university, foremost U.S. exponent of

Basic English, examining a series of sketches for a film by Walt Disney on the

simplified language of 850 words. Interest in Basic English became widespread
in 1943 after a reference to it by Prime Minister Churchill at Harvard

103



104 BASIC ENGLISH
THE 50 WORDS OP BASIC ENGLISH

tions are available for French, German, Spanish, Italian, Polish,

Dutch, Norwegian, with others in preparation), The Basic Way
to English, and Learning the English Language (designed for

adult aliens in America). Special applications are its use for the

deaf and dumb and for the blind. A point of general importance

is. the quantity of mature reading matter serving all interests

which exists in Basic English.

The headquarters of Basic in 1943 were, in England, The Or-
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thological Institute, 45 Gordon square, London W. C. I
; in Amer-

ica, The Harvard Commission on English Language Studies, Cam-

bridge, Mass.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. K. Ogden, Baste English (a general introduction)

(London, 1938); Idem, The ABC of Basic English (Loqclon, 1939): Idem,
The. Basic Words (London, 1943), Idem, Basic Step by Step (London,
1939); Idem, The System oj Basic English (New York, 1934); I. A. Rich-
ards, Basic English and Its Uses (contains selected bibliography) (Xew
York, London, 1943); C. K. Ogdcn, cd., The General Basic English Dic-

tionary (London, 1941). (I. A. Rs.)

Basketball.
University of Illinois' famed "Whiz Kids" and

Wyoming university shared honours in colle-

giate basketball during 1943. Illinois captured its second straight

Big Ten championship with a starting team of juniors, and gen-

erally dominated the sport in the middle west. The Illini did

not take part in postseason competition, and at the start of the

1943-44 season all of the "Whiz Kids" were in the armed serv-

ices. Wyoming started its victorious campaign by winning the

Rocky Mountain conference and went on to win the National

Collegiate Athletic association tournament.

In a Red Cross benefit, Wyoming defeated St. John's college of

Brooklyn, winner of the Madison Square Garden invitational, by
a 52-47 score.

Dartmouth topped the Eastern league for the sixth straight

year, while Duke held its title place in the south although

menaced by George Washington. Rice and Texas shared honours

in the southwest, while Tennessee and Kentucky dominated the

Southeastern conference.

Washington replaced Stanford as the Pacific coast's No. i

team, and Kansas and Creighton led the Big Six and Missouri

Valley, respectively.

Phillips "66," made up largely of former Oklahoma A. & M.

players, won the National A.A.U. championship with a 57-40

victory over the Denver Legion in the final. The annual tourna-

ment, held for the ninth successive time at Denver, Colo., at-

tracted 34 teams. The two finalists placed two players each on

the "All-American" A.A.U. team, Phillips with James McNatt,

forward, and Gordon Carpenter, guard, and Denver Legion with

Robert Gruenig, centre and Robert Doll, guard. Kenneth Sailors

of Wyoming university earned the other forward position.

The American Institute of Commerce of Davenport, la., won
the National Women's AA.U. basketball championship with a

41-31 triumph over Des Moines in an all-Iowa final.

The Washington Bears won the U.S. professional basketball

championship in the annual tournament at Chicago. The Osh-

kosh All-Stars were second and Fort Wayne, winner of the Na-

tional Pro league title, was third. The Philadelphia Sphas won

the American Professional league championship. The College

All-Stars defeated the Washington Bears in the 1943-44 in-

augural, 35 to 31. (M. P. W.)

Basutoland: see BRITISH SOUTH AFRICAN PROTECTORATES.

Battleships: see NAVIES OF THE WORLD.

llorni
HfllTy

(i88o?-i943), French actor, was born in Paris,

the son of Alsatian parents. From the amateur

stage in Marseilles, he worked his way to Paris and until World

War I enjoyed moderate success in the capital's theatres. He was

invalided out of the war and returned to the Paris stage, but

soon received several motion picture contracts and quickly

climbed to fame as one of the leading French character actors.

His most successful roles were as Jean Valjcan in Les Miserable*,

M. Lepic in Foil de Carotte, Ludwig van Beethoven in The Life

and Loves of Beethoven, the mad emperor in The Golem, the

police inspector in Crime and Punishment and the title role in

Rasputin. According to a Stockholm report, he was arrested in

Berlin in May 1942, for forging an "ahnpass," an Aryan an-

cestry certificate. A Vichy radio report of April 8 carried the

news of his death in Paris.

Bauxite.
No statistics were made public on bauxite output in

any of the important producing countries after 1941,
and of these many were rough estimates.

World Production of Bauxite

(Metric tons)

In the United States the bureau of mines, assisted by the

Geological Survey, carried on extensive exploratory programs in

the southern states, and while the larger portion of the large ton-

nages that were developed was low-grade ore, sufficient commer-

cial ore was found to help out materially in meeting the demand.

To supplement the exploratory program for new ore bodies, exten-

sive experimental work was also done on the development of meth-

ods of utilizing Igw-gradc ores. However, late in 1943, when the

supply of aluminum began to catch up with demand (see ALUMI-

NUM) this work was sharply curtailed, in order that the funds

and manpower involved might be utilized more effectively on ma-

terials, the supply of which was still short of current demand.

(G. A. Ro.)

Beans, Dry.

A record crop of dry beans of 22,799,000 bags

was harvested in 1943 according to estimates by
the U.S. department of agriculture. This crop wras 15%
larger than the 1942 crop of 19,035.000 bags and 52% larger

than the io-ycar average 1932-41. An increased production of

55% was called for by the government to meet the greatly in-

U.S. Production of Dry Beans in Leading States, 1943 and 1942
(in 100 Ib. bag^i)

creased military, lend-lease and civilian requirements. The

acreage was increased by growers 29^/0 over 1942 but the average

yield was below 1942 though above the lo-year average. A price-

support program was operated by the government with ceiling

prices to growers, who received, however, about 10% higher

prices than in 1942. (J. C. Ms.')

Beatty. Sir Edward Wentwortk ;

born Oct. 16 in Thorold, Ont. He studied law at Toronto uni-

versity and joined the legal department of the Canadian Pacific

Railway company in 1901, becoming vice-president in 1914. In

1918, he was made president and chairman of the road, and held

both of these posts until 1942, when he resigned from the presi*

dency because of illness. He was knighted in 1935 and was ap-

pointed Canadian representative of the British ministry of ship-
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ping in 1939. Sir Edward was chancellor of McGill university

from 1921 until his death in Montreal, March 23, 1943.

Bechuanalcmd Protectorate: see BRITISH SOUTH AFRICAN

PROTECTORATES.

Hit I*IM!MW The 1943 crop of honey was estimated to beNDD DDnillllUGG IVuuJJIIIg. 189,000,000 lb. by the United States depart-

ment of agriculture compared with a crop of 177,800,000 lb. pro-

duced in 1942 but lower than the average of other recent years.

The number of colonies of bees was estimated to be 4.900.000

hives in 1943 which shows a decline for several years. This de-

cline was attributed to the growing shortage of labour and the

smaller number of skilled bee-keepers on farms, as well as to the

sugar shortage. The cold wet spring was unfavourable for bees

during blossoming time. A large proportion of the honey crop

was used by the industries in baking, ice cream and syrup. The

prices of honey to general consumers continued at near the levels

of 1942 when they were about double the year 1941. A large part

of the comb honey was sold locally near the point of production

The price of the fine California white orange honey ranged much

higher than that of clover and buckwheat honey. (J. C. Ms.)

Beer: see BREWING AND BEER.

Beers, Clifford Whittingham m a,

gienc movement, was born March 30 in New Haven, Conn. He
entered business after graduating from the Sheffield Scientific

school, Yale, 1897, but suddenly at the age of 24, suffered from a

delusion that he was developing a serious disease and leaped from

a fourth-story window. He survived, was committed to a sani-

tarium and spent the next three years in asylums. He was pro-

nounced cured and released in 1903 and immediately set about

to improve conditions for the insane and mentally ill and

launched a mental hygiene movement. His book, A Mind That

Found Itself (1908), describing his bitter experiences during his

confinement in institutions, reached its 24th edition in 1939. It

resulted in institutional reforms throughout the world. He or-

ganized the Connecticut Society for Mental Hygiene, 1908, the

first of its kind, and similar societies on a national and inter-

national scale. Beers died in Providence, R.I., July 9.

Belgian Colonial Empire.
nial and mandated territories administered by Belgium (Q.V.).

Total area 948,000 sq.mi.; total population (est. Dec. 31. 1939)

14.131,000.

History. In Jan. 1943 the state department of the United

States announced an agreement with the Belgian government
which would bring Congo supplies to the United States under

"Lease-Lend in reverse," with retrospective effect from June 1942.

The production drive continued under growing difficulties.

Colonists feared that unless larger shipments of machinery spares

and tools were forthcoming, output would drop. A less obvious

need was better supplies of cheap goods for the native trade.

When trading stations have little or nothing to offer the Negro
labourer in exchange for his paper-money wages, he becomes

suspicious and recalcitrant. Any serious labour trouble had to

be avoided at all costs, to maintain the Congo's output of vital

raw materials for war factories. The U.S. Economic mission

under Hickman Price was grappling with this import problem.
Provisional output figures for 1942 included 5,500,000 carats

diamonds (mainly industrial), and (in metric tons): 168,000

copper, 28,000 zinc concentrates, 27,000 manganese, 28,000 tin

ore, i,800 cobalt, 269 tungsten ore, 126 tantalo-colombite, 80,000

palm oil, 40,000 cotton. (W. FOR.)

Belgian Congo: see BELGIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Ralffilim
^ country of Europe, occupied by German troops

DulglUIIL in May 1940; area 11,775 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31,

'939). 8,396,276; chief towns (pop. Dec 31, 1938): Brussels and

suburbs (cap. 912,774); Antwerp (273,317); Ghent (162,858);

Liege (162,229). Ruler: King Leopold III; prime minister (in

exile): Hubert Picrlot; languages: French and Flemish; religion:

Christian (mainly Roman Catholic).

History. Forced deportation of Belgians to work in German
factories continued during 1943, despite vigorous protests from

the king, the clergy and the justices. There were no reliable

statistics of the number deported, but it was certainly high in

relation to the total population; estimates based only on admis-

sions made by the Germans themselves in the Brusseler Zeitung
reached 430,000.

Sabotage was still widespread. Further evidence of the seri-

ousness of the explosion which occurred in 1942 at the Tessen-

derloo chemical, works came from Switzerland, where the under-

writers paid out 2,045,000 Swiss francs. Savage reprisals follow

every attack. Leon Degrelle, leader of the small Rexist (fascist)

party, said in May 1943 that 518 "terrorist criminals" had been

shot since the beginning of the year. No fewer than 151 secret

newspapers were published, some in French, others in Flemish,

representing every political opinion in the country from the

Catholic party to the Communists.

The serious food shortage was favouring the spread of disease,

the energy value of the official daily ration being only about

1,230 calories, against a minimum of 2,000 required to maintain

health. The U.S. Board of Economic Warfare received informa-

tion that a third of the 2,300,000 Belgian children under eighteen

were consumptive.

Industrial activity generally was at a low ebb, owing to the

deportation of skilled workers and also to an acute shortage of

raw materials normally imported from overseas. This was true

even where the Germans have pressed to restore output, as in

Be/g/on Co/on/a/ Empire
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the locomotive and railway car works. Exceptions wrere electrical

engineering, which was working at capacity under the eyes of

German experts, and the rayon industry, into which German capi-

tal had been injected. Early in 1943 a new staple fibre factory

near Ghent started work, using German beechwood as the chief

raw material. Output was expected to reach 40 tons a day by
the end of 1943.

The output of coking coal from the Campine field had been

pushed up successfully to replace part of the former imports

from England, but total output of all grades of coal appeared
to be several million tons below pre-war level.

In Oct. 1943 the Belgian and Dutch governments (in London)
made a currency agreement to promote postwar trade between

the two countries. The rate of exchange was fixed at 16.52 francs

(3.304 belgas) to the florin, and currency of either country would

be made available to the other as required to finance imports.

(W. FOR.)

Education. (1938) Primary schools 8,712; scholars 955,038;

higher schools 273; scholars 86,279; universities (1937-38) 4;

students 10,776.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1941) 12,-

159,600,000 francs; expenditure, ordinary (est. 1941) 12,003,-

000,000 francs; public debt (Dec. 31, 1939) 59,318,300,000

francs; notes in circulation (July 31, 1942) 58,537,000,000

francs; gold reserve (July 31, 1942) 21,677,000,000 francs; ex-

change rate (average 1940): belga=i6.88 cents.

Trade and Communications. External trade (merchan-

dise): imports (1939) 19,426,000,000 francs; exports (1939)

21,580,000,000 francs.

Communication and Transport, Roads, suitable for motor

traffic (1939) 6,571 mi.; railways, open to traffic, main (1939)

3,190 mi.; airways (1938), distance travelled 1,457,050 mi.; pas-

senger mileage 8,255,980 mi.; baggage mileage 156,762 ton mi.;

mail mileage, 78,412 ton mi.; newspapers 52,504 ton mi.; ship-

ping (July i, 1939) 408,418 gross tons; tonnage launched (July

1938-June 1939) 27,600 gross tons; vessels entered, in net tons,

(monthly average 1938) 2,497,000; (July 1939) 2,801,000; cleared

(monthly average 1938) 2,502,000; (July 1939) 2,803,000; mo-
tor vehicles licensed (Dec. 31, 1938): 155,174 cars; 77,600 com-

mercial; 67,016 cycles; wireless receiving set licenses (1938)

1,082,200; telephone subscribers, local (1938) 287,323.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion 1939 (in metric tons), wheat 349,000; oats 724,200; rye

349,400; potatoes 3>323>2oo; coal (1940) 25,605,000; pig iron

and ferro alloys 3,059,000; steel 3,104,000; beet sugar (1940)

231,000; barley 51,000; butter 61,000; margarine 60,700; arti-

ficial silk 5,900. Industry and labour: industrial production

(1929 = 100) average (1939) 83.3; (Jan. 1940) 79.1; number

wholly unemployed (average 1939) 195,211; (March 1940)

*63,598. (See also BELGIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.)

Benefactions: see DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS.

Benet, Stephen Vincent
(1898-1943), U.S. poet and

author, was born July 22 in

Bethlehem, Pa., the younger brother of William Rose and Laura

Ben6t, both well-known poets. When a freshman at Yale, he had

his first book published, Five Men and Pompey (1915). After

taking his M.A. from Yale in 1920, he went to live in France on

a Guggenheim fellowship and there wrote his greatest epic, John
Brown's Body (1928), a long narrative in verse of the Civil War,
which won the Pulitzer prize as the best volume of verse for

that year. More popularly known was his short story, The Devil

and Daniel Webster (1937), a fantasy on the Faust theme, built

around the life of the New England statesman. The story "won

an 0. Henry award, was dramatized and appeared in a screen

version. At the outbreak of World War II, Benet abandoned

work on another long epic poem, Western Star, to write anti-

fascist propaganda for government agencies, including the Prayer

for United Nations. In his poetry and fiction, he dealt mainly

with the U.S. scene, writing with vigour, drama and humour.

Benet died in New York city, March 13.

Donfnn William ( I9~ ), U.S. educational administra-

Dclllun y nlllldlll tor, was born April i in Minneapolis.

Both of his parents were educators. After taking the A.B. degree

at Yale university in 1921, he entered the advertising agency
business. In 1929 he and Chester B. Bowles founded the Bcnton

& Bowles advertising agency, which became in a few years one

of the largest in the field. In 1936 Benton retired from the chair-

manship of the agency, and in the following year became vice-

president of the University of Chicago. At the university Benton

had two main interests, one in economic problems, the other in

the development of new instruments for education.

In 1943 Benton was vice-chairman of the bqard of trustees of

the Committee for Economic Development, a group of business

leaders who were studying ways and means of achieving maxi-

mum employment and productivity after the war and were en-

couraging business and businessmen throughout the nation to

formulate postwar plans. In this capacity, Benton visited Eng-
land in Aug. 1943 to discuss postwar business with British

industrial and trade leaders. Benton was also associated with

Nelson Rockefeller in the latter's work as Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs, and served as vice-chairman, under Eric Johns-

ton, of the U.S. Commission of Inter-American Development.
As a result of his interest in the wider use of radio, motion

pictures and publications in education, Benton was responsible for

the policy and planning of the University of Chicago's two net-

work radio programs, the Sunday "Round Table" on NBC, and

"The Human Adventure" on the Mutual system Thursday eve-

nings.

When the Sears, Roebuck Co. gave Encyclopaedia Britannica,

Inc., to the University of Chicago in 1943, Benton became chair-

man of the board of Britannica. At his instance the Britannica

company in 1943 acquired from Western Electric Co. the largest

producer of classroom motion pictures, Erpi Classroom Films,

Inc., now known as Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, of which he

also became chairman. Benton also has business interests in

New York.

11 f bentonite in the United States

increased from 354,028 short tons in 1941 to 374,-

967 tons in 1942, of which 40% went into foundry and core

sands, 31% in oil refining, and 13% in oil-well drilling. The

Wyoming-South Dakota area accounted for 61% of the total

tonnage and 76% of the total value. (See also FULLER'S EARTH;

MICA.) (G. A. Ro.)

Bequests. Philanthropic: see DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS.

The residence of Hohenzollern electors, kings and

emperors from 1442 to 1918, and capital of the Ger-

man reich after 1871, Berlin is the largest and most important

city of Germany. Reorganized in 1920 to include several suburbs,

greater Berlin in 1939 had an area of 332 sq.mi., and a population

of 4,332,000. Its favourable situation in north Germany on the

River Spree, between the Elbe and the Oder rivers, affords it

cheap water transportation through Germany's wide-reaching sys-

tem of rivers and canals. It is also the centre of Germany's net-

work of railways, motor highways and commercial air lines.
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PATTERN OF GERMAN SEARCHLIGHTS during an Allied rtld over Berlin

In 1943. Each track of light it made up of little waves caused by the vl^ra-

tlon of the plane

Politically important as the seat of the Prussian and German

governments, it grew rapidly after 1860 as an industrial and bank-

ing centre. In World War II it became the focal point of the

vast nazi organization for the economic exploitation of Europe.

During 1943 the capital was subjected to a score of devastat-

ing bombing raids by British and American planes which started

large fires and destroyed a considerable part of the city. The

central part where government offices and business houses are

located and the industrial plants in the suburbs were especially

severely attacked. (S. B. F.)

An island group and colony of Great Britain, 580

mi. off the North American coast at lat. 32 15'Bermuda.
N. and long. 64 50' W. It has an appointed governor and elected

representative assembly. Area: 19 sq.mi.; pop. 32,451 (official

est. Dec. 31, 1941) not including military personnel of various

types. The capital is Hamilton (pop. 3.217). In the first part of

the year the governor was Viscount Knollys; he was replaced on

Aug. 24 by Lord Burghley.

History. While the war continued to affect Bermudian econ-

omy, increased shipping early in 1943 brought in large consign

ments of supplies, so much so that, on occasion, storage became

something of a problem. Occasional shortages of items such as

milk occurred. Rationing and price control remained in effect,

with the latter being expanded. The financial condition of the

colony remained satisfactory, but the prospective completion of

defense construction foreshadowed a slump; as part of the tax

program proposed to meet the decline in government income an

income tax was introduced, but it was rejected by the assembly

in June. Some departures of civilian labourers were noted, also

a growing scarcity of farm labour. In May a war refugee con-

ference brought British and U.S. representatives to the islands;

the short report made by the body, issued May 9, made some

recommendations but held that the general problem of refugee

aid must remain subordinated to the war effort. The first divorce

law in the colony's history was enacted early in 1943.

Education. At last report (1941) Bermuda had 29 govern-

ment schools with an enrolment of 5,182. Small fees arc

charged and attendance is compulsory. During 1943 the assembly
voted 20,000 for school construction.

Finance. The monetary unit is the pound sterling (value in

1943, approx. $4.03] U.S.). The yearly budget was balanced at

600,000; one item was a heavy increase in liquor taxes. By Oct.

31 it was estimated that the revenue for 1943 would approximate

742,816. Currency in circulation early in the year was 750,000

(prewar normal amount: 200,000) and there was concern over

inflation. During the year an interest-free loan of 607,400 was

floated for aid to Britain.

Trade and Resources. Imports in 1942 were down, and con-

sisted mainly of foodstuffs (value in 1941: 2,422,106; 1940:

1,469,504). The 1942 fish catch totalled 512,000 Ib. (1941:

170,000 Ib.), and 6,000 lobsters were caught as against 2,500 in

1941. Other 1942 production: potatoes, 101,000 bu. (85,000 bu.

in 1941); miscellaneous vegetables, 255,000 bu. (200,000 bu. in

1941); eggs, 499,000 doz. (260,000 doz. in 1941); milk, 670,-

ooo gal. (1941: 900,000 gal.), lily bulbs, 1,955,000 (1,500,000 in

1941), Tourist trade remained almost nonexistent, but transat-

lantic air travel continued heavy.

Communication. A main station for transatlantic air travel,

Bermuda found this activity so great in 1943 that in midyear
an Airport board was created to govern traffic and supervise air-

ports and equipment. The traditional Bermudian restriction to

horse-drawn vehicles on the 120 mi. of island roads seemed

doomed with the adoption, in the summer, of a legislative report

favouring an increased use of motor vehicles after the war.

Shortage of fodder was responsible for a reduction of the num-
ber of horses in the islands (1,300 in 1941; in 1942, 1,079).

BinLioGRAi'HY. West Indies Year Book, 1041-1942; Crown Colonist

(London, monthly); Colonial Review (London, quarterly). (D. RD.)

Dornio Don ( l89 I *
>~" I 943)> ^.S. orchestra leader and actor,

DgMllu f Dull was born Benjamin Anzelevitz in New York city.

Son of a blacksmith and one of n children, he was given violin

lessons and at the age of 15 made his debut at Carnegie hall.

Later he toured the country playing in small vaudeville houses.

In the "jazz era" which followed World War I, he acquired a

dance band, called himself the "Old Maestro" and played to

dance patrons in night clubs of New York city and Chicago.

Bernie eventually became one of the highest paid entertainers in

the United States. He died in Beverly Hills, Calif., Oct. 20.

The United States output of 158 short tons of

beryllium concentrates in 1941 was increased in

1942, but figures were not available for publication. Imports con-

tinued to be the main source of supply. War uses greatly in-

creased the demand, and systematic efforts were being made
to increase the domestic supply in order to reduce the necessity

for imports from Brazil and Argentina. World production was

reported at 4,014 short tons of ore in 1941 and 1,780 tons in

the first half of 1942; Argentina and Brazil were the leading

producers. Extensive exploratory work was being done in the

United States to increase the small domestic output. Imports
in 1942 were expected to be about double the 2,816 tons received

in 1941. (G. A. Ro.)
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Bessarabia: see RUMANIA.
Best Sellers: see PUBLISHING (Baox).
Betatron: see RADIOLOGY.

Ration Althlir Roan ( l86l- J 943), U.S. surgeon, was

DCfdil, HI UIUI UBdII born Aug. 9 in Chicago. He studied

at the Sheffield Scientific school at Yale and took his M.D. de-

gree from Rush Medical college, Chicago, in 1883. He joined the

U.S. marine hospital service in 1883 and concurrently held a

professorship in anatomy at Oregon State university. He later

taught anatomy and surgery at Rush Medical college, and was

named head of the college's surgical department in 1907. He
was also professorial lecturer on surgery at the University of

Chicago. Dr. Bevan was president of the American Medical asso-

ciation, 1917-18, and during World War I was director general

of surgery in the U.S. surgeon general's office in Washington. He
died in Lake Forest, 111., June 10.

Beveridge Report: see SOCIAL SECURITY.

BEW: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.

Bible Society, American: see AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.

Bicycling: see CYCLING.

"Big Inch" Line: see PETROLEUM.

Throughout 1943, billiards suffered from a whole-

sale lack of competition. There were only two cham-

pionship contests. One was a challenge match between Willie Mos-

coni of Jackson, Mich., and Andrew Ponzi, Philadelphia veteran,

who had twice previously held the title. Mosconi, who had an-

nexed the crown in a tournament at Detroit the previous year,

and Ponzi, the 1942 runner-up, clashed at Kansas City, Mo., in

April. It was a i,25o-point struggle, and Ponzi dethroned the

youthful Mosconi, 1,250-1,050.

In December at Rochester, N.Y., Ponzi again engaged in a chal-

lenge match for the championship, meeting Irving Crane of Livo-

nia, N.Y., former titleholder. Ponzi emerged on top, defeating the

challenger, 1,000-924, and thereby retaining the crown.

Otherwise, the sport was dormant. In the absence of compe-

tition, the three-cushion championship of the world remained in

the possession of Willie Hoppe of New York, who finished on top

the last two times the tournament was held. Hoppe devoted most

of the year to a tour of service camps throughout the country,

entertaining troops. (L. EF.)

Rinunn 1 aiiranOO ( l869-'943)> British poet and art his-

DlllJUIIf LdUIGIluG torian, was born Aug. 10 at Lancaster.

Best known for his ode For the Fallen, written during World

War I, Binyon was the author of some 20 volumes of poetry.

His last work was The North Star and Other Poems (1941).

Long associated with the British museum, Binyon was widely

recognized as an art historian and expert on Asiatic art. He was

Norton professor of poetry at Harvard university, 1933-34, and

Byron professor of poetry at the University of Athens, 1940. He
died in Reading, England, March 10. (See Encyclopedia Britan-

nica.)

Nutrition and Vitamins. Among the ten

. "essential amino acids" previously found

necessary for rat growth, two, namely histidine and arginine,

were found to be unnecessary for maintenance of nitrogen

equilibrium in man, while the other eight are necessary and

sufficient. While this indicates that histidine and arginine may
be unnecessary in human nutrition, this point cannot be consid-

ered proved as long as their importance for growth of humans,
or for nitrogen equilibrium in rats remains unknown. For the

maintenance of nitrogen equilibrium in dogs, histidine is less

important than tryptophane.

Among the metabolic relations of vitamins, riboflavin, like

pyridoxin and nicotinic acid, was found to be essential for

haemoglobin formation in the dog. The nature of the anaemia

of nicotinic acid deficiency was studied in detail. Pyridoxin

deficiency has no effect on catalase activity of tissues. Studies

on the effect of environmental temperature on the requirement
of B vitamins showed that the requirement of thiamin is doubled,

and that of choline is increased seven-fold by exposure to hot,

moist (tropical) atmosphere, while the requirements of ribotlavin,

pyridoxin, inositol, para-aminobenzoic acid, and niacin remain

unaltered. The inhibition of growth of rats caused by feeding

poorly absorbed sulfonamides was traced to an inhibition of

bacterial vitamin synthesis in the gut and was counteracted by
liver concentrates, p-aminobenzoic acid, biotin, and folic acid

concentrates. These sulfonamides have thus become an im-

portant tool in causing vitamin deficiencies in animals, and in

distinguishing between vitamin synthesis by bacteria in the gut

and vitamin synthesis in tissues of animals.

The value of urea as a partial substitute for food protein was

demonstrated in dairy cattle. When quantities equal to 25^
of the total nitrogen intake were fed as supplement to an other-

wise inadequate diet, nitrogen balance, -body weight and milk

production were maintained in five of seven animals, while one

animal showed no benefit from urea feeding.

Metabolism. Studies with compounds containing stable and

radioactive isotopes continued to provide new and fundamental

information. The first evidence of the role of cholesterol as a

precursor of other body steroids was found following the prepa-

ration of dcutero-cholesterol. The biological conversion of this

steroi to cholic acid was demonstrated and the fact that at

least two thirds of the cholic acid has its origin in cholesterol,

indicates that this may well be the sole source of this bile acid.

The feeding of deutero-n-hexadecane in very small doses re-

sulted in the recovery of fatty acids containing excess deuterium

in the tissues; this showed that paraflin, to a minute extent at

least, is a food.

Studies on the biological origin of purines and pyrimidines

using various metabolites containing N 15 showed that ammonia

nitrogen is rapidly converted into purines and pyrimidines of the

nucleic acids of tissues, and also of the uric acid and allantoin

of urine. Accordingly, purines and pyrimidines belong to that

large group of substances whose nitrogen is being rapidly re-

placed at all times. Among the three likely purine precursors,

the imidazol group of histidine, the guanidine group of arginine,

and urea, none is available for purine or pyrimidine synthesis.

The synthesis of thyroxin by thyroid tissue was studied with the

aid of radioactive iodine, I 131
. It was found that the incorporation

of I 131 into thyroxin and diiodotyrosine by surviving thyroid tissue,

is dependent upon the intactness of tissue structure (homogeniza-

tion disrupts the process), upon adequate Oa tension, and that

it is inhibited by cyanide azidc, CO, and other cytochrome-

oxidase inhibitors. Studies on nitrogen fixation with the aid of

N 15 showed that this phenomenon is not so widely occurring as

was formerly supposed. It is readily found for the free living

nitrogen fixing bacterium, Azotobacter vinelandii, the blue green

alga, Nostor muscorum, the anaerobic bacterium, Clostridium

pasteurianum, inoculated red clover plants, and excised root

nodules of the pea plant ; however, it could not be demonstrated

for germinating peas, excised root nodules of leguminous plants,

free living Rhisobium, and cell free preparations of Azotobacter.

The origin of urinary ammonia was traced to glutamine; urea

and amino acids are excluded. A beginning was made toward an

enzymatic interpretation of the effect of the adrenal hormones
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in carbohydrate and protein metabolism. Adrenalectomy, even

more than hypophysectomy, causes a marked decrease in arginase

activity of rat livers; while the administration of corticosterone

and certain other 11-oxy adrenal steroids, but not desoxy-corti-

costerone, cause increases in liver arginase.

Penicillin. In addition to the ether soluble, nitrogen con-

taining, organic acid called penicillin A or notatin, a second,

even more powerful and more widely effective antibacterial

substance was separated, which is insoluble in organic solvents,

and is designated penicillin B or penatin. It was shown to be a

heat labile flavoprotein enzyme, which converts glucose plus

oxygen into gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide, and the libera-

tion of this last substance was shown to be the basis of its

antibacterial action. This enzymatic peroxide formation as a

basis of bacterio-static action is a new idea.

Competitive Inhibition in Biochemical Processes. Increas-

ing attention was paid to biological inhibition by synthetic com-

pounds which have structural similarity to natural compounds
of great biological activity, like vitamins and hormones. Classical

examples are the inhibition of succinic dehydrogenase by malo-

nate, and the antagonism between sulfanilamide and p-amino-
benzoic acid in the growth of bacteria. A more recent example

is the production of thiamin deficiency by the feeding of a

pyridine analogue of thiamin. From the structural similarity

of local anaesthetics like cocaine, procaine, etc., to acetyl choline,

a theory was advanced involving the idea of competition between

these two kinds of compounds for the receptive substances in

the nerve endings. A quantitative theory of synergism and

antagonism among diverse inhibitors was developed, with special

reference to the inhibition of bioluminescence by sulfanilamide,

and to the antagonisms of this inhibition by urethane, p-amino-

benzoic acid, glucose and other substances.

Cancer. From Warburg's laboratory in Berlin-Dahlem came

the report that the plasma of tumour rats contains about Jght

times as much zymo-hexase (2.3 /xg per cc) as that of normals.

This increase depends upon the presence of a tumour greater

than 2% of the body weight. The plasma of pregnant rats has

a normal zymo-hexase content. In human cancer the values

were normal, perhaps because the tumours were not sufficiently

large. Tumour tissue has a higher zymo-hexase content (87

/ig per cc) than most other tissues, but muscle tissue (1460 //g

per cc) has the highest, and it is thought that the most likely

source of the increased zymo-hexase of the tumour plasma is

some abnormality which liberates the enzyme from the muscle

cells. (See also PHYSIOLOC.Y: VITAMINS.)
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Dathiirct ( l8 56~iQ43)> U.S. artist and

DdUIUlol illustrator, was born May 2

in London. He went to San Francisco in 1872 and worked with

his father on theatrical posters. He later spent eight years study-

ing at the Royal academy in Munich. When he returned to the

U.S. his illustrations found an immediate sale in leading maga-
zines. His fame, however, rested on one of his earliest creations,

a golden-haired child in black velvet suit and white lace collar

that he drew for Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett's Little Lord

Fauntleroy (1886). Years later, commenting on its fame, the

artist said ruefully: 'There is one of my early crimes for which

I am still making expiation." Many of his illustrations appeared

in a volume called Reginald Birch His Book (1939), edited by

Elisabeth B. Hamilton. He also produced many pen and ink

drawings for the works of Frank Stockton, Ogden Nash, Mrs.

Laura E. Richards and Louis Untermeyer. He died in the Bronx,

N.Y., June 17.

Planned Parenthood Federation of Amer-

jca
, Inc., formerly the Birth Control Federa-

tion of America, Inc., made marked advances in 1943, concen-

trating on five programs of activity,

Public Health. Five more states initiated co-operative efforts

with the federation to include pregnancy spacing in their public

health services bringing the total number of states to eleven.

The federation became a member of the National Health Council.

Clinical Service. On Dec. i, 1943, birth control services to-

talled 786; 211 in hospitals; 286 in public health quarters; 288

extra-mural; 372 of the total supported in whole or part by

public funds. Services for treatment of sterility were listed in

the federation's Clinic Directory.

Industrial Hygiene. Absenteeism, due often to pregnancy
or induced abortion, became an acute problem in many areas,

as millions of women went into war work. The division of in-

dustrial hygiene, U.S.P.H. service, recommended, in an outline

for use in industry, that "advice on the proper spacing of chil-

dren, as a means of protecting the health of the mother and her

children," be given married women workers, by counsellors in

plants. Dr. Eva Dodge, the federation's assistant medical direc-

tor, surveyed a number of plants, and, in co-operation with the

Alabama state health department, assisted in preparing two

pamphlets on this problem, for use by workers and management.
A radio transcription, "Freedom From Fear," dealing with the

problem of absenteeism, due to pregnancy, was produced by the

federation for use of its state leagues.

Education. Medical. Over 11,000 copies of Dr. Robert L.

Dickinson's pamphlet, "Techniques of Conception Control," were

sent on request to physicians, bringing the total to 56,000 issued

on request to this group, and 17,000 were sent to registered

Oiurses on request.

Birth control training institutes for public health nurses were

held in Florida, Delaware and North Carolina.

Research. Although no new discoveries were made during

1943, a special committee of the council on pharmacy and chem-

istry of the American Medical association continued research in

chemical contraceptives, and the council on physical therapy
initiated a co-operative program dealing with mechanical articles

and devices. Reports appear in the Journal of the American
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Medical Assn. for Dec. 18, 1943.

Social Work. A new pamphlet, "The Case Worker and Fam-

ily Planning," was sent upon request to 2,000 social workers.

The federation participated, as a kindred group, in the National

Conference of Social Work. A newly formed advisory commit-

tee directed work in this field.

Negro Program. The division of Negro service, with its ad-

visory council of 46, and sponsoring committee of 146 members,

representing national professional, medical, religious and civic

leadership, was strengthened, and a pamphlet,
"
Better Health

for 13,000,000" published, reporting on the program of family

planning for Negroes.

Religious. The National Clergymen's Advisory council was

organized with almost 1,000 members from 46 states. Organ-

ization of the council and election of officers were undertaken,

and a pamphlet on "Marriage Counsel" for use of the clergy

published.

Teaching in Medical Schools. To stimulate better teaching

of contraception in medical schools, Dr. W. E. Brown of Cin-

cinnati Medical school visited 26 grade A colleges for the fed-

eration, finding some teaching of the subject in each. His teach-

ing syllabus was distributed to grade A schools throughout the

U.S., 45% of which were giving some instruction in 1943.

State Organizations. In 9 affiliated states, Maryland, Dela-

ware, West Virginia, Virginia, Florida, Iowa, Minnesota, Ten-

nessee and Missouri, programs were broadened and strengthened

by addition of professional staff members and executives. One

more state, Ohio, became affiliated, bringing the total to 34.

Legal. The U.S. supreme court refused to review the Tileston

case involving the right of Connecticut doctors to advise con-

traceptives where life or health was threatened.

Massachusetts Referendum. Although over 500,000 votes

were cast in its favour, the referendum to amend the state law

so that doctors might legally advise patients on contraception

failed of passage.

International. The war made organized work in occupied

Europe impossible. In Great Britain educational work, clinical

service and research were continued by the Family Planning

association. In Australia the law passed in 1942 did not inter-

fere with clinical work. Health boards in Bermuda planned wider

dissemination of birth control information, to cope with the

problem of overpopulation there.

Birth rates fell in most of Europe but were higher than in

years in Great Britain. In the United States they were higher

than for 20 years past. (See also BIRTH STATISTICS.)
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According to provisional records, the

. number of births in the United States,

Canada, and England and Wales was appreciably greater in

1943 than in 1942. For the United States and Canada, this estab-

lished a rise for each year since the outbreak of the general war

in 1939, while for England and Wales it marked the second

year of successive increase. For the United States the provisional

report showed that for the first nine months of 1943 there were

n.6% more births than for the same period of 1942. The gains

were greatest in the Pacific coast and mountain states, the in-

creases for these areas being 18.6% and 12.6% respectively; the

west south central states had the smallest gain. During the entire

calendar year 1942 there were recorded 2,807,445 births in the

continental United States, with a birth rate of 20.9 per 1,000 total

population. In Canada, cities of 10,000 or more had about 11%
more births during the first nine months of 1943 as compared
with the same period of 1942. During the entire year 1942 there

were 271,981 births in Canada and the birth rate was 23.4 per

1,000 population. Births in London and the great towns of Eng-
land and Wales were 9.4% more during the first nine months of

1943 than during the like period of 1942. There were altogether

654,039 births in England and Wales in 1942, the birth rate

being 15.8 per 1,000 population.

While the United States, Canada, and England and Wales

experienced increases in birth rates, the war adversely affected

the rates of Germany and Italy. Thus, Germany had a birth

rate of 20.4 per 1,000 in 1939, whereas the figure for 1942 was

only 15.2. Over the same years, the birth rate for Italy fell from

23.5 to 20.2.

The rapid upswing in the birth rate of the United States in

1942 and 1943 radically altered the usual seasonal sequence in

births. Ordinarily, births run to a minor peaJc in spring and a

major peak in summer, with the low point for the year in Decem-
ber. During 1942 the peak for the year fell in October, with De-
cember the second highest point. These unusual peaks may pos-

sibly be related to the United States entry in the war in Dec.

1941, which undoubtedly hastened many contemplated marriages
and also induced many already married to establish families.

There were signs of a slackening in the rate of increase of births

from 1942 to 1943. Although there-was an n.6% increase over

the corresponding nine-month period ending in September, the

increase for the month of September alone amounted only to

3-i%.

By virtue of the rise in the birth rate of the United States

from its low point of 16.6 per 1,000 population in 1933, the

country had an additional 2,000,000 babies born in the ten-year

period since then. Of this total, the excess of the birth rate

in 1941 over that of 1933 contributed about 280,000 babies, the

excess of 1942 an additional 560,000, while the contribution for

1943 amounted to more than 650,000.

After an examination of existing literature bearing upon the

question whether the ratio of males to females at birth increases

in wartime, C. Panunzio in the Milbank Memorial Fund Quar-

terly (July 1943) concluded that there was some evidence, not

wholly conclusive, indicative of such an increase.

In Vital Statistics Special Reports, vol. 18, p. 324 (April

1943), the bureau of the census published the first of its studies

on the completeness of birth registration in the United States.

These studies are based upon a comparison of the census returns

of infants on April i, 1940, with the birth and death certificates

filed during the four-month period from Dec. r, 1939 and the

census date. The report cited showed that during the test period,

92.5% of the actual births in the United States were duly regis-

tered. For white births, registration was 94.0% complete and for

all other races it was 82.0%. In cities of 10,000 or more, the

completeness of birth registration was 96.9%, while for smaller

cities and rural areas, the figure was only 88.0%. On the whole,

registration was most complete in the states of the northeast and
on the Pacific coast, the poorest showing being made in the

south central states.

Practically all births of white children in the United States

are attended by a physician, but only half of the births of Negro
children are so attended. Thus, in 1941, among white births,
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65.7% were attended by a physician in a hospital, 31.2% by a

physician elsewhere, 2.7% by a midwife, and only 0.4% other-

wise. For Negro births, the corresponding percentages were

27.3, 23.4, 48.5 and 0.8.

An analysis of some social and psychological factors affecting

fertility, based on the records of native white couples in Indianap-

olis, was presented by P. K. Whelpton and C. V. Kiser in the

Mttbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, July 1943. In summarizing
the first results of the investigation, the authors found that fer-

tility among Catholic couples was 18% greater than that among
Protestants. On the other hand, mixed Protestant-Catholic

unions were 10% less fertile than those of Protestants alone.

Jewish couples were 25% less fertile than Protestants, but this

finding is based upon a small sample. The authors also found

confirmation of the usual relation that fertility decreases with

advance in socio-economic status, whether measured in terms

of rent paid (or the equivalent rental value for homeowners) or

educational attainment of husband and wife. An exception noted

in the upper rental brackets is accounted for by the greater fer-

tility among homeowners, for fertility rates remain low among
those in this bracket who rent their homes. The variation of

fertility with socio-economic status was found to be much tess

marked among Catholic unions than among Protestants. There

were definite indications that the excess of the fertility of Cath-

olic couples over Protestant couples tends to become smaller with

descent in socio-economic status. The authors announced their

intention to present further reports on their findings. (See also

CENSUS, 1940.)
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The chief producers of bismuth are the United

States, Peru, Mexico and Canada, but no specific

information on current developments was received from any of

these countries. The nearest approach to production statistics

was a statement that the Peruvian exports in the first quarter

of 1943 were about a half greater in value than in the same period

of 1942. (See also METALLURGY.) (G, A. Ro.)

Uorkote
IfidlKulo.

Black markets, the title bestowed upon
those illicit areas of wartime commerce

where articles arc bought and sold in defiance of official price and

rationing controls. The etymology of the term, as of the con-

tinental marche noir which already flourished in World War I,

is doubtless to be sought in comparable expressions denoting for-

bidden activities carried on in dark secrecy to escape detection

and punishment, e.g., "black bourse," "black mass/' "black hand."

In the United States during 1943 the federal government con-

ducted a large-scale public information campaign to heighten

popular awareness of the evils of the "black market," which was

defined as comprehending all types of illicit activity undermining
wartime price and rationing restrictions. The term "black mar-

ket" has thus come to have a very broad signification in the

United States. -

>; :

;

Black market activities in the United States antedated the

country's entry into the war against the axis. During 1941, as

the prewar defense program proceeded apace, shortages developed

in essential industrial articles, notably fabricated iron and steel,

ALLEGED BLACK-MARKET MEAT SLAUGHTERHOUSE discovered near Chi<

cago by government agents in the summer of 1943

machine tools and lumber; a thriving trade was carried on in

such articles at double and triple the ceiling prices established

under presidential order. The alarm occasioned in official quar-

ters by these early but full-blown symptoms of an inflationary

spiral, and the lack of statutory sanctions to curb this black mar-

ket vanguard spurred the enactment of comprehensive legislation

early in 1942 establishing nation-wide price and allocation (ration-

ing) controls. Black markets sprang up in the train of new price

ceiling regulations and rationing orders. Serious difficulties were

experienced in the initial consumer-rationing programs sugar,

gasoline, coffee, fuel oil, rubber tires. Housewives foolishly al-

lowed themselves to be stampeded into hoarding sugar and coffee;

organized bands of professional criminals counterfeited gasoline

and fuel oil ration stamps and cached precious stores of tires ob-

tained by outright theft or overcciling cash payments. However,

these troubles were dwarfed by those which followed the institu-

tion of comprehensive food controls, made possible for the first

time after adoption of supplementary legislation in Oct. 1942.

The new controls were imposed at a time when growth of de-

mand and reduction of civilian supply had resulted in extremely
serious inflationary pressures. The crisis broke first in fresh

meats. Enormous quantities of meat were unlawfully diverted by

packers who disregarded official slaughtering quotas and by whole-

salers and retailers who bought up supplies from these and other

illicit sources. Early in 1943, as the U.S. began to seethe with

alarm over the virtual disappearance of meat from many large

population centre's, and with the condition being widely misin-

terpreted by press reports and rumours as resulting from an in-

filtration of gangsters into the meat industry and a renascence oi

cattle rustlers in the west, vigorous enforcement steps were taken

by the government. Within a period of three months more than

25,000 persons were investigated and some 1,000 prosecutions
were brought against violators of both slaughtering quota restric-

tions and price controls. All but a very small number of these

cases terminated in favour of the government. Because of an

increased demand for poultry consequent upon the rationing of

meat, a mushrooming of illicit poultry trade went hand in hand

with the meat black market. Poultry quickly disappeared from

many legitimate urban markets, and supplies normally purchased

by the armed services became unobtainable in a number of east-

ern states. A nation-wide drive was carried out to end black

market transactions in poultry by raisers and sellers and by itiner-

ant hucksters who scoured the countryside for supplies. Some

350 prosecutions were instituted. Army officials obtained needed

supplies by requisitioning at ceiling prices live poultry shipments
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seized by police officials on the open highways. As in the trans-

ference of black market activities from rationed meat to un-

rationed poultry, profiteers outdid themselves in fresh fruits and

vegetables after canned and other processed foods were brought
under control. A potato supply crisis in the spring of 1943 and

later a similar onion shortage were aggravated by black market

activities.

Official moves to stamp out particular black markets in the

United States invariably succeeded whenever sufficient manpower
could be concentrated for the purpose. The task of investigating

violators and bringing them to justice demanded skilled and pains-

taking effort, particularly in the food and apparel industries where

market structures were intricate and diversified. Unfortunately,
in the United States the creation of an adequate professional en-

forcement organization met with serious budgetary handicaps.

Late in 1943, as the immense administrative task of calculating

simplified dollars-and-cents ceilings for thousands of consumers'

articles was substantially advanced, as volunteer community en-

forcement panels were organized throughout the country, and as

the statutory consumers' damage remedy won approval from high

judicial authorities, it appeared that a significant strengthening

of professional enforcement facilities at retail levels might come

about. The national administration held to the view, however,

that effective control of black markets both retail and wholesale

could be accomplished only by combining adequate professional

enforcement with the new program of community panels staffed

by volunteers. (C. Bs.)
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Blarney, Sir Thomas Albert

Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, Jan. 24. He joined the com-

monwealth military forces in 1906. During World War I, he

served as chief of staff for the Australian corps and was

awarded the D.S.O. After the war, he was with the Australian

imperial force, and in 1920 became deputy chief of the Australian

general staff. As Australian defense representative, he was at-

tached to the war office in London, 1922-24, later becoming
2nd chief of the general staff of the commonwealth military force.

He was commander of the Victoria police, 1925-37. With the

approach of World War II, he accepted an appointment as con-

troller general of the recruiting secretariat, 1938, and assumed

command of the Australian army corps, 1940. He was soon trans-

ferred to the Australian forces in the middle east, and in 1941

was elevated to the position of deputy commander in chief of the

British middle east forces. In March 1942, when the Japanese

were threatening the entire Southwest Pacific, Sir Thomas re-

turned to Australia to take command of the Australian armies

serving under Gen. Douglas MacArthur and played an important

role in the New Guinea campaign, 1942-43. With the rank of

lieutenant general, Sir Thomas held command of the Allied land

forces in the Southwest Pacific, second in command to Gen.

MacArthur. He was knighted in 1919.

DIoHcnn Inline / lilloA P (1898-1943), U.S. Negro

DI6D5U6, uUilUS \UUlG5j U. singer and composer, was

born Dec. 29, in Waco, Tex. He took his A.B. degree from Bishop

college, Marshall, Tex., 1918, and later studied medicine at

Columbia university. Gifted with a rich baritone voice, Jules

Bledsoe was encouraged to further his musical training and con-

sequently gave up his medical career to study voice in New York

city, Chicago and Rome. Critics lauded his concert debut in

New York in 1924, and in 1926 he was soloist in Boston concerts

under the direction of Sergei Koussevitzky. He created the role

of Tizan in the opera Deep River and reached nationwide popu-

larity as a master of the spiritual style with his singing of 0V Man

River in Show Boat with the Ziegfeld company, 1927-29. He
also appeared in the motion picture version of the same review.

His compositions include the African Suite for violin and orches-

tra and several songs. He died in Hollywood, July 14.

Blockade: see SUBMARINE WARFARE.

Blood Pressure: see MEDICINE.

Board of Economic Warfare: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC AD-

MINISTRATION.

Bohemia and Moravia.
A protectorate of Germany in

central Europe, formed in March
I 939> after the dissolution and occupation of Czechoslovakia.

Area, 19,058 sq.mi.; population, 7,000,000, almost completely
Czech and Roman Catholic. President (1943): Dr. Emil H&cha.

Capital: Praha (Prague). Chief cities: Praha (850,000), Brno

(270,000), Moravska Ostrava (125,000), PlzeA (115,000).

History. Little news penetrated from Bohemia and Moravia

to the outside world in 1943. The Czech fascist movement, called

Vlajka or The Flag, was disbanded and its property turned over

to the German Red Cross. The movement had been founded in

i93cS as a fascist party among the Czechs, but the German hopes
of finding some support for a native fascist movement under the

Czech population met with bitter disappointment. Under the

Germans the Vlajka had been recognized as the only party al-

lowed to hold public meetings, yet it failed to attract any sup-

port, and so had to be disbanded.

The German terror continued in Bohemia and Moravia during

1943. Most of the Jews were deported to eastern Poland or per-

ished in concentration camps or were killed otherwise; the re-

mainder, mostly old people, were all put into the small town

of Terezin (Theresienstadt) which became the only recognized

ghetto in Bohemia and Moravia and to which many Jews from

Austria and Germany were also taken. The Czechs continued

their movement of resistance and all their hopes were directed

towards the Czechoslovak government established in London.

(See also CZECHOSLOVAKIA; SLOVAKIA.) (H. Ko.)

DnicftAii Dinrrn CranAnifr (1894- ). French govern-

DUlSoOn, fleriB riallCUlS ment official, began his career

with the French colonial service in 1920 as an assistant adminis-

trator of colonies. His rise was rapid, and in 1939 he was sent

to French Equatorial Africa as governor general. After the fall

of France in 1940, Boisson decided to serve Vichy as governor

general of the vast French possession in Africa, and forces under

his command turned back a Free French and British expedition-

ary force that attempted to land at Dakar in Sept. 1940. Boisson,

it was reported, ruthlessly suppressed pro-Allied groups in French

West Africa, and at one time it was charged that he gave haven

to German submarines at Dakar. Boisson ruled with an iron

hand until the landings of U.S.-British forces in Morocco and

Algeria in Nov. 1942 virtually isolated French West Africa from

Vichy and weakened Boisson's strategical position. As a result

he agreed on Jan. 7, 1943, to support the Allies and promised
them the use of men and materials. Gen. Charles de Gaulle,

however, regarded Boisson as an opportunist and pro-Vichyite
and dismissed him from office on the following July 3. Boisson

was subsequently called to appear before a purge commission
of The French Committee of National Liberation and was

arrested on charges of treason, Dec. 21, 1943.

An inland republic of South America. Area: 419,470

sq.mi.; pop. (1941 est.) 3457,000. The nominal

capital is Sucre (est. pop. 32,000); the real seat of government
is La Paz (est. pop. 280,000). Other cities (with est. pop.) are:
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Cochabamba, 80,000; Oruro, 40,000; Potosi, 35,000; Santa Cruz

cle la Sierra, 30,000. Religion: Roman Catholic. President in 1943,

until displaced by revolution on Dec. 20, 1943: General En-

rique Penaranda; president succeeding him: Major Gualbcrto

Villarroel.

History. Bolivia in 1943 became the second South American

nation to declare war on the axis powers (Brazil was the first).

The step was taken on April 7, while the vice-president of the

United States, Henry Wallace, was in the country on a visit. The

labourers of Bolivia had already been registered and had been

given conscript status to the end that essential work in the mines

and in agricultural enterprises would not suffer by loss of trained

men to the army. In May, men in the professions were similarly

listed. Censorship over all mediums of communication was estab-

lished in the same month. Early in May President Penaranda

made a visit to the United States to further integrate the Bolivian

effort with the inter-American war program; shortly after his

arrival in the northern republic an announcement to the effect

that economic co-operation between Bolivia and the United States

would be intensified was issued. President Roosevelt also apolo-

gized for "excessive" rates charged Bolivia by U.S. bankers in

the 1925-27 period. Other international developments during 1943

were an amicable agreement with Brazil for the exchange of raw

materials (June 28) and a not-so-friendly interchange of com-

ments with Chile over the perennial question of a Bolivian outlet

to the Pacific.

Internal affairs were troubled throughout 1943. Serious con-

troversy had been started by the use of military force in the sup-

pression of a strike in the tin mines at Catavi in Dec. 1942,

in which at least 20 miners were killed. Conditions in the mining

area were investigated by a joint commission of U.S. and Boliv-

ian experts, and reforms in regard to working conditions were

recommended in its report. In succeeding months bitter attacks

were made in the Bolivian congress on the administration of Pres-

ident Penaranda for its policy in the Catavi strike. Both the Na-

tional Revolutionary movement and the Leftist Revolutionary

party opposed the administration. In September these charges

forced the resignation of the cabinet.

On Dec. 20 a well planned revolution, led by Victor Paz Es-

tenssoro of the National Revolutionary movement, overthrew

the government and set up a new regime headed by Major
Gualberto Villarroel. President Penaranda was exiled. Although

the new government announced that it would live up to

all Bolivian commitments to the United Nations, the United

States withheld recognition because of previous pro-nazi associa-

tions of the leaders of the revolution.

Education. Bolivia had about 2,000 primary schools, with an

estimated enrolment of more than 150,000, in 1941. The three

universities have an unusually independent position. The 1942

budget allotted 125,420,000 bolivianos to education.

Finance. The monetary unit is the boliviano, valued in 1943

at 2\ cents U.S. ($.0236 U.S., controlled). National revenue

(1942) was estimated at 1,104,518,300 bolivianos; expenditures

at 672,402,400 bolivianos. Currency in circulation, on March 31,

1943, was stated as amounting to 1,737,400,000 bolivianos.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade (1941) amounted

to: imports, 103,560,663 bolivianos; exports, 211,249,666 bolivi-

anos (1940: 93,914,524 bs. and 174,181,877 bs., respectively).

The United States took 60% of all exports in 1941 and supplied

approximately 41% of all imports. The favourable trade balance

of Bolivia with the United States for the first nine months of

1943 was $11,037,000 (merchandise and gold and silver). Imports
from the United States were largely manufactures; exports to

the United States were largely minerals; in 1942, however, Bo-

livia exported 1,486 tons of rubber, and on April 14, a rubber

agreement was signed with the Rubber Development corporation

in order to push production of this item. Bolivia imports both

foodstuffs and fuel from near-by countries.

There is external communication by rail to Chile, Peru and

Argentina. Some parts of eastern Bolivia have outlets by river

boat to the Amazon and La Plata systems. Bolivia has found air

service particularly useful, with Panagra and Lloyd A6reo Bolivi-

ano (leased to Pan American Airways) giving service to all im-

portant cities and with outside countries. Railway mileage (1941)
was over 1,360 mi. Some 6,000 mi. of highways exist. In the

1943 budget funds for road construction were reduced 50% over

1942.

Minerals. Mining is the chief Bolivian industry and minerals

form over 95% of her exports. Tin amounts to about 80% of

exports, and was estimated at 38,900 tons in 1942 (in 1941, 42,887

tons). Other minerals exported were (1941 figures): silver, 228,-

576 kg.; tungsten, 2,874 tons; lead, 15,654 tons; zinc, 6,067

tons (12,197 tons in 1940); copper, 7.274 tons; gold, 254 kg.

Petroleum production approximates 114,300 bbl. per year.

(D. RD.)

Bonaire: sec CURASAO.
Bonds: see STOCKS AND BONDS.

Bonds, War: see WAR BONDS.

rare ^'c mar^et enjoyed its big-

gcst boom since the lean 19305. The
trend to higher prices affected even the ordinary second-hand

and out-of-print items. It is significant that a copy of the Kelm-

scott Chaucer fetched 205 as against half that figure in 1941;

it is even more significant that seven English county guides issued

by the Shell Petroleum company (which can hardly be accused

of trying to rig the book market), price half-a-crown each when

new and in print, were knocked down to an unsentimental book-

seller at 4,?. 6d. a volume. The sharp falling-off in the number

of American booksellers' catalogues reflected more than the con-

current shortages in labour and paper books sold without the

necessity for cataloguing them; it was essential simply for them

to -be on the shelves. Under a war regulation the British book-

trade was required to charge home (not overseas) recipients of

their catalogues an annual subscription price of one shilling.

This seems to have kept up the quantity of British catalogues if

not their physical quality. The London catalogues which, with

their fine paper, wide margins, and superb plates once delighted

hand and eye vanished for the duration.

Purchases by collectors from the occupied countries who went

to America tended to broaden the base of the collecting pyramid.
The incunabula market was livelier than in many years, and

higher prices were recorded. But this condition was true in

essence of every division of the printed book. Art and reference

books soared, reflecting a collateral boom in the art market. The

art and book collection of the late Conde Nast sold in New York

for $118,406. A complete file of the Burlington Magazine (Lon-

don, 1903-42) brought $525.

Unquestionably considerable buying was a hedge against infla-

tion, and the Times (London) deplored the resurgence of "a

kind of Stock Exchange mentality which does not serve the best

interest of the rare book trade." On the other hand, much buy-

ing was by neophytes some of whom were undoubtedly drawn to

books by the lack of consumer goods, and whose purchases were

largely as unintelligent as they were uninspired the phenomenon
had been manifested before. A certain percentage of these new-

comers was expected to remain within the fold, and some of them

might well become the great collectors of tomorrow, so that the

boom might turn out to have had its brighter aspects. Moreover
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it was not marked by the speculative insanity of the 19205.

Bibliographical research continued to cover a diverse field, but

the fruits were in large part not scheduled for immediate appear-
ance. The late Anthony J. Russo's bibliography of James Whit-

comb Riley, completed by Dorothy R. Russo, was in the print-

er's hands. Publication of Jacob Blanck's Selective Bibliography

of Nineteenth Century American Juvenile Books was postponed
until after the war. The Moscow State Publishing House issued

a bibliography of Russian translations of classics in English and

of Russian critical comment thereon; it disclosed the interesting

fact that there have been four Russian editions of Chaucer's

Canterbury Tales.

Sales. Auction sales fell off in number, and no great libraries

came under the hammer, although there were several important

offerings of literary and historical manuscripts and letters Own-
ers of fine libraries which would in normal course have come on

the market were obviously waiting for the graph of the price

trend to define itself more sharply. The absorption of desirable

books into permanent institutional collections continued, and had

its persisting if indeterminate influence on values.

A complete series of plates for volume one of the original

(1827) folio edition of John James Audubon's Birds of America,

with some defects in the key wild-turkey reproduction, brought

$3,900 at auction. Other representative figures (first editions

unless otherwise noted) were as follows:

Audubon, The Birds of America, 1860 reissue of the elephant

folio edition of 1827-38, $1,300; the same, first octavo edition,

1840-44, with one of 500 plates lacking, $350; T. E. Lawrence,
The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, with autographs of Feisal and others

associated with the desert revolt, $800; Jack London, The Cruise

of the Dazzler, 1902, presentation copy, $175; R. L. Stevenson,

Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes, 1879, with the original

drawing for the frontispiece, $400; Stevenson, The South Seas,

1890, one of 22 privately printed copies, $300; Stevenson, The

Beach at Falesa, 1892, $42 5; Laurence Sterne, A Sentimental

Journey through France and Italy, 1768, large paper, some de-

fects, $190; Robert Burns, Poems, second (1788) American edi-

tion, George Washington's copy, with his autograph and book-

plate, $1,100. (J. T. W.)

Books: see CHILDREN'S BOOKS; PUBLISHING (BOOK); see also

under AMERICAN LITERATURE; ENGLISH LITERATURE; FRENCH

LITERATURE; etc.

Book Soles: see BOOK-COLLECTING.

Boothe. Clare: see LUCE, CLARE BOOTH*;.

production f borates in the United States in

1942 dropped to 226,723 short tons, a decrease of

32% from 1940. Consumption in enamels was cut heavily by
lack of steel for stoves, refrigerators, cabinets, etc., and use in

pottery glazes also declined. Glass, the major essential use, took

increased amounts. (G. A. Ro.)

ie III
( l894- I 943) &n of the Bulgarians, was born Jan.

iS III 30 at Sofia, the eldest son of Tsar Ferdinand I and

Princess Marie Louise of Bourbon-Parma. Boris ascended to the

throne in 1918 after his father's abdication, successfully weath-

ered a series of political storms during the troubled postwar period

and entrenched his authority by using his police force to "liqui-

date" political foes. Boris paid only lip-service to parliamentary

government during his entire career. In 1934, he approved a

military coup d'6tat engineered by the "palace guard," who

suppressed the constitution, dissolved parliament and banned

political parties. A year later, Boris established himself as dicta-

tor, paid frequent visits to Hitler and Mussolini and geared his

foreign policy to that of the two axis chieftains. He was forced

to give German armies the right of transit across Bulgarian ter-

ritory in Nov. 1940, and to join Hitler and Mussolini in declar-

ing war on the United States in Dec. 1941. Boris refused, how-

ever, to declare war on the U.S.S.R., aware of the great senti-

mental attachment of his subjects for "Mother Russia." Boris'

popularity waned as the war continued. Rioting in Sofia on May
day, 1943, was so serious that he was compelled to flee the capi-

tal for his own safety. His death in Sofia on Aug. 28 was both

unexpected and mysterious. An official communiqu said the

king had died after a brief illness. But some Hungarian sources

in Berne said the king was assassinated by one of his own police

bodyguards. His six-year-old son, Simeon II (q.v.)> succeeded

Boris to the throne.

Borneo: see BRITISH EMPIRE; NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EM-
FIRE; NETHERLANDS INDIES.

RflOtflfl
Ninth largest city of the United States, with a popu-

DUolUIL lation of 770,816 by the federal census of 1940,
Boston is a seaport at the head of Massachusetts bay and is the

capital of the state of Massachusetts. Area, 43.9 sq.mi., com-

prising most of Suffolk county. Mayor (Jan. i, 1944): Maurice

J. Tobin.

Twenty-two councilmen and three school commit teemen were

elected in 1943. State Attorney-general Robert T. Bushnell con-

ducted a vigorous campaign against gambling. State and city

officials took measures to prevent the recurrence of a few acts

of anti-Semitic violence which received nation-wide publicity.

The School committee appointed Francis J. Daly to head the

Office of Juvenile Adjustment, created to combat juvenile de-

linquency. The governor of Massachusetts appointed Thomas F.

Sullivan police commissioner to succeed Joseph F. Timility,

whose term expired Nov. i.

The city council approved the modernized building code en-

acted by the state legislature in 1939. The state appropriated

$4,700,000 to build three 7,000- and one 5 ?ooo-ft. runways at

the General Edward L. Logan airport in East Boston. School

registration was 101,320, Many pupils left school to take jobs.

Easing of dim-out regulations restored a normal appearance
to the city streets. The influx of army and navy personnel

combined with the taking over of many buildings to create a

severe shortage in housing and hotels.

The shipyards of Boston continued to produce war and

merchant ships in increasing numbers. On Oct. i, 1943, metro-

politan Boston v.as declared a Group II (labour stringency) area

by the War Manpower commission. A six weeks' fisherman's

strike was still unsettled Jan. i.

Indices for Jan.-Oct. 1943 (average 1925-1927 = 100) were

as follows: Manufacturing employment 150.3, a gain of 6.3%;
manufacturers* payrolls 270, a gain of 24.7%; department store

sales 83.8, a gain of 6.6%. Jan.-Oct. 1943 bank clearings in-

creased 10.8%; bank debits increased 15.8%; building permits
decreased 39.8%; gross postal receipts increased 4.5%; Boston

elevated passengers increased 20%.
The 1943 tax rate remained at $41.00 on an assessed valuation

(real and personal) of $1445,668,300, a decline of $20,470,100.
The 1943 budget totalled $74,929,808, a decline of $4,500,100,

including provision for the following: city departments $12,118,-

761, county departments $3,758,426, school department $16,145,-

717, debt service $10,684,080, state tax $3,325,050. The net

debt on Dec. 31, 1942 was $133,945434, a decline of $5,761,144,

including a general debt of $60,047,547, temporary loans of

$75,245,672 and a public services debt of $40,539,339. The esti-

mated debt reduction in 1943 was $6,000,000. (S. J. McK.)
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Bosworth, Hobart Van Zandt ti0n picture actor,

born Aug. u in Marietta, O. In 1885 he played with a theatrical

troupe in San Francisco, then joined the Augustin Daly stock

company in New York. By the beginning of the 2Oth century,

he had become widely known as a romantic actor and had been

leading man to Minnie Maddern Fiske, Julia Marlowe and Hen-

rietta Crosman. In io,o<) he entered motion pictures and later

headed the Bosworth company, which screened many of Jack

London's stories. Bosworth himself was director and star in The

Sea Wolf. In the early 10,205 he was one of the best -known feature

actors and stars. He died in Glendale, Calif., Dec ;>o, 1943.

Botanical Gardens: see BOTANY

In Pellia epiphylla it had been assumed previously

that the sperm swims by means of its two ilagella

from the anthcridium to the archegonium. At the rate of swim-

ming of the sperm, however, it would require, according to

J. Walton (Univ. of Glasgow), several hours for the sperm to

reach the archegonium. Walton found that the distance is trav-

ersed by the spermatocytes (each containing a single spcnn)

before the sperms are released. The spermatocytes are extruded

by the antheridia into the water, rise to the surface, and are dis-

persed rapidly over the wet surface by surface tension forces.

The sperm is not discharged from the spermatocyte until the

archegonium is reached. The time required for the whole process

is about 15 minutes.

A mutant obtained from Neurospora by X-radiation differed

from the parent in having lost the capacity to form pyridoxin,

and failed to maintain growth unless this substance was added

to the culture medium. J. L. Stokes, J. W. Foster and C. R.

Woodward, Jr. (Res. Lab. Merck and Co., Rahway, NJ.) demon-

strated that this mutant could grow normally without the addi-

tion of pyridoxin provided that the pH of the medium was ad-

justed to the range from 6.0 to 7.3, and provided further that

the nitrogen source in the medium was an ammonium com-

pound, other forms of nitrogen being found to be ineffective.

By exposing germinating seed of Crcpis capillaris and Vicia

faba to X-rays, R. T. Brumfield (Harvard univ.) induced chromo-

some rearrangements in single cells in the young root tip. These

chromosome characteristics, which served to identify such cells,

i.e., to "tag" them, were carried over into the cells resulting

from the subsequent cell divisions, and permitted the author to

determine what tissues were produced from these single cells.

In this way evidence was obtained that the entire root develops

from but a few cells, possibly as few as three, at the tip of the

young root.

The effectiveness of X-rays in inducing chromosomal aberra-

tion was found by K. Sax (Harvard univ.) to be increased in

tests with the microspores of Tradescantia by centrifuging the

spores during the period of irradiation. The explanation given for

this effect was that the stresses caused the broken ends of the

chromosomes to separate and this favoured illegitimate unions

between broken chromosomes.

Treatment by E. W. Newcomer (Univ. of North Carolina) of

young cabbage plants with colchicinc resulted in the production
of an autotetraploid cabbage which differed from the parent type
not only morphologically but also physiologically. The 4 cab-

bages were 25% to 50% higher than the diploids in reducing

sugars, total sugars, acid-hydrolyzable substances, residual nitro-

gen (but not in soluble nitrogen) and vitamin C. The lower

leaves of the tetraploid contained four times as much vitamin C
as was found in the corresponding leaves of the diploid.

In at least nine genera of angiosperms, twin seedlings were

BOSWORTH, HOBART BOTANY
(1867-1943), U.S. mo- found in which one of the pair had the normal diploid number

of chromosomes, while the other had either the haploid, triploid,

or tetraploid number. D. C. Cooper (Univ. of Wisconsin) found

haploid-diploid twins in about i% of the ovules of seven species

of lilies. The haploid member of the twins was found to have

been derived from the division of a syncrgid. Also, in a cross of

Nicotiana %lutinosa X N. tabacwn, a haploid twin was found to

have developed from a synergid. The role of synergids in the

production of haploid plants is emphasized by these results.

In more than 50% of about 900 isolates of imperfect fungi,

involving 3 orders, 29 genera and 35 species, it was found that

the mycelium was composed of two culturally distinct types, one

producing conidia in abundance, but with scant mycelium (desig-

nated as C), and the other producing an abundant mycelium but

few conidia (designated as M). In subsequent work, H. H.

Hansen and \V. C. Snyder (Univ. of California), working with

Fusartum, found that the M type was produced de novo from

pure cultures of the C type, but the reverse change of M to C
was not obtained. By means of crosses with Hypomyres solani

f. cucnrbitae, it \vas shown that M and C behave as allelomorphs,

and further that M could function only as a male.

C. H. Meredith (Glenleigh Lab., Highgatc, Jamaica, B.W.I.)
found that a species of Actinomyces produced a substance that

would dissolve the mycelium of Fusarinm oxyspornm cubense.

The substance diffused through agar.

According to experiments by P. R. Burkholder (Yale univ.)

extraordinarily large amounts of riboilavin (vitamin B 2 ) are

formed by the yeast Candida guillicrmondia. Most of the ribo-

ilavin accumulates in the medium.

H. L. Pearse (West. Prov. Fruit Research Inst, Stellcnbosch,

South Africa) grew grape vines (Vitis vinifera) in sand cultures

maintained at various levels of nutritive capacity and found that

better rooting of cuttings was obtained with cuttings taken from

plants grown under semi-starvation conditions (with respect to

both mineral and nitrogen components) than from plants grown
under conditions of adequate or excessive nutrition. Further-

more, such cuttings responded more readily to treatment with

the root-inducing chemical, indolebutyric acid.

By heating tryptophane, either in water or in solutions of

NaOH (0.25 N to 0.00025 N), S. A. Gordon and S. G. Wildman

(Univ. of Michigan) obtained a product which induced curva-

tures of the coleoptile of A vena in the manner of the natural

auxins from plant tissue.

Crosses of certain soft red winter wheat varieties (Triticum

vulgare) with Marquillo spring wheat in experiments by R. M.
Caldwell and L. E. Compton (Purdue Univ. and U.S. Dept. of

Agric.) resulted in the production of F! seedlings which uni-

formly developed normally until reaching the two-leaf stage,

then all such plants died. The lethality was shown to be con-

trolled by a pair of dominant complementary genes.

When W. S. Hale, S. Schwimmer, and E. G. Bayfield (U.S.

Dept. cf Agric. and Kansas Agr. Exp. Sta.) added ethylene to

the storage space containing freshly-harvested high-moisture
wheat seeds at the rate of one part of ethylene to 10,000 parts
of air, they found that such treated wheat did not heat as rapidly
or as much, furnished a better grade of grain, showed a higher

percentage of germination, and gave a better baking perform-
ance than untreated wheat stored under identical conditions but

without the addition of ethylene. (See also HORTICULTURE.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY .--Brumfield, Amer. Jour. &ot. f 30:101; Burkholder, Arch.

Biochem.> $'.121 and Proc. Nat. Acad. Set., 29:166; Caldwell and Compton,
four, of flered., 34:67; Cooper, Amer. Jour. Bot. t 30:408; Gordon and
Wildman, Jour. Biol. Chem., 147:389; Hale, Schwimmer and Bayfield,
Cereal Chem., 20:224; Hansen and Snyder, Amer. Jour. Bot., 30:419;
Meredith, Phytopath., 33:403; Newcomer, /. Eli. Mitchell Sci. Soc., 59:69;
Pearse, Ann. oj Bot. n. s., 7:123, Sax, Proc. Nat. Acad. Set., 29:18;
Stokes, Foster and Woodward, Arch. Biochem., 2:235; Walton, Nature,
'52:51. (F. E. DE.)



RAPT Pi ANT! botany, were discovered in the
bomb craters and rums* ui LUHUUU m iD-^. i iore a botanist is examining a new
flower which sprang up in a crater enriched with the nitrate of a bomb. No
conclusive proof of the origin of these plants was advanced

Botanical Gardens. Dr. E. D. Merrill of Harvard Botanical

collections and Arnold arboretum finished a manual on Emer-

gency Food Plants and Poisonous Plants of the Islands of the

Pacific for use of U.S. forces in the Pacific area; a book of 150

pages, 113 illustrations, and a first printing of 125,000 copies.

Under Dr. Merrill's direction a study was being made of the

Harvard collection of plants from New Guinea and Solomon

Islands. A plant, survey of the Alcan highway was being made to

furnish certain specific information needed by the engineers and

military people for an interpretation of their aerial survey of the

route. Dr. Merrill's group found a means of prolonging the life

of cut branches used in camouflage. A number of members of

the New York Botanical garden staff v/ere being used as experts

by the government and industrial organizations in the war effort.

The staff of the Brooklyn Botanic garden did much to aid the

victory garden program in greater New York and neighbouring

regions. Montreal Botanical garden extended its garden on me-

dicinal plants, including not only those in medicinal use but

many that were grown for medicine in Europe before the discov-

ery of America, and certain plants used by the American Indian.

This garden also directed 10,000 victory gardens in Montreal.

Holden arboretum at Cleveland, 0., devoted 100 ac. of its area

to growing of garden and farm plants. University of Washing-
ton arboretum grew more than 100,000 units of a wide variety

of deciduous species of plants for use as camouflage.

University of Wisconsin arboretum and Wild Life refuge in-

creased the planting of wildflowers on the Wildflower trail,

planted 5,000 Tamaracks, initiated an extensive study of song-
bird nesting, started a survey of the parasitic fungi of the arbore-

tum area, continued a study of effects of crowding on mixed fish

populations in ponds, and began a study of life histories of native

minnows to develop methods of artificial propagation. Morton
arboretum continued its educational classes, and is writing a fern

key, Cornell University arboretum added 400 ac. to its holdings

to make possible an anticipated postwar expansion. Missouri

Botanical garden issued the first two numbers of "Flora of Pan-

ama," a project under way for many years. They also acquired
an additional tract of land of 160 ac., the last bit of virgin forest

in the vicinity of St. Louis. Boyce Thompson Southwestern

arboretum worked with commercial groups to develop the culture

of jojoba nuts and the propagation and culture of cork oak.

Jojoba nuts contain a wax that promised to substitute for the

expensive carnauba wax. This wax could also be transformed

into a rubber. (See also HORTICULTURE.) (W. C.)

Bougainville: see SOLOMON ISLANDS.

Boutens, Peter Cornells

Middelburg on the island of Walchercn, the Netherlands. He
studied classical literature at Utrecht university and took his

doctorate at that school in 1899. He was professor of classical

languages at Noorthey institute in Voorschoten and later moved
to The Hague, where he turned to writing. He translated into

Dutch the works of the ancient Greek writers. Boutens' most
famous work was Reatrys (1908), a mediaeval legend told in

verse. His works were translated into English by Sir Herbert

Grierson of Edinburgh university. The poet died at his home in

The Hague, March 14.

PHoctor (l ^ l" ) U -S - advertising executive

y MllColC! and government official, was born in

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 5. A graduate of Yale, 1924, he became
an advertising copywriter and together with William Benton
formed the advertising firm of Benton and Bowles, July 1929.

Mr. Bowles was made chairman of the board of that company
in 1936. In Jan. 1942, he took a leave of absence to work on a

dollar-a-year job in Connecticut, later becoming OPA administra-

tor for the state. On July 15, Prcntiss M. Brown, then OPA
national director, named Bowles as general manager of his agency.

The latter, given full authority by Brown, reorganized the agency;*

simplified price and rationing regulations and encouraged estab-

lishment of advisory committees to deal with complaints of busi-

ness and industry. As a result, congressional and press criticism

of OPA methods subsided somewhat. On Oct. 25, 1943, Bowles

succeeded Brown who had resigned four days earlier, as OPA
administrator. While Bowles was reluctant to impose harsh meas-

ures, he nevertheless served notice on assuming his new post that

he intended to hold cost -of -living prices to the levels of Sept.

1942. He stated bluntly that OPA would not be a doormat for

''scheming" minority groups and warned against inflation.

RntAflinff
W^n bowling's two major championships the,

DUVfllll American Bowling congress and Women's Inter<

national Bowling congress cancelled at the request of the-

Office of Defense Transportation, the pin-toppling interest of

1943 centred on the National Individual Match Game champion-

ship at Chicago. Ned Day of West Allis, Wis., after being voted

"Bowler of the Year" by the Bowling Writers' association, went

on to win the match game title with a 64-game average of better

than 208 per game. Day outmatched a strong field which in-

cluded: Paul Krumske of Chicago, second with 289.15 points to
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Day's winning 315.21; Rudy Pugel of Milwaukee, third with

294.14; Buddy Bomar of Chicago, fourth with 294.30, and John
Crimmins of Detroit, fifth with 294.11. Connie Schwoegler of

Madison, Wis., the defending champion, finished ninth.

Deprived of its big classic during 1943, the A. B.C. continued

to give recognition to its outstanding participants with a com-

pilation of the year's outstanding scorers. Louis Foxie of Pater-

son, N.J., rolled the year's individual high of 824, which enabled

his team to count a high 3,547 for team total and 1,286 for high

team game.
In spite of the war hardships and a shortage of pin boys,

bowling enjoyed one of its best years in 1943. An estimated

12,000,000 bowlers took part in the recreational phase of the

game. Telegraphic bowling, a method by which scores sent by

telegraph were compared and matches decided, became popular

in view of limited transportation. High school bowling espe-

cially took to telegraphic play.

Although not made in regular A.B.C. competition, two team

titles were claimed during 1943. The Detroit Strohs staked

claim to the national team title, while Frank Mataya and

Nelson Burton of St. Louis were regarded as the national doubles

titlists. (M. P. W.)

Most of the ring champions were in the armed forces,

joe Louis, sergeant in the U.S. army, occupied him-

self exclusively with boxing exhibitions for the men in service.

Billy Conn, outstanding challenger for the world heavyweight

title, was a corporal in the army, stationed most of the year at

Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

Championships in four divisions where possession was undis-

puted were frozen. In addition to Louis' heavyweight crown,

they were the light -heavyweight, middleweight and welterweight

championships. Gus Lesnevich, leader of the light-heavyweight,

or i75-lb. class, was in the coast guard. Tony Zale, holder of

the middleweight, or i6o-lb. title, was in the navy. Freddie Coch-

rane, champion of the welterweight, or i47-lb. class, was in the

navy.
Willie Pep, who shared the possession of the world feather-

weight title, made one defense of his crown, held the title, saw

his remarkable streak of victories shattered after 62, and enlisted

in the navy. This left only the lightweight and bantamweight
classes untouched by the war. The flyweight class was dormant,

as it has been for years. Little was heard of its world ruler,

Jackie Patterson of Scotland.

Manuel Ortiz, Mexican resident of El Centro, Calif., ruler of

the featherweight division, successfully defended his title no less

than eight times, a record for championship defense in modern

ring history. Starting on Jan. 2, he won a decision over Kenny
.Lindsay at Portland, Ore. On March 10, Ortiz knocked out Lou
Salica in.n rounds at Oakland, Calif. April 28 saw Ortiz knock-

ing out Lupe Cordoza in six rounds at Fort Worth, Tex. On May
27, Ortiz won a decision over Joe Roberts at Long Beach,
Calif. He followed this by knocking out Roberts in seven rounds

at Seattle, Wash., July 13. In his sixth defense of the i26-lb.

title Ortiz, on Sept. 5, knocked out Fileo Gonzalez in five rounds

at Mexico City. On Oct. 2 he knocked out Leonardo Lopez in four

rounds at Hollywood, Calif., and his amazing year concluded on

Nov. 23 when he won a 15-round decision over the hitherto un-

beaten Benny Goldberg of Detroit, at Los Angeles. Not even

Joe Louis, most active of all the ring champions in modern his-

tory, could match this record of title defense.

Outstanding among the box-office attractions, however, was
Beau Jack, who, under his real name, Sidney Walker, was origi-

nally a caddy and shoe-shine boy in his native Augusta, Ga. He
not only contrived to lose and regain his world lightweight title
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JOE LOUfS began a 14-week exhibition tour of U.S. army campt Aug. 30,

1943, with Sgt. George Nicholson, his old-time sparring partner. Here he Is

shown at Camp Edwards on the second day of the tour

in the states of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, but he

shared distinction for the year's largest gate receipts and

established himself as the greatest box-office attraction active in

the ring.

In six bouts Beau Jack drew a total of $481,415 to Madison

Square Garden, where all his boxing was conducted, under the

auspices of the Twentieth Century S.C., Mike Jacobs, promoter.
His record gate for the year, which was also a new high for Beau

Jack, was $104,976, for the bout in which he defeated Henry
Armstrong, former triple champion of the ring, on the latter's

return to action. It was held April 2, 1943, and attracted 19,986

persons.

Beau Jack drew $70,291 in a bout with Fritzie Zivic, former

welterweight champion, Feb. 5. In a return bout against Zivic

he drew $71,346, March 5. The Armstrong bout followed, and

on March 21, Beau Jack drew $94,500 on a paid attendance of

18,343 persons, in a i5-round bout against Bob Montgomery,
Philadelphia, in which Beau Jack lost his world lightweight title.

Beau Jack lost a lo-round decision to Bobby Ruffin, Long Island

City, on Oct. 4, in a bout that attracted receipts of $43,429. On
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Nov. 19, he regained his lightweight honours in a title bout

against Montgomery, winning a decision in 15 rounds before

17,866 persons who paid receipts of $96,873.

Sammy Angott, Washington, Pa., who voluntarily surrendered

the world lightweight title late in 1942 to enter war work, returned

to the ring early in 1943 and was indirectly responsible for the

confusion surrounding the title as the year ended. The National

Boxing association declined to recognize the tournament sanc-

tioned by the New York State Athletic commission from which

Beau Jack emerged the winner and champion. Instead, after

Angott snapped Willie Pep's 6 2 -straight winning streak, the

N.B.A. sanctioned a bout between Slugger White, Baltimore, and

Angott as for the title. Angott won the bout and gained recogni-

tion as champion in every boxing centre except New York, New

Jersey and Pennsylvania.

Similar confusion surrounded the world featherweight title, a

hold-over condition from 1942. Willie Pep, New York State Ath-

letic commission champion, defended his title against Sal Bartolo

in Boston, June 8, and joined the navy. Phil Tcrranova, Bronx,

N.Y., conquered Jackie Callura, Hamilton, Ont., Aug. 16, and

gained recognition as N.B.A. featherweight champion. Terranova

knocked out Jackie Callura, in six rounds at New Orleans, Dec. 27.

Service boxers were conspicuous in the annual championships

of the Amateur Athletic union, decided among an entry list of

89 boxers representing 16 district associations on April 12 and

13 in Boston. Though among the best tournaments on record in

competition, the affair was a disappointment in receipts. Three

army boxers gained the finals, but only one. Earl O'Neill, n8-lb.

boxer from Fort Sill, Okla., won a title. Syracuse university won

the Eastern Intercollegiate A.A. boxing championships held at

Syracuse, March 6, with a record total of 30 points. Another

record was supplied when Syracuse won six of the eight titles.

A distinctive feature was the victory of Salvatore (Toots) Mira-

bito in the heavyweight division. He closed an outstanding college

boxing career with his third such victory, as he registered his

30th straight college contest. He entered the army shortly after-

ward leaving behind a winning streak of 80 bouts in high school,

prep and college competition. Boxers of the University of Wis-

consin dominated the National Collegiate A.A. championships

held at Madison, Wis., March 26. They clinched team honours,

winning five individual titles. Michigan State's boxers won two

and the other championship went to Washington State.

Boxing receipts at Madison Square Garden under direction of

Promoter Mike Jacobs, reached an aggregate of $1,136,228 for 22

shows. The paid attendance was 322,512. The largest "gate" of

the year was drawn by Beau Jack and Henry Armstrong on

April 2 as stated above, and the largest crowd of the year was

21,240 attracted to the ten-round bout between Beau Jack and

Fritzie Zivic, Feb. 5. (J.F.tt.)

Dftlf Cnniltc
From the beginning: of the war until the end

uOy uCOUlS. of 1943, 47 different projects had been under-

taken by scouts at the request of government agencies. They

had collected scrap rubber, metal, tin cans, grease, books, musical

instruments and nearly 500,000,000 Ib. of waste paper. They

had produced model planes and ships, served as civilian defense

messengers, aeroplane spotters, fire watchers, assisted in making

surveys for war housing agencies, in aiding rationing boards,

selective service boards, community chests, war chests, foreign

relief and in countless other ways helped in the war effort.

During 1943, especially, waste paper and scrap metal collec-

tions were carried on throughout the U.S. by scouts. Scouts also

served as government dispatch bearers in the distribution of

posters twice each month and the distribution of other govern-

ment informational material throughout the nation. They assisted

the Red Cross in the promotion of blood banks and aided the

war housing program in 210 communities. The Food for Freedom

program of the Boy Scouts of America was outstanding in the

service projects.

A new pre-Ranger type of training was developed, designed to

teach older boys skills which they might need if they entered the

armed forces, to give them a variety of training, self-reliance and

personal discipline and thus equip them for service if they should

be called upon for military service.

In Feb. 1943, Dr. James E. West, who from the beginning of

the organization had been chief scout executive, was promoted
to the office of chief scout and Dr. Elbert K. Fretwcll, former

Professor of Education at Teachers' college, Columbia university,

succeeded him as chief scout executive.

The new Aviation Merit badge pamphlets and the Air Scout

Manual were issued and the air scout program attracted many

boys. There was also a big increase in cubs, the program for

younger boys. In spite of demands made by the various work

projects, more scouts camped in their own troops in 1943 than

in any previous year in scouting. The grand total membership

of the Boy Scouts of America as of Dec. 31, 1943, was 1,613,783.

Total troops and packs numbered 51,953.

Great Britain. During 1943 British scouts carried on, as they

had since the beginning of the war, by giving every possible

assistance to the war effort. Scouts in England performed numer-

ous war service jobs.

An example of the type of service scouts performed in 1943

was the account received of an entire Rover scout crew man-

ning one of the leading ships of a British mine-sweeping flotilla

in home waters. In the early days of the war, while still in their

home town, this crew had sighted a U-boat and was able to direct

destroyers to the spot to attack. They shared the record for their

base of mines swept and carried out a number of special opera-

tions.

During 1943 a special war emergency section of the movement

U.S. BOY SCOUT learning to identify German planes from models
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was introduced into British scouting under the name "War Serv-

ice Patrols." On passing certain public service tests boys of 15

and over could be drafted into these special patrols and received

advanced training in campaigning, health and endurance training,

exploring, observation and other subjects of this kind.

(L. W. BA.)

Dronnn Dnhortn ( l86l" I 943) J
Italian dramatist, was

DldUCO, KUUCllU born Nov. 10 in Naples. A protege of a

Naples newspaper editor, Bracco at the age of 17 became a re-

porter. He worked on several newspapers and sometime later

found his stride as dramatist and novelist. He became one of

Italy's noted playwrights in the pre- fascist clays, and aroused

much interest in his psychological dramas. One of his plays,

Countess Coquette, a Na/imova vehicle in 1907, established his

reputation in the United States and was also received success-

fully in Paris. The Little Saint was produced in New York city

in 1931. He wrote about 40 plays, including The Right to Live,

Phantasms, Madame President, One of the Honest Ones and

Masks, and about six volumes of stories. He fell into disrepute

with the fascists in 1926 because of his Liberal views; his home
was wrecked by a band of terrorists, and the remainder of bis

life was spent in obscurity. He died in Naples, April 21, accord-

ing to a Swiss report.

Bracken, John
(1883- ), Canadian political leader,

was born at Ellisville, Ont., on June 22,

and graduated from the Ontario Agricultural college, and the

University of Illinois. After graduation Bracken went into the

prairie provinces as a seed inspector for the Canadian govern-
ment. He became professor of field husbandry at the University
of Saskatchewan, and later president of the Agricultural college

of Manitoba. It was while holding this post that in 1922 he was

offered, and accepted, the leadership of the newly formed Agrarian
or Progressive party in the province of Manitoba. He was re-

turned to the legislature in a by-election held in Le Pas. In 1932
he headed a coalition government of Progressives and Liberals,

and later the coalition principle was extended to include Conserva-

tives, Co-operative Commonwealth Federationists, and Social

Credit members. In Dec. 1942, he emerged as a national figure,

when he was chosen nat ional leader of the Conservative party by
a nominating convention meeting at Winnipeg. In deference to his

views, the name of the party was altered to Progressive Conserva-

tive.

During 1943, Bracken made an extensive tour of Canada,

speaking in such centres as Quebec, Hamilton and Toronto. As
Bracken did not attempt election to the house of commons, Gor-

don Graydon acted as Opposition leader. (J. I. C.)

RraHlov flmor Molcnn (l893~ )> us ai y officer
>

Draoiey, umar neison was b0m ,n dark, MO., on Feb.
12. He was graduated from the U.S. Military academy in 1915
and later from the Infantry school, the Command and General
Staff school and the Army War college. Between 1929 and 1941
he served as chief of the weapons section at the Infantry school,
commandant at West Point, and secretary of the gene.ral staff in

Washington. Early in 1941 he was appointed commandant of the

Infantry school. Two months after the U.S. entered World War
n, Gen. Bradley was appointed to command the 82nd division,

and in Feb. 1943, he was sent to North Africa. Near the end of

the campaign there he was assigned to command the 2nd corps,
which he led to victory at Bizerte and Tunis. Two days later the

nazi commander surrendered 25,000 men to him, For this achieve-

ment he was made a lieutenant general and awarded the dis-

tinguished service medal. In Jan. 1944, it was announced that

Gen. Bradley would command the ground forces being massed in

Britain for the invasion of Europe,

^ republic in eastern and central South America and

the largest independent country in the western hemi-

sphere; language: Portuguese; capital: Rio de Janeiro (pop.

1940: 1,781,567); president in 1943 (since i3i): Dr. Getulio

Vargas.

Brazil is divided into 21 states and six territories. Five of

these territories were created by presidential decree of Sept. 13,

1943 (effective Oct.. i). All frontier areas, they were separated,

respectively, from Para, Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Parana and

Santa Catarina states. They are: Amapa, adjoining Surinam and

French Guiana; Rio Branco, adjoining British Guiana and Vene-

zuela; Guapore, on the Bolivian border; Ponta Pora, north of

Paraguay and east of the Paraguay river; Iguassu, between the

Uruguay and Parana rivers and north of the Argentine territory

of Misiones.

The country has an area of 3,291,416 sq.mi. The population,

according to the 1940 census (revised), was 41,565,083, an in-

crease of 10,929,478 since 1930. In 1943 official sources estimated

it at 43,500,000 as of the end of 1942.

The main concentrations of population are in the south and

the east. 1 Four southern states, with less than 10% of the area,

have 31.33% of the population (Sao Paulo 7,239,711; Rio Grande

do Sul 3,350,120; Parana 1,248,536; Santa Catarina 1,184,838).

The five eastern states of Rio de Janeiro (1,862,900), Sergipe

(545.962), Baia (3,938,909), Minas Gerais (6,798,647) and

Espirito Santo (758,535), along with the Federal District (i.e.,

Rio de Janeiro city, 1,781,567) occupy a seventh of the area and

have 37.9% of the population. Another seventh of the area, the

northeastern states of Maranhao (1,242,721), Piauf (826,320),

Ceard (2,101,325), Rio Grande do Norte (774,464), Parafba (i,-

432,618), Pernambuco (2,694,616) and Alagoas (957,628) has

24.13%. The Amazon valley states of Amazonas (453,233) and

Para (956,870) and Acre territory (81,326), with over three-

eighths of the area have only 3.59% of the population. Interior

Goiaz (661,140) and Mato Grosso (1,477,041) occupy a full quar-

ter of the area but have only 3.05% of the population.

The capital and Sao Paulo city (pop. 1,318,000) between them

have 7.4% of the population.

History. World War II and its effects continued to dominate

Brazil's history and development throughout 1943, its first full

year as a belligerent. Her unstinted co-operation, coupled with

the natural advantages of her strategic position, was of vital

importance in expediting transport and communication between

the North American arsenal of democracy and the Mediterranean

war zone, while her economic contributions were of increasing

consequence.

The axis submarine campaign in South Atlantic waters was

only less intense than during 1942, and was at times far more

active than in the North Atlantic. Between Brazil's entry into

the war (Aug. 1942) and the close of 1943, 27 Brazilian merchant

ships were lost. Against this, Brazilian forces alone had, by

Aug. 31, chalked up a score of nine "sure" sinkings of axis sub-

marines, as well as a number of probables.

In combatting subversive activities of enemy agents within the

county, Brazil took vigorous steps to repress them. In July a

presidential decree directed the liquidation of two of the largest

and oldest German commercial firms in Brazil, with assets esti-

mated at $6,000,000.

The war gave a tremendous stimulus to production and trade.

Unemployment was at an all-time low, and the year's favourable

Copulations given for individual states include the territories segregated in

1943; see above.



trade balance was estimated to be in excess of $100,000,000.

Foreign trade itself was marked by an increasing diversification

of exports and featured by a sharp rise in export of manufactures.

Continued prosperity and high export totals were assured by
agreements with the United States for strategic materials and
with Great Britain for purchase of all Brazilian meat exports

for United Nations war needs. On Dec. 21 a further agreement
was made with Great Britain and the United States under whose

terms those two countries undertook to purchase the entire ex-

portable excess of Brazil's 1943, 1944 and 1945 rice crops over

and beyond 10,000 tons a year reserved for normal export

demands.

Economic shortages and oversupplies arising from war condi-

tions were in some instances acute. Industrial production as a

substitute for importation of manufactured goods was stimu-

lated. So, too, was the output of some critical and strategic war

materials, although many of these were as yet only barely coming
into production.

Continued acute gasoline shortage served to encourage the

use of gasogenios (charcoal-burning equipment), and by the end

of 1943 it was estimated that over 28,000 automobiles (n4%
of Brazil's total) were thus equipped. Eight distilleries for fuel

alcohol from mandioca were under construction. These, sched-

uled for completion in early 1944, would have a capacity of

4,500,000 gal., and an additional 12 distilleries were expected

eventually to raise the capacity to 10,500,000 gal.

The war burden on the national transport system caused local

shortages in some food commodities. At times meat and sugar
were rationed in Rio de Janeiro and other large cities. To spread
the wheat supply, it was required that 85% instead of 75% of

the grain be used in the flour, thus conserving 100,000 tons of

wheat. Sharp restrictions were put on the export of rice, which

was limited to half the production in Rio Grande do Sul and a

third in other states until the new crop came in.

The general prosperity, coupled with shortages in goods,

brought a gradual rise in prices. Rents were frozen. Early

policy was to avoid general price control. On Nov. 10, a

country-wide raise in wages was imposed by government decree.

As this in its turn threatened to precipitate price advances, a

decree of Nov. 26 fixed ceiling prices as of Nov. 10 for all

merchandise, wholesale and retail, and transportation rates.

Education. At the end of 1941 Brazil had 47,601 schools of

all types (59% more than in 1932); of these, 42,794 were

primary. School enrolment totalled 3,791,500 (a 67% increase

in nine years), including 3.350,737 in primary schools. As of

Sept. 1942, there were 739 secondary schools. Over half of

these were in two states and the Federal District. In addition

there were a number of vocational and other specialized institu-

tions.

Finance. The monetary unit is the cruzeiro (value: approx.

5 cents U.S.), divided into 100 centavos. This supplanted the

former unit, the milreis, in Nov. 1942. ',

T

The 1943 budget anticipated revenues of 4,777,700,000 cruzeiros

and expenditures of 5.270,200.000 cruzeiros, aside from a bal-

anced extraordinary budget of 600,000,000 cruzeiros for a public

works program. The deficit in 1942 aggregated 1,166,200,000

cruzeiros against an anticipated 637,400,000, the excess being due

primarily to war expenditures of 517,300,000 cruzeiros.

War costs are covered from taxes and by compulsory loans

equal to the year's income tax payments (first half of 1943:

approximately 323,369,129 cruzeiros).

On Dec. 31, 1942, the national debt aggregated 1,370,800,000

cruzeiros external and 8,895,900,000 internal. On Nov. 25, 1943,

a readjustment of the external debt, which had been in default,

was announced, under which service would be resumed with some

LOADING WILD BRAZILIAN RUBBER into a Pan American clipper at Manauc,
far up the Amazon, for shipment to the United States in 1943

adjustment of interest.

Trade and Communication. War conditions preciuaea puu-
lication of detailed data on foreign trade for 1942 and 1943.

Those years, however, were marked by abnormal trends whose

continuance is in many instances questionable and by. wide

fluctuations in monthly totals for individual commodities. These
reflected war dislocations of trade, such as arbitrary routing of

shipping for war purposes and temporary embargoes, or at least

sharp restrictions, on export of commodities (as coffee), coupled
with priorities for essential items.

In 1941, the last year for which complete totals were available/

export aggregated 6,729,401,000 cruzeiros against 4,964,149.000
in 1940. The United States was overwhelmingly the greatest

single purchaser of Brazilian goods in 1941, taking 56.9% (1940!

42.3%)- Great Britain, 12.2% (1940: 17.3%), Argentina, 9.2%
(7.2%), Japan, 4.0% (5.8%), Canada, 3,4% (2.1%), China

1.8% (3-1%) and Uruguay, 1.6% (1.5%) followed. Imports
were supplied chiefly by the United States, 60.4% (1940: 51.9%),
Argentina, 11.2% (10.8%), Great Britain, 5.7% (94%) and

Curasao, 4.4% U-7%).
Raw materials made up 48.3% of 1941 exports, foodstuffs

46.2%, manufactures 5.5%. Imports comprised: manufactures

121
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(52.3%), raw materials (33.3%), foodstuffs (13.6%), live ani-

mals (0.9%). The leading separate commodities were coffee

(29.990), raw cotton (15%), preserved and refrigerated meats

(6.7%), cacao 4.7%, followed by hides and skins, carnauba wax,
cotton cloth, vegetable oils (including cottonseed, oiticica, castor,

copaiba, coconut, and babassu), castor oil seed, lumber, dia-

monds and quartz. Leading separate import commodity groups
were machinery and apparatus, wheat, automobiles and acces-

sories, iron and steel goods, coal, coke, etc., chemicals, gasoline,

unrefined iron and steel, lubricating oils. During 1942 and 1943

sharp increases were registered in vegetable oil, rubber, minerals

and other war commodities.

The outstanding feature of 1942 trade was the tremendous

increase in value of exports and the decline of imports. Thus,

export values reached 7,495,000,000 cruzeiros, an all-time high,

eclipsing the previous 1941 record total by 11.4%, while imports
declined 15.7% to 4,644,000,000 cruzeiros value. Approximately

70% of the 1942 exports went to other American countries

(1941: 75.4%; 1940: 54-9%), who in turn supplied 84% of

import values (1941: 83.4%; 1940: 74.3%). The increased ex-

portation was the result of sharp increases in volume and value

of vegetable oil, rubber, minerals and other war shipments, which

continued through 1943.

In the first half of 1943 the "favourable trade balance" de-

clined to a net of 631,277,000 cruzeiros, but rose later in the

year so that unofficial sources estimated a total in excess of

$100,000,000 (2,000,000,000 cruzeiros) for the full year. A
feature of the first six months was the jump in exports to

African countries (principally the Union of South Africa), which

THE HEALTH of Brazilian rubber workers was carefully watched by health
officers to prevent the spread of tropical disease as the vast wild rubber lands
of the interior were opened up in 1943. Here a doctor is taking the blood

pressure of a worker

took 12% of all exports, against 1.8% in the first half of 1942
and a negligible quantity in 1941. In Nov. 1943 the total exporta-

tion during Brazil's first full year of war (Sept. 1942-Aug. 1943

inclusive) was officially reported as 7,943,918,000 cruzeiros, with

the leading purchasers the United States, Great Britain, Argen-
tina and South Africa. Of more lasting significance was the

spectacular increase in the proportion of manufactured goods.

United States purchases for 1943 were unofficially estimated to

have increased some 35% over 1942 and sales even more.

External communications by air and by sea are normally good;

during 1943, however, both were heavily taxed by war transport,

demands and subjected to the restrictions of war priorities. Too,

shipping was harassed by the axis submarine campaign, although
to a less degree than during 1942. Pan American Airways pro-

vides air transport north and south, with a transatlantic link

from Natal to Africa and other parts of the eastern hemisphere,
and a connection through Corumba to the west coast of South

America. In Dec. 1943 service on this last was increased from

two to three flights weekly. In August, formal application was

made in the United States by Eastern Air Lines for permission
to inaugurate a service from that country due south by Vene-

zuela through Manaus and Corumba, thence by way of Asuncion

(Paraguay) to Buenos Aires.

Land communication with neighbouring countries is practically

nonexistent except for rail connections with Uruguay and high-

way with Uruguay and Argentina.

Within Brazil, aviation is under control of the ministry of

aviation. There is service to all parts of the country by Panair

do Brasil (a Pan American Airways affiliate) and by Brazilian

military planes. During 1943 the former began experimental

night flights between Fortaleza and Natal. The Brazilian mili-

tary planes maintain regular mail service over numerous eco-

nomically unprofitable domestic routes and to Asunci6n, Paraguay.
Air routes within the country total somewhat in excess of 125,000
mi. in length.

Rail and highway communications are generally inadequate.

A national highway program was being formulated under a

decree-law of July 1943. There are some 160,000 mi. of high-

way of all types. In 1941 the country had 242,995 motor vehicles,

over half of them registered in Sao Paulo state and the Federal

District. The rail system (20,906 mi.) is being extended.

Water routes play an important role in domestic communica-

tion, providing practically the only surface transportation in the

Amazon basin and the major heavy freight link between northern

and southern points. Under war conditions the needs of coast-

wise traffic, formerly met in considerable degree by foreign ship-

ping, compelled the concentration of the Brazilian merchant

marine in coast traffic. In 1942 this coastal trade carried 52%
of the country's entire wartime shipping.

Agriculture. Brazil is primarily an agricultural country.

Coffee and cotton are the principal money crops, despite recent

declines in their relative importance, but the country produces
a wide variety of agricultural commodities.

Coffee is produced in 15 states, with an estimated 8,625,240 ac.

devoted to its cultivation. Sao Paulo state accounts for 60%
of production, Minas Gerais 20%, Espirito Santo and Parana

between them another 10%. Brazil is normally the world's third

heaviest per capita consumer with 6.478 kgs. annually (Denmark

9.124 kgs.; United States 7.493 kgs.). Domestic consumption,

however, accounts for but 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 bags. Export

averaged 14,695,675 bags (of 132 Ib. each) in the period 1925-39,

but fell to 12,045,715 bags in 1940 and 11,052,484 in 1941. A

large annual surplus necessitated systematic destruction. In

1943 some 2,300,000 bags were destroyed, bringing the total

since 1931 to over 77,000,000. The Inter American Coffee Quota
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agreement of 1941, which allotted 9,300,000 bags (subsequently

expanded) to Brazil as its quota for export to the United States,

stabilized the coffee market; but unsatisfactory shipping condi-

tions in 1942 so interfered with export that the total to all

countries was only 7,259,658 bags. The United States, however,

agreed to purchase for cash a minimum of 9,300,000 bags, re-

gardless of shipping facilities, storing the excess. Although ship-

ping conditions were materially improved, this system was con-

tinued through 1943. Actual export of coffee in the first eight

months of 1943 totalled 6,863,282 bags, of which 85% went
to the United States. During 1943 the Brazilian government made
a gift of 400,000 bags to United Nations forces serving in

combat areas.

Cotton is produced in a majority of the states, with Sao Paulo

state accounting for nearly 70% of the total. Formerly over 50%
of the cotton crop was exported; although export of raw cotton

sharply declined because of war conditions and of increasing

industrialization in Brazil, Brazilian cotton textiles were being

increasingly exported.

Cacao is produced on a considerable scale in the tropical

areas, but suffered heavily from world overproduction and from

war conditions. Corn, rice, sugar, oranges, beans and mandioca
are produced in important quantities for domestic consumption.

Rubber, indigenous to Brazil, grows wild in the Amazon valley.

From early 1942 on, strenuous efforts were made to facilitate its

gathering. The United States provided technical assistance and

undertook to aid transportation and sanitation projects. The
Brazilian government on its part furthered the migration of an

estimated 80,000 labourers from other parts of the country to

the rubber district^. Balata, close kin to rubber, used especially

for machine belting and comparable purposes, is likewise found

in quantity.

In 1939 Brazil had 40,564,839 head of cattle, 21,776,770 swine,

10,713,008 sheep, 6,579,536 horses, 6,037,202 goats, and 3,944>9Q8

mules and asses. The cattle and swine industries are especially

important in Minas Gerais and the southern states, sheep in

Rio Grande do Sul. Approximately 4,500,000 cattle are slaugh-

tered annually in the stockyards.

Meat products were exported in 1941 to the value of 523,718,-

ooo cruzeiros.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing is primarily for domestic

consumption. Exportation was greatly accelerated after 1939,

so that in the first six months of 1943, manufactured goods

represented 22.6% of all export values, against 11.9% in 1942,

the previous high and si% in 1941. Exported manufactures are

chiefly cotton textiles, chemical and pharmaceutical products and

meat products.

During 1943 the huge steel plant at Volta Redonda (started in

1940 with United States financial aid) began partial production.

Mineral Production. The great bulk of Brazilian mineral

wealth lies in the eastern and southern portions and is only

slightly exploited. Minas Gerais is the greatest centre of mineral

resources. Coal, chrome and iron are in considerable quantity.

Bauxite deposits are exploited in Minas Gerais; manganese is of

growing importance. Some petroleum deposits in Baia state are

being exploited. Production, however, is estimated at but 220 bbl.

daily. (See also ARGENTINA.)

Bread and Bakery Products.

tion of the War Food administration in its first order required

that, beginning Jan. 18, 1943, all white bread in the United States

must be made from enriched flour or have equivalent enrichment

ingredients added to the dough. ^Economies were effected largely

through prohibition of what was called consignment selling,

whereby stale bread might be returned by the retailer, and

through the establishment of maximum limits for the amounts of

shortening, sugar and milk products used in the making of bread.

There was a prohibkion also at first against the slicing of bakers'

bread, but because of consumer objections this requirement later

was rescinded.

New and higher standards for levels of enrichment of flour,

authorized by the Food and Drug administration, as a result of

recommendations made by the Food and Nutrition board of the

National Research council, were put into effect beginning Oct. I,

1943. Simultaneously, enriched bread was required to have higher

levels of enrichment also, although the proposed standards of the

Food and Drug administration had not up to the close of 1943

officially been put into effect. Enriched flour was required to

have in each pound not less than 2.0 mg. of thiamin, 1.2 mg. of

riboflavin, 16.0 mg. of niacin and 13.0 mg. of iron. Enriched

bread was required to have not less than i.i mg. of thiamin,

0.7 mg. of riboflavin, 10.0 mg. of niacin or its amide and 8.0 mg.
of iron to the pound. There were maximum levels of enrichment

for both products and also standards for enrichment with calcium

and vitamin D, but the addition of these dietary essentials was

optional.

In line with recommendations of the Baking Industry Advisory

committee to the War Food administration, an order was drawn

up extending enrichment to all yeast-raised products and dough-

nuts, to the extent of their white flour content. The effective

date of the order was to be May i, 1944, when it was believed

sufficient supplies of the necessary vitamins and minerals would

be available.

It was estimated that approximately 12,000,000,000 loaves of

commercial bread are baked annually, and the total flour con-

sumption of the baking industry amounts to approximately

60,000,000 bbl. a year.

In Great Britain "national wheat meal" of 85% extraction

continued to be used and this, of course, produced a brown loaf

of bread. The British ministry of food required that seven ounces

of calcium carbonate be added to each sack of flour, the idea

being that this calcium would counteract the phosphorus bound in

the form of phytic acid in the long extraction flour and would

also contribute to the nutritive value of the product. Because of

the need to conserve wheat which, of course, had to be imported,

and in order to take advantage of the availability of home-grown

potatoes, the British ministry of food in 1943 encouraged the

consumption of potatoes as a substitute for bread. Through the

ingenuity of British bakers considerable quantities of mashed

potatoes or potato powder were used, especially in cake and

confectionery products.

In Eire, where for two years all flour had been required to be

100% extraction, that is whole-wheat flour, it was decided late

in 1943 to permit the use of 85% extraction flour, although whole

wheat flour was still made available to those who wished to use it.

(See FLOUR AND FLOUR MILLING.) (F. C. Bo.)

Breadner, Lloyd Samuel n
94
bom juiy

ton Place, Ont. He was educated at Ottawa. He had a distin-

guished record in World War I, becoming a flight sublieutenant in

the royal naval air service in 1915. He later transferred to the

royal air force, and by Nov. 1918 had attained the rank of major

(equivalent to the present rank of squadron leader). From Oct.

1920, Air Marshal Breadner was associated with the royal Cana-

dian air force, becoming certificate examiner to the air board.

In 1922, he became director of civil aviation and had much to do

with shaping civilian and commercial flying in Canada between

the two world wars. From 1928 onward, however, he was drawn
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into military aviation, serving as acting director of the R.C.A.F.

till 1932. In 1936, he became air staff officer at National Defense

headquarters, and in 1939 he accompanied Hon. J. A. Crearar to

England to confer with the British government. In 1940, he was

made afr vice-marshal, and chief of air staff. He became air

marshal in 1940 and on Nov. n, 1943, was named air officer

commanding tne R.C.A.F. overseas. (J. I. C.; S. LEA.)

lou/icLCWIi
} ' u<s - army offlccr

'

was born June 21 in Pittsburgh,

Pa., and graduated from the naval academy at Annapolis, 1911.

Two days after he was commissioned as an ensign he resigned to

become a lieutenant in the army's coast artillery corps. He took

flight training in 1912, served as a pilot in the Philippines and

commanded one of the first U.S. flying units on the western front

during World War I. A pioneer in the development of dive-

bombing, he commanded in 1922 the first aviation attack group

in the army air corps. He was in command of an airfield in the

Canal Zone, 1931-35, and was transferred from his air command

at the Tampa field in July 1941 to head the army air force in

the Philippines. After fighting a losing battle against Japan's

quantitative plane superiority there, he was made chief of U.S

air forces in India. Transferred to the middle east in July 1942,

as U.S. air commander, he co-operated with the R.A.F. in joint

attacks on axis military and supply bases. On Feb. 6, 1943, he

succeeded Lieut. Gen. Frank M. Andrews as U.S. commander in

the middle east. He was replaced by Maj. Gen. Ralph Royce
in September on his appointment to an undisclosed post. The

low-level U.S. bombing raid on the Ploesti refinery in Rumania

was carried out at Gen. Brereton's order.

Rroufinff onri Roor
The generic word beer covers the malt

DIG IfINg dllll UCCI. beverage group, including beer, ale,

porter, etc. Malt beverages are sold in all of the states of the

U.S.A. under regulation and licence. They are taxed by the

fedeial and state governments and in scattered cases local taxes

are imposed. Aside from taxation, control is vested in the states,

which generally treat beer apart from distilled liquors because of

its low alcoholic content.

The industry's production and sales statistics are based on

United States internal revenue reports of tax-paid withdrawals

(sales) for the fiscal years ending June 30. As cited here, the

reports cover the period after beer's relegalization by act of

congress effective April 7, 1933 (which preceded the effective

date of repeal of the prohibition amendment by eight months).
On June 30, 1943 there were 470 breweries in the United States

as compared with the peak of 750 in 1935.

Sales Records. Following are the sales records in U.S.

barrels (31 gal.) by fiscal years ending June 30: 1933 (85 days)

6,277,728; 1934,32,266,039; 1935,42,228,831; 1936,48,759,840;

1937, 55,391,960; 1938, 53,926,018; 1939, 51,816,874; 1940,

53,014,230; 1941, 52,799,181; 1942, 60,856,219; 1943 (official

but not audited), 68,491,045.

Per capita consumption was 15.5 gal. as compared with 14 gal.

in 1942.

Package sales, considered significant of increased home use,

continued to gain in 1943 when 60% of all beer was sold in

bottles or cans (canned beer was available only for the armed
forces overseas). In 1934 75% of all beer was sold in draught
barrels.

Taxes. Federal excise and special taxes on beer for the fiscal

year 1943, ending June 30, totalled $458,872,516. Cumulative
taxes after relegalization, April 7, 1933, totalled $2,905,952,782.
The federal beer revenue is at the rate of $1,250,000 per day.
State and local taxes and licence fees in 1943 were estimated at

BRICKER, J. W.
$150,000,000. After relegalizatioi)t the combined public revenues

from beer approximated $4,000,000,000.

War Conditions* In addition to contributing to the war

effort through payment of enormous taxes, aiding morale and in

other ways, the beer industry used surplus farm crops not re-

quired for defense purposes and was virtually non-competitive

with any defense activities. It required no imported raw mate-

rials and the export of beer and ale exceeded the imported fin-

ished product. Because of the war, world production and con-

sumption reports for this industry were no longer available.

Industry features for 1943 were: 7% of available brewing

malt was diverted for manufacture of industrial alcohol for

munition needs; 15% of remaining malt supply was allocated,

by government order, for brewing beer for the armed forces;

purchase of new bottles was limited to 65% of 1942 orders;

local and cross-country transportation of beer was voluntarily

curtailed; an industry-wide program for equitable distribution

had considerable success in meeting extraordinary problems of

civilian requirements and population shifts to war production

centres; brewers also co-operated with government agencies in

eliminating black markets.

Valuable By-Products. Wartime need for intensified con-,

servation of food resulted in an industry campaign with govern-

ment co-operation for the conservation and greater utilization

of brewery by-products chiefly brewers' yeast and brewers'

spent grains. One-third, dry weight, of grains used by brewers

was returned to the farmer as a concentrated protein-rich feed

for livestock, particularly dairy cattle. Recovery was estimated

at nearly 60 Ib. (wet weight) per barrel of beer. In the calendar

year 1943, it was estimated that an equivalent of 2,250,000 tons

of wet grains were fed to stock throughout*the United States.

About a third was dried for long-distance transportation.

Because brewers' yeast is one of the richest natural sources

of vitamins of the B complex group and is rich in nutritive pro-

teins, the industry, in co-operation with U.S. War Food adminis-

tration and the National Research council, set up a program
for intensified processing and drying of this yeast for use as a

concentrated food for the armed forces and war workers and

for the Allies overseas.

Moderation and Law Observance. The war and navy

departments reiterated their policy of making mild beer available

in the post exchanges and canteens at army and navy bases and

opposed efforts to prohibit beer to the armed forces. The U.S.

Office of War Information made a coast-to-coast survey of drink-

ing conditions in and around army camps in 1943 and reported:

(1) There is not excessive drinking among troops, and drinking does
not constitute a serious problem.

(2) Sale of 3.2 beer in post exchanges and training camps is a posi-
tive factor in army sobriety.

(3) No American army in all history has been so orderly.

The industry's army and navy co-operation program, initiated

with the enactment of Selective Service in 1940, was intensified

in 1943. Sponsored by the Brewing Industry foundation, the

program enlisted the aid of brewers, wholesalers, retailers and

their associations for co-operation with military and civil authori-

ties in maintaining wholesome conditions where beer was sold,

particularly in the vicinity of military posts. The war and navy

departments officially advised commanding officers of posts and

stations to make use of the program wherever conditions re-

quired it. (See also LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC.) (H. HY.)

DriftLor Inhn William ( l893~ )> U.S. politician, was

DIICM/I, JDIIII HllllolH born Sept. 6 in Madison county,
Pleasant township, 0. He was graduated from Ohio State uni-

versity, 1916, and took his law degree there in 1920. During
World War I, he served as a ist lieutenant in the U.S. army.



Upon his return to civilian life he entered public service as

solicitor for Grandview Heights, 0., 1920-28, and was assistant

attorney general of Ohio, 1923-27. In 1929 he became a member
of the public utilities commission, serving in that capacity until

1932; he was attorney general for Ohio, 1933-37. Elected gover-
nor of Ohio in 1939, he was twice re-elected to the same office.

Bricker announced in Nov. 1943 his candidacy for the Repub-
lican nomination for president. At the same time he also declared

that he did not intend to seek a fourth term as governor of

Ohio.

Bridge, Contract: see CONTRACT BRIDGE.

Bridges.

The world's longest spans of the various types in

1943 are listed in the table.

World's Longest Spans

The outstanding structural achievement of 1943 was the com-

pletion of the Sando bridge over the Angerman river in Sweden,
with a span length of 866 ft., which makes it the world's greatest

concrete arch span. (See table.) The previous record was held

by the concrete arch bridge at Esla, Spain, with a span length of

645 ft., completed in 1940. The Sando bridge, commenced in

1938, collapsed in its initial construction stage in 1939, with the

loss of 1 8 lives, due to failure of the falsework centring during

pouring of the concrete. Finally completed, it was dedicated in

July 1943, by the crown prince of Sweden.

The Peace River bridge on the new Alaska highway in British

Columbia was dedicated on Aug. 30, 1943, by American and Ca-

nadian officials. It is a suspension bridge of 930 ft. main span,

costing $1,500,000. The concreting for the main piers had to be

executed at temperatures 40 degrees below zero. The work of

erecting the main towers went forward on the ice, which was sev-

eral feet thick, but had to be completed before the break-up of the

ice in April. The structure was completed in a total construction

time of eight months, fighting ice and snow, wind and floods.

The bridge was built under the direction of army engineers for

the U.S. government, and was then turned over to Canada.

A lift span that goes down instead of up is in Iraq, spanning

the Shatt-al-Arab (River of the Arabs) formed by the confluence

of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers a few miles above the Persian

Gulf. It was conceived and built (1942-43) by the royal engi-

neers of the British army. The span, accommodating both rail

and road traffic, is 92 ft. long and weighs 35 tons. It is lowered

20 ft. below the surface of the water, instead of being raised

above it to permit ships to pass. The span is balanced by counter-

weights passing over the towers and is raised or lowered by hand-

operated hoists, one at each corner, with several men working

each hoist. This unique design was adopted for economy, in order

to dispense with the high towers ordinarily required.

The new $6,500,000 high level toll bridge over the Thames

river, connecting New London with Groton, Conn., was opened in

Feb. 1943. The structure, of 5,926 ft. total length, has a central

THE PEACE RIVER BRIDGE of the Alaska highway in British Columbia was

completed in the summer of 1943

cantilever section 1,240 ft. long with 352} ft. anchor arms and a

channel span of 540 ft. of which 216 ft. is a simple suspended

truss. Balanced erection over the main piers was used, so as to

require a minimum of falsework. Opened at a time of greatly

reduced traffic, the bridge faced an immediate deficit in its first

months of operation.

The city of Los Angeles completed in 1943 a $5,000,000 viaduct,

project, crossing the Los Angeles river at Aliso street. The chan-

nel span is a 222-ft. fixed, reinforced concrete arch with six ribs.

The reinforced concrete viaduct includes a rigid-frame span which

is continuous on each end with an 8o-ft. anchor span, all of hol-

low box-girder construction; also 19 rigid-frame approach spans.

This is the most notable of numerous crossings of the Los Ange-
les river channel, which traverses the city's industrial district. It

was financed jointly by city, county, state, the three railroad

companies, and the U.S. Work Projects administration.

The War Production board, in July 1943, ordered the city of

Chicago to halt construction of a $1,100,000 bridge, a double-leaf

bascule, spanning the south oranch of the Chicago river at South

Canal street. The stop-construction order was issued because it

appeared that existing bridges could serve the area for the dura-

tion of the war and that use of critical materials required for

completion of the project was unwarranted during the emergency.
The new Coastal highway in Georgia has a deck bridge 2,382

ft. long, under construction 1942-43 at a cost of $550,000, in the

vicinity of Savannah. The main river crossing of this bridge has

two sets of 91-150-91-^. span continuous plate girders, flanked

by simple girder spans and 36 reinforced concrete deck girder

approach spans. The approaches to the structure are over soft

material that had to be removed by dragline immediately ahead

of a pumped fill and embankment.

During 1942 and 1943, no large steel bridges were undertaken

in the U.S. The emphasis was on timber substitutes, because of

the shortage of steel caused by war requirements.
In Pennsylvania, a highway bridge with six i29-ft. truss spans

of timber with steel gusset plates was constructed over a channel

of the Ohio river near Pittsburgh. The structure is supported on

timber piers carried on piles and rock-filled cribs. The timber

cribs to encase the wood piling were floated into place and sunk
in a swift current. The timber trusses were assembled on barges
and erected one at a time by a floating rig. This bridge illus-

trates how timber may be combined with a small amount of steel

to produce a semi-permanent structure. The spans are designed
to carry 1 3-ton trucks and 3O-ton street cars.

In Portland, Ore., to save steel, a highway bridge bulit in 1942
has spandrel-braced three-hinged timber arches of 88-ft. span.
The deck is of planking, surfaced with asphaltic concrete.

For salvage of the steel and the wire, the cables and the towers

of the wrecked Tac>ma Narrows bridge were taken down in

1943. The 232-ft. span of the Central viaduct spanning the Cuya-
hoga river at Cleveland was blasted to fall shoreward and to

125
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carry the bridge toward land for easy salvage of the steel.

During 1943, the methods of the bridge engineer, both in types

of span and methods of erection, dominantly invaded the field of

wartime structures wherever large roof spans were required. At

the Lakehurst, N.J., naval air station, the methods and equip-

ment used for steel erection were adapted to the construction of

a timber arch hangar, of 246-ft. arch span, 170 ft. high and 1,000

ft. long, for the housing of blimps. Fireproofed wood was used. At

two other locations, the U.S. navy built large blimp hangars of

steel arch framing, using a large number of steel arch trusses of

328-ft. span and iS5-ft. rise. The arches are all-welded, except
for the field splices. Scarcity of steel resulted in the use of glued,

laminated timber arches of i2o-ft. span for a drill hall at a navy

training centre in Maryland, and similar laminated timber arches

of yo-ft. span for a recreational centre at a west coast navy yard.

Timber bowstring trusses of i6o-ft. span were built to support
the roof of a hangar under construction 1942-43 near an eastern

city for the U.S. army. The arched top chords of the timber

roof trusses were built up of laminated, glued and spiked small

members, and the bottom chords were heavy timbers spliced for

tension.

The annual Artistic Bridge awards of the American Institute

of Steel Construction, also the annual student competition in

artistic bridge design, were suspended in 1943 for the duration

of the war. (D. B.S.)

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Economic Activity In Britiih Columbia, 1941-43

Gnnrrro D
QOOrgG D.

( I 864~i943), U.S. artist and art

teacher, was born Nov. 5 in Bing,

County of Monk, Canada, the son of a portrait painter. He
studied painting in the United States and in academies in Paris

and later taught art in Buffalo. His work, Constructive Anatomy,
published in 1920, was regarded as an anatomical bible by
thousands of U.S. artists. Bridgman taught at the Art Students

league, New York city, 1899-1943. He died in New Rocnelle,

N.Y., Dec. 16.

Briquettes. Fuel: see FUEL BRIQUETTES.

British Borneo: sec BRITISH EMPIRE.

Dritich Onlnmhio Tlle most westerly province of Canada,
DNUbll bUlliniDia. bordering on the Pacific ocean. The
crown colonies of Vancouver Island (1849) and of British Co-
lumbia (1858), after uniting in 1866, entered the Canadian con-

federation in 1871 to form the province. Area, 366,255 sq.mi., of

which 6,976 sq.mi. are water. The total population of 817,861

(1941) was divided between 443>394 urban and 374,467 rural

dwellers. Vancouver (275,353), Victoria, the capital (44,068)
and New Westminster (21,967) lie in the southwestern corner

not far from the United States border. After the dominion cen-

sus of 1941, the population status of many British Columbia
centres changed, owing to increase of war industries. Based on

ration book distributions, the population of Greater Victoria

(including the municipalities of Sannich, Oak Bay and Esquimalt)
was 82,390 in 1943; New Westminster (including parts of ad-

joining communities) 36,778; Vancouver city 306,167, and Prince

Rupert 11,926.

History. In Jan. 1943, the Hon. H. G. T. Perry, chairman of

the postwar rehabilitation council, presented an interim report
on work of that committee. John Hart, premier and minister

of finance, in his budget address stated that provincial revenues

during 1941-42 had established a new all-time record and
amounted to $38,763,546, a sum $2,509,610 greater than that

collected during the previous year. Expenditures amounted to

$31,342,923. Estimated revenue collections amounting to $31,-

987,537 and expenditures therefrom of $31,792,446 were antici-

pated for the fiscal year 1943-44. A reduction of $12,329,857 in

the gross debt of the province for the fiscal year ended March

31, 1943, was also announced by Mr. Hart. The remaining mem-
bers of the provincial cabinet in 1943 included: G. S. Pearson,

provincial secretary, labour and fisheries; R. L. Maitland, at-

torney-general; A. W. Gray, lands and municipal affairs; E. C.

Carson, mines and trade and industry; H. G. T. Perry, educa-

tion
;
H. Anscomb, public works and railways ;

K. C. MacDonald,
agriculture.

A rural electrification committee was formed to survey and

report upon the extent and condition of electrical services in the

province, with particular reference to the servicing of rural areas.

The Public Utilities commission presented to the lieutenant-

governor-in-council its report on the operation of the British

Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd., The company provides elec-

tricity, gas and transportation services in Vancouver, the lower

mainland of British Columbia and in Victoria, and electricity and

water services in other parts of the province. Resulting from the

report, and as a temporary war measure, an order was made

providing for free electric service for one month in Vancouver

and lower mainland areas, and two months in other parts of the

province served by the company.
Education. During the school year ending June 30, 1942,

118,405 students were enrolled in the elementary (78,221), junior

high (14,758), superior (3,242) and high (22,184) schools of the

province. Teaching staffs comprised 2,643 teachers in elementary,

540 in the junior high and 1,041 teachers in superior and high

schools.

Communication. Provincial highways in 1942 totalled 21,595

mi. and included 8,966 mi. of surfaced, 10,069 mi. of improved
earth and 2,567 mi. of unimproved earth roads. Railway mileage
amounted to 3,883 mi. of single track in the same year. The total

number of telephones, 162,815, included 56,847 on automatic

switchboards.

Manufacturing, Agriculture, ,
Mineral Production. Al-

though affected by the growing shortage of manpower and rising

production costs, business activity in British Columbia during

1943 maintained the relatively high level of 1942. Production in

the basic industries reached an estimated net value of $472,000,-

ooo in 1942 compared with $379,925,005 in 1941. Salaries and

wages paid to employees in the leading industries were estimated

at $302,892,946 in 1942, an increase of approximately $63,367,487

over the estimated 1941 gross pay roll of $239,525,459.

According to preliminary provincial estimates the net value of

production in 1943 amounted to $77,500,000 (1942, $73,748,235)

in agriculture; $32,500,000 in fisheries (1942, $38,059,559);
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$125,000,000 in forestry (1942, $124,720,000) and $65,000,000 in

mining (1942, $75,551,093). (W. A. C.)

British East Africa.
Under this heading are grouped Brit-

ish colonial territories on the east

coast of Africa, of which certain essential statistics are given in

the table. See BRITISH EMPIRE for population, capital towns,

status and governors. (See also RHODESIA.)
The East African governments in 1943 were mainly concerned

with questions of manpower supply and production. The increas-

ing prosperity of some sections of the population gave rise to

fears of inflation. Native producers benefited from large sums

paid regularly in allowances from thousands of Africans in mili-

tary service. The cost of living had risen considerably for all sec-

tions of the community. East African troops were serving in

Ceylon as well as in Africa and Madagascar, after taking a dis-

tinguished part in the victorious African campaigns. Owing to

manpower shortage, recruiting for military service practically

stopped.

Kenya. The colonial office announced projects for develop-

ment involving an expenditure of 10,000,000, all of which, with

the exception of a loan of 500,000, would be in the form of

grants under the Colonial Development and Welfare act. The
scheme involved measures for soil conservation, African housing,

water supplies, agricultural and educational projects, reafforesta-

tion and reclamation of tsetse fly areas. The colony in addition

was preparing a five-year construction program to cost another

2,000,000 chiefly concerned with increased school and hospital

accommodation. Kenya was now the world's principal source of

pyrethrum seed; 20,000 Ib. was sent to Russia to replant war-

devastated Caucasian fields, 10,000 Ib. to Brazil at the request of

the U.S.A. Board of Economic Warfare. The British ministry of

supply guaranteed to purchase the pyrethrum crop until 1947.

Food rationing was introduced. Conscription of African labour

was reint reduced for the sisal industry, after suspension when the

food shortage was acute, and to supply labour for the pyrethrum

and rubber industries ; and a system of rationing labour was under

consideration to give priority to the war effort. European women
aged 25 to 40 were being called up for national service.

Uganda. The colony celebrated its 5oth year of British rule.

As in Kenya the war continued to bring prosperity to the native

people. The British government agreed to buy the cotton crop
until the end of the war.

Tanganyika. The British ministry of supply sent a rubber

expert to advise on the production of native rubber. Many old

plantations were revived and research was undertaken at the

Amani research station. An American naval sisal commission was

sitting in Dar-es-Salaam and the U.S. authorities urged the need

for greater production of this essential crop. The government
undertook extensive measures for tsetse fly control. A survey of

unworked coalfields was being carried out.

Zanzibar. The clove industry again showed a record export.

Zanzibar and also Mauritius sent students to be trained as social

workers at the London school of economics.

Somalilcmd. The military government undertook famine re-

lief measures in the Gorama district with the aid of a specially

recruited labour battalion and instituted searches for new water

supplies. Good rains improved grazing in October. After a Dur-
bar held by the governor, combatant tribes were reconciled and

pardons granted to persons involved in extensive thefts of camels

in 1941.

Nyasaland. Restricted shipping facilities caused a set-back

in trade. The shortage of imported goods considerably increased

costs and offset the increased purchasing power of the African

population. The production of plantation rubber and the collec-

tion of wild rubber increased.

Mauritius. Over a third of the cultivated lands in the island

were under food crops as a result of a drive, aided by Jewish refu-

gees, to increase cultivation. Relatively large numbers of Mauri-

tians were serving abroad with the armed forces.

Seychelles. Coco-nut oil, a new export, was to be exported at

the rate of five tons a month from October. (J. L. K.)

British foif Africa
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The governments of the British empire and the governors and premiers were as follows as of Dec. 31, 1943

DllllSn LmpllB. (for British empire territories under military occupation during 1943 other than those indicated in the

table, sec WORLD WAR II and articles under individual territorial headings
1

):
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*Pop. est. 1940. fPop. est. 1941- tPop. est. 1942. ||Pop. est. 1943

Guiana ^ Brit *sn crown colony in northeastern

blllaiKI. South America. Governor (1943): Sir

Gordon Lethem. The area is 89,480 sq.mi. The population (1931

census: 310,933) was officially estimated at 354,219 as f ^ec -

31, 1942. East Indians constituted the largest single population

element (42.7%), being proportionately greater than in any other

American area except Surinam and numerically more than in any

except Trinidad. Negroes aggregated 38.2% and mixed races

12.3%.
The chief cities are Georgetown, the capital (pop. est. 71,160)

and New Amsterdam (pop. ust. 10,137). Under the "destroyer-

base agreement" of 1940 the United States continued to maintain

naval air and patrol bases in the colony in 1943.

History. During 1943 British Guiana continued to feel the ill

effects of wartime disruption of trade and shipping, although less

so than her sister colonies in the West Indies. The situation was

aggravated by prolonged rains and floods, with January-March

rainfall the heaviest recorded since 1880. Offsetting this was

an increasing attention to long-term and postwar development.

Thus, imperial loans and grants were made for drainage and irri-

gation projects totalling 118,584, extension of the cattle indus-

try, an airport at Georgetown, land settlement and other purposes.

Moreover, the colonial office in London indicated that a "consid-

erable number of large-scale proposals" for British Guiana de-

velopment were under discussion. The drainage and irrigation

development, involving an expenditure of 118,584, was ex-

pected to increase materially the colony's rice production.

Education. There were 246 primary schools (enrolment 55,-

076), including 60 in remote areas, and seven government-aided

secondary schools. In 1943 an imperial grant of 10,450 was made

for the expansion and development of secondary education in the

colony.

Finance. The monetary unit, the British Guiana dollar, tied

to sterling at 4.8665 to i, is normally equivalent to the United

States dollar (1943 exchange rate: approximately 83 cents U.S.).

The colony's maximum income tax rate (25%) was exceeded in

1943 in only two other British American colonies.

Trade. Under wartime conditions some statistical data on

production and trade, particularly of strategic materials such as

bauxite, were not made public or were delayed.

In 1941 export values totalled $19,585,033 (B.G. dollars), an

increase of 28.6% over 1940 and 33.2% over 1939. Sugar and

its derivatives made up 47.1% (1939: 55-3%), followed by rice,

balata and timber; unlisted commodities (bauxite, diamonds,

gold, etc.) together comprised 36%. Textiles, other manu-

factures, and foodstuffs were the leading imports.

Import values in 1941 were $17,191,692 (B.G. dollars), 21%
more than in 1940 and 68% more than in 1939. The increases,

however, reflected swollen unit values more than greater volume.

Canada supplied 35.0% (1939: 18%), Great Britain 23.5%

( T 939: 39%), the United States 21.8% (1939: 14%). These

same countries were the leading customers.

Communication. External communication, maritime and air,

is normally adequate. There is no practicable external communi-
cation by land, although a highway from Brazil was under study
in 1943. Within the colony, railways (79 1 mi.) are confined

to the coastal area, as are most of the 322 mi. of highway. Com-
munication with the interior in 1943 was mostly by trail and

navigable rivers.

Agriculture and Forest Products. Sugar is the colony's
economic mainstay, and an estimated third of the population

depend directly on it. It ordinarily provides the bulk of export
values. Rice production, both for local consumption and for ex-

port was being stimulated in 1943. Forest products include balata

(1941: 659,190 Ib.) and various hardwoods, notably the green-

heart, found only in British Guiana.

Mineral Production. War demands for bauxite were un-

officially estimated in 1943 to have more than doubled the 1939
production of 476,013 tons. Diamonds (1940: 33,351 carats) and

gold (1940: 35,745 oz.) are also important.

RIBLIOGRAPHY. West Indies Year Book, 1943; Crown Colonist (Lon-
don, monthly); Canada-West Indies magazine (Montreal, monthly),

Rritich Unnrlnroc
A crown colony of Great Britain

>
lo-

DIIU5II nUIIUUlOO. cated on the Atlantic side of Central

America east of Guatemala, north of Honduras, and south of
Yucatan (Mexico). Area: 8,598 sq.mi. A portion of the eastern

boundary is still disputed by Guatemala although the claim has
been suspended for the duration of the war. Pop. (1942 est.)

61,068; in the last census (1931) it was 51,347. The capital is
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Belize (1931 pop., 16,687); other settlements are Corozal (2,700),

Benque Viejo (1,500), El Cayo (1,500). Governor in 1943: Sir

John Adams Hunter.

History. During 1943 British Honduras was affected by the

war largely through shortages in shipping. A foresighted policy

of licensing imports, started in 1941, had enabled the government
to bring about the importation of a stock of essential commodi-

ties, with the result that British Honduras was better supplied

than most British Caribbean colonies as late as the summer of

1942. The cost of living steadily increased during 1943, and

rationing of rice, a staple article in the diet of the poorer classes,

was necessary. Limits on profits were also imposed.

Some shortage of labour occurred in the colony since more

than 3,000 workers were employed at the Canal Zone, and an

additional 600 were taken into the United Kingdom services.

Education. There were about 80 church schools and half

that many private schools in operation, with an enrolment of

more than 10,000 students. Mpst schools receive financial aid

from the government.

Finance. The monetary unit is the British Honduras dollar,

normally equivalent to the United States dollar (1943 exchange

value 68 cents U.S.; this rate is nominal since the currency is

restricted to the colony). It is tied to the pound sterling at 4.8665

to i. The public debt in 1941 was $12,166,756. Government

revenue in 1941 was $1,370,900, and expenditure $1,378,100.

Trade and Resources. Exports for 1941 were valued at

$3,357,546 (British Honduran

currency) ; imports at $3, 7 5 1,950,

with a fourth of the imports re-

exported. Imports are largely

manufactured articles, textiles,

foodstuffs and machinery, with

the United States supplying

about 43% in 1-941. Exports are

normally 80% forest products,

the remainder agricultural; in

1941 about 63% of exports went

to the United States. The mahog-

any cut for 1942 was estimated

at 5,000,000 bd.ft. (1941: 7,000,000 bd.ft.). In 1941 there were

337*499 stems of bananas exported, 250 tons of sugar (1941-42

quota year), citrus fruits and fruit products to the amount of

11,526,000 lb., 2,444,508 coconuts, 362,811 Ib. of copra and

1*564,33? M>- of chicle.

Communications. In normal times Belize is connected with

other ports by steamer service, and by air to Honduras and Mex-

ico. Most transportation within the colony is by boat. Approxi-

mately 150 mi. of road exist; a former 25 mi. railway has been

converted into a road. (See also WEST INDIES, BRITISH.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. West Indies Year Book, 1947-1942; Crown Colonist

(London, monthly); South American Handbook, 1043. (D. RD.)

British Isles: sec GREAT BRITAIN & NORTHERN IRELAND,

UNITED KINGDOM OF.

stantial improvements in pensions regulations. Its next objective

was a preference in employment after the war for those who

served, similar to the pledge given by the government after

World War I. The Legion's rehabilitation work was extended

during the year by the acquisition of Nayland Hall sanatorium

and workshops, near Colchester, for women discharged from the

women's auxiliary services suffering from tuberculosis. Its

women's section, with the record number of 1,927 branches,

opened a convalescent home at Knaresborough, near Harrogate.

Brig.-General E. R. Fitzpatrick became chairman of the Legion

and Lady Apsley M.P. was re-elected chairman of the women's

section.

British Malaya: see FEDERATED MALAY STATES; STRAITS

SETTLEMENTS; UNFEDERATED MALAY STATES; WORLD WAR II.

British Pacific Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH.

British Possessions in tht Mediterranean: see MEDI-

TERRANEAN, BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN THE.

British Somaliland: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

British South African Protectorates, heading are

grouped the British protectorates in the south of Africa, of which

certain essential statistics are given in the table. See BRITISH EM-
PIRE for population, capital towns, status and governors. For other

territories of the British empire in the south of Africa, see SOUTH

Br/fiVi South African Protectorates

Dritich I Affirm
^s na^ona^ organization of men and

Dl lUSII Lu&IUIL women of all the fighting services drew into

honorary membership 300,000 members of the forces serving in

the British Isles or overseas in World War II. A hundred thou-

sand of the new generation of sailors, soldiers and airmen dis--

charged in the course of hostilities became full members and

1,750 of these were serving on branch committees. Working

through the ministry of pensions advisory committee and its

house of commons branch, the Legion had in 1943 succeeded in

getting independent pensions appeal tribunals set up and won sub-

AFRICA, UNION or.

History* The protectorates had in 1943 more than 40,000
men in the Auxiliary Military Pioneer corps, many of them serv-

ing in the Mediterranean theatre of war. Large sums were sub-

scribed by the native people for comforts for their serving men,
and in Basutoland the native government imposed a war levy for

this purpose of 5 a head on chiefs and los. on the ordinary tax-

payer.

Chief Griffith of Basutoland died leaving a son, a minor, and

was succeeded by his wife Chieftainess Mantseho as regent para-

mount.

The encouragement given by the Empire Cotton-Growing cor-

poration to cotton growing in Swaziland produced successful

results.

In Bechuanaland an irrigation scheme was completed and

named after a local chief the Bathoen II irrigation dam. Its

capacity is 390,000,000 gal.

Part of the production from the irrigated area was to provide a

free meal daily for the school children of a large area. (]. L. K.)

ll <*

-U.S.
Combined Food Board

(United States, UnitedKing-
dom and Canada). Acting jointly, the president of the United

States and the prime minister of Great Britain on June 9, 1942,

authorized the creation of the Combined Food board to obtain

a planned and expeditious utilization of the food resources of
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the United Nations. In Oct. 1943, Canadian Prime Minister Mao
Kenzie King accepted membership on behalf of the government
of Canada.

The board was established to investigate and formulate plans

with regard to any question relating to supply, production, trans-

portation, disposal, allocation or distribution, in or to any part

of the world, of foods, agricultural materials from which foods

are derived and equipment and non-food materials ancillary to

the production of such foods and agricultural materials

The chairman of the board in 1943 was U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
Claude R. Wickard. The U.S. member was Marvin Jones, war food ad-

ministrator; the United Kingdom member was R. H. Brand, head of the

British food mission; the Canadian member, J. G. Gardiner, Canadian
minister of agriculture.

Combined Production and Resources Board (United States,

Great Britain and Canada). The creation of the Combined

Production and Resources board was announced by President

Roosevelt June 9, 1942. The board was established by the

president of the United States and the prime minister of Great

Britain in order to complete the organization needed for the

most effective use of the combined resources of the United

States and the United Kingdom for the prosecution of the war.

On Nov. 10, 1942, the board was expanded to include a Canadian

member. The board was to utilize the Joint War Production staff

in London, the Combined Raw Materials board, the Joint Air-

craft committee and other combined or national agencies for war

production.

Members for the United States in 1943 were Donald M. Nel-

son, chairman of the War Production board; Charles E. Wilson,

executive vice chairman of the WPB (deputy member); W. L.

Batt, vice chairman, International Supply of WPB (deputy

member); Fredrick M. Eaton, Solicitor of the WPB (executive

officer) and Philip D Reed, London representative of the lend-

lease coordinator. Members for Great Britain were Oliver Lyttel-

ton, minister of production; Sir Henry Self, representative of the

minister of production (deputy member); T. H. Brand, repre-

sentative of the war cabinet secretariat in London (executive

officer) and P. Hayward, representative of the ministry of pro-

duction (secretary). Members for Canada were C. D. Howe,
minister of munitions and supply; Edward P. Taylor, Canadian

representative of the department of munitions and supply (dep-

uty member) and Sydney D. Pierce, representative of the de-

partment of munitions and supply, Washington office (executive

officer). W. M. Black was executive director of the combined

staff.

Combined Raw Materials Board (United States and Great

Britain). The establishment of the Combined Raw Materials

board was announced Jan. 26, 1942. The board was given a com-

prehensive responsibility for the planning of the raw materials

effort of the two countries and for collaborating with the other

United Nations to provide for the most effective utilization of

all raw material resources at their disposal.

The activities of the board were to include over-all review of

the supply and requirements position of the United Nations for

the major critical and essential raw materials, allocation of sup-

plies of scarce raw materials among the United Nations when

necessary, recommendations aimed at expanding supplies and

conserving the use of raw materials in short supply and coordi-

nating the purchasing activities of the United States and Great

Britain in foreign raw material markets.

Members of this board in 1943 were William L. Batt, United

States member; Fredrick M. Eaton, deputy member and

United States executive secretary; George Archer, deputy mem-
ber and United Kingdom executive secretary. The United King-

dom full membership was vacant as of Nov. 1943.

Combined Shipping Adjustment Board (United States and

Great Britain). Creation of the Combined Shipping Adjust-
ment board was announced Jan. 26, 1942. The function of the

board was to co-ordinate the work of the British ministry of

war transport and the War Shipping administration.

Members for the United States in 1943 were Rear Admiral

Emory S. Land, chairman of the U.S. Maritime Commission and

administrator of the War Shipping administration and David E*

Scoll, assistant to the administrator of the War Shipping ad-

ministration (executive officer). Members for Great Britain were

Sir Arthur Salter, head of the British Shipping mission in the

United States, W. O Hart, British executive officer and Lord

Leathers, administrator of war transportation in London.

Munitions Assignments Board (United States and Great

Britain). This board's establishment was also announced Jan.

26, 1942 The United States section of the board, working in

close collaboration with the corresponding London organization,

maintained full information of the entire munitions resources of

Great Britain and the United States and translated such re-

sources into terms of combat forces and their material reserves.

It submitted such statements to the combined chiefs of staff,

keeping the estimate up to date in the light of war developments
and variations in production achievements and prospects. It kept

the combined chiefs of staff informed and recommended meas-

ures necessary that planned requirements programs may be in

line with strategic policy, changing operations conditions in

their effect on war material and the realities of production. The
United States section was responsible for making assignments of

stocks and production of finished war material to the United

States and Great Britain and to others of the United Nations.

Members for the United States in 1943 were Harry L. Hop-
kins, chairman; Admiral J. M. Reeves; Rear Admiral W. R.

Purnell; Rear Admiral 0. C. Badger; Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somer-

vell; Maj. Gen. B M. Giles; Brig. Gen P. H. Tansey; Maj.
Gen. J. H. Burns, executive and Capt. W. S Gubelmann, secre-

tary. Members for Great Britain: Admiral Sir Percy Noble;
Lt. Gen. G. N. Macready; Air Marshal Sir William L. Welsh

and Wing Comdr. T. E H. Birley, secretary. (See also CANADIAN
U.S. WAR COMMITTEES.)

U/oct
nBSl

Under this heading are grouped the

British colonial territories on the

west coast of Africa, for which certain essential statistics are

given in the accompanying table. See BRITISH EMPIRE for popu-

lation, capital towns, status and governors.

With the immediate danger of war removed from West Africa

in 1943 the colonial governments of the four colonies were press-

ing ahead with plans for social and economic development. Ad-

visers for development (Noel Hall) and town planning (Maxwell

Fry) were appointed to the staff of the resident minister. Colonel

Oliver Frederick Stanley, the secretary of state for the colonies,

visited all four colonies during 1943 and discussed local problems
with leading Africans and Europeans. On his return, Colonel

Stanley stated in the house of commons that he had asked each

territory to prepare plans which could be put into operation when
the war ended, and if necessary finance could be found under the

Colonial Development and Welfare act.

A commission of inquiry into higher education in West Africa,

with three African members to represent Nigeria, the Gold Coast

and Sierra Leone, was appointed with Colonel Walter Elliot as

chairman. The commission was to work in liaison with Sir Cyril

Asquith's commission concerned with higher education through-
out the colonial empire. The British council established an or-

ganization to cover British West Africa, with headquarters in the

Gold Coast under the direction of W. H. Macmillan. The council

was to establish cultural institutions in each of the colonies. An
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Britith Weft Africa whole.

St. Helena. Colonial devel-

opment and welfare grants were

made for the improvement of

women's education and the estab-

lishment of a public library in

Jamestown. The increased de-

mand for local produce owing to

restrictions on imports led to a

larger area of land being culti-

vated with assistance from the

agricultural department.

(J. L. K.)

British West Indies: see

WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Broadcasting: see RADIO.

Bromine.

important political move was the appointment of unofficial mem-

bers, including Africans, to the executive councils in Nigeria and

the Gold Coast. Much attention was paid to production of all

kinds to increase the contributions of minerals and tropical

produce, including rubber, to the Allied war effort. West African

troops were serving in India, including the West African frontier

force which had won distinction in the East African campaigns

against the Italians. This was the first time that a British West

African force had served overseas.

Nigeria. Sir Arthur Richards, formerly governor of Jamaica,

in Dec. 1943 succeeded Sir Bernard Bourdillon as governor. A
government committee recommended the appointment of A f ri-

cans to the administrative service following the example set by

the Gold Coast. A labour advisory board on which commercial

employers and employees were represented was appointed to

effect an improvement in rates of pay.

Gold Coast. A grant of 127,000 under the Colonial Devel-

opment and Welfare act made possible the formation of an insti-

tute of West African arts, industries and social science at Achi-

mota college. The development of Achimota toward full univer-

sity status was to be considered by the Elliot commission. Much
attention was paid to the improvement of educational facilities,

including the pay and pensions of teachers. A new town council

for Accra was to have a majority of elected members. Sir Ofori

Atta, a leading paramount chief, died, and was succeeded by
Chief Opoku Akyeampong. Investigations were being carried out

into cocoa diseases, particularly the "swollen root" disease.

Sierra Leone. Freetown harbour played a vital part in the

Allied war effort and the European population of the town in-

creased from 200 before the war to several thousand. Transport

and harbour facilities were improved, and higher grade iron ore

was shipped at the rate of 8,000 tons a tide. Colonial develop-

ment and welfare grants were made for women's education, for

scholarships for students to Great Britain, and for the improve-

ment of Fourah Bay college. A number of African women teach-

ers were sent to England for training.

Gambia. The sum of 30,000 was granted under the Colonial

Development and Welfare act for the improvement of Bathurst

harbour. The educational system was reviewed and substantial

assistance provided to improve the conditions of service of teach-

ers. The British government agreed to purchase the groundnut

crops for 1943-44. A scheme whereby grain was marketed un-

der government control greatly benefited the community as a

The series of in-

creased outputs
that prevailed after 1933 and

brought the production of bro-

mine in the United States in 1941 to 34,159 short tons, from 14

plants, was broken in 1942 by a decline to 32,940 tons. The pro-

duction of bromine as a by-product of the recovery of magnesium
in sea water was expected to contribute a further increase in

1943. (G. A. Ro.)

Brooke.SirAlanfrancis
Bigorre, France, on July 23, the son of Sir Victor Brooke. After

completing his studies at the royal military academy, Woolwich,
he joined the royal field artillery in 1902. He was stationed in

Ireland from 1902 to 1906, then India. At the outbreak of war
in 1914 he went to France. Advancing rapidly, he was soon

recognized as an authority on artillery and was a general staff

officer of the royal artillery at the time of the armistice. After

the war he joined the staff college, Camberley, and the imperial
defense college, and from 1929 to 1932 he was commandant of

the school of artillery. After duty at various other military

posts he was appointed in 1939 commander in chief of the anti-

aircraft command. When Germany invaded the Low Countries

on May 10, 1940, Brooke was commander of the B.E.F. 2nd

corps in France. His guarding of the British retreat from
Flanders was an important factor in the successful evacuation at

Dunkirk. Back in England early in June, he hastily reassembled

British military man power for the expected nazi invasion and

prepared a formidable series of defense zones. For his work in

Flanders he was knighted, and on July 19, 1940, he was appointed
to succeed Sir Edmund Ironside as commander in chief of the

home forces. On Nov. 18, 1941, Brooke succeeded Sir John
Greer Dill as chief of the British imperial general staff. He
accompanied Churchill to Washington in June 1942, to Moscow
in Aug. 1942, and to conferences in Washington, Quebec, Cairo
and Tehran in 1943.

Brooke, Sir Basil
(1888- ), British statesman, was
born June 9, heir to a baronetcy estab-

lished in 1822 and nephew to Gen. Sir Alan Brooke, who dis-

tinguished himself in both World Wars I and II. Educated at

^Winchester and Sandhurst, he entered the army and served

throughout World War I, receiving the Military Cross and the

Croix de Guerre with Palm. In 1929 he was elected to the

Northern Ireland parliament, and in 1933 he became minister

of agriculture and privy councillor. He resigned from the former
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post in 1941, when he became minister of commerce. On May I,

1943, he succeeded John M. Andrews as prime minister of

Northern Ireland, still retaining his commerce portfolio. Well

known for his hostility to Irish Catholics, he announced soon

after his appointment that Northern Ireland planned a program
of closer cooperation with Great Britain in the war effort.

Inctitntinn
insiiuiiion.

The institution in J 943 conducted

a program of rcscarch which was

in large measure related to the war effort and postwar problems.

Book-length studies included the following: World Minerals and

World Peace, by C. K. Leith, J. W. Furncss and Cleona Lewis,

dealing with the distribution of essential minerals and its bearing
on the maintenance of world order; The New Philosophy of
Public Debt, by Harold G. Moulton, analyzing the belief that

continuous deficit spending is essential to prosperity; and Belgian

Banking and Banking Theory, by B. S. Chlepner, the develop-
ment of Belgian banking in the light of modern theory The
series. Price Making in a Democracy, by Edwin G. Nourse, was
continued by the publication of four additional pamphlets. Other

pamphlet studies included the following: Is There Enough Man-

power? by Harold W Metz; Collapse or Boom at the End of the

War? by H. G. Moulton and Karl T. Schlotterbcck; Do We
Want a Federal Sales Tax? by Charles 0. Hardy; Rationing and
Price Control in Great Britain, by Jules Backman; The Price

Control and Subsidy Program in Canada, by Jules Backman;
How Nazi Germany Has Controlled Business, by L. Hamburger.
Because of the war, the usual fellowships for advanced study
were not granted. (H. G Mo.)

Rrnu/n Pronticc March (l88 ~ X u.s. attorney and

DIUWII, riCIIUoO mdlOll public administrator, was born

June 1 8 at St. Ignace, Mich. He attended Albion college and the

University of Illinois. Admitted to the Michigan bar in 1914,
Brown embarked upon a car /er in law, business and politics.

He ran as Democratic candidate for congress in 1924 and for

the Michigan supreme court in 1928, although unsuccessfully on

both occasions. Brown was elected to congress in 1933 and was

elected to the senate for the 1937-43 term While in the senate

he became chairman of the democratic senatorial campaign com-

mittec and chairman of the special committee on taxation of

governmental securities and salaries, 1938-40 He sponsored the

important Price Control act of April 1942, and the Price Stabili-

zation act of Oct. 1942. When he was defeated for re-election

to the senate, he accepted President Roosevelt's request to

succeed Leon Henderson as administrator of the Office of Price

Administration in Jan. 1943. Brown warned the senate that

federal subsidies were necessary to prevent price rises. After

several months on the job, he was prevented by illness from

actively guiding the OPA and resigned on Oct. 21, 1943.

(1892- ), Yu-

goslav guerrillaBrozavich or Broz, Josip (Tito)
leader, was born near Zagreb in Croatia. He became a metal-

worker, then served in the Austro-Hungarian army early in World

War I In 1915 he went over to the Russians, along with thou-

sands of his Slavic comrades. After the Russian revolution he

fought in the Red army during the civil war. When he returned

to Croatia in .1923, he became a labour leader and was soon

imprisoned as a communist On his release he became leader of

the underground labour movement, assuming the pseudonym of

Tito.

After the German conquest of Yugoslavia in April 1941, Tito

organized a band of guerrilla fighters. Many of the successes

claimed by Col. Draja Mikhailovitch's (q.v.) guerrillas were
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF GERMAN REWARD of 100,000 marks for the capturt
dead or alive, of Josip Brozovich (Drug Tito). Yugoslav Partisan leader. I

appeared in the Belgrade Novo Vreme July 21. 1943

said to have been won by Tito's partisans. Strong political

differences led to discord and even armed conflict between the

two groups. In an attempt to reconcile these factions, Allied aid

was given to both. As the partisans increased in strength and

ability to harass the enemy, a larger share of the supplies went to

them. At the end of 1943 Tito was reputed to have a force of

250,000 more than ten times the size'of Mikhailovitch's army.

Brunei: see BRITISH EMPIRE. ;-.

Rn/n Mhu/r PnllortO A residcnt college for women at

DIJfll ffldWI bUliegC. Bryn Mawr, Pa President in 1943:
Katharine E. McBride. Bryn Mawr, while carrying on its full

academic program in 1943, placed special emphasis on three

interdepartmental courses for the study of postwar problems:

(i) international administration and reconstruction; (2) com

munity organization and reconstruction; (3) language for recon
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struction. All three included courses in history, languages, Eng-
lish composition, science, philosophy, economics, geography, in-

ternational relief and administration and problems of the peace.

The course in international administration also required advanced

history, including research training on a special region, statistics,

comparative government and international organization, public

administration and accounting. The course in community organi-

zation included two years work in sociology, one in psychology

and statistics and one summer of field work, and one spent in a

language camp. The course in language for reconstruction, in addi-

tion to French, German and another language, with Uvo years resi-

dence in one of the language houses on the campus, offered studies

in either comparative government or international organization.

For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (K. E. M.)

Bubonic Plague: see PLAGUE, BUBONIC AND PNEUMONIC.

Q . Production of buckwheat in the United States in

DUuKWlluaU 1943 was estimated by the United States depart-

ment of agriculture at 8,830,000 bu. compared with 6,636,000 bu.

in 1942 and an average of 6,687,000 bu. for 1932-41. This was

an increase of about 25% which resulted from an above-average

fsfimofed U.S. Production of Buckwheat in Leading Sfafes, 1943 and 1942

yield on a larger acreage. The principal buckwheat growing

states. New York and Pennsylvania, harvested most of the in-

crease, New York having particularly good yields. Frosts came

late enough to allow the late-sown buckwheat to mature.

(J. C. Ms.)

On ^an * I3) I94
.

4 *>rcsi(*cnt Roosevelt

submitted his third war budget to con-

gress, covering the fiscal year 1945. This budget was designated

by the president as the outline of financial requirements for

victory. It also outlined some of the measures which the presi-

dent desired to assist in the reconversion of the economy to

peacetime pursuits and to help military personnel and war work-

ers find their way back into peacetime employment.
The budget estimates for the fiscal year 1945 were all based

upon the assumption that the war would continue in the west

as well as in the east throughout the fiscal year. This did not,

of course, carry any implication as to the president's real ex-

pectations of the length of the war; It meant only that there

was no other safe assumption upon which the government could

plan its operations. Because of this assumption and because the

scale of government operations in the fiscal year 1944 was al-

ready geared to an all-out war effort, there was little change

shown in the expenditures' side of the government accounts.

The budget for the fiscal year 1945 anticipated a total of fed-

eral expenditures of approximately $100,000,000,000, only slightly

more than the estimates for the fiscal year 1944. The anticipated

expenditures for war activities of $88,200,000,000 were virtually

the same as in the 1944 fiscal year, indicating that the govern-
ment's war effort was already at about its maximum. Expendi-
tures directly associated with the war completely dominated

:tie entire budget, accounting for almost nine-tenths of total

expenditures.

In explaining the war expenditures estimate for the fiscal year

CARTOON by Shoemaker fn the Chicago Daily News Inspired by President
Roosevelt's budget message of Jan. 11, 1943: "The Poor Guy Who Tried to

Figure Out How Much One Hundred and Nine Billion Is"

1945 the president submitted the data in Table I showing the

growth and changing character of the war program. It may be

seen that the entire war period was divided into four phases of

which the final one, that of offensive war, had been reached. The

striking thing about this analysis, in addition to the tremendous

growth in the total outlays for war, was the sharp curtailment in

the percentage accounted for by war construction and the growth
in both munitions and upkeep of the armed forces. As the size

of the armed forces was to reach its peak in the months ahead,

the percentage of total war expenditures accounted for by pay
and subsistence was expected to reach its maximum in the fiscal

year 1945.

The magnitude of the total war program of the United States

was brought out by the fact that appropriations, contract author-

izations and government corporation commitments from June
1940 through Dec. 1943 totalled $344,000,000,000 and were ex-

pected to reach $397,000,000,000 in the course of the fiscal year

1945-

There were some interesting changes shown in the 1945 esti-

mates from those of previous years. Because of the substantial

rise in the national debt, the estimate for interes*, in the fiscal

Table I. U.S. War fxpend/furw fsf/m<rt
- ^

^Including also agricultural lend lease and other civilian war activities.
**On basis of $9^,000,000,000 for fiscal year 1944.
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Table II. Genera/ Budget Summary of the United State*

Expenditures shown in the alxwe table are those made through the treasury. In addition, net
expenditures through government cor-

porations are estimated in-lhe budget as follows: 1945, $1,815,000,000; 1944, $3,325,000,000; 1943, $1,499,938,802. Grand total treasury
and government corporation expenditures: 1945, $99,769,236,900; 1944, $99,276.028,895; 1943, $79,682,287,422.

"Includes the following estimated amounts for excess profits taxes refundable in the postwar period: 1945, $624,000,000; 1944,

$545,000,000. and 1943, $220,000.
**Exccss of credits, deduct.

year 1945 was placed at $3,750,000,000 as against $2,650,000,000

in the fiscal year 1944. Average interest rates were less than 2%
and interest received from all new government issues was fully

taxable. As a result the net cost per dollar borrowed after Pearl

Harbor was about one-third the cost of borrowings in World

War I. The president anticipated gross interest payments of

$5,000,000,000 annually on the debt as it would be at the end of

the fiscal year 1945. He thought, however, that with a national in-

come of $125,000,000,000 or more, that these payments need not

prove oppressive and that by appropriate tax and other economic

policies the payment of interest and the gradual repayment of

principal during years of prosperity could be achieved without

impairing the stability and growth of the national income.

The other major increase among the government expenditures

was that anticipated for veterans' pensions and benefits. In addi-

tion to existing provisions of law, however, the president recom-

135

mended a broad program to as-

sist service men and women,

meeting some of the problems

they will face when discharged.

His program included mustering-

out pay and an educational and

training program for those demo-

bilized from the armed forces.

All of the items of expenditure

which were to show a decline

from the fiscal year 1944 to the

fiscal year 1945 were those which

had grown during the preceding

years of economic depression.

The largest cut suggested by the

president was in aids to agri-

culture where the proposed ex-

penditure for the fiscal year

1945 was almost $285,000,-

ooo under that of the previous

year. The decrease resulted

largely from the omission of a

recommendation for parity pay-

ments in agriculture and a reduc-

tion in the recommended appro-

priation for conservation and use

of agricultural land resources. All

in all, the total of government
nonwar expenditures, excluding

interest on the public debt, ex-

penditures for veterans and pro-

visions for tax refunds required

by law, was expected to continue

to decline as it had since 1939.

It was expected that these items

would amount to $2,953,000,000,

a reduction of $571,000,000 be-

low the figure for the fiscal year

I944-

On the receipts side of the

budget little change was antici-

pated for 1945 from the esti-

mates for 1944. Net receipts under

legislation existing at the time

the budget was submitted were

estimated at $41,000,000,000 for

the fiscal year 1944 and a little

less than that figure for the fiscal

year 1945. As compared with

actual receipts in 1943 there was a substantial increase of $19,-

000,000,000 due to the Revenue act of 1942, the Current Tax

Payment act of 1943, and the higher level of income and profits.

While taxes on corporations were expected to yield somewhat

higher revenues, taxes on individuals would decline because the

receipts coincident with the transition to a current basis of indi-

vidual income taxes were nonrecurrent.

With the volume of expenditures recommended at $100,000,-

000,000 and receipts from existing tax legislation estimated at

$41,000,000,000, a deficit of $59,000,000,000 for the fiscal year

1945 was anticipated, This was virtually the same as the deficit

for the fiscal year 1944. A deficit of this magnitude in the two

years would raise the public debt to $197,600,000,000 by June

1944 and to $258,000,000,000 a year later.

In view of these prospective deficits the president again recom-

mended the enactment of additional fiscal legislation. Ori the one
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('ooo)

INDUSTRY
fiscal year 1943-44 differed but

'Including supplementaries

hand, he urged the congress to retain the increase in social se-

curity rates tha were scheduled to become effective on March i,

1944. On the other hand, he emphasized his support of the ad-

ministration's revenue program calling for additional wartime

taxes of $10,500,000,000. The president emphasized the fact that

all the estimates presented in the budget were intimately related

to the price stabilization program and that if general increases in

wages, farm prices and profits were allowed federal expenditures
would increase correspondingly. He therefore urged support for

the stabilization program and retention of the legislation allow-

ing renegotiation of war contracts for the purpose of preventing

profiteering.

Besides covering possible contingencies associated with continu-

ance of the war for the fiscal year 1945, the budget message dis-

cussed various problems of demobilization which were already

arising and which would be intensified in the year ahead. The

major problems of this character outlined in the budget message
were those of contract termination, disposition of surplus prop-

erty, industrial reconversion, manpower demobilization and re-

employment, and veterans' legislation. In these fields the presi-
dent stressed the need for the establishment of comprehensive
and integrated policies as well as the need for guarding against

any weakening of the administrative agencies established for car-

rying out these functions. As to reconversion policy in general
the major aim of the government was stated to be the stimula-

tion of private investment and employment. It was thought, how-
ever, that there would be urgent need for certain public works
in the postwar period in connection with which careful planning
was urged to assure priority for the projects of greatest need
and for their timing in accordance with the requirements of the

employment situation. In addition, the president recommended
the broadening of the social security program as a fundamen-
tal means of easing the transition from a war to a peacetime
economy. It was contemplated that this broadening of the

program would include members of the armed forces as well
as those employed in industry. (See also NATIONAL DEBT; NA-
TIONAL INCOME AND NATIONAL PRODUCT; TAXATION; UNITED
SPATES.)

Great Britain. Inasmuch as Great Britain reached virtually
a full-war footing in the fiscal year 1942-43, the budget for the

little from the scale of expendi-

tures and receipts attained in the

previous year. Expenditures of

the magnitude of .5,756,000,000

were proposed for the fiscal year

1943-44, little more than 100,-

000,000 above the total for the

preceding year. Increases in ex-

penditures for interest on the

national debt and the prosecu-

tion of the war made up the bulk

of the rise.

In his budget message the

chancellor of the exchequer, Sir

Kingsley Wood, stated that it

was the objective of the govern-

ment to limit the draft on cap-

ital to the same size as that of

the fiscal yev 1942-43. Accord-

ingly, it was proposed that reve-

nues be increased by roughly the

same amount as the increase in

expenditures, making total reve-

nues amount to 2,907,500,000

for the fiscal year 1943-44. By way of emphasizing the financial

burden on the British public, the chancellor pointed out that

of the expenditures requiring domestic financing, more than 56%
would be covered by current revenues.

The bulk of the new revenues were to be obtained by increas-

ing taxes on beer and tobacco, although increases in the rates on

other alcoholic beverages, entertainment and telephone services

were also recommended. In addition the purchase tax on lux-

uries was to be increased from 66j% to 100%, this increase

coming on top of the doubling of the rate in the fiscal year 1942-

43. Although the yield in this instance was not expected to be

large, it was considered a desirable method of discouraging

spending and the consequent utilization of manpower and ma-

terials. In the case of income and excess profits taxes which had

already risen to very high levels, only minor changes in the inter-

est of equity were recommended.

As in previous years, Sir Kingsley Wood used the budget mes-

sage not only to review the purely fiscal situation of the govern-

ment but to outline the status of the broader economic problem
of war finance. He stressed the importance of lend-lease aid

from both the United States and Canada and also pointed out

that British reciprocal lend-lease aid had grown to large propor-

tions. In two matters which had been made essential features

of British wartime financial policy, a low level of interest rates

and the avoidance of inflation, it was pointed out that a high

measure of success had been achieved. Whereas the cost of living

index rose only 28% between Sept. 1939 and March 1943, the

advance during a comparable period in World War I had been

90%. (M. GT.)

Building and Construction Industry,
the U.S. was confined to war needs factories and camps, farm

service buildings, homes for workers in war industries and mili-

tary encampments. The tooling-up period had reached its peak

by the end of 1942. Therefore, the volume of the building indus-

try declined from $8,849,000,000 of work completed in the first

eight months of 1942 to $5,826,000,000 in the same period of

1943.

The year was marked by experimentation with new methods of
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construction, new materials, new ways of using old materials.

The incentive to experiment was provided by: (i) the necessity

of saving metal, lumber and certain plastics for the materials of

war; (2) the importance of speed and quantity production; (3)

the need to use a minimum of manpower and (4) the knowledge

that a large postwar market would be attainable if the cost of

production could be reduced.

The feasibility of prefabricating homes was a subject of con-

siderable study. The term "prefabrication" was used loosely to

cover three dissimilar processes, each using a different percentage

of factory technique. The three methods included: (i) the fab-

rication of a complete house within a factory and the shipment of

the entire house in large sections by rail, water or truck to vari-

ous parts of the country, to be assembled at its destination; (2)

the fabrication of parts of a house such as the kitchen, or bath-

room, or the doors with fittings and frame, to be shipped to

builders who have homes of their own specifications under con-

struction; (3) the fabricator of a great many units at the build-

ing site by setting up a factory-like assembly line system.

Automobile methods of finance were advocated by some for

the postwar building industry. Terms, such as "trade-in-house"

were used without definition of the manner in which the trade

could be effected. There was a deep conviction that it was desir-

able to reach the large potential market of people earning less

than $2,000, not reached by new construction or rehabilitated old

construction before the war. The buying and renting capacity of

this income level spurred materials* producers, architects and

builders to predict the possibility of houses to sell as low as

$1,000. However, blueprints did not specify the equipment of

the house or reflect the cost of land and taxes upon the total

cost of the house.

Because all building costing more than $6,000 per dwelling unit

was stopped during the war, it was estimated that there would be

a demand market in the future $6,000 to $10,000 home. Two

pieces of legislation, the Wagner bill sponsored by the Urban

Land institute and the Thomas bill sponsored by the National

Planning association were dropped into the congressional hopper.

Both bills would authorize the aid of federal funds to cities to

buy up slum areas and redevelop them through private enter-

prise. They were widely discussed by technical groups through-

out the country but achieved no popular or congressional atten-

tion.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Survey of Current Business; publications of the Na-
tional Housing agency, the U.S. Department of Labor; the National Com-
mittee on Housing, Inc., F. U. Dodge Co., National Association of Housing
Officials; Architectural Forum. (D. RN.)

Great Britain. Conditions in the industry remained fluid and

work was spread over programs of national importance in the

provinces and repair of war damaged property in the towns.

New work was begun on some 3,000 cottages on a thousand sites,

scattered over 38 rural districts.

The government announced its acceptance of the Scott and

Uthwatt reports in principle, but its recommendations were still

awaited. In anticipation of favourable decisions the minister of

health approached local authorities with a request that they

should, with other authorities concerned, secure a sufficiency of

suitable sites for a one-year housing program and begin survey-

ing and preparing the general lay-out.

Great interest was aroused in the government White Paper on

training for the building industry. It sought to show that to at-

tract the right type of people to this great industry some measure

of security is essential and recommended the avoidance of casual

labour, the guaranteed week and that the intake of labour at all

stages be scaled nationally on expectation of work ahead. It pro-

posed that the industry be built up to a ceiling of 1,250,000 work-

ers (500,000 craftsmen) after the war for employment on a pro-

gram estimated to last for 12 years. Half of the work outlined

was for housing. Between 3,500,000 and 4,000,000 houses would
be required.

After World War I, it took some 7 years to reach a production
of 200,000 houses. To step up production, therefore, greater out-

put per man-hour was expected to be required. It was estimated

that prewar costs were made up of 60% material and 40%
labour and that housing costs had gone up in 1943 approximately

by 105% over prewar costs. This steep rise would seriously

impede the industry and the question of economies would need
to be thoroughly explored. If these were not to be secured at

the expense of the operatives they would have to come from
more efficient use of labour and material, through improved
organization, standardization and prefabrication of building com-

ponents, new methods, new materials and the thorough revision

of local by-laws. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW; HOUSING; UNITED

STATES.) (N. KB.)

^ kingdom in the Balkan peninsula. Area (end of

I94o) c. 42,796 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1942) 8,700,000.

Capital: Sofia. Chief cities: Sofia (cst. 1942, 401,000), Plovdiv

or Philippopolis (99,883), Varna (69,944), Russe or Ruschuk

(49,447), Burgas (36,230), Plevna (31,520). Religion: mainly
Greek Orthodox; about 1,000,000 Moslems; 50,000 Jews. King:
Simeon II; premier (end of 1943) Dobri Boshiloff.

History. Bulgaria's history in 1943 consisted of a long line

of internal troubles, culminating in the death of the king. In

1941 Bulgaria had aligned itself fully on the side of the axis

powers, and as a result of the alliance it occupied and annexed
Greek Macedonia and western Thrace, and from Yugoslavia
southern Serbia, territories of about 23,166 sq.mi., with about

3,000,000 inhabitants. Bulgaria continued in 1943 under a

fascist royal dictatorship whose head was the king himself who
ruled through puppet ministers of his own choice. The Bulgarian

government participated in the war against Great Britain and
the United States, yet the strong pro-Russian sympathies of

the Bulgarian people and the pro-communist tendencies of the

peasantry made it impossible for the government, in spite of

strong German pressure, to participate in the war against the

soviet union. Bulgaria and soviet Russia maintained diplomatic
relations throughout 1942 and 1943.
On the whole, the Bulgarian government followed the nazi

line in its domestic and foreign policies. Bulgarian anti-Semitism

was as thorough, ruthless and barbaric as that practised in

Germany and in other German satellites. There were many com-

plaints from Greeks and Serbs in the newly annexed territories

about the harshness and cruelty of Bulgarian rule. The pro-nazi
Peter Gabrovsky was minister of the interior.
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There was more and better organized protest against the

policy of the government in Bulgaria than in any other German
satellite country. Repeatedly in 1943 reports of open revolts of

peasants, workers and students in many Bulgarian towns pene-

trated to the outside world.

At the end of March King Boris of Bulgaria visited Chancellor

Hitler at his field headquarters. They tried to arrive at an even

closer collaboration between the two countries. The king's re-

turn to Bulgaria provoked a crisis, for the Russian successes on

the eastern front had strengthened the pro-Russian and anti-

German sentiment of the people. The king found himself forced

to assume de facto charge of foreign affairs, while Bogdan Philoff

became under secretary of foreign affairs. In many of the larger

towns a state of siege was proclaimed. But all these measures

did not bring internal peace. Especially violent demonstrations

were held throughout Bulgaria, in spite of many preventive

arrests, on May i, and Boris had to leave the capital in hasU;

on the advice of his government. The unrest in Bulgaria fre-

quently took the form of the assassination of prominent pro-

axis personalities. Among them was Col. Athanas Panteff,

former Bulgarian chief of police, whose national funeral services

held on May 4 were followed by widespread rioting with a heavy
death toll. Other prominent victims of Bulgarian patriots'

terrorism were Sotir Janeff, a close personal friend of the king,

president of the foreign affairs commission of the Bulgarian

parliament and editor of the semiofficial Slovo, and Gen. Christo

Lukoff, a former minister of war, both fervent friends of Ger-

many and extreme Bulgarian nationalists. These assassinations

were followed by that of Sapria Klevkoff, a member of parlia-

ment and, as it was reported, the noth Bulgarian political sup-

porter of Germany to die at the hands of terrorists.

King Boris III died on Aug. 28 in Sofia after four days of

suffering of unexplained origin but which was reliably reported to

have been caused by a shooting at a small railway station cjt-

side the capital, when the king was returning from a visit to

Chancellor Hitler. His six-year-old son Prince Simeon of Tirnovo

ascended the throne under the name of Simeon II. It was

generally believed that Hitler had put before the king two urgent

demands, one for full powers for the gestapo to repress Bul-

FUNERAL PROCESSION of King Boris lit at Sofia, Bulgaria, Sept. 5, 1943

garian unrest and the other for fuller Bulgarian participation in

the war. After the death of the king a regency council was

appointed, consisting of Prince Cyril, Premier Philoff and

Minister of War Gen. Nikola Michoff. The Bulgarian army,

irrevocably committed to a pro-German policy, backed the con-

tinuation of a very determined pro-nazi policy in which Minister

of the Interior Peter Gabrovsky was the strong man.
The unrest in Bulgaria in 1943 was increased by an expected

Allied invasion of the Balkans. On Nov. 14 medium bombers of

the 1 2th United States air force based in Italy bombed railway

yards at Sofia, the first time that any target in Bulgaria had been

bombed. Further attacks followed, among them on Dec. TO a

raid on Sofia which caused great destruction and killed many
persons. The closer alliance of Turkey with the United Nations

as expressed in the conference of Cairo on Dec. 5 and the grow-

ing strength of the pro-Russian partisan movement in Yugo-
slavia also caused concern.

Education. Though elementary education is obligatory and
free for children between the ages of 7 and 14, the census of

1934 showed 20.4% of the males and 42.8% of the females

illiterate. In 1939 there were in Bulgaria 252 kindergartens,

4,743 elementary schools, 1,932 junior high schools and 112

senior high schools with 969,599 pupils. The university of Sofia

had an enrolment of 4,377 men and 1,653 women.
Finance. The revenue for 1941 was estimated at 10,160,000,-

ooo and the expenditure at 10,096,000,000 leva. On June 30,

1940, the total foreign debt amounted to 12,483,000,000 leva,

the internal debt to 11,767,000,000 leva, of which 9,237,000,000
leva was not consolidated. The monetary unit is the lev, stabi-

lized at 92 leva to one gram of fine gold (equal to .95 cent U.S.

at the end of 1941). The note circulation on June 30, 1941 was

8,861,000,000 leva.

Trade and Communication. Imports amounted in 1941 to

10,239,000,000 leva, most of which came from Germany, with

Italy second. Exports for 1941 amounted to 9,215,000,000 leva,

of which the largest part went to Germany. In 1939 machinery
and war material, metal goods, textiles, vehicles and mineral oils

were chiefly imported, and tobacco, fruit, eggs, wheat and
hides exported. Bulgaria, though it has important ports at the

Black sea and on the Danube, had in June 1939 a merchant



marine of only 14 ships of 17,476 tons. At the same time it had

2,211 mi. of railroad, 608 post offices, 798 telegraph offices and

772 telephone exchanges.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. More than 80% of

the population was engaged in agriculture in 1943. Fruit grow-

ing and the growing of tobacco and silkworm cocoons are highly

developed. The chief crops are wheat, maize, barley, rye and

oats. The country is poor in minerals, but rich in coal, yet

industrial development has been very slow. (II. Ko.)

was born May 5 at Uuckfield

Me. A graduate of Brown university in 1884, he received his

doctorate from Clark university in 1891. He taught zoology at

Olivet college and at Clark and Brown universities. While a

director of the American Museum of Natural History in New
York city, 1902-11, he encountered constant friction with the

trustees because of his insistence upon popularizing the various

exhibits. After leaving the museum, he became business man-

ager of Wisconsin university and was president of Tufts college,

1914-19. Dr. Bumpus was a member of the pure science faculty

at Columbia, 1905-11, consulting director of the Buffalo Museum
of Science, 1925-30, chairman of the committee on museums in

national parks and chairman of the advisory board of the national

park service, 1936-40. He died in Tasadena, Calif., June 21.

Bureau of Standards, National: see STANDARDS, NATIONAL
BUREAU OF.

^ British province lying on the eastern side of the

Bay of Bengal, between India and Thailand; occu-

pied by Japan in 1942. Area 261,610 sq.mi.; pop. (1941) 16,-

823, 798. Chief cities: Rangoon (cap. 501,219); Mandalay (est.

150,000); Moulmein (70,000). Religion: Buddhist (85%); gov-

ernor: the Rt. Hon. Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith; ministerial

adviser: the Hon. Sir Paw Tun; languages: Burmese and English.

History. Japan set out to consolidate herself politically in

Burma during 1943. All radio sets were called in for conversion

to medium wave-length in order to prevent the Burmese owners

from listening to British and U.S. propaganda. Schools were re-

organized to inculcate the Greater East Asia spirit. The Japanese

tried to win support with the slogan "Asia for the Asiatics."

Books for instruction in the Japanese language were published in

Burmese. Burmese students were sent to Japan on scholarships

awarded by the Japanese government. A Japanese company pub-
lished in Burmese a weekly pictorial edition of a Japanese news-

paper.
In March Premier Hideki Tojo conferred with Dr Ba Maw

in Tokyo and declared that "Japan desired the creation of an

independent Burmese state." In August the Japanese announced

the abolition of their military administration. Dr. Ba Maw, as

head of the Japanese-sponsored Burmese government, with the

title of Adipadi, formally declared war on Britain and the U.S.A

and signed a treaty of alliance with Japan.

In September Tokyo announced the signing of a treaty be-

tween Japan and Burma, incorporating into Burma Karenni, the

Wa states and the Shan states, vith the exception of Keng-tung

and Mong-pan, which were incorporated into Thailand.

To be in readiness for the re-entry of the Allies into Burma,

the governor, Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith, and his reconstruction

department were building up an efficient civil affairs service to

go back with the army and were working out plans for the physi-

cal reconstruction of Burma and for its future administration.

Education* In 1940, total number of institutions 27,015,

scholars 851,922; primary schools 5 679> scholars 384,060; middle

QEN. JUICMI TERAUCHI (in helmet). Japanese conqueror of Burma, paid a

shoeless visit to the Dragon pagoda in Rangoon in 1943, accompanied by Dr.

Ba Maw, Japan's native puppet (extreme left, barefooted). The picture was
released through Portugal

1,0:8, scholars 139,190; high 399, scholars 94,353; special 1,172,

scholars 19,190; unrecognized institutions 18,745, scholars 212,-

663; university (Rangoon) 2,365 students; arts college (Man-

dalay) 101.

Finance. Revenue (est. 1941-42) Rs.i7 crores 13 lakhs;

expenditure (est. 1941-42) 18 crores 28 lakhs; public debt,

(March 31, 1940) RS.SI crores 22 lakhs; exchange rate: rupee

(Rs.i) = is. 6d. One crore = 10,000,000 rupees; one lakh = 100,000

rupees.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade in merchandise

(April-March 1940-41): imports Rs.29 crores 55 lakhs; exports,

including re-exports Rs.55 crores 38 lakhs. Communication, 1940:
roads suitable for motor traffic, all weather, 6,8n mi.; seasonal

5,661 mi.; railways open to traffic 2,060 mi.; inland waterways

(approx.) 1,300 mi.

Agriculture. Production (1940-41): rice 6,000,000 tons;

groundnuts 160,000 tons; sesamum seed 72,000 tons; cotton

13,000 tons of lint; tobacco 106,869,600 Ib.
;
teak 438,827 tons.

Mineral Production. In 1939, petroleum 275,673,364 gal.;

tin concentrates 5,441 tons; tungsten concentrates 4,342 tons;

tin tungsten concentrates 5,593 tons; refined lead 76,000; anti-

monial lead 1,180 tons; zinc concentrates 59,347 tons; copper
matte 7,935 tons; nickel speiss 2,896 tons; silver 6,175,000 troy

oz.; gold 1,206 troy oz. (Ton=2,24O Ib.) (See also JAPAN;
WORLD WAR II.)

~
(H. L.)

Burma Road: see ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

Inhn
uUIIII

( I S58- I 943) British politician, champion of

the unemployed and of free speech, was born

Oct. 20 in London. He retired from politics in 1918 after having
served as Radical member of parliament and as cabinet minister.

He was known throughout his life as
"Honest John." Burns died

in London, Jan. 24. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Buses: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR; ELECTRIC
TRANSPORTATION

;
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION.

RlKinPCC Dpi/1011/
Buslness and War. The U.S. depart-

UUolllUOO HCilCff ment of commerce estimated that 70%
of the total output of American industry for 1943 was produced
for war purposes. This figure afforded a reasonably accurate

139
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measure of the extent to which business and industry were

working for the government. Although federal monthly expendi-

ture reached its peak in June with a total of $8,300,000,000, the

peak of war production was not reached until October. The War
Production Board, taking the pre-Pearl Harbor month of Nov.

1941 as a base of 100, announced that in Nov. 1943 the index

had risen to 648 6i times the maximum for prewar months.

By the end of the year the board announced that four production

bottlenecks remained landing .craft, trucks, electronics and

heavy-duty tires. On Oct. 29, the navy cancelled contracts for

427 anti-submarine vessels, the largest single contract termina-

tion for the year, thereby substantially relieving pressure on

basic war industries, and indirectly announcing the success of

the antisubmarine campaign. In November the government began

searching for buyers under the war surplus disposal plan. Thus

the year 1943 marked the turning point in war production. (See

also WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.)

Aircraft Industry. The U.S. aircraft industry became the

largest single manufacturing industry in the world, measured in

terms of number of employees and size of pay rolls. For 1943,

the value of products totalled $^0,000.000,000, wages amounted

to $2,700,000,000, with more than 1,000,000 workers employed.

The total value of annual output for 1943 was more than 70

times greater than that of 1939, while pay rolls were 20 times

greater. Notwithstanding this development, the industry failed

to live up to expectations. On Jan. a, 1943, the War Production

board had set the 1943 goal at "about twice the number and

about four times the weight of planes built in 1942." During the

year plane production, all types, increased from 16,600 in the

first quarter to 20,400 in the second quarter, rose to 22,500 in

the third quarter and, at the October production rate, to 25,000

in the last quarter. A new record of heavy-bomber production

was established in October after it had become clear that bomber

production for heavy long distance attack was demanded on hoth

the European and Pacific fronts. (See also AIR FORCES.)

Automotive Industry. The automotive industry began the

year with over $14,000,000,000 in unfilled orders. Aircraft prod-

ucts accounted for about 50%. The remaining half of the total

backlog was broken down roughly as follows: military vehicles,

covering about 60 different types, 20%; tanks and parts 15%;
ammunition, artillery and small arms 9%; and other products

6%. The disclosure of the exact quantity of specific output was

prohibited by the government as "information that would give aid

and comfort to the enemy." The industry was able to reveal,

however, that the unfilled orders in Nov. 1943 had exceeded

those in January. By July the actual shipments surpassed those

for the entire year 1942, and by mid-September the annual rate

of production had mounted to $9,500,000,000. (See also AUTO-

MOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR.)
"

Shipbuilding. For three war years after 1939 the German

submarines had been sinking tonnage faster than replacements

could be made by the yards of the United Nations. The peak oi

the submarine wolf-pack tactics was reached in March 1943, but

by midsummer the number of sinkings hid grown negligible,

while the destruction of submarines had expanded significantly

and precision bombing of German submarine bases and factories

had gained in frequency and intensity. Shipping losses by Oct.

1943 subsided to the second lowest of any month during the war.

The U.S. Maritime commission began the construction of

Liberty cargo ships in 1941. These vessels were designed for

mass construction by subcontracting, subassembly, and prefabri-

cation of hull and equipment. By Oct. 1943, n yards had

delivered about 1,500 such vessels. Exceeding by 3,000,000 tons

the original annual goal set by WPB, these shipyards had

launched about 19,000,000 dead-weight tons by Dec. 1943.

By 1943 shipbuilding yards had become the chief customers

of the steel industry, taking substantially more than the 16%
of total steel shipments. Growing steadily, not only on both

coasts but on the Great Lakes, shipbuilding became another

billion-dollar industry. Perhaps the outstanding achievement of

1943 was the construction of tankers which not only relieved

the oil shortage in the east with increased coastwise traffic, but

also met the need for "oceans of oil" on the European and

Pacific fronts. (See also SHIPBUILDING.)
Steel Industry. Since steel had become the industrial giant

that supplied the bone and sinew of mechanized warfare, that

industry operated almost exclusively under the direction of the

War Production board in 1943. WPB warned in April 1943 that

the industry had not met its quota, in May the War Manpower
commission demanded a 48-hr, week for steel workers, but in

June a 26% deficiency still existed. The industry blamed the

coal shortage, resulting from strikes by the United Mine Workers,
for the closing of blast and open hearth furnaces. The first half

of 1943 ended with a 43,8oo,ooo-ton production but in the second

half, all-time monthly production records began to be broken

in September, increased in October and November, operating in

excess of 100% theoretical capacity but by December open
hearth production dropped for want of unfilled orders and be-

cause of labour unrest. The drop in lend-lease requirements, the

contract cancellations of the war and navy departments with,

Table I. Indexes of U.S. Physical Production, Carloadings,
Construction and Department Store Sales for 7943

VOLUME OF MANUFACTURE of U.S. durable and nondurable goods, 1941-
43, a* estimated In The Federal Reserve Bulletin (1935-39=100)

Federal Reserve Bulletin

'Estimated.
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PHYSICAL PRODUCTION In leading U.S. war industries, 1941-43; Federal

Reserve estimate corrected for seasonal variation (193539 100)

munitions plants and the increasing stock piles at mills allayed

fears of inadequate output. (See also IRON AND STEEL.)

Critical Metals. Strategic metals, including copper, lead,

zinc, aluminum, magnesium, cobalt, molybdenum, vanadium,

nickel and chrome, which WPB classified as "super-critical" in

Aug. 1943 were available in ample supply for both direct and

indirect war needs by December. Exact production figures were

not available, but industrial sources reported that hundreds of

millions of dollars worth of surplus metals were in federal and

industrial stock piles. The sudden change in the fourth quarter

from shortage to surplus was caused chiefly by the reduction

of the armament program. Copper producers reported refined

cop{>er stock alone at around 400,000 tons, and some copper

processors sought the consent of the Office of Civilian Supply to

divert production to electric power companies, communication

facilities and construction companies. (See also COPPER.)

Producers of aluminum (q.v.), like those of copper, had won

the battle of production in 1943. Aluminum scrap, collected in

nation-wide drives in 1942, had become a drug on the market,

and by November processors began selling below ceiling prices,

while high-cost producers sought subsidies to prevent shutdowns.

Stock piles of primary aluminum that made from bauxite ores,

compared with secondary aluminum made from scrap were

estimated at 70.000,000 Ib. at the close of 1943. In the autumn

the government abandoned its plan to erect three aluminum-

magnesium extrusion mills. During 1943 the astonishing increase

in aluminum output, in the United States alone, turned the scales

definitely in favour of Allied war plane production.

Production of magnesium (q.v.) for 1943 soared to around

500,000,000 Ib., sufficient for all known military purposes. The

year-end stock pile had fallen to 25,000,000 Ib. despite earlier

expectations of a larger supply, because the aircraft demand for

this metal had grown abruptly with a better knowledge of the

relative merits of magnesium and aluminum. The heaviest mag-

nesium consumer, using about 60% of the total output, was the

Chemical Warfare service.

Lead (q.v.) was the first metal to be removed from the critical

list by WPB. The armed services had ordered a decrease in

small arms ammunition production, but almost immediately the

released lead was absorbed by batteries, cables and ethyl gasoline.

The year 1943 ended with stock piles of the Metal Reserve

corporation of the government holding over 200.000 tons as a

contingency against future emergencies.

Despite the wide use of tungsten (q.v.) in cutting tools, dies,

drills, wires and electric light bulbs, Dec. 1943 found the produc-
ers of this metal with an almost normal supply on hand. About

60% had been imported from China and Latin America and

40% obtained from the mines scattered throughout Nevada,

California, Idaho and Colorado. Marginal mines began to close

down. Other hard-metals producers of molybdenum and vanadium

had fulfilled production quotas and the ferro-alloy branch of

WPB no longer recommended allocation to war production only.

(See also STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES.)

Rubber. One of the most crucial and unsolved production

problems of 1943 was the development of the synthetic rubber

industry. The third report of the Rubber director in 1943 placed

the total existing supply at 751,000 tons, including 443,000 long

tons of crude product, 275,000 long tons of synthetics, imports
of 40,000 tons from South America and about 14,000 tons from

Liberia with small shipments from Ceylon. Synthetic production
was divided as follows: buna-S, 218.000 tons; buna-N, 17,000

tons; butyl, 11,000 tons; neoprene, 29,000 tons; and a negligible

supply from thiokol. Dollar volume for the industry was well

above that of 1942 primarily because OPA had allowed higher

price ceilings on rubber goods sold to the government. (See also

RULBEP )

Oil and Gasoline. The bureau of mines estimated motor

fuel demands in the first quarter of 1943 at 18% below that for

the same period of 1942, and the total oil demand at 9% less.

By June, gasoline consumption had diminished i% below the

preceding year, and at the close of the third quarter the produc-
tion of motor fuel, distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, kerosene

and lubricants, plus changes in inventories, had increased re-

serves above the 1942 level by about 2%. Decreases in motor

fuel use of 6% for the first three quarters were more than offset

by the 8% increase in distillate and 11% increase in residual

fuel oils. The bottleneck problem for the oil industry in 1943,

like that in 194-', remained one of transportation despite heavier

gas rations. (See also PETROLEUM; RATIONING.)
Railroad Transportation. The U.S. railroads confronted the

paradoxical situation of seeming to limit their own business by
reducing civilian passenger travel. The explanation lay solely in

troop movements. During the first 19 months of U.S. participa-
tion in the war, the railroads transported 21,754,305 soldiers

(an average of more than 100,000 per day) in organized move-

ments, compared with the 8,874,708 soldiers moved by rail for

the entire duration of World War I. Although the strain on

freight equipment also had become acute in 1942, the Class I

roads carried approximately 15% more revenue ton-miles of

traffic in the first ten months of 1943, about 55% more than

for 1941 and 123% more than for the same period in 1939. (See
also RAILROADS.)

Building. Aggregate construction for 1943 fell below $8,000,-

000,000, compared with $13,000,000,000 for 1942. According to

the department of commerce, private construction fell below

$1,600,000,000 and became "one of the most thoroughly deflated

of all private businesses."

Construction indexes showed pronounced downward trends

throughout the year, for value of building permits, dollar volume

construction, number of dwelling units and nonresidential build-

ings. Two exceptions were shown, first, in the indexes of new
residential buildings, which held unvaried throughout the year,

and second, in expenditures for "additions, alterations and re-

pairs," which showed a definite upward trend. Despite shortages

in material and manpower, the actual dollar volume of 1943 con-

struction exceeded that of the annual average from 1930 to
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"THE USUAL FAMILY SQUABBLE," by Mutton of the Philadelphia Inquirer

I(J39- (See also BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY;

HOUSING.)

Company Earnings. The New York stock exchange survey
of 494 listed companies showed that in the first three quarters of

1943, net earnings exceeded those of 1942 by 10%. The largest

gain was found in the amusement industry, 48.2%; the largest

loss in the building industry, 11%. Automobile makers gai'ned

22.7%, petroleum companies 18.4% and food companies 14.6%.
The aggregate return upon the combined capital of 275 leading

industrial corporations reached 8.8%, compared with 8.1% in

1942 and 12.3% in 1941. Despite the large volume of business,

stockholders did not share proportionately, as a lower margin of

profit per sales dollar was obtained by the 73 largest manufac-

turing corporations whose sales volume had risen 34% above

that of 1942. The 275 corporations paid 68% of their net income

before taxes to the federal government, and although this pro-

portion appeared abnormally high, it approximated the national

average, since the president's annual budget message called for

$108,000,000,000 out of a total national income of $145,000,000,-

ooo, thus requiring 74% of the national dividend for the federal

treasury.

Confronting the uncertainties of a postwar reconversion period,

many companies sought to build reserves out of earnings, but the

treasury was averse to a policy that might become a refuge for

tax avoidance. After allowing a deduction of a 10% credit for

postwar refunds on excess profits taxes, the companies set aside

reserves for federal income, excess profit and capital stock taxes,
as well as certain state and foreign taxes.

Requirements .of reconversion reserves varied widely. In the

chemical industry peacetime production involved slight reconver-
sion costs, whereas the automotive industry, which had practi-

cally abandoned the production of passenger cars for aircraft

production, required substantial reconversion reserves. Corporate
earnings were held in a state of uncertainty because renegotiation
of contracts, hanging like the sword of Damocles, threatened

every distribution of earnings. Certain companies that had en-

joyed prewar monopolistic advantages suddenly confronted post-
war competition from new substitutes, from foreign producers

subsidized by their governments and from postwar use of exten-

sive plants erected by the government in wartime. They found

it desirable, to add to their contingency reserves. Still other cor-

porations, laying postwar plans for the establishment of chain

stores and outlets, withheld distribution of wartime earnings.

Retail and Wholesale Trade. Notwithstanding price ceil-

ings on retail goods, sales volume never fell below $5,000,000,000

per month in 1943, except for the first two months of the year

a showing well above the monthly average of $4,815,000,000 for

1942. Nondurable goods, as usual, took the lion's share of the

consumer's dollar. The sales volume of nondurable goods, which

customarily exceeded that of durable goods by two- or threefold,

rose abruptly to seven- or eightfold. Fear of a shoe shortage

struck the February retail market and sent total volume to an

all-time peak, and when the second shoe ration stamp became

available in June, total sales volume again soared, this time induc-

ing a fear of clothing shortage. Beginning in June apparel inven-

tories began a monthly decline, and when in September apparel

sales reached $544,000,000, compared with $414,000,000 in Janu-

ary, the department of commerce considered the possibility of

clothes rationing. As consumers' income rose, the proportion

spent on women's wear increased, and that for men's wear

declined. Table II shows the unmistakable increase in the monthly
trends of retail trade sales for 1943.

Retail sales of durable goods continued the decline that had

begun in May 1941. The average monthly sales stood at $1,035,-

000,000 in 1940, rose to $1,303,000,000 in 1941, dropped to $839,-

000,000 in 1942, and approximated $780,000,000 in 1943. Cur-

tailment was heaviest in building materials, auto parts and acces-

sories, home furnishings, farm implements and hardware. Despite
this decline in durable goods sales, the dollar value of all retail

sales was 62% higher than the annual average from 1935 to 1939,
and since the cost of living had risen but 24%, there was ample
evidence that consumers' standards of living were not falling

and that, despite the economies of war, total civilian consumption
had increased through a draft on increased physical production
and inventories.

The curtailment of civilian production of durable goods had
led to the belief that total retail inventories would almost dis-

appear, but according to the bureau of foreign and domestic

commerce, the Sept. 1943 total actually reached $27,800,000,000,
because general merchandise and apparel stores had been able to

add to their supplies of nondurable goods. While at no time did

total inventories during 1943 attain the 1942 levels, they did

approximate those for 1941.

Although about $1,000,000,000 in retail inventories had dis-

appeared over the 1 2-month period, wholesale inventories main-

tained a remarkably steady position.

Combined sales of the 14 leading variety chains gained 7.5%
over 1942 record sales. By Oct. 1943, when merchandise short-

ages had been predicted, these stores actually showed gains in

sales volume. Sales were 33% greater in September than in

Table IL Indexes of U.S. Retail Trade, 1943 (7935-39= 700).

U.S. Department of Commerce; Survey of Current Business.
*Estimatcd. ., ,



January as consumers began extensive buying of luxury items.

Department store sales ran about 60% cash sales, 5% instalment

sales and 35% charge accounts. Inventories of these stores in-

creased substantially in August and September, and unusually

early holiday sales began in October.

Cost of Living. The cost of living in 1943 was approximately

6% higher on the average than for 1942, according to estimates

of the bureau of labor statistics. Using a different basis for com-

putation, the National Industrial Conference board reported that

by Oct. 1943 living costs were only 3.9% higher than for the

same month in 1942. With trade union wages based upon the

"little steel" formula, it became an important matter which index

was used, but the War Labor board adhered to that of the

bureau of labor statistics. U.S. earnings hit an all-time peak with

a gross income of $103,000,000,000 in the first nine months of the

year, and for the country as a whole the September dollar in-

come was 20% higher than for the same month in 1942. The

treasury reported in November that Americans were spending at

the unprecedented rate of $91,000,000,000 annually, out of a total

predicted national income of about $145,000,000,000. Wage
earners attributed this increased spending to higher costs of liv-

ing than were reflected in the indexes used for wage determina-

tion.

The department of commerce reported that during the fiscal

year 1943, when per capita income payments rose at the most

rapid rate since midsummer 1940, the cost of living index had

risen only 2% per quarter compared with 3% per quarter in

1942. Largely as the result of price control, rationing and wage

Table III. Disposition of Individual Incomes, 1940-1943
(in billions)

bUSINCSS REVIEW
items entering into th~

Id?

Toble IV. Indexes of i* U.S. Cot! of Living, 1943(1935-39 = 100)

U.S. Department of Commerce.

ceilings, the per capita expenditures of consumers dropped from

86% of income in 1940 to 66% for 1943, while net savings and

personal taxes had grown from 14% to 34% of individual income.

The disposition of individual incomes, 1940 to 1943, is shown in

Table 111.

The especially sharp rise in food prices in the first quarter of

1943 was attributed chiefly to an unprecedented rise in the price

of fresh fruits and vegetables as the result of a late spring freeze

and the lack of ceiling prices. The drop in food prices in June

and July was attributed to the tremendous increase in victory

gardens and to the roll-back of certain food prices under the reg-

ulations of the Office of Price Administration. In July came the

first drop in meat prices, and the increased marketing of lambs,

cattle and hogs, caused by the high prices of stock feed, further

reduced meat prices in the last quarter. Consumers' organiza-

tions complained that although prices of canned goods remained

fixed, the quality and quantity were lowered and that price con-

trol was meaningless without compulsory grade labelling. (See

also PRICES.)

Clothing prices remained remarkably stable for the year.

Throughout the years 1941 and 1^42 consumer expenditures for

wearing apparel kept in step with the rise of income, but during

1943 consumers spent proportionately much more, and by the

fourth quarter, demands for luxury clothing swamped the retail

clothing stores, especially in the fur trade. Jewelry and other

luxury items, not included in the cost of living budget and not

subject to price control, showed abrupt increases in total volume

of holiday sales. Table IV shows the trend in the most important

U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business.

^Estimated.

Fear that the cost of living could not be controlled was

founded both on the rising prices of foodstuffs and on rising

wages. Practically all wage adjustments came under the jurisdic-

tion of the War Labor board, and only in exceptional instances

were increases allowed above the 1$% ceiling fixed by the "little

steel" formula, and then chiefly as incentive wages related to

increased output. Between May 1942 and July 1943, the cost of

living had outdistanced hourly wage rates and was about 24%
above the Jan. 1941 base, and collective bargains were for the

most part written in terms of hourly wage rates. Management

pointed to increases in average hourly earnings, which included

bonuses, premiums and other incentive wage payments, showing

that these had risen from 68.3 cents in January to 84.5 cents by

June 1942 and to 95.9 cents by June 1943, and that concomitantly

pay rolls had increased 140% above the 1941 base. Union lead-

ers demanded wage increases because "take-home" pay had de-

creased, since wages were reduced 20% by the withholding

method of collecting the income tax, 10% by reductions for wrar

bonds and by the social security tax, group insurance charges and

UNO WHO, the common U S. citizen of Cartoonist Manning of the Arixon*
Republic (Phoenix) was "thrown up for grabs" in 1943. Manning's cartoon It

entitled "Inflation Squeeze"
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check-off for union maintenance; but WLB related living costs

to the contractual, not the "take-home," wage. The trend in in-

come payments, wholesale prices, pay rolls, factory employment,

purchasing power of the dollar and prices of farm products gave
a more exact explanation of the incomes used to defray costs of

living. The data in Table V were combined from reports of the

bureau of labor statistics, the Federal Reserve board, and the

bureau of agricultural economics. (See also NATIONAL INCOME
NATIONAL PRODUCT; WAGES AND HOURS.)

Table V. Trend* in U.S. /ncoroe, 1943

Tederal Reserve Bulletin.

tl)<'partmcnt of Commerce, Surrey ojj Current Rust urns.

tEslimatcd.

Securities. Yields on all common stocks regularly traded on

the New York stock exchange ended 1943 about twice as high as

the yields of high grade corporation bonds. Listed industrial

securities, according to the Dow-Jones average, rose from 125 in

January to 136 in March and April, to 142 in May, levelled off

in June and reached the high for the year in July at 146. August
saw the market drop to 138, level off through November, and

close the year slightly higher. The stock market justified none

of the fears of those who had predicted runaway inflation. Ap-

proximately the same trends appeared for industrial, rail and

public utility shares. The volume of trading for 1943 rose far

above any year of the previous decade. New and refunding

issues also increased with the latter accounting for three-fourths

of the total volume.

In January congressional tolerance proved a bullish factor,

and public interest was aroused in low-priced stocks. In March
strike threats impaired price controls, forcing the market higher,

but this was offset somewhat in April by demands for a 48-hr,

week and more vigorous governmental controls. In August the

unloading of war stocks turned the market downward. With con-

gressional consideration of the treasury's ten-billion-dollar tax

proposal, the market took a bearish turn in October, and congress

reacted at once by shearing the tax bill to a two-billion-dollar

levy. Except for tax loss sales, the market held its own in Decem-

ber. Following the recommendation of the treasury to use the

period of high earnings to retire indebtedness, many industrial,

railroad and public utility corporations substantially reduced their

outstanding bonds. (Set also STOCKS AND BONDS.)

Banking. Money in circulation outside the treasury and the

federal reserve banks in Jan. 1943 totalled $15,500,000,000 and

exceeded $18,800,000,000 by October. By that time five-sixths of

the money in use was in the form of paper currency, with $15,-

100,000,000 in federal reserve notes. Bonk deposits in February
reached $54,800,000,000 and soared to $75,700,000,000 by Sep-
tember. In eight months bank deposits had risen about $21,000,-

000,000, equal to the growth of both bank deposits and currency
in circulation in 1942. The Federal Reserve board reported that

of a total of $113,000,000,000 in deposits and currency outstand-

ing at the end of August, over $40,000,000,000 belonged to busi-

ness and $60,000,000,000 to individuals, trust funds and non-

profit organizations, with the remaining $13,000,000,000 held in

government accounts.

Excess reserves continued to decline throughout 1943. In Jan,

they amounted to $2,300,000,000, and thereafter dropped irreg-

ularly until July 28, when they reached a low of $1,000,000,000.

The U.S. securities that had stood at 109.8 in January had risen

to 113.2 by September, giving substantial evidence that the "full

faith and credit" of the federal government had been more than

maintained during the year. (See also BANKING; NATIONAL

DEBT.)

Bankruptcy. Involuntary bankruptcies fell to a new low for

seven years in 1943. For the first half of the year, about 167,000
business firms discontinued business for various reasons, such as

shortage of inventory; army draft; difficulty in procuring ma-

terials, manpower or equipment; impairment of business profits

by price controls and taxes; and disappearance of markets. It is

important to distinguish business discontinuances from bank-

ruptcies. According to Dun and Bradstreet 2,753 firms, compared
with 7,641 for the year 1942, went bankrupt during the first

three quarters of 1943, whereas the Small Business committee of

the senate estimated that approximately 300,000 firms discon-

tinued business for the year as a whole.

The drop in total liabilities of bankrupt firms was traceable

chiefly to the decline in the number of firms failing. Retail trade

failures from January through August 1943 were about one-

third the number for the corresponding period of 1942. Declines

in bankruptcies were most marked in general merchandise, furni-

ture and automobile lines; the trend for bankruptcies in apparel

shops and drug stores reached the average; while the number of

monthly failures for hardware stores and restaurants was dis-

tinctly higher than the average. With the exception of two

one in steel and another in tool manufacture all the manufac-

turing failures involved small scale enterprises. For the first three

quarters, the percentage of discontinuances was four times as

great for firms employing from one to three persons as for firms

employing 50 or more. Both bankruptcies and discontinuances

revealed that the smaller firms confronted in wartime greater

dangers and business risks than larger firms.

Legislation. The attitude of congress toward business was
more favourable in 1943. In April, congress reduced the tax rate

on corporate income recommended by the treasury and refused to

raise the excess profits tax above 90%. Corporations were re-

quired, however, under the Current Tax Payment act, to investi-

gate the family status, births and deaths of all employees for

withholding income for tax purposes, and to estimate in advance

payments to be made during the year as bonuses, premiums,
commissions, fees and overtime wages. Thus business firms had
become more and more, since the imposition of the social security

tax, federal tax-collecting agencies. Moreover, wage deductions

for war loan bond purchases had become an added governmental
function imposed on business. Congress refused to levy the gen-
eral retail sales tax supported by representatives of business and

industry. In Oct. 1943, after the treasury had recommended a

tax bill for $10,000,000,000, congress produced a revenue meas-
ure providing for about $2,000,000,000, and when the budget
bureau's supplemental appropriation bill, usually accepted with-

out any great dissent, was submitted, congress sheared 82% from
that bill. Strenuous congressional efforts were made to reduce

nonwar waste through reduction in longstanding expenditures. In

August, the Office of War Information estimated that the treas-

ury had saved $3,555>ooo,ooo through renegotiation of contracts,
and congress refused to make redress for the resulting uncertainty
in business. (See also TAXATION.)
The administration of laws previously enacted gave rise to

extensive management risks, such as the ever-increasing complex-

ity of tax regulations, decisions and rulings; the extension and
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enforcement of price and wage controls; termination or partial

cancellation of war contracts; alteration of priorities and alloca-

tion of producers* goods; and unexpected regulations and post-

war plans issued by federal bureaus.

As a result of the attempts of the War Labor board and the

Director of Economic Stabilization to prevent wage increases at

a time of most acute manpower shortage, industry suffered the

loss, through strikes, of 170,000 man-days in Feb. 1943; 230,000

in March; and 675,000 man-days in May. To enforce their rul-

ings, the president, acting under the War Powers act, temporarily

took over the coal mines May i, released them in August, re-

sumed control Oct. 27 and took over the railroads on Dec. 27.

Upon order from the president to "hold the line" against inflation

on April 8, the War Manpower commission froze 27,000,000

workers to their jobs in government, railroads, farm and indus-

try, to ensure against wage increases and rising costs. Pursuant to

rationing powers the number of commodities placed on rationed

lists increased considerably, thereby placing more food industries

under governmental surveillance. (See also LAW.)

Foreign Trade. For the first time in the history of U.S.

foreign trade, monthly exports exceeded $1,000,000,000, begin-

ning in May, and reached a total of $10,278,000,000 for the

first ten months. Lend-lease shipments accounted for more than

$8,000,000,000, and exports sold for cash, $2,778,000,000. The
Office of Lend-Lease administration reported that the distribution

through June 30, 1943, had been made as follows: to the United

Kingdom, $4,458,000,000; to the U.S.S.R., $2,444,000,000; to

Africa and the Middle East $1,363,000,000; to the Far East and

Oceania, $1,133,000,000; and to all other countries, $484,000,000;

making a total' value of $9,882,000,000 from the beginning of the

lend-lease program. By far the greatest quantity of such exports

was made in 1943 after the "arsenal of democracy" had begun to

function. According to British authorities, the dollar value of

lend-lease was not statistically accurate, nor ever could be, since

"if the United States sends us aircraft for British crews to fly

from British airfields, that is recorded as lend-lease. If they send

such aircraft complete with American crews who fly from the

same field, that is not reckoned as lend-lease." Moreover, the

British noted, it was difficult ever to determine with statistical

accuracy the difference between the American equipping of Brit-

ish men, and British manning of American equipment, nor could

a commercial value be fixed on the pint of British blood plasma

poured into American veins, or vice versa.

Export trade of 1943 accounted to no small extent for the nazi

reverses on the Russian front. The U.S. exports to the U.S.S.R.

were as follows: ordnance and ammunition, $316,000,000; air-

craft and equipment, $522,000,000; industrial and naval supplies,

$691,000,000; military vehicles and tanks, $372,000,000; and

farm products, $416,000,000. According to the British informa-

tion service, Britain had also exported, as of June 30, another

$716,000,000.

Reverse lend-lease announced in the simultaneous reports by

the United States and Britain in Nov. 1943 had taken place on an

extensive scale during the year. The United Kingdom had ren-

dered services and supplied materials valued at $871,000,000.

Australia had supplied food and clothing amounting to $196,000,-

ooo
;
New Zealand had furnished about $51,000,000 in food, and

India, $57,000,000; so that the total for reverse lend-lease ap-

proximated $1,171,000,000 during the year. According to these

figures, American lend-lease exports exceeded imports by almost

an eight-to-one ratio.

Table VI gives the exports and imports by months, showing

the extent to which both exceeded those of 1942. The National

Industrial Conference board differentiated the lend-lease and

"cash" exports for the first nine months of the year. The totals

differed slightly because re-exports were included, but the pre-

ponderance of lend-lease monthly exports was outstanding. (Sec

also INTERNATIONAL TRADE.)

Table VI. Comparative Trends in U.S. Exports and /imports for 1942
ana* 1943, Together with fte/otive Importance of lend-lease ana*

"Cash" Exports for 1943

U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business.
^National Industrial Conference- Board: The Record.

Business Conditions in Other Countries. Great Britain.

The financial structure of Great Britain sturdily withstood the

strain of the fourth war year in 1943. The official price system
remained remarkably stable. The cost of living index (July

1914 = 100) remained fixed at 165 each month during the first

half of 1943, rose to 168 for July and October and continued firm

through the. last half year. No variation whatsoever occurred in

the indexes for rents, fuel, light, iron and steel, nonferrous metals

and cotton. Prices rose slightly for chemicals, oil, food and to-

bacco. The wage index of the London and Cambridge Economic

service showed an increase from 139 in January to 143 in June,

remaining thereafter at 144 (Dec. 1924=100).
War shackles on company earnings and profits were retained in

1943. Net profits for 515 companies dropped 6% below those of

1942, and 25% below prewar levels. The stock price index rose

steadily until May, revived somewhat during the summer and

levelled off at a lower point in the latter half year. The average
rate of ordinary dividends rose from 8.3% to 11.9% between the

second and third quarters, thus remaining at the same levels as

1942. Bank notes in circulation rose from 912,000,000 in Janu-

ary to 994,000,000 in October, while public deposits increased

from 7,800,000 to 11,100,000. Indexes of gilt-edged securities,

fixed interest investments, bank and insurance securities, all

showed a steady and conservative tendency to rise throughout
r 943- The chief obstacles to increasing physical production were

labour shortages and strikes. (See also GREAT BRITAIN.)

Canada. The phenomenal rate of industrial expansion began
to abate in 1943. The official index of physical volume of busi-

ness reached 236% of the 1935-39 average by September, falling

below August and April but remaining 14% above the 1942 level.

Output gains of 23% were recorded in manufacturing and 2 6 Ve-

in mineral products. Production of newsprint and pulp dropped
below the 1942 level early in the year, despite a high labour pri-

ority. Suspension of trading in wheat futures on the Winnipeg

grain exchange in September facilitated national price controls.

Since 1942 the controlled price of bread, the key item in the cost

of living index to which wage payments were tied, had been pre-

served by subsidies to bakers covering the difference between

flour costs and the market price of wheat, and in 1943 the Wheat
board purchased wheat directly to regulate market flow.

More than $1,000,000,000 in mutual aid was given the United

Kingdom. Huge wheat exports were sent to the U.S.S.R. on lend-

lease accounts and to the United States for cheaper feed supplies

for American livestock end dairy industries. These wheat exports

substantially relieved the exchange pressure on the Canadian

dollar. (See also CANADA.)
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Germany. Official statistical data continued unreliable in 1943

because they were issued by and for the propaganda ministry to

show "the achievements of the defense year 1943." British esti-

mates of bombing damage to war industries placed losses at 33%,
Swedish estimates at 15%. Needle and shoe trade machines were

moved out of some factories into homes. Shortages were espe-

cially acute in iron and steel, rubber, meats, clothing, shoes and

oil despite conscription of millions from occupied territory. Clos-

ing of bank branches was extensive in preparation for complete

nationalization of banks. The board of economic warfare esti-

mated nazi loot and plunder as equivalent to $10,000,000,000 per

year. According to nazi official data, stability dominated all prices,

wages, loans, deposits, securities and incomes. In Sept. 1943,

German armed forces commandeered all motor vehicles, mules,

fuel, lubricants and tools in occupied Italy and conscripted labour

for the service of the nazi army and industry. No trustworthy

data were available showing the extent to which other occupied

countries were impoverished by nazi officials and armies. (See

also GERMANY.) (E. H. HE.)

Total butter production in 1943 was estimated by the

U.S. department of agriculture to be 2,138,000,000 Ib.

about i% more than was produced in 1942 and i% below the

!935-39 average. The military and lend-lease needs took such

a large share of the total that butter became scarce in many
regions early in 1943, even with strict rationing and the produc-

tion of a large quantity of substitute oleomargarine. The civilian

consumption of butter declined steadily in 1943 and was only

13.3 Ib. per capita compared to 17 Ib. in 1940 and an average of

16.8 Ib. for the five-year prewar period 1935-39. This was only

73% of the average while the consumption of margarine was

148% of the prewar period. The shortage of butter for civilians

became so acute, in October that the government announced that

there would be no government buying of butter until April 1944

and that the entire production would be made available for

civilian uses. The government requirements were stated to be

316,000,000 Ib. for the military and 122,000,000 Ib. for lend-

Icase, relief and other programs.

The goal for total milk production of 122,000,000,000 Ib. for

1944 offered little hope for an increase in butter for civilian

consumption due to the strong demand for fluid milk. The ration-

ing of butter at 16 points per pound at the end of 1943 sharply

reduced consumption in many areas. One important factor in the

decline of butter production was the diversion of milk to fluid

milk consumption because of the higher consumer buying power

in the larger cities. Changes in food habits such as the in-

creased consumption of quick lunches was an important factor.

The stocks of fluid cream in cold storage were very heavy,

almost double the normal, and the excess was equivalent to about

0,000,000 Ib. of butter. The heavy stocks in cold storage at

the end of 1943 were held chiefly by the government to meet its

needs until spring when buying for the government account is to

be resumed. Consumers did not seem disposed to turn to butter-

substitutes even at the high ceiling prices. (See also CHEESE;

DAIRYING; MILK; OLEOMARGARINE.) (J. C. Ms.)

Rurnoc lamoc F (l879~ } >
u -s - offidal

>
was bom

DjIIICO, UdlllCO T. May 2 in Charleston, S.C., of Irish

parentage. At the age of 14 he left school to become office boy
of a law firm. By studying stenography, he advanced to the

position of court reporter. In 1910, he was elected to the house

of representatives on the Democratic ticket and was re-elected

six times, serving from 1911 to 1925. As a member of the de-

ficiency committee during World War I, he formed a lasting

friendship with Franklin D. Roosevelt, then an assistant secretary

of the navy. In 1930 he was elected to the U.S. senate and was

re-elected in 1936. In June 1941 he was appointed associate

justice of the U.S. supreme court. After serving 16 months on the

supreme court bench, he was named by President Roosevelt to

head the newly created Office of Economic Stabilization on Oct.

3, 1942. On May 28, 1943, he was moved into another newly
created office, topping all other government agencies, the Office

of War Mobilization. His job was to settle disputes between top

administrators, bring about increased co-ordination between

agencies and smooth out relations with congress. One of his

first acts was to name Bernard M. Baruch his personal adviser.

During the latter months of 1943, Byrnes took much of the

responsibility for holding down wages and prices. He could not,

however, hold congress in line.

William ( l87^Q43),u.s. actor, was bom
William April 3 in Brooklyn, N.Y. After a

succession of stock company roles, he appeared in plays starring

John Drew, Maude Adams, Mrs. Fiske, Maxine Elliott and Ethel

Barrymore. His best performances were in The Boomerang, The
Lion and the Mouse and Tea for Three. In 1936 he appeared
with Katherine Cornell in Saint Joan and with John Gielgud in

Hamlet, Celebrating his $oth anniversary on the stage, Byron in

1939 was seen in the Guild production of Stephan Zweig's Jere-

miah. Byron, who also played character roles, was one of the

founders of the Actors' Equity association and was elected as its

president in 1938. He died in Hollywood, July 16.

Cabinet Members.
The following members of President

Roosevelt's cabinet held office on Jan.

1944:

Post Name State

Secretary of State Cordell Hull Tennessee
Secretary of the Treasury . . . Henry Morgenthau, Jr. ... New York
Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson New York
Attorney-General Francis Biddlc Pennsylvania
Postmaster General Frank C. Walker Pennsylvania
Secretary of the Navy .... Frank Knox Illinois

Secretary of the Interior . . . Harold L. Iekes Illinois

Secretary of Agriculture . . . Claude R. Wickard Indiana
Secretary of Commerce .... Jesse H. Jones Texas
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins New York

Great Britain. At the close of 1943 the war cabinet was com-

posed as follows:

Party

Conservative

Post Name
'

Prime Minister, First Lord of the

Treasury and Minister of De-
fense ........... Winston Churchill

Lord President of the Council
and Deputy Prime Minister . C. R. Attire ........ Labour

Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs and Leader of the

House of Commons ..... Anthony Eden ....... Conservative
Chancellor of the Exchequer . . Sir John Anderson ..... Conservative
Minister of Labour and

National Service ...... Ernest Bevin ....... Labour
Minister of Production .... Oliver Lyttelton ...... Conservative
Home Secretary ai.d Minister of

Home Security ...... Herbert Morrison ...... Labour
Minister of Reconstruction . . Lord Woolton........
Minister of State (Cairo) . . . R. G Casey ....... (from Australia)

For other ministers and members of the government, see GOV-

ERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS.

Cacao: sec COCOA.

f cadmium in the United States con-

tinued to be well below demand. A survey by the

War Production board for the third quarter of 1943 indicated a

supply 25% short of requirements, and further restrictions were

placed on uses of the metal in September.
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In order to maintain a better control on distribution and use,

sales to consumers were restricted until the usual consumers'

stocks, equivalent to 8 to 12 months' requirements, were re-

duced to 2 to 3 months' requirements. The shortage was largely

due to heavy consumption in aircraft (as electroplated parts),

which was estimated to take about half of the total supply. While

no official reports were made on production, world output in

1942 was unofficially estimated at 7,500 short tons, as compared
with 4,200 tons in 1938 (G. A. Ro.)

t

Pfllhf Hamilton PprUnC ( l8 74-'943)> U.S. chemist and

bally, ndllllllUII rCIMlId educator, was bom May 2 in

Camden, Kan. A graduate of the University of Kansas, 1897,

he took graduate work at Cornell and received his Ph.D. from

the University of Kansas in 1903. Dr. Cady joined the staff

at Kansas in 1899 and was named professor of chemistry in

1911 He and another faculty member identified the presence

of helium in natural gas produced in Dexter, Kan., in 1907,

which eventually led to the establishment of a helium plant in

that vicinity. Dr. Cady also invented scales to determine mo-

lecular weight of gases, fostered research in liquid ammonia and

was co-author of several books on chemistry. He died in

Lawrence, Kan., May 26.

Calendar of Events, 1943: see pages 1-15.

A southwestern Pacific coast state of the United

States (statehood granted Sept. 9, 1850). It is

popularly called the "Golden state." Area, 158,693 sq.mi., in-

cluding 1,890 sq.mi. of water; pop. (1940) 6,907,387, only 29%
rural. A 1943 estimate, based on the issuance of War Ration

Book No. 4, indicated that the population had risen to 7,814,676.

Capital, Sacramento (105,958); other leading cities, Los Angeles

(1,504,277); San Francisco (634,536); Oakland (302,163); San

Diego (203,341); Long Beach (164,271); Berkeley (85,547);

Glendale (82,582); Pasadena (81,864). Estimates for 1943 re-

vealed substantial increases in population in each of these cities.

History. On Jan. 4, 1943, Earl Warren was inaugurated as

California's new Republican governor. His program, developed

through action of the regular legislative session and a special one

called on March 17, emphasized several changes from that of the

previous administration. With the state income high, a tax re-

duction measure was drawn up by which it was estimated that

taxes would be reduced in the next biennium by $65,000,000. A
state guard program abolished the militia plan in force and sub-

stituted for it an organization based upon a community volunteer

system. A State War council of about 100 persons (later reduced

in size), representing the legislative and executive branches of

the state government and also cities and counties of the state,

was formed to co-ordinate defense plans with those of the armed

services. A postwar planning council, particularly designed to

cope with an expected tremendous postwar unemployment prob-

lem, and a food-and-fibre council, created to meet current agri-

cultural harvest problems, were likewise set up. Governor War-

ren also backed an increase in the state old-age pension from $40

to $50 per month. During 1943 there was increasing mention of

the governor as a vice-presidential possibility in the next national

election.

A lessening of the danger of Japanese attack on the California

coast resulted in changing the status of the aircraft warning serv-

ice from an active to an alert basis on Oct. 16, and in lightening

dimout restrictions substantially, effective Nov. i.

Disturbances connected with war conditions occurred in two

widely separated areas in the state during 1943. In Los Angeles,

in June, fist-fights took place between service men and so-called

(from extreme clothing styles) "zoot suit" gangs, many of whose

members were of Mexican ancestry. In northern California, at

Tulelake, a relocation camp used mainly for disloyal Japanese,

the inmates rioted on Nov. 4 and held officials prisoner for sev-

eral hours. The camp was then taken over from the War Reloca-

tion authority by the military.

Laxity in the enforcement of regulations in Folsom prison late

in 1943 caused the removal of certain officials; a special session

of the legislature was in prospect early in 1944 to consider

changes in the state penal system.
In the economic field California took the lead over all other

states in the U.S. in ship and plane production (9.9% of the total

output). On Aug. 16 the first steel mill of the state (erected by

Henry Kaiser at Fontana) started operation. Job stabilization

started in the first month of the year. Occasional food shortages

took place in congested areas, notably in milk products lines, and

in all areas where defense plants operated or where military

camps were located, serious housing shortages developed.

Education. The amount assigned in 1943-44 to the public

school system of the state was $78,914,772. Elementary schools,

with an average daily attendance total of 689,876, were allotted

$46,651,293 from state funds; secondary schools, with an average

daily attendance of 348,371, were assigned $32,263,428.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. State institutions

numbered 19 in 1942: seven hospitals for the insane; two homes
for the feeble-minded; three juvenile correctional schools; four

prisons (three for men, one for women) ;
two homes for war

veterans; one home for the adult blind. The average population

of these institutions (1941-42) was 36,347. Expenditures in 1942
for upkeep of institutions were $13,706,000. In the 1943-45

budget old-age pensions amounted to $96,733,000 of the total

estimate.

Banking and Finance. California state banks numbered 282

(82 departmental, n commercial, 13 savings, 10 trust companies,
166 branch banks). Deposits totalled $1,792,259,000 (1942:

$1,469,844,000); total resources were $2,209,011,000. Property
values in the state were assessed at $7,886,224,624. On Nov. i

the state had $116,257,000 invested in war bonds. Receipts
in the 1942-43 fiscal year amounted to $490,752,000 (1941-42:

$345,443,602). Largest returns were derived from the unem-

ployment insurance tax ($143,394,000; in 1941-42: $82,600,000).

Other items were: bank and corporation tax, $18,433,765; liquor

excise, $4,271,812; personal income tax, $10,312,343; motor and

use tax, $1,412,828; retail sales tax, $3,060,602. The state budget
for the 1943-45 biennium was $551,868,000. In the budget was

included $43,75o,ooo for a postwar construction fund. Tax reduc-

tions over the previous biennium were estimated at $65,000,000.

The state general fund showed a surplus of $84,200,000 on June

30, 1943 ($60,000,000 in 1942), which rose to $103,100,000 by
Oct. 31.

Communication. California in 1940 had 14,088 mi. of steam

railway; 2,768 mi. electrified railway; approximately 900,000 mi.

of public highway. During the 1941-43 biennium $82,093,000
was spent by the division of highways. Motor vehicles registered

(Nov. i) numbered 2,504,987 automobiles, 211,375 trucks, 18,930

motorcycles. In the first quarter of 1943, traffic deaths per mil-

lion gallons of gasoline sold were 29.2 (in 1942: 24.3). In Sept.

it was estimated that the state had 2,120,700 telephones (8%
over 1942).

Agriculture. The value of agricultural production in Califor-

nia in 1942 amounted to $769,722,000. Fruit and nut crops were
valued at $325,539,000 (1941: $249,657,000); commercial vege-

tables at $154,539,000 (1941: $111,725,000); feed crops at $289,-

644,000 (1941: $218,433,000). Farm income in 1942 from live-

stock and livestock products was $294,136.000. The 1943 grape
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crop was estimated at $122,000,000 in value and 1,596,000 tons

in weight (1942: 1,398,000 tons); wine grapes amounted to

531,000 tons; table grapes, 498,000 tons, raisin grapes (fresh),

109,000 tons; dried raisins, 368,000 tons. The cotton crop for

1943 was expected to amount to 360,000 bales; the bean crop to

277,900 tons.

Manufacturing. In 1943 aircraft and shipbuilding contracts

awarded to California plants were valued at $6,801,654,000 for

the former, $2,979,497,000 for the latter. Labour statistics indi-

cated the total number of industrial workers in the state (includ-

ing clerical, etc.) to be 1,138,000 in November (1942: 608,000).

Employees (industrial) in durable goods plants numbered 709,-

300; in nondurable, 179,600. Women workers amounted to

approximately one-third of the total. Average weekly earnings

in durable goods plants were $57.63; in nondurable goods plants,

$43.48 (in 1942, $52.03 and $43.48, respectively). In 1943 manu-

facturing reached a peak in production in the summer and then

leveled off.

Mineral Production. Total output was valued at $419,536,-

ooo for 1942 (official est.). Petroleum again accounted for the

largest amount.

Production of Principal Minerals in California, 1942

UNIVERSITY OFCAMOUFLAGE
Bureau of Public Administration and the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, the university began to prepare for the post-
war period. For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes,

etc., sec UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (R. G S.)

Camacho, Manuel Avila: see AVILA CAMACHO, MANUEL.
Cambodia: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

The number of matriculants in

the academic year 1942-43 was

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. E. Chapman, A History of California: The Spanish
Period (1921); R. G. Clcland, A History of California: T//" American
Period (1922); R. D. Hunt and N. Sanchez, A Short History of California

(1929); J. W. Caughey, California (1940). (> Ri>)

California, University of.

A state-supported, coeduca-

tional university, with head-

quarters at Berkeley, but with six other campuses, at Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Davis, Riverside, Mt. Hamilton, and La Jolla.

During 1943, the University of California considerably revised

its program and undertook numerous new activities in order to

effect more complete utilization of its resources in the interest of

the nation. On July i the university introduced a wartime calen-

dar, comprised of three full terms of 16 weeks each, as well as

one summer session of six weeks concurrent with part of the

summer term.

Facilities and training were provided for military and naval

units on four of the university's campuses. In February the col-

lege of agriculture at Davis discontinued civilian teaching for

the duration of the war, and turned over the greater part of its

facilities to the United States signal corps. At both Berkeley and

Los Angeles instruction was provided for trainees in the army

specialized training programs and the naval V-i2 program, as well

is for pre-mcteorology and meteorology units of the air corps

ind for selected groups sent for intensive, technical courses. At

San Francisco instruction was provided for a large unit of the

United States nurses cadet corps and for men in both dentistry

and medicine for the army and navy.

Education and training continued for civilian students. Every

undergraduate civilian student was required to fulfil the national

service course requirement, either by following professional cur-

ricula of importance to the war effort or by selecting, in addition

:o his normal curriculum, a group of related courses designed

:o prepare him for useful service in connection with the war.

Through various faculty committees and such agencies as the

Cambridge University.
2,322, the second highest on record, as compared with 1,759 m
1941-42. The great majority of the 2,700 men undergraduates
read scientific subjects, with resulting congestion in the labora-

tories. Science and engineering students who had passed the

higher certificate with physics, mathematics, etc., might be al-

lowed to complete a two-year or longer course, if their progress
were satisfactory; but arts students were liable to be drafted to

national service after reaching the age of 18 years.

There were 17 professorial vacancies. The following retired

under the age limit: Professor Owen T. Jones (geology); Profes-

sor A. C Pigou (political economy) ;
Dr. P. H. Winficld (English

law) ;
Sir Frederick Gowland Hopkins (biochemistry) ;

Dr. F. H.
A. Marshall (reader in agricultural physiology) ;

and Dr. John
A. Ryle, the regius professor of physic, vacated his chair to take

up a post at Oxford. The following chairs were filled: Dr. A. C.

Chibnall (biochemistry); Dr. J. F. Baker (mechanical science);
Dr. R. A. Fisher (genetics) ;

Dr. W. B. R. King (geology) ; Henry
A. Hollond (English law) ;

Dr. W. W. Grave was appointed regis-

trary on the sudden death of Ernest Harrison.

A bequest of 440,000 from the late R. R. Cory for the botanic

garden was the largest single benefaction ever received. The Pitt

Press assigned a sum of 44.000 to endow from the profits of the

organization a chair in American history.

Among distinguished members of the faculty who died were

John Hilton, professor of industrial relations, a well-known

broadcaster; Francis M. Cornford, emeritus professor of ancient

philosophy; and Terrot R. Glover, former public orator. Many
generations of undergraduates also regretted the death of Stanley

Brown, for 43 years chief clerk of the Union society.

BiuLiOGRAi'HY.~Cam6riWic University Reporter, vol. 73;
Review, vol. 64.

Cambridge
(C. Fo.)

Cameroon*: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA; FRENCH COLONIAL
EMPIRE.

Camouflage practises deception by concealing
or disguising objects to render them unrecog-

nizable to an enemy. For front-line fighting, available natural

concealment provided the best camouflage. In the absence of

Camouflage.

CAMOUFLAGED JAP r'LANES at an airfield In the Wewak area, New Guinea,
photographed during an Allied raid with parachute bombs in 1943



CAMOUFLAGE LESSON at West Point military academy. The cadets look at

a model village through Inverted binoculars; the effect is similar to viewing
the earth from an altitude of 3,000 ft.

natural means, substitutes had to be devised. Netting, garnished
with cloth strips, leaves and branches were draped to fuse a

machine gunner and his weapon with the surrounding landscape
or it might screen individual riflemen in advanced sharpshooting

positions. Sacking might be coloured and shaped to imitate rocks,

blending with stony soil or desert terrain. Net camouflage, prop-

erly trimmed and draped, transformed trucks, tractors and tanks

into seemingly harmless haystacks. Another netting variation

formed "flat tops" to screen antiaircraft guns emplaced for firing.

If netting was not available, chicken wire, appropriately gar-

nished, furnished suitable cover.

Men, horses, mules and inanimate objects were alike subject

to camouflage. Soldiers appeared in dapple-painted clothing, orna-

mented wjth the foliage of their surroundings. In the tropics,

vivid colours predominated in the soldier's individual camou-

flage ;
in the north, he dressed in white. If leaf or flower camouflage

was used, the materials were kept fresh, since dead camouflage is

worse than none at all. At the ist service command camouflage

school a "ragamuffin" suit was devised from coloured burlap

garlands knotted together so that the outline of the soldier's body

appeared in broken line and he easily melted into the immediate

terrain.

Paints applied to battleships, trucks, tanks, jeeps or landing

barges played a prominent part in camouflaging, haze-gray having
the greatest disappearance value. Except where natural surround-

ings were particularly vivid, paint tones used were mostly neu-

tral.

It was sometimes necessary to hide the location of industrial

installations by elaborate flat-top camouflage. Whole factories

disappeared under flats which, on their upper side, showed spying
aviators only an innocent farm landscape with familiar barns,

corn cribs, silos and rambling roads leading off into the distance.

One basic formula obtained whether camouflage was done in

farm areas, cities or on battle lines, viz.: Either fuse the object
with its immediate natural surroundings or bury it out of sight.

Military camouflage conceals, disguises or misleads by cleverly

contrived means. Concealment might be used in mobilizing a

striking force; location of important headquarters might be dis-

guised to lose all of their military characteristics; and in the

realm of misleading displays, phantom concentrations of dummy
cannon, machine guns, antiaircraft guns and soldiers might be so

arranged as to provoke a wasted enemy attack on an utterly

worthless target. In Washington, D.C., the press carried head-

lines during 1943 concerning the presence of dummy aircraft

guns and soldiers stationed on the roofs of government buildings.

In any case, good camouflage doesn't happen by chance. It is

always carefully planned to be used in terrain which has been

well studied in advance, and it is executed with the best possible

natural or artificial media. The camoufleur, evaluating angles,

light diffusion, colour and shadow factors, strives to have the

attacking eye fail to see that which is protectively concealed. He
always avoids harsh, straight lines, since they do not occur in

nature.

All camouflage has two powerful enemies the sharp eye of the

low-flying reconnaissance aviator, and the exact, recording eye
of the modern camera with its wide-angle lens, equipped with

shutters synchronized to aeroplane flight. Camouflage which

hoodwinks these two agents is indeed successful.

BIHLIOGRAPJIY. Robert P. Brcckcnridgc, Modern Camouflage (1942);
Herbert Fricdmann, The. Natural-history Background of Camouflage,
Smithsonian Inst. (1942); The. Evening Star, Washington (Oct. 18,
1943); Ralph Rodney Root, Camouflage with Planting (1942); Konrad
F. Wittmann, Industrial Camouflage Manual (1942); Harper Goff,

<4 In-
dustrial Camouflage Experiments," The Military Engineer (March 1943);
"Camouflage Do's and Don't's," Military Review (July 1943).

(R. S. T.)

1*5111111 FirO Pirlc
Besides achieving astonishing totals in

udlll|J I IIC UN Id. pounds of waste fat and other salvage

collected, war stamps and bonds sold (and bought), clerical and

messenger service performed, supplies for hospital and U.S.O.

recreation centres made, and other co-operation with war agen-

cies, the Camp Fire Girls in 1943 did not neglect service to their

communities.

Girls in the senior division of Camp Fire Girls (the Horizon

clubs) trained themselves as child care, hospital and farm aides.

With the two other leading national girls* organizations, Girl

Scouts and Girl Reserves, standards of work and training were
drawn up. A child care course was published by Camp Fire Girls,

and many high school girls took this course and volunteered

their service at day nurseries and child care centres where chil-

dren of working mothers were cared for. The girls also proved
themselves helpful and responsible in their services as junior

hospital aides.

Farm Aides A Guide for Group Leaders was published in

J 943 by the three organizations jointly, the experience of the

previous summer having indicated that supervision by trained

adults, and preliminary training of the girls themselves, would

add greatly to th<> efficiency of the work on farms and to the

benefits of this work to the girls themselves.

The Horizon clubs (senior high school girls) carried out a

149
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"World Horizons" project which led them to explore the possi-

bilities of the coming air age and its implications in terms of

"New Neighbours/' "New Business," "New Careers."

With juvenile delinquency on the increase, particularly among
the girls of early teen age, it became evident that membership in

well-organized Camp Fire groups whgre girls enjoyed fun, friend-

ship, guidance and service was one very effective way of offset-

ting this tendency, with the result that more women enlisted as

volunteer leaders of Camp Fire groups, and the membership in-

creased by 6%.
The recruiting, training and direction of these leaders was

the major concern of the national and local Camp Fire councils,

handicapped themselves by the draining off of their professional

workers. The number of girls desiring membership far exceeded

the trained leadership available.

At the meeting of the National Council of Camp Fire Girls

held in Omaha, Neb., Oct. 19-22, 1943, Mrs. Quade C. Weld was

re-elected national president. President Franklin D. Roosevelt

was honorary president of Camp Fire girls in 1943 and Mrs.

Roosevelt honorary chairman of the advisory committee. Miss

Martha F. Allen was secretary and national executive and Earle

W. Brailey treasurer. Lady (Walter) Hearn was president of

British Camp Fire girls. (C. F. Lo.)

Canada, Dominion of.
A dominion of the British Com-
monwealth of Nations (Statute of

Westminster, 1931, 22. Geo. V.c.4.) covering all portions of

North America north of the United States, except Newfoundland,
Labrador and Alaska. The dominion is a federal union of nine

provinces united under the terms of the (imperial) British North

America Act of 1867 Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick in 1867, Manitoba 1870, British Columbia 1871, Prince

Edward Island 1873, Alberta and Saskatchewan 1905. Outside the

provincial boundaries, the Yukon and Northwest Territories are

under the dominion government. Area, 3,729,665 sq.mi.; pop.

(1941) 11,505,898. Capital, Ottawa (pop. 154,585). Montreal is

the largest city (city proper 890,234). Provincial capitals in the

order of the provinces listed above are Toronto (city proper

657,612); Quebec (147,908); Halifax (69,326); Fredericton

(9,905); Winnipeg (225,437); Victoria (42,507); Charlottetown

(14,460); Edmonton (92,404); Regina (56,520). Other leading

cities are Vancouver (271,597); Hamilton (167,830); St. John,

N.B. (50,084); Kingston (29,545); Fort William (30,370); Port

Arthur (24,217); Saskatoon (42,320).

The governor general in 1943 was the earl of Athlone; prime

minister, William Lyon Mackenzie King.

History. In the year 1943 the dominion government contin-

ued under the direction of Prime Minister Mackenzie King and

the Liberal party, which had been re-elected on March 26, 1940.

The Progressive Conservative party formed the official opposi-

tion with Gordon Graydon leading in the house of commons.

John Bracken (q.v.\ chosen Progressive Conservative leader

at Winnipeg in Dec. 1942, had no seat in the dominion parlia-

ment at the close of the year 1943. The year was marked by
the active appearance of two new political parties. Le Bloc

Populaire Catwdien, formed in Oct. 1942 by Maxime Raymond,
had as the central themes of its program national independence,

the frank acceptance of the federal principle, and the recogni-

tion of the family as the social and economic unit. On Aug. 22,

1943, at Toronto, the erstwhile Canadian Communist party
formed the Labour Progressive party. The strength of these new

parties was substantially shown when, on Aug. 5, they carried

two of the four dominion by-elections, the Labour Progressives

capturing Carder (one of the Montreal ridings) and le Bloc,

Stanstead, in rural Quebec.

CANADA, DOMINION OF
In the provinces also was much political activity. On March

3 Mitchell Hepburn placed his resignation in the hands of Gor-

don Conant, the premier. Conant himself later resigned, owing

to ill-health; his place was taken by Harry Nixon, leader of

the Liberal party in Ontario. On Aug. 4 the provincial general

elections were held, resulting in the total overthrow of the Lib-

eral government. The Progressive Conservatives, led by George

Drew (q.v.), captured the largest number of seats, 38, followed

by the C.C.F., 34; the Liberals, 14; Labour, 2; Independent, i.

Drew was sworn in as premier. Coupled with the defeat of the

late government was the dramatic rise of the C.C.F. to the

position of second place in the legislature. In Prince Edward

Island general elections were held in September. The Liberal

party, which had come into office in 1938, was sustained with,

however, a somewhat reduced majority. In the west the death

of William Aberhart, the Social Credit premier of Alberta, was

an event of considerable political significance. He was succeeded

by Ernest Charles Manning and the ability of the government
to carry the by-election in Red Deer might be regarded as an

indication of its vigour under the new leadership. In -spite, there-

fore, of the overwhelming absorption of the war, the year was

marked by important and possibly far-reaching political changes.

On April i, 1943 Anthony Eden, the secretary of state for

foreign affairs of Great Britain, addressed a joint session of the

Canadian parliament. Toward the end of May, Queen Wilhel-

mina of the Netherlands visited her daughter Princess Juliana

at Ottawa. On June 16 Mme. Chiang Kai-shek addressed a joint

parliamentary session in Ottawa, and also made a notable address

at Montreal on China's role among the United Nations. In the

middle of July, General Henri Giraud, chief of the French armies,

was in Ottawa. Between Aug. 10 and 24 the Quebec conference

brought to Canada President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill,

the prime minister of Britain. At the conclusion of the confer-

ence, President Roosevelt visited Ottawa (Aug. 25), where he

addressed a gigantic gathering of more than 30,000 persons

before the parliament buildings.

The latter part of 1943 witnessed significant changes in Can-

ada's diplomatic status. On Nov. n the Canadian and United

States governments raised their legations to the rank of em-

bassies. Ray Atherton became the first United States ambassador

to Canada, while Leighton McCarthy became the first Canadian

ambassador to the United States. A month later, Dec. 10, Can-

ada elevated her legations in China, Brazil and the soviet union

to embassies.

Forming the practical corollary to these diplomatic changes

was close co-operation between Canada and the United States.

On Aug. 21 a Canadian-United States Joint War Aid committee

was set up to study the operation of the lend-lease and mutual

aid legislation. At an earlier date, a joint economic committee

discussed the opening of about 1,000,000 sq.mi. of territory in

Alaska, the Yukon, British Columbia and the Northwest Terri-

tories. Immediate steps to assist the population were considered,

as well as plans to increase the population by immigration. A
highly interesting phase of mutual aid was the development by
the United States war department of the petroleum fields at

Fort Norman, Northwest Territories, in order to supply the Canada-

Alaska highway. The scheme involved not only the exploitation

of the petroleum fields proper, but the construction of a $oo-mi.

pipe line to White Horse, where the refineries and storage tanks

were to be located. The whole plan encountered considerable

criticism in the United States, and its further prosecution was

problematical. In November Canada along with the United States

and some 40 other nations signed at Washington, D.C., an agree-

ment to feed, clothe and care for the civilian population of the

axis-dominated countries, when they shall be liberated. The
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United Nations' Relief and Rehabilitation administration, meet-

ing in Atlantic City, N.J., assessed Canada's share of the $2,000,-

000,000 to $2,500,000,000 program at $90,000,000, or its equiva-

lent in supplies. Other forms of Canadian-United States co-

operation, more closely connected with the military phases of the

war, are considered in the section, Canada at War.

In the domestic field, the Canadian government throughout

1943 sought to combat inflation. The floating of two Victory Loans

rather than one, was an attempt in this direction. In the late

autumn it was clear that more drastic measures must be em-

ployed. After an extensive publicity campaign on the radio and

in the press, on Dec. 5, Prime Minister King outlined his anti-

inflationary program. He proposed controlling wages and farm

prices, pledging an exhaustive review of wage and price standards

in the event of the cost-of-living index rising 3% over a two-

month period. On Dec. 8 the ban on wage increases became effec-

tive, except in cases of "gross inequality, or gross injustice."

During the year 1943 there were 328 strikes, an emphatic com-

mentary on domestic conditions. (J. I. C.; S. LEA.)

Canada at War. All information in regard to the operations

and occurrences of the war which could be of service to the

enemy was withheld by the government in 1943. The facts and

figures here given are strictly confined to information dissemi-

nated by the government itself in the official monthly publication,

Canada at War, and in departmental reports, bulletins and sum-

maries.

In 1943 Canada entered on an increasingly active phase of its

wartime role. Units of the Canadian navy and air force contrib-

uted to routing the enemy out of North Africa in the spring of

the year. Throughout the summer, autumn and winter, the ist

Canadian division took an important share in the Sicilian and

Italian campaigns. Thus Sept. 9, the fourth anniversary of Can-

ada's declaration of war, witnessed all arms of the service in

active and decisive operation. In Sicily, Canadian along with

British troops broke the powerfully held Etna defense line, while

in central Italy, Canadians maintained a steady advance in the

face of determined resistance, inclement weather and difficult

terrain. Canadian naval, air and land units, in co-operation with

U.S. formations drove the Japanese out of Kiska in the Aleutian

Islands, thus freeing the North American continent from fear of

invasion.

The operations of the Canadian navy were diversified. Some
units saw spectacular service in the Mediterranean and Pacific

waters. The bulk of the Canadian navy, however, was concen-

trated in the North and Central Atlantic. There its duty was

primarily that of convoy, and its chief enemy was the submarine.

The type of duty to be performed emphatically conditioned the

character of the Canadian fleet. It had in 1943 no ships larger

than destroyers; the bulk of its 200 fighting vessels were escort

ships of one kind and another. While the destroyers in commis-

sion in 1943 were acquired either from Britain or the United

States, construction of vessels of this type in Canada had begun.

In the year 1944 Canada planned to further increase its navy by

adding medium cruisers and possibly aircraft carriers. As a re-

sult of its increasing naval power, Canada provided about one-

half the protection for North Atlantic shipping. The cost in

ships and men was heavy; 13 ships and more than 1,200 men
were lost in the Mediterranean or in the Atlantic since the out-

break of war. The Canadian navy was thoroughly democratized

through the "lower deck" system of advancement. Prospective

officers were trained as ordinary seamen, proceeding through a

year of practical experience before emerging in commissioned

rank. Early in 1943 Rear Admiral L. W. Murray was appointed

commander in chief, Canadian Northwest Atlantic. He was thus

the first Canadian commander in chief to assume operational

direction in a vital war area in which the enemy was actively

engaged.

The royal Canadian air force saw world-wide service in 1943.

Numbers of its personnel, attached to the British air force,

engaged in the long-range bombing of German transportation

and industrial centres. In October Canadian squadrons partici-

pated in all the raids on western Germany. Convoy patrol and

anti-submarine operations in the Atlantic were increased, as it

became possible to withdraw men and machines from the North

Pacific theatre of war. The working of the British Common-
wealth Air Training plan was expanded throughout the year.

Canada carried about one-half the cost of the scheme, which

totalled approximately $40,000,000 a month. In early 1943 the air

crew graduates exceeded 50,000.

In August and September marked changes in the organization

of the Canadian army were made. The 7th and 8th divisions and

part of the 6th division, hitherto on duty in Canada, were broken

out of their formations to provide reinforcements for troops in

the field. Men considered unfit for active service were returned

to civilian life. At the same time the number of training centres

and, accordingly, the number of officers training, was reduced.

In future a greater proportion of officers was to be drawn from

men with overseas experience. By these means the Canadian home
force was reduced by about 20,000 men. The Canadian overseas

armies were composed of two corps of three infantry and two

armoured divisions. In addition there was a large number of

corps troops, engaged in transport, medical, forestry services,

etc. The numerical strength of the Canadian army in November
was officially stated to be 465,000 men. On Dec. 26 important

changes were announced in the Canadian high command overseas.

Lieut. Gen. Andrew McNaughton retired from the command of

the Canadian army and his place was taken temporarily by
Lieut. Gen. Kenneth Stuart. Lieut. Gen. Henry Crerar was ap-

pointed to the command of the newly formed Canadian corps

in the Mediterranean area. The retirement of Gen. McNaughton
was due to ill-health.

The increasing tempo of the war was reflected within Canada
itself. This was best indicated by the intensive search for man-

power. Responsibility for allocating manpower rested with the

National Selective Service, under the department of labour. Be-

ginning with April, six orders were issued transferring men from

nonessential to such essential services as lumbering, farming,

coal mining and munition manufacturing. In order to secure ade-

quate labour for farm work, the unusual course was taken of

releasing certain army personnel. On May 1 7 it was declared that

a state of national emergency existed in respect to coal mining.
Miners were prohibited from volunteering for the armed forces,

were given automatic deferment from military training, or, if

already enlisted, were given leave. In cities of more than 50,000

population, coal deliverymen were also "frozen" in their occu-

pation. Competent university students were given deferment for

one academic session only, unless they were enrolled in such

courses as might be declared essential. Incompetent students

were denied entrance, or if entered, were not allowed to remain

at college. In order to meet the dangerous depletion of school

staffs, teachers engaged in 1943 were retained in their profession.

By these means, or by means of increased employment of women,
attempts were made to meet the new wartime requirements.

Important financial adjustments were necessary in 1943. In

March the fifth wartime budget was brought down. Of an esti-

mated total expenditure of $5,500,000,000, considerably more
than one-half was designated for war purposes, either for imn\e-
diate national needs, or in the form of gifts of foodstuff or

equipment for the United Nations. This vast sum of money was
raised in part by taxation, but in larger measure by borrowing.
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In fact, the budget brought only minor changes in taxation, usu-

ally in the form of adjustments in favour of certain groups in the

armed services. The most important feature of the budget was

the so-called "pay-as-you-owe" basis for income tax collection.

Beginning with April, deductions were made at source on wages

or salaries. Collections of other forms of income, e.g., from in-

vestments, were put on a quarterly basis. The new tax scheme

carried with it the wiping out of one-half of the tax on the 1942

income, except on invested income in excess of $3,000. For such,

special provision was made. The adoption of the 1943 collection

scheme seemed to have been dictated by administrative as well

as political considerations, the number of taxpayers having ex-

panded from about 250,000 in 1939 to over 2,000,000 in 1943.

(For victory loans, etc., see Finance, below.) The drive for the

sale of war savings certificates was maintained and even ex-

panded in an effort to attract the small investor. The problem of

war finance came, therefore, into increasing prominence. It con-

tained such innovations as the instalment system of income tax

collection and the tacit declaration on the part of the gov-

ernment of a new reliance on loans and borrowing, rather than on

a ''pay-as-you-go" basis of financing the war. *

An important and integral part of wartime finance was price

control. The agency most immediately concerned was the War-

time Prices and Trade board, which, under the minister of

finance, dominated price control, consumer rationing and essen-

tial civilian supply. The activities of the board increased during

the year 1943, when it became manifest that increased income,

coupled with shortages in certain commodities, would cause a

rapid rise in prices. In 1941 a price ceiling was established and a

determined effort was made to hold, or at least to control, the

prices of goods. As a result of the various control measures, food

prices were kept relatively stable. In Jan. 1943 the prices of such

commodities as tea, coffee and milk were actually reduced by
means of subsidy, or by a reduction in import duty, as in thr

instance of oranges. The corollary of price control, wage control

was politically dangerous. The National War Labour board, which

administered wage control, had unfortunate difficulties with its

personnel; L. J. Cohen, the original labour member, resigned.

The numerous industrial disputes which marked the year 1943

may be regarded as indicative of the qualified functioning of the

control measures. In an effort to offset inflation, the government

throughout the autumn conducted a vigorous publicity campaign.
In December the cost of living bonus was abandoned in favour

of increases in the basic wage scale.

Closely associated with the conduct of the war on the home
front were projects of postwar planning. The psychological value

of such plans was recognized with the tabling of the Marsh

report in March. The report took its popular designation from

the name of its author, Leonard Marsh, research adviser to the

Dominion Committee on Reconstruction. The report was a com-

prehensive document, embracing a study of contemporary social

legislation, of principles underlying social security schemes and,

finally, methods whereby such principles and experiences might
be implemented. The Marsh report was, therefore, not a draft

measure, but rather an initiation of the subject for discussion.

Of more immediate effect were the provisions of the various re-

habilitation plans for ex-servicemen. These covered a wide field

ranging from clothing allowances to postgraduate courses at uni-

versities. In order to make these benefits more readily available,

the ministry of pensions and health stationed welfare officers in

the chief centres. To assist the welfare officers and to bring
the task of rehabilitation close to everyday life, citizens' com-
mittees were established in practically every city.

Throughout 1943 various forms of civilian defense were main-

tained at a high level. Air Raid Precaution services had their

headquarters at Ottawa, and established bodies across the coun-

try to study local conditions. The A.R.P. services were entirely

voluntary and numbered in 1943 probably more than 80,000

persons in all branches. In the lower St. Lawrence valley, civilian

defense organizations were carefully articulated with the pro-

tective system of the armed services in an effort to prevent a

repetition of submarine raids on St. Lawrence shipping.

The fourth year of the war saw great advances in Canadian

business. In spite of its small population, Canada reached the

rank of third among the trading nations of the world v Canadian

foods and Canadian munitions formed an important contribution

to the armoury of the United Nations. The objective in food

production was set very high, but it was not probable that all

the objectives would be reached, because of shortages in farm

labour and equipment and unfavourable weather conditions in

central and eastern Canada. The processing and packing of meat

was expected to exceed all previous records with 1,577,000,000 Ib.

packed during 1943. Extension in sheep breeding was undertaken

in 1942 in order to increase both meat and wool supplies. Other

foods destined largely for export were butter, cheese and pow-
dered eggs; during the first eight months of 1943 nearly 10,000,-

ooo Ib. of dried eggs were shipped overseas. On the other hand,

the wheat crop would probably be the lightest since 1937, in the

neighbourhood of 300,000,000 bu. This was, of course, in re-

sponse to direct government policy of reducing wheat acreage in

favour of the acreage of feed grains. Significant experiments were

undertaken in the course of the year looking to the production of

peas, beans and oil crops suitable for supplying the liberated

areas in Europe. In May a delegation of Canadian farm experts

attended the United Nations Food conference at Hot Springs,

Va. Problems relating to the production and distribution of food

in the postwar period were discussed. The role of Canada with

its considerable food-producing capacity was of great moment.

The production of munitions and ships in 1943 mirrored the

new demands of war. The production of certain lines of equip-

ment was reduced, while the production of other lines was accel-

erated. In the latter category stood naval vessels, guns, combat

aircraft and radio location equipment. It was expected, therefore,

that the change would be in kind, rather than in degree. A spe-

cific instance may be cited in the production of tanks, which

would be discontinued largely in favour of engines and compo-
nents for escort vessels, or self-propelling gun mounts. The pro-

duction of instruments and communication sets for tanks, ships,

planes and motorized vehicles was much accelerated. The manu-

facture of aeroplanes was likewise increased. In 1943 nine differ-

ent types of aircraft were manufactured, and extended experi-

ments conducted on other types, especially on cargo and trans-

port planes. The aircraft industry employed more than 100,000

workers, about one quarter of whom were women. In view of the

rapid expansion of this industry, it was expected that aircraft

manufacturing would absorb workers from other programs which

were curtailed.

The shipbuilding industry, which produced both cargo and war

vessels, was expanded throughout 1943. Twenty yards were

engaged in the merchant shipbuilding program, employing 43,000

men. In the second quarter of 1943 the rate of delivery was in-

creased to one io,ooo-ton ship every two days. Materials, like la-

bour, were chiefly Canadian in origin. Cargo vessels were destined

either for Canadian steamship firms, or for the ministry of war

transport of the United Kingdom. After the war vessels char-

tered by the United Kingdom were to be returned to Canada

and added to the Canadian merchant marine. The types of ves-

sels chiefly constructed were 10,000 and 4,700 tonners, and oil

tankers. The naval shipbuilding program was substantially in-

creased. In the first half of 1943 contracts were let for 424
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corvettes, frigates and steel minesweepers. Contracts were also let

for wooden patrol vessels and minesweepers. The most considerable

individual items of ship construction were two tribal class de-

stroyers; in September one of these was launched. Eleven yards

were engaged in warship building. The equipping of this rapidly

growing fleet of war and merchant vessels was in the hands of

300 manufacturing firms which supplied everything from rivets

to navigation instruments and marine engines.

The production of essential raw materials, timber, rubber,

steel and nonferrous metals was much accelerated. Canada sup-

plied Great Britain with 70% of its timber requirements, as well

as providing 100,000,000 ft. to British commonwealth countries,

and about 1,000,000,000 ft. to the United States. The production

of rubber was increased with the opening of the Polymer cor-

poration plant (a crown company) at Sarnia, Ont. It was expected

that the plant would produce approximately 41,000 tons of

synthetic rubber in the course of a year. As well as undertaking

to meet its full war needs, Canada reduced its consumption of

civilian rubber to 10% of what it was before the war. The reduc-

tion was still in progress by means of substitutes and reclaimed

rubber.

The production of steel was placed at 5,000,000 tons for 1943.

It was expected that more than 3,000,000 tons would be supplied

by Canadian mills, the remainder coming from the United States.

Canada manufactured ail the necessary plate armour for her

quota of tanks, armoured vehicles, gun shields and for certain

naval purposes. Fine alloy steel for machine tools, armour and

guns was produced in considerable quantities. Steel for shipbuild-

ing and for making shells was produced also; the latter in quan-

tity of about 250,000 tons a year. As a result of war stimulus

Canada advanced to the position of fourth among the steel-

producing states of the United Nations.

In the field of base metals Canada maintained its position
as the greatest exporting nation in the world. Canada provided
about 40% of the war requirements of aluminum of the United

Nations and 95% of the nickel. In order to further increase the

output of aluminum the government and the Aluminium Company
of Canada opened the hydroelectric power plant at Shipshaw in

northern Quebec, in the spring of 1943. Certain metals, such as

magnesium and mercury, formerly imported, were produced at

home, actually leaving a surplus for export. Magnesium proc-

essing was developed from experiments conducted in the labora-

tories of the National Research council at Ottawa, by Waiter

Pidgeon. The year 1943 witnessed not only accelerated production
in practically every line of industry, but great strides toward

self-sufficiency in vital metal production.
In August the Quebec conference, the sixth meeting of Presi-

dent Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, took place. Can-

ada acted as the host of the conference. In addition, Canadian

political and military leaders participated in the discussions. This

was the second occasion at which Canadian chiefs of staff were

present at a general war parley. The first occasion was in May
during the United States-United Kingdom discussion at Wash-

ington, D.C. At Quebec there was a joint session of the war
committee of the Canadian cabinet and the war cabinet of the

United Kingdom. In order to assure continuous consultation,

Canada maintained a joint staff mission in Washington, D.C.,
which was present, along with the British and United States

staffs, whenever discussions were of direct interest to Canada.

Co-operation between Canada and the United States became

153
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extremely close in the course of 1943. The armed forces of the

two nations served together in driving the Japanese from the

Aleutian Islands, as well as in Sicily and Italy. At home Canadian

and United States formations made joint use of facilities for

training parachute troops at Camp Shilo in Manitoba and at

Fort Benning in Georgia. The two countries also formed a Spe-

cial Service force, drawn from their respective armies, which

would provide the nucleus for combined operations, probably in

the Pacific. These evidences of co-operation in the military sphere

may be regarded as earnest of the engagements entered into at

Ogdensburg and Hyde Park in Aug. 1940 and April 1941 re-

spectively. In economic matters a Joint Agricultural committee

was set up in March. The duty of this committee was to review

food production and distribution in Canada and in the United

States. In order to further co-ordinate Canadian effort with that

of the United States, the Canadian government created a food

requirement committee which was intended to work in close har-

mony with the Combined Food board of the United States and

Britain.

Throughout 1943 women played an increasingly important

part in Canada's role as a belligerent. Women in the armed

services numbered about 36.000. divided between army, navy and

air force units. A much more substantial group of women, num-

bering over 250,000 were absorbed by war industry. There were

830,000 women engaged in the vital work of farming. Innumer-

able women served as volunteer workers, staffing day nurseries,

checking prices and issuing ration books. In an effort to mitigate

the burdens of national service, 26 day nurseries were established

across Canada. At these nurseries children were cared for and

provided with a hot meal. (Sec also BUSINESS REVIEW.)
Defense. See Canada at War, above.

Finance. For the fiscal year 1943-44 the expenditure of the

Canadian government was estimated at $5,500,000,000. Of this

sum, $2.890.000,000 was intended for Canadian war purposes,

with an additional $1,000,000,000 given to the United Nations in

war supplies, equipment and foodstuffs; $610,000,000 was set

aside for ordinary government outlays. The estimated revenue

for the same period was $2,752,200,000. As the fiscal year does

not end till March 31, it is difficult to state how accurate such

budgetary forecasts are. Figures available up to Nov. 30, -1943
showed that the ordinary revenue had reached a sum of $1,752,-

456,426, while expenditure in the same period stood at $3,120,-

838,024.

The borrowing operations of the government were highly suc-

cessful. Two Victory Loans were floated in 1943 and both were

heavily oversubscribed. The Fourth loan undertaken in the spring
with an objective $1,100,000,000 brought in a sum of $1,308,985,-

ooo; the Fifth loan, in the autumn, aiming at $1,000,000,000

actually netted $1,383,272.250. It was estimated that there were

more than 3.000,000 cash subscribers to the Fifth Victory Loan.

By means of the two loans, as well as treasury bills and two-

year notes, the government provided itself with the sum of

$3,227,260,750. The interest charges on such a sum were consid-

erable, the interest on the public debt reaching $165,079,094.
With any sharp decline in income a very serious situation might

develop. In 1943 the national income was at a very high level

($8,500,000,000 estimated) and probably more widespread than

ever before.

Trade and Communications. In the interests of national

security, it is impossible to give a complete outline of Canada's
external trade in 1943- Information as to sailing directions and
as to the character of goods exported was withheld. In the first

ten months of 1943 exports of Canadian commodities were nearly

230% greater than in the same period of 1939. Of the grand
total of $2,379,000,000, the sum of $837,000,000 represented ex-

ports to Great Britain and a sum of $911,000,000, exports to the

United States. Thus it may be observed that World War II did

not seriously alter the main outlets of Canadian trade. The war

went far toward-making Canada a creditor, not a debtor nation ;

likewise toward broadening the basis of its self-sufficiency.

Canadian transportation, as reflected in the reports of the

Canadian National and Canadian Pacific railways, showed the

stimulation of wartime business. The Canadian National antici-

pated a gross revenue of $440,000,000 for 1943, as compared
with $375,000,000 for the year 1942. The Canadian Pacific re-

ported increases of 70% in ton miles in freight and 250% in pas-

senger miles over 1939. Yet these results were obtained with lit-

tle increase in staffs, rolling stock or equipment. The most sub-

stantial advance in equipment was represented by the opening of

the new Canadian National terminal in Montreal in July. This

not only provided a thoroughly modern station, but further en-

abled the railway to consolidate its passenger traffic in the Mon-
treal metropolitan region. The airlines of both the Canadian

Pacific railway and the Dominion Department of Transport made
notable advances during 1943. Preliminary figures showed that

the Canadian Pacific Airways flew 70,000 passengers, 2,200,000

Ib. of mail and 9,100,000 Ib. of air cargo in 1943; comparable

figures for the Trans-Canada Airways were 141,000 passengers,

3,900,000 Ib. of mail and 840,000 Ib. of express. Both railways

gave increased attention to plans for the postwar period, and sec-

tions of the findings of the Canadian National railways were laid

before the house of commons Committee on Rehabilitation and

Reconstruction.

Agriculture. The year 1943 was a difficult one for the Cana-

dian farmer. As well as being faced with shortages in manpower
and machinery, the direct consequences of the war, he was hin-

dered by a late spring and an abnormally wet summer. Never-

theless, all demands for essential food commodities were success-

fully met.

Many Canadian. farm products were destined for war export.

The requirement of the British ministry of food for 675,000,000

Ib. of bacon and pork products was satisfied. During the year

about 7,000,000 Ib. of butter and 16,800,000 one-pound tins of

evaporated milk were shipped to the British food ministry. In

the same period 10,080 short tons of dried egg powder (equiva-

lent to 63,000,000 doz. eggs) were also dispatched to Britain.

War demands caused the introduction of new crops, especially

those producing vegetable oils. Hence, rape, linseed, flax and soy-

beans were grown extensively. They served industrial purposes,

and some, like the soybean, had considerable food value. The

grain crop in 1943 showed a marked decline, the wheat crop stood

at 293,704,000 bu. Feed grains in the west were good and, with

the free freight policy, farmers in eastern Canada and in British

Columbia were assured sufficient food for their herds. The fruit

and vegetable crop was light. Early in December a Dominion-

Provincial Agricultural conference was held to map farm produc-
tion for 1944. In most commodities the objectives for 1943 were

called for again. To ease farming conditions more steel was to

be released for the manufacture of agricultural machinery, 80%
of the 1940 tonnage. At the same time National Selective Service

policies applying to farm labour were more closely adjusted to

meet the needs of this vital industry.

Manufacturing. Throughout 1943 manufacturing was much

quickened by governmental wartime expenditures. Munitions

were turned out to the value of $55,000,000 a week. The output

of army equipment reached its peak in the course of the year,

and greater attention was directed toward the production of ships

and aeroplanes. In November the 2ooth Canadian-built 10,000-

ton merchant ship was delivered. Certain adjustments in the

armament program were made necessary by the altering condi-
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tions of the war. Men and supplies thus released were absorbed

in other war productions, or in the manufacture of certain lines

of goods for civilian consumption. The proposed increase in the

manufacture of farm machinery, mentioned above, may be cited

as evidence of this. The year 1943 saw remarkable increases in

the means of production. At the end of January the hydroelectric

plant at Shipshaw, on the upper Saguenay, was opened. The peak

production of the plant was set at 1,200,000 horsepower.

a i. c.)

Pflnartifln litpratiirp
Outstandine novel in '943 was

bdlldUldll LllCldUIIC. Franklin Davey McDowell's Forges

of Freedom, which crystallized 14th-century England at the time

of the peasants' revolt. Frederick Niven wrote about the 1745

Jacobite rising in Scotland and called it Under Which King?
Maida Parlow French turned to the Canadian scene with Boughs
Bend Over, which described the founding of the United Empire

Loyalist settlement in Matilda township on the St. Lawrence river.

Evelyn Eaton added another historical romance to her list with

The Sea Is So Wide, the setting still in Nova Scotia. Marius

Barbeau produced a vigorous historical romance of fur trading

along the Laird river in the northwest a century ago, under the

title Mountain Cloud. Stephen Leacock added to his reputation

as a humorist with a volume of deliciously Happy Stories Just

to Laugh at.

Poetry. There were five major collections of poetry. The

perennial and major voice of E. J. Pratt was heard in Still Life,

a collection of satirical and lyrical poems. In Challenge to

Time and Death Audrey Alexandra Brown turned to war themes.

Tasting the Earth by Mona Gould was the first book by a young

poet anxious about the men and women of her generation at war,

and the poems had a deep understanding of human experience.

Amabel King's New Crusaders, and Other Poems, divided its

pages between poems of war and poems of peace and was marked

by facile phrase-making. The list of 1943 poetry chapbooks was

long. Outstanding among them were Mary Elizabeth Colman's

For This Freedom Too, the poems of which all treated war;

Evelyn Eaton's Birds Before Dawn, a collection of extremely

short, jewel-like poems; Ernest Fewster's Litany Before the

Dawn of Fire, a mixture of short lyrics and long symbolic poems;
Irene Chapman Benson's Journey into Yesterday, which con-

tained striking poetic imagery.

Frederick B. Watt's Who Dare to Live was a long narrative

poem about Canada's merchant marine. Wilmot B. Lane's The

Closed Book was an epic of the soul's quest. John Coulter's

Transit Through Fire was the libretto of an opera of that name

which depicted the experiences of a 1942 varsity graduate. Fred-

erick George Scott, beloved padre of World War I, published his

Collected Poems. An oddity was the appearance of At the Long

Sault, a number of new and hitherto unpublished poems of long-

dead Archibald Lampman.
Nonfiction. Wallace Reyburn's Glorious Chapter was the

first eye-witness account of the famous Dieppe raid. Amea

Willoughby's / Was on Corregidor was another eye-witness

account of the war in the Pacific zone. Free Trip to Berlin

by Isabel Guernsey reported the experiences of 15 months in a

nazi concentration camp after the torpedoing of the
<kZamzam."

In Malta Spitfire Leslie Roberts told the first-person story of

George ("Buzz") Beurling's air fighting. In The War: Fourth

Year Edgar Mclnnis continued his indispensable chronology of

the great conflict. In Canada in World Affairs R. MacGregor

Dawson surveyed the international relationships of Canada dur-

ing the 1939-41 period.

Other books on wartime (and postwar) themes included Dis-

charged by Robert England, which studied exhaustively the

problem of the civil re-establishment of war veterans in Canada ;

Which Kind of Revolution? by W. D. Herridge, which pre-

sented a plan for using Canada's resources to lift the people
to prosperity; The Dawn of Ampler Life by Charlotte Whitton,

in which she presented her own ideas on this theme and also

analyzed the Beveridge and Marsh reports; Social Security and

Reconstruction in Canada and Public Health and Welfare Organi-
zation in Canada, both by Harry M. Cassidy, the first of which

gave the historical background of the subject and the second of

which examined in detail one of the more difficult aspects of

social security.

Biography. Elsie M. Pomeroy published Sir Charles G. D.

Roberts, a definitive life of the great Canadian who died in 1943.

Another volume in the literary field was The Autobiography of

Oliver Goldsmith by Wilfrid E. Myatt, who was grandnephew of

the noted British writer and Canada's first native-born English-

speaking poet. In the historical field, Arthur S. Morton's Sir

George Simpson turned out to be a vivid pen picture; and R. F.

Longley's Sir Francis Hincks was a full-length study of Canadian

statesmen of pre-Confcderation days.

Juveniles. Roderick L. Haig-Brown presented Starbuck Val-

ley Winter, a novel describing the adventures of running a trap

line in British Columbia. Olive Knox appeared on the literary

scene with a first book, By Paddle and Saddle, a novel of a trip

across Canada in the early i9th century by a young Scottish lad.

Helen Dickson Reynolds added The Cruise of the Mamie L, a

novel of salmon fishing off the British Columbia coast, to her

long list.

Literary Awards. In 1943 the Canadian Authors' association,

sponsors of the annual governor-general's literary awards, made
two important changes. The three divisions were expanded by

breaking the general nonfiction division into academic non-

fiction and creative nonfiction; and the medals, formerly of

bronze, were changed to silver. Winners in 1943 (for books

published during 1942) were: fiction, G. Herbert Sallans for

Little Man; poetry, Earle Birney for David and Other Poems;
creative nonfiction, Bruce Hutchison, The Unknown Country;
academic nonfiction, Edgar Mclnnis, The Unguarded Frontier.

(C. CY.)

Canadian-U.S. War Committees.
were set up for joint Canadian-U.S. operation in the fields of

defense, economics and war production: Permanent Joint Board

on Defense; Material Co-ordinating committee; Joint Economic

committees; Joint War Production committee; Joint Agricultural

committee and Joint War Aid committee.

The Canadian joint staff mission in Washington was repre-
sented when the British-United States combined chiefs of staff

discussed material of direct concern to Canada. Canada also

became a member of the Combined Production and Resources

board with the United Kingdom and the United States and in

Oct. 1943 was admitted to full membership on the Combined
Food board of the United Kingdom and the United States. The
United States War Production board established an office in

Ottawa, and the Canadian Department of Munitions and Supply
and Wartime Prices and Trade board sent representatives to

Washington.
At Hyde Park, New York, on April 20, 1941, the prime min-

ister of Canada and the president of the United States agreed
"as a general principle that in mobilizing the resources of this

continent, each country should provide the other with the defense

articles which it is best able to produce, and above all, produce

quickly, and that production programs should be co-ordinated to

this end." In accordance with the Hyde Park declaration, the
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United States agreed to buy enough Canadian war goods to

enable Canada to pay for essential U.S. war materials. The con-

tracts that the United States placed in Canada, after Hyde Park,

not only took advantage of Canada's much earlier conversion to

war production but at the same time contributed to the elimina-

tion of Canada's urgent need for U.S. dollars required to meet

the cost of war purchases in the United States. Canada did not

use lend-Iease accommodations utilized by other United Nations.

Permanent Joint Board on Defense. This board was set up

by the United States and Canada in pursuance of a joint an-

nouncement by President Roosevelt and the prime minister .of

Canada, W. L. Mackenzie King, dated August 17, 1940, at

Ogdcnsburg, New York, for the purpose of carrying out "studies

relating to sea, land and air problems, including personnel and

materiel," and to "consider, in the broad sense, the defense of

the north half of the western hemisphere." Recommendations of

the defense board resulted in the construction of a chain of air

bases between Edmonton and Alaska and of the Alaska highway.

Material Co-ordinating Committee. Establishment of this

committee was announced May i, 1941, shortly after the Hyde
Park declaration. Through subcommittees on forest products,

copper, zinc and ferro-alloys, the movement of primary materials

between the two countries is promoted, available supplies are in-

creased and information is exchanged on raw material stocks,

production and consumption in both countries. In determining

the allocation of critical war materials, the United States War
Production board reviewed Canadian applications on the same

basis as those from United States domestic industry. Canada,

for its part, poured its resources of vital raw materials into the

common pot.

Joint Economic Committees. Establishment of these com-

mittees was announced June 17, 1941. The committees were in-

structed to study and report to their respective governments on

the possibilities of "(i) effecting a more economic, more effi-

cient and more co-ordinated utilization of the combined resources

of the two countries in the production of defense requirements

(to the extent that this is not covered by other committees and

agencies) and (2) reducing the probable postwar economic dis-

location consequent upon the changes which the economy in each

country is presently undergoing." A large portion of the program
under (i) had been fulfilled by 1943 as a result of joint recom-

mendations of the committees. After the middle of 1942 most

of their efforts were concentrated largely on postwar problems.

At the end of Sept. 1942, the committees agreed to sponsor a

study, to be known as the North Pacific Planning project, cover-

ing economic development of the area adjacent to the Alaska

highway.

Joint War Production Committee. This committee was first

set up as the "Joint Defense Production committee" by President

Roosevelt and Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie King (announced
November 5, 1941), pursuant to a recommendation of the Joint

Economic committees of Sept. 19, 1941. The objective of this

committee was to reduce duplication, arrange uniform specifica-

tions and quick exchange of supplies, break transportation bottle-

necks and exchange information. Ten technical subcommittees

were established. In an exchange of notes Nov. 30, 1942, Canada

and the United States expressed their desire to continue in the

postwar world their wartime co-operation.

Joint Agricultural Committee. The organization of this

committee was completed in March 1943. The purpose was to

keep agricultural and food production and distribution in Canada

and the United States under continuing review. To co-ordinate

policies of food production, and to supervise the preparation of

information on Canada's food position, the dominion government
set up the Food Requirements committee to work closely with

the Combined Food board of the United Kingdom and the United

States.

Joint War Aid Committee. The formation of this com-

mittee was announced Aug. 22, 1943, during the Quebec confer-

ence. Its stated purposes were to study problems arising out of

operations of United States lend-lease and the Canadian mutual

aid program and, where necessary, make recommendations to the

proper authorities. (See also BRiTiSH-U.S. WAR BOARDS.)

(W. E. TH.)

Canals and Inland Waterways. 2?
waterways of the United States include the Great Lakes, the

Mississippi river system, the Illinois waterway, the New York
State Barge canal system, the Atlantic Intracoastal waterway ex-

tending from Trenton, N.J., to the Florida keys, the Gulf Intra-

coastal waterway extending from Apalachee bay, Fla., to the vi-

cinity of the Mexican border, the San Joaquin-Sacramento river

system in California, and the Columbia river system in the north-

west. The Great Lakes have natural deep water except in the

connecting channels which have been artificially deepened where

necessary to accommodate deep-draught vessels. These connecting

channels are the St. Mary's river and canal between Lake Supe-
rior and Lake Huron, the Straits of Mackinac connecting Lake

Huron with Lake Michigan, the St. Clair river and lake and the

Detroit river between Lake Huron and Lake Erie, the Welland

canal joining Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, as improved by Can-

ada, and the St. Lawrence river to the sea. The Mississippi river

system embraces the river proper, the Red, Arkansas, Tennessee,

Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Monongahela, Allegheny and Kanawha
rivers and other streams. The Mississippi river has a channel

suitable for deep-draught, ocean-going vessels upstream to Baton

Rouge, La., and thence a channel for modern barge navigation to

Minneapolis, Minn., and in its principal tributaries which include

the Ohio river and the Missouri river. The Illinois river and

waterway to Lake Michigan has a barge channel which connects

the Great Lakes with the Mississippi river system. An addi-

tional outlet from the Great Lakes to the sea is via the Oswego
and Erie branches of the New York State Barge canal between

Lake Ontario and the Hudson river. The Atlantic Intracoastal

waterway and the Gulf Intracoastal waterway provide a pro-
tected channel for barge and other light-draught navigation fol-

lowing coastal sounds, bays, rivers and artificial channels. The
San Joaquin-Sacramento river system, which has an outlet to the

sea through San Francisco bay, provides a deep-draught channel

to Stockton, Calif., on the San Joaquin river and a moderate-

draught channel to Sacramento, Calif., on the Sacramento river

and in addition other channel improvements. The Columbia
river has a deep-draught channel to Portland, Ore., and to Van-

couver, Wash., and depths suitable for commercial vessel traffic

to the head of the pool formed by Bonneville dam and thence

depths for barge navigation upstream to and including the

Snake river.

Extensive dredging operations were executed on the Intra-

coastal waterway system, extending along the Atlantic and Gulf

coasts, providing a more adequate channel for coastwise barge
and other light-draught vessel traffic carrying petroleum prod-
ucts and other essential commodities. A channel of 12 ft. or

more in depth heretofore authorized was made available through-
out the Atlantic coast section of the waterway from Trenton,

N.J., to Jacksonville, Fla. On the Gulf coast section of the water-

way, work was actively prosecuted during the fiscal year 1943 on

enlargement of the waterway between Carrabelle, Fla., and Cor-

pus Christi, Tex., to provide a depth of 12 ft. in accordance with

Public Law No. 675, 77th congress, approved July 23, 1942,
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which authorized such improvements from Apalachee bay, Fla.,

to the vicinity of the Mexican border. Funds were made avail-

able by the second Supplemental National Defense Appropria-
tion act approved Oct. 26, 1942, and work was commenced

promptly thereafter. When the scheduled work under way in

1943 is completed a continuous improved waterway having a least

depth of 12 ft. would be available from Carrabelle, Fla., to Cor-

pus Christi, Tex.

The Tombigbee waterway, which is one of many feeder chan-

nels of the Intracoastal waterway, extends from Mobile harbour,

Ala., far inland through the Mobile, Tombigbee, Warrior and

Black Warrior rivers. The Mississippi river inland waterway sys-

tem connects with the Intracoastal system at Plaquemine and

New Orleans, La. This interconnected network of improved wa-

terways brings barge navigation within reach of many important
industrial and farming centres. Other important canals of the

United States include the Cape Cod canal, Massachusetts, and

the Chesapeake and Delaware canal, Maryland and Delaware,
which accommodate ocean-going vessels; and the Okeechobee-

cross-Florida waterway which affords a light-draught barge chan-

nel across southern Florida. (E. RD.)

Great Britain. In 1943 a good deal was being done in the

way of adapting inland waterways generally to meet the require-

ments of traffic as a relief to the pressure on railways and roads.

The catchment boards who in 1943 had the control and admin-

istration of most of the rivers in England, were proceeding with

river training and improvement works throughout the country.

A good deal of discussion was taking place in connection with

the issue in August of the third report of the Central Advisory
Water committee, which dealt with a proposal to constitute new
river authorities to take over the responsibility for most, if not

all, the functions exercised by a variety of bodies associated with

river control.

It is a complicated question involving many and diverse

interests: land drainage, flood prevention, water supply, public

health, irrigation and agriculture, fisheries, commerce, indus-

try and navigation, as well as those associated with country-

side amenities and recreation. It would be a difficult matter to

reconcile all these different issues, and opposition was being mani-

fested by navigation authorities (ports and canals) to a fusion of

their own special sphere of operation with that of water adminis-

tration for public uses.

Another noteworthy development was the passing of the Grand

Union Canal bill, by which that company acquired powers to en-

gage in shipping operations and, in fact, to take an active interest

in all forms of transport whether by land, sea or air. This was

the first occasion on which a canal company had been granted
such powers by parliament, and considerable opposition was

manifested by the shipping companies.

Notable, too, during the year was the closing down of two old

canal undertakings: the Glamorganshire canal, 25 mi. long, from

Merthyr to the sea, with a descent of 560 ft. through 50 locks,

and the small local Monkland canal in the Glasgow area.

Interest was revived in a mid-Scotland ship canal and a small

departmental committee of the ministry of war transport was set

up to examine the project.

Europe. Not much information could be gleaned about inland

water developments on the continent of Europe and in enemy
occupied countries generally, but a project was mooted for the

construction of a canal to link the port of Venice with the town

of Locarno on Lake Maggiore, and there was a report that Japa-
nese engineers were planning a waterway to afford an inland

passage from the Sea of Japan to the Pacific. It would link

Tsuruga or Ohama on the Japanese sea with Osaka through Lake

Biwa and would have a ten-mile tunnel. (B. Cu.)

most *nterestm8 contribution to the subject of

. cancer during 1943, at least from a theoretical as-

pect, was contained in a long report from the National Cancer

institute which stated that at last it has been found possible to

produce cancer in normal tissues growing in a fairly simple cul-

ture radium.
The failure of other workers in this field had probably been

due to the fact that it had always been difficult to keep cultures

of adult tissues alive over a long period, especially when exposed
to relatively large quantities of the carcinogenic substances, and

that too small doses of the cultures were injected into the mice

which were employed to test the cultures for malignant cells.

A highly inbred pure strain of mice was used, but even

under exactly similar conditions some cultures produced large

numbers of tumours and others very few. The quantities of the

carcinogenic substance 2o-mcthylcholanthrene used were very

small, one-thousandth of a milligram to each cubic centimetre of

culture medium. Some cultures gave rise to tumours after a

relatively short exposure; others required months. One culture

strain was exposed for 406 days but did not produce as many
tumours as from cultures treated for only a week or two and

then allowed to grow for many months without further treat-

ment. The most interesting discovery was that of two untreated

control strains. One gave rise to some 8% of tumours, while the

other produced a greater number than any treated culture. The

authors go into a very elaborate discussion of this fact, pointing

out that the amounts of the 2o-methylcholanthrene needed to

produce cancer are extremely small, and they attempt to explain

the production of tumours from untreated cells by the possibility

of contamination of the cultures with very minute quantities of

carcinogenic substances which by some accident were transferred

to these cultures during the manipulations which took place in

carrying them on. The tissues have to be replanted very fre-

quently in fresh solution, usually every three to four weeks.

The writer does not agree with this explanation, but on the

contrary thinks that this phenomenon explains admirably a

series of random observations which were collected from about

1910 on, and were hitherto difficult to understand. For example,

the repeated injection of the solution of an aniline dye listed

under the trade name of Light Green F.S. produced a few sarco-

mata when injected subcutaneously into albino rats. Japanese

workers obtained malignant tumours in mice by the injection of

concentrated glucose solutions. Others noted that tumour pro-

duction followed the injection of acids or alkalies, even common

salt, into the tissues; others produced a few tumours in mice by

injecting cholesterol which had been given large doses of X-rays,

and these examples could be considerably multiplied where the

injection of substances which had apparently no carcinogenic

properties under ordinary circumstances produced an occasional

tumour. One of the most interesting of these types was reported

about 1931 following the insertion under the skin of guinea

pigs of small sealed glass tubes containing a minute quantity

of radium. After about a year tumours appeared at the site

of the tubes. No direct chemical action is possible here. The only

radiations which got through the glass were the gamma and beta

rays from the radium, but there could be no leakage of radium

salt from the tube. It may be suggested perhaps the tumours

were produced by the activation of the cholesterol of the tissues.

However, it is well known from the studies of Harrison S.

Martland of a group of dial painters that radioactive material,

when swallowed in very minute quantities, will produce a con-

siderable variety of bone sarcomas in human beings. Martland

showed conclusively that this was due to the deposition of the

radium in the tissues, chiefly of the bone marrow, and other

radiations of various types were given off which kept up a
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chronic inflammatory process, after a period of years followed

by the appearance of tumour. Similar tumours have been pro-

duced in animals. Whether the authors* explanation of culture

contamination is the correct one or not is not important, for

it was generally believed in 1943 that the cancer process is due

to a change in the quality of the normal cells of the bod# a mu-

tation perhaps, which renders them capable of growing indefi-

nitely in their host. Hence cancer is frequently connected with

chronic inflammatory processes or arises in tissues exposed for

long periods to various irritating substances. The trend therefore

on the whole has been away from the idea that there is any

necessarily specific substance in the production of human cancer,

though some of the hydrocarbons mentioned above, described

originally by Ernest L. Kennaway and John W. Cook, were

known in 1943 to occur in tar, soot and probably in certain

lubricating oils and proved active generators of malignant

growths in parts of the body which had been in contact with

these oils for long periods. That soot is carcinogenic had been

known for nearly 200 years. L. M. Shabad showed not only that

the liver of persons who died of cancer contained a substance

carcinogenic for mice, but lately found that the same is true

of normal lungs of healthy persons, so that it is evident that in

the body there are minute traces of substances which do not cause

cancer in their healthy hosts, but do in the exceptionally sensi-

tive reagent animal, the albino mouse, which has been so long

employed in these studies.

Thus at last it was definitely shown that what had so fre-

quently been assumed, that hereditary or other general sus-

ceptibility of the tissues of the body is necessary for the pro-

duction of cancer, is not valid, and the results of the experiments

just discussed also render it improbable that extraneous organ-

isms, such as viruses, etc., play a necessary part in the inception

of cancer.

From the diagnostic aspect of the cancer problem, an inter-

esting series of publications appeared on the early diagnosis of

cancer of the uterus by the microscopic examination of smears

from the vaginal secretion. The original paper by George N.

Papanicolaou and Herbert F. Traut appeared in the American

Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 42:193, Aug. 1941. Fol-

lowing that account, a well illustrated atlas of the microscopic

appearances of the cancer cells seen in such smears was pub-

lished by these authors, together with several papers by others

confirming the results. A very considerable experience is re-

quired for this method, which is similar to the demonstration of

cancer cells in abdominal and chest fluids, but the expert can

render a correct opinion in a considerable percentage of cases of

cancer. Obviously a positive diagnosis must be substantiated by
examination of curcttings before operation or radium treatment

is undertaken. The importance of this study is that many pa-

tients can be diagnosed who will not submit to a surgical opera-

tion or removal of a biopsy specimen, and by this means the

average time loss from the onset of symptoms may be consider-

ably reduced from the usual six or seven months' lapse between

the first symptoms and the application of the proper methods

for cure.

The treatment of cancer of the prostate gland by orchidectomy
has been carried on sufficiently long so as to judge roughly the

relief period which this treatment offers. No one has assumed

that such treatment will cure a malignant disease, but the occa-

sional relief of symptoms was so prompt and complete that a

little undue optimism was apparent in medical publications. It

was by 1943 beginning to be recognized that while an occasional

patient is completely relieved of symptoms for a time the pro-

cedure fails in a considerable proportion to be of any real bene-

fit, and that sooner or later the disease again becomes active.

The real value of the procedure is that the favourable results

afford the occasional patient complete relief of pain and confer

ability to return to work^ for six months or even a year. In some

instances the relief period was even longer, but these were few.

Cancer of the bladder has long been regarded as one of the

most difficult types of cancer to treat. Very few of the patients

appear in time for radical surgery, and many have to be satisfied

with the destruction of the growth by means of electrocautery,

in other words, a more or less palliative procedure. With the

advent of i,ooo,ooo-volt X-ray apparatus, it was hoped that a

certain number of permanent cures could be obtained, and un-

questionably an occasional patient will be cured with such treat-

ment. Even with treatment by 2oo,ooo-volt radiation a consid-

erable proportion may be relieved of all symptoms for a very

considerable time, but reports appearing from institutions where

i,ooo,ooo-volt apparatus was available showed that while excel-

lent palliation might be obtained for a very considerable time,

sooner or later most of the patients had a recurrence of the

tumour with the usual fatal termination. It was much too early

to judge the final results.

Reports concerning the treatment of cancer with neutrons did

not reveal any definite superiority to the results obtained with

correctly applied roentgen rays or radium.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Wilton R. Earle, Journal of the National Cancer In-

stitute, 3:555-558 (June 1943); Anderson Nettleship, ibid, 559-561;
Earle, ibid, 4:164-213 (Oct. 1943); Earle, Nettleship and colleagues,

ibid, 213-228 and 229-248. (F. C. W.)
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000 000 Ik. of candy produced in 1943,

about 20% was shipped to the armed forces in the

United States and abroad. The army again included hard candy

for Ration K, and the soldier's "last ditch" or extreme emergency
food package, known as Ration D, contained a special type of

chocolate and sugar, two of the most important candy ingredients.

The Jersey City quartermaster depot and the candy industry

developed in 1943 a chocolate bar which will remain solid up to

120 F. This bar, used by the armed forces in excessively warm

climates, is made of sugar, skim milk powder, cocoa fat, oat flour,

artificial flavouring and vitamin B. In addition, varieties of can-

dies, particularly 5-cent and lo-cent bars, were purchased in large

quantities for resale at post exchanges.

The industry's 1943 candy tonnage was produced by approxi-

mately 1,200 manufacturers in Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, New
York and other sections of the country, employing 50,000 persons,

mostly women. The gain in volume over the 1942 figure was

about 8% while the dollar value increase was approximately 20%.
This was due to the fact that many candy manufacturers con-

verted large portions of their output to higher priced candies,

with the unit price of most items showing only a slight increase

over 1942 prices. The average value of candy in 1943 was 19

cents per pound compared with 18 cents in 1942, 16 cento in 1940
and 14 cents in 1938.

However, instead of stressing the production of penny goods
and five-cent bars, as they did in the years preceding World War

II, candy manufacturers in 1943 went to higher priced goods,

featuring fancy packages and other maximum priced units. Of

the 2,500,000,000 Ib. of candy made in 1943, the distribution

was divided in approximately the following manner: penny goods,

10%, average value, 15 cents per Ib.; bars (i-cent, 5-cent and

others), 35%, average value, 22 cents per Ib.; bulk candy, 20%,

average value, 14 cents per Ib.; 5-cent and lo-cent packages

(other than bars), 12%, average value, 21 cents per Ib.; plain

packages, 15%, average value, 25 cents per Ib., and fancy pack-

ages, 10%, average value, 75 cents per Ib. In 1942, fancy pack-

ages amounted to only 1.2% of the entire tonnage while in 1939
it was less than i%.



For the second year in its history, the candy industry in 1943

met sharp curtailment of ingredients. The sugar ration for most

of 1943 was 80% of base period use. For the final quarter of the

year, however, candy manufacturers, together with other indus-

trial users, received a 10% "bonus" of sugar. This meant a 90%
allotment of base period use. During the first six months of 1943,

the candy industry received 6oTr of its chocolate requirements.

On July i, the War Food administration increased the quota to

70% of base period use while another 10% increase was granted
the industry on October i. The changed war picture and im-

proved shipping were the factors responsible for these increases.

Corn syrup and other corn products were not rationed in 1943

but, because of a corn shortage, refiners followed a "voluntary

rationing" program. Candy manufacturers, however, received a

minimum of 100% of base period use on all of their corn prod-
ucts. Many candy plants in 1943 continued to devote large por-

tions of their facilities for the production of radio, plane, gas-

mask parts and other non-edible necessities.

Towards the end of the year, the industry with the aid of the

U.S. department of agriculture launched a research development

program, the purpose of which was to find greater use for soy-

beans, peanuts, cottonseed and other home-grown agricultural

products in the production of candy. (H. D. G.)

Cane Sugar: see SUGAR.

^'^' anc^ territorial canned food pro-

duction in 1943, including canned vege-

tables, fruits, fish, and milk, totalled about 420,000,000 cases as

compared with 450,000,000 in 1942. Regular canned food items

were packed in somewhat lower quantities than in 1942, because

of difficulties resulting from delays in announcement of govern-
ment policy, changes in regulations, shortages in manpower, and

adverse climatic conditions in certain sections. Reductions were

noted especially in the case of fruits and vegetables. Lesser re-

duction occurred in packs of specialty items, fish, and milk. There

was a material increase in the pack of canned juices. At the be-

ginning of 1944, statistics on the pack of meat products were

incomplete. Considerable quantities of special rations were canned

for the armed forces, but production statistics were not available.

Preliminary statistics for the major commodities 'in 1943, as

compared with 1942, were:

Fruits, cases 60,773,000
Vegetables, cases 229,023,000
Juices, cases 36,61.1,000

Specialties, fruit and vegetable, cases 32,428,000
Fish, cases 18,070,000
Milk, cases 77i3i's,ooo

46,310,000
208,881,000
46,256,000
20,000,000
17,000,000
72,965,000

For civilian consumption the 1943 pack of commercially

canned food was supplemented by a rerord output of home-

canned foods, estimated at about 260,000,000 cases.

Government restrictions on the use of tinplate were continued

in 1943, governed by orders from the War Production board and

War Food administration. There was an increased use of so-

called "substitute" plates for cans, such as electrolytic plate

having a weight of 0.5 Ib. of tin per base box as compared with

1.25 Ib. for the conventional "hot-dipped" plate, and "bonder-

ized" plate which did not have tin coating but was chemically

treated and enamelled to reduce corrosion. As a further measure

in tin conservation there was increased use of lead-silver solder,

which contained no tin. Extensive research was done by can

manufacturers and the canning industry to determine the useful-

ness of substitute plates for the different classes of canned foods,

and consideration was given to determine a proper balance be-

tween tin conservation and the "shelf-life" of the container.

ITALIAN WAR PRISONERS were placed to work in a cannery at Mount Morris,

N.Y., in the fall of 1943 to help relieve the labour shortage

Late in 1942 the industry was urged to find a means of pro-

tecting the exterior of cans for army and navy overseas ship-

ments. Such coating, to be practicable under 1943 production

conditions, would have to be applied after the canning operation

and possess the property of protecting the metal from rust and

deterioration under extreme corrosion conditions. A study was

undertaken jointly by the can manufacturing and canning indus-

tries and the properties of various coatings were investigated.

The principal work was done with lacquers, paints, and waxes.

The tests showed that adequate protection may be given by a

number of coating materials and much of the 1943 and 1944

packs were to be coated for army and navy use.

The extensive nutrition studies begun in 1942 were continued

and expanded in 1943 and were devoted exclusively to the study

of nutrition values in heat-processed foods. This work, sup-

ported by the canning and can manufacturing industries, was

planned first to determine the dietary factors as they existed,

and later to study technological factors which affected these values.

The work was carried on through financial grants to universities

recognized for excellence in the field of nutrition and the findings

of the research were made available to official agencies. In 1943

principal attention was given to determination of vitamin re-

tentions in canning processes and a number of the more important
canned foods were included.

Operations in the canning industry in 1943 were affected pro-

foundly through applications of government decrees, delayed

government policies, indecision as to future government plans,

pricing methods, labelling, and related questions. The situation

at the beginning of 1943 was indefinite through lack of facts

from which the industry could make plans and this situation

obtained at the beginning of 1944.

The rationing program brought canned foods under the point

system in March 1943, on the basis of supplies then available,

and point values were set to move supplies smoothly into con-

sumption until the period of thr next pack. (E. J. C.)

Ccmol Oil Project: sec NORTHWEST TERRITORIES; PETROLEUM.

Canton Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Cape Verde Islands: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Carlson, Evans Fordyce
at Sidney, N.Y. He attended high school for a brief period, en-

listed in the army when he was 16, and was honourably dis-

charged in 1915 as a top sergeant. He was recalled at the time

159
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of the Mexican border troubles and later went overseas to France

during World War I. He was mustered out in 1919 with the

rank of captain, having received French and Italian decorations

and a citation from General John J. Pershing. Carlson, however,

chafed at the torpor of civilian life, and in 1922 he enlisted in the

marines as a private. He was commissioned as a second lieuten-

ant in 1923 and was assigned to duty in Central America and the

orient. In 1937 he made a 2,ooo-mi. trip into China, observing the

tactics employed by Chinese communist guerrillas in fighting the

Japanese. Carlson subsequently resigned and revisited China in

1940 and 1941 as a civilian. Convinced that a U.S.-Japanese war

was inevitable, he rejoined the marines and in May 1941 was re-

turned to active duty as a major. In 1942 he was given command
of a marine corps raiding unit. "Carlson's raiders/* as they were

later known, were thoroughly schooled in tactics similar to those

employed by British commandos and Chinese guerrillas. In Aug.

1942 Carlson and his raiders staged a successful raid on Jap-

anese-held Makin Island and later saw action on Guadalcanal.

Carlson also participated in the invasion of the Gilbert Islands,

Nov. 20-23 and after the battle declared: "Tarawa was the

toughest job in marine history."

PornOfflO TrilCtC
Carn 9Ie Corporation of New York,

UalllGglG IIUolo. established by Andrew Carnegie in 1911

and endowed with $135,000,000, devotes its annual income to

grants to institutions and agencies whose activities aim at the

advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding

among the people of the United States and of the British

dominions and colonies.

During 1942-43, the corporation trustees appropriated a total

of $2,562,900: library interests, $82,250; fine arts and museums,

$38>5O; research and publication $296,703; general educational

purposes in schools, colleges, universities, etc., $2,145,447. The

amount appropriated since 1911 totals $189,798,099.

The five other separately administered Carnegie organiza-

tions in the United States, which were founded by Mr. Carnegie

for specific purposes before the establishment of the corporation,

with endowments ranging in 1943 from $10,000,000 to $30,000,-

ooo, followed their established programs described regularly in

their annual publications.

Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh (1896), which comprises a

museum of fine arts, a music hall, a museum of natural history,

a public library, and an associated institute of technology with a

library school, carried out its stated programs with modifications

in staff and facilities caused by war conditions.

Carnegie Institution of Washington (1902), devoted to sci-

entific research, has expended since its organization some $50,-

000,000 in its program of encouraging investigation, research and

discovery, and the application of knowledge to the improvement
of mankind, specifically by work in astronomy (Mt. Wilson

observatory), terrestrial magnetism, geophysics, animal and

plant biology, and historical research (especially in Yucatan).

Most of its staff and a major part of its research facilities were

engaged in services relating to the national emergency.

Carnegie Hero Fund Commission (1904), established to

recognize heroic acts performed in the United States of America,

the dominion of Canada, the colony of Newfoundland, and the

waters thereof, by persons the nature of whose duties in follow-

ing their regular vocations does not necessarily require them

to perform such acts, announced that the list of its beneficiary

aid showed a total of 3,292 medal awards and a total of

$6,455,942 in pecuniary awards.

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

(1905), established to provide retiring pensions for teachers and

to advance higher education, paid $1,931,238.72 in retiring

allowances to retired college professors, or their widows, mak-

ing a total of $44,424,603.59 paid for such purposes since its

establishment. It also continued, chiefly from funds provided by
the corporation, its program of educational research, including

such activities as teacher-testing program, graduate examination

study, etc.

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (1910), es-

tablished to serve the purpose indicated by its name, expended
its income in research, study, and conferences on the causes of

war and international misunderstanding. (R. M. LE.)

Caroline Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, MANDATED.

Carver, George Washington
agricultural expert, was born of slave parents near Diamond

Grove, Mo. Dr. Carver, who was a member of the Tuskegee
institute in Alabama from 1896 until his death, was appointed
collaborator in the division of mycology and disease survey in

the bureau of plant industry of the U.S. department of agricul-

ture in 1935. His devotion to the improvement of farming con-

ditions in the south and his development of hundreds of new

synthetic products from peanuts, cotton and soybeans are world-

famous. He was awarded the Spingarn medal in 1923 and the

Roosevelt medal in 1939. Dr. Carver died in Tuskegee, Ala,,

Jan. 5. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Diohord Carriinor (l89 ~
}> Australian

, KlUiaiU Ddl UIIICI tician, was born Aug. 29, and

was educated at Melbourne university and at Trinity college,

Cambridge. Casey served as liaison officer between the Australian

government and the British foreign office for seven years, leaving

this post in 1931 to enter the Australian house of representatives.

During his nine-year tenure in the house, he acted as assistant

federal treasurer, federal treasurer, minister in charge of develop-

ment and minister for supply and development. His government
sent him to London for the coronation and imperial conference in

1937, and in 1939 he again represented Australia at the London

conference on the conduct of the war. Casey left the house of

representatives in 1940 to accept the portfolio as Australian min-

ister to the United States, where he remained for two years.

Prime Minister Churchill recalled him in 1942 and placed him in

the United Kingdom war cabinet as minister of state in the mid-

dle east. On Dec. 23, 1943, he was named governor of Bengal in

what appeared to be a government move to alleviate the critical

situation in that famine-ridden province.

Catastrophes: see DISASTERS.

Catholic Church: see ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

Catholic Community Service, National.

The National Catholic Community service is the agency desig-

nated by the Catholic Church in the United States to serve men
and women in the armed forces and war workers in overbur-

dened industrial communities. A member agency of the United

Service Organizations, it provided in 1943 a wide variety of serv-

ices designed to promote the spiritual, recreational, social and

educational welfare of servicemen, servicewomen and war work-

ers. It served also the wives and children of servicemen.

The N.C.C.S. was a development of the National Catholic War

council, its counterpart in World War I. Like its predecessor, the

N.C.C.S. was organized to serve men and women of every race

and creed, but differed from other war service agencies in its

special services for Catholics. As of Jan. 1944 it managed a
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total of 512 operations at home and abroad, 39 of which were

supported by the N.C.C.S. independently of the U.S.O. and in-

cluded clubs in Egypt, Hawaii, Australia, the Fiji Islands and

England. (P. DG.)

Catholic library Association.

educators and others interested in Catholic intellectual life, to

promote Catholic literature and to develop and extend Catholic

library work. The association was founded in 1921, as the library

section of the Catholic Educational association: it became an

independent body in 1931, and was incorporated under the laws

of the state of Wisconsin in 1936.

The membership in Sept. 1943, was 1,086. Two new units,

Galvcston, Texas, and Boise City, Idaho, were added to the 18

local divisions. The regional and local units meet from two to

six times annually, publish bulletins of professional and news

interest, and bibliographies for elementary and high school

libraries as well as for the general public.

The annual conference in 1943, scheduled for Buffalo, was

cancelled because of travel restrictions.

The principal means by which the Catholic Library association

attains its objectives are the publication of the official organ,

the Catholic Library World, of the Catholic Periodical Index,

and of the Supplement to the Reading List for Catholics; the

maintenance of a central office for information, and of an agency
for the bibliographical works of Rev. Stephen A, Brown, librarian

in Dublin; and the promotion of National Catholic book week,

which in 1943 was observed Nov. 7-13.

Publications during 1943 included the quarterly issues of the

Catholic Periodical Index (publication of the four-and-one-half

year cumulation, scheduled for Nov. 1943, was delayed because

some European periodicals did not arrive); three additions to

the bio-bibliographical series, Contemporary Catholic Authors;
the Cdtholic Library World (1929- ) published monthly from

October to May. Officers for 1943-45 were Rev. Andrew L.

Bouwhuis, S.J., Canisius College library, Buffalo, N.Y., president;

Richard James Hurley, Library School, Catholic University of

America, Washington, D.C., vice-president; Dorothy E. Lynn,

University of Scranton, Scranton, Pa., secretary-treasurer. Offi-

cial headquarters are at the office of the secretary-treasurer.

(A. L. Bs.)

Catholic Organizations for Youth. ^ciUE ;
8

;:

ishes in the United States in 1943 promoted one or more or-

ganizations for youth. In 1940 the archbishops and bishops had

established within the framework of the National Catholic Wel-

fare conference (q.v.) a youth department charged with the re-

sponsibility of guiding and developing the Catholic youth apos-

tolate and promoting, as the national, unifying and co-ordinating

structure of all approved Catholic youth groups, the National

Catholic Youth council.

The National Catholic Youth council is comprised of a dio-

cesan section and a college and university section. The college

and university section comprises two national student federa-

tions, the National Federation of Catholic College Students, unit-

ing in 1943 the student bodies of some 90 Catholic colleges, and

the Newman Club federation, uniting the Catholic student clubs

in over 500 non-Catholic colleges. The diocesan section of the

N.C.Y.C. is comprised of the diocesan youth councils, which in

turn are made up of parish youth councils.

The constituent youth groups within the parish youth council

continued in 1943 to receive program services from their parent

bodies, such as the Sodality of Our Lady, the Mission Crusade,

and in some places the Catholic Youth Organization (C.Y.O.).

Some of the larger of such groups in 1943 were: The Sodality of

Our Lady, 3742 W. Pine blvd., St. Louis, Mo., with 9,626 units

totalling 806,800 members; the Catholic Students Mission Cru-

sade, Shattuc ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, with 2,978 units totalling

600 members; the Junior Catholic Daughters of America, 39

Manchester terrace, Mount Kisco, N.Y., with some 1,000 units

totalling 15,000 members; the Columbian Squires, 45 Wall St.,

New Haven, Conn., with 408 units totalling 16,961 members;
the Catholic Central Verein, 3835 Westminster place, St. Louis,

Mo., with 25,000 members; and the Catholic Boy Scouts, with

4,385 troops under exclusively Catholic auspices. In 102 of the

116 dioceses of the United States the bishop had by 1943 ap-

pointed a Diocesan Youth director with the responsibility of

guiding and directing all approved youth groups in the diocese.

(P. F.T.)

Catholic Rural Life Conference, National.

A national organization of bishops, priests and lay persons,

founded in 1923 and dedicated to the economic, social and

spiritual interests of the U.S. farmer. It functions as an educa-

tional and propaganda agency within the church for the applica-

tion of the principles of Catholic philosophy to the sphere of

agriculture.

Instead of the 2ist annual convention a wartime meeting was

held at Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 9-13, 1943, attended by 400 dele-

gates for the purpose of strengthening the work of the conference

both during the war and in the postwar period. The conference

went on record in favour of: (i) the farm co-operative move-

ment to protect the family-type farm from economically power-

ful groups; (2) the government as custodian of the common

good, seeking to achieve the widest possible distribution of land

ownership; (3) the parity-price principle for agricultural prod-

ucts in relation to industrial products; (4) subsidies to farmers

as a temporary, emergency measure.

The Most Rev. Aloysius J. Muench, bishop of Fargo, N. D.,

and president of the conference, presided at the conference's

annual dinner.

The war activities of the conference were predominant in the

rural-life schools of 1943, which were effective beyond expecta-

tion. The conference continued to work in co-operation with non-

Catholic groups and governmental agencies, and entered into an

understanding with the American Federation of Labor and the

Congress of Industrial Organizations.

The Most Rev. Joseph H. Schlarman, bishop of Peoria, 111.,

was elected president, and the Rt. Rev. L. G. Ligutti was re-

appointed executive secretary. Land and Home, a monthly, is the

official publication. Permanent headquarters were at 3801 Grand

ave., Des Moines 12, la. (J. LAF.)

Catholic Welfare Conference, National.
The conference was organized by the bishops of the United

States in Sept. 1919, to unify, co-ordinate and organize the Cath-

olic people of the United States in works of education, social

welfare, immigrant aid and other activities.

The 25th annual meeting of the conference was held at Wash-

ington, D.C., Nov. 10-12, 1943, and was attended by 100 mem-
bers of the hierarchy. Officers elected to the administrative board

were: chairman of the administrative board, Most Rev. Edward

Mooney, archbishop of Detroit, Mich.
;
vice-chairman and treas-

urer, Most Rev. Samuel A. Stritch, archbishop of Chicago, 111.;

secretary, Most R,*v. Francis J. Spellman, archbishop of New
York, N.Y. The Most Rev. John G. Murray, archbishop of St.

Paul, Minn., and the Most Rev. James H. Ryan, bishop of
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Omaha, Neb., were elected as new members of the board.

The assembled archbishops and bishops at Washington sent

their traditional message of greeting to the Holy See, and con-

firmed their offering of $350,000 to the pope for distribution

among the distressed peoples in the war zones. The hierarchy

declared in a published statement that the Moscow conference

had failed to dispel the fear that the ideals of the Atlantic Char-

ter were compromised.
In the field of international relations, the preparation of ma-

terial centring around the papal peace program, especially in its

application to the postwar world, was the outstanding achieve-

ment. Spanish and Portuguese translations of the pamphlets on

U.S. peace aims and the world society were issued.

The social-action department sponsored a conference on the

religious and economic problems of Spanish-speaking groups in

the United States, held during the week of July 19 in San An-

tonio, Tex. The report of the recommendations of the conference

was widely distributed among clerical and lay leaders. The pro-

posed National War Service act for drafting men and women
into war industries was opposed by the administrative board in

letters sent by the executive secretary to committees of the

senate and house of representatives.

War relief services for morale and character for refugees, pris-

oners of war, and people in devastated areas were established, and

operations were begun during 1943.

One of the most important works undertaken by the confer-

ence was the printing and distribution of the Acta Apostolicae

Sedis, the official organ of the Holy See, which began publica-

tion in Sept. 1943, for many countries in which distribution of

this official organ of papal documentation had ceased after Dec.

1940.

A new nationwide Catholic radio program, "The Hour of

Faith," was inaugurated over the Blue network Oct. 19. The

press department, through the N.C.W.C. news service, strength-

ened its coverage of Vatican news, and became the only source

of reliable and complete information on Vatican wartime thought

and activity. Publications subscribing to the news service in-

creased to 204 in 32 countries. Subscribers to the Spanish-

language news service increased considerably during 1943.

National offices are located at 1312 Massachusetts ave., N.W.,

Washington 5, D.C. The N.C.W.C. issues a monthly publication,

Catholic Action. (J. LAP.)

Catholic Youth Organization: see CATHOLIC ORGANIZA-
TIONS FOR YOUTH.

Potrnnv Conrffoo (l879~ )j French army officcr
'
the

bdllUUA, QCUIgCd son of a general, attended St. Cyr mili-

tary academy and later served with the Foreign legion. He was

appointed aide-de-camp to the governor general of Algeria, 1912,

and went to the front in 1914 with the Algerian tirailleurs.

Wounded and taken prisoner, he made several unsuccessful breaks

for freedom, but. did not obtain his release until the armistice

was signed in 1918. He later became governor general of Damas-

cus, where he served under Gen. Maximo Weygand during the

campaign against, the Druse tribesmen. Recalled to Morocco in

1926, he was put. in charge of intelligence under the command of

Gen. Henri Giraud during the RilT rebellion. In 1940, while he

was governor general of Indo-China, his refusal to accede to

Japanese demands t* send troops into Indo-China led to his ouster

by the Vichy government. He promptly went to England and joined

the Free French. Gen. Charles tie Gaulle named him commander
in chief of Free French forces in the near east in July 1941. With

the formation of the French Committee of National Liberation in

June 1943, Catroux became a member of the committee as na-

tional commissioner without portfolio. In Nov. 1943 a crisis in

Lebanon was precipitated when several Lebanese leaders were

imprisoned for attempting to alter their constitution without the

consent of the French. Catroux restored order by releasing the

prisoners.

(1856-1943), Italian cardinal, was

born April 17 in Marradi, Italy. He
was ordained at the age of 23, served as vicar general in a

diocese of his native province and was later called to Rome as

counsellor to the Sacred Congregation of Sacraments. He be-

came auditor of the Rota in 1909, later secretary of the supreme
tribunal of the Segnatura, from which post he was elevated to

cardinal deacon in 1935 by the late Pope Pius XL He died in

Rome, April 12, the third member of the sacred college to die

within a month.

p iii The production of cattle and calves reached a new
Udlllv- record in 1943 when the total number was 78,170,000

head as estimated by the United States department of agriculture.

This compared to 75,162,000 head a year earlier and a xo-year

average of 68,418,000 head for the period 1932-41. This record

exceeded the previous high total in 1918 by over 5,000,000 head

and the peak of 1934 by nearly 4,000,000 head. Compared with

a year earlier there was an increase of nearly 1,000,000 head of

dairy cattle, cows, heifers and heifer calves. The number of cat-

tle being fed was of record proportions at the beginning of the

year, amounting to an increase of 8% in the corn belt alone.

Fewer cattle were on feed in the western states except California.

During the early part of 1943 the federally inspected slaughter

of cattle was much below the same period in 1942, amounting to

15% in the first 7 months. A much larger proportion of the cat-

tle apparently went to non-inspected slaughter. Total slaughter

was estimated at 28,300,000 head for 1943 compared to 27,-

100,000 head in 1942. This left an estimated total at the end of

the year of 80,800.000 head of all cattle. The calf crop was esti-

mated at 33,700,000 compared to 32,700,000 in 1942. The move-

ment of cattle into corn belt feed lots was less than a year earlier,

reflecting the influence of shorter supplies of feed and higher

prices. Cattle feeding operations outside the corn belt were re-

ported to be the smallest in five years. Since the numbers of

cattle were at such high levels as to be excessive in relation to the

feed and pasture resources of the country the War Food admin-

istration recommended that, the goal for 1944 be set for a vol-

ume of slaughter about 19% larger than in 1943, which would

decrease the total number of cattle on farms but not jeopardize

a safe level of production. The production of beef in 1943 was

estimated to be about 9.000.000,000 Ib. or 325,000,000 Ib. more

than in 1942, and veal about 1,000,000,000 Ib. or 62,000,000 Ib.

less than the previous year. The total requirements of beef and

veal were estimated to be 11,280,000,000 Ib. for 1944, about 10%
more than was slaughtered in 1943. (Sec also LIVESTOCK.)

(J.C.Ms.)

Cazalet, Victor Alexander
cated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford. He served in World

War I and won the military cross for gallantry. After the war

he attended the Versailles conference and was a member of the

British staff in Siberia, 1918-19. In addition to serving as

Unionist M.P. from Chippenham, 1924-43, he had been parlia-

mentary private secretary to the president of the board of trade.

An authority on central European affairs, Col. Cazalet was ap-

pointed in 1940 as liaison officer to Gen. Sikorski, premier of

the Polish government-in-exilc. He was killed July 4 in the
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crash of a plane that was carrying Sikorski and his party back

to England from a visit to Cairo.

CED: see COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

Celebes Islands: see NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EMPIRE; NETH-
ERLANDS INDIES.

Cellulose Products: see PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY; PLAS-

TICS INDUSTRY; RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FIBRES.

Pennant ^le war P r Sram >
w^h its extensive military, indus-

UulllCllla trial and housing construction, greatly increased the

demand for cement, so that production increased 6% over the

preceding year in 1940, 26% in 1941 and 11% in 1942, when the

output included 182,781,184 bbl. of portland cement and "2,560,-

425 bbl. of special cements, a total of 185,341,609 bbl. Even
with this heavy increase in output, demand continued to lead,

and shipments for 1942 were 187,809,208 bbl. Consequently at

the end of 1942 stocks had declined 14% to 21,206,022 bbl.

(including 17,445,220 bbl. of finished cement, 3,509,336 bbl. of

clinker and 251,466 bbl. of special cements) as compared with

24,738,811 bbl. in 1941. There was sufficient surplus capacity in

the industry to cover any probable increase in demand, since

the 166 plants contributing to the 1942 output were worked

only at an average of 73.5%.

Normally the distribution of cement is highly seasonal, with

shipments usually reaching a peak in midsummer, and a low in

midwinter, with the peak as much as two to three times as great

as the low. Because of the pressure for rapid completion of the

work that characterized recent expansions in building construc-

tion, winter construction was increased, the low of Feb. 1942

being 8,293,000 bbl., as compared with 3,893,000 bbl. in Jan.

1940. The demand for speed in construction also manifested itself

in the proportion of high-early-strength cement turned out, this

type having increased by 39% in 1941 and 15% in 1942, with

shipments of 7,065,700 bbl. (See also GYPSUM.) (G, A. Ro.)

Starting to build from the ground floor in

Dec. 1941, a comprehensive censorship organi-Censorship.
zation was created in the first twelve months after Pearl Harbor.

Thereafter, the Office of Censorship, with a staff of about 13,000,

continued to hold major responsibility, acting as an independent
war agency responsible only to the president and in no way
involved in the series of consolidations and reorganizations which

so greatly changed the alignment of official Washington. For the

fiscal year 1944, beginning July i, 1943, congress without

debate approved for the agency an appropriation of $27,809,000.

In 1943, the main problems of the office concerned improve-

ment of technique, attainment of more efficient administration

and efforts to make certain that increasing advantage was taken

of the affirmative benefits flowing from the censoring process.

The purpose of censorship is to prevent important information

from reaching the enemy, to attack the enemy's communications

and to intercept all possible information regarding his plans.

To attain those ends, the Office of Censorship was directed

mainly along two lines: first, the censorship of all communica-

tions coming into or going out of the United States by mail,

cable, radio or any other means; second, the supervision of a

method of voluntary co-operation on the part of newspapers,

magazines and other publications and radio stations in the United

States to withhold from domestic circulation secret military

information that might be of value to the enemy.

Control of the international mails, authorized by congress in

the First War Powers act, was by far the largest physical task

of the Office of Censorship. About 1,000,000 pieces of mail

became available for examination daily at various Postal Censor-

ship stations scattered about the rim of the country and at

strategic points in the territories. Uniform treatment of these

communications was essential, and schools of instruction were

maintained for the constant training of personnel in the detailed

regulations for handling international mail.

Further, to co-ordinate all censorship in this field, the various

regulations drawn up in 1942 for postal, cable and radiotele-

phone communications were consolidated on Jan. 30, 1943, into

a single handbook, entitled U.S. Censorship Regulations. The

regulations prohibited all communication with enemy territory

except by special license and gave notice that revealing references

to such subjects as fortifications, ship and troop movements and

secret military plans or weapons would be stricken out of all

communications sent across the international boundaries. Copies
of this handbook were made available to the public for guidance
in v;riting letters, etc., to be sent abroad.

Nevertheless, it was necessary to establish a number of units

for handling specialized communications. One such specially

trained unit was created to handle letters going to and from

prisoners of war, as provided by the Geneva convention. Another

group of experts was set up to supervise censoring of trade,

banking and shipping communications going out of or coming
into the United States. Still another special unit dealt only

with philatelic mail under instructions to prevent transmission

of code messages or illegal transfer of funds in connection with

shipments of stamps across international boundaries.

Batteries of translators also were created to make available

language experts able to read some 200 different languages and

dialects. Chemists were installed in laboratories at various sta-

tions to deal with secret ink messages. They worked in closest

liaison with the intelligence agencies. In co-operation with the

Bureau of Customs, units were established to examine all papers

carried by international travellers at ports of entry and exit

and to scrutinize all photographic prints and films, including

motion pictures, which were presented for export or import.

The Office of Censorship, however, did not examine mail to and

from army and navy personnel overseas. That function was

exercised by the armed services themselves.

Censorship of high speed news dispatches and other com-

munications by cable, radio, telegraph, radiotelephone and land

wire obviously involved a still greater degree of security. In

addition, there was the desire for rapid handling of such com-

munications in order to impose the least possible delay. A period

of 24 hr. would be considered normal for handling of a letter

through censorship, but in regard to high speed transmission of

messages it was desired to reduce the censorship delay to a few

minutes wherever possible and in many instances to less than a

minute. In large part, this was achieved.

Highly expert staffs were on duty at the Cable Censorship
stations 24 hr. a day. Extensive files of previous traffic and

other pertinent information were kept readily accessible. As in

postal censorship, specialists were assigned to the various classes

of traffic. The handling of press dispatches alone, for instance,

required the services of a sizeable staff recruited from the ranks

of experienced newspapermen. It was against this particular

operation that one of the few public criticisms of censorship in

1943 was directed. A number of British correspondents protested

on several occasions, declaring that deletions from their dis-

patches, sent -from New York to London, sometimes went be-

yond the requirements of security.

Toward the end of 1942, a minor controversy had arisen in

congress over the application of censorship to communications

between the continental United States and the territories. Some
senators contended that there was no legal warrant for such

censorship. At one time, legislation was proposed to legalize
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this operation specifically, but this proposal was not revived

when the new congress met in Jan. 1943, and the controversy

died out. Censorship of communications between the mainland

and the territories continued.

Inside the United States, voluntary censorship of the press

and of broadcasting continued under the supervision of the

Office of Censorship and with the solid support of both indus-

tries. On Feb. i, 1943, the Code of Wartime Practices for the

American Press, and its companion piece, the Code of Wartime

Practices for American Broadcasters, were revised. Some pro-

visions were eliminated and others added, as dictated by ex-

perience. Another revision, relaxing the code, came in the

closing months of the year because of an improved military

situation and other factors. More complete weather reports

were approved for newspapers. Weather news was broadcast by
radio stations for the first time in almost two years. Virtually

all remaining restrictions on information regarding war produc-

tion, except in regard to secret models, were eliminated. The

way was opened for greater publicity regarding the contribution

of merchant shipping toward victory.

Both the Press and Broadcasting divisions, with very small

staffs and no branch offices, continued to operate on the theory

that every editor and broadcaster was his own censor and that

the codes were his guide in hour-to-hour handling of the news.

The percentage of violations was strikingly small. (See also

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES; RADIO.) (B. PR.)

1 (MA
I vTlK

census f population in the United

States covered a decidedly wider field than

any earlier census. In spite of delays inevitably resulting from

war conditions, reports were finally published in 1943 on many
new topics, including the data on housing derived from the sepa-

rate housing schedule, data on migration between 1935 and 1940,

and data on families and fertility, these last mainly from sample
tabulations. Departures in the way of geographic areas repre-

sented included selected housing data by city blocks, many tabu-

lations for metropolitan districts (providing information hereto-

fore available only for the central cities), and additional data for

counties, townships and the smaller incorporated places. Persons

who use in conjunction statistics from any of the reports based

on a sample tabulation and statistics from the complete tabula-

tion, will find slight differences in most of the items common to

the two sources. The differences are in practically all cases too

small, however, to detract from the usefulness of the data. The
characteristics of each of the samples are discussed in the report

presenting the data.

A selection from among the more significant of the published
items is presented in the paragraphs that follow.

Growth of Total Population. Estimates of the population of

the United States as a whole have been made month by month on

the basis of current records of births and deaths (corrected for

under-registration) and net immigration. These estimates, which

1940
are presented in Table I, make no allowance for postcensal move-

ment of the armed forces away from continental United States.

That is, they represent the de jure population, including men in

military service abroad. (The estimates arc presented to the last

digit as computed instead of being rounded, not because they are

assumed to be accurate to the last digit but for convenience in

summation.)
The population of continental United States on Jan. I, 1943,

according to the estimates, was 135,645,969, which represents an

increase of 1,692,744 over the population estimated for Jan. i,

1942. The increase during the calendar year 1942 was thus al-

most twice as great as the average annual increase between 1930

and 1940. The rate of increase for 1942 was 1.3%, as compared
with an average annual rate of 0.7% for the decade 1930 to 1940.

This recent acceleration of population growth results mainly

from a very considerable rise in the birth rate. During the cal-

endar year 1942 tliere were approximately 3,O3cS,ooo births, as

compared with 2,717,000 births in 1941 and with an annual aver-

age of not quite 2,400,000 between 1930 and 1940. This increase

in the birth rate has taken place since 1936, following an almost

continuous decline since 1921, and is attributable mainly, in the

first place, to the business prosperity induced by defense activi-

ties and, in the second place, to the anticipation of conscription

and the entry of the United States into the war. A record mar-

riage rate led to more first births and the number of children born

to couples married earlier also increased. The number of deaths

in 1942, however, was about the same as the annual average

during the decade 1930 to 1940, the death rate in 1942 (based on

registered deaths) being only 10.4, wrhich is the lowest on record.

Net civilian immigration during 1942 amounted to 88,587, as

compared with 41,162 in 1941 and with an average net emigra-

tion of about 5,000 per year during the preceding census period.

The number of births in the year 1943 seemed likely, on the

basis of incomplete returns, to exceed very materially the number

recorded in 1942. The numbers registered month by month for

the first eight or nine months of the year exceeded the numbers

registered during the corresponding months of 1942. The excess

has been growing less, however, for several months and the num-

ber returned for October, the last month for which even prelimi-

nary data are available at this writing (Dec. 1943) is materially

less than the number recorded for Oct. 1942. Thus, while the

trend in the number of births has continued upward longer than

was expected, it seems to have definitely passed the peak and be-

gun a decline. The civilian death rate will probably not increase

appreciably in 1944, but military mortality is likely to become

a muck more important factor. The rate of population growth
is expected therefore to decline rather sharply as World War II

continues.

Estimates of civilian population have been made for states and

counties, on the basis of registrations for the various war ration

books. The last of these estimates, based on the registration for

war ration book 4, as of Nov. i, 1943, distributes by states and

counties an estimated total civ-

Table I. Estimated Population of Continental United States, by Sin-Month Periods: July 7 , 7940, to Jan. 1 , 7943

^Includes an estimate of military deaths and persons missing in action for the army, navy, marine corps, coast guard, and merchant
marine. fPreceding three months only.

ilian population of about 127,-

261,000. It may be noted that

this figure is less by 4,408,000, or

3.3%, than the total population

returned in the 1940 census

(which was 131,669,275). This

means that inductions into mili-

tary service have by so much ex-

ceeded the sum of natural in-

crease and net immigration.

Educational Attainment, A
new measure of the educational
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Table II. Population 20 Years Old and Over by Years of School Completed,

by Colour: 1940

(Percent based on number reporting grade completed)

attainment of the population is represented by the data on last

(or highest) full grade of school completed, or, to use a some-

what more convenient expression, the number of years of school

completed. The question on number of years of school completed
was included in the 1940 census in place of the less comprehen-
sive questions on illiteracy asked in previous censuses. The data

for persons 20 years old and over, a group made up, for the most

part, of persons whose formal education had been completed, are

summarized in Table II.

Of the whole number of these persons who reported the

amount of schooling they had completed, 2,902,284, or 3.4%, had

never completed so much as one year of formal schooling, and an

additional 4.7% had completed less than four years; 22,521,962,

or 26.4%, had completed the eighth grade only; 14,218,084, or

16.7%, had completed four years of high school and an additional

16.3% had had one, two or three years of high school; 3,792,-

277, or 4.4%, had completed four years (or more) in college

and an additional 6.0% had had one, two or three years of

college.

Figures representing the median number of years of school

completed by various classes in the population are presented in

Table III. The median is usually defined as that value, in a series

of values arranged in ascending or descending order, which stands

in the middle of the series, so that one-half of the items are

greater than the median and one-half less. In order to under-

stand clearly the relation between the frequency distribution pre-

sented in Table II and the medians presented in Table III, it is

necessary to keep in mind the fact that the distribution is in

terms of completed years, while the medians are expressed in

decimals representing tenths of a year. For example, the number

of persons shown as having completed 8 years of school includes

not only those who have completed exactly 8 years but also all

those who have completed in addition any fraction of a year.

In other words, the range of the group is from 8 to 8.9 years.

A median of 8.4, then, does not indicate a point beyond the

limits of the 8-year group but rather a position within that group.

The median number of years of school completed by all per-

sons 20 years old and over in the United States in 1940 was 8.8.

Because of the more favourable educational opportunities in re-

cent years there is a marked relationship between age and the

amount of education, the educational attainment being progres-

sively higher for the younger age groups. Thus, for the total

population 20 to 24 years of age the median number of years of

school completed was 11.2 (representing a position in the early

part of the third year of high school), while the median for per-

sons 40 to 44 years old was only 8.6 years and for those 75 and

over, 8.0 years. The medians for rural-farm areas are somewhat

lower, age by age, than those for urban areas; and the medians

for the nonwhite are decidedly lower than those for the white

population.

Relative Ages of Husbands and Wives. Of the 35,087,440

families in the United States in 1940, 26,605,800 were what has

been termed normal families, that is, families including a husband

and wife, with or without children. Among the tabulations made
for these normal families was one showing the age of husband in

combination with the age of wife. These figures are summarized

for the United States in Table IV. (Because of mechanical lim-

itations, the age of husband was tabulated in somewhat less detail

than the age of wife, so that for comparison with the three col-

umns representing husband's age from 35 to 64 it is necessary in

each case to combine two lines to obtain the number of wives in

the corresponding age group.)

On the basis of the figures in Table IV, two observations may
be made: First, that in relatively few cases did the age of the

wife materially exceed the age of the husband. About 9% of the

wives of husbands under 25 years of age were returned as in the

next higher age group, that is, 25 to 29 years; this doe's not

necessarily mean, however, more than a year or two of difference

in age. Considerably more than half of the married men under

25 years of age are either 23 or 24 years old, and the wife need

be only 25 years old in order to be classified in the next higher

age group. Likewise, only 6.7% of the wives of husbands aged 25

to 29 were 30 to 34 years old, and only 5.8% of the wives with

husbands aged 30 to 34 were 35 to 39 years old.

The second observation is to the effect that a very large per-

centage of the wives -vere considerably younger than their hus-

bands. For example, 44.5% of the wives with husbands 25 to 29

were under 25, and 53.1% of the wives with husbands 30 to 34

years old were under 30. In general, as the age of husbands in-

creases, the proportion of wives who are considerably younger
than their husbands also increases, mainly because of the tend-

ency among men who marry late in life to choose wives consider-

ably younger than themselves.

Relationship to Head of Household. The term "private

household," as used in the 1940 census, is defined as a group of

persons including the head of the household, persons related to

the head, and the unrelated lodgers, servants and hired hands, if

any, who live in the same dwelling unit and share common house-

hold arrangements. The number of heads of private households

is the same as the number of private households and is directly

comparable with the number of private families. The number of

private households in 1940 was 34,948,666, and the number of

persons living in these private households was 128,427,069.

Table III. Median Years of School Completed by Persons 20 Years Old and

Over, by Age, for the United States, by Colour and by Sex, and
for Urban and Rural Areas: 1940
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Table IV. Age of Wife by Age of Husband, for the United States: 1940

(Figures based on a sample tabulation)

In addition to the private households, there were 80,122 quasi

households (large lodging houses, hotels for transients, institu-

tions, etc.) with 3,242,206 persons residing in them. The average

number of persons per quasi household was 40.5, as compared
with an average of 3.7 for private households.

The classification of the population in private households by

relationship to head is shown in Table V. The first six classes,

head, wife, child, grandchild, parent, and other relative, repre-

sent the population in private families. The two remaining cate-

gories, representing an aggregate of 5,496,378 people, represent

the unrelated persons living in the private households, being

mainly lodgers.

On the basis of the sex distribution, it may be noted that the

heads of the families were dominant!)' male and that both the

persons living outside private households and the lodgers living

in such households showed a considerable excess of males, while

the parents and the servants living in the households were largely

females.

Table V. Population in Private Households, by Relationship to Head, and Sex,
and Population Outside Private Households, by Sex,

for the United States: 1940

Migration, 1935-40. Among the new questions on the 1940

population schedule was one asking for the place of residence on

April i, 1935, of each person 5 years old and over, designed to

five direct statistics on migration from one part of the United

States to another. In the tabulations based on this question,

migrants are defined as persons whose 1935 residence and 1940
residence were in different counties or who had moved to or

from a city of 100,000 or more within the same county. Non-

migrants are persons who lived in the same county or city in

1935 and 1940 or in that portion

of the same county outside a city

of 100,000 or more.

In Table VI are presented mi-

gration data for heads of families

which indicate for the migrants

the movement between designated

urban and rural areas. Of the

whole number of families (heads

of families) 87.0% were classi-

fied as nonmigrants, including

42.7% who in 1935 lived in the

same house as in 1940 and

44.4% who lived in a different

house but in the same county or

city. The migrant families com-

prised 12.5% of the total, and for

0.4% migration ^tatus was not

reported.

Of the 2,382,600 migrant fami-

lies resident in urban places in

1940, 1,612,920 came from other urban places (that is, lived in

other urban places in 1935), 399,260 came from rural-nonfarm

areas, and 188,540 from rural-farm areas. The figures therefore

indicate for the period 1935 to 1940 a relatively small migration

of families (family heads) from farms to cities.

Of the 1,227,540 migrant families living in rural-nonfarm areas

in 1940, 646,060 came from urban places, 323,620 from rural-

nonfarm areas in other counties, and 168,820 from rural-farm

areas.

Of the 766,260 migrant families living in rural-farm areas in

1940, 195,300 (or a little more than the number of farm-city

migrant families) came from urban places, 90,680 came from

rural-nonfarm areas, and 408,280 from rural-farm areas in other

counties.

Fertility. The reports of the 1940 census contained the first

statistics on the number of children ever born that the bureau of

the census had ever published, though questions on this point

were contained in the census schedules in 1890, 1900 and 1910
as well as in 1940. In the classification of women by number of

children ever born, all children ever born alive to a woman dur-

Toble VI. Migration Status and 1935 Res/dance of Heads of* Families,

for the United States, Urban and Rural: 1940

(Figures based on a sample tabulation)

*This figure differs from the corresponding figure presented in Table V because of nn-

pling variation; the difference is, however, less than one-half of i%.
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ing her lifetime were counted, including children by any former

marriage. The tabulations now published, including data for

1910 as well as for 1940, are summarized in Table VII.

Table VII. Women 15 to 74 Yean Old Who Were or Had Been Marr/erf,

by Number of Children Ever Born, for fhe United States: 7940 and 7970
(Statistics based on a sample tabulation)

The figures indicate a decidedly lower fertility in 1940 than

in 1910. Of the whole number of women 15 to 74 years old who
were or had been married, as returned in 1940, 20.3% had never

had any children, as compared with 13.6% of the corresponding

group in 1910. Only 38.6% of the 1940 group reported 3 or more

children, as compared with 53.9% of the 1910 group; and at

the extreme end of the series, only 2.2% of the 1940 group re-

ported 10 or more children, as compared with 6.1% of the 1910

group. To some extent these relations may be affected by dif-

ferences in age distribution within the group comprising all ever-

married women 15 to 74 years old. A more detailed tabulation

providing data for women classified by age, however, shows the

same relations, namely, a decidedly lower fertility for corre-

sponding age groups in the more recent year. Of the women 50

to 54 years old, for example, in 1940, 15.2% reported no chil-

dren ever born and 3.6% reported 10 or more, as compared
with 8.9% reporting no children in 1910 and 12.3% reporting

10 or more.

Total Value and Rent of Dwelling Units. One of the most

interesting and useful of the tabulations of the 1940 housing

census was one in which owner-occupied dwelling units were

classified by value, and tenant-occupied units by monthly rent.

On the basis of these classifications, total values (of all dwelling

units including tenant-occupied) and total monthly rent (includ-

ing estimated rent for owner-cccupied units) have been com-

puted. A summary of these estimates is presented in Table VI11.

Table VIII. Total Monthly Rent and Estimated Value of Dwelling Units: 1940

The total value of all dwelling units in the United States on

the basis of these estimates was more than $95,000,000,000, and

the average value per unit was $2.557. In making these esti-

mates it was assumed that the value of the tenant-occupied and

vacant units was 100 times the monthly rent.

The actual or estimated monthly rent of all dwelling units

in the United States in 1940 was nearly $894.000.000 dollars,

or an average of $23.94 per unit. The annual total on this basis

was something over $10,000,000,000. These figures are based

on actual rentals reported for tenant-occupied nonfarm dwelling

units, reported estimated rental values for all other dwelling

units except owner-occupied farm homes, and monthly rentals

for these latter estimated at the rate of i% of the reported value.

The average value of urban dwelling units was $3,290, as

compared with $1,055 for rural-farm units. The relation between

urban and rural-farm rentals was practically the same. The aver-

age value of all dwelling units in the northeastern states was

$3,605, of those in the north central states $2,540, of those in

the south $i,574, and of those in the \\cst $2,573, again with

similar relations among the average monthly rentals.

Sixteenth Census Reports. The major part of the material

from the 1940 census is published in eight "volumes/' most of

the volumes containing several parts. Each volume has been

made up by consolidating a series of state bulletins (in which

form the data were first made public), including in each case

a summary for the United States. There are four "volumes"

presenting data specifically on population and four "volumes"

presenting data on housing. In addition, there were available in

1943 20-odd supplementary reports, for the most part based on

sample tabulations, covering subjects as follows:

The Labour Force (six reports), presenting detailed tabulations by occu-
pation, industry, income, and personal and family characteristics

Nativity and ParentaKe of the White Population (three reports), including
country of origin of the foreign stock and mother tongue of the entire

population
Families (seven reports), including tenure, rent, family income, type of

family, employment status and general characteristics

Education, Occupation, and Household Relationship of Males 18 to 44
Years Old

Characteristics of Persons Not in the Labour Force
Differentia] Fertility
Institutional Population
Characteristics of the Nomvhitc Races
Internal Migration, 19.35-40
Comparative Occupation Statistics, 1870-1940
More detailed statistics on educational attainment and rela-

tionship to head of household may be found in Volume IV of

the reports on population. Additional data on the ages of hus-

bands and wives and related topics appear in the report on

Types of Families, and much additional detail on migration,

including the numbers of migrants from each state to each other

state, appears in the report on Internal Migration.
A circular describing all of the reports of the 1940 census

may be obtained upon request from the bureau of the census,

Washington 25, D.C. (See also ALIENS; BIRTH STATISTICS;
HOUSING; IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION, U.S.; MARRIAGE AND
DIVORCE; WAGES AND HOURS; WEALTH AND INCOME, U.S. DIS-
TRIBUTION OF.) (L. E. T.)

Centennials: sec CALENDAR, i Q44, xx.

AmPriPQ
That portion of the Americas lying be-

nillCIIUd. tween Mexico on the north and Colom-
bia on the south, including the republics of Costa Rica, El Sal-

vador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama, and also

the Panama Canal Zone and the colony of British Honduras. The
total area is about 222,6~<; sq.mi. The population approximates
S, 500,000. with by far the greater proportion living in the high-
lands of the western cordillera.

History. No significant political changes took place in 1943,
with the same administrations continuing in power during the

off-election year and maintaining their policy of inter-American

co-operation.

While shipping definitely improved during the year, shortages
still were felt in Central America; lack of goods to be purchased
was as serious as shortage of cargo space. Fuel oils continued

scarce, and in one part of Honduras gas rationing was reported
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unnecessary for a time because of complete lack of gas. This fac-

tor, and lack of tires, decreased automobile traffic, including

motor bus, by as much as 50%. Unemployment was nowhere re-

ported as serious since export facilities had improved and proj-

ects, involving various new agricultural items of strategic sig-

nificance (abaca, hemp, cinchona, rubber), were getting under

way. Inter-American highway construction and work in the

Canal Zone likewise absorbed labour.

The United States and Mexico became officially represented by
embassies instead of ministries in all the Central American re-

publics, during the year.

Trade and Communication. Under war conditions detailed

trade statistics for the year were not available. Trade of the re-

publics with the United States, for the first nine months of 1943,

showed balances favourable to the United States in the cases of

Honduras ($644,000) and Panama ($22,025.ooo) ;
favourable to

the republics in connection with Costa Rica ($143,000), Guate-

mala ($6,669,000), Nicaragua ($4,801,000) and El Salvador ($9,-

947,000). Values of exports increased, in proportion to volume.

External communication by sea improved as submarine action

diminished, but shipping was still short of normal. Air service

continued important. The TACA air line, active in Central Amer-

ica as well as in South America, was purchased by American

capital during the year. Construction on the Inter-American

pioneer road, completion of which had been scheduled for May
1943, was slowed by supply shortages because of shipping fail-

ures, and by construction difficulties caused by prolonged rainfall

and the worst terrain routh of Alaska. By the end of the year

work on the road was reported halted since most goods were

now going north by boat. (See articles on individual countries

and HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY.- Dana (i. Munro, The Five. Republics of Central America

(1918); Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean Since IQOO (1936); C. D.

Kepner, Social Aspects of the Banana Industry (1936). (D. RD.)

Cereals: sec CORN; OATS; RICE; RYE; WHEAT.

A British crown colony, lying off the southern ex-

tremity of India and approaching within 6 of the

equator. Area 25,332 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1940) 5,981,000.

Chief towns (pop. census 1931): Colombo (cap., 284,155); Jaffna

(45,708); Galle (38,424); Kandy (37i J47^ Governor (1943)-

Sir Andrew Caldecott; languages, English, Sinhalese, Tamil;

religions: Buddhism and Hinduism the chief.

History. During 1943 Ceylon remained fully mobilized. The

population contributed generously to the war effort: 75,000 was

donated to war funds, and in a single savings week 2,750,000

was raised. Readers of the Times of Ceylon contributed 225,000

to their "send a plane" fund. To render the country self-support-

ing, rural schools undertook the cultivation of 30,000 ac. of crops.

After the fall of Malaya in 1942, Ceylon became the chief

source of natural rubber in the British empire. A "grow more

rubber" campaign was inaugurated and 20% of the trees were

to be "slaughter tapped."

In order to stimulate social reform, village welfare societies

\vcre started in the rural districts. The island was administered

by the governor, assisted by three ministers and an elected

council of state. But Ceylon had been guaranteed full internal

self-government as soon as possible after the war, and the board

of ministers was asked to draw up its own schemes.

(H. G. RN.)
Education. In 1940: Sinhalese and Tamil schools 3,175;

scholars, 389,153 boys, 172,448 girls; English and bilingual

schools 408; scholars, 71,536 boys, 30,702 girls. Total number of

schools: 5,816; scholars 819,297.

Banking and Finance. Revenue (1941-42) 9,384,400; (est.

FHAINED ELEPHANTS stacking timber in a Ceylon jungle after trees had

been cleared for an R.A.F. airfield

1942-43) /ii,i33.333; expenditure (1941-42) 19474^76; (est.

1942-43) 12,266,666; public dept (Sept. 30, 1940) 9,408,775

and Rs.45, 270,000; currency Rs. i = 100 cents = is.bd. (30.3

cents U.S.) in 1943.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade, merchandise,

1941: imports Rs. 259,510,454; exports (domestic) Rs. 264, 717,-

885. Communications and transport 1940: roads, motorable

5,633 mi.; railways (117 mi. narrow gauge) total 960 mi.;

shipping, entered 6,489,322 net tons; motor vehicles licensed

(Dec. 31, 1941), 20,092 motor cars and taxis; 4,394 trucks and

vans; 2,486 omnibuses; 2,644 cycles; 66 tractors; 231 trailers;

wireless receiving set licences (Dec. 31, 1940), 9,736; telephone

instruments in use (1938), 10,424.

Agriculture. Production, in metric tons: rice (1938-39)

300,000; copra (including coco-nut oil) (1939) 155,000; tea

(1940) exports n 2,000; rubber (1940) shipments 90.000.

Chain Stores: see BUSINESS REVIEW,

Chambers of Commerce.
headquarters in Washington, D.C., gave its attention during

1943 primarily to problems connected with the war and the

postwar period. Participating in the work of the organization

were 1,400 local chambers of commerce, 400 trade associations

and an underlying membership of 1,000,000 business firms.

Eric A. Johnston, of Spokane, Wash., was elected as president
for a second year at the annual meeting in April 1943. Ralph
Bradford was general manager.
A program of action for the 1943-44 year has been directed

toward three major objectives: (i) Winning the war; (^) pre-

paring for victory, including matters relating to a transition

period and postwar reconstruction; and (3) Jong-range policies

in line with the basic purpose to work for the preservation

and strengthening of free enterprise and representative democ-

racy.

Among activities in the legislative field were a broad campaign
to stimulate businessmen and their organizations to make new
contacts with their elected representatives in congress, the en-

listment of state chambers in stimulating meetings and other

congressional contacts, a wide dissemination of congressional

district maps together with letters from divisional vice-presidents

urging business participation in legislative affairs, a distribution

of a state-by-statc breakdown of roll call votes with a letter

from President Johnston urging businessmen to know their con-

gressmen, and an outline of chamber policies on taxation and
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renegotiation with an appeal to members to make acquaintance

with congress.

Activities on postwar problems included a series of booklets

sponsored by the chamber's committee on economic policy, a

canvass of probable consumer demands after the war, and the

promotion of local studies of possible employment conditions

during the period of demobilization and reconstruction. The

chamber also organized late in the year a special committee on

international postwar problems. Through a special committee

on international transport, the chamber offered recommenda-

tions for the future development of the American merchant

marine and commercial aviation.

Channel Islands: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

pi Production of cheese in the U.S. continued to decline

ulluuSu. in 1943 from the high point in 1942. The total pro-

duction of 1943 was estimated to be 914.000,000 Ib. compared to

1,109,000,000 Ib. in 1942 and 669,000,000 Ib. as the average of

1935-39. This decline in cheese production was attributed to the

large demand for fluid milk for consumption and raised the ques-

tion of the possible control of whole milk late in the year 1943.

As the demand for butter increased with the scarcity, many
cheese factories shifted to butter making. The rationing of cheese

continued through the year but did not operate to check the

demand, only the absence of the product in the markets was

effective. The estimated per capita consumption of cheese in

1943 was 4.9 Ib. compared to 5.6 Ib. as the average of 1935-39.

(See also BUTTER; DAIRYING; MILK.) (J. C. Ms.)

Chemical Therapy: see CHEMOTHERAPY.

st ^ n tcvvorthy chemical accomplishments

Of 1943 must include the vast industrial develop-

ments occasioned by the war, such as the new plants for the pro-

duction of synthetic rubber, ammonia, chlorine, magnesium and

other necessary commodities. The list should at least give pass-

ing mention to the large amount of government-subsidized re-

search (Office of Scientific Research and Development) which

cannot be discussed. In the same category is a large portion of

privately sponsored research.

Many developments of the year can be mentioned, however,

and of these none is more in the public eye than penicillin, a

drug with phenomenal curative properties.

Penicillin. The beneficial effects of certain kinds of bacterial

products in combatting disease have long been known. Pasteur

showed in 1877 that Bacillus anthracis, which causes the disease

anthrax, can be repressed by other microorganisms. The French

physician Felix Hubert dUerelle in 1917 expanded the work of

a British bacteriologist, F. W. Tvvort, and developed means of

producing an active substance by bacterial growth which he

named bacteriophage, a substance of low toxicity and of con-

siderable commercial importance, but with the drawback of being

too specific for general use.

It was Alexander Fleming of London, working with cultures of

certain strains of staphylococci in 1929, who discovered that a

certain green mould was able to destroy the colonies of staphylo-

coccus on an agar plate culture. The green mould was found to

be a species of fungus known as Penicillium notatum. The ni-

trates from the cultures of this mould were found to have

strong germicidal activity, and Fleming named the material

penicillin. Fleming's findings were reinvestigated and expanded

in 1940 by an Oxford group of investigators headed by E. P.

Abraham, E. Chain and H. W. Florey. Shortly thereafter, Florey

visited America to interest the United States government and

several commercial laboratories in undertaking the commercial

production of penicillin. His mission was successful and the

year 1943 witnessed the building of new plants in at least 18

companies interested in this production. The new plant of the

Commercial Solvents corporation of Terre Haute, Indiana, was

nearly completed in 1943 and was equipped to be the largest pro-

ducer of penicillin in America.

Of the two experimental approaches for the production of

penicillin, namely, the bottle culture of the mould, and the deep
culture technique, the second seemed best suited for large-

scale production. Most of the smaller producers, however, were

employing the bottle method.

Chemical studies showed that the bacteriostatic action of

penicillin is not antagonized by pus, blood, hydrolytic products
of proteins, or by products of tissue autolysis. After intravenous

administration much of the active substance is recoverable in

the urine. The material was shown to be particularly effective

towards certain infections of the gas gangrene type, osteomyelitis,

gonococcal infections, and many other types of infection. Some

bacteria, notably B. coli and B. influenzae are not affected by it.

The structure of penicillin was not known in 1943, but con-

siderable work was done on its chemistry. Penicillin seemed to

contain 2 to 4% of nitrogen of a non-protein nature, and the

preparations thus far prepared contained a pigment varying in

colour from light yellow to /lark brown. Possibly the nitrogen

content and the pigmentation might be due to impurities. Penicil-

lin is an acid. It is soluble in water and inorganic solvents such

as ether, alcohol or acetone. It gives rise to salts such as the

sodium, barium, or strontium salt, and also to ethyl, methyl and

butyl esters. A methyl ester was prepared by Karl Meyer of

Columbia university by the action of the free acid of penicillin

and diazomethanc. The esters were considerably less potent

against haemolytic streptococci than penicillin itself. Work up to.

the close of 1943 was hindered by lack of an adequate supply
of material and by lack of suitable criteria of ultimate purity.

Many groups of workers were engaged in elucidating the chemis-

try of this material and in another 12 months it seemed certain

great advances would be seen.

The Penny. Shortage of materials caused problems in U.S.

coinage, both the nickel and the penny having undergone change
in alloy content. The traditional penny was made of 95% copper
and 5% zinc and tin. During 1943 a zinc-coated steel penny was

widely circulated, but it lacked popularity because of its silvery

appearance when new.

Scheduled for production on Jan. i, 1944 was a new copper

penny which would contain 85-90% copper, and 10-15% zinc -

The material for this new penny would be the small arms car-

tridge cases recovered from military authorities from proving

grounds, firing ranges, and other training areas for troops. These
cases contain 70% copper and 30% zinc, to which would be

added sufficient copper to bring the content up to the required
amount.

Fluorescein. The organic dye, fluorescein, was given a new
use. A quantity of the dye was cemented to an aviator's life

jacket with a rip flap, so that if an aviator were forced to land

in the ocean he might empty this packet of fluorescein into the

ocean, with the result that a wide area of water would be con-

verted into a visible yellow patch. In this way search for lost

aviators would be made much easier.

Acrylonitrile. In 10 years acrylonitrile changed from its

status as a rare chemical to one which was produced in large

quantities. Its two major uses were in the manufacture of methyl

acrylate for the transparent plastic known as Plexiglas and in

the production of Buna-N rubber.

Acrylonitrile itself, CH2=CHCN, is made by dehydration of
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2-hydroxyethyl cyanide, HOCH 2CH2CN, which in turn is made

from ethylene chlorohydrin, HOCH,CH 2C1, and sodium cyanide.

Its availability made it a logical compound to study, and H. A.

Bruson of Rohm and Haas company and C. F. Koelsch of the

University of Minnesota discovered that acrylonitrile was reactive

toward a variety of compounds if an alkaline catalyst was pres-

ent, such compounds including acetone and other ketones, ethyl

alcohol and other alcohols, nitromcthane and other nitroparaffins,

and even such substances as indene, cyclopentadiene, oximes,

mesityl oxide, malonic ester, and organic cyanides. These reac-

tions all proceed by addition of the substance concerned across

the double bond of acrylonitrile. If HX, H 2Y or H3Z represent

the substance, the reaction products, respectively, would have

the formulas XCH 2CH 2CN, V(CH 2CH2CN) 2 and Z(CH2CH2
-

CN) 3 . Nitromethane, H3CNO2 ,
for example, gives rise to tri-

scyanoethylnitromethane, NO.>C(CH 2CH2CN) 3 . Yields of these

preparations were high and usefulness for many of them is as-

sured because of the polyfunctional nature of the substances

formed.

Nitroparaffins. Other experiments with nitroparaffins were

reported by Kenneth Johnson and E. F. Degering of Purdue uni-

versity. They discovered that 80-85% yields of propionaldehyde

or butyraldehyde may be formed by adding the sodium salt of

i-nitropropanc or i^nitrobutane to cold, dilute sulphuric acid.

Coupling of the nitroparaffins with aromatic diazo compounds

produced azo dyes, one such being phenylazonitropropane, Ce-

H5N=NC(CH3 ) 2NO2 . Such substances dye wool or silk directly

and are applicable to cotton if the coupling is performed on the

fabric.

An ingenious method of analysis for mixtures of nitroparaffins

by infrared spectroscopy was reported by J. R. Nielsen and

D. C. Smith of the University of Oklahoma. The basis of the

method was to find, from the spectra of the pure components

(nitromethane, nitroethanc, 2-nitropropane, i-nitropropane) a

set of wave lengths such that at each wave length only one

component shows strong absorption while the others show weak

absorption. For the four nitroparaffins mentioned, these bands

were located, respectively, at 10.90, 10.06, 11.74, 8.15 microns.

Only a few minutes were required for each analysis, and accuracy

was within 0.1%. R. B. Barnes and co-workers of the American

Cyanamide company have been active in developing infrared

spectroscopy as a tool for the analysis and control of synthetic

rubber.

Triptcme or Trimethylbutcme. Improvement of motor fuel

was an outstanding modern achievement of American chemists.

The standard by which such fuels were evaluated was 2,2,4-

trimethylpentane, an octane which is arbitrarily assigned a value

of "100 octane" in the fuel-rating scale. Important milestones

in this phase of petroleum technology were thermal cracking or

pyrolysis, the use of tetraethyllead, catalytic cracking, and the

"alkylation" by gaseous unsaturated hydrocarbons of paraffins

such as isobutane or aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene. The

"alkylation'
7

process may be illustrated by the formation of: (a)

2,2-dimethylbutane from ethylene and isobutane at 480 C. and

1,000 Ib. per square inch; (b) isopropylbenzene from propylene
and benzene, with suitable catalysts; (c) 2.2,3-trimethylpentane
from i-butcne and isobutane, in the presence of concentrated

sulphuric acid. Substances a, b, and c all were contributing to

the relative excellence of aviation gasoline in 1943, since each

possessed a rating of 90-98 octane or better.

The newest member of this group was trimethylbutane,

(CH3)3CCH( CH3)2, one of the heptanes now marketed as "trip-

tane." Trimethylbutane is not a new chemical. It had been

known for years also that it possessed at least a 50% greater

power output than 2,2,4-trimethylpentane but until 1943 it had

been impossible to acquire any sizeable quantity of it because

of prohibitive costs. A new method was announced late in 1943

by V. N. Ipatieff and V. Haensel of the Universal Oil Products

company which was claimed to bring its price below one dollar

per gallon. This compound- would result if propylene "alkylated"

isobutane as outlined above. Conditions for this process were not

revealed but it was demonstrated that liquid recoveries of over

90% were obtained of which over half is trimethylbutane.

Fluid Catalytic Cracking. Reference should be made to a

new type of powdered catalyst for converting gas-oil into unsat-

urated gaseous hydrocarbons used by the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey in their plant at Baton Rouge, La. The catalyst

is so fine that it behaves like a fluid and the process is referred

to as fluid catalytic cracking. Handling a solid in a manner sim-

ilar to a fluid is a radical departure from previous industrial

practice, and increased production of gasoline with less diffi-

culty was achieved in 1943.

Mechanism of Organic Reactions. In the so-called Arndt-

Eistert reaction an organic acid, RCOOH, is converted to a

higher acid, RCH2COOH, by converting the original acid to its

acid chloride, RCOC1, and treating the latter with diazomethane.

It had been assumed that a ketene, RCH=C = O, is an inter-

mediate in this process, hydration of which produces the final

acid. Workers at the University of Minnesota (C. Huggett, R. T.

Arnold, T. I. Taylor) demonstrated the essential correctness of

this reaction by use of the isotope of carbon of mass 13, since

from an original acid which contained 2.51% of C 13
,
the final

acid contained 2.53% C 13
.

Erwin Schwenk and Edith Bloch of Schering corporation

(NJ.) made a substantial improvement in the Willgerodt reac-

tion. In this reaction an aromatic ketone, ArCOCH3 , is heated

under pressure with yellow ammonium sulphide to produce an

amide, ArCH2CONH2 . By use of morpholine and sulphur in

place of ammonium sulphide the reaction has been carried out

effectively without the use of sealed tubes.

The rearrangement of phenyl allyl ether to ortho allylphenol

at 200 has been considered to proceed by transfer of the allyl

group with an ortho phenol hydrogen. This mechanism was con-

firmed by use of a deuterium atom in place of the ortho hydrogen
atom. In the final product the deuterium was found to be at-

tached to the phenolic oxygen. This work was carried out by
G. B. Kistiakowsky and R. L. Tichenor of Harvard university.

Additional studies on the rearrangement of more complex allyl

ethers were reported by W. N. Lauer, P. A. Saunders and Owen
Moe of the University of Minnesota.

The use of diphosgene, CClaCOCl, in carboxylation reactions

was investigated by M. S. Kharasch and co-workers at the

University of Chicago. By heating a mixture of diphosgene and

diethylacetyl chloride, Et 2CHCOCl, for ten hours at 225 C.,

a 90% yield of diethylmalonyl chloride, Et2C(COCl) 2 ,
was ob-

tained. They found that good yields could be obtained wiih many
disubstituted acetyl chlorides, whereas poor yields were obtained

with monosubstituted acetyl chlorides. For example, phenylacetyl

chloride, PhCH2COCl, gave rise to only 1.4% yield of phenyl-

malonyl chloride, PhCH(COCl) 2 .

Structure of Vinyl Polymers. Vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride

and similar compounds of the structure, CH2 CHX, are known
to polymerize by opening of the double bond so that a chain of

this nature is formed, -CH2-CHX-(CH2-CHX-) n-CH2
-

CHX
,
in which n represents a large number. The end groups

of these long polymer chains are usually not well understood, but

the work of C. S. Marvel and G. E. Inskeep of the University
of Illinois gave new information on the structure of the end

group of polyvinyl alcohol. This polymeric alcohol is produced

by alkaline hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate. During this process



CUTTING A SAMPLE from a cube of synthetic rubber. The first synthetic
rubber plants approved by the U.S. government after Pearl Harbor began
production in 1943

an irregular change was noted in the molecular weight of the

polymer, which was explained by assuming that polyvinyl alcohol

has one terminal aldehyde group, the structure of which may be

visualized as -(CH2-CHOH)n-CH2CHO. Under acid condi-

tions this terminal aldehyde group can react with neighbouring

hydroxyl groups, and under alkaline
conditions the aldehyde

function may condense with a similar function, giving rise to

molecules of quite different molecular weight.

Aldol. Two molecules of acetaldehyde condense in the pres-

ence of hydroxide to produce aldol, CH3-CHOH~CH2 -CHO.
This is a very old organic reaction, but the instability of aldol

has made it difficult to study. Several groups of workers contrib-

uted to its understanding during 1943. Edward Connolly of the

British Industrial Solvents and L. N. Owen reported daia on the

molecular weight of aldol in various solvents. Owen proved that

the molecular weight increases with time for several hours. R. H.

Saunders, M. J. Murray and F. F. Cleveland of the Illinois In-

stitute of Technology, by Raman spectrum methods, showed the

absence of an aldehyde group in freshly distilled aldol and sug-

gested as a probable explanation the reaction of aldol with acetal-

dehyde to produce an unstable cyclic acetal:

CHsCHOHCHjCHO+CHaCHO-^CHaCH CH2 CHOH
I I

0-CH(CHa)-0

E. Spaeth and T. Meinhard of Germany proved that aldol

could not be converted to a monoacetate by simple methods, but

did succeed in preparing it indirectly. The substance which aldol

changes to on standing was acetylated with acetic anhydride and

pyridine. The resulting product was then decomposed thermally

at about 210 C. and 50 mm. pressure to produce the desired

acetate of aldol itself.

The Acetone-Formaldehyde Reaction. Theodore White

and R. N. Haward of Colernorc Adhesives, England, unravelled

part of the complex story that happens when acetone and for-

maldehyde react. Past workers obtained products which resinified

on distillation, but the present investigators found that dilution

with butyl phthalate permitted the product to be distilled with-

out resinifkation, and to give rise to the formation of 4-hydroxy-

2-butanone, CH3COCH2CH2OH. This substance was obtained in

28% yields by careful distillation and it was found to be fairly

stable. If heated with concentrated phosphoric acid it underwent

smooth dehydration into vinyl methyl ketone, a low boiling liquid

which polymerized to a hard colourless resin. During the poly-

merization process it contracted 25% in volume, thereby chang-

ing in density from 0.84 to 1.12.

Alkaline condensation of formaldehyde with methyl ethyl

ketone yielded a similar keto alcohol which, when treated with

concentrated sulphuric acid, dehydrated to methyl propenyl
ketone. The conversion of the latter to methacrylic acid was

accomplished in 41% yield by treatment with sodium hypochlor-
ite. This constitutes a new and interesting synthesis of metha-

crylic acid, the precursor of the important plastic Lucite.

Analogues of Pantothenic Acid. Knowledge of the struc-

ture of the new vitamin, pantothenic acid, stimulated work on
the preparation of compounds of analogous structure to see if

they were also growth stimulators when tested on microorgan-
isms. Pantothenic acid itself is made from /3-alanine,

NH2CH2CH2COOH, and 2-hydroxy-3,3-dimethylbutyrolactone,

HOCH-CMe.-CHz. Jean Barnett and F. A. Robinson selectedII
CO O

five other lactones, and they also substituted four other amino
acids for /J-ulanine without being able to obtain a product in

any case which would replace pantothenic acid as a growth
stimulator. These workers, as well as another group of workers

headed by R. Kuhn, obtained a reaction product between 2-

hydroxy-3,3-dimethylbutyrolactone and taurine, which product
was highly inhibitory to Strep, hemolyticus. This is the opposite
effect to that shown by pantothenic acid. Taurine, NH 2CH2CH2

-

SO 3H, differs from -alanine by having a sulphonic acid group
in place of a carboxylic acid group. In passing, it may be men-
tioned that A. A. Goldberg provided a new synthesis of taurine

from 2-aminoethanol by conversion of it to 2-aminoethyl hy-
drogen sulphate, and reaction of the latter with hot aqueous
sodium sulphite.

Separation of Rare Earths. Joseph K. Marsh of Oxford

reported that samarium might be separated from its neighbours,

gadolinium or neodymium, by treatment of the acetates with

sodium amalgam. Of these three elements samarium is the only

171
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one which is readily reduced to the metallic state. In a Sm-Nd
mixture it was found possible to reduce the Nd-content from

70% to 0.01% in one step. Another common rare earth mixture

which is easily purified by the sodium amalgam technique is

that of ytterbium, lutecium and thulium. Only ytterbium acetate

in a mixture of these three acetates reacts with sodium amalgam,
hence its easy separation.

Traces of europium are often associated with ytterbium, and

the work of P. W, Selwood provided a simple method of ob-

taining the europium content. If these compounds are reduced

to the bivalent state, Selwood found that practically complete

precipitation of curopous sulphate, EuSO4) could be obtained by

coprecipitation with barium sulphate, after which the europous

sulphate could be removed by washing the precipitate with hot

concentrated nitric acid. In this manner pure specimens of euro-

pium may be obtained in days rather than years, which were re-

quired previously by the tedious fractional crystallizations. (See
also VITAMINS.) (C. D. Hu.)

Many f t ^ie advances effected in chemo-

therapy during 1943 resulted from work in-

tended to aid in the prosecution of the war effort by providing

THE BACTERIA-INHIBITING QUALITIES of penicillin are observable in this

photograph of a staphylococcus culture. In the centre of the gray mass of

the live culture, the penicillin excreted by the white mould has prevented the

growth of staphylococcus colonies in the surrounding black ring

better medical treatment at the battle-front and in civilian life

and by providing substitutes for scarce medicinal agents. Two
of the outstanding advisory organizations that have continued

to provide critical examination of the newer medicaments were

the council on pharmacy and chemistry of the American Medical

association and the division of medical sciences of the National

Research council. Another office that was of much aid by

providing funds for research was the Office of Scientific Research

and Development. The Food and Drug administration contributed

by initiating much research in its own laboratories and elsewhere

and by enforcing the provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and

Cosmetic act. Penicillin was used extensively for experimental

purposes in the armed forces and in civilian practice. Because

the supply was severely limited, it was allocated in measured

amounts only after the case in which it was proposed as treat-

ment was carefully considered by one or more authorities in this

field. Even with careful husbanding of the supply, the drug could

not be provided for all requests. It seemed unlikely that supplies

would be ample for some time, although sufficient might be

produced to permit more general distribution for civilian use

by the middle of 1944. In 1943 penicillin was still extracted

from the mould Penicillium notatnm. It was believed that when
its chemical structure is learned and synthetic manufacture is

possible, there would be an unlimited supply.

Clinically, penicillin showed much promise in the treatment

of osteomyelitis, pneumonia, gonorrhoea, syphilis and other in-

fections. It was effective in infections resistant to the sulfona-

mides; it showed a low degree of toxicity. Its action was mainly

bacteriostatic, occasionally bactericidal, and appeared even when
the drug was present in minute dilutions provided the infection

was caused by a susceptible organism. Experience during 1943

taught that penicillin must be given in infections such as

osteomyelitis over a longer period of time than was formerly
believed necessary; otherwise the infection will recur.

Other antibiotics (possibly 30) were investigated but none

offered the practical promise of penicillin. One mould extract,

patulin, was tried in England as a cure for colds but enthusiasm

was short-lived, which meant that the public was yet without a

"sure cure" or preventive for colds, vitamins and "cold vac-

cines" included.

The sulfonamides continued as objects of much investigation,

partly for the development of new agents more active, absorbed

more evenly and less toxic than the current ones, and partly

for the development of ones which might affect tropical diseases.

In 1943 malaria and dysentery were the only so-called tropical

diseases which were believed to be affected to any degree by a

sulfonamide. Included in the newer compounds that achieved

clinical recognition were sulfamerazinc and sulfapyrazine for

pneumonia, etc. and phthalylsulfathiazole for the treatment of

dysentery.

Diabetics were assured of one more active drug with certain

advantages when globin insulin was made available. This insulin

was claimed to produce fewer reactions and have a more even

effect on the blood sugar.

Experimentally a vitamin (B L ) contained in a liver extract was

found by one group to have a curative effect in the anaemia of

chickens. Apparently this work was not repeated by other in-

vestigators and any clinical value in treating pernicious anaemia

in humans remained to be proved.

Physicians were provided with an agent, thiourea, to treat the

distressing forms of acute hyperthyroidisrn. It might save

operating in a number of cases. Unlike hypcrthyroidism, cancer

remained without any drugs for its eradication; surgery and

radium or x-ray radiation were the only means of combating this

scourge.
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Radioactive metals might in the near future be added to the

medical armamentarium. In 1943, however, they were used

chiefly in an experimental way, and then more for contributing

to the knowledge of metabolism than in the treatment of

disease. They provided a means of tracing the passage and stor-

age of drugs and foods in the body.
While not strictly in the field of chemotherapy, mineral oil

deserves mention, since its harmful possibilities when added to

food were exposed. Of much importance is its interference with

the absorption of carotene, the precursor of vitamin A, vitamins

A, D and K, calcium and phosphorus. This should serve as

ample warning to those who use much mineral oil as a laxative

and as a salad dressing.

Another item worthy of mention, although not entirely in the

field of chemotherapy, was the injection of local anaesthetics

at the base of the spine to permit painless birth.

Although many mixtures were proposed for the treatment of

burns, only the simplest agents, such as strips of petrolatum

gauze, were favoured. Of course, concurrent treatment with

serum, plasma and whole blood remained standard measures.

Plasma was available in fluid and dry state, serum as whole

serum and a concentrated part of the blood formed from the

globulin fractions. This globulin fraction permitted certain

emergency treatment with much reduction in bulk, an item of

extreme importance in shipping. Other special agents investi-

gated as blood substitutes were isinglass solution and a purified

part of the haemoglobin of the blood.

In summary, further substantial inroads were made during

1943 in the treatment of diseases such as pneumonia, meningitis,

osteomyelitis, gonorrhoea and syphilis, while afflictions such as

cancer and colds remained essentially free of effect by chemo-

therapeutic agents. In addition to demonstrating the value of

penicillin in syphilis, investigators studied further shortening of

the treatment period by using excessive heat as an adjunct.

Although several investigators claimed that sulfathiazole sprayed

in the nose and throat would abate and cure a cold, sore throat

and sinus infections, this work remained to be substantiated and

in no case could such compounds be used freely by the public.

No new practical agents were developed for the treatment of

malaria and heart diseases, but globin insulin was accepted for

the diabetic. In endocrinology major advances were only in

refinements of treatment, although a few modifications, some

minor in importance, of the more effective sex hormones were

prepared. In this regard, some diabetics (those at the meno-

pause) could be controlled simply with ocstrogenic substances,

although such cases had to be carefully chosen. No outstanding

discoveries were made in vitaminology, although many advances

were made in the technique of vitamin therapy. Of interest was

evidence which seemed to prove that agents such as calcium

pantothenate would not affect gray hair. For that matter, no one

agent seemed to be effective unless there was a marked deficiency,

of which graying hair was only one sign. (See also DENTISTRY;

MEDICINE; PNEUMONIA; SURGERY; UROLOGY; VITAMINS.)

(A. E. SH.)

industrial uses * vegetable oils were sharply

curtailed during 1943. The Food Distribution

administration on Nov. 23 issued an order prohibiting the use

of cottonseed, peanut, soybean and corn oils in the manufacture

of soap, paint, varnish, lacquer, linoleum, oilcloth, printing inks

and core oil. The prohibition, established because of the need of

these oils in foodstuffs, had been in effect with various modifica-

tions through the entire year; the November order merely re-

moved most of the modifications.

The needs of war thus suspended progress in increasing the

nonfood consumption of these particular oils. It was estimated

that if domestic farmers were able to produce the equivalent of

the normal imports of oils and fats, more acres would be required

for the purpose than in natural years were devoted to the pro-

duction of cotton for export. The expansion of industrial uses

was considered an important step in encouraging greater vege-

table oil production. The latter in turn was viewed as a measure

toward eventual alleviation of the long-standing problem of cot-

ton surplus. The progress which was under way would undoubt-

edly be resumed with the establishment of peace.

Oilseed production in the United States in 1943 compared

favourably with the record output of 1942. Soybeans at the end

of the year were estimated at 206,000,000 bu., peanuts at 2,680,-

ooo lb., cottonseed at 5,079,000 tons and flaxseed at 51,500,-

ooo bu.

Milkweed floss received official recognition as an important
and strategic raw material in the late summer. This came in the

form of a series of orders, issued at navy and army request,

to government agencies for the accumulation of a 10,000,000 lb.

stock pile of the floss. The Commodity Credit corporation was

instructed to obtain the floss, at the rate of 1,000,000 lb. in 1943.

3,000,000 lb. in 1944 and 6,000,000 lb. in 1945. This action was

taken after exhaustive tests indicated the milkweed material

to be superior to kapok for use in life preservers, life rafts

and for other purposes. Kapok supplies from the orient were cut

off, and those in hand were reported to be deteriorating in qual-

ity. The milkweed floss collections had to be made almost en-

tirely from the wild plants, which grow abundantly in several

areas, notably the northern lake region.

Government grants were made to enlarge the milkweed floss

ginning capacity, already established by Boris Berkman's chem-

urgic research, at Petoskey, Mich., and also for the further

prosecution of research at three different institutions.

The oil from milkweed seed has qualities virtually equivalent

to those of soybean oil. The limited supply found a ready market.

Other by-products from the plant were under investigation. The
Soil Erosion service undertook thorough studies of milkweed as

a soil binder, since it had an extensive root system.

Seed stocks of a new variety of corn, generally known as

"waxey maize/' were built up in 1943 to a point where commer-
cial production was expected to be initiated in 1944. Whi[e the

commercial varieties of corn were widely used for making corn-

starch, none of them produced a starch suitable for certain ad-

hesive uses and other industrial purposes, nor for tapioca. The
U.S. source of these special starches was root crops of the tropics.

"Waxey maize" has characteristics that enable it to meet these

requirements. This might prove to be a second important instance

of a crop being bred to meet industrial specifications ;
this already

was done in Mississippi with cotton developed to meet the speci-

fications of motor tire manufacturers.

Both corn and wheat were used in 1943, in unreportcd but

extensive quantities, for the manufacture of alcohol for war

purposes. Alcohols were required for butadiene necessary to the

synthetic rubber program, for smokeless powder and plastics,

for antifreeze solutions and in connection with other spectacular
uses which might have important postwar consequences.
The shortages of rotenone, pyrethrum and other organic in-

secticides were sharply felt by farmers. Rotenone was obtained

principally from South American plants, and pyrethrum from

Japan and Kenya. They are toxic to insects but may be used

without harm to animals or humans. Some relief for this shortage

appeared in 1943 with the production of a spray material de-

rived from the leaves and plants of Florida castor beans. The

supply was marketed among citrus growers and potato producers.
Potato producers took a particular interest in the material when
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they found that the substance apparently had a fertilizing as

well as an insecticidal effect on their plants. This indication was

being studied further in search of explanation.

Nicotine, it should be added, assumed new importance as a

spray material in the absence of normal quantities of other sub*

stances. Studies were continued looking to a tobacco plant grown

solely for this purpose.

Belladonna, digitalis and certain other pharmaceutical plants

were produced domestically in the U.S. in 1943 in quantities

sufficient for the national demand. This also was true of sage,

which for the second year was grown on a large enough scale

to meet U.S. needs.

Plans were formulated in late 1943 for a considerable increase

in guayule production for rubber. The quayule plant, native to

and grown only in the southwest, it was believed, could be grown
at costs competitive with other sources of rubber. Research re-

duced the work necessary and improved the mechanical devices

used.

No conclusive announcements appeared during 1943 with ref-

erence to expectations from kok-sagyz, the Russian dandelion,

although experiments with its growth were conducted in most of

the states. Another year's studies, at least, were expected before

it could be indicated whether the plant might have economic

possibilities.

Interest in chemurgy continued to rise, according to the Na-

tional Farm Chcmurgic council (50 West Broad Tower, Colum-

bus, 0.), the clearinghouse for information in this field. The de-

mand for information and reports was beyond all previous years.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.- The Chemurgic Digest, published by the National Farm

ChemurRic council; (he Agricultural Situation, issued by the department of

agriculture. Valuable general information on chrmurpy is contained in

Pioneers of Plenty, by Christy Borth, and in Science Remakes Our World,
by James Stokley. (W. McM.)

Chennault, Claire L.
(1890- ), U.S. army air officer,

was born Sept. 6 in Commerce, Tex.

A school teacher during World War I, young Chennault was called

up lor service in 1917 and served in the aviation section of the

signal reserve corps in the United States. After the war, he be-

came an oftker in the army air corps and commanded a pursuit

squadron in Hawaii 19:3-26. He retired from the army in 1937
and in the same year accepted General Chiang Kai-shek's offer

to b^ome aviation adviser to China; he then helped the Chinese

to create an air force to fight the invading Japanese. In 1941,

lie founded the American Volunteer group of the Chinese army
a flying squadron of U.S. volunteer aviators who later became

known as the "Flying Tigers." Though seriously hindered by
inferior planes, the "Flying Tigers" reflected their superior train-

ing under Chennault by repeatedly repulsing Japanese air attacks

on the Burma road then China's lifeline. Chennault was called

back to active duty with the U.S. army air force on April 16,

1942. He was promoted to brigadier general and in June 1942

was named commander in chief of the U.S. air task force in

China. On July 4, his "Hying Tigers" were disbanded and its

members were inducted into the regular U.S. army air corps. In

1943 he was promoted to major general and his force was ex-

panded and reorganized into the i4th U.S. army air force. He
returned to the U.S. in May to attend the Roosevelt-Churchill

conference in Washington.

^n "off" year in championship chess play, 1943 saw
* few developments of major tournament importance.

Witfi neither the world nor the national championships contested,

Dr. Alexander Alekhine continued his rule of globe-wide chess

and Samuel Reshevsky carried on as U.S. national champion.

Dr. Alekhine, the Franco-Russian master, was reported seriously

ill in Europe.

Israel A. Horowitz of New York featured play in the United

States by winning the open championship of the U.S. Chess

federation and, at the same time, the New York state title. He
and Anthony E. Santasiere, also of New York, were unbeaten

in the tournament, but the latter lost out by having three draws

to Horowitz' two. Their match, the final in the tournament, ended

in a draw after 24 moves. In the same tournament, held at

Syracuse, G. O. Christenson of Brooklyn was first in the expert's

division and Louis Persingcr of New York topped Class A.

Dr. Ariel Mengarini of Washington, D.C., succeeded Edward
S. Jackson, Jr., as national amateur champion and holder of the

Sturgis Stephens trophy. Reuben Fine, also of Washington,
retained his national rapid transit championship, with Reshevsky

again runner-up. Reshevsky won the metropolitan speed cham-

pionship.

The United States Chess federation went on record as favour-

able to a postwar tournament with Russia. The soviet union

was reported to have many more players than the United States,

but few have competed in international tournaments and, conse-

quently, the strength of Russian chess was relatively unknown.

(M. P. W.)

( I88 7~ ) Chinese statesman and

soldier, was born Oct. 31 at Feng-hwa,

Chekiang. Chiang's popularity continued to grow in 1943 with

his determination to resist Japan to the final end and to co-oper-

ate with the United Nations to establish a better world order.

His power and prestige were further enhanced when he became

president of the republic of China on the death of President

Lin Sen, Aug. 2, 1943. In recognition of Chiang's brilliant leader-

ship and statesmanship and China's magnificent defense, Chiang
was awarded the Grand Cross of the Bath by Great Britain in

April 1942, the Grand Cordon of the Aztec Eagle by Mexico on

June 29, 1943, and the Legion of Merit in the Order of Com-
mander-in-chief by the United States on July 7, 1943.

Under his heavy burden of responsibility Chiang had grown

gray and austere but remained as vibrant and alert as ever. As

president of the republic of China, commander in chief of all

military forces, Tsung Tsai of the Kuomintang, chairman of the

Supreme National Defense council, president of the combined

national central banks, chairman of the Central Planning board

and president of several educational and cultural institutions,

Chiang became the centre of all political groups. Chiang's par-

ticipation in the Cairo Conference November 22-26, 1943 was

a diplomatic triumph for China.

Chiang studied military science in China and Japan from

1906-10 and in the U.S.S.R. in 1923, and became a faithful

follower of Sun Yat-sen in 1910. In 1927 Chiang established the

National government at Nanking and in 1937 he became the

national leader and symbol of China's resistance. On July 7,

1943, the sixth anniversary of China's war of resistance, Chiang,

rejoicing over his faith in the democracies and confidence in

final victory, expressed the opinion that the time limit of Japan's

defeat could not exceed two years.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Chiang Kai-shek, Resistance, and Reconstruction (col-
lected speeches 1937-1943); E- T. Clark, The Chiangs of China; R.
lif-rkuv, Strong Ufan of China; Hollington Tong, Chiang Kai-shek.

(H. T. CH.)

Phianff Kai chol Mariamo (SOONG MEI'LING ) < I898
~

Uniang IVai-SllcK, IViaildlllC ), wife of General
Chiang Kai-shek, Chinese leader, was born in Shanghai, daughter

of Charles Jones Soong of the wealthy Soong family. One of

three famous sisters, she was educated in the United States and

was graduated from Wellesley college in 1917. Returning to

China, she served on the China Labour commission, the first

woman ever appointed to this agency. She married Chiang in



1927. When her husband was kidnapped by Chinese rebels in

1936, she flew to their Sian stronghold, induced them to release

Chiang and was instrumental in persuading him to forge a united

front with the Chinese communists who wanted to halt Japanese

encroachments in China. A strong and vivid personality, Mme.
Chiang inspired Chinese fighters, aided thousands of orphans, re-

settled refugees and established hospitals. Tn Nov. 1942 she trav-

elled to New York to undergo medical treatment. After three

months in a hospital, she visited the White House on Feb. 17,

1943, and addressed the congress on the i8th, being the first pri-

vate citizen ever to do so. She asked for more help in the Pacific

war, pointing out that Japan controlled more resources than Ger-

many. Her travels and addresses in the United States and Canada

during the ensuing four months were widely publicized. After a

third visit to the White House on June 24, Madame Chiang made
a i5,ooo-mile air trip back to Chungking, via Natal, Brazil, reach-

ing home July 4. In Nov. 1943 she accompanied her husband to

Cairo, serving as his interpreter in the conversations there with

Churchill and Roosevelt.

pi Second largest U.S. city, a port of entry and the

UlllCdgU. county scat of Cook county, 111., at the southwest

corner of Lake Michigan, Chicago is the largest centre of U.S.

rail traffic and of long-distance air routes.

The population of the city proper by the federal census of 1940
was 3,396,808. The white population numbered 3,115,379; non-

white, 281,429. The population of the 1,119 sq.mi. comprising

the metropolitan district was 4,499,126. The census bureau in

1943 estimated a net decline of 32,113 in the civilian population

of the metropolitan area.

The city's birth rate in 1943 continued the rise of 1942 but

at a diminished tempo, the increase being 1.6 per T,OOO popula-

tion in the first six months. Deaths from all causes in the first

six months were 19,924 compared with 18,405 for the same

period of 1942.

Mayor Edward J. Kelly, Dem., was re-elected for his fourth

term, defeating George B. McKibbin, Rep., by a vote of 689,321
to 544,151. Democrats were elected to all minor offices.

Chicago's arms and munitions industry was virtually com-

pleted in 1943, when new construction tapered off and pro-

duction of materiel neared peak proportions. Factory and other

industrial additions in 1943 cost $162,239,437, bringing the total

of new facilities installed after June 1940 to a value of $980,894,-

437 in the metropolitan area.

In 1943 Chicago's aluminum industry went into production,
and the great Douglas cargo plane plant began delivery of planes.

Total annual outlay of the government in the Chicago industrial

area for supplies of all sorts was approximately $9,700,000,000,

divided largely among 265 new war plants and 1,000 existing

establishments expanded for war business. Prime war contracts

totalled $5,321,000,000, subcontracts. $2,660,000,000, food for

the armed forces, $1,000,000,000 and steel, $742,000,000.

Deep drafts upon the city's manpower brought orders late in

1943 from the War Manpower commission for the establishment

of a 48-hour week in many industries. The number of persons on

relief rolls dropped from 270,000 in June 1942 to 38,602 at the

close of 1943, nearly all unemployables. The city's total relief

expense in the seven years ending with 1943 was $185,000,000.
Crimes decreased by 16% in 1943 as compared with the 1942

total. Accidents were reduced by 4,033.

In an attempt to set up a tentative city budget for 1944, the

city council in Dec. 1943 wrestled with proposals for drastic

EXCEPT FOR A FEW STEERS, the stockyard pent at Chicago were empty in

early July 1943, as the U.S. meat shortage reached a crisis
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increases in licence, inspection and permit fees to balance a loss

of $2,000,000 in such revenue in 1943 caused by the closing of

establishments and also to raise money for $4,500,000 in pros-

pective salary increases. The proposed city budget for 1943 was

$160,000,000, compared with $166,138,734 in 1942. At the close

of 1943 the city's outstanding bonded debt stood at $65,000,000,

compared with the peak of $140,500,000 in 1931, and all ma-

turities of debt on Jan. i, 1944 were met from funds on hand.

The first unit of the new subway system was opened for oper-

ation in October, a 4.73 mi. double track tube, mostly under

State street, connecting the north side and south side elevated

lines. Total cost of the section placed in operation was $34,119,-

189. Traffic increase of the elevated lines in the first month's

operations after the subway opened was 15.83% over the same

month of 1942, (L. H. L.)

PhiftQffn llniuarcitu nf ^n institution f higher educa-

UlllbdgU, UniVBlSliJ Ul. tion and research in Chicago, 111.

Founded in 1891, the university is privately endowed, co-

educational, and nonsectarian. In the academic year 1942-43,

the university conferred 1,320 degrees, of which 692 were bache-

lor's (including 42 of the new bachelor's degrees for general

education administered in the college), 363 were master's degrees

in arts, literature and science, 143 were Ph.D. degrees, and 122

were professional degrees in business administration, divinity,

law and medicine.

After exclusion of income from auxiliary enterprises and re-

stricted expendable funds, as well as most of the income received

and paid out on contracts (which were nonprofit) with the

United States government for war purposes, the total income of

the regular budget was $8,113,505, a decrease of $173,487 from

the corresponding income for the 1941-42 year. The contracts

with the government, for teaching, research, housing and messing,

numbering 160, were with 19 different departments, bureaus, or

agencies, and resulted in a gross income exceeding $5,000,000.

Gifts for all purposes for the year 1942-43 totalled $1,148,550

and endowment funds at the end of the year amounted to $69,-

423,937. Book value of all university assets as of June 30, 1943,

was $125,902,953. (For additional statistics of enrolment, faculty

members, endowment, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.)

Among the important developments of the year was the growth
of the first two years of the college, established in 1942, which

had a registration of 300 students. The University of Chicago

press completed publication of A Dictionary of American Eng-

lish, preparation of which began in 1925. The divinity school of

the university and threes theological schools adjacent to the uni-

versity and hitherto in loose affiliation with it the Chicago

Theological Seminary (Congregational), Disciples Divinity House
and Meadville Theological Seminary (Unitarian) organized the

Federated Theological Faculty. Members of the academic staffs

of all four schools form the Federated Faculty, which adminis-

ters a common curriculum, except for a fraction reserved for

denominational education, and degrees will be conferred by the

university in co-operation with the schools. The schools retain

their full independence.

The university devoted an increasingly large part of its efforts

to war research and training during the year 1942-43, both in

education and research. The number of civilian students de-

clined to approximately half of normal enrolment, but registra-

tion of service students under such programs as meteorology and
ASTP offset this decline. In addition to the large number of

service students and the navy signal and radio schools on the

quadrangles (personnel of which were not enrolled students),

1,629 special students completed noncredit war courses sponsored

OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS
by the U.S. office of education under the ESMWT programs,
and the university's Institute of Military Studies gave basic and

specialized military training to 2,550 students, bringing the total

so trained since 1940 to 9,500.

Chiefs of Staff, The Combined: see COMBINED CHIEFS OF

STAFF, THE.

Child Labour: see CHILD WELFARE.

Philrfran'e RnnLc
bllllUICll 5 DUUIVd.

Morc than in I942? the books of

Were influenced by the war, in subject

matter, in emphasis, in format and in quantity. The first eleven

months of 1942 saw the publication of 831 children's books,

while the same period in 1943 listed only 618 books, which re-

sulted on the whole in a somewhat higher quality than in some

earlier years. In appearance the books were remarkably attrac-

tive considering the restrictions under which they were made,

involving narrower margins, poorer paper and greater simplicity

of illustration. Many good books went out of print, especially

among the less expensive reprints.

A great many books dealt directly with the war or activities

which grew out of the war. There was much informational ma-

terial about the various services, including the WACS and the

WAVES, such as Mary Elting and Robert Weaver's Soldiers,

Sailors, Fliers and Marines and Elizabeth Conger's American

Warplanes for younger children, and for older boys and girls

Keith Ayling's Semper Fidelis, Herbert Zim's Air Navigation,

Kensil Bell's Always Ready!, and Douglas Coe's Road to Alaska,

among many.
Fiction growing out of the war included adventure stories such

as Stephen Meader's The Sea Snake, stories about children edu-

cated in nazi ideology such as Constance Savery's Enemy Broth-

ers and Emma Sterne's Incident in Yorkville, stories about war

industries and about living conditions in congested war industry

centres. The number of vocational stories declined, but most of

those published had to do with war activities, as Dorothy Dem-

ing's Penny Marsh and Ginger Lee, Wartime Nurses. .

Indirectly connected with the war were the stories about the

Allied countries, some just preceding the war, as Dola de Jong's

story of Holland, The Level Land, and some with a war back-

ground, as Mollie Panter-Downes' Waiting Green (England),

Arkady Gaidar's Timur and His Gang (Russia) and Eleanor Lat-

timore's Peach-blossom (China).

Non-fiction about other countries increased in quantity and

improved in quality with the publication of such books as Cor-

nelia Spencer's Made in China, Ellen and Attilio Gatti's Here is

Africa, Grace Hogarth's Australia, Mary Bonner's Made in Can-

ada, Eric Kelly's The Land of the Polish People, Anne Peck's

The Pageant of Canadian History, Mary Lucas' Vast Horizons,

Helen FoHctt's Islands on Guard and Delia Goetz's Half a

Hemisphere, while the United States and Alaska were well rep-

resented in Evelyn Stefansson's Here Is Alaska, James Dyett's

From Sea to Shining Sea, Ann Hark's The Story of the Pennsyl-

vania Dutch and May McNeer's The Story of the Great Plains.

Geography continued to be published in quantity and included

men and women of many countries, times and interests. Nature

books worth mentioning were Henry Kane's The Tale of the

Crow, Jannette Lucas* First the Flower, then the Fruit and

Dorothy Waugh's Warm Earth. Other books of special interest

were Helen Dike's Stories from the Great Metropolitan Operas,

Frank Henius' Songs and Games of the Americas and Opal
Wheeler's Sing for Christmas.

Fiction included many stories of early American history, with

emphasis on the fight for liberty and the ideals of democracy,
stories of farm and family life which also portray American tra-
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dition and ideals, and stories of racial minorities as part of the

national entity. Jim Kjelgaard's Rebel Siege, Elizabeth Yates's

Patterns on the Wall, Valenti Angelo's Look Out Yonder, John
Tunis* Keystone Kids and Florence Means's Teresita of the Val-

ley were among the many of this group. Eleanor Estes added

Rufus M. to her stories about the Moffats and Laura Wilder

concluded her saga of the Ingalls family with These Happy
Golden Years.

Other good fiction included Alice Dalgliesh's The Little Angel,

Oskar Seidlin's Green Wagons, Pamela Travers' Mary Poppins

Opens the Door, Katherine Pollock's Sly Mongoose, Patricia

Gordon's The Boy Jones, Katharine Gibson's Bow Bells, Ruth

Holberg's Tibby's Venture, Gertrude Newman's Polly Poppingay,

Milliner, Catherine Coblentz's The Beggars' Penny, Robert Mc-

Closkey's Homer Price, Phil Stong's Missouri Canary.

Julia Sauer's Fog Magic was one of the distinguished imagina-

tive stories of the year. The outstanding collection of folk tales

was The Jack Tales, compiled by Richard Chase; other good
collections were Phyllis Fenner's Giants and Witches and Charles

Gillham's Beyond the Clapping Mountains.

Stories of horses, dogs and other animals were found in

abundance, notably Clarence Anderson's Big Red, Fairfax

Downey's Dog of War, and Don Lang's On the Dark of the Moon.
The number of picture books was somewhat curtailed but

among the best were Don't Count Your Chicks by the d'Aulaires,

Katy and the Big Snow by Virginia Burton, The 'Round and

'Round Horse illustrated by Reginald Marsh, and Lee Kingman's
Pierre Pidgeon. The number of preschool, nursery and toy books

was, on the other hand, sharply increased and they were also of

better quality than in earlier years.

Several well-known authors wrote outstanding first books for

children, among them Esther Forbes, Manning Coles, Alfred

Noyes, Antoine de Saint-Exupry and James Thurber, while

Sigrid Undset published her second, Sigurd and His Brave Com-

panions.

There were new editions of Andersen's Fairy Tales, translated

by Jean Hersholt, of Grimm's stories, illustrated by Wanda Gag,
and several of selections from the Bible. (See also LITERARY

PRIZES; PUBLISHING [BOOK].) (S. AN.)

Children's Bureau, United States: see CHILD WELFARE.

Phlld WolforO United States. Although conditions for

bllllll TfClldlC. children in the United States remained

highly favourable in comparison with those in countries suffering

from invasion, air attack, occupation by enemy forces or wide-

spread famine, many problems of child welfare, especially in rela-

tion to emotional and psychological development, were intensified

in 1943. In general, existing health and welfare services for chil-

dren were maintained approximately at existing levels in spite of

shortages in medical, nursing and social-service personnel.

Progress was made in providing for some of the most pressing

wartime needs of mothers and children, such as programs for the

prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, care for children

of mothers employed in war industries, maternity and infant care

for families of enlisted men in the armed forces and safeguards

for young workers.

Juvenile Delinquency. Children and adolescents were quick
to feel the excitement and restlessness characteristic of a war

period. For boys and girls who had insufficient parental super-

vision, whose schools were overtaxed or operating on a double

shift, who had unaccustomed free time, spending money and little

opportunity for wholesome recreation, it was easy to drift into

delinquent behaviour. Those who came in conflict with the law

represented a small minority even among wartime youth, but

they were a minority that caused increasing general concern.

An increase in juvenile delinquency in the legal sense of an

act or conduct that brings a child within the jurisdiction of the

juvenile court under wartime conditions in the United States is

indicated clearly by the most comprehensive data available, i.e.,

statistics reported to the children's bureau of the U.S. depart-

ment of labour on delinquency cases disposed of by nearly 500

juvenile courts. For 83 of these courts serving areas of 100,000

or more population, a comparison between 1940 and 1942 shows

a rise of 16% in delinquency cases in the 2-year period, from

65.000 to about 75,500.

This agrees very closely with the percentage increase shown

by courts in 153 areas studied by the National Probation associa-

tion.

Conditions characteristic of centres of war activity, where rapid

influx of population overtaxed housing, schooling, hospital and

recreation facilities, were apparently associated with a rise in

juvenile delinquency. The percentage increase in delinquency cases

disposed of by juvenile courts in areas of expanding population

(41 of the 83 courts in the children's bureau series) was twice as

great as the increase in cases disposed of by courts in areas of

decreasing population.

The children's bureau commission on children in wartime at

a meeting at the White House in Feb. 1943 gave special con-

sideration to the problem of juvenile delinquency and recom-

mended that the children's bureau issue a series of publications

to aid families and communities in maintaining security in the

lives of children and in dealing with behaviour problems.
One of these publications, Controlling Juvenile Delinquency,

outlines a community program for the prevention and control of

delinquency.

In view of the increase in the number of young girls arrested

as prostitutes, especially where the May act, prohibiting prostitu-

tion in the vicinity of military establishments, was in force, and

the high incidence of venereal diseases among these girls, the

division of social protection of the Office of Community War
Services and the children's bureau began work on plans for

strengthening the juvenile services of police departments. At a

conference held in Nov. 1943 and attended by members of these

agencies and other federal bureaus and national private organiza-

tions in the fields of probation, juvenile delinquency, social work

and education, the children's bureau was requested to explore the

possibilities and to develop emergency and continuing programs
for training policemen and policewomen dealing with juveniles.

Social Services for Children. Care for Children of Working
Mothers. The increasing number of employed women with

children under 14 (estimated at 5.500,000 in April 1943) was

reflected in the growing need for day care and extended school

services for children of preschool and school age. State and local

committees on child care or on children in wartime, usually

associated with defense councils, provided strong citizen leader-

ship in some communities for the development of programs of

child care. State and local welfare agencies and private social

agencies took the lead in developing advisory and counselling

services for mothers and foster-family day-care programs and

group-care facilities for children of working mothers, as did

state and local education departments in developing extended

school services. But with some exceptions the development of

child-care programs failed to keep pace with the growing demand

for facilities.

The Federal Works agency continued to make funds available

to local agencies for the construction and operation of child-care

and nursery establishments under the Lanham ("Community

Facilities") act. Nearly 2,000 of these units, with an enrolment

of approximately 57,500 children, had been placed in operation
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by the end of Nov. 1943.

From Aug. 1942 until the end of June 1943, federal funds

were available through the Office of Defense Health and Welfare

Services from the president's emergency fund for the develop-

ment of state plans for day care submitted by state welfare

agencies and recommended for approval by the children's bureau

and state plans for extended school services submitted by state

education agencies and recommended for approval by the office

of education.

Child-Welfare Services. Programs for child-welfare services

under the Social Security act (title V, part 3), were in o{>eration

during 1943 under plans approved by the children's bureau of

the U.S. department of labour, in all 48 states, the District of

Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. The annual federal

appropriation for grants to state welfare agencies administering

these programs is $1,510,000. In spite of wartime demands for

service, the number of children receiving case-work services

under these programs declined from about 50,500 in May 1942

to 41,000 in May 1943, because of the shortage in trained per-

sonnel.

Aid to Dependent: Children. State programs for aid to de-

pendent children as provided for in title IV of the Social Security

act were in operation under plans approved by the Social Security

board of the Federal Security agency in 45 states, the District

of Columbia, Alaska and Hawaii, in Oct. 1943. A total of 690,418

children in 278,384 families were receiving allowances at that

time; and payments to recipients during October totalled

$11,291,506.

Allowances to Servicemen's Dependents. In Oct. 1943, a

liberalization of the benefits provided for in the Servicemen's

Dependents Allowance Act of 1942 extended the allowances to

apply to dependents of enlisted men in the first through the

seventh grades instead of those in the four lowest grades only,

and also to apply to dependents of enlisted women. The allow-

ances were increased by increasing the amounts for children

contributed by the government. The total allowance for a wife

and one child was raised from $62 to $80 a month, and that for

each additional child from $10 to $20 a month.

Child Health. For the first 10 months of 1943 the birth rate

was 22.1 per 1,000 estimated population, and the infant mortality

rate was slightly under 40 per 1,000 live births, according to

provisional figures from the U.S. bureau of the census. The

jnfant mortality rate for each month was lower in 1943 than in

1942, although the rate established in 1942 (40 per 1,000 live

births) was lower than that for any previous year on record. The
maternal death rate in 1942, 26 per 10,000 live births, was also

the lowest on record.

The incidence of the common communicable diseases of child-

hood, as reported to the U.S. public health service, during the

first 6 months of 1943 ran about the same as or lower than

during the corresponding period of 1942. During the summer
and fall there was a widespread outbreak of poliomyelitis, how-

ever, which affected children in nearly every part of the country.

The number of poliomyelitis cases reported reached 11,622 by
Nov. 13 and exceeded the number reported in any year since

1931. Cases of measles and influenza also were above the median

seasonal prevalence during the latter part of the year.

Emergency Maternity and Infant Care. The outstanding de-

velopment in the field of child-health services was the program
authorized by congress for maternity and infant care for wives

and. infants of enlisted men in the four lowest pay grades of the

armed forces. At the end of 1942, programs of limited extent

were in operation in about half of the states; no federal funds

had been provided except what could be set aside from the

regular children's bureau appropriation for federal grants to

states for maternal and child-health services. The first special

appropriation for this program, amounting to $1,200,000, became

available in March 1943 for the remainder of the fiscal year 1943.

For the fiscal year 1944 appropriations amounting to $23,000,000

were authorized by congress for grants to state health agencies

for emergency maternity and infant care. By the end of 1943

plans approved by the children's bureau and involving the use

of federal funds were in operation in every state and territory

except North Dakota and Puerto Rico, and more than 161,000

cases had been approved for care.

Maternal and Child-Health Services. The maternal and child-

health programs provided for under the Social Security act (title

V, part i) continued in operation under plans approved by the

children's bureau in all states and territories. The annual appro-

priation for grants to state health agencies for these services is

$5,820,000. Wartime shortages in medical and nursing personnel

and in hospital facilities were met so far as possible by re-

organizing the programs with emphasis on preventive health

measures that would enable available staffs to. reach the greatest

numbers of mothers and children.

Services for Crippled Children. The crippled children's pro-

grams, for which the children's bureau receives an annual appro-

priation of $3,870,000 for grants to states under title V, part 2, of

the Social Security act, also continued in operation in all states and

territories, in spite of the intensification of wartime difficulties

occasioned by the withdrawal of surgeons, nurses and physical

therapists in large numbers for service with the armed forces,

by lack of hospital facilities, by restrictions on transportation

and by the scarcity of metal appliances. The number of children

on state registers of crippled children on June 30, 1943, was ap-

proximately 354,000, an increase of some 13,000 in the course

of a year. In Oct. 1943 a national conference on the development
of state rheumatic-fever programs was held at the children's

bureau. The number of states having programs for children with

rheumatic fever included in their services for crippled children

had reached 16 by the end of 1943.

School-Lunch Programs. Lunches designed to maintain chil-

dren's diets at an adequate level in spite of wartime food short-

ages and dislocations in home life were made available to some

5,000,000 school children under a new plan put into effect for

the school year 1943-44 by the Food Distribution administration,

department of agriculture, which was authorized to spend up to

$50,000,000 for this purpose. Under this plan local sponsors of

school-lunch programs may be reimbursed for the purchase of

many nutritious foods up to a specified maximum that varies with

the completeness of the meal served.

Child Labour and Youth Employment. Wartime labour

shortages in the United States brought about a large increase

during 1942 and 1943 in the employment of boys and girls under

1 8 years of age an increase intensified in 1943 with the drafting

of 18- and lo-year-old boys into the armed forces.

A fair measure of the trend of employment of young workers

in nonagricultural occupations is found in the number of employ-

ment or age certificates issued for minors going to work under

the child-labour laws of the several states. More than twice as

many young persons 14 through 17 years of age were issued

certificates for full-time or part-time work in the first 6 months

of 1943 as in the first 6 months of 1942; and almost four times

as many in the entire year 1942 as in 1940.

The total of young workers 14 through 17 in all types of em-

ployment including agriculture reached a peak in July 1943,

when an estimated 5,000,000 were at work. In Oct. 1943, after

most schools had opened, the number had decreased by about <

2,250,000; this left roughly 2,750,000 boys and girls working

full-time or part-time approximately 750,000, 14 and 15 years
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of age and 2,000,000, 16 and 17 years of age. In other words, i

in 6 of the population 14 and 15 years old, and 2 in 5 of the

population 16 and 17 years old, were at work. These figures do

not include children under 14 years of age, many of whom were

known to be employed, the large majority in part-time jobs.

Federal and state agencies dealing with both youth employment
and youth welfare problems felt considerable concern because

health and accident risks were increasing for these young work-

ers, as a result of new and untried conditions of employment;
because thousands of boys and girls were cutting short their

normal schooling to go to work; and because other thousands

attending school and employed outside school hours, were work-

ing too long hours or late at night. At the same time, pressures

to relax child-labour and compulsory-school-attendance laws re-

sulted in some lowering of standards through state legislation and

administrative action.

The child-labour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards act of

1938, which are enforced by the children's bureau of the U.S.

department of labour, helped to protect the youth of the country

against these pressures. This act provides a 1 6-year minimum age

for employment of children in or about establishments producing

goods for shipment in interstate or foreign commerce, and an

1 8-year minimum age for work in occupations found and de-

clared by the chief of the children's bureau to be especially

hazardous. Employment of children 14 and 15 years of age is

permitted only in nonmanufacturing and nonmining occupations,

outside school hours and only under conditions not detrimental

to their health, schooling or well-being; the occupations and

conditions permitted must be determined by the chief of the

children's bureau.

The children's bureau developed, for certain industries and

processes important to war production, advisory standards to

meet the need for new standards for employment of youth in a

wide variety of hazardous occupations. These advisory standards

suggested the types of work in which minors might suitably be

employed as well as those in which they should not be employed.

They covered shipbuilding, lead and lead-using industries, em-

ployment involving exposure to carbon disulphide, employment

involving exposure to chlorinated solvents, welding occupations,

operation of metal-working machines and the aircraft industry.

The program of action adopted by the Tenth National Con-

CHILOREN PLAYING In the child-care centre of a war plant In Buffalo, N.Y.,

In 1943 while their mothers are at work In the plant

ference on Labor Legislation, called by the secretary of labour in

Dec. 1943, emphasized the importance of maintaining legal

protections for safeguarding young workers, and not only recom-

mended that plans be made for the revision upward of state

child-labour standards as speedily as possible, but urged state

labour commissioners and organized labour to give leadership and

support to constructive programs for youth that would give full

opportunity for the education and training needed to compensate
for their premature withdrawal from school and to ensure their

rightful place in the postwar world.

Inter-American Activities. The predominant note in inter-

American co-operation for child welfare in 1943 was the enlarg-

ing and strengthening of the work of the American International

Institute for the Protection of Childhood, with headquarters at

Montevideo, Uruguay. The proposals to this end, made by the

Eighth Pan American Child Congress in 1942, were considered

at a special meeting of the international council of the institute

held in May 1943. At this meeting the council approved a reso-

lution asking each government belonging to the institute to

appoint as a technical member of the council a person experienced
in directing child-welfare work. The council also decided to

divide the institute into three departments child health, educa-

tion and welfare as a means toward better co-ordination of the

work. A plan for the further organization of these departments
was later prepared by a committee and submitted to the members
of the council. A technical advisory committee of 5 members was

appointed oy the council for 2 years to examine and pass on the

programs of work presented by the three departments. The
council also approved a resolution asking that, for better co-

ordination of the work, the American republics be divided into

four zones, with a technical member responsible for each zone.

In connection with the program of inter-American co-operation

developed by an interdepartmental committee under the depart-

ment of state of the United States, the children's bureau of the

department of labour furnished consultation service on request

of the respective governments to official agencies concerned with

child health and welfare in Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, the

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and

Uruguay. Inter-American scholarships for professional study in

fields affecting child welfare, such as public health, pediatrics,

orthopedics, nursing, nutrition, social service, child guidance and

education, were extended to students from other American re-
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publics in graduate schools and schools of social work in the

United States and in some of these fields scholarships were given
to an increasing extent for study in Latin-American countries,

notably Argentina, Brazil and Chile.

American Republics. In Chile services for mothers and

children were reorganized and placed under the new national

bureau for the protection of children and adolescents. The bureau,

in the ministry of health, security and social assistance, has the

following divisions: prenatal and maternal care, child health, care

of children who are morally or physically neglected, wayward or

delinquent, social services and foster-home placement, dental care

and central files and co-ordination.

In Mexico the work of the federal department of public welfare

and its bureau of child welfare, reorganized in 1942, continued to

grow. A committee of physicians was appointed to investigate

the activities of the child-health centres and to devise means of

improvement.
In Peru the national service for the protection of mothers and

children was established by a presidential decree of July 2, 1943.

This service, under the national bureau of public health, was

placed in charge of health and welfare work for mothers and

children done by public and private agencies. The national insti-

tute of the child, official agency in charge of maternal and child-

health work, and its branch institutes in several parts of the

country were placed under the newly established service, which

had the director of the institute as its head.

Developments in the field of nutrition included the meeting of

the first national congress on nutrition in Havana, Cuba, Sept.

1943, and the establishment of a national institution of the science

of nutrition in Mexico for the purpose of studying, among other

problems, the state of nutrition of the Mexican people, and the

nutritive value of the foods used by them, and participating in

the work of other government departments for improving the

people's food habits. The council of the American International

Institute for the Protection of Childhood gave special attention

at its meeting in May 1943 to the report of the nutrition com-

mittee and adopted proposals for nutrition studies to be made in

several countries and for economic, administrative and educa-

tional measures to remedy undernutrition.

A new section to deal with the employment of women and

children was established in the newly reorganized national de-

partment of labour in Brazil.

.New developments in social insurance included a law enacted

in Mexico in 1943, effective Jan. i, 1944. This law, which applies

to most employed persons, provides insurance for the con-

tingencies of illness, accident, maternity, involuntary unemploy-

ment, invalidity, old age and death. Contributions are required
from the insured, the employers and the government. Medical and

surgical care, medicines and cash payments are provided for the

insured in illness, pregnancy and childbirth. Their dependent
wives and children are entitled to medical care and medicines.

Emphasis is placed on preventive medical services.

In Panama the previously enacted social-insurance law was re-

vised by an act to take effect on July i, 1943. The new act makes

insurance compulsory for all public employees and for persons in

private employment in specified parts of the country. In sickness

the insured persons are to receive medical care at home or in a

hospital, and medicine; in case of childbirth an insured woman is

entitled to receive, in addition, one-half of her wages for 6 weeks

preceding and 6 weeks following confinement.

In Paraguay a decree of April 13, 1943, laid down the principles

for the organization of a system of social insurance for all em-

ployed persons under 60 years with an income below a specified

amount.

National congresses especially dfcvoted to child welfare were

held in Peru and El Salvador during 1943. Child welfare also

occupied an important place on the agenda of the first national

congress of social welfare in Mexico.

Great Britain. Child Health. In Great Britain health condi-

tions of children reflected the favourable effects of vigorous

efforts to strengthen public-health measures and health services

for mothers and children, according to the summary report of the

ministry of health for the year ended March 31, 1943 (issued

in Sept. 1943). Vital statistics for 1942 given in that report

showed a live birth rate (15.8 per 1,000 population) higher than

in any year since 1931, an infant mortality rate (provisional) of

49 per 1,000 live births compared with 59 in 1941, and a maternal

mortality rate of 2.47 per 1,000 live births compared with 2.76 in

1941. The mortality rate for children i to 5 years of age con-

tinued to improve, being 2% lower than in 1941, and that for

children 5 to 15 years of age regained the low level reached in 1939. Deaths
from diphtheria reached a new low figure and deaths from tuberculosis,
which had increased in 1940 and 1941, fell approximately to the prewar

One hundred and five emergency maternity homes with some 2,750 beds
available were in operation in March 1943, together with 65 antenatal and
n postnatal hostels. About 32,000 mothers evacuated from target areas
were sent to the maternity homes during the year.

Orange juice and cod-liver oil, free or at low cost, were made available
to all expectant mothers and all children under 5 years (previously under
2 years).

Child Welfare and Juvenile Delinquency. Many additional nurseries for

children of women workers were opened by the welfare authorities in Great
Britain. At the end of March 1943, more than 1,000 of these were in

operation and several hundred more were in preparation.
Hccause of the special need for its provisions, the British Adoption of

Children (Regulation) act, 1939, which had remained inoperative because
of the war emergency, was finally put into operation in June 1943. The act

extends the existing responsibility of welfare authorities for the supervision
of children placed by registered adoption societies to include children

placed independently of these agencies.

Juvenile delinquency, which rose in Great Britain in the first two years of

the war, began to decline in 1942, according to figures issued in July 1943
by the British Information Services.

Child Labour and Youth Employment. As in previous war years, im-

perative production needs in Great Britain called into employment many
boys and girls who might otherwise have continued in school beyond the

legal school-leaving age (14 years). According to the British Information
Services, 77% of the boys and 67% of the girls 14 through 17 years of

age were engaged in full-time employment in 1943. Although under emer-

gency orders, as in the past, "permissions" for relaxation of the standards
for hours of work laid down in the Factories act were granted for employ-
ment of both minors and adults, the report of H. M. chief inspector of fac-

tories for the year 1942 (the latest available) stated that the tendency dur-

ing that year was toward the reduction of the weekjy hours, not only of

young persons and of women subject to the act, but also of adult male
workers.
The direct responsibility of the board of education for Youth Services

for boys and girls 14 years of age and over who have left school, dating
from the beginning of the war, continued. The Youth Advisory council

which in 1942 succeeded the National Youth committee appointed in 1939,
and on which are represented social-work agencies, youth-serving organiza-
tions, trade unions, the armed forces and organizations that carry on youth
activities, gives advisory services to the board of education and offers sug-

gestions on action that should be taken. Compulsory registration of boys
and girls 16 and 17 years of age and subsequent interviews with them
brought to light information as to how young persons used their leisure

hours, the hours of employment, cases of double employment and wages,
which became available to the committee.

British Dominions. In Canada, as in the United States, wartime pressures
increased the employment of children. Figures from the province of Quebec,
for instance, showed that the number of age certificates issued tor boys and
girls 14 and 15 years of age going to work increased from 1,667 in the

school year 1941-42 to 22,001 in 1942-43. Certain advances in standards,
however, were made. In New Brunswick a 1 4-year minimum age for em-
ployment in factories was established for the first time, and in Quebec, the

one Canadian province without compulsory-school-attendance requirements,
a law was enacted, effective July i, i943 requiring children to attend
school up to 14 years of age, with certain exemptions limited to a 6-weeks'

period.
In New Zealand, which also faced an acute child-labour problem as the

result of increasing employment opportunities and the growing shortage of

manpower, the minister of education announced that the school-leaving age
would be raised to 15 years by the beginning of 1944-

In Australia, the Maternity Allowance Act of 1912, amended in 1942,
was again amended in 1943 by abolishing the means test and increasing
the lump sum payable on the birth of each child.

Continental Europe. The ravaging effects of the war on the health of

children continued in German-occupied Europe. Malnutrition and under-
nourishment were widespread. Rickets, scurvy and contagious diseases, es-

pecially tuberculosis, diphtheria and malaria, were spreading to an extent
considered disastrous, according to information available from Belgium.
France, Greece, the Netherlands and parts of Poland. The most recent vital

statistics available showed a fall in the birth rate in most of these countries:
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in France the number of children born in 1942 was 28% below the 1937 fig-

ure; in Greece the number of births per month fell from 1,500 in the pre-
war period to fewer than 500 in Sept. 1942. In all these countries infant

mortality increased.

Where educational systems were not entirely disrupted by the war, large
numbers of children were prevented from attending school by lack of shoes
and clothing. Because of their deteriorated physical condition, many chil-

dren who continued to attend school did so irregularly, were unable to con-
centrate on their studies and sometimes fainted from hunger. The mental
and physical development of children and their emotional state were af-

fected by evacuation, deportation, forced labour and other conditions.

In the soviet union a government decree for the expansion of child-health

work, dated late in 1942, called for the appointment of a specified number
of physicians to the staffs of child-health centres and children's clinics in

cities and of public-health nurses in rural districts. Provision was made for

the appointment, of a qualified pediatrician in each city, industrial settle-

ment and provincial district, to organize and direct the medical treatment
and preventive care given in child-health centres, children's clinics and
other agencies to children of all ages.

The nation-wide program of compulsory industrial training of young peo-
ple 14 to 17 years of age, introduced in the soviet union in Oct. 1940, was
proceeding without interruption despite the war, according to Pravda, offi-

cial Moscow newspaper. The number of schools providing this training in-

creased from 1,550 at the end of 1940 to 1,700 in Sept. 1943. In that

period more than 2,500,000 boys and girls entered these schools; 1,500,000
of them had completed their training by the end of Sept. 1943 and entered
various industries.

New legislation on the treatment of juvenile delinquency went into effect

in Finland in the beginning of 1943. The new law raised the minimum age
of legal responsibility to 15 years (instead of 7 years as formerly), so that

children under 15 arc not brought before the courts. A special procedure
is prescribed for dealing with young persons under 21. Their cases must be
studied by the public-welfare agencies prior to a decision by the court.

Children under 15 accused of punishable offenses and those between 15 and
1 8 accused of such offenses, but on whom no court sentence had been im-

posed, were to be placed in the care of public-welfare agencies. Probation
and parole were permitted.
A law for compulsory sickness insurance was enacted in Spain in Dec.

1942. Some parts of the law were to become effective in the middle of 1943;
others at the end of 1944. Insurance was to be required for all persons
working for a living, whether for an employer or on their own account,
with income below a specified amount.

International Co-operation. Special significance for the children of the

world lay in action taken at the United Nations Conference on Food and
Agriculture in Hot Springs, Va., in May 1943. Ample evidence was intro-

duced as to the malnutrition of children in many countries and as to the

relationship between malnutrition and maternal, infant and childhood mor-
tality. The obligation of governments was clearly recognized to meet the

special needs of "vulnerable" groups, including infants, preschool and school

children, adolescents, and expectant and nursing mothers.
At the first session of the council of the United Nations Relief and Re-

. habilitation administration, which met in Atlantic City, N.J. in Nov. 1943,
further recognition was given to the needs of these vulnerable groups for

medical care and health and welfare services. (See also BIRTH STATISTICS;
CENSUS, 1940; CKIMK; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; INFANT
MORTALITY; MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE; SOCIAL SECURITY. )
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Phllo ^ republic on the Pacific coast of South America, ex*

ullllu*
tending from approximately 17 S. lat. some 2,800 mi.

to Cape Horn. Area: 289,776 sq.mi. Pop. (1940 census) 5,023,-

539; official estimate 1942 5,122,665; over three-fourths of the

population live in Chile's great central valley. The capital is San-

tiago (1940 pop., 639,546, without inclusion of suburbs). Other

important cities (1^40 census) are: Valparaiso (215,614); Con-

cepcion (92,364); Temuco (84,696); Vina del Mar (70,013);

Osorno (62,106); Chilian (61,535); Valdivia (49,481); Puerto

Montt (44,024); Talcahuano (41,536); Iquiquc (39,282); Ran-

cagua (38,423); Linares (36,403); Curic6 (35,270); La Serena

(35,055); Nueva Imperial (33,361); Magallanes (Punta Arenas)

(33> I34) There is no established church, although a majority of

Chileans are Roman Catholics. The language is Spanish. Presi-

dent in 1943: Juan Antonio Rios.

History. The long-expected rupture of Chilean diplomatic re-

lations with the axis powers finally occurred on Jan. 20. The

breakdown of Chilean isolation had been slow, and had been

controlled by President Rios until he considered that the proper

moment had arrived. At the time of the severing of relations, it was

estimated that about 20,000 Germans, 12,000 Italians, and 700

Japanese were resident in Chile. Shortly afterward news that

Chilean representatives in Japan were being imprisoned resulted

in confinement of Japanese diplomats in Chile. As a result of

earlier conferences and of the new status of Chile in inter-

American co-operative efforts, a lend-lease pact was signed with

the United States on March 2, and in June an important new

copper contract was concluded between Chile and the United

States Metal Reserves corporation. By the latter, an earlier pur-

chasing agreement was extended through July, 1944, with the

prices paid for Chilean copper substantially increased. The United

States also agreed to purchase reasonable amounts of gold and

manganese to help out Chilean economy, and to aid in shipment
of machinery and coal needed in Chilean industry. Chile likewise

was represented at the United Nations Food conference held in

the United States in May.
In spite of her abandonment of isolation, Chile maintained

favourable relationships with Argentina. In April a ten-year

contract was signed between the two countries by which Argen-

tina purchased substantial quantities of nitrates. Late in August
trade agreements were signed by which tariffs between the two

APPROVAL OF PRESIDENT RIOS' rupture of diplomatic relation! with the
axis Jan. 20, 1943, was expressed by Chileans with placards, flags and a gre4t
public demonstration
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countries were greatly reduced, and basic plans for a projected

customs union started, with hopes that other nearby states might

eventually participate. Plans for improvement of trans-Andean

roads were also laid.

The year's record involved much factionalism in Chilean in-

ternal politics. In the early months of the year the Socialist

party was badly split by a difference of opinion between Marma-

duque Grove and Salvador Allende, with the breach not healed

until April, when the former became president of the party or-

ganization, the latter vice-president. In June Chile 's 22 parties

found hurried realignments necessary with the official dissolution

of the world Communist organization. The Chilean Communist

party, the strongest outside of Russia and the fifth strongest

group in Chile itself, now attempted the organization of a power-
ful leftist coalition of the Communist, Socialist, Agrarian, and

Socialist-Labour parties. Political manoeuvring so delayed con-

structive legislation that President Rios in June formed a cabinet

made up of experts rather than political personalities, and condi-

tions caused him to postpone again a projected visit to the

United States. The "ministry of experts'
1 was dissolved in August,

the administration including two members from the conservative

Liberal party in its next cabinet (six of the "technical" ministers

were retained).

In October a special session of the legislature was called to

consider financial matters; a deficit of above 500,000,000 pesos

was in prospect by 1944. Strikes in Chilean industries and ports

caused trouble in succeeding weeks, and on November 16 congress

finally granted emergency powers to President Rios in the hope
that executive action could improve Chilean conditions.

Various economic problems plagued Chile during 1943. One was

a coal shortage; while Chile produces more coal than other

South American countries, shipping was not available to move it.

Many trains were not able to operate during the Chilean winter

because of lack of fuel. High prices affected the volume of retail

business, and shortages of some essential items were noticeable.

Chilean workers were restive over wage levels which rose more

slowly than prices and over the repeal of legislation which had

guaranteed the single-shift day. Because of fuel shortages and

tire shortages for motor cars of all types, the use of bicycles

increased during the year.

Education. Primary education is free and compulsory. In

1940 primary schools numbered 3,678, with an enrolment of 495,-

267; there were also 161 night schools with an enrolment of

9,784. Public secondary schools numbered 86, and private, 168,

with enrolments of 30,420 and 16,356, respectively. In addition

there were many special schools, and three universities had a

registration of 7,904 students.

Finance. The monetary unit of Chile is the peso, with a free

value of approximately 3} cents U.S. in 1943 (its official value

was $.0516, and the export draft price, $.04). Government rev-

enue for 1942 was 2,953,800,000 pesos; expenditures, 3,052,000,-

ooo. The 1943 budget calculated ordinary revenue at 3,185,700,-

ooo pesos, ordinary expenditures at 3,185,600,000 pesos; actual

revenue in the first half of the year was announced as 1,227,300,-

ooo pesos, and expenditures for the same period were 1,385,400,-

ooo. By November a deficit of over 570,000,000 pesos was ex-

pected. On June 30, 1943, money in circulation totalled 2,668,-

600,000 pesos (Dec. 1942: approx. 2,200,000,000 pesos).

Trade and Communication. Exports for the first seven

months of 1943 totalled approximately 512,500,000 gold pesos
in value; imports, approximately 322,000.000 gold pesos (total

trade for 1942 was: exports, 862,800,000 gold pesos; imports,

621,600,000 gold pesos). Exports in 1942 went mainly to the

United States (80.3%); Europe (mainly Great Britain) received

about 3.5% of exports, and other Latin American countries, 16%.

Goods from the United States formed 45.5% of total imports;

from Europe (Great Britain and Sweden), 8.6%; from Latin

American countries, 42.5%. Minerals formed the bulk of exports

(in 1941, 79.8%, some 15% of which were nitrates and iodine).

Copper was the largest single item of export. In the first three

quarters of 1943, Chile built up a favourable trade balance with

the United States amounting to $82,469,000.

Before the war Chile had extensive steamship connection with

all parts of the world, partly under the Chilean flag (the three

modern motorships of this line were purchased by the United

States in July, 1943, leaving the Chilean company only six ves-

sels available). Rail lines connect northern Chile with Bolivia,

and combined rail and bus service, with Argentina. Reconstruc-

tion of the railway line across Uspallata pass, closed to rail serv-

ice in 1934, was contemplated in agreements between Chile and

Argentina. Air service to all parts of the Americas is supplied by
Pan American Airways.

Internal communication is by highway, rail, air and coastal

shipping. The railway system is 5,434 mi. in length, with the

state owning 3,637 mi. There are 27,000 mi. of highway (ap-

proximately 16,500 mi. of this, unimproved dirt road). In 1941
the budget for highway construction amounted to 143,888,639

pesos. Internal air service is good.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing establishments in Chile in

1941 numbered over 5,500, with nearly 300,000 employees. Pro-

duction is largely textiles, leather goods, wood products and

other items for domestic consumption. Production in 1942 was

announced as 1.3% under that of 1941; in 1943 shortages of

tools and machinery were reported.

Agriculture. Agricultural production is large in value, but

comparatively little of it is for export. Crop estimates Tor the

1942-43 season (in short tons) were: beans, 84,453; wheat, 940,-

955; forage barley, 44,161; malting barley, 34,003; oats, 84,969;

rye, 6,921; chickpeas or garbanzas, 4,244; hemp, 22,587. Rice

production was estimated at 128,275 short tons. In 1941 dried

fruit exports amounted to 9,702 short tons. Wine production

(1941) was 63,828,404 gal. The 1942-43 potato crop was officially

estimated at 526,874 short tons. Lumber production in 1942 was

1,652,466 ft. (1941: 2,283,181 ft.).

Minerals. Minerals comprise the greater part of Chilean

exports. Coal production in 1942 was 2,370,992 short tons

(in 1941: 2,272,469 short tons); gold, 12,844 Ib. (1941:

17,694 lb.) Nitrate production (for the year ending June

30, 1942) was 1,502,392 short tons. Exports of other minerals

were (1941 figures): copper, 499,923 short tons; manganese,

23,589 short tons; iron ore, 1,787,591 short tons; silver, 84,573

Ib. (See also HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II.)
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China, a republic of Asia. Area, 4,480,992 sq.mi.; ex-

eluding Manchuria, Outer Mongolia and Tibet proper,

sq.mi. (more than 10% constituted occupied China).

Estimated total population 450,000,000, with over 200,000,000 in

occupied China. Wartime capital, Chungking (pop. 880,000, po-

lice census 1943). Cities over 1,000,000: Shanghai, Peiping, and

Tientsin; cities close to 1,000,000: Nanking and Canton; cities

over 500,000: Changsha and Chengtu; cities over 200,000: Kun-

ming, Sian, Rweiyang, Foochow and Tsingtao; cities over 100,000

in population total about 100. President (1943) : Chiang Kai-shek.

History. Although a military stalemate continued to prevail

in China, 1943 witnessed notable strides in the development of

constitutional democracy and closer co-operation and amity be*

tween China and her allies.

China's hope for a brighter future rose with the signing of the



UNITED NATIONS DAY June 14, 1943 was celebrated tn Chunking with
a parade of 10,000 people on Democracy road

Sino-American and British new treaties on Jan. n, 1943, and
ratification on May 10 which abolished extraterritoriality and
related privileges. To undermine the effect of the new treaties

Japan took similar steps in occupied China. China's faith in

U.S. friendship was further augmented by the repeal of the

Chinese exclusion law which passed the U.S. house of representa-
tives on Oct. 21 and the Senate on Nov. 26. The improvement
of China's relations with soviet Russia and Great Britain was
demonstrated by the withdrawal of Russian troops from Sinkiang
and repeated friendly and enthusiastic messages to Moscow by
Chiang and by the reciprocal visit of the Chinese government
mission to London in November. -

' '

;.

The recall of the Chinese military mission to Washington on

Dec. 31, 1942, was regarded as an indication of China's disap-

pointment in Allied strategy. The meagre aid to her under the

Lend-Lease arrangement (out of a total of lend-lease aid of

CHINESE CASUALTIES being borne to the rear from the Salween river front
In 1943

$8,253,000,000 to American Allies from March 1941 to Dec. 1942
China received only $156,738,000) prompted Madame Chiang to

emphasize the importance of the China front and the tenacity

of the Japanese in her addresses to the U.S. congress on Feb. 18.

1943. President Roosevelt's statement on Jan. 7 that "all the

formidable obstacles to get the battle equipment into China"

would be overcome and his pledge on Feb. 19 of rushing arms to

China gave assurance to China.

Although China was not invited to the Casablanca conference,
the announcement on Jan. 27, 1943, regarding the Allied objec-
tive of nothing less than unconditional surrender by the axis was
welcomed by Chungking. On Feb. 5-7 General Henry H. Arnold

and Field Marshal Sir John Dill discussed military actions

against Japan with Chiang in Chungking. On Feb. 12, President

Roosevelt said that great and decisive action would be. taken to

"drive the invaders from the soil of China." At the Quebec con-

ference, which T. V. Soong joined on Aug. 22, the chiefs of staff

turned their attention "very largely upon the war against Japan
and the bringing of effective aid to China.'

5 The creation of a
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Southeast Asia command under Lord Louis Mountbatten by the

Quebec conference, his subsequent conference in Chungking with

Chiang, and assurances by British officials that Britain "will

continue full military co-operation with the United States and

China until Japan is defeated" gratified China. The Joint Four-

Nation declaration of Nov. i at Moscow recognized China's posi-

tion as one of the big four United Nations and frustrated Japan's

hope for a negotiated peace. The Cairo conference solidified

the four-power entente and vindicated China's territorial integ-

rity and the justness of her cause by promising the restoration

of all territory stolen from China by Japan since 1895.

Japan's military actions in China in 1943 were accompanied by

repeated peace offers, one of which promised a return to the

stains quo of July 7, 1937. In an effort to force China out of

the war before the Allies could launch a major offensive in the

Pacific, Japan opened an offensive in western Hupeh and Hunan
on May n, aiming at Chungking and Changsha, which ended in

a disastrous defeat in June. Early in November Japan renewed

her attempt for the fifth time to capture Changsha in order to

control the "rice bowl" and the railroad line to Canton, and see-

saw battles developed around Changteh. With the support of

the U.S. air force the Chinese routed the Japanese at Changteh
toward the end of November. Japan's three-pronged drive up
the Burma road in October was equally unsuccessful.

Following the death of Lin Sen on Aug. 2, Chiang became act-

ing president and on Sept. 10 the Central Executive committee

revised the organic law of the national government making the

president chief executive and commander-in-chief of the military

forces with three years' tenure. On Sept. 13 the committee unani-

mously elected Chiang president. On the same day Chiang stated

that the Chinese communist problem was "a purely political

problem and should be solved by political means." The commit-

tee resolved on Sept. 12 that a democratic constitutional govern-

ment would be created within one year after the end of the war.

The Committee for the Establishment of Constitutional Govern-

ment of 60 members, including two communists, was inaugurated

on Nov. 12 to facilitate the establishment of constitutionalism.

China's serious domestic problem in 1943 was inflation; com-

modity prices rose to more than 100 times the prewar level.

Education. The universities and technical colleges increased

from 1 08 in 1937 to 133 in 1943 and the total enrolment in 1943

was 57,832 against 31,188 in 1937. About half of the 1943 stu-

dents majored in science and technology. Of the 133 colleges,

51 were private institutions and 82 operated by the national and

provincial governments. In 1940 appropriations from the national

treasury to higher education and cultural institutions amounted

to 44,130,000 yuan, 19,000,000 of which went to higher education.

The number of secondary educational institutions in Free

China totalled 2,819 in 1942 (with an enrolment of over 600,000),

against 3,264 in 1937; one-third of these were in areas occupied

by Japan. In 1942 there were 232,145 primary schools with an

enrolment of over 22,242,844 in Free China; the total number of

persons between 5 and 15 was about 75,000,000. According to

the ministry of education, about 48,000,000 of the 165,000,000

illiterates between the ages of 15 to 45 had been taught to read

by 1943.

Defense. In 1943 the army was estimated at 20,000,000, of

which about 5,000,000 were front line troops. After the creation

of the U.S. i4th army air force as a separate unit in China in

March, Chinese air force pilots flew alongside their U.S. com-

rades. There were more trained Chinese pilots than planes, and

those who received advance training in the United States

amounted to several hundred.

Finance. The official exchange rate of the national dollar was

maintained at U.S.$5 for Chinese 100. Although no official fig-

ures were issued, the volume of note issue in 1943 was estimated

at over 25,000,000,000 yuan about four times that of 1940.

The budget for 1943 was reported to be 45 times that of 1937,
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WELL-ENTRENCHED CHINESE MOUNTAIN TROOPS on the Salween river

front. Here, near the Burmese border at China's "back door," the Chinese
continued to stalemate Japanese attacks in 1943

...
which was slightly over 1,000,000,000 yuan. Before 1943 the

total revenue constituted less than 30% of the total expenditures,

but the financial authorities hoped to raise it to one-half in 1943.

From 1937 to 1943 the total internal loans floated were 3,430,-

000,000 yuan, 100,000,000 custom gold units, 20,000,000, and

$300,000,000. The foreign, loans extended to China from 1937 to

Dec. 1942 amounted to $1,200,000,000, about half of which had

not been used.

In July 1942 the right to use bank notes was centralized in

the Central Bank of China. Government control over privately

owned commercial banks was tightened; no new banks, except
the county banks, were allowed to be formed. Besides the 300-

odd modern and native banks, 175 county banks were established

by May 1943.

Trade and Communication. China's chief wartime exports

were silk, bristle, coal, wood oil, tea and mineral products. Food-

stuffs, principally rice, wheat and flour, were the chief imports.

Due to the blockade China had to depend on the slender thread

of air transport between India and Chungking as her interna-

tional outlet.

Free China had 1,744 mi- of railroads, of which 1,000 were

built during the war, and from Jan. to Aug. 1942 the railroads

carried a total of about 17,000,000 passengers, 500,000 troops

and 970,000 tons of freight. There were approximately 48,000
mi. of highway in Free China, and about 16,000 trucks aside

from army trucks. A great part of all freight in Free China

depended on stage and river transport. Free China had about

6,100 mi. of air routes with limited freight and passenger

capacity. By the end of 1942 there were 41,175 mi. of telephone
lines and 59,475 mi. of telegraph lines in Free China. Only 12

of the Free China cities had telephone service by the end of

1942. There were 10 large and 100 medium and small-sized

broadcasting stations in Free China.

Agriculture. Roughly 60% of the prewar agricultural and

livestock production remained in Free China. The prewar aver-

age food harvest of the 15 interior provinces was about 1,670,

000,000 piculs on 635,000,000 mou of land, and the production
and acreage showed slight change since 1937 (i picul=i33i lb.;

i mou 806.65 sq.yd.). In 1941 the total rice and wheat crops

of Free China was 808,000,000 piculs. Livestock production had

steadily declined since 1937. The collection of rice and wheat by
tax payments in kind and by compulsory purchase proved suc-

cessful, and the collection in 1942-43 was expected to increase

from the 72,000,000 piculs of 1941-42 to 80,000,000, and the col-

lection was more than enough to feed the army and public func-

tionaries and their families.

Manufacturing and Mineral Production. In 1942 the num-
ber of heavy industrial plants in Free China under the control

of the national and provincial governments numbered about 100

each, while the privately owned factories totalled about 2,000,

approximately 450 of which were concentrated in the Chungking
area. In order of importance these private factories were: ma-

chinery, chemicals, textile and clothing, metallurgical, food, elec-

trical equipment and printing. The production of important min-

erals in Free China in 1942 was approximately: coal, 6,000,000

tons; crude oil, including vegetable oils, 9,000,000 gal.; steel,

10,000 tons. In spite of the steady industrial progress the low

volume of oil, iron and steel handicapped the program of making
Free China self-sufficient even in the most essential industries.

(See also WORLD WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. China After Five Years of War, Chinese News Service;

China Handbook 1937-1^43. Chinese Ministry of Information; G. B.

Cressey, China's Geographic Foundations; H. D. Fong, The Post-War In-

dustrialization of China; Hubert Freyn, Free China's New Deal; Agrarian
China, Institute of Pacific Relations; Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, China Shalt

Rise A Rain; Paul Lincbar^cr, The China of Chiang Kai-shek; Frank Price

(ed.), Wartime China as Seen by Westerners. Periodicals: Amerasia; Asia;
Chinese Year Book; China at War; Contemporary China; Far Eastern

Survey; Pacific Affairs; Voice of China. (H. T. CH.)

Chinese-Japanese War: see WORLD WAR II.

Chines* Turkestan: sec SINKIANG.

, RUSSBli Heiiry and physiological chemist,

was born Feb. 18 in New Haven, Conn. He was graduated from

the Sheffield Scientific school (Yale university), 1875, with a

Ph.B. degree and received his Ph.D. in 1880. Dr. Chittenden was

an assistant instructor at Sheffield, 1875-77, professor of physi-

ological chemistry, 1^882-1922, and thereafter professor emeritus

of that department. He was director of the Sheffield Scientific

school, 1898-1922. An authority on nutrition, he was credited

with the discovery of glycocoll and glycogen in the free amino

acid of living tissue later known as protein. Among his works are

Studies in Physiological Chemistry, four volumes (1884), Physi-

ological Economy in Nutrition (1905), Nutrition of Man (1907)
and Development of Physiological Chemistry in the United States

(1930). He died in New Haven, Conn., Dec. 26.

Ph on (KOREA). A part of the Japanese empire since 1910,
bllUvull Chosen is a peninsula extending southward from the

northeastern side of the continent of Asia. It is bounded E. by
the Sea of Japan, W. by the Yellow sea and N. by Manchuria

and the maritime province of Siberia. Area, 85,206 sq.mi., in-

cluding 1,018 adjacent islands; pop. (Oct. i, 1940) 24,326,327.

The population as of December 31, 1938, was 22,633,751, includ-

ing 633,320 Japanese and 49,815 other foreigners. The capital

is Seoul (Keijo), pop. (1938) 737,214. Other cities: Fusan

(213,744); Phyong-yang (Heijo) (234,726); Taikyft (172,040).

Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism are prevalent forms of re-

ligion. There were 494,500 Chosenese and 5,800 Japanese Chris-

tians in Chosen in 1938. Chosen is ruled by a Japanese governor-

general, appointed by the ministry of overseas affairs. The gov-

185
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ernor-general in 1943 was General Jiro Minami, appointed to this

office in 1936. <

History. Chosen was not a theatre of hostilities during 1943

and little authentic news came out of the country. It was one

of the decisions of the Cairo conference of President Roosevelt,

Prime Minister Churchill and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek that

Chosen should be freed from Japanese rule after the war and

receive full independence "in due course." A leading representa-

tive of the Korean nationalists in the United States in 1943 was

Dr. Syngman Rhee, who was chosen president of a Korean pro-

visional government, formed in the French concession of Shang-

hai in 1919. In 1936 a working agreement had been reached

between the middle class nationalist and communist groups work-

ing against Japanese rule.

Education. Chosen in 1938 possessed 3,372 elementary

schools, with 1,311,270 pupils. There were also 53 high schools,

with 27,867 students, 57 girls' high schools, with 22,277 students,

226 technical schools, with 34,060 students, 10 normal schools,

with 5,565 students, 18 special colleges (for medicine, dentistry,

etc.) with 4,015 students. There was only one university, at

Seoul, with 558 students, many of these Japanese. But there were

9,086 Korean students in Japan.

Finance. The unit of currency is the Japanese yen (23.48

U.S. cents before outbreak of war in the Pacific). The Chosenese

budget for 1942-43 was balanced at a figure of 1,012,577,000

yen. The national debt, as of 1941, was 593,646,215 yen and the

amount of currency in circulation was 437,669,000 yen.

Trade and Communication. Chosen's imports in 1939 were

1,388,448,284 yen, exports were 1,006,793,785 yen. For nine

months of 1940 (after which period figures were no longer pub-

lished) imports were 1,176,120,813 yen, exports 700,848,030 yen.

There were 17,011 mi. of roads in 1939 and 2,619 mi. of govern-

ment and 1,107 m i- of privately owned railways in 1940. There

were 738 steamships of a total of 106,712 tons and 1,125 sailing

ships of a total of 45,431 tons in Chosen in Dec. 1939. The

length of telegraph and telephone lines in 1941 was respectively

5,406 mi. and 6,780 mi.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Chosen

is predominantly agricultural, with rice as its main crop. The

rice crop was 106,775,869 bu. in 1940. There were 1,705,000

cattle, 1,400,000 pigs, 51,000 horses and 20,000 sheep in Chosen

in 1939. Other important crops are barley, millet, apples, rye and

soybeans.

The growth of industries important for war purposes is reflected

in the following figures of value of output :

Chemical products
Metals
Machine tools

1933
51,992,000 yen
29,238,000
3,010,000

1938
352,819,000 yen
91,966.000
26,798,000

The list of industries developed in Chosen includes cotton and

rayon, cement, paper and pottery. Cold, iron, coal, wolfram and

mica are important mineral resources. (W. H. CH.)

X
(1870- ), king of Denmark, of whom a

biographical account will be found In Encyclo-

pedia Britannica. Nephew of Queen Alexandra of Great Britain,

he succeeded his father, Frederick VIII, in 1912. Despite a

serious fall from his horse in Oct. 1942, and ensuing pneumonia,
the king remained the symbol and heart of Danish passive re-

sistance to the nazis. When in Aug. 1943, opposition became

open rebellion the Germans imprisoned Christian at Sorgenfri
casile (Aug. 29). Even when nazi guards were removed, mail and

telephone messages were still controlled, and the king, recogniz-

ing that he could not be a free agent, pledged himself to sign
no call for a new government as long as the Germans remained

in Denmark. His 73rd birthday, Sept. 26, was the occasion for

tens of thousands of greetings from a people who loved and ad-

mired him for his unyielding courage. On his way to Sorgenfri

under "arrest" he had the opportunity to hear a group of Danes

discussing earnestly among themselves, and said to them, "I am
glad to hear that Danish is still spoken in my country. Keep it

up." (See also DENMARK.) (F.'D. S.)

Christian Mission on World Order. iY.':"::
World Order was opened on Oct. 28, 1943, at the Cathedral of

St. John the Divine in New York city. It was followed by a

series of meetings conducted by "teams" of ministers and lay-

men in 100 of the principal cities of the United States. Morning
and afternoon study group meetings were held for over 20,000

persons. In the evening large massmeetings were held. The mis-

sion was initiated by the commission on a just and durable peace
of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, and

was sponsored by the Federal Council and by the Foreign Mis-

sions Conference of North America, the Home Missions Council

of North America, the International Council of Religious Edu-

cation, the Missionary Education Movement and the United

Council of Church Women. All the. activities were on an inter-

denominational basis.

The purpose of the mission was to seek to revive in the Amer-

ican people a sense of destiny in the performance of a great work

of creation. That work of creation was portrayed as building a

world fellowship, political expression of which would be as set out

in the commission's statement "Six Pillars of Peace." Those

were: (i) general collaboration between all nations; (2) particu-

lar collaboration on economic and financial matters of worldwide

import; (3) international machinery to promote peaceful change

as future conditions make necessary; (4) international organiza-

tion to assure that the government of subject peoples is directed

toward ultimate autonomy; (5) control of armaments; (6) an

international bill of rights to assure intellectual and religious

liberty. (J. F. D.)

Onianno In I943 '
tllc Christian Science Mother

OUlGllCC. Church, The First Church of Christ,

Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts, through its Camp Welfare

Activities supervised the work of 143 paid Christian Science

Wartime Ministers and over 300 volunteer Christian Science

Wartime Workers, who ministered to the spiritual needs of

Christian Scientists and others in the armed forces in the United

States and its territories, Canada, Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and the Middle East.

These civilian workers serve with the approval and assistance

of army and navy chaplains and commanding officers. They re-

spond to calls for Christian Science help or healing, conduct

Christian Science services, and provide Christian Science litera-

ture.

In 1943, there were 17 Christian Science chaplains in the

United States Army and one in the United States Navy. Nine

served in combat areas, and one was decorated by the French

military authorities for unusual bravery during action in the

Tunisian campaign.

During 1943, the Christian Science War Relief Committee,

maintained by The Mother Church, shipped to England for free

donation 256,887 pounds of clothing, valued at $256,887. Ship-
ments of clothing to Russia for free distribution there amounted
to 209,894 pounds, valued at $209,894. Donations of clothing
were made to refugees of many nationalities in the United States,

Canada, England and Russia, and to the Greeks in Egypt. In

the fall, a shipment was sent to Malta.

The War Relief Committee distributed 173,963 knitted gar-
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ments to men in the United States armed forces. The value of

the yarn used in knitting these gifts was $153,856.^
The healing and redemptive activities of the Church always

have the primary place in Christian Science. The Christian Sci-

ence Journal, official organ of the Church, contains a directory

of branch churches, societies and authorized practitioners. Read-

ing Rooms open to the public for study and meditation are also

listed.

In September 1943, the Mutual Broadcasting System and the

world-wide staff of The Christian Science Monitor joined facili-

ties in a new type of integrated news programs with daily pick-

ups from Monitor correspondents all over the world.

During 1943, The Christian Science Monitor received the F.

Wayland Ayer Cup for excellence of typography, makeup and

presswork, and a medal and citation awarded by the University

of Missouri School of Journalism for fulfilment of the assignment

given to it by Mary Baker Eddy "to injure no man, but to bless

all mankind." (C. P. S.)

PhriCtlOn HnitV While the war prevented world gather*
UlllloUdll Ullliy. ings of churches planned for 1943, the

work of the World Council of Churches in formation went

steadily forward. Regional meetings of its administrative com-

mittee were held; its secretaries officially visited nine countries,

and frequent intercontinental visitation of leaders in behalf of

the oecumenical movement took place between Europe, Australia,

Asia and America. Seven additional churches joined the World
Council during the year: Hungarian Lutheran, Presbyterian

Church of Ireland, the Assyrian Church, the Anglican Church of

New Zealand, the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of the

United States and the Canadian Friends Yearly Meeting, also

the General Convention of New Jerusalem.

Recently returned missionaries from North China reported
that close federation of churches in that region developed quite

apart from Japanese political pressure. An influential gathering

in Chengtu of leaders representing thirteen denominations still

operating in Free China, endorsed the idea of a united church

for the postwar nation. On the other hand, the hope of final

action approving the South India Scheme of Union was delayed

by the unreadiness of certain elements in the existing United

Church.

In Hungary the Reformed and Lutheran churches established

an oecumenical council with view to collaboration with the World
council. In Engtand the committee on co-operation between the

Free Churches issued an interim report which failed to recom-

mend any specific action.

Baptists in Canada, divided into three regional groups, ap-

pointed committees to explore the possibility of union through
a triennial general assembly. Arrangements for a Canadian Coun-

cil of Churches went forward during the year

Sharp division of opinion in the Commission on Approaches to

Unity of the Protestant Episcopal Church caused the prepara-
tion of majority and minority reports with respect to relations

with the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.

The minority report would have reconstituted the commission

and virtually stopped active negotiations for organic union with

the Presbyterians. Rather than face the possibility of an acri-

monious discussion in the General convention, both parties finally

agreed on a compromise resolution which was adopted, continuing

the commission, with some change in personnel, under its present

authorization to negotiate for organic union, but with agreement
to refer the issue to the Lambeth Conference of Anglican Bishops
before final consideration. No further action on this issue was

taken by the Presbyterian Church in the United States of Amer-
ica during the year.

The committees negotiating the union of the Northern and

Southern Presbyterian churches of the United States presented

to their respective bodies for consideration and discussion a

proposed constitution and directory of worship, but asked no

immediate action upon them.

A committee representing the Northern Baptist convention and

the Disciples of Christ met in Chicago in December to canvass

the possibilities of closer relationships between these two de-

nominations. Several points of possible co-operation were formu-

lated which were later expected to be worked into the plan for

submission to th'e two Churches. Their actual uniting was not,

in 1943, under discussion.

Active discussion of full organic union, on terms formulated

in 1943, continued in the Congregational Christian and Evangel-

ical and Reformed Churches, paralleled by meetings for closer

acquaintance and co-operative action in numerous centres. The

proposed basis of union, revised in the light of these discussions,

was to be put before the national bodies of the respective

churches in 1944.

The biennial convention of the United Lutheran brotherhood,

representing six synods, adopted resolutions calling for a nation-

wide study by laymen of the problems in Lutheran unity and

urging leaders to intensify their efforts in this behalf. The monthly

organ of the American Lutheran conference conducted a vigor-

ous crusade for such unity in an elaborate series of editorials

throughout the year.

The Federated Orthodox Greek Catholic Primary Jurisdictions

in America was formally organized in December by the adoption
of a constitution. This federation included the following Orthodox

churches: Russian (one division), Serbian, Ukrainian, Carpatho-

Russian, Rumanian and Syrian. It was constituted by action of

their administrative authorities rather than by the canonical

action of the church bodies themselves, but expected to create

a united Orthodox front in America which might lead to many
forms of co-operation.

It planned to develop a union school of theological education to

be conducted in English, and applied for membership in the Fed-

eral Council of Churches. (H. P. D.)

Phrnmito World production and distribution of chromite

ulllUlllllu* was disorganized by the war in about every way
possible. The United States is not normally a producer, but

consumes half or more of the world output; because most of

the sources of supply were in remote parts of the world shipping

difficulties, shortage of bottoms and submarine losses seriously

affected the supply from Africa, India and New Caledonia. Then

approximately one-quarter of the potential output was lost by
the occupation of Greece and Yugoslavia by Germany and of

the Philippine Islands by Japan. The closing of the Mediter-

ranean bottled up the Russian supply, and made it necessary to

ship Indian and Turkish ore around the southern point of Africa.

Besides, Turkey was not at war with Germany, and enormous

diplomatic and economic pressure was put on the country to

force it to ship chromite to Germany but without much success.

Cuba was the only material producer from which supplies could

be obtained without serious complications, but even in spite of

these handicaps the United States supply was kept to a reason-

ably satisfactory level, from imports and from emergency do-

mestic production, and by late in 1943 reserve stocks had been

built up to a point where the production from marginal domestic

mines was ordered discontinued. Production was developed in

four areas in Canada, but output was far short of requirements.

(G. A. Ro.)

Chronology: see CALENDAR OF EVENTS, 1943, PACES 1-15,
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Caldwell Co., Mo. Compelled to give up school to help support

his family, he found work as messenger boy with the Pennsyl-

vania railroad, rose to superintendent of transportation of a

branch office in Ohio and eventually became vice president of the

railroad. Meanwhile, he continued his education and received

degrees from Western university of Pennsylvania, Bethany col-

lege, W. Va., and Yale. He was made trustee of Carnegie insti-

tute when it was founded early in the 19005, was its secretary

until 1914 and was then named president a post he held until

his death. During both world wars he denounced Germany's war-

time leaders and urged collective action against them. In 1914,

shortly after the outbreak of war, he charged Germany with the

"murder of civilization.
"

Again, in 1940, he made international

headlines with the announcement that he had been authorized to

offer a $1,000,000 reward for the capture of Adolf Hitler, alive

and unhurt, and his delivery to the League of Nations for trial.

Church died in Pittsburgh, Oct. n. ;;,/" "

Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer
man, was born at Blenheim palace, Oxfordshire, England, on

Nov. 30, the elder son of Lord Randolph Churchill and Jennie,

daughter of Leonard Jerome of New York city. For his biography
and his political career during World War I, see Encyclopedia
Britannica.

The outbreak of war on Sept. 3, 1939, was the occasion for

Churchill's re-entry into the cabinet in his old office of first lord

of the admiralty. On May 10, 1940, when the German drive on

France began, Chamberlain resigned and Churchill became prime
minister. Churchill emerged as a fighting leader and on June 4,

1940, after the evacuation of Dunkirk, he promised that Britain

would fight on alone "whatever the cost may be."

The year 1943 was one of personal triumph for the British

prime minister. Under his guidance England had been converted

into a powerful military and air base. His arch-foe Hitler had

been driven out of Africa and Sicily and was losing ground in

Italy. Mussolini vanished as a political figure of importance, and

at the end of the year Allied armies were preparing an invasion

of western Europe from English bases. The planning and prepa-

ration that led to these successes were laid down, for the most

part, in the six major conferences which Churchill attended in

1943. They were: (i) the Casablanca conference, Jan. 15-24, at

which he and President Roosevelt agreed to demand unconditional

surrender of the axis; (2) the Washington conferences, which

started May n, at which Churchill and Roosevelt decided on the

strategy for the invasion of Sicily and Italy; (3) the Quebec par-

leys in August with Roosevelt, during which Churchill extended

an invitation to Stalin to join a tripartite conference but bluntly

declared that the Allies would not open a second front until it

was militarily feasible; (4) the Cairo conference, Nov. 22-26,

with Chiang Kai-shek and Roosevelt, in which agreement was

reached to crush Japan; (5) the Tehran conference, Nov. 28-

Dec. i, with Stalin and Roosevelt, at which the conferees con-

certed plans for destruction of German military power and open-

ing of second front; and (6) the second Cairo conference, Dec.

4-6, with Roosevelt and Turkish Premier Inonii, in which the

"closest unity" of Turkish and Allied views was expressed.

With regard to postwar foreign policy, Churchill urged in an

address at Harvard university on Sept. 6, 1943, intimate U.S.-

British postwar co-operation, declaring no world peace system

would be practicable without this unity. On plans for domestic

reconstruction after the war, Churchill scolded critics for devoting

too much discussion to postwar plans while the war was not yet

WINSTON CHURCHILL leaving Memorial hall, Harvard university, after re-

ceiving an honorary doctorate of laws Sept. 6, 1943

won. Churchill's speeches in 1943 sparkled with their customary

literary power and vividness. Like a biblical prophet, he told

commons on Feb. 12 that the Allies were resol/ed "to burn and

bleed" Germany. On June 30 he made the famous prophecy of

heavy fighting in Europe "before the leaves of autumn fall." On

July 27, he warned Italy to surrender or be "seared and scarred

and blackened." On May 19, addressing a joint session of the

U.S. congress, he vowed that Britain would fight side by side with

the U.S. against Japan "while there is breath in our bodies and

while blood flows through our veins." In Dec. 1943, his health

was taxed by his exertions, and he was taken seriously ill with

pneumonia in the Middle East. By the end of 1943, however, he

was well on the way to recovery.

Phnrrh Upmhprchin The followine fisures arc from the

bllUllll mCIIIUCI5lllp. I043 edition Of the Yearbook of

American Churches, compiled under the auspices of the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in America, summarizing the
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reports made by 256 religious bodies for the continental United

States. The "inclusive membership" column gives the official

records of the church bodies. The "13 years or over" column is

given for use in comparisons and discussions of the relative

numerical standing of the churches reported.

The total reported church membership in 1942 was 68,501,186.

This was 51.1% of the total population of the continental United

States, 133,953*225 persons, as estimated by the federal bureau

of the census for Jan. i, 1942. It was the highest proportion of

church membership in the total population ever reported a fact

due partly to increase in church membership and partly to the

incompleteness of former reports. Between 1926 and 1942, the

reported church membership increased 25.5%, while the esti-

mated population of the continental United States increased

14-3 ?>

Fifty-two religious bodies had 50,000 or more members each,

and 97.2% of the church members of the nation belonged to these

bodies. The remaining 2.8% were in 204 smaller bodies. Of the

total reported church membership, 33.4% was Roman Catholic,

1.8% Old Catholic and Eastern Orthodox, 6.8% Jewish, and 58%
Protestant.

Church Membership in fh United States in 1942*

Body

Adventists, Seventh Day . . . .

Assemblies of God
Baptist Bodies:
American Baptist Association .

Free Will Baptist

Churctus

2,401
4,840

1,064
1,102

176
7, .3<>S

1,726
25,737
1,712
1,019

National Baptist Convention 24,575
National Baptist Ev. Assembly
Northern Baptist
Primitive Baptist
Southern Baptist
United American Free Will Baptist . . .

Brethren (Dunkcrs)
Church of Christ. Scientist

Church of God (Anderson. Tnd.)
Church of God (Cleveland, Ten n.)

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

(Reorganized)
Church of the Nazarcne
Churches 9f Christ

Congregational Christian

Disciples of Christ

Evangelical
Evangelical and Reformed
Four-square Gospel
Friends (Five Years Meeting)
Independent Fundamental
Lutheran Bodies:
American Lutheran

1,412
1,686
1,598

563
2,898
3,815
5,827
7,919
1,083
2,850
408
508
43S

____________ 1,826
Augustana Lutheran ........... 1,126
Missouri Lutheran ............ 4,326
Norwegian Lutheran ........... 2,477
United Lutheran ............ 4,046
Wisconsin Lutheran ........... 745

Mennonite ................ 445
Methodist Bodies:

African M.E. . . . . .......... 7,265
African M.E. Zion ............ 2,252
Colored M.E............... 4,200
Methodist . . ............. 42,206

Presbyterian Bodies:
Cumberland Presbyterian ......... 1,088

^Presbyterian, U.S. (South) ........ 3,500
Presbyterian, U.S.A. . . . ........ 8,<n
United Presbyterian ........... 850

Protestant Episcopal ............ 7,685
Reformed Bodies:

Christian Reformed ........... 306
Reformed Church in America ....... 727 ,

Salvation Army .............. 1,515
Unitarian................. 365
United Brethren in Christ ......... 2.788

Totals ........... ..... 204,071

Eastern Orthodox (n bodies) ........ 777

Jewish Congregations ........... 3,728
Old Catholic (5 bodies)........... 256
Polish National Catholic .......... 118
Roman Catholic ............ ... 18,076

191 Smaller Religious Bodies ........ 21,91*

Totals ................ 240,837

Inclusive

Membership

186,478
222,730

115,022
118,871

.1,9*1,612

55,897
1,538,871

69,157
5,367,129

60,000
179,843
268,015

82,462
816,774

110,481
180,243
309,55*

1,052,701
x,65S,58o
248,475
662,053
250,000
69,832
50,000

547,8i2
352,57*

1,320,510
569,112

1,709,290
3i5,S6o
51,879

868,735
414,24-1

380,000
7,813,891

72,59*
546,479

1,986,257
190,724

2,074,178

126,20*
163,835
220,367
61,600
425,337

37,878,7*7

1,158,635
4,641,184

80,586
63,366

22,945,247
*. 733,45*

68,501,186

/.? Years
or Over

169,135
222,730

93,955
117,130

3,6i9,45*
49,749

1,161,027
68,881

5,098,772
52,694

175,416
268,915
71,293
72,154

668,667

99,432
180,243
309,55*

1,052,701
*,489,995
238,379
596,658
250,000
58,258
50,000

388,072
267,172
930,79*
399,732

1,223,222
188,447
50,000

667,035
332,376
320,000

7,266,918

50,8 1
j.

508,225
1,906,807
171,652

1,467,599

69,980
163,835
96,961
61,600

382,804

33,449,228

867,712
3,341,652

65,436
47,92*

16.858,210

JfjSJ55M22
56,180,28*

^Continental United States only.

(L. A. WE.)

Phiirnh nf Fnaland
The year I943 was an encoura*in*

IfllUIUI Ul LllgiailU. one in ecclesiastical history. The

growth of the armed forces called for the release of more and

more clergy from the already understaffed parishes to make good
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the shortage of navy, army and air force chaplains. In the re-

ligious life of the forces outstanding success attended the insti-

tution in many units of a kind of one-man religious "brains

trust" known generally as "The Padre's Hour.'* Success also

attended the work of the specially selected women who were

assisting the chaplains in work among the women members of the

forces.

In the more domestic life of the church four matters were out-

standing: (i) The long and complicated education question
reached a new stage with the publication of the government
scheme. Speaking in the house of lords on Aug. 4 the arch-

bishop of Canterbury (Dr. W. Temple) was able to give, with

some qualifications, a cordial welcome to the first outline of this

scheme and expressed the hope that the proposals would "secure

and strengthen the religious foundation of education in all its

stages."

(2) The cause of Christian reunion was furthered by a joint

statement of Christian belief issued by the archbishop of Canter-

bury and the moderator of the Free Church Federal council on

Jan. 4, and by a series of speeches and addresses by the arch-

bishop of Canterbury. These included a memorable address to

the joint synod of the convocation of Canterbury on May 25, in

which he said that the divisions of Christians blunted the appeal
to the general public at home or to the adherents of other

religions abroad, and that "the obligation to attain to a real and

organic unity of the church as the Holy Spirit may guide us, is

urgent." In this connection the rather controversial problem of

the scheme for church union in South India was the subject of

prolonged discussion during the year.

(3) Interest in the problems of evangelism, including the pres-

entation of the Gospel in terms of modern thought and the use of

modern methods such as religious "brains trusts," broadcast and

cinema services, etc., was stimulated by a debate in the summer
session of the church assembly.

(4) Plans were also discussed for postwar reconstruction with

a view to the more effective use of the available clerical man-

power through the grouping of parishes and the adaptation of

the parochial system to the situation created by enemy destruc-

tion of so many churches and the new needs of a population

much shifted by war time movements of industry. Such plans

should be facilitated by the Reorganization Areas measure intro-

duced in the church assembly by the bishop of London. The

better payment of the clergy should be facilitated by a new

scheme ("Scheme K") issued by the ecclesiastical commissioners.

In the wider field of the Anglican communion the more nota-

ble events included the progress of the consideration of the

South India scheme mentioned above; the appointment of the

Yen. W. H. Stewart, archdeacon in Palestine, Syria and Trans-

Jordan, to be bishop in Jerusalem; and last but not least, the

flight of the archbishop of York to Moscow in September to

convey a message of greeting to the patriarch of the Russian

Orthodox Church from the archbishops of Canterbury and York

in furtherance of "the friendly relationships" (in the words of

the archbishop of Canterbury) "between the Church of England
and the Orthodox Churches, including the Church of Russia."

(Ro. STO.)

Church Reunion: see CHRISTIAN UNITY; RELIGION.

Cigars and Cigarettes: see TOBACCO.

Cinema Industry: see MOTION PICTURES.

C.I.O.: see CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

Citrine, Sir Walter McLennan ,7 ,J,
Bri

born in Liverpool Aug. 22, 1887, of working-class parents. After
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attending elementary schools, he found work as an electrician in

Lancashire. He soon became active in the electricians' union and

in 1914 became Mersey district secretary of the Electrical Trades

union. In 1924 he was appointed assistant secretary to the

Trades Union congress and acting secretary in Oct. 1925, after

which he became the effective head of the British trade union

organization. As such he has pursued a policy defined by himself

as one of "opposing equally all dictatorships whether of the

Right or of the Left." Citrine accepted a knighthood in 1935

and was, made a member of the privy council in 1939. He was

elected president of the International Federation of Trade Onions

in 1928, and was a member of the government economic advisory

council (1930-33) and of the B.B.C. general advisory committee.

After the outbreak of World War II Citrine travelled widely as

spokesman and delegate of the T.U.C., visiting France in 1939,

Finland in 1940, the U.S.S.R. in Oct. 1941 and the U.S.A. in the

winter of 1940-41. His diaries of the last three journeys are

among his many publications. (H. W. Ax.)

Citrus Fruits: see GRAPEFRUIT; LEMONS AND LIMES; ORANGES.

City Government: see MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.

Civil Aeronautics Administration: see AIRPORTS AND FLY-

ING FIELDS.

Civil Air Patrol: see CIVILIAN DEFENSE.

Piviliftn Hofoncp Unifed Sfates--The United Statcs of-

Ulf Illdll UGlKlloC. fice of Civilian Defense was established

May 20, 1941, to assure effective co-ordination of federal rela-

tions with state and local governments engaged in the further-

ance of the various war programs; to provide for necessary co-

operation with state and local governments with respect to

measures for adequate protection of the civilian population in

emergency periods; and to facilitate constructive civilian par-

ticipation in the war program on the home front.

To carry out its functions, the Office of Civilian Defense has

two principal divisions: the protection branch (which operates

throughout the nation as the U.S. Citizens Defense corps), and

the civilian war services branch (whose volunteers are members

of the U.S. Citizens Service corps).

The operating unit in the local community was the defense

council. In 1943, there were established throughout the U.S.

11,486 defense councils. On April 30, 1943, there were 5,510,000

men and women enrolled for training and service with the Citi-

zens Defense corps. Trained to meet the hazards of enemy action,

they utilized their training in innumerable natural disasters. They

helped combat floods, fires, tornadoes, train wrecks and mine ex-

plosions. On Feb. 28, 1943, there were 3,371,000 men and women

in the Citizens Service corps who worked in the fields of agri-

culture, consumer education, family and children's services, health,

housing, manpower, nutrition, salvage, social protection, trans-

portation, recreation and war savings.

Citizens Service Corps. The civilian war services branch had

the responsibility of assisting state and local governments in or-

ganizing defense councils to serve as the focal point for co-ordi-

nation of community resources in meeting local problems arising

from the war.

Defense councils, with their committees and block organiza-

tions, engaged in many other programs: car sharing, vacant room

surveys in war industry towns, explanation of point rationing,

surveys of day-care needs for children of working mothers, secur*

iag donations for the blood plasma bank, victory gardens, scrap

collection, tin can processing and collection, manpower and

womanpower surveys for war industries, share-the-meat cam-

paigns, the promotion of part-time and full-time aid for farmers,

etc. These programs were carried out through the United States

CIVILIAN DEFENSE
Citizens Service corps.

Co-operating with the U.S. department of agriculture, defense

council committees during 1943 engaged in an over-all campaign

to promote the production, sharing and scientific use of food.

Defense councils helped mobilize townspeople for work on farms

and in the planting of 20,000,000 victory gardens. Consumer

committees co-operated in OPA's market basket and home-front

pledge campaigns to combat the black market. Clothing clinics,

"swap shops," courses in the care and repair of household equip-

ment were sponsored. War price and rationing boards were aided

by the efforts of consumer and other committees in the campaigns

to increase community understanding and participation in the

price control and rationing programs.

The children of an America at war required especial care and

understanding. Over 1,000 child care committees were organized

by defense councils to study the needs and to promote commu-

nity programs for the children of mothers working in aviation,

munition and' other war plants. In 500 communities, federal

funds amounting to more than $12,000,000 had been provided

under the Lanham act to enable war impact areas to open nur-

series and pre-school centres. Thousands of civilian defense vol-

unteers worked in the nurseries, at recreation centres, play-

grounds, schools, etc., and the scope of their activities was

widened to include juvenile delinquency, child labour and other

hazards affecting children in wartime.

The health of the home front was also a weapon in total war.

In several states, civilian war services volunteers compiled com-

plete rosters of all available nursing personnel and established

these rosters on a county basis
; registered nurses were placed in

charge of all records and had the authority to call out nurses for

special service in emergencies such as fires or train wrecks. De-

fense council health committees took part in the campaign to

recruit men volunteers for work in hospitals to relieve the acute

shortages of maintenance men and orderlies
;

this campaign was

sponsored in co-operation with the American Hospital association.

Numerous important salvage campaigns were staged in 1943.

In most communities, the salvage committees established by the

War Production board were incorporated into the defense council

structure. Scrap metals, fats, greases, silk and nylon hose, tin

cans were combed out of the backyards, kitchens and homes of

the United States and transformed into war goods. The con-

servation of private automobiles, tires and gasoline became the

concern of civilian war services transportation committees work-

ing with the Office of Price Administration, Office of Defense

Transportation and other agencies sponsoring car-sharing and

conservation.

One of the most significant developments of 1943 was the es-

tablishment of the Junior Citizens Service corps by the national

OCD. The JCSC officially recognized the war services of boys

and girls under 16 and provided local defense councils with a

mechanism for planning war service projects for organized and

unaffiliated youth. In order to provide guidance to the JCSC,

many states set up committees whose personnel represented

youth interests on a state-wide basis. Typical war services being

performed by the JCSC included: collection of scrap metals, fats,

clothing, books for soldiers; assistance at child care centres, hos-

pitals, war and rationing boards, recreation centres; participation

in national war bond and stamp drives ;
the raising and conserva-

tion of food.

Citizens Defense Corps. The protection branch developed

comprehensive programs for training and organizing volunteers

to safeguard the civilian population by such means as blackouts

and other defense against air raids, camouflage and protective

construction, defense from bombs and gases, decontamination of

gassed areas, rescue of endangered persons and civilian casualties,
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evacuation and demolition of damaged structures and clearance

of necessary thoroughfares, repair of disrupted utilities, auxiliary

fire and police services, and many other "passive" defense meas-

ures. These programs were carried out through the United States

Citizens Defense corps.

In each local community, the Citizens Defense corps was

headed by a commander assisted by a staff. The operating units

included: air raid wardens, fire guards, auxiliary firemen, auxil-

iary police, emergency medical services, rescue squads, emergency
welfare services, messengers, control centre personnel, demoli-

tion and clearance, road repair, utility repair, etc.

During 1943, OCD's defense corps gave emergency service in

floods, fires, war plant disasters, aviation accidents, etc. No re-

gion in the country escaped the shock of such emergencies.
Floods in the midwest, fires in eastern factories and in western

forests, explosions in southern mines were all tackled by volun-

teers trained to meet destructive forces. Many lives were saved

and property damage was held to a minimum. j>;
v;

The well-organized and well-trained forces in the emergency
medical services repeatedly gave aid in saving lives and in treating

emergency casualties. These services included the administration

of strategically based stocks of blood plasma, the functioning of

mobile medical teams, the hospitalization and care of serious

casualties and the use of life-saving procedures on the emergency
scene. The medical division in co-operation with the U.S. public

health service stored and distributed 158,290 units of plasma,

liquid, dried and frozen in all important communities throughout
the United States. Grants were made to 168 hospitals to enable

them to establish plasma banks. In 20 coastal states, 321 insti-

tutions were designated as emergency base hospitals. Groups of

physicians in more than 100 medical schools and hospitals re-

sponded to the invitation of OCD and the surgeon general of the

U.S. public health service to form hospital units containing 15
doctors to the unit.

The war emergency radio service, a system of two-way com-

munication for civilian defense inaugurated after specific authori-

zation by the Federal Communications commission, was also used

during 1943 in disasters, notably in the April and May floods in

the middle west. Portable radios were used to route trucks, men,
sand and equipment against the flood waters.

Communication via radio was paralleled with communication in

the air. The Civil Air Patrol, organized a week before Pearl Har-

bor on the initiative of U.S. private flyers became an important
unit of the protection branch. After organization and training by

OCD, the CAP performed valuable services such as forest fire

patrol, transporting blood plasma, reporting planes crashed on

sea or land, etc. On April 29, 1943, the CAP was placed under

the jurisdiction of the war department.
The former fire watchers service of the Citizens Defense corps

was expanded and equipped to form the new and more effective

fire guards. The national OCD also completed in 1943 the job

of producing and delivering fire fighting equipment, including

7,000,000 ft. of hose, to the vital war areas. The volume of such

equipment equalled approximately the volume of similar equip-

ment produced in the previous 25 years.

In 1943, 124 cities and 2,260,000 people witnessed the demon-

stration "Action Overhead" which showed the nature and effects

of enemy air raids. Staffed by members of the chemical warfare

service, U.S. army, the demonstration resulted in widespread

public education in the steps to be taken should raids occur. The

education of the general public was one part of the over-all pro-

gram. The system of schools and courses for the training of

members of the Citizens Defense corps was revised in mid-year.

The war department civilian protection schools were discontinued

June 30. Revised standards of protection training were estab-

lished by regulation, having been modified by British experience

and the researches of OCD.
From its conception, OCD recognized British experience as the

best available source of factual information for civilian protec-

tion in the United States. Commissions and individual repre-

sentatives visited Great Britain. Reports were received from an

attache at the U.S. embassy in London. As of Oct. 20, 1943, 433

general reports and 116 medical reports had been received and

consulted by selected staff members of the agency. On the basis

of British experience, the rescue service was reconstituted and

greatly enlarged. Two pilot schools for the training of instruc-

tors were held, one at the U.S. bureau of mines experiment sta-

tion at Pittsburgh, Pa., the other at the University of California

College of Mining, Berkeley, Calif.

The basic system of air raid signals was modified in Feb. 1943,

by army regulations, concurred in by OCD, in order to provide

intermediate audible public warnings between the confidential

"Yellow" and the public "Red." Tests and exercises familiar-

ized the public with these" regulations and with the new signals.

Exception was made for west coast communities which retained

signals specified by the commanding general of the Western

Defense Command. Extensive work was done to improve
methods of blackout and dimout in coastal areas and impor-
tant war centres. Dimout regulations were in effect along the

coasts to reduce sky glow and to combat submarine sinkings. In

addition, the protection branch worked with manufacturers to

redesign warning devices and to make available sound machines

capable of carrying warnings for great distances which would not

require the use of critical materials.

The complex job of scientific and effective protection included

the purchases not only of fire fighting equipment and medical

supplies but of gas masks and other items. Those communities

in critical areas unable to obtain equipment and supplies for

themselves, were aided to protect themselves in the event of

enemy attack. This job of distribution was virtually completed
in 1943, including equipment for 5,400 medical field units and

1,500 casualty stations; gas masks produced were held in reserve

at strategic locations for rapid shipment if needed.

The Emergency Welfare Service, organized during the year,

brought together under one head five major functional services

for use in emergencies or enemy attack: information and service

centres; food and housing centres; central registry; clothing cen-

tres; rehousing and rehabilitation. Local Emergency Welfare

Services operated jointly with state authorities and the American

Red Cross in handling the emergencies and disasters of 1943.

A distinction was made, insofar as air raid hazard was con-

cerned, between coastal areas and the interior of the country. In

the latter case, a planned decrease in the protective forces was

suggested to conform with the lessened danger of long range.

FIVE-MAN FIRE-FIGHTING CREW In a practice demonstration at a Flint,

Mich., war plant in 1943
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large-scale air attack. Dimout regulations were suspended by the

army and navy in Oct. 1943 with a possibility of their return

should the situation warrant it. (See also MUNICIPAL GOVERN-

MENT.) (J. B. MN.)
Great Britain. The year 1943 continued to show on the

whole reduced activity by the German air force. No attacks of

any real magnitude were launched, though there were a few short

but sharp attacks made by long-range bombers. On the whole,

activity was limited to raids by fighter bombers.

There were certain important developments during the year. A
considerable expansion took place in the number of mobile col-

umns, which had proved to be a valuable asset for reinforcing

local authority services. The standard of training possible to

achieve at these columns was very high, and they did some ex-

cellent work.

Another important development was the amalgamation of the

first aid and rescue parties. This was effected partly on grounds
of economy in manpower and partly on grounds of efficiency. It

was found that, normally speaking, lescue work was required

before first aid, and that during the time when casualties were

being extracted from the debris, the first aid parties were stand-

ing by. Under the amalgamation it was made possible to deploy

the parties in accordance with the needs of the situation, thereby

effecting considerable additional efficiency.

The fire guard organization continued to expand, and an at-

tempt was made during the year not only to combine in one docu-

ment all the orders and regulations in regard to the administra-

tion of the fire guard plan, but also to set up all over the coun-

try an organization based on a detailed plan. In many cases the

fire guard organization separated from the wardens' service and

became a separate organization. Close linking up for operational

purposes was effected with the national fire service. In addition,

special courses for fire guard instructors were instituted at the

ministry of home security schools at Falfield and Easingwold.
The civil defense staff college continued with a great variety

of courses covering all aspects of civil defense, and proved of

much value in stimulating thought and helping to maintain train-

ing and efficiency at a high level. The development of the house-

wives
1

section of the W.V.S. and similar organizations progressed

rapidly, and proved in action to be a valuable adjunct to the

civil defense services. (See also GREAT BRITAIN.) . (E. J. H.)

Civilian Requirements, Office of: see WAK PRODUCTION,
U.S.

Civil Liberties. For developments of 1943 relating to civil

liberties, see ALIENS; ANTI-SEMITISM; BIRTH CONTROL; EDUCA-

TION; LAW; LYNCHINGS; NEGROES (AMERICAN); NEWSPAPERS
AND MAGAZINES

;
RADIO.

Pil/il
ulfll

lino II C ^e c *v^ serv*ces f governmental jur-

lUCf U.O. isdictions throughout the United States

found 1943 a year in which war-fostered conditions combined

to create an acute and all-pervading manpower shortage. Prime

factors in this shortage were the mounting demands of the armed

forces, war industry and agriculture on the fast dwindling labour

reserves of the country. For public personnel agencies, the re-

cruitment and retention of personnel to maintain the essential

functions and services of government became their major con-

temporary problem.
Inductions of public employees into military service continued

at a steadily quickening pace. Police and fire officials in many
localities were concerned over the depletion in the ranks of their

departments, made more acute by their inability to secure re-

placements. Following the lead of the national government, most
state and local jurisdictions kept requests for military service de-

OFFICE OF CLAIR, M.W.
ferments of their employees to a minimum level; some refrained

from making any such requests as a matter of general policy.

Varied devices to circumvent the manpower scarcity were ini-

tiated during the year. Civil service agencies turned to an increas-

ing extent to the employment of women in jobs previously filled

exclusively by men. Women operators and conductors appeared
on several municipally owned streetcar lines; in Chicago, women

lifeguards patrolled the city's public beaches. Teen-aged high
school students in Birmingham, Michigan, were engaged to read

the city's water meters. In the federal service, a concerted cam-

paign to break down prejudices against the employment of phys-

ically handicapped workers resulted in the employment of more
than 13,000 such workers in various government establishments.

The work week of all federal employees was extended to 48 hours,

and time-and-a-half pay for all work beyond 40 hr. per week was

authorized, resulting in pay increases for most federal workers.

Rising living costs and the counter-attraction of high wages
in war industry also caused numerous state and municipal gov-

ernments to grant their employees pay increases during 1943. A
noteworthy characteristic of this movement was the increased

trend toward the adoption of schemes for gearing the rise and

fall of public pay rates to corresponding fluctuations in living

costs, particularly in the case of smaller city governments. Just

prior to the beginning of the year, the National War Labor board

modified its earlier stand by exempting state and local govern-

ments from previously established wage controls, as long as any
increases made by them were not out of line with prevailing

rates in their communities.

In June 1943, the number of paid civilian employees of the

federal government within the continental limits of the United

States reached an alltime peak of 3,002,453. Almost immediately,

however, a sharp decline set in, and within three months the fig-

ure had decreased by approximately 200,000 employees. Con-

gressional committees, bent on cutting federal expenditures,

pressed for still further reductions and cited the need for closer

control over future departmental requests for personnel. In state

and local governments, less directly concerned with war activities,

employment levels for the year remained relatively stable, show-

ing a gradual decline as the effects of personnel shortages became

felt.

Civil service reform scored added gains during the year, al-

though at a slower rate than during peacetime years. Twelve

cities and three counties adopted merit systems during 1943; in

Georgia, three merit system agencies serving separate departments
of the state service were combined. In Louisiana, on the basis

of laws previously passed, merit systems became effective on Jan.

i in the state service and in the New Orleans city service. Bills

to establish civil service systems for state employment were in-

troduced, but failed passage, in nine state legislatures. A recur-

ring argument against them was that men in the armed forces

would thereby be deprived of future employment opportunities.

In the federal service, a congressional proposal that all positions

paying more than $4,500 per year be subject to senate confirma-

tion was defeated after sharp debate. Merit system supporters

viewed the measure as a serious potential threat to the integrity

of the federal civil service system. (J. J. DN.)

PWr UotthDUl WOCIOU ( I865-I943)> U.S. Negro cler-

Iflallf nlalUiulf nCOlCJ gyman, was born Oct. 21 in

Union, W.Va. He studied classics and theology at Morgan col-

lege, Baltimore, graduating in 1889. He continued his studies at

Bennett college, Greensboro, N.C., receiving a Ph.B. degree,

1897, and a Ph.D. degree, 1901. Ordained a Methodist Episco-

pal minister in 1889, he led several congregations, 1889-97, and

then served as presiding elder of the Washington district, 1897-
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1902. He became pastor of the Asbury church, Washington,

D.C., in 1902, and when he resigned from this post in 1919 he

had the satisfaction of leaving behind an $80,000 church

edifice which had been built under his leadership. After a year

as superintendent of the Washington district, Dr. Clair was

elected a bishop in 1920 and assigned to Monrovia, Liberia.

While there he was appointed to the board of education by Li-

berian President C. D. B. King. He served several years as

bishop of Liberia, later held position as presiding bishop of the

Lexington, Ky., conference, and then retired. He died June 28

at his home in Covington, Ky.

Mori
mflllV

( I896
-

) U -S - armv officer, was

born May i at Madison Barracks,

N.Y., where his father, Col. Charles C. Clark, was then stationed.

A graduate of West Point in 1917, he saw service on the Western

Front in World War I and was wounded in June 1918. After the

war, he was stationed with the army of occupation at Coblenz.

He was graduated from the Command and General Staff school,

1935, and the Army War college, 1937. In Aug. 1942, he arrived

in England to take over command of U.S. ground forces in the

European theatre of operations, and in Nov. 1942, he was second

in command of the U.S. forces that landed in North Africa.

Three weeks before the invasion, General Clark and a group of

U.S. officers were secretly landed on a coastal point in French

North Africa. They established contact with French officers

eager to co-operate with the United States and secured an agree-

ment from these officers not to resist the American landings. He
was awarded the distinguished service medal and the congres-

sional medal of honour and promoted to a lieutenant general for

this mission. He also headed negotiations with Adm. Jean Darlan

for the cessation of all hostilities in Morocco and Algiers.

During 1943 he came more and more into prominence, as Gen-

eral Eisenhower's No. i U.S. field general. He commanded the

U.S. fifth army in the invasion of Italy. In Dec. 1943, President

Roosevelt, visiting Sicily on his return from Tehran, decorated

him for "extraordinary heroism in action'* at the landing at

Salerno.

Ploil/Cnn DllriffOr
( I857-I943), U.S. president of the

IfldWSDn, nUUgCI Council of the Twelve Apostles of the

Latter-Day Saints, was born March 12 in Salt Lake City. His

father was an associate of Joseph Smith, founder of Mormonism.

He studied at Deseret (now Utah) university and later served

for 10 years as president of the Box Elder Stake at Brigham

City. He was made a member of the Council of Twelve Apostles

in 1898 and from 1910 to 1913 was head of the European mis-

sion. He was named president of the Council of Twelve Apostles

in 1921. Clawson died in Salt Lake City, June 21.

There was a decrease of 13% in sales of kaolin in the

United States in 1942, to 946,588 short tons, of which

the paper industry used 59%. All major uses showed marked de-

clines. Ball clay sales dropped 18% to 162,293 tons, of which

92% went into pottery and tile. Demand for industrial refractories

led to an increase of 16% in the output of fire clay in 1942, to

4,839,332 tons, over 90% of which was used in refractories.

(G. A. Ro.)

Sixth largest city of the United States, Cleveland,

0., had a population of 878,336 by the federal

census of 1940. Area, 73.74 sq.mi. Mayor (Jan. i, 1944): Frank

J. Lausche.

Mayor Lausche was re-elected in Nov. 1943, by a record-

breaking majority of 67,078, polling 113,032 votes while his

Republican opponent, Edward C. Stanton, polled 45>954- His

victory in the face of Republican gains elsewhere drew national

attention to the Democratic mayor. At the same time there was

elected to the city council a Democratic majority. Under the city

charter Mayor Lausche began his new term Nov. 8, 1943.

Many municipal employees were granted pay increases to meet

higher living costs. City council approved four salary ordinances

which provided increases for hundreds of city employees. In

Aug. 1943, the Cleveland board of education granted general pay
increases to its employees, and in November the library board

voted increases ranging from 6% to 8% to all Cleveland public

library workers.

Manpower controls were tightened throughout 1943 in the

Cleveland region as war industry expanded. In January the War

Manpower commission through its Cleveland labour-management
committee "froze" war workers to their jobs to prevent labour

piracy. In May the minimum 48-hour work week went into effect

and on Nov. 19 the War Manpower commission rated the city

as an area of acute labour shortage.

Other events of 1943 included the following: Bishop Edward
Francis Hoban on Jan. 21 became the first coadjutor in the

history of the Catholic diocese of Cleveland. On May 20 the

$20,000,000 aircraft engine research laboratory at Cleveland air-

port was dedicated. The Cleveland city council in June voted

to change from eastern war time to the official state time, eastern

standard time, beginning with the last Sunday in Sept. 1943, and

to change back on the last Sunday of April 1944. In November
the i,7oo-bed United States general hospital in Parma Heights
was completed. Births recorded in the city set an all-time high
of 22,066 in 1943.

Products manufactured in Cleveland in 1943 were estimated to

exceed $3,000,000,000 in value. Employment rose from 255,000
in 1942 to 287,000 in 1943. Arrivals of commercial vessels at

the port of Cleveland totalled 3,217 in 1943, and of these 1,544

brought cargoes of iron ore.

The 1943 budget of Cleveland, prepared by Mayor Lausche,
was $17,177,000, a reduction of $89,000 from 1942. County
Auditor John A. Zangerle placed the valuation of land and build-

ings in Cleveland at $957,651,270 in 1943, compared with $923,-

907,830 in 1942. The Cleveland tax rate was $3.13 per $100 value.

Indebtedness as of Jan. i, 1943, was $127,289,751.65. (P. BY.)

Climate: see METEOROLOGY.

Inrlnotru
IHOUSiry.

The c 'oth*ng industry marked time in

. i 943 in the United States. Conserva-

tion measures and shortages affecting civilian wear were gener-

ally continued. Government regulation of manufacture became
more stringent with ceiling prices and other price orders used

to force manufacturers into low-priced production. Rising costs

of labour and materials with fixed price ceilings caught many in

a squeeze; such producers sought to find loopholes to avoid

ceiling prices. Renegotiation affected many military garment
manufacturers.

There were no style changes in civilian garments except for a

great increase in pile-lined cotton outerwear. There were numer-

ous improvements in army and navy utility garments mainly
dictated by reports from the field of action; navy jump-
ers were made six inches shorter and the colour of navy officers

1

uniforms was changed to slate gray. Tremendous numbers of

cotton herringbone twill garments were made for the army. Great

strides were made in the development of cold weather clothing,

emphasizing multiple layers of light weight; this was achieved

primarily by the U.S. air force research section and was the re-

sult of observing dress habits of Eskimos and other far northern

people.
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New commercial standards covering finished garment measure-

ments were accepted by the various divisions of the industry.

War developments of importance to postwar garment operations

were flame, water and mildew proofing. Manufacturers considered

postwar plans and consolidation of their position.

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, largest union

in the industry, established a labour insurance fund consisting of

a 2% levy on the manufacturers' gross annual pay roll and a 2%
fund for paid vacations. Many manufacturers offered employees

group life insurance and set up pension plans.

Fabric, trimming and finding shortages hampered the industry,

New plastic buttons replaced metal on military garments. New
machinery was available only on priority a black market on

textiles, trimmings, findings and machines was budding. Rayon
production increased tremendously but was still far short of de-

mand. Thread deliveries were slow and there was a marked de-

mand for new ready-wound paper bobbins. Manpower and

womanpower shortages were felt; manufacturers paid marked at-

tention to efficient methods of production. Girls were taught

marking, cutting and other duties previously performed by men.

New machines included a faster overseamer, a detachable

turntable cloth laying machine for all types of napped fabrics and

special variety machines for small complicated sewing operations.

Greatest civilian shortages appeared in children's wear, men's

shirts and pajamas. Apparel rationing was avoided.

Comparing the first ten months of 1943 with 1942, civilian

production was off 14% and military production up 74% in the

men's, youths' and boys' woollen field. In the cotton, leather and

allied garment industry the same comparison showed a drop of

24% in civilian production and a rise of 5% in military pro-

duction.

British clothing manufacturers were engaged in a most conserv-

ative civilian program ; rationing continued, business profits were

off. Australian clothing was rationed. Germany stopped a^ost

all civilian garment manufacture. Delivery of U.S. 32-oz. kersey

overcoating and overcoats to Russia helped to defeat the Ger-

mans on the cold eastern front. (H. SN.)

Cloves: see SPICES^

World Production. With no information available

on coal production from any of the major producers

except the United States, even estimates on world production for

1943 were impossible. It was thought that probably the reported

output of 1,466,000,000 metric tons in 1939 had increased to

something like 1,600,000,000 tons by 1941, but the figures were

highly conjectural, and to attempt to extrapolate the conjectures
to cover 1942 or 1943 seemed unwise. About all that could be

said was that it was certain that all of the major producers, Ger-

many, United Kingdom and the United States made the largest

outputs that could be attained under the conditions prevailing.

In Europe the only marked change in status during the year 1943
was the shift of Italy from the axis to the Allied Nations. As a

partner in the axis, Italy received the necessary coal imports of

some 1,000,000 tons monthly from German or German-controlled

sources. It would now presumably fall to the United States to

supply that portion of the country under Allied control with its

fuel requirements, but since the major industrial areas of the

country were still occupied by Germany, the bulk of the demand
would still fall on Germany, if industrial production was to be

maintained.

Table l.Coa( Production of tin World
(Millions of metric tons all grades)

MINERS leaving a coal shaft on April 30. 1943. the dead line set by John L.

Lewis for a general strike. On the following day, the U.S. government took

over operation of the mines, and Lewis directed the miners to return to work

United States. The coal output of the United States in 1942

included 580,000,000 tons of bituminous and 59,961,000 tons of

anthracite, a total of 639,961,000 tons, and an increase of 12%
over 1941. The bituminous total was a new record high, sur-

passing the former 1918 high by a small margin. Bituminous

production was maintained throughout the year at an unusually
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steady rate, varying little from a general average of 11,150,000

tons weekly, except at the end of June and at Christmas ;
anthra-

cite output was somewhat less regular, with drops materially

below the average in April, May, July and at the year-end. Con-

sumption of bituminous coal increased 10% over 1941, to 540,-

726,000 tons, and stocks advanced 19% to 92,387,525 tons. Al-

though the 1942 output was a marked increase over preceding

years, it was still well under the potential full-time capacity of

the mines, which is of the order of 685,000,000 tons, even on a

five-day week basis, while a six-day week should give a potential

output approximating 800,000,000 tons.

Table \\.--Unit9d Sfofes Production of Coal

(Millions of Short Tons)

In 1943, both bituminous and anthracite were on a par at the

end of November with the same period of 1942. Through the

week ending Nov. 27, 1943, the bituminous total was 529,020,000

short tons and the anthracite total 54,937,000 tons, making a

grand total of 583,957,000 tons, as compared with 583,813,000
in the same period of 1942. These figures indicate that production
for the full year would not differ appreciably from the 1942
totals of 580,000,000 tons of bituminous and 59,961,000 tons of

anthracite, but were likely to run slightly over these figures. Pro-

duction during 1943 failed to keep pace with consumption, with

the result that stocks were depleted to make up the deficit. By
the end of September industrial and retail stocks had dropped
from 85,889,000 tons to 72,866,000 tons, and those at Lake

docks shrunk from 6,993,030 tons to 5,248,018 tons.

This unfavourable showing by the coal industry of the coun-

try during a year that should have produced the maximum output

of which the mines were capable was the result of a recurring

series of strikes in the industry. Some of these were "authorized"

by union officials, and some were "unauthorized," but all were

equally in violation of union pledges to refrain from strikes dur-

ing the period of the war. Net results were, for the miners, an

increase in pay to cover travel time, and overtime pay to cover

the change from the five-day to a six-day week, and for the

country a loss of coal output that was estimated by the Solid

Fuels administration at 40,000,000 tons, which seems to be a

rather conservative figure.

Coal requirements for 1943 had been estimated at 665,000,000

tons; production would be only about 640,000,000 tons; without

the strikes the estimated requirements could have been met,

and even exceeded, avoiding a shortage that had not only ad-

versely affected industrial and munitions output, but also neces-

sitated such stringent restrictions on domestic fuel that the

householder who a year before converted his heating system from

oil to coal stood a good chance of having a harder time to keep

warm with coal than with oil. (See also FUEL BRIQUETTES.)

(G. A. Ro.)

Great Britain. During the autumn of 1942 there were wide-

spread fears that a fuel crisis would develop during the late win-

ter and early spring, Estimates by the ministry of fuel and

COAL PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD and the major producing countries, at

compiled by The Mineral Industry

power indicated that the consumption of coal would exceed pro-

duction by 11,000,000 tons. The only factors that could save the

position were mild weather, decreased consumption or increased

output. Luckily the winter was mild because production in fact

decreased though it exceeded the ministry's estimate by 3,000,000

tons. Increased efficiency in industrial consumption combined

with economy to the point of hardship by the private householder

sufficed and the gap was closed, the economies equalling 11,000,-

ooo tons. *

During 1943 production at the mines further declined and con-

sumption increased in spite of greater efficiency in fuel consump-
tion. In addition the liberation of North Africa, capture of the

Italian islands and part of Italy itself created additional de-

mands. How these were to be met without depriving Britain of

power and warmth was the problem the ministry of fuel and

power had to solve, either by increased manpower or increased

output per man already employed.

Manpower can be divided into three categories producers,

transport hands and surface workers in approximately equal pro-

portions. Of these the producers are on average the younger and

more virile men, the very men who flocked into the army at the

outbreak of war and after Dunkirk and who make excellent sol-

diers. Here was the greatest shortage. All through 1943 attempts
to meet the annual wastage of some 20,000 men and especially

to increase the number employed at the coalface were made by

upgrading junior categories, by direction by the ministry of la-

bour and by recalling men from civilian war work. It was found

impossible to release more than a very limited number from the

fighting services. Special efforts were made to recruit boys and

youths by monetary inducements and the extension of pre-entry

training schemes, but without any real success. At the close of

1943, the ministry of labour and national service decreed that

any man, when called up for national service, could be directed

pan passu either into the armed forces or the mines.

To effect increased output from the men already employed cer-

tain mines were closed and the employees directed to work in

other mines where coal-getting conditions are better. It was

expected that an additional 1,000,000 tons would be produced by
this means. All the mines in the country were examined by offi-

cials and attempts were to be made where underground conditions

are suitable to introduce American mechanical loading machinery.
But this would mean the adoption of a method of mining which

can only be used safely in a limited number of mines.

Some success was expected to meet the efforts of British min-

ing engineers to produce loading machines suitable for established

British mining methods. Mechanization had been carried to a

high pitch already; nearly 70% of the coal produced was me-

chanically cut and conveyed but there was a gap in the complete
mechanization cycle; all coal, after being broken mechanically,
had to be loaded on to the conveyors or into trams by manual
labour.
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Opencast mining was progressing and over 2,000,000 tons were

produced in 1943. In 1944 by means of additional machinery
this amount was expected to be doubled or even trebled.

The bonus scheme based on output that every man employed
in every mine in a given coalfield gets a bonus of 3d. per shift

for every i% the coalfield output exceeds an agreed standard

amount had a full trial and did not prove the success hoped.
The scheme, envisaging a whole coalfield, was too impersonal. It

was therefore proposed to apply the scheme to individual mines.

On June 30 all coal became by purchase the property of the

state and was vested in the Coal Commission, the purchase price

being 66,666,000.

The British Coalowners association assisted by the department,
of scientific and industrial research decided to spend 200,000

per annum for five years on research with the object of increas-

ing efficiency in the use of coal as a fuel and ultimately to find

such uses for raw coal that it would cease to be regarded as a

fuel and would be looked upon as a raw material for subsequent

processing. (J. A. S. R.)
Minor Producers. In Canada the coal production in 1942

was 18,707,100 short tons, as compared with 18,225,900 tons in

1941, and a new record figure. The value of the output, however,
increased by 7%, against 2^% rise in quantity. The total in-

cluded 13,541,000 tons bituminous; 726,300 tons of sub-bitu-

minous; and 4,439,800 tons of lignite. Imports of coal into

Canada in 1942 included 20,807,005 tons of bituminous and

4,802,023 tons of anthracite, a total of 25,609,267 tons, an in-

crease of 17%" over 1941. Exports in 1942 were 815,585 tons,

leaving a balance of 43,500,000 tons available for consumption.
In order to develop the maximum output, subsidy payments were

being made to mines requiring assistance in meeting increased

costs of operation. Production during the first three quarters of

1943 was 13,126,656 tons, a decrease of 6% from the same period

of 1942, but the drop was more than offset by imports of 20,432,-

551 tons, up 11% from 1942.

Chilean production amounted to 2,069,000 metric tons in 1942,

and 704,000 tons in the first four months of 1943.

The Spanish output declined slightly, to 8,772,000 metric tons

in 1942 as compared with 8,844,000 tons in 1941, but rose to

3,116,000 tons in the first four months of 1943. (G. A. Ro.)

Coast and Geodetic Survey, U. S. S?;:j?
p
.* 'i

charting of waters of the western Aleutian islands, together with

geodetic control work in Alaska and Yukon territories, were the

principal accomplishments of the U.S. coast and geodetic survey
in 1943. Four ships of the survey's fleet were operated by the

bureau to meet the immediate needs of the Alaskan sector com-

mand and one vessel was assigned directly to the commander of

the north Pacific force. The work performed by the personnel
of the survey ships contributed to the success of naval missions

and the safe transportation of military personnel and equipment
in these previously uncharted waters. A fifth survey vessel was

engaged in southeast Alaska on the approaches to important
base ports.

Through the co-operation of the U.S. coast guard, which

furnished an amphibian plane and crew to fly the 9-lens camera,
the coastal area of the Alaskan peninsula adjacent to Bristol

bay was photographed for mapping. Later, all except two of

the personnel of this party were killed while on an aerial

photographic mission in the western Aleutians, when the plane
"crashed into Adak mountain and was destroyed. The accident,

a major casualty attributed to war conditions, occurred shortly

prior to the attack on Kiska island when survey work was

being concentrated on the collection of data to assist in that

action.

Geodetic control surveys were made from Seward peninsula

along the shores of Bering sea to the lower Yukon river valley

and from Tanana Crossing through Yukon Territory and British

Columbia to southeast Alaska at the summit of White pass. The
work included triangulatioh, levelling and astronomical observa-

tions of the first order of precision.

Within continental United States, survey ships were engaged
on projects in coastal areas for naval purposes. Geodetic con-

trol was provided, and aerial photographic and ground surveys

were made for military mapping. Tidal measurements were

obtained and predictions of future tidal movements were pre-

pared for military areas. The direction and velocity of currents

in three restricted channels on the Atlantic coast were measured.

Analysis of geomagnetic observations and seismic records was

continued. Isogonic lines were either determined from observa-

tions or extrapolated from available information for use on air

maps of the hemisphere. Magnetic declinations were furnished

for use on military quadrangles.

The production of nautical and aeronautical charts reached

a new record at the close of the year. Naval operations and

marine concentrations in all coastal waters required the issue

of over 2,250,000 marine charts to navigators of ships of the

United States. Training programs and domestic operations of

the air forces and accelerated aviation activities were reflected

in the issue of 15,000,000 aeronautical charts. (L. O. C.)

PftOCt Cliorri II C Characteristic of the U.S. coast guard's

UUflSl bUulUf U.w. activity during 1943 was the continu-

ance of its operational integration with the navy, of which it

had been a part since Nov. i, 1942. In 1943 the coast guard par-

ticipated through its enlarged and more combatant operative

arms with the other services on an unprecedented scale, collat-

erally maintaining all phases of its peacetime functions.

Most closely integrated with the navy were the larger coast

guard vessels operating offshore as units of fleets, task forces and

various sea-frontiers, performing duties as escorts of convoy and

antisubmarine patrol in addition to continuing highly specialized

work peculiar to the coast guard such as that in Greenland.

Greatly determining the coast guard's operations in 1943 was the

navy's landing craft and amphibious warfare program, in which

the coast guard figured to a great degree, manning and oper-

ating numerous units of the amphibious fleets.

Not only were the warships of the coast guard engaged in 1943

in offensive actions but also they continued their traditional role

of safeguarding lives at sea. During 1943 this consisted prin-

cipally of rescue of personnel surviving hostile submarine action,

although rescues were not confined strictly to deepwater, lifesav-

ing in floods and other disasters far inland being examples.

The year 1943 saw the intensification of that part of the coast

guard devoted to aids to navigation, including buoy tenders which

worked in extremely close liaison with the navy in establishing

and maintaining mine fields and navigational aids in waters sur-

rounding newly established bases outside the continental limits,

and lightships and district craft performing similar duties in do-

mestic waters.

Units of the service ashore continued their preventive and

remedial duties, with the effectiveness of lookout stations bol-

stered by especially trained beach patrols working with dogs and

horses io facilitate the vital maintenance of security.

Coast guard air activities were enlarged in 1943, with emphasis

placed on flying antisubmarine and personnel assistance and res-

cue sorties. Air field and base installations were also enlarged as

part of the general policy of extending this activity's scope.

Enlargement of United States shipping fleets and maritime



WHEN THIS RUSSIAN FREIGHTER ran aground on the U.S. northwest coast

early in April 1943, coast guardsmen made their way through miles of dense
forest to reach the wrecked ship and rescue the crew. The rescue party is

barely visible in the upper right centre of the picture

personnel in 1943 resulted in a like expansion of the coast guard's

program for the administration of the bureau of marine inspection
and navigation, most functions of which were transferred to the

coast guard from the department of commerce. Within the year
the coast guard fostered the widespread application of safety

equipment aboard merchant vessels and the instruction of mer-

chant seamen in the proper use thereof.

Connected with the huge logistics movements resulting from

the prosecution of the war in 1943 was the coast guard's pre-

occupation with the exacting task of waterfront protection and

maritime law enforcement. More fully than ever before the coast

guard in 1943 was charged with the supervision of the loading of

explosives and kindred cargoes, the safeguarding of waterfront,

canal and important inland waterways from destruction, loss,

sabotage and natural disasters. In 1943 the nation's largest fire-

fighting fleet, operated and administered by the coast guard, prac-

tically and statistically proved its value.

Personnel expansion of the coast guard was consistent with the

service's enormous material growth. At the start of 1943, 140,000

persons were enrolled in the regular and regular reserve establish-

ments. At the end of the year this force had been enlarged to

165,000 officer and enlisted personnel. Subordinate commands in-

cluded 34,000 members of the coast guard temporary reserve,

augmenting the coast guard auxiliary and bringing the total of

temporary reservists to 62,000 officers and men. At the end of

1943 the coast guard auxiliary police and the newly recruited

coast guard volunteer port security force were playing important

roles in maintaining security measures and also in releasing regu-

lar coast guardsmen for combatant duty.

To meet the exigencies and demands of coast guard fleets, new

ratings and new ranks for officer and enlisted personnel were

initiated, prompted also by the requirements of the enlarged mili-

tary organization and especially by the necessity of manning the

invasion landing craft.

For the first time, in 1943, voluntary enlistments in th'e coast

guard were curtailed and then abolished. In lieu of traditional

procedures, men were accepted for coast guard service after in-

duction through the machinery of selective service. Receiving

more emphasis than ever before, the policy of procuring officers

from candidates in the enlisted ranks was inaugurated.

(R. R. W.)
Women's Reserve (Spars). SPARS are members of the

women's reserve of the United States coast guard reserve. The
word SPAR was compounded from the coast guard motto

"Semper Paratus" ("Always Ready")- SPARS were enlisted for

the duration of World War II and six months thereafter, to

take over coast guard jobs ashore so that more coast guardsmen

might be released for sea duty.

The coast guard's women's reserve was originated by Public

Law 773 of the 77th congress. Director of the SPARS in 1943
was Lieutenant Commander Dorothy C. Stratton, former dean

of women and psychology -professor at Purdue university.

The women's reserve may enlist up to 10.000 women under its

1944-45 program. To enlist, a woman must be an American
citizen from 20 to 36 years old, with at least two years high

school or business school education. If married, she may have

no children under 18 years old, and her husband may not be in

the coast guard. An applicant for officer training, must fill the

same qualifications with two exceptions. The officer age limit is

extended to 50 years. Educational requirements specify a college

degree or at least two years of college plus two years of business

or professional experience. Officer candidates are trained at the

Coast Guard academy, New London, Conn. They receive com-

missions after completing this course.

Enlisted SPARS train at the Coast Guard Training station,

Palm Beach, Fla. They become seamen, second class, after a six-

weeks basic training period. Those who successfully complete
further training in specialty schools are assigned to duty as petty

officers.

During 1943 approximately 6.000 enlisted SPARS and 500
officers were trained and placed on the job. Enlisted personnel
served in the following specialty ratings: yeoman, storekeeper,
cook and baker, pharmacist's mate, radioman, photographer's

mate, coxswain, commissary steward, gunner's mate, quarter-

master, bugler and carpenter's mate. (D. C. SN.)

Coates. Joseph Gordon
kohe, N.Z. He had been active in public life for over 30 years,
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held various cabinet posts during that time and was premier
from 1925 to 1928. He was named to the New Zealand war

cabinet in 1940 and in that capacity went to Washington in the

following year to organize the munitions supply for dominion

defense. He became minister of armed forces and war co-ordina-

tion in July 1942. Mr. Coates died in Wellington, N.Z., May 27.

(See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Pnholt Little was done in the way of cobalt production from
uUUull* domestic ores in the United States, aside from a

small by-product recovery, but after 1940 the Belgian Congo
residues were shipped to the United States for treatment, and

there was in 1943 a moderate amount available from Canada.

World output was unofficially estimated at 6,000 metric tons,

mostly from Belgian Congo and Northern Rhodesia. The use of

the metal in high-speed steels and permanent magnets has ma-

terially increased consumption during the war years.

(G. A. Ro.)
Coehin-China: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

(CACAO). The supply of cocoa from- Latin America and

Africa appeared to be ample according to unofficial

sources. The official statistics were held in confidence by the

Combined Food board which had the responsibility of making
allotments in 1943. Production of cocoa in West Africa was large

and the surplus growing due to lack of shipping. There was said

to be more than 300,000 tons available if ships could be had to

transport it. The united supply came principally from Brazil

which had a production for export of about 600,000 tons in

1942-43 and somewhat less in 1943-44. Next to Brazil in impor-
tance were the Dominican Republic, Ecuador and Venezuela.

With the restricted manufacture of chocolate due to sugar con-

trol, the available supplies from Latin America plus about 150,-

ooo tons from Africa provided a sufficent quantity to build up
supplies in 1943. The supplies of chocolate and other forms of

cocoa in retail markets were maintained through 1943 at about

the same level as in 1942. (J. C. Ms.)

Mllte
~lfUlO

Imports of coco-nuts were limited to such sup-

plies as could be shipped from Honduras in 1943
and some very small quantities from other sources. The official

statistics on imports were held as confidential by the govern-
ment. Lack of ships was the limiting factor. Supplies which for-

merly came from the Philippines and East Indies were practi-

cally exhausted. Production was encouraged in Latin America

but increased very slowly and the increase was principally in

Honduras. (J. C. Ms.)

A |*
The end of coffee rationing in the United States in

IfUlluu. July 1943 was not followed by a rush to buy coffee

as expected, since almost 90% of the requirements had been sup-

plied under rationing. Consumers had developed more eco-

nomical use of the product and also appeared to have saved

stocks in anticipation of more severe rationing. According to

figures released by the treasury department, census bureau, the

amount of coffee imported for consumption from Oct. 1942 to

Sept. 1943 inclusive was as follows: Brazil, 898,000,000 lb.;

Colombia, 635,000,000 lb.; El Salvador, 120,000,000 lb.; Guate-

mala, 107,000,000 lb.; Mexico, 65,000,000 lb.; Costa Rica, 40,-

000,000 lb.; Venezuela, 67,000,000 lb.; Haiti, 56,000,000 lb. and
other Latin American countries about 90,000,000 lb. Brazil con-

tinued to produce heavily and found it necessary to continue to

purchase and destroy much of the lower quality coffee to aid her

producers. Shortage of shipping space was the only factor that

prevented the United States having an ample supply at all times.
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COFFEE BOY pouring a drink for an off.ciai of the Brazilian national coffee

department at a warehouse in Ypiranga. Before rationing was removed in the

United States July 1943, Brazil accumulated huge surpluses

With the improvement of shipping to Latin America in 1943 the

imports under the coffee agreement were readjusted and a larger

supply provided to meet the expected increase in consumption

with the absence of rationing. The subsidy on the import of

coffee was ended on Aug. 25, 1943. In the coffee trade the prob-

lem in late 1943 was to buy high quality coffee at ceiling prices,

even with the large supplies available. Unofficial estimates of

1942-43 production was that the total crop of all countries acces-

sible to the United States was about 1,308,160 short tons, includ-

ing 660,800 tons from Brazil; 249,760 tons from Colombia;

56,000 tons from El Salvador and 53,760 tons from Guatemala

as the largest producers. (See also BRAZIL; GUATEMALA; RATION-

ING.)
"

(J. C. Ms.)

m 'nt establishment f ^e United States, an

instrumentality of the treasury department, during

the calendar year 1943 found it necessary to continue the pre-

vious year's high rate of coin production in order to meet the

augmented needs of the populace for fractional coins to imple-
ment exchanges occasioned by the great amount of business and

war-effort activity. The three coinage mints, in Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Calif., and Denver, Colo., were operated through-

out the year on a three-daily-shift basis, with production of

2,023,898,270 pieces of domestic coin, having a value of $136,-

237,136.70, and of 186,682,000 pieces of coin for foreign govern-
ments. This output was the largest during any calendar year of

mint history. Domestic coin production, by denominations, fol-

lows :
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Half dollars 77,086,000 pieces

Quarter dollars i37,405,6oo pieces
Dimes 324,059,000 pieces
Nickels 390,519,000 pieces
Cents 1,093,838,670 pieces

Coinage of the zinc-coated-steel one-cent piece was begun in

Feb. 1943, and discontinued at the end of the calendar year.

Arrangements were completed for it to be immediately succeeded

by a copper coin made from 95% copper and 5% zinc, with a

weight of 48 grains, but without other changes. The over-all

output of the zinc-coated-steel cent was 1,093,838,670 pieces, hav-

ing a value of $10,938,386.70.

The other mint service institutions consist of the assay office

at New York with auxiliary silver bullion depository at West

Point, N.Y., whose principal activities consist of receiving, valu-

ing, refining, storing and issuing gold bullion and silver bullion,

as affected by domestic production, import, export, and con-

sumption of these metals; the assay office at Seattle, Wash., a

bullion purchasing agency ;
and the gold depository at Fort Knox,

Ky., a storage institution.

The augmented industrial role assigned to silver bullion re-

sulted in use of considerable quantities of treasury silver, in lieu

of copper, as bus bars for transmission of electric current, or

otherwise, in plants engaged in war activities. Government-owned

silver bullion in material quantities was sold or lend-leased for

use in aiding the war effort, including the making of munitions

of war and the supplying of industrial needs. The lend-leased

bullion was to be returned, in kind, after the war's close.

An unusual activity of the year 1943 was the conversion, under

legislation approved Dec. 18, 1942, of millions of worn and

uncurrent silver dollar coins previously held in storage, to frac-

tional silver coin for use in active circulation. This also con-

served copper and silver, for use in war activities. (N. T. R.)

The production of coke in the United States in 1942
* increased by 8% over 1941, with 62,294,909 short tons

of by-product coke and 8,274,035 tons of beehive coke, a total

of 70,568,944 tons, besides 4,751,683 tons of breeze or screenings.

This production of coke required 17% of the year's output of soft

coal, the total charged into the ovens being 100,849.633 tons. Dur-

ing the year the number of ovens decreased from 31,685 to

29,598, with 1,327 additional ovens under construction at the end

of the year. The capacity of the ovens in use at the end of the

year was 74,963,567 tons per year. The largest consumer of the

coke was the iron blast furnace, which took 79% of the total;

domestic use took 9%, gas production 8% and foundries 4%.
Production during the first 10 months of 1943 totalled 59,411,-

ooo tons, an increase of 2% over the same period of 1942. On
this basis the total for the year was expected to be somewhere

between 71,000,000 and 72,000,000 tons. Except for the series of

coal strikes during the year, the 1943 total might have been

expected to approach 73,000,000 tons.

No information was available from the other important coke-

producing countries, which in order of importance were in 1942,

Germany, Great Britain, U.S.S.R., France and Belgium.

(G. A. Ro.)

Pnlfl Pftmmnn Common colds occur in the United States

IfUlOf uUinillUiu with greatest frequency in three principal

periods January and February, April and May and September
and October. The-peak in January and February is the most

serious as measured by absence from work and severe complica-

tions. The common cold is highly contagious and is responsible

for an enormous amount of industrial absenteeism. Many meas-

ures were under investigation for the control of epidemics of

this disease and to prevent its spread. Unfortunately cold vac*

cines whether given by injection, by mouth, or by inhalation

failed to achieve general acceptance and satisfactory proof of

the value of any of them was so far lacking. It was claimed by
some that vitamins help to reduce the frequency and severity of

colds but carefuHy controlled studies of this subject did not cor-

roborate this view. Vitamins do not seem to prevent colds,

shorten them or make them milder although they do have an

effect on the general health. Some progress was made toward

minimizing the complications of the common cold. Some of the

drugs of the sulfonamide group when administered by spray or

by mouth have been reported as exerting a definite effect on re-

ducing the complications in some persons. It was not recom-

mended that all persons with (folds take sulfonamide drugs but

those who are especially susceptible to late complications such

as sinusitis might obtain favourable results. Considerable work

was done in 1943 on the sterilization of air by various means so

that the virus causing the common cold is not spread as readily

or as rapidly. In a children's hospital ultraviolet radiation was

found to be effective in cutting down the frequency of respira-

tory infections in the wards. A vapour made up of propylene

glycol and other so-called aerosols also was found useful in re-

ducing the incidence of respiratory infections in certain enclosed

spaces such as hospital wards or air raid shelters. Further work

along this line appeared highly promising and might reduce colds

and other cross infections under certain circumstances.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Donald W. Cowan et al., "Vitamins for the Prevention
of Colds," J.A.M.A. 120:1268-1271 (1942); Chester S. Kecfer, "Control
of Common Respiratory Infections," J.AM.A. 121:802-806 (1943); Morris
Siegel et al. t "A Study on the Value of a Mixed Bacterial 'Oral Cold
Vaccine/

" Am. J. Mcd. Sciences. 205:687-692 (1943). (E. P. J.)

Colleges and Universities: see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

Politic Uanru Pnno ( l8 79-iQ43), British music critic and

bUlie5, nClllJ bU|IC author, was born April 20 in Bridg-

north, Salop., England. He studied at the Royal College of

Music, London, and at Worcester college, Oxford, receiving his

B.A. degree in 1902 and his B.M. in 1903 from the latter school,

where he was an organ scholar. He became a lecturer in musical

history and taught music and criticism at the Royal College of

Music. In 1924 he was made a member of the associated board

of the Royal Academy of Music and the Royal College of Music.

For over 30 years he was music critic of the London Times,

Mr. Colles edited the third edition of Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians (1927) and the fourth edition with'supple-
mcnt in 1940. His other publications include Brahms (1908);
The Growth of Music, Part I (1912), Part II (1913), Part III

(1916); Voice and Verse (1928); The Chamber Music of
Brahms (1933); and Oxford History of Music, vol. 7 (1934).
He died in London, March 4.

PnlnmhlO ^ republic of northwestern South America, lying
bUIUIIIUId. between 12 24' N. lat. and 4 17' S. lat.; it is

the only South American country with a littoral upon both the

Caribbean and Pacific. Area: 439,714 sq.mi.; pop. (1938 census)

8,701,816. An estimated 7% of the population is Indian, 5%
Negro, 68% mixed blood, 20% white. The bulk of the population
lives in the great interior valleys and highlands. The capital is

Bogota (325,658); other cities arc: Medellin (143,952), Bar-

ranquilhU 1 50,395), Call (88,366), Manizales (51,025), Cartagena

(72,767), IbaguS (27,448), Cucuta (37*323), Bucaramanga (41,-

714), Pasto (27,564), Santa Marta (25,113), Neiva (15,096),

Popaydn (18,292). Language: Spanish; religion: Roman Catholic.

President in 1943: Dr. Alfonso L6pez.

History. The Liberal administration of President Ldpez main-

tained control of policy in 1943. In the March congressional elec-
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lions the administration Liberals retained 60 seats in the house,

the Conservatives held 50 and dissident Liberals 13. Since the

Liberal forces won 13 of the 14 state elections, their position was

much stronger in the senate. (Senators are chosen in Colombia

by the state legislatures.) New cabinet appointments were made
in August, shortly after the convening of congress, and in Sep-

tember and*0ctober the cabinet had to be reconstituted three

times, largely because of inter-party quarrels over a future presi-

dential candidate. In addition the administration was embarrassed

by a serious transportation strike in the department of Caldas,

which was accompanied by riots and which necessitated the dec-

laration of martial law in the district, and likewise by a scandal

in the Bogota police department, involving high officials. On
Nov. 1 6 President L6pez requested a go-day leave in order to take

his wife to the United States for medical attention. He left

Colombia on Nov. 24, with Vice-President Dario Echandia taking

over the executive office in his absence.

Colombia finally joined the ranks of the belligerent Allied na-

tions on Nov. i, declaring war because of the sinking of a Colom-

bian vessel by submarine attack. The new status involved no great

change in policies already actively pro-Allied in sentiment.

In international affairs Colombia improved its relationships in

two cases. At the start of 1943 a concordat with the Vatican was

approved, by which Colombia will exercise the right of approval
of episcopal appointments (which were limited to Colombian na-

tionals), and by which church weddings are to be recognized by
the state, but under provision of registration with the civil au-

thorities. On Feb. 9 it was announced that Colombia was to re-

sume diplomatic relations with Russia; in the summer Alfredo

Michelson was named as Moscow representative for Colombia.

Inter-American co-operation, a definite part of the administra-

tion program, continued along lines inaugurated in 1942. The
Ninth Inter-American conference, which was to have been held

in Colombia late in 1943 (the last meeting was held in Peru in

1938) was indefinitely postponed because of the war. An Inter-

American School of Meteorology was opened in Medellin early in

the year. In August the Colombian foreign office proposed that

all South American states who had severed relations with the axis,

but who had not yet entered the war, should enter into con-

sultation to plan future relationships with the United Nations.

Effects of the war were felt in Colombia in 1943 *n a continued

rise in living costs and in shortages of manufactured items and
some foodstuffs and raw materials. Abnormal accumulation of

gold and foreign exchange took place, with a corresponding in-

crease in note circulation (85,040,000 pesos in Aug. 1942 as

against 108,488,000 a year later). On March 2 an economic plan
was adopted, which embodied price control, particularly on food

and drugs, an encouragement of co-operatives, a modification of

the exchange control system, the establishment or reorganization

of important government bureaus, and a plan for nationalization

of foreign-owned properties of a public utility nature. This eco-

nomic program supplemented an earlier one (Dec. 1942) which

had inaugurated a plan of forced investment in government
bonds. An $18,000,000 Export-Import bank loan was concluded

during the summer, with $10,000,000 earmarked for stimulation

of essential agricultural projects, and the remainder for highway
construction. The government continued to favour co-operatives

as a means of improving economic conditions; at the beginning

of 1943 Colombia had approximately 200 of them, of *11 types,

with a capital of over 10,000,000 pesos.

An unpopular law enacted in 1942, and requiring all foreign

fhms to retain a Colombian legal representative, was repealed in

January.

Education. The school system (1942) consisted of some 9,000

primary and 450 secondary schools, with a total enrolment of

more than 700,000. The 1943 budget allotted 7,268,209 pesos to

education (1942: 7735>oo pesos).

Finance. The monetary unit of Colombia is the peso (official

value in Dec. 1943, 57 i/7 cents U.S.). Revenue for the first nine

months of 1943 was 52,865,000 pesos (same period in 1942: 52,-

847,000 pesos). Expenditures for the same period were indicated

as being 63,904,000 pesos, a deficit of 11,039,000 pesos. Total

notes in circulation Sept. 30, 1943, amounted to 108,869,072

pesos.

Trade and Communication. Colombian foreign trade for

the first half of 1943 totalled 179,258,000 pesos (total trade for

1942 amounted to 296,884,000 pesos). Imports were valued at

66,537,000 pesos; exports at 112,721,000 pesos. Coffee exports for

the period were valued at 88,285,000 pesos; petroleum at 4,663,-

ooo pesos. No gold was exported. Colombian trade with leading

countries for the first half of 1943 was as follows: United States,

exports to: 77,320,000 pesos, imports from: 31,250,000 pesos;

United Kingdom, exports: 250,000 pesos, imports: 3,460,000

pesos; Argentina, exports: S l 5^oo pesos, imports: 5,300,000

pesos; Brazil, exports: 1,600 pesos, imports: 4,050,000 pesos. The

Colombian favourable trade balance with the United States

amounted to $42,702,000.

Maritime communication improved in 1943. Railways cover

2,053 mi-> and 7i7 m^ f improved highway, 35,45 m* f un ~

improved highway aid in transportation. Boat service on Co-

lombian rivers is important. Construction on a 5i2-mi. road de-

signed to open rubber-producing areas near the headwaters of the

Orinoco river was reported.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the basic Colombian industry.

Coffee is the principal item; 3,880,000 bags were exported in the

1942-43 quota year (18% over the previous year, but 17% un-

der quota allowance). The Colombian quota was increased by

1,631,111 sacks in March 1943. Sugar production for 1942 (offi-

cial estimate) was 71,800 short tons; rice production (I94 1 ) was

119,841,300 legs., not enough for home consumption.

Mining. Petroleum production in 1942 amounted to 10,590,-

ooo bbl. (1941: 24,629,000 bbl.). The reduction in 1942 was

largely due to the shortage in tankers. In the first eight months

of 1943 petroleum output was 7,789,000 bbl. Other minerals pro-

duced (1942) were: gold, 596,618 fine oz.; platinum, 55.543 fine

oz.; silver, 151,084 fine oz.; asphalt, 73,253 bbl.; salt, 40,490

short tons; cement, 229,050 short tons.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. M. Henao and G. Arrubla, A History of Colombia

(transl. by J. F. Rippy, 1938); Foreign Commerce Weekly (Washington).
(D. RD.)

^ Rocky mountain state of the United States, in

. the west-central part; mean elevation above sea

level, 6,800 ft. Admitted to the union in 1876 as the 38th state and

known as the "Centennial state." Area 104,247 sq.mi., including

280 sq.mi. of water surface. Population (1940), 1,123,296; 52.6%

urban, 47.4% rural; 93.6% native, 6.4% foreign born; white

98.5%, Negro 1.1%, other .4%; 102.6 males per 100 females.

Capital and largest city, Denver (322,412). Other cities: Pueblo

(52,162); Colorado Springs (36,789); Greeley (15,995)-

History. John C. Vivian (R.) was elected governor Nov. 3,

1942. Other officers elected were: lieutenant governor, William

E. Higby (R.); secretary of state, Walter F. Morrison (R.);

auditor, James L. Bradley (R.); treasurer, Leon E. Lavington

(R.); attorney general, Gail L. Ireland (R.); superintendent of

public instruction, Mrs, Inez Johnson Lewis (D.). Walter F.

Morrison resigned in 1943 and L. J. Bennett was appointed to

unexpired term as secretary of state.

Education. In 1941-42 total elementary and secondary en-

rolment was 225,967; average attendance was 189,433 in public
schools and 7,229 enrolled in parochial schools. Total number
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of teachers: public schools 9,488, parochial 479. Average salaries

paid teachers were: elementary schools $1,133, junior high

$1,902; senior high $1,590; average $1,390.

The legislature in 1943 provided for additional state aid to

schools by earmarking 15% of the state income tax to be dis-

tributed to school districts in counties where matching funds

were made available by special school district and county wide

property tax mill levies. This aid provides for a minimum of

$1,000 for each elementary classroom- unit and $1,333 for each

high school classroom unit. At the beginning of the fall term

in 1943, there was a 10% shortage of teachers. This was allevi-

ated somewhat by the granting of 1,200 war emergency teaching

certificates and by the transportation of school children to other

than their own districts.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Public welfare dis-

bursements in 1942, including $9,627,590 in federal grants,

amounted to $23,474,273. Pensions, 42,676 persons over 60, $18,-

129,098; dependent children, 5,734, $1,585,631; blind, 637, $205,-

939; direct relief, 9,657, $1,722,475; child welfare, 1,372, $44,-

676; tuberculosis, 192, $92,697; of these amounts the state sup-

plied 50%, federal 47%, and county 3%; unemployment insur-

ance: 350,000 insured in 1942; 75,076 checks totalling $826,307
in benefits. There were four correctional institutions with 1,961

inmates and annual disbursements of $1,062,287; eight charitable

institutions, with 6,314 inmates and annual disbursements of

$2,307,085.

Communication. The state highway system in 1943, in-

cluding 3,995 mi. of federal aid primary, and 1,982 federal aid

secondary roads, totalled 12,399 mi.; city streets, 3,491 mi.;

county roads, 36,176 mi.; other local roads, 26,423 mi.; national

forests, 788 mi.; toll, 8 mi.; total, 79,285 mi. Thirty railroads

had 4,507 mi. of main line track. There were 37 airports and

landing fields. Number of telephones, in excess of 270,000.

Banking and Finance. As of Jan. 1943 there were 78 na-

tional and 62 state banks; total deposits, $564,101,579, assets,

$593,903,986; 23 federal and 29 state savings, building and

loan associations, with assets of $39,590,528.

The state property tax was reduced from 4.35 mills to 4.25 in

1941, to 4.00 in 1942 and to 3.85 in 1943. The biennial state

budget for 1941-43 was $120,967,319; for 1943-5, $130,000,000.

The surplus in state treasury Nov. 30, 1943, was $5,388,774;

in state institutional postwar building funds $1,628,621.

Agriculture. In 1943 acreage planted increased by 3.5%
and acreage harvested by 5% over 1942. Farm crops were har-

vested from 6,111,000 ac., or 9% of the state area. Cattle, sheep,

and hogs marketed increased by a substantial percentage. Total

income from marketing of agricultural, livestock and livestock

products was estimated at $330,000,000, of which slightly less

than half represented agricultural products. The increase over

1942 was 40%. At the end of 1943 the number of cattle was

10% higher, sheep 5% and hogs 25% over Dec. 31, 1942.

TabU I. Lead/ng Agricultural Product* of Colorado, 1943 and 1942

salaries, $37*509,961 in *939; $42,052,535 in 1937. Published 4ig-

ures on war production contracts alone totalled in 1941 in excess

of $156,000,000; in 194-2, $175,000,000.

Table II. Principal Induttrt9$ of Colorado, 1939 and 1937

(Exclusive of steel and rubber industries)

Mineral Production. Production of all minerals in 1943 was

valued in excess of $80,000,000. Molybdenum continued in first

Table \\\. Principal Mineral Product, of Colorado, 1942 and 1941

Manufacturing. Total value of products manufactured in

1939 was $221,642,666, compared with $237,838,370 in 1937.

Persons employed, 27,893 in 1939; 31,129 in 1937. Wages and

place; vanadium and other nonprecious metals increased in rela-

tive importance. In 1943 Colorado produced in excess of 40,000.-

ooo Ib. of elemental molybdenum, approximately 70% of U.S.

and 65% of world output, and over 3,000,000 Ib. of elemental

vanadium, approximately 93.4% of U.S. and 48% of world

output. (E. NN.)

Colour Photography: see PHOTOGRAPHY.

Columbia. District of: see WASHINGTON, D.C.

Pnhimhi') llniuorcitu ^n ^nst^ut ^on f higher learning in

UulUlilDId UlllVeiSliy. New York city. The budget appro-

priation for 1942-43 was $14,443,881.93. During 1943 the major

portion of the university's activities continued to be devoted to

the war effort. Since the proclamation of the national emergency,
Columbia had signed 101 war contracts with the government,
half of which had been concluded, the funds involved far ex-

ceeding the annual university budget. Columbia in 1943 pro-
vided housing, meals and lecture space for some 2,100 V-7 men
in the naval reserve midshipmen's school; 546 men were enrolled

in the V-I2 unit in the college, engineering and medical schools

and there was an additional group of 156 at the medical centre.

For statistics of enrolment, faculty members, library volumes,

etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (M. H. T.)

No information was available on the production
of columbium in Nigeria, but it was reported

that new alluvial deposits were discovered that materially in-

creased the ore reserves. (G. A. Ro.)

Combined Chiefs ef Staff. The. 3*
chiefs of staff by the governments of the United States and

Great Britain was announced on Feb. 6, 1942. The four United

States members were known as the "Joint United States Chiefs

of Staff" and consisted of the chief of staff to the commander
in chief of the army and navy; the chief of staff, U.S. army;
the commander in chief, U.S. fleet, and chief of naval operations,

and the commanding general, army air forces. The four British

members were known as "Representatives of the British Chiefs

of Staff." They consisted of the head of the British joint staff
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mission in Washington and representatives of the first lord of

the admiralty, the chief of the imperial general staff and the

chief of the air staff.

Supporting committees were established to combine and co-

ordinate all the factors of military intelligence, transportation,

munitions, staff planning, meteorology and communications. A
combined secretariat was set up to perform the necessary secre-

tarial work for the combined chiefs of staff.

The combined chiefs of staff were charged under the direction

of the president of the United States and the prime minister of

Great Britain with collaborating in the formation and execution of

policies and plans concerning the strategical conduct of the war,

the broad program of war requirements and allotment of muni-

tions resources and the requirements for overseas transportation

for the fighting forces of the United Nations. (F. B. R.)

Combined War Boards, British-U.S.: see BRITISH-IT. S.

WAR BOARDS.

Comintern: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Commerce, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DE-

PARTMENTS AND BUREAUS.

Commerce Commission, Interstate: see INTERSTATE COM-
MERCE COMMISSION.

Committee for Economic Development.
This committee was created in August 1942 as a private, non-

governmental, nonprofit organization of U.S. businessmen. Its

stated objectives were to stimulate, encourage and help individ-

ual companies in planning programs for products and markets

that would enable them to reach and maintain high levels of

productive employment in the postwar period and, through na-

tional research, to define conditions favourable for expansion of

busi less enterprise when peace should come.

The CED's by-laws placed it under the general direction of a

board of trustees, of which Paul G. Hoffman, president of the

Studebaker (automobile) corporation, was named chairman, and

William Benton, vice-president of the University of Chicago,

vice-chairman.

Its Field Development committee, under the chairmanship of

Marion B. Folsom, treasurer of the Eastman Kodak company,

organized during the year 1943 more than noo community Com-
mittees for Economic Development in 47 of the 48 American

states. These, following an approximately uniform procedure in

their several communities, obtained and analyzed detailed infor-

mation concerning current employment, employment in 1940

(America's most productive prewar year) and prospective em-

ployment in the postwar period. Guided by this knowledge, and

by information concerning national business trends and various

recommendations made available by the CED Research com-

mittee under the chairmanship of Ralph E. Flanders, president
of the Jones & Lamson Machine company, they thereupon en-

deavoured to stimulate bold, sound planning, both by individual

firms and by communities and districts, for expansion of postwar

production and employment programs to levels in keeping with

an anticipated increase in national productivity of 30% to 50%
as compared with 1940.

The CED was founded in the belief that private enterprise

could and should shoulder the chief responsibility for making
the U.S. economy work at high levels of productivity; that the

expected expansion in U.S. national income due to the techno-

logical stimulus of the war would find its chief market in abun-

dant domestic employment; and that voluntary co-ordinated

planning by business could, in large measure, achieve the desired

result. (P. G. H.)

BRITISH. U.S. COMMUNISM
Committee of Notional Liberation, French: see FRANCE.

Commodity Prices: see BUSINESS REVIEW; PRICES.

Commons, Members of House of: see PARLIAMENT,

HOUSES OF.

Commonwealth Fund, The.

Stephen V. Harkness "to do something for the welfare of man-

kind" and later increased by gifts from the founder and from

Edward S. Harkness, president of the fund from its inception

until his death on Jan. 29, 1940, now amounts to approximately

$48,000,000. In the year ending Sept. 30, 1943, the fund appro-

priated $1,503,124.35. Of this total considerably more than half

was devoted to activities tending to promote or maintain physical

and mental health. Public health activities, designed to raise

standards of rural service, centred in Tennessee, Mississippi and

Oklahoma. Fourteen rural community hospitals built or re-

modeled with aid from the fund were at work during the year.

New construction was postponed till after the war. As means

of strengthening teaching resources, fellowships were offered

to instructors in medical schools and provision was made for

visiting instructors, without restriction as to field; continued

aid was given to departments of preventive medicine and psy-

chiatry, to various forms of postgraduate medical education and

to teaching arrangements designed to promote interplay between

pediatrics and psychiatry. More than $324,000 was appropriated

for medical research. The Commonwealth Fund fellowships

for British graduate students at American universities were

suspended during the war, but 18 fellowships for postgraduate

study in medicine and public health were made available to

Latin-Americans. The fund continued to aid child guidance

enterprises in England, contributed to an advisory service for

community mental hygiene clinics in the United States and pub-
lished during the year seven books of educational significance

in its fields of operation. Since the beginning of the war, the

fund set aside nearly $1,250,000 for war relief and related pur-

poses. The directors of the fund in 1943 were: Malcolm P.

Aldrich (president), William E. Birdsall, Phil W. Bunnell, Adrian

M. Massie, Lewis Perry, William E. Stevenson and Thomas D.

Thacher. (B. C. S.)

Communications Commission, Federal: see FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION.

or revolutionary Marxism, is a system of gov-

ernment evolved under the leadership of Lenin

and Stalin in the soviet union, the former Russian empire. Orig-

inally, as envisaged by Lenin and his closest collaborators, com-

munism was a world-wide revolutionary movement aiming at the

creation of a world society in which everybody would contribute

to the common weal according to his capacity and receive a re-

ward according to his need. Russia was regarded only as the

starting point, the transformation of Russia into a modern pro-

gressive and highly industrialized state was regarded not as an

end in itself, but as a temporary measure. But the liope of com-
munist or socialist revolutions outside Russia soon faded away:
nowhere did communism become a real force; in many countries

its most determined opponent, fascism, came to power and sup-

pressed all communist agitation and organization. Thus for the

last ten years communism in Russia has taken a different develop-
ment from that foreseen by Lenin. It was replaced more and
more by a national patriotic trend for which the transformation

and strengthening of Russia was an end in itself.

Stalin had led this development. In the famous "purges" of

1937 he liquidated most of the old collaborators of Lenin, the
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devoted communists of the original revolutionary tendency.

Stalin's own speeches, but even more the completely controlled

literature, press and theatre of the soviet union stressed the

glories of the Russian past and tried to instil a deeply nationalis-

tic spirit in the soviet population and especially in the soviet

youth. This trend which dominated all communist thought and

propaganda in the last years became even more pronounced in

1943. A strong attachment to the Russian tradition expressed it-

self in the new relation to the Orthodox Church and in the reor-

ganization of the Russian army as much as in the dissolution of

the communist international, the Comintern, founded by Lenin

in 1919 as an instrument of communist world revolution.

On May 22, 1943, the communist international was officially

dissolved as having outlived its usefulness. It was recognized

that "deep differences of the historic paths of development of

various countries, differences in their character and contradic-

tions in their social order, differences in the level and the tempo
of their economic and political development," made every cen-

tralized international revolutionary action and direction impossi-

ble. World War II fundamentally affected the situation. The

resolution proclaimed that in the countries fighting Germany it

was "the sacred duty of the widest masses of the people and, in

the first place, of the workers to aid by every means the military

efforts of the governments of their countries." This dissolution of

the communist international did not change the attitude of the

communist parties outside Russia. From the moment that Ger-

many had attacked the soviet union in June 1941, the com-

munists in German occupied countries had become the most active

supporters of the underground movement sabotaging and fighting

the German occupation and influence in their countries, while the

communist parties in Great Britain and the United States sup-

ported wholeheartedly the war effort of the governments of their

countries, entirely subordinating the class struggle and all socialist

demands to the most energetic prosecution of the war and the

fullest aid to the soviet union.

The dissolution of the Comintern was followed in Sept. 1943 by
the recognition of the Russian Orthodox Church. Metropolitan

Sergius of Moscow came to Moscow from his semi-exile in a spe-

cial train and was received by Stalin together with other high

church dignitaries on Sept. 4. The next day all Russian news-

papers gave front page prominence to the announcement that the

government would place no obstacle in the way of a permanent

organization of the church under a patriarch of all Russia and a

re-established Holy Synod. Consequently Sergius was elected

patriarch of all Russia and was installed on Sept. 12 in a brilliant

ceremony in Moscow cathedral. All metropolitans and bishops of

the Orthodox Church participated in the ceremony. The patriarch

assured the government of the full support of the Russian Church

for the war effort. This reconciliation of the Stalinist state with

the Orthodox Church was only one of the many indications that

the new Russia fully accepted and revalued all the Russian na-

tional and imperial traditions of the past which in the first years

of the revolution had been violently denied and rejected.

This revival of Russian traditionalism and the new emphasis on

Russian nationalism determined also the transformation of the

communist army, diplomatic service and educational system. The

change from the revolutionary attitude of Leninism to the empha-

sis on tradition was complete in all these fields. Stalin, who a

few years ago had been simply comrade Stalin; assumed now the

title of Marshal Stalin and dressed in a new ornate marshal's uni-

form. The Russian army tried to build up a strong traditional

sense in the army officer corps. Generals of the czarist past, and

great czars themselves, especially Peter the Great, were held up
as examples. There was no stress put on revolutionary or work-

ing class heroes. As an American newspaper correspondent re-

marked, "perhaps as in no other land today, young Russian offi-

cers look back for guidance to the past. For Russians brought up
after 1917, the rediscovery of national history is a new and excit-

ing experience/* The officers received back their massive gold

shoulder epaulets of czarist time, distinguishing them more clearly

from the rank and file than was done in the democratic armies,

and generals were wearing again the striking- red stripes on the

sides of their trousers. Military discipline was strictly enforced,

and the standard of saluting in the red army was unusually high.

The former system of orderlies for officers was reintroduced, to

take care of the officers' personal affairs, food, clothing and boots.

These changes in the army were paralleled by changes in the

diplomatic service. Communist diplomats formerly appeared in

simple dress. In 1943 they received ornate gold brocaded uni-

forms which they were wearing at the 26th anniversary celebra-

tion of the communist revolution. The new splendid formal attire

asain stressed the resemblance with czarist days. In the field of

education coeducation was abolished in secondary and elementary

schools, to take into account the different nature of the two sexes;

the boys were to be trained for a stern soldier's life while the

girls were regarded essentially as the future mothers. Military

experts were to conduct drills for the premilitary age in the

schools, and the teaching of Russian history and strict discipline

of conduct were to be emphasized. This new stress put on the

difference of the sexes, on motherhood, family and authority, was

again a complete departure from the original communist attitude.

With the gradual abandonment of communist internationalism

and the new stress on Russian nationalism, the ideas dominating
the Russian empire of the czars began again to be stressed. Com-
munist internationalism was replaced by Pan-Slavism. An all

Slav committee was formed in Moscow and held its third meet-

ing on May 9, 1943, with the participation of delegates of all

Slav peoples. From Moscow all Slav peoples were summoned for

the fight of Slavdom against the Germans. While the former

organ of the communist international, the magazine, Communist

International, which was founded in 1919, ceased its publication

in July 1943, a new monthly called Slavyane or Slavs began its

publication in Jan. 1943. The former slogan, "workers of all

countries, unite,'* was replaced by the new slogan, "death to the

German invaders." The old imperial Russian interest in the for-

merly Russian dominated territories on the Baltic sea and on the

Black sea was revived, and Russian diplomacy seemed ready to

resume an active forward policy in Iran and in the middle east-

ern countries as well as in the far east, thus resuming everywhere
the traditional trends of Russian imperialism with a new vigour

and strength.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. David J. Dallin, Soviet Russia's Foreign Policy JQ3Q-
IQ4J (1942); Maurice Hindus, Mother Russia (1943); William Henry
Chamberlin, The Russian Enigma (1943); A. YUROW, Russia's Economic
Front for War and Peace (London, 1943). (Sec also DEMOCRACY; FASCISM;
SOCIALISM.) (H. Ko.)

Communist Party: see COMMUNISM.

*s ^e name *vcn t a l cal co-opera-

tivc organization of citizens and social

welfare agencies; also known as "community fund," "welfare

fund*' or "united fund." In mest communities during 1942-43

the familiar peacetime community chest organization was en-

larged and combined .with the various appeals for war relief,

changing its local name to "community war chest,
1 '

"united war

fund" or variants.

The new war chests differed in structure from place to place.

However, in general, they combined the normal fund-raising

activities of the community chest, in behalf of the community's

voluntary health and welfare services, with responsibility for
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raising the community's contribution to foreign and domestic

war relief causes. In general, the quotas of war relief funds

Adopted by the local war chests were arrived at through the

budgeting of war relief appeals by a new wartime campaign

organization, the National War fund, itself an extension of the

fund-raising principle of the community chest. In many in-

stances, the personnel of the community chest, with necessary

supplementation, was responsible for administering the local

war chest.

Fifteen and a half million contributions, making a total of

$162,334,486, in 649 cities, were given to community chests and

war chests to be used for voluntary social work and war relief

activities during 1943. The average per capita raised for 1943

by 144 war chests which were included in an intensive study

was $3.11, while 52 community chests which did not include

war funds raised $1.40 per capita. Approximately one out of

every four persons, in the 196 cities where the above community
and war chests are located, made contributions for 1943.

On Oct. i, 1943, 683 community chests were known to exist,

652 of them in continental United States, 27 in Canada, 2 in

Hawaii, 2 in south Africa.

Community Chests and Councils, Inc., the national organiza-

tion of community chests and councils of social agencies, was

organized in 1918 as a clearing house of information for the 21

chests then organized. On Oct. i, 1943, the number of member

chests and councils, affiliated on a voluntary basis, was 459.

Officers for 1943-44 were: Gerard Swope, honorary president;

Harry C. Knight, chairman of the board; E. A. Roberts, presi-

dent; vice-presidents, Col. Robert Cutler, Harry P. Wareham;

J. Herbert Case, treasurer; Lynn D. Mowat, secretary. Ralph
H. Blanchard was executive director. The address of the associa-

tion is 155 E. 44th St., New York 17, N.Y. (See also RELIEF.)

(A. T. B.)

Tmctc
irUSlS.

Pn *lan^ir pic resources of 76

community trusts and foundations in

continental United States, Hawaii and Canada increased from

$13,500,000 in 1925 and $45,000,000 in 1935 to $56,036,000 at

the beginning of 1943. At the latter date the Chicago Community
trust held charitable funds aggregating $10,600,000, and the re-

sources of the New York Community trust totalled $10,036,487.

Sizable community foundations were in operation also in Cleve-

land, Boston, Winnipeg and Indianapolis.

The New York Community trust led in volume of outpay-

ments, disbursing $547,262, followed by Chicago Community
trust, $242,941; Permanent Charity fund, Boston, $235,300, and

Cleveland foundation, $222,450. Aggregate disbursements, ex-

ceeding $1,000,000 for the i2th consecutive year, totalled

$1,725,095, compared with the $1,605,801 paid out by these

agencies in 1941. (R. Hs.)

Composers, Authors and Publishers, American So-

ciety of: see PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETIES; Music.

Confectionery: see CANDY.

Congo. Belgian: see BELGIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Congregational Christian Churches.

The Congregational Christian denomination is the result of the

merger (1931) of the Congregational Churches established in

America in 1620 and of the Christian Churches formed in 1780

and the following years. In 1943 the combined churches had 5,921

churches and a total membership of 1,077,346. During the statis-

tical year 1942, the denomination received 63,445 new members

and made a net growth in membership of 10,657.

The denomination is governed by two cardinal principles : free-

dom of the local congregation in everything that concerns its life

and work and fellowship of all the congregations in common en-

terprises. This freedom is not licence; it is a regulated freedom.

The regulation comes from within, not from without. There is no

power that can compel a congregation to do anything it does not

wish to do. The slight measure of denominational control of a

local church lies in the association to which the church belongs.

This association is made up of official delegates of the churches

that belong to it. It meets twice a year. The representatives of

the churches make such reports of their life and work as they

deem will be of interest, but there is no set form of report nor are

there formal questions to be answcTed.

The denomination finds expression of its national life in the

general council which meets biennially. The delegates to the

council number 1,006 and are elected by the local associations and

conferences. The council maintains a national office at 287

Fourth Avenue, New York, with a staff. It issues the National

Yearbook and other publications for use of the churches and rep-

resents the churches in interdenominational relationships. Affili-

ated with the council are the Home and Foreign Mission boards

and other denominational agencies.

The Congregational Churches are organized on the democratic

basis. Every member has full right to discuss, to determine and

to vote on all matters that concern the life and work of the

churches.

The outstanding contribution of the Congregationalists to

American life is the influence they exert in behalf of common

democracy. The fathers held fast to the thought that God in

His rule of the universe was guided always by absolute standards

of righteousness. So the rulers of the local community repre-

senting Him tried to do their work in the same way.- They drew

their election from the people, but when an officer was elected

he had more than the dignity conferred upon him by the free

votes of the people, for he was also the representative of the

higher power. This religious foundation of their civil government

grew out of the close connection of the church with all phases of

life. In such an atmosphere and with such ideas it was to be ex-

pected that the Bible should be the Great Book of Law.

The basis of membership in a Congregational Church is a state-

ment of purpose rather than a statement of creed. Congrega-

tionalists hold that creeds, which are intellectual statements of

religious experiences, represent landmarks along the pathway of

religious thought. As experiences and intellectual capacities

change, however, it is inevitable that creeds should change. Con-

sequently, if the membership of a church is based upon the sub-

scription of some particular historical creed, full opportunity tor

intellectual thought and intellectual freedom may not be supplied.

No member is ever told that he must believe any specific re-

ligious tenet in order to be a good church member. So long as he

shares in the common purpose and feels that through fellowship

with other seekers after a genuine religious experience, he can

best realize the development of his own life, he is worthy to

be a member of the organization. This basis of membership natu-

rally attracts to the Congregational fellowship those who are lib-

eral and openminded in their attitude toward social, moral and

religious questions. This basis of membership means that without

controversy and difficulty, people of different shades of intellec-

tual thought about religion work happily together in the Congre-

gational fellowship. (F- L. F.)

PnnirrPtt llnitprf ^tfltp*
The 78th u s con ress met

bongress, uiuieu oiaies.
forits second 8ession Jan . IO

1944. It comprised the following members (as of Jan. 17, 1944)-
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Presiding Officer: Henry A. Wallace, Vice-President of

the United States

Majority Leader: Alben W. Barkley, of Kentucky
Minority Leader: Charles L. McNary, of Oregon

State

Ma.

Ariz.

Ark.

Calif.

Colo.

Conn.

Del.

Ha.

C',a.

Ida.

111.

Ind.

Iowa

Ran.

Ky.

La.

Me.

Md.

Mass.

Mich.

Minn.

Miss.

Mo.

Mont.

Neb.

Nev.

N.H.

N.J.

N.M.

N.Y.

N.C.

N.D.

Ohio

Okla.

Ore.

l'a.

R.I.

S.C.

S.D.

Tcnn.

Tex.

Utah

Vt.

Va.

Wash.

Name Party

Bankhead, John H., 2nd .... Dem.
Hill, Lister Dem.
McFarland, Ernest W Dem.
Hayden, Carl Dem.
Caraway, Hattie W Dem.
McClellan, John L Dem.
Johnson, Hiram W Rep.
Downey, Sheridan Dem.
Millikin, Eugene D Rep.
Johnson, Edwin C Dem.
Danaher, John A Rep.
Maloney, Francis T Dem.
Tunnell, James M Dem.
Buck, C. Douglass Rep.
Pepper, Claude Dem.
Andrews, Charles O Dem.
George, Walter F Dem.
Russell, Richard B Dem.
Thomas, John Rep.
Clark, D. Worth Dem.
Brooks, C. Wayland Rep.
Lucas, Scott W Dem.
Mackson, Samuel D Dem.
Willis, Raymond E. Rep.
Gillette, Guy M Dem.
Wilson, George A Rep.
Capper, Arthur Rep.
Reed, Clyde M Rep.
Barkley, Alben W Dem.
Chandler, A. B Dem.
Overton, John H Dem.
Ellender, Allen J Dem.
Brewstcr, Ralph O Rep.
White, Wallace H., Jr Rep.
Tydings, Millard E Dem.
Radcliffe, George L Dem.
Walsh, David I Dem.
Lodge, Henry C., Jr Rep.
Vandenberg, Arthur H Rep.
Ferguson, Homer Rep.
Shipstead, llcnrik Rep.
Ball, Joseph H Rep.
Eastland, James O Dem.
Bilbo, Theodore G Dem.
Clark, Bennett C Dem.
Truman, Harry S Dem.
Wheeler, Burton K Dem.
Murray, James K Dem.
Wherry, Kenneth S Rep.
Butler, Hugh A Rep.
Scrugham, James G Dem.
McCarran, Patrick A Dem.
Tobey, Charles W Rep.
Bridges, H. Styles Rep.
Hawkes, Albert W Rep.
'Walsh, Arthur Dem.
Hatch, Carl A Dem.
Chavez, Dennis Dem.
Mead, James M.
Wagner, Robert F.

Bailey, Tosiah W. .

Reynolds, Robert R.

Langer, William . .

Nye, Gerald P. . .

Taft, Robert A.

Burton, Harold H. .

Thomas, Elmer . .

Moore, E. H.

Dem.
Dem.
Dem.
Dem.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Dem.

IVAWIC, i-.. ... * Rep.
McNary, Charles L Rep.
Holman, Rufus C Rep.
Davis, James J Rep.
Guffey, Joseph F. . . Dem.
Gerry, Peter G Dem.
Green, Theodore F Dem.
Smith, Ellison DuR Dem.
Maybank, Burnet R Dem.
Bushfield, Harlan J Rep.

Gurney, Chan Rep.
McKellar, Kenneth Dem.
Stewart, Tom Dem.
O'Daniel, W. Lee Dem.

Connally, Tom Dem.
Murdock, Abe ...;.... Dem.
Thomas, Elbert D Dem.
Austin, Warren R Rep.
Aiken, George D Rep.
Glass, Carter Dem.
Byrd, Harry F Dem.
Bone, Homer T Dem.
Wallgrcn, Mon C Dem.

Ten.
State Name Party Expires

W.Va. Revercomb, Chapman Rep. 1949
Kilgore, Harley M Dem. 1947

Wis. LaFollette, Robert M., Jr. ... Pro. 1947
Wiley, Alexander Rep. 1945

Wyo. O'Mahoney, Joseph C Dem. 1947
Robertson, Edward V Rep. 1949
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Resident?,

Charleston

Beckley
Madison
Chippewa Falls

Cheyenne
Cody

'Appointed Jan. 28, 1944, to fill vacancy caused by the death of Frederick Van Nuys,
in. 25, 1944.
'Appointed N

NOV. 22, XQ43.

Jan. 25, 1944.
'Appointed Nov. 26, 1943, to fill vacancy caused by the death of W. Warren Barbour.

United States House of Representatives (*scrved in jyth

Congress)

Speaker: Sam Rayburn, of Texas

Majority Leader: John W. McCormack, of Massachusetts

Minority Leader: Joseph W. Martin, Jr., of Massachusetts

State Dist. Name Party
Ala. i 'Boykin, Frank W Dem.

2 *Grant, George M Dem.
3 Vacant

4 'Hobbs, Sam Dem.
5 'Starnes, Joe Dem.
6 *Jarman, Pete Dem.
7 'Manasco, Carter Dem.
8 *Sparkmun, John J Dem.
9 Newsome, John I* Dem.

Ariz. 'Murdock, John R. . . . Dem.
Harless, Richard F Dem.

Ark. i 'Gainings, E. C Dem.
2 'Mills, Wilbur I) Dem.
3 Fulbright. J. W Dem.
4 *Cravens, Fadjo Dem.
5 Hays, Brooks Dem.
6 'Norrell, W. F Dem.
7 'Harris, Oren Dem.

Calif. i *Lea, Clarence F Dem.
2 Engle, Clair Dem.
3 Johnson, J. Leroy Rep.
4 'Rolph, Thomas Rep.
5

*Welch, Richard J Rep.
6 'Carter, Albert K Rep.
7 *Tolan, John H Dem.
8 'Anderson, John Z Rep.

9 'Gearhart, Bertrand W Rep.
10 'Elliott, Alfred J Dem.
11 Outland, George E Dem.
12 'Voorhis, Jerry Dem.
13 Poulson, Norris Rep.
14 'Ford, Thomas F Dem.
15 'Costello, J&hn M Dem.
1 6 Rogers, Will, Jr Dem.
17 'King, Cecil R Dem.
1 8 'Johnson, Ward Rep.
19 Holifield, Chet Dem.
20 'Hinshaw, Carl Rep.
21 'Sheppard, Harry R Dem.
22 Phillips, John Rep.
23 'Izac, Edouard V. M Dem.

Colo. i Vacant
2 'Hill, William S Rep.
3 'Chenoweth, J. Edgar Rep.
4 'Rockwell, Robert F Rep.

Conn. Monkiewicz, B. J Rep.
1 Miller, William J Rep.
2 McWilliams, John D Rep.
3 Compton, Ranulf Rep.

Luce, Clare Boot he Rep.
5 'Talbot, Joseph E Rep.

Del. Willey, Earle D Rep.
Fla. 'Green, Lex Dem.

1 'Peterson, J. Hardin Dem.
2 Price, Emory II Dem.
3 'Sikes, Robert L. F Dem.
4 'Cannon, Pat Dem.
5 'Hcnd ricks, Joe Dem.

Ga, i 'Peterson, Hugh Dem.
2 'Cox, Edward E. Dem.
3 'Pace, Stephen Dem.
4 'Camp, Albert S Dem.
5 'Ramspeck, Robert Dem.
6 'Vinson, Carl Dem.
7 Tarver, Malcolm C Dem.
8 'Gibson, John S Dem.
9 'Whelchel, B. Frank Dem.
10 'Brown, Paul Dem.

Ida. i 'White, Compton I Dem.
a *Dworshak. Henry C Rep.

111. *Day, Stenhen A Rep.
1 Dawson, William L Dem.
2 Rowan, William A Dem.
3 Busbey, Fred E Rep.

Residence

Mobile

Troy

Selma
Guntersville

Livingston
Jasper
Huntsville

Birmingham
Tempo
l'hoeni\

\Vest Memphis
Kensett
Faycttevillc
Fort Smith
Little Rock
Monticello
El Dorado
Santa Rosa
Red Bluff

Stockton
San Francisco
San Francisco
Oakland
Oakland
San Juan

Bautista
Fresno
Tulare
Santa Barbara
San Dimas
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Hollywood
Culver City
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Montebello
Pasadena
Yucaipa
Banning
San Diego

Fort Collins
Trinidad
Paonia
New Britain
Wethersfield
Norwich
Madison
Greenwich

Naugatuck
Dover
Starkc
Lakeland
Jacksonville
Crestview
Miami
DC Land
Ailey
Camilla
Americus
Newnan
Atlanta

MilledgevilL,
Dalton
Douglas
Gainesville
Elberton
Clark Fork
Burley
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
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Ind.

Iowa

Kan.

Ky

La.

Me.

Md.

Mass.

Dist.

4
5

6

8

IO
II

12

13

14
IS
16

>7
18

19
20
21

22

-23

^4
25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
i i

i

2

3

4
5

6

8
i

2

3

4
5

6
i

2

3

4

6

7
8

g
i

2

3

4
5

6

7
8
i

2

3
I

2

3
4

Mich.

2

3

4
5

6

8

Q
IO
II

12

13

M
X

2

$

4
5
6

8
9
10
ii

12

Name Party

Oorski, Martin Dem.
'Sabath, Adolph J Dem.
O'Brien, Thomas I Dem.
'Schuetz, Leonard W Dem.
Gordon, Thomas S Dem.
*Dewey, Charles S Rep.
Church, Ralph 1C Rep.

*Reed, Chauncey W Rep.
'Mason, Noah M Rep.
*AUcn, Leo E Rep.
'Johnson. Anton J Rep
'Chinerlicld, Robert B Rep.
'Dirksen, Everett McK Rep.
'Arends, Leslie C Rep.
'Sumner, Jessie Rep.
Vacant

Simpson, Sid Rep.
'Howe 11, Kvan Rep.
Johnson, Calvin D Rep.
Vursell, Charles W Rep.

'Heidinger, James V Rep.

'Bishop,
C. W Rep.

Madden, Ray J Dern.

'Halleck, Charles A Rep.
'Grant, Robert A Rep.
'Gillie, George W Rep.
"Harness, Forest A Rep.
"Johnson, Noble J Rep.
*Landis, Gerald W Rep.
LaFollette, Charles M Rep.

'Wilson, Karl Kcp.
'Springer, Raymond S Rep.
*Ludlow, Louis Dem.
'Martin, Thomas 1C Rep.
Tallc, Henry O Rep.
*Gwynne, John W Rep.
'LeCompte, Karl M Rep.
*Cunningham, Paul Rep.
'Gilchrist, Fred C Rep.
'Jensen, Ben F Rep.
Hoeven, Charles B Rep.
'Lambertson, William P Rep.
Scrivner, Krrett P Rep.

*Winter, Thomas D Rep.
'Rees, Edward II Rep.
*llope, Clifford R Rep.
'Carlson, Frank Rep.
"Gregory, Noble J Dem.
'Vincent, Beverly M Dem.
'O'Neal, Emmet Dem.
Carrier, Chester O Rep.

'Spence, Brent Dem.
'Cnapman, Virgil Dem.
'May, Andrew J Dem.
'Bates, Joe B Dem.
'Robsion, John M Rep.
'Hubert, F. Edward Dem.
Maloney, Paul H Dem.

'Domengeaux, James Dem.
*Brooks, Overton
McKenzie, Charles E.

Morrison, James H.

Dem.
Dem.
Dem.

Larcade, Henry D., Jr Dem.
*Allen, A. Leonard Dem.
Hale, Robert Rep.
'Smith, Margaret Chase Rep.
*
Fellows, Frank Rep.
'Ward, David J Dem.
Baldwin, H. Streett Dem.

'D'Alesandro, Thomas, Jr Dem.
Ellison, Daniel Rep.

'Sasscer, Lansdale G Dem.
Bcall.J. Glenn Rep.
'Treadway, Allen T Rep.
*Clason, Charles R Rep.
Philbin, Philip J Dem.

'Holmes, Pehr G Rep.
'Rogers, Edith N Rep.
'Bates, George J Rep.
*Lane, Thomas J Dem.
Goodwin, Angier L Rep.

'Gifford, Charles L Rep.
Herter, Christian A Rep.
Curley, James M Dem.
'McCormack, John W Dem.
'Wigglesworth, Richard B Rep.
'Martin, Joseph \V., Jr Rep.
Sadowski, George G Dem.

'Michener, Earl C Rep.
Shafer, Paul W Rep.
'Hoffman, Clare E Rcp .

Jonkman, Bartel J Rep.
'Blackney, William W Rep .

*Wolcott, Jesse P Rep.
'Crawford, Fred L Rep.
*Engel, Albert J Rep.
'Woodruff, Roy O Rep.
'Bradley, Fred Rep.
Bennett, John B Rep.

Residence

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Evanston
West Chicago
Oglesby
Galena
Macomb
Canton
Pekin
Melvin
Milford

Carrollton

Springfield
Belleville

Salem
Fairfield

Carterville

Gary
Rensselaer
South Bend
Fort Wayne
Kokorno
Torre Haute
Linton
Evansville
Huron
Connersville

Indianapolis
Iowa City
Decorah
Waterloo

Corydon
Des Moines
Laurens
Kxira
Alton
Fairvicw
Kansas City
Girard

Emjioria
Garden City
Concordia

May field

Brownsville
^Louisville

Lcitchtie' 1

Fort Thomas
Pan'

Prestonsburg
Greenup
Barbourville
New Orleans
New Orleans

Lafayette
Sbreveport
Monroe
Hammond
( )pelousas
Winnfield
Portland

Skowhegan
Bungor
Salisbury
Hydes
Baltimore
Baltimore

Upper Marlboro
Frostburg
Stockbridge
Springfield
Clinton
Worcester
Lowell
Salem
Lawrence
Melrose
Cotuit
Boston
Boston
Dorchester
Milton
North Attlrboro
Detroit
Adrian
Battle Creek
Allegan
Grand Rapids
Flint

Port Huron
Saginaw
Muskegon
Bay City
Rogers City
Ontonagon

State

Mich.

Minn.

Miss.

Mo.

Mont.

Neb.

Nev.
N.H.

NJ.

N.M.

N.Y.

Dist.

13

14

5
16

17
i

2

3

4
S
6

7

8

I

2

3

4
S

6

7
i

2

3

4

5

7

8

9
10
1 1

i 2

13
t

2

1

2

3

4

i

2

I

2

3

4
.S

6

7

8

10
i r

12

13

14

i

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10
1 1

12

13

14

15
It)

17
18

10
20
21

22

23

-4
2 S
26

27
28

2Q

30
31

32

33

34
35
36
37
38

Name Party Residence

'O'Brien, George D Dem. Detroit

'Rabaut, Louis C Dem. GrossePointePark

'Dingell, John D Dem. Detroit

'Lesinski, John Dem. Dearborn

'Dondero, George A Rep. Royal pak
'Andresen, August H Rep. Red Wing
'O'Hara, Joseph P Rep. Glencoe

'Gale, Richard P Rep. Mound
*Maas, Melvin J Rep. St. Paul

Judd, Walter II Rep. Minneapolis
*Knutson, Harold Rep. St. Cloud

'Andersen, H. Carl Rep. Tyler

'Pittenger, William A Rep. Duluth

Hagen, Harold C F.L. Crookston

'Rankin, John E Dem. Tupelo
'Whitten, Jamie L Dem. Charleston
*WT

hittington, William M Dem. Greenwood

Abernethy, Thomas G Dem. Okplona
Winstead, Arthur Dem. Philadelphia

'Colmer, William M Dem. Pascagoula
'McGehee, Dan R Dem. Meadville

Arnold, Wr
at Rep. Kirksville

Schwabe, Max Rep. Columbia
Cole, William C Rep. St. Joseph

'Bell, C. Jasper Dem. Blue Springs
Slaughter, Roger C Dem. Kansas City
Bennett, Marion T Rep. Springfield

*
Short, Dewey Rep. Galena

Elmer, William P Rep. Salem

'Cannon, Clarence Dem. Elsberry
""Zimmerman, Orville Dem. Kennett

Miller, Louis E Rep. St. Louis

'Ploeser, Walter C Rep. St. Louis

"Cochran, John J Dem. St. Louis

Mansfield, Mike Dem. Missoula

'O'Connor, James F Dem. Livingston
'Curtis, Carl T Rep. Minden
Buffett, Howard H Rep. Omaha

'Stefan, Karl Rep. Norfolk

Miller, A. L Rep. Kimball

Sullivan, Maurice J Dem. Reno
Merrow, Chester E Rep. Center Ossipcc
'Stearns, Foster Rep. Hancock
'Wolverton, Charles A Rep. Merchantville

'Wene, Elmer H Dem. Vineland

Auchincloss, James C Rep. Rumson
*
Powers, D. Lane Rep. Trenton

*
Eaton, Charles A Rep. Watchung
'McLean, Donald H Rep. Elizabeth

'Thomas, J. Parnell Rep. Allendale

'Canfield, Gordon Rep. Paterson

Towe, Harry L Rep. Rutherford

'Hartley, Fred A., Jr Rep. Kearny
Sundst'rom, Frank L Rep. East Orange
'Kean, Robert W Rcp. Livingston
'Norton, Mary T Dem. Jersey City
*Hart. Edward J Dem. Jersey City
'Anderson, Clinton P Dem. Albuquerque
Fernandez, Antonio M Dem. Santa Fe

'Merritt, Matthew J Dem. Flushing
Stanley, Winifred C Rep. Buffalo

'Hall, Leonard W Rep. Oyster Bay
'Barry, William B Dem. St. Albans
'Pfeifer, Joseph L Dem. Brooklyn
'Cullen, Thomas H Dem. Brooklyn
'Heffernan, James J Dem. Brooklyn
'Somers, Andrew L Dem. Brooklyn
'Dclaney, John J Dem. Brooklyn
"OToole, Donald L Dem. Brooklyn
'Keogh, Eugene J Dem. Brooklyn
'Celler, Emanuel Dem. Brooklyn
"O'Lcary, James A Dem. W. New Bright >r

'Dirkstein, Samuel Dem. New York city

'Capozzoli, Louis J Dem. New York city

'Klein, Arthur G Dem. New York city

Burchill, Thomas F Dem. New York city

Fay, James II Dem. New York city

'Baldwin, Joseph C Rep. New York city

'Kennedy, Martin J Dem. New York city

'Bloom, Sol Dem. New York city

'Marcantonio, Vito Am.Lab. New York city
Vacant

'Lynch, \Valter A Dem. New York city

'Buckley, Charles A Dem. New York city

*Fit/.patrick, James M Dem. New York city

'Gamble, Ralph A Rep. Larchmont
'Fish, Hamilton Rep. Newburgh
Le Fevre, Jay Rep. New Paltz

'Byrne, William T Dem. Loudonville

Taylor, Dean P. . .
, Rep. Troy

Kearney, Bernard W. Rep. Gloversville

Kilburn, Clarence E Rep. Malonc
Fuller, Hadwen C Rep. Parish

'Douglas, Fred J Rep. Utica
'Hall, Edwin A Rep. Binghamton
'Hancock, Clarence E Rep. Syracuse
Tabor, John Rep. Auburn
'Cole, W. Sterling Rep. Bath
'O'Brien, Joseph J Rep. East Rochester
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State

N.Y.

N.C.

N.D.

Ohio

Okla.

Ore.

Pa.

R.I.

S.C.

S.D.

Term.

Dist.

39
40
41

42
4j

i

2

3

4

5
(>

7
8

g
10
ii

g
10
1 1

12

13

14
15
1 6

17
18

ig
20
21

22
i

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

3

4

i

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

g
10
ii

12

13

14
15
1 6
1 7
1 8

19
20
21

22

23

24
25
26

27
28

29
30
31

32
i

2

i

2

3

4
S
6
i

2

i

2

Name Party

*Wadsworth, James W...... Rep.
'Andrews, Walter G........ Rep.
Mruk, Joseph ......... Rep.

*Butler, John C......... Rep.
*Reed, Daniel A......... Rep.
*Bonner, Herbert C........ Dem.
*Kerr, John H.......... Dem.
*Barden, Graham A........ Dem.
*Cooley, Harold D........ Dem.
*Folger, John II......... Dem.
*Durham, Carl T......... Dem.
*Clark, J. Bayard ........ Dem.
*Burgin, William O........ Dem.
*Doughton, Robert L. ...... -Dem.
Morrison, Cameron ....... Dem.
*Bulwinkle, Alfred I........ Dem.
*Weaver, Zebulon ........ Dem.
*Burdick, Usher L........ Rep.
Lemke, William ........ Rep.
'Bender, George II . . ....... Rep.
*Elston, Charles H........ Rep.
*Hess, William E......... Rep.
Jeffrey, Harry P......... Rep.

*
Jones, Robert F......... Rep.
*Clevenger, Cliff ........ Rep.
McCowcn, Edward O....... Rep.
*Brown, Clarence J........ Rep.
'Smith, Frederick . ....... Rep.
Ramey, Homer A. ....... Rep.

*
Jenkins, Thomas A........ Rep.
Brehm, Walter E........ Rep.
*Vorys, John M......... Rep.
Wcichel, Alvin F......... Rep.
Rowe, Ed............ Rep.
Griffiths, P. W. ......... Rep.
Carson, Henderson H....... Rep.
'McGregor, J. Harry ...... Rep.
Lewis, Earl R.......... Rep.
'Kirwan, Michael J..... ... Dem.
Feighan, Michael A. ...... Dem.
*Crosser, Robert ........ Dem.
*Bolton, Frances P........ Rep.
'Disney, Wesley E........ Dem.
Vacant
Stewart, Paul ......... Dem.
'Boren, Lyle H.......... Dem.
'Monroney, Mike ........ Dem.
'Johnson, Jed .......... Dem.
'Wickersham, Victor ....... Dem.
'Rizley, Ross .......... Rep.
'Mott, James W......... Rep.
Stockman, Lowell ....... Rep.

'Angell, Homer I)........ Rep.
Ellsworth, Harris ........ Rep.
Troutman, William I....... Rep.
Gallagher, James, Sr....... Rep.
Vacant

'Bradley, Michael J........ Dem.
'Sheridan, John E........ Dem x

Pracht, C, Frederick ...... Rep.
'Myers, Francis J......... Dem.
'Scott, Hugh D., Jr........ Rep.
*Wolfenden, James ....... Rep.
*Gerlach, Charles L........ Rep.
'Kinzer, J. Roland ....... Rep.
Murphy, John W........ Dem.

*Miller, Thomas B........ Rep.
'Fenton, Ivor D......... Rep.
Hoch, Daniel K......... Dem.

*Gillette, Wilson D........ Rep.
'Scanlon, Thomas E....... Dem.
Vacant

*Simpson, Richard M....... Rep.
'Kunkel, John C......... Rep.
Gavin, Leon II......... Rep.
*Walter, Francis E........ Dem.
Gross, Chester H........ Rep.
Brumbaugh, D. Emmert ..... Rep.
'Snyder, J. Buell ........ Dem.
Furlong, Grant ......... Dem.
'Graham, Louis E........ Rep.
*Tibbott, Harve ......... Rep.
'Kelley, Augustine B....... Dem.
'Rodgers, Robert L........ Rep.
*Weiss, Samuel A......... Dem.
'Eberharter, Herman P...... Dem.
'Wright, James A......... Dem.
'Forand, Aime J......... Dem.
'Fogarty, John E......... Dem.
'Rivers, L. Mendel ....... Dem.
'Fulraer, Hampton P....... Dem.
"Hare, Butler B......... Dem.
'Bryson, Joseph R........ Dem.
'Richards, James P........ Dem.
McMillan, John L........ Dem.
'Mundt, KarlE......... Rep.
'Case, Francis ......... Rep.
'Reece, B. Carroll ........ Rep.
'Jennings, John, Jr........ Rep.

Residence

Genesco
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo
Dunkirk
Washington
Warrenton
New Bern
Nashville
Mount Airy
Chapel Hill

Fayetteville

Lexington
Laurel Springs
Charlotte
Gastonia
Asheville
WT

illiston

Fargo
Cleveland Heights
Cincinnati
Cincinnati

Dayton
Lima
Bryan
Wheelersburg
Blanchester
Marion
Toledo
Ironton

Logan
Columbus
Sandusky
Akron
Marietta
Canton
West Lafayette
St. Clairsville

Youngstown
Cleveland
Cleveland

Lyndhurst
Tulsa

Antlers
Seminole
Oklahoma City
Anadarko
Mangum
Guymon
Salem
Pendleton
Portland

Roseburg
Shamokin
Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphja
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Upper Darby
Allentown
Lancaster
Dunmore
Plymouth
Mahanoy City
Reading
Towanda
Pittsburgh

Huntingdon
Harrisburg
Oil City
Easton
Manchester
Claysburg
Perryopolis
Donora
Beaver
Ebensburg
Greensburg
Erie

Glassport
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Cumberland
Harmony
North Charleston

Orangeburg
Saluda
Greenville
Lancaster
Florence
Madison
Custer

Johnson City
Knoxville

Tex.

State Dist.

Term. 3

4

S

6

7

8

9
IO

i

2

4
5

7

8

10
1 1

14
IS
16

17
18

19
20
21

I

2

I

2

.i

4

5

8

Utah

Vt.
Va.

Wash.

W.Va.

Wis.

Name Party

*Kefauver, Estes Dem.
*(.k>re, Albert Dem.
McCord, Jim Dem.

*
Priest, J. Percy Dem.

*Courtney, Wirt Dem.
Murray, Tom Dem.

'Cooper, Jere Dem.
*Davis, Clifford Dem.
M'atman, Wright Dem.
"Dies, Martin Dem.
'Beckworth, Lindley Dem.
'Rayburn, Sam Dem.
*Sumners, Hat ton W Dem.
'Johnson, Luther A Dem.
Patton, Nat Dem.
Thomas, Albert Dem.
'Mansfield, Joseph J Dem.
'Johnson, Lyndon R Dem.
*Poagc, William R Dem.
'Latiham, Fritz G Dem.
*Gossett, Ed Dem.
'Kleberg, Richard M Dem.
'West, Milton 11 Dem.
*Thomason, R. Ewing Dem.
'Russell, Sam M. .

"

Dem.
'Worley, Eugene Dem.
'Mahon, George H Dem.
'Kilday, Paul J Dem.
Fisher, O. C Dem.

'Granger, Walter K. Dem.
'Robinson, J. Will Dem.

'Plumley, Charles A Rep.
'Bland, Schuyler () Dem.
'Harris, Winder R Dem.
'Satterfield, Dave K., Jr Dem.
'Drewry, Patrick H Dem.
'Burch, Thomas G Dem.
'Woodrum, Clifton A Dem.
'Robertson, A. Willis Dem.
'Smith, Howard W Dem.
'Flannagan, John W., Jr Dem.
'Magnuson, Warren G Dem.
'Jackson, Henry M Dem.
Norman, Fred
Holmes, Hal

Rep.
Rep.

Wyo.

Horan, Walter F Rep.
'Coffee, John M. Dem.
SchirHer, Andrew C Rep.
'Randolph, Jennings Dem.
Rohrbough, Edward G Rep.
Ellis, Hubert S Rep.
*Kee, John Dem.
'Smith, Joe L Dem.
'Smith, Lawrence II Rep.
'Sauthoff, Harry Pro.

'Stevenson, William H Rep.
Wasiclcwski, Thad F Dem.
McMurray, Howard J Dem.
'Keefe, Frank B Rep.
'Murray, Reid F Rep.
Dilweg, La Vern R Dem.

'Hull, Merlin Pro.

O'Konski, Alvin E Rep.
Barrett, Frank A Rep.

207
Residence

Chattanooga
Carthage
Lewisburg
Nashville
Franklin

Jackson
Dyersburg
Memphis
Texarkami
Orange
Oilmer
Bonham
Dallas
Corsicana
Crockett
Houston
Columbus
Johnson City
Waco
Fort Worth
Wichita Falls

Corpus Christi

Brownsville
El Paso

Stephenville
Shamrock
Colorado City
San Antonio
San Angt-lo
Cedar City
Provo
Northfield

Newport News
Norfolk
Richmond
Petersburg
Miirtinsvillc

Roanoke
Lexington
Alexandria
Bristol

Seattle
Everett

Raymond
Ellensburg
Wenatchcc
Tacorna

Wheeling
Elkins
(Jlenville

Huntington
Bluefield

Beckley
Racine
Madison
La Crosse
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Oshkosh
Ogdensburg
Green Bay
Black River Falls
Mercer
Lusk

Congress of Industrial Organizations.
During 1943, C.I.O.'s membership totalled 5,600,000. Through
the activities of various C.I.O. affiliates and about 3,500 labour

management committees new plans were adopted which increased

war production. This won for hundreds of C.I.O. plants and thou-

sands of C.I.O. members official recognition for their contribu-

tions to increased output. The C.I.O. raised more than $22,000,-

ooo for war relief; more than 2,000 C.I.O. members were active

on governing boards of community social agencies.

The wave of anti-labour legislation, climaxed by the Smith-

Connally bill, also prohibiting political contributions by unions,

resulted in an increase in C.I.O. political action. In addition to

political pressure for price control, anti-poll tax legislation, the

Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill, centralization and co-ordination of

war planning, and a progressive tax program, the C.I.O. established

a Committee on Political Action. Its purpose was to achieve

united action in the political field with all organized labour.

The C.I.O. planned to attend the World Labor congress in

London during June 1944.

In 1943, Philip Murray was re-elected C.I.O. president, and

James B. Carey secretary-treasurer. (See also AMERICAN FEDER*
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< l895~ ), British air force

officer, was born in Brisbane,

Australia, and educated in New Zealand. He joined the New
Zealand infantry in 1914 and served for two years in Samoa and

Egypt. Transferring to the royal flying corps in 1916, he became

one of the outstanding British airmen of World War I, receiving

the military cross, the D.S.O. and the D.F.C. His flight from

Cairo to Kano in Oct. 1925, won him the air force cross. In 1941

Coningham was knighted as companion of the bath. As North-

west African tactical air force commander, Coningham worked in

close co-operation with Gen. Bernard Montgomery in chasing the

Afrika Korps out of Libya, 1942-43. Air Marshal Coningham

continued to participate in the campaign which drove the axis

from Tunisia, serving under Gen. Dwight Eisenhower in the

Sicilian campaign during July and August of 1943.

next to the smallest of the New

states, Connecticut is one of the thirteen orig-

inal states, commonly known as the "Nutmeg state/' the ''Con-

stitution state," or the "Land of Steady Habits"; area, 5,004

sq.mi. (incl. 125 sq.mi. water); population (1940), 1,709,242, or

348.91 persons to the sq.mi.; capital and largest city, Hartford

(166,267). Other large cities with 1940 population figures: New
Haven (160,605); Bridgeport (147,121); Waterbury (99,314);

New Britain (68,685); Stamford (60,996). Hartford and Bridge-

port, on account of the great influx of war workers, each claimed

populations of 200,000 by 1943.

History. The state officers during 1943 were all Republicans:

governor, Raymond E. Baldwin; lieutenant governor, William E.

Hadden; secretary of state, Frances B. Redick; treasurer, Carl

Sharpe; comptroller, Fred R. Zeller; attorney general, Francis A.

Pallotti. The United States senators were John A. Danaher

(Republican), teim expiring 1945; Francis T. Maloney (Demo-

crat), term expiring 1947.

During the regular session of the general assembly (Jan. 6 to

May 19), there was a Republican majority of 14 in the senate

and one of 132 in the house, which enabled the administration

to carry out most of its legislative program. Important measures

enacted: the governor was empowered to suspend or modify any

law which in his opinion conflicted with the war effort
;
the public

works department was abolished and most of its duties trans-

ferred to the comptroller; a postwar planning commission was

established; the commission on forests and wildlife allotted

$400,000 to purchase additional land; maximum payments for

workmen's compensation were increased from $25 to $30 per

week; the state defense council was replaced by a war council

with greater powers.

Local elections in 143 towns in October resulted in a Repub-
lican gain of four. In the November local elections, Republicans

regained control in Hartford for the first time in ten years, and

although Democrats retained control in New Haven and Water -

bury, it was with sharply reduced pluralities. Bridgeport re-

mained in the Socialist column. In these elections no federal

questions were involved,

Education. In 1941-42 the 841 elementary schools of the

state had 171,612 pupils and 5,205 teachers; the 45 junior high

schools had 23,540 pupils and 748 teachers; and the 94 high

^chools had 74,178 pupils and 3,163 teachers a total of 980

schools, 269,330 pupils and 9,116 teachers. These were all de-

creases from the year 1940-41. Total expenditures of the state for

education, however, were $30,415,656, an increase of $1,207,900.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. During June 1943,

there were 44,473 persons in the state receiving some kind of

public assistance. This was a reduction of 28^% from June 1942.

The amount paid to these people in June 1943 was $1,212,720, a

reduction of 26.8% from the year before. Public assistance in

the categories of agricultural commodities, Civilian Conserva-

tion corps and Work Projects administration disappeared en-

tirely; even the number of those receiving old age assistance,

15,632, was a decrease of 11% over 1942. The only category

showing an increase was aid to dependent children which, with

6,835 cases, was 11% higher.

As of June 30, 1943, there were 3 state hospitals for the men-

tally ill, with 7,527 patients, 2 institutions for the feeble-minded,

with 2,124 inmates, 2 institutions for 86 blind persons, and i

institution for 140 deaf persons. The state maintained 15 correc-

tional institutions.

Communication. For the first 10 months of 1943, there were

registered 518,468 motor vehicles, being a reduction of only

7.4% compared with 1942; operators' licenses declined 4.7% to

596,556. As of June 30, 1943, the state aid and trunk line high-

way system totalled 2,918 mi., of which 786 were concrete and

2,132 other kinds of improved roads. New highway construction

was practically nil. In February the new New London-Groton

bridge on U.S. highway No. i was opened for traffic. The state

was served by 3 railroad companies with mileage of 875; 47 bus

companies, and 114 taxicab companies. As of June 30, 1943,
there were 468,177 telephone outlets.

Banking and Finance. On Sept. 30, 1943, deposits in 72

savings banks were $859,483,124, an increase of $71,000,000 over

1942; the assets of 64 state banks and trust companies were

$63^336,321, an increase of $133,000,000; the assets of 51 (a

decrease of i) national banks, on June 30, 1943, were $641,-

948,000, an increase of $161,000,000. There were 34 building
and loan associations.

Total cash receipts of the state for the year ending June 30,

1943, were $103,097,008; disbursements were only $73,636,299.
The budget adopted by the general assembly for the biennium
I 943-45 was $118,430,421. The total of all state bonds outstand-

ing July i, 1943, was $26,507,000, against which a retirement

fund of $15,741,189 had been set up, making a net state debt

of $10,765,811.

Agriculture. While Connecticut is not primarily an agricul-
tural state, the cash farm income for 1942 was reported by the

department of agriculture as $75.075,000, an increase of almost

$10,000,000 over 1941. Livestock and livestock products, as

usual, accounted for over half the total, the balance being made
up by crops, which, in order of importance, were tobacco, truck

crops, potatoes and apples.

Table I. Leading Agricu/fura/ Producf* of Conrmcficuf, 7943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The index of business activity in the state

rose in April 1943 to 227.2 (monthly average in 1939= 100), the

highest point ever attained. In June it had declined to 219.7.
Several areas in the state were declared "labour shortage areas"

by the War Manpower commission, with the result that contracts
which would have been awarded to Connecticut were allocated

elsewhere. In 1943 there were 3,688 manufacturing plants in the
state employing 544>6ii persons, of which 349435 were men and
*95i76 women. Production figures were undisclosed, but Con-
necticut received nearly 4% of all federal war contracts awarded
between June 1940 and June 1943.
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Mineral Production. The state's production of minerals is

very small; for many years the cost of mining iron and copper

has been prohibitive. Search for strategic materials disclosed

mica deposits, which were being worked, and in 1943 a deposit

of the rare element beryllium was discovered. (J. BR.)

Conscientious Objectors: see FRIENDS, RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

OF; PACIFISM.

Conscription: see SELECTIVE SERVICE, U.S.

Conservation. Soil: see SOIL EROSION AND SOIL CONSERVA-

TION.

Conservative Party, Great Britain.

other parties and to increasing interest in postwar possibilities,

the Conservative and Unionist party, while still strictly adhering

to the political truce at by-elections, displayed a livelier activity

in 1943 than in any year since the war began. For the first time

its national association met in annual assembly in addition to

the meetings of the central council. The prime minister was

abroad when the delegate conference took place in May but

Anthony Eden, the foreign secretary, addressed it. The marquess

of Salisbury was re-elected president of the national association

while R. Catterall ot Bolton became chairman of the council in

succession to Mrs. Lionel Whitehead. One of the three vice-

chairmen appointed was R. A. Lutler, president ot the Board of

Education, whose far-reaching education bill, presented at the

end of the parliamentary session, was to be a major measure in

the commons' program for 1943. The other vice-chairmen chosen

were Major R. G. Proby and Mrs. Hornyold-Strickland.

Resolution discussed at the conference included one from the

Federation of University Conservative associations, calling for

the issue of a clear party policy."This was sympathetically re-

ceived, but the conference recalled a speech in which the prime

minister had not long before said such a pronouncement would

be impracticable in existing circumstances. There was unanimous

support for a resolution urging a scheme to facilitate working-

class Conservative candidatures. A revival of the Conscrval ve

junior movement was called for in another resolution and satis-

faction expressed at the news that a committee with Gerald

Palmer, M.P., as chairman was taking steps in this matter.

Later in the year a central committee ot the association on post-

war reconstruction, under the chairmanship of Sir Edward Cado-

gan, M.P., issued, as the first of a promised series of reports,

one presenting a scheme to meet demobilization problems.

Stimulus to the new party activity was given when in October

the prime minister, intervening in a coal crisis debate in par-

liament, expressed the personal view that return to party poli-

tics was more probable than a continuance of the coalition after

the war. The introduction of the bill to reform the electoral

machinery also strengthened the desire to be prepared for an

election. Widespread Conservative anxiety about the continuance

of wartime controls and restraints showed itself in the activities

of the parliamentary committee of backbench Conservative

M.P.'s, but a younger group of 41 M.P.'s under Viscount Hinch-

ingbroke, more warmly supporting the social security ideas in

the Beveridge report, produced its own social, economic and

agricultural program in a pamphlet, Forward by the Right.

(L. Du.)

Consumer Credit.
The liquidation of consumer credit,

which had been in progress since Sept.

1 04 1 /continued through 1943, but the rate of liquidation de-

clined.

The downward trend began with the promulgation by the Fed-

eral Reserve board of Regulation W, which prescribed minimum
down-payments and maximum payment-periods for instalment

sales and loan contracts. The liquidation was gradual at first, but

it was accelerated in 1942, first by the stoppage of production of

consumers' durable goods that had been sold largely on credit

terms and then by the tightening of the instalment credit require-

ments of the regulation and the broadening of its scope to cover

instalment sales of additional goods, charge-accounts and single-

payment loans.

Throughout the past year sales of consumers' durable goods

have remained relatively constant and there has been no signifi-

cant tightening of credit terms under Regulation W. Hence the

slowing down of the rate of liquidation. But even if credit terms

were further restricted, the resulting decline in outstandings

would be small. By the close of 1943, the outstanding

amount of Consumer credit had been reduced to about 45% of

its prewar level of $10,000,000,000. As the solid core is ap-

proached, further liquidation will be more and more difficult. It

seems probable, therefore, that the liquidation of consumer credit

which has contributed during the last two years a significant

anti-inflationary force will come to an end early in 1944.

The pattern of liquidation is indicated by the following figures :

'Preliminary.

In view of the prospective disappearance of consumer credit as

a deflationary force, the Office of Price Administration developed
and presented for discussion a plan of instalment selling for p6st-

war delivery which sought (i) to divert purchasing power from

the current market, (2) to create a backlog of prepaid orders for

postwar goods and (3) to produce an orderly postwar market

for goods that have disappeared for the duration by determining

the order of priority to these goods when they again become

available. The plan was opposed by the treasury department on

the ground that postwar delivery sales would interfere with sales

of war bonds and by the National Automobile Dealers' association

on the ground that it would extend government control into the

postwar period. Nevertheless, a number of enterprises put into

effect somewhat similar plans for the sale of household electrical

appliances, motion picture theatre equipment, printing presses and

similar goods.

The year witnessed the beginnings of what is likely to become

an increasingly heated debate on the desirability of continuing

federal control of consumer credit into the postwar period. One

group of instalment sellers, who use liberal credit terms as a

competitive sales device, organized to attack Regulation W as an

inequitable restraint on freedom of contract. On the other hand,

a number of other merchants, notably department store officials,

called attention to the beneficial effects of federal regulation both

for buyers and sellers, pointed to the necessity of restraining de-

mand for consumers' durable goods immediately following the

war and urged the continuation of the Federal Reserve board's

controls.

In the field of state legislation to correct social evils in con-

sumer credit granting, some progress was made during the year.

Three additional states Idaho, Nevada and Colorado enacted
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figures that the performance during the year checks quite closely

with that anticipated, as shown in the preceding estimate.

According to reports issued by the War Production board the

output of brass-mill products increased from 1,201,491 tons in

the first half of 1942 to 1,410,444 tons in the first half of 1943.

Another announcement stated that since the Copper Recovery

corporation had substantially completed the work for which it

had been established, namely the recovery of idle and excess

inventory stocks for use in the war program, it would be

disbanded at the end of the year.

Late in 1943 it was reported that the supply position in the

United States had been considerably improved, and that demand
was approximately balanced by supply.

No reports whatever were received on production in 1943 in

countries outside of the United States, and reports covering 1942
were scanty. A press report gave the 1942 output of Canada as

270,000 short tons, which is lower than had been expected. Bel-

gian Congo was credited with 168,000 metric tons, a moderate

increase over 1941. Exports from Peru were 35,139 tons in 1942,

against 35,325 tons in 1941. Publication of output was discon-

tinued in Chile, but the rate in the first quarter of 1942 was

somewhat ahead of that for 1941.

A combined copper committee for the United States, United

Kingdom and Canada was established in Feb. 1943. The object
of this committee, as stated in the official announcement of the

appointments, was to take over "the primary responsibility for

assembling and reviewing data relating to supply requirements,

inventory and consumption of copper in order that the copper

supply available to the three countries may be utilized to the best

advantage in war production." The formation of the committee

followed an investigation which showed that there was need for

more comprehensive and better-integrated information on the

respective programs involving the use of copper, and the require-

ments and supplies available to meet them.

it is interesting to note that the figures presented above for

the copper supply of the United States in 1942, a total of 2,866,-

980 short tons, including secondary copper, was about 2% larger

than the estimated figure for world production of new copper in

1941. If we may assume that the same condition would hold true

for the succeeding years, we have a basis for an estimate of world

production in 1942 at about 3,000,000 short tons, or 2,720,000

metric tons; this may prove not to be well founded, but it is the

first data to become available as a basis for such an estimate.

(See also BUSINESS REVIEW; MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION

AND PRICES; STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES.) (G. A. Ro.)

Copra: see COCO-NUTS. >r ;;

Durin& the >rear *943 no new copyright legisla-

tion was enacted although several amendatory
bills were introduced in congress. The main proposals were a

revival of efforts to amend the Copyright Act of 1909 to en-

compass transcriptions and recordings of every character, in-

volving commercial public performance. Because of the exigency

of other matters, however, no action was taken by congress in

relation to these bills.

From the beginning of 1943 there was a steady falling off in

the number of copyright registrations, amounting to 11.7%, par-

ticularly in relation to foreign works published abroad, with a

resulting decline in gross receipts. This general decrease was

noticeable in registrations for all classes of works but was least

felt in the class of musical compositions.

The copyright law in force requires, as one of the conditions

precedent to the registration of a claim to copyright in any

work, the deposit of two copies of American books and one copy

of foreign books, for the enrichment of the Library of Con-

gress. During the fiscal year 1943, 252,123 books and other arti-

cles were deposited for copyright registration, including 17,316

printed volumes, 55,116 pamphlets and leaflets, 85,990 peri-

odicals, 4,190 dramas, 57,343 pieces of music, 1,462 maps, 1,655

photographs, 15,329 prints, labels and pictorial illustrations,

3,484 motion pictures and 5,368 works of art and drawings.

These were all produced in the United States. From abroad

there were received 156 books in foreign languages and 517

books in English. Of this great collection of copyrighted works,

161,281 were transferred to the permanent collections of the

Library of Congress; 1,653 were sent to other governmental
libraries and 3,392 were returned to the claimants of copyright.

(C. L. B.)

(MAIZE). A second record crop of corn was harvested

in 1943 as estimated by the United States department

of agriculture at 3,077,159,000 bu. This is about 55,000,000 bu.

below the all-time record crop of 1942 of 3,131,518,000 bu.,

but it is 727,000,000 above the lo-year average 1932-41 of

2)349* 276,000 bu. The acreage in 1943 was about 6% above 1942,

94,267,000 acres compared to 89,484,000 but less than the lo-year

average of 94,511,000 acres. The average yield in 1943 was 32.7

bu. compared to 35.5 bu. in 1942 and a 24.9 bu. average in

1932-41. The favourable returns were due to good weather in

the fall which permitted the late planted grain to reach maturity.

More than half of the corn acreage grown in 1943 was grown
from hybrid seed. In most of the corn belt states more than 90%
was grown from hybrid seed, and it was gaining rapidly in sur-

rounding areas. The acreage harvested for grain was the largest

after 1933, yet the percentage of the crop harvested was smaller

than either 1941 or 1942. The use of mechanical pickers was

widespread.

211
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U.S. Corn Production by Statot, 1943 and 1942

The great need for feed for the large number of livestock on

farms led the War Food administration to suggest for 1944 a

100,000,000 acreage for corn. The largest increases were sug-

gested for the northwestern region where feed must be shipped
in and where it was very short in 1943 and caused much live-

stock to be moved to market early. Increased acreage was also

asked for in the north central region where corn usually yields

more feed units per acre than any other feed grain. Corn usually

furnishes two and a half times as much grain for livestock as

do oats, barley and grain sorghums combined. It was expected
that the additional fertilizer required would be available.

Corn prices advanced during 1943 but because of the greater

returns received from corn by feeding it to hogs than selling it

at ceiling prices, relatively little corn was moved from farms,

causing shortages in processing and feed-mixing plants and in

areas where corn is usually purchased. Special efforts were made
to move corn to the deficit areas by the War Food administration

by purchasing corn in July and August and assuring sellers that

they would receive any rise in price before October 31. These

purchases were sold to processing plants and livestock feeders.

The average price of corn was about $1.09 per bu. in the fall

of 1943 compared to a 5-year average of 83 cents per bu. in

1935-39. At the same time hogs were about 14 cents per Ib.

compared to 8.38 cents per Ib. in the 5-year prewar period.

(J. C. Ms.)

An institution of hi8her learning, non-

sectarian and co-educational, at Ith-

aca, N. Y., founded in 1865 and incorporated as a land-grant

college under the Morrill act of 1862. The university comprises
the endowed schools and colleges of arts and sciences, engineer-

ing, architecture, law, medicine and nursing and the state-sup-

ported colleges of agriculture, home economics and veterinary
medicine. The divisions of medicine and nursing are in New
York city and are operated in conjunction with the New York

Hospital. Two experiment stations, at Geneva and Farmirigdale,

N. Y., are operated in connection with the college oi agriculture.

Degrees for advanced study other than professional are awarded

through' a graduate school.

The foremost development in organization during 1943 was the

affiliation of the New York Hospital school of nursing as an

integral part of the university, offering the degree of bachelor

of science in nursing. Special wartime developments were the

assignment of large contingents of army personnel to the campus
and great expansion of the naval training school, the government-

sponsored war research program, and war training courses offered

in co-operation with the U.S. office of education. For statistics

of the faculty, student enrolment, library, endowment, etc., see

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. President, Edmund Ezra Day,

Ph.D., LL.D. (E. E. D.)

Pnrnhlielfinrr
With farmers busy with the harvest and

uUlllllUoMli5 many of the contenders in the armed forces,

no national and but few state championships were held in corn-

husking during 1943. It marked the second straight year in which

the national meet was postponed. Floyd Wise of Prairie Center,

III., in 1943 a member of the U.S. armed forces, continued to be

regarded the country's champion cornhusker, having won the

last national event iri 1941. (M. P. W.)

Corundum: .see ABRASIVES.

Cosmetics: see SOAP, PERFUMERY AND COSMETICS.

Cosmic Rays: see PHYSICS.

DlP9
Hlvdf

A Central American republic, north of Panama
and south of Nicaragua. Area: 23,000 sq.mhj

pop. (1940 est.) 656,129. The population is predominantly white

(approximately 80%); an estimated 3% are Negroes, living in

the Caribbean coastal area. The bulk of the population lives on

the Meseta Central, or central plateau area. Capital: San Jos6

(68,465); other cities are Heredia (9,610); Alajuela (9,232);
Lirnon (9,129); Puntarenas (7,722); Cartago (8,786). Language:

Spanish. President in 1943: Dr. Rafael Angel Calder6n Guardia.

History. Costa Rican co-operation in the United Nations war

effort was continued during 1943, the most significant single devel-

opment being the arrangement in March of an agreement by
which the United States was given a 25-year lease on 10,000 ac.

of kind for the production of cinchona. The United States also

planned to purchase all suitable balsa wood that Costa Rica could

produce, with a formal agreement pending signature in October.

Certain constitutional guarantees remained suspended, as in

1942. Much interest developed during the year in political align-

ments being made in prospect of the presidential election due in

1944. Leading candidates were a former president, Le6n Cortez,

and Teodoro Picado, the latter the present choice of the National

Republican party (now in power) and also backed by the

Vanguardia Popular, the former Communist party. Electoral

reforms proposed in the spring raised objection on the ground
that one candidate would be favoured, and by June the proposed
laws were withdrawn. In the same month Archbishop Sanbria

announced that Catholic workers could hold membership in the

former Communist party, but not in fascist or nazi organizations.
A new labour code introduced in April was opposed by con-

servatives, but was passed by the legislature in November.
Serious advances in prices in the early months of the year re-

sulted in a drastic decree designed to curb profiteering; for profit-

taking of over 20% penalties ranged up to six months in prison.

Shortages in many items were noted. In the latter half of the

year conditions improved, and by September price levels had

dropped slightly. Private automobiles were allowed three gallons
of gas in May where none had been allowed in April.

Both Mexico and the United States raised the rank of their

official representative from minister to ambassador.

Education.~In 1942 Costa Rica had 697 schools, with an esti-

mated attendance of 73,320. Private schools numbered 61, with

3.889 students. The literacy rate (76%) is the best in Central
America.

Finance. The monetary unit is the gold colon, valued at 17.7
cents U.S. in 1943. It has been withdrawn from ordinary circula-

tion. The 1943 budget was balanced at 44,454,839 colones, but a
deficit was expected for the year. The public debt (Dec. 31,

1941) was 149,195,010 colones (105,175,023 external; 44,019,987
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Internal). Notes in circulation (1941) totalled 66,900,000

colones.

Trade and Communication. No 1943 figures on trade were

available; in 1941 imports were valued at $17,754,186; exports,

$ I >053,257. The favourable trade balance with the United

States for 9 months of 1943 was $143,000. Costa Rica has some

450 mi. of railway, and about 300 mi. of roads.

Agriculture. The coffee crop for the year 1942-43 was esti-

mated at 57,485,960 Ib. Cocoa exports (1942) amounted to

12,176,178 Ib., banana exports (1942) to 2,144,400 stems, sugar

production (1942) to 23,000 short tons.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Dana G. Munro, The Five Republics of Central America

(1918); Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean since 1900 (1936); The Inter-

American Monthly (Washington); The Foreign Commerce Weekly (Wash-
ington;. (D. RD.)

Cost of Living: see BUSINESS REVIEW. ;
>

Pflttfin Cotton Manufacture. All the demands for cottons

bUllUIL for military use were met promptly. The main

problem facing the industry in the U.S. was that of meeting de-

mands for essential civilian requirements, and also for lend-lease

and rehabilitation.

The year 1944 loomed large as possibly the strategic year in

the determination of future trends in the cotton industry. Some
time or other the sellers' market was expected to give way to a

buyers' market. In 1943, the prospect of demand for lend-lease

and rehabilitation, the possible void existing in some households,

although this is exaggerated, and the reclothing of returned serv-

ice men, were all on the bullish side. On the other hand, the fact

that a very much higher production level was built up than ex-

isted before World War II, coupled with possible buyer resistance

as the tax burden became more and more acute, indicated that

the continued activity was not likely to be maintained indefi-

nitely. The turn in demand could easily come during 1944, or

shortly thereafter. For that reason, the industry became more

and more impressed with the need for research: particularly re-

search of a type which would enable manufacturers to make a

profit no matter what the future course of demand might be, nor

what happened to the various raw materials. On the latter point,

there was a growing feeling that the so-called "battle of the

fibres" had developed to a point where it was not a battle at all

but rather a question of which fibres best served to produce a

specific end-product. Those were the fibres which would even-

tually win out, and consequently that was why research both

technical research and product research was so important in

1943. (See also LINEN AND FLAX; RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC

FIBRES; TEXTILE INDUSTRY; WOOL.) (D. G. Wo.)
Cotton Production. The 1943 cotton crop of the United

States was estimated by the United States department of agri-

culture in December at 11,478,000 bales of 500 Ib. gross weight.

This compared with a crop of 12,817,000 bales produced in 1942

and a lo-year average of 12,474,000 for 1932-41. The acreage in

1943 was 21,874,000 acres compared to 22,602,000 acres in 1942

and 27,718,000 acres average for the 10 years 1932-41. The rela-

tively high yield per acre in 1943 of 252 Ib. was only 20 Ib.

below the record high yield of 1942 but was 35 Ib. above the

average and was exceeded in only two other years of record.

The acreage, on the contrary, was the smallest of any year since

1900.

The production of American Egyptian cotton was estimated

at 68,300 bales compared to 75,300 bales produced in 1942. The

production of Sea Island cotton was estimated at only 300 bales

compared to 800 bales in 1942. The production of cottonseed

from the 1943 crop was forecast at 5,116,000 tons, compared
to 5,717,000 tons in 1942 and 5,549,000 tons on the lo-year

average. This production is computed by taking 65 Ib. seed

for each 35 Ib. net of lint. Most of the cottonseed goes to oil-

mills for crushing to secure the vegetable oil. From the 5,717,000

tons of seed produced in 1942, 4,514,728 tons were delivered to

mills for crushing, according to the bureau of the census.

U.S. Production of Cotton by States, 1943 and 1942

World Cotton Production, Total world production of cot-

ton, United States and foreign, reached a high record of 36,745,-

ooo bales in 1937 and then began to decline. The total for 1942

was 26,483,000 bales, which is about the average since the year

1924. Foreign production increased during the first full war

year 1940 to 16,289,000 bales and then began to decline, being

only 13,850,000 bales in 1942 and probably the crop for 1943
would show a small increase, if any. At the same time the world

carryover of foreign cotton increased from 7,501,000 bales, or a

5.2 months' supply in 1939 to 12,445,000 bales in 1943 or about

a 12 months' supply. This represented 52% of the world's carry-

over cotton in 1943 compared to only 35% in 1939,

Consumption of foreign-grown cotton was about 17,258,000

bales in 1938-39 but declined steadily thereafter to 12,700,000

bales in 1942-43, a reduction of 28% in four years. At the same

time the consumption of American cotton declined only slightly

from 12,876,000 bales in 1939 to 12,140,000 bales in 1942. Mill

consumption increased in the United States during this period

from 7,784,000 bales in 1939 to 11,100,000 in 1942. The labour

situation in cotton mills threatened to bring about a decline in

spinning late in 1943. With total world carryover of cotton at

the high level of 23,900,000 bales and production being main-

tained the outlook was for an abundant supply when peace comes.

TESTING THE BREAKING STRENGTH of cotton nbres at t U.S. department
of agriculture laboratory, Stoneville, Miss., in 1943
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COTTON CROP in the United Stttei. The figure for 1943 is the department of

agriculture's estimate of Dec. 1 .

Foreign cotton being available at lower prices than American

cotton was expected to direct consumption to the foreign stocks.

Under the "Steagall amendment" the price of American cotton

would continue to be supported for two years after World War II

by means of a loan amounting to 90% of parity. While growers

were receiving the highest prices in many years (20.20 cents

in September, the highest since 1928), the total income to cotton

growers was estimated to be about $1,301,000,000 for 1943. In

1942 this total was put at $1,426,000,000, the highest after 1929.

A shift to the use of foreign-grown cotton was particularly evi-

dent in 1942, however. Canada began to use Brazilian cotton

which sold delivered in Canada at several cents a pound under

U.S. prices until the shipping situation became so tight as to

cause a return to the use of U.S. cotton.

Cotton production in foreign countries in 1943 did not reflect

an effort toward expansion. Southern Brazil reported a small

increase for 1 94^-43 production, bringing the total for Brazil

to about 2,081,000 bales. Egypt forecast for 1943 the lowest

production since 1895, r only 708,000 bales. This change was
due to the adjustment of Egyptian agriculture to the need for

food crops and to avoid further increase in stocks. A record crop
for Argentina was reported, but the total was not important,

amounting to only about 500,000 bales. Reports from smaller

producing countries were almost all toward a decline in produc-
tion. What Japan was able to accomplish in the far east was
unknown. Russia was unable to make important expansion of

acreage because of the need for food crops. (J. C. Ms.)

Cottonseed Oil: see VEGETABLE OILS AND ANIMAL FATS.

Countries of the World, Areas ond Populations of the:
see AREAS AND POPULATIONS OF THE COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD.

Credit, Consumer: see CONSUMER CREDIT.

COTTONSEED OIL CRIME
advice, as expressed by their committees, the Marylebone club

turned in this matter. In July the Advisory County Cricket

committee met at Lord's, and discussed the feasibility of the

two-day match. On that, and on other kindred topics, the Mary-
lebone club were to receive the advice of a sub-committee

towards the end of 1943. A minority of the counties favoured

the two-day scheme, as suggested by Sussex and Lancashire. The

equable solution would seem to rest in one season of experiment

at the end of the war.

Interest in the charity matches chiefly for the Red Cross

at Lord's was greater even than in 1942 and reached its climax

in a particularly fine game in early August when an England n
beat a team from the dominions by 8 runs. The dominions had

been set to make 360 to win in 4\ hr. A glorious century by the

New Zealander, Lieut. C. S. Dempster, set them on their way;
but defeat seemed near when C. B. Clarke, West Indies, joined

Flying Officer S. Sismey, Australia. These two, adding 108, nar-

rowly failed to achieve victory.

Oxford just saved the game against a stronger Cambridge
team. The Eton v. Harrow match, played at Eton and con-

fined to one day, was spoiled by rain, Harrow making 88 for 3

wickets. Among other matches between young cricketers, "The

Rest" played a drawn game with "The Lord's Schools." In this

match, very fine form was shown as a batsman by W. H. H.

Sutcliffe, son of the noted England and Yorkshire player, Her-

bert Sutcliffe. ,",'/.: ;;:<;. i'.^ ,',,, , \ .

For concentrated excitement, perhaps the best cricket was to

be found in the Saturday-afternoon league matches round Bir-

mingham, in Lancashire, in Yorkshire and in North Staffs. In

these matches were to be seen many of the cricketers, now

serving in His Majesty's forces, whose names were familiar and

established in days of peace. Of less technical excellence, but of

perhaps more historic interest, were a few matches played be-

tween teams of United States troops stationed in England.

Everywhere the game flourished, with an enjoyment all the

keener for the thought of what might have been lost.

A tribute must be paid to the honoured memory of the

world's greatest slow left-hand bowler, Capt. Hedley Verity of

Yorkshire, who died of wounds as a prisoner of war in Italy.

He was great, both as a man and as a cricketer. (R. C. R-G.)

Crile, George Washington

Cremonesi, Carlo,

CARDINAL (1866-1943), Italian ecclesi-

ast, was born Nov. 4 in Rome. He
studied at the Roman seminary, taught at the Pontifical college

for the Propagation of the Faith for 20 years, and was a prelate

of the Holy See, 1910. In 1921, he was named titular archbishop
of Nicodcmia and subsequently held other important administra-

tive posts in the Holy See. He was papal secret chamberlain

jnder Leo XIII and Pius X and was created cardinal Dec. 16,

1935. He died on Nov. 25, according to a Vatican city broadcast.

ii in Chili, Ohio. Early in his career as a surgeon, Dr, Crile

developed the nerve-block system of anaesthesia and was be-

lieved to have been one of the first doctors to perform a direct

blood transfusion. He established the Cleveland clinic in 1921,

which was destroyed by fire eight years later. Dr. Crile 's works

included The Surgical Treatment of Hypertension (1938) and

Intelligence Power and Personality (1941). He died in Cleve-

land, Jan. 7. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Grime.

tritket
By the end of the season 1943 in Great Britain, it

was plain that those who favoured the one-day
natch in the first class county championship, though they might
>e many in number and insistent of voice, were found but rarely

mong the members of the respective country clubs, to whose

By the midyear point of 1943, the temporary effects of

World War II upon crime rates in the United States

were becoming more clearly evident. The first year of the war

(1942) saw an increase in murder, manslaughter, rape and aggra-
vated assault, and declines in the number of robberies, burglaries,

auto thefts and larcenies generally. Thus crimes against the per-
son increased, while crimes against property showed a marked

drop. Since crimes against property are many times more numer-
ous than those committed against the person, the net effect of

these divergent shifts was to reduce the general crime rate.

The tendencies noted during the first year of the war were ex-

tended into the second year at least so far as June 30, 1943.

Comparing the first six months of 1043 with the corresoondinir
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period of 1942 (Table I), it is apparent that crimes against prop-

erty were still declining, while the rise previously noted for mur-

der and manslaughter was offset by a drop in 1943. Hence the

general result of the war appears to have been to reduce the

Table I. Crimes in 1939-43

(In 318 U.S. Cities of over 25,000 population)

number of crimes in most categories, while marking up an in-

crease for rape and aggravated assault.

On the basis of a large sample of crime returns in both urban

and rural areas, the estimated total of
u
reportable offenses''

(listed in Table I) for the entire United States in 1942 was

1,436,748. During an average day in that year 31 persons were

feloniously killed, 27 were raped and 142 were attacked with a

deadly weapon. Robberies averaged 129 per day, burglaries 729
and other thefts 2,416. In addition, 459 automobiles were stolen

in the average 24-hour period. The estimated total of these

crimes was 6.2 less in 1942 than in 1941.

Such offenses are not evenly distributed with reference to

population. On the contrary, the New England, middle Atlantic

and north central states consistently show lower crime rates than

those for the rest of the country. The first half of 1943 was no

exception to this general rule (Table II). As noted by many corn-

Table II. Regional Distribution of Crime/ January to June, 1943

(Number per 100,000 inhabitants)

mentators, the persistently high crime rates of the southern tier

of states are attributable largely, if not wholly, to the numerous

crimes committed by and against Negroes in that area.

There is a pronounced tendency toward higher crime rates in

the larger cities, as illustrated in Table III. Recent years, how-

ever, have shown what appeared to be a trend toward higher

rates among Group II cities (between 100,000 and 250,000 popu-

lation) than in Group I cities (over 250,000 population). A simi-

Table UK Distribution of Crime flofe* by Size of C/r/ei

(January to June, 1943)

lar pattern is traced for the first six months of 1943, with Group
II cities in a leading position with respect to negligent man-

slaughter, burglary, auto theft and larcenies generally. In 1943,

Group III cities (between 50,000 and 100,000 population) re-

corded the highest rates as to only one of the eight crime cate-

gories and were in second place as to another. Whereas in 1942

it appeared as though the Group III cities might be tending

toward a higher status in the matter of crime frequency, the indi-

cations for 1943 are that this change in relative status will be

delayed, if it has not already been offset.

The average loss, in terms of dollar value of property stolen,

greatly increased in 1943 as to burglaries and larcenies (10.2%
and 27.1%, respectively), but declined as to robberies (6.7%)
and was virtually unchanged as to auto thefts. Net effect was

that despite the decline in the number of crimes against property,
the losses for 1943 were about as high for the first half of 1943
as for the corresponding period of 1942.

Robberies of oil stations and of banks greatly declined in num-
ber in 1943 (76.9% and 50.0%, respectively) while pocket-

picking and purse-snatching markedly increased (26.2% and

19.9%, respectively). Forcible rape showed an increase of 14.4%
during the first six months of 1943, as compared with the first

half of 1942. The per cent of stolen cars recovered was 97.8 in

1943, as compared with 97.5 in 1942.

The Uniform Crime Reports entered their i4th year in 1943.
In 1943, they included reports from 2,100 cities, towns and vil-

lages, having a combined population of 65,064,727. (See also

CHILD WELFARE; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; KIDNAP-

PING; LAW; POLICE; SECRET SERVICE, U.S.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Uniform Crime Reports (semiannual bulletins) for 1942
and for the first half of 1943, Federal Bureau of Investigation; Judicial
Criminal Statistics, 1941* U.S. Bureau of the Census (1943); Prisoners in
State and Federal Prisons and Reformatories, 1940, U.S. Bureau of the
Census (1943). (BR. S.)

Great Britain. No precise survey of crime in Great Britain

in wartime was possible owing to the withholding of official statis-

tics, but it was known that the amount of crime during 1943 was
one of the smallest on record. Some police and penology authori-

ties attributed this mainly to the all-compelling demands of men
for the armed services and full employment throughout war

industries.

Murders were no more than during peace years. Cases of

housebreaking dropped by a fifth. Those of armed hold-up, rob-

bery with violence, "smash-and-grab" raids on shop windows,

bag-snatching and assaults during blackout hours were far fewer

than anticipated. Bigamy increased, defendants being mostly
service men.

Rigorous official action in detection was believed to have

broken the back of serious "black market" trading. Magistrates
were empowered to increase sentences in cases of summary juris-

diction of "black-marketing" offenses from a maximum of 6

months to 12 months.

During 1943, juvenile delinquency in London rose at one

period to 25% above 1938 figures. Figures for the metropolitan

police area disclosed that 8 out of every 1,000 children between
the ages of 8 and 17 were guilty of offenses. Over the country as

a whole juvenile crime decreased, one Welsh county reporting a

decline of 40% within 12 months.

There was no notable change in penal policy. An official effort

was made to secure a younger magistracy for juvenile courts.

Irregularities at one of these courts at Hereford, which led to the

birching of a boy before an appeal against the sentence couHLbe
lodged, impelled an official inquiry and aroused a new public in-

terest in the procedure of such courts and in birching as a pun-
ishment.

A movement arose among magistrates to extend the system of
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releasing prisoners on probation to cover periods up to three

years, (See also PRISONS.) (P. BN.)

Prnotio ^ "kingdom" formed from Yugoslavia in the north-

Ul udlldi western part of the Balkan peninsula after the Ger-

man aggression of April 1941, when Croats of the fascist terror-

ist organization "Ustasha" set up in Zagreb, the capital of

Croatia, an "independent" Croat regime with Dr. Ante Pavclitch

as head of the new state and as poglavnik (leader) of the Croat

fascists. On May 17, 1941, the Italian prince Aimone was elected

king of Croatia, yet he never dared to set foot on the soil of his

new kingdom.
Croatia has an area of 44,453 sq.mi. with about 7,000,000 in-

habitants, of whom about 5,000,000 are Catholic Croats. The

Mohammedan minority in Bosnia enjoyed a privileged position.

The cruelty and lawlessness of the Croat regime continued to

provoke incessant internal disorders and uprisings in 1943. Dur-

ing long periods whole regions of Croatia were held by guerrilla

forces, especially those organized by General Tito (Josip Brozo-

vich), who for some time had his headquarters in northwestern

Bosnia, not many miles south of Zagreb. The surrender of Italy

in Sept. K)43 made conditions worse. King Aimone was officially

deprived of his throne by a proclamation of Ante Pavclitch on

Sept. 10, and Croatia became a republic under German protecto-

rate instead of a kingdom under Italian protectorate. Nikola

Manclitch, a Bosnian lawyer from Sarajevo, was appointed pre-

mier of the Croat government. The Croat troops lighting in

Russia were brought home to fight the patriots. The Ustasha

secret police was reformed, after a visit of Hcinrich Himmler,
under German leadership. The economic situation was far from

satisfactory, food prices went up to fantastic heights and the

black market flourished. Efforts to win over the former Croat

peasant party and its leader, Dr. Vlatko Matchek, failed. (See

also DALMATIA; MONTENEGRO; YUGOSLAVIA.) (H. Ko.)

Crop Insurance: see AGRICULTURE.

Ion ThnmOC < I89 ?- )> US government

, LCU IllUllldO official, was born in Milton Junc-

tion, Wis. He attended the University of Wisconsin for a brief

time, became salesman for a paper company at the age of 20 and

president of the organization at 23. He subsequently held posi-

tions of importance in several financial institutions. He was

called in to advise Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgcnthau
when the Farm Credit administration was in the process of or-

ganization. He became regional administrator for FCA at St.

Paul and was then chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance

corporation in Washington, 1934-39. Although he wished to leave

to assume an executive post with a utilities firm, he heeded Presi-

dent Roosevelt's request to continue with the FDIC but received

no salary for his work with the government. In March 1942, he

also became Alien Property Custodian. This office, first instituted

by President Wilson during World War I, had lain dormant in

the department of justice for eight years before it was revived in

1942. An administration "trouble-shooter," Crowley came into

the limelight in 1943 as a result of the quarrel between Vice-

President Henry Wallace and Secretary of Commerce Jesse Ii.

Jones. After President Roosevelt had chastised both members of

his administrative family for airing their row, he removed agen-

cies dealing with foreign economic operations from their control.

Roojevelt
then created a new superagency, the Office of Foreign

Economic Warfare, and appointed Crowley administrator of this

bureau in Sept. 1943.

Cruisers: see NAVIES OF THE WORLD.

Pnimit Frank ^ I889" I 943), U.S. stage and radio star. Af-

UlU Hilly liailK ter graduating from Ohio university he went

into vaudeville. His informal act, featuring song and ukelele-

strumming made him a star almost overnight. He appeared in

a succession of musical comedies and played leading man to Julia

Sanderson, whom he later married. The Crumits entered the ra-

dio field in 1928 and won nation-wide popularity as the "Singing

Sweethearts of the Air." They inaugurated the "Battle of the

Sexes" quiz program in 1930. Crumit died in New York city,

Sept. 7.

Crushed Stone: see STONE.

^ sPec^c information was made public on cryolite

after the occupation of Denmark by Germany and

of Greenland by the United States, but apparently adequate

amounts were being obtained from Greenland, since the supply

was officially reported as sufficient to meet current war demands

and essential industrial requirements. (G. A. Ro.)

West Indian republic including the island of the same
h name, the Isle of Pines and other minor islands in its

limits; total area: 44,164 sq. mi. Population (unofficial est., 1942),

4,420,000; a census was started in July, 1943, in preparation for

the 1944 presidential election, but no reports were available at

the close of 1943. The capital is Havana (pop. est., including sub-

urbs, 783,000); other large cities (with est. pop.) are: Santiago,

152,000; Camagiiey, 138,295; Cienfuegos, 92,258; Santa Clara,

99,509; Sancti Spiritus, 92,000; Guantanamo, 68,000. President

in 1943: Colonel Fulgencio Batista.

History. In the winter of 1942-43, Cuba was greatly concerned

over sugar prospects. The 1942 sugar contract with the United

States had been for 4,000,000 short tons, a good percentage of

the normal crop of prewar years. Unfortunately, lack of shipping

had resulted in a failure to move the entire amount, and Cuban
warehouses still held 1,500,000 tons. One of the reasons for con-

cern was uncertainty as to whether the United States would await

delivery before making payment, or not; this worry was removed
in Dec. 1942, by an agreement by which Cuba was given 95% of

the value of the unshipped sugar. Another problem in the situa-

tion was the fact that not only would the U.S. have the stored

sugar to draw upon in 1943, but the same sugar would substantially

reduce storage space available. In February the two countries

finally came to an agreement for the season's production, setting it

at a total of 3,225,000 short tons of which the United States was

to absorb 2,700,000 tons. The amount was well under that of 1942,

but as liberal as could be expected under the circumstances.

In the first half of 1942, shipping conditions improved steadily

and when Cuban representatives went to Washington for early ne-

gotiations over 1944 production, it appeared probable that most of

the 1943 crop would be moved by the end of the year. In August
an agreement was concluded whereby the United States con-

tracted for 4,000,000 short tons. Cuba had desired an increase in

price, in view of generally increasing price levels in wages and in

living costs, but the price fixed was the same as that for the pre-

vious years ($2.65 per 100 lb.). It was agreed, however, that if

prices of sugar should increase in the U.S., a percentage of such

increase should go to Cuba. Attempts to dispose of 100,000,000

gallons of molasses were less successful as late as November,
since prices obtainable were lower than Cuba was willing to

accept. It was expected, however, that most of this product
could be converted into gin for new markets opened by the

liquor shortage developing in the U.S.

In the domestic political field, there was definite activity as

Cuban parties began preparations for the presidential election
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PRESIDENT FULQENCIO BATISTA of Cuba UtnUe, ^ ' ><

examining U.S. motorized equipment sent to the island in 1943
t< ruled)

campaign of 1944. Under the Cuban constitution, President Ba-

tista would be ineligible (no president may hold more than four

consecutive terms), and early in the year he announced that he

was not a candidate. Cabinet reorganizations took place in

March and April; in the ministry set up in March two parties

(the ABC and Communist), formerly in opposition to the

administration, were given representation. Some weakening of

the government coalition developed in May, when Vice-President

Gustavo Cuero Rubio resigned in order to head a newly formed

party. Other leading candidates were Carlos Saladrigas, former

premier and most likely administration candidate, and Ramon
Grau San Martin, leader of the AutAnticos, the strongest opposi-

tion party. The campaign promised to develop largely on per-

sonalities (frequently the case in Cuba) and on a few domestic

issues.

Diplomatic relations between Cuba and Spain, somewhat

strained in 1942, were improved in midsummer of 1943 by the

arrangement of a convention looking toward the release of frozen

credits dating back to the Spanish Civil War. The agreement

promised to restore needed Cuban markets, notably for tobacco.

Other diplomatic enterprises involved a new military and naval

pact with the United States (Feb. i) by which the two nations

continued the co-operation of previous months. In this connec-

tion the two states agreed upon a mutual military conscription

program. One of the reasons for a special legislative session in

January was the arrangement of a treaty of amity with China.

In March friendship of a closer neighbour was signified in the

visit of President Rafael Calder6n Guardia of Costa Rica.

Cuba's new military training program got under way in 1943.

With registration in April, it was expected that 8,000 inductees

would go into the army every four months. Earlier, because of

shortage of officer material, President Batista had ordered re-

called 48 former Cuban army officers who had gone into exile in

1933. The conscript army was not liable for service outside Cuba,
and the administration emphasized the enlistment of several

thousand volunteers who might serve in a possible expeditionary

force.

War conditions still affected the island economy in 1943, in

spite of an eased shipping situation. Price ceilings were set in

July on various food items and on utility charges. A board of

economic warfare was established in June, and censorship of all

types of communication, in April. In August a postwar plan-

ning group was organized; Cuba's experience after World
War I, when the bottom had dropped out of sugar prices, was a

sore memory. In line with the advice of economic advisers, the

government in October ordered the big Tinguaro sugar mill, dam-

aged by fire and not repaired, put in operation at once under

penalty of intervention by the government itself.

A national food congress was held in Havana in September,
and Cubans interested in stimulation of diversified agriculture

continued a program calling for the erection of refrigerator ware-

houses and dehydration plants. In July export of meat and char-

coal was prohibited for a time, with the ban later partially re-

laxed. The widespread shortage of fuels and of rubber and manu-

factured articles affected transportation and the volume of retail

sales.

Education. In 1942, urban and semi-urban elementary schools

numbered 4,227 lower primary schools, with 437,965 students,

and 37 higher primary schools, with 7,741 pupils. Civic-rural

schools (elementary level) numbered 1,113; enrolment, 57,050

pupils. There were 24 secondary schools with 18,664 students,

and 4 arts and trades schools. The National university, at Ha-

vana, had an enrolment of 13,949.

Finance, The Cuban monetary unit is the peso, officially set

at par with the United States dollar. Revenue for 1942 was

95,724,000 pesos; expenditures 104,810,000 (with an additional

appropriation of 16,000,000 pesos made to cover the deficit).

The budget for 1943 was balanced at 89,993,595 pesos. The pub-
lic debt (Jan. i, 1943) was 118.416,000 pesos (111,099,000 exter-

nal; 7,317,000 internal), not including a floating debt of over

50,000,000 pesos. In Oct. 1943, U.S. currency in Cuba totalled

$164,016,729, and Cuban currency amounted to 121,847,112 pesos.

In January, the government was authorized to purchase $15,-

000,000 worth of gold from the United States as a reserve (plus

$5,000,000 U.S. currency) for a new issue (20,408,000 pesos) of

Cuban silver certificates. In March an additional 5,102,000 pesos

of silver certificates were issued. : -*'v

Trade and Communication. No recent trade figures were

available (1941 total value was $345,397,728), but statements

issued indicated that imports for the first half of 1943 were 13%
greater than in a similar period for 1942, and exports were up

26.4%. The Cuban trade balance with the United States for the

first three quarters of 1943 was favourable in the amount of

$103,518,000. Between 80% and 90% of Cuban trade is with

the United States.

Cuba has extensive service with outside countries by sea and

air. For the first half of 1943, air traffic with Miami, Fla., de-

creased, but inter-island traffic increased. A new air mail service

to Mexico was started Jan. i, 1943. Air express shipments

(1942) amounted to 760,027 lb.; air mail to 119,227 Ib. The

railway system is 3,850 mi. in length (1942); the highway sys-

tem amounted to 2,390 mi. improved roads and approximately

2,000 mi. unimproved. The highway maintenance appropriation

for the 1942-43 fiscal year was 95,000 pesos, with 425,000 pesos

available for construction. Lack of motor fuels affected transpor-

tation; by law, cars must use a mixture of 75% alcohol and 25%
gasoline.

Agriculture. The dominant crop is sugar and sugar deriva-

tives. The 1943 crop was set at 3,225,000 short tons (1942:

4,016,000 short tons), of which 2,700,000 tons were taken by the

U.S., 300,000 tons went to other export markets, and 225,000

tons reserved for domestic use. Tobacco production for 1942

was estimated at 51,400,115 lb., and it was expected that the

1943 crop would be about 16% above this figure. The 1943

banana export crop was estimated at 1,800,000 stems (1942:

2,245,000 stems), with disease affecting production. In 1942

Cuba produced 500,000 loofah (gourd) sponges.

An early season drought affected butter production (in 1942

butter exports had been 648,000 lb.; cheese exports, 959,000 lb.).

Minerals. Cuban mineral exports for 1941 showed values of:



ropper $1,329,346; manganese $6.510.131: iron ores $209,924;

chromium ores $1,3 29,496. (Sec also WEST INDIES.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Charles Edward Chapman, A History of the, Cuban
Republic (1927); Russell H. Fitzgibbon, Cuba and the Unitrd States

(iV35). 0* RD -^

( I88 7~ X 943)' U - S - businessman and diplo-

mat, was born Dec. 10 in Milwaukee, Wis.,

member of a wealthy U.S. packing family. He was graduated

from Harvard in 1910 and took his law degree at the University

of Wisconsin, 1913. He practised law in Wisconsin until the U.S.

entered World War I and then served with the A.E.F. in

France. After the war, he resumed his law work and entered

politics. He ran unsuccessfully for governor of Wisconsin, 1916,

on the Democratic ticket, and was later a substantial contributor

to the Democratic presidential campaign fund. After Franklin D.

Roosevelt's election in 1932, Cudahy served successively as U.S.

envoy to Poland, Ireland, Belgium and Luxembourg. He re-

mained at his post in Brussels during the German invasion of

the Low Countries, 1940, and later became an apologist for King

Leopold III, whose capitulation evoked sharp criticism from

Allied nations. Cudahy was killed Sept. 6, during a riding acci-

dent on his estate near Milwaukee, when he was thrown from

his horse.

Cunningham, Sir Andrew Browne ! 1," ",:;,

commander of the British Mediterranean fleet after 1939, was

born in Bishop's Waltham, Hants., England. He entered the royal

navy in 1898. During World War I, Sir Andrew commanded the

destroyer "Scorpion" and staged daring raids against enemy ship-

ping in the Mediterranean. He was a rear admiral in 1933-36, and

was made a vice-admiral commanding a battle cruiser squadron in

1937. He was also lord commissioner of the admiralty and deputy
chief of the naval staff, 1938-39. In April 1940, Sir Andrew,
aboard his flagship "Warspite," led a destroyer flotilla into Narvik

fjord and sank seven German destroyers. Except for the Narvik

battle, he had most of his naval experience in the Mediterranean,
of which he was said to know every bay and inlet. At the out-

break of war in 1939, he was rnade commander in chief of the

Mediterranean fleet, which played an important part in the North

African and Italian victories. In June 1942, he was made a bar-

onet, and in January 1943, he was promoted to the rank of ad-

miral of the fleet. He succeeded Admiral Sir Dudley Pound as

first sea lord and naval chief of staff in Oct. 1943, being replaced
in the Mediterranean by Sir John H. D. Cunningham*

^ Caribbean colony of the Netherlands, composed
t of the islands of Curasao (210 sq.mi,), Bonaire (95

sq.mi.), and Aruba (69 sq.mi.) in the Leeward group some 40
mi. off the coast of Venezuela, and in the Windward Islands, St.

Eustatius (7 sq.mi.), Saba (5 sq.mi.) and the southern portion of

St. Martin (17 sq.mi.). The total area is 436 sq.mi. The total

pop. (1941 official est.) is 109,592 (Curasao Island, 68,217;

Aruba, 31,522; Bonaire, 5,556; St. Eustatius, 1,146; Saba, 1,213;

St. Martin, 1,93$). The official language is Dutch; the majority
of the inhabitants are Roman Catholics. Willemstad (pop., 1939

est., 31,264), on the island of Curasao, is the capital. The colony

is administered by an appointed governor and a majority-elected

council. The governor in 1943 was Dr. Pieter A. Kasteel.

History. Curasao continued to bo important in the war effort

because of petroleum production, and an expansion of refining

facilities took place during 1943- The colony was still affected

by shipping shortages, and scarcity of some items was reported

as well as a 50% increase in price levels. Maximum prices were

set on essentials early in the year, and by March food cards had
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been issued in prospect of later food rationing. Due to the rise

in living costs, government and refinery employees on Aug. 31

were given a 30% wage increase, retroactive to July i, 1943-

Venezuela military observers, sent under mutual agreement
with the colonial administration, arrived in Curasao in March.

Education. The school system possessed 49 elementary

schools (1938) with an enrolment of 11,044.

Finance. The monetary unit is the guilder (value in 1943

approximately 54 cents U.S.). After Jan. i, 1943, a new cur-

rency went into use and United States paper currency was no

longer allowed in circulation. The new coinage was minted in the

United States. The 1944 budget estimated ordinary revenue at

17,748,417 guilders, and extraordinary revenue at 7,166,084 guild-

ers; current expenditures at 13,220,793 guilders, and extraordi-

nary expenditures at 7,690,240 guilders.

Trade and Resources. The main resource of the colony is

the refining of crude petroleum (primarily from Venezuela) on

Aruba and Curasao, with the large refineries further expanded

during the year. This industry accounts for practically the entire

export trade of the islands, and most of the import trade. No
wartime statistics were made public; in 1938 petroleum product

exports were valued at 151,026,135 guilders, petroleum imports
at 138,740,326 guilders. Other imports are largely foodstuffs and

manufactured items, with most articles (except meats from Ar-

gentina) coming from the United States in 1943. Phosphate

mining was at a standstill, since supplies on hand were sufficient

to meet demand for some time to come. Because of labour short-

age the harvesting of aloes ceased in September with only 75%
of the crop gathered (approximately 3,000 cases). In normal

times there are small exports of hides and skins, Panama hats,

crude salt, orange peel and divi-divi for tanning.

Communication. Both Aruba and Curasao have good con-

nections with the outside world by air and steamer lines. Com-
munication with the other islands is largely by small vessels. On
Dec. 3 an air line from Curasao to St. Martin was opened; on
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Dec, 20 the first direct radio-telephone line to the United States

went into operation. (See also HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD
WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Netherlands News, Netherlands Information Bureau
(New York, bi-weekly); J. K. Wright and William van Royen, The Nether-
lands West Indies: Curasao and Surinam (1941). (D. RD.)

Skipped by novelist Ben Ames Williams, the Coun-

try club of Brookline, Mass., won both the Mitchell

and Allen medals in the Grand National Curling club tournament.

It marked the first time in 12 years that one rink had won both

medals, a Brookline entry having last scored a double in 1931.

Novelist Williams' curlers defeated another Brookline rink, 15-

10, to win the Mitchell medal, and out-stoned Utica, N.Y., 14-

9, for the Allen medal. The Country club of Brookline added

further to its curling honours by winning the Dykes trophy,

awarded to the winner of the junior rink event. Broo'dine de-

feated Utica, 17-5, in the Dykes final. Junior curlers are those

who have not competed regularly in the Grand National. In the

annual competition between the United States and Canada, the

latter won the Gordon International medal. Detroit won the

Waterloo trophy in the annual Ontario bonspiel at Toronto, de-

feating the Hamilton Victoria rink, 17-13, in the final.

(M. P. W.)

Currency: see COINAGE.

Curtin, John
(1885- ), Australian statesman, born Jan.

8 at CreswT

ick, Victoria, Australia. Educated

in the state schools, Curtin later became actively engaged in poli-

tics and labour journalism. As general secretary of the Victorian

Timber Workers' union, 1911-15, and editor of the Westralian

Worker, 1917-28, he became an exponent of the Australian La-

bour party's dual traditions of nationalism and theoretical social-

ism. During World War I, he was secretary of the anticonscrip-

tion campaign. He was a member of the Australian house of rep-

resentatives, serving from 1928 to 1931 and again from 1934 to

1941. During the latter period he was leader of the Federal

Labour party and the parliamentary opposition. He succeeded

Arthur Fadden as prime minister of Australia Oct. 3, 1941.

Throughout 1942 and early 1943 Curtin stressed the danger

of invasion and warned the Allies against underestimating Japa-

nese power. To prevent such an invasion by carrying the war to

the enemy he sponsored a bill allowing conscripted'troops to be

sent outside Australian territory. The bill was passed in the

senate Feb. 18, 1943, but was later defeated in the house. On

June 7, Curtin announced his belief that the danger had passed.

On June 24 a vote of nonconfidcnce in the ministry was defeated,

and on Aug. 21 the party was re-elected.
,

In a speech made at Adelaide Aug. 14, Curtin proposed that

an empire council be established to discuss matters of empire

policy.

With bicycles on the war ration list and with most

of the riders in the service of their respective coun-

tries, cycling activity was reduced to a minimum for the year

1943, and for the second year, the names of existing champions

based on the last year of competition (1941) were kept on the

record books. For the fourth year the colourful and popular

international six-day bicycle race was called off. Similarly there

was no competition for world titles and cycling organizations

such as the American Bicycling league of America, the National

Cycling association and the Century Road club were without

competition. However, an encouraging announcement was made

by Cy Panitch, president of the Bicycle Club of America, who

said that membership in that organization had increased 25% in

1943-

Furman Kugler, second ranking rider in America, won the

New Jersey state cycling championship, in one of the rare title

events, with a total of 16 points, having finished first in the

5 -mi. and lo-mi. races sponsored by the Amateur Bicycle league
of America.

A summary of the 1941 records, which still stood in 1943,

follows:

The N.C.A. sprint championship was won by Tom Saetta of

Brooklyn, while Mike DeFilipo of Newark won the paced title.

The A.B.L. senior road championship was won by Marvin

Thompson of Chicago, and the junior title went to Andrew

Bernadsky of San Francisco. The girls' champion was Jean
Michels of Chicago.

The track championships of the A.B.L. were won by Bob
Stauffacher of San Francisco, who triumphed in the senior class,

and Chuck Edwards of Chicago, winner among the juniors.

Stauffacher also captured the Century Road club's senior title.

The A.B.L. of America selected an ail-American cycling group
as shown in (.he table.

Name
George Hurlburt, Jr.
Furman Kugler
Jerry Kandler
Iggy Gronkowski, Jr.

George Woof
Johnny Weber
James Dolle
Isamer Fiyuyatna
George Edge
Harry Naismyth
Bruce Burgess
Francis McCabe

City

Buffalo

Somerville, N.J.
Milwaukee
Buffalo
San Francisco
Milwaukee
Irvington, Ind.

Honolulu
Philadelphia
Somerville, N.J.
Irvington, Ind.

Honolulu

Points

275
195
190
US
98
85
84
79
74
67
65
64

Other events in 1941, the last of their kind to be held for

the duration, included an international bike race over the Inter-

American highway from Tegucigalpa, Honduras, to Guatemala

City. The Guatemala team won with Fraterno Vila, iS-year-old

star, pedalling at the rate of 15 m.p.h. Tommy Hayes of Dallas,

Texas, won the seventh annual national loo-mi, motorcycling

championship, winning in the amazing time of 1:15:46.51. Also,

the six-day bike race which was held in Montreal, Canada, was

won by the team of Angelo DeBacco of Newark, N.J., and

Rene Cyr of Montreal. Second place was taken by the popular
team of Jules Audy of Montreal and Cecil Yates of Chicago.

(T. J. D.)

C.Y.O.: see CATHOLIC ORGANIZATIONS FOR YOUTH.

Cyprus: see MEDITERRANEAN, BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN THE.

Czechoslovakia.
Czechoslovakia, a republic in central Eu-

rope, was dismembered in 1938-39 as a

result of axis aggression (see BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA; SLOVAKIA).
The area of Czechoslovakia was 54,244 sq.mi., the pop. (1930

census) 14,729,536. The Czechoslovak government was reconsti-

tuted in 1940 in England and recognized by all the Allies as a

member of the United Nations. President (1943) Dr. Eduard

Benes; prime minister, Msgr. Jan Sramek.

History. During 1943 the Czechs and Slovaks in their home-

land continued the struggle for national liberation. Their hopes
there were concentrated upon their government in England, upon
the Czechoslovak army trained in Great Britain, and upon the

reconstitution of the democratic Czechoslovak republic through
the defeat of Germany. On Aug. 5, 1942, the British government

officially repudiated the Munich agreement of Sept. 1938, and

thus recognized Czechoslovakia's frontiers as of before Sept. 1938.

The soviet union took the same line.

The Czechoslovak government in London represented all the

different elements of the republic Czechs, Slovaks and the

Carpatho-Russians of Ruthenia. The latter were represented by
two members* in the Czechoslovak state council, Dr. Pavel Cibere
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and Ivan Petrusak, an active trade union journalist. Though
Ruthenia is inhabited by a population related to the Ukrainians

and Russians, the soviet government officially recognized Ruthe-

nia as part of Czechoslovakia. The soviet union raised its min-

ister to Czechoslovakia to the rank of ambassador, and on Jan.

29, 1943, the soviet ambassador Alexander Bogomolov presented

his credentials to President BeneS, accompanied by two coun-

sellors and the military attache of the embassy.

Throughout the year Czechoslovakia maintained the most cor-

dial relations with all the leading United Nations. Msgr. Jan

Sramek, the premier of the government, broadcast on Sept. 2, the

fourth anniversary of the war, a message to Czechoslovakia in

which he said: "We wish to deepen our bond of alliance with

Great Britain, the United States, and with France, whose return

to the ranks of the great European powers we consider absolutely

essential. We also wish to continue in our close collaboration

with the soviet union and we believe it unconditionally necessary

for Russia to take a permanent part in the European politics."

The wise and moderate policy of the Czechoslovak government

strengthened Czechoslovakia's diplomatic position and prestige

among the United Nations. In pursuance of this policy President

BeneS arrived on Dec. n, 1943, in Moscow to sign a treaty of

friendship between Czechoslovakia and the soviet union. He was

received with extraordinary honours, and the soviet government
made clear the great importance which it attached to its relations

with Czechoslovakia, thus cementing the long-lasting friendship

between the two countries. On Dec. 12 Foreign Commissar Molo-

tov on behalf of the soviet union, and the Czechoslovak ambassa

dor ZdenSk Fierlinger on behalf of his republic, signed a treaty

of friendship, mutual assistance and postwar collaboration be-

tween the two countries. Like the British-soviet treaty of 1941,

the agreement was concluded for 20 years, and for additional

periods of five years if not renounced by one of the parties 12

months before expiration.

The two powers promised mutual assistance in the war against

Germany and her satellites, as well as postwar collaboration.

They pledged not to enter into negotiations with any German

government which did not renounce aggression explicitly, and in

the postwar period to render mutual military assistance in case

Germany resumed the Drang nach Osten policy. Both countries

promised noninterference in the internal affairs of the other state.

It was of highest importance that the two countries declared

the treaty open for a third power, bordering on the two states

and an object of German aggression, to join the treaty, thus

making it a tripartite agreement. This invitation was aimed at

Poland, with whom Czechoslovakia had entered into an agreement
on Jan. 23, 1942, and with whom the Czechoslovaks wished to

establish the most favourable relationship. Upon leaving Moscow
Dec. 22, President BeneS told the press that his government and

the soviet union hoped to reach an agreement with Poland con-

cerning a stable peace and steps to prevent future aggression by

Germany.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Four Fight-

ing Years (London, 1943); Cecily Mackworth, Czechoslovakia Fights Bac':

(London, 1943). (H. Ko,)

n<lfna Allan DnU ( l883~ I 943)> Canadian physician, was

UdlUC, ftlldll nOJ born May 29 at Madoc, Ont., the son of

a country doctor. He took his degree in medicine at the medical

school of the University of Toronto in 1907 and practised in sev-

eral Canadian mining towns before settling in Callander, an

Ontario lumbering community. On the morning of May 28, 1934,

ife was called to the farmhouse of Oliva Dionne, a French Cana-

dian farmer, to attend a childbirth. In the short space of an

hour, Dr. Dafoe delivered five baby girls to Mme. Dionne Con-

vinced that the infants could not live, he baptized them sep-

arately. The children, however, did survive, and then Dr. Dafoe

realized that in delivering quintuplets, he had made medical

history. He became legal guardian of the five Dionne babies,

but resigned in 1939 because of friction with the parents of

the children. Thereafter, Dr. Dafoe devoted most of his time

to the children in his capacity as a personal physician. He be-

came nearly as famous as his five protegees and his life was

fictionalized in moving pictures. He died of pneumonia in a

hospital at North Bay, Ont., June 2.

Dahomey: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Dairy Industry, Bureau of: see AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

ADMINISTRATION.

Roiruinir ^e num^cr f m*^ cows *n ^e United States at

Udll jflll(> the beginning of 1943 was estimated by the U.S.

department of agriculture to be 26,946,000 head compared to

26,398,000 head in 1942 and a lo-year average of 25,316,000

head. The number in 1943 set a new record but only a little more

than equal to the high point reached in 1934. The increasing de-

mand for dairy products caused an improvement in the breeding

and feeding of the dairy cattle, thereby increasing production

more than merely by the increase of numbers. An increased

number of heifer calves were being kept for cows, indicating a

continued increase through the year. The severe shortage of dairy

feeds, particularly in the greater dairy states, caused the mar-

keting of a large number of cows and calves. The feed shortage

also reduced the milk production per cow toward the end of

1943. The amount of the more concentrated feeds used was less

than in 1942 because of the great difficulty in buying these

feeds in the New England states. In the corn belt, heavy feeding

was practised though the amount of milk produced was not equal
to that of 1942.

The milk production of 1943 was about the same as in 1942,

being estimated at 118,000,000,000 Ib. compared tp 119,240,-

000,000 Ib. in 1942 and the 1937-41 average of 107,903,000,000
Ib. The expansion of fluid milk consumption caused a reduction

in the manufacture of cheese and dried and evaporated milk in

1943. Consumption of fluid milk in large cities was estimated to

be 15% above the 1942 level and 34% above the 1935-39 aver-

age. The War Food administration asked the dairymen for a

production of 122,000,000,000 Ib. of milk in 1944, which would

require 2% increase in the number of cows and better feeding in

order to produce at least 50 Ib. more of milk per cow. (See also

BUTTER; CHEESE; MILK.) (J. C. Ms.)

A Yugoslav province, formerly a part of Austria,
on the northeastern shore of the Adriatic sea,

inhabited by Croats. When Yugoslavia collapsed under German
aggression in April 1941, part of the Dalmatian roast, including
the important naval ports of Cattaro and Spalato, w..s directly
annexed by Italy, while a smaller part, including Ragusa, became
officially part of Croatia, but was put under Italian military
control.

This Italian military control came to a sudden end in 1943,
when Italy surrendered to the Allies. A small part of the Italian

army joined the Yugoslav patriot forces, the arms and supplies
of some Italian divisions fell into the hands of the Yugoslav
guerrillas, while the occupation of the country was taken over by
the German army. The incessant warfare which Serb and Croat

patriots had formerly waged against the Italian forces of occupa-
tion were now resumed against the German forces of occupation.
The Partisan army under General Tito (Josip Brozovich) suc-
ceeded even in capturing for a short time Spalato and other im-

portant cities of the Dalmatian coast, but had to abandon them



DOUGLAS DAM of th-j ee Valley authority on the French Broad river

in eastern Tennessee, was placed in operation in March 1943 after a record-

breaking construction period of 12 months and 19 days. The dam is 161
feet high and 1,682 feet long and was built at a cost of $36,500,000

under increased German pressure. (Sec also CROATIA; MONTE-
NEGRO; YUGOSLAVIA.) (H. Ko.)

.

DORIC
^n ^ay I7> I943 '

thc ro^al air f rce attacked and
Udlllo. severely damaged the Mohne, Sorpe and Eder dams
in Germany, releasing at least 75% of the stored water and caus-

ing the most severe floods on record in the Ruhr valley and along
the Rhine river below Duisburg-Ruhrort.

Several 1,500 Ib. mines were dropped against the upstream face

of the dams from planes flying over them at altitudes of less

than 100 ft. to enable accurate placing of the explosives. After

repeated attacks for more than an hour, in the face of heavy
anti-aircraft fire from gun emplacements on the dam itself, a

breach about 100 yd. wide was made in the centre of the Mohne
dam. The Eder dam was broken down in two places, making a

breach almost as wide as at the Mohne dam. The Sorpe dam was
also breached. .

v

The Mohne dam, a curved gravity structure of stone masonry,

131 ft. high and 2,132 ft. long, was built in 1913, creating a reser-

voir of 110,255 ac.ft. capacity. The Sorpe dam, 197 ft. high,

created a reservoir of 65,666 ac.ft. capacity. Together, the Mohne
and Sorpe dams controlled almost three-fourths of the Ruhr river

watershed and about two-thirds of the water storage in the in-

dustrial area of the Ruhr.

The Eder dam, a curved gravity concrete structure, 157 ft.

high and 1,312 ft. long, was built in 1914, creating the, largest

reservoir in Europe with a capacity of 163,760 ac.ft. It controlled

the flow of the Weser river for navigation and flood protection.
This reservoir was completely emptied through the breach.

Besides the damage caused by the flooding of industrial plants
and the sweeping away of bridges and railway embankments, the

loss of this tremendous amount of storage seriously affected some

300 waterworks and pumping stations, extensive canal systems
for navigation, and many hydroelectric plants, the backbone of

this great industrial region of Germany.
In the United States, at the Central valley project in Cali-

fornia, construction of Shasta dam, second largest concrete dam
in the world, was over 80% complete by April 1943, with 5,000,-

ooo cu.yd. of concrete in place.

In the Tennessee valley, construction of Fontana dam, largest

and highest concrete dam east of the Rocky mountains and
world's fourth largest concrete dam, was over 50% complete on

Nov. i, 1943, with 1,500,000 cu.yd. of concrete in place and con-

struction proceeding at the rate of 200,000 cu.yd. of concrete

per month.

Douglas dam, also in the Tennessee valley, was closed and

filling of the reservoir started by Feb. 1943, 13 months after

authorization of construction. This remarkable accomplishment
was made possible by the fact that Douglas dam was almost an

exact duplicate of the concrete section of Cherokee dam, com-

pleted in 1942, and it was possible to use the same plans and

Chief Dome Comp/etoe/ or Under Construction During 79-43

*I Irrigation, C Completed in 1943, U Under construction, F Flood control, W Water supply, P Power.
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construction equipment with only slight changes.

The Mexican national commission of irrigation completed work

in 1943 on the main structure of El Azucar dam, an earthfill four

miles long on the San Juan rivef. Much work remained, how-

ever, on the spillway which has a capacity of 706,000 cu.ft. per

sec. In Argentina, the Medrano dam, a low diversion dam on the

Tunuyan river, was replaced by the Tiburcio Senegas dam to

irrigate 132,145 ac. The Kariba dam, proposed as a postwar

project by the government of Southern Rhodesia, was to be built

in Kariba gorge of the Zambesi river, 200 mi. below Victoria

falls, to provide hydroelectric power and water for irrigation.

The table on page 221 includes 20 of the many important dams

of the world completed or under construction during 1943. (See

also AQUEDUCTS; IRRIGATION; TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.)

. (B. O. M.)

Ballroom. In 1943, schools throughout the U.S.

* reported heavy enrolments in social dancing, far ex-

ceeding those of the "dance-boom years" prior to and during

World War I. .-,,;

People always dance more in wartime than in peacetime. It's

the natural reaction to tense times. But never before had the

urge to do a little plain and fancy rug-cutting been so wide-

spread as in 1943. It was a year in which ballroom dancing

stepped far beyond its former role of social pastime and be-

came many things to many people.

In 1943, people who had never taken a rhythmic step before

in their lives turned to the dance floor. Staid civilians, here-

tofore content to fill spectator roles, took up dancing for re-

laxation, for escape, as a panacea for war nerves and a release

for pent-up emotions. The U.S.O. halls, canteens, and various

centres where service men gathered accented dancing as a means

of recreation and fun. Defense plants all over the country dis-

covered in music and dancing an antidote for clock-watching,

fatigue, absenteeism.

In a recent survey of defense plants where the debutante

worked side by side with ex-stenographers and home girls it was

found that music and dancing speeded up production at least 8%.
The workers danced during rest periods and lunch hours, and

by the end of 1945 there were approximately 2,000 plants in the

U.S. fully equipped with special floors, recorded music, loud-

speakers and various other "ballroom" facilities.

The urge to dance came from the workers themselves. It was

a way of expression the initiated saw coming long before U.S.

entry into the war. At that time emphasis was placed on par-

ticipation or group dances which were later to become favourites

YOUNG MALE AND FEMALE REACTIONS to the "jive" dance music of Harry
James during a concert in a N*w York theatre in April 1943. James was the

year's favourite bandleader of the nation's "jitterbugs"

in U.S.O. centres and other gathering places frequented by serv-

ice men. The participation dances are conducive to "mixing/' and

are therefore infallible ice-breakers. They were favourites in

both civilian and military circles and bade fair to remain popular

for the duration.

The war brought this development in the modern dance: a

tempo either very slow or very fast. There was no middle-

ground the medium tempo was in 1943 practically extinct.

Examples of this trend were the fast fox trot, danced to the

rousing, swashbuckling "Pistol-Packin' Mama," and the slow

fox trot, timed to the dreamy and sentimental
"
People Will

Say We're in Love." It remained for Salt Lake City to coin the

most amusing name for the slow-motion fox trot: "Holy Kiss

Dance."

Perhaps because the fox trot is an adaptable step which can

fit into either fast or slow tempo, it stood out as the most popu-
lar modern dance in 1943. There were flares of interest in the

tango and the polka during 1943, but these dances seemed defi-

nitely on the wane. The once-popular conga,was scarcely more
than a vague prewar memory.
The rumba continued to gain adherents, especially among

younger dancers. The radio and the movies carried the lilting

rumba rhythms far into the hinterlands, and the dance became

nationally known and generally popular. The tango, introduced

by the Vernon Castles shortly before World War I, had no

such means of exploitation and never won such widespread

popularity. Sharing favour with the rumba was that lively, chal-

lenging newcomer, the samba. The samba, a product of Brazil,

gained new impetus after it had been nationally exhibited in a

Walt Disney short.

Perhaps one reason why the samba and the rumba continued

to hold the affection of dancers was that they allowed for much

originality among individual couples.

The year 1943 saw a renewed interest in that most romantic

of all dances, the waltz. This dance, which only a few years
before was monopolized by the older generation, found increas-

ing favour with the young. People of all ages were waltzing in

1943. The cause was not hard to find. Never before had there

been such a wealth of romantic tunes, or such a wholesale re-

vival of the old familiar waltz melodies. People like to hear the

old familiar songs, and to dance the old familiar steps.

But the rumba and the waltz were, after all, created in other

countries. The American spirit of nationalism still stood firmly

behind the appeal of the jitterbug steps that originated on native

soil. So strong was that- appeal that Life magazine in Nov. 1943,
devoted its front cover and nine full pages to the jitterbug,

hailing the "Lindy Hop" as "the true national folk dance of

America." Because of its strenuous routine, this type of dance
was usually indulged in by the young, whose exuberance it ex-

pressed so well.

For many seasons it was possible to tell from what section of

the countr> a "rug-cutter" came, simply by the step he did

and the name he called it. There were any number of picturesque
versions of the "Lindy Hop," which is the basic, nationally
known jitterbug routine. Each section had its own pet steps. In

Los Angeles there was the "Balboa," and in various parts of

the country there were jive dances bearing such provocative
titles as "Jersey Jump," "Flea Hop," "Jig Walk," etc.

But, with the war, New Yorkers suddenly found themselves in

military camps and defense centres all over the country. Girls

and boys from small communities invaded large cities by the

hundreds of thousands. On bleak plains and in barren spots,
mushroom1 cities surrounding defense plants sprang up overnight.
There was no time for sectional differences. The Jitterbug steps
done in Manhattan were learned and adapted by young people
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from every state in the union and they, in turn, gave out steps

of their own improvisation.

The result was a surprising standardization of a dance whose

chief characteristic had been diversity. The jitterbug, still in a

stage of transition, began to fall into a definite pattern. It was

no strange thing in 1943 to see a girl from Indiana or Texas

dance with a boy just arrived from New York and never miss

a step.

Arthur Murray, at the request of the Office of War Informa-

tion, created two special participation dances. One of these,

'The Victory Walk," is danced to marching tempo. The other,

created for the tune, "Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammuni-

tion," is equally lively and gay. Despite the fact that these

dances won national approval, they did not sweep the country

off its feet. Nor was this surprising. It is an established fact that

dances born in wartime are shortlived. Steps popular before the

war continued in favour. Before World War I the Vcrnon Castles

popularized the "animal" dances, such as the "Bunny Hug,"
"Lame Duck," "Turkey Trot," etc. It was not until 1919 that

new rhythms and steps made their appearance. (A. Mu.)
Ballet. U.S.O. shows used all types of dancing and dancers,

and found the men in the service highly appreciative of the best.

At the performance of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo at Fort

Monmouth, Fort Hancock, etc., the dancers were received with

the greatest enthusiasm by the soldiers. At the New York City

American Theatre Wing canteen, alone, at least 520 dancers ap-

peared.

The department of agriculture in its 1943 educational drive

for food conservation and against the black market, used the

dancer, Tamiris, in a principal role in its dance-play, "It's Up
To You."

In the defense plants, the "Lunchtime Follies," directed by
Lil Liandrc, relaxed, delighted and educated the workers with

popular and serious dance acts.

Throughout the country local dancing teachers organized their

advanced pupils into performing groups and sent them to nearby

camps, canteens, soldiers' hospitals and war benefits. Hundreds of

schools gave at least one performance every week as their con-

tribution to morale.

In the entertainment world of theatre, movie and concert,

dance also became more popular through the need of lively, col-

ourful, dynamic entertainment. Almost every Broadway show

had a featured dance attraction and many had full fledged ballets

by leading choreographers. To mention just a few such "hits":

(i) Carmen Jones, ballet by Eugene Loring; (2) Early to Bed,

premier dancer Jane Deering playing leading ingenue and danc-

ing role; (3) Oklahoma! ballet by Agnes de Mille; (4) One

Touch of Venus, ballet by de Mille; (5) Rosalinda, ballet by
William Dollar; (6) The Merry Widow, choreographed by Bal-

anchine with incidental dances by leading ballet stars.

In rehearsal for 1944 were shows with ballets by Massine,

Arthur Mahoney, Tamiris, Catherine Littlefield, Charles Weidman
and others.

The Metropolitan Opera company faced the criticism of long

standing at the historic Opera Guild's Round Table discussion

headed by Mrs. John de Witt Peltz. Agnes de Mille, Anton Dolin,

La Meri and Alexis Dolinoff helped to point out the causes of

criticism of the ballet at the "Met." One admirable outcome of

the discussion was that Marina Svetlova, a real prima ballerina,

was acquired by the "Met."

Touring dance companies did a sell-out business but suffered

considerably from travel conditions. The Ballet Russe de Monte

Carlo started its season on the road without a New York opening.

It presented four new ballets including The Red Poppy by
Schwezoff

,
The Cuckold's Fair by Pilar Lopez, Etude by Nijinska

and Ancient Russia by Nijinska. Lubov Roudenko and M.
Mladova left the company to be featured in Broadway attrac-

tions.

Ballet Theatre had its usual opening season at the Metropolitan

Opera House, presenting the following new ballets: Fair of

Sorochinsk with choreography by Lichine, Dim Lustre with

choreography by Tudor, Pictures of Goya with choreography

by Argentinita, and Mademoiselle Angot with choreography

by Massine. The most noteworthy of these was the one by Ar-

gentinita, adding as it did a brilliant, varied and artistic episode
in the best Spanish manner.

The illness of Alicia Markova gave opportunity to Alicia

Alonzo to play the leading role in Giselle] to Nora Kaye in

Romeo and Juliet; and to Rosella Hightower as the Swan

Queen in Swan Lake. After the New York season was over,

Nana Gollner with her husband, Paul Petroff, joined the company
from South America. Irina Baronova took a leave of absence

from the company in the spring but did not return in the fall.

Karen Conrad and Sono Osato also left the company for Broad-

way contracts.

Colonel W. de Basil's Original Ballet Russe was practically

disbanded when Colonel de Basil made an arrangement with the

Teatro de Colon in Buenos Aires, Arg., to become its director and

retain only about a dozen members of the company as a resident

ballet.

Mia Slavenska, erstwhile ballerina of the Ballet Russe de

Monte Carlo, started her own dance ensemble and opened her

cross-country tour of 70 bookings the last week in 1943. Her

program consisted of divertissement, classic, character and mod-
ern with a new 3o-minute ballet, Belle Starr. Slavenska's part-

ner was the young American dancer and choreographer, David
Tihmar. Slavenska and Tihmar shared honours not only as solo-

ists but as choreographers of the company. Other members of the

company were Jack Gansert, Norma Vaslavina and Audrey
Keane.

Another new company to make its debut late in the year
was the American Concert ballet, a group of young dancers and

choreographers \vho banded together in a co-operative enterprise

to produce an outstanding program of four ballets: The Five

Gifts of Life by William Dollar, Mother Goose Suite by Todd
Bolender and Sailor Bar by Mary Jane Shea. Balanchine lent

the company his blessing and his ballet Concerte Baroco to

Bach music.

Edwin Strawbridge's America Dances, a ballet on American

history, started on tour for young audiences in December. Miriam

Marmein continued her yearly coast to coast tour presenting

drama dances. Angna Enters continued to paint, write books and

give recitals. La Meri moved to larger quarters and opened an

intimate theatre where she continued her fortnightly perform-
ances of the ethnologic dance. Martha Graham gave a Broadway
recital after two years' absence. Ruth St. Denis worked in an

aeroplane plant for a while in Los Angeles "to do her bit," but

later devoted her entire time to teaching classes in "temple

dancing." Ted Shawn conducted his summer school at Jacob's

Pillow with a faculty representing many phases of the dance.

The Duncan Guild continued to grow and present conferences

and recitals on the work of Isadora Duncan. Many schools and

colleges ran special dance sessions with special dance faculties.

National Dance week was celebrated for the ninth consecutive

year throughout the U.S

In* soviet Russia the soldiers continued to dance behind the

lines to keep up their health, spirits and courage. The soviet

government considered dancing so important that it frequently

sent lengthy cablegrams to the American press about its new
ballets and their dance artists. The periodic dance festivals were
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observed under any and all conditions. The leading dancers went

to the front continually to entertain the soldiers and the famous

tripartite conference took time out to see the soviet ballet

dance "Swan Lake."

The Sadler's Wells ballet carried on in London and in the

provinces with the biggest audiences ever known. New ballets

were added and the prewar favourites continued. The Ballet

Rambert carried the dance to the defense workers with signal

success. The Jooss ballet, with a company of 26, established

themselves in a new headquarters in the Arts theatre at Cam-

bridge, and from there toured the country with two new ballets

as well as old favourites redone with their erstwhile brilliance.

Ballroom and folk dancing continued to flourish in England

and the London Dancing Times reached America regularly each

month.

In the United States, Dance Magazine, published by Rudolf

Orthwine, who took over the American Dancer and Dance and

made them into a new magazine in 1942, continued its policy of

representing the whole field of the dance. It added a Teachers'

edition that dealt with technical information for the professional

and a Skating department edited by Alan E. Murray, the skater

who first translated Cecchetti to the skating world.

Certainly skating was slowly but surely becoming the dance on

ice. What is more, Gloria Nord, lead in the Roller Skating show,

was an erstwhile dancer and referred to as the rollerina and

ballerina on wheels.

Catherine Littlefield, ballet dancer and choreographer, offici-

ated in 1943 at the Center Theatre Ice show and Sonja Henie's

yearly extravaganza. Dance producer Chester Hale choreographed

the "Ice Capades" and dancer Harry Losee the movie version.

There were functioning versions of local civic dance groups of

varying sizes and excellence from the full time performance San

Francisco Ballet company to the creative children's ballet com-

panies that gave one or two performances a year. In 1943, the

Dancing Masters of America under the leadership of Anna M.

Greene gave the movement new impetus by sponsoring the or-

ganization of civic ballet by its local clubs throughout the coun-

try. (L. MH.)

Danchenko, Vladimir Nemirovich ;<:;;: *.i
and director of the Moscow Art theatre, was born in Tiflis. A
successful writer of novels and drama, he appeared frequently

on the amateur stage and in 1891 was put in charge of the Mos-

cow Philharmonic school's drama department. With the late

Stanislavsky, noted Russian actor and producer, he founded the

Moscow Art theatre in 1898 in a move to lift the national theatre

from its artificiality and stagnation. They introduced plays by
the younger generation of Russian writers and brought a spirit

of realism and vitality to the stage. The Moscow Art theatre

achieved a world-wide reputation, toured the continent with great

success and in 1926 made a 26-week road tour of the United

States. His last production, Last Days of Pushkin by Bulgakov,
had its premiere only two weeks before his death. He published

My Life in the Russian Theatre (1936), and shortly before his

death received a state premium for war services awarded him by
Stalin. He died in Moscow, April 25.

An institutiorl whollX undergraduate,
. for men, at Hanover, N.H. Civilian

enrolment of 361 during the summer 1943 term was lowest since

18*94. Normal enrolment was maintained, however, with assign-

ment to Dartmouth of the largest navy V-i> unit in the U.S.,

totalling 2,000 navy and marine trainees in the Navy College

Training program. The college provided all instruction, housing

, V. N* D.A.R.
and messing for the unit. New freshmen trainees were received

every four months. The majority of military students followed

prescribed curricula for a total of four 1 6-week terms preparing

for midshipmen's schools and commissions as deck officers, or

marine officer training schools and commissions in the marine

corps. Other trainees at Dartmouth were preparing for medical,

engineering, supply and aviation commissions. President Hop-
kins announced that Dartmouth would continue to offer its

liberal arts curriculum to all civilian students qualifying for ad-

mission even though this number became steadily smaller. For

statistics of enrolment, faculty, endowment, library volumes, etc.,

sec UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (S. C. HA.)

( l85~ I 943>, British economist and eu-

genist, fourth son of Charles Robert

Darwin, was born Jan. 15. He attended Woolwich Royal Mili-

tary academy, and was later instructor at the school of military

engineering in Chatham, 1877-82. He served on the intelligence

staff in the war office, 1885-90 and left the army in the latter

year with the rank of major. In 1892 he became liberal unionist

member of parliament for the Lichfield division of Stafford-

shire. He was president of the Royal Geographic society,

1908-11, and of the Eugenics Education society, 1911-28. He
also held the post of chairman of the Bedford College for

Women, University of London, 1913-20. He wrote several books

on economics and eugenics, among which were Bimetallism

(1898), Municipal Trade (1903) and The Need for Eugenic Re-

form (1926). He died in Sussex, March 21.

Dashwood, Mrs. Elizabeth M.: see DELAFIELD, E. M.

Daughters of the American Revolution,

Motinnol Cnfiiotu nl The National Society of Daugh-
NdUUIIdl ODCIBlJ Ul. ters of the American Revolution

was founded in 1890 for historical, educational and patriotic

purposes. Membership: about 145,000 in 2,570 chapters. Presi-

dent general: Mrs. William H. Pouch. Headquarters: Adminis-

tration Building, 1720 D St. N.W., Washington, D.C.
The society adopted as its principal war project the D.A.R.

war project fund, resulting from voluntary contributions of $i

or more from members, to be used to further the blood plasma
program and to purchase surgical and medical life-saving equip-
ment. In Oct. 1943 this fund totalled $162,000, from which

purchases have been made through the American Red Cross of

33 mobile blood donor units, 17 stationary blood donor centres,

8 station wagons, 2 Buick sedans and i truck. Over $33,000,000
in war bonds and stamps were subscribed by members and
thousands of buddy bags were sent to members of the armed
forces.

During 1943, gifts totalling $77,000 for 14 approved schools

for foreign-born and southern mountaineers were approved.

Regular activities included instruction in the right use of leisure

and respect for rights of others to 235,000 children in 7,200

Junior American Citizens clubs, which in one Pennsylvania city

invested $65,000 in war stamps; and distribution of 300,000
manuals for citizenship in 16 languages, to aid in naturalization.

High school seniors from every state, winners of the Good

Citizenship contest, were given a war bond in lieu of the regular

award of a trip to Washington, since the society now holds its

annual congresses outside of Washington city during the war

period. About 53,900 copies of the National Defense News
were distributed, as well as hundreds of thousands of Flag Codes

and copies of other patriotic and educational literature. Through
118 clubs the society furthered its educational endeavours in
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training girls in homemaking. A student loan fund is main-

tained to assist worthy young persons in the pursuit of educa-

tion. (H. R. P.)

Davies, Joseph Edward #*,
in Watertown, Wis. He was graduated from the University of

Wisconsin, 1898, and received his law degree from the same

school in 1901. Admitted to the Wisconsin bar in the latter year,

he practised law until 1913. During this period he also held office

as state's attorney from 1902 to 1906. He was associated with

the federal trade commission, 1914-18, and after an unsuccessful

candidacy for the senate in 1918, he established a law practice in

Washington. In 1936, President Roosevelt asked him to become

U.S. ambassador to the soviet union. The assignment was ac-

cepted eagerly and on Nov. 16 became official. The next two

years were spent in carrying out the famous "mission to Mos-

cow." Davies was extremely popular with the Russians and was

largely responsible for the excellent relationship that developed

between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. He left the soviet union in

1938 and was named ambassador to Belgium. He was recalled to

Washington in Jan. 1940 to serve as a special assistant to Secre-

tary of State Cordell Hull. After his return to the U.S., Davies

emphasized the necessity for mutual confidence and the closest

co-operation with the soviet union. In May 1943, he carried a

personal message from President Roosevelt to Premier Stalin.

In the light of subsequent events, it was surmised that Davies had

laid the groundwork for the Moscow and Tehran conferences,

field at the end of 1943. He wrote Mission to Moscow (1941),

an "inside" story of Russia which was later made into a motion

picture.

RflUIC Phoctor PhoHoC (l887
~

} U S government

UdVlO, UllCOlCI blldllCO official, was born Nov. 17 near

Linden, Dallas Co., Iowa. He was graduated with a bachelor's

degree from Grinnell college, Iowa, 1911, and upon leaving

school was associated with several journalistic enterprises in

South Dakota and Montana. In 1921 he became commissioner of

agriculture and labour for the state of Montana; four years

later he was director of grain marketing for the Illinois Agri-

cultural association, and he was associated with farm organiza-

tions from 1926 to 1928. From 1929 to 1933 he was engaged in

the processing business. At this period of the economic depres-

sion, the new Roosevelt administration sought to alleviate the

plight of the farmer through the medium of the Agricultural

Adjustment administration. Davis was chosen administrator of

the AAA in 1933 and continued in this capacity until 1936. He
also served with the Export-Import Bank of Washington and

the Commodity Credit corporation. From. 1936 to 1943, Davis

was affiliated with the federal reserve system, first as a member

of the board of governors and Jater as president of the Federal

Reserve Bank of St. Louis. In March 1943 President Roosevelt

named Davis food administrator. Davis soon came into conflict

with the OPA, however, and resigned on June 28. In accepting

his resignation, President Roosevelt criticized Davis for failure

to co-operate in the system of "co-ordinated controls."

Timor O^QO- ) U.S. journalist, radio news ana-

f LllllCI
tyst and government official, was born Jan. 13

in Aurora, Ind. A graduate of Franklin college, he was a Rhodes

scholar at Queens college, Oxford university, completing his

studies there in 1912, Davis was a reporter and editorial writer

on the New York Times, 1914-24, wrote a dozen books, includ-

ing essays, short stories and satires, and reached the top rung

of radio fame in 1939 as a news analyst for the Columbia Broad-

casting system. On June 13, 1942, President Roosevelt announced

his decision to fuse the various overlapping government infor-

mation services into a single centralized organization and ap-

pointed Davis to head the new organization, known as the OWI
(Office of War Information, q.v.). Davis had the delicate task

of co-ordinating the government's war publicity and propaganda,
both at home and abroad. His work was complicated by army
and navy censorship and by the reluctance of high officials to

consult him before talking to the press. Under his direction OWI
took a frank view of the war, consistently warning the American

people that the conflict would be long and hard. During 1943
Davis and the OWI had a rough year. They were under constant

attack. Late in the year there was much criticism from profes-

sional newspaper sources, when the British released news of the

Cairo conference, and the Russians of the Tehran conference,

before OWI permitted American papers to use it. On Sept. 18,

the OWI reorganized its overseas activities, separating propa-

ganda and information.

DoofllOOO ^e development of such drugs as the sulfon-

UudlllCOO* amides and penicillin was expected to have a great

effect in reducing the total amount of deafness in the United

States by the extent to which the use of these drugs in menin-

gitis, scarlet fever and similar infections prevents the complica-
tions related to hearing. The deaf benefit greatly by the exten-

sion of funds to welfare agencies charged with instruction and

care of the hard of hearing. Organizations such as the Federation

of Organizations for the Hard of Hearing do a great deal to ex-

tend education in lip reading and in other techniques of com-

munication.

Statistics assembled by Harry Best indicated something over

60,000 cases of deafness in the U.S. in 1940. He also provided a

complete list of schools for the deaf in the U.S. The problem of

the completely deaf is modified by partial loss of hearing coming
with advanced years. Important studies were made dealing with

the measurement of air and bone conduction in hearing and the

changes that take place in the tissues with progressive hardness

of hearing.

In 1,000 cases of otosclerosis, 50% began between the i6th

and 30th year of age and 14% in those younger than 16. If

fixed changes occurred in the hearing before adulthood, there was

not much that could be done to increase hearing.

During 1943 there was continued progress with the fenestration

or window operation for loss of hearing. Operative success occurs

when the opening into the semicircular canal is not refilled by

bony tissue. In 1943 it was said that two factors retarded the

use of hearing aids first, sensitiveness of patients in admitting

deafness by wearing hearing aids and, second, their high cost.

At the end of 1943 a new hearing aid was developed which could

be purchased for $40, the purchase price including the service.

The result of the introduction of this hearing aid was to bring

about a lowering in cost of similar devices and a wide extension

in the use of such hearing aids.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Harry Best, Deafness and the Deaf in the United States:
Considered Primarily in Relation to Those Sometimes More or Less Er-
roneously Known as "Deaf-Mutes" (1043); Edward J. SticKlitz, ed.,

Geriatric Medicine: Diagnosis and Management of Disease in the Aging and
in the Aged (x943>- (M. Fi.)

Deaths (of prominent persons in 1943): see OBITUARIES.

Dooth CtotiotiPO JU(*8*n8 from mortality reports, health

UBdUl OldllollCo. conditions in the United States and Can*

ada during 1943 were not as good as in 1942. England and Wales,

on the other hand, had an improvement. Provisional reports for

the United States covering the first nine months of 1943 showed
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an increase of 4.9% in the death rate over the same period of

1942. The largest increases were reported in the New England,

Middle Atlantic and Pacific Coast areas, while the increases were

smallest in the states of the south. According to reports for the

United States as a whole, there were 1,385,033 deaths during

1942, the death rate being 10.4 per 1,000 total population. Cana-

dian cities and towns of 10,000 or more people had 6% more

deaths during the first nine months of 1943 than during the

corresponding period of 1942. Total deaths in Canada during

1942 numbered 112,864, with a death rate of 9.7 per 1,000 popu-

lation. London and the great towns of England and Wales ex-

perienced 2.3% fewer deaths through the first nine months of

1943 than the same period of 1942. During 1942 as a whole,

there were 480,131 deaths in England and Wales, with a corre-

sponding death rate of n.6 per 1,000 population. Civilian air-

raid deaths in that country for the four-year period of war end-

ing in Sept. 1943 totalled 49,130. Of this number, there were

23,265 up to the end of 1940; in 1941, there were 20,520 deaths,

3,235 in 1942, and 2,110 through September of iQ43v
Official figures issued by the United States as of Nov. n, 1943,

reported a total of 121,319 casualties in the armed services.

These were classified as follows: dead army 12,841, navy, 12,-

883; wounded army 30,263, navy 5,640; missing army 23,954,

navy 8,918; prisoners of war army 22,592, navy 4,228. The

25,724 dead so far in this war may be compared with the 50,510

Americans killed or died of wounds in World War I, 1,704 in the

Spanish-American War, 110,070 Union soldiers and 74,524 Con-

federates in the Civil War, 1,549 in the Mexican War, 1,956 in

the War of 1812 and 4,044 in the Revolutionary War. American

experience with fatalities from wounds in World War II seemed

remarkably good, as compared with experiences in previous wars.

Factors contributing to the improvement were the use of sulfa

drugs, blood plasma, new anaesthetics, and also the efficient or-

ganization of the medical services of the armed forces at every

stage from the field to the hospitals in the United States.

For the calendar year 1942, the death rates per 100,000 popu-
lation for the ten leading causes were: diseases of the heart 295;

cancer 122; intracranial lesions of vascular origin including

cerebral haemorrhage 90; nephritis 72; influenza and pneumonia

56; tuberculosis 43; premature birth 26; diabetes mellitus 25;

motor vehicle accidents 21; and syphilis 12.

The most detailed and current account of the trend of the

death rates from the leading causes was available from the rec-

ords of the many millions of industrial policyholders of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance company. According to this experi-

ence for the first ten months of 1943, the death rates were ap-

preciably higher than during the like period of 1942 for the

following of the more important causes of death: whooping

cough, diphtheria, influenza, pneumonia, cerebral haemorrhage,
diseases of the coronary arteries, chronic heart diseases and war

deaths by enemy action. Decreases in death rates were recorded

for tuberculosis, syphilis, suicides, homicides, occupational acci-

derits and motor vehicle accidents.

Beginning with 1943, the United States bureau cf the census

issued a monthly report on "Current Mortality Analysis'* based

on a study of a sample of death certificates received. This report

was prepared principally in order that, during the war, health offi-

cers might watch the current trend of a number of diseases and

thus note significant departures that might cause concern. A com-

plete account of this innovation is given in Vital Statistics

Special Reports, vol. 17, no. 26, issued by the bureau pf the cen-

sus, June 18, 1943. The report for August indicated that polio-

myelitis reached epidemic proportions that month. The report also

noted a continuation of the unusually high death rate from

cerebrospinal meningitis which first showed itself late in 1942;

a prognostication is made that the rates would remain high

through the spring of 1944. This high mortality, which is attrib-

uted, in part, to the crowded conditions of the population during

the war, was previously noted as a wartime phenomenon, al-

though many epidemics have been experienced in time of peace.

Case fatality from cerebrospinal meningitis was radically re-

duced by the use of sulfa drugs.

Several interesting observations were made in a study of mor-

tality according to marital status which compared the situation

in 1929-31 with that in 1939-41. The data related to the popu-

lation of New York state, exclusive of New York city. It is

generally established that the death rates are lower for the mar-

ried than for the single, much more so among men than among
women. Widows and widowers generally have the highest death

rates. During the decade under review, the death rates fell

somewhat faster among the married than among the single under

age 40. The result has been to add to the relative advantage of

the married at these ages. Among men, the difference in trend

between the single and the married was very slight. Among
women, the improvement was much more rapid for the married,

due in large measure to the marked decreases in mortality from

the conditions associated with childbearing. At ages 40 and over,

the decline in mortality was more rapid among the single, so that

the difference in the death rates between the single and married

at these ages was reduced. Mortality of widowers during the

decade under review did not improve as rapidly as that of

either married or single men; the situation among widows was

not as clear.

It was estimated that at least three workers in the United

States are killed in accidents while off their jobs for every two

who are fatally hurt while on the job. This conclusion was based

upon the records of white male industrial policyholders of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance company who died in accidents

during 1937-39. Among the occupations practically free from

special hazards were clothing factory operatives, cotton and

woollen mill operatives, store clerks and salesmen, office work-

ers and printers. Fatal accidents of nonoccupational origin were

relatively more frequent than those of occupational origin even

in such vocations as machinists, farmers and farm labourers,

mechanics, and iron and steel mill workers. Among the occupa-
tions in which fatalities from injuries suffered on the job were

relatively more frequent than those off the job are electric light

and power linemen, coal miners, structural iron workers and

railroad trainmen.

Some idea of the differentials in longevity according to social

class is provided in "Life Tables for Social Classes in England"

by C. Tietze, published in the Milbank Fund Quarterly, April

1943. The data reflect conditions in 1931. The professional and

allied classes had an average length of life of 63.1 years; skilled

workers, 60.0 years; and unskilled workers, 55.7 years.

In 1943, the United States bureau of the census published
life tables for urban and rural areas in various regions of the

Average Duration of Ufa in Years in the United States

According to Place of ftefidence, Bated on 1 939 Mortality
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country. The findings were based on mortality in 1939. The

table on page 226 presents the figures for average length of life

from this study. On the whole, longevity is greater in the rural

territory than in urban places. The south generally made the

poorest showing and the north the best.

For the United States as a whole, the average length of life

corresponding to the mortality statistics for 1941 was 64.36

years. The figures according to colour and sex are: white males

63.39 years; white females 68.08 years; coloured males 53.48

years; and coloured females 56.77 years. Compared with 1900-02,
these represent gains of 15.16 years for white males; 17.00 years

for white females; 20.94 years. for coloured males; and 21.73

years for coloured females. (See also ACCIDENTS; CENSUS, 1940;
INFANT MORTALITY; SUICIDE STATISTICS.) :

"

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Wilcox, Introduction to the. Vital Statistics of the

United States, Bureau of the Census (1933); L. I. Dublin and A. J. Lotka,
Length oj Life (1936); L. I. Dublin and A. J. Lotka, Twenty-jive Years of
Health Progress, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. (1937); U.S. Public
Health Service, Public Health Reports (issued weekly); U.S. Bureau of the

Census, Vital Statistics -Special Reports and State Summaries (issued ir-

regularly), Monthly Vital Statistics Bulletin, Current Mortality Analysis
(issued monthly), Annual Reports of Vital Statistics, and Vital Statistics

Rates, 1900-1940; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Statistical Bulle-

tin (issued monthly); Population Association of America, Population Index

(issued quarterly at Princeton, N.J.). (A. J. Lo.)

Debts, Government: see NATIONAL DEBT.

Decorations, Military and Naval,
nounccd by the United States that there had been created a legion

of merit in four degrees, something new in the history of the

United States decorations. There was also created the medal for

merit, a decoration for award to civilians again a departure

from previous practices. Both of these decorations can be

awarded to foreigners, in fact the grade of chief commander,
commander and officer of the legion of merit may only be

awarded to officers of foreign friendly nations. Presidential naval

unit citations and army distinguished unit badges have been

CAPT. JOSEPH J. FOSS of the U.S. marines receiving the congressional medal
of honour from President Roosevelt May 18, 1943, for shooting down 26
Japanese planes. With him are his mother (left) and wife

awarded to whole organizations for collective recognition of out-

standing performance in the- face of the enemy.
The air medal, a popular decoration in the air forces of the

army and navy was completed during 1943. The navy, following

the lead of the army, created the navy and marine corps medal

for noncombat service, which is similar to the conditions of

award of the army soldier's medal. The navy also adopted the

use of the army's silver star and Purple Heart.

Silver oak leaf clusters were authorized by the army to repre-

sent five additional awards of any army decorations. The army,

following the example of the navy, coast guard and marine

corps created a good conduct medal to be known as the army
good conduct medal.

The merchant marine distinguished service medal was author-

ized April n, 1943, and is awarded by the U.S. maritime com-

mission to any person in the merchant marine who on or after

Sept. 3, 1939, distinguishes himself in the line of duty.

Merchant marine combat bar is issued to all crew members of

merchant ships attacked. A crew member forced to abandon his

vessel is awarded a silver star for attachment of the bar. Ameri-

can Typhus commission medal was authorized Dec. 24, 1942; the

ribbon consists of a maroon background with a yellow central

stripe the medal had not been struck at the close of the year.

Army of Occupation of Germany medal (1918-23) was au-

thorized Nov. 21, 1941, for those who served in Germany or

Austria-Hungary from Nov. 12, 1918, to July n, 1923, also to

members of the naval service detached from, ships for shore

duty. This medal was to be issued after World War II.

The American defense service medal was authorized June 28,

1941 for those of the army who were outside the continental

United States a clasp "Foreign Service," and those of the navy
"Fleet" for service on high seas, and "Base" for service on shore

outside continental United States will be issued.

There was also authorized a women's army corps medal for

award to those women who were formerly in the women's army
auxiliary corps and who re-enlisted in the WAC. This was the

first time a medal was created exclusively for women.
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The world was divided into three parts for the award of World

War II campaign medals American- campaign; European-Afri-

can-Middle Eastern campaign; and Asiatic-Pacific campaign.

Clasps were to be announced as the campaigns closed. The

medals were to be furnished after the war but the ribbons were

worn immediately.

Silver battle stars were authorized by the army to represent

five battle engagements; previously bronze battle stars only were

used.

Civilian government employees of the war department were

given recognition on Dec. 8, 1943, when the initial awards of rib-

bons (no medals to accompany these awards) were made to

those employees who had performed faithful service civilian

service; meritorious civilian service or exceptional civilian service.

There were numerous foreign decorations created but these

awards would not be generally known until after World War II.

(A. E. Du.)

Defense, Civilian: see CIVILIAN DEFENSE.

Defense, National (U.S.): see AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD;
WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.

Defense Board, Economic: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINIS-

TRATION.

Defense Communications Board: see WAR COMMUNICA-

TIONS, BOARD OF.

Defense Transportation, Office of.

of

Defense Trans-

portation was created by executive order on Dec. 18, 1941, to

"assure maximum utilization of the domestic transportation

facilities of the nation for the successful prosecution of the war."

Joseph B. Eastman, chairman of the Interstate Commerce com-

mission, was appointed director of the agency.

During 1943 the Office of Defense Transportation continued to

exercise supervisory powers over the various branches of do-

mestic transportation under broad programs developed in 1942.

Certain orders of the agency were revised to meet changed con-

ditions, and new controls were established as need arose. While

expanding war traffic exerted increasing pressure on all types of

domestic transportation, no serious failures or interruptions of

service occurred.

Steps were taken early in 1943 to avert threatened congestion

of rail freight movement on the western transcontinental lines.

The associate director of the Office of Defense Transportation's

division of railway transport, in charge of the western region,

was vested with Interstate Commerce commission powers to di-

vert traffic from heavily burdened to less crowded routes. Similar

arrangements subsequently were made for traffic diversion in the

eastern and southern regions.

Deliveries of petroleum products transported to the east coast

in solid trains of tank cars, operated under the supervision of the

Office of Defense Transportation, reached a peak of over 1,000,-

ooo barrels a day in July 1943. Shortages of various types of

freight cars were experienced occasionally in certain regions, but

the car-supply situation was kept generally under control by the

heavier loading required under general orders ODT i and 18, by
utilization of refrigerator cars for carriage of general freight in

the direction of the normal empty movement, and by other

measures to increase efficiency of operations.

Railroad passenger travel in 1943, including organized troop

movements, rose more than 65% over the record total of the

previous year. The increased traffic had to be handled by the

carriers without any significant additions to the supply of pas-

senger equipment. The Office of Defense Transportation helped

to alleviate crowded travel conditions, and assure space on regu-

lar trains and on intercity buses for the large volume of furlough

and essential civilian business traffic, by conducting a continuing

campaign to curb unnecessary civilian travel.

Conservation measures in the fields of motor transport and

local transport were intensified throughout the year. Many joint

action plans for pooling use of truck, bus, or taxicab facilities

were put into effect. Development of an acute gasoline shortage

in the northeast in May 1943, caused the agency to order sharp

emergency reductions in commercial motor vehicle mileage and

restriction of all wholesale and retail deliveries in that region.

While the order cutting bus and taxicab mileage was revoked in

August, the restrictions on deliveries were extended to the whole

country in October.

The Office of Defense Transportation in mid-June 1943, broad-

ened its permit system for control of Great Lakes shipping. Late

opening of the navigation season in 1943 made it impossible to

match the high 1942 record for movement of iron ore down the

Lakes, but the grain movement surpassed the total of the pre-

vious year.

After the beginning of 1943, the Office of Defense Transporta-
tion acted as claimant agency for domestic transportation under

the Controlled Materials plan of the War Production board. The

agency functioned also as claimant for gasoline and rubber for

highway use. In May 1943, as the result of a labour dispute, the

Office of Defense Transportation took over operation of the

American Railroad of Puerto Rico. A regional office was estab-

lished in Hawaii in the summer of 1943. (See also ELECTRIC

TRANSPORTATION; MOTOR TRANSPORTATION; RAILROADS.)

(J. B. E.)

De Gaulle, Charles: see GAULLE, CHARLES DE.

np Cppr Gprarrf f hlmfA BARON ( l8**-i943), Swedish
116 OGGly UCldlU \l)dMJU/ 9 geologist, was born Oct. 2. A
professor of geology at Stockholm university, 1897-1924, he was

also founder and head of the Geochronological institute in that

city. From his study of various sediments in earth layers, he

was able to calculate the duration of the different stages of pre-

historic eras a branch of geology known as geochronology
and was also able to compute a climatic calendar that embraces

a 1 6,ooo-year period in world history. Though he devoted most
of his research to Sweden's geological and geographical changes,
he also made scientific investigations in Canada and the U.S.

and found a similarity in soil cross sections of both continents.

He was the author of numerous scientific works on glacial and

postglacial phenomena and was a member of a score of learned

societies. He died in Stockholm, July 23, according to an

American-Swedish news agency report.

Rplaflplfl F II
(MRS - ELIZABETH M. DASHWOOD)

UCIdllKIUf L. M. (1891-1943), British novelist who spe-
cialized in gentle and restrained satire of the English middle class

and excelled in the employment of the psychoanalytic technique
in baring the motives of her principal characters. Among her best

known works are: Challenge to Clarissa (1931), Diary of a Pro-

vincial Lady (1931), The Provincial Lady Goes Further (1932),
'

The Provincial Lady in America (1934), Straws Without Bricks

(i937), The Brontes (1938), The Provincial Lady in Wartime

(1940) and No One Will Know, a three-act comedy (1941).
Mrs. Delafield, who worked with the British Ministry of National
Service during World War I, also served as a speaker for the

British Ministry of Information in World War II. She died Dec.
2 at her home in Cullompton, Devonshire, England.

Delaware
> nicknamed the "Diamond state," is lo-

cated on the middle Atlantic seaboard of the

U.S.A. and was the first to ratify the federal constitution on Dec.
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7, 1787. Area 2,057 sq.mi. (land, 1,978; inland water, 79). Pop.

(1940), 266,505, of whom 139,432 were urban and 127,073 rural.

Native white numbered 215,695; foreign, 14,913; Negro, 35,820.

Estimated population for 1943 was 273,778, of whom 187,680

were in New Castle county. Capital, Dover (5,517). Wilmington
is the only larger city (112,504 in 1940).

History. Civilian defense activities in Delaware reached their

peak during 1943 with the training of gas detection, plant pro-

tection and bomb reconnaissance personnel. Air spotter pro-

grams were later reduced from 24 hours a day to one day a

week, and the closely enforced dim-out along the coast was

eased. The factories of the state, especially in the Wilmington

area, continued their high rate of production of war materials.

The estimated increase of retail and wholesale business during

1943 was not more than 15%.
The state legislature met in session on Jan. 4, 1943, and con-

tinued until April 9. Outstanding legislation included the crea-

tion of a state guard, the conferring of emergency powers upon
the governor, enactment of a building code for New Castle

county, and the establishment of a State Soil Conservation com-

mission. The governor in 1943 was Walter W. Bacon; secretary

of state, William J. Storey; adjutant general, Paul R. Rinard;

attorney general, Clair J. Killoran.

Education. There were 165 elementary and 44 secondary
schools in 1943 with a total enrolment of 42,641 pupils and a

teaching staff of 1,679. Although the loss of teachers was great,

no schools were closed and only some agricultural and manual

training courses had to be omitted.

Public Welfare. The public assistance costs for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1943 were $607,740.90. In July 1942 the

total case load was 3,279, but by the end of the fiscal year 1943
it had experienced a 23% decrease to 2,533. During the same

period, 15 welfare institutions had case loads of 8,274 at the

beginning of the fiscal year and 7,651 when the year was finished.

Statistics were not available for the number of inmates in each

of the county prisons.

Communication. In 1943 there were 3,939 miles of high-

ways under state control. All new construction ceased because

of the war, and the resources of the State Highway commission

were devoted toward the maintenance of the existing highways.

Highway expenditures during 1943 were $2,594,961.90 as com-

pared with $4,088,515.85 for the previous year. The Federal Aid

expenditure in 1943 was $191,662.89 as compared with $708,-

532.52 for the foregoing year. Railroad mileage (1938) 297.

The waterborne commerce for n months of 1943 was 153,938

tons. The 10 airfields of the state were either under the control

of the army or closed to civilian traffic. There were approxi-

mately 70,000 telephones as of Oct. 31, 1943.

Banking and Finance. There were, in 1943, 30 state banks

with resources of $413,278,677.77 and deposits of $357,855,263.90.

The 13 national banks had resources of $28,107,837.88 and

deposits of $23,254,597.07. The resources of the 42 building and

loan associations were $14,595,983.23. The state budget (fiscal

year 1942-1943) was $10,967,338.14, the receipts $12,139,712.63,

and the expenditures $10,111,194.22. The state's gross debt was

$4>943>3 and the net debt was $4,867,845.41.

Agriculture* The total value of agricultural production in

TobU L leading Agricultural Product9 of DWowor*, 1943 and 1942

1943 (Jan.-Sept.) was $63,612,000. The cash income from crops

was $11,016,000 and from livestock $52,596,000. A serious

drought reduced the crop yields to a low level for most crops,

except those harvested before the drought began on June 13.

Manufacturing. The estimated total value of manufactures

as of Nov. i, 1943 was $171,299,798.05.

Table II. Principo/ Industrie of Dolawar*, 1943 and 1942

Mineral Production. The chief products, granite, building

stone, brick and clay products, had a total value of $172,277.96

(Nov. i, 1943). The decrease from $325,673.19 for the same

period of the previous year was largely due to the curtailment of

building.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. A. Weslager, Delaware's Forgotten Folks (1943);
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*s not on^ a tec^n * c
luc f government, based

upon freely elected representative institutions,

and upon an executive responsible to the people; it is based

upon the belief of the equality of all individuals and of the

equal right of all to life, liberty (including the liberty of

thought and expression) and the pursuit of happiness. The

denial of this equality and of individual liberty, the proclama-
tion of authoritarianism and of the inequality of men and races

as a "new order/' is characteristic of fascism, which arose as a

conscious and aggressive world-wide opponent of democracy.
The year 1943 saw democracy for the first time in many years

again on the offensive, not only holding its own, but also begin-

ning to defeat fascism. The advance of democracy was twofold,

in the field of war strategy and in the field of ideology. In the

war the tide turned definitely against the fascist aggressors. In

1940 German aggression against France and in 1941 against

soviet Russia, as well as Japanese aggression against America

at the beginning of 1942 had convinced many of the inferiority

of democracy in the field of war and industrial mobilization:

the splendid achievements of British and American industry

and war strategy in 1943 proved that within a short time democ-

racy did mobilize better than fascism could in many years of

preparation and of totalitarian organization. These successes of

democracy in proving its superior efficiency brought also in the

ideological field a reassertion of the faith in democracy. The

ignominious collapse of Mussolini, the father of fascism, and of

fascist Italy in the summer of 1943 convinced many that fascism

did not strengthea nations but undermined their moral fibre.

In the democratic countries the democratic liberties were

everywhere maintained in spite of the war and, in many fields.

even broadened. The anti-democratic movements in the United

States and in Great Britain were discredited and weakened. In

the western hemisphere only Argentina adopted during 1943 a

strictly anti-democratic trend, yet even there the majority of

the population opposed the pro-fascist policy of the authoritarian

government.
The few neutral countries of Europe reflected in 1943 the

growing faith in the victory of democracy. In spite of the strong

German pressure the Danish people, under German occupation,

gave a smashing demonstration for democracy in their parlia-
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mentary elections in March 1943. More than 90% of the elec-

torate voted, and the five democratic parties polled 362,000

more votes than in the elections of 1939. The greatest gain was

shown by the Social Democrats, the strongest single party, and

by the violently anti-nazi conservative party whose political

leader was in Great Britain leading the fight against Germany.
The two non-democratic parties, the Danish na/is and the Farm-

ers' party, received together only 6H,ooo votes out of a total

of almost 2,000,000. Thus the elections became a heavy blow

to the prestige of German fascism and forced the Germans to

take over the administration in Denmark.

A similar success for democracy was achieved in Switzerland

where the elections in the fall of 1943 brought a great gain to

the Social Democrats who for the first time became the strongest

political party in the National council having almost 25% more

seats than in 1939. The two leading fascist organizations in

Switzerland, the Nationale Gemeinschaft and the Rassemblement

Federal, were dissolved in July 1943 and their newspapers sup-

pressed.

Of even greater importance as an indication of a swelling

world-trend in favour of democracy were the elections held in

July 1943 in the Union of South Africa. The democratic parties,

which had supported the war from the beginning, received under

the leadership of Field Marshal Jan Christiaan Smuts 107 seats

while the pro-fascist opposition, which had opposed South

Africa's participation in the war, received only 43 seats. While

the democratic and pro-war parties had had in the last parlia-

ment a majority of only 18, they gained in 1943 a majority of

64. All cabinet ministers were re-elected, some with record

majorities The number of voters was unusually large. (See also

COMMUNISM; EDUCATION; FASCISM; GREAT BRITAIN; UNION OF

SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS; UNITED STATES.)
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The Democrats retained control of both

UCIIIUUdUb rflllj. the house of representatives and the

senate through 1043, but their majority was so slight that they

suffered many reverses on the domestic front. Teaming with the

Republicans, conservative members of the dominant party staged

numerous rebellions against the congressional leadership and the

administration.

Capitol hill recalcitrancy became more marked as the result

of a July-August recess spent among the home folks. Constitu-

ents criticized chiefly the "bureaucrats," especially the Office of

Price Administration, the administration's alleged coddling of

labour and huge expenditures of money. It was this accumulation

of complaints which inspired an unprecedented display of bi-

partisan bitterness toward the executive branch.

As the year ended, 40 or 50 Democrats, principally southern-

ers, were voting with the Republicans on many controversial

domestic policies. With the majority having only a few more
seats than the opposition 219 to 208 in the house and 58 to 37
in the senate the Democrats were fortunate that they did not

receive more rebuffs. The Republicans, however, exercised un-

usual restraint in many instances lest they be accused of hamper-
ing the war effort.

Almost every major measure considered or enacted into law
concerned the war effort and domestic problems arising from the

conflict.

Appropriations voted by the first session of the 78th congress
totalled $114,500,000,000, and of this amount only $11,000,000,-

ooo was allocated for financing the civilian establishments and
the public debt. The balance was for war purposes. This sum

brought the amount of money voted for military or naval or

associated activities since July of 1940 to approximately $35<V

000,000,000.

The lend-lease act was extended for another year, or until

March n, 1944, and an additional $6,273,629,000 was set aside for

this account. Since the original passage of the measure on March

n, 1941, lend-lcase money and departmental sums made available

to the Allies amounted to $60,653,629,000 by the end of 1943.

These extraordinary financial demands necessitated raising the

debt limit from $125,000,000,000 to $210,000,000,000, which was

voted without opposition.

Two new revenue acts were passed during 1943. The first one,

which became law on June 9, 1943, provided for a modified pay-

as-you-go plan under which partial collections are withheld at

the source by the employer. In the second taxation program
submitted in September, the treasury asked for an additional

$10,500,000,000 in new levies, but the house responded with only

$2,140,000,000. The senate increased the amount to $2,275,000,-

ooo, but the measure had not been acted on by that body when

congress adjourned on Dec. 23, 1943.

Robert L. Doughton, chairman of the house Ways and Means

committee, estimated that these two measures would raise an

additional $43,000,000,000 in a full year of operation, as against

federal receipts of only $5,700,000,000 from all sources in the

prewar year of 1939.

The authority to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements was

extended for two years, or until June 12, 1945. The administra-

tion had asked for a three-year renewal. Only a personal appeal

by Cordeli Hull, secretary of state, prevented the congress from

scrapping this legislation on the theory that economic disturb-

ances caused by the war had outmoded it.

Sporadic strikes, and especially a walkout by 600,000 United

Mine Workers in the spring, led to passage of the Connally Anti-

strike bill, as it is generally known. This empowers the govern-
ment to take over and operate any kind of property where pro-
duction of articles necessary to the war effort is impeded by
strikes or other causes.

Differences over methods for preventing inflation precipitated

the most serious struggles between the congress and the White

House Under pressure from their constituents, the legislators

rebelled against executive controls on prices and wages
In July the president vetoed a measure continuing the Com-

modity Credit corporation, which finances subsidy payments de-

signed to keep down the cost of living, on the ground that it was

"inflationary." In October Mr. Roosevelt asked again for renewal

of this agency's life and for further power to use federal funds

to check price rises by supporting farm income levels.

Congress, however, rejected the subsidy scheme. It voted to

extend the CCC to June 30, 1945, but it prohibited the use of

consumer subsidies after Dec. 31, 1943
Soldiers' legislation provoked extended debate. A proposal to

set up a federal commission to supervise armed service balloting
in the national elections was defeated by a coalition of "states

rights" southern Democrats, who contended that the scheme
invaded the 48 commonwealths' prerogatives, and Republicans.
A bill providing for Ihe draft of pre-Pearl Harbor fathers was
amended so as to place the benedicts at the bottom of all selec-

tive service lists.

The Democratic leadership of congress remained unchanged
during 1943. Vice President Henry A. Wallace of Iowa presided
over the senate, and Senator Alben W. Barkley of Kentucky
served as majority leader. Sam Rayburn of Texas held office as

speaker, and Representative John W. McCormack of Massachu-
setts as house floor leader

Edward J. Flynn of New York resigned as Democratic national

chairman in January of 1943. He was subsequently appointed



minister to Australia, but he asked the president to withdraw his

name when it appeared that he could not be confirmed by the

senate.

Postmaster General Frank C. Walker of Pennsylvania sup-

planted Mr. Flynn as national chairman. Representative Patrick

Henry Drewry of Virginia continued as chairman of the Demo-
cratic Congressional committee, and Senator Joseph F. Guffey of

Pennsylvania as head of the Democratic Senatorial committee.

(See also UNITED STATES.) (R. Tu.)

^ monarchy of north central Europe. Area, 16,575

sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1940) 3,844,312. Capital: Copen-
hagen (890,130). Other principal cities: Aarhus (99,881);
Odense (85,521); Aalborg (55,652). Religion: Lutheran Chris-

tian. Ruler in 1943: King Christian X (q.v.), prime minister:

Erik Scavenius, Nov. 8, 1942 to Aug. 29, 1943, after which there

was no government except the illegal regime of the occupying

Germans; Dr. Werner Best was "minister" and General Hermann
von Hanneken military commander.

History. Before the end of 1942 it was amply clear that the

nazis had failed utterly to win over the Danes, their neighbours
and their "racial brethren,

"
or to make of Denmark the model

collaborationist community which they had promised the world.

The Danish army at last had to give up 100,000 rifles to the

Germans, but its 3,000 horses were kept for farm work. The

mounting encroachments against Danish sovereignty led to

mounting resistance.

The underground press continued to flourish, despite the

elimination by the gestapo of all but one of the staff of the

largest paper, De Frie Danske. The number of police was ap-

proximately tripled. Parachutes brought powerful explosives

from planes prepared in England. "Para-Danes" committed well-

planned acts of destruction and trained thousands in the art of

sabotage. The power station at the Recoil-Rifel syndicate's plant

in Copenhagen was blown up; a building made over into a hos-

pital for the nazis was burned down just after 500 new beds

had been installed; locomotives exploded; bridges were blown

up; tracks were torn up; switch towers were ruined; roads were

mined; metal and machine shops were destroyed by bombs;

shipyards were swept by fire
;
tunnels to Jutland were dynamited.

In Jan. 1943 the Germans announced that the Danish elections

scheduled for March 23 could not be held; then for some reason

they changed their minds, and two weeks prior to the date set

the elections were permitted. The largest parties quickly com-

bined in common newspaper advertisements appealing to the

citizens to vote for any one of them as an expression of their

Danism and their democracy. The coalition parties polled 363,-

ooo more votes than in 1939. "Dansk Samling," which had only

8,553 votes in 1939, was not in the coalition, and stood for direct

protest against German occupation; this party increased its vote

fivefold to 43,257. The Danish nazis polled only 43,277 votes

against the combined total of 2,009,295 who spoke out for Den-
mark versus Germany, The claims of democratic Danes that

98% of the people were with them were spectacularly confirmed.

This evidence of unity among themselves, coupled with the

successes of the Russians and the Allied armies in Italy, led to

increased sabotage and an inevitable German crackdown. The
occasion came with the Swedish restrictions on German traffic

and transit through Sweden to Norway (Aug. 15 and 20). This

heightened the importance of routes through Denmark, and made
more serious the general strikes at Esbjerg and Aalborg. An
aluminum plant was wrecked, "unpopular persons" were thrown

into canals, and a clash between Danish and German soldiers led

to a declaration of "state of emergency" on Fyn (Aug. 20).

Premier Scavenius tried to resign, and the nazis demanded that

GERMAN TROOPS chasing Danish patriots in Axeltory square, Copenhagen,
during the anti-nazi uprisings in Aug. 1943

the death penalty be decreed for sabotage. Rapidly disturbances

spread until strikes and riots tied up nine cities. The king

broadcast an appeal for cessation of violence, but refused the

German request to declare martial law.

The crescendo of German impatience and Danish wrath rose

to its finale on Aug. 28, 1943. In the early morning of Aug. 29

the Germans took the final step, and the irretrievable break was

made. Scavenius and his cabinet were out, the king was taken

a prisoner to Sorgenfri ("Without-Care") Castle; and the Ger-

man army was sole master in Denmark. Many labour leaders,

editors, professors and army officers were arrested.

Vice Admiral H. A. Vedel rose early in the morning to get to

Naval Headquarters, and sent a message to the fleet: "Now or

never. Proceed to Sweden or scuttle the ships." Nine small

warships raced successfully to the Swedish shore; one light

cruiser, the Niels Juel, was sunk by German torpedo planes in

the attempt; 45 other vessels were blown up in harbour, along

with ammunition dumps and harbour installations. The king

pledged that he would not authorize any new Danish government
while Germans remained in Denmark. (Frits Clausen had dis-

appeared in disgrace, having reportedly embezzled funds.) In

Denmark government was suspended.

Repeatedly the nazis had demanded the application in Den-

mark of the Nuremberg laws against the Jews. The king had

said that if the yellow "J" was required in Denmark he would

wear one himself. In Sept. 1943 Curt Daluege, right hand man
to the late "Hangman" Heydrich, came to Denmark and on

Sept. 30 a general search for Jews began, synagogues were burned

and arrests were made. About 1,100 were taken to a camp at

Maria Theresien Stadt in Czechoslovakia; 143 communists were

sent to Stutthof ,
near Danzig. But Sweden protested and offered

asylum, and some 8,000 Danes fled across the sound (of whom
about 5,000 were Jews).
German demands for forced labour continued, 35,000 men

being called for in November. This number was reportedly re-

duced later to 7,000. Fines for violence were levied on Odense

(1,000,000 kroner) and on Copenhagen (5,000,000 kroner).

Farms and houses were requisitioned for bombed-out German
families. Food and other supplies were taken at an increasing

rate, and goods (such as coal) in return amounted to only about

one-fifth of the "exports." The National bank showed a German
debt to Denmark of about 3,500,000,000 kroner a figure about

six times the total revenue of the Danish state in 1937-38.
Denmark was a potential landing point in 1943 for a con-

tinental invasion, hence the Germans busied themselves with

231
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defense works guns, mines, fortifications, airfields, tank traps.

General von Hanneken moved his headquarters from Copenhagen
to Silkcborg, then to Hoisted, and Minister Best was reported

likewise to have moved with all his property to Jutland. Troops

were increased to 10-15 divisions.

Education. In 1940 there were 407,355 students in the ele-

mentary schools and 67,064 in the middle and secondary schools.

In the two Danish universities 6,474 students were enrolled.

Economic and Financial Conditions. Denmark, a rich agri-

cultural country, was not starving in 1943. Lack of fodder and

slaughter of livestock, however, were beginning to show serious

effects. Coal was unobtainable in needed quantity from Germany,
and 40,000-50,000 men were put to work cutting peat. Sabotage

threw thousands of workers out of normal employment and

destroyed productive establishments. (F. D. S.)

Dennis, Charles Henry
farm near Decatur, 111. After graduating from the University of

Illinois in 1881, he worked on a local paper, the Champaign

County Gazette. Subsequently he went to Chicago, where he

was hired by Victor Lawson in 1882 as reporter on the Chicago

Daily News, then an enterprising six-year-old newspaper. He
worked for the paper 61 years, rising from reporter to editor,

1 9 2 5~34- He retired in the latter year as editor emeritus but

continued to write a feature column on the editorial page. He
was the author of Eugene Field's Creative Years (1924) and

Victor Lawson (1935). Dennis died in Evanston, 111., Sept. 25.

Schour and Sarnat described some of the oral

manifestations of occupational origin. These man-

ifestations, which are reactions to noxious agents, chemical,

physical or bacterial, take one or more of the following forms

abrasion, decalcification of the teeth, inflammation and cir-

culatory disturbances of the mucous membranes. Of particular

interest was the observation that munition workers exposed to

acids often show decalcification of the teeth; metal workers de-

velop enamel pigmentations. Gingival haemorrhage and ulcera-

tion and necrosis of the mandible were reported among those

exposed to benzine, such as coke-oven and smokeless-powder
workers. These developments naturally stimulated employers of

labour to develop dental programs and dental care in their plants.

Thomas, in a paper on "Mouth Infection in Industrial Work-
ers" pointed out the importance of maintaining oral health as

a means of preventing enormous loss of man hours and of in-

creasing production. Hooper, dental consultant for the Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific railroad, stated in a paper on

"Dental Services in Industry," that, "No student of the problem
of employee absenteeism resulting from non-occupational ill-

nesses, can come to any other conclusion than that oral sepsis

is a major, if not the major, underlying 'root' cause of an aston-

ishing proportion of it. The industrial executive ... the presi-

dent, or the operating vice-president must consider what oral

antisepsis, insisted upon and maintained among his employees,
would mean in more production. If he will give this the same
kind of businesslike analysis that he gives his other production

problems, there will be a great and sudden increase in the num-
ber of dental clinics set up in industry."
A recognition of the importance of these conditions resulted

in the council on dental health of the American Dental associa-

tion making a study of the problems of industrial workers. In

fact, industries developed dental service with the employment
of dentists in their plants, so that an organization of industrial

dentists was formed during 1943.

The problem of loss of manpower in the war services through

INSURANCE CORPORATION
dental disease, was of equal importance with loss of manpower
in industry, and the dental corps of the army had a large ex-

pansion during 1943, to take care of the dental conditions of the

armed forces. A completely healthy dental apparatus, from every

point of view, is of especial importance, it was found, among
men in the Aviation corps. Flight surgeons studied this problem

carefully. Joseph and his colleagues pointed out that of the men

exposed to simulated altitude runs in low pressure chambers,

1.2% experienced toothache. The pain was due to (i) reaction

of vital pulps of carious teeth to lowered atmospheric pressure;

(2) reaction of degenerated pulps to lowered pressure; (3) the

presence of inlays with residual air spaces beneath them. Expan-
sion of the air trapped beneath the inlay may cause pain or ex-

pulsion of the filling. The histologic structures allow little com-

pensation for changes in circulatory or gaseous volume within

the confined area of the pulp chamber, root canal or apical

alveolar structure; therefore, pathological conditions may become

apparent in the low pressure chamber.

War accidents to face and jaws stimulated the study of meth-

ods to improve the treatment of fractured jaws. The method

most commonly used in fracture of the lower jaw was the wiring

of the teeth of the lower jaw to those of the upper, using the

upper teeth as a splint. This made it impossible for the patient

to open the jaw or to eat solids during the period of bone repair,

and patients had to live on fluids. A new method of "skeletal

fixation," which made possible the use of the jaw while the frac-

ture was healing, had a remarkable development in use and pop-

ularity during 1943. Winter reviews 50 cases of the use of the

Roger Anderson skeletal fixation appliance in mandibular frac-

ture. Pins are inserted in the bone on either side of the fracture,

the fragments are brought in proper alignment and the clamps
attached to the pins are tightened on a connecting rod which

holds the fractured fragments firmly in position. The advantages
of this appliance were its ease of application, complete function-

ing of the mandible, minimum of nursing care, and no feeding

problem. Similar types of appliances are in use, and many
articles appeared in the literature during 1943 describing the

results of this type of treatment, most of which were favour-

able.

Dental caries is a hardy perennial, and every year many ar-

ticles are devoted to this subject. Fluorine as a protective against

dental caries continued to attract the centre of attention. The
low incidence of dental caries among persons living in areas sup-

plied by waters containing fluorides, was reported from many
sections of the world. Dean reported that less than 0.5 parts

per million of fluorine in drinking water brings high caries ex-

perience, while in 0.5 parts per million of fluorine or more, there

is low caries experience. The addition of fluorine to drinking
water supplies as a mass means of controlling dental caries is

alluring. Dean commented that, "Viewing the domestic water

problem in this light, one might with justification expect that the

community's public water supply is destined to play an important
role in communal dental health."
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Interest in tropical medicine stimulated a

symposium on tropical diseases of the skin.

The following subjects were included: "Tropical Mycoses" by
L. McCarthy; "Medical Entomology in Relation to Tropical Der-

matoses" by M. E. Obermayer; "Yaws, Cutaneous Leishmaniasis

and Pinta" by H. Fox; "Tropical Lymphangitis and Abscesses"

by A. W. Grace; and "Leprosy" by C. N. Frazier.

Dermatitis due to contact with the manzanillo tree (beach ap-

ple) was reported by Satulsky and Wirts in a detachment of sol-

diers on the Canal Zone. Sixty men were affected, half of whom
had temporary blindness from conjunctivitis and oedema of the

eyelids. The cutaneous eruption was erythematous, often with

vesicles or even large bullae. All recovered without sequelae

in a week.

Under the title of "Dhobie Mark Dermatitis," Livingood,

Rogers and Fitz-Hugh reported 52 cases in one military organiza-

tion of an eruption due to marking clothes by native "dhobies"

(laundrymen). The eruption varied from a mild erythematous

to a bullous one, and was caused by. the juice of nuts of a native

tree. The authors thought it unlikely that fungous infections of

the skin were due to laundering by dhobies.

Two cases of Calabar swelling (filariasis due to Loa Loa) were

reported by Guy, Cohen and Jacob. The patients were mission-

aries returned from the French Cameroons in West Central

Africa. Microfilariae were demonstrated in the blood and two

adult worms were removed under local anaesthesia from the

palpebral conjunctiva.

The histamine test was performed by Pardo-Castello and Tiant

in approximately 300 cases of leprosy. It was reliable in delimit-

ing areas of anaesthesia, particularly in maculo-anaesthetic lesions

of the tuberculoid and nonspecific types. A reaction on normal

skin consisted of a wheal with a surrounding erythema. In

anaesthetic areas of leprosy, the erythema was always absent.

The test was of no value in Negroes.

Among 20,000 men examined for induction into the army,

Bereston and Ceccolini found 27 cutaneous entities, comprising

733 cases of dermatoses or syphilis. The commonest diseases of

the skin in the order of frequency were acne vulgaris, psoriasis,

pyoderma, tinea, varicose eczema, disseminated neurodermatitis,

lipoma, sebaceous cyst, seborrhoeic dermatitis and nevus flam-

meus. Generalized psoriasis was the commonest cause of rejec-

tion, with disseminated neurodermatitis second, and neurofibro-

matosis third.

In view of the extensive use of sulfonamide drugs locally as

well as internally, attention was called to the possible danger of

sensitization by topical applications by Shaffer, Lentz and Mc-

Guire. Cohen, Thomas and Kalisch thought that sulfathiazole

was potentially too dangerous a drug to use indiscriminately in

mild ointments and that its intermittent use might produce dan-

gerous reactions. Weiner considered that the incidence of sensi-

tivity was low. Following the report by Bloom of two severe

cutaneous reactions (one fatal) to sulfonamides, the section on

dermatology at the annual meeting of the New York State Medi-

cal society voted unanimously to condemn the indiscriminate use

of sulfonamides for relatively harmless diseases of the skin, and

also the use of prepared dressings containing sulfonamide drugs,

which are sold promiscuously to the laity.

Schwartz reported an outbreak of "cable rash" among elec-

tricians who were installing heat and flame proof cables in ships.

The eruption which he had first described in 1935, was due to

constant handling of cables in which halowax was flaked off upon
the skin. The eruption occurred on the exposed parts, chiefly the

face, and consisted of pinhead to pea-sized, straw-coloured cysts,

due to plugging of the pilosebaceous follicles.

The histochemistry of lesions of pemphigus with special refer-

ence to bullous formation was studied by MacCardle, Baumberger
and Herold. They concluded that hydrostatic pressure was not the

prime factor in forming the bullae; that cohesion in pemphigus
was good in spite of the Nikolsky sign; that polarographic studies

showed no changes in bullous fluid as compared wi^h normal

serums. They found that the entire skin in pemphigus vulgaris

contained increased amounts of silicon, iron, manganese and
selenium.

What was apparently the first epidemic of erythema infecti-

osum in New York city was described by Chargin, Sobel and

Goldstein. It affected 80 of 137 children in an orphanage. The
incubation period varied from i to 12 days. The characteristic

erythema of the cheeks was associated with mild constitutional

symptoms and followed by frequent relapses, but no sequelae.

Laboratory and epidemiologic studies failed to give any clue as

to the causation.

Swartz and Lever treated 13 patients with dermatitis herpeti-
formis during the past two and one-half years with various

sulfonamide compounds. Sulfapyridine controlled the eruption

only as long as the drug was administered. Sulfanilamide was
less effective even in larger doses. Sulfathiazole was of little

value, while sulfaguanidine and sulfadiazine had no effect. No
damage to the haemopoietic system was observed in any case.

(See also MEDICINE.)
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Destroyers: see NAVIES OF THE WORLD.

Fourth largest city of the U.S.A., Detroit is the cen-

tre of the large industrial area of southeastern Michi-

gan. Area, 137.9 sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 1,623,452; estimated (Dec.

i, 1943), 1,875,000. Foreign-born white, 320,664, of whom
110,698 were British and Canadian; 52,235 Polish, ranking sec-

ond. Assessed value as of July i, 1943, $2,794,425,810; gross

bonded debt as of Dec. 31, 1942, $347,022,739, which included

$91,788,739 of utility debt; net debt, $246,308,889 excluding all

utilities; gross city appropriation, fiscal year ending June 30, 1944,

$182,989,931 including utilities; tax levy, city and school pur-

poses, $78,319,372; combined tax rate $28.03. Mayor, Jan. i,

1944: Edward J. Jeffries, Jr.

The outstanding event of 1943 in the civic life of Detroit was

the race riot of June 19 and 20. The affair had its roots in the

large increase in Negro population (from 40,858 in 1920 to

149,119 in 1940 with later increases) and the resulting housing

congestion, discrimination in certain war plants, unsatisfactory

social conditions, and resentment on the part of some whites at

the taking over of public recreation facilities by Negroes. The
immediate cost was the loss of 34 lives, 1,000 persons injured,

and $2,000,000 in property destroyed, with incidental financial

losses due to absenteeism and extra-governmental costs (see

RACE RIOTS).
There was the usual political aftermath to this
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affair. Mayor Edward J. Jeffries and his administration were

accused by some whites of coddling the Negroes and of laxity in

police activity. The Negroes in turn charged the police with

unnecessary harshness and the administration with neglect and

discrimination. In consequence, the Negroes joined with organ-

ized labour (both C.I.O. and A.F. of L.), and the Democratic

organization in an effort to elect a "labour" ticket.

As a city whose industrial life depended originally on the

automobile and then upon arms production, the problem of

transition from war back to peace had much official and civic

attention in 1943. The city government proposed to cope with

the possibly resulting unemployment situation by extensive pub-
lic works for which detailed plans were being drafted. To meet

the costs, an appropriation of $6,000,000 a year was being accu-

mulated. Effort was also made to supplement this fund by heavy
taxes on the gross income of certain privately owned utilities, a

tax on racing and much increased state-aid.

The graft inquiry begun in 1941 was brought to final and suc-

cessful conclusion with the denial of appeals to some of the

more prominent accused. In addition to numerous police officials,

a prosecutor and sheriff were incarcerated. (L. D. U.)

I
L.

(l887~ ),U.S. army officer, was born

, . Sept. 8 in York, Pa. On his graduation

from West Point in 1909 he was commissioned a second lieuten-

ant in the field artillery. During World War I he served at Fort

Sill, Okla., first as an artillery instructor and later as executive

officer. He later spent five years as instructor of military tactics

at the U.S. Military academy. As a division commander under

Maj. Gen. Adna R. Chaflce, who built up the armoured force, he

became experienced in the problems of mechanization, and in

1939 he was sent to Panama as chief of staff in charge of mech-

anization of the Panama canal defenses. The next year he was

recalled to direct the construction of Ft. Bragg. On Gen. Chaf-

fee's resignation in 1941, Gen. Devers was appointed to fill his

post as commander of the armoured force at Ft, Knox, Ky., and

in Sept. 1942 he was advanced to the rank of lieutenant general.

He remained at Ft. Bragg until May 1943, when he was named to

succeed Lieut. Gen. Frank M. Andrews, killed in a plane crash,

as commander of U.S. forces in the European war theatre. On
Dec. 28, President Roosevelt announced the appointment of Gen.

Devers as deputy commander in the Mediterranean theatre under

Gen. Sir Henry Maitland Wilson.

discovery which eventually might lead to the

. heart of the diabetic problem occurred in 1943
when J. S. Dunn, H. L. Sheehan and N. G. B. McLetchie pro-

duced necrosis or destruction in the islands of Langerhans of a

rabbit's pancreas with alloxan.

The pancreas has been known to be the seat of diabetes since

its removal by Joseph von Mering and Oscar Minkowski in 1889
was followed by that disease. Twelve years later E. L. Opie and

L. W. Ssobolew localized the carbohydrate controlling function in

groups of cells, constituting a 2oth of the gland by weight, named
the islands of Langerhans and from which in 1921 Frederick G.

Banting and C. H. Best extracted insulin. Later in 1937 the ex-

perimental production of diabetes by repeated injections of an-

terior pituitary extract by F. G. Young was accompanied by the

degeneration of the islands. When Dunn et al. injected alloxan

into rabbits intravenously in the strength of 200 milligrams per

kilogram weight, the animals died in 14 to 48 hours and save for

slight involvement of other organs, the only pathological lesion

found was a selective necrosis of the islands of Langerhans. The

rabbits at first exhibited a temporary rise of blood sugar and then

a fall to low levels of sugar such as is observed after an overdose

of insulin. Arguing that since the islands were destroyed, if the

animals could be kept alive during the hypoglycaemic phase, they

should eventually develop diabetes, C. C. Bailey and 0. T. Bailey

protected and revived the rabbits with intravenous injections of

50% glucose and were rewarded by the appearance of hyper-

glycaemia, glycosuria and full-fledged diabetes the next day. J. S.

Dunn and co-workers in Glasgow, C. C. and O. T. Bailey in

Boston, and M. G. Goldner and G. Gomori in Chicago confirmed

and extended the original experiments with rats and dogs thus

establishing a third method whereby diabetes can be produced,

the first by means of a chemical.

Alloxan at the close of 1943 had not been recognized in pure
form in the body, but its structure is such that it is easy to be-

lieve it might play a significant role in man's daily metabolism.

It is the ureide of mcsoxalic acid and a powerful oxidizing agent.

It can be produced by the oxidation of uric acid, the end product
of purine metabolism in man. A satisfactory test for alloxan in

body fluids had not been devised by the close of the year.

The diabetes of the alloxan rabbit or rat extraordinarily re-

sembles that of the human subject. One of the Baileys' rabbits

weighing 1,520 grams showed polydipsia and polyuria with water

intake ranging between 350 and 700 cc., and urinary output be-

tween 1 60 and 470 cc. daily. The blood sugar rose to 640 milli-

grams per 100 cc. and in another rabbit not given insulin the

blood sugar reached 700 milligrams, the lipacmia 8,412 milligrams

and total acetone bodies expressed as acetone 144 milligrams per
100 cc. In a rat typical symptoms of diabetic coma, including

Kussmaul respiration, developed. That rat died, but another with

similar acidosis recovered with insulin. All five rabbits with al-

loxan diabetes under observation for two and a half months to

five months developed cataracts and cataracts were also seen in

an alloxan rat. Transitory diabetes was brought on when repeated
small doses of alloxan, not less than 40 milligrams per kilogram

body weight, were injected instead of the customary 200 milli-

grams per kilogram.

The ease with which alloxan diabetes can be produced in rab-

bits and rats and its close similarity to that in man furnish oppor-
tunities for the study of the disease and its complications both

with and without treatment under conditions not hitherto so

easily available and also the possibility of penetrating further

than before into the causation of the disease.

The average duration of life of a diabetic at the beginning of

the 2oth century was 4.9 years, but by 1938-40 had reached 14.1

years. Based upon life expectancy as calculated by the Metropoli-
tan Life Insurance company for one large clinic, the expectancy
for different age groups approximated two-thirds of the corre-

sponding population as a whole. This period of duration is far

too short.

Diabetic coma caused two-thirds of all diabetic deaths in large

diabetic clinics both in Germany and the U.S. up to 1914. Treat-

ment was hopeless. From then until 1922 the rate fell to 40%
among the clientele of one large clinic as a result of J. G. Allen's

introduction of undernutrition and the better education of the

patient. Insulin lowered the mortality still more rapidly and
between 1922 and 1925 it fell to 20%. The downward trend was
accelerated in 1936 by the discovery of H. C. Hagedorn's prota-
mine and D. A. Scott and A. M. Fisher's protamine zinc insulin

when only 3.6% of 929 diabetics after discharge from one clinic

succumbed to this needless complication. Treatment of the actual

coma state also progressed, but even in 1943 the treatment of

coma was often unsuccessful. It is therefore worthy of mention
that in one recent series of 104 successive diabetic coma cases

death occurred in but one instance. Success in this series was at-

tributed to the preliminary organization of the clinic for emer-

gency admissions, available help from the laboratory day and
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night, Sundays and holidays, and the prompt and detailed clini-

cal and nursing care of such cases by physicians of wide diabetic

experience, the use of insulin in adequate dosage, the alleviation

of dehydration with salt solution and especially to the avoidance

of confusing or obscuring the blood picture by the employment
of glucose or alkalies. No diabetic should die of diabetic coma.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. S. Dunn, N. G. B. McLetchie, and H, L. Sheehan,
"Necrosis of Islets of Langcrhans Produced Experimentally," Lancet

1:484-487 (1943); J. S. Dunn and N. G. B. McLetchie, "Experimental
Alloxan Diabetes in the Rat," Lancet 245:384-387 (1943); J. S. Dunn,
J. Kirkpatrick, N. G. B. McLetchie and S. v V. Telfcr, "Necrosis of the

Islets of Langerhans Produced Experimentally," Jour. Path, and BacL
55:245-257 (1943); A. Braunschwig, J. G. Allen, M. G. Goldner and G.

Gomori, "Alloxan," J.AM.A., 122:966 (1943); C. C. Bailey and O. T.
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World production of diamonds is shown in the

accompanying table; official figures on output

are lacking in many cases and the data for the war years are

those of S. H. Ball. ''M>-
"3JV

' "
.

World Production of Diamonds

(Thousands of carats)

*Estimated.

Production in 1942 was thought to have improved slightly

over 1941, though outputs in most of the major producing coun-

tries were far below their usual levels. With Congo, Gold Coast,

Sierra Leone and Angola producing 93% of the total output,

there was a higher percentage than ever of industrial stones in

the total, but so long as war demand lasted, industrials would be

of more importance than gem stones. It was estimated that sales

of industrial stones were in 1943 approaching in value the sales of

gem stones. There were three reasons for this shift in the relative

position :

1. Gem stones were a luxury, the sale of which was not greatly en-

couraged, while industrial stones were essentials in the war program.
2. War production heavily increased the already rapidly growing uses for

industrial stones.

3. While gem sales served to increase an ever-growing pool of stones in

the hands of the buying public, from which there were no deductions ex-

cept irretrievable losses and such small amounts as were involved in rccut-

ting old gems, industrial stones were subject to such heavy wear that the

average life in constant use was about two years.
The scale on which industrial diamonds were in use was not known, but

it was quite possible that replacement of wear alone, without considering
additions for new uses, might be of the order of two or three million

carats a year, and possibly even more.

Sales of diamonds by the Diamond Trading company increased

from about 7,000,000 in 1941 to 10,500,000 in 1942, and were

expected to exceed 17,000,000 in 1943, with most of the in-

crease in industrial stones.

Belgium and the Netherlands were no longer factors to be

considered in the cutting trade, which was in 1943 carried on

chiefly in Palestine, United States, South Africa, Great Britain,

Puerto Rico, Cuba and Brazil. The number of cutters available

was only a fraction of the number formerly working in the Low

Countries, and many of these, especially in the United States

and Great Britain, were engaged in the preparation of industrial

stones, rather than in the cutting of gems.

In Nov. 1943, it was reported that a 53o-carat diamond had

been discovered in Sierra Leone. This would rank about eighth in

size among the large stones on record. (G. A. Ro.)

Production was not reported in the United States,

where about one-third of the world's output is

made; production was estimated at 114,300 long tons in 1941,

and presumably increased somewhat after that year, since many
of the uses were enlarged by war demands. (G. A. Ro.)

niolrincnn luron Rurilpu
859-i943), u.s. politician,

UlCKinSOn, LUlCll UUUICy was born April 15 in Niagara

county, N.Y. He was educated in Michigan's public schools and

taught rural school for 19 years before entering the political

arena. He was state representative for three terms between 1897

and 1908, state senator for one term and was seven times elected

lieutenant governor of Michigan. In March 1939, he succeeded

to the governorship after the death of Gov. Frank D. Fitzgerald

but lost his seat in the 1940 elections. Shortly after he took

over the executive office, Mr. Dickinson gained national promi-
nence as a crusader against "high life in high places/

1 He died

at his farm near Charlotte, Mich., April 22.

Dickinson, Willoughby Hyett Dickinson,
IST BARON (1859-1943), British statesman, politician and

pacifist, was born April 9, the son of a British parliamentarian.

He attended Eton and Trinity college, Cambridge, studied law

and was called to the bar in 1884. He served on the London

county council, 1889-1907, and was its chairman in 1899. He
was chairman of the London Liberal federation, 1896-1918, was

made a privy councillor in 1914. He was created first Baron

Dickinson of Painswick in 1930 and joined the Labour party

the same year. Lord Dickinson, who was chairman of the League

of Nations society, 1915-18, was widely credited with being the

originator of the League of Nations. In 1923, he was substitute

delegate to the Geneva assembly. He was also life president of

the World Alliance for Promoting International Friendship

Through the Churches. He died at his home in Painswick, Eng-

land, June i.

Dictatorships: see COMMUNISM; FASCISM; GERMANY; JAPAN;

RUMANIA; SPAIN; UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Dietetics.

DIAMOND PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD and Iho major producing countries
as computed by The Mineral Industry

The Food and Nutrition board of the National

Research council reported on dehydrated fruits

and vegetables, on fats, on milk, and on the nation's protein

supply. One group sponsored a survey of dental caries, another

the nutritional aspects of ageing, while a different group reported

on early recognition of dietary deficiencies. The recommended

dietary allowances formulated by the Food and Nutrition board

in 1941 were used to guide the planning and appraisal of peace
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and wartime dietaries. Studies indicated that adults may be

maintained on diets somewhat lower in thiamin and riboflavin

than the figures given in the dietary allowances. Additional

recommendations were made by the Food and Nutrition board

relative to iodine, copper and vitamin K.

Further investigations were reported on the essential amino

acid requirements of humans, and on the amino acid composition

of foods. Tools were thus provided to construct a program for

supplying an adequate protein intake with the use of supple-

mentary vegetable proteins where there is a shortage of animal

proteins.

The Committee on Food Composition appointed by the Food

and Nutrition board of the National Research council assembled,

co-ordinated and aporaised these recent data. Data were as-

sembled to meet the need for information concerning the com-

position of commercially produced dehydrated vegetables and

soups. As a supplement to this survey comparison was made of

various special methods of dehydration; it was found that the

use of heated, natural gas as the dehydration atmosphere re-

sulted in high vitamin C retention in certain vegetables. The

committee also correlated and planned experiments to determine

losses of nutrients during the processing, preparation and storage

of foods.

Further appraisals of the dietary intake of certain population

groups in terms of currently accepted standards indicated a need

for continued efforts to raise the level of intake of various nutri-

ents. The use of foods of high nutritive potency provides one

of the most effective means of bringing about a quantitatively

significant increase in intake. In the large-scale feeding of indus-

trial workers, dried yeast was incorporated in various dishes with

considerable success. The tremendous expansion in the produc-
tion of soya products permitted United States civilians to use

large quantities of these high protein products. In 1943, 300,000,-

ooo Ib. of soya products were made available, representing 140,-

000,000 Ib. of high-quality and low-cost protein, as well as sub-

stantial amounts of vitamins of the B complex, and iron, phos-

phorus and calcium. This offered enough protein for a full year's

requirement for more than 2,000,000 people. The Office of For-

eign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations developed food prod-
ucts of high nutritive potency such as spaghetti to which dried

egg and soybean flour were added; and dehydrated soup powder
which contained split peas, soybeans, dried skim milk, brewer's

yeast and seasoning. Since these products were for foreign con-

sumption, each of the processed foods was subjected to accepta-

bility testing with nationality groups. The Committee on Food

Habits of the National Research council assumed responsibility

for this project. Flour enrichment in the United States was

further modified. Riboflavin limits were not less than 1.2 or more

than 1.5 mg. per pound of flour, while thiamin was from 2.0 to

2.5 mg. per pound of flour. The lower and higher limits for nia-

cin were 16.0 and 20.0 mg. per pound of flour, while iron was

not less than 13.0 or more than 16.5 mg.
The nutritional analysis of the estimated civilian food supply

in the United States for the full year 1943 indicated that the

per capita consumption of most nutrients would be slightly higher

than the yearly average during 1935-39. The increases in the

consumption of calcium, riboflavin and thiamin were a result of

the further enrichment of white flour and the increased consump-
tion of fluid milk. With rationing of the more important foods

and with greater purchasing power, more people received a fairer

share of the total nutrients in 1943 than in the prewar period. Ac-

cording to V. P. Sydenstricker, this seemed to be the situation in

England also. (See^ also FOOD RESEARCH; VITAMINS.)
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Dimension Stone: see STONE.

Diplomotic Services: see AMBASSADORS AND ENVOYS.

During 1943 loss of life and property in accidents
included the following:

Aviation

Jan. 15

Jan. j.2

Jan. 26

Feb. Q

Feb. 18

Feb. 22

May 3

May 13

May 20

June 6

July 4

July 28

Aug. i

Aug. 26

Sept. 20

Near Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana. Maj. Kric Knight, novelist, was
among 35 persons killed when transport plane crashed in jungle.
Pacific ocean. U.S. navy reported that transport seaplane carrying
crew of Q and 10 naval officers was more than 24 hrs. overdue on
flight from Pearl Harbor to San Francisco.
Near Flomaton, Ala. Brig. Gen. Carlyle H. Walsh and nine others
were killed in crash of army transport plane.
Newfoundland. Ferry-command plane crashed, killing 13 passengers
and crew of 6.

Seattle, Wash. Fourteen persons were killed, 13 others were in-

jure*! when bomber crashed into packing plant. Twenty, em-
ployees in plant were reported missing.
Lisbon, Portugal. Four persons were killed and about 20 others
were missing after a Clipper flying boat crashed in landing on
Tagus river.

Iceland, Lt. Gen. Frank M. Andrews, Bishop Adna \V. Leonard
and 1 2 others were killed in crash.
Near Kl Paso, Tex. Fifteen men were killed when two army bomb-
ers collided at army field.

Chicago. Twelve persons aboard army bomber met death when
plane crashed into giant gas storage tank and set allamc 18,000,000
cu.ft. of gas.
Near Austin, Nev. Bodies of 15 persons were found in wreckage of

army plane; plane had been missing for 6 days.
Gibraltar. Premier Wladislaw Sikorski of Polish government-in-
exile, his daughter, Mme. Sophia Lesniowska, and 14 others were
killed in crash of plane soon after taking otf from Gibraltar.
Near Bowling Green, Ky. Twenty persons were burned to death
when air liner crashed ^and exploded.
St. Louis, Mo. Ten oersons, including Mayor William D. Becker
of St. Louis, were killed in crash of army troop glider.
Rio dc Janeiro. Crash of air liner into Rio de Janeiro bay brought
death to 18 of 21

persons aboard plane.
Maxton, \T

.C. Crash of army trans|x>rt plane at Laurinburg-
Maxton airfield resulted in death of 25 persons aboard craft.

Fires and Explosions

Jan. 31 Near Seattle, Wash. Twenty-eight patients were burned to death
in tire that swept through sanatorium for aged invalids.

Marcli 24 Ravenna, Ohio. Ten workers were killed and two others were in-

jured in explosion at government ordnance plant.
March 28 Naples, Italy. At least 79 persons were killed and 1,170 were in-

jured when an ammunition dump in port area blew up. (Berne
dispatches said at least 400 were killed and 2,000 injured.)

May 4 Klkton, Md. Munitions plant blast took toll of i.j known dead.
May 5 La Follcttc, Tenn. Ten miners were trapped and killed in coal

mine explosion.

July 9 Chicago. Seven firemen were killed and two others severely in-

jured in collapse of flame weakened roof and walls of four-story
structure.

July 12 Eglin Field, Fla. Seventeen officers and men WCFC killed and 51
others injured in accidental explosion at army air base.

Aug. 19 Kearny, NJ. Thirteen persons were killed in explosion that de-
stroyed war plant.

Aug. 28 Birmingham, Ala. Nineteen persons were killed and 25 others in-

jured when two gas explosions sealed coal mine tunnel/
Sept. 7 Houston, Tex. Forty- five men died in fire that swept old hotel in

Houston's midtown section.

Sept. 12 Philadelphia. Fire swept through Broad Street station and adja-
cent buildings, destroying large part of terminal, and causing
damage estimated at $250,000.

Sept, 17 Norfolk, Va. Twenty-four persons were killed and 250 others in-

jured when "ammunition in transit" at Norfolk naval air station
blew. up.

Dec. 24 New York
city.

At least 17 persons were burned to death when
flames razed dilapidated lodging house.

Dec. 25 Wildwood, \J; Fire that started on ocean pier destroyed three
theatres, two hotels, an amusement pier, 25 stores and nine homes.



A BURNED-OUT JOURNAL, uux on a coach caused the worst U.S. tram wrecic m
25 years Sept. 6, 1943, at Philadelphia, Pa. Seventy-nine passengers of the Penn-

sylvania's "Congressional Limited," bound from Washington to New York city, were
killed

Above: LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER of the "Twentieth Century Limited" lyino on
an embankment after the locomotive boiler exploded Sept. 7, 1943, near Canastota,
N.Y., killing three crewmen and derailing the train

Right: WITH ITS RIGHT WING SHATTERED, this glider plunged to earth Aug. 1,
1943, at the St. Louis, Mo., airport, carrying ten men to their death, including the
mayor of St. Louis. A faulty wing connection caused the crash

Below: THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD'S Broad Street station In Philadelphia
was partially destroyed by fire Sept. 12, 1943. Damage was estimated at $250,000
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Marine
March 5

April 19

June 6

Aug. 3 r

Oct. 20

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST DOG RACING
Rapids, Mich., July 28-Aug. 2, 1942, The next, scheduled for

May 1944, was expected to be postponed until October. Its

president in 1943 was the Rev. C. E. Lemmon of Columbia, Mo.

(W. E. GA.)

Near Carrabelle, Fla. Fourteen soldiers were believed drowned
during manoeuvres in Gulf of Mexico off Florida when landing

ramp of their army barge was accidentally lowered.

Near Sayville, N.Y. Seven sea scouts were drowned and three

others were 'ost when their cabin cruiser capsized near shores of

Sayville.
Near Norfolk, Va. Eighty-four men were killed in explosion that

followed collision between ammunition ship and oil tanker off cast

coast of U.S.

Near cast coast Canadian port. Death of 30 seamen in collision of

two Allied merchantmen off eastern seaboard was disclosed.

Off Florida coast. Eighty-eight men died when two blacked-out

tankers, one of which carried thousands of tons of aviation gaso-
line, collided and exploded off the Florida coast.

Natural Disasters

Jan. i Point Pleasant, W.Va. Ohio river flood waters caused estimated

damage of $1,500,000, left about 17,000 homeless in northern West
Virginia communities and temporarily halted industry in war plants.

Nov. 26 Ankara, Turkey. About 1,800 persons were killed and 2,000 others

were injured in series of quakes that rocked northern Turkey,
Ankara dispatches reported.

Railroad

May 23 Near Dclair, N.J. Fourteen persons were killed and more than TOO
were injured when passenger train crowded with week-end tourists

jumped tracks.

June 4 Bombay. Fifty-two persons were killed and 100 were injured when
Bombay-Calcutta mail train crashed.

Aug. 30 Wayland, N.Y. At least 27 persons were killed when freight engine
moving from siding crashed into locomotive of crack express train.

Sept. 6 Philadelphia. Seventy nine persons were killed and more than 100

others were injured when over-heated journal on end of car axle

broke, derailing Congressional Limited as it was rounding curve
within city.

Sept. 7 Near Canastota, N.Y. Three persons were killed and seven were

injured when zoth Century Limited jumped tracks near Wamps-
ville crossing.

Dec. 16 Near Kcnncrt, N.C. Seventy-two persons were killed and
scores injured when three coaches of a southbound train were
derailed and fell on adjoining tracks directly in path of speeding
northbound express.

Miscellaneous

March 4 London. 178 persons were killed and 60 others were injured when
woman carrying baby tripped on stairs, causing panic at entrance
of air raid shelter during German air attack.

(See also ACCIDENTS.)

Disciples of Christ.
Statistics as of June 30, 1943,

showed a total membership of

1,679,012 in the United States and Canada (Canada 9,341).
This was a net gain of 14,069 for the year a slight offset to a

net loss of 107,023 for the previous year. Reported additions

were about normal 46,760 by baptism, 43,827 otherwise, or

2,861 less than in 1942. (Actual additions must be more than

reported, to balance losses by death and provide even a slight

increase.) In 1943, there were 8,050 churches in the United
States and Canada (a gain of 48), and 7,801 ministers (a gain of

108). Chaplains in service increased from 203 in 1942 to 339 in

1943. Disciples had churches in 39 other countries, most of which
were not mission fields. There were 13,030 members in Great

Britain, 30,605 in Australia, 4,222 in New Zealand (losses of

4*5i 455 and 309, respectively). There was no report in 1943
from Poland, previously listed as having 65 churches and (esti-

mated) 40,000 members. The world membership in 1943 was

1,842,123 a gain of 15,689, or nearly double the loss in 1942.

Receipts and expenditures increased: for local church main-
tenance in the United States and Canada to $15,109,797 (gain

$1,629,423); for missions and benevolences, almost tripled, to

$5,505,779
(gain^$3,482,i65).

Collection of the Emergency Mil-

lion, subscribed in 1942, was completed in 1943, liquidating the

long-standing debt of the United Christian Missionary society
and furnishing funds for special war projects. The foreign mis-

sionary agency was able to continue its work in all fields except

Japaa and the Philippines. The missionary magazine, World Call,

increased its monthly circulation to 46,154 (gain 6,604, after a

gain of 3,953 the year before). The latest international conven-

tion of Disciples of Christ (U.S. and Canada) met at Grand

District of Columbia: see WASHINGTON, D.C.

niffAi- I Ufillium (1888-1943), U.S. congressman, was

UUier, J. If Illldlll born Sept. 5 in Philadelphia, Pa. He
received a law degree from Temple university law school in 1913,

and was admitted to the Pennsylvania bar the same year. In

1921 he taught history and commerce in Philadelphia high

schools, and in 1925 he established a private law practice. He
was elected on the Republican ticket to the national house of

representatives by the iyth Pennsylvania district in 1933, and

served in that capacity until his death. While in congress, Ditter

was chairman of the Republican congressional committee and a

member of the powerful house appropriations committee. As

ranking minority member of the appropriations subcommittee on

naval affairs he maintained a close working relationship with the

navy department. He was killed when the naval plane in which

he was flying from Massachusetts to Philadelphia crashed on the

night of Nov. 22.

Divorce: see MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE.

Dodecanese: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

DAAnita Ifarl ( l89 2~ ) German naval officer, was born

UuBniLLf Mm in Mecklenburg province. He was commis-

sioned an ensign in the Imperial German navy in 1913 and served

in the submarine division during World War I. Taken prisoner by
the British in 1918, he was subsequently committed to a Manchester

asylum for the insane. His repatriation followed in 1919, but the

suspicion existed that he had feigned insanity to hasten his re-

lease. After the war, he resumed his service with the German

navy and was associated with the U-boat service. In 1933, Doenitz

was believed engaged in building submarines in hidden shops and in

training the crews to man them, in violation of the Versailles

treaty. By Oct. 1935 the first flotilla was afloat, and in 1936
Doenitz was linked publicly with the nazis when he was named
commander of the ist submarine flotilla. His rise was swift. A
commodore when World War II started, he was promoted to

the rank of rear admiral in Nov. 1939, and in Jan. 1943 he re-

placed Grand Admiral Erich Raeder as commander in chief of

the German navy. His appointment gave strength to the belief

that the Germans were putting more reliance on U-boat cam-

paigns to halt the flow of U.S. supplies to Europe. Employing
his "wolf-pack" method of attack, Doenitz inflicted grave losses

upon Allied shipping. However, improved escort technique and

constant patrol, both by sea and air, enabled the Allies to over-

come the U-boat menace.

Dflff DofMfflff
Boston a8ain P^ved the capital of dog racing

UUg ndtlllg. during 1943, with the Wonderland track set-

ting records in crowd and pari-mutuel handle. Because of the

transportation problem, the Massachusetts Racing commission re-

fused licences to Massoit and Taunton tracks but the sport still

managed to hold up with the usual dozen tracks in operation

throughout the nation. Although attendance at Florida tracks fell

off as much as 30%, betting held fairly close to the 1942 season and

the handle at Miami Beach, Jacksonville and Tampa was each

over that of the previous year. Fern Nature was recognized as

the champion racer of Florida, winning the Flagler derby and

other stakes. Gypsy Band and Hetty Andrews featured the racing

at Boston. (M. P. W.)



DOG SHOWS-
Dog Shows: see SHOWS.

Dominica: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

A West Indian republic occupying

the eastern two-thirds of the island

of Hispaniola or Haiti. Area, 19,326 sq.mi.; pop. (1939 est.)

1,654,993. The greater part of the population is concen-

trated in two areas: the Cibao lowlands in the north, and around

Ciudad Trujillo in the south. At least 75% of the population is of

mixed blood. Capital city: Ciudad Trujillo '(formerly Santo

Domingo) (pop. c. 100,000); other cities are: Santiago de los

Caballeros (33,919) and Puerto Plata (11,777). Religion: Roman

Catholic; language: Spanish. President in 1943: General Rafael

Leonidas Trujillo Molina.

History. No change in the administration policy of co-

opferation in hemisphere defense took place in 1943. Official cen-

sorship of all mediums of communication was established April

16. United States representation, and that of Peru, was changed

to the status of embassy during the year.

While shipping operations improved, war conditions continued

to cause shortage in the Dominican Republic, as everywhere, of

such items as gasoline, iron and steel, and electrical appliances.

Due to the lack of tires in particular, truck operation was re-

ported as reduced by 60%, with horse-drawn vehicles used wher-

ever available. Control commissions were set up for several com-

modities, such as textiles and nails, and in spite of price-fixing

legislation, the cost of living steadily increased. Thanks to an

agricultural diversification program started about a decade ago,

basic food conditions were much better than in some other Carib-

bean states, and some foodstuffs were available for export.

Crops for 1943 were generally good. The cocoa harvest was

unofficially estimated at 240,000 bags, and exports for* the season

were 50% over 1942. Sugar production, estimated at 473,000

tons, lower than the 530,000 tons of 1942, was not a serious prob-

lem since much of the previous year's crop had not been moved.

Little unemployment was reported, largely due to a government

building program in preparation for a centennial celebration in

1944.

The coffee quota of the republic for the 1942-43 year, under

the inter-American coffee agreement, was increased from 132,554

bags to 194,691 bags.

Education* In 1941 the educational system of the republic

had schools and enrolments as follows: 616 basic primary, with

77,049 students; 147 graduate primary, with 46,592 students; 16

secondary, 3,133 pupils; 57 vocational, 3,702 students; 5 adult

night, 584 students. The budget (1941) was set at 1,330,168

pesos for education; local governments contributed an additional

56,561 pesos.

Finance. The monetary unit is the peso, equal in value to the

United States dollar. Revenue in 1942 was 14,943,061 pesos; ex-

penditures, 12,788,925 pesos. The external debt (Dec. 31, 1941)

was officially indicated as 14,430,000 pesos; it was unofficially

estimated as having been reduced to approximately 10,000,000

pesos by the end of 1943.

Trade and Communication. Trade figures for 1941, the

latest year available, showed a total of 28,862,968 pesos for the

year (1940: 28,812,789). Imports were valued at 11,739,031

pesos (up 11%); exports at 17,739,031 pesos (down 6.4%).
Raw sugar is the largest item of export; others are molasses,

cacao, coffee, rice, cattle, gold. Principal imports are cotton and

manufactures, chemicals and Pharmaceuticals, machinery and

paper products. In 1941 the United States took 51% of Domini-

can exports. The republic had a favourable trade balance with

the United States of $362,000 in Sept. 1943.

The republic has 163 mi. of public railway and 622 mi. on sugar
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plantations. There were approximately 1,190 mi. of first-class

highway, 2,150 mi. of unimproved; the highway appropriation

was set at $461,650. During the year four schooners were built

for inter-island trade.

Manufacturing. A total of 1,829 manufacturing establish-

ments listed for 1941 had a capital investment of 75,969,535

pesos; the total number of workers was approximately 38,000.

(D. RD.)

Mildim
Giving away of money by the

American people surged to an

all-time high in 1943, with individual and institutional contribu-

tions estimated at more than $2,000,000,000.

Increased national income and multiplying war-charity appeals
were probably the obvious causes for the diversion of this vast

amount of money to philanthropic causes, but it was also true

that the lowering of income tax exemptions, which caused more

persons to file returns, brought to light deductions for philan-

thropic purposes by those persons in the lower income brackets

who, heretofore, had been the unknown quantity in giving.

In 1941, the total contributions to philanthropic funds

amounted to $1,465,024,000 from all sources and, of this amount,

$1,236,711,000 was reported to the government as contributions

of individuals. In 1942, this amount jumped to $1,916,098,000,
of which $1,669,541,000 came from individuals.

It is on the basis of these figures, and the still further lower-

ing of income tax exemptions, that the estimate is made that

American philanthropic funds would stand at well over $2,000,-

000,000 for 1943.

The continued study by The John Price Jones corporation of

New York of publicly announced gifts of $1,000 and more in

eight large cities (New York, Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, St. Louis, Boston and San Francisco) presented a

gauge of the trend in American giving for the year 1943. The
total of gifts in these cities for 1943 was $135,203,402 compared
with $78,269,358 for 1942. This study showed that the most

popular types of philanthropy were American war organizations,

such as the Red Cross and National War Fund, which received

$36,521,930; community war chests, that is, community chests

which included in their quotas funds for war emergency work,

$71,976,602; and foreign relief, $10,157,072.

It is interesting that, although most of the philanthropic funds

for 1943 went to these organizations, giving to other types of

organized philanthropy, in most cases, showed gains over 1942.

The study of bequests for 1943 in these eight cities showed

that $40,710,881 was willed for charitable purposes. In the case

of bequests, the trend was as in other years, $16,925,831 going to

educational institutions, $7,780,926 for health purposes, $5,253,-

126 to fine arts and $4,820,876 to religious organizations.

New York continued to be the most generous city with philan-

thropic gifts of $51,044,470 and bequests of $29,660,303. (See

also CARNEGIE TRUSTS; COMMONWEALTH FUND, THE; COMMUNI-
TY CHEST; FALK FOUNDATION, THE MAURICE AND LAURA;
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION; ROSENWALD FUND, THE JULIUS;

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION; WAR RELIEF, U.S.) (J. P. J.)

hmoc (l8^ ) u -s - army air officer >
was

f lldlllCd born Dec. 14 at Alameda, Calif. He

joined the army as a flying cadet during World War I and became

an officer, but the army refused to let him go overseas, declaring

he was too valuable as an instructor. After the war, he studied

engineering, graduating from Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology in 1925 with a doctor of science degree. An expert pilot,

he toured European and South American capitals, thrilling

crowds with stunt flights. In 1930, he won the Harmon trophy
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for his experimental flights; in 1931, he won the Bendix trophy

race from Burbank to Cleveland; in 1933, he won the Thompson

trophy. He then retired from racing to join the army board

studying reorganization of the air corps. In July 1940, he was

ordered back to active duty as a major in the air corps reserve

and in Jan. 1942, he was promoted to lieutenant colonel in the

air corps. On April 18, 1942, Doolittle electrified the world by

leading a U.S. bomber squadron in a spectacular daylight raid

over Tokyo. For this exploit, he was awarded the congressional

medal of honour by President Roosevelt and was promoted to

the rank of brigadier general. He was sent to Africa with Gen.

Dwight D. Eisenhower, and on Nov. 21 was promoted to major

general. On Feb. 26, 1943, he became head of the bomber com-

mand in the Northwest Africa air forces under Maj. Gen. Carl W.

Spaatz and British Air Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, A few days

after Eisenhower was named invasion commander, Doolittle was

appointed (Dec. 28, 1943) to head the 8th U.S. air force, which

included all U.S. air units in Britain.

Draff: see SELECTIVE SERVICE, U.S.

Drama: see THEATRE.

Dress: see FASHION AND DRESS.

Rrow Conrap Alpvanripr (I894~ > Canadian PQI-

UlCW, OCUlgB ftlCAdllUlJI itidan, and premier of On-

tario. He was born at Guelph, Ont., May 7, and received his edu-

cation at the Collegiate institute of Guelph, Upper Canada

college, and the University of Toronto. His military career began*

in 1910 when he joined the i6th battery Canadian artillery at

Guelph. He had a distinguished record in World War I going

overseas in 1915. Wounded in 1916, he was invalided home, but

was not discharged till June 1919. Among Drew's writings are

Canada's Fighting Airmen, The Truth about the War, etc. Ad-

mitted to the bar in 1920, he practised in Guelph till 1925, anJ

then in Toronto. Entering the provincial legislature, he became

the leader of the Progressive Conservative opposition. In 1942,

Drew denounced the Canadian government's action in despatch-

ing troops to Hongkong. Proceedings were initiated against him,

but were later dropped. After the formation of the Progressive

Conservative party at the Winnipeg convention, Dec. 1942, Drew
returned to organize the party's forces in Ontario. In the general

provincial elections, Aug. 4, his party was successful in securing

the largest number of seats; Drew became premier, assuming the

portfolio of education. (J. I. C.; S. LEA,)

llrAllffht
UlUUgllL

^ear IÎ as a w^^c did not have notably de-

ficient moisture in any of the important agricul-

tural regions of the world.

In the Pacific, Asiatic and Australian theatres of war no im-

portant drought conditions were reported, although because of

war restrictions the information coming from these areas was

very meagre. In Europe, the latter half of the year 1943 appeared
to have been more or less dry in the northern portions and wet

in the Mediterranean region. During a long period in autumn,

abnormally high pressures existed over the British Isles and

neighbouring regions, producing a drought which in some local-

ities reached serious proportions. The winter grasses and cereals

were retarded in their growth during that portion of the year.

In Italy, on the other hand, troops at this time were fighting

through rain and mud.

In the United States, the conditions were favourable during

the growing season in most localities, but a fall drought similar

to one which occurred In 1939 affected some of the more impor-
tant agricultural areas. In the winter wheat areas where the plants

are supposed to germinate and begin their growth in the fall,

the prospective crops were seriously reduced. In the great winter

wheat region of Kansas, the November precipitation was only

17% of the normal for that month over the state as a whole, and

the ample rains which finally came in December were, in some

localities, too late to restore the wheat to its proper condition.

In Oklahoma, Arkansas and parts of Kansas, November was the

driest on record since 1910. The drought was accompanied by
numerous dust storms. Many farmers planted wheat in the dust,

expecting rain to come. Considerable quantities failed to germi-
nate or dried after germination.

The region of autumn drought extended from Colorado through
the Dakotas to the Great Lakes region and southward to northern

Tennessee, Arkansas and northern Texas. Thus, approximately

17 states were more or less seriously affected by the drought.

Throughout the entire region the water shortage affected the

condition of pastures and necessitated stall or yard feeding of

stock. Water had to be hauled for cattle. The drought conditions

also extended through West Virginia and into North and South

Carolina, parts of Georgia and Alabama. During the three fall

months of September, October and November the following

percentages of the> normal precipitation were measured in the

various states: North Dakota 55%; South Dakota 92%; Ne-

braska 56%; Kansas 72%; Oklahoma 75%; Iowa 64%; Illinois

71%; Ohio 59%; Kentucky 63%; West Virginia 64%; North

Carolina 55%; South Carolina 57%.
Late summer and early fall drought conditions occurred in

certain eastern states, particularly Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Del-

aware and Maryland. The drought in the Carolinas, parts of

Georgia and Alabama started in late summer. In Pennsylvania,

September was the driest ever recorded. July and August were

also dry. Water had to be hauled and special feeding had to be

employed for livestock. Many wells, previously dependable,

dried up and streams dwindled until special sanitary precautions

had to be taken. Crops were, of course, extremely poor. The

planting of winter grains was delayed and fall plowing was im-

possible in the hard, dry soil. In New Jersey, August was ex-

tremely dry, and important truck crops in the southern part of

the state were greatly curtailed. In some sections the second

cutting of alfalfa was almost a complete failure. In Maryland,
the summer drought ended with ample rains on Sept. 30, only

after about 50% failures of most crops. Dairying suffered

through lack of adequate pasturage.

Dust storms which usually have their maximum occurrence

during the spring months were more commonly observed in the

autumn of 1943. In South Dakota, several severe but somewhat

localized dust storms were observed in October, while dust

storms and wind erosion of the bare soil occurred through ex-

tensive areas of Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahoma. In some cases

in these sections, the small quantity of winter grains which

penetrated through the dry soil later had the soil blown from the

roots in dust storms.

In addition to dust there were numerous prairie and forest

fires. The forest fire conditions were particularly noted in Ar-

kansas where large stands of timber, rendered inflammable by
the drought, were destroyed by fire.

South America during 1943 appeared to enjoy more than

ample rains throughout. (See also AGRICULTURE; IRRIGATION;

METEOROLOGY; SOIL EROSION AND SOIL CONSERVATION.)

(H. R. B.)

and Driiir Traffir
The drug industry in the u s

dllU UlUg liailll. was calledupon to increase its

output of essential items while facing wartime disruptions re-

sulting from shortages in skilled manpower, in basic raw mate-

rials, and in equipment. To safeguard consumers from the viola-



tions such conditions might fos-

ter, the Food and Drug adminis-

tration gave increased regula-

tory attention to possible break-

downs of control in the manufac-

turing and packaging of drug

products and to unauthorized

substitutions for scarce ingredi-

ents. During the shortage of phy-
sicians for civilians, public safety

required intensified surveillance

over the directions, warnings and

therapeutic claims on the labels

of preparations with which per-

sons might attempt self-medica-

tion.

In the fiscal year 1943, atten-

tion was given to the output of

2,738 manufacturers of drugs,

therapeutic devices and vitamin

preparations destined for both

civilian and military use. Seizure

of 287 violative shipments was effected. The consignments thus

removed from consumer channels comprised 16 preparations

alleged to be dangerous to health; 107 bearing false and mislead-

ing claims, inadequate directions and warnings, or without manda-

tory label statements; in items differing from required standards

of potency; 3 containing filth and decomposition; and 50 that

were short in contents or otherwise constituted economic cheats.

Fewer drug products containing dangerous ingredients or mix-

tures were seized than in 1942; the number of substandard-drug
seizures almost doubled. Permission was given for the introduc-

tion of 148 new drugs into interstate commerce after the filing

with the federal security administrator of applications establish-

ing their safety for use.

Court decisions rendered in the 1943 fiscal year affecting public

protection under the federal drug laws included an appeals court

ruling that an article may be misbranded by the addition of false

and misleading circulars after shipment, while it is being held for

sale. (W. G. CA.)

League of Nations. The opium section of the League of

Nations continued to function despite difficulties of communica-

tion. The Permanent Central Opium board discharged its duties

even though seriously impeded by current conditions. Statistical

returns were received from 50 governments out of 66 contracting

parties and from 62 out of 99 dependencies and colonies. No
government denounced the conventions. There were three acces-

sions to the conventions since the outbreak of the war. Inter-

national control continued and was likely to be operative over a

considerable part of the world. Its complete re-establishment

would be a matter of utmost urgency on cessation of hostilities.

In all belligerent territories, with the exception of Japan, the

system of import and export certificates for narcotic drugs con-

tinued in force.

Leaks developed. Much Iranian opium manufactured by the

government monopoly found its way into the illicit traffic. Clan-

destine production of opium in Mexico continued on a large scale.

The Mexican government took stringent measures to stamp out

this traffic.

Opium supplies, in contrast to other strategic materials, ap-

peared to be satisfactory in all territories. Several South Ameri-

can countries started opium production on a small scale.

A substitute for morphine, known as demerol in the United

States and dolantin in Europe and South America, appeared on

world markets. It was placed under anti-opium legislation in

CINCHONA SEEDLINGS in a greenhouse of the U.S. department of agriculture

at Glenn Dale. Md. Plantings were made in quantity during 1943 to replace the

supply of quinine from the Netherlands Indies cut off by the Japanese in 1942.

The bark of the cinchona tree yields quinine in about ten years

every country where it was consumed. A recommendation was

to be made to place it under Article 10 of the Geneva Narcotic

convention of 1925.

On Sept. 21, 1943, the United States government addressed

aide-memoire to the British, Netherlands and other interested

governments in regard to the suppression of the nonmedical use

of narcotic drugs in areas in the far east occupied by Japanese

forces when such areas would be reoccupied by the armed forces

of the United Nations.

The British and the Netherlands governments announced in

November that they had decided to prohibit the use of opium
for smoking and to abolish opium monopolies in their territories

when those territories were freed from Japanese occupation.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. "Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs for the

Year Ended December 31, 1942," U.S. Treasury dept., Bureau of Nar-
cotics, Washington, D.C.; Statement of Acting Secretary of State, Depart-
ment of State Press Release No. 473 dated November 10, 1943.

(H. J. A.)

Drunkenness: see INTOXICATION, ALCOHOLIC.

niinnan ^ir Patriot (1870-1943), British politician,

UUIIball, Oil rdU lift was born Dec. 21. He attended

Balliol college, Oxford, and entered the colonial service in 1894.

He was made treasurer of the Transvaal colony in 1901, suc-

ceeded to the post of colonial secretary, 1903-06, and was act-

ing lieutenant governor in 1906. Sir Patrick held the interior,

public health and education ministries, 1921-24, and was minis-

ter of mines, 1933-36. He assumed the office of governor gen-

eral of the Union of South Africa in 1938, the first South African

resident to become a representative of the king in the dominion.

It was during his governorship that Premier Hertzog sought to

prevent a declaration of war against Germany at the outbreak

of World War II, a measure which Sir Patrick helped to defeat.

As a result Hertzog resigned. Sir Patrick died in Pretoria,

Union of South Africa, July 17.

Du Pont, Richard Chichester
(1911-1943), U.S. glid-

er champion, was born

Jan. 2 in Wilmington, Del. He learned to fly in 1930 and was

National Soaring champion in 1934, 1935 and 1937. He estab-

lished a U.S. soaring distance record of 158 mi. in 1934 and a

241
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U.S. altitude record of 7,200 ft. in 1938. As special assistant to

Gen. Henry H. Arnold, chief of the U.S. air forces, he was sent

on a mission to Sicily in 1943 to observe glider forces in opera-

tion. Less than a week after his return to the United States, he

was killed in the crash of a glider at March field, Calif., Sept. n.

Dust Storms: see DROUGHT.

Dutch Borneo: see NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Dutch Colonial Empire: see NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EM-

PIRE; NETHERLANDS INDIES.

Dutch East Indies: see NETHERLANDS INDIES.

Dutch Guiana: see SURINAM.

EAC: see EUROPEAN ADVISORY COMMISSION.

Eaker, Ira G.

Paramount task facmg the organic chemicals

industry in 1943 was no different from that of

the previous year and consisted primarily of satisfying the greatly

expanded demands of the army and navy. The War Production

Board Conservation Order M-IO3 which was in effect from April

i, 1942 on proved its workability. Quotas were set quarterly and

were determined by the supply of raw material available for the

manufacture of dyestuffs. Military and civilian requirements

were considered, and the production of specific dyes or groups of

dyes was controlled and regulated to provide a regular flow of

colouring material in sufficient quantities to satisfy essential

needs. Order M-IO3 was revised on Oct. 23, increasing the sale

and delivery of certain classes of dyes for civilian consumption
from 15% to 172% P^ r calendar quarter. The augmented allot-

ments for civilian use were made possible by smaller military re-

quirements for certain types of dyes due to reduction in pur-

chases of woollen and worsted fabrics. Export quotas were in-

creased also from 15 to 17%. These were set up after a study of

past shipments and potential demands and, unlike the American

civilian quotas which were based on past use, the export quotas

were based on production. They were applicable to friendly na-

tions who were no longer able to obtain their supplies of dye-

stuffs from Europe and were dependent upon the United States.

The policy of the War Production board was to make available

<Jyes of high quality and performance in order to maintain the

standards of civilian war textiles as close as possible to the de-

sirable properties of fabrics processed during peace. The shortage

of fibres of different kinds compelled the textile manufacturers

to use their ingenuity in developing fabrics from available ma-

terials. Old-staple fibres were blended with newer synthetics and

the resulting mixtures presented technical problems in colour ap-

plication. Scientific research in the further development of dyes

and dyeing processes to colour these complex textiles was actively

carried out in the laboratories of dyestuff manufacturers. High-

speed methods were developed which had previously been thought

impossible. An outstanding contribution by dyestuffs technicians

was a procedure for the continuous dyeing of indigo on navy
wool flannel, effecting savings in time and operating cost.

Production of coal-tar dyestuffs in 1942 amounted to 151,878,-

ooo lb., which was 17,000,000 Ib. less than the peak output for

1941. Sales were 144,847,000 lb., and valued at $99,431,000. Vat-

colour production, exclusive of indigo, was 27,432,000 lb., 3%
higher than in 1941, and accounted for a slightly larger portion

of the 1942 production, although, in general, little change occurred

in the relative importance of the dyes by class of application.

The principal colours manufactured were vat, direct, sulphur and

acid, which accounted for approximately 78% of .the total. The

quantity of unclassified dyes listed by the U.S. tariff commission,

including the more important military dyes, increased by 2,600,-

ooo lb. and that of the classified dyes decreased by 19,000,000 lb.

Figures for 1943 production and sales were not available.

(A. G. BN.)

(1896- ), U.S. army air officer, was born

April 13 in Field .Creek, Tex. He studied at

the University of the Philippines, Columbia and Southern Cali-

fornia universities and was commissioned as second lieutenant in

the infantry reserve in 1917. Transferred to the Philippines in

1919, he served in the air corps and later was given command
of the Manila air depot. In 1929, he was co-pilot in an army

plane which established an endurance flight record of 150 hr. and

40 min., and some years later he made a cross-continent "blind

flight." He served as executive officer in the air corps headquar-
ters in Washington, 1937-40, and by Jan. 1942, he had become a

brigadier general. He was made chief of the U.S. bomber com-

mand in the European theatre of war in the summer of 1942.

Upon the transfer of Maj. Gen. Carl Spaatz to North Africa in

Dec. 1942, Eaker succeeded him as commander of the 8th U.S.

air force on Feb. 15, having been advanced to rank of major gen-

eral. His force was doubled by summer and greatly increased

again by October, when it had assumed full partnership with the

R.A.F. in bombing the axis. Promoted to lieutenant general,

Eaker stated in October that the task of the air force for the win-

ter would be to destroy Germany's production and transportation

facilities so that invasion could be carried out with fewer casual-

ties. On Dec. 28, 1943, Gen. Eaker was appointed commander of

all Allied air units in the Mediterranean theatre. He was sue-,

ceeded as commander of the 8th air force by Maj. Gen. James H.

Doolittle.

Ear, Nose and Throat, Diseases of.

otolaryngologist, it is imperative that a flier should possess nor-

mal nasal function, average ears and hearing, eustachian tubes

and sinuses without obstruction, normal balancing mechanisms

and no vertiginous episodes. He must be free of cold or acute

respiratory infection.

On descent, most individuals can equalize the relative negative

pressure of the middle ear pneumatic system through swallowing,

yawning or making some movements of the lower jaw. If some
obstruction is present in the eustachian tubes secondary to a

pharyngitis or an acute head cold, aeration of the middle ear

cavity is interfered with so that a cycle of events takes place

that brings about aero-otitis media. When the negative pressure

inside the middle ear reaches 100-120 mm. Hg (mercury), pain is

severe and a moderate amount of hearing loss takes place in the

low tone range. The drum membrane becomes sharply retracted,

the blood vessels of the handle of the malleus are congested, later

ecchymosis in the flaccid membrane develops, and after some

hours, depending upon the differential negative pressure, sero-

sanguineous fluid and bubbles form in the middle ear. The fluid

elements in the middle ear cavity constitute a recovery cycle, as

the relative negative pressure is reduced proportionately to the

amount of fluid formed. In time, however, pressure is equalized.

It takes from 3 days to 3 weeks for recovery from aero-otitis

media; very few cases become infected, and politzerization and

catheterization of the eustachian tubes when performed immedi-

ately is effective, though not so efficient as one would wish.

The best treatment is to return to the level at which block of

the eustachian tube and middle ear cavity took place, either in

actual flight or in a pressure chamber, and to descend to ground
level slowly, swallowing frequently. In this manner, the pres-

sure outside the drumhead and that of the air passing through
the eustachian tube are altered simultaneously, whereas in

catheterization and politzerization only that entering the eusta-

chian tube is altered. If aero-otitis is oresent for a few davs. heat
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causes an increase in fluid production in the middle ear, analgesics

relieve pain and a shrinking solution to the orifice of the eusta-

chian tube mouths decongests the swollen mucosa. All of these

measures afford considerable relief to the unbalanced state of

affairs present. Opening of the drumhead (myringotomy) is best

avoided.

Aerosinusitis is a similar cycle of events taking place in the

accessory sinuses of the nose and has increased in frequency as

greater altitudes and speeds of ascent have been achieved. On

ascent, the pressure inside an obstructed sinus becomes greater

than that outside with consequent expansion to the limit of the

elasticity of its walls or structures. Pain results.

During descent, the opposite effect is present. Redundant tis-

sue or polyps may then form a ball valve over an ostium, or pus

flowing over an ostium can be drawn into a sinus which may have

been empty and sterile. If the relative negative pressure inside a

sinus becomes great enough, the mucous membrane may be torn

away from its walls. Haemorrhage in the cavity or haematoma be-

neath the mucosa is not rare. The best treatment for aerosinusitis

is to carry out the general suggestions outlined under the treat-

ment for aero-otitis media, namely, to provide conditions for the

equalization of pressure as quickly as possible as well as to relieve

pain and discomfort.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Year Book of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, 1942 (Both-
man-Crowe). (G. M. C.)

Earnings, Company: see BUSINESS REVIEW.

Earthquakes: see DISASTERS; SEISMOLOGY.

East Africa, British: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

East Indies, Dutch: see NETHERLANDS INDIES.

tactman Inconh R (l882~ } >
u s &ovcrnment offi-

LdoUlldll, lIUoCpll D. cial, was born June 26 in Katonah,

N.Y. He was graduated from Amherst college in 1904 and studied

law at Boston university. He was appointed to the Interstate

Commerce commission by President Wilson in 1919 and was

reappointed by succeeding presidents until 1933, when he served

as President Roosevelt's federal co-ordinator of transportation.

During his 14-year tenure on the ICC, Eastman was considered

a "government-ownership" man by many railroad presidents be-

cause he fought to lower freight rates and executive salaries. He
denounced the unnecessary duplication of services and sought to

outlaw dummy corporations and holding companies. In 1936, he

returned to the ICC and in Dec. 1941, Mr. Eastman, then chair-

man, was appointed by President Roosevelt as director of the

newly-established Office of Defense Transportation (ODT), de-

signed to co-ordinate federal and private transportation policies.

During 1942 and 1943, he curbed civilian use of motor cars,

trucks, buses and trains in a variety of ways to save fuel and to

make possible constantly increasing traffic in war materials.

Eclipses of Sun, 1944: see ASTRONOMY.

Economic Association, American: see AMERICAN ECO-

NOMIC ASSOCIATION.

Economic Defense Board: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINIS-

TRATION.

Economic Development. Committee for: see COMMIT-

TEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

Contributions to applied economics were more

significant than to theoretical economics during

1943. In May about 675,000 man-days were lost through strikes

because labour leaders questioned the validity of the War Labor

board decision to restrict wage increases to the cost of living

index of the bureau of labor statistics. They charged that it

did not give proper weights to items in family wartime budgets,

so an impartial committee of experts known as the Mills com-

mittee was set up to investigate and in October reported that the

index "defined with satisfactory accuracy
"

the changes in living

costs, and that it was the purpose of the index to measure

changes in prices, not changes in standards of living, as labour

leaders had urged. Had this index been found wanting the "little

steel" formula used as a model for wage stabilization would have

been abandoned and governmental price controls definitely endan-

gered.

Sir John Maynard Keynes submitted a plan fox a postwar in-

ternational clearing union of the United Nations designed to

stabilize foreign exchange based upon assigned "bancor" quotas
for member countries. Under this plan, gold possessed only

"great psychological value," although the clearing union would

not dispense with it immediately but would supplant it eventually

with credits for international settlements. Simultaneously, the

federal treasury submitted the White pkm for an international

currency in "unitas," not dollars, designed to maintain stability

with a gold stabilization fund. Preliminary conferences were held

and both plans given widespread professional consideration pend-

ing the call of a conference of representatives of the United Na-

tions to consider the problem of international monetary stability

in the postwar period.

The Brookings institution published a brief appraisal of the

theories underlying federal debts, unbalanced budgets, postwar

deficits, employment and inflation. The conclusions were critical

of prolonged deficits and continued spending. .The Conference on

Research in Income and Wealth of the National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research published significant findings on income size dis-

tributions within the United States, conceding that much statisti-

cal groundwork remained to be done.

Among government publications, perhaps the reports of the

National Resources Planning board, submitted to congress by the

president in March, required the most careful scrutiny. These re-

ports recommended a postwar readjustment period with extended

wartime controls to prevent booms and depressions; gradual de-

mobilization of the armed forces co-ordinated with re-employ-
ment

; guarantees of right to work, to fair pay and to an adequate

living; enterprise free from arbitrary public and private author-

ity; a cabinet post for social security, education and youth pro-

grams; maintenance of national income at a level of $125,000,-

000,000 annually; and higher income and lower consumption
taxes. Among the most important fields of private research were

those dealing with war contract termination problems, the gov-

ernment surplus disposal program, postwar re-employment, lend-

lease, international settlements, removal of trade barriers, taxa-

tion and fiscal policy.

Graduate study and research in economics in the universities

came almost to a standstill. Many courses emphasized contempo-

rary and postwar problems. Some teachers were drawn into the

armed services. Others entered civil service, holding strategic posi-

tions, and congress launched attacks against "Washington econo-

mists," primarily those whose academic training had been in the

field of pure theory, or whose civil service classification desig-

nated them as "economic analyists" regardless of their lack of

professional training. Research organizations, private industry

and law firms added large numbers of professionally trained

economists to their full-time staffs during the year. (E. H. HE.)

Economic Stabilization. Office of.

of Economic Stabilization is to provide over-all direction and

co-ordination for the government's program of stabilizing wages
and living costs. The director is assisted by a board composed
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of the heads of agencies concerned with price and wage control

and representatives of labour, management and fanners appointed

by the president. Because it is concerned primarily with policy-

making, the Office of Economic Stabilization operates with a very
small staff.

The office was established on Oct. 6, 1942, by executive order,

with former Justice James E. Byrnes of the supreme court as di-

rector. On May 29, 1943, Mr. Byrnes resigned to become director

of the Office of War Mobilization, and Fred M. Vinson, who had

been associate justice of the federal court of appeals for the

District of Columbia and chief judge of the emergency court

of appeals, was appointed to succeed hitn. (F. M. V.)

Economic Warfare, Office of: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC AD-

MINISTRATION.

A Pacific coast republic of South America, located

astride the equator. The area of Ecuador wasEcuador.
claimed to be 337,392 sq.mi. (including the 2400 sq.mi. of the

Galapagos Islands) previous to the settlement of a boundary dis-

pute with Peru in 1942. Pop. (1942 census): 3,085,871; of this

figure 28% are estimated as white, 30% as Indian, 40% as

mestizo. The capital is Quito (pop. 150,347); other cities are:

Guayaquil (159,940); Cuenca (45,000); Riobamba (24,000):

Latacunga (18,000); Loja (18,000). President in 1943: Dr. Carlos

Arroyo del Rfo.

History. During 1943 there was no change in Ecuadorian

co-operation in inter-American policy. On March 26, publication
of news on hemisphere defense or local military developments
was prohibited. In May all communication with axis countries

was terminated, and property of axis nationals was taken over by
the government. All vessels of over 20 tons were placed under

national control. On Feb. 23, arrangements were made whereby
the United States was to purchase all Ecuadorian quinine avail-

able for export, and in June the same nation extended a $5,000,000
stabilization fund agreement for an additional year. In November
the extraordinary powers which had been granted to the executive

because of world conditions were continued in force until Aug.

1944.

Ecuadorian internal politics were marked by preparation for

the 1944 presidential election. At least six candidates were re-

ported as in the field in May, one of them being Former Presi-

dent Ibarra. In February several Liberal party candidates for

congress were arrested on a charge of political conspiracy, and a

minor revolt, in August, was easily suppressed.

In the economic field, conditions in Ecuador generally im-

proved through the year, although a flour shortage occurred in

May. Most serious was an increased cost of living, estimated as

over 50% higher than in 1939. Price control was not altogether
effective. Late in April, after the visit of Henry Wallace, the U.S.

promised to send urgently needed locomotives and railway equip-

ment, and a comprehensive social and sanitary improvement
program was outlined. Defense construction at Salinas (90 mi.

from Guayaquil) and in the Galapagos Islands by the United

States gave employment, and demands for balsa and rubber, in

addition to usual agricultural work, absorbed all available labour.

The coffee, cacao and rice crops (the latter important in Ecua-
dorean domestic economy as the staple food of the masses) were
all estimated as heavier than in 1942; sugar, and probably cotton,

production was expected to be under the previous year. On Oct.

6, a National Bank of Provincial Development (capital: 100,-

OOO,OQO sucres) was established with the purpose of furthering
the agricultural program and other projects.

Platinum exports were prohibited in November.

Education. The school system in 1941 had 3,140 primary

schools, with 6,076 teachers and an enrolment of 248,905 pupils;

23 public secondary colleges, with 9,137 students; 12 vocational

schools, with 1,288 students; 4 universities, with 1,755 enrolled.

The 1943 budget allowance for education was 24,647,000 sucres

(14% of the total).

Finance. The monetary unit is the sucre, value in 1943 ap-

proximately 7 cents U.S. The ordinary budget for 1943 was bal-

anced at 159,383,000 sucres (1942: 119,567,000 sucres). The 1944

budget was set at 198,260,000 sucres. The circulating medium
totalled 437,592,502 sucres in April 1943. The public debt in

1941 was 47,062,645 sucres.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade in 1942 was

valued at 498,405,000 sucres (exports: 298,690,000 sucres; im-

ports: 199,715,000 sucres). The United States normally leads in

Ecuadorian trade (Ecuador's favourable trade balance in Sept.

1943, was $5,759,000). In at least one month in 1943 (April), Ar-

gentina supplied more goods to Ecuador than the United States.

Major Exports of Ecuador, 1942 and 1941

The principal manufacturing industry is in textiles, with ap-

proximately 20 cotton mills in operation in 1941, with 3,500 em-

ployees, and 10 mills producing other textiles.

External communication is by sea and air; nearly all traffic is

through Guayaquil. Ecuador possesses about 600 mi. of railways,

and 4,231 mi. of highway, of which approximately one-sixth is

paved. The highway appropriation for the fiscal year ending
March 30, 1943, was for 7,140,000 sucres, with half to be spent on

new construction. Domestic airlines and the Guayas river afford

additional means of communication. (See also HISPANIC AMERICA

AND WORLD WAR II.) (D. RD.)

Eden, (Robert) Anthony
cated at Eton and at Christ Church, Oxford. After service in

World War I from 1915 to 1918, he contested the Spennymoor
division of Durham in 1922, and in the following year he was

elected for Warwick and Leamington, which he thereafter con-

tinued to represent. He was lord privy seal and a privy councillor,

1934, and in 1935 he entered the cabinet as minister without

portfolio for League of Nations Affairs, holding this post until

the following December, when he became foreign minister.

Disagreement with Prime Minister Chamberlain over the latter 's

policy of "appeasing" Germany and Italy led to his resignation

Feb. 20, 1938. Upon the outbreak of war Sept. 3, 1939, he

re-entered Chamberlain's cabinet as dominions secretary. On

May n, 1940, he was named secretary of state for war in

Churchill's cabinet, and on Dec. 23, 1940, he was appointed to

the foreign ministry again.

On Nov. 22, 1942, Eden replaced Sir Stafford Cripps as leader

of the house of commons, although he still retained his post

as foreign secretary. During 1943 he participated in a number

of international conferences, notably the parleys with Stalin at

Moscow and Tehran and the Cairo conferences with Chiang Kai-

shek and President Ismet Inonii of Turkey.

*ssues which occupied the attention of

educators in the United States in 1943 were the
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continued and mounting shortage of teachers, the large number of

boys and girls who, lured by wage-earning opportunities, left

school without completing their courses, and the problem of pro-

viding financial support for education. At the level of higher edu-

cation the difficulties of adjusting the relations between the col-

leges and the armed services were removed but a new issue, the

future of the college curriculum, arose. Finally, active attention

was devoted to the problem of training men and women when

hostilities cease.

The Shortage of Teachers. The shortage of teachers, which

had already begun to make itself felt in 1942, increased during

Z 943 when it was estimated that more than 100,000 teachers had

left the profession to join the armed forces or to enter defense

industries. It was anticipated that this number would continue

to grow, particularly since steps were not taken immediately to

adjust teachers' salaries to the increasing cost of living. With 40%
of the teachers receiving less than $1,200 a year and 8% less

than $600 a year, the temptation to enter well-paid positions in

defense industries could not be resisted. The exodus of teachers

was in the main from rural and village schools; teachers who left

the urban schools were chiefly those whose special training was

needed in defense industries and by the armed forces. The effect

on all schools rural and urban was serious. In rural schools it

was estimated that about 6,000,000 pupils would be taught by in-

experienced teachers, assuming that the schools were opened at

all. In urban schools serious difficulties were encountered in

replacing teachers of mathematics, chemistry, physics and indus-

trial and physical education. The War Manpower commission,
as a result of pressure brought to bear upon it by school officials

and educational associations, declared teaching an essential occu-

pation and sought, under its stabilization plan, to regulate the

transfer of teachers from one position to another for increased

pay. Nevertheless, the turnover of teachers was nearly double

that in any normal year (189,000 as contrasted with 95,000).

In an effort to check the migration from the profession a va-

riety of schemes was tried. Attention was directed to the impor-
tance of education in a democracy; parent-teacher associations

conducted publicity campaigns among the public and among
teachers; promises of better conditions of service, tenure and

old-age security were made; promising candidates were encour-

aged to enter the profession; and emergency training courses

were established for inexperienced teachers or for those who had

been out of the profession for some time and wished to help dur-

ing the emergency. In many localities the services of citizens

were secured to give part-time instruction in such subjects as

music, art and physical education. Courses were also offered to

experienced teachers who were ready to change from their own
fields of specialization to those in which there were serious short-

ages. Many of the teacher-training institutions offered accelerated

courses to meet the situation. Among the methods of publicity

employed to recruit teachers were such pamphlets as that issued

by the Michigan state department of education under the title

"Should I Consider Teaching? Is Ijt the Career for Me?" or such

posters as that distributed to the high schools in Washington,
"You Are Needed to Teach." In one field physical education

a national committee on meeting teacher shortage in wartime

physical education was formed.

To meet the emergency created by the teacher shortage Presi-

dent Roosevelt submitted a proposal to congress to provide a

fund of $3,900,000 to assist colleges and universities, including

junior colleges and normal schools, in offering short training

courses for rural- and elementary-school teachers and teachers of

vocational subjects, physical science, mathematics and such other

subjects as might be essential to meet wartime needs as deter-

mined by the chairman of the War Manpower commission. (See

Journal of the National Education Association and Education for

Victory, bi-weekly of the U.S. office of education.)

The Exodus from School. It was estimated by the middle

of 1943 that 2,000,000 boys and girls between the ages of 14 and

1 8 had leffe school to enter wage-earning occupations, and that of

these 25% were under 15. This was a consequence of the labour

shortage and the high wages which could be earned after a very
short period of training. To some extent the disruption of school

organization through the shortage of teachers and lax enforce-

ment of compulsory attendance laws may have exercised some

influence. The situation became sufficiently serious for the War

Manpower commission, the children's bureau of the department
of labour, and the U.S. office of education to issue an announce-

ment to urban communities stating that "The first obligation of

school youth is to take advantage of their educational opportuni-
ties in order that they may be prepared for citizenship and for

service to the Nation. . , . School authorities, employers, parents

and other interested groups should recognize the obligation to

safeguard the physical and intellectual development of youth,"

The educational policies commission of the National Education

association issued a similar recommendation: "School attendance

until graduation is the best contribution to the war effort which

school-age youth can make." Both groups urged that arrange-

ments be made to combine part-time work in war occupations

with the continuation of regular schooling until high-school grad-

uation. Not only was the academic education of youth being

sabotaged but young workers were being exploited and were not

being paid the "wages paid to adult workers for similar job per-

. formances" the policy of the War Manpower commissioQ. (See

Education for Victory, official bi-weekly of the U.S. office of

education, especially the issue for Sept. 15, 2943.)

Juvenile Delinquency. The increase in juvenile delinquency

which was noted during the year was found among wage-earning

adolescents as well as among younger children who were left

without supervision when their mothers entered defense indus-

tries. The increase of 10% in juvenile delinquency in 1941 grew
to 25% or more in 1942 and continued to grow in 1943, creating

serious problems for child-care agencies, educational institutions

and juvenile courts.

Schoolwork and the War. The work of the elementary

schools was not seriously affected by the course of the war. Such

adjustments as were necessary were made. Largely through the

efforts of a number of educators working in co-operation with

the Civil Aeronautics administration, courses and textbooks deal-

ing with aviation were made available as part of a program to

make children air conscious.

In the high schools a definite shift of emphasis was noted from

the humanities, especially foreign languages, to such subjects as

mathematics, physics, chemistry, flight aviation, physical educa-

tion and vocational education. This was due in part to the intro-

duction of preinduction courses, prepared by the preinduction

training section, headquarters services of supply of the war de-

partment and the U.S. office of education. Outlines and textbooks

were provided in electricity, radio, shopwork, machines and auto-

motive mechanics. In some schools courses on postwar planning

were introduced. The general trend to practical or wartime sub-

jects stimulated teachers and organizations interested in foreign

languages to engage in active campaigns to maintain and encour-

age their study.

The chief emphasis at the high-school level was on vocational

training. The enrolments in federally aided vocational schools

and classes showed an increase from 2,434,641 in 1942 to 2,630,-

097 in 1943, distributed in vocational agriculture, trade and indus-

trial, home economics and distributive education classes.

The Studv of United States History. The New York Times.
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which in 1942 had published the results of an investigation into

the place of the history of the United States in high schools, car-

ried the investigation further, into the college. Considerable in-

terest and controversy were aroused when the results of a test in

the subject, given to 7,000 students in 36 colleges and universi-

ties, were published. The report of the survey seemed to point

to neglect of the subject and a great amount of ignorance of

American history among college students. The challenge was

taken up throughout the country; by some the test itself was

criticized from the technical point of view; others alleged that

the students had not taken the test seriously; others, again, attrib-

uted their failure to show an adequate knowledge to the gradual

substitution of "social studies" for the study of history in high

schools. '; ;'*: '-,'

The senate committee on education and labour discussed the

report of the survey and considered a proposal to promote the

study of American history in schools and colleges by means of

federal aid. The New York Times report of the survey was

ordered by the senate to be published as a senate document. The

subject was one which was definitely included in the army and

navy courses given in colleges under the scheme adopted for

training of army and navy personnel, and it was urged that the

subject be included in the high-school victory courses sponsored

by the U.S. office of education.

The American Legion at its annual meeting passed a resolution

stressing the importance of the teaching of United States history.

In Illinois a law was enacted requiring publicly supported insti-

tutions of education to teach American history and the principles

of American government. Similar action was proposed in other

states.

Nor was the challenge ignored by professional organizations

more closely concerned with the status of the teaching of history

STUDENTS in a class in communications at Duke university, offered In col-

laboration with the U.S. Office of Education's program for college training of

war workers. The 1943 program included World War II veterans discharged
from the army

in schools and colleges. The American Historical association, the

Mississippi Historical association, and the National Council for

the Social Studies appointed a committee to undertake a compre-
hensive survey to promote the improvement of the teaching of

history, to investigate both the teaching and textbooks in the sub-

ject and to investigate the number of pupils in elementary and

high schools who study the subject. The committee, of which

Prof. Edgar B. Wesley of the University of Minnesota is chair-

man, was expected to publish the results of its survey early in

1944.

Civil Liberties and Salute to the Flag. The litigation aris-

ing from the refusal of parents belonging to Jehovah's Witnesses

to allow their children to salute the flag in school exercises, which

had resulted in their prosecution, finally reached the supreme
court. In a significant decision the court ruled that children

whose parents are opposed to the practice of salute to the flag in

schools cannot be compelled to participate in the exercise as a

condition of attending a public school. The decision was widely

approved as a guarantee of civil liberties and as an illustration of

continued respect for the Bill of Rights even in time of war and

of the sincerity of American faith in the "Four Freedoms."

Higher Education. The specialized training programs for

army and navy personnel were launched in the spring of the year
in some 500 colleges and universities of the country. The institu-

tions were approved after inspection and received contracts to

carry out the programs which they were best equipped to give.

The programs for specialized training covered the following types
of activities: engineers, aviation cadets, WACs, basic training,

personnel psychology, area and language training, premedical and

medical training, dental training, veterinary medicine, meteorol-

ogy, chemical warfare, etc., in accordance with the needs of the

army and navy respectively.

The selection of suitable candidates for admission to the col-

leges and universities for the specialized courses of training was

carried out by classification and unit personnel officers, following
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uniform standards and procedures adopted for the whole country.

In the case of the army specialized training program (ASTP) en-

listed men were assigned to the selected institutions as privates

and were provided with free quarters, mess, clothing, equipment
and instruction. All were required to follow a basic program in

English and history, mathematics, physics and chemistry, after

which they might be recommended for admission to officer can-

didate schools, or for immediate service with combat troops or

for participation in an advanced program in accordance with their

special aptitudes. A corresponding program was developed for

the training of naval personnel. While the objectives to be at-

tained were formulated by the army and navy authorities, the

methods of attaining them were left to each institution.

During the year the army specialized training reserve program
was introduced, under which qualified 1 7-year-old men could re-

ceive academic instruction preparatory to army specialized train-

ing. For this program ly-year-old high-school graduates were re-

quired to take a test administered jointly by the army and navy.

If selected they pursued three 1 2-week courses in English, geogra-

phy, history, sciences and mathematics. They enjoyed an inactive

status and were not in uniform but received instruction, room
and board and medical service. At the end of the term in which

they became 18 they were placed on active military duty and sent

to army training centres for military training, on completion of

which a further selection took place for continuation in the army
specialized training program.

Although the uncertainties about the immediate future of in-

stitutions of higher education were removed by the settlement of

the status of selectees, enrolments in general inevitably showed a

decrease. In the men's colleges the undergraduates were either

below the draft age or in deferred occupations, or else were de-

ferred, together with graduate students, under a liberal policy of

the Selective Service bureau, if they were engaged in preprofes-

sional or professional studies, agriculture, forestry, pharmacy, op-

tometry or as internes. Deferment was granted in this way in some

20 scientific and specialized fields to full-time students, if the in-

stitution attended certified to their competence and promise of

completing their studies successfully by July i, 1945.

Statistics of enrolment for the academic year beginning in the

fall of 1943 were not available for the whole country, chiefly be-

cause the academic year was completely disrupted. Reports from

497 institutions showed that there had been a decrease in en-

rolments of n.6% among men and 3.5% among women during

the year. Colleges now admit students at different times of the

year and those which were on a semester basis fell into line with

the army or navy programs and adopted 4 terms of 12 weeks

each. It seemed not improbable that the accelerated programs

adopted practically throughout the country might remain perma-

nent, provided that the necessary adjustments could be made for

faculty members and means of support could be found for stu-

dents who in the past had earned money for their education dur-

ing the long vacations. "Class" lines as such began to disappear

and commencements were held at different times of the year.

So far as aid to students was concerned the possibility of re-

storing the system administered by the National Youth adminis-

tration, which was abandoned when congress refused its request

for a new appropriation, was suggested as a permanent policy of

the federal government. The work of the National Youth admin-

istration was referred to as a "most acceptable experience," which

combined both work and education as a condition of student aid.

The national examinations given under the joint auspices of the

army and navy would serve as a guide to the selection of prom-

ising high-school students for aid to assist them in continuing

their education in college.

The Future of Higher Education. The future of the liberal

arts college occupied the attention of many educators. The

shortage of specialists for war needs directed attention to certain

defects which would require correction. The shortage of language

specialists stimulated experiments in the teaching of languages.

The whole approach was broadened to include not only the lan-

guage but every cultural aspect of the country in which it is

spoken; the methods and scope of the "language-area studies,"

as they have come to be known, would have an important influ-

ence on the teaching of all foreign languages. The report of the

first year of the experiment, published by the American Council

of Learned Societies, testified to its success in the teaching not

only of the languages usually taught in schools and colleges but in

a vast array of the lesser-known languages.

The emphasis placed by the army and navy specialized pro-

grams on technical and scientific studies aroused great concern

about the future of the humanities. At the beginning of the year
Wendell Willkie, in an address at Duke university on "Freedom

and the Liberal Arts," directed attention to the seriousness of the

situation. The American Council of Learned Societies and some

of the educational foundations organized discussions and research

into the future of the humanities and of the liberal arts in gen-

eral. The Association of American Colleges published an impor-
tant report of its committee on "The Restatement of the Nature

and Aims of Liberal Education." The report recommended a pro-

gram of liberal education adapted to the needs of the modern

world, in which enduring human values would be definitely in-

cluded. Among other matters the report suggested more flexible

methods of admission to college, particularly for demobilized

members of the armed forces, more individual instruction and

less lecture methods, reform of examination procedures and effec-

tive guidance of students.

In addition to many articles in general and professional jour-

nals a number of books began to appear on the subject of the

college and school curriculum. Among these were Robert M.
Hutchins' Education for Freedom (Louisiana State University

Press, Baton Rouge, La.), Jacques Maritain's Education at the

Crossroads (Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn.) and

Mark Van Doren's Liberal Education (Henry Holt and Com-

pany, New York).

Postwar Education of Service Men and Women. Plans

were developed during 1943 to provide for the postwar education

of service men and women. These plans concerned two groups

in particular: (i) the great majority of ex-service men who re-

quire short periods of training and (2) others, including those

whose education was interrupted by the period of service and

those specially qualified who could benefit by a more extended

program of general, technical or professional education.

In October President Roosevelt sent a message on the subject

to congress urging immediate planning and action so that service

men and women might be demobilized into a sound and prosper-

ous economy with a minimum of unemployment and dislocation

and that with the assistance of the government they might be

given an opportunity to find jobs for which they are fitted and

trained, with special training and education for those who desire

it. He urged federal assistance to make such training possible for

such periods as were needed by individuals according to ability.

The federal government would provide the necessary fund^
1

and

supervise their expenditure under generally accepted standards,

but the control of education and certification of trainees and stu-

dents would be left to the states and localities. Special provision

would be made for the rehabilitation of disabled veterans.

The president's address was based on the report of a commit-

tee appointed in 1942 and reporting in Aug: 1943- The commit-

tee distinguished between the two groups mentioned by the presi-

dent. For those in the second group those qualified for ad-
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vanced and professional and technical education the committee

recommended selection on a competitive basis, and that the

award of scholarships, carrying with them reasonable mainte-

nance allowances, should be determined by the needs of techni-

cal and professional occupations in which shortages of adequately

trained personnel exist. Scholarships should be tenable for a pe-

riod not to exceed four years, their continuation depending on

the academic and general progress of the students.

In a bill introduced by Senator Claude Pepper and intended to

provide loans to personnel in the armed forces and to merchant

seamen, provision was made to grant loans up to $4,800, the

estimated cost of four years of education, including living ex-

penses, tuition, books and supplies as well as living expenses for

dependents. If the student "showed good faith and diligence in

his or her work" on certificate from the institution attended,

only half of the loan would have to be repaid at i% interest and

in xo instalments, if necessary.

It was expected that some provision would also be made for

the re-education of men and women working in war industries to

equip them for the changed occupations in peacetime industries.

National Scholarships for Girls. Seven women's colleges

Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar

and Wellesley informally associated in the Seven College con-

ference planned to award 21 scholarships to incoming freshmen.

The plan, which was to go into effect in May, 1944, was in-

tended to encourage students of exceptional promise to come to

these colleges from distant parts of the country. A prize of $100
was to be awarded to each successful candidate with additional

amounts on the basis of need, to cover the cost of tuition, board

and room in whole or in part. Scholarships would be renewable

for the full college course, if the winner maintained a high honour

record. The executive secretary of the conference in 1943 was

Mrs. F. Murray Forbes, Jr., 21 Beaver PL, Boston. (For statis-

tics of institutions see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.)

Federal Aid for Education. The effort to secure federal aid

for education, which began during World War I, was continued

during 1943 but was again defeated. Since 1917 the need for

federal aid to implement the American ideal of equality of edu-

cational opportunity was believed by some educators to be greater

than ever. The war revealed the differences in educational pro-

visions in the country as never before. Under the selective draft

system large numbers of draftees were shown to be wholly or

functionally illiterate, and another large number were rejected on

physical grounds. The shortage of teachers revealed the low

standards of remuneration which prevailed in the country.

In June 1943, the Thomas-Hill bill (S. 637) was approved by
the senate committee on education and labour. The bill pro-

vided for the allocation of $200,000,000 a year to the states dur-

ing the war "for payment of increased teachers* salaries and

other unusual expenditures" arising out of the emergency, and a

continuing postwar appropriation of $100,000,000 a year to be

used for the equalization of opportunities among and within the

states for public elementary and secondary education, including

kindergarten and nursery schools and education through the i4th

grade (i.e., junior colleges).

The fund for emergency purposes was to be provided: (i) to

keep -schools open and to pay teachers' salaries; (2) to employ
additional teachers in order to reduce the size of the larger

classes; (3) to raise substandard salaries; and (4) to adjust sal-

aries to meet the increased cost of living. The average number

of pupils in average daily attendance was to be employed as the

basis for distributing appropriations to the states.

The basis for the distribution of the equalization fund was to

be the number of persons 5 to 17 years of age and the total in-

come payments in each state; the larger amount of aid would

under this formula go to the poorer states which had the larger

number of children and the lower income payments.
The index of need in the states was, according to the bill, to

be computed by the U.S. commissioner of education, in whom
the administration of the bill's provisions was to be vested. The
control of education was to be left to the state and local school

authorities. The distribution of the federal funds was to be made

by the state authority in each state. To prevent the use of federal

funds to replace or reduce state funds for education each state

would, according to the bill, be required to continue to spend as

much for education as it had in 1941 in order to qualify for fed-

eral aid. A similar safeguard against the reduction or replace-

ment of state or local funds by federal aid was provided in the

special aid to be given to maintain schools for minority races on

the basis of their proportion to the total population.

The bill came before the senate in October but was defeated

on the following amendment: "Provided that there shall be no

discrimination in the administration of the benefits and appro-

priations under the respective provisions of this act or in the

state funds supplemented thereby on account of race, creed or

color." The bill was referred back for further action to the sen-

ate committee on education and labour. The corresponding bill,

H.R. 2849, was still scheduled to be discussed in the house of

representatives.

In view of the continued need of labour, it was estimated that

if care were provided for the children of working mothers, the

number of women engaged in defense industries about 18,000,-

ooo could be increased. Under the Lanham act, 1942, provision

had been made for the care of children and for other emergency
needs. Funds had already been made available to the extent of

$300,000,000 up to June 30, 1943, for the construction, mainte-

nance and operation of community facilities, including schools.

An additional amount of $200,000,000 was authorized by con-

gress to be used until the War-area Child Care act of 1943 should

become effective. Under the latter act the administration of pro-

visions for the care of children was transferred from the Fed-

eral Works agency to the children's bureau and the U.S. office of

education. Care was provided in 1943 for 320,000 children, of

whom 60,000 were between the ages of two and five. Guidance

in the organization of wartime child-care programs and state and

local programs of child welfare, nursery schools and extended

school services was given by the director of community war

services of the Federal Security agency.

Educational Needs of the Future. The National Resources

Planning board in its recommendations outlined the financial

needs of American education in the postwar era. On the basis of

the total expenditures for education of $2,817,000,000 in 1940,
the board recommended an expenditure of $6,100,000,000. Among
the items to be included were the following: For preschools, ele-

mentary and high schools, $3,000,000,000; for junior colleges,

$400,000,000; for colleges, universities, professional and technical

institutions, $1,000,000,000; for adult education, $300,000,000;
for student aid, $300,000,000; and for public libraries, $200,000,-
ooo. For the five-year period immediately following the war the

board recommended an expenditure of $2,380,000,000 to elimi-

nate building deficiencies in education (the cost in 1940 was

$382,000,000).

The board included in its program of education increased at-

tention tp education for health and safety, vocational training,

leisure education, education in home and family living, training
for national security and citizenship, social and economic educa-

tion, retraining of men and women demobilized from the armed
forces and defense industries and provision of opportunities for

those whose education had been interrupted by the war. In order

to equalize the educational opportunities throughout the country



the board urged the provision of adequate funds by the federal

government. The board also recommended that the functions of

the U.S. office of education should be enlarged so that it might

become "the major instrument in educational research and plan-

ning."

International Relations in Education. Considerable atten-

tion was devoted during 1943, both in Great Britain and in

the United States, to the future of education, the rehabilita-

tion of education in Germany and to the creation of an inter-

national agency for education. In the United States the di-

vision of cultural relations of the state department and the Office

of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs continued their ac-

tivities in promoting relations between the United States and the

republics of Latin America, and plans were considered by the

former for the extension of its sphere of work to other parts of

the world.

The third report of the Commission to Study the Organiza-

tion of Peace, issued in Feb. 1943, contained a paper by I. L.

Kandel on "Education and the Postwar Settlement" in which

were discussed such topics as "Education an International Con-

cern," "Need of an International Educational Organization,"

"The Pattern of Educational Reconstruction," "Educational and

Intellectual Rehabilitation" and "International Centers for the

Study of Education."

In May 1943, the educational policies commission of the Na-
tional Education association issued a report on Education and

the People's Peace. After reviewing the international status of

education in the period between the two wars and the opportunity
offered for correcting past mistakes the report urged : ( i ) the im-

portance of developing public opinion in the United States on the

issues of peace and international organization; (2) the necessity

of creating a council of education for the United Nations; and

(3) the need of a permanent international agency for education

related to other parts of the emergent world organization. The

function of an international agency for education would be "to

keep constantly in touch with educational procedures throughout
the world, and to report its findings publicly," (National Educa-

tion Association, Washington, D.C.)
The Universities Committee on Post-War International Prob-

lems issued a pamphlet on Education and World Peace, prepared

by members of the faculty and students of the graduate school

of education, Harvard university. In this pamphlet the major

problem indicated in the title was broken down into the more

specific questions implicit in it, and the more important argu-

ments for and against the principal current answers were formu-

lated. Among the questions discussed were the following: the

relation of education to world organization for international

peace and order; the creation of a permanent international office

of education; the establishment of an international university;

and the formation of an international education association.

(Published by the World Peace Foundation, Boston.)

In September an international education assembly met at Har-

per's Ferry, Va., under the auspices of the Liaison Committee for

International Education, which consists of representatives of vari-

ous educational organizations in the United States. The assembly
voted in favour of the establishment of an international com-

mission for education to co-operate with governments in rebuild-

ing educational and cultural programs in war-devastated coun-

tries, to assist new governments in axis countries in reconstruct-

ing their educational systems in harmony with peace aims, to

eliminate educational and cultural activities that threaten peace-

ful relations among nations, to encourage the provision of equal-

ity of opportunity in education, to assist in the elimination of

illiteracy and to encourage the establishment of international in-

stitutions for the training of educational and cultural leaders.

EXHIBITION Oh KUS5IAN CHiLUHtN's
Pioneers, Leningrad, In June 1943

The assembly unanimously voted for the establishment of an

international education office.

In England the Joint Commission of the Council for Education

in World Citizenship and the London International assembly is-

sued a report on Education and the United Nations (reprinted

by the American Council on Public Affairs, Washington, D.C.)
The London International assembly is an unofficial assembly of

members, lay and professional, representing all the United Na-

tions, together with representatives of some of the Allied gov-
ernments and ministries of education in London. The report

dealt with the status of education in nazi-occupied countries and

with the future of education in the enemy countries, especially

Germany, and in the United Nations and proposed the estab-

lishment of an international authority for education. The report

recommended that (i) since education would be one of the chief

responsibilities of the United Nations, a United Nations bureau

of educational reconstruction be established at once; (2) during

the occupation of Germany education should be under the con-

trol of a high commissioner to insure that nazi and militarist in-

fluences are eradicated and to supervise the re-education of the

German people; (3) an international organization of education

be created as soon as practicable for the advancement of educa-

tion and the promotion of education in world citizenship such

an organization to be one of the principal parts of any new in-

ternational authority that might be established and to consist of

representatives of governments, education authorities and asso-

ciations of teachers, parents and students; and (4) in order to

keep the United Nations united by a dominating motive to build

a better world and to educate in principles of world citizenship

educational facilities be extended, with financial aid if necessary,

from the community of nations.

Education in the Occupied Countries. An inter-Allied bu-

reau was established in London to consider measures needed to

restore the educational services in the occupied countries. The

bureau was the result of conferences held by ministers of educa-

tion of the governments-in-exile In co-operation with the presi-

dent of the English board of education. The United States was

represented at these conferences by an unofficial observer. The
chairman of the bureau in 1943 was Jules Hoste, Belgian under-

secretary for education. The bureau's work would include the

purchase and distribution of books and periodicals, the prepara-

tion of films and other visual aids and the collection of scientific

equipment. Plans for the financial support of education when

re-established in the occupied countries were also the subject of

discussion.

Soviet Union. During the summer of 1943 it was announced
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that coeducation, which had been introduced in the early years

of the revolution, would be abolished in the secondary schools

of the soviet union. The measure had already been proposed in

1940 but was delayed by the outbreak of war. The reasons put

forward for the separation of boys and girls were that the needs

of the two sexes were different and that each should be given that

education which would best equip them for their future lifework.

The emphasis in the education of boys would be on technical and

military training and in that of girls on handicrafts, domestic sci-

ence, hygiene and child care. Girls would continue to enjoy equal

opportunities with boys to enter the universities.

Academic Freedom. It is interesting to note that there were

no cases during World War II of dismissal of academic person-

nel on charges of disloyalty. This is in striking contrast with the

dismissal of a small number of professors for disloyalty at the

outbreak of World War I, including the cause celkbre of the late

Dr. James McKeen Cattell. The situation in 1941-43 was due in

part to the hostile attitude already engendered against the nazis

for their persecution of intellectuals and institutions of learning

generally and against the Japanese for their insidious attack on

Pearl Harbor. In part it was also due to the fact that strong

professional organizations were developed after World War I for

the protection of academic freedom.

The uncertainty of the future of colleges and universities after

Pearl Harbor, when there was pressure for financial retrenchment

in these institutions, created a feeling of insecurity among fac-

ulty members. The difficulties were overcome, however, by the

absorption of specialists in public services and war industries, by
the selective draft and enlistments and by the adoption of many
institutions for the training of army and navy personnel. Al-

though some institutions were compelled by circumstances to re-

tire members of their staffs, the retirements did not constitute

cases of violation of tenure principles.

In a report published in the February issue of the Bulletin of

the American Association of University Professors, it was stated

that 149 cases had been considered by its committee A on aca-

deiriic freedom and tenure in 1942. Of these, So had been closed

at the end of that year. The majority of the cases concerned

wrongful dismissals, violating the principles adopted by the asso-

ciation in 1915, 1925 and 1940 and reprinted in the February

issue of the Bulletin. The December issue of the Bulletin of the

association contained a list of 12 "censured administrations," that

CLASSROOM of Japanese evacuee school children at a U.S. reiocjittun

in 1943

is, administrations of institutions "not observing the generally

recognized principles of academic freedom and tenure, endorsed

by this Association, the Association of American Colleges, the

Association of American Law Schools, and the American Associa-

tion of Teachers Colleges.
"

(I.L. K.)

Great Britain. Reform Proposals. On July 16, following

more than two years' discussion and negotiation with parties con-

cerned, the president of the board of education, R. A. Butler,

presented to parliament a White Paper (Educational Reconstruc-

tion, Cmd. 6458) outlining the government's policy for postwar
reform of the education service.

The changes proposed demanding legislation included a com-

plete recasting of the public system of education, to comprise
three successive stages primary, secondary and further educa-

tion; the laying of a statutory duty upon the local education au-

thorities to secure "the provision of efficient education through-

out those stages for all persons capable of profiting thereby";

the laying of a statutory duty upon the parent "to cause his

child to receive efficient full-time education suitable to the child's

age and aptitudes"; provision where needed of nursery schools

for children below compulsory school age; raising of the age of

compulsory full-time attendance at school from 14 to 15, and

later to 16; institution of a system- of compulsory part-time edu-

cation for all young persons between leaving school and the age

of 18; completion of the reorganization of the existing public

elementary' schools to make available well-designed and -equipped

primary schools for all children up to the age of n, and second-

ary schools with varied facilities for advanced work for all chil-

dren over that age ; provision of adequate and co-ordinated facili-

ties for technical and adult education; expansion of the school

medical service to include treatment as well as inspection and its

extension to cover the system of part-time education; transforma-

tion of the power to provide meals, milk and other refreshment

at school into a duty; the laying of a statutory duty upon all

primary- and secondary schools to begin each school day with a

corporate act of worship and to give religious instruction; more

complete maintenance and a 50% grant toward the cost of any

required alterations of premises, on conditions, to managers or

governors of voluntary schools; retention of county councils and

county borough councils only as local education authorities, the

county authorities to be assisted in their areas by district com-

mittees to which powers might be delegated if desired; and

registration and inspection of private schools.

Administrative changes proposed included a progressive de-

crease in the size of classes in primary schools; abolition of the

special place examination deciding entry to secondary schools; a

common code of regulations for all secondary schools; remod-

elling of the secondary school curriculum; expansion of the Serv-

ice of Youth; improvement of the facilities for enabling poor
students to go to the universities; and reform of the methods of

recruitment and training of teachers. The ultimate additional

cost of the reforms was estimated at 67,400,000; and to ease the

burden on local rates it was proposed to increase the aggregate

exchequer grant from 49.36% to 55%.
The White Paper proposals as a whole were warmly welcomed

by parliament, press and public, but several criticisms were widely
made: The timetable for bringing the reforms into operation was

considered dilatory, the financial allocation to technical and adult

education too small. The total extinction of the smaller local

education authorities was condemned. A definite date for the

raising of the school age to 16 was demanded. The proposals

concerning the voluntary schools and religious instruction were

variously criticized along familiar lines.

After further consultations Mr. Butler introduced an education

bill into parliament on Dec. 15. This included all the legislative



changes proposed in the White Paper, with some modifications

in deference to public criticism. The timetable was speeded up
and April i, 1945, appointed for raising the school age to 15 a

delay of two years being permitted if exceptional circumstances

demanded. The age was further to be raised to 1 6 by order in

council as soon as the minister deemed it practicable. The finan-

cial allocation to technical and adult education was more than

trebled. The proposal for district committees was dropped in

favour of one for "divisional executives" with statutorily dele-

gated powers, while boroughs and urban district councils having

populations of 60,000 or a school population of 7,000 were given

the right to frame their own scheme of delegation. Some slight

concessions were made to the voluntary bodies.

Important new proposals included the translation of the board

of education into a ministry and the investing of the minister

with appropriate powers (the old style and title being retained in

both cases); and the setting up of two central advisory councils

for education, one for England, the other for Wales and Mon-

mouthshire, with the duty of taking the initiative in offering ad-

vice to the president. (See also CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY; LONDON

UNIVERSITY; OXFORD UNIVERSITY.) (H. C. D.)

Education, U.S. Office of: see EDUCATION; FEDERAL SECUR-

ITY AGENCY.

Education Association, National: see NATIONAL EDUCA-

TION ASSOCIATION.

The production of eggs in the United States in 1943

reached a new high record of nearly 5,000,000,000 dozen,

more than the goal set for the year. This amount is about 50%
above the average from 1933 on. After 1926 the total crop of eggs

produced ranged from about 2,800,000,000 dozen to 3,220,000,000

dozen. The manner in which poultry raisers responded to the war

need was much beyond tr 2 expectation of those who were planning

the goals. While this high rate of production was not likely to be

maintained in 1944 the surplus of 1943 was expected to go a

great way to meet the large requirements for military, lend-lease

and other special uses. There were about 32% more laying hens

in farm flocks at the end of the year 1943 than the lo-year aver-

ages and also a large increase in the number of pullets not yet

of laying age. This increase resulted from a heavy late hatch in

the early summer. The factors that favored this heavy egg pro-

duction were the high price of eggs and the large number of

layers on farms. The total income from chickens and eggs in

1943 was estimated to total over $2,000,000,000, compared to

$1,300,000,000 in 1942. This increase resulted from both higher

prices and a larger volume of production. Cash income from

poultry in 1943 was about 13% of total farm cash income, having
increased more than the over-all livestock or crop production.

The goal for 1944 was set at the high total of 5,000,000,000

dozen eggs, but the shortage of feed in late 1943 threatened to

reduce production sharply in some areas. A campaign to cull

flocks 10% was proposed to save feed and the goals for poultry
meat were reduced.

The demand for eggs for military, lend-lease and other uses

continued to increase through 1943. Dried egg production was

about 275,000,000 Ib. in 1943 compared with 236,000,000 Ib. in

1942. Egg-drying facilities were expanded several times after

1941 and could produce about 420,000,000 Ib. annually if operated
to full capacity at all times. Dried egg production increased rap-

idly during the first half of 1943 but slowed down later in the

year when the prices of shell eggs rose in relation to eggs

for drying. A total of 800,000,000 dozen eggs was estimated to

be the total requirement for 1943 to meet the schedule of deliv-

eries to war agencies. This was about 16% of United States egg

ruwut-K on a packing line after denyaration

production compared with less than i% so used prior to 1941.
All the dried product was reserved for government uses. (See also

POULTRY.) ,
,

; (J. C. Ms.)

^n ^dependent kingdom of northeast Africa
;
bounded

N. by the Mediterranean, S. by the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan, N.E. by Palestine, E. by the Red sea, W. by Libya and the

Sahara. Area c. 383,000 sq.mi. (arable land 13,600 sq.mi.); pop.

(est. Dec. 31, 1939), 16,680,000. Chief towns (pop. 1937): Cairo

(cap. 1,307,422); Alexandria (682,101); Port Said (126,907);
Tanta (94,421); Mansura (68,637); Damanhur (61,791); Assuit

(599 2 5) Ruler, King Farouk I; premier, Mustapha Pasha Nahas

(Feb. 5, 1942); language, Arabic; religion, Mohammedan 91%;
Copt 7%.

History. The war receded from Egypt's borders as the Allied

armies pursued and finally annihilated the German Afrika Korps.
The Mediterranean ceased to be "closed" and at the end of the

year convoys were beginning to arrive regularly from the west.

Finally, domestic politics were unruffled by ministerial crises and

Nahas Pasha remained firmly in power as prime minister. In the

early summer the premier made some important changes in his

cabinet, an outstanding new-comer being Amin Osman Pasha as

minister of finance.

Egypt's economic problem was a serious government preoccu-

pation throughout the year. Her position as the great war-entrepot
of the whole middle east brought money into the country where

opportunities for sound investment were scanty. This led to ill-

advised local speculation. At the same time, owing to the war

shortage of shipping, the normal import of goods and commodi-
ties was so curtailed that supplies fell far short of public demand.

The result was hoarding and black market speculation.

Amin Osman Pasha's program to control prices and check prof-

iteering was only moderately successful. Energetic police action

was taken sporadically against profiteers; but conditions in Egypt
did not lend themselves to rationing control on normal lines, and

by the end of the year the cost of living figure stood at 250%
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above the 1939 index.

But the finance minister's handling of the problem of the sur-

plus and idle accumulations of private money was an outstanding

success. Between October and the end of the year the Egyptian

government issued five loans long and short totalling about

E8o,ooo,ooo. The public response was excellent and on each

occasion the lists were closed as fully subscribed on the day of

issue. The greater amount was to be applied as national loans to

convert in Jan. 1944 the whole of the existing unified and pref-

erence loans which were long-standing international obligations on

the country.

Simultaneously, to ease the local economic situation, the gov-

ernment maintained the previous restrictions on cotton cultivation

so as to keep sufficient land for food production to meet the war

shortage in wheat importations, etc. Again, to assist the agri-

cultural population, and to prevent speculation in land, the rents

of farms were frozen on the existing 1943 level.

During the year three historic war conferences were staged in

Cairo. In January, Winston Churchill visited the middle east

command in connection with the Allied operations in North

Africa. In November, he and President Roosevelt and Generalis-

simo Chiang Kai-shek conferred on the far eastern campaign. In

December, the president of the Turkish republic discussed the

position of Turkey with the British prime minister and President

Roosevelt.

In the summer, in response to an Egyptian appeal for funds to

commemorate the El Alamein victory of Oct. 1942, upwards of

80,000 was subscribed by Egyptians of all grades. A sports club

for British soldiers was opened in Cairo and steps were being

taken to equip a rest hostel in England for the lasting benefit of

troops of the British 8th army. In December a third daughter was

bom to King Farouk and Queen Farida. (O. M. T.)

Education. (1938-39): Elementary and secondary schools

4,065; scholars 1,064,209; colleges 8; scholars 1,980; Fuad I

university: scholars male 8,393; female 7,043; foreign schools

0936-37) 4 I o; scholars 76>75.

Banking and Finance. Revenue (est. 1942-43) 53,526,-

ooo; expenditure (est. 1942-43) 53,526,000; public debt (May
i, 1941) 93,363,680; notes in circulation (Jan. 31, 1943)

74,500,000; gold reserve (Jan. 31, 1943) 6,300,000; foreign

assets reserve 76,400,000; exchange rate (Ei = ioo piastres):

(average 1942) 1=413.8 cents; (May 1943) 1=413.8
cents.

Trade and Communication. External trade (merchandise) :

imports (1940) 31,600,000; exports (1940) 62,000,000.

Communications and transport, 1938: roads, main 1,240 mi.; sec-

ondary 3,430 mi.; railways (1939), state 3,550 mi.; agricultural

879 mi.; shipping (1939) 110,000 tons gross; entered ports 35,-

390,325 tons gross; passed through Suez canal 25,827,977 tons

gross; motor vehicles licensed (Dec. 31, 1938): cars 29,382;

commercial 4,074; cycles 2,051; wireless receiving set licences

(Dec. 31, 1938) 78,823; telephone instruments in use (April 30,

1938) 59,922.

Aerial Navigation (1938)

Passengers . . .....
Freight and baggage (Kg.)
Mails (Kg.)

noMiles nown
Regularity of service

Agriculture and Minerals. Production (1940) (in short

tons): cotton, ginned 454,148; maize 1,685,967; wheat 1,499,789;

rice 727,298; petroleum 1,024,037; natural phosphates 201,721;

cane sugar, refined 191,800; barley 265,765; ground-nuts 17,967.

(See also ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN.)

LIEUT. GEN. ROBERT L. EICHELBERGER at a front-line gun position near

Buna village, New Guinea, before Japan's total defeat there in the first week
of Jan. 1943

(1886- ), U.S.

army officer, wasEichelberger, Robert Lawrence
born March 9 in Urbana, Ohio. A graduate of West Point, he was

commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in 1909, saw service oil the Mex-
ican border and the Panama Canal Zone and in 1918 was awarded

the D.S.C. and D.S.M. while serving with the army of occupa-

tion in eastern Siberia. In addition, three decorations were be-

stowed upon him by the Japanese government. After World War
I, he was stationed in the orient. On returning to the United

States, Eichelberger was attached to the general staff for several

years in the early 19205. He returned to West Point, where he

held the post of adjutant, 1931-35. He was then transferred to

Washington, where he acted as secretary to the general staff in

the years preceding the outbreak of World War II. In 1940,

Eichelberger was re-assigned to West Point, where he stream-

lined the entire curriculum of training. During his 14 months as

superintendent of the academy, he introduced an air training

course which enabled cadets to qualify for commissions in the

air force. Made a brigadier general in 1940, Eichelberger was

promoted to the rank of major general in Oct. 1942, and in Jan.

1943, Gen. Douglas MacArthur revealed that Eichelberger had

been placed in command of U.S. troops in Papua. For his partic-

ipation in this campaign, he was awarded the distinguished serv-

ice cross for the second time.

Tim ^*re *s ^e sout^ern P rt i n of an island to the west of

LllU. Great Britain, extending from 51 26' to 51 21' N.,

and from 5 25' to 10 30' W. Under the constitution, operative

since Dec. 29, 1937, the name "Irish Free Stattf" given by the

treaty of 1921 to the 26 counties and four of the county boroughs
of southern Ireland was replaced by that of "Eire/* or Ireland.

President: Dr. Douglas Hyde (de h-Ide). National flag: the tri-

colour of green, white and orange.

Area 26,601 sq.mi.; pop. (est. June 30, 1942) 2,963,000. Chief

towns (pop. register 1941): Dublin (cap., 489,276); Cork

(76,758); Limerick (42,522); Dun Laoghaire (41,924); Water-
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ford (28481). Languages: Irish and English; religion: Christian

(Roman Catholic 93%).

History. The chief interest of the year 1943 centred in the

general election (June 22). In April the government introduced

two bills to amend the electoral law. The General Election

(emergency provisions) bill, which was passed, provided for the

continuance in office of the existing Oireachtas until a new one

had been elected. The Elections (Duration of Dail Eireann) bill,

which was withdrawn after second reading, provided for the ex-

tension of the life of future parliaments from five to six years.

External affairs played practically no part in the election cam-

paign. In his speeches Eamon de Valera reiterated his assurance

that since the agreement of 1938 the only problem outstanding

between Eire and Great Britain was that of partition. William

Cosgrave gave a special turn to the campaign by his promise, if

given a majority, to form a "national government" representing

all parties. This promise was ridiculed by de Valera, who referred

to the proposed government as a "mixus-gatherum."
The result of the election was highly disappointing to both the

principal parties. In the old Dail, de Valera, with 77 deputies,

had a majority of 16 over all other parties combined. The

figures for the new Dail were: Fianna Fail, 67; Fine Gael, 32;

Labour, 17; Farmers, 14; Independents, 8. Fianna Fail had thus

lost ten seats, but Fine Gael (Cosgrave's party) had gained no

advantage, having itself fallen from 45 to 32, and having lost

three of its leaders General Richard James Mulcahy, Profes-

sor John Marcus O'Sullivan and John Costello. The chief sur-

prise of the election was the re-emergence of the Farmer's party,

which in the previous Dail was virtually nonexistent. The new

party was in effect a coalition between disparate groups, and its

stability was by no means assured.

On July i de Valera was again elected Taoiseach by 67 votes

to Cosgrave 's 37, Labour and Farmers having abstained from

voting. On July 2 he announced the names of his ministers; the

only change was the addition of Sean Moylan as minister for

lands. An election for the senate took place on Aug. 25 on a

complicated and much-criticized system. Prominent new senators

were General Mulcahy, Professor Fcaron of Trinity college,

Dublin, and Donal O'Sullivan, who was clerk of the senate

abolished by de Valera in 1938.

In March the office of Ulster king-of-arms, created in 1552,

was abolished, and its functions transferred to the National li-

brary. In England the Ulster title was added to that of the

Norroy king-of-arms.

While efforts to make Eire self-sufficient in home-grown wheat

had given satisfactory results, the 1943 harvest, largely because

of wet weather, did not entirely come up to expectations. An in-

crease in the compulsory tillage area and a rise in the price of

wheat from 505. to 55.9. per barrel was announced for 1944.

Owing to the growing shortage of pork and bacon, it was found

necessary to discontinue the maximum price for live pigs.

(M. T.)

Education. In 1940-41: elementary schools 5,076; scholars

462,245; secondary schools 352; scholars 38,713; universities,

National, 4,039 students; Trinity college, Dublin, 1,391.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (1941-42) 36,-

980,000; expenditure, ordinary (1941-42) 40,625,000; revenue

(est. 1942-43) 38,365,000; expenditure (est. 1942-43) 44,270,-

ooo; public debt (March 31, 1942) total, 55,684,675; notes in

circulation (April 30, 1943) 29,200,000; reserve, gold (April 30,

1943) 2,601,685; securities reserve 20,600,000; exchange rate

(Dec. 1943) i =$4.035 U.S.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade (merchandise):

imports (1942) 34,692,000; exports and re-exports (1942)

32,616,000; roads, main (1940-41) 10,000 mi.; secondary,

39,000 mi.; railways, total track mileage (1941) 2,492 mi.;

shipping (1941): vessels 505; net tonnage 37,272; motor vehicles

licensed (Aug. 1942): private cars 7,991; other vehicles 23,508;

wireless receiving set licences (1940-41) 183,578; telephones*

installations (1940-41) 27,870.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion (1941) in metric tons: oats 695,400; wheat 442,400; pota-

toes 3,748,600; barley 145,200; beet sugar 97,000; coal 155,000;

wool 7,421. Livestock, number (June i, 1940): cattle 4,023,027;

sheep 3,070,588; pigs 1,049,089. Agriculture and fisheries, net

output (1940-41) 55.048,000. Number of insured workers

(1940-41) average 440.756: number of unemployed, average

(1941) 74,656; (July 31, 1942) 55<ooo.

} >
us army officer

. was born Oct. 14 at Denison,

Tex. He was admitted to West Point, graduating in 1915, and

during World War 1 was an instructor at several U.S. army

camps. After graduating from the Army War college, he served

in the office of the chief of staff in Washington. In 1935, he went

to the Philippines as Gen. MacArthur's chief of staff and helped

plan the commonwealth's defenses. In June 1942, Gen. Eisen-

hower was given command of the newly established U.S. head-

quarters in England for the European theatre of operations and

was promoted to the rank of lieutenant general. On Nov. 8, 1942,

he led a huge force of U.S. troops which landed in French North

Africa. He subsequently concluded a politico-military arrange-

ment with Adm. Jean Darlan to join the Allied cause.

On Feb. 6, 1943, Eisenhower was named commander of all

Allied forces in the North African theatre of war and was ap-

pointed to the rank of full general five days later. Under his

command the Allied forces chased the axis armies out of Tunisia

and on July 10, 1943, they invaded Sicily, completely overrun-

ning the island by Aug. 17. Eisenhower then launched the inva-

sion of Italy on Sept. 3. Five days later he announced the Italians'

unconditional surrender. On Dec. 24, 1943, Pres. Roosevelt an-

nounced that Eisenhower had been named to command the Allied

armies scheduled to invade western Europe in 1944. Several

days later, Eisenhower predicted that Germany would be de-

feated completely sometime in 1944.

-M3' ff*>'ear elections, although few and
. scattered, were highly significant. As the, first to

be held since the United Nations began to achieve large-scale

victories in North Africa, Italy the southwestern Pacific and in

the skies over Germany, they furnished an index to the nation's

mood under changing conditions and the people's response to

new issues and problems born of the war. The Republicans scored

heavily in all major tests. Their triumphs marked their greatest

resurgence since their national and state crackup in 1934 and 1936.

In New York state the G.O.P. nominee for Lieutenant Gov-

ernor, Joe R. Hanley, president of the state senate, defeated

Lieutenant General William N. Haskell (retired) by a majority

of 347,960. Hanley captured 55.2% of the total vote. Governor

Thomas E. Dewcy's lead over John J. Bennett, Jr. in 1942 was

630,000.

The American Labor party, which supported General Haskell,

polled 324,550 ballots as against more than 400,000 when it nom-

inated a separate candidate, Dean Alfange, in the 1942 guberna-

torial contest; 288.508 of the A.L.P. ballots were cast in N^w
York city.

The New York struggle commanded most interest for obvious

reasons, including the fact that it is President Roosevelt's home
state. Observers regarded the outcome as popular endorsement

of Governor Dewey's ten-month-old administration at Albany.
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It also meant that if Governor Dewey should leave the guberna-

torial chair before the expiration of his term on January i, 1947,

the nation's greatest state would remain in Republican hands

a distinct political asset.

In New Jersey Walter E. Edge, former United States senator

and Herbert Hoover's ambassador to France, won the governor-

ship contest over Vincent J. Murphy, Democrat, by 128,008. Mr.

Murphy was mayor of Newark and secretary of the state Federa-

tion of Labor. The percentage of the vote given the winner was

55.6. The Republicans retained control of the legislature by a

heavy margin.

The surprise outcome occurred in normally Democratic Ken-

tucky, where former Judge Simeon S. Willis, Republican, nosed

out J. Lyter Donaldson, former highway commissioner, by 8,303

votes for governor, with a percentage total of 50.8. The Willis

victory also contributed to the election of seven Republicans to

important state offices. The Democrats held the legislature, but

by reduced margins.

An unusual feature of this election was the fact that 4,180

more people went to the polls than in the regular 1942 contest.

The increased vote was especially surprising in view of the fact

that many young men had left the district to enter the armed

services or to seek more lucrative employment in industrial cen-

tres. Save for a few small distilleries, the 4th district is strictly

rural.

The Republicans also came out ahead in most of the mayoralty
and township contests, regaining many cities which had been

under Democratic rule for 10 and 15 years. Most notable struggle

for city hall control was in Philadelphia, where Acting Mayor
Bernard Samuel got a 63,339 majority over William C. Bullitt,

former ambassador to Russia and France by appointment of

Franklin D. Roosevelt.

The G.O.P. achieved an even more spectacular success in a

special congressional election in the 4th Kentucky district, which

had been a Democratic stronghold for years. On December 2,

1943, Chester 0. Carrier, Republican, led his opponent, J. Dan
Talbott, by 12,568. President Roosevelt carried this district by
10,000 in 1940, and Ed W. Creal, the Democratic incumbent

whose death necessitated the election, won by 4,866 in November
of 1942.

These results merely pointed up a trend which had been in

effect for several years. The Republicans won or made the more

impressive showing in every trial since the regular elections in

1942. In the 6th Missouri district Marion Bennett, Republican,
was elected to the house by 62.9% of the vote in the spring of

1943. His late father got only 54.5% in November of 1942.

In the 2nd California district the Democratic candidate for a

house vacancy was elected, but only because the opposition was

divided. The two G.O.P. entries polled 60.3% of the total vote.

In the 2nd Kansas district a special congressional election held

on Sept. 4, 1943, gave Erret P. Scrivner, Republican, a percent-

age of 69.8 as against 59.2 for the G.O.P. winner in Nov. of

1942 the late U. S. Guyer.
The election results and deaths during 1943 changed the com-

plexion of congress only slightly. At the opening of the session

in Jan. 1943, there were 222 Democrats, 208 -Republicans, 2

Farmer-Labor members, i American Labor representative, i Pro-

gressive and i vacancy. As the year closed, there were 218

Democrats, 208 Republicans, 2 Farmer-Laborites, i American
Labor member, i Progressive and 5 vacancies.

In the senate the Republicans lost a seat through the death of

W. \\fcrren Barbour of New Jersey. By appointment of the then

governor, Charles Edison, Arthur Walsh, a Democrat, took Mr.
Barbour's place. Mr. Walsh was executive vice president of the

Thomas A. Edison, Inc. industries, and formerly served as assist-

ant administrator of the national housing administration. He
must stand for election in Nov. of 1944.

The senate membership at the end of the year consisted of 58

Democrats, 37 Republicans and i Progressive, Robert Marion

La Follette, Jr., of Wisconsin.

Other statistics reflect the extent of the Republican comeback

that was climaxed on Nov. 2, 1943. The minority in 1943 had

26 governors in the 38 states outside the solid south; the com-

parative figure was 9 in 1936. The only governorship above the

Mason and Dixon line and" east of the Mississippi river held by
the Democrats was in Indiana.

In those same 38 commonwealths the Republicans controlled

both houses in 28 legislatures, the Democrats dominated 8 in the

same manner and 2 were split. The 26 states where G.O.P. ad-

herents sat in the gubernatorial chair in 1943 had a population

of 85,000,000 and 339 votes in the electoral college.

Since all the victorious and defeated candidates in the 1943

contests urged full support of the war effort, that issue was not

directly involved. Republicans argued, however, and many Dem-
ocrats agreed, that the outcome registered popufar dissatisfaction

with the administration's handling of the home front..

The G.O.P. spokesmen also noted that Senate Majority Leader

Alben W. Barkley, in campaigning for Mr. Donaldson in Ken-

tucky, declared that a vote for Mr. Willis amounted to a repudi-

ation of the president. Mr. Roosevelt journeyed to Hyde Park

to cast his ballot for General Haskell, an old friend, and wrote a

letter praising another old acquaintance, Mr. Bullitt, during the

Philadelphia mayoralty fight.

Irritations and pressures associated with the global conflict

were generally regarded as basic factors for the Democratic de-

feats. The electorate apparently manifested its discontent over

heavier taxes, rationing of food, gasoline and other necessities,

shortages of commodities, discomforts and inconveniences bur-

dening their daily lives, conflicting rulings by the "bureaucrats,"

the administration's handling of labour and strikes.

The elections were held in the midst of clashes involving Presi-

dent Roosevelt's aides, War Mobilization Director James F.

Byrnes and Economic Adviser Fred M. Vinson, the farmers and

powerful labour groups. The people went to the polls at a time

when the administration was insisting on subsidies to hold down
food costs, while the agricultural bloc on Capitol hill was de-

manding price increases.

Wage disputes affecting 1,000,000 nonoperating railroad work-

ers and 600,000 members of the United Mine Workers were still

unsolved on election day, with Byrnes and Vinson maintaining

that acquiescence to the demands of all these groups would

precipitate inflation.

As the party in power, the Democrats naturally felt the full

impact of this accumulation of grievances.

Ballot-box statistics also indicated that many influential ele-

ments once loyal to the New Deal turned against it on Nov. 2,

1943. These included farmers, organized and unorganized labour,

the white-collar class, small business men, harassed housewives

and the Negro vote.

There was distinct evidence that the Negro vote, traditionally

Republican, deserted the Democrats. Republican candidates

swept wards in New York city's Harlem, in Philadelphia and in

Louisville where the Negroes had been returning Democratic can-

didates for more than a decade. Negro leaders attributed the de-

fection to alleged Army-Navy discrimination against members of

tfieir race.

Historically, the administration suffered the' normal vicissi-

tudes which befall a party that has been in power for long.

Assuming that Samuel J. Tilden did defeat Rutherford B. Hayes
in 1876, the only period since the Civil War when one party
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enjoyed a four-term tenure was from 1897 to 1913, encompass-

ing the regimes of William McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt and

William Howard Taft.

When President Roosevelt was asked for comment on the

Nov. 2 returns, he replied that he was more interested in

the news from the Solomon islands and the Italian battlefront.

Wendell Willkie interpreted the results as a rebuke to Washing-

ton, but Governor Dewey said that the Republican victory in

his state had no national import.

Postmaster General Frank C. Walker, who doubles as Demo-
cratic national chairman, attributed the outcome to local condi-

tions and prejudices. Harrison E. Spangler, the Republican na-

tional chairman, said: "The Republican party is now the re-

surgent, dominant, victorious party of the United States. It is a

unified party looking to the future." (R. Tu.)

Electrical Industries.
In the United States, electrical

manufacturing, which in the pre-

vious year had increased its production by 50%, in 1943 in-

creased another third and its index of production stood at 553,

based upon 1925 equaling 100. It was estimated that the value

of the output stood somewhere close to $10,000,000,000.

Using the same basing period, the federal reserve board index

of production for all manufacturing reached in 1943 the record

height of 267. This affords a measure of comparison for the

electrical manufacturing industry performance.
The great increase naturally came in industrial equipment, the

index for which reached a high of 636. Production of civilian

equipment, on the other hand, reached almost the vanishing

point, standing at index 9 for electrical appliances.

The production figures are further indication of the fact that

the preparation for war production was coming to a close. Equip-
ment for transmitting and distributing electricity, for instance,

was down to index 167 from a high in 1942 of 213. Insulated

wire and cable, which is some measure of non-utility construc-

tion, was off from index 155 to 129.

The manufacturing production continued to expand during

the year despite the fact that new orders were around 5% below

those for 1942. Backlog figures were not available but they were

down and, with further war order cutbacks, should melt very
fast.

Because so much of the industry produced for war, virtually

the same products as for peace, there was not a large reconver-

sion problem. The appliance manufacturers, which represent the

bulk of the non-electrical war material production, expected to

reconvert in less than six months at the outside, mostly less than

three months, once labour and materials Were made available.

The electric power industry was expected to have no recon-

version problem. It didh't have to convert for war and therefore

would not need to change back for peacetime operations. How-
ever, its operations showed the full impact of war.

In 1943, for the first time, the energy output exceeded 200,-

000,000,000 kw.hr., reaching the total of 221,000,000,000, an

increase of 17%. The first 100,000,000,000 mark was passed in

1936. The first two war years combined (1942 and 1943) showed

an increase of more than 50,000,000,000.

Approximately one-third (74,400,000,000) was produced from

water power and the remainder (146,600,000,000) from fuel

power. These percentages did not vary perceptibly from the previ-

ous year. Imports from Canada increased about 100,000,000

kw.hr., bringing the total for the year up to 1,540,000,000. This

was about two-thirds greater than in the years when Canada

was in the war but the U.S. was not 1940 and 1941 but was

still a third less than 1939.

Output from publicly owned plants increased faster during the

year than from private plants. In 1943, publicly owned plants

accounted for 18% of the total generation, whereas in 1942 the

percentage was but 15. The total output from federal and locally

owned systems including rural co-operatives was 39,640,000,000

kw.hr. and for privately owned, 181,360,000,000. Federal partici-

pation in power production in 1933 was less than 500,000,000

kw.hr.; in 1943, it was in excess of 24,000,000,000* Local pub-

licly owned generation was 15,300,000,000 kw.hr.

The load on the utility systems gained rapidly throughout the

year, reaching an aggregate of non-coincident peaks in December
of 37,130,000 kw., or 4,200,000 kw. more than in 1942. To meet

this increased demand the utilities installed, in 1943, 2,900,000

kw. new generating capacity; nevertheless the net dependable
reserve was reduced from 20.4% in 1942 to 14.7% in 1943. There

was more than 7,000,000 kw. additional capacity available but

because its availability was not assured 365 days in the year it

was not included in the dependable capacity total.

Of the new capacity added in 1943, 1,100,000 kw. was hydro
and 1,800,000 kw. was fuel power. Private companies were re-

sponsible for 1,700,000 kw. and municipal and federal for the

other 1,200,000 kw.

The amount of new generating capacity scheduled for addi-

tion in 1944 was approximately half of the 1943 additions, 1,465,-

900 kw and for 1945, 287,500 kw. The additions for 1944 re-

versed the order of capacity addition for the first time, with

federal and municipal being larger than private companies by a

small margin.

By the end of the year, power utility capacity had grown to

almost 50,000,000 kw., the actual total being 49,442,000 kw. The
increases in fuel and hydro capacity followed approximately the

same pattern as the previous year. There was a marked change,

however, in the percentage of ownership. Government bodies,

federal and local, in 1943 owned 19.4% of all utility generating

capacity, an increase from 17.5% in 1942. The increase of more

than 1,000,000 kwr
. of federally owned capacity created the

sharpest gain ever in this type of ownership.

Since the added generating capacity in itself was not sufficient

to turn out the increased demand for energy, it was necessary to

work existing equipment longer hours. The average hours use per

kilowatt passed for the first time half the number of hours in

the year with a performance of 4,611 hours. Fuel capacity passed

3,000 average hours use for the first time and hydro went to 5,483

or a use factor of nearly two-thirds.

Coal consumed during 1943 amounted to 76,950,000 tons, oil

to 15,280,000 bbl. and gas to 287,940,000,000 cu.ft. The oil con-

sumption did not increase, but gas consumption was up 20%
and coal 12.4%. For the first time the fuel efficiency of power

generation was poorer. It was 1.34 Ib. of coal per kw.hr. in 1943

against 1.31 Ib. the previous year.

Fuel was a major problem in 1943. At the beginning of the

year utility stock piles averaged 101 days supply. By the end of

November this coal pile had dropped to 69 days.

Customer statistics showed the restrictive effect of war upon
civilian economy. Fewer than 200,000 additional residential cus-

tomers indicated the near cessation of home construction, while

a loss of 80,000 commercial and industrial customers gave evi-

dence of the inability to do business as usual. At the end of the

year the total number of customers was 32,395,000.

These customers purchased a total of 186,000,000,000 kw.hr.,

with large light and power customers (industrials) exceeding for

the first time a usage of over 100,000,000,000 kw.hr. Totals for the

several groups were as follows: Rural, 2,875,000,000; residential,;

28,775,000,000; small light and power, 29,100,000,000; large

light and power, 106,050,000,000; electric railways, 4,675,000,-

ooo; street and highway lighting, 2,150,000,000; electrified rail-



FOURTEEN-FOOT FLYWHEEL, part of an electric motor-generator set built In

1943 for the Kaiser steel plant at Fontana, Calif. The manufacturers estimated that
the flywheel contained "more than enough energy to yank the battleship 'North
Carolina* a foot in the air in one second"

CHICAGO'S FIRST SUBWAY, 4/2 mi. long, was opened to the public Oct. 17,
1943

WELDERS sealing the joints of a frame for a turbo-generator to be used
In a U.S. war plant. Power generation continued to Increase In the
United States in 1943

COPPER AND STEEL ROTOR, weighing 100 tons, for a 7,000 h.p. motor
built In 1943 for a war plant. It contains more than 50,000 ft. of wire



roads, 2,575,000,000; municipal and miscellaneous, 9,800,000,000.

Although virtually no appliances were available ail year, the

residential usage increased from 1,012 to 1,073 kw.hr. in 1943.

In 1943, revenue passed the $3,000,000,000 mark for the first

time, reaching a total of $3,096,600,000. With the exception of

1938, revenue increased from 1933 on, at approximately the same .

rate as during the *2os. Average revenue per residential kilowatt-

hour continued its unbroken downward path to $3.64 in 1943.

Operating expenses, on the other hand, rose 12.1% resulting

in an operating ratio before taxes of 40.3%. Taxes did not ad-

vance as sharply as in the two previous years but enough to take

more than 25 cents out of every dollar of gross revenue.

Holding company divestments as the result of the operations
of the Holding Company act numbered 32 in 1943, of which nine

were sales to cities, PUD's (public utility districts) or rural co-

ops. The remaining 70% remained in private ownership.

The fear that dismemberment of holding companies would

result in many purchases by cities was not. borne out. In fact,

the whole public ownership program was quiet. In all, 12 elec-

tions were reported, the smallest number since the New Deal

came in. Three were for and nine against municipal ownership.
There were few additional new REA lines because of material

restriction but a number of farms along already built lines were

connected, bringing the total consumers up to 1,080,000. Total

energy input into REA systems exceeded 2,000,000,000 kw.hr.

for the first time, 90% of which was purchased at an average
cost of 8.5 mills per kw.hr.

To handle war regulation of utilities there was created within

the War Production board the Office of War Utilities. Inventory
control was tightened and exchange of excess stocks made man-

datory. By the end of the year $25,000,000 in excess inventory
had been distributed. As the year 1943 progressed, restrictions

on materials were modified gradually.

War time was revoked in Michigan, Ohio and Georgia and on

November i dimout regulations on Atlantic and Pacific coasts

were cancelled. Because of coal shortages and transportation

problems, a mandatory conservation program was scheduled for

the middle of the year but was dropped in favour of a voluntary

program which started on September 15.

Federal Power commission invoked the president's directive

for supplying cheapest power to war loads over another's lines,

known as the common carrier principle, against Washington
Water Power in favour of Bonneville administration, but later,

because loads were too small, withdrew the order. Renegotiation

of power contracts was reported by the army to have returned

$4,000,000 in the first fiscal year.

Rate reductions were numerous and those reported totaled

about $6,000,000. Detroit, failing through the state commis-

sion and the courts to force a return to customers of taxable

excess profits, levied a 20% excise tax against local utilities. OPA
ruled out fuel and other automatic rate adjustments, because it

considered them inflationary. The New York commission ruled

5^% return to be fair, while Pennsylvania allowed over 6% be-

cause of postwar equipment needs.

National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners

intervened in an Arkansas aluminum rate case where states rights

were being challenged. As a result of the Jersey Central supreme
court decision it voted to ask congress to amend the Federal

Power act to prevent FPC encroachment on state jurisdiction.

Several bills were introduced during the year to tax public

power. One was passed in Georgia but vetoed by the governor.

There was also a large amount of investigation of public power,

including REA, Columbia river, Shipshaw and Grand river flood

control. Texas investigated all public power activities in the state.

The supreme court in the Jersey Central case extended federal
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jurisdiction to intrastate utilities connected to interstate lines,

even though they had no control over interstate delivery. Be-

cause so many justices disqualified themselves, it was impossible
to get a quorum to review the "death sentence" decision of a

lower court in upholding Section n(b)(i) of the Holding Com-

pany act.

Lighting. Changes in lighting equipment design were limited

in 1943 to substitutes to meet limitation orders of WTB and to

equipments for some special war purpose. Many of these, how-

ever, were expected to find their way into peacetime use after

the war. Half the previous types of lamps were permitted and

the seven normal voltages were restricted to three, 115, 120 and

125 volts. Fluorescent lamp manufacture was restricted to white

and daylight.

A number of special war application lamps, especially for

aeroplanes, were developed. Sealed-in reflector type lamps in

many new forms were introduced. Lime glass was used in place

of lead in fluorescent tubes and a plastic base was found. Con-

siderable headway was made in starterless fluorescent lighting,

although the material situation was responsible for holding up
some work. Material savings also gave impetus to the use of

higher voltages with fluorescent lighting. The final limitation

order on fluorescent fixtures limited metal to three pounds per
fixture exclusive of ballast. Some modifications were made as the

year came to an end.

Plastic reflectors were developed for industrial incandescent

lighting. Portable extension fluorescent lighting was more com-

mon, especially for aeroplane assembly and servicing. Use of

fluorescent tubes was extended to explosion-proof fixtures.

Lighting glassware was developed to withstand hydrostatic

pressures up to 375 Ib. per square inch, thermal shock from 302

F. dry to 41 F. in water in 15 seconds, and for airport practice

257
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a dead weight of 300,000 Ib. without fracture.

Indirect lighting of large high bay industrial areas with a mix-

ture of 3 kw. mercury vapor and incandescent lamps was tried

out satisfactorily.

Battery lighting for military emergency purposes found sev-

eral applications, such as markers for supplies dropped by para-

chute and floating lanterns without oil ignition hazard for use

with shipwrecks. Cold cathode found an enlarged field of applica-

tion. Considerable research work in this type of lighting was

started. At_the year's close, the Illuminating Engineering society

voted to set up an independent research foundation to engage

broadly in lighting research. (See also PUBLIC UTILITIES; TEN-

NESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.) (S. B. W.)

Electric Lighting: see ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

Electric Transmission and Distribution: see ELECTRICAL

INDUSTRIES.

All forms of electric transports-

tion in the United States and

Canada were called upon to render tremendously increased serv-

ice in 1943. Shortages of rubber and gasoline sharply curtailed

the use of private automobiles and thereby placed a heavy added

burden on public transportation. The motor bus, which had made

big inroads on the business of electric transportation before the

war, was unable to take care of the increased demand. Motor

bus operations were, in fact, somewhat reduced for a time on

account of the gasoline shortage.

Street cars showed the largest increase in traffic of all forms

of electric transportation, having a gain estimated at about

2,000,000,000 passengers. Rapid transit subway and elevated

railway services showed only a small gain in patronage. This

was due to the fact that the great bulk of the rapid transit riding

is in the city of New York, where the use of private automobiles

has always been relatively low and there has been comparatively
little expansion of industry due to the war. As a consequence
there was not the same increase in demand for public transporta-

tion as in many other cities. Riding on electric trolley buses

showed a big percentage increase, but this form of electric trans-

portation was not developed to a point where it was very impor-
tant numerically from the standpoint of passengers carried. Be-

cause the electric operations of the trunk line railroads were

considered as part of their general operations, no exact figures

were available as to the extent of their increase in traffic. Indica-

tions were that the gain in electric suburban traffic was approxi-

mately 10%. The main line traffic gains of electrified railroads

Table I. Passengers, Vehicle Mi'fes ana* fievenue

Table II. Ten- Vear Kecora* of Passengers Carried

(Data from American Transit Association)

(Data from American Transit Association)

such as the Pennsylvania, New Haven and others followed the

general trend of railroad traffic.

The 1943 riding on all forms of electric transportation services

far exceeded the figures for any of the 10 previous years. For

the electric trolley coaches they reached an all-time peak. For

the subway and elevated railway lines they were close to peak

levels. For the street railways, however, the number of passen-

gers amounted to only about three-fourths of the number carried

in the 1920*8, when the extent of the surface electric railway

systems was much greater than at present. Table I, accompany-

ing, gives the details of changes in traffic, vehicle miles and rev-

enue in 1943 as compared with 1942. Table II presents the

traffic record for the previous 10 years.

Trackage. Exact statistics were not available concerning the

changes that took place in electric railway track mileage and

trolley bus route in 1943. Street railway service was resumed on

a number of lines where it had previously been abandoned, but

the mileage involved was not great. The general purpose of these

extensions was to release motor buses for service to war plants

to which rail service was not available. A few minor extensions

were made to trolley bus routes, but again the mileage involved

was relatively slight. Rapid transit trackage showed practically

no change.

Lack of changes in the extent of electric transportation systems

was due principally to the policy established by the local trans-

port division of the office of defense transportation, which,

broadly speaking, ruled against either extensions or abandon-

ments of electric transportation systems. Much the same condi-

tion prevailed in 1942. As a result the situation in 1943 was

approximately the same as that existing at the beginning of 1942

when there were some 15,000 mi. of surface electric railway

track in the United States, about 1,200 mi. of rapid transit track

and 2,000 mi. of trolley bus route.

Equipment. The large increase which took place in riding

created a serious problem with respect to equipment. At the

beginning of 1943 the electric transportation systems, not includ-

ing the electrified suburban railroads, had a total of only 40,871

vehicles as compared with more than 58,000 10 years earlier when

the traffic demands were considerably less. Table III shows the

amount and distribution of this equipment. Energetic efforts

were made to secure additional vehicles but war conditions made

it almost impossible to do so. The war production board author-

ized the construction of only 270 new street cars and 75 electric

trolley buses during 1943. No new rapid transit cars were author-

ized. This was only about half of the number of vehicles author-

ized in 1942. The 1943 total was far below normal replacement

requirements. As a result the electric transportation systems

were hard pressed to meet the demands placed upon them. A
considerable number of old vehicles were taken out of storage

and rehabilitated, but this was only a minor help in solving the

problem. A further problem was created by the shortage of re-

placement parts, which made it impossible to keep the full com-

plement of vehicles in regular operation. Despite these handicaps,

the electric transportation lines, generally speaking, accepted the
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greatly increased loads that were thrust upon them and handled

them safely and efficiently.

Table III. Electric Transportation Equipment as of Jan. 1, 1943

(Data from American Transit Association)
(J. A. Mi.)

Electrification, Rural: see RURAL ELECTRIFICATION.

Electron Microscope: see PHOTOGRAPHY.

Elementary Education: see EDUCATION.

Elks, Benevolent and Protective Order of.

This fraternal order was organized in 1868 in New York city

for the purposes of practising charity, justice, brotherly love

and fidelity; promoting the welfare and enhancing the happiness

of its members; quickening the spirit of American patriotism

and cultivating good fellowship. Membership was limited by
statute to white male citizens of the United States, 21 yr. of age,

or over. In 1943 there were 1400 lodges in the order, with a

membership of 575,000. Charitable expenditures for 1942-43
amounted to more than $2,250,000. The Elks Magazine, the

official organ, was instituted in 1922. A home for aged and indi-

gent members was established in Bedford, Va., in 1962; and, in

1926, in Chicago, 111., a superb memorial building was dedicated

to members who served in World War I. The order created the

Elks National Foundation fund in 1928, to finance scholarships

for deserving students and the care of crippled children and

tubercular patients.

An Elks War commission was appointed in 1942, to co-operate

fully with the United States government in the prosecution of

the war. (J. E. Ms.)

Elliee Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH.

El Salvador: see SALVADOR, EL.

flu
Ely

BirthAfl TkAAflAM (1854-1 943), U.S. economist, was

, Richard Theodore bom APni u on a farm at

ley, Chautauqua county, N.Y. After studying at Columbia uni-

versity, he went to Germany on a fellowship in letters, took his

Ph.D. at Heidelberg, 1879, and completed his studies at Halle,

Geneva and at the Royal Statistical Bureau in Berlin. On his

return to the United States, he was named professor of political

economy at Johns Hopkins, 1881. His advocacy of greater aca-

demic freedom and his then controversial history of the labour

movement in America aroused widespread indignation among
conservative elements. Their clamours for his dismissal led to

his resignation in 1892. Dr. Ely then went to the University of

Wisconsin as head of the department of political economy, and

later established the Institute for Research in Land and Public

Utility Economics, which was subsequently transferred to North-

western university in 1925, when he became research professor

at that school.

Dr. Ely, who stayed at this post until 1933, died in Old Lyme,
Conn., Oct. 4.

Embassies, Great Britain: see AMBASSADORS AND ENVOYS.

Embassies/United States: see AMBASSADORS AND ENVOYS.

Emergency Management, Office for.

On May 25, 1940, President Roosevelt, in an administrative

order issued "in pursuance of Part I of Executive Order No.

8248 of September 8, 1939," found the existence of a threatened

national emergency and established, in the executive office of the

president, the Office for Emergency Management. Thus, the

Office for Emergency Management (OEM) was created a few

days prior to the establishment of the Advisory Commission to

the Council of National Defense on May 29, 1940.

On Jan. 7, 1941, the president issued Executive Order No. 8269

establishing the Office of Production Management within the

Office for Emergency Management. This was a significant step,

in that the Office for Emergency Management replaced the Ad-

visory Commission to the Council of National Defense as the

over-all co-ordinating defense organization.

In Aug. 1943, the following agencies were within the frame-

work of the Office for Emergency Management :

Board of War Communications (q.v.); National War Labor board
(q.v.)', Office of Alien Property Custodian; Office of Civilian Defense
(q.v.); Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs (q.v.)\ Office of
Defense Transportation (q.v.); Office of Lend-Lcase Administration;
Office of Scientific Research and Development (q.v.); Office of War In-
formation (q.v.); War Manpower commission (q.v.)\ War Production
board (including the Office of Rubber Director) (q.v.); War Relocation
Authority (q.v.); War Shipping administration ; Office of Economic War-
fare; Office of Economic Stabilization (q.v.); Office of War Mobilization
(q.v.); the Committee on Fair Employment Practice and the Division of
Central Administrative Services.

The Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, approved by the

president on Jan. 30, 1942, created the Office of Price Adminis-
tration (Q.V.) as an independent agency under the direction of a

price administrator, outside the boundaries of OEM, wherein it

had previously been lodged. The functions of the Office of De-
fense Health and Welfare Services were transferred to the

Federal Security agency April 29, 1943. The Civil Air patrol was
transferred to the War department April 29, 1943.
The administrative order of May 25, 1940, provided that OEM

"shall be under the direction of one of the Administrative Assist-

ants to the President, to be designated by the President." An
administrative order of Jan. 7, 1941, which further defined the

functions of OEM, provided that ''Provision may be made . . .

for the maintenance of routine office services required in the

conduct of the work and activities of the agencies coordinated

through or established in the Office for Emergency Manage-
ment." W. H. McReynolds was the first liaison officer for

Emergency Management. In April 1941 he was succeeded by
Wayne Coy, who was liaison officer in addition to being assistant

director of the Bureau of the Budget. On June 8, 1943, James
F. Byrnes, Director of War Mobilization, succeeded Mr. Coy
as liaison officer. On July 29, 1943, the functions of the liaison

officer with respect to the Division of Central Administrative
Services were vested in the director of the division. (J. F. B.)

Emery: see ABRASIVES.

Emigration: see IMMIGRATION AXD EMIGRATION, U.S.

Fmnlnvmpnt Steady sPread of war and the' increased sig-

LIII|IIUjlllCllL nificance of industrial production of almost all

kinds in the global war after 1939 resulted in an expanding tempo
of world economic activity through 1943. Employment increased
to maximum levels in practically all countries, although some
suffered economically because of isolation by naval blockades. In

others, for instance those countries conquered by Germany, there
was plenty of work but very little livelihood for large masses of

people.

One cannot have complete confidence in the employment sta-

tistics of many nations. The war diverted attention and funds
from the task of gathering statistics. The general picture derived
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from the data reported by the various nations to the International

Labour Office is undoubtedly correct; but, with the exception of

the figures on Great Britain, Canada, the United States, Sweden
and Union of South Africa, all figures were in 1943 incomplete or

of doubtful validity. One would not be justified in basing calcula-

tions and comparisons upon the figures available for countries

other than those mentioned above.

The published figures are of two principal kinds and were

gathered in several different ways: statistics of employment, i.e.,

the number of persons in paid employment, and statistics of the

number of persons unemployed or of the number applying for

work at the employment exchanges.

The employment statistics are derived from establishment

reports collected by mail or through field agents or inspectors.

Unemployment statistics are obtained from the number of appli-

cations for work on file at the employment exchanges, the num-
ber of applications for benefits at the offices of unemployment
insurance agencies, and also from unemployment relief records,

reports of trade union secretaries and special censuses of unem-

ployment.

United States. Employment reached an all-time high in the

United States in 1943, with 55,500,000 persons reported by the

United States bureau of labor statistics as being employed in

July 1943. This did not include the 9,300,000 in the armed forces.

The manufacturing employment index in Sept. 1943 was 160.5

(using 1929 base). On the new base (1939 = 100), the index fig-

ure for Sept. 1943, was 170.2. The index of employment in the

durable goods industries (1939=100) was 230.7 in Sept. 1943.

It was 122.6 in the nondurable goods industries.

The U.S. census bureau's estimate of expected growth of the

female labour force between April 1940 and Aug. 1943 (based

upon the trend from 1930 to 1940) was 900,000, whereas the

actual increase was about 4,000,000, indicating an increase in fe-

male employment of 3,100,000 directly attributable to the war.

From the time the United States entered the war up to Aug.

1943, women between the ages of 35 and 54 in the labour force

increased by 1,400,000, or about 1,100,000 more than the growth
which would normally have occurred under peacetime conditions.

A large proportion of these were older, married women who had

no children or whose children no longer required their care.

The number of women employed in agriculture was more than

three times as large in August, 1943 as in April, 1940. Of the

3,100,000 women who entered employment after 1940, about

1,300,000 were working on farms.

Great Britain. Of the 16,000,000 men in Great Britain be-

tween 14 and 64 years of age, more than 15,000,000 were either

in the armed services or in paid employment in 1943. Of the

17,000,000 women between 14 and 64 years of age, 7,750,000 were

in paid employment or in military services. Of the single women
between 18 and 40 years of age, 91% were in paid work; and of

the married women without children in the same age group, 80%
were employed in some capacity in the war effort. More than

1,000,000 men and women over 64 years of age were in paid em-

ployment.
After the outbreak of the war, 800,000 women between the

ages of 40 and 60 entered industrial employment, thereby dou-

bling the number of paid women workers in this age group. In

1939 the British Employment exchange statistics showed an aver-

age of 1,297,801 persons wholly out of work. In 1942 the corre-

sponding figure was 117,244 and in July 1943, 72,140-

TJiis represented, probably, as high a percentage of a total

population actually employed as it was practicable to achieve. It

was more complete employment of the population than obtained

in the United States or Canada in 1943.

Canada. The Canadian industrial employment index (1929

= 100) was 193.9 *n July J 943> indicating a somewhat larger

drift of population from rural to urban employment than in the

United States. The index of general employment in Canada (as

in the United States) did not go as high as the index of industrial

employment. It stood at 156.2 in July 1943 (1929=100).
South Africa and Australia. The Union of South Africa

employment index stood at 160.7 (1929=100) in June 1943,

which was approximately the same level of employment which

had existed since 1941. Australia's figures were incomplete and

provisional but indicated for the first quarter of 1943 approxi-

mately the same level of employment which had obtained

throughout 1942. The indexes were approximately 35% above

J 933, which is the base year for Australia.

South America. Argentina's statistics showed that industrial

employment had been gradually rising from 1940 on, and the

index in July 1943 was 129.2 (1937 = 100). Very little change
occurred in the index of Argentinian employment throughout

1942-43. The index for Chile was 128.0 in April 1943 (1937 =

100). Employment had remained at approximately that level

since 1941.

Japan. Japan published provisional figures showing industrial

employment in 1943 approximately double that of 1929. The in-

dex for May 1943 was 206.0 (1929 = 100) but all of the Japanese

figures for 1943 ^ re published as "provisional figures." If cor-

rect, they would indicate that industrial employment in Japan had

risen more than in most of the countries of the world. This would

not be surprising, in view of the large increase in raw materials

and supplies available to the Japanese.

Sweden. The Swedish index of employment, contrary to

those of other countries, showed lower employment in 1942-43
than obtained from 1935 through 1939. The index stood at no.o
in 1938, 112.7 in 1939 and 109.2 in 1940 (1929=100) but

throughout 1942 and 1943 the index fluctuated between 96 and

90, and in Aug. 1943, was only 90. This may have resulted from

the cutting off of foreign trade to some extent by Allied blockades

intended to prevent Swedish products from reaching Germany;
and German closure of access to the Atlantic.

None of the other countries published employment statistics in

1943, and it was impossible to determine from the figures pub-
lished for previous years what the trends of employment would

be in the respective countries during 1943. Many of them were

in the war zone and their employment situation was directly

affected by the war; e.g., Norway, the Netherlands, Poland, Ru-

mania, Switzerland, Russia, Germany, Denmark, Finland, France,

Czechoslovakia and Hungary. (D. D. L.)

Enderbury Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Relatively simple chemical compounds ap-

parently may be used to depress the activity

of certain glands in a specific manner. Thiourea and its deriva-

tives exert this effect upon the thyroid gland; alloxan depresses

the insulin-secreting cells of the pancreas. These discoveries may
lead the way to further advances in physiological knowledge and

to the development of chemotherapy in the treatment of glandu-

lar disorders.

Anterior Pituitary Gland. There was further separation and

purification of the anterior pituitary hormones. The work of

Fraenkel-Conrat and others in the laboratories of H. M. Evans

established more firmly that the following hormones are separate

entities: lactogenic, interstitial-cell stimulating (ICSH), follicle

stimulating, growth, thyrotropic and adrenocorticotropic. The

gentleness of the chemical methods which were used deprecated

the possibility that the active fractions might be decomposition

products of an original single large molecule.
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While the anterior pituitary gland is essential to true growth

(increase in length), it is not essential to the formation and depo-

sition of adipose tissue (increase in weight). Hetherington fur-

ther demonstrated that hypothalamic injury could lead to obesity

even in animals which had been hypophysectomized for a long

enough period to induce thyroid and adrenocortical atrophy. The

latter glands are therefore also nonessential as regards weight

gain by fat deposition.

As regards the influence of the anterior pituitary on growth,

Evans et al. demonstrated that the action of growth hormone was

antagonized by the simultaneous administration of adrenotropic

hormone. This is in accord with the opposing effects of the an-

terior pituitary and the adrenal cortex on nitrogen retention, but

it complicates our understanding of the regulation of growth by

the anterior pituitary gland.

The level of thyrotropic hormone in the blood is low in hyper-

thyroidism and high in hypothyroidism. This seemed to indicate

that the anterior pituitary could not be a primary aetiological

factor in these thyroid disturbances, and that the variations in

thyrotropic hormone might be an attempt at compensation. A
new light was shed on this problem when it was discovered that

thyrotropic hormone was inactivated by incubation with slices of

thyroid tissue. Rawson et al. reported further work to show that

hyperplastic and hyperfunctioning thyroid tissue had a greater

inhibitory action, while hypofunctioning thyroid tissue had prac-

tically no inhibitory effect upon thyrotropic hormone in vitro

They also found that the inactivation depended upon an oxida-

tion, probably of a sulfhydryl to a disulfide configuration, and

that the inactivated thyrotropic hormone could be reactivated by
suitable chemical measures. This work indicated the necessity for

a re-investigation of anterior pituitary-thyroid regulation, using

the total thyrotropic content (active plus reactivated) of blood

and urine as an index of the regulatory activity of the pituitary.

A new aspect in the picture of anterior pituitary-thyroid regu-

lation appeared in the observations of Reforzo-Membrives on the

existence of a thyroid-inhibiting factor in the pituitary. He found

that the administration of preparations of pituitary glands taken

from animals previously treated with thyroid extract resulted in

a depression of thyroid activity in the recipient animals. This

was evidenced by the basal metabolism of the whole animal, and

by the histology and respiratory capacity of its isolated thyroid

tissue.

Thyroid. Having previously investigated the thyroid hormone

activity of casein which had been iodinated to varying extents,

Reinecke and co-workers reported the production of other

iodinated proteins which exhibited thyroid activities as much as

four times that of natural thyroglobulin. Hydrolysis of these

compounds yielded 80 times as much i-thyroxine as can be pre-

pared from equal amounts of desiccated thyroid glands.

The possibility of thyroid hormone production in tissues of the

living organism other than the thyroid gland was substantiated

by Chaikoff and co-workers. They demonstrated the production

of both diiodotyrosine and thyroxine not only in thyroidectomized

rats, but also in rats from which both the thyroid and the

hypophysis had been removed. This, and previous related work,

invited a reasonable speculation of a general nature, namely, that

the endocrine glands may not be the sole sites of hormone pro-

duction in the body but may be merely collections of specialized

cells which can produce the hormones more efficiently than other

cells.

Previous observations on the production in experimental ani-

mals of hyperplastic thyroid enlargement accompanied by evi-

dences of decreased rather than increased thyroid function, led

during 1943 to the therapeutic use of thiourea and thiouracil in

human hyperthyroidism. Kennedy had reported experimentally

produced goiters in animals fed on rape seed. Mackenzie and

Mackenzie described a similar syndrome as a result of sulfanila-

mide treatment, and Richter obtained identical results with thi-

ourea. The Mackenzies and Astwood further reported that thi-

ourea and its derivatives did not produce hypothyroidism by

antagonizing the action of thyroid hormone but rather by pre-

venting the gland from producing it. The hyperplasia of the thy-

roid did not occur in the absence of the pituitary gland, nor did

it develop when thyroid extract was administered simultaneously

with the thiourea. All these results support the following hypoth-

esis: Thiourea (and sulfanilamides) interfere with the formation

of thyroid hormone from its precursors. The lowered level of

thyroid hormone in the blood leads to a counter-regulatory action

on the part of the pituitary gland as a result of which there is

thyroid hyperplasia. In the presence of the thiourea the hyper-

plastic tissue is impotent as regards the production of thyroid

hormone so that functional hypothyroidism persists.

The successful treatment of hyperthyroidism by thiourea and

thiouracil, including reduction of the goiter, was reported in some

15 human cases by Astwood, Williams and Himsworth.

Pancreas. Jacobs had previously found that the administra-

tion of alloxan caused hypoglycaemia in rabbits. Using the drug
for another purpose Dunn and co-workers confirmed Jacobs' ob-

servation and (among other pathological findings at post-mortem

examination) discovered a necrosis of the insulin-producing cells

of the pancreas. Some of their animals which survived the initial

effect of the drug later developed a permanent diabetes. By vary-

ing the dose of alloxan so as to avoid death from hypoglycaemia
and damage to tissues other than the pancreas, Goldner and

Bailey and Bailey were able to produce diabetes practically at

will in rats, guinea-pigs, rabbits and dogs. In the latter experi-

ments kidney and liver damage seemed to be at a minimum, the

acinar tissue of the pancreas and the a-cells of the islands of

Langerhans appeared to be entirely unaffected, while the ft -cells

of the islands were completely destroyed. These observations

offered a new tool for the investigation of the diabetic syndrome
and perhaps also of the separate functions of the component cells

of the islands of Langerhans. The possibility of the use of alloxan

for the treatment of spontaneous hyperinsulinism also emerged.

(See also PHYSIOLOGY; ZOOLOGY.)
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Rats/' Endocrinology, 33:102 (1943); R- W. Rawson. R. M. Graham and
C. B. Riddell, "The Effect of Normal and Pathological Human Thyroid
Tissues on the Activity of the Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone," Annals of
Internal Medicine, 19:405 (1943); J. Reforzo-Membrives, "Thyroid-
Inhibiting Action of the Hypophyses of Rats Fed with Thyroid," Endocrin-
ology, 32:263 (1943); E. P. Reinecke and C. W. Turner, "The Recovery
of i -Thyroxine from Iodinated Casein by Direct Hydrolysis with Acid,"
/. Biological Chemistry, 149:563 (1943); M. E. Morton, J. L. Chaikoff,
W. O. Reinhardt and E. Anderson, "The Formation of Thyroxine and
Diiodotyrobine by the Completely Thyroidectomized Animal," Journal Bio-

logical Chemistry, 147:75? (1943); T. H. Kennedy, "Thioureas as Goitro-
tfenic Substances," Nature, 150:233 (1942): C. G. Mackenzie and J. B.

Mackenzie, "Effect of Sulphonamides and Thioureas on Thyroid Gland and
Basal Metabolism," Endocrinology, 32:185 (1943); E. B. Astwood, J.

Sullivan, A. Bissell and R. Tyslowitz, "Action of Sulfonamides and of

Thiourea upon Function of Thyroid Gland of Rat," Endocrinology, 32:210
(1943); E. B. Astwood, "Treatment of Hyperthyroidism with Thiourea
and Thiouracil," JAMA., 122:78 (1943); R. H. Williams and G. W.
Bissell, "Thiouracil in the Treatment of Thyrotoxicosis," New England
Journal of Medicine, 229:98 (1943); H. P. Himsworth, "Thyrotoxicosis
Treated with Thiourea," Lancet, 245(2) ^65 (1943); H. Jacobs, "Hypo-
glycemic Action of Alloxan," Proceedings Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine, 37:407 (1937); J. S. Dunn, N. B. McLechie and H. L.

Sheehan, "Necrosis of Islets of Langerhans Produced Experimentally,"
Lancet, 245(0:484 (1943); C. C. Bailey and O. T. Bailey, "The Produc-
tion of Diabetes Mellitus in Rabbits with Alloxan," J.A.M.A., 122:1165
(1943); M. E. Goldner and G. Gomori, "Alloxan Diabetes in the Dog,"
Endocrinology, 33:297 (1943). (S. So.)

England: see GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, UNITED
KINGDOM OF.
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A^ things considered and how much

tn&IISn Lll6r3Uir6t that is utterly antagonistic to letters

is contained in that word "all" English literature in its varied

branches made a surprisingly good showing in the year 1943.

The war, it is perhaps safe to say, inspired directly no book of

permanent value, either in verse or prose; and the book which

possibly came nearest to interpreting its deeper significance in a

lasting form, Richard Church's Twentieth-century Psalter, is,

understandably enough, the work of an older poet, not immedi-

ately involved in the military conflict. Great poetry springs from

action and contemplation, and the stress of action which has

most younger writers by the throat leaves no leisure for distilling

experience. Such war poets, therefore, as John Pudney in Beyond
This Disregard, Alan Rook in These Are My Comrades or the

contributors to the anthology, More Poems From the Forces,

though by no means mere impressionists, more often reflected

sensitively or graphically on particular incidents of war or war-

training than crystallized something memorable. An exception

might be made in prose for M. Saint-Exupery's Flight to Arras,

which did translate action into dramatic spiritual experience.

But the best war books were like A. B. Austin's account of the

Dieppe raid, We Landed at Dawn, vivid and accurate journalism.

And the best poetry of the year, though it assimilated something
of the agony through which humanity is passing, was not imme-

diately concerned with the war. Mentioned particularly should

be Kathleen Raine's Stone and Flower, The Angry Summer by
Idris Davies, Edwin Muir's The Narrow Place, Cecil Day Lewis'

Word Over All and Lawrence Durrell's A Private Country. Edith

Sitwell's A Poet y

s Notebook also deserves special mention as a

book of lasting value for all who would study the meaning of the

poetic in art and life.

The year produced three particularly good books of criticism,

David Cecil's Hardy the Novelist, C. M. Bowra's The Heritage

of Symbolism and Charles Williams' The Figure of Beatrice. So

cultivated a critic as Lord David Cecil might easily have been

more alive to Hardy's artistic defects than to his profound poetic

qualities. But by basing his appreciation on the latter, he com-

posed a book which is a model of wise imaginative appraisement.

C. M. Bowra covered a wide field in studies of Valery, Rilke,

Stefan George, Biok and Yeats. But through the diversity of his

subject matter he found a common aim in the effort of these

poets to find a new way to the reality which orthodox religion has

ceased to possess. Charles Williams' study of Dante also broke

now human ground but within the spiritual realm of orthodoxy.
Other critical books deserving mention are E. M. W. Tiliyard's

The Elizabethan World Picture, Evelyn Hardy's Donne: A Spirit

in Conflict, Janko Lavrin's Dostoevsky and F. A. Lea's Carlyle:

Prophet of Today.

Perhaps the most notable biography of the year was Catherine

M. Maclean's Born Under Saturn, a life of Hazlitt so industri-

ously and understandingly complete that it is unlikely to be

superseded. The Countess of Birkenhead's life of Joseph Severn,

Against Oblivion, was pleasantly done as was J. A. Lloyd's Ivan

Turgenev. Georgina Battiscombe's Charlotte Mary Yonge was
an appreciative biography of a Victorian novelist, who, despite
her sheltered religious respectability, is still read, and a trusty

guide to her many novels. Of timely interest was Hampden
Jackson's Jean Jaures, a biography of the French socialist, and

Lord Rayleigh's Life of Sir /. J.. Thomson, the scientist.

Fiction continued to show few surprises. There was plenty of

able story-telling and much of it provided a good journalistic

picture of war conditions, the most notable of this kind being

J. B. Priestley's documentary Daylight on Saturday. But of

really creative work there was little. C. S. Lewis' Perelandia was
an imaginatively ingenious picture of life on the "unfallen" planet

RE ENTOMOLOGY

HILARY ST. GEORGE SAUNDERS, popular British novelist of World War II,

at his desk In the parliament library. His Combined Operations, published

in 1943, tells the story of the spectacular British Commando raid on St.

Nazaire, France, in March 1942

Venus. Robert GravesVJF/'/e to Milton was a clever period re-

construction, but far from fair to Milton. James Hanley's No
Directions and Neil M. Gunn's The Serpent had the compelling

quality to be expected of their authors, and Saturnine by Rayner

Heppenstall was at least experimental, if not to many people's

taste. Virginia Woolfs collected short stories, A Haunted House,

were, it need hardly be said, of exceptional distinction.

It remains only to mention one or two books of religious,

philosophical or political interest. Christopher Dawson's The

Judgement of the Nations was a brilliant plea for a new cultural

unity of Europe based on the common Christian tradition. Ger-

ald Heard in Man the Master searchingly analyzed the diseased

condition of modern man and looked to a caste of new Brahmins

to effect a cure. Charles Raven wrote suggestively of Science,

Religion and the Future, Herbert Read of The Politics of the

Unpolitical, H. J. Massingham in The Tree of Life traced the

kinship, so lamentably lost, of a true love of nature and a true

Christianity, and Victoria Sackville West in The Eagle and the

Dove discussed two famous saints, St. Teresa of Avila and St.

Therese of Lisieux. (See also AMERICAN LITERATURE; PUBLISH-

ING [BOOK].) (H. I'A. F.)

war *s Caving a marked influence on en-

tomology as a science and a profession. There

has been great need for trained men in the medical and sanitary

work, especially in connection with the control of rnosquitoes

and the elimination of malaria, yellow fever and dengue fever;

the elimination of lice and fleas to prevent typhus fever; as well

as all other insect-borne diseases. The men most suitably trained

for this service are the entomologists. Those students who had

completed the regular university courses were accepted by the
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armed forces many of them were given commissions, while those

having a Ph.D. degree or who had several years' experience after

graduation were given commissions. These men were placed very

largely in charge of making mosquito surveys, in identifying the

mosquitoes and preparing keys, handbooks and manuals and in

conducting campaigns for the extermination and control of these

pestiferous and dangerous insects at home and abroad. In 1943

it was estimated that there were between 1,000 and 2,000 such

men in the armed forces; 104 graduates in entomology at the

University of California were in 1943 in the service of the U.S.

and a similar situation undoubtedly held true for other universi-

ties and colleges throughout the entire country.

The insect control problems arising from the 2,000,000

victory gardens throughout the United States did much to make

the nation entomology-conscious. The interest of all professional

men, labourers and other classes would do much to emphasize the

importance of insects to agriculture and might result in far

greater support for this science in relation to public health, to

agriculture and as an interesting and instructive field in biology.

During this war period professional entomology advanced farther

than in any previous period of 50 years.

Some New Insecticides. A dichloroethyl ether sodium sul-

phate solution was used successfully by W. H. Lange, Jr. (1943)

for the control of the cabbage maggot, Chortophila brassicae,

in the Salinas valley, Calif. It was prepared by mixing 20 cc. of

the former with 0.4 cc. of the latter, designated as Tergitol 7,

in i gal. of water.

A propylene dichloride emulsion proved to be as effective as

ethylene dichloride and more efficient than paradichlorobenzene

for the control of the peach borer, Conopia exitiosa, in eastern

United States (Snapp, 1943).

A commercial preparation, "Tritox" (trichloracetonitrile), is a

clear, volatile, noninllammable liquid, the vapour of which has

a great penetrating power and is quite toxic to insects and rela-

tively harmless to man. Good results were obtained by H. Kem-

per (1941) with it in killing the adults of the granary weevil,

Sitophilus granarius, the drugstore beetle, Sitodrepa panicea,

the bean weevil, Acanthoscelides obtectus, and the larvae of the

mealworm, Tenebrio molitor, and the Mediterranean flour moth,

Ephestia kuhniella.

Quartz dust at i to 2% mixed with stored grain to prevent

infestation and destruction by the granary weevil, Sitophilus

granarius, in Europe was found to cause silicosis and its use was

prohibited in Germany in 1941.

The use of rotenone dusts for the control of the pea weevil,

Laria pisorum, on field peas was prohibited in order to conserve

this important insecticide for the protection of more essential

food crops. The application of this insecticide to edible peas for

drying, when just flowering, in Washington did not give complete

control, so that it was necessary to fumigate all dry peas at har-

vest to insure complete protection from this weevil (Webster,

et al. y 1943).

Cryolite in light medium oil sprays gave control of the codling

moth equal to arsenate of lead sprays in Washington during

1941-1942. Very light oil sprays killed from 79.7 to 89.6% of

codling moth eggs. Micronized phenothiazine and xanthone gave

satisfactory control of this important apple insect but also caused

injury to the calyx or the fruit (Webster, et al. t 1943).

Adding proprietary thiocyanates to cube" dusts improved the

control of pea aphis, Macrosiphum onobrychis (Wilson and

Campau).
Aerosols are air or gaseous suspensions of atomized or finely

divided particles of -nonvolatile insecticides, certain types of

which are also designated as air suspensions and as insecticidal

smokes. According to Roark (1942) aerosols are formed by dis-

persing nonvolatile insecticides in the air or by enhancing the

efficacy of fumigants of low volatility by dispersing a liquid or

solid in the air in colloidal form, thus creating a mist or smoke.

Certain types were formed by spraying the insecticide against a

hot plate, by evaporating a low melting solid such as naphthalene

by means of an electric heater and by spraying solutions in liq-

uefied gases.

In the former case the materials were sprayed directly on a

plate heated to 400 C. (752 F.) and the dispersing particles

carried through a venturi tube into a cylinder or other container

by a strong air blast. In this manner orthodichlorobenzene con-

taining 5% lauric acid used at the rate of i Ib. per 1,100 cu.ft.

of air space completely killed all specimens of the American

cockroach, Periplaneta americana, German cockroach, Blatella

germanica, the bedbug, Cimex lectularius, and the confused flour

beetle, Tribolium confusum.

Orthodichlorobenzene with oleic acid gave good control of the

housefly, Musca domestica. Orthodichlorobenzene is also a good
activator and solvent of other insecticides (Goodhue and Sulli-

van, 1941). Other investigations by Goodhue (1942) resulted

in the formation of aerosols without heat. The insecticide is dis-

solved in a liquefied gas in a closed ^container and afterward re-

leased through a spray nozzle by its own pressure. The solvent

forms the aerosol by rapid evaporation, the heat of evaporation

being supplied by the atmosphere. The solvent must be gaseous

at temperatures considerably lower than when the insecticide is

to be used as a spray or aerosol and the preparation must there-

fore be made at temperatures considerably lower than those

occurring normally indoors or outside where the materials are

to be used. An example of very effective aerosol extensively em-

ployed in 1943 in the control of mosquitoes and houseflies indoors

where the insecticidal vapour can be held is prepared by in-

corporating 0.4% pyrethrins in i% sesame oil, and mixing them

with dichlorodifluoromethane which acts as a solvent and ex-

pelling gas. A dosage of 5 mg. pyrethrins and 10 mg. sesame

oil in the solvent expelled under pressure caused by room tem-

perature is sufficient to kill mosquitoes in 1,000 cu.ft. of air

space. This and similar aerosols arc prepared in convenient-

sized bombs for treating rooms, buildings, tents and other

enclosures and have proved to be a marvelous means of reducing

malaria, yellow fever and other mosquito-borne diseases in tem-

perate and more particularly in the tropical regions where these

diseases are among the most important hazards in modern Warfare.

Vapour sprays are similar to aerosols in that they consist of

very finely divided particles of insecticides suspended in air.

This condition is brought about by selecting an oil-soluble in-

secticide such as pyrethrum and forcing it under great pressure

through a fine nozzle and a venturi tube in sufficient quantities

to form a cloud which may be directed to envelope a vine or a

tree in a very fine mist or a coarser spray if desired Insects are

killed by direct contact with the chemicals. Light, highly refined

oils are used so as to avoid injury to the plants. The insecti-

cides are applied with hand atomizers for small gardens and spe-

cially constructed power machines that make it possible to cover

large acreages of field crops and orchards in a short time. These

vapour sprays have been most useful in the control of small

insects and mites such as thrips, aphides, scale insects, leaf-

hoppers, orchard red spiders and similar mites. They are also

applied by aeroplane. They might be said to be the forerunners

of modern fly sprays and aerosols. Both have the great advan-

tages of ease of application and small labour requirements in

the treatment of insect pests. They are most successfully used

when there is a minimum of wind or air movement.
Rotenone is a crystalline chemical compound (CtjHwOe) and

a poisonous principal derived from certain leguminous plants
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LICE feeding on the back of a volunteer in the laboratories of the U.S. depart*

ment of agriculture in 1943. The lice are placed on the host's back by means
of cloth squares. This method is used to maintain a supply of lice to be used in

testing new insecticides for the armed forces

which has long been used by the natives of various countries as

a fish poison. It is obtained chiefly from the roots of Denis

elliptica, D. nliginosa and D. malaccensis, which furnish the

derris-root of commerce produced in the Malay states and the

East Indies. A secondary and growing source is obtained from

roots of cube or timbo, the source of which is Lonchocarpus

nrucu and L. utilis and L. chrysophyllus of tropical South Amer-

ica, the latter also being cultivated in the Federated Malay

states; and still another source is from Tephrosia toxicaria of

tropical South America and T. vogalii of tropical Africa and

many other species. A possible commercial source may be avail-

able from T. virginiana of North America. Still other sources are

Mundulea sularosa of tropical east Africa, Madagascar, India

and Ceylon; and Millet tia spp. (closely related to Wisteria spp.)

of China, Formosa and Indja.

Because of its high toxicity to insects and its low toxicity to

man rotenone is specially useful on vegetables and leafy crops

consumed in the green or fresh condition. However, it has great

value in controlling certain specific insects and much of the

available material was either taken over by the army or placed
on strict rationing bases for agricultural necessities.

A tremendous amount of investigation work throughout the

world was done testing the effects of rotenone products on a

great many species of insects. References to a number of pub-
lished accounts of these researches were collected and published

(mimeographed) in the "E" series of the bureau of entomology
and plant quarantine, United States department of agriculture

by -R. C. Roark. These refer to the following orders of insects:

Part I Collcmbola, Orthoptera, Dcrmaptera, Odonata, Isoptcra,

Corrodentia and Mallophaga. Part II, Thysanoptera. Part III

Hemiptera, Homoptera. Part IV Hemiptera, Heteroptera. Part

V Anoplura. Part VI Coleoptera.

Insect Resistance to Insecticides. Economic entomologists

have been interested in the resistance of certain insects to the

continued use of the specified insecticides. This condition was

first reported by A. L. Melander in connection with the resistance

of the San Jose scale, Quadrapidiotus perniciosus, to lime-sul-

phur sprays in the apple region of the state of Washington in

1914. From then on, many other insects were thought to be

resistant to insecticides. Up to 1943 there appeared to be ex-

perimental proof of such resistance in the following cases:

i. San Jose scale, Quadrapidiotus pcrniciosus, to lime-sulphur sprays.
2. Red scale, Aonidiella aurantii, to HCN fumigation.

3. Black scale, Saissetia olcac, to HCN fumigation.

4. Citricola scale, Coccus pseudomagnoliarum, to HCN fumigation.

5. Citrus thrips, Scirtothrips citri, to tartar emetic-sucrose sprays.
6. Codling moth, Carpocapsa pomonella, young larvae to arsenical and

other sprays.
7. Screwworm, Cochliomyia americanum, primary larvae to phenothia-

zine.

Codling Moth Investigations. While most insects are more
or less sporadic in their appearance in destructive numbers and

require only occasional treatment, the codling moth maintains

a remarkably even level and requires a regular control program

every year. For many years lead arsenate was the standard in-

secticide used for its control. This routine was greatly disturbed

because of the presence of arsenate of lead residue on the out-

side of the fruits. Then began a thorough and extensive search for

insecticidal substitutes for lead arsenate. These investigations

resulted in many attempts to substitute organic compounds like

nicotine, rotenone, pyrethrum and other plant products for the

inorganic compounds or the heavy metals. Some of these new

organics proved quite successful and were being used to great

advantage during World War II when arsenical compounds had

not always been readily available for pest control purposes.

Cattle Grubs. Estimates by the United States department
of agriculture placed the losses due to the cattle industry by grubs
in the United States at $50,000,000 while the University of Idaho

believed the losses to be twice as much. The grubs seriously affect

the living animals and spoil much of the hides for leather. A
very effective control was perfected which consists of a mixture

composed of one part of ground derris or cube, 5% rotenone

content and three parts of tripoli earth or pyrophyllite. This

dust is applied at the rate of 3 oz. to the animal by means of a

hand shaker-top can. Two men work on opposite sides of the

same animal each applying the dust with one hand and rubbing
it into the hair with the other hand. In this way two men may
treat as many as 100 head of cattle a day.

Wood Preservatives for Control of Termites. According
to Snyder (1943) there are three general classes of wood pre-

servatives employed in preventing the attacks of termites: (i)
oils such as creosotes and combinations of petroleum or tar.

These are specially recommended for treatment of timbers which

may be used in contact with the ground. (2) Water- soluble salts

such as zinc chloride chromated zinc chloride, and (3) a num-
ber of proprietary preservatives.

Pierce's Virus Disease Carried by Leafhoppers. One of

the most serious of virus diseases was found to be the cause of

the Anaheim disease of the grape which practically annihilated

the wine grape industry in Orange county in California around

the turn of the century. At that time the cause of the disease

was unknown. Later the virus was discovered to be the cause of

this disease and the disease was called Pierce's disease. Even
after the virus was discovered there remained to be found the

sources or vectors responsible for transmitting the disease to

the grapevines. This was accomplished and at least three leaf-

hoppers were known in 1943 to be vectors of the disease: the

green sharpshooter, Draeculacephala minerva, the red-headed

sharpshooter, Carneocephala fulgida, and the blue sharpshooter,
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Cicadella circellata. Another leafhopper, Helochara delta, was sus-

pected as a carrier.

C. V. Riley Centennial. In Sept. 1943 the centennial celebra-

tion of the birth of C. V. Riley, which occurred at Chelsea, Eng-
land in 1843, was held at the museum of the Jefferson National

Exposition Memorial exhibit at St. Louis. C. V. Riley (1843-1895)
became in many respects the most eminent economic entomolo-

gist in the United States and the first entomologist of the United

States department of agriculture. He was a systematic entomolo-

gist at first. After serving some time as an entomological con-

tributor to the Prairie Farmer of*Chicago he became state ento-

mologist of Missouri (1868-1877); chairman of the United

States Entomological commission (1877-1880); first entomolo-

gist of the United States department of agriculture (1878); and

founder of the division of entomology, now the bureau of ento-

mology and plant quarantine, United States department of agri-

culture. He also was responsible for the beginning of the insect

collections in the United States National museum by presenting
to that institution his own collection as a nucleus. He organized
the economic entomologists in North America and was their most

prominent and important leader during his lifetime. (E. 0. E.)

Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Bureau of: see AG-

RICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION.

Enzymes: see BIOCHEMISTRY.

Epidemics and Public Health Control.

Venereal Disease. In a report on the activities and objec-

tives of the Chicago Intensive Treatment Center, the authors

outlined their case finding methods, and their methods of treating

both active and latent cases of syphilis and gonorrhoea. Cases

were found by: (i) thorough search for and complete examina-

tion of all known contacts of military personnel; (2) routine ex-

amination of all groups, such as selective service registrants and

court cases; and (3) complete co-operation of the majority of

taverns, hotels and industrial groups in searching out, for the

health department, suspects of venereal disease.

Treatment of syphilis consisted of: (i) Modified Simpson-Ken-
dell-Rose method, called by them the "Fever-chemotherapy"
method. (2) Modified Schoch-Alexander method, called the "In-

tensive Chemotherapy" method. (3) Modified Eagle-Hogan

method, called the "Long Term Intensive Chemotherapy."

Mapharsen and bismuth were used.

Gonorrhoea was treated by the sulfonamide method (sulfa-

thiazole for both males and females) and the artificial fever plus

sulfonamide method (sulfonamide-resistant methods).
The report was a preliminary one but it outlined the safeguards

and precautions to be observed.

Malaria. Sisk believed there would be an almost certain pos-

sibility that troops infected with malaria would return to all sec-

tions of the United States. There was expected to be numerous

infectious relapses among these men. He showed the need for a

resurvey for the potential malaria-spreading mosquito and advised

search for both adults and larvae of the Anopheles mosquito by

experts.

Talbot advised all military personnel in areas of endemic ma-

laria be examined monthly, using a thick blood smear, and

treated vigorously even if there are no symptoms. In general, he

treated all men only after symptoms occurred, except those who

were in combat zones where all persons who were 111 were advised

to have prophylactic therapy. He further stated that malaria, like

syphilis, might cause symptoms in any part of the body. A posi-

tive Wassermann or Kahn test is no criterion of the absence of

malaria.

Epidemic Meningitis. Kuhns, ct al.
t gave 2 to 3 gr. of sul-

fadiazine daily for 2 to 3 days to some 15,000 soldiers in an out-

break of meningitis. They materially lowered the incidence of the

disease. The carrier rate was also lowered.

Epidemic Diarrhoea of the Newborn. Twyman and Horton

reported the use of succinyl sulfathiazole as a specific measure in

the treatment of this disease. When combined with opiates, the

results were even better. Lembcke, et al., reported on two out-

breaks in Syracuse, New York, and advised laboratory controlled

methods for sterilizing nipples and formula, good nursing tech-

nique, reporting and isolation of cases and immediate epidemiolog-
ical investigation by a competent person, which usually means an

epidemiologist connected with a public health department. (See
also BACTERIOLOGY; ENTOMOLOGY.)
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(H. Bu.)

Episcopal Church: see PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Eritrea: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Espionage: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

fctnnio ^ne * ^c Baltic states of northeastern Europe,
LSlUllldi north of Latvia, south of Finland, formerly a repub-

lic; became part of Germany's "Ostland" (q.v.) in 1941. Area,

18,371 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1939) 1,122,000. Chief towns: Tallinn

(capital 146,400); Tartu (60,100); Narva (24,200); Nomme
(19,700); Parnu (21,500). Language, Estonian (a Finno-Ugrian

tongue). Religion, Christian (Lutheran 78%, Greek Orthodox

19%). Ruler in 1943: the German reich through Reichscommis-

sar H. Lohse of the Ostland and Commissioner-General Karl

Sigismund Litzmann for Estonia. Dr. E. Mae headed a five-man

state council.

History. Estonia's long-feared troubles began with the Ger-

man invasion of Poland in 1939. In one of her early counter-

moves, the U.S.S.R. had persuaded Estonia to sign a "treaty of

mutual assistance," Sept. 29, 1939. In June of 1940 the Russians

occupied the country, in July the people voted to join the Soviets,

and in Aug. 1940, Estonia became the i6th soviet republic. A
tense year of readjustment followed, in which many Estonian

leaders were killed or exiled. Then came the German attack on

^Russia, June 22, 1941, and in the following months the slow

nazi conquest of the Baltic. Estonian subjugation was completed

only at the very end of 1941. Thereafter only vague and con-

tradictory reports reached the west.

Seemingly the German Baits who were moved out of the

country in late 1939 were being returned very slowly, and land

re-allotments probably were held in reserve as bribes for aid.

Even some of the Russian collectivization was apparently let

alone the soviet reorganization itself had of course but barely

got under way. In some cases the German state simply became

the collective owner and took for its use crops intended to be

distributed among the workers.

Disillusionment and unrest, if not despair, evidently continued

to pervade the unfortunate little country in 1943. Libraries were

partially destroyed and thoroughly Germanized. Schools and

universities were closed or nazified. Brother fought brother, as

the Russians announced the noble struggle of their Estonian

cohorts and the Germans drafted men of 17 to 45 into Waffen-

SS battalions. Rumours came of sabotage and terrorism, tt
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arrests and executions. But for what should the Estonian fight?

Russian rule had been disappointing; German domination had

been devastating. Could this land of one million people dare

hope for autonomy? Perhaps the Germans would help Estonia

in a new declaration of independence if they themselves were

driven out but obviously only in that case. As for the Russian

attitude it became increasingly clear during 1943 that Stalin and

his colleagues would demand control of the Baltic littoral as a

defense against any future threat from the west. The Moscow
and Tehran conferences seemed to give silent confirmation of

this decision.

Abroad the Estonians were less vocal than their neighbour

peoples, except possibly in Moscow, where each nation was rep-

resented by a government-in-exile. Indisputably most things

both present and future depended on the outcome of the military

conflict raging on all sides of the land. At the close of the year

the Russian advances to the south indicated the possibility of a

German withdrawal from Estonia.

At the end of 1943 the only available statistics which could

give a fair picture were mostly for the period preceding the

invasions.

Education. In 1937-38 there were 1,224 elementary schools,

58 middle schools, 39 technical schools and 30 agricultural schools.

Tartu (Dorpat) university had 3,219 students and 217 professors

in 1938.

Finance. The monetary unit is the kroon (26.7 U.S. cents

at par). Effects of German monetary changes in 1941-43 were

uncertain. Revenue (est. 1939-40) 99,293,000 kroons; expendi-

ture 99,293,000 kroons.

Trade and Communication. Imports in 1939 totalled 101,-

351,000 kroons; exports, 118,217,000 kroons. Principal imports
were raw cotton, sugar, woollen yarns and thread, iron and steel.

Principal exports were butter, wood and paper, cotton goods, cel-

lulose, flax and tow, meat products and eggs. Imports were

chiefly from Germany, Great Britain, Sweden, the United States

and the U.S.S.R. Exports were chiefly to Great Britain, Germany,

Finland, the United States and Sweden. In 1942-43 what trade

existed was confined largely to Germany and her satellites, even

Sweden being largely cut off.

Agriculture* Production (in short tons) of the leading crops

in 1939 was as follows: rye 250,994, potatoes 963,741, oats

164,684, barley 99,207 and wheat 94,026. Estonia in 1938
had 660,890 cattle, 649,730 sheep, 384,580 pigs, 219,020 horses

and 1,596,570 chickens.

Manufacturing and Mineral Production. Manufacturing

production was valued at 166,238,000 kroons in 1937. One of the

larger cotton mills in Europe is at Narva, where textile manufac-

tures in 1937 were valued at 47,425,000 kroons. Other important
industries are paper and wood, food products, cement, flax,

leather. Shale oil production rose rapidly to 209,437 short tons

in 1939. Approximately 60,000 people were employed in indus-

try in 1938.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Gregory Mciksins, The Baltic Riddle (1943); Joachim
Joosten, "German Rule in Ostland," Foreign Affairs, XXII, NO. i (Oct.
1943), pp. 143-147. (F. IX S.)

Within the borders of the countries conquered by
nazi Germany, all healthy art growth ceased. Alone

among the warring nations of Europe, England carried on. Brit-

ish art organizations held their exhibitions as usual, contributed

to by British artists and widely attended by the British public.

The* Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers held its

annual show in January and, somehow, most of the better-known

British printmakers managed to send to it. The same may be

said of the graphic arts section of the annual exhibition of the

royal academy. Sales were above average.

Turning to the western hemisphere, etching as an independent
art medium flourished in the United States. In spite of the tact

that many of the best-known etchers were in active military serv-

ice or in some form of war industry, the work of many of these

appeared somewhere in the countless exhibitions held all over

the country in 1943. The veteran Frank W. Benson no longer

worked in the medium, nor did Harry Wickey nor Kenneth Hayes

Miller, to mention two who had outstanding accomplishment to

their credit. Franklin T. Wood laid aside his needle, Arthur Wil-

liam Heintzelman's preoccupation with his duties as curator of

a great print collection deprived the world of new plates from

his hands, and that brilliant performer, John W. Winkler, re-

mained in persistent retirement. Samuel Chamberlain was in

military service overseas, Louis C. Rosenberg returned to his

first love, architecture, James E. Allen was working largely in

the commercial field, and Kerr Eby, as a war correspondent, was

drawing the life of the U.S. marines in the Pacific theatre of

war. Ill health restricted the output of the veteran etcher and

master draughtsman, Mahonri M. Young, and nothing was heard

of that other veteran, Herman A. Webster, who made his home
in Paris. Sears Gallagher published no new plates in 1943, nor

did that exquisite landscapist of the northwest, Helen A. Loggic.

But except for these, the better-known names in contemporary
American etching carried on. Paul F. Berdanier, Isabel Bishop.

Cornelis Botke, John E. Costigan, Ralph Fabri, Eugene Higgins,

Robert Fulton Logan, Luigi Lucioni, Roi Partridge, Martin Peter-

sen, Grant Reynard, Ernest D. Roth and George Wright all pub-
lished new plates in 1943. Among newer names in the field,

Theodore Brenson, Kathrin Cawein, Minna Citron, Frank T.

Fellner, Isac Friedlander, Harold C. Geyer, Platt Hubbard, Lino

S. Lipinsky, Joseph Margulies, Helen Miller, Henry O'Connor

and Reynold H. Weidenaar were all active, while of the newest

comers must be mentioned the accomplished artists Pasquale

Masiello, Stephen Csoka, Karl M. Schultheiss and Helen King

Boyer. In the hands of all of these the now well-established tra-

dition of American etching seemed to be safe.

The three oldest print societies, and most influential, continued

to be the Society of American Etchers, with headquarters in New
York city, the Chicago Society of Etchers, in the middle west,

and the Print Makers Society of California, on the west coast.

Each of these holds a regular annual exhibition, of national

scope, and various travelling exhibitions throughout the year.

In addition, the National Academy of Design, in New York city,

conducts a great national print show in connection with its annual.

The most comprehensive and representative exhibition of con-

temporary American prints ever brought together, numbering

nearly 600 items and covering every branch of the printmaker's

art, took place at the Metropolitan museum in New York city

early in the year, organized and sponsored by Artists for Victory,

Inc., a war emergency organization of artists. The same group
was in the closing weeks of the year bringing together by invi-

tation a collection of 50 prints by 50 living American printmak-

ers, to be sent to England in exchange for a corresponding ex-

hibition of British prints to visit this country in 1944.

Meanwhile the etchers and other printmakers of Canada, com-

prising a comparatively small but active and able group, contin-

ued to produce work and hold exhibitions in the face of all the

difficulties attendant upon wartime conditions. The Society of

Canadian Painter-Etchers continued to be their leading print

organization. Central and South American etchers were probably
less affected by the war than were those of any other country in

the world. But neither in Mexico nor in South America did the

copper plate medium attain the degree of development and ex-

cellence achieved by lithography and woodcut. (J. T. An.)
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Ethical Culture Movement
A movement in

started in 1876 by Felix

Adler in New York city, and established ten years later in London

by Stanton Coit. Societies were active in 1943 in New York city,

Brooklyn, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Chicago, and there were

four in London, England. The purpose of this innovation was to

provide spiritual homes for people of different religious antece-

dents to whom the profession of traditional creeds was incompati-

ble with intellectual honesty, and to act as a liberalizing influence

on other religious bodies by inducing them to accord greater men-

tal liberty to their adherents, and to place the development of

ethical knowledge and practice above the study of theological

tenets. The principle most emphasized was that of "the inde-

pendence of ethics," which was cardinal in the Platonic and Aris-

totelian traditions but had been lost to view during much of the

Christian period, although great theologians had at times re-

asserted it.

The Ethical Culture societies conduct Sunday and week-day
services and a variety of educational and social welfare activities.

The first social settlement in the United States (the University

Settlement in New York city) was an enterprise of the movement,
which also originated, in New York and Chicago, the Visiting

Nurse associations and the societies providing legal aid for the

poor. A considerable literature devoted to vindicating the spir-

itual nature and dignity of man against the doctrine of human

animality has been produced. The movement is experimental and

pragmatic in action, though the founder and the majority of the

leaders offered reasoned rejections of the pragmatist doctrine in

metaphysics. Enterprises of the societies in England and America

included sustained efforts for the relief of refugees from Euro-

pean persecution, and their re-education and integration into

English-speaking society; also, in 1943, full participation in war-

time service activities. The formerly flourishing branches of the

movement in Germany and Austria were suppressed by the nazis.

The Standard, edited by George E. O'Dell, is published each

month at 2 W. 64th St., New York city. An authoritative exposi-

tion of the movement's principles is to be found in two volumes

by Felix Adler, An Ethical Philosophy of Life and The Recon-

struction of the Spiritual Ideal. The English Ethical union (presi-

dent, Lord Snell) had offices in 1943 at Chandos House, Palmer

Street, London, S.W.i. (Ho. J. B.)

TthinniO ^ kingdom of northeast Africa. Area, c. 350,000

LUIIU|lld sq.mi.; pop. (cst. Dec. 31, 1939) 9,500,000; cap.

Addis Ababa; religions: Christian (Copt) and Mohammedan; lan-

guages: Amharic and Arabic; ruler: Emperor Haile Selassie.

History. The emperor's announcement that his country had

decided to join the war effort of the United Nations was wel-

comed by the Allies. The United States extended lend-lease aid

to the emperor's government.
The revenue of the empire raised under great postwar difficul-

ties was slender, and export trade was hampered by war condi-

tions abroad. The land tax was halved. Under the agreement and

military convention with Great Britain, financial help was pro-

vided in the form of quarterly grants over a period of four

years. British officers were appointed to the administration as

commissioner of police, judges, magistrates, army officers and in

leading posts. The educational system was also being reorganized

with British assistance, but difficulties were experienced owing to

lack of supplies.

The British council opened cultural institutions in Addis Ababa

and elsewhere. The council conducted classes and loaned workers

to assist in educational work. The Friends ambulance unit, al-

though primarily engaged in medical work in isolated stations,

also assisted in educational activities. Plans were being made to
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religion deal with the rehabilitation of destitute children and unemployed
adults by means of agricultural communities, and the training of

boys in units attached to the Ethiopian army. An Ethiopian so-

ciety entitled Yageur Fekir assisted distressed youths. An indus-

trial school for boys was set up. Medical services under a British

director were improving in spite of the shortage of materials and

personnel. The social and economic progress of Ethiopia was

much hampered by a lack of trained personnel in all the technical

services. The internal situation of the country was satisfactory.

The British troops had been withdrawn except in places defined

in the agreement with Great Britain. The emperor's government
set itself the task of reconciling tribal differences. Provincial

governors were appointed by the emperor, and ecclesiastical

preferments and finance were subject to state control. The em-

peror's government co-operated with neighbouring territories in

an extensive locust campaign. (J. L. K.)
Trade and Communication. Chief exports: hides and skins,

coffee (14,330 short tons in 1937-38) and gold. Roads (1940) c.

4,340 mi.; railways (Addis Ababa to Jibuti in French Somaliland)

486 mi.

European Advisory Commission.
The establishment

of the European
Advisory commission was announced in the joint communique of

the Tripartite conference at Moscow which was published on

Nov. i, 1943. The communique stated in this regard "the con-

ference agreed to set up machinery for ensuring the closest co-

operation between the three governments in the examination of

European questions arising as the war develops. For this pur-

pose the conference decided to establish in London a European

Advisory commission to study these questions and to make joint

recommendations to the three governments/'
The joint communique went on to point out that provision was

made for continuing when necessary the tripartite .consultations

of representatives of the three governments in the respective

capitals through the existing diplomatic channels. It also an-

nounced the establishment of another organization, the Advisory
council for matters relating to Italy, to deal "with day to day

questions other than military preparations" and to make "rec-

ommendations designed to co-ordinate allied policy with regard
to Italy."

The European Advisory commission met for the first time on

Dec. 15, 1943 at Lancaster House, St. James' Palace, London.
The U.S. representative on the commission was Ambassador

John G. Winant. The soviet representative was Ambassador

Foydor Gousev. The British representative was Sir William

Strang, who was until this appointment assistant under secretary
of state for foreign affairs of the British foreign office.

Each of the representatives on the commission was assisted

by a staff supplied by his own government, and there was to be a

joint secretariat made up of personnel designated by the three

governments. (H. F. Ms.)

European War: see WORLD WAR II.

Events af the Year: see CALENDAR or EVENTS, 1943, pages

Ewing, James
(1866-1943), U.S. pathologist, was born

Dec. 25 in Pittsburgh. He took his A.B.,

1888, and his A.M., 1891, from Amherst college and was

graduated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Colum-
bia university in 1891. He received his early apprenticeship in

pathology under American and European authorities and from

1899 to 1932 was professor of pathology at Cornell university

medical college. Dr. Ewing was in the forefront of medical spe-
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cialists who developed the use of radium in the treatment of

cancer. With Dr. James Douglas, he used the Memorial hospital

in New York city as a testing ground for his work and was direc-

tor of the hospital from 1913 to 1939. One of his notable con-

tributions to the literature of cancer was his treatise on tumours,

Ncoplastic Diseases. He was professor of oncology at Cornell

medical college, 1932-43, and consulting pathologist at several

New York hospitals. He died in New York city, May 16.

Exchange Control and Exchange Rates.
The requirements of economic warfare, not currency defense,

shaped the pattern of exchange control in the United States. The

general program of foreign funds control changed little during

1943. The assets of all continental European states, China, Japan,

Japanese occupied areas and certain individuals and institutions

in Latin America remained frozen, and the general and special

licensing system for the selected release of these funds was main-

tained. Only the currencies of Sweden, Switzerland, six sterling

countries and Latin-American nations were actively quoted in

New York, and most of these were regulated in the home coun-

tries. The year 1943, however, marked the development of a

financial program in liberated areas, North Africa and Italy, and

a modification of the system regulating the real movement of

trade by the Foreign Economic administration (formerly Board

of Economic Warfare).
The exchange control system of the United States was geared,

frst, to prevent the enemy from using dollar assets potentially or

actually under his control. Even the funds of European neutrals

were thus placed under protective freezing. About $8,500,000,000

of blocked funds were held in the U.S. and during 1943 (fiscal

year) the treasury received some 238,000 applications for release

of assets totalling almost $4,900,000,000, 20% of which were

approved. Compared with former years, fewer applications were

filed during 1943 and a larger proportion denied.

Second, exchange control was aimed at preventing axis nations

from realizing profits on war loot. Hence, the importation of

securities and currency was steadily regulated. In the summer
of 1943, a further prohibition, effective Aug. 25, 1943, was placed
on the importation of checks, bills of exchange and promissory
notes from all blocked countries excepting China. The exportation

of checks, bills of exchange and currency to these countries was

also prohibited in 1943; but the ban on the transfer of foreign-

owned property held in the United States, which had been pro-

gressively eased since 1942, was further liberalized.

To prevent traffic with the enemy, the treasury also regulated

transactions of nationals with individuals and companies included

on the "Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals/' and on

the unpublished list of "Special Blocked Nationals." Late in 1943,

the Banco de la Nacion and the Banco de la Provincia de Buenos

Aires, two important semipublic banks in Argentina, were ap-

pended to the latter list; shortly thereafter the Argentine govern-
ment formally announced its intention to repatriate earmarked

gold held in the United States.

The military occupation of territories in North Africa and

Italy brought new financial responsibilities to the Allied govern-
ments in 1943. Controls over finance, property and foreign ex-

change in liberated areas were found necessary. North African

officials, after long negotiations, passed a trading with the enemy
ordinance, which introduced a system of selective controls re-

sembling the U.S. program. To guard against the use of frozen

doHar assets by collaborationist institutions, a new licensing sys-

tem was devised for the release of holdings of liberated-areas

nationals.

The immediate currency needs of the American and British

forces in liberated areas were supplied by the issue of spearhead

currencies upon invasion, for which a new, unified occupation

money was later substituted. The spearhead currency of the

United States, first employed in North Africa in 1942, and dur-

ing *943 *n the Italian theatre, was the yellow-seal dollar in

denominations of $i, $5 and $10 It duplicated the design of the

home currency, but a yellow seal was affixed instead of a blue.

The British military authorities concurrently issued a special

spearhead pound note. The same conversion rates for the yellow-

seal dollar and the B.M.A. note were applied in North Africa and

Italy, $4=i.
The use of the familiar local currencies, as soon as military

conditions permitted, was preferable. Consequently in 1943 to

supplement existing supplies and counteract local shortages or

surpluses, a new Allied military lira was jointly issued as legal

tender and circulated at par with the local lira. This amlira was

to serve primarily as a pocket money currency, and of the eight

denominations issued, the maximum had a value equivalent of

only $10. Both the amlira and the Italian lira, exchanged for the

dollar at the official rate of 100 lira=$i (400 lira =i). The
North African franc, which had been valued in 1942 at 75 fr. = $i

(300 fr. = i), was appreciated by a half on Feb. 2, 1943 to 50
fr. = $1 (200 fr. =1). The French Equatorial African franc and

that of all colonies under de Gaulle control had previously been

valued at the prewar level of 176.6 fr. = i; thus during 1943 two

conflicting franc rates were current in Africa.

Continental Europe. The Central Clearing office in Berlin

and the needs of the nazi war machine continued to dominate

the flow of trade and foreign payments on the European con-

tinent in 1943. Germany's clearing debts to occupied or con-

trolled countries grew steadily; and mounting pressure by
satellite states and European neutrals for a reduction of these

debts, coupled with some increase in neutral trading inter se,

characterized the year.

The major part of satellite states' total trade was transacted

with Germany, the remainder with other nations in the nazi orbit,

and with the possible exception of Finland, Norway and Slovakia,

exports to Germany exceeded imports. Most of the trade and

clearing agreements prevailing in 1942 among the 20 states associ-

ated with the new order economic system were renewed with

minor modifications during the first half of 1943. Seventeen of

these countries utilized the Central Clearing office in Berlin for

most of their international payments, the exceptions being Spain,

Portugal and Turkey. France dealt with Belgium, the Nether-

lands and Norway through Berlin but concluded transactions with

all other countries directly. Norway dealt directly with only

Sweden and Denmark; and even the two unoccupied countries,

Bulgaria and Rumania, cleared mutual payments through the

Berlin central office.

Germany, unlike Japan, maintained stable exchange rates for

most foreign currencies during the year, the last rates fixed in

1942 prevailing in 1943. Apart from direct confiscation, Germany
managed to finance the large volume of excess foreign purchases

and maintain stable rates, primarily by accumulating clearing

debts in exporting countries. These debts were offset somewhat

by limited exports of German goods. The occupation-costs levy

was another device for securing additional local credit, since

occupation charges were generally met by advances from the

central bank in the occupied country.

The Kassenscheine, a military currency, which was issued by
the Reich Credit offices for army purchases, exchanging for local

currencies at fixed rates, during 1943, circulated in certain occu-

pied areas of the U.S.S.R. and in northern Italy, where the lira

rate was depreciated from 7.6 lirei r.m. to 10 lirei r.m. The

yen-lira rate was similarly revised from 22.35 yenroo lire to
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17 yen=ioo lire.

Pressure for the reduction of Germany's swollen clearing defi-

cits gave rise to several schemes for partial repayment. In the

spring of 1943, Hungary's debts in France were assumed by Ger-

many, an equivalent amount being charged off the nazi clearing

deficit. Rumania repatriated part of its public debt with a por-

tion of its Berlin clearing claim. Most countries associated with

the nazi clearing system provided local facilities for the redis-

count of exporters' frozen claims. Export trade was made some-

what less attractive in Belgium with a new regulation that 30%
of all commodity-accounts claims were to be paid in blocked

treasury bills.

Among the neutral countries, Turkey during 1943 was the

smallest participant in German Europe's trade. Agreements con-

cluded with the nazi family of nations were little more than iso-

lated barter pledges, generally providing for the shipment of

German goods prior to the execution of Turkish sales. Controls

over income to foreigners from Turkish property were tightened.

Spain and Portugal, exporters of products sought by both

groups of belligerents, were also able to exact more favourable

terms of payment from Germany. Germany, followed by the

United Kingdom and Switzerland, was the largest participant in

Spain's foreign trade; nevertheless, Spain's clearing claim on Ber-

lin was relatively small. In March 1943, the Spanish system of

foreign trade control was revised; the Banco Extericur de Espana
was granted a monopoly on the issue of all import or export per-

mits, the government being assigned a portion of the profits aris-

ing therefrom. During February, Portugal and Spain concluded

new bilateral trade and payments agreements aiming at a higher

degree of self-sufticiency for the Iberian peninsula.

Both Sweden and Switzerland, during 1943, had close dealings

with the nazi clearing sphere. German shipments to Sweden fell

short of expectations; the Swedish government therewith limited

the granting of credit guarantees on frozen claims to exporters.

Moreover, Sweden refused to accept German gold and in nego-

tiating 1944 agreements, made demands for anticipatory pay-

ments. Switzerland's clearing agreement with Germany expired

on Jan. 15, 1943, and only after long negotiations was renewed

late in the year. In the interim, a de facto clearing system for a

limited volume of trade was maintained, and the federal guaran-
tee on clearing claims lapsed. The standstill credit agreement with

Germany was renewed for June n, 1943-May 31, 1944, with

new provisions for the progressive liquidation of arrears; and a

trade agreement which more closely approached bilaterally bal-

anced exchange was ultimately concluded for the period of Oct.

ii to Dec. 31, 1943. New or revised trade and payments treaties

were also made with Spain, Portugal, Hungary and Bulgaria.

Latin America. Almost every Latin-American country during

1943 was exporting more than it could import, facing serious

inflationary problems and accumulating large foreign balances.

Argentina's balance of trade and payments positions were ex-

tremely favourable, and large volumes of refugee funds exag-

gerated the size of the capital inflow. Consequently, by April 20,

after three weeks of violent fluctuation, the free peso rate in

Buenos Aires rose to $.2506, the highest level in more than four

years. Moreover, the central bank simultaneously lowered its

official buying rate for exchange arising from nonregular exports

from 4.2182 to 3,9702 pesos to the dollar. The decree of April 20

empowered the ministry' of finance to control all foreign capital

movements and prohibited the inflow of floating funds seeking

temporary refuge in Argentina. Productive capital for genuine

long-term investment was granted entrance. The decree of Sept.

17 provided for the repatriation of a large block of sterling

obligations, about 33.000,000 out of a total sterling indebted-

ness of some 39,000,000.

In Brazil, the mounting accumulation of dollar and sterling

assets, because of a favourable balance of trade, provided the

basis for a compensation agreement with the United Kingdom
with respect to blocked cruzeiro balances frozen liabilities which

had been contracted under the milreis monetary regime. Under a

new agreement, during November, with foreign owners of public

obligations, it was possible for the Brazilian government to .grant

more favourable terms to creditors than in the previous debt

plan (expiring March 1944). To prevent entry of axis funds, the

latin-American Exchange ftafes*

^Averages arc based on actual selling rates for sight drafts on New York, in units of the foreign currency per dollar, with the following exception: Cuba United States dollars to the

peso. The peso of the Dominican Republic, the Guatemalan quetzal and the Panamanian balboa are linked to the dollar at i to i; the Haitian gourde is ibced at 5 gourdes to the dollar.

*Sourcc: U.S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Commerce Weekly, Oct. 30. Dec. 4, Dec. 18, 1943. fSpedal rates apply to automotive equipment and agricultural machinery
imported from the united States into Argentina. {After Nov. i, 194*2, exchange quotations have been expressed in terms of cruzeiros and centavos to the dollar, which under
the Brazilian law of Oct. 6, 1942, replaced the milreis as the official monetary unit. Established Mar. 25. |!In 1941 and 1042, for Class 2 merchandise, 1.795: Class 3, 1.87;
Class 4, 1.195. During 1943, for Class a merchandise, 1.765; Class 3, 1.775; Class 4, 1.785. IData not received. 9July 24-Dec. 31.
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Bank of Brazil under its exchange control authority imposed new,

rigid restrictions on the import and export of paper currency,

prohibiting all unauthorized movement. In September, the spe-

cial free rate for dollars was reduced to 20.30 cruzeiros.

At the close of 1942, the Colombian Office of Exchange and

Export Control set up a new semiflexible procedure for the dis-

count of foreign drafts by the Bank of the Republic whereby

exchange originating in certain transactions was partially pur-

chased with national economic defense bonds, and not entirely

with cash. To stabilize the prevailing exchange rate and to curb

inflation, the central bank was also authorized in June, 1943, to

sell nonnegotiable certificates of deposit bearing a two-year ma-

turity and an optional backing of gold or dollars. The ministry

of finance was required to authorize any new capital imports.

On April 7, the export control office lowered the rates applicable

to import payments made through the Stabilization fund. (See

table, footnote II.)

Mexico also recorded a net export surplus in 1943 and, in con-

trast with former years, a great influx of foreign capital. With

inflation and expanded currency needs, Mexico suspended silver

sales abroad early in the year and even suggested a possible lend-

lease silver grant. On Aug. 16, however, the finance ministry an-

nounced the projected renewal of shipments in April 1944. The

government, in July, launched a new $40,000,000 defense loan to

finance the acquisition of exchange from the central bank for the

redemption of foreign obligations.

In Paraguay, the Exchange Control law of 1941 was revised;

the new law of Feb. 18, 1943, tightened controls governing the

possession of foreign exchange. It also set up an exchange fund to

finance the repurchase of foreign-owned enterprises in Paraguay
and established two selling rates for foreign drafts, distinguishing

between necessary and nonessential imports. Formally unable to

convert foreign exchange holdings into a true gold reserve, the

Bank of the Republic on Sept. 13 was empowered to buy and sell

gold bullion or coin. A new currency, the guarani, was established

on Oct. 5, gradually replacing the former paper peso at the rate

of i guarani =100 pesos. An innovation in monetary standards,

its value was not set in terms of gold or of dollars exclusively

but rather linked to the several currencies of the countries im-

portant in its balance of payments.

Unlike most other Latin-American countries, Uruguay evi-

denced a shortage of foreign exchange early in 1943; in later

months, however, the balance of payments shifted aitd*pressure

on prevailing rates was eased. In September, after the political

upheaval in Argentina, some "scare" capital flowed into Uruguay.
The dollar-buying rate of the central bank of Ecuador was low-

ered to 13.50 sucres in July; the curb rate in Chile dropped

markedly in the middle of the year and in Bolivia declined stead-

ily throughout the year. At the end of March, to relieve a coin

shortage, Honduras utilized dollar exchange for the purchase of

some $1,500,000 in 50- and lo-ccnt pieces from the United

States
;
Cuba bought gold as backing for a new currency.

United Kingdom. Although no major change was introduced

during 1943 into the United Kingdom's exchange control system,

the program was somewhat liberalized to simplify administration

and to reduce the volume of accumulated debts. Four major

types of accounts for foreign creditors registered, special, ster-

ling area and Central American were maintained. Early in 1943,

however, the regulations governing the sterling holdings of U.S.

residents were simplified. Since July 1940, most U.S. funds had

been held in three categories of accounts: registered, representing

sterling freely convertible into dollars at the official rate and

applying principally to new money held on behalf of American

banks; sterling area accounts, held for individuals having certain

periodic payments to make to the United Kingdom; and, least

common, old or free prewar accounts, which were in existence

prior to the institution of controls in 1940 and used for discharg-

ing equally old obligations, convertible at the free market rate.

On Feb. 2, all categories were merged under the heading regis-

tered accounts. A similar ruling applicable to the holdings of

Central American residents was also issued; on Aug. 25, old ster-

ling accounts for this area were redesignated Central American

accounts.

Unaffected by these regulations were the blocked funds of

American film companies held in a special account and blocked

accounts maintained for U.S. residents representing the proceeds

of the liquidation of certain capital assets. However, all special

restrictions on the remittance of film royalties were removed in

May (retroactive to Oct. 25, 1942); thereafter, such transactions

were subject only to customary regulations on all transfers

abroad. Measures relating to the accumulation and use of funds

arising from capital transactions and held on blocked account

were also liberalized. In fact, a major portion of these realized

capital balances, frozen since Nov. 1940, were by a retroactive

order in October released for transfer. The United States was the

principal beneficiary under this new ruling, since the release was

not extended to the funds of Canada, Newfoundland, Switzer-

land and Argentina. In addition, a more lenient policy was

adopted on the sale and purchase of sterling securities by non-

residents; the ban on the acquisition of bearer securities was

also lifted.

Among the other developments in 1943, three franc currencies

Algerian, French Moroccan, French West African were added

to the designated list of currencies which residents were required

to offer to the Bank of England. The list released at that time

also included the currencies of eight countries in the western

hemisphere and three in Europe. Procedure on interest and divi-

dend payments and capital repayments credited to Sweden or

Switzerland was tightened. The Anglo-Italian payments system
was revised on Oct. 8; use of the Anglo-Italian Clearing office

was thereafter reserved for debts contracted prior to that date.

Lastly, the United Kingdom participated with the United States

in exchange control and monetary programs in liberated areas and

other areas.

Other Areas. Even at the beginning of 1943, the sterling

assets of British empire and other sterling bloc countries had

reached nearly 600,000,000. India was probably the largest cred-

itor despite repatriations of sterling loans during 1943 with part

of these funds. Inflation was rampant in India, Egypt and other

Middle East countries, and gold was imported in a partial attempt
to mop up excess purchasing power resulting from Allied expendi-

tures. At the request of the Egyptian government, gold was sup-

plied by Britain and sold to the public in the form of small 18.69

dirhem bars (about 2 oz.) of .996 fineness at 177.3 piastres per

dirhem. On April n, the following exchange rates were set: 100

Egyptian pounds = 5. 5 24 Norwegian crowns, 12.948 Dutch florins,

.815 Belgian francs, .552 French francs, .186 Greek drachmas.

These rates were applied to pre-occupation obligations which

cleared through the Office of Occupied or Controlled Territories.

In May, all foreign exchange transactions in Afghanistan were

centralized in the Bank of Afghanistan (Bank Shahi). By De-

cember, the influx of Indian funds had risen so greatly that the

bank reduced its official rupee-buying rate. The dollar rate was

lowered on Oct. 13 from $1 = 13.0472 afghanis to $1 = 11.5528

but soon after returned to its former value.

Australian sterling holdings were high, about 60,000,000 at

the beginning of 1943, and dollar funds from the expenditure of

American troops in the Pacific also plentiful The commonwealth,

however, maintained only a small dollar reserve, remitting the

remainder to Britain. The prohibition on the unlicensed import
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of gold into Canada was extended to the end of the year. The

Canadian Foreign Exchange Control board was granted the

power to declare bankrupt nonresident persons or firms attempt-

ing to evade prosecution or investigation under the Foreign Ex-

change Control order. All gifts under $25, however, were freed

from exchange restrictions.

Exchange conditions in the orient during 1943 were chaotic,

under the reign of the twin devils inflation and depreciation.

Prices and note circulation had risen tremendously in China;

nevertheless the official rate, Ch. $20 = U.S. $i, was maintained

with a special rate of 30=1 for diplomatic, educational, mis-

sionary and certain other transfers. From all indications, includ-

ing the black market rate of U.S. $i=Ch. $8o-$go, with un-

pegged exchange, the currency would have fallen precipitously.

In May, to check the efflux of precious metals, unlicensed exports

of gold and silver were prohibited. A month later a ruling per-

mitting private trading in gold was issued. Ostensibly to bolster

the falling currency, $200,000,000 in gold bullion was purchased

from the United States with part of the $500,000,000 stabilization

loan granted China in 1942. The Bank of Japan remained the

central clearing agency in the Japanese sphere and the military

yen the dominant currency. Japan had depreciated the currencies

of occupied territories, mostly to parity with the yen. Unlike

Germany, Tokyo made no attempt or even promises to nominally

stabilize rates in most areas, and by 1943 satellite currencies had

fallen relatively lower than in continental Europe. (See also

GOLD.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Economist (London); U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Foreign Commerce Weekly; U.S. Treasury, Press Releases; Foreign
Economic Administration, Press Releases; The New York Times; The
Times (London). (D. B. B.)

Exchange Rotes: see EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE
RATES.

rv*lftAn*A 0+A!I SI ***! Tun*!* Exchange stabilization

Exchange Stabilization Funds, funds during 1943
were relatively inactive. In Europe, war and strict economic

controls completely paralyzed the operations of such funds. In

most Latin-American countries, surplus exchange holdings

limited the need for a vigorous stabilization policy to support
currencies.

The role of the U.S. Stabilization fund in controlling foreign

exchange values was diminished in 1943. However, several agree-

ments with small nations for the purpose of stabilizing exchange
rates were renewed. The agreement in which the United States

undertook to sell gold to Cuba in maximum installments of

$5,000,000 was extended to June 30, 1945. In the first half of

1943, a credit slightly exceeding $5,000,000 was granted Cuba

by the U.S. Stabilization fund. During the same period, the fund

increased its holdings of Swiss francs by more than $500,000.

On June 30, stabilization agreements with Ecuador and Iceland

were renewed for one year and the Mexican accord extended for

two years. The maximum sums which the United States was

obliged to purchase were: $5,000,000 in Ecuadoran sucres;

$2,000,000 in Icelandic kronur; $40,000,000 in Mexican pesos.

Later in the year, an agreement with Brazil, like the Cuban

accord, specifically endorsed the sale of gold. Perhaps the most

outstanding event of 1943 was the passage of a bill in April

extending the life of the $2,000,000,000 Stabilization fund to

June 30, 1945. At the same time, the president's power to

devalue the gold content of the dollar was revoked, and the act

specifically forbade the transfer of the gold holdings to any

international stabilization fund without the consent of congress.

In April, draft outlines of proposals for an international stabi-

lization fund and an international clearing union were made
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public by treasury experts in the United States and the United

Kingdom, respectively. The Canadian ministry of finance re-

leased another proposal for an international exchange union in

July. Experts from various countries participated in discussions

relative to these plans throughout the year; the U.S. treasury
officials conferred with representatives of approximately 30 na-

tions. The future establishment of any such international stabi-

lization or clearing system would, in all likelihood, strip the

national stabilization funds of their functions. (See also EX-
CHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE RATES; GOLD.) (D. B. B.)

Expenditure, Government: see BUDGET, NATIONAL.

The Export-

Import BankExport-Import Bank of Washington.
of Washington, an agency of the United States, was established

on Feb. 12, 1934, for the purpose of financing and facilitating

trade relations between the United States, its territories, insular

possessions and foreign countries. By an act of congress ap-

proved Sept. 26, 1940, the Export-Import bank was to continue

as an agency of the United States until Jan. 22, 1947, or such

earlier date as might be fixed by the president by executive order.

By this act it was also granted specific authority to make loans

which would assist in the development of the resources, in the

stabilization of the economies, and in the orderly marketing of

the products of the countries of the western hemisphere.

The bank in 1943 had lending authority of $700,000,000. Its

capital consisted of $1,000,000 of common stock and $174,000,000
of preferred stock. All common stock, except n shares standing
in the respective names of the trustees, was held jointly by the

secretaries of state and commerce in their official capacities. All

of the preferred stock was purchased by the Reconstruction

Finance corporation. Its governing body was a board of n
trustees of which the chairman was the foreign economic admin-

istrator and on which were represented the departments of state,

treasury, commerce and agriculture and the Reconstruction

Finance corporation.

From its creation to the end of 1943, the bank had authorized

$1,164,948,061 of loans compared with $1,101,761,946 at the

close of 1942. During the year 1943, disbursements amounted

to $55,687,885 and repayments to $32,250,352. As a result,

outstanding loans at the end of 1943 were $204,937,874 com-

pared with $181,500,341 at the end of the previous year.

Although the operations of the bank in behalf of United States

foreign trade had been world-wide, circumstances restricted them

following the outbreak of World War II almost entirely to the

western hemisphere, and particularly to the making of loans to de-

velop resources vital to the war effort. Because of transportation

difficulties and other wartime impediments to foreign trade, the

bank also continued during 1943 its plan for underwriting letters

of credit of approved foreign banks which were opened in the

United States by U.S. commercial banks, thus helping to preserve

long-established markets and trade channels to the extent possible

under wartime conditions. (W. L. Pi.)

Exports: sec AGRICULTURE; INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

EyeiRlCOOCOC
ftf Experiments conducted by Bellows and

i UlSBdSuS Ul Gutmann with the use of sulfonamides

in treatment of intraocular inflammation resulted in a simple

method of obtaining chemotherapeutically effective levels of the

sulfonamide compounds for combating infection of the anterior

segment of the eyeball by the application of the drug in the

presence of a suitable wetting agent.

It was shown that the sulfonamide compounds, with the excep-
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tion of sulfanilamidc, penetrate the cornea poorly. Further, the

concentrations reached in the ocular tissues and fluids when other

of the sulfonamides are administered orally or locally fall short

of the values necessary for therapeutic effectiveness.

A wetting agent is denned as a substance which, by lowering

interfacial tension, increases penetration and acts as a detergent

or emulsifying agent, bringing about an increased penetration of

both the wetting agent and other substances which by themselves

would not penetrate readily. The sulfonamide compounds em-

ployed were sulfanilamide, sulfathiazole, sulfadiazine and sulfa-

pyridine. The wetting agents used were:

Sodium lauryl sulfute

Zephiran
Aerosol OT
Aerosol OS
Tergital 4, 7

TerRi'tal OS
Ocenol KD

All the wetting agents caused a definite increase in the concen-

tration of the sulfonamide compounds in the aqueous humor, so

that they reached a point above that considered necessary for

chemotherapeutic effectiveness. By application of heat the

concentration of the drug in the aqueous humor of the eyes was

increased threefold.

The sulfonamide compounds, however, have an unfavourable

effect on actively growing epithelium, as shown by a greater

than twofold increase in the time required for epithelial regen-

eration. They increase the amount of scarring. Therefore, the

local use of these drugs should be avoided in the treatment of

injuries of the face or cornea.

industrial Hazards. The eyes of welders are, supposedly,

fully protected from the dangerous actinic rays of either gas

flame or electric arc. Is there, in spite of this protection, a deple-

tion of visual purple that might retard adaptation to differences

in brightness?

Sixty-one welders were given tests for speed of dark adaptation

before and after a day's work. Thirty-nine were on the day shift

and 22 on the night shift. Half the welders (31) each received

10,000 units of vitamin A before starting work and again in the

middle of the shift. Other welders received a placebo at the same

time. There was in 1943 no evidence of a general lack of dark

adaptation among welders and no evidence of any decrement in

this function during an 8-hour shift. Individual differences in

age, domicile, type of goggles and food showed no relation to

differences in gain or loss of speed of dark adaptation during an

8-hour shift. The clinical conclusion was that the excessive num-

ber of complaints among welders was due to inadequate protec-

tive equipment or carelessness in its use. (See also VITAMINS.)

BIBLIOGKAPHY. HcdwiR S. Kuhn and Ernest C. Willie, Jr., "Are Weld-
ers Subject to Depletion of Visual Purple While at Work?" American
Journal oj Ophthalmology (Jan. 1943); John Ci. Bellows and Martin
Gutmann, "Application of Wetting Agents in Ophthalmology," Archives oj

Ophthalmology (Sept. iy43); John G. Bellows, "Local Effect of Sul-
fanilamide and Some of its Derivatives," ibid. (July 1943).

\VV. L. BE.)

Fair Labor Standards Act: see CHILD WELFARE.

Fairs, State: see SHOWS.

Falange: see FASCISM.

Falk Foundation, The Maurice and Laura,
of Pittsburgh, Pa. continued during 1943 to devote its funds to

the financing of definitive research investigations of specific eco-

nomic problems basic to the development of U.S. industry, trade

and finance, but with special emphasis on problems of postwar

readjustment and economic reconstruction. Grants voted in 1943
totalled $152,166.67 and included $75,000 to the Brookings in-

stitution, Washington, D.C. for sequential studies to analyses of

economic problems made under the foundation's grants of pre-
vious years. Special wartime out-of-program grants included

$16,500 to the United War fund and $4,000 to the American Red

Cross. Payments in 1943 on grants made in 1943 and earlier

years totalled $177,166.67 and included $30,000 to the Brookings

institution, for studies of demobilization and economic recon-

struction; $22,500 to the National Bureau of Economic Research,

New York, for statistical analyses of trends in the service indus-

tries; and $50,000 to the Carnegie Institute of Technology on a

$300,000 endowment grant for the Maurice Falk Professorship

of Social Relations.

In 1943 the following publications were issued as reports on

studies made under the foundation's grants: Collapse or Boom
at the End of the War? (Brookings Institution); Do We Want a

Federal Sales Tax? (Brookings Institution) ;
The New Philosophy

of Public Debt (Brookings Institution) ;
Basic Criteria of Price

Policy (Brookings Institution); American Agriculture, 1899-

*939 (National Bureau of Economic Research); and Employ-
ment in Manufacturing, 1809-1939 (National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research). (J. S. G.)

Falkland Islands: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

^amme in Bengal, India was the most severe

in 1943 with the other in China of almost equal

proportions. Both of these disasters were to some extent due
to conditions caused by World War II, partly the result of crop

failure, inadequate transportation and changing government
policies.

In Bengal, the food shortage had been growing steadily with

the increase of population without a corresponding increase in

food production. During the period 1933-43, population in-

creased about 50,000,000 while at the same time the per capita

yield of rice declined and the pressure on the land increased in

the same proportion. In some districts there were over 2,000

persons per square mile in rural villages, most of them living

on the extreme margin of subsistence. In 1942, the rice crop of

Bengal was seriously damaged by a cyclone and floods and an

unusual scarcity could be foreseen. Prices began to rise because

of a fear of Japanese invasion. Peasants who grew a surplus
for market found themselves able to meet their obligations with

a smaller part of their crop and began hoarding the remainder

through fear of the future. This aggravated the shortage in the

cities and villages and the poor classes, already living on a

subsistence margin with shrinking income, were rendered desti-

tute. Statistics of agriculture and health are very inadequate in

India; official estimates placed the number affected at about

7,000,000 but reliable data on the actual number of deaths were
not available at the end of the year. Estimates ranged from

250,000 to 1,000,000 for Bengal alone. In Calcutta alone, more
than 150,000 were reported destitute.

The Central India government made special efforts to increase

the 1 94 2~43 rice crop and the area was reported to be the

largest of the neriod 1933-43. A low yield of 24.5 bu. per acre

resulted from drought in parts of the country, bringing the 1943

crop to 1.834,000,000 bu. compared with 1,895,000,000 in 1942.
While the second largest rice producer, India was usually the

largest importer, bringing in about 3,000,000,000 Ib. yearly,

80% of it from Burma and the rest from Thailand and Indo-

China. With these sources cut off by the Japanese invasion the

shortage had to be made up by other grains, principally wheat

from Australia.

The Central government of India as well as the Bengal

government increased shipments of rice and other grains to the

stricken regions. In six months about 475,000 tons were shipped
to Bengal alone. In Bengal, 5,500 free food kitchens were set

up by the government and served over 2,000,000 persons daily.

Sufficient supplies were said to be in sight to carry through until
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the new rice crop became available in December. To prevent a

repetition of the famine in 1944, the government sought ships

with which to bring wheat from Australia. At the All India Food

conference plans were made by the government to introduce

rationing in Punjab, the bread basket of India, to make available

larger quantities of grains to be shipped to the provinces of

shortages. The food conference agreed to a general supervision

of the distribution of grains and other foodstuffs.

In China, the suffering was most acute in those provinces,

Kwangtung and Honan, which formerly depended on rice from

Thailand, Indo-China and Burma which were, in 1943, cut off.

The invasion by the Japanese of the "rice bowl" area around

Tungting lake produced another serious shortage. Late in 1943,

however, the Chinese armies had successes in this region and

regained much of the best producing area.

The 1942 and 1943 rice crops in Free China, which repre-

sented about two-thirds of total Chinese production, were about

normal but little surplus was available for distribution to areas

where the 1943 crop was short. Several areas harvested poor

crops in 1943 and therefore faced famine or near-famine condi-

tions. Lack of transportation facilities and the prior claims of

military needs were the principal factors handicapping relief

efforts. Official figures were not available for China but best

estimates put the total of the Chinese crop in prewar 1930-35
at 2,300,000,000 bu., which was about 500,000,000 bu. more

than the production of India and about one-third of the world's

total. (J. C. Ms.)

Farm Co-operatives: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

Farm Credit: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

Fans Credit Administration.
activities in 1943 were an accelerated demand for production

credit, an increased amount of credit extended to finance the war-

expanded operations of farmers' co-operatives, and large repay-

ments on the principal of outstanding farm mortgage loans.

Credit extended to farmers and their co-operative associations

through the facilities of the Farm Credit administration totalled

$1,186,092,658 in 1943, compared to $964,552,979 in 1942.

About 50% of this amount, or $593.735,184, was short-term

credit used to finance the production of crops and livestock, in-

cluding a number of new crops.

Short-term production credit totalling $501,211,688 was ex-

tended by 529 production credit associations, $19,269,945 by the

n emergency crop and feed loan offices, and $73,253,551 by the

Regional Agricultural Credit corporation of Washington, D.C.

RACC loans were authorized early in 1943 to finance farmers

producing needed war food, fibre and oil-bearing crops.

Farmers' co-operatives used credit from the 13 banks for co-

operatives amounting to $398,581,320, an increase of 58% over

1942. Much of this credit was used in processing and preparing
for shipment food vital to the war effort.

The loans and discounts for the 12 federal intermediate credit

banks totalled $927,435,580 for 1943. While not loaning directly

to farmers, these banks provided loan funds for 529 production
credit associations, advanced funds to the banks for co-operatives

to carry the major part of their commodity loans, made agricul-

tural loans to and discounted loans for privately capitalized

financing institutions, and made direct loans to co-operatives.

Long-term farm mortgage loans closed by the 12 federal land

banks and the Federal Farm Mortgage corporation in 1943
amounted to $92,397,244 compared to $82,508,218 in 1942.

Despite an increase in the amount of new credit extended loans

outstanding continued to decline because of large principal repay-

ments. On Dec. 31, 1943, outstanding loans totalled $1,764,127,-

623 compared to $2,115,043,460 on the same date in 1942.

The Farm Credit administration through its 12 district offices

and local associations continued to urge farmer-borrowers to

use their increased income to buy war bonds, to pay off debts, or

to make provision for future instalments of Federal land bank

and Commissioner loans by putting money in the Future Payment
funds of the 12 land banks and Federal Farm Mortgage corpora-

tion. Money in these funds amounted to $25,723,247 on Dec. 31,

1943, compared to $17,701,767 in 1942. Repayments on the prin-

cipal of Federal land bank and Commissioner loans totalled $427,-

119,112, or 41% more than in 1942. (A. G. BL.)

Farm Income: see AGRICULTURE.

Form Machinery: see AGRICULTURE.

Farm Mortgages: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

The year of 1943 marked definitely the turning point

in the fortunes of fascism as a movement of inter-

national importance and in all probability sealed its world-wide

decline. In Oct. 1942 fascism had celebrated the 2Oth anniver-

sary of its triumphant coming to power in Italy under Musso-

lini's leadership. In these 20 years fascism had established itself

in Germany, Japan, Spain, France, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria,

Slovakia, Croatia and had exercised its influence in some Latin

American countries, especially in Argentina, and before World

War II also in Poland and Greece. Fascism had always boasted

of its superiority compared with "obsolete" and "decadent"

democracy, of its higher efficiency and military invincibility.

The events of 1943 proved definitely that, in spite of its many
years of preparation and its supreme efforts at total mobilization,

fascism was surpassed in the course of only a few years by the

democracies in the field of industrial efficiency and war strategy.

In KJ43 fascism was put everywhere on the defensive. The only

point on the globe where it made definite gains was Argentina.

The greatest blow to the prestige and influence of fascism was

delivered on July 25, 1943, when in the land of its first triumph
the king of Italy dismissed Benito Mussolini and appointed
Marshal Pietro Badoglio as prime minister. The whole structure

of fascism collapsed with incredible ease and speed. On July 28

the dissolution of the fascist party and the abolition of the spe-

cial fascist tribunals for the defense of the state were decreed.

The official announcement over the Italian radio declared that

"Italy has found it necessary to rid herself of a political system
that she found harmful to the nation; this political system has

been done away with. Fascism in Italy is over, forever." The
overthrow of fascism in Italy was the result of a revolt within

the highest ranks of the fascist party against the leadership of

Mussolini. The difficult and almost chaotic situation in which

Italy found herself as a result of 20 years of fascist administration

and of fascist aggression was made clear already at the beginning
of July, when against widespread criticism and unrest Mussolini

declared that Italy must stand with the fascist axis or sink to the

rank of an insignificant power. He warned then already that the

Italians must not make scapegoats of the fascist bureaucracy
and threatened the most draconic measures against all who would

undermine fascist and Italian morale. But this morale had been

destroyed and corrupted by 20 years of fascist regime, and thus

the end of fascism in Italy was joyously welcomed by the Italian

people and the promise of a clean sweep of the Italian national

life from all traces of the fascist regime was given by the new
Italian government.
The Germans, in occupying northern and central Italy, suc-

ceeded in rescuing Mussolini who had been imprisoned by the

Italian government. On Sept. 15, 1943 Mussolini again "assumed
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the supreme leadership of fascism in Italy." He appointed Ales-

sandro Pavolini provisional secretary of the fascist national

party, which was now renamed Republican Fascist party, thus

expressing the party's new hostility to the king and the House

of Savoy. A new fascist Italian cabinet was set up, but this new

cabinet never exercised any actual authority which was entirely

in the hands of the German army of occupation.

The downfall of fascism in Italy made a great impression in

the smaller fascist satellite nations, in Hungary, Bulgaria, Ru-

mania, Slovakia and Croatia. In all these countries the opposi-

tion to fascism grew, and the governmental circles themselves

were reported reliably to be on the lookout for some form of

compromise to avoid the debacle involved in the expected vic-

tory of the democracies. It was only in Spain that the fascist,

regime of General Franco, backed by the fascist party, the

Falange, showed no sign of weakening. The Falange was active

in promoting fascist ideas in Latin America, where they found a

fertile field in Argentina. The new government of General

Ramirez, who came to power in June 1943 as a result of an

army revolt, not only refused to break Argentina's ties with the

axis, but went much further than its predecessor in the suppres-

sion of all democratic liberty in the country. The policy of the

government was anti-American, and Argentina tried to win over

neighbouring Latin American republics for a common pro-Fascist

policy. While thus the influence of fascism grew in South

America and came daringly more into the open, fascism suffered

a definite set-back in South Africa. The very strong fascist

groups, which from the beginning had opposed South African

participation in the war and were violently hostile to Britain,

united under Dr. I). F. Malan, but were heavily defeated in the

elections of July 1943, when the democratic parties under the

leadership of Fieldmarshal Jan Christian Smuts gained in "the

most spectacular victory i-i the history of South Africa'' a ma-

jority of 64 scats as against 13 voices with which Smuts had

carried in Sept. 1939 his declaration of war against the then

much stronger pro-fascist opposition. This defeat of the fascist

party in South Africa, perhaps the strongest and most effective

fascist party in any democracy, coming only a very few days after

Mussolini's downfall and the liquidation of fascism in Italy, con-

firmed the general trend towards democracy in the world, to which

Argentina formed the only exception.

In the great democracies fascist propaganda tried to carry on

ceaselessly its activities for undermining the democratic powers.
The main lines of this propaganda remained unchanged: they

played in America upon prejudices against the British Empire
and in Britain upon the apprehension of an expanding American

imperialism, in both countries upon the fear of communism and

especially upon the dislike of Jews. By a dexterous use of insin-

uations, distortions and emotional appeal to prejudices fascist

propaganda was to a certain degree successful in its efforts to

confuse and disunite the democracies. In Great Britain its influ-

ence was, however, so much on the decline that the government
could release from prison in Nov. 1943 the British fascist leader,

Sir Oswald Mosley. Moslcy, who had been confined since 1940,

was freed because of ill health. His release provoked wide-

spread protests on the part of labour. (See also ANTI-SEMITISM;
ARGENTINA; COMMUNISM; DEMOCRACY; GERMANY; ITALY;

JAPAN; RUMANIA; SPAIN.)

BiBLiOGRAPHY.~-John Roy Carlson, Under Cover (1943); Ernest Jaekh,
The War for Man's Soul (1943); 1asil Mathews, United We Stand (1943);
Herbert L. Matthews. The Fruits oj raschm (1943). (H. Ko.)

Fashion and Dress.
During 1943, American fashion be-

gan to show a momentum of its own,

an honest freedom from the great tradition of Paris on which it

had leaned so heavily, so long. Clothes were at once less cautious

and less tricky. Still marked by the simplicity that wartime fab-

ric shortages and the wartime work and psychology of women

demanded, the simplicity was tempered by inventiveness of cut,

a genuine suppleness of line.

Two very distinct silhouettes emerged over the year. One was

tubular, slim, reedy, exemplified in straight chemise dresses

cinched in at the waist by belt, not fit; in knitted dresses that

pulled on over the figure like knee-length sweaters. The other

silhouette was chunky, bulky, giving the effect of fullness without

gathers robust boxcoats in wool or fur, or wool lined in fur;

wool dresses cut with the generosity of officers' greatcoats, then

decisively belted in.

With cither silhouette, the look of the head was decidedly neat

and small, the hair folded up off the ears and moored on top of

the head, netted neatly at the back of the neck, or twisted in

tight neat braids. Hats fitted close to the skull little felt caps,

coifs bound tight around the hairline, wide bands of material

(called "curvettes") worn over the top of the head and tied

under the hair in back with strings of felt or velvet ribbon. This

curvctte was the most popular headpiece (it could scarcely be

called a hat) of the young. It was seen in every material felt,

fur, crocheted wool flecked with coloured sequins for the evening.

Many secured their hair in simple snoods of veiling anchored on

the head by a band of ribbon.

Suits, still the most popular single fashion because of their

enormous versatility, grew sophisticated, even flippant, in cut at

no sacrifice of functional usefulness. The straight, spare skirt was

broken across the front by soft trouser pleats, and a new hike-

back skirt appeared still straight in front, but hiked up slightly

in back to make it swing out gracefully behind. The suit jacket

grew shorter and niftier. Three jackets in particular marked a

development: (a) the short, fitted jacket, nipped in snugly at

the waist, slightly flared out over the hipbones; (b) the bolero,

fitted close to the lines of the figure after the authentic Spanish

fashion; (c) the box jacket, extremely young and casual, its

squarcd-off, sav.ed-oT lines accentuating the slimness of the skirt.

Long coats adapted from officers' greatcoats, and short coats

adapted from seamen's jackets, were seen everywhere practical,

dashing, adaptable; but it was the fur-lined coat, launched in the

autumn, that became the big news of winter. Simple tweed reef-

ers, loose box coats, slim mid-length tuxedo coats all wore fur

linings. Even the raincoat made a welcome fur-lined appearance,

pave women an opportunity to be warm in any weather.

The younger generation made almost a uniform of the pinafore

or jumper dress, perfect in cottons for summer; and in gray

flannel, checked tweed, or bright wool jersey a wonderful cam-

pus costume worn with any of many shirts and blouses. A few of

the more daring began to couple the pinafore with an adaptation

of the ballet dancer's leotard: waist-length tights and a separate

crew-neck shirt of striped or figured wool jersey. This basic out-

fit dispensed with stockings and most underclothing, and over it

a pinafore or simple wrap-on skirt completed a whole costume.

After several years of covered-up necklines for both day and

evening, decolletage came back in fashion. It was first seen

during the summer in gingham beach dresses with shoulder-strap

tops, and in printed silk town dresses with matching jackets to

cover their backless, sleeveless nakedness on the street. By win-

ter, 1943, the covered-up, short-skirted dinner dress of 1942
had become a full-fledged, decollete evening dress: short black

slipper satin dresses with ribbons of satin over bare shoulders;

halter tops of white satin and sequins barbarically strapping

naked backs above simple short black crepe skirts; short black

crepe dresses with deep oval decolletage and tiny cap sleeves

(a fashion stemming from the blouse of Mexican women) dan-

gerously edged in black lace. Almost all these dcollet6 dresses
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had tailored black silk jackets to turn them into modest suits for

restaurants and theatres.

The deep oval decolletage with its little cap sleeves proved so

becoming to so many women, and such a relief from high-neck,

long-sleeve fashions that it spread to clothes of every description

. . . dresses of pastel wool, of stiff brown moir, of soft crepe

in black or lively colours. Both the oval and the halter neckline

were uppermost also in a new genre of playdress for the south

... a casual, feminine type of dress, made in coarse colourful

cottons from Mexico and Guatemala, that threatened to supplant

the shirtwaist dress, to banish the ubiquitous slacks from
r

the

beach and relegate them forever to fields in which they have a

real function factories, decks of boats, western plains, back-

woods* camps. (See also FURS.) (C. SN.)

FBI: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

FCA: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

FCC: see FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION.

FDIC: see FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION.

Federal Bureau of Investigation.
bilities in its history, the Federal Bureau of Investigation accom-

plished its greatest results during the fiscal year 1943.

Eight German sabotage agents, fresh from the sabotage schools

of Germany, landed on the eastern coast. They were brought
near the shore by submarines. Four of them landed near

Amagansett, Long Island, N.Y., and the other four landed near

Jacksonville, Fla. They were apprehended by the FBI, and

after trial before a military tribunal, six received death sentences

and the other two were sentenced to life and 30 years, respectively.

During the fiscal year 1943, 10,294 convictions resulted from

FBI investigative activity with sentences imposed totalling 7

death, 3 life, 24,624 years, 3 months and 6 days. These figures

indicate a marked increase over those of the preceding fiscal year.

Of the cases investigated by the FBI which were brought to

trial, convictions were obtained in 95.8% of these cases.

During the year 8,367 federal fugitives from justice were

located by special agents of the FBI. A total of 11,976 fugitives

were located for state, county and municipal law enforcement

agencies when their fingerprints were sought through the files

of the identification division of the FBI. Fines imposed, savings

effected and recoveries resulting from the bureau's work during

the fiscal year totalled $29,229,750.91.
Espionage. There were 28 convictions during the fiscal year for espionage

or for failure to register as foreign agents, with the imposition of sentences

totalling 255 years.
The counterespionage program of the FBI brought enemy espionage within

the United States under control. Liaison established with United Nations

intelligence agencies resulted in co-operation on security matters. As a

result of work done over the years it was possible in many instances to

render negative many enemy agents before they were even able to start

their particular assignments.
Sabotage. During the fiscal year 90 convictions resulted from prosecu-

tions in federal courts in sabotage cases investigated by the FBI. Sentences

imposed totalled 6 death, i life, 287 years and 6 months, with fines of

$31,004. Savings and recoveries in these cases realized $174,940.62.
Although there was a substantial increase in the number of cases of sus-

pected sabotage reported during 1943, there was no evidence of any foreign-
directed acts of destruction. In almost all instances the sabotage was com-
mitted by individuals acting on their own initiative because of malicious-

ness, spite or as a prank.
From the inception of the emergency until the end of the fiscal year 1943,

a total of 10,371 cases of suspected sabotage were investigated by the FBI.
Technical sabotage in some form was found in 943 instances and 466 con-
victions resulted from prosecutions in state and federal courts. Sentences

totalled 6 death, i life, 1,051 years, 8 months and 16 days, while fines,

savings and recoveries amounted to $216,969.62.
FBI Laboratory. Closely related to espionage, sabotage and other security

matters is the work of the FBI technical laboratory, since many investiga-
tions Tlepend a great deal upon the results obtained in the technical labora-

tory for a successful conclusion of the case. The achievements of the FBI
laboratory for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, far surpassed those of

any'prlor year. A total of 193,371 examinations involving 247,886 indi-

vidual specimens of evidence were conducted by laboratory technicians as

compared with 51,475 examinations during 1942 and 14.189 during 1941.

A great portion of the year's activities was directly concerned with the war
effort.

Female technicians came into their own during 1943 in the FBI labora-

tory as a result of^the extreme shortage of male personnel and the necessity
of placing every possible male agent in the investigative field. It was neces-

sary to train women in practically every phase of the FBI laboratory's work.
Women were found to be particularly adept in document examinations,
cryptographic work, photography and spectrographic analyses.

Assistance was rendered to other agencies of the federal government in

532 instances, and the technicians aided state, county and municipal law
enforcement agencies' in 982 cases. This particular aspect of the FBI's work
is made as a co-operative gesture, and all of the work done for other agen-
cies in the laboratory is performed free of charge. FBI technicians testify
in state, county and local courts throughout the entire nation each year.

As the fiscal year 1943 ended a total of 14,432 enemy aliens had been
apprehended since the outbreak of the war on Dec. 7, 1941, consisting of

5,234 Japanese, 5,685 Germans, 3,490 Italians, n Hungarians, 11 Rumani-
ans and i Bulgarian. Those not immediately released were held for hearings
before the enemy alien hearing board, which makes recommendations to the

attorney general as to whether the alien should be interned, released or

parolled. With reference to the 14,432 enemy aliens arrested from Dec. 7,

1941, to June 30, i943t 4,150 were released after submitting convincing
proof of their patriotism and explaining their suspicious activities to the
satisfaction of the United States attorneys or to the various enemy alien

hearing boards; 5,833 were interned; 3,869 parolled; 42 were repatriated;
22 had died; and 516 cases were pending.

Large amounts of prohibited material were seized in searches of the homes
of enemy aliens. From the outbreak of the war until the end of the fiscal

year, 24,662 premises of enemy aliens were searched for contraband mate-
rials by the FBI and co-operating local law enforcement agencies. Some of
the items seized were as follows: 4,401 guns of various types, 303,547
rounds of ammunition, 3,125 short-wave radio receiving sets, 15 short-wave
radio transmitting sets, 874 other signalling devices, 4,048 cameras, 2,320
sticks of dynamite, 2,828 dynamite caps and 3,787 ft. of dynamite fuse.

Sedition. During 1943 there were 29 convictions under the sedition

statutes, with sentences aggregating 146 years and i day. Fines imposed
amounted to $17,250. A total of 1,094 cases were investigated by the FBI
and as the year ended, 42 individuals and i corporation were under indict-

ment awaiting trial.

Selective Training and Service Act. In the enforcement of the criminal pro-
visions of the Selective Training and Service act the FBI meticulously
avoided the policy of making mass arrests and "slacker raids." Each case
submitted to the FBI was handled individually, and a substantial portion
of the investigations were terminated when compliance with the law was
secured. A total of 204,519 cases were closed in matters involving reported
violations of the Selective Training and Service act. Convictions for the

fiscal year 1943 totalled 3,071, while sentences aggregated 7,542 years,
2 months and 29 days. In addition, fines amounting to $478,001.04 were

imposed. Since Oct. 16, 1940, the first registration date, a total of 4,380
convictions have resulted from investigations made by the FBI.
War Frauds. With the rapidly rising war production a marked increase

in the number of cases involving war frauds of
^

various types was noted.
Continuous and preferred attention was afforded investigations of this type
by the FBI. There were 66 convictions during the year, with sentences of

93 years, 8 months and 2 days and fines, savings and recoveries amounting
to $164,484.45. Numerous prosecutions were pending on June 30, 1943.

In the year ending June 30, 1943, the FBI's personnel continued to ex-

pand to meet the ever-increasing responsibilities brought on by the war. A
total of 390,805 national security matters were reported to the FBI for

investigative attention during the fiscal period as compared with 218,734
during the year 1942, 68,368 during 1941, 16,885 during 1940, 1,651 during
1939 and 250 during 1038.

At the request of the war and navy departments special inquiries concern-

ing the loyalty of designated aliens employed on war contracts were con-
ducted by the FBI, and although the responsibility for these inquiries was
transferred to the office of the provost marshal general of the war depart-
ment, name searches on aliens employed on war contracts were being made
at the request of the war and navy departments. During the fiscal year
77,472 searches of this type were made through the FBI files.

Federal Bank Robbery Act. Sixty-one fugitive bank robbers were located,

among them several sought for many years. There were 92 convictions in

federal courts for bank robbery, larceny and burglary, resulting in total

sentences of 725 years, 2 months and 10 days.
From the passage of the Federal Bank Robbery act in 1934 to June 30,

1943, there were 970 bank robberies coming within the jurisdiction of the

FBI. Convictions in federal courts totalled 699, with sentences im-

posed consisting of 2 death, 14 life, 11,384 years, 3 months and 24 days,
with fines and recoveries amounting to $351,100.08. Four bank bandits

were killed resisting arrest, 3 committed suicide and i was adjudged in-

sane. As a result of the FBI's activity in this field, bank, robbery de-

clined more than 92% since the peak, year 1932.
Extortion. From the passage of the Federal Extortion act on'July 8, 1032,

to June 30, 1943, 890 convictions in federal courts resulted from investiga-

tions of this character. Sentences totalled 3,775 years, 5 months and

5 days. In addition, 4 extortioners were killed during that
period^

while

revSisting arrest, 2 others committed suicide and 33 were found insane.

In the fiscal year 1943, there were 71 convictions from prosecutions in

federal courts, with sentences totalling 218 years, 10 months and xo days.
Fines of $2,430 were imposed and 22 fugitives from justice were located.

Kidnapping. During the fiscal year 1943. 29 kidnapping cases occurred

and all of these were solved. Forty-seven convictions were obtained as a

result of the work of the FBI, with sentences totalling 461 years, 10 months
and 3 days. Thirty-four fugitives sought for this violation were located

during the year.
From the passage of the Federal Kidnapping act on June 22, 1932, to

the closevof the fiscal year June 30. 1943, 254 cases of kidnapping and con-

spiracy to kidnap were investigated by the FBI. Of these, 252 were solved

and the remaining two were still under the act of investigation as the year
ended. There were 496 convictions in federal and state courts, with
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sentences of 5,482 years, 6 months and 20 days, and fines of $34,270.80. In

addition, there were 12 death sentences and 44 life sentences. Eight
kidnappers were killed during this period while resisting arrest, 7 were
murdered by other gang members, 9 committed suicide, 2 were lynched and i

was declared insane.

Illtgol Wearing of Uniform. Violations of this type increased manyfold
during 1943, and 428 convictions with sentences of 385 years, 6 months and
2 days resulted from the investigative efforts of the FBI. Fines of $5,020
were imposed.

National Bank and Federal Reserve Acts. During the fiscal year 1943, ir-

regularities in national banks, member banks of the federal reserve system
and banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance corporation exceeding
$3,700,000 were reported to the FBI for investigation. A total of 16,924
banks, or 94% of all banking institutions, were covered by the FBI's juris-

diction. Two hundred and twenty-two convictions resulted from prosecu-
tions in federal courts. Sentences imposed totalled 781 years, 8 months
and 2 days, while fines and recoveries amounted to $334,514.95. Twenty-
six fugitives from justice were located in connection with this particular
type of violation.

National Bankruptcy Act. Twenty-four fugitives from justice were located
in cases of this type during the year 1943, while prosecutions for viola-

tions of this act resulted in 72 convictions. Sentences totalled 135 years,
9 months and 21 days, while fines of $23,862.79 were imposed and con-
cealed assets valued at $108,894.59 were recovered through investigative

activity. /

National Motor Vehicle Theft Act. Since the enactment of this law in

1919 making it a federal offense to transport a stolen vehicle in interstate

commerce, 72,106 motor vehicles valued at more than $40,000,000 have
been recovered in cases investigated by the FBI through June 30, 1943.
During the fiscal year 1943, 5,717 stolen motor vehicles valued at $3,227,-
120.83 were recovered in cases involving violations of this statute. A total

of 2,171 convictions resulted from prosecutions in federal courts, with sen-

tences aggregating 6,410 years, 3 months and 27 days. Fines amounting
to $8,671.02 were imposed and 745 fugitives from justice were located.

National Stolen Property Act. Fifty-three convictions resulted during 1943
in cases involving violations of this statute, which prohibits the interstate

transportation of property or money valued at more than $5,000 which
has been stolen, embezzled or otherwise taken feloniously. Sentences im-

posed totalled 261 years, 10 months and 2 days, while fines, savings and
recoveries amounted to $25,385. Seventy-three fugitives from justice were
located.

Theft, Embezzlement and Illegal Possession of Government Property. A total

of 634 convictions resulted from prosecutions in federal courts during the

year 1943. In violations of this type sentences totalled 1,139 years, 2

months and 9 days, while fines, savings and recoveries amounted to

$67,099.47. Eighty fugitives from justice were located.
White Slave Traffic Act. The fiscal year 1943 witnessed a rather substan-

tial increase in convictions under this law, there being 533 successful prose-
cutions as compared with 384 during the preceding fiscal period. Sentences

imposed during the year ending June 30, 1943. totalled 1,510 years, 4
months and 23 days, \yhile

fines amounted to $94,252.01. Two hundred
$67,099.47. Eighty fugitives from justice were located.

Identification Division. The fiscal year 1943 witnessed the greatest growth
of the identification division in its history, and during this period of time
this division rendered its greatest service to law enforcement agencies, the

armed services, war industries, other government organizations and law-

abiding citizens. The identification of mangled bodies in aeroplane crashes,
drowned seamen washed ashore and victims of other catastrophes demon-
strated the infallibility of fingerprinting as a means of identification.

At the end of the fiscal year June 30, 1943, there were 69,644,540 finger-

print cards on file in the FBI's identification division, an increase of

26,770,462 over the total in file on June 30, 1942. During the year an

average of 93,540 sets of fingerprint cards were received each day, and this

rapid expansion of the FBI fingerprint files made it necessary to transfer

the entire identification division from the department of justice building to

larger quarters in the National Guard armory in Washington, D.C.
The value of the civil section of the identification division to law-abiding

citizens was increasingly recognized during the year. As of June 30, 1943,
4,943,645 personal identification cards were on file, an increase of 1,819.374
over the total on file one year before.

The record number of 11,976 fugitives was identified during the year
by searching incoming arrest cards through the fingerprint files. As the

year ended, wanted notices on 58,114 fugitives, including 8,691 parole
violators and 1,030 probation violators, were posted in the fingerprint files

of the identification division.

More than 20,000,000 fingerprint cards representing applicants in war
industries were submitted during the fiscal year. The percentage of identifi-

cations of this type of fingerprint card was 5.35, and criminal records
located were made available only to the armed services. In many instances
individuals seeking positions of trust and responsibility were identified with

prior criminal activity making them unfit for the places sought.

Despite the war 42 foreign countries and territorial possessions of the

United States co-operated in the international exchange of fingerprint cards
in the fiscal year 1943. A total of 1,325 fingerprint cards was transmitted
to other countries in international exchange and these resulted in 125 iden-

tifications by the end of the fiscal year. A total of 177,326 sets of finger-"

prints was submitted to the FBI during this neriod: of these, 15,751 were
identified through the files of the FBI.

National Police Academy. Three sessions of the FBI National Police

academy were held during the year and 113 police officers from various

parts of the country and Canada were added to the list of graduates, total-

ling 740 at the end of 1943,.
Uniform Crime Reporting ^Monthly crime reports received during the cal-

endar years of 1941 and 1942 from the police in over 2,100 cities having
a combined population exceeding 65,000,000 made possible the preparation
of various crime statistics which are of inestimable value to law enforce*

ment agencies and public officials throughout the United States.
Juvenile Delinquency. These statistics reflected that significant and sub-

stantial increases were registered in the field of juvenile delinquency during

the year, and arrests of girls under voting age increased from 9,675 in 1941
to 15,068 in 1942, or 55.7%. Arrests of girls under 21 for prostitution
and commercialized vice showed a 64.8% increase, while for other sex

offenses during the same period there was an upswing of 104.7%. Arrests

for vagrancy increased 124.3%, while drunkenness and disorderly conduct

registered increases of 39.9% and 69.6% respectively. These figures arc

based on the calendar year 1942 in comparison with the calendar year 194'*
Arrests for rape increased 10.6%, while disorderly conduct and drunken-

ness among boys under 21 increased 26.2% and 30.3% respectively, accord-

ing to the arrest records of the calendar year 1942 over those arrested dur*

ing the calendar year 1941. (See also CHILD WELFARE; CRIME; KIDNAP-

PING; POLICE; SECRET SERVICE.) (J. E. H.)

Federal Communications Commission.
cd States government charged with regulation of interstate com-

munications by wire and radio devoted an increasing proportion

of its time during 1943 to communications problems arising out

of war.

At the end of 1943 the FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelligence

service which was set up to monitor foreign broadcasts and

relay significant items to government war agencies as an aid in

countering enemy propaganda and mapping foreign policy was

surveying 2,500,000 words a day of foreign broadcast material

in 35 languages and dialects. Co-operative arrangements were

completed with the Office of War Information, British Ministry

of Information, British Broadcasting corporation and listening

posts of other friendly nations for coverage and transmission to

FBIS of broadcasts not well heard in the United States.

An important war service was performed by the Radio Intelli-

gence division in maintaining a round-the-clock patrol of the

spectrum to guard against illegal or enemy radio transmissions,

trace sources of interference to military and commercial radio

broadcasts, and through radio direction-finding equipment assist

ships and planes in distress. RID investigated 3,960 cases of

illegal radio operation during the fiscal year 1942-43.

To conserve broadcast equipment without impairing quality of

service, the FCC in Nov. 1942 required readjustments of broad-

cast transmitters, decreasing radiated power by one decibel. A
voluntary reduction in time of operation of standard broadcast

station from 12 hr., in the case of unlimited time stations, to

6 hr. a day was authorized. In Aug. 1943, the commission an-

nounced it would authorize civilian construction involving the

use of idle equipment to increase power of loo-watt local chan-

nel standard broadcast stations to 250 watts and for new local

channel stations in communities where no station wa$ located

(excluding communities within metropolitan areas with radio

service). Multiple ownership of standard broadcast stations serv-

ing substantially the same area was banned (Nov. 1943) and in

December the licence periods of standard stations were extended

from two to three years, maximum statutory limit.

The largest telephone rate investigation of the year ended Jan.

1943 when the FCC announced that the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. Long Lines department had agreed to overall rate

reductions to the public (in overtime charges on toll calls, and
in rates charged for private line telephone and telegraph and

radio program transmission) totalling about $34,700,000 annually.
Another important development was the merger of Western

Union and Postal Telegraph, Inc., the two major domestic com-

peting telegraph carriers authorized in permissive legislation

by congress in March 1943 and approved by the FCC Sept. 27,

1943-

The supreme court handed down two significant decisions in

the radio field : National Broadcasting Company v. United States

and the Columbia Broadcasting System v. United States, both

of which were decided in favour of the FCC (May 10, 1943) and

its chain broadcasting regulations, designed to foster competition
in network broadcasting and expand the listening opportunities
of radio audiences. In Federal Communications Commission v.
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Christ In America.

National Broadcasting Company (KOA) the supreme court (May
r 7> !Q43) affirmed the district court of appeals' decision favour-

ing KOA, holding that a Class I radio station has a right to in-

tervene in proceedings on an application which involves the

nighttime operation of another station on the channel already

occupied by the Class I licensee.

During the year two bills were introduced, one in the senate

(S. 814) and one in the house (H.R. 1490) to amend the Com-
munications act of 1934, under which the FCC was established.

Hearings on. the senate bill were held in Nov. and Dec. 1943.,

No hearings had been called on the house bill at the end of

the year.

Members of the commission in 1943 were James Lawrence Fly,

chairman; Paul A. Walker, Norman S. Case, T. A. M. Craven,

Ray C. Wakefield and Clifford J. Durr. There was one vacancy.

(See also RADIO; WAR COMMUNICATIONS, BOARD OF.)

(J. L. FY.)

Federal Council of the Churches of

In 1943 the council consisted of 25

national denominations. The member
denominations included most of the major Protestant bodies and

two churches of the eastern Catholic group (the Syrian Orthodox

and the Ukrainian Orthodox).
The total membership of the constituent denominations in 1943

was 25,551,560 with local congregations of more than 140.000.

Through the general commission on army and navy chaplains

the recruiting of Protestant ministers for religious work in the

army and navy was carried on. The chairman of the commission,

Dr. William B. Pugh, made a visitation to the chaplains in all

the overseas theatres of military operations. Through the Chris-

tian commission for camp and defense communities guidance was

given to local churches facing new responsibilities because of

their proximity to camps or wartime communities. A program for

securing the co-operation of local churches in the resettlement of

Japanese Americans as they were released from the government

camps was developed to the point at which assistance had been

given in the relocation of 17,000. The committee on foreign relief

appeals continued its work in co-ordinating the work of the

churches in securing support for refugees, prisoners of war, China

relief, missionaries cut off from their normal bases of support and

other wartime works of mercy. A new committee on overseas re-

lief and reconstruction began plans for assistance to European
churches after the war.

The commission on a just and durable peace promulgated a

platform for postwar reconstruction known as "Six Pillars of

Peace."

The commission also conducted regional conferences in 100

different cities in the month of November. A new commission

on the church and minority peoples began its work of making
a co-operative approach to racial problems in the light of the

experience of the war.

A plan for uniting the federal council and seven interdenomi-

national agencies working in more specialized fields, such as the

Foreign Missions Conference of North America and the Home
Missions Council of North America, was carried further toward

completion.

The council continued its work in the fields of evangelism,

worship, family life and social service. A major feature was the

holding of "Christian Missions," each a week in duration, in mili-

tary and naval camps.
Ten religious programs over national radio networks were

presented each week throughout the year. The Federal Council

Bulletin (monthly) and Information Service (weekly) continued

to be published. (S. McC. C.)

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
During the year 1943 the beneficial effects of the protection and

influence of the Federal Deposit Insurance corporation, with re-

gard to banking institutions as well as depositors, continued to be

manifested in ever-growing soundness of banking in general and

also in vast increases in savings by the people.

Capital and surplus of the insurance corporation increased

about $100,000,000 during 1943, standing at $700,000,000 at the

end of the year, or nearly two and one-half times the amount of

capital available at the beginning of its operations in 1933. During

1943 only five insured banks were closed or merged with financial

assistance from FDIC, affecting about 50,000 depositors with total

deposits of less than $10,000,000. This was the smallest number

of bank closings recorded in any calendar year during the ten

years of FDIC operation.

Outlays in 1943 on account of banks in difficulties were $7,-

000,000, about 80% of which was recoverable.

Fewer than one-fifth of 1% of depositors in participating banks

held accounts in excess of $5,000, the maximum amount fully

covered by federal insurance. As of Dec. 31, 1943, deposits of

insured banks amounted to $113,000,000,000 and their total assets

were $122,000,000,000. Three-fourths of the assets were in United

States government obligations, cash, and balance with other banks

included in the federal reserve system. Of the remaining assets,

n'y 5% were criticized in 1943 by federal bank examiners. As-

sessments during the year exceeded $70,000,000, and income from

investments approximated $14,000,000.

The only legislation in 1943 directly affecting FDIC was an act

passed April 13, permitting the deduction of war loan accounts

from total deposit liabilities in calculating the base for FDIC
assessments. (See also BANKING.) (C. A. SR.)

Federal Home Loan Bank: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Federal Housing Administration: see NATIONAL HOUSING

AGENCY.

Federal Land Banks: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

Federal Power Commission. ,

e

was the decision of the supreme court of the United States in the

case of Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Com*

pany, upholding an order of the commission for a reduction in

rates based upon the "actual legitimate cost" of, or "prudent in-

vestment'' in, the company's property as a rate base. This de-

cision taken in conjunction with the previous opinion in the case

of Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Company
was generally considered to inaugurate a new era in puolic utility

rate making for both federal and state regulatory authorities, by

establishing "actual legitimate cost" or "prudent investment" as

a basis for rate making and discarding the so-called "fair value"

rule of Smyth v. Ames (decided in 1898) which prescribed a

complex set of factors, including "reproduction cost," for de-

termination of a rate base.

Other notable court cases sustaining the commission included

the decision upholding the commission's determination of the

actual legitimate original cost of the Niagara Falls Power com-

pany project 1 6, located near Niagara Falls, N.Y., as $27,910,-

538.73, disallowing claimed project costs amounting to $16,-

543<329.95. This, beside deciding important questions relative to

the commission's authority, marked the end of a controversy

covering a period of 20 years. In a series of decisions during the

year the courts also upheld other orders of the commission de
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termining the actual legitimate original cost of other projects

licensed under part I of the Federal Power act and the charging

off of write-ups and other inflationary items.

The courts also upheld similar action of the commission in re-

classifying the accounts of public utilities under part II of the

Federal Power act and of natural gas companies under the Natural

Gas act, sustaining comprehensive authority in the commission

over the accounts of public utilities and natural gas companies.
The war activities of the commission during 1943 included

continued co-operation with the War Production board in the

handling of power and gas problems relating to the war; the col-

lection and analysis of power statistics related to the war for all

federal agencies; supervision of a nation-wide electric and gas

plant protection program in co-operation with the war depart-

ment; the negotiation, in co-operation with federal procurement

agencies, of war power contracts with a view to assuring govern-

ment a supply of power for its war activities at reasonable rates;

and the ordering of temporary emergency interconnections for

war purposes. The commission in 1943 also passed upon applica-

tions for certificates of public convenience and necessity for a

wide range of additional natural gas pipe line facilities used in

war production, both major long-distance pipe lines and shorter

connections. The largest natural gas pipe line authorized by the

commission was planned to extend approximately 1,200 mi. from

Texas to West Virginia. Another natural gas pipe line of major

importance, authorized by the commission, was to extend a dis-

tance of 237 mi. from Oklahoma to the mid-continent area.

The commission also was active in rate cases, particularly

natural gas cases, and by the end of 1943 had ordered rate reduc-

tions aggregating nearly $35.000,000 per year in wholesale rates.

Nearly $10,000,000 in rate reductions for natural gas were effected

without formal hearings, fallowing conferences with company rep-

resentatives, and, in some cases, without either hearing or field

investigation. (L. O.)

Federal Public Housing Authority: sec NATIONAL HOUSING

AGENCY.

Federal Reserve System.
The burden of expediting the

financing of war activities not

only of the United States but to a considerable degree those of

allied nations and at the same time maintaining a stiff resistance

to the inflationary repercussions of such prodigal expenditures as

incurred in total war taxed the resourcefulness of the federal

reserve system of the United States in 1943. The inflationary

potential was apparent in the fact that the monetary cost of the

United Nations' war effort to the end of 1943, estimated at $450,-

000,000,000, was more than three times the total amount spent

by the Allied powers during the entire World War I. Neverthe-

less, the restrictive measures enforced in the United States kept

the nation's economy on a fairly even keel.

In an effort to reduce the proportion of new federal debt ab-

sorbed by the banking system, and thereby relieve the inflationary

pressure exerted by bank deposits created by holdings of govern-

ment securities, sales to commercial banks were limited to

$5,000,000,000 in the Second War Loan drive of April 1943, and

to $3,200,000,000 after the conclusion of the Third War Loan

drive in October. During the year the banking system absorbed

approximately 45% of the total increase in the interest-bearing

and guaranteed debt of the United States, this increase amounting
to nearly $60,000,000,000. This was regarded as a more favour-

able showing than in 1942, when the banks purchased one-half of

all new government obligations.

The federal reserve system aided the treasury in its efforts to

borrow directly from the people the largest possible sums of

money, but since it continued to be necessary also to borrow

from the banks, the system took further steps to assure adequate
reserves to permit bank purchases of all securities not sold else-

where. This was accomplished through purchases by the reserve

banks in the open market and directly from banks short of re-

serves, at a rate of $ of i%, with a repurchase option available

to sellers, in continuation of a policy formulated in 1942 by the

Federal Open Market committee. Federal reserve banks increased

their holdings of government securities in 1943 by approximately

$5,000,000,000, mostly in relatively short-term issues. Bank hold-

ings of long-term securities declined. Also instrumental in main-

taining excess reserves was an amendment in April to the Federal

Reserve act, suspending the requirement that member banks hold

reserves against treasury balances arising as a result of subscrip-

tions for government securities.

Under operation of Reserve Board Regulation V, issued in 1942
to permit the war and navy departments and maritime commis-

sion to guarantee loans made to expedite war production, total V
loans outstanding on Sept. 30, 1943, amounted to $1,708,000,000.

of which $1,413,000,000 was guaranteed. A broadened program
for granting VT loans was announced in September, designed to

provide contractors additional funds as a means of freeing their

working capital invested in war production in the event of con-

tract terminations.

Bank deposits in the United States reached a total of approxi-

mately $105,000.000,000 by the end of 1943, compared with $85,-

800,000,000 on Dec. 31, 1942. While a large portion of the ac-

cumulation of demand deposits was in business holdings, the bulk

was in cash holdings of individuals, who held the major portion

of currency outside the banks and the $32,000,000,000 of time

deposits in commercial and savings banks. The alarming increase

in currency in circulation that had characterized the two or three

years preceding 1943 continued at a rate that brought the total

to more than $20,000,000.000 by the end of the year, compared
with $11,200,000,000 on Dec. 31, 1941. With national income,

employment and industrial production at all-time high levels, it

was regarded as probable that a large portion of the increase in

money in circulation was attributable to the rapidly expanding

wage and salary payments and other transaction needs. The ex-

istence of currency "hoarding" was conceded, however, as a

natural concomitant of vastly larger incomes of the lower and

middle-income groups, which are historically not inclined to

patronize banks. Other contributing factors to the preference for

currency over deposits were believed to be wartime population
shifts and bank service charges.

Due to the policy of regulating consumer credit, the total

amount of such credit outstanding in the second half of 1943

was $4,750,000,000, about one-half the peak of $9,500,000,000

outstanding in 1941.

Steadily rising currency demands and an increasing tendency on

the part of banks to invest their reserves more fully, were influ-

ential factors in the continued decline of excess reserves of mem-
ber banks. From a peak of $7,000,000,000 at the beginning of

1941, excess reserves declined to about $2,000,000,000 by the

first of 1943, and in the later months of the year were hovering

around $1,000,000,000. Also contributing to the decrease in excess

bank reserves was the $700,000,000 decline early in 1943 in the

monetary gold stock, which had remained steady at $22,750,000,-

ooo since 1941. As in 1942, the heaviest drains on bank reserves

were felt in New York, where the treasury continued to raise

more funds by borrowing and taxes than it spent, resulting in a

net outflow to other parts of the country.

Commercial loans, which had continued their 1942 decline

through the first half of 1943, rose rapidly in the autumn and re-

gained about one-half their losses of the previous year. Loans
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for purchasing and carrying securities increased slightly in 1943.

The board of governors in 1943 was composed of Marriner S.

Eccles, chairman; Ronald Ransom, vice-chairman; M. S. Szym-

czak, John K. McKee, Ernest G. Draper and R. M. Evans.

also BANKING; CONSUMER CREDIT.)

Savings and Loon Insuronee Corporation: see

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Thc PurP se of the u -s -

Federal Security agency, as

stated in the authorization under which it was established in 1939,

is "to promote social and economic security, educational oppor-

tunity and the health of the citizens of the Nation." To that end,

and in the interests of efficient and effective public service, it ad-

ministers a broad range of related programs in these fields. Its

constituent units are : the Social Security board, the public health

service, the Food and Drug administration, the office of educa-

tion, the office of vocational rehabilitation and St. Elizabeth's

hospital. Thc Civilian Conservation corps and the National

Youth administration, two former units whose activities were ter-

minated by congressional action, were under liquidation during

the year 1943 and their facilities transferred to other war agen-

cies, particularly the war department. The Federal Security

agency also represents the federal government's interest in How-

ard university, the Columbia Institution for the Deaf and the

American Printing House for the Blind.

Over-all correlation of activities and programs throughout the

agency is carried on through the office of the administrator, which

includes, in addition to the administrative officers, a committee on

physical fitness and the office of community war services.

The agency and its constituent units, during the year 1943, car-

ried on many activities arising from and directly connected with

the war, along with their continuing responsibilities. The public

health service carried on special health protection, disease control

and research programs directed toward maintaining conditions

conducive to health for the armed forces and civilian workers.

The office of education helped the educational institutions and

groups of the country adapt their programs to war needs. It ad-

ministered the training of thousands for jobs in war industry and

..ssisted the war and navy departments in setting up training

courses for the military services.

War production greatly increased the number of persons in jobs

covered under the Social Security act, both for old-age and sur-

vivors insurance and unemployment compensation. For the same

reason, the number of persons on state-federal public assistance

rolls decreased. In addition to these continuing programs, the

Social Security board was responsible for administering emergency

programs for civilian war benefits, civilian war assistance and aid

to enemy aliens and others affected by restrictive government
action.

The Food and Drug administration intensified its efforts to

maintain the integrity of the nation's food and drug supply in the

face of wartime factors, such as rapidly increased production,
restriction of transportation and shortage of materials and skilled

employees, which endanger this supply. At the request of the mili-

tary services, food and drugs purchased for the U.S. armed forces

and for the Allies also were inspected and tested by the Food and

Drug administration.

An office of vocational rehabilitation was created to discharge

the federal responsibility in connection with the vocational re-

habilitation amendments of. 1943. These amendments provided
the necessary framework within which a peacetime as well as a

wartime program of rehabilitation would be administered. The

scope of services available to disabled persons under this federal-

state program was broadened to include any services necessary to

render them capable of engaging in remunerative employment or

to render them more advantageously employable. Sole responsi-

bility for the administration, supervision and control of this pro-

gram rested with the state boards of vocational education. Re-

sponsibility for certification of federal funds and establishing

standards rested with the Federal Security agency.

The office of community war services operated as the war arm
of the Federal Security agency. Because of the close relationship

between the emergency needs for health, welfare, recreation, edu-

cation and related services and the continuing programs of the

Federal Security agency this office was given the task of bringing

into common action the services of interested federal-state and

local public and private agencies, to help states and communities

meet these needs. For recreation, social protection and, during
a limited period, for services to children of working mothers,

fields where national war programs were needed, the office of

community war services assumed direct responsibility. Through
these programs it helped hard-pressed communities in war areas

to develop effective local services. (P. V. M.)

Federal Trade Commission.
numerous special investigations and studies in support of the

U.S. war effort as well as administering the laws under its juris-

diction, namely, the Federal Trade Commission act, certain sec-

tions of the Clayton act, the Wool Products Labeling act, and

the Export Trade act.

Designated by the War Production board to investigate com-

pliance by industries with the board's orders relative to the allo-

cation of the supply and the priorities of delivery of critical war

materials, the commission conducted such inquiries in the glyc-

erine, capital equipment, electric lamp, electric fuse, silverware,

costume jewellery, cotton textile, and paint, varnish and lacquer

industries.

Other investigations undertaken for government war agencies,

including the Office of Price Administration and the Office of

Economic Stabilization, related to (i) costs, prices and profits

in the bread-baking, flour-milling, biscuit and cracker, steel-

producing and fertilizer industries; (2) methods and costs of dis-

tributing principal consumer commodities, including food, wear-

ing apparel, carpets, building materials, petroleum products,

automobiles, tires and tubes and electrical household appliances;

and (3) 1940 financial operations of 86 industrial corporation

groups. The reports on studies of costs, prices and profits pro-

vided the government with factual background for its price

stabilization functions.

In connection with its work of surveying radio and periodical

advertising, the commission analyzed for and reported to various

war agencies such advertisements as contained pertinent refer-

ences to war production, price rises and trends, rationing, priori-

ties and other war-related subjects. Advertisements found to

contain possible violations of the Office of Censorship's wartime

codes of practices for the press and radio were transferred to

that agency for appropriate action.

During the year the commission issued 224 formal complaints

alleging violations of the laws administered by it, entered 132

orders to cease and desist from such violations, and accepted 279

stipulations to discontinue unlawful practices. These legal pro-

ceedings were directed to promoting free and fair competition in

interstate trade in the interest of the public through the preven-
tion of price-fixing agreements, restraint-of-trade combinations,

boycotts, unlawful price discriminations, and other unfair meth-

ods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and

to safeguarding the health of the consuming public by preventing
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the dissemination of false advertisements of food, drugs, devices

and cosmetics which might be injurious to health.

The commission also administered fair trade practice rules for

more than 150 industries. (G. S. F.)

ForlontorfiGUGIdlCU

Wnrtc fitronrvnUlftO fl&Cllbj.

In I943 virtuallv a11 activities

. Of the Federal Works agency

and its constituent administrations, including the Public Roads

administration and the Public Buildings administration, were

devoted to the war effort.

Communities which had experienced abnormal population in-

creases because of war activities and which were financially un-

able to meet the exigencies thus created, were assisted in build-

ing, and in some instances in maintaining and operating, such

facilities as schools, hospitals, water systems and sewage disposal

systems, and in providing additional police and fire protection.

War nurseries and child care centres were established in co-

operation with local agencies for the care of children of working

mothers. Recreation centres were provided for servicemen. Roads

were constructed where necessary to the war effort.

As of June 30, 1943, the president had approved 2,480 con-

struction projects with an estimated cost of $322,770,915, under

Title II of the Lanham act. Contracts had been awarded for 2,-

049 projects, construction had been substantially completed on

I >339> and 1,262 were entirely completed. As of the same date

1,027 war public service projects had been initiated to cost $25,-

463,574. On Nov. 24, 1943, approximately 58,000 children of

working mothers were enrolled in 1,915 war nurseries and child

care centres operated with Federal Works agency assistance.

The Public Roads administration completed, at a cost of

$274,701,799 (of which 72% was furnished by the government),

8,445 mi. of highways of all classes and eliminated 187 highway-

railroad grade crossings. The road mileage completed included

2,836 mi. of access roads to war industries and military and naval

establishments. Practically all the projects completed were ur-

gently needed in the war effort in 1943. The administration con-

tinued its part of the construction of the Alaska highway and of

the Inter-American highway. More than a score of flight strips

were completed to provide emergency landing and take-off facili-

ties for military aircraft.

The Public Buildings administration, under assignment from

the Federal Public Housing authority, erected and managed 16

buildings at four separate residence hall projects in or near the

District of Columbia, having accommodations for 9,000 women

employees of the federal government and personnel of the

WAVES. The administration also handled the maintenance, re-

pair, alteration, improvement and preservation of more than

3,500 buildings throughout the United States; directed wartime

emergency measures to protect government buildings and other

property against sabotage and enemy attack; and handled the

decentralization of numerous government agencies from crowded

Washington to other cities.

The Work Projects administration, which since its establish-

ment in 1935 had provided jobs for more than 8,500,000 citizens,

passed out of existence June 30, 1943, under an executive order

issued Dec. 4, 1942. Projects throughout the country were

terminated as quickly as possible and there reverted to the treas-

ury in excess of $106,000,000 of WPA's final appropriation. De-

tails of liquidation carrying over after June 30 were left to FWA.
The Public Works administration proceeded with its liquida-

tion under the direction of the Federal Works administrator.

Grand River dam, in Oklahoma, completed as a PWA project,

was transferred by executive order to the jurisdiction of the sec-

retary of the interior. (See also NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.)

(P. B. F.)

One of the three PrinciPal ad-

. ministrative divisions of Brit-

ish Malaya, the other two being the Straits Settlements and the

Unfederated Malay States (qq.v.). There are four of the Fed-

erated States Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Pahang, of

which the first three are on the west coast of the Malay penin-

sula, while Pahang is on the east coast. Area, 27,540 sq.mi.; pop,

(est. 1941) 2,193,605, distributed as follows: Perak, 984,464;

Selangor, 696,173; Negri Sembilan, 293,510; Pahang, 219,458.

The capital and largest city is Kuala Lumpur (Selangor), pop.

( J 939) i38>4 2 5- Racially the population was divided as follows

(est. 1941): Europeans, 11,019; Eurasians, 5,226; Malays, 713,-

679; Chinese, 978,208; Indians, 468,029; others, 17,444.

Before the Japanese occupation in 1941-42 the nominal ruler

of each state was a native sultan, who received political advice

from a British resident, himself under the authority of the high

commissioner, who 'was also governor of the Straits Settlements.

This joint office, until the Japanese invasion, was held by Sir

Thomas Shenton Whitelegge Thomas (appointed in 1934). In-

formation about conditions in the states after the Japanese occu-

pation was scanty; but it seems that the sultans remained in their

old capacity as nominal rulers, taking "advice" from Japanese

military officers. Malaya was included in the Japanese idea of

"Greater East Asia" and was combed for raw materials useful

to the Japanese war effort, notably rubber, tin and iron.

Education. Expenditure on education in 1940 was 437,796.
There were 35 English schools for boys (13,564 pupils) and 14

English schools for girls (5,941 pupils). There were 582 Malay
schools (63,638 pupils) and 572 Chinese schools (58,227 pupils).

There were 580 schools in Tamil (the Indian dialect spoken by

many Indians in Malaya), with 23,527 pupils.

Finance. Revenue in 1940 was 11,493,060, expenditure was

9,166,303. Public debt at the end of 1940 was 9,950,000.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Rubber and tin are

the most important products of the Federated Malay States.

There were 1,699,459 ac. of rubber plantations in 1940, 251,960
ac. in coco-nut groves, 186,310 ac. in rice-paddies, 40,629 ac. of

oil-bearing palms. Mineral production in that year was as fol-

lows: tin 35,689 tons; gold 81,633 oz.; tungsten 90 tons; coal

781,508 tons. There were 90,145 miners, mostly Chinese, while

the labourers on rubber plantations were mostly Indians. (See
also JAPAN.) (W. H. CH.)

Federation of Labor, American: see AMERICAN FEDERA-

TION OF LABOR.

^ales * *e^spar the United States declined from
.

338,860 long tons in 1941 to 307,823 tons in 1942,

largely because of decreased use in enamel and porcelain coatings

on steel. Consumption in plate glass declined, but this was more
than offset by increased demand for glass containers. Canadian

production was 20,288 short tons in 1942, as compared with

26,040 tons in 1941. Production through August 1943 was 15%
of the same period of 1942. (G. A. Ro.)

In spite of a greatly curtailed schedule in all sections

of the United States most of the older established

fencing groups carried on with better than average results. The
National Collegiate A.A. championships and the Mid-West Di-

vision championships of the Amateur Fencers League of Amer-

ica were omitted in 1943. Much emphasis was placed on the

national championships. In the foil Warren Dow of the New
York Athletic club again placed first with Alfred SnycJer (Salle

Santelli) and Robert Kaplan (N.Y. university) second and third

respectively. In the p6e Robert Driscoll (Fencers' club), Greg-



CONTESTANTS practising for the 50th annual Intercollegiate Fencing Associa-

tion championships in New York city In March 1943

ory Flynn (Michigan division) and August von Munchhausen

(Saltus club) finished first, second and third in the order named.

Norman Armitage (Fencers' club) again won the national sabre

title with Tibor Nyilas and George Worth both of the Salle

Santelli finishing second and third. In the National Women's

championship Miss Helena Mroczkowska (Fencers' club) placed

first, Miss Ruth Maxwell (Fencers' club) second and Miss Maria

Cerra (Salle Santelli) third.

The Big Ten conference operating on a very reduced schedule

held the annual conference meet at the University of Chicago.

The team championship was won by the University of Illinois.

In the individual championships Arthur Cohen (University of

Chicago) placed first in foil, Robert O'Donnell (University of

Chicago) first in epee and Ray Siever (University of Chicago)
first in sabre.

The Michigan, California and New York divisions of the

Amateur Fencers League of America were the most active of all

the 29 divisions. In the New York division in the Metropolitan

championships John R. Huffman won the foil, Tibor Nyilas the

sabre and Al Schrobisch the epee. Ambitious schedules were

successfully followed and new names appeared among the older

and familiar ones in the championships. The Texas, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, Illinois and Northern Ohio divisions suffered due to

the loss of men to the armed forces. Competitions were held,

however, in schools and colleges and fencing in these areas was
far from extinct. The remaining 20 divisions scattered about the

United States were largely inactive as far as formal competition
was concerned.

'

;
.

;
. ;r, s: ; (H. J. Z.)

*nternat i nal fertilizer situation was materi-

aiiy changed in 1943 by the shifting of control in

the Mediterranean and by the reduction of the submarine men-
ace. North African countries normally produced annually about

4,000,000 tons of phosphate rock, most of which was exported to

Europe including the British Isles. In 1941 and 1942 the axis

powers controlled and absorbed whatever tonnage was produced,
and Great Britain was completely cut off. In 1939 Palestine pro-
duced 635,000 tons of potassium chloride which went largely to

Great Britain. These sources of supply were again open for ship-
ment to the Allied Nations.

The loss of phosphate raw material seriously affected axis food

production, as well as their munitions program. Their domestic
resources were small and difficult to operate. Nauru and Ocean
island in the South Pacific produced in 1941 approximately 1,000,-

ooo tons of phosphate rock, most of which went to Australia and
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New Zealand. After Dec. 1941, these islands were under Jap-
anese control and no doubt were utilized to the utmost to furnish

Japan with much needed phosphates. Bombing attacks by Allied

Nations late in 1943 were reported to have damaged operating
facilities severely.

Movement of Russian potash and phosphates and Spanish pot-

ash to Allied Nations became possible in late 1943, whereas prac-

tically no shipments had so moved after 1940. As shipments
were resumed from these sources, the call for shipments from

the United States would be lessened and adequate supplies for

American agriculture would be available.

The demand for increased food, feed and fibre production in

the United States to supply the armed forces, to fulfil lend-lease

commitments, to help feed the peoples of rcoccupied countries,

and to meet domestic civilian needs greatly increased the demand
for fertilizers. Requirements for nitrogen for the manufacture of

explosives and other munitions caused a definite shortage of that

material in 1943 for use by agriculture. The construction of new

synthetic nitrogen plants and changes in the munitions program

greatly relieved the nitrogen shortage. Approximately 625,000
tons of nitrogen were expected to be available to American agri-

culture for the crop-planting year ending June 30, 1944, as com-

pared to 460,000 tons the previous year. Demand for increased

supplies of phosphates were met by speeding up production in

all operating plants and constructing a few new ones. Produc-

tion for the year ending June 30, 1944, was expected to approach

7,000,000 tons as compared to 5,144,000 tons produced in the 1942

calendar year. American production of potash in the year ending

June 30, 1944, was expected to be about 700,000 tons expressed

in terms of K^O. Requirements for war chemicals and lend-lease

left about 540,000 tons for agriculture, not enough to meet all

demands but as much as was used any year except in 1942. Total

fertilizer consumption in the United States in the 1943-44 year
was expected to exceed 11,000,000 tons. (C. J. BR.)

FHA: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

FHLB: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Fiction: see AMERICAN LITERATURE; CANADIAN LITERATURE;
ENGLISH LITERATURE; FRENCH LITERATURE; ITALIAN LITERA-

TURE; RUSSIAN LITERATURE; SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE;

SPANISH LITERATURE.

Fighting France (Free France): see FRANCE; FRENCH
COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Fiji: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH.

Financial Review: see BUSINESS REVIEW.

An independent republic of northern Europe. Area,

134,000 sq.mi. (land area, 121,000 sq.mi.), after ces-

sion of 13,500 sq.mi. to the U.S.S.R. in 1940. The boundary in

1943 was somewhat expanded. Pop. (census of 1940; 3,887,217.

Capital, Helsinki; pop. (est. Jan. i, 1939), 304-965. Other princi-

pal cities: Turku (743 I S); Tampere (76,730); Viipuri (74,247).

Language and nationality, 90% Finnish, about 10% Swedish. Re-

ligion, Lutheran Christian. President in 1943: Risto Ryti (re-

elected in Feb. 1943, and re-inaugurated on March i); Prime

Minister, Edwin Linkomies.

History. Finland's position grew more desperate as 1943

progressed. The fiction of a separate war in the north could no

longer be argued seriously. Finland was caught in the German

vise.

Rumours of Finnish devices for peace and of the issuance of

"feelers" were rife almost throughout the year. Russia was re-

ported (probably falsely) to have made a peace offer to Finland

in Jan. 1943. U.S. Under-Secretary of State Sumner Welles in

February appealed to the Finnish people to pull out of the war.
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Also in February Bjorn Prytz, Swedish minister in London, jour-

neyed hastily to Stockholm, and rumours flew that he was to be

intermediary in a Finnish-Russian peace move. Through March
and April the rumours gradually died out, and in May a group
of U.S. leaders signed a petition for a U.S. declaration of war on

Finland. In April all but one U.S. diplomatic officer were re-

moved from Helsinki, and only this token representation was

maintained as charge* d'affaires (Robert McClintock until mid-

November, succeeded by George L. West, Jr.). In Aug. 1943

some 33 Finnish politicians sent to the government a request for

peace. At approximately the same time Eero Vuori, chief of the

Finnish Trade Union congress, met in Stockholm with Arthur

Deakin, official of the British Transport and General Workers

union; peace was the issue, but no results showed. Through Sep-

tember and October suggestions of peace proposals continued.

Premier Linkomies in September expressed regret at being at

war with Great Britain and hoped that Finland could withdraw

from the war with the U.S.S.R. Vaino Tanner, finance minister

and ardently anti-soviet, made a radio address urging that Finland

be realistic and make a "reasonable" peace with Russia. But 1943

passed with no agreement, and all that was really sure was that

Russia and Finland had not agreed on what was reasonable. Rus-

sian propaganda continued to be as harsh toward the Finns as

toward the Germans and pointed out that the Finns, while win-

ning, had seemed quite eager to participate in the results of a

Hitler New Order.

From a purely military standpoint the war in the north re-

mained a stalemate, with only minor border forays and slight

movement. Perhaps Col.-General Eduard Dictl and the German
forces were concerned largely with their relations with the Finns;

and certainly the Finns were not eager to risk increased casual-

ties for futile conquests.

The food situation was bad, but good harvests and 30,000 tons

of grain from Germany gave Finland about a six-month supply.

Nevertheless, dependence on Germany for supplies may have

been the chief factor holding the country to an allegiance of

which it had completely sickened. Industrial production dropped,

according to Moscow reports, to 35% of normal. Some trade was

still carried on with Sweden, and in Dec. 1943 an agreement was

signed for the first 6 months of 1944, providing a Swedish credit

of 5,000,000 kroner to Finland for purchases in Sweden. Trade

agreements were also negotiated with Germany, Denmark and

Spain.

Payment of the much-discussed debt to the U.S. was resumed

in June 1943, and in October Finland agreed to a plan to repay

the instalments missed in 1941 and 1942 over a period of ten

years.

At least 11,000 Ingeriiians, descendants of Finns who moved
some 250 years ago to the region southeast of Leningrad, were

sent to Finland in 1943 by the Germans, and about 25,000 more

were expected. Starvation and hardship had played havoc with

these people, but the Finns were glad to welcome their distant

kinsfolk.

A presidential election was held on Feb. 15, 1943, resulting in

the re-election of Risto Ryti by 269 votes out of 300. On his re-

inauguration on March i, the first time any Finnish president had

succeeded himself, the cabinet resigned according to custom. The

reshuffling, after some delay, brought in as prime minister Edwin

Linkomies, Conservative leader, chairman of the editorial board

of the Uusi Suomi, and professor at the university. Sir Henrik

Ramsay, Finn of Scotch descent, became foreign minister. The

former holders of these key posts, J. W. Rangell and Rolf Witting,

were probably the strongest pro-nazis in the cabinet. Marshal

Mannerheim remained, at 75 years of age, head of the armies.

Few statistics of agriculture, finance, manufacturing, etc.,

reached the outside world after the first Finnish-Soviet "winter

war" of 1939-40, and figures available at the end of 1943 still

pertained mostly to 1938 and 1939.

Education. In 1939 there were some 11,200 elementary

schools, with 411,000 students and 13,500 teachers; 383 profes-

sional schools in 1937 with 20,583 students, 68 middle schools

with 8,546 students, and 150 lyceums with 42,034 students. There

were five universities, of which that at Helsinki was the largest

(enrolment, 6,461 in 1938).

Finance. The monetary unit is the Finnish markka ( 2 U.S.

cents approximately; at the last free quotation in 1939, 49 FM=
$i). Foreign debt (Sept. 1939), 1,040,000,000 FM; internal debt

(Sept. 1939), 2,810,000,000 FM; note circulation (April I, 1941),

5,720,000,000 FM.
Trade. Exports (1938) totalled 8,431,111,000 FM; (1940)

2,870,000,000 FM; imports (1938) 8,612,283,000 FM; (1940)

5,180,000,000 FM. Major export commodities, with their values

in 1940 were as follows: pulp, paper, etc. 950,000,000 FM; timber

and wood 1,200,000,000 FM; foods of animal origin 70,000,000

FM; metals and metal goods 200,000,000 FM; hides, skins, etc.

90,000,000 FM; minerals 80,000,000 FM. Major import com-

modities with values in 1938: metals and metal goods 1,420,500,-

ooo FM; machinery and apparatus 1,120,300,000 FM; minerals

661,100,000 FM; colonial products 585,500,000 FM; oils, fats,

waxes 503,300,000 FM; transportation equipment 482,900,000

FM. Great Britain, Germany and the United States were the

leading importers of Finnish products, while the same three

countries plus Sweden supplied most of Finland's imports.

Communication. Railways (1938) totalled 3,530 mi. and

carried 21,200,000 passengers and 15,710,000 tons of freight in

1937. Buses in operation numbered 2,500 in 1937; 20,300 mi. of

main highways were maintained by the state. In 1938 there were

185,456 telephones in operation, 1,593 mi. of telegraph lines, 18

broadcasting stations and 293,790 radio sets.

Agriculture. The chief crops in 1939, with their yields in

short tons, were as follows: oats 879,635; wheat 250,222; barley

211,642; rye 364,861; potatoes 1,715,179. Livestock in 1937:

380,038 horses; 1,925,078 cattle; 1,072,307 sheep; 10,372 goats;

504,164 pigs; 100,356 reindeer; 2,814,960 poultry; 18,374 bee-

hives.

Manufacturing. In 1937 there were 4,264 establishments

which employed 207,506 workers and produced goods valued at

21,076,045,000 FM. The chief products and their values were as

follows: wood and paper 9,428,919,000 FM; food and luxuries

3,453,956,000 FM; textiles 2,264,267,000 FM; machinery 2,113,-

012,000 FM; metal 1,767,424,000 FM; leather and rubber 946,-

071,000 FM.
In 1940, after the winter war, there remained to Finland 3,896

industrial establishments and 175,622 workers. Total industrial

production was valued at 19,915,000,000 FM.

Mineral Production. Following are the chief mineral products

of Finland and their output in 1938: pyrite ores 113,514 tons;

pyrites (sulphur content) 48,811 tons; copper ore 15,542 tons;

copper 13,483 tons; gold 3,858 oz.; and silver 57,900 oz.

(F. D. S.)

Fire Insurance: see INSURANCE.

Piroc and Firo Inccoc
Thc losscs by fire

'
includin*

III CO OlIU IIIB LUdOCd. lightning, in the United States

as compiled by the National Board of Fire Underwriters for

1943 amounted to $380,235,000. This was an appreciable advance

and probably was due to the pressure caused by war work. For

approximately three years the manufacturing plants were taxed

heavily, because they were operating not 8 hoyrs per day ,as in
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peacetime but 16 and in most instances 24 hours. This continual

strain on machinery had its effect not only in starting fires but in

spreading the damage once the fire started. Again, the changing

personnel to be trained had to be taken into consideration, together

with the changes in materials used in making the same form of

product. Finally, another consideration was the change in the form

of the product itself. The business is one in which inspection serv-

ice, to see that all properties are kept in good order, plays a fun-

damental part. It suffered as much, if not more than most busi-

nesses, because skilled inspectors had been drawn from it into

government work. (See also DISASTERS.) (E. R. H.)

Fires and Fire Prevention: see WARFARE, INCENDIARY.

Dart
DCli

( I ^75"" I 943)> U.S. foreign service official, was

born Oct. 8 at Bedford, Ind. He studied law at

the John B. Stetson university in Florida, was admitted to the

bar in 1902 and practised in DC Land, Fla., until 1926, when he

became judge of the criminal court of Volusia county. He was

appointed minister to Egypt, 1933, to Saudi Arabia, 1939, and to

Portugal, 1941. Fish was chairman of the American delegation

to the Capitulations conference held in Montreux, Switzerland, in

1937. He died at his post in Lisbon, July 21.

Fish and Wildlife Service: see WILD LIFE CONSERVATION.

f ^e world, in, normal times, an-

nually yield about 17,500,000 tons of 2,000 Ib.

each, of food and industrial products, with a value of about

$762,000,000. The fisheries conducted in the North Atlantic area

by bordering countries produce 7,550,000 tons, valued at $374,-

000,000; with the production by eastern North Atlantic countries

amounting to 6,100,000 tons, valued at $310,000,000, and by west-

ern North Atlantic countries to 1,450,000 tons, valued at $64,000,-

ooo. In 1943 as in 1942 the catch was below normal because of

the difficulty of operating under war conditions. Prices, however,
continued to advance sharply and fishermen received a high return

for their catches. The species of importance in the North Atlan-

tic area include herring, cod, haddock, mackerel, halibut, rosefish,

swordfish, crabs, shrimp and oysters. In some of the warring
countries conservation regulations continued to be relaxed in an

effort to increase fish production, without regard to the effect of

unrestricted operations on the maintenance of fish supplies in

the sea.

As a result of the war, generally, operations by warring nations

were considerably curtailed due largely to the loss of fishing craft

to military forces. The remainder of the fleet found it difficult

to conduct fishing on the usual banks. In order to make up for

the deficiency of its domestic fisheries, Great Britain placed con-

siderable dependence on supplies of salted, frozen and canned fish

from Newfoundland and Canada; salted, fresh and frozen fish

from Iceland; and canned salmon, sardines, mackerel and sea

herring from Alaska, California and Maine. Because of difficul-

ties in securing refrigerated cargo space on transports and of

holding chilled fish in cold storage in England, the importation of

frozen fish was retarded. Price orders and zoning systems of dis-

tribution continued in effect in England for most items of fresh

and frozen fish.

While the situation in many sections of the world was not con-

ducive to normal fishing operations during 1943, many countries

took renewed interest in exploiting the fishery resources. For in-

stance, New Zealand fish canners expanded the canning of mullet,

kingfish and trevally. The Australian government continued its

research program to increase the production of marine foodstuffs

which were urgently needed to replace the former imports of

these items, and a comptroller of fisheries was appointed to pro-

mote the more orderly marketing of fish.

The shrimp and shark fisheries on the west coast of Mexico

continued to expand. Livers from the sharks were exported to the

United States where they were used in the manufacture of vita-

min A fish-liver oils. The fisheries of Peru expanded at a greatly

accelerated rate, especially in the production of canned fish and

fish livers. Quantities of salted fish were exported. Chile con-

ducted a sizable fishery, a considerable portion of the catch being

canned and marketed in other South American countries. A num-
ber of fishing boats were under construction in Chile and Peru.

In Uruguay the fisheries continued at a lively rate. The govern-

ment of Venezuela furthered its broad program to develop the

food industries of the republic and the production of canned fish-

ery products increased during the year. As in many countries of

the world, the fish canning industry of Venezuela was seriously

hampered by a scarcity of tin-plate from which to make cans;

therefore steps were taken to provide methods of preserving the

catch by salting.

Limited fishing activities were conducted in Germany and Italy,

and in the axis-dominated countries of Norway, Denmark, Fin-

land, the Netherlands, Belgium- and France. Except in Italy, and

possibly France, any exportable surpluses in the various countries

were shipped to Germany. Even then consumption of fish in Ger-

many was only about one-half of prewar levels.

The fisheries of North America, which normally yield over

3,000,000 tons on both coasts and in the interior waters, were

prosecuted a little more extensively in 1943 than in the previous

year, but still under 1941. The catch of fishery products in the

United States and Alaska was estimated to have totalled about

1,875,000 tons compared with the record yield of about 2,400,000

tons in 1941. Declines in the catch were attributed to the requisi-

tioning of fishing vessels by the armed forces, restrictions on the

operation of fishing craft, and a shortage of fishermen and shore

workers. In Newfoundland the catch of codfish was retarded be-

cause of adverse weather conditions early in the summer. In Can-
- ada the 1943 pack of salmon in British Columbia amounted to

about 1,250,000 cases, a decrease of about 550,000 cases, com-

pared with the previous year. Most of the pack was sent to the

British Isles. Large shipments of canned herring were also sent to

Great Britain from Canada.

In Newfoundland the export market for salt cod, which is the

main outlet for this product, continued good and no difficulty was

experienced in finding buyers for the production. The exports of

salted cod from Newfoundland, as well as Canada, were made in

conformity with international action taken through the Combined

Food board. A large portion of the 1943 production of salted cod

from Newfoundland was marketed to Spanish, Portuguese and

Puerto Rican buyers.

The position of the fishing industry in the United States im-

proved materially during 1943, brought about by a higher price

structure. During the year the United States government con-

tinued the purchasing or chartering of fishing vessels for conver-

sion into naval craft, some of which were replaced or returned.

Sealing operations on the Pribilof Islands in Alaska were greatly

expanded, the take amounting to 117,000 seal skins, which was

the largest for many years.

The production jof canned salmon in Alaska was larger in 1943

than in the previous year, amounting to about 5,405,000 cases. A
large portion of the pack was purchased by the government for

military and lend-lease purposes. The total pack of canned salmon

in North America (Alaska, British Columbia, Pacific coast states)

amounted to 7,025,000 cases in 1943, compared with 7,644,000

cases in 1942. The total pack of canned fishery products in the

United States and Alaska in 1943 totalled about 636,000,000 Ib.,
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on the whole production during the seasons 1939-43. (See also

MARINE BIOLOGY.) (R. H. F.)

FISHERMEN'S CRAFT at a cannery wharf in Vancouver, B.C. Wartime food

demands spurred salmon fishermen to record hauls in 1943

compared with 660,646,000 Ib. in the previous year. Supplies of

canned fish available to United States civilians were far below

normal because of heavy government purchases of salmon, sar-

dines and mackerel for the armed forces and for shipment to the

United Nations. '-V ;

In order to conserve critical material and manpower, the

Alaska salmon industry and the California sardine industry op-

erated under a concentration plan of the co-ordinator of fisheries

of the department of the interior.

In various countries of South and Central America further in-

terest was shown in exploiting local fishery resources. Attention

was directed mainly toward producing marine products for domes-

tic consumption to replace foods from abroad. Under the U.S.

government's program for co-operation with other American re-

publics several were assisted in fishery matters.

Vitamins. During 1943 interest was continued by various

countries in securing an adequate supply of fish oils potent in

vitamins A and D. In the United States the production of vitamin

A from fish oils for the 12-month period ending Oct. 31, 1943 was

estimated at 86.6 trillion units. The holdings in the U.S. as of

Oct. 31 amounted to 54.7 trillion. Manufacturers of vitamin fish

oils in the United States continued to exert efforts to augment

supplies from domestic and foreign sources. The fishery on the

Pacific coast for soupfin sharks, the liver of which is potent in

vitamin A, was prosecuted intensively and large quantities of the

meat were marketed commercially. Efforts were continued during

the year to locate sources of vitamin-bearing fish oils in other

American republics, in India, in the South Pacific and in West

and South Africa.

Whaling. During the two decades from 1920 to 1940 the

whale fisheries of the world were prosecuted with renewed vigour.

Operations were centred almost entirely in the Antarctic. Pre-

viously, little whale fishing was done in this area because of dan-

gerous weather and ice conditions. In recent years, however, such

adverse conditions were no obstacle to the staunchly-built factory

ships and killer boats. The take was enormous. During the period

from the season 1919-20 (the inception of the fishery on a large

scale in the Antarctic) to the 1938-39 season, inclusive, 421,708

whales were captured in this region, from which 32,741,897 bbl.

of oil were produced.

Because of war conditions complete data were not available

Fitzroy. Edward Algernon
He attended Eton and Sandhurst military academy and served

in Wt)rld War I with the First Life Guards. He was Conservative

member of Parliament from south Northamptonshire (now Dav-

entry division) almost continuously from 1900 to 1943 and was

deputy chairman of committees in the commons, 1922-28. As

speaker of the house from 1928 until his death, he directed the

house sessions through some of the most troubled years in the

empire's history.

A London dispatch of March 3 carried the report of his

death.

Flax: see LINEN AND FLAX.

Flint: sec ABRASIVES.

Floods and Flood Control.

ber 1943, authorizations totalling $930,400,000 for the construc-

tion of nearly 500 reservoirs and local protection projects widely

dispersed throughout the United States, exclusive of the large

project authorized separately for the alluvial valley of the Mis-

sissippi river.

The projects were integral parts of comprehensive and co-

ordinated plans for the beneficial development of the water re-

sources of the United States, and they provided economic flood

protection for a large number of centres of population and for

many thousands of acres of rich agricultural lands. Many of the

reservoirs are suitable for advantageous development of multiple-

purpose projects for tlood control in combination with hydro-
electric power and other water uses.

Work under the federal program for national flood control was

started in 1937, when the first funds for that purpose were

appropriated by congress.

By the end of 1943, 44 reservoirs and 101 local protection

projects were placed in operation.

The program was thoroughly co-ordinated with the war effort

of the United States. Although all flood control projects, being

directly beneficial to the national economy, were directly or

indirectly related to the war effort, the only new work initiated

in 1943 was three projects determined to have direct value to

the prosecution of the war. One of these was a multiple-purpose

dam and reservoir project to provide flood protection and in-

creased water supply for an important steel producing region, and

the other two were local protection projects to give direct flood

protection to industries supplying material to the army and navy.

In 1943, work was continued on two multiple-purpose dam and

reservoir projects, which were determined necessary to supply

additional power for war industries.

Complying with existing federal policy, which required curtail-

ment of public works not essential to the war, all projects under

way prior to the announcement of this policy were or were being

brought to completion or to a safe point of suspension. In many
instances, completed portions of suspended projects afforded

substantial amounts of flood protection.

An act of congress approved July 12, 1943, authorized the

expenditure of $10,000,000 for emergency flood control work

made necessary by floods which occurred in the spring of 1943.

Work accomplished under the authority of the emergency act

included repair, restoration and strengthening of existing levees

and other flood control structures which were threatened or de-

stroyed by floods in numerous localities of the country.
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Vincennci, Ind., in May 1943. Of the midwestern states, Illinois suffered the
heaviest damages from the record spring floods

Work was being carried on as rapidly as practicable to complete

plans and designs for the remaining portions of the suspended

projects and for many additional authorized project, in order that

a large-scale program of actual construction operations might be

ready for initiation without delay at the end of the war. This

backlog of economically justified projects was to be available to

assist in the transition from war activities to a normal peace-
time economy. (See also DAMS; FORESTS; IRRIGATION; METEOR-

OLOGY; SOIL EROSION AND SOIL CONSERVATION.) (E. RD.)

^n ex<Teme southeastern state of the United States,

called the "Peninsula state'* because of its peculiar

outline. Its coast line is greater than that of any other state,

extending 472 mi. along the Atlantic and 674 mi. along the Gulf

of Mexico. Area, 58,560 sq.mi., of which 4,298 sq.mi. are water

surface; pop. (1940) 1,897,414, of which 1,045,791 were urban

and 851,623 were rural; 1,384,365 white and 513,049 Negroes.

Only about 60,000 were foreign born. Capital, Tallahassee (16,-

240). The larger cities are Jacksonville (173,065), Miami (172,-

172) and Tampa (108,391).
Florida in the census of 1940 gained an additional representa-

tive, who was chosen from the state at large in 1942, the state at

that time not having been redistricted.

The state elective administrative officers, whose terms expire

in Jan. 1945 are as follows: Spessard L. Holland, governor; R. A.

Gray, secretary of state; J. Thomas Watson, attorney-general;

J. M. Lee, comptroller; J. Ed. Larson, state treasurer; Colin

English, superintendent of public instruction; and Nathan Mayo,
commissioner of agriculture.

Education. The biennial report of the state superintendent of

public instruction, 1941-42, showed enrolment in the public

schools through grade 12 as follows: white 282,629; Negro 104,-

260; total 386,889. There were 1,864 elementary and 708 sec-

ondary public schools in the state, with instructional staffs

totalling 13,721 teachers, of whom 10.320 taught in the schools

for whites and 3,401 in the schools for Negroes.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Florida disbursed

for pensions, benefits and public welfare $13,470,878.91 in 1942-

43. From grants by the federal government, the state received in

194*2-43, for old-age pensions $3,875,922.36; for dependent chil-

dren $726,954.79, and for pensions for the blind $277,322.81. The

unemployment compensation benefit receipts were $2,210,000.00,

with benefit disbursements of $2,365,747.69. Disbursements for
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old-age assistance were $7,319,077.17.

Florida has no state penitentiary, but in 1943 maintained a

prison farm at Ralford, an Industrial School for Boys at Mari-

anna and an Industrial School for Girls at Ocala. The appropria-

tion for these institutions for 1942-43 carried the sums of $665,-

394.82, $240,943.17 and $87,587.68 respectively. The state also

supported a state hospital for the insane, the Florida Farm colony
for the feeble minded and the Florida School for the Deaf and

Blind. The total disbursements for charities, correction and hos-

pitals for 1942-43 were $2,761,028.56.

Communication. The total highway mileage in the state in

1942, exclusive of roads built for military purposes for which no

figures are obtainable for publication, was 13,400 mi. approxi-

mately, of which about 8,000 mi. were paved or hard-surfaced.

In 1942-43 disbursements by the state road department, includ-

ing federal aid, were $10,711,185.28. Florida in 1943 had about

6,000 mi. of railroads.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, there was a total

balance in the treasury of $16,534,595.31. The state is constitu-

tionally forbidden to incur a debt by borrowing except to put down
rebellion or repel invasion. The constitution also inhibits the

legislature from levying an income tax, and a constitutional

amendment forbids any state ad valorem tax on real estate.

Homesteads are constitutionally exempted from taxation by local

taxing units up to the value of $5,000.

On June 30, 1943, there were within the state 54 national banks

with deposits amounting to $722,423,000 and 113 state banks and

trust companies with deposits of $250,251,000, representing total

deposits of $972,674,000, a gain in deposits of $388,442,000 in

the fiscal year.

Agriculture. In 1940 the U.S. census showed that there were

62,248 farms with a total acreage of 8,337,708 ac., of which 1,751,-

275 were in crops, 462,248 were idle (fallow), 2,643,065 were in

pasture, 1,649,960 were in farm woodland and the rest mainly in

fruit.

Principal Agricultural Products of Florida, 1943 and 1942

The citrus production for the season 1942-43 and the estimates

for 1943-44 were as follows: oranges (including tangerines) 41,-

400,000 boxes and 42,700,000 boxes; grapefruit 27,300,000 boxes

and 25,000,000 boxes.
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On Jan. i, 1943, the livestock resources of the state were as

follows: 1,042,000 beef cattle, 123,000 milch cows, 608,000 swine,

23,000 sheep, 20,000 horses, 35,000 mules.

Manufacturing. The more important manufactures of the

state in 1943 were lumber, naval stores (turpentine and rosin)

and cigars. Shipbuilding developed greatly after 1940.

The cigars manufactured in Florida are valued at around $21,-

000,000 annually. Tampa and Jacksonville are the leading cities

in this industry. Tung oil and the production of paper pulp and

the manufacture of paper and paper board are also important in-

dustries. Most of the wood pulp and of the wood pulp products

now beirfg produced in Florida are being used in the war effort.

In 1939, according to the U.S. census figures (1940), the state

had 2,083 manufacturing establishments, paying $37.823.204 to

52,728 workers and producing $241,238,534 worth of goods.

Mineral Production. Florida has only limited resources in

minerals, but has large and rich deposits of phosphates, lime and

limestone and less extensive, though highly valuable, deposits of

kaolin and fuller's earth. The mineral products of the state in

1943 were worth about $14,000,000. (J. M. L.)

tl'ir <

Milling.

The food parley held at Hot

Springs, Va. during May 1943

discussed and approved the maximum use of flour in feeding

civilian populations during the war and for relief programs after

the war.

The civilian consumption of wheat for 1943 by the United

States was placed at 240.8 Ib. per capita as compared with 224.4

Ib. in 1942; 220.1 Ib. in 1941; 219.1 Ib. in 1940 and the 1935-39

average of 222.4 Ib. The consumption of rye, oats and barley

was also increased for 1943.

The increase in flour produced in 1943 was 16,834,350 bbl.

and this was produced in mills having a reduced capacity as

compared with the census capacity reporting in 1928, 15 years

before. While the production of flour in 1942 in the United States

was 108,631,604 bbl. the output for 1943 was expected to exceed

125,000,000 bbl.

Outstanding developments in the technology of the processing

of wheat occurred in the industrial utilization of grains and the

by-products of milling. A number of millers were grinding wheat

used in the manufacture of industrial alcohol and there were

good technological grounds for believing that after the war these

alcohols would be derived competitively from petroleum and the

grains.

Although the diversion of essential bread grains to other uses

such as the production of alcohol and the diversion of wheat to

animal feeding trespassed on bread reserves the sypply of wheat

for bread production was adequate for 1943.

The milling industry was concerned with the cost of blending

in the flour as milled, thiamin, niacin, riboflavin and iron ar>d

pointed out that the cost of these materials would be 15.19 cents

for 100 Ib. of flour. New bread enrichment levels became effec-

tive on Oct. i, 1943.

The new basis made numerous changes from the old enrichment

levels and increased enrichment costs considerably. Beginning
Oct. i all bread conformed to the following enrichment standard

in milligrams per pound of bread:

800 milligrams. The minimum standard for vitamin D was 150
U.S.P. units and the maximum 750 U.S.P. units.

A major revolution in the conduct of the milling business tdok

place when the time-honoured ig6-lb. barrel was put aside as the

common unit of transactions in flour. In its stead a new xoolb.

unit brought about by the War Production board's order became
effective on May i, 1943. The usual practice of packaging flour

was modified by compressing it under approximately 2,000 Ib.

pressure. Progress was made in milling technique so that nothing
but the flinty bran was removed and practically all of the vita-

mins present in the grain were retained in the milled flour.

Sealock and Livermore (/. Nutrition, 25:265 [1943]) inves-

tigated the merits of a new type of whole wheat bread. The
wheat from which this bread was made was produced by the

new "flotation process of Earle'' and was known as "peeled
wheat." It contained 98% of the original weight of the wheat

kernel since only the thin epidermis or "beewing" was removed.

The peeled wheat bread furnished thiamin, riboflavin and nico-

tinic acid in amounts equal to the upper level recommended by
the Food and Nutrition board of the National Research council.

All bread and flour sold in the states of South Carolina, Lou-

isiana and Texas had to be made from enriched flour.

Direct evidence of the value of the enrichment of flour was

provided by Williams, Mason and Wilder (J.A.M.A., 121:943

t I 943l) Their results showed that the ingestion of a diet which

provided only 0.22 mg. of thiamin for each 1,000 calories results

after some months in mild thiamin deficiency, whereas the sub-

stitution of enriched white flour or whole wheat flour provided

0.45 mg. of thiamin for each 1,000 calories and in large measure

prevents the development of deficiency signs and symptoms.
(See also BREAD AND BAKERY PRODUCTS; VITAMINS.)

(H. E. iu.)

Shipments of fluorspar in the U.S. increased from
l. 320.669 short tons in 1941 to 360,316 tons in

1942, while consumption increased from 303,600 tons to 360,800
tons. Labour shortage cut production of metallurgical grade

fluorspar toward the end of 1942, but at least five new producers
were scheduled to start operation during 1943.
The normal world production is about 500,000 metric tons, of

which the United States supplies one-third, Germany slightly less,

with most of the remainder from U.S.S.R., France and Great

Britain, but no current data were available from any of these

except the United States. The normally small output of Canada
was enlarged after 1939, mostly in the Madoc district of Ontario.

(G. A. Ro.^

"Flying Tigers": see CHENNAULT, CLAIRE L.

Food and Drug Administration: see DRUGS AND DRUG
TRAFFIC; FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY.

Food Research.

Optional ingredients were calcium and vitamin D. The mini-

mum standard for calcium was 300 milligrams and the maximum

Food research in 1943 was motivated by
the needs imposed by war; many findings

were used immediately to serve mankind. For the first time in

the United States, the food research needed by the quartermaster

corps of the army and by the bureau of supplies and accounts of

the navy was correlated with civilian research in one unit, the

Agricultural Research administration. Unprecedented advances
were made in food preservation, particularly in dehydration. Spe-
cial emphasis was placed on improving the culinary and nutritive

quality of dehydrated products.

Dehydrated Food*. Methods of assessing quality in spray-dried whole
eggs, now the principal dried-egg product, were evaluated by M. W. Thistle et
a/., primarily because of the need for eggs in Britain. Moisture content, bac-
erial count and either fluorescence measurements or potassium chloride values
seemed necessary for control purposes; the two latter tests closely checked
payability ratings. Because W. H. White and Thistle found that dried em
deteriorated at 95 F. but changed little at 80* F., it was required th*i*Hil
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Canadian egg powders exported to England be cooled to 80 F. or lower
within one hour from the time of preparation. The investigators later showed
that for high quality, dried eggs should be stored at 60 F.; moisture con-
tent should be less than 2%, a limit not practical commercially in 1943.
Packing in carbon dioxide had a preservative effect; compression had no
effect. With moisture levels of from 0.5 to i% and pH adjusted to 6.5,
G. F. Stewart ct al. obtained dried eggs of superior keeping qualities; stor-

age temperatures above 68* F. were detrimental. Good-quality dehydrated
eggs were obtained by H. E. Gorseline ct al. only from good-quality fresh

eggs, hygienically handled throughout dehydration. That the British organo-
Icptic method of scoring the palatability of eggs numerically is reliable, was
established statistically by G. Levin. A. II. Stcffen ct al. developed a chemi-
cal method of scoring by using the colour density of silver sulphide
spots. Correlation with subjective scores was high. In home cooking, R. Jor-
dan and M. S. Sisson made muffins with spray-dried whole egg equal in

quality to those made with fresh eggs. Custards, though good, did not equal
in flavour and texture those made with fresh eggs.
A dried-milk powder that had keeping qualities superior to thbse of

whole dried milk, was produced by C. D. Dahle and D. V. Josephson. Fresh
milk was separated into skim milk and cream; the slum milk and the butter
fat from the cream were treated to reduce lecithin content, then combined,
pasteurized, homogenized and dried. Nitrogen storage improved the keeping
quality. In December 1943 C. C. Van Leer gave what he believed to be the
first American report on the "Niro" method of milk drying, developed in

1937 in Denmark and adopted commercially on the continent. In this

method, milk is separated into cream and skim milk which are treated

separately, remixed and spray-dried.
The experimental dehydration of precooked meats and unblanched vege-

tables was accomplished by F. M. Tiller ct al. with infra-red radiation in the

relatively short times of from 5 to 30 minutes. Dehydrated beef and pork,
packed tightly in hermetically sealed, air- and moisture-resistant packages
by H. R. Kraybill, did not become rancid or bacteriologically contaminated
for long periods. Dried, slightly precooked meat, when cooked, was found

by E. C. Bate-Smith et al. to be practically indistinguishable from cooked,
fresh minced meat. The dried raw product on cooking had a slight "twice-
cooked" flavour but was satisfactory. Compression decreased the develop-
ment of rancidity during storage. Antioxidants of recognized value in delay-
ing rancidity in fats and fatty foods were reviewed by H. S. Mitchell and
H. C. Black, who found gum guaiac to be an effective antioxidant for lard,
food fats, dehydrated pork and, probably, dehydrated beef.

On the basis of microscopical studies on many samples of dehydrated
vegetables, R. M. Reeve reported the presence of two protective mechanisms:
the solution of carotene in oils liberated by heat and the sealing of the

tissues against oxidation by the drying of starch which has undergone gela-
tion. .For vegetables that contained little starch, a pectin dip was suggested;
blanching was recommended for all. M. E. Davis and L. B. Howard meas-
ured some rehydration changes in vegetables quantitatively, and evaluated
texture organoleptirally. Rehydration was affected by size and shape of

pieces, variations in drying process, conditions and time of storage, and
soaking previous to cooking. The palatability of several cooked dehydrated
vegetables decreased as the time of soaking previous to cooking was in-
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creased, according to F. Fenton and H. (iifft. Storage temperature had little

effect on the flavour of cooked beets and rutabagas, but the flavour of cab-
bage, commercially dehydrated without blanching and stored for five months
at 57 F. or above, was \yeak and unacceptable. Many varieties of cabbage
scalded (blanched) in sodium sulphite solution, then dehydrated by R. J. L.
Allen t-t al., gave cooked products with good flavour and texture, and with a
colour closely resembling the fresh product. Cabbage dried without scalding
was unsatisfactory. Similar results with dehydrated carrots and cabbage
were reported by G. Mackinney ct al.; the sulphite dip was used after

blanching. About half of 62 varieties of peaches dehydrated by J. S. Cald-
well ct al. gave excellent to good products when cooked.

Frozen Foods. Frozen beefsteaks and pork roasts, thawed at oven tem-
perature and then cooked, were observed by G. K. Vail et al. to be only
slightly less tender than paired cuts thawed at room or refrigerator tem-
perature. C. \V. Du Bois and D. K. Tressler reported that the develop-
ment of rancidity in frozen ground pork, and beef was retarded by sage,
mace and ginger, but was hastened by table salt and by holding meat un-
frozen after slaughter. The development of off-odours and flavours in un-
drawn poultry was prevented by prompt freezing by G. F. Stewart ct al.

Prompt quick freezing of dressed birds, to be eviscerated and rcfrozen at a
later date, offered the possibility of running an evisceration plant the year
round. The skins of some peas toughened when they were held after vining
and before freezing, were bruised, or were held in freezing storage for six

months; thawing previous to cooking caused no toughening, according to

objective tests by M. M. Boggs et al.

Brined Vegetables. Unshelled and uncut green beans, lima beans and peas,
brined by merely covering them with a suitable salt solution, kept nine
months without spoilage when stored in open containers in unsheltered places
according to J. L. Etchells and I. D. Jones. Beans of superior flavour that

occupied half the space were obtained by dry-salting, compressing and stor-

ing in closed containers. Peas and green lima beans (presumably removed
from the pods) could not be satisfactorily brined by F. W. Fabian and
11. B. Blum because of rapid spoilage, but green beans, corn and okra
brined well. The addition of some of the sugars and of vegetable acids lost

during brining improved the flavour.

Canned Vegetables. Canning peas by a specified alkalizing treatment and
processing at 260 F., gave a normal canned-pea texture while elevating the

pH enough to protect the green colouring considerably, according to J. S.

Blair and T. B. Ayres. They believed that the lowering in pH that accom-
panies the conventional canning of most vegetables might be a causative
factor in producing unfavourable flavour changes.

Sulphited Fruits. Unable, because of war, to import from Holland straw-
berries preserved in sulphur dioxide solution, English jam manufacturers
sought the fruit in Canada and the U.S. Five of 12 U.S. varieties of straw-
berries made into jam from sulphited fruit according to English methods
were considered by C. W. Culpeppcr and Caldwell to be excellent or very
good. Suitable concentrations of calcium carbonate insured satisfactory
firmness. Frequently the long cooking needed to reduce the sulphur dioxide
content to the level permitted by British food regulations caused an unde-
sirable loss of volatile constituents. J. G. Woodroof and S. R. Cecil, study-
ing the preservation of peaches with sulphur dioxide and the subsequent use
of the fruit, obtained peach jams and preserves superior to those made from

dehydrated fruit, and at least equal in palatability and colour to those made
from frozen peaches.

Foods, Not Preserved A detailed study by F. W. Fabian and H. B. Blum
as to the influence of saltiness, sourness and sweetness on one another con-
tributed much to an understanding of food tastes. The quality of coffee

was not impaired when the vapours were continuously removed for 55 days,
according to a method used by A. C. Shuman and L. W. Elder. Staling
appeared to be due to oxidation products that were volatile or were formed
in the vapour phase. Wheat-germ oil fortified with citric acid, according to

Lips and McFarlane, was an effective and practical anti-oxidant for a blend
of meat-food fats and vegetable oils and for lard. The shortening value of

fat used in pastry was closely related to the "worked consistency" of the

fat as determined by L. R. Hornstein ct al. The "worked consistency" was
obtained by repeatedly cutting fats with fine wires; it is probably a measure
of plasticity and can be measured by a penetrometer. Fats that became
softest (were most plastic) during incorporation into a dough usually made
the most tender pastries. The theory that unsaturation, as such, plays a

deciding factor in determining shortening power might be invalidated; more
research was necessary. Within limits, enrichment with steeped wheat germ
or its extract improved the bread-making properties of dough, according to

E. Grcwc and J. A. Lc Clerc. Beef roasts oven-cooked at 176 F. by
S. Cover were more tender than paired roasts cooked at 257 F.; the flesh

was mealy. Desirable qualities in shell eggs were stabilized by E. M. Funk
who immersed whole eggs in agitated liquids at about 140 F. Treated eggs
were superior to untreated ones for cooking. Pasteurization of the shell eggs
reduced bacterial spoilage. Application of the process could be a means
of reducing bacterial content in frozen and dried eggs. L. S. Stuart and
E. H. McXally found that bacteria penetrated to the shell membrane of

eggs almost instantaneously but that the membrane itself possessed limited

bactericidal activity.

Objective Tests. A specially adapted hydraulic laboratory press was de-

veloped by B. Tannor et al. to determine juiciness in cooked meat. A
simple and inexpensive line-spread device, used by E. A. Grawemeyer and
M. C. Pfund, to measure consistency in applesauces and cream fillings, gave
values fully as significant as penetration and viscosity measurements. The
amount of substances insoluble in 80% alcohol was found by F. A. Lee to

be a measure of toughness in frozen asparagus.
Some Reviews and Books. The recent literature on bacterial food poison-

ing was reviewed by C. E. Dolman. The customary annual review of the

literature on fats was prepared by Piskur for 1942. Up-to-date discussions

and excellent research bibliographies on experimental cookery, food prepara-
tion, freezing and dough were given in books by B. Lowe, M. D. Sweetman,
D. K. Tressler and C. O. Swanson, respectively. (See also DIETETICS.)
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navy department granted permission to its

cadets in training in the colleges and universities of

the U.S. to participate in varsity sports. With few exceptions,

the teams were composed predominantly of such trainees in the

V-12 and V-5 programs. Intercollegiate football enjoyed a full

season of play that was highly prosperous for many, although
there was a general falling off in attendance of 18%.
The army declined to grant such permission to its college

trainees, holding that their work program was too heavy to per-
mit them time for varsity competition. As a consequence, the

great majority of the colleges with army training units abandoned

intercollegiate football for the duration of the war.

Among these were Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, Mississippi,

Mississippi State, Fordham, Syracuse, Georgetown, Stanford,

Santa Clara, Oregon, Oregon State and Washington State. A few

colleges carried on informally on a minor scale, cancelling their

regular schedules.

These included Boston college, Vanderbilt and Harvard. Har-

vard had a navy unit but elected to play informally against serv-

ice and small college elevens.

A number of colleges continued to carry on as in peacetime
with civilian players under the draft age or classified as IV-F. In

almost every instance they suffered defeat after defeat. They in-

cluded Ohio State, ranked the top team of 1942, Pittsburgh,

Nebraska, Georgia, Louisiana' State and Indiana. Minnesota, an-

nually one of the best teams in the country, and Wisconsin, one

of the strongest in 1942, both had weak elevens, because their

best players performed for other teams or on the fighting fronts.

It was the colleges with veteran players in the navy and marine

training units that had the strong teams. Adding to the interest

in the season was the fact that many of these players were trans-

ferred to other colleges and in numerous instances competed
against their former alma maters. In the middle of the season

some of them were shipped to other training centres, and there

were instances where a player competed against the same oppo-
nent a second time after being ordered to another college. As a

consequence some teams were considerably weaker in November
than they were in October and others were strengthened by new-
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comers in the latter half of the season.

The most celebrated player to be transferred in midseason was

Angelo Bertelli. He was the master mind and hand in running

the Notre Dame T formation and one of the finest passers foot-

ball has known. Bertelli was sent by the marines to the boot

camp at Parris Island, S.C., before Notre Dame met Army in

New York. He was voted the Hcisman trophy as the outstanding

player of the year.

Notre Dame was rated as one of the great teams of all time

since it routed some of the strongest elevens in the country.

Michigan, Georgia Tech, Navy, Army and Northwestern, 'all

powerful clubs, were numbered among its victims.

In its next to last game it barely managed to win by a point,

14-13, from the Iowa Naval Pre-Flight Seahawks. Composed of

former professional and Western Conference stars, the Seahawks

clearly outplayed Notre Dame in the first half but the latter

showed its mettle by pulling out the victory in the second half.

In the final game, with the Great Lakes Naval Training sta-

tion eleven, Notre Dame was defeated in the last 30 sec. of play

by an opponent that had been beaten twice. A 46-yard touch-

down pass finally defeated Frank Leahy's eleven and ruined its

hopes of being the first Notre Dame team since 1930 to win

every game. Great Lakes tied Notre Dame in 1942 and also

during World War I in 1918.

Despite its sensational defeat, Notre Dame was still ranked No.

i in the final country-wide poll of the Associated Press. Next in

order were rated Iowa Pre-Flight, Michigan, Navy, Purdue,

Great Lakes, Duke, Del Monte Pre-Flight, Northwestern and

March Field. Army, which had been ranked high all season,

dropped to eleventh position in the final vote after losing to Navy
by 13-0, for the fifth successive year, in their first meeting at

West Point since 1892.

Navy was voted the No. i team of the east. Duke was cham-

pion of the Southern conference, Georgia Tech of the Southeast-

ern conference, Texas of the Southwestern conference, Tulsa of

the Missouri Valley, Oklahoma of the Big Six and Colorado col-

lege of the Rocky Mountain conference.

The Pacific Coast conference title was decided by the meeting
in the Rose Bowl between Southern California and Washington,

representing the southern and northern divisions of the group.

Southern California won by the score of 29-0 from its heavily

favoured opponent.

In the Sugar Bowl, Georgia Tech played Tulsa, the former

whining by 20-18. Louisiana State and Texas A. & M. met in the

Orange Bowl, victory going to State, 19-14. In the Cotton Bowl,
Texas and Randolph Field were matched and a 7-7 tie resulted.

The East-West Shrine game also resulted in a 13-13 draw.

In addition to Bertelli, the most famous players of the year
were Bob Odeli of Penn, Otto Graham of Northwestern, Eddie

Prokop of Georgia Tech, and Creighton Miller and Jim White of

Notre Dame.

Notre Dame drew close to 500,000 spectators to its ten games.
All-time records were set for the Michigan game at Ann Arbor

(86,000), for the Navy game at Cleveland (82,000) and for the

Northwestern game at Evanston (49,000).

Southern California and College of the Pacific drew 75,000 to

their meeting at Los Angeles. Pennsylvania played to 200,000 in

three games with Army, Navy and Cornell, and Army and Notre

Dame drew the usual 76,000 in New York. Only 15,000 saw the

Army-Navy game, restricted to residents within a ten-mile

radius of West Point.

Ames Alonzo Stagg, 8i-year-old coach of Pacific, was voted

coach of the year by his colleagues in a national poll and was

also named football's "man of the year*' in a football writers
1

poll.

Professional Football With many of the players in service

the National Football league continued to operate, all but one

club, the Cleveland Rams, putting teams on the field. It was a

highly successful season, the attendance averaging 36% per game
over 1942. The quality of the football was not as good, but such

stars as Sid Luckman of the Chicago Bears, Sammy Baugh of

the Washington Redskins and Don Hutson of the Green Bay
Packers were the usual magnets in the big cities, where money
was plentiful.

The results of the games were bewildering. The Chicago Bears,

with a line inferior to standard, overwhelmed the New York

Giants, 56-7. The following week they were soundly thrashed by
the Redskins, 21-7. Then along came the Giants to beat the

Redskins, 14-10, after the latter had lost their first game of the

season to the Philadelphia-Pittsburgh Steagles.

A week later the Giants, in the final game of the schedule,

thrashed the Redskins decisively, and a tie for first place resulted

in the Eastern division. In the play-off; the Redskins turned

about and administered an even more crushing defeat to the

Giants, 28-0. Baugh, Washington's great passer, ruined the day
for the New Yorkers with one of his finest all-round exhibitions,

completing 1 6 of 21 passes for 199 yards.

The Bears won the championship of the Western division. In

the play-off for the league championship, the Bears avenged their

earlier humiliation with a smashing 41-21 victory over the Red-

skins. Luckman, the Chicago quarterback, turned in a brilliant

farewell performance before joining the merchant marine, setting

a league play-off record with five touchdown passes. Baugh was

hurt almost at the start of the game when he tackled Luckman
and did not return until the second half, when he launched two

passes for touchdowns.

Canada. As in 1942, football in the dominion had a decided

military tinge. All branches of the service had teams and football

was introduced into the maritimes, which previously had seen

only English rugger. The quality of the play was not up to peace-

time standards but there was a lot of activity. The East-West

play-off for the Grey cup and the Canadian championship re-

sulted in a clear-cut, 23-14 victory for the Hamilton Flying Wild-

cats over the Winnipeg R.C.A.F. Bombers at Toronto. In 1942

the Bombers lost to the Toronto R.C.A.F. Hurricanes. The Wild-

cats had nine or ten air force men in their line-up and Winnipeg
had so many airmen that the team was sponsored by the R.C.A.F.

Hamilton had qualified to represent the East by defeating the

Lachine R.C.A.F. team, composed entirely of men in the air

force, 7 to 6.

Lachine won the championship of the Quebec Rugby Football

union. Hamilton played in the Ontario Rugby Football union

with two Toronto service teams, the R.C.A.F. and the Navy, and

Balmy Beach, a civilian team.

In the Quebec league, both Army and Navy had teams, along

with the Verdun Grads and McGill. The Western Canada league

included the Regina All Services Rough Riders and the Winnipeg
United Services team, besides the Winnipeg R.C.A.F. Bombers.

Possibly the best team in Canada was Halifax Navy, which

easily defeated teams from Ontario and Quebec in exhibition

games. Hamilton turned down Halifax's challenge.

The outstanding player was Joe Krol, Hamilton's triple-

threat back, who led the Flying Wildcats to victory over the

Bombers. Krol, a civilian, was offered a contract by the Detroit

Lions to turn professional before the season started. (A. DA.)

Great Britain. The Rugby union game again provided some
excellent football, especially in the inter-services matches and the

"service" internationals. (The players were drawn from the Rug-

by union and the Rugby league, but the matches were played
under Rugby union rules). \Vales beat England twice, at Swan-

sea and at Gloucester. England, however, made amends by beat-
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ing Scotland at Edinburgh and at Leicester. The Army and the

R.A.F. met at Richmond and at Leicester, each winning once.

Air Commodore G. A. Walker, who captained the R.A.F. at Rich-

mond, very shortly afterwards met with a serious accident while

on active service so that spectators saw the last of this

brilliant little halfback, as a player. R. E. Prescott captained the

Army and the "England" sides in all the matches. The Rugby
League challenge cup was won by Dewsbury. An interesting

match was played at Leeds, between Rugby union and Rugby
league players attached to the Northern Command. The league

side won by 18-11, the game being played under the Rugby union

rules.

Five international association matches were played, three be-

tween England and Wales, and two between England and Scot-

land. Honours were even between England and Wales, each side

winning a match and one being drawn. Against Scotland, how-

ever, England did better, drawing the first (at Wembley), but

beating Scotland decisively in the second (at Glasgow) by 4-0.

Blackpool won the northern cup, the Arsenal the southern cup,

and the Rangers the Scottish cup. In a friendly match, Black-

pool then beat the Arsenal by 4-0 at Chelsea.

Midway through the season, E. Hapgood, the veteran England
and Arsenal back, retired from the game after a magnificent

record. The outstanding player was once more Stanley Matthews,

formerly of Stoke and in 1943 with Blackpool, and he was at his

elusive best in the game at Chelsea. (D. R. G.)

Rn/Ont
Dl jdlll

( l893-i943), U.S. automobile manu-

facturcr, was born Nov. 6 in Bagley,

Mich., now the heart of downtown Detroit. The only child of

Henry Ford, he studied at the Detroit university school and then

entered his father's plant, at the age of 19. He completed several

years of training in the shops, advancing from workman to de-

signer, and then was made an executive in the firm. He became

vice-president of the Ford Motor company in 1918, and after

the Ford family bought out all the minority stockholders he was

made president in 1919. He was also named treasurer in 1921.

Though overshadowed by the stature of his father in the auto-

mobile field, young Ford was regarded as one of the outstanding

industrial leaders in the country. He carried Ford production

beyond the early Model T
7
introduced the Model 'A with con-

ventional gearshift, streamlined the ancient Ford chassis and de-

veloped the Mercury automobile. The expansion of the Ford

Motor company, which paralleled the industrial progress in the

U.S. following World War I, was attributed in large part to the

executive skill of the younger Ford. He died at his home in

Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich., a suburb of Detroit, on May 26.

Foreign Economic Administration. ': .' ''".'T,:

1

,;:,!

more orderly methods of procedure and to put an end to bicker-

ing among officials engaged in various phases of United States

economic operations with relation to foreign countries, President

Roosevelt on Sept. 25, 1943, effected a consolidation of the several

agencies involved by creating the Foreign Economic administra-

tion, with Leo T. Crowley as administrator. Into this new war-

time authority went the Office of Economic Warfare (successor

to the BEW), the Office of Lend-Lease Administration, the Office

of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations, and the eco-

nomic operations of the Office of Foreign Economic Coordination.

Soon to follow as part of the new set-up were certain functions

of the War Food administration and the Commodity Credit

corporation, which were transferred to FEA by executive order

of Oct. 6, 1943. The functions of these two agencies placed under

the Crowley administration were those having to do with the

development of food and food facilities in foreign countries.

The administrative organization of FEA was rather pretentious,

including two deputy administrators with staffs of assistants,

advisors and consultants. Six staff offices, headed by a general

counsel and five assistant administrators, reported directly to the

office of the administrator. Highly important in the organization

were the bureau of areas and the bureau of supplies. These two

bureaus were designed to work in closest co-operation.

The bureau of areas, consisting of Pan-American, liberated, and

general and special areas, was set up to decide u;:on and co-ordi-

nate programs affecting operations in all areas; to analyze foreign

requirements with reference to area considerations; to supervise

economic intelligence and analysis work and preclusive buying;
and to oversee field work in general.

The bureau of supplies was made up of the requirements and

supply branch, the foreign procurement and development branch,

the transportation and storage branch, engineering service, trade

relations staff, statistics and reports service and related consoli-

dated commodity divisions. Among its duties were the analysis

of foreign requirements and requisitions with reference to avail-

ability of supplies; regulation of the ilow of commercial exports,

and planning for transportation, warehousing and redistribution

of commodities and materials.

Economic Warfare Agency. Ante-dating by less than two-

and-a-half months the sweeping reorganization of foreign economic

activities of the United States under the Foreign Economic ad-

ministration, the Office of Economic Warfare came into being

through drastic action by President Roosevelt, precipitated by a

spectacular public quarrel between Vice-President Wallace as

chairman of the Board of Economic Warfare, and Secretary of

Commerce Jesse H. Jones as chairman of the Reconstruction Fi-

nance corporation. The president, by executive order of July 15,

1943, abolished BE\V and created in its place the Office of Eco-

nomic Warfare under the direction of Leo T. Crowley, then alien

property custodian and chairman of the Federal Deposit Insur-

ance corporation. At the same time the president deprived Sec-

retary Jones of his power over foreign financial operations and

restored to Secretary of State Hull complete authority in foreign

affairs.

A contributing factor in the summary action of the president

was an acute dispute between field representatives of several

United States agencies in North Africa that brought threats of

army intervention.

Functions of the Office of Economic Warfare carried on by
BEW before it was superseded by OEW in July constituted one

of the most important phases of the war. By devious means, in-

formation was obtained regarding needs of the enemy and ways
were devised to deprive him of such materials and commodities

so far as possible. At the same time new sources of supply were

developed for many raw materials that in normal times came from

areas overrun by enemy troops.

At the close of the fiscal year 1943, the volume of develop-

ment and procurement operations exceeded $1,500,000,000, a

large majority of which was handled through regular commercial

import channels.

The economic warfare policy was administered by three offices

imports, exports and economic warfare analysis. The office of

imports directed about 100 purchase programs, involving many
individual items from 40 different countries. The office of exports

directed necessary controls over shipments, through a licensing

system, to protect U.S. supplies of strategic materials, at the

same time allowing friendly nations as much as possible. Export

controls were applied to 2,500 commodities, flowing from about

16,000 export concerns to more than 140 different country desig-

nations and thousands of individual consignees, all of whom were
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screened against the "blacklist" of axis suspects. The office of

economic warfare analysis was of great strategic value to army
and navy through providing accurate information regarding eco-

nomic conditions in all countries, especially those of the enemy.
Lend-lease Program. Two outstanding trends in 1943 in

the vast operations conducted under the Lend-Lcase administra-

tion were the development of formidable reverse lend-lease and

the stepping-up of shipments of food and munitions of war by the

United States, especially to Russia. Both of these developments
were attributable to the favourable turn of events in the Atlantic

and European war areas, aided by greater productive capacity of

the United States and Allied nations. Reduction of the U-boat

menace in the Atlantic expedited delivery of munitions and ma-

chinery to Russia and also the transport of U.S. troops and ma-
t6riel to England and North Africa. British reverse lend-lease im-

mediately began to mount with the wide variety of goods and

services provided without charge to United States forces in Eng-
land and the Mediterranean area.

Upon the merging of lend-lease activities with other agencies

under the Foreign Economic administration, Edward R. Stettinius,

Jr., who was appointed lend-lease administrator Oct. 28, 1941,

was transferred to the state department as under secretary of

state.

During 1943, increasing concern was manifested by congress

over the uses to which lend-lease funds were put, and appropria-

tions were reduced below amounts requested. Up to Dec. i, 1943,

more than $60,000,000,000 had been authorized by congress for

lend-lease purposes since the act was passed March n, 1941.

Of this total, $24,670,000,000 had been appropriated to the presi-

dent to provide goods and services to those countries whose de-

fense he deemed vital to the defense of the United States. The

remainder $35,970,000,000 represented authorized transfer of

military goods and services procured with appropriations to the

army, navy and maritime commission. Lend-lease aid had ac-

counted for about 13.5% of total U.S. war expenditures up to Oct.

31, 1943. Goods transferred and services rendered were valued at

$17,533,000,000.

Of this amount. $9,280,000,000 was credited to the first ten

months in 1943. War goods transferred to the Allies during June

1943 totalled $1,030,000,000, exceeding $1,000,000,000 in one

month for the first time.

In addition to the British commonwealth of nations, compris-

ing the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and India, 39
other countries were declared by President Roosevelt as eligible

for lend-lease aid, up to Dec. i, 1943. They were:

Argentina
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt

El Salvador

Ethiopia
Fighting France
French N. & W.Africa
Greece
Guatemala
Haiti

Honduras
Iceland
Iran

Iraq
Liberia
Mexico

Netherlands

Nicaragua
Norway
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Poland
Saudi Arabia
Turkey
U.S.S.R.

Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

To Nov. i, 1943, about 40% of total lend-lease shipments to

the United Kingdom consisted of munitions, 26% industrial mate-

rial for the fabrication of military goods, 34% foodstuffs. In

contrast, the shipment of munitions to Russia comprised 56% of

total lend-lease exports to that country, with foodstuffs reaching

only 17% and industrial items 27%. During the year several

industrial plants in the United States were dismantled and the

machinery transported to Russia.

Reverse lend-lease loomed larger toward the end of 1943. As of

July i, the British reverse lend-lease totalled $1,171,000,000, and

the current expenditures were estimated to be at the rate of about

$1,250,000,000 a year, exclusive of supplies to U.S. forces in co-

lonial theatres of war and important raw materials provided
under reverse lend-lease.

Australia and New Zealand supplied United States troops in

the Southwest Pacific with 90% of their food requirements, as

well as other facilities.

Reverse lend-lease aid also was provided in the middle east,

Russia, China and other countries.

Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations. In its first

year the work of the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation

Operations, under the direction of Herbert H. Lehman, was more
one of planning than of giving relief. The organization occupied
itself principally with training and building its staff, with gather-

ing data on the needs in the various occupied countries, with

making general preparations for the work ahead, and stock-piling.

Fortified supplemental foods, packaged medical units and eco-

nomical relief clothing were developed. In attempting to determine

a basic ration, OFRRO co-operated closely with ~ the inter-Allied

committee on postwar requirements (Leith-Ross committee).

There was very general agreement that an attempt should be made
to provide for absolute necessities for as many people as possible

and that more liberal allowances should be given as soon as pro-

duction and shipping facilities permit. A bare subsistence ration

of 2,000 calories a day was determined. The committee on health

and medical care in the OFRRO laboured to gather and analyze

available information concerning disease prevalence and important
health problems in areas which might be reoccupied by Allied

armed forces; to appraise the epidemic and other disease condi-

tions which were likely to be an important part of relief and

rehabilitation
;
and to estimate the amount and kinds of essential

health and medical supplies and equipment which would have to

be provided.

The principal theatre of field operations in 1943 was North

Africa. There a survey revealed that milk for the children was

the immediate need. Distribution of milk was begun, and some

200,000 children received slightly under a pint of milk a day.

Besides this and similar work of emergency and special relief,

members of the OFRRO field mission engaged in the liberation

of refugees from the internment camps of Algiers and French

Morocco.

In Tunisia distribution of essential supplies to distressed

civilians for the most part not gratis but by sale through the

normal channels of trade was executed close on the heels of

Allied military operations.

On Sept. 25, the duties and responsibilities of OFRRO were ab-

sorbed by the Foreign Economic administration. On Nov. 9, the

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation administration was cre-

ated when 44 nations united and associated in the war signed an

agreement at the White House in Washington. Under this agree-

ment and in the light of the policies established by UNRRA at its

conference in Atlantic City, the organization will carry on relief

and rehabilitation in the areas liberated from the enemy.

Foreign Exchange: see EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE
RATES.

Foreign Investments in the United States.

The value of foreign holdings of United States stocks, bonds,

cash balances and other dollar assets, excluding gold, estimated

at $9,019,000,000 at the end of 1941, probably increased by

$1,125,000,000 during 1942 and 1943, despite the seizure by the

United States of certain enemy properties. The growth in short-

term assets exceeded this increase by about the value of the
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seized properties.

Among the interesting developments in this field between 1941

and 1943 was the cessation of large-scale liquidations of British

investments in the United States after about the middle of 1941

when the operation of the Lend-Lease act eased Great Britain's

burden of payments for future purchases. During 1943 Canadian

distilleries made further purchases of leading American liquor-

producing companies, and Guatemala and Haiti announced pur-

chases of United States government bonds as part of their con-

tribution to the war effort. The actions of the treasury depart-

ment and of the office of alien property custodian concerning

enemy-controlled properties were of particular interest.

The administration of controls over foreign property in the

United States from 1940 to 1943 was in general focused on enemy
and enemy-controlled properties and the property of neutrals

whose relations to the axis were suspect. Legislation and execu-

tive orders gave the treasury department and the alien property

custodian the primary responsibility for the control of these

properties.

The treasury's general jurisdiction covered:

1. Dollar balances, bullion and securities of governments or nationals, except
those businesses under the jurisdiction of the alien property custodian.

2. All property of the occupied and neutral countries and their nationals

except those particular tusincss enterprises where the alien property
custodian determined that it was in the national interest that he assume
control.

3. All transactions or business dealings with countries blocked under freez-

ing orders including the control of trade and commercial communica-
tions with the enemy and enemy-controlled countries.

The alien property custodian, in general, had jurisdiction of

the following:
1. Enemy-owned or controlled business enterprises, whether controlled

directly, through neutrals, or by virtue of the occupation of invaded

countries. This jurisdiction extended to the dollar balances and other

assets of such businesses.

2. All other types of enemy property, except dollar balances, bullion and
securities. These included estates, trusts, properties in receivership pro-
ceedings, real estate, mortgages, personal property, etc.

3. All foreign-owned patents, copyrights, trade marks and ships.

4. The interests in other business enterprises of all foreign nationals, when
the custodian certified to the secretary of the treasury that it was in the

national interest for him to assume control.

Executive orders in 1940 and 1941 immobilized the assets in

the United States of the axis and invaded countries. This served

as formal notice that any attempt to secure control of the dollar

assets of invaded countries or of their nationals by duress would

be blocked, while the requirement that all foreign assets in the

United States be registered laid the basis for effective control.

Even prior to Dec. 7, 1941, control had definitely shifted from a

passive measure to a valuable weapon of economic warfare.

The office of alien property custodian and the treasury strove

toward the following objectives:

1. The complete severance of all financial and commercial intercourse,
trade and communication, direct and indirect, between the United States

and the other American republics on the one hand, and axis or axis-

dominated countries on the other.

2. Control over the following potentially dangerous use of enemy property:
a. The use of assets to finance propaganda, espionage, and sabotage in

the United States, or in other United Nations countries.

b. The acquisition of stocks of strategic materials in United Nations
countries even though such materials were of no direct use to the

enemy, but were diverted from the war effort of the United States.

c. The mismanagement of plant and equipment either through failure

to convert to wartime production or through less than full utilization

with the specific objective of retarding maximum wartime production.
d. The mismanagement of properties and goods by permitting them to

deteriorate.
e. Limitations on the use of important techniques and processes through

the control of patents, patent applications and copyrights.
3. To promote the war effort of the United States by making available

enemy-controlled productive enterprises.

The first of these objectives was aided by the treasury's pro-

cedure of licensing foreign transactions in the United States, a

system of export control, and the publication of a list of persons

and enterprises in Latin America and in the eastern hemisphere

who were friendly to the enemy. This list, known as 'The Pro-

claimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals," contained over

Estimated Foreign /nv**fmenf in the United States by Principal Counfrfot

ond Areo, End of 1941

(in millions of dollars)

*Stocks, bonds, business enterprises, estates, trusts, real estate and mortgages.
flncludes estimated holdings of $100,000,000 of government securities not allocated

geographically.
Sources: Long-term data from International Economics and Statistics Unit, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, United States Department of Commerce;
Short-term data from Bulletin of the United States Ireasury Department for

Match 1942, as adjusted by the United States Department of Commerce.

11,000 names at the end of 1942, and served the other American

republics in controlling anti-United Nations activities.

To obtain their objectives the treasury and the alien property

custodian also took control of a number of enemy properties

in the United States. Both agencies were reported to have liqui-

dated more than 500 enterprises by May 1943, and were in the

process of liquidating others. It had previously been determined

that these were nonessential to the war effort and that the

national interest would be best served by making their produc-

tive assets and labour available to other producers. The shares

of a number of concerns important to the war production were

vested (the outright transfer of title to property from the foreign

owner to the custodian). The custodian, where necessary, re-

placed the management and other personnel by loyal, competent

persons. In 1943, he announced his intention to offer enemy

properties at public sale. Significant proportions of vested Ger-

man and Japanese assets were in chemical and insurance com-

panies, respectively. Italian interests, except for ships, were

relatively small and scattered. Rumanian, Hungarian and Bul-

garian nationals had little property in the U.S.

Almost i,800 vesting orders were issued between March 1942,

and July 1943. About half of the 318 vested business enter-

prises were German-owned and 40% were Japanese. Of the

72,000 copyrights vested in 63 orders, 70,000 were almost equally

divided between French and Italian music publishers. German-

owned copyrights, although concentrated in scientific and techni-

cal works, were a relatively small part of the total. More than

41,000 patents and patent applications were vested; over 25,000

of these were German-owned. About three-fourths of the 861

orders vesting estates and trusts pertained to German interests.

The proceeds of properties sold and liquidated by the custodian

and royalties collected on patents and copyrights were being held

by him pending ultimate congressional disposition of enemy prop-

erty in the United States. (See also EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EX-

CHANGE RATES.) (M. AB.)

Foreign Relief ond Rehabilitation Operations, Office

of: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.

Foreign Trade: see INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Early *n *943 ^yle F. Watts was appointed chief of

the forest service, United States department of

agriculture, succeeding Earle H. Clapp, who had been acting

chief after the death of Ferdinand Silcox in 1939. In transmit-

ting his first annual report to the secretary of agriculture, Mr.

Watts said, "There is reason for concern that wartime demands
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have unnecessarily accentuated forest problems urgently in

need of solution before the war." Pointing out "that we cannot

continue indefinitely to cut more than we grow/' Mr. Watts urged

public regulation of forest practices on privately owned lands.

He declared that nationwide action on such a vital issue could

not be effective if left to the states with no more than financial

aid from the federal government. He suggested comprehensive
federal legislation in which regulation of forest practices would

be "supported by an expanded and accelerated program of public

acquisition of forest lands to relieve private ownership of re-

sponsibility where conditions make this equitable or prudent/'
and would be "supplemented by better protection and by various

aids to private owners."

Public regulation of forest practices was considered by the

legislatures in 15 states during 1943. California, Maryland and

Minnesota adopted regulatory laws. Seven other states had pre-

viously enacted such legislation, although only Oregon and Vir-

ginia had attempted enforcement. The Eastern States Conser-

vation conference sponsored by the Council of State Governments

approved a model bill for forest regulation by the states after

a year's study of the problem.

Maintaining the output of lumber and other forest products
continued to present a major wartime problem. No sooner was

wood called upon to replace critical metals in many fields than

wood itself became a critical material. In spite of all efforts to

stimulate output, lumber cut during 1942, amounting to some

36,400,000,000 bd.ft., fell some 6,000,000,000 bd.ft. short of con-

sumption.

With stocks on hand at a critical low and dwindling rapidly,

the War Production board called upon the forest service to

utilize its field organization to facilitate the output of lumber

and pulpwood in the eastern states. Although the shortage of

manpower was fully recognized, there was need for special serv-

ice, particularly to small operators, in meeting the many inevi-

table procedures incident to war, in providing technical guidance
for forest cutting practices and in obtaining a log supply for

mills not adequately provided with standing timber.

Production from farm woodlands for war needs was also stim-

ulated by the assignment of 76 foresters by the forest service

in co-operation with the states to marketing projects involving

285 counties in the eastern states under the Norris-Doxey Farm

Forestry act.

The national forests contributed to national needs as never

before. The cut of timber from the national forests in the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1943, again established an all-time high
of 2,359,473,000 bd.ft. Of special importance was the program
for obtaining Sitka spruce from the national forests of Alaska.

Working under the most difficult winter conditions, contractors

engaged by the forest service delivered the first raft of logs

to Puget sound in Jan. 1943. The yield of aircraft quality lum-

ber from the Alaskan logs exceeded all expectations. During
the summer logs were arriving at a rate of 5,000,000 bd.ft. a

month.

Forest service research furnished a partial solution to the prob-
lem of labour shortage in the production of turpentine and rosin.

Chemical treatments applied in the woods make it possible to

double the interval between successive chippings without reduc-

ing the yield of gum. Looking to the future, substantial progress
was made in selecting and propagating strains of pine giving

unusually high yields of gum. Individual trees yielding between
two an4 three times as much gum as their associates of the same
size and vigour were segregated.

Indicative of the potential disruption and damage to war in-

dustries and transportation which forest fires may cause, as well

as of the importance of wood in the war, is the record of two

WYOMING'S most disastrous forest fire, set by lightning on July 31, 1943, In

the Big Horn national forest, destroyed thousands of acres of timberland.

Soldiers joined with forest rangers and civilians in attempting to control the

spread of the flames

incendiary bombings by Japanese which occurred in the forests

of western Oregon. Fortunately neither resulted in a serious

outbreak.

Because of the importance of more intensive forest fire pro-

tection in wartime, congress again supplemented regular appro-

priations with emergency funds. The $12,212,000 made available

in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, served to protect the

zones of greatest danger, but left unprotected, as in previous

years, about a third of the entire area needing organized protec-

tion, mostly in the south. And fires in the south were particularly

widespread during the spring of 1943.

The fire protective agencies were handicapped by loss of ex-

perienced men to military service and war industries. Liquida-

tion of the Civilian Conservation corps was offset in a limited

way by the availability of some 2,000 conscientious objectors

assigned to the forest service for work of national importance

under civilian direction. Sixty of these men volunteered as

"smoke-jumpers'* in the Pacific northwest and northern Rocky
Mountain regions, thus permitting an expansion of the use of

parachutes to drop men and supplies from aeroplanes for prompt
attack on fires in remote and inaccessible areas.

When the Japanese invasion of the Netherlands Indies and

shipping difficulties cut off the supply of imported rubber, the

United States undertook the development of native sources as

well as the manufacture of synthetic rubber. For many years

natural rubber was produced commercially but in limited volume

from guayule, a desert plant native to parts of northern Mexico

and southern Texas. Production in the United States was lim-

ited to one concern with several hundred acres of plantations

and a small extraction plant in California. Expansion of planta-

tions and other facilities for the production of guayule rubber

was assigned to the forest service.

By June 30, 1943, 23,470 ac. had been planted with guayule.

Seven nurseries, aggregating over 3,400 ac., were established in

California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. Sufficient stock

was available in these nurseries for the additional planting re-

quested by the rubber director for the 1943-44 season. From
mature cultivated shrub 440 tons of high quality rubber were

extracted.
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A pilot plant was erected to gain experience with a process

extensively used in Germany for the production of ethyl alcohol

or high protein livestock feed from wood waste or low quality

timber. By this process sawmill waste was successfully used for

the manufacture of synthetic rubber. (C. E. B.)

British Empire. For yet another year the main effort on the

part of empire foresters was in the supply of timber and other

forest products required either for munitions of war or to replace

timber previously imported from other countries. There was also

an increased concentration of thought on postwar planning. The

British Forestry commission produced an important note on post-

war forest policy, the main aim of which would be to ensure at

least 5,000,000 ac. of effective woodland which would be secured

from 2,000,000 ac. of existing woodlands and 3,000,000 ac. to

be obtained from afforestation of bare lands. The note also pro-

posed the dedication of existing private woodlands in return for

state assistance. At the close of the year discussion was continu-

ing. The Canadian Society of Forest Engineers issued a state-

ment of the forest policy they considered suitable for Canada.

Proposals for largely increasing the area to be planted by the

state in the Union, of South Africa were also put forward. Other

forest departments of the empire were engaged in postwar

planning, often in collaboration with other authorities such as

agricultural and veterinary departments.
It was being realized that the many new uses for timber intro-

duced during the war, as well as the improved methods of using

timber and its main bases, cellulose and lignin, must result to

some extent in a change in the chief objects of forest manage-
ment. The old demand for large sizes of lumber was to a great

extent replaced by a demand for veneers and the building up
of laminated wood structures. It seemed possible, therefore,

that forests would have to be managed to produce the maximum

quantity of wood rather than the smaller quantity of superfine

large timber. (See also LUMBER.) (H. R. BD.)

(TAIWAN), Japanese colony, ceded to Japan by

China after the war of 1894-95, a large island in

the western Pacific, separated from China to the west by the

Taiwan straits and from the Philippines to the south by the

Bashi and Balintang channels. The Pescadores (Bokoto) and

other outlying islands form a political division -of the Taiwan

government-general. Area 13,429 sq.mi.; pop. (1938) 5,746,959,

of whom 308,845 were Japanese and about 150,000 aboriginal

tribesmen in the mountainous interior. The majority of the

Formosans are of Chinese stock, and restitution of the island to

China was one of the decisions of the Cairo conference of Presi-

dent Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill and Generalissimo

Chiang Kai-shek in the last days of Nov. 1943. Capital, Taihoku.

Governor-general in 1943, Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa. There is a

large naval base at Mako, in the Pescadores.

Education, Trade, Agriculture, Mining, Industries. In 1937

there were 143 primary schools, with 1,108 teachers and 43*671

pupils, for the Japanese, and 788 schools, with 7,242 teachers

and 445,396 pupils, for the natives. The unit of currency is the

Japanese yen, valued at 23.48 U.S. cents before the outbreak

of war in the Pacific. The Formosan budget was 183,014,971

yen in 1938-39, 260,530,226 yen in 1939-40. Overseas trade,

overwhelmingly with Japan and its territories, amounted to

592,938,000 yen (exports) and 408,650,000 yen (imports) in

1939. Formosa is one of the world's largest producers of cam-

phor, and there is a government monopoly of this product, and

also of salt, opium and tobacco. The soil and climate of For-

mosa have proved favourable to the cultivation of sugar, and

there was a sharp increase in the output of sugar to 2,364,550,976

kin in 1939, as compared with 1,650,266,812 kin in 1938. (The

kin is about one and one-third U.S. pounds). The output of rice

increased from about 330,000 tons in 1899 to about 1,600,000

tons in 1938. More than half the annual rice crop is exported to

Japan. The island contains limited deposits of gold and iron

and is a producer of tea and jute. There were 646 mi. of govern-

ment and 317 mi. of privately owned railways in Formosa in

1937, besides 1,246 mi. of railways designed for the use of pri-

vate firms, mostly sugar companies. There were 217 telegraph

offices in the island, with 734 mi. of line. There were 2,946 mi.

of telephone lines. There were 633,053 savings bank depositors

in the island in 1937, and deposits in savings banks amounted to

27,136,748 yen. (W. H. CH.)

Foundations: see DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS and foundations

under their specific names.

Pluhc
ulUDS*

Approximately 1,690,000 rural girls and boys
* between the ages of 10 and 21 enrolled as

4-H club members in 1943.

The 4-H members produced about 5,000,000 bushels of garden

products during the year; produced and cared for 9,000,000

chickens and other poultry; cared for and managed 90,000 head

of dairy cattle and 600,000 head of other livestock; grew 12,000,-

ooo pounds of soybeans, peanuts and other legumes; and canned

15,000,000 jars of vegetables, fruits and meats. They collected

more than 300,000,000 pounds of metal scrap and purchased or

sold to others over $25,000,000 worth of war bonds and stamps.

Some 800,000 members helped to safeguard their own health and

that of their families and communities by having periodic health

examinations, checking food and health habits, taking first aid

and home nursing courses, and removing farm and home acci-

dent hazards. There was a marked increase in the number of

4-H members who helped care for and repair farm and home

equipment, who repaired and remade their own and frequently

their families' clothing, who helped provide farm fuel supplies,

and participated in fire prevention activities. In addition, 4-H
members worked many hours on home and neighbouring farms

to help relieve the shortage in farm labour.

Because of wartime conditions only one national 4-H event

was held in 1943, the 22nd annual National 4-H Club congress.

This was held in Chicago, 111., Nov. 28 to Dec. i, with an at-

tendance of approximately 800 rural girls and boys accompanied

by their state 4-H leaders. Forty-six states and two provinces of

Canada were represented. A national 4-H Mobilization week was

observed Feb. 6-13 and a national 4-H Achievement week
Nov. 6-13.

The 4-H clubs are conducted by county agricultural and home
economics extension agents co-operatively employed by the U.S.

department of agriculture, the state land-grant colleges, and the

counties in which they work. There is a supervisory staff located

at the state land-grant colleges and the U.S. department of agri-

culture. Assisting the county agents in conducting the 4-H clubs

are volunteer local leaders (157,726 in 1943). In 1943 there were

about 93,000 clubs representing practically every county in the

48 states and Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. (M. L. W.)

^n occuP*e(^ state situated in the west of Europe;
bordered N. by Belgium and Luxembourg, N.E. by

Germany, E. by Germany and Switzerland, S.E. by Italy, S. by

Spain, with the Mediterranean sea on its southeast coast, the

Atlantic ocean on the west, and the English channel and the

North sea to the north. Area, 212,736 sq.mi.; pop. census (1936)

41,907,056; estimate (April i, 1941) 39,302,511, exclusive of war

prisoners; provisional capital, Vichy; chief of state in 1943

(since 1940) : Marshal Henri Philippe Ptain. By the armistice
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of June 22, 1940, France was divided into two zones: the occu-

pied and the unoccupied (c. 85,000 sq.mi.). Although the Ger-

mans in Nov. 1942 occupied the whole of France (save portions

of Savoy and the Riviera occupied by the Italians) the line of

demarcation was maintained until March i, 1943, when it was

abolished, and postal communication and unlimited travel be-

tween the two zones was restored except for Jews. After the

Italians surrendered to the Allies on Sept. 3, 1943, the portions

of French territory occupied by them were taken over by the

Germans.

Language: French; religion: Roman Catholic; c. 1,000,000

Protestants.

History. The history of France in 1943 must be studied under

two different heads that of totally occupied metropolitan France

and that of the gradually-liberated French colonies and protec-

torates.

Occupied France. The year 1943 was one of hardship for

metropolitan France. On Jan. 4, 1943, as a reply to the North

African campaign of the Allies, the Germans created a closed

military zone along the French Mediterranean coast, from Men-
ton to the Pyrenees, and rushed fortifications in order to ward

off a possible Allied attack. By the end of March, having decided

to expand these fortifications along the whole South European
coast, they demanded 100,000 French workers to help construct

a "Mediterranean wall."

In all, German demands for French workers during the year
amounted to over 1,000,000 men: on February 21, they asked for

250,000 workers to supplement 130,000 already there, promising
(o release only 50,000 war prisoners in exchange; on April 12,

Vichy announced that "250,000 French prisoners would become

*free labourers' in German war plants on *

captivity furlough'," and

on April 15, Madrid reported that Pierre Laval, Plain's chief of

government, had turned over to the German Labour corps all of

the 1^250,000 French war prisoners. Still, in May, 400.000 more
workers were sent to Germany by Laval, and on June 5, he broad-

cast from Paris the order to mobilize the 1942 military class for

work in Germany, whereby 200,000 were to go without delay.
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Fearing a possible vengeance of French patriots, Laval on Jan. 30,

organized a "French militia," dressed in brown shirts, as his own
elite guard. The French chief of government seemed to have fore-

seen that he would need protection, as once again there was an at-

tempt on his life; while he and his finance secretary, Pierre

Cathala, were returning from a conference with Adolf Hitler

(April 29) they were wounded by a time bomb, although Vichy

officially denied the attack. There were also two more assaults on

the life of the notorious collaborationist, Marcel Beat. For the

first attempt in Tours, seven patriots were executed by the Ger-

mans on Jan. 13; the second took place near Paris, on March 10,

but D6at escaped unharmed.

On the whole, 1943 was the most fertile year yet in sabotage,

assaults on the occupying authorities as well as on French Quis-

lings, and in open revolts. On March 7, 200 persons were arrested

for blocking trains transporting conscripted workers from Mar-

seilles and Lyon. On March 8, 23 nazis were killed in Lille, and

on March 10, 12 were assassinated in Lyon. The same day, a

munition train was blown up between Valence and Vienne. On
March 13, Swiss dispatches stated that French guerrillas (mostly

fugitive conscripted workers) under the command of General

Carder and supplied with arms by Allied planes, were battling

Italians in the Hautc-Savoie. However, on March 17, aided by
French police forces, the Germans blockaded the fighters and

put a momentary end to the revolt. After a short pause, riots

again took place in various French towns, and on May 18, mar-

tial law was declared in Clermont-Ferrand. The Swiss press

stated that 150 persons, including many government officials, were

arrested for plotting against Laval, when in his effort to collabo-

rate at any price, he agreed to send 400,000 more French workers

to Germany. The underground's answer was the assassination in

Marseilles of Jean Bouisson, propaganda chief of Pierre Laval's

militia (May 30). On June 27, the Berlin radio announced that

Fritz Schmidt, nazi party chief in Holland, engaged in conscript-

ing workers, "met with a fatal accident during a tour of France."

In August, street fights broke out in Paris and its suburbs, and

throughout the country patriots revolted and killed nazis, Ger-

man casualties amounting to thousands of men.

While Laval forced France into a still closer collaboration with
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Germany and, besides his "labour levy," applied drastic meas-

ures against the Jews (he denaturalized 100,000 Jews and au-

thorized that several thousands be taken as hostages, shot or de-

ported to the east), Ptain tried to maintain the Vichy regime by

pursuing the policy of his much publicized "national revolution."

On May day, 1943, he asserted that France was "on the right

road" to revival, and asked the people to "smash the lies which

aim at seducing you." However, the Vichy home intrigues de-

veloped into a new crisis, when suddenly, on Nov. 18, Plain's

resignation was reported by Berne. He was said to have resigned

because he was not permitted to make a broadcast on Nov. 13,

convoking the chamber of deputies to choose his successor and

establish a parliamentary government ;
but soon the crisis seemed

to dissolve, and little news leaked out about the incident. The
Swiss press explained that all had been staged by the old marshal

himself in an attempt to prevent Laval from succeeding him after

his death.

During the fourth year of occupation, the population of France

saw itself deprived of most of the natural resources and manu-
factured goods. The breadlines became each day longer; on

February 27, the people were faced with the necessity of living

one whole month of 1943 without bread.

The tragic situation of the French people was further aggra-
vated during 1943 by the intensive air raids of the Allied air

forces. Frequent, devastating attacks were carried out over the

French channel ports (especially towards the end of the year,

when the Germans installed rocket guns there), industrial cen-

tres, railroad junctions, airfields, power stations, etc. Towns like

Lille, Abbeville, Le Havre, Brest, Lorient, St. Nazaire, Le Creu-

sot, Lyon; Marseilles, as well as the industrial suburbs of Paris,

were systematically blasted from the sky; Renault, Citroen,

Potez and other plants which were doing high-speed work for the

German war industry, if not entirely put out of production,
were at least extremely damaged, and their production power was

considerably diminished.

Underground Movement. The efforts of the underground
movement in 1943 were particularly concentrated on: (i) pre-

venting the French workers from going to Germany; (2) form-

ing of organized resistance to the Germans, and (3) helping

political prisoners escape to England and Africa. The French

clandestine press served actively those purposes. In the summer
of 1940, there were only three underground newspapers; by the

summer of 1943, the number had increased to 70, with a total

circulation of 800,000 a month, the chief publications being:

Combat, Liberation, Defense de la France, La France, L*Human-

iti, La Vie Ouvridre, Resistance, Cahier fran^ais du timoignage

chr^tien, Le Populaire, Franc Tireur.

Fearing the interference of the underground, the Germans
transferred their most valuable prisoners to Germany, and, on

April 4, it was announced that the former French political leaders,

Lon Blum, Edouard Daladicr, Paul Reynaud and Georges Man-

del, and General Maurice Gamelin, were interned somewhere in

Germany.
Finance. The 1943 French budget, as reported in Switzerland,

listed for the year expenditures of 128,000,000,000 francs (about

$2,560,000,000) and revenues of 102,000,000,000 francs (about

$2,040,000,000). It did not mention the government's debt of

201,000,000,000 francs to the Bank of France to meet German

occupation costs, which in 1943 amounted to 300,000,000 francs

a day, while 125,000,000 francs would have been sufficient to

cover the expenses. On the black bourse of neutral countries, the

value of the franc varied from 250 to 350 to the dollar, while the

official rate remained 43.50. So far, World War II had cost

France $10,100,000,000, according to an estimate of the depart-

ment of commerce, Washington, Feb. 5, 1943.

Liberated France. Meanwhile, in North Africa, the military

operations of the Allies progressed steadily operations in which

French troops took a prominent part (see WORLD WAR II).

The political situation in North Africa, complicated by the as-

sassination of Admiral Jean Darlan on Christmas eve, 1942, suf-

fered several serious crises in 1943. The disagreement between

Generals Charles de Gaulle and Henri Honor6 Giraud increased

when a spokesman of de Gaulle, broadcasting from London, on

Jan. i, 1943, demanded that the "Vichy-packed" French Imperial
council in Algiers be eliminated, before de Gaulle would join

with Giraud. De Gaulle's forces were further irked by the report

that Marcel Peyrouton, former Vichy minister of the interior and

ambassador to Argentina, had been appointed governor general of

Algeria Jan. 19, 1943.

At the end of the historic meeting of Casablanca (Jan. 10-24,

1943) between President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Winston

Churchill, de Gaulle and Giraud, the latter two announced: "We
have met. We have talked. We have registered our entire agree-

ment on the end to be achieved, which is the liberation of France

and the triumph of human liberties by the total defeat of the

enemy. This end will be attained by a union in war of all French-

men fighting side by side with all their Allies." It must be

pointed out, however, that the understanding at Casablanca was

of a purely military nature; the political situation continued as

before. On Feb. 9, Peyrouton created a Permanent Council of

War Economy, of 39 members, headed by Gen. Jean M. J. Ber-

geret, former Vichy air minister, and a few days later, he ap-

pointed Antoine Gardel, former aide to General Maxime Wey-
gand, director of Press and Information services. At the same

time, de Gaulle, demanding the restoration of the laws of the re-

public, told a press conference in London that if freedom of the

press, individual liberty and the right to peaceful assembly were

restored in French North Africa, the differences between him and

the regime of Gen. Giraud would soon disappear. On Feb. 8,

Gen. Georges Catroux, Fighting French delegate and commander
in chief in Syria, arrived in Algiers to represent General de Gaulle

in conferences with General Giraud. From that time on General

Catroux was the constant mediator between the two generals.

Negotiations leading to the formation of the French Committee

of National Liberation were made public on April 19, 1943, by
the French military mission in Washington. At first, Gen. Giraud

proposed to Gen. de Gaulle the creation of a "French Council of

Overseas Territories," which would exercise French sovereignty

until the creation of a provisional government. In his answer to

this proposal, made public in Washington on April 21, Gen. de

Gaulle urged representation of the French underground move-

ment, curbing of the military commander's authority and removal

of Vichyites from important posts in North Africa. On April 27,

Gen. Giraud offered through Gen. Catroux to meet de Gaulle, but,

almost simultaneously he accepted the services of Vice Admiral

Emile Henri Muselier, former naval chief to Gen. de Gaulle, who

had been dismissed by the latter. On May 10, however, Gen.

Giraud made again unity proposals to Gen. de Gaulle, who finally

accepted the principle of a seven-man council and announced on

May 24, 1943, that he would soon leave for Algiers with Rene*

Massigli, foreign affairs commissioner and Andr6 Philip, interior

commissioner; Gen. Catroux was to precede them.

French Committee of National Liberation. Generals de Gaulle

and Giraud met in Algiers on May 30, 1943, and on the following

day the French Committee of National Liberation was formed as

follows: the two generals became co-presidents; the Giraud ap-

pointees were Jean Monnet and Gen. Alphonse-Joseph Georges,

who had just escaped from France; the de Gaulle appointees were

Gen. Catroux, Rene Massigli and Andrd Philip, who was elected

by the other six. On June 7, the French Committee of National
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Liberation appointed a cabinet of 14 and subsequently it was

recognized by 25 countries. The United States, Great Britain,

Canada and the U.S.S.R. recognized it on Aug. 26. As an immedi-

ate consequence to the committee's creation, there were several

resignations of high officials, as for instance those of Marcel Pey-
routon and Gen. Charles Nogues, resident general of Morocco,
who was replaced by Gabriel Puaux, on June 7. But, far from

being satisfied by this state of affairs, Gen. de Gaulle, on June n,
threatened to resign from the Committee of Liberation unless it

would agree to ythe elimination of Vichyite officers from the army.
He also opposed Gen. Giraud as national defense minister while

still army commander and urged the dismissal of Pierre Boisson,

Vichyite French West Africa governor general and the elimination

of Vice Admiral Muselier. A new compromise was reached, how-

ever, on June 22, under which Gen. Giraud was to retain com-

mand of the French armies in Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and

French West Africa, while Gen. de Gaulle was to continue as

commander of all forces in the rest of the empire. An eight-man

committee, including the two generals, was set up to reorganize

the French army. In the summer of 1943, following an invitation

issued a long time before by President Roosevelt, Gen. Giraud

visited the United States. He arrived in Washington on July 7,

and conferred with Roosevelt and his military leaders, about the

rearmament of 300,000 French soldiers with U.S. equipment.

After a trip to Canada, Giraud returned to Algiers via London

where he saw Prime Minister Winston Churchill. Upon his ar-

rival in Algiers on July 22, he was faced with a new crisis, and

on July 31, the Committee of Liberation proceeded to an im-

portant reorganization by a new distribution of roles. Gen. de

Gaulle was named head of a newly formed National Defense

committee which made him civil leader; Gen. Giraud was named

military commander subject to committee decisions. Information

Commissioner Henri Bonnet declared that complete unity had

been achieved. On Au. 12, a Commission of Purification was

set up in Algiers by the Committee of Liberation to eliminate ad-

vocates of collaboration from public posts. These measures met

with the approval of the French Council of Resistance (union of

underground groups in occupied France) who, on July 25, had

asked the Liberation committee "to finish once and for all with

the survivals of Vichy," and to "remain faithful to General de

Gaulle." The Commission of Purification proceeded to arrest

leading collaborationists, accused of treason by the Committee of

Liberation, including Pierre Pucheu, former Vichy minister of

interior; Gen. Jean Bergeret; former Premier Pierre-Etienne

Flandin; Marcel Peyrouton; Pierre Tixier-Vignancourt, former

Vichy secretary of information; Pierre Boisson, former governor

general of French West Africa; former deputy Andr6 Albert;

former director of the state bank in Casablanca, Desoubry and

numerous other well-known personalities. On the other hand, the

question of the political prisoners interned in North Africa by the

Vichy regime, was finally solved; on Oct. 14, Algiers announced

that 7,100 men and women had been freed. On Oct. 21 the Cre-

mieux decree (see ANTI-SEMITISM) was reinstated in Algeria,

and towards the end of 1943 the Committee of Liberation decided

to grant "full citizenship rights" to French Moslems there and

to increase their proportion in political offices.

On Sept. 25, 1943, the United States signed a lend-lease agree-

ment with the Committee of Liberation, formalizing an aid pro-

gram in effect since the Casablanca conference. On Oct. 19, Al-

giers reported that Gen. de Gaulle had conferred with British

Foreign Minister Anthony Eden and U.S. Secretary of State Cor-

dell Hulf, when they stopped in Africa on their way to Moscow,
and that "substantial unanimity" on future programs had been

reached. There was a certain discontent at Algiers, as France had

not been invited to the Moscow and Tehran conferences.

On Nov. 3, a Provisional Consultative assembly composed of

84 members, including numerous former deputies and delegates

of the resistance, met in Algiers and functioned as a kind of an

advisory body without legislative power. Gen. de Gaulle de-

scribed it as the "voice of the nation rising from the dungeon."
On Nov. 25, it was announced by the Committee of Liberation

that the membership of the assembly would be raised to 102 to

include 18 more members of the underground. On account of cer-

tain disagreements, Gen. Giraud and four of his supporters re-

signed on Nov. 9 from the Committee of Liberation, but he re-

mained head of the French army. And on Nov. 30, Commissioner

of Justice Frangois de Menthon declared that Gen. Charles de

Gaulle and all members of the French Committee of National

Liberation would resign "to the president of a provisionally

elected French assembly after liberation." (See also FRENCH
COLONIAL EMPIRE; INTERNATIONAL LAW; WORLD WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Vercors, Lcs Silences de la Mer (only underground
book published in France in 1943); Andre Labarthe, Rctour an Feu (1943)
(Tunisian campaign).

France, Free (Fighting France): see FRANCE; FRENCH
COLONIAL EMPIRE.

>' Spanish soldier and

statesman, was born in Galicia. After

military service in Morocco, he became a colonel in 1926, and

served under the Spanish republic of 1931 in the Balearic Islands,

being later transferred to Morocco again. In 1935, he was made
chief of staff. On the outbreak of the civil war in June 1936, he

flew to Tetuan, in Spanish Morocco, and there organized the

transport of Foreign Legionaries and Moorish troops to the Span-
ish mainland, whither he soon followed. Upon the death of Gen.

Sanjurjo, Gen. Franco became military leader of the insurgents.

After his victorious conclusion of the civil war in 1939 he added

the title of prime minister to the others he possessed, organized

his cabinet, and began the task of reconstruction. Franco issued

a declaration of "strictest neutrality" in Sept. 1939.

Franco's position in 1942-43 was unenviable. Successive Allied

victories led him to water down his pro-axis sentiments and hew

closely to the line of neutrality. He tried the role of peacemaker
on May 10, 1943, urging both the Allies and axis powers to cease

fighting because, he asserted, a deadlock had been reached. His

appeal was ignored by the Allies, since it was presumed that Ger-

many was using him as a mouthpiece to sound out Allied senti-

ments regarding a negotiated peace. Within Spain, opposition to

his rule grew during 1943, with the monarchists purportedly seek-

ing to oust him from power; on July 18, he warned the mon-

archists that he would not tolerate continued plotting for his

overthrow. (See also SPAIN.)

FrPfioriftoll llnvri D (l883~ ), U.S. army officer, was

riGUCIIIIall, LIUjfU II. born Dec. 28 in Wyoming. A cadet

at the U.S. Military academy, 1901-02 and 1902-03, he was
commissioned a second lieutenant of infantry in 1907. He gradu-
ated from the Army Signal school in 1914, took a field officers'

course in 1922, graduated from the Command and General Staff

school with honours in 1923, and completed studies at the Army
War college iri 1925. During World War I, he served as General

Pershing's staff assistant. From his post as chief of an army
corps at Chicago, he went into active duty in 1942. He com-
manded the U.S. army corps in North Africa until he was re-

placed by General George Patton during the Tunisian campaign.
On his return to the United States he was made commander of

the second army at Memphis, Tenn., replacing Gen. Ben Lear,
who was retiring. On May 27, 1943, Fredendall was promoted to

the rank of lieutenant general.
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Fret France (Fighting France): see FRANCE; FRENCH

COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Freeman, James Edward w^
66

born
4i3

juiy \l ^f New
York city. After finishing his public school education, he worked

for 15 years in the legal and accounting departments of the Long
Island and New York Central railroads. He was well on the way
to a successful business career when Bishop Henry C. Potter

induced him to study for the ministry. He was ordained as

Episcopal deacon in 1894. During the years that followed he

built large congregations in Yonkers, Minneapolis and Washing-

ton and founded numerous community centres. He went to

Washington as rector of the Church of the Epiphany in 1921 and

was elected the third Protestant Episcopal bishop of Washing-
ton in 1923. Soon after he became bishop he revived a 40-year-

old plan to construct the National cathedral in Washington, a

national shrine similar to Westminster abbey. He raised enough

funds to get construction under way and open the partially com-

pleted structure for worship in 1932. He died in Washington,

June 6.

Freeman, Richard Austin

colony as assistant colonial surgeon. At the turn of the century

he became acting deputy medical officer at the Holloway prison

and in 1904 acting assistant medical officer of the Port of Lon-

don. His wide medical background gave credence to the exploits

of his chief mystery story hero, detective-pathologist Dr. Thorn-

dyke. His works include: The Red Thumb Mark (1907), The

Eye of Osiris (1911), The Singing Bone (1912), The Cat's Eye
(1923), The Stoneware Monkey (1938), Dr. Thorndyke's Crime

File (1941), an omnibus of Dr. Thorndyke stories, and The

Jacob Street Mystery (1942). Dr. Freeman died at Gravesend,

England, Sept. 30.

Fretr Gallery of Art: see SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

French Colonial Empire.

Total area (excluding Syria

and Lebanon) (approx.)

4,579,000 sq.mi.; total pop. (est. Dec. 1939) 67,591,000. Certain

essential information on the French colonies, protectorates and

mandates is given in the table.

The year 1943 saw the extension of the authority of the French

Committee for National Liberation over all French colonial pos-

sessions, with the exception of Indo-China which remained under

Japanese control.

French North Africa. Relief measures, following on military

operations, necessitated the establishment of an Anglo-American
North African economic board to supervise the supply of civilian

goods and restore normal economic conditions. By May 31, 170,-

ooo tons of lend-lease goods had been received and, in exchange,

50,000 tons of raw materials were exported to the United King-
dom and the United States, including manganese, cobalt ore, cork,

tanbark, red squill, iron ore and phosphate rock. In March, a ra-

tioning system for clothes was announced. On May 18, the Vichy

press laws were abrogated. An order of Feb. 17 allowed Jews to

enlist in combatant units and in March it was reported that the

Jewish Affairs bureau had been liquidated. An economic high

council was set up on Feb. 5 on which each country of French

Africa was represented. The exchange rate was changed from 75

francs to the dollar and 300 francs to the to 50 francs to the

dollar and 200 francs to the L Transfer of funds between terri-

tories under the control of Generals de Gaulle and Giraud was

allowed in May.

Algeria. Marcel Peyrouton, who was appointed governor*gen-

eral in January, ordered the reinstatement of municipal officers

who were in office on June 22, 1940, and the return of public

officials and members of the administration dismissed by Vichy
laws. The Delegations Financteres and Conseil Suprieur were re-

established in February and a Conseil Permanent de TEconomie

de Guerre was created the same month. In April municipal coun-

cils were reinstated.

On June 3 General Georges Catroux was nominated governor-

general in place of Peyrouton who resigned.

In the autumn M. Walet, attorney-general at the court of ap-

peal, was dismissed on the recommendation of the "Purge Com-
mission."

General de Gaulle announced on Dec. 12 that French citizenship

French Colonial Empire

(as at Dec. 14, 1943)

^Population 1936 census.
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was to be accorded to Moslem elite in Algeria; the proportion of

Moslems in local assemblies was to be increased and more ad-

ministrative posts were to be opened to them.

Tunisia. Approximately 8,000 refugees were given clothes and

employment; markets in essential commodities reopened under

Allied supervision; food was imported at the rate of 140 tons

daily and the whole railway network was restored by the end of

May. The Sultan Mohammed el Moncef was deposed in May and

succeeded by Sidi Aliin Pasha who resigned in July.

General Charles Mast was appointed resident-general on May
7 and took up his duties on June 25, General Alphonse Juin hold-

ing temporary office until his arrival. M. Joppe, attorney-general,

was suspended and replaced by M. Verin.

French Morocco. Gabriel Puaux was nominated resident-

general on June 3 to replace General Charles Nogues, M. Meyrier

acting as resident-general until Puaux's arrival on June 21.

By September no high official retained the post he held at the

time of Puaux's appointment. Under Nogues the municipal coun-

cils were reinstated in April and Colonel Maurice Herviot was re-

placed by Colonel Ferdinand Taillardat as director of public se-

curity in the Morocco provisional government.
French West Africa. Pierre Boisson's resignation as gover-

nor was announced on June 29. French reservists demobilized in

1940 were ordered to return to their units by Jan. 15. The ap-

pointment of Admiral William A. Glass ford, Jr., head of the

U.S. mission to Dakar, as President Roosevelt's personal repre-

sentative in French West Africa was announced on May 28.

Elected municipal councils v.ere restored in March. An eco-

nomic council was set up which reported a decrease in the pro-

duction of ground-nuts and the export to the Allies of oil seeds,

rubber and mahogany.
French Equatorial Africa. General de Gaulle and Rene

Pleven arrived in Brazzaville on Aug. 28 on a visit.

French Somaliland. Jibuti adhered to General de Gaulle on

Dec. 28, 1942.

Madagascar and Reunion. General Paul Louis Legcntil-
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homme, high commissioner, landru on Jan. 7, ihe British were

continuing improvements at Diego Suarez on the basis of French

prewar plans, and the British government had paid 10,000 in

compensation to civilians for damage done by British troops. On

Sept. 25 it was announced that General Albert Lelong had been

appointed to command French troops in Madagascar.

Martinique, Guadeloupe and French Guiana. See French

Possessions in America.

St. Pierre and Miquelon. See French Possessions in America.

French India. In January the governor, Louis Bonvin, stated

that the colony was still governed by the laws of the Third Re-

public.

French Oceania. It was announced on Oct. 15 that Christian

Maigret had been appointed temporary governor. In November,

Jacques Tallec was appointed commissioner general in the Pacific,

governor of New Caledonia and high commissioner of France in

the New Hebrides.

French Indo-China. An agreement was reported to have

been signed with Japan for the export of grain. (See also LEB-

ANON; PACIFIC ISLANDS, FRENCH; SYRIA.) (X.)
French Possessions in America. The French colonies in

America are in three regional groupings: two small islands at the

mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, St. Pierre and Miquelon (area:

93 sq.mi.; pop. 4,000); French Guiana and Inini, on the east

coast of South America north of the Amazon river (area: c. 34,700

sq.mi.; pop.: c. 36,000); some half-dozen islands in the Lesser

Antilles, of which the most important are Martinique (area: 386

sq.mi.; pop.: 255,000) and Guadaloupe (area: 583 sq.mi.; pop. :

304,250). The total area of the remaining islands is 104 sq.mi.;

pop. : approx. 33,000. About 95% of the pop. is Negro or mulatto.

The opening months of 1943 found the southern French pos-

sessions in serious circumstances. While the French West Indies

had officially announced independent action in relation to Vichy

France, the administration had remained loyal to that govern-
ment and had refused to co-operate with the American nations.

For this reason the United States had cut off diplomatic and com-

mercial relations in Nov. 1942, and no vessels arrived in the
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duction for 1942 amounted to 2,475 8*1 common, and 3,200 gal.French colonies with supplies. Stocks of supplies had already
been short, and real hardship followed.

On March 16 a bloodless coup by army officers, supported by
the populace, seized control in French Guiana and declared ad-

herence to the Free French cause. Jean Rapenne was appointed

governor of the colony by General Giraud. Brazilian and United

States military observers arrived at Cayenne at the end of the

month, and much-needed supplies followed with a consequent im-

provement in conditions.

In the Antilles the governor, Admiral Georges Robert, held out

until June 29 when he requested that United States plenipoten-

tiaries be sent to discuss a transfer of authority. After a confer-

ence, Henri-Etienne Hoppenot was named high commissioner of

the Antilles by the French Committee of National Liberation.

Admiral Robert resigned July 13, and by August was on his way
to Vichy. United States shipments to the islands were then re-

sumed with an improvement in conditions, but strict control over

profits was retained, and sale of autos, tires and tubes was care-

fully rationed.

In St. Pierre and Miquelon a Council of Fisheries was estab-

lished, replacing a former consultative commission. Prohibition of

the export of postage stamps w s ordered April 29.

Trade and Resources. Trade statistics were not available;

the shipping shortage and the political situation reduced the trade

of the southern French colonies to a standstill in the early part

of the year. St. Pierre and Miquelon in 1942 exported dried fish

to the amount of 50,596 short tons (the total codfish catch was

88,690 tons; in 1941 it had been 83,683 tons). Cod-liver oil pro-

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT rode in a jeep down the troop-lined streets of Casa-

blanca during the military conference there Jan. 14-24, 1943,

steam process, oil. In 1942 the production of silver and platinum
fox skins was 306.

In normal times French Guiana exports gold, cabinet woods,
fish glue, rum and cacao. The French West Indian islands produce

mainly sugar, rum and bananas for export, with lesser output of

cacao, coffee and vanilla. Both areas depend on imports for the

greater part of food requirements, and all nonfood needs.

(D. RD.)

Committee of National Liberation: see FRANCE.

Congo: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Equatorial Africa: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Guiana: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Guinea: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Indo-China: sec FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

French
French
French
French
French
French

Fronrh I itorotiiro
After the occu

i
>ation of a11

IICIIUI LllCldlUIC. tan France by the German troops in

Nov. 1942, the only books or news of books that seeped across

French frontiers were brought by underground representatives or

by occasional refugees, with the result that only the most frag-

mentary information was available.

Two new elements would appear to have characterized the lit-

erary scene inside France during 1943: namely, the appearance of

an organized underground literature functioning in defiance of the

nazis (Editions de Minnit, Cahiers de la Liberation, Lettres

Francaiscs not to be confused with the review of the same name
in Buenos Aires etc.) and the final withdrawal into silence of

most of the established prose writers after the disappearance of

the so-called "unoccupied" zone.

The poetic renaissance, already noted in 1942, gained in mo-
mentum during 1943. Foremost among the participants in this

attempt to forge a secret language of communication through the

medium of poetry were the former Surrealist poets, Aragon and

Eluard, both of whom furnished brilliant examples of the poetry
of resistance through allusion (see Les Yeux d'Elsa, by Louis Ara-

gon, Un Senl Nom, by Eluard). Henri Michaux, Alain Bousquet,
Pierre Emmanuel, Jacques Destaing, Maurice Hervent, Armand

Robin, Lanza del Vasto and others figured among those taking

part in this poetic conspiracy^

After three years of "collaborationist" direction under the edi-

torship of Pierre Drieu la Rochelle, and an unsuccessful attempt
to return it to its former editor, Jean Paulhan, the famous Nou-
velle Revue Fran^aise died an ignominious death in the summer of

1943. This fact, along with a few others such as the incarceration

of Andre Malraux, the execution by the nazis of Jacques Decour,
editor of the clandestine Lettres Fran^aises, suffice to describe

the condition of writers inside France during this year of terror

and suffering. The only ones, apparently, who were able to make
themselves heard were the "collaborators" among whom were

Henry de Montherlan't, Pierre Drieu la Rochelle, Louis Ferdinand

Celine, Alphonse de Chateaubriant, Fernandez, Abel Bonnard,

Jacques Chardonne, Abel Hermant, Paul Morand, Henry Bor-

deaux, Jean Giono every means of modern publicity having been

put at their disposal by the occupation authorities. This list is not

long if it is recalled that France counted at least 100 outstanding

names and fully five times as many talented, if less known, writers,

The others either worked in silence on manuscripts that could

only appear in a liberated France, contributed anonymously to the

clandestine press, or were content to publish barbed literary criti-

cism, historical essays, etc. which permitted them to define their

attitude.

The majority were said to be living in circumstances of great

material distress.
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In Switzerland the Cahiers du Rhone (Albert Beguin, director)

which edited Aragon's Les Yeux d'Elsa, published a discussion of

Le Gtnie de la France, in which Aragon, Thierry Maulnier, Stan-

islas Fumet, A. Rousseau, G. Cattani and others participated.

These texts could not be consulted in the United States. In all,

some 4<>odd volumes by French writers were brought out in

Switzerland, in Neuchatel, Lausanne, Geneva, Fribourg: a novel

by Edmond Jaloux, Le Culte Secret, Le Theatre des Esprits, by
Marcel Brion, Un Hornme Presse, by Paul Morand, several vol-

umes of poetry and a miscellany of novels, literary criticism, his-

torical essays, etc.

Across the Mediterranean, in Algiers, the literary event of 1943
was the liberation of Andre Gide which resulted from the Allied

occupation of Tunis, where Gide had been as much a prisoner of

the nazis as he would have been in France. His description of the

Allied victory in Tunis was published in book form together with

a collection of Interviews Imagtnaircs, which, in stressing the im-

portance of conserving the integrity of the French language, man-

aged to convey subtly and with his accustomed artistry, the un-

dying French love of liberty. Although Andre Gide was in 1943
over 70 years old, he was said to be planning the publication of a

review, Arches, in collaboration with Robert Aaron (formerly of

the N.R.F.) to appear in Algiers. The brilliant Algerian review,

Fontaine, continued to appear regularly and published one number
that was entirely devoted to the literature of the U.S.A. A long

poem by Philippe Soupault, written in his best vein, "Ode a Lon-

dres," was published by Fontaine after the author's liberation

from a Tunisian prison.

Mention should be made of the continued appearance of La

France Libre in London, a review which although not primarily

concerned with literary matters, nevertheless maintained its

usual high literary standard and rendered important service by

publishing extracts from such clandestine French papers as UArt

Fran$ais, L'UniversitJ Libre, Les Lettres Francises, etc. An

anonymous novelette from France, La Patrie Secrete, appeared
in serial form. A series of articles by Rene Avord on La Pensee

Franc.aise en Exil furnished an interesting analysis of the works

of Jacques Maritain and Georges Bernanos, among others. After

the 1943 fall issue, the editor of La France Libre, Andre Labarthe,

transferred his own activities and those of the review to the

United States. Further French literary events in London were

the reprinting of books smuggled from France: Silence de la

Mert Les Yeux d'Elsa (Horizon-France Libre), and the publica-

tion of leaflets to be dropped on France by the R.A.F., La Revue

du Monde Libre, with contributions by Paul Eluard, Rebecca

West, Rene Avord, Salvador de Madariaga and others.

The new world witnessed a great increase in the publication of

French books, reviews, pamphlets and newspapers, both in North

and South America. A new weekly, France-A merique, appeared in

New York under the editorship of Henri Torres and Emil Bure,

and to the list of French publishers in that city was added that of

Jacques Schiffrin (former director of the Editions de la Pliiade,

Paris) who inaugurated his activities with Andr Gide's Inter-

views Imaginaires, and reprints from clandestine French editions.

Although a generally excellent literary standard characterized the

zoo or so French books published in the western hemisphere dur-

ing iQ43 it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that except for

many notable reprints, at least four out of five were inspired by
events after 1940 and were either historical, economic or political

very often political in character. In addition to the Gide vol-

ume, a few scientific books, such as Dr. Paul Rivet's Les Origines

de I'Homme Amiricain (Collection France Forever, Editions de

I'Arbre, Montreal) ;
a number of war diaries, the most outstanding

of which were those of Jean H61ion and Jean Malaquais; an im-

portant contribution to the history of the French tragedy by the

great French journalist, Pertinax, entitled Les Fossoyeurs\ Vladi-

mir Pozner's novel of occupied France, Gens du Pays; Roger
Caillois's brilliant collection of essays entitled Communion des

Forts; Andre Labarthe's Retour au Feu, a moving account of the

French participation in the battle of North Africa; a children's

book by Antoine de St. Exupery, Le Petit Prince; a new volume

on Byzance by the great orientalist, Professor Henri Gregoire

constituted the more important prose works published in the

Americas during 1943, in book form. A long poem by Andre"

Breton, the right to publish which was denied him by Vichy in

1940, appeared under the imprimatur of "Sur," in Buenos Aires.

To the list of existing reviews: VVV (Surrealiste, New York),

Dyn (dissidcnt-Surrealiste, Mexico), La Nouvelle Releve (Catho-

lic, Montreal), Amerique-Fran^aise (Montreal), Lettres Francises

(Buenos-Aires), were added Hemispheres (New York, editor

Vvan Goll), a bilingual poetry review; Cants du del (Montreal),
a well printed review of apparent new-comers; and Renaissance,

the official review of the cole Libre des Hautes fitudes, New

York, edited by Henri Gregoire and Alexander Koyrd. Of these

reviews, more or less unequal in quality, it may be said that Let-

tres Francises (edited by Roger Caillois) maintained its high lit-

erary standard and gave a more exact, more penetrating account

of French letters throughout the world than did the others. It was

in Lettres Francises that St. Jean Perse published his most re-

cent work, a long poem in nine parts, entitled, 'Tluies." (See the

Oct. 1943 number.) (E. Js.)

French North Africa: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

French Pacific Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, FRENCH.

French Somaliland: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

French Sudan: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

French West Africa: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Frequency Modulation: see RADIO.

Friends, Religious Society of.

composed of 54 yearly meetings and annual conference groups

with an approximate membership of 164,000, representing 30

different countries. In the United States and Canada there were

113,857 members in 1943 and they comprised 29 yearly meetings.

The Friends general conference was composed of six of these

yearly meetings with a membership of 17,202, with headquarters

at 1515 Cherry st., Philadelphia, Pa. The Five Years meeting
had its headquarters at 101 S. 8th St., Richmond, Ind., and had

a membership of 69,747. The other remaining yearly meetings
were Conservative and Independent associations and had a

membership of approximately 26,908.

Schools, hospitals and meetings were conducted in Palestine,

Africa, Cuba, Mexico and Jamaica by the board of missions of

the Five Years meeting. The mission stations in Bolivia, Hon-

duras, Guatemala and Alaska were continued under the care of

Oregon and California Friends. In Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland, the yearly meetings
of Friends continued to be active. There were also organized

meetings in China, India, Syria and Palestine, Africa, Australia

and New Zealand. The yearly meeting in Japan was discontinued

due to the formation of the national church in Japan.
A new directory of all meetings for worship in the United

States and Canada was published by the American section of the

Friends World Committee for Consultation with headquarters at

20 S. 1 2th St., Philadelphia.

The American Friends Service committee in the United States

co-operated with the Friends' Service council in England in

humanitarian services of relief, child feeding, assistance to ref-

ugees, Japanese relocation, social industrial rehabilitation, peace
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education and civilian public service.

The American Quaker Workers had to leave France and were

interned at Baden-Baden, Germany. The European staff members

carried on under the organizational name "Secours Quaker" and

were responsible for 350 children in colonies, distributed milk

daily to 4,000 babies and extra food ration to 2,500 children in

public schools. Four workers were active in North Africa assist-

ing in the liberation of refugees still in internment camps.

The American Friends Service committee co-operating with

the National Japanese Student Relocation council assisted in lo-

cating 2,000 American-born Japanese students in colleges outside

the Japanese internment camps. Hostels were established in Chi-

cago, 111., Cincinnati, Ohio, and Des Moines, Iowa, where Japa-

nese were assisted in finding new work.

The summer projects of the peace section included two Inter-

national Service seminars. One was held at Guilford college.

North Carolina, and was composed largely of students from

Latin American countries. The seminar at Camp Kanesatake,

Pennsylvania, was made up of students from Europe and the

orient. Three groups of young people worked on projects of

rural rehabilitation in Mexico.

The social-industrial section of the service committee con-

ducted eight work camps for college and high school students.

The camps were located to serve a fishing community in Vinal

Haven, Maine; a migrant labour camp in New Jersey; a mar-

ginal farming community in Missouri; Negro neighbourhoods in

Chicago, 111., and Indianapolis, Ind.

Civilian public service continued as an alternative to military

service provided for conscientious objectors by the National

Selective Service act. The Society of Friends in co-operation with

the Brethren and Mennonites operated the C.P.S. camps where

men carried on work of national importance. Nearly 7,000 men
were in these C.P.S. camps. About 28% of the men received

maintenance for the services they rendered in mental hospitals,

dairy farms, agricultural experiment stations, and in coast and

geodetic service. The others, or 72%, paid their own maintenance

and worked on projects of forest service, soil conservation, park
service and farm security. A unit of 70 men prepared to go to

China to work with the Friends ambulance unit in transporting

medical supplies and nearly 200 men entered colleges for special

courses on postwar reconstruction, but both of these projects

were made void by an act of congress in July 1943.

The Religious Society of Friends is a spiritual movement
which was started in England over 250 years ago. The founder,

George Fox, emphasized the dignity and worth of the individual

as having direct access to God. Quakerism, as the spiritual move-
ment is often called, is known as a Way of Life which recognizes
the divine nature of human beings, believes in the equality of

all races, encourages simplicity and naturalness in thought and

action, and maintains a pacifist testimony. The meetings for

worship are conducted in an atmosphere of quiet reverent wait-

ing in which any of the members may participate in vocal min-

istry as led by the Holy Spirit. (L. D. SH).

Fruit: see AGRICULTURE; APPLES; BANANAS; GRAPEFRUIT;
GRAPES; LEMONS AND LIMES; ORANGES; PEACHES; PEARS;
PLUMS AND PRUNES.

FSLIC: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

FTC: see FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.

RriflllOttOC Although the United States is only a minor

DIII|lieU60. producer of fuel briquettes, it was the

only country from which data were received. Production increased

from 1,298,606 short tons in 1941 to 1,748,300 tons in 1942, with

30 plants in operation in 14 states. (G. A. Ro.)

Fuel Oil: see BUSINESS REVIEW; PETROLEUM; RATIONING.

Ciillnr'c Carth *n I941 the Pr duction f fuller's earth in

lUlier S tdnn. the U.S. broke the decline that had been

under way for more than a decade, and increased to 207,446 short

tons, 43% over 1940, though some of this increase was due to

the inclusion in the figures of considerable tonnages of Texan

material which had not heretofore been classed as fuller's earth.

In 1942 the output dropped to 204,244 tons. (G. A. Ro.)

Fuqua, Stephen Ogden ?"'
Rouge, La. A student at West Point, 1892-93, he was an infantry

captain with the U.S. volunteer army during the Spanish-

American War and served in the Mexican expedition in 1914.

During World War I he served in France on the operations sec-

tion of the staff of the First Army and as chief of staff of the

First Division, with rank of temporary colonel. He was made
chief of infantry in 1929 with rank of major general, a promo-
tion which skipped him over the heads of 165 colonels and

brought about considerable opposition in army circles. He held

that post until 1932, when he was named military attach^ to

Spain. He returned to the United States in the fall of 1938 and

retired from the army at the end of that year. He afterward be-

came military affairs editor for Newsweek magazine. He died in

New York city May 11.

Indnctm
IIHlUSiry.

A11 production records for the furni-

. ture industry in the United States

were broken during 1943 when approximately $1,000,000,000
worth of wooden household furniture, army and navy furniture,

defense housing furniture, aeroplane parts, boat hulls, and other

war equipment were produced by the 2,250 factories comprising
the industry. Of the 2,250 factories, approximately 750 were en-

gaged entirely in war work; of the remaining 1,500, approximately
half were devoting about 50% of their productive capacity to war

contracts but producing also some civilian furniture.

Despite the great shift during 1942 from peacetime to war-

time production, the industry shipped in 1943, $550,000,000
worth of household furniture to merchants, a drop of only 18%
below 1942 shipments of $630,000,000.

At the close of 1943, WPB issued an order limiting furniture

manufacturers to 84% of the hardwood lumber they had used in

making civilian furniture during 1943 and banned the production
of such "non-essentials" as home bars, cellarettes, magazine

racks, tea wagons, curio cabinets, pier cabinets, what-nots, chaise

longues, record cabinets, Lazy Susans, bird cages and stands,

ferneries, towel racks and juvenile bookcases, chiffoniers, ward-

robes and toy chests. These ordinarily account for but 2% of

the industry's output.

At the same time, WPB placed restrictions upon the use of

seven critical hardwoods by the industry: ash, beech, yellow

birch, hickory, hard maple, oak and rock elm. Since these woods
were scarce for six months, few factories used them except for

war work and government housing projects.

Few furniture plants ceased operations during 1943 and these

were upholstering firms that refused to continue production when
the use of spring wire was denied the industry. After shipping
all the furniture with springs they were able to complete before

the government deadline, about 25 factories discontinued opera-
tions for the duration. All others adopted wooden springs or

padded construction or secured government contracts to maintain

operations.

Furniture markets were discontinued in High Point, N.C., and
Los Angeles during 1943 because the exhibition buildings for-
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merly devoted to home furnishings were taken over by govern-
ment agencies. Markets continued to be held, however, in New
York, Chicago, Grand Rapids and Jamestown, N.Y., although on

a limited scale compared with normal times.

The manpower shortage was being partially relieved by the use

of women. Government reports showed 25,000 employed in 1943
in furniture plants, representing about 20% of factory personnel.

While the number of employees dropped 20% during the year,

pay rolls were down only 8%, due to overtime, etc.

No reports were available regarding furniture production out-

side of the United States. (Sec also INTERIOR DECORATION.)

(J. A. G.)

Clirc
^e ^ear *943 brought a very large volume of business

I UlS. to the American fur industry. Based on U.S. treasury

department tax figures, the cash turnover of furs in retail stores

totalled approximately $450,000,000. The revenue derived by the

government from the 10% tax on fur apparel was therefore ap-

proximately $45,000,000. All branches of the industry shared

profitably in this turnover. Prices were higher than in 1942, but

were prevented from going to extreme levels by the restraining

influence of the OPA regulation which attempted to establish ceil-

ings on fur skins and manufactured garments. Business in furs

increased steadily month after month and since there were no

strikes or labour difficulties, other than a growing shortage of

skilled workers, production was maintained at a steady pace

throughout the year instead of being concentrated in the summer

months, as in previous years. The manufacturing branch of the

industry benefited by this spreading out of the manufacturing
season and the consequent elimination of the customary slack

period, which was usually accompanied by unemployment. The

industry, for the first time in a decade, ended the year without a

surplus of merchandise since demand managed to keep ahead of

supply throughout the 12 months.

The supply of American and Canadian raw furs was somewhat
less than in 1942, especially of the farm-bred furs such as mink
and silver fox. It was one of the biggest years for mink fur in

the history of the trade. Prices on this fur, because of a large

carry-over of mink skins from 1942, enabled manufacturers to

buy mink at very reasonable prices and supply the public with

good mink coats at comparatively low prices. This fur sold freely

and by October of 1943 the supply was pretty well exhausted.

There was an exceptional demand for scarfs and neckpieces made
from mink.

Muskrat was the most popular fur of the year, and was dyed
and worked to resemble mink. The next most popular fur was
Persian lamb, which was in very good supply through shipments
from Russia, Afghanistan and southwest Africa. The trade drew
its largest supply of lambskins from Africa and shipping space, in

spite of restrictions, was found on ships returning from Cape
Town. Silver fox, beaver, nutria, red fox, skunk, raccoon and

opossum were all furs in great demand. The favourite coat style

of the year was the tuxedo front fashion. Canada was the largest

source of so-called foreign furs, but the United States also im-

ported nutria, viscacha, pony, kidskin, skunk, fox, lambskins and

spotted cat from the Central and South American countries. The
United States did not receive any furs from India or the far east,

but imported quantities of rabbitskins, opossum, wallaby and fox

from Australia and New Zealand. Actual import figures were not

issued by the government.
The trade complained constantly to the OPA about the in-

equalities and the impractical provisions of regulation No. 178,

which governed fur prices. OPA finally agreed to hold hearings

and, after months of consultations with different branches of the

trade, decided to revise the regulation and announced that the

new regulation would be ready in November. The fur trade

waited for the OPA announcement, but finally was forced to go
ahead and operate under the old regulation. Up to the end of the

year there had been no further word from, the OPA. It was ex-

pected, however, that the new regulation would go into effect by
the spring of 1944. This regulation would attempt to hold fur

prices at the same levels as prevailed in 1942.

Up to the end of Nov. 1943 there were 81 failures in the Amer-
ican fur industry, with total liabilities of $1,387,758, according to

the American Fur Merchants association of New York. Most of

these failures were in the New York trade and were fewer than

at any time from 1938 to 1943. Out-of-town firms transacted

anywhere from 50% to 100% more business than they did in the

previous year and hundreds of thousands of new consumers were

found in areas which gave employment to millions of workers in

war industries. War workers brought about a demand for a some-

what better type of garment than in former years. The most

popular price range was between $200 and $300 for a coat. Manu-
facturers and retailers ended the year in a strong financial con-

dition and with only limited stocks of merchandise to carry them

into the new year, with the possible exception of some of the

higher priced luxury garments. The raw fur season of 1943 which

beg in in November found the fur markets greatly in need of fresh

pelts. Prices paid to trappers and fur farmers were up about

50%, on the average, as compared with the opening prices in

1942. There appeared to be a somewhat short catch and a dis-

regard in the country collecting points for OPA ceiling prices.

The fur industry provided the American and Allied merchant

seamen with fur-lined vests free of cost through the fur vest

projects in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Mil-

waukee and other cities. Both labour and management provided

the time, the material, and the labour-hours, in co-operation with

the member workers of the International Fur and Leather Work-

ers union. (W. J. BT.)

FWA: see FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY.

(1872-1943), U.S. botanist, was

born Dec. 23 in Norwich, N.Y.

(For his early career, see Encyclopedia Britannica.) In 1910 he

became director of the Brooklyn Botanic garden, a position which

he held until the time of his death. Dr. Gager engaged in a large

variety of scientific enterprises. He edited the Brooklyn Botanic

Record, beginning in 1912, and was business manager of the Amer-

ican Journal of Botany, 1914-35. He also became business man-

ager of Ecology in 1920, and of Genetics in 1922. He wrote

widely in scientific and educational journals and published, in

addition to several earlier works, The Plant World (1931). Dr.

Gager served on several committees of the National Research

council, and was a member of the botanical committees for the

Chicago and New York world fairs. On June 4, 1941, Swarthmore

college honoured him with the Arthur Hoyt Scott Garden and

Horticultural award. He was president of the Botanical Society

of America in 1936. In 1941 he was elected an honorary member
of the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. He
died on Aug. 9.

Galway, George Vere Arundell Monckton-Arundell,
STH VISCOUNT, (1882-1943), Irish peer, was born March 24. He
was educated at Eton and at .Christ Church, Oxford, where he

received his B.A. and M.A. degrees. He served in World War I

and was in command of the Life Guards when he retired from

the army in 1929. He succeeded to the title in 1931. Viscount

Galway served as governor general of New Zealand, 1935-41.

He died March 27.
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Gambia: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Gandhi, Mohandas Karamchand
born at Porbandar (Katniawar), India. For his biography, see

Encyclopedia Britannica. On Jan. 22, 1937, Gandhi announced

his retirement from active Indian politics, but by 1940 he was as

prominent as ever in Indian affairs of state. The All-India con-

gress on March 20, 1940, delegated to him the direction of nego-

tiations with Great Britain for national independence. On Sept.

17, 1940, the congress committee elected Gandhi its leader. In

April 1941, he announced that the congress had temporarily

abandoned its aim of independence for India, but he reaffirmed

his personal policy of nonviolence. On Dec. 30, 1941, Gandhi

resigned from its leadership.

On March 27, 1942, Gandhi conferred with Sir Stafford Cripps;

later he rejected the latter's proposals for Indian postwar inde-

pendence. On Aug. 9, after the All-India Congress party had ap-

proved his proposals for a civil disobedience campaign, Gandhi

was arrested with 200 other Indian leaders and was held as a

political prisoner in the Aga Khan's palace in Poona. On Feb.

10, 1943, he began a 21 -day fast, precipitating renewed strikes

and demonstrations among his followers. As the fast continued,

small hope was held out for Gandhi's recovery, but in spite of

world-wide pleas for his release he remained a prisoner, the gov-

ernment looking on his fast as "pplitical blackmail." Toward the

end of the month he rallied, and on March 3 he ended his fast.

At the end of 1943 he was still a prisoner. (See also INDIA.)

Garnet: see ABRASIVES.

Pr duction f natural gas in the

y . United States in 1941 was estimated at 4,104,-

000,000,000 cu.ft.; after deducting losses of 630,000,000,000,

16,000,000,000 pumped back into the ground for storage and

644,000,000,000 for repressuring the field, the marketed total

amounted to 2,813,000,000,000, an increase of 22% over 1940. In

1942 the marketed production increased 9% to 3,055,000,000,000

cu.ft., of which the various leading uses took the following per-

centages: light, fuel and power in the producing field 22%; do-

mestic use 1 6%; carbon black plants n%; electric power and

public utility plants 7%; petroleum refineries and commercial

uses each 6%; the remaining 32% included a wide variety of

minor industrial uses and a small amount exported, mainly to

Mexico. Natural gas was piped to and sold in the following states,

in addition to the 26 states in which it is produced: Alabama,

Arizona, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Maryland,
Minnesota and Nebraska.

In 1942 a total of 3,000,000,000,000 cu.ft. of natural gas was

treated for the recovery of natural gasoline vapours, resulting in

the production of approximately i gal. of natural gasoline for

each 1,000 cu.ft. of gas treated.

Canadian production in 1942 was 42,700,000,000 cu.ft., a reduc-

tion of 2% from 1941. (G. A. Ro.)

Gasoline: see PETROLEUM; RATIONING.

PmillA Pharln* da ( l89- ), French soldier and leader

DOUllB. bliailCS UP of the forces of Fighting France after

the armistices of June 22-24, 1940, graduated from St. Cyr mili-

tary college at Paris shortly before the German invasion of France

in 1914. Wounded three times during World War I, he was cap-

tured by German troops at Verdun in 1916, but escaped and saw

further action on the western front and in the near east. Foresee-

ing the future tactical importance of tanks and combat cars, he

waged a one-man campaign to persuade France to mechanize her

infantry after 1918, but army officers preferred to place their

trust in such measures of immobile defense as the Maginot line.

The first several days of Germany's lightning thrust through Bel-

gium and the Netherlands in May 1940 proved the correctness of

de Gaulle's theories, and he was belatedly made undersecretary of

war in Reynaud's cabinet. He parted ways with Marshal Petain's

government when it elected to surrender, and he fled to London.

There on June 23, 1940, he announced formation of the French

National committee, an expatriate military and political organiza-

tion. Many French possessions in Africa, Asia, Oceania and the

Americas rallied to de Gaulle's banner. His attempt to seize

Dakar, with British aid, in Sept. 1940 was repelled by Vichy-
controlled forces, but in 1941 Syria, Lebanon, St. Pierre and

Miquelon joined his movement. In September of that year the

Free French National council was formed with de Gaulle as its

president. He aligned his policy with that of the U.S. and Britain,

concluded a politico-military alliance with the U.S.S.R. and de-

clared his council at war with Japan, Dec. 8, 1941. During 1942,

the French underground factions united and accepted de Gaulle's

leadership in the struggle against the axis. After Adm. Jean Dar-

lan's assassination in Dec. 1942, de Gaulle made repeated efforts

to meet with Gen. Henri Giraud, the admiral's successor but was

snubbed by the French general. Angered by Giraud's attitude,

de Gaulle in early 1943 called Giraud's regime "baseless and arti-

ficial." Giraud was finally compelled to confer with the Fighting

French leader, who was supported by the majority of Frenchmen
in North Africa as well as France. The two leaders met in Algiers

and on June 3, 1943, announced formation of the French Com-
mittee of National Liberation, a trustee government to administer

French interests until the Germans were driven out of metropoli-

tan France. On Nov. 9, 1943, de Gaulle assumed full control of

the French committee, and Giraud resigned as co-president.

Gems and Precious Stones.
nese hands, access was lost to an area that previously had sup-

plied a large portion of the demand for precious and semiprecious
stones other than diamonds, and in other areas, such as India,

Ceylon and Australia production was hampered. Increased trade

in South America brought to the United States greater supplies

of many semiprecious stones, and domestic production supplied

a fair amount, though considerably less in 1942 than in previous

years. The only precious stone mined in the United States is the

sapphire, of which about 50,000 oz. was produced in 1942; some
of this was of gem quality but the bulk of the output was for in-

strument jewels. The value of crude gem stones produced in the

United States in 1942 was estimated by the U.S. bureau of mines

at $150,000 as compared with $240,000 in 1941; when cut, these

values were increased to $400,000 and $770,000 respectively.

Sapphires represented 31% of the total, turquoise 21% and vari-

ous quartz minerals 20%. Producing states, in decreasing order

of importance were Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Wyoming.
(See also MINERALOGY.) (G. A. Ro.)

General Education Board: see ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION.

General Federation of Women's Clubs: see WOMEN'S

CLUBS, GENERAL FEDERATION OF.

n . The work of Lindegren and Lindegren on the gene-
DullG lICS. tics of commercial yeasts made available an im-

portant new source of high protein- and vitamin-rich foods at low

cost. They isolated rapidly growing strains with different taste

qualities which might be used in the production of nutritious and

palatable synthetic foods, grown rapidly on inexpensive sub-
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strat.es.

Serological Genetics. Wiener and Sonn studied the linkage

of the Rhesus factor first reported by Landsteiner and Wiener as

a dominant which, when present in the human foetus of a reces-

sive, rh-negative mother, may lead to the highly fatal condition,

erythroblastosis foetalis. They found that the Rh-rh factors are

not linked to the blood group genes, A, B, O or to the M, N
blood factors. Thus three pairs of human chromosomes in addi-

tion to the sex-chromosomes were known in 1943 to carry genetic

markers usable in further linkage studies through the wide dis-

tribution of contrasting alleles in human populations. Neel and

Valentine showed that the rare blood disease, thalassemia or

Cooley's anaemia, fatal in infants, is due to an incomplete reces-

sive. They reported on the abnormal blood picture of the hete-

rozygotes. This was the first case in which the carriers of a

condition of medical importance could be certainly recognized.

In mice, Gowen and Calhoun separated strains with differential

resistance to mouse typhoid and showed that these differ in the

numbers of leucocytes. Gruneberg found that the recessive gene
for flexed tail in mice also produces an anaemia characterized by

development of erythrocytes, deficient in haemoglobin and rich in

detachable iron, over a long period of embryonic life. Sawin and

Click discovered that an atropinc hydrolyzing enzyme in the

blood of rabbits is conditioned by an incompletely dominant gene,

with higher incidence in some rabbit strains than in others. Irwin

and collaborators continued the genetic analysis of cellular anti-

gens in species crosses of pigeons and doves.

Physiological Genetics. Waddington traced the development
of several leg mutants in Drosophila in prcpupal and pupal stages.

Goldschmidt reported on a series of wing shape alleles at two

loci in Drosophila and found one case of interaction between

alleles at these loci v;hich represents a threshold condition where

lines differing in genetic modifiers may be isolated, giving sym-
metrical and asymmetrical expressions of wing characters. Stern

showed that the factor, cubitus interruptus, in Drosophila has an

tffect cumulative toward the wild-type character in haploid.

diploid and triploid doses. From reactions of the ci alleles in

these combinations and in heterozygous combinations with wild-

type alleles at this locus he has proposed a theory of gene action

based on (a) presence of and amount of a substrate in the cell;

(b) combining action of gene with substrate; (c) efficiency of

gene in utilizing substrate. Mampell described a dominant "muta-

tor" gene in Drosophila pseudo-obscura which increases normal

mutation rate 34 times in the heterozygote and 70 times when

homozygous.
Radiation Genetics. Radiation experiments on plants and

animals showed that neutron radiation and X-ray radiation in

equivalent doses as regards ionization behave differently in induc-

ing chromosome breaks and gene mutations. Neutrons produce

more chromosome breaks; X-rays induce more point mutations.

Eberhardt found more breaks in the fourth chromosome of Dro-

sophila after neutron radiation. Giles found higher breakage from

neutrons in the plant, Tradescantia ; higher lethal mutation rate

in Drosophila from X-ray$. Lea and Catchcside decided that

breaks in Tradescantia chromatids are produced by not less than

17 ionizations per chromatid. They considered that dense ioniza-

tion along neutron paths explains their effectiveness in causing

breaks. Conversely, only as a fast electron slows up (tail of the

path) is the ionization dense enough to produce breakage.

Genetics and Evolution. The book of 1943 in this field is

by Julian Huxley (see Bibliography). Many genetic and cyto-

gcnetic studies on speciatfon, particularly in plants, appeared.

Faberge reported on extensive eco-genetic work on populations

of Iceland and Alpine poppies. He established that many tax-

onomic characters in this group are due to single genes or com-

binations of two genes. Charles and Goodwin analyzed the mini-

mum gene differences for leaf characters in two species of golden-

rod which hybridize. Moore crossed the dominant non-spotting

mutation in the frog, Rana pipiens, to two other species and

proved it dominant in them. Wharton published a comparative

study of the metaphase and salivary chromosomes of 86 species

and subspecies of Drosophila. She concluded that chromosome

configuration per se is less important in speciation than was

formerly supposed. Dobzhansky and Wright continued the analy-

sis of the genetic structure of natural populations, based on field-

laboratory studies of Drosophila pseudo-obscura and the desert

plant, Linanthus. They found that Drosophila populations vary

seasonally in gene structure, apparently in adaptive response to

environmental factors through natural selection.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Genetics, vol. 28 (1943); Journal of Genetics, vol. 44
(1943); Journal of Heredity, vol. 34 (1943); Julian Huxiey, Evolution,
The Modern Synthesis (1943). (W. P. S.)

Geographical Society, American: see AMERICAN GEO-

GRAPHICAL S(X:iETY.

inevitably gives rise to

a demand for geographic information out of

all proportion to the interest shown in peacetime. This effect,

though important also in other fields, is probably more striking

tn the case of geography than that of any other profession, other

than the military professions themselves. It is particularly marked
in the United States, a country whose people have been accus-

tomed to think of foreign lands as remote and of minor impor-
tance to them but in 1943 found the specific beach characteristics

of tiny Pacific islands half way round the world of vital im-

portance to their sons. In World War I, which was concerned

primarily with Europe and in which Americans fought chiefly

in France and Italy, U.S. geographers were called upon in con-

siderable numbers to assist the government as well as to furnish

GIRL OPERATORS putting together a maze of slotted templates to serve as a

base for a map compilation from aerial photographs. Each strip represents the

flight line of a plane; the intersections of the template arms locate the promi-
nent features that will serve as landmarks



information for the public. In World War II, the demands were

vastly greater for the issues were world-wide. Americans have

fought in Africa, Europe, Asia and the islands of the Pacific,

and the use of air transport caused areas previously isolated

from U.S. concern to be of critical importance for the mainte-

nance of connections to and from the battle fronts.

The effects on the use and development of geography are to

be found in three major fields: (a) popular interest in informa-

tion concerning battle areas; (b) the demand for precise geo-

graphic information concerning almost all foreign areas by the

federal government, primarily for the military services, the other

war agencies and the state department; (c) the requirements for

geographic training of selected military personnel in the army and

navy training courses in hundreds of colleges and universities.

Popular Interest. The reaction of the press to public inter-

est in the geography of war areas was immediate. The most

obvious measure was the great increase in use of maps in news-

papers and magazines. In some of the latter, professional geog-

raphers introduced marked innovations in cartographic art, in

many cases with notable success. The U.S. public was acquiring

an education in the geography of the world such as it never had

before. The comparative ease with which small handfuls of

leaders could be transported across oceans and continents almost

overnight, in contrast with what appeared as the pedestrian pace
of troops shipped in convoys, stimulated imaginative predictions
of a new world to come. If some of these publications in serious

magazines, and even in book form, appeared to be influenced by
the example of Superman and deserved place only in Sunday

supplements, they were nevertheless symptoms of a stirring of

the national thought toward a truer appraisal of the kind of

world in which it lives.

Geography in War Agencies. Whereas the federal govern-
ment during the 19305 had increasingly utilized geographers in

the study of domestic problems, practically none, except for a

small unit in the state department, were engaged in study of the

geography of foreign lands. Major steps to remedy this situation

were taken, as a result of the wars in Europe and Asia, some
months before Pearl Harbor. The army brought professional

geographers who held commissions in the reserve corps to do

intelligence work in Washington ; the office . of geographer in

the state department was expanded, and the new Office of Stra-

tegic Services (at that time called the Coordinator of Informa-

tion) set up a geography division; several geographers were
added to the staff of what shortly became the Board of Economic
Warfare (now included in the Foreign Economic administration).

After Pearl Harbor, all of these were rapidly expanded and

various other agencies concerned with the war called upon geog-

raphers to supply expert services. By the end of 1943 more than

200 professional geographers were employed in government
agencies in Washington, or nearly 5 times as many as in peace-
time. In research and analysis of geographic information, as

well as in the compilation and construction of maps, they per-

formed one major part of the intelligence service provided by the

military intelligence division of the army and the Office of

Strategic Services, as well as the army map service and the

board of geographic names. Geographers contributed detailed

specific information on the terrain, climate, transport routes,

food and industrial resources of each area to which U.S. troops
had been sent. Geographers who were specialists in maps were

included in the working staffs taken to the conferences at Quebec
and Cairo. By the end of the year, geographers were at work at

outposts near the battlefronts, at London, in North Africa and
in the far east.

EDITING the final details on a huge map base of an army air force aeronautical
chart of a section of North Africa
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Whereas the first demand for geographic information had been

for purposes of planning combat activities and supply routes, suc-

cessful advance of U.S. troops in any area led immediately to

problems of military government in occupied areas; in various

of these agencies geographers were at work supplying background

information needed by the authorities who had to organize the

reconstruction of agriculture, industry, utilities and transport

and the reorganization of civil life.

Training Courses. In the various training courses organized

in U.S. colleges and universities for the army and navy, geog-

raphy played an important role. The course programs in meteor-

ology for aviators included general surveys of world geography,

and the area programs designed for officers in military govern-

ment naturally required basic courses in the geography of the

areas concerned. This presented almost every college in the land

with a serious difficulty; those in which the study of geography
had been well developed had in most cases previously lent some

of their best personnel to government service for the duration.

Many colleges unfortunately had not previously included the

subject in their curriculum but now suddenly had its importance
thrust upon them. As a result it was necessary in many institu-

tions to draft men from related departments, from geology, or

history, or from wherever, and assign them to teach with what-

ever preparation could be provided them almost overnight. Un-

fortunately, lack of national planning for this particular emer-

gency had permitted the induction into the army of large num-

bers of young graduate students in the field who would otherwise

have been available for this specialized service. (See also AMERI-

CAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY; NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.)

(R. HAR.)
Research and writing in pure geology were at a low

ebb. A number of foreign journals and at least one

domestic one (The Journal of Geomorphology) were discontinued

for the duration of World War II. European geological publica-

tions either were not reaching the United States or were greatly

delayed in their appearance.

Many strategic areas in America were being mapped topo-

graphically for the first time on the basis of aeroplane photo-

graphs. This new method is three to five times faster than re-

quired by former techniques. The new system augured well for

the future since less than half of the United States was carefully

mapped. The new book Aerial Photographs and Their Applica-

tions by H. T. U. Smith is of interest in this connection.

The demands of the world conflict upon the mineral industry

apparently reached their peak only in the metalliferous branch.

The need for well-trained applied geologists and geophysicists

was greater than ever before as a result of the greater tempo of

mineral exploration and development; yet the number of students

preparing for these fields in the colleges and universities fell to a

new low since the widespread application of highly specialized

techniques in prospecting.

The Office of Scientific Personnel of the National Research

council co-operated in an effort to alleviate the wartime person-
nel problem in geology by (i) assisting in placing qualified work-

ers in positions connected with the war effort and (2) taking

steps to secure deferment of those vitally needed in the mineral

industry because of their special skills.

The opinion prevailed among geologists that the full poten-
tialities of the science were not being utilized by the military au-

thorities of the Allied nations, and that the profession was not

adequately appreciated by laymen. For these and other reasons

steps were taken to organize an association of geological societies

CAVE 40 FT. HIGH, discovered In the Rock of Gibraltar during military

tunnelling operations. Sealed 20,000 years ago, the chamber contains a fresh-

water lake 40 yd. long
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which might wield a greater national influence.

Geomorphology. Of interest in this field are the books by
R. A. Daly, The Floor of the Ocean, and C. A. Cotton, Climatic

Accidents in Landscape-making.
Historical Seology. A noteworthy contribution was G. G.

Simpson's ''Mammals and the Nature of Continents," which ap-

peared in the American Journal of Science for January. This

study supports the hypothesis that the continents were essentially

stable throughout the period involved in mammalian history.

The March issue of the same journal carried an interesting

article on paleopedology (the study of fossil soils) by C. C.

Nikifovoff.

Sedimentation. Vol. 5 of The Report of the Great Barrier

Reef Committee on Great Barrier Reef Bores should be of in-

terest to workers in this field. The mollusks contained in the

reef are reported to be of recent age, thus indicating an extra-

ordinarily rapid rate of deposition of the reef limestone.

The book entitled Micromeritics, The Technology of Fine

Particles by J. M. Dalla Valle should be of special interest to

metallurgists and engineers as well as to geologists.

Petrology. A semi-popular treatise, Minerals and Rocks
Their Nature, Occurrence and Uses, came from the pen of R. D.

George. An intriguing article entitled "Some Pctrological Con-

cepts and the Interior of the Earth" by A. F. Buddington

appeared in the March issue of the American Mineralogist.

The report by E. B. Sandell and S. S. Goldich on "The Rarer

Metallic Constituents of Some American Igneous Rocks" pub-
lished in the Journal of Geology deals with the distribution of

minor elements and gives estimates of the probable abundance

of these in the earth's crust.

Vulcanology. Attention is called to the unusual outbreak and

development during 1943 of the Mexican volcano Paricutiri,

which arose in February from a cornfield some 200 mi. west of

Mexico City. By late September Paricutin had reached a height

of 1,500 ft. This is the first volcanic outbreak whose entire early

history has been observed and recorded by man. It was described

by P. D. Trask in Science.

Structural Geology. Two books in the field of structural

geology may be mentioned : The Dynamics of Faulting and Dyke
Formation with Applications to Britain by E. M. Anderson and

Structural Petrology of Deformed Rocks by H. W. Fairbain.

Economic Geology. Considerable interest was shown in the

subject of the political control of mineral resources. This was

exemplified by the appearance of Minerals in World Affairs by
T. S. Lovering; World Minerals and World Peace by C. K.

Leith, J. W. Furness and Cleona Lewis; and Strategic Materials

and National Strength by H. N. Holmes.

Much attention was given to the world's petroleum resources

as a result of dwindling petroleum reserves and the expanding

industrial uses for petroleum and its products. These and re-

lated problems were considered in an article in Science, "Petro-

leum Past, Present and Future," by P. K. Frolich.

An innovation in petroleum geology was the initiation of an

annual review of the science by the members of the staffs of the

departments of geology, geophysics and petroleum engineering

of the Colorado school of mines under the sponsorship of the

Research committee of the American Association of Petroleum

Geologists.

Military Geology. The increased interest in this field was

manifested by the appearance of the authoritative work on Map
Interpretation with Military Applications by W. C. Putnam and

an article by C. E. Erdmann, "Application of Geology to the

Principles of War," in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of

America. A bibliography on military geology and geography pre-

pared by Marie Siegrist and Elizabeth Platt was issued by the

division of geology and geography of the National Research

council. (See also MINERALOGY; PALEONTOLOGY; SEISMOLOGY.)

(F. M.V.T.;B.H. P.)

RonrffQ Uomlri 100 (l895~ ), U.S. army officer, was

UGUIgG, ndlUlU LCC born July 19 in Somerville, Mass.

Educated at George Washington university and the National uni-

versity of Washington, he was appointed as secretary to the U.S.

comptroller of currency in 1917. He soon left this post, how-

ever, to join the army and was commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in

the air force the same year. Remaining in the army after the

war, he was closely associated with Gen. "Billy" Mitchell, the

prophet of air power. When Gen. Mitchell was given the oppor-

tunity to demonstrate the value of aerial bombardment m 1921,

George piloted one of the six Martin bombers which sank the ex-

German battleship "Ostfriesland" during an experimental raid.

He also served as a defense witness for Mitchell when the general

was tried for insubordination. George engaged in experimental
work in developing aerial armament and bombs at the Aberdeen

Proving grounds, 1921-25, and was head of the bombardment
section in the office of the chief of the air corps for the next four

years. In 1940, he became commanding officer of the 2nd bom-
bardment squadron, the first organization to be equipped with

four-engined Flying Fortresses. The following year, he was named
assistant chief of air staff for war plans. In March 1942, George
became the commanding general of the air ferrying command,
later known as the Air Transport command.

Oonrrro VI
^ v ^s^ ^y a *r *n I(^ to a^ ^^

UuUIgG V in North Africa and the Mediterranean was the

outstanding event in the king's year, most of which was otherwise

spent in or near London, in close contact with his ministers and

in holding investitures. Twice in September the king dined with

KING GEORGE VI (right) enjoying the antic* of comedians at a vaudeville
show for the British home fleet in April 1943
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the prime minister in Downing St., and in November he enter-

tained the visiting regent of Iraq for two days at Buckingham

palace. His gift of a jewelled sword of honour in token of British

"homage to the steel-hearted citizens of Stalingrad" followed an

exchange of messages with President Kalinin of the U.S.S.R.,

after the great victory there in February. On the fourth anniver-

sary of the war the king ordained a national day of prayer on

September 3 and on September 1 2 a day of thanksgiving for the

unconditional surrender of Italy.

The king's only previous visit to the front was in Dec. 1939,

when the British army was still in France. The African journey,

lasting a fortnight, began on June 11, 1943, and was made in a

four-cngined bomber, piloted by Group Captain Fielden. With the

king were the secretaries of state for war (Sir James Grigg) and

air (Sir Archibald Sinclair). Reaching Algiers on June 12 the

king was received by General Dwight Eisenhower, Allied com-

mander-in-chief, General Sir Harold Alexander, commander in the

field, Harold Macmillan, resident minister, and Robert Murphy,

President Roosevelt's personal representative. June 14 was spent

with General Mark Clark's $th American army. On June 16, at-

tended by Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham, Allied naval com-

mander-in-chief
y
the king visited the Allied fleet, boarding, among

other vessels, a U.S. battleship to be received by Vice Admiral

Hewitt, U.S.N. Back in Africa the king, on June 17, saw a U.S.

air headquarters and the ist British army under General Kenneth

A. N. Anderson. In Tunis on June 18 he visited General Louis

Jacques Barre of the Free French and General Bernard L. Mont-

gomery's 8th British army. Next day on the cruiser "Aurora" he

reached Malta to tour war-scarred Valletta with the governor,

Viscount Gort, and the council. June 21 was spent in Tripoli.

Before returning to England, reached on June 25, the king in-

vested General Eisenhower with the G.C.B., knighted Generals

Montgomery and Henry Maitland Wilson (commanding in th?

near East) and instituted the Africa Star and the i939~ I 943 Star,

for hard fighting on all fronts. (L. Du.)

George of Bavaria. Prince APTr;t^M
Emperor Franz Josef of Austria-Hungary and eldest son of

Prince Leopold of Bavaria. In 1912, amid regal pomp and

splendour, he was married at the Schoenbrunn palace to the

Archduchess Isabelle Marie of Austria. The alliance was not a

h&ppy one, however, and the marriage was annulled a year later.

In 1919, Prince George entered a Jesuit monastery at Innsbruck,

was ordained in 1921 and subsequently became dean of the

chapter of St. Peter. His death, according to a Berlin radio

broadcast of June i, was announced by the Vatican.

A southern state, one of the original states of the

United States; popularly known as the "Empire

State of the South." Area 58,876 sq.mi. (including 358 sq.mi. of

inland water) ; pop. (1940) 3.123,723; urban 1,073.808 (34.4%);

rural 2,049,915 (65.6%); native white 2,026,362 (64.9%); Negro

1,084,927 (34.7%); foreign born white 11,916 (.4%); other

races 518. Capital, Atlanta (302,288); the next largest cities are

Savannah (95,996 )> Augusta (65,919), Macon (57,865).

History. Ellis G. Arnall was inaugurated governor on Jan.

12, 1943. The general assembly was in regular session from Jan.

ii to March 18. Among the many important legislative reforms

enacted in this session were: a reorganisation of the board of

regehts of the university system to provide for appointment of

the members of the board by the governor subject to senate ap-

proval, to remove the governor from membership on the board

and to secure a restoration of the accredited rating of the state's

university system; the proposal as a constitutional amendment

of a retirement plan for the state's 23,500 teachers; abolition of

the power of the governor to grant pardons and paroles and the

vesting of this power in a three-man commission ;
abolition of the

system of allocating all incomes from certain taxes and fees to

certain departments; requirement that physicians test expectant

mothers for venereal disease; provision for the election of the

state auditor by the legislature (previously he had been appointed

by the governor) ; placing the state on Central War Time (some

localities refused to adopt the change and remained on Eastern

War Time).
On Aug. 3, 1943, these actions and proposals of the general as-

sembly, among others, were ratified as constitutional amendments

in a special election: reorganization of the board of regents; es-

tablishment of the Pardon and Parole board; teachers' retirement

act; reduction of the legal age of voting in state and national

elections from 21 to 18; authorization of the appointment of an

interim commission to draft a new constitution for presentation

to the general assembly (to meet in Jan. 1945) for approval and

submission to the people; exemption of out-of-state subsidiaries

of Georgia corporations from the state's ad valorem and intangi-

ble taxes; granting all war veterans uniform civil service prefer-

ence in state and local government jobs coming under merit

employment systems.

An extra session of the general assembly met Sept. 27 to Oct.

i, 1943 to enact prison reform measures. The session abolished

the state Board of Prisons and created the office of director of

corrections. The three-man Board of Prisons was retained in an

advisory capacity until Jan. i. Gov. Arnall appointed Wiley

Moore director of corrections, without pay, to reorganize the

penal system.

Chief state officers for 1943 were: governor, Ellis Arnall;

attorney-general, T. Grady Head; secretary of state, John B.

Wilson; treasurer, George B. Hamilton; comptroller general,

Homer Parker; chief justice, Charles S. Reid; superintendent of

schools, M. D. Collins.

Education. There were 3,727 elementary schools in Georgia

and 1,494 schools having high school grades, according to figures

released in 1942. Enrolment (1942-43) was: elementary schools

619,068 (374,875 white; 244,193, Negro); high schools 144^56

(117,298 white; 26,858 Negro). During the 1941-42 session

there were 16,822 teachers in the elementary schools of Georgia

(10,912 white; 5,910 Negro) and 5,957 in the secondary schools

(5,067 white; 890 Negro).

Communication. On Aug. 31, 1943* there were 99,074.96 mi.

of highways in Georgia (i3>995-2 state, 85,079.94 county).

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, total expenditures of

state funds by the highway department amounted to $11,118,-

524.46 (including $2,666,790.93 paid to counties on refunding

certificates and $8,451,733-53 f r actual operations). As of

Dec. 31, 1942, steam railways in Georgia owned 6,215 mi. of

road (first main track).

Airports in the state included: municipal 30; commercial 5;

intermediate 12. There were 276,519 telephones of the Southern

Bell Co. and 28,268 independent telephones in operation as of

Nov. i, 1943.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, i943 there were 245

state banks in Georgia with deposits (exclusive of interbank

deposits)- amounting to $340,120,000; loans $97,728,000; in-

vestments $160,622,000. There were 47 national banks with

deposits (exclusive of interbank deposits) amounting to $531,-

954,000; loans, $122,331,000; and investments, $3 5 2,433 ^oo.

Total state treasury income for the year ending June 30, 1943,

amounted to $58,183,496.83; total payments from the treasury

on appropriations amounted to $55^189,124.02. The fixed debt

on June 30, 1943, stood at $i9J59784-3; the net fixed debt
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as of that date was $14,081,790.93.

Agriculture. Total value of agricultural production in

Georgia for 1943 amounted to $368,930,000, the second highest

in the state's history.

It was exceeded only by the record valuation of $578,000,000
in 1919.

Higher prices and increased production over 1942 accounted

for the increase.

TobU I Leading Agrfcu/furaf Producfi of Georgia, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. No census of manufactures had been com-

piled since the federal census of 1939. There were, in 1939,

3,150 manufacturing establishments in Georgia that produced

goods valued at $677,402,657, employed 170,165 persons and

paid in salaries and wages $132,188,496.

Unemployment benefits paid from Jan. i to Dec. 20, 1943,

amounted to $963,701.10.

Mineral Production. Total. value of mineral production for

Table ll.-Pr/nc/po/ Mineral Product* of Georgia, 7942 ana* 1941

*No comparable figures.

1942 was $20,075,924 and for 1941, $21,049,261. (E. C. GR.)

Gorman I itorotlira
Literature is more inseparably linked

DCIIIIdll LllCldlUIC. with social and pplitical history in

Germany than is the case in any other country. This was par-

ticularly true of the latest period of national socialist totalitarian

domination. All authors must be members of the nazi writers'

association, must submit their books for approval to nazi authori-

ties before they are printed, and must conform strictly to nazi

ideology.

This situation, together with the fact that virtually all per-

sons were forced into military service or war work, explains

why few notable works of literature were being produced in

Germany.
It was therefore to the refugees outside the reich that one

looked for German literature today.

Many of them sought to explain the rise of national socialism

in Germany or conditions there. Four of these were The World

of Yesterday, an informal autobiography and cultural history of

his times by Stefan Zweig; The War for Man's Soul, by Ernest

Jaeckh, a liberal scholar and expert on Turkey who in 1920
founded the Hochschule fuer Politik in Berlin; Flight from Ter-

ror, by Otto Strasser and Michael Stern; and, in lighter vein,

Blood and Banquets, by Bella Fromm, who gives a kind of

social diary describing the celebrities whom she met at dinners

and cocktail parties. The Other Germany, by Heinrich Fraenkel,

attempts to demonstrate the existence of a large liberal anti-nazi

population in Germany who are ready to co-operate in establish-

ing democratic government. The Passing of the European Age,

by Eric Fischer, an Austrian refugee, is an interesting and schol-

arly study of civilization at the centre and at the periphery, that

is, of the transfer of European culture by emigrants to colonial

lands, its development under new frontier conditions, and its

later reflex influence upon the mother-countries from which the

emigrants came.

Notable in fiction are two short novels contributed by Thomas
Mann and Franz Werfel to The Ten Commandments, a collec-

tion of ten short stories edited by Armin L. Robinson which
reflect on the nazi disregard of the Mosaic law.

The Frankfurter Zeitung, founded in 1856, one of Germany's
oldest and most distinguished newspapers, known for its able

financial and literary articles, was compelled to suspend publi-
cation on Sept. i, 1943. The Rise and Fall of the House of

Ullstein, by Herman Ullstein, tells well the half-century story
of another of Germany's greatest newspaper and publishing busi-

nesses. (S. B. F.)

A totalitarian state or dictatorship, known as the

"third reich," in central Europe south of the North
and Baltic seas and north of the Alps, Italy and the Balkans.

Flag, black hooked cross (swastika) in a round white centre on

a red background. Capital, Berlin (q.v.). Chief cities (1939
census): Berlin (4,338,767); Vienna (1,920,390); Hamburg
(1,712,843); Munich (828,938); Cologne (769,437); Leipzig

(707,578); Essen (667,004); Dresden (630,664); Breslau (630,-

041); Frankfurt-on-Main (553462); Duesseldorf (541,625);
Dortmund (539,682). Religion (1933): Protestants 62.7%; Cath-
olics 32.5%; Jews 0.7%; others 4.1%. Reich chancellor and
leader (fuehrer), Adolf Hitler (q.v.).

Area and Population. The area of the old reich was 181,742

sq.mi.; population (census of May 17, 1939), 69,316,465. The
area of "Greater Germany," prior to the annexations of 1939-42,
was 225,199 sq.mi. and the population 79,364,408, including the

populations of the following Lander: Prussia 41,684,788; Bavaria

8,224,541; Wtirttemberg 2.898,888; Mecklenburg 900,589; Baden

2,503,225; Saxony 5,232,929; Thuringia 1,744,323; Hesse 1,468,-

468; Oldenburg 576,951; Brunswick 583,922; Anhalt 431,686;

Lippe 187,281; Hamburg 1,712,843; Schaumburg-Lippe 53,277;

"BEGINNING TO HEAR THE BIRDIES SING." A cartoon of 1943 by Orr in

th. Chlctfo Tribua*
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Bremen 413,759; Saarland 842,420; Austria 6,638,364; Sudeten-

land 2,944,279.

The population of "Greater Germany" in 1943 was approxi-

mately 98,582,000 as a result of the annexation during 1939-42 of

the following territories: Bohemia-Moravia (6,805,000); Memel

(153,000), Eupen-Malm6dy (60,000); Polish lands (Danzig,

Polish Corridor, Silesian border districts, totalling about 10,000,-

ooo); Alsace-Lorraine (1,900,000); and Luxembourg (301,000).
This figure of 98,582,000, however, made no allowance for de-

creases in population caused by Germans killed in war, Poles

expelled or killed, and Jews deported or exterminated, or for the

increase from prisoners of war and imported foreign workers.

Outside "Greater Germany," Hitler also controlled millions of

people in lands which were conquered and occupied by his armies,

but which were not directly annexed to the rcich: the Gouverne-

ment General of Poland (15,000,000) under the administration

of Hans Frank; Denmark (3,777,000); Norway (2,900,000);
Netherlands (8,640,000); Belgium (8,386,000) and France (40,-

000,000), the northern three-fifths of which was "occupied" in

June 1940, and the remainder in Nov. 1942, after the Anglo-
American occupation of French North Africa. Alsace-Lorraine

(1,900,000) was incorporated directly into the reich on Nov. 30,

1940. In addition, by the infiltration of German troops and secret

agents, Germany gradually acquired domination over Slovakia

(2,653,564) in 1939, and over Hungary (12,708,439), Rumania

(19,934,000) and Bulgaria (6,078,000) in the winter of 1940-41.
In April 1940 a blitzkrieg brought Yugoslavia (15,703,000) and

Greece (7,109,000) under nazi domination. This brought the total

population under German domination, both in "Greater Germany"
and the occupied lands, to more than 240,000,000. Even this

figure did not include the indeterminate population in the regions

of the U.S.S.R. which Hitler conquered in 1941-42 but had lost

in large part by the end of 1943.

History. The chief events during 1943 were: the intense

Allied bombing of German cities; the rolling back of the nazi

armies in Africa, Italy and the U.S.S.R.; the failure of the

German submarine campaign; and the increased resistance and

sabotage in the conquered countries. All this led to a decline in

German civilian morale and to a stiffer attitude toward Germany
in the neutral countries of Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and

Portugal.

During 1943 giant British and U.S. bombers rained down about

FOUR-MOTORED "LIBERATORS" of the U.S. army air force over the German
naval base at Kiel May 14, 1943

150,000 tons of explosive and incendiary bombs on Germany's
21 largest industrial centres. As a result, in the eight months

from April i to Dec. 5, according to German official figures,

124,630 persons were killed and 30,000 missing. The homes of

2,580,000 persons and the places of employment of 1,960,000

workers were destroyed. The casualties for the hardest-hit cities

were: Hamburg 28,390; Berlin 16,639; Cologne 8,251; Dortmund

7,106; Hanover 6,518; Duesseldorf 6,207; Bochum 4,902;

Wuppertal 4,632; Mannheim 4,367; Niirnberg 3,674; Frankfurt

3,486; Kassel 3,532.

These official German figures, however, were probably an

understatement. Swedish and Swiss eyewitnesses and travellers

gave much higher estimates. Also the German figures did not

include the last four weeks of the year, when the raids were

heaviest and most frequent, including further devastating blows

on Berlin, Bremen, Leipzig, Frankfurt and Mannheim. Probably

6,000,000 people nearly a tenth of Germany's prewar popula-
tion were driven from their homes and forced to seek shelter

with others or to wander to less dangerous areas in eastern

Germany or western Poland.

In carrying out these devastating mass raids the Allies had

many aims in view: the direct destruction of factories engaged
in war production; the disruption of the German transportation

system; the weakening of German morale; and the general soft-

ening up of nazi strength preparatory to an Allied invasion of

western Europe which would create the real "second front" for

which the Russians had long been clamouring. How far these aims

were achieved it is impossible to say definitely. Probably Ger-

man production was slowed down as much as 20%. Transporta-
tion difficulties were greatly increased. The failure of the German
submarine campaign was also partly a result of the blows at the

German ports of Kiel, Hamburg, Bremen, Emden and elsewhere

as well as to inland plants which fabricated submarine parts and

machinery. The failure of the German luftwaffe to give adequate

coverage on the eastern front and at the same time to prevent
the raids on Germany from Britain and from the new Allied bases

in Africa and Italy was partly due to the bombing of aircraft

factories, synthetic gasoline plants and the Rumanian oil fields

at Ploesti.

(For the various German campaigns of 1943, see WORLD WAR
II.)

Education. In the old reich in 1938 there were 51,118 public

elementary schools (grundschule) with 7,596,437 pupils; 1,563



THE HOLLOW RUINS OF DUESSELDORF, photographed after the 56th R.A.F.

bombing of the German industrial centre on the night of June 11 v 1943

elementary "middle schools" teaching English and French with

2 7 2*635 pupils; 2,282 secondary schools with 670,895 pupils;

10 technical high schools with 9,554 students; and 25 universities

with 48,139 students. The nazis established many special schools

for training "leaders," with emphasis on comradeship, sports,

nazi ideology and leadership.
Defense. After 1935 the German army was based on the prin-

ciple of universal military training for two years, in addition to

semimilitary training in the Hitler Youth (eight years) and

Labour corps (six months). The army in 1943 consisted of more
than 300 divisions of 12,000-14,000 men each if at full strength,

but by Dec. 31 many divisions had become skeletal because of

very heavy losses in the U.S.S.R., the Balkans, North Africa,

Sicily and Italy. These probably amounted to more than 1,000,000
men in 1943, in addition to more than 700,000 killed and missing
and 1,500,000 wounded earlier in the war.

In addition to the German armies, Hitler had had Italian,

Rumanian, Hungarian and other troops fighting his battles, but

these began to disintegrate or return home as the tide of war
turned against Germany in 1943. The Italian army disintegrated

completely after the collapse of the Mussolini regime in July,

and many of the Falangist Blue division had returned to Spain

by the end of 1943.

The navy in 1943 consisted of the 35,ooo-ton battleship "Tir-

pitz," two 26,ooo-ton battleships, two io,ooo-ton pocket battle-

ships, ii cruisers, about 50 destroyers, probably 400 submarines

and perhaps two incomplete aircraft carriers. Germany acquired
in addition a few French naval units when she seized Toulon in

Nov. 1942, and a few Italian naval units in the summer of 1943.
The "Tirpitz," however, was reported badly damaged in a north-

ern Norwegian fiord by three British midget submarines, and the

26,ooo-ton "Scharnhorst" was sunk in a naval battle in the Arctic

circle on Dec. 26. Sixty German submarines were destroyed in

the three months September-November, 1943. Submarine losses

were heavy throughout the year owing to increased Allied air

protection, aided by planes based on the Portuguese Azores and

by the activity of Allied patrol boats. New submarine construc-

tion was seriously handicapped by intense Allied air raids on

Hamburg, Bremen, Emden and other ports and on German in-

dustrial centres.

Total figures for the German air force were not available. But

production of German planes, as a result of the bombing of the

Messcrschmitt plant at Wiener-Neustadt near Vienna, the ball-

bearing factory at Schweinfurt and other factories, was believed to

have been cut down to 2.500 planes a month by the end of 1943,

while plane production in the United States alone soared to more

than 8,000 a month. German plane production was insufficient

to offset the heavy losses in Germany, the U.S.S.R. and Italy.

Allied air superiority became evident as Germany was less and

less able to meet the double task of protecting its eastern front

and of stopping Allied mass raids on cities within the reich.

Finance. The unit of currency is the German mark, nominally

equivalent to 40.3325 U.S. cents. The Germans also issued special

paper marks (reichskassenscheine) of varying value for use in

the occupied territories. Revenues and expenditures had not been

published since 1935. The total amount levied by Germany on

the occupied countries of Europe up to Sept. 1943 was estimated

at 42,800,000,000 marks and the annual rate in 1943 was 15,850,-

000,000 marks. In addition, the amount due to the occupied

countries through Germany's blocked-mark system of not paying
for imports was estimated in Sept. at 17,500,000,000 marks, and

was increasing in 1943 at the annual rate of 6,700,000,000 marks.

The rcich debt at the end of 1943 was estimated at more than

200,000,000,000 marks, and the note circulation at 28,050,000,000

marks in Sept. 1943.

Trade and Communications. As a result of the war, Ger-

many was cut off from world trade and was confined to trade

with the occupied countries in Europe and a few neutrals like

313



BREACH IN THE MOEHNE DAM, Germany, after British bombers dropped
1.500-lb. mines on and near the structure May 16, 1943. The Ruhr valley was
flooded as a result of this raid

Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.
Her prewar trade, for which alone figures were available in

1 943, is given in Table I.

The German state railway (reichsbahn) in 1938 included

53'33<> km1

. (33,076 mi.) of standard-gauge lines and 879 km.

(546 mi.) of narrow-gauge lines. Privately owned lines included

3,732 km. (2,313 mi.) of standard and 752 km. (476 mi.) of

narrow gauge. In spite of Germany's stripping the conquered
territories of much of their rolling stock, the German railways

during the war were put under a very heavy strain and in 1943
were in worse condition than in 1939. On the Russian front the

Germans lost 700 locomotives and 17,000 freight cars in 1943,
in addition to many locomotives and trains which were destroyed

by Allied planes in western Europe. The bombing of the Moehne
and Eder dams on May 16 disrupted the Ruhr area canal s>stem
and inundated Kassel, where Germany's most important loco-

motive works were located.
; f

v,.

In 1938 there were 132,094 mi. of road in Germany, and by
the middle of 1939, 2,264 mi. of the new concrete automobile

highway network (reichsautobahn) were opened to traffic. This

new highway had been partly designed for strategic purposes,
but owing to lack of fuel for trucks was of little military value

in 1943.

Agriculture, Manufactures and Mineral Production. Ger-

many's prewar agricultural and mineral productions are shown in

Tables II and III.

Germany's harvests in 1943 were generally better than in

1941 and 1942. The wheat harvest, according to Herbert Backe,

secretary of state for agriculture, would reach 4,200,000 metric

tons, .which, however, was less than the prewar average. The

mirage of vast grain supplies from the Ukraine vanished as the

nazis were swept west of the Dnieper river by Stalin's armies in

the autumn of 1943. As the Germans continued to drain agri-

cultural supplies from the other conquered territories the food

situation did not become acute for the nazi "master race" in

Table I. Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade, 1932-39

Table II. Agricultural Production from 1932 to 1939
(In thousands of metric tons;

*Figures for IQ.SQ are estimated. The total grain harvest was estimated at 27,430,000
metric tons, i.e.

t 6.4% more than the total for 1938.

1943, though the subject populations suffered severely from in-

adequate rations or from lack of food of their own.

Manufactures were subjected to a still tighter strait jacket

in 1943 in order to increase the production of war materials.

Many small plants were closed and all factories had to manu-

facture exactly what they were told to make. War goods super-

seded consumers' goods even more completely than hitherto.

By the end of 1943 new clothing, household utensils and new

housing were almost unobtainable. After Sept. 8 complete con-

trol over all production was given to Albert Speer, the minister

of munitions and armaments. This 39-year-old favourite architect

of Hitler thus became "economic czar" for the duration of the

war, with even more power than Hermann Goering.

Due to the recruiting of men from fields and factories for

the army and to the demands for increased production caused

by the war, and also to the greater amount of labour required

to produce substitute (ersatz) instead of natural products, Ger-

many suffered an increasingly severe labour shortage during 1943.

This was partly met by employing more women and children,

women being conscripted for work up to the age of 60. The
labour shortage was also partly met by renewed efforts, not

very successful, to induce more French, Italian and other foreign

Table III. Production of Minerals and Manufactured Products, 1933-37
(In metric tons)

*Fif?ures do not include Austria and Sudeten area,

j Figures arc for the first six months of 1939 only

workers to accept employment in Germany. These "slave work-

ers" often had no alternative except starvation, since the nazis

closed down the home factories where they had been, employed.
The total number of war prisoners and foreign workers who were

forced to work in Germany at the end of 1943 was estimated at

more than 10,000,000.

These foreign workers included about 3,000,000 Russians,

carefully guarded and feared by the Germans; 2,500,000 French-

men; 1,800,000 Poles, 1,000,000 Italians; 1,000,000 Czechs;

700,000 Belgians; and numerous Dutch, Scandinavians, Baits,

and Balkan nationalities. They were housed separately, kept
in control by the threat to withhold their meagre food rations,

and carefully watched by armed German foremen and gestapo
officials. During the frequent Allied bombings of industrial cen-

tres, in which factory records were destroyed, many of the slave

workers managed to escape and return home secretly.

(See also ANTI-SEMITISM; BUSINESS REVIEW; FASCISM;
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH; WORLD WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See Statislischcs Jahrbuch jur das Dcutschc Reich (an-
nual, to 1939); Target: Germany (1943); Hauptmann Hermann (pseud.),
The Luftwaffe: Its Rise and Fall (1943); T. H. Minshall, Future Germany
(1943); P. Schwarz, This Man Ribbcntrop (1943); R- * Swing, Preview
oj History (1943). (S. B. F.)

Gibraltar: see MEDITERRANEAN, BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN THE.
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Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony: see PACIFIC ISLANDS,

BRITISH.

Ginger: see SPICES.

Cinilri 4lonri Unnnr6 (l879~ ), French army officer,

QiidUu, nenn noiiure vvas bom Jan I8 in paris and at.

tended St. Cyr Military academy and the cole Superieure de

Guerre. Early in World War I, he was wounded and captured

by the Germans, but escaped in 1915 and returned to the front.

Toward the end of the war he was chief of staff of a Moroccan

division and he participated in the Riff campaign. After the

German break-through at Sedan in May 1940, General Giraud

took command of the Allied armies in northern France; but he

was captured and interned in Koenigstein prison, Saxony. In

April 1942, Giraud staged another daring prison break and es-

caped to Vichy via Switzerland. He then fled Vichy and offered

his services to the U.S. armies at the start of the North African

campaign. On Nov. 15, 1942, Admiral Darlan named Giraud

commander of all French armed forces in North Africa. After

Darlan's assassination, Giraud was named high commissioner of

French North Africa, Dec. 27. In Jan. 1943, a bitter feud broke

out between Giraud and Gen. Charles de Gaulle. On Feb. 6,

Giraud assumed the title of French civil and military comman-

der-in-chief in North Africa; the following month he formally

severed all ties with Vichy and pledged restoration of free re-

publican rule in France after the war. In the summer of 1943,

Giraud's popularity ebbed. He had the backing of the U.S. state

department and Great Britain, but the majority of Frenchmen

in North Africa supported de Gaulle. Giraud finally invited his

rival to Algiers and on June 3 a new governing body for France

was created with Giraud and de Gaulle serving as co-presidents.

Subsequently, Giraud lost ground to de Gaulle and on Nov. 9,

1943, the former resigned as co-president of the French Com-
mittee of National Liberation, but retained his post as comman-

der-in-chief of French forces. (See also FRANCE.)

Cirl QoAlltc *n 1W3 ^ie ^ir^ Scouts worked closely with

Dill ObUUlSi other organizations in order to bring the citi-

zenship training of scouting to more of the girls who were asking

for it. Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish advisers or ad-

TESTINQ IMPACT-RESISTANT GLASS for aeroplane windshields, developed by
the Civil Aeronautics administration to prevent injury to pilots in mid-air
collisions with birds. Freshly-killed chickens and turkeys are fired at the w.nd-

shields at a velocity of 300 m.p.h.

visory committees were appointed to work with the Girl Scout

national organization. A committee of leading educators and one

representing the National Congress of Parents and Teachers were

also appointed. The General Federation of Women's Clubs and

the men's and women's civic clubs such as Rotary, International

and Zonta worked out plans for closer co-operation.

Planning with the whole community to meet the needs of

youth in wartime, Girl Scouts in many towns opened their

day camps to all neighbourhood children who wished to come.

Troops were organized in war workers' trailer camps and in

mushrooming boom towns. By the end of 1943, the total mem-

bership was 817,000, an increase of 100,000 over 1942.

Girl Scouting put special emphasis on projects that would not

only enable girls to contribute to the war effort but also prepare
them for intelligent citizenship later. For example: Senior Girl

Scout hospital aides helped to relieve the shortage of nurses by
serving in children's wards, linen rooms, laboratories, and kitch-

ens. Wing Scouting, founded in 1942, became the fastest grow-

ing section of the older girls' program and began to prepare many
girls for future service in aviation.

Through the Juliette Low World Friendship fund (formerly the

Juliette Low Memorial fund) aid was sent to the British Guides

for their relief work, to the Guides of Malta, and to the chil-

dren of Greece, Russia, and China. Foreign students were also

given scholarships for training in Girl Scout leadership so that

they might help to develop or re-establish Girl Scouting in their

own countries. (C. M. R.)

Glands: see ENDOCRINOLOGY; MEDICINE.

ma J r e^cct f the war uP n the U.S. glass in-

dustry in 1943 was the stimulation of production of

bottles, jars and containers. The increased volume of these items

became necessary because of the greater amount of food preserva-

tion, both commercial and domestic. The total value of glass-

ware made in the U.S. exceeded $500,000,000, for the first time

in history. Much more than half of this value came from bottles

and containers, which replaced many articles formerly made
from tin plate and other metals. The new record in production
of these items exceeded 90,000,000 gross.

Plate glass, made chiefly for military purposes, showed a

slightly higher production than in 1942, exceeding 65,000,000

sq.ft. Bullet-resistant glass, made by joining tempered sheets
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with plastic intermediate layers, bent into suitable curvatures,

was successfully installed in the noses and cockpits of military

planes. Data on window glass were not available, but the quan-

tity made was relatively small on account of so little new
construction.

The production of optical glass and the manufacture of lenses

and prisms continued at unprecedented rates. Research de-

veloped new techniques for the heat-treatment of optical glass.

Operating conditions continued to be difficult on account of

labour shortage, lack of kraft paper for shipping cartons and

more severe restrictions upon raw materials, including nitrates.

Tiny insulators and other small parts hitherto not readily

fabricated from glass were produced by the Corning Glass

Works by a new process. In this method, powdered glass is

mixed with a binder, high pressure is applied, and subsequent

heating welds the glass particles together and drives off the

volatile binder. A new development in the fibre glass field con-

sisted in reinforcing plastic sheets with matted glass fibres so that

they developed tensile strengths as high as 80,000 Ib. per sq.in.

Precision gauges made entirely of glass were found superior to

metal gauges in permanent accuracy and low cost. Glass piping

and other forms were successfully welded electrically.

The Federal Trade commission ordered that the word "glass"

could not be used as part of the trade names of certain products

made of organic plastics. (S. R. S.)

'

Glassford, William Alexander, II

born June 6 in San Francisco. He was graduated from the U.S.

Naval academy in 1906 and during World War I, he was a gun-

nery officer on a destroyer and later an executive officer on a de-

stroyer tender. He won the D.S.M. for bringing the destroyer

Shaw, of which he was commander, safely into port after a colli-

sion with a British vessel. During the period from 1924 to 1935,

he was assistant director of naval communications, staff member
of the Naval War college, commander of the battle force and

commander-in-chief of the U.S. fleet. After Japan attacked Pearl

Harbor, Glassford, who was commander of the Yangtze patrol,

was placed at the head of the newly organized Southwest Pacific

naval command, Feb. 1942. Later that month, he participated

with the Dutch fleet in the battle of the Java sea. He was then

given the post of commandant of the sixth naval district and

Charleston navy yard. On May 24, 1943, President Roosevelt

nominated him for promotion to vice-admiral; two days later,

Adm. Glassford, who had been decorated for negotiating the

agreement whereby French authorities opened Dakar to U.S.

naval forces, was made President Roosevelt's personal represen-

tative, with the rank of minister, to French West Africa.

' I943> *n the *nvas*on f Sicily, the u.s.

army used gliders for the first time as a major tacti-

cal weapon. The success of this venture was reflected in renewed

orders for 15 place transport gliders, and orders for still larger

transport gliders.

In iQ43> two of the most outstanding personalities in the field

of gliding lost their lives in the service of the nation. On January

24 Major Lewin B. Barringer, chief of the glider section of the

army air forces, was lost on a routine flight over the sea. In the

capacity Of special civilian assistant to the commanding general

of the army air forces, Richard C. du Pont was killed while test-

ing a giant transport glider on Sept. n.
Prior to the war, Mr. du Pont as president and director, and

Major Barringer as manager and director of the Soaring Society

of America, were largely responsible for the existence of the

nucleus of trained glider pilots with which the army started its

W. A. GOLD
glider program.

Civilian gliding activities included:

The establishment of a new national altitude record of 19,434

ft. above point of release for single place gliders, by Capt. J.

Shelly Charles at Atlanta, Georgia on July 18.

Two new Civil Aeronautics administration approved, single

place, all wood training glider designs, suitable for the high school

gliding program. They are the "Denver Pioneer" by the Univer-

sity of Denver and the "Cadet" by Cadet Aeronautics, Inc.

A major soaring contest was held at Bishop, Calif, on Sept.

4, 5 and 6 under the sanction of the Soaring Society of America.

(B. SK.)

riiflfir
tllllUr

( I ^4-i943), British author, was born Oct. 17

in Jersey, the Channel islands. Daughter of a

British civil engineer, she married in 1892 and wrote a few

novels to bolster the family finances. Her early works, lightly

garnished with sentiment and romance, were "reliable" light

reading. But in 1906, Mrs. Glyn, determined to make romance

pay, created Three Weeks, written in six weeks. Published in

1907, this novel was an immediate success, but it was considered

"shocking" by ecclesiasts and lay authorities and was banned

for a time in Britain and the United States. During the 19205,

Mrs. Glyn was regarded as a daring "love analyst." She went to

Hollywood, where she advised silent screen directors on love

scenes. In 1927, she published another best-seller, It. Although

it was frequently asserted that Mrs. Glyn glamourized the pro-

noun "it" and made it synonymous with sex appQal, Mrs. Glyn
herself modestly declined to accept this honour. Her later works

included The Flirt and the Flapper (1930) and Romantic Adven-

ture (1936). Mrs. Glyn died in London, Sept. 23.

G-Men: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

Goering, Hermann Wilhelm

man, was born at Rosenheim, Bavaria, on Jan. 12 and was com-

mander of the famed Richthofen squadron in the German air

force during World War I after Richthofen's death. Goering was

an early member of the nazi party and became air minister and

minister of the interior in 1933 upon Hitler's accession to the

chancellorship. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.) On July 19, 1940
Hitler conferred the newly created title of marshal of 'the reich

on Goering. As head
<}f

the economics general staff, he had su-

preme control over Germany's economic life. Goering was gen-

erally regarded as second man in Germany during World War
II. His prediction in 1941 that the luftwaffe could do one hun-

dred to one thousand times more dama|e than the R.A.F. was

a sorry one, but his position as leader remained intact. Late in

1942 he told his countrymen, fearful of another Russian winter

campaign, that they would be fed if necessary at the expense of

conquered nations. On April 20, 1943, Hitler's 54th birthday,

Goering proclaimed that the issue of the war had become one

of "victory or destruction." In August, following meetings at

Adolf Hitler's headquarters, it was reported that Goering had

been given still further powers "of enormous magnitude."

Gnlflt
With respect to gold, the year 1943 was conspicuous

QUID* chiefly for an acceleration of two major trends which

had set in during 1942. These were: (i) a reversal of the steady

rise in world gold production which, until 1942, had endured for

19 years (see Production, below), and (2) a turning of the tide

in the most spectacular international gold movement in history
the so-called "flight to the dollar/' which between 1933 and 1941

produced a rise in U.S. holdings of monetary gold from roughly
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GOLD PRODUCTION: world total and output of the principal producing

countries, as compiled by The Mineral Industry

$4,000,000,000 to almost $23,000,000,000.
"

,
.

In some ways even more striking than the decline in world

gold output was the change in direction of the world gold move-

ment. Whereas 1942 represented the ending of the flood tide of

gold to the United States, 1943 brought a real ebb tide in this

movement. As seen in Table I, in the first ten months of 1943,

gold stocks declined by more than $610,000,000, which was far

and away the largest loss by the United States in its history.

Table I Analysis of Changes In Gold Stock of fhe United States

(In millions of dollars)

*FiKurcs based on rate of $20.67 a fine ounce in Jan., TO,; 4, and -Vis a tine ounce there-

after.

flncludes old in the inactive* account.

JNet gold import figures have not been released for months subsequent to Dec. 1041.
Gold under earmark at Federal Reserve banks for foreign account amounted to

$3.1-46..*, millions on Oct. 30, 1943.

([Preliminary.

For the most part this "loss" of gold was not a physical loss.

As a matter of fact,. the U.S. showed a net import balance of

about $22,000,000 on the actual movement of gold into and out,

of the country. The decline in gold stocks was the direct result

of gold earmarking in the U.S. for foreign account. Aside from

its lend-lease activities, the foreign trade of the United States

showed an "unfavourable" balance in 1943, chiefly because coun-

tries (particularly in Latin America) were unable to offset their

exports to the United States with merchandise which they ordi-

narily would have imported. This enabled them to build up large

bank balances in the United States.

Wherever free markets existed for gold in 1943 it sold at a

premium, that premium ranging from 10% in the case of Latin

American countries to as much as 100% in inflation-ridden India

and Egypt, where the governments resorted to official sales of the

metal to the public as a means of absorbing excess purchasing

power. And finally there was the fact that the nation which was

the chief advocate of managed exchanges Germany stood in the

shadow of military defeat, while the three major powers among

the United Nations Great Britain, U.S.S.R. and the United

States were the three powers which had the largest stakes in

the perpetuation of gold, in one form or another, as the basic

money of international exchange. (See also EXCHANGE CONTROL
AND EXCHANGE RATES; FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.)

(E. H. Co.)

Production. There was a very definite decline in world pro-

duction of gold in 1942, amounting to about 11% as compared
with 1941. While the available data were still so incomplete in

1943 that no very accurate estimate could be made of the total,

it was probably around 35,000,000 or 36,000,000 oz. Declines

were registered for every country for which comparable data were

received covering 1941 and 1942.

Some of the more important decreases, in order of decreasing

size, were: United States, 27%; Canada, 10%; Australia, 23%;
South Africa, 2%; Colombia, 9%; Southern Rhodesia, 4%. The
decreases in most cases were due to shortage of manpower, which
was needed more for other metals than for gold.

Table II. -Value of Gold Produced, 1900-43
(In millions of old dollars, (.20.67 an o/.)

'Exclusive of Philippines.
1 Exclusive of Russia, for which no official figures are available later than 1941.
j Estimated.

Mine production of gold in the continental United States

dropped from 4,750,865 oz. in 1941 to 3,457,110 oz. in 1942, a de-

cline of 27%, the result of a shift of manpower to work of

greater strategic importance or better pay; also in Oct. 1942

the War Production board ruling closed all primary gold mines,

so that most of the gold produced in the last quarter of 1942
and in 1943 was a by-product of operations carried on primarily
for nonferrous metals. As a result, the only important producing
state to show an increase in output was Utah. The percentages
of decline in the major producing states, in decreasing order of

actual output, were as follows: California, 40%; Alaska 26%;
Colorado, 28%; Montana, 41%; South Dakota, 13%; Nevada,

19%; Arizona, 22%; Idaho, 39%; and Oregon, 51%.
Nothing whatever was known of the status of gold production

in the Philippine Islands after Japanese occupation, but mint

and refinery receipts in the United States in 1942 dropped to

140,330 oz., as compared with 1,130,933 oz. in 1941.

The decline in United States output was even more pronounced
in 1943 than in 1942. The total for the first three quarters of

the year was 1,165,000 oz., with about 1,465,000 oz. expected
for the year's total a decline of 58% from 1942 and 69% from

1941. There was an almost continuous decline in output through-

out 1943, the trend of which is best shown by the following

daily average outputs in fine ounces for the periods indicated:

U.S. Daily Avrog Oufpuf
Year 1941 13,016 May 3,008

January 1942 10,168 June 3.773
Year 1942 9,S9X> July 3,403
January 1943 4,35 August 5,355
February 3,979 September 3,133
March 4.**7 October 3t5i6
April 4,529
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Canadian production declined from 5,345,179 oz. in 1941 to

4,841,306 oz. in 1942. In Quebec and Saskatchewan, increases

in by-product gold from copper and other nonferrous ores more

than offset declines in primary gold output, but in most of the

other provinces there were declines in output. During the first

three quarters of 1943, the output totalled 2,842,122 oz., as

compared with 3,727,457 oz. in the same period of 1942, a

decline of 24%, against a drop of less than 10% in 1942 as

compared with 1941.

The South African output showed a comparatively small de-

cline in 1942, standing at 14,120,617 oz., as compared with 14,-

386,361 oz. in 1941. The production rate declined still further in

1943, equivalent to 12,850,000 oz. as estimated from the returns

of the first three quarters, which totalled 9,637,000 oz.

After the United States and Canada, the next largest decline

was in Australia, from 1,570,000 oz. in 1941 to 1,180,000 oz. in

1942. Production during the first half of 1943 averaged only

about 72,000 oz. monthly, against 98,000 oz. in 1942.

The 1942 decline in Southern Rhodesia was 30,000 oz. to 760,-

ooo oz. and with returns for nine months of 1943 at 500,000 oz.

and dropping almost every month, the 1943 total was likely to

be about 100,000 oz. less than that of 1942. India also had a

30,ooo-oz. drop in 1942, to 257,000 oz., and returns of 192,000

oz. for the first nine months of 1942 were at about the same rate.

Gold Coast declined 100,000 oz. in 1942, to an estimated 785,-

ooo oz.
; specific figures were not at hand for 1943 at the end

of that year, but apparently the decline continued. The 1942

output in Mexico was little different from the 800,000 oz. in

1941. In 1942 Colombia dropped about 50,000 oz. below the

656,000 reported in 1941, ami with returns of 438,000 oz.

through Sept. 1943, apparently showed another decline for the

year. (See also MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.)

(G. A. Ro.)

Gold Coast: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Cftlf
^ *s a s^n l̂cant f*lct t 'ial

?
f tne l2 Payers whose

DUII* names were inscribed as winners of the U.S. Amateur

Championship over a period of 15 years, from 1927 through

1941, 10 were in uniform by 1943. So were hundreds of other

golfers less well-known. Among professional ranks, approximately

20% of the Professional Golfers* association membership were

giving military service.

Meantime, golfing organizations turned their attention almost

entirely to the support of war work. The United States Golf

association continued on a definite program of encouraging mem-
bers' clubs to carry on organized support of fund-raising pro-

grams for patriotic purposes and the sale of war bonds. Special

tournaments on national holiday dates were a part of the pro-

gram. The association also sponsored the growing of victory gar-

dens by club members on club property. It urged member clubs

to give preference to disabled ex-service men, when employing
new help.

The Professional Golfers' association arranged benefit matches

and collected funds for service benefits in all tournaments

played. Most notable among these was a team match at the

Plum Hollow club of Detroit, in which the war-orphaned Ryder

Cup team captained by Craig Wood defeated a team captained

by Walter Hagen. The sum of $36,000 was realized. This went

to purchasing golf equipment for American forces on the far-

fluqg battle fronts.

Club tournaments continued on a greatly reduced schedule,

with a few district and state championships. All of course

missed the presence of popular favorites now in service. Among
professional ranks, more "name

1 *

players were available even

GOLIKOV, F. I.

with such notables as Sam Snead, Ben Hogan, Horton Smith

Jimmy Thompson, Paul Runyan, Victor Ghezzi, E. J. "Dutch'

Harrison, Clayton Heafner, Jim Turnesa and others in uniform

A few competitive events of interest were staged, notably in the

middle west.

The Tarn O'Shanter Country club of Chicago was the scene

of one such event in which there were competitions for ama-

teurs, women and an open contest. Harold "Jug" McSpaden
emerged as the winner of the open tournament. At the end of

72 holes of play he was tied with William "Buck" White, com-

peting in his first big tournament, at 282. In the play-off Mc-

Spaden won with a card of 71 against White's 72.

Dale Morey of Martinsville, Ind., former captain of Louisiana

State university team, won the amateur event, defeating Robert

Cochran of St. Louis 4 and 3. Miss Patty Berg of Minneapolis
former U.S. Women's champion, won the event for women, with

a total of 307 for 72 holes of play. Miss Elizabeth Hicks of

California was runner-up with 312. Miss Hicks wears the uni-

form of the SPARS. Miss Berg was sworn in as a member of

the Marines the day after she won. Earlier in the year she had

won the Women's Western Open title, defeating Miss Dorothy

Kirby of Atlanta in the iinal match. This was Miss Berg's first

tournament appearance following an injury to a knee sustained in

an automobile accident 18 months earlier.

The Golden Valley Country club of Minneapolis was the

scene of a round-robin team match, involving eight teams of

well-known professionals. Craig Wood and Jimmy Demaret

proved the winning combination, finishing the 126 holes of play

with a total of plus 12. Next in line were Byron Nelson and

Harold McSpaden scoring plus 9. The latter pair led from the

first round through the sixth and were again leading at the end

of nine holes of the last round. On the last nine they were the

victims of great golf by Willie Goggin and Tony Penna, who
beat par on six of the nine holes, winning four of the six.

Wallace Ulrich of Carleton college won the individual inter-

collegiate title from 74 other college golfers who competed at the

Olympia Fields Country club near Chicago, defeating William

Roden of the University of Texas in the final match by 4 and

2. Team honors went to Yale university with a score of 614
for a four-man team over 18 holes. Michigan was second with

618.

The year saw the passing of a notable figure in golf, Ted

Ray, famous British professional, who won the United States

Open championship in 1920. Twice a visitor to the U.S., Ray
was a familiar figure to golfers. He first came into prominence
in 1913, when he and his compatriot, Harry Vardon, finished in

a tie for the U.S. Open at Brookline, Mass., only to be beaten

by Ouimet in the play-off. A giant of a man, he was known in

his heyday as one of the longest hitters in golf. (I. BN.)

Golikov, Filip Ivanovich

1918. An able tactician, his talents were recognized and he was

awarded a military scholarship to the famous Frunze Military

academy. One of the young generals of the soviet union, he was

rapidly promoted and was made deputy chief of the general staff.

Regarded as one of Russia's principal tank experts, he was dec-

orated for his work in the Russo-Finnish campaign, 1939-40,

which provided him with an opportunity to test his theories on

mechanized warfare. In July 1941, he left the soviet union to

lead a military mission to Great Britain. Following these confer-

ences, he visited the United States to discuss lend-lease arrange-

ments. The end of 1941 found him back in the field of operations,

leading one of the seven armies which turned back the nazi tide

during the titanic battle before Moscow in the winter of 1941-42,
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At the beginning of 1943, Stalin promoted Golikov from army
commander to commander of the Voronezh front in the Ukraine.

He led the forces that recaptured Kursk, Rostov and Kharkov,

in Feb. 1943.

Gonorrhoea: see VENEREAL DISEASES.

Goring, Hermann Wilhelm: sec GOERING, HERMANN WIL-

HELM.

Government Departments and Bureaus.

The following are the leading officers of the more important

government departments and bureaus of the United States. The
date for the information is Jan. i, 1944.

Department or Bureau Name /Vvf

Department of State *Hull, Cordell

*Stettimus, Kdward R., Jr.

Department of the Treasury Morgenthau, Henry. Jr.

Bell, Daniel VV.

Bureau of Comptroller of Currency . . Delano, Preston
Treasurer of the U.S Julian, William A.
Bureau of Customs Johnson, VV. R.
Bureau of Internal Revenue Hanne#an, Robert JE.

War Department *Stimson, Henry L.

Patterson, Robert P.

General Staff Marshall, George C., Gen.

Army Service Forces Somcrvell, Brchon, Lt. Gen.

Army Ground Forces *McNair, Lesley J,, Lt. Gen.

Army Air Forces Arnold, Henry IT., Gen.

Department of Justice Diddle, Francis
Solicitor General Fahy, Charles
Federal Bureau of Investigation . . . Hoover, J. Edgnr
Bureau of Prisons Bennett, James V.

Immigration and Naturalization
Service Harrison, Earl G.

Post Office Department VValkcr, Frank C.

Department of the Navy *Knox, Franklin

Forrestal, James V.

Office of Commander in Chief. U.S.
Fleet, and Chief of Naval Operations *King, Ernest J., Adm.
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of Naval Personnel .....
Jacobs, Randall, Rear Adm.
Hussey, George F., Jr.,

*U S. Marine Corps Headquarters .

Bureau of Ordnance
Rear Adm.

*Vandegrift, Alexander A.,
Lieutenant Gen.

*U.S. Coast Guard . . ....... Waesche, Russell R.,
Vice Adm.

Department of the Interior ...... Ickes, Harold L.

Fortas, Abe1

General Land Office......... Johnson, Fred VV.

Office of Indian Affairs ....... Collier, John
Solid Fuels Administration for War . . Ickcs, Harold L.

Office of Fishery Coordination .... Ickes, Harold L.

Geological Survey
*Fish and Wildlife Service . . . .

Bureau of Reclamation
National Park Service
Bureau of Mines
Division of Territories and Island

Possessions

Department of Agriculture

^Agricultural Research Administration .

Bureau of Animal Industry ....
Bureau of Agricultural ana

Industrial Chemistry
Bureau of Dairy Industry
Bureau of Entomology and Plant

Quarantine
Office of Experiment Stations . . .

Biueau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering ....

Bureau of Human Nutrition and
Home Economics

Bureau of Agricultural Economics . .

War Meat Board
War Food Administration ...
Commodity Credit Corporation
Food Distribution Administration
Agricultural Extension Service .

Office of Labor
Food Production Administration

Agricultural Adjustment Agency
Soil Conservation Service . . .

Federal Crop Insurance

Corporation

Wrather, William E.
Gabrielson. Ira N.
Bashorc, Harry VV.

Drury, Newton B.

Saycrs, Royd R.

Thoron, Benjamin VV.

Wickard, Claude R.
Appleby, Paul H.
Auchter. E. C.
Miller, Arthur W.

Skinner, W. W.
Reed, Ollie E.

Annand, P. N.
Jardine, James T.

Salter, R. M.

Sherman, Henry C.

Tolley. Howard R.
Reed, Harry E.

Jones, Marvin
Hutson, JJ1.
Hendrickson. Roy F.

Wilson, M. L.

Bruton, Philip G., Col.

Hutson, J. B.

Dodd, N. E.

Bennett, Hugh H.

Wright, J. Carl

Farm Security Administration . . Hancock, Frank
"Farm Credit Administration Black. Albert G.
Forest Service Lyle, F. Watts
Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations Wheeler, L. A.
Rural Electrification Administration . Slattery, Harry

Department of Commerce . ...... *Jones, Jesse H.
Taylor. Wayne C.

Bureau of the Census Capt, James C.

Secretary
Under-Sec'y
Secretary
Under-Scc'y
Comptroller
Treasurer
Commissioner
Commissioner
Secretary
Under-Sec'y
Chief of Staff

Comm'd'g
Gen.

Comm'd'g
Gen.

Comm'd'g
Gen.

Att'y-Gen.
Solic. Gen.
Director
Director

Commissioner
Postm'r Gen.
Secretary
Under-Sec'y

Commander
in Chief,
U.S. Fleet,
and Chief
of Naval
Operations

Chief
Chief

Commandant

Commandant
Secretary
Under-Sec'y

Commjssioner
Commissioner
Administrator

Fishery Co-
ordinator

Director
Director
Commissioner
Director
Director

Director

Secretary
Under-Sec'y
Administrator
Chief

Acting Chief
Chief

Chief
Chief

Chief

Chief
Chief
Chairman
Administrator
President
Director
Director
Director
Director
Chief
Chief

Acting
Manager

Chief
Governor
Chief
Director
Administrator
Secretary
Under-Sec'y
Director

Department or Bureau

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce

National Bureau of Standards ....
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Civil Aeronautics Board
Reconstruction Finance Corporation .

War Damage Corporation
Patent Office

\\eatherBureau
Department of Labor

U.iv Conciliation Service .

Bureau of Labor Statistics

Children's Bureau
Women's Bureau
VV age and Hour and Public Contracts

Divisions
Federal Security Agency
Office of Education
Public Health Service
Social Security Board
Food and Drug Administration . . .

OttU'c of Community Wur Services . .

Federal Works Agency

Public Buildings Administration . . .

Public Roads Administration . . . .

War Public Works
War Public Services

Independent Offices

Federal Communications Commission .

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Federal Power Commission
Federal Reserve System, Board of

Governors of the
Federal Trade Commission
Government Printing Office

Interstate Commerce Commission . .

Library of Congress

National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics
National Capital Park and Planning

Commission
National Labor Relations Board . . .

National Mediation Board
Railroad Retirement Board
Securities and Exchange Commission .

Tax Court of the United States . . .

Smithsonian Institution
Tennessee Valley Authority ....
The National Archives
U. S. Civil Service Commission . .

U. S. Employees' Compensation
Commission

U.S. Maritime Commission ....
U.S. Tariff Commission
Veterans'Administration

Executive Office of the President
Bureau of the Budget

Emergency War Agencies
Office for Emergency Management .

Office of Wr
ar Mobilization . . .

National War Labor Board . . .

Office of Alien Property Custodian
Office of Civilian Defense ....

Name

Taylor, Amos E.

Briggs, Lyman J.
Colbert. Leo O.
Pogue, L. Welch
Henderson, Charles B.

Clayton, VV. L.

Coe, Conway P.

Reichelderfer, F. VV.

Perkins, Frances
Tracy, I). W.
Steelman, J. R.
Hinrichs, A. F.

Lenroot, Katharine F.

Anderson, Mary

Walling, L. Metcalfc
McNutt. Paul V.

Studebater, lohn VV.

Parran, Dr. Thomas
Altmever, Arthur J.

Campbell, VV. G.

McCloskey. Mark A.

Fleming, Philip B.,

Major Gen.
Reynolds, W, E.

MacDonald, Thomas H.
Snyder, Baird
Kerr, Mrs. Florence

Fly, James L.

Crowlcy. Leo T.

Olds, Leland

Ecclcs, Marriner S.

Freer, Robert E.

Giegengack, A. E.

Patterson, Win. J.

MacLeish, Archibald

Post

Director
Director
Dirvctor
Chairman
Chairman
Piesident
Commissioner
Chief

Secretary
Asst. Scc'y
Director

Acting Com-
missioner

Chief
Chief

Administrator
Administrator
Commissioner
Surgeon Gen.
Chairman
Commissioner
Director

Administrator
Commissioner
Commissioner
Director
Director

Chairman
Chairman
Chairman

Chairman
Chairman
Public Printer
Chairman
Librarian of

Congress

Hunsaker, Dr. Jerome C. Chairman

Smith, Harold D.

Byrnes, lames F.

Davis, William H.
Crowlcy, Leo T.

Martin, John B.

Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs

Office of Defense Transportation . .

Office of Economic Stabilization . .

Office of Scientific Research and De-
velopment

Office of War Information
War Manpower Commission ....
War Production Board

Office of Production Research and
Development

Office of Rubber Director ....
Office of War Utilities

Smaller War Plants Corporation . .

War Relocation Authority ....
War Shipping Administration . . .

Foreign Economic Administration. .

Export-Import Bank of

Washington ....

Rockefeller. Nelson A.
Eastman, Joseph B.

Vinson, red M.

Bush, Dr. Vannevar
Davis, Elmer
McNutt, Paul V.

Nelson, Donald M.
Wilson, Charles E.

Krug, J. A.

Boulware, Lemuel R.

Whiteside, Arthur D.

Golden, Clinton S.

Keenan, Joseph D.

Batt, William L.

Davis, Donald D.

Davis, Harvey N.
Dewey, Bradley, Col,

Krug, J. A.

Maverick, Maury*
Myer, Dillon S.

Land. E. S., Rear Adm.
Crowtey, Leo T.

Pieraon, Warren L.

Director

Director
Chairman
Custodian
Acting

Director

Coordinator
Director
Director

Director
Director
Chairman
Chairman
Executive

Vice
Chairman

Program Vice
Chairman

Operations
Vice
Chairman

Vice Chair-
man for

CivilianRe-
quirements

Vice Chair-
man for

Manpower
Require-
ments

Vice Chair-
man of

Labor Pro-
duction

Vice Chair-
man (In-
ternational

man

Director
Director
Director
Chairman
Director
Administrator
Administrator

President
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*See separate article.

'Di&chaiKcd from the navy, Dec. 13, 1943. Renominated by Pres. Roosevelt.

'Appointed Jan. 8, 1944.

Great Britain. The following were His Majesty's chief offi-

cers of state and the permanent officials of the more important
of the government departments of Great Britain at the close of

1943-

Minister of State R K. Law
Minister of State (Cairo) . . . *R. G. Casey
Deputy Minister of State (Cairo) Lord Moyne
Minister Resident in W. Africa Viscount Swmton
Minister Resident in N.W. Africa Harold Macmillan
Minister Resident in Washington

for Supply Ben Smith

reconstruction)

Ministry or Department

Paymaster-General's Office .

Pensions, Ministry of ...

"Post Office

Privy Council Office ....

Production, Ministry of . .

Rcconshuction, Ministry of

Scottish Office

Supply, Ministry of ....

Town and Country Planning,
Ministry of

Trade, Board of

Treasury

War Ollice

War Transport, Ministry of

Works, Ministry of . . . .

Name
Lord Cherwell
L. Cuthbertson

, Sir Walter Womersley
Sir Alexander Cunnison
Capt. Harry Crookshank
Sir Thomas Gardiner
C. R. Attlce
E. C. K. Leadbitter

. *Oliver Lyttelton
T. H. E. Woods
Lord Woolton
Norman Brook
Thomas Johnston
Sir Horace P. Hamilton

Sir Andrew Rae Duncan
Sir William Douglas

\V. S. Morrison
Sir Geoffrey Whiskard
Hugh Dalton
Sir Frederick Lcith-Ross

Sir Arnold E. Ovcrton
"Winston Churchill

*Sir John Anderson

Sir Richard V. N. Hopkins

Sir James Gri^g
Sir Frederick C. Bovenschenl
Sir Eric Speed /

Lord Leathers
Sir Cyril W. Hurcomb
Lord Portal
F. P. Robinson

Post

Paymaster-General
Asst. Paymaster-Gen
Minister
Permanent Secretary
Postmaster-General
Director-General
Lord President
Clerk of the Council
Minister
Permanent Secretary
Minister

Sectetary
Secretary of State
Permanent Under-

sec'y of State
Minister
Permanent Secretary

Minister
Permanent Secretary
President
Chief Economic Ad-

viser to H. M. Govt.
Permanent Secretary
Prime Minister, First

Lord and Minister
of Defense

Chancellor of the

Exchequer
Permanent Secretary
and Head of H.M.
Civil Service

Secretary of State

Joint Perm'nt
Under-sec 'ics

Minister
Director-General
Minister
Permanent Secretary

"See separate article.

Government Expenditures: see BUDGET, NATIONAL.

Government Printing Office: see PRINTING OFFICE, U.S

GOVERNMENT.

Government Receipts: see BUDGET, NATIONAL.

Governors and Premiers, British: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

Grain: see BARLEY; CORN; OATS; RICE; RYE; WHEAT.
Granite: see STONE.

Cronofrillt
^e **a ' grapefruit crop of 1943 was estimated

Qldpcll Ull. by the U.S. department of agriculture to be 49,-

187,000 boxes or 3% less than the 1942 crop, but 2% more than

was produced in 1941. Florida produced 25,000,000 boxes com-

pared to 27,300,000 in 1942. The Texas crop was estimated at

17,200,000 boxes, a decline of 2% from the previous year. A
strong demand kept prices of all citrus fruits at high levels, and

U.S. Production of Grapefruit by States, 1943 and 1942

*Net contents of boxes of grapefruit arc 60 Ib. in California; in Florida and other

states, So Ib.

grapefruit sold at prices more than one-third higher than in 1942.

There \vas a particularly strong demand for fruit juices tor the

armed forces, lend-lease and civilian consumption.

(J. C. Ms.)

tota* ^rape crop of the United States in 1943
was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture

at 2,789,900 tons, 16% 'more than the 2,402,000 tons produced
in 1942 and 18% above the xo-year average 1932-41. This was,

up to Jan. i, 1944, ^e largest crop on record of this rapidly-in-

creasing fruit. The expansion was chiefly in California where more
than 90% of the total production is grown. The California crop
in 1943 was estimated to be 2,610,000 tons and 21% higher than

the previous year, while production in other states was about the

same percentage smaller. The raisin varieties increased 24% and

a raisin pack of more than 368,000 tons was expected. Shipments
of grapes for the fresh fruit market were restricted and forced



U.S. Production of Grapes in Leading States, 1943 and 1942

into raisins because of the large wartime demand. To assure the

production of much-needed supplies of jams, jellies and lades,

the War Food administration placed restrictions on the sale of

grapes for fresh consumption in the principal areas of New York,

Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio and Washington. Price ceilings

were above the level of 1942 prices and auction sales at New
York ranged from 42% to 85% higher than for the previous

year. Ceiling prices of raisins were held to 1942 levels to civilians

by the government purchase and resale program. Growers re-

ceived prices about 40% higher than in 1942.

ac. MS.)

There were ^ree graP^ tc plants in operation in

e Alabama, one in Pennsylvania and one in Texas,
and possibly some others, supplying their output for the Metals

Reserve Co. stock pile. With this supply, and that of Madagascar

again available, stocks were built up to a point where flake

graphite was removed from the list of materials short in supply
and placed in that in which supply and essential demands were

balanced, while amorphous graphite was transferred to the sur-

plus list. Stock-piling was to be discontinued and the mines put
in a stand-by condition.

Shipments from Ceylon through Sept. 1943 totalled 298,889

cwt., against 433,367 cwt. in the same period of 1942.

,.,..,^,,._,, ....... .,...,. .,,. ,,

-

,...-..,.,. .,,, >,,. (G. A. Ro.)
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Gravel: see SAND AND GRAVEL. -'
:M.:'/(

ConrffO tfMirror ( l8So- J 943), British painter and
, QGUIgG mli&GI sculptor, was born Dec. 25 in Ken-

sington and studied at the Royal College of Art. In addition to

his sculpture and his landscape and portrait painting, he de-

signed and painted stained glass windows, created numerous ec-

clesiastical works including altar pieces, war memorials, seals,

medals, coins and heraldic works. He designed the coinage and

official seals for the Union of South Africa, coins for Australia,

Canada, Southern Rhodesia, New Zealand and the new Great

Seal of George VI, as well as the Imperial silver coinages of

George V and George VI. A London dispatch of May 4 carried

the news of his death.

Great Britain & Northern Ireland,

nf
Of.

comP"ses tne ma*n island of

Great Britain, with numerous smaller

islands off the English and Scottish coasts, and the six northeast-

ern counties of Ireland. It is a constitutional monarchy, with a

king and a parliament of two houses: the house of lords consist-

ing of about 670 hereditary peers, 24 spiritual peers, 16 Scot-

tish representative peers, a number of Irish representative peers

(in 1940, 14; vacancies are no longer filled) and a few life peers

who have held high judicial office; and the house of commons,

VEGETABLE GARDENS began to appear In London in 1943 where gaping
craters and demolished buildings had lain since the German air raids of 1940.
This garden is in London's East End, with St Paul's cathedral in the back-

ground

numbering 615 members, elected by a practically universal

suffrage. Flag, the Union Jack, consisting of a red cross on a

white field (for England), surcharged on a diagonal white field

(for Ireland), surcharged in turn on a diagonal white cross on a

blue field (for Scotland). Ruler: King George VI (q.v.); pre-

mier: Winston S. Churchill, (q.v.); established church: Protes-

tant Episcopal.

Area and Population. Area 93,991 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec.

31, 1939) 47>735,oo (England and Wales 41,417,000). Chief

towns (pop. est. June 30, 1938): London (cap.), city and metro-

politan police districts, 8,700,000; city and metropolitan bor-

oughs only, 4,062,800; Glasgow (June 30, 1939)* MJMoo;
Birmingham, 1,041,000; Manchester (including Salford), 932,300;

Liverpool, 827,400; Sheffield, 520,000; Leeds, 494,000; Edin-

burgh (June 30, 1939), 473,2oo; Belfast (Jan. i, 1939), 443,5oo;

Bristol, 415,000; Hull, 318,700.

History. As in 1942 the domestic history of the United King-
dom in 1943 was largely a record of industrial and agricultural

production. The mobilization of men and materials reached a

new high level. Out of 15,900,000 males between the ages of 16

and 64, 15,200,000 were, in the summer, either in the forces or

in full-time employment ;
the remaining 700,000 included school-

boys and the disabled. Out of 17,230,000 women between the

same ages, 7,100,000 were in the services or on full-time work.

The remaining 10,130,000 included schoolgirls, 650,000 women
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in part-time employment, and millions of housewives fully occu-

pied in their homes and with voluntary work. No less than 40%
of the aircraft industry's workers consisted of women. In indus-

try hours of labour were appreciably lengthened, in many cases

by much more than the average of about 10%. The total produc-
tion of munitions rose from an index number of 100 in the first

half of 1940 to about 300 in the first half of 1943.

The comparative figures of aircraft production were as follows:

The enormous increase in munitions production, moreover, was

achieved in spite of the dislocation involved in the policy of

changing over from the production of defensive to offensive

weapons which was decided upon at the beginning of 1943, when

for the first time the Allies secured the strategical initiative. The

production of weapons and equipment which had become obso-

lete, which were primarily needed for desert warfare, or of which

abundant supplies were in reserve, was stopped or curtailed, and

production was concentrated on the most modern and offensive

types of weapons. Emphasis was laid on the production of air-

craft, naval craft specially designed to combat the U-boats, radio

equipment, and scientific instruments used in naval warfare.

The concentration of industry, which alone made possible the

achievement of the government's vast program of production,

was virtually completed during 1943, the only industries from

which considerable numbers of workers could still be released

being clothing and printing. In this process of concentration some

2,800 establishments were closed clown, releasing nearly 250,000

workers for the services or for work in other more vital in-

dustries.

Since the wartime demand for labour could never be satisfied,

the fall in unemployment continued in 1943. In January, April

and October the respective numbers of unemployed in Great

Britain were 99,000, 80,000 and 74,000, compared with 136,000
in March 1942.

This mobilization of the country's manpower for war purposes
was accomplished without serious opposition either in parliament
or elsewhere, though Ernest Bevin's announcement that women
up to the age of 51 were to be called up for national service

met with some criticism in the house of commons. The govern-
ment's success in stabilizing the cost of living at 100% above
the July 1914 level, the high level of earnings in industry as a

whole, and improved industrial relations had largely contributed

to the absence of serious labour troubles since 1939. In 1943,

however, industrial unrest was becoming more pronounced, though
it never assumed really serious proportions. There were many
strikes in local aircraft factories, among the miners, the bus

workers and the engineers, one or two stoppages (at Nottingham
and in a London district) in the railway industry, and dock
strikes at Liverpool and in London. The trade unions were

pledged by law and agreement not to strike without due notice

and previous arbitration procedure, and since 1939 there had
been no authorized strike. "Unofficial" strikes, however, were

becoming a habit, and the union officials seemed to be powerless
to avert them. The main grievances were not the general level

of wages, for the average rise in earnings between .Oct. 1938
and Jan. 1943 was 65%. On the other hand, workers were
sometimes compulsorily moved from higher- to lower-paid work,
and the average earnings of miners were considerably less than

those of munition workers.

Serious trouble of another kind threatened in the summer of

IRELAND, UNITED KINGDOM OF
1943, when the union of post office workers sought affiliation with

the Trade Union Congress, in defiance of the Trades Dispute act

of 1927. In the end the workers decided to shelve the matter

until after the war: had they persisted in their original intention

of defying the law, they would have been disqualified from the

civil service establishment and would have forfeited their pension

rights.

The defense regulations gave the government extensive powers
over capital as well as labour. Early in 1943 the minister of air-

craft production decided compulsorily to purchase the shares of

Short Brothers, as a means of changing the board of directors,

and without an undertaking to resell the shares to the proprietors

after the war. Unsatisfactory production figures caused this

drastic step to be taken: it was said that at one time the firm

was taking three times as many man-hours as another firm to

produce a comparable aircraft. But Sir Stafford Cripps found

the position of the aircraft industry in general satisfactory, and

in January he spoke of the valuable contribution which the joint

production committees (started in the engineering industry in

1942) were making towards improving factory production.

The Food Situation. The cost of living was kept stable in

^943, chiefly by means of food subsidies costing about 70,000,-

ooo in 1940, 145,000,000 in 1942, and 210,000,000 (esti-

mate) in 1943.

The year saw no important changes in rationing or food policy.

It was announced in January that a bread-rationing scheme was

ready for immediate introduction should such a step become

necessary; but Lord Woolton preferred to rely on voluntary re-

striction of consumption. The potato, he said, was "the key to

the food problem," and reiterated appeals were made to eat

less bread and more potatoes. During the year, home-grown oats,

barley and potato-flour were added to the national loaf, and the

system of "points" rationing was extended.

In agricultural as in industrial production, labour was the chief

bottleneck, and the Women's Land army (52,000 strong in Jan.

1943) was further increased during the year to take the place
of men called to the forces. The farmers again made heroic efforts

to increase food production and so relieve the strain on shipping.
In 1943 the arable area in the United Kingdom approached 18,-

000,000 ac., compared with nearly 13,000,000 ac. in 1939. Still

more grassland was plowed up. It was estimated that 1,000,000
tons more bread com were produced than in 1942, and an addi-

tional 250,000 tons of potatoes, thus liberating enough shipping
to transport overseas eight or ten divisions with their equipment.

(See AGRICULTURE.)
To relieve the housing shortage in certain rural districts, the

ministry of health made plans early in 1943 for the construction

of 3,000 new cottages exclusively for rural workers. But by the

end of 1943 little had been accomplished, because of the short-

age of labour and materials. Building costs had risen by 105%
since 1939, and the least expensive of the first 54 houses for

which tenders were approved was to cost about 850. (See

HOUSING.)

Repeated requests for further preferential treatment so far as

food rations were concerned, for workers in "heavy" industries,
\vere not conceded, though the provision of works canteens went
on. There were in 1943 more than 7,500 works canteens, where
at least one cheap and nourishing meal a day could be obtained
without the surrender of coupons.

Civilian Casualties. The number of civilian casualties in air

raids on Britain during the first ten months of 1943 was lower

than that in any comparable period since the beginning of large-
scale air attack; 2,228 people were killed during this period, the

figures for the whole of 1941 and 1942 being 20,863 and 3,221

respectively. The number of civilians injured and detained in



hospitals to the end of Oct. 1943, was 3,183, the figures for the

\vhole of 1941 and 1942 being 21,839 and 4^49 respectively.

The coastal districts of the south and east were the chief suf-

ferers. London's remarkable new gun barrage was heard for the

first time at the beginning of March, when there was an ineffec-

tive attack on the capital, apparently in retaliation for the

R.A.F.'s heavy assault on Berlin two nights earlier. Damage and

casualties were slight, but on this occasion there was a serious

accident at one tube station shelter in an East End district.

Bad lighting and the lack of sufficient hand-rails and of police

supervision caused the deaths from suffocation of 173 people and

serious injuries to 62 others, at the beginning of the rush for the

shelter. -. > .;..-.;' >'..iV
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The cessation of large-scale air raids on Britain caused the gov-

ernment in March to reduce the rates of premium payable on

the voluntary "private chattels" scheme for the insurance of

furniture and personal belongings, and on the compulsory "bus-

iness" scheme for the insurance of plant, machinery and business

equipment. ./'J^ '-.,'/*','
:

Civilian Defense and Rationing. During the 1 2 months ended

June 1943, the whole-time personnel of the civil defense services

was reduced by about one-third, and, though these services con-

tinued to be maintained at a high level of preparedness in view

of the possibility of large-scale German reprisals for the increas-

ing weight of the R.A.F.'s assault, it was nevertheless found pos-

sible to make a further substantial cut in these services in the

less vulnerable areas. (See CIVILIAN DEFENSE.)

Supplies of goods for civilian consumption had already, at

the beginning of the year, been cut to the bone, and the board

of trade imposed a ban on the usual January sales, except for

the disposal of "oddments." The retail trade in merchandise

other than food fell from a monthly average of 102 in 1942

(1937= 100) to 89 for the first seven months of 1943. Nearly
all clothing would ultimately be "utility"; only "utility" furni-

ture was manufactured after Nov. 1942, and it could be bought

only by persons setting up a home on marriage, or in anticipation
of the birth of a child, or by persons who had lost their homes

through air raids.

The battle for fuel, which began in the summer of 1942, was

waged with greater intensity in 1943. Coal rationing was nom-

inally avoided, but supplies nevertheless were severely restricted.

The exceptionally mild winter of 1942-43 tended to obscure the

growing seriousness of the coal position. Production continued

to fall below the corresponding figures for 1942. There was a

shortage of young recruits to the industry, the best men were

in the forces, the district output bonus scheme was a failure.

Pits nearing exhaustion continued to be worked; there was a

shortage of machinery for coal cutting; the miners were dis-

satisfied with their working conditions; and there was much
absenteeism. Moreover, from the beginning of July 1943, till

mid-November, strikes caused the loss of over 500,000 tons of

coal, all the 421 stoppages being unauthorized by the Minework-
ers' federation. The failure of voluntary recruitment caused the

government in December to decide on a policy of conscription.

To the end of September the number of men who, having chosen

coal mining as an alternative to the services, had been placed in

the mines was only 3.366 (about one-tenth of the total required
to offset the annual wastage through death, accident and retire-

ment). A total of 30,000 men between the ages of 18 and 25, it

was announced in December, were to be drafted into the mines

by the end of April 1944, the men to be chosen by ballot. (See
also COAL.)

OPERATIONS ROOM of the British navy's command of the western approaches.
Here Admiral Sir Max Morton (second from right, near ladder) directed the

successful antisubmarine campaign of 1943 in the north Atlantic
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Taxation. The 1943 budget was the largest in British history,

the chancellor proposing to spend 5,756,000,000 (more than

the whole national income as recently as 1940)- He intended

to raise 2,908,000,000 in revenue (51% of ^c total expendi-

ture), representing about 100,000,000 of additional taxation, the

increased burden being placed on "voluntary" expenditure on

tobacco, alcohol, entertainments and luxury goods, the purchase

tax on which was raised to 100%. But the purchase tax was

removed from utility cloth and other "utility" textiles. 2,848,-

000,000 were to be borrowed. When, at the beginning of Sept.

1943, the country entered the fifth year of the war, national

expenditure had exceeded 18,000,000,000 and revenue 8.000,-

000,000, so that about 10,000,000,000 had been added to the

national debt, making a total of 18,230.000,000. Sir Kingsley

Wood announced the government's intention of maintaining its

policy of cheap money after the war, and said that the basic

objective to which monetary and economic policy must be sub-

ordinated was "active employment for our people."

Hitherto, the amount of a person's income tax had been based

on the earnings of the preceding year. In the case of weekly

wage-earners (and war taxation greatly increased the number of

income-tax payers) the time-lag between money earned and tax

paid was ten months: this situation, it was felt, might create

hardship whenever earnings cither fluctuated considerably, de-

clined, or, through unemployment or old age, ceased. The new

chancellor, Sir John Anderson (Sir Kingsley Wood died sud-

denly in September), decided to apply, as from April 1944, the

principle of "pay-as-you-earn," not only to weekly wage-earners,

but to all salaried incomes up to 600 a year. Subsequently, in

November, he undertook to extend the concession to all Schedule

E incomes later in 1Q44- The weekly tax payment, therefore,

would in future be based on the same week's earnings.

Reverse Lend-lease. In November the government issued as

a White Paper a report on "mutual aid," which described Brit-

ain's contribution to the war effort of the United Nations. Much
of this effort, consisting of services rendered, was incapable of

monetary valuation, as the figures were necessarily incomplete.

The main items were:
KfHIinns

Aid given to U.S. forces in Britain ( in yr. end- \ 216

Aid to the U.S.S.R. I ing June i vu * *79
Aid to other Allies (to the beginning of 1943 ) 186

British expenditure in overseas territories, to June i '.;-.

IRELAND, UNITED KINGDOM OF
ice, and the reform of workmen's compensation. (A. AL.)

Education. In 1937-38: elementary, England and Wales-

departments under separate head teachers, 29,988, scholars on

register 5,150,874; elementary, Scotland schools 2,895, scholars

617,047; elementary, Northern Ireland schools 1,700, scholars

191,862; secondary, England and Wales grant-aided schools

1,398, scholars 470,003; secondary, Scotland grant-aided schools

252, scholars 156,645; secondary, Northern Ireland grant-aided

schools 75, scholars 14,557; universities, students: England 41,-

707 (full time, 36,378); Wales 3,089 (full time, 2,970); Scot-

land 10,384 (full time, 9,841); Northern Ireland 1,590 full-time

students.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1943-44)

2,907,500.000. Expenditure, ordinary (est. 1943-44) 5,756,-

114,000. Revenue, ordinary (actual 1942-43) 2,922,400,000. Ex-

penditure, ordinary (actual 1942-43) 5,740,300,000. Notes in

circulation (Nov. 17, 1943) 1,013,682,527. Public debt (na-

tional) March 31, 1943, 15,565,718,000. Exchange rate 1943,

1 =403.5 cents.

Table I Estimated Revenue and Expenditure 1943-1944
ESTIMATED REl'K.VUK HU.I--U

Income Tax 1,175,000,000
Surtax Xo.000,000
Kstate Duties 100,000,000

Stamps 17,000,000
National Defence Contribution and Excess Profits Tax 500.000,000
Other Inland Revenue Duties 1,000,000

Total Inland Revenue
Customs 525,320,000
Kxcise 450,180,000

Total Customs and Kxcise
Motor Vehicle Duties
Tost Office (net receipt)
Crown Lands
Wireless Licences

Receipts from Sundry Loans
Miscellaneous

2,831

Legislation. The output of legislation during the parliamentary

session ending in Nov. 1943 was neither large nor important. The

commons found the Catering Wages bill exceptionally contro-

versial, the opposition to it coming from all sections of the

trade, from the hotels and restaurants association to the coffee

stall keepers and the eel and pie traders. The act was designed

to secure adequate wages and decent working conditions in the

catering industry.

British public opinion in 1943 became increasingly concerned

with the problems of peace and reconstruction. In his Mansion

House speech in Nov. 1943, the prime minister defined the gov-

ernment's task as that of providing food, work and homes for

all, in the immediate postwar years. He proceeded to appoint

Lord Woolton minister of reconstruction, with a seat in the

war cabinet. At the ninth session of the existing parliament which

the king opened on Nov. 24, the speech from the throne fore-

shadowed the introduction of bills to provide for the reinstate-

ment of ex-servicemen in civil employment; to make further

provision for the training and employment of disabled persons;

and to reconstruct the national system of education. Further

legislation was contemplated, providing for an enlarged and uni-

fied system of social insurance and a comprehensive health serv-

1,873,000,000

Total Ordinary Revenue

075,500,000
25,000,000

400,000
800,000

4,700,000
4,100,000
^4,000,000

2 ,007, 500 ,000

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 1043-4-1

Interest and Management of National Debt
Payments to Northern Ireland

Miscellaneous Consolidated Fund Services .

^75,000,000
0,500,000
7,500,000

Total

Supply Services
Defense (token votes*)
Civil

Central Government and Finance
Foreign and Imperial
Home Department, Law and Justice
Education and Broadcasting
Health, Labour, Insurance (inc. Old Age and Widows' Tensions)

Trade, Industry and Transport
Works, Stationery, etc

War Pensions 1914-18, and Civil Pensions

Exchequer Contributions to Local Revenues
War Services (token votes*)

3g 2,000,000

4,000

3,200,000
15,520,000
20,617,000

108,876,000
17,861,000
14,547,

5^,773,000
2,000

444,652,000
4,000,000,000!

9, 45*1,000

5,364,114,000

Total Ordinary Expenditure 5,756,114,000

Votes of Credit
Tax Collection Customs and Kxcise and Inland Revenue votes

One. Pensions .Ci, 4(10,000)

*Substantive cost to be met from votes of credit.

fExcluding value of supplies in kind under Icnd-leuse and similar arrangements.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade in million :

imports, merchandise (1939) 885.5; (1940) 1,099.9; exports,

domestic (1939) 439.6; (1940) 413.1; re-exports (1939) 46.0;

(1940) 26.2.

Table Il.Ovr*eoi frocfo, Showing fr* Variations in the First Eight Monfhf

(Jan. J-Aug. 37) of facft of the Yean 1937-40

(in million )
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Communication. Roads (March 31, 1938): England and

Wales (class I) 20,627 mi.; (Class II) 13,070 mi.; Scotland

(class I) 6,632 mi.; (class II) 3,967 mi.; Northern Ireland

(class I) 1,273 nri.; (class II) 1,933 mi. Railways (Dec. 31,

1938): Great Britain, track open to traffic, excluding sidings, 20,-

007 mi.; Northern Ireland, standard gauge 633 mi.; narrow

gauge 121 mi. Airways (1938): distance flown 14,331,000 mi.;

passengers carried 222,200; mail carried 3,453 tons; freight car-

ried 2,527 tons. Empire services (airways), traffic ton jjiiles in-

cluding passenger ton miles (1937-38) 7> I 53j6<y; (1938-39)

13,734,899; passengers carried (1939) 12,614. Shipping, exclud-

ing vessels under 100 tons (July i, 1939) 17,984,158 gross tons;

under construction (July i, 1939) 791,500 gross tons; shipping

(net tonnage with cargo), entered (monthly average 1938) 5,698,-

ooo
;
cleared (monthly average 1938) 4,907,000; entered (Aug.

1939) 6,617,000; cleared (Aug. 1939) 5,525,000. Motor vehicles

licensed (Sept. 30, 1938): cars 1,944,394; hackney vehicles

(taxis, buses, coaches, etc.) 87,730; commercial vehicles 590,397;

motorcycles 462,375; total 3,084,896. Wireless receiving set li-

cences (Sept. 30, 1939) 9,085,050; telephones (Dec. 31, 1939):
number of stations (including public and private lines, call boxes,

etc.) 3,235,500.

The British railways in 1943 carried the greatest volume of

traffic in their history. During the first four years of the war

they moved over 1,000,000,000 tons of freight, and ran 180,000

special trains for the transport of troops and equipment. In the

summer of 1943 the equivalent of 30 divisions a week was being
carried in special trains. Transport restrictions operated all over
the country, a 9 P.M. curfew for buses being the general rule.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-
tion in 1939 (in metric tons): wheat 1,680,000; oats 1,760,800;

barley 903,300; potatoes (1938) 5,197,100; beet sugar (1940)
470,000; hops (1938) 131,000; coal (1938) 230,658,000; iron

ore (metal content) (1938) 3,615,000; pig iron and ferro-alloys

(1938) 6,870,000; steel (1938) 10,565,000; sea fisheries (wet
fish only) (1938) 1,062,665; whale oil (1938) 221,100; benzol

(1938) 218,800; shale oil (1938) 131,000; beef and veal (1937-
38) 688,000; pig meat (1937-38) 415,200; mutton and lamb

(1937-38) 257,000; wool (1938) 50,300; wood pulp (1938)
270,000; silk, artificial (1940) 45,360; margarine (1938) 211,-

600; butter (1938) 47,ooo; cheese (1938) 44>ioo; flax (fibre)

(Northern Ireland) (1938) 4,100; rye (1938) 10,900; lead ore

(metal content) (1938) 30,200; aluminum (smelter production)
(1940) 35,ooo; super-phosphates of lime (1937) 449,000; tin

ore (metal content) (1939) 1,700.

Table III. Agricultural Production, in Thousands of Metric Tons,* and Acreage,
England and Wa/*, 193d and 1939

*One metric ton -.984 21 English ton.

Industry and Labour. Index of industrial production (1929=*

100) av. (1938) 115.5; av. (Jan.-June 1939) 123.1; index of

employment (1929=100) av. (1939) 113.0. Industrial popula-

tion, insured (July 1939) 14,838,000; unemployed, wholly, av.

(1940) 802,921; temporary av. (1940) 159*782; wholly av.

( 1941) 292,000. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW; WORLD WAR II.)

Great Lakes Traffic: see CANALS AND INLAND WATERWAYS.

^ kingdom in the southern part of the Balkan penin-
*

sula, in 1943 under German and Bulgarian occupa-

tion, while the Italian influence ended with Italy's surrender to

the Allies in Sept. 1943. Area 50,147 sq.mi., of which 41,328 ate

mainland; pop. (census May 16, 1928) 6,204,684; (estimated,

1940) 7,150,000. Capital, Athens (392,781). Chief cities: Thes-

saloniki (236,524), Patras (61,278), Cavalla (49,980), .Candia

(33404), Corfu (32,221). Religion: mostly Greek Orthodox;

126,017 Mohammedans; 72,791 Jews. King: George II; prime
minister (1943): Emmanuel Tsouderos.

History. The Greek government-in-exile under King Georg'e

II moved its seat in March 1943 from London to Cairo. The

king was not popular with the large republican group in his

country, though his new government-in-exile represented all

Greek shades. Premier Tsouderos remained in office throughout
the year; Vice-Premier Panayotis Kannelopoulos resigned on

March 10 and the premier took over the ministry of defense.

Vice-Admiral Petros Voulgaris was appointed Greek minister for

aviation on May 21.

As in Yugoslavia, the Greek people in the homeland were

torn by a violent strife among different factions, royalist, repub-
lican and communist. On July 4 the king broadcast from Cairo

and appealed for political unity. He promised that as soon as

the seat of government could be transferred to Greek soil, its

members would resign so that a government fully representative

of all parties could be composed. In a letter to Premier Tsou-
deros made public in December King George declared he would
return to Greece only in conformity with the wish of the nation.

The Germans fortified the Greek coast during 1943 against
the danger of an Allied invasion, and Allied air forces repeatedly
bombed Greek ports and airfields in the fall.

The Greek guerrillas or Andartes were first organized as a

national movement on May 20, 1942 and harassed the forces of

occupation in spite of savage reprisals by the Germans, under

the command of Col. Gen. Alexander Loehr. But the effectiveness

of the guerrillas was diminished in 1943 by their split into three

warring factions. On the one side was the Greek National Liber-

ation front or E.A.M. with the Popular Liberation army or

E.L.A.S., under communist leadership and strongly leftist in its

political views. Opposed to it was the Greek National Democratic

army or E.D.E.S. under General Napoleon Zarvas. A third group
was the National Social Liberation army or E.K.K.A. British

liaison officers brought about an agreement among the guerrilla

leaders to act together against the Germans, but in the fall of

1943 the Greeks disregarded this agreement and fought more

savagely among themselves than against the German invaders.

Education. Education was compulsory for all children be-

tween the ages of 7 and 12. In 1938 Greece had 743 kindergartens
with 38,338 pupils, 8,339 primary schools with 985,018 pupils
and 407 high schools with 92,687 pupils. There were 3 universi-

ties with 7,230 students, an institute of technology with 521
students and a school of fine arts.

Finance. The monetary unit was the drachma, stabilized in

1928 at 77.02 to the dollar; the stabilization was suspended in

April 1932. For the year 1939-40, the revenue was estimated at

14,014,000,000 and expenditure at 14,653,000,000 drachmai.

On Dec. 31, 1938, the public debt amounted to 52,140,000,000
drachmai.

Communication and Trade. Greece had an important mer-

chant marine which consisted on June 30, 1939, of 589 steam and

motor ships of 1,812,723 tons and 710 sailing vessels. In 1939
there were 1,668 mi. of railroad and 42 telephone exchanges
with 38,427 subscribers.
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Taxation. The 1943 budget was the largest in British history,

the chancellor proposing to spend 5,756,000,000 (more than

the whole national income as recently as 1940). He intended

to raise 2,908,000,000 in revenue (51% of the total expendi-

ture), representing about 100,000,000 of additional taxation, the

increased burden being placed on "voluntary" expenditure on

tobacco, alcohol, entertainments and luxury goods, the purchase

tax on which was raised to 100%. But the purchase tax was

removed from utility cloth and other "utility" textiles. 2,848,-

000,000 were to be borrowed. When, at the beginning of Sept.

1943, the country entered the fifth year of the war, national

expenditure had exceeded 18,000,000,000 and revenue 8,000,-

000,000, so that about 10,000,000,000 had been added to the

national debt, making a total of 18,230,000,000. Sir Kingsley

Wood announced the government's intention of maintaining its

policy of cheap money after the war, and said that the basic

objective to which monetary and economic policy must be sub-

ordinated was "active employment for our people."

Hitherto, the amount of a person's income tax had been based

on the earnings of the preceding year. In the case of weekly

wage-earners (and war taxation greatly increased the number of

income-tax payers) the time-lag between money earned and tax

paid was ten months: this situation, it was felt, might create

hardship whenever earnings either fluctuated considerably, de-

clined, or, through unemployment or old age, ceased. The new

chancellor, Sir John Anderson (Sir Kingsley Wood died sud-

denly in September), decided to apply, as from April 1944, the

principle of "pay-as-you-earn," not only to weekly wage-earners,

but to all salaried incomes up to 600 a year. Subsequently, in

November, he undertook to extend the concession to all Schedule

E incomes later in 1944. The weekly tax payment, therefore,

would in future be based on the same week's earnings.

Reverse Lend-Lease. In November the government issued as

a White Paper a report on "mutual aid," which described Brit-

ain's contribution to the war effort of the United Nations. Much

of this effort, consisting of services rendered, was incapable of

monetary valuation, as the figures were necessarily incomplete.

The main items were:
Afillions

Aid given to U.S. forces in Britain ( in yr. end- ) 216

Aid to the U.S.S.R. I in* June IMJ * 179
Aid to other Allies (to the beginning of 1943 ) l86

British expenditure in overseas territories, to June I-M,; -T .-'5<>

2,831

Legislation. The output of legislation during the parliamentary

session ending in Nov. 1943 was neither large nor important. The

commons found the Catering Wages bill exceptionally contro-

versial, the opposition to it coming from all sections of the

trade, from the hotels and restaurants association to the coffee

stall keepers and the eel and pie traders. The act was designed

to secure adequate wages and decent working conditions in the

catering industry.

British public opinion in 1943 became increasingly concerned

with the problems of peace and reconstruction. In his Mansion

House speech in Nov. 1943, the prime minister defined the gov-

ernment's task as that of providing food, work and homes for

all, in the immediate postwar years. He proceeded to appoint

Lord Woolton minister of reconstruction, with a seat in the

war cabinet. At the ninth session of the existing parliament which

the king opened on Nov. 24, the speech from the throne fore-

shadowed the introduction of bills to provide for the reinstate-

ment of ex-servicemen in civil employment; to make further

provision for the training and employment of disabled persons;

and to reconstruct the national system of education. Further

legislation was contemplated, providing for an enlarged and uni-

fied system of social insurance and a comprehensive health scrv-

IRELAND, UNITED KINGDOM OF
ice, and the reform of workmen's compensation. (A. AL.)

Education. In 1937-38: elementary, England and Wales-

departments under separate head teachers, 29,988, scholars on

register 5,150,874; elementary, Scotland schools 2,895, scholars

617,047; elementary, Northern Ireland schools 1,700, scholars

191,862; secondary, England and Wales grant-aided schools

1,398, scholars 470,003; secondary, Scotland grant-aided schools

252, scholars 156,645; secondary, Northern Ireland grant-aided

schools 75, scholars 14,557; universities, students: England 41,-

707 (full time, 36,378); Wales 3,089 (full time, 2,970); Scot-

land 10,384 (full time, 9,841); Northern Ireland 1,590 full-time

students.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1943-44)

2,907,500,000. Expenditure, ordinary (est. 1943-44) 5,756,-

114,000. Revenue, ordinary (actual 1942-43) 2,922,400,000. Ex-

pcncliture, ordinary (actual 1942-43) 5,740,300,000. Notes in

circulation (Nov. 17, 1943) 1,013,682,527. Public debt (na-

tional) March 31, 1943, 15,565,718,000. Exchange rate 1943,

T 403.5 cents.

Table IEstimated Revenue and Expenditure 1943-1944
ESTIMATED REVENUE 1013-44

Income Tax 1,175,000,000
Surtax 80,000,000
KstuU* Duties 100,000,000

Stamps . . 17,000,000
National Defence Contribution and Excess Profits Tax 500,000,000
Othei Inland Revenue Duties 1,000,000

Total Inland Revenue
Customs 525,320,000
Kxr.ise

v 450,180,000
Total Customs and Excise

Motor Vehicle Duties
Vost Office (net receipt)
Crown Lands
Wireless Licences

Receipts from Sundry Loans
Miscellaneous

Total Ordinary Revenue

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 1043-41

Interest and Manaxement of National Debt

Payments to Northern Ireland ......
Miscellaneous Consolidated Fund Services .

1,873,000,000

075,500,000
25,000,000

400,000
Koo.coo

4,700,000
4,100,000

2 4,000,000

*,007, 500,000

375,000,000
0,500,000
7,500,000

Total

Supply Services
Defense (token votes*)
Civil

Central Government and Finance
Foreign and Imperial
Home Department, Law and Justice
Education and Broadcast inn? . .

Health, Labour, Insurance (inc. Old Age and Widows' Pensions)

Trade, Industry and Transport
Works, Stationery, etc.

War Pensions 1014-18, and Civil Pensions

Exchequer Contributions to Local Revenues
War Services (token votes*)

392,000,000

4,000

3,700,000
15,520,000
20,617,000
82,02^,000
108,876,000
17,861,000
14,547.000
30,219,000
52,773,000

2,000

444,652,000
4,000,000,ooc

19,458,000

5,364,114,000

Total Ordinary Expenditure 5,756,114,000

Votes of Credit
Tax Collection Customs and Excise and Inland Revenue votes

(inc. Pensions .1,409,000)

^Substantive cost to oe met from votes of credit.

fExcluding value of supplies in kind under lead-lease and similar arrangements.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade in million :

imports, merchandise (1939) 885.5; (*94o) 1,099.9; exports,

domestic (1939) 439.6; (1940) 413.1; re-exports (1939) 46.0;

(1940) 26.2.

TabU II. Over*eoi Trade, Showing the Variations in the Firtt Eight Montht

(Jan. 7-Aug. 3?; of Each of the Year* 1937-40

(in million .)
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Communication. Roads (March 31, 1938): England and

Wales (class I) 20,627 mi.; (Class II) 13,070 mi.; Scotland

(class I) 6,632 mi.; (class II) 3,967 mi.; Northern Ireland

(class I) 1,273 mi.; (class II) 1,933 mi. Railways (Dec. 31,

1938): Great Britain, track open to traffic, excluding sidings, 20,-

007 mi.; Northern Ireland, standard gauge 633 mi.; narrow

gauge 121 mi. Airways (1938): distance flown 14,331,000 mi.;

passengers carried 222,200; mail carried 3,453 tons; freight car-

ried 2,527 tons. Empire services (airways), traffic ton Hiiles in-

cluding passenger ton miles (1937-38) 7 I 53> 7&7 ; ( J 938-39)

13,734,899; passengers carried (1939) 12,614. Shipping, exclud-

ing vessels under 100 tons (July I, 1939) 17,984,158 gross tons;

under construction (July i, 1939) 791,500 gross tons; shipping

(net tonnage with cargo), entered (monthly average 1938) 5,698,-

ooo; cleared (monthly average 1938) 4,907,000; entered (Aug.

1939) 6,617,000; cleared (Aug. 1939) 5,525,000. Motor vehicles

licensed (Sept. 30, 1938): cars 1,944,394; hackney vehicles

(taxis, buses, coaches, etc.) 87,730; commercial vehicles 590,397;

motorcycles 462,375; total 3,084,896. Wireless receiving set li-

cences (Sept. 30, 1939) 9,085,050; telephones (Dec. 31, 1939):

number of stations (including public and private lines, call boxes,

etc.) 3,235,500.

The British railways in 1943 carried the greatest volume of

traffic in their history. During the first four years of the war

they moved over 1,000,000,000 tons of freight, and ran 180,000

special trains for the transport of troops and equipment. In the

summer of 1943 the equivalent of 30 divisions a week was being

carried in special trains. Transport restrictions operated all over

the country, a 9 P.M. curfew for buses being the general rule.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion in 1939 (in metric tons): wheat 1,680,000; oats 1,760,800;

barley 903,300; potatoes (1938) 5,197,100; beet sugar (1940)

470,000; hops (1938) 131,000; coal (1938) 230,658,000; iron

ore (metal content) (1938) 3,615,000; pig iron and ferro-alloys

(1938) 6,870,000; steel (1938) 10,565,000; sea fisheries (wet
fish only) (1938) 1,062,665; whale oil (1938) 221,100; benzol

(1938) 218,800; shale oil (1938) 131,000; beef and veal (1937-

38) 688,000; pig meat (1937-38) 415,200; mutton and lamb

0937-38) 257,000; wool (1938) 50,300; wood pulp (1938)

270,000; silk, artificial (1940) 45,360; margarine (1938) 211,-

600; butter (1938) 47>ooo; cheese (1938) 44,100; flax (fibre)

(Northern Ireland) (1938) 4^00; rye (1938) 10,900; lead ore

(metal content) (1938) 30,200; aluminum (smelter production)

(1940) 35,000; super-phosphates of lime (1937) 449,000; tin

ore (metal content) (1939) 1,700.

Tabl III. Agricultural Production, in Thousands of Metric Tons,* and

England and Wa/e, 7938 and 1939

+0ne metric ton .98421 English ton.

Industry and Labour. Index of industrial production (1929 =

100) av. (1938) 115-5; av. (Jan.-June 1939) 123.1; index of

employment (1929=100) av. (1939) 113.0. Industrial popula-

tion, insured (July 1939) 14,838,000; unemployed, wholly, av.

(1940) 802,921; temporary av. (1940) 159,782; wholly av.

( 1941) 292,000. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW; WORLD WAR II.)

Great Lakes Traffic: see CANALS AND INLAND WATERWAYS.

^ kingdom in the southern part of the Balkan penin-

sula, in 1943 under German and Bulgarian occupa-

tion, while the Italian influence ended with Italy's surrender to

the Allies in Sept. 1943. Area 50,147 sq.mi., of which 41,328 are

mainland; pop. (census May 16, 1928) 6,204,684; (estimated,

1940) 7,150,000. Capital, Athens (392,781). Chief cities: Thes-

saloniki (236,524), Patras (61,278), Cavalla (49,980), .Candia

(33,404), Corfu (32,221). Religion: mostly Greek Orthodox;

126,017 Mohammedans; 72,791 Jews. King: George II; prime
minister (1943): Emmanuel Tsouderos.

History. The Greek government-in-exile under King George

II moved its seat in March 1943 from London to Cairo. The

king was not popular with the large republican group in his

country, though his new government-in-exile represented all

Greek shades. Premier Tsouderos remained in office throughout

the year. Vice-Premier Panayotis Kannelopoulos resigned on

March 10 and the premier took over the ministry of defense.

Vice-Admiral Petros Voulgaris was appointed Greek minister for

aviation on May 21.

As in Yugoslavia, the Greek people in the homeland were

torn by a violent strife among different factions, royalist, repub-

lican and communist. On July 4 the king broadcast from Cairo

and appealed for political unity. He promised that as soon as

the seat of government could be transferred to Greek soil, its

members would resign so that a government fully representative

of all parties could be composed. In a letter to Premier Tsou-

deros made public in December King George declared he would

return to Greece only in conformity with the wish of the nation.

The Germans fortified the Greek coast during 1943 against

the danger of an Allied invasion, and Allied air forces repeatedly

bombed Greek ports and airfields in the fall.

The Greek guerrillas or Andartes were first organized as a

national movement on May 20, 1942 and harassed the forces of

occupation in spite of savage reprisals by the Germans, under

the command of Col. Gen. Alexander Loehr. But the effectiveness

of the guerrillas was diminished in 1943 by their split into three

warring factions. On the one side was the Greek National Liber-

ation front or E.A.M. with the Popular Liberation army or

E.L.A.S., under communist leadership and strongly leftist in its

political views. Opposed to it was the Greek National Democratic

army or E.D.E.S. under General Napoleon Zarvas. A third group

was the National Social Liberation army or E.K.K.A. British

liaison officers brought about an agreement among the guerrilla

leaders to act together against the Germans, but in the fall of

1943 the Greeks disregarded this agreement and fought more

savagely among themselves than against the German invaders.

Education. Education was compulsory for all children be-

tween the ages of 7 and 12. In 1938 Greece had 743 kindergartens

with 38,338 pupils, 8,339 primary schools with 985,018 pupils

and 407 high schools with 92,687 pupils. There were 3 universi-

ties with 7,230 students, an institute of technology with 521

students and a school of fine arts.

Finance. The monetary unit was the drachma, stabilized in

1928 at 77.02 to the dollar; the stabilization was suspended in

April 1932. For the year 1939-40, the revenue was estimated at

14,014,000,000 and expenditure at 14,653,000,000 drachmai.

On Dec. 31, 1938, the public debt amounted to 52,140,000,000

drachmai.

Communication and Trade. Greece had an important mer-

chant marine which consisted on June 30, 1939, of 589 steam and

motor ships of 1,812,723 tons and 710 sailing vessels. In 1939

there were 1,668 mi. of railroad and 42 telephone exchanges

with 38.427 subscribers.
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In 1940 the value of imports amounted to 12,215,000.000, the

value of exports to 9,079,000,000 drachma!. Germany was first

and the United States second in both imports and exports. The

chief imports were cotton piece goods, woollen good, and ma-

chinery; the chief exports, currants, raisins and tobacco.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Greece is chiefly an

agricultural country, though the mountainous character allows

only one-fifth of the area to be cultivated. Olive and fruit, to-

bacco and currants are ordinarily produced in great quantities

and good quality. Breeding of sheep and goats is important. Iron

ore and pyrites, magnesite, lignites, chromites, lead and emery
are found. Industrial development is insignificant, but was

growing before the German invasion of 1941.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Stephen Lavra, The Greek Miracle (1943); Hetty

Wason, Miracle in Hellas (1945); Amyntor, Victors in Chain (London,
1943). (II. Ko.)

wor^ s 'arK<-'st island (736,518 sq.mi., some

705,000 covered by glacier), in the North Atlantic

ocean, N.W. of Iceland. A Danish possession, it came under

United States protection in 1941. Capital, Godthaab. A popula-
tion of about 18,000 (est. 1941) is scattered in small settlements

on the west coast, and 1,000 on the east coast, about 600 in all

being Danes, the rest native Greenlanders. Seats of the governors
are Godhavn in the north and Godthaab in the south.

History. Through 1943 Greenland continued under the regime
established by the agreement of April 9, 1941, between the Danish

minister in Washington, Henrik de Kauffrnann, and Secretary of

State Cordcll Hull. The continuance of Danish sovereignty was

recognized; the United States obtained the right to build bases

for planes, radio and weather stations, and to maintain them by
"any and all things necessary"; the agreement to stand "until

the present dangers to the American continent have passed."
Actual administration in Greenland remained in Danish hands as

before.

Greenland's cryolite, vital for the manufacture of aluminum,
continued to move to Canada and the U.S. during 1943. Trade

relations were largely with the U.S. because of the continued

closure of the old-established monopolistic connections with Den-
mark.

One of the small but important actions of the war took place
in 1943 off Greenland's east coast, where for the second time in

two years a German weather station was demolished. Reports of

weather conditions from Greenland had become essential for

accurate forecasting in the North Atlantic and even in western

European regions. Hence when the U.S. army sledge patrol

spotted the new nazi base on an island off the coast the Germans
knew they would be attacked. They captured two of the patrol,

however, and killed the third man. Then they attacked a hunting
and weather station to the north operated by Danes, most of

whom escaped in the darkness. One, made prisoner, was forced

to guide the German lieutenant on an exploring trip; he watched

for an opportunity, overpowered the nazi, and after a 4o-day

sledge trip handed him over to army custody. Two coast guard
cutters forced their way slowly through the ice toward the base,

and planes bombed the installations as early as May. The bomb-

ings destroyed all but one of the carefully built structures of the

post, and sank the German supply ship. When the coast guard
force arrived no Germans were left, though at other points the

Americans took two prisoners. Presumably the rest of the force

had been evacuated by plane.

Trade and Finance. Exports (largely fish and fish products)
in 1939 totalled 1,847,000 kroner (i kron =

i8f* U.S. in 1939),

exclusive of export of 56,455,300 kg. of cryolite. Imports in 1939
totalled 4,149,000 kr. and consisted chiefly of foodstuffs (6c7,ooo

kr.), wood (468,000 kr.), manufactures (451,000 kr), fruits and

other colonial wares (389,000 kr.), meat (253,000 kr.).

The government budget for 1939-40 was balanced at 6,035,000

kr.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Austin H. Clark, Iceland and Greenland, Smithsonian
Institution War Background Studies No. 15 (Washington, 1943).

(F. D. S.)

firpanrw hrknn ( l882-'943), u.s. author, was bom
UIGgUiy, udtKMlll March 12 at Salinas, Calif. He be-

came a high school principal but soon forsook his academic

career for newspaper reporting. Beginning in 1914 he wrote

more than a score of books, mainly western adventure tales, in-

cluding Wolf Breed (1917), Judith of Blue Lake Ranch (1919),

Redwood and Gold (1928), Sudden Bill Dorn (1937) and Ace

in the Hole (1941). He completed his last book, The Hermit of

Thunder A'm.g, shortly before his death in Auburn, Calif.,

June 12.

Grenada: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Grindstones: see ABRASIVES.

Gromyko, Andrei A.
(1909- ), Russian diplomat, was

born July 5 in the village of Stayre

Gromyki in the Gomel region of the U.S.S.R. After his gradua-

tion from the Minsk Institute of Agricultural Economics in 1934,

he became a member of the scientific staff of the Institute of

Economics of the Academy of Science of the U.S.S.R. He re-

mained in the post until May 1939, when he was made chief of

the division of American countries in the people's commissariat

of foreign affairs. Only a few months later he again resigned to

become counsellor of the U.S.S.R. embassy in Washington. He
served in this capacity under Ambassador Constantine Oumansky
until 1941, then under Ambassador Maxim Litvinov. On Aug. 21,

1943, diplomatic circles were startled to learn that Ambassador

Litvinov had been recalled and Gromyko appointed ambassador

in his stead. This was the second change in Russian diplomatic

personnel to be made within a short time, for Ivan Maisky, am-

bassador to London had been recalled the preceding month.

Speculation on the significance of these changes was widespread,

especially in view of the forthcoming conference at Moscow. On

Sept. 2 it was announced that Gromyko had also been appointed

to succeed Litvinov as ambassador to Cuba.

Guadalcanal: see SOLOMON ISLANDS; WORLD WAR II.

Guadeloupe: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Guam is the largest and most populous of the Mari-

ana group of islands in the North Pacific, is in 13

26' N. lat. and 144 39' E. long., and is located about 1,823 mi.

S.E. of Hongkong, about 1,506 mi. E. of Manila and 5,053 mi.

S.W. of San Francisco. Pop. (1940) 22,290; area 206 sq.mi.

Capital Agana (10,004).

History. The question of fortifying Guam had been discussed

in naval circles as U.S.-Japanese relations became more tense

in the later 19305. The naval appropriations bill of 1939 con-

tained an item of $5,000,000 "to establish, develop or increase

naval aviation facilities" in Guam, to improve harbour facilities

and "for other purposes." However, the item relating to Guam
was struck out of the bill before it reached the senate. Subse-

quently, however, the government initiated construction opera-

tions on Guam, and a number of building workers were caught

when the island was attacked by the Japanese immediately after

Pearl Harbor. A Japanese statement of Dec. 12, 1941, claimed

the occupation of Guam and the capture of 300 Americans, in-

cluding the governor of the island, Capt. G. G. McMillin. The

navy department confirmed the loss of the island the next day.
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After that time Guam was out of the news. It was so far

within the Japanese naval defense lines that it had not yet been

attacked by U.S. naval or air forces up to the end of 1943.

Government. Under U.S. administration the governor of

Guam was a navy officer with the rank of captain. The governor
was also commandant of the naval station. There was a native

congress with advisory powers, but the governor possessed final

authority. The natives of Guam are of Chamorro stock, with a

strong intermixture of Spaniards and Filipinos. The language is a

Malay dialect, corrupted by Tagal (a Filipino dialect) and Span-
ish.

Industry and Trade. The economy of Guam is predomi-

nantly agricultural. Production is almost entirely for local con-

sumption and includes corn, rice, sweet potatoes, coffee, bananas,

pineapples, citrus fruits, limes, breadfruit, mangoes, yams, to-

bacco, alligator pears, sugar cane and timber. The only export

product of any consequence is copra, the normal crop being

about 2,000 tons. Imports and exports for the year ending June

30, 1940, were $642,936 and $102,575, respectively. Most of the

imports were for the benefit of the naval and marine forces.

Finance and Education.- The revenues for the fiscal year

1940 were $283,619 and expenditures were $259,626. The only

banking institution was the Bank of Guam, established by the

naval government in 1915 for general banking business and as a

depository of the naval government of Guam. Education under

U.S. administration was compulsory between the ages of 7 and

12. In 1940 there were 23 primary schools, 5 industrial schools,

one high school, one private school and one school for Americans.

Average enrolment was 4,694. (W. H. CH.)
.".

li; '.''. ;
'

ClIONfflio DoffODlo (l8S9~"
), Italian diplomat, a doc-

UUdllglld, ndlldGIC tor of laws from the University of

Naples, served from 1910 to 1919 in various embassy offices:

Paris, London, St. Petersburg (now Leningrad), Brussels. In

1920 he became chief of the oriental bureau of the Italian for-

eign office, retaining the }X)sition until 1926, notwithstanding the

fascist upheaval of 1922. In 1926. Guariglia became director gen-

eral of political affairs for the Italian foreign office. From 1932-

35 he was ambassador to Spain, returning to Italy to take charge

of Ethiopian affairs. In 1937 he became ambassador to Argen-

tina; in 1938 to France, where he remained until Italy's declara-

tion of war. In Feb. 1943, Guariglia was sent to Turkey as am-

bassador. He was secretary of foreign affairs in the cabinet

formed by Marshal Pietro Badoglio, July 26, upon Mussolini's

downfall. A period of intense activity followed. Guariglia sought

first Turkish, then Vatican, aid in negotiating a peace. He con-

ferred with Ribbentrop in Italy on Aug. 6, but was unable to

get the Germans to withdraw peaceably from Italy. On Sept. 15,

German sources reported that Guariglia had been placed under

arrest at the order of the German puppet governor of Rome.

^ republic of Central America, bounded by

Mexico, British Honduras, Honduras and El Sal-

vador. Area, 42,364 sq.mi. (a boundary dispute with British Hon-

duras was suspended for the duration). Pop). (1940 census), 3,-

284,269, of whom two-thirds are Indian. Capital: Guatemala City

(163,826); other cities: Zacapa (14,443); Quetzaltenango (33,-

538); Coban (8,001); Chiquimula (10,868); Puerto Barrios (15,-

784); Totonicapan (5,623). Religion: Roman Catholic. President

in 1943: General Jorge Ubico.

History. Affairs in Guatemala were quiet during 1943, with

little change in policies or general conditions. The main effects

of the war were felt in rising living costs, estimated at as much

as 40% over 1941. Factors causing the rise were on the one hand

due to an augmented income because of a profitable coffee year

REVIEW OF CADETS at the Guatemalan military academy in 1943

and the export of foodstuffs to the Canal Zone, also the high

wages paid on various war construction projects, and on the other

hand to the diminishing supply of consumer goods. Various types
of regulatory control remained in effect, such as the freezing of

rents and of certain imported items, a moratorium on car pay-

ments, gasoline rationing and the prohibition of export for some

items (cattle export was forbidden May 6).

Education. Schools in 1942 numbered 2,691. Enrolments

were as follows: infant schools 9,680; primary schools 130,802;
adult schools 4,503; normal schools 1,039; vocational schools

3,236; secondary schools 1,006. Enrolment in the National uni-

versity was 576.
"

v-^

Finance. The monetary unit is the quetzal, maintained at

parity with the United States dollar. The internal debt of Guate-

mala (1942) was 3,877,134 quctzales; the external debt, 1,520,432.

The circulating medium averaged (1942) 27,991,482 quetzales.

Revenue for the first quarter of 1943 was 5,075,000 quetzales; ex-

penditures, 3,504,000 quetzales.

Trade and Communication. No complete trade figures were

available; in 1941 exports were valued at $14,502,803; imports
at $16,098,907. The trade balance with the United States for nine

months of 1943 was favourable to the extent of $6,669,000.

Agriculture is the main industry of Guatemala. Coffee exports
for the 1942-43 coffee season (Oct.-June) were 678,941 bags of

132 Ib. each. Banana exports (1942) amounted to 4,639,888 stems

(1941: 7,151,593 stems). Chicle exports amounted to 3,538,000

Ibs. (1941: 2,878,000 Ib.). The 1942-43 sugar crop estimate was

22,800 tons; cotton (1941-42), 1,914,957 Ib.; wool (1941-42),

376,761 Ib. Milk, butter, and cheese (1941-42) were produced
in the amounts of 12,727,585 gal., 1,168,238 Ib., and 3,027,590

Ib., respectively. Fibre production (1942) was: maguey, 768 tons;

hehequen, 85 tons; yucca, 12,552 tons.

The total highway mileage is 3,998 mi.; the federal system
amounts to 1,806 mi. (with 427 additional mi. under cohstruc-

tion); the remainder is departmental highway. In 1941-43 road-

building machinery shipped from the United States was valued

at $145,270. Railway mileage is 600 mi. public road, 280 mi. pri-

vate. External and internal air service is extensive. (See also

BRITISH HONDURAS.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Dana G. Munro, The Five Republics of Central America

(1918); Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean since 1900 (1936), Guatemala
Past and Present (1940). (D. RD.)
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Guayule: see CHEMURGY; RUBBER.

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

heim Memorial foundation granted 79 fellowships, with stipends

totalling about $205,000, for the year 1943-44. Of these awards,

59 went to the fellowship program of the United States, 5 to

that of Canada, and 15 to the program of Latin America. Since

its establishment in 1925 by Simon Guggenheim and his wife, the

foundation had, by 1943, contributed about $2.692,000 in the

form of 1,304 fellowships to the advancement of research in all

fields of knowledge and creative work in the arts.

At the time of the death of Guggenheim in 1941, the founda-

tion, already having an endowment of $8,415,131, became the

residuary legatee of almost his entire estate. All contributions

had been made by the co-founders. Headquarters of the founda-

tion are at 551 Fifth avenue, New York city.

Guiana, British: see BRITISH GUIANA.

Guiana, Dutch: see SURINAM.

Guiana, French: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRIC.

Guinea: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE; PORTUGUESE COLONIAL

EMPIRE; SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Guinea, New: see NEW GUINEA.

CllctOUlIC V ( l858~ ) king of Swcden of whom a bio-

DUSlafUS I graphical account will be found in the Encyclo-

pedia Britannica, ascended the throne in 1907, and years before

1943 had attained the rank of Europe's oldest living monarch.

The eighty-five year old sovereign continued in 1943 as leader

of his nation's neutrality, a personification to his people and to

the world of the strict and persistent policy which held Sweden

to peace. Firmly and honestly he attempted to fulfill his chosen

motto: "With the people for the fatherland." (F. D. S.)

Arthur E. Pitt of Union City, N.Y., continued

t , his dominance of the National A.A.U. gymnas-
tic championships during 1943 to capture the all-around title and

place his Swiss Gymnasium society second in the team stand-

ings. Pitt repeated his all-around conquest with firsts in calisthen-

ics, side horse and horizontal bar, scoring 295.1 points to 275.8 for

Ensign Newton Loken of the Iowa Pre-Flight school. Although
Penn State college won only one individual title, its accumula-

tion of seconds and thirds brought the collegians the team title

with 64 points to 41 \ for the Swiss Gym society.

After a year's lapse, the women's nationals were held in con-

junction with the men's at New York and resulted in the Phila-

delphia Turners easily winning the team title. Pearl Nightingale

of the Philadelphia team won the all-around women's champion-

ship with firsts in the side horse vault, flying rings and parallel

bars. (M. P. W.)

Gynaecology and Obstetrics.
William P. Healy re-em-

phasized the importance
of periodic examinations to ensure early diagnosis of the "silent

disease," cancer of the genital organs; he recommended further

investigation of the possible influence of endocrine glands on

cancer. H. E. Schmitz and his coworkers offered noteworthy
contributions on the effect of preoperative irradiation of adeno-

carcinoma of the uterus, using progressively increasing dosage
with radium augmented by deep X-ray therapy. Results in gen-
eral from treatment of cancer of the female pelvic organs seemed
to be slowly but only slightly improving.

Emil Novak stated that recent studies have not added much
to our knowledge of the physiology of endocrine glands in

pregnancy, lactation and the puerperium, whereas progress has

been made in the treatment of such conditions as amenorrhoea

and sterility, primary dysmenorrhoea, functional bleeding, and

disturbances of the menopause.
The treatment of acute gonorrhoeal infection by sulfanilamide

and sulfathiazole was in 1943 firmly established. One of the latest

and largest series of salpingitis (214 cases) to be so treated was

described by D. N. Barrows and J. S. Labate. They found that

this chemotherapy was remarkably and quickly effective for both

gonorrhoeal salpingitis and associated vaginitis. They stated that

the earlier it is possible for the treatment to be begun the more

rapid is the subsidence of the masses and the disappearance of

symptoms.
In the field of sterility studies, that is, of "barren marriages,"

interest was aroused by accounts of success from artificial in-

semination. Briefly, this consisted in the use of seminal fluid

from professional donors, unknown to the sterile couple, for

artificial injection into the uterus of the wife when the husband

had been proven sterile. Scientifically this might be acceptable

but, as said by George W. Kosmak, "whether ethical considera-

tions should be subordinated to those of a material character to

relieve sterility is more than an academic problem ... to place

(human relationships) on a level with the propagation of animal

life undertaken for convenience and gain."

Claire E. Folsome, of New York, where most of this agitation

to apply "experiences of veterinary practice to the human sub-

ject" (Kosmak) were current, analyzed some of the extravagant

claims and statistics of advocates of the procedure. Folsome's

study showed it to be a "medical procedure valuable only as a

final answer in certain carefully selected and thoroughly studied

cases." Even then the "results obtained . . . have been little

more than mediocre." Folsome's review was "to place on record

a protest against publication of such extreme claims on the sub-

ject of human sterility until these are checked and verified."

In obstetrics, the year 1943 saw as one outstanding contribu-

tion the establishment of continuous caudal analgesia as an

accepted procedure for relief of pain during labour and delivery.

It was promulgated by W. B. Edwards and R. A. Hingson, and

is spectacularly effective as well as apparently safe, when given

by skilled individuals. Otherwise, of course, it has risks as does

any anaesthetic unskilfully administered. The method consists

in injection of an anaesthetic mixture (procaine or "metycaine")
into the caudal canal at the lower end of the sacrum but outside

the spinal canal itself. Thus these low-lying nerves and their

ganglia are anaesthetized so that the patient feels no pain, re-

peated injections being given at intervals through the needle

left in situ in order to maintain this state of analgesia or local

anaesthesia. The patient remains conscious, the infant is un-

affected, and the maternal soft parts, often resistant, are more
relaxed than usual thus facilitating labour and deliveiy. The
method is safe provided the person administering the analgesia

is trained and experienced in the method. The authors of the

method completed a comprehensive monograph on the subject
to be published early in 1944.

Many instances of thrombophlebitis result, according to Alton

Ochsner and Michael E. de Bakey, from a spasm of the blood

vessels of neurogenic origin. They demonstrated that the pain
and swelling, as well as much of the interference with venous

circulation, could be promptly relieved by an injection of the

meninges of the spinal cord at proper sites, using an anaesthetic

mixture usually procaine hydrochloride. This suggestion gained
wider acceptance during 1943 when Edwards and Hingson found

their method of analgesia described for labour and delivery par-

ticularly efficacious for thrombophlebitis. This did not replace
the use of heparin.
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World War II had its influence on obstetric care. E. J.

Krahulik and W. B. Thompson advocated what many have had

to practise, namely the conclusion that greater service could

be offered to the community by hospitals if a larger number are

given hospital delivery through abbreviated periods of post-

partum care in the hospitals. They recommended that patients

stay only 8 to 10 days, and then depend upon help from neigh-

bours and relatives at home, H. A. Stephenson amplified this

plan by suggesting less frequent antenatal office visits and rel-

egation of office routine to the nurse on account of the physi-

cian shortage. ,

Legislation for federal aid in obstetrics and pediatrics for

families of enlisted service men under the children's bureau of

the department of labor was enacted. This provided money
grants to pay $50 as the doctor's fee for confinement, and

sufficient additional to give the patient a limited period of

hospitalization of the "semi-private" room type. This was re-

ceived with mixed reactions by the medical profession. Some
endorsed it, but others looked upon it as a trial attempt at

socialization of medicine under government control. .

'

BIBLIOGRAPHY. William P. Healy, "Role of Gynaecologist in Field of

Cancer,'* Janeway lecture, Am. J. Rocnt^cnol., 49:1-10 (1943); H. E.

Schmitz, J. F. Sheehan and J. Towne, "Effect of Preoperativc Irradiation on
Adenocarcinoma of Uterus," Am. J. Obst. and Gyncc., 45:377390 (1943);
Emil Novak, "Present Status of Gynecological Organotherapy," South M. /.,

36:145-152 (1943); Idem, "Physiology of Endocrines in Pregnancy, Lacta-
tion and Puerperium," /. Cliu. Endocrinol; 3:274-280 (1943); E- N. Bar-
rows and J. S. Labate, "Sulfanilamide and Sulfathiazole Therapy in Acute
Salpingitis," Am. J. Obst. and Gyncc., 45:82-88 (1943); George W. Kos-
mak, editorial, "Artificial Insemination," ibid., 45:1066-1067 (1943);
Claire E. Folsome, "Status of Artificial Insemination; a Critical Review,"
ibid., 4S'9iS-927 (1943); W. B. Edwards and R. A. Hingson, "Continu-
ous Caudal Analgesia in Obstetrics," J.A.M.A., 121:225-229 (1943); E. J.
Krahulik and W. B. Thompson, "Influences of War on Obstetrical Hos-
pitalization," West. J. Sur%., 51:52-55 (1943); H. A. Stephenson, "Obstet-
rics as Affected by Problems of War with Particular Reference to Office

Procedure/' Wast. J. Swr*,, 51:60-61 (1943). (P- T.)-

GlfnOlim
^ne production of gypsum in the United States

Uj|Jolllll. decreased by 2% in 1942, to 4,697,568 short tons,

and production of calcined gypsum was still lower. Production

of crude and calcined gypsum was respectively 17% and 20%
lower in the first three quarters of 1943 than in the same period
of 1942. The main losses were in uses in building construction;

while several minor uses showed gains, the tonnages involved

were small, and the only important use showing 'an increase was

agricultural gypsum. V > ...
v

, v

Canada showed a heavy drop in gypsum production in 1942,
with 580,575 short tons, a 64% decrease from the record high
made in 1941. The decline was mainly due to lack of shipping

facilities, the bulk of the Canadian output being normally ex-

ported to the United States. The decrease continued in 1943,

output through August being 48% less than that of the same

period of 1942. (G. A. Ro.)

Haakon VII
(1872- ), king of Norway, of whom a bi-

ographical account will be found in Encyclopaedia

Britannica, was born Prince Charles of Denmark, second son of

Frederick VIII (and brother of Christian X). Upon the sepa-
ration of Norway from Sweden he was elected king by the

Norwegian Storting (Nov. 18, 1905), and took the old Norse
name of Haakon, and that of Olav for his son, the crown prince.
Haakon married Maud (1869-1938), youngest daughter of King
Edward VII of England.
The unanimous loyalty of Norwegians to their exiled king

after 1940 was more than a sign that their land was in trouble.

Haakon's personal bravery and uprightness, his nonpartisan na-

tionalism, his zealous industry, his dignified acceptance of neces-

sity while fighting vigorously for the independence of his people,
all gave rich meaning to the motto he had chosen in 1905: "All

for Norway/' Through disillusionment, bitterness, distress from

1940 through 1943, the Norwegian people both at home and

abroad, on land and sea, had one rallying point. In 1943 hopes

brightened for both the king and his people as he, in London,

guided and personified Norwegian resistance. (See also NORWAY.)

(F, D. S-)

A West Indian republic occupying the western third of

! the island of Hispaniola (also known as Haiti). Area:

10,748 sq.mi. Pop. estimates vary from 2,600,000 to 3,000,000,

with the latter figure usually quoted. The population is almost

entirely Negro. The capital is Port-au-Prince (pop. 125,000);

other cities arc: Les Cayes (15,000); Cap Haitien (20,000);

GonaiVes (20,000); Jacmel (10,000). Official language: French;
official religion: Roman Catholic, with the lower classes practis-

ing the folk religion of vodun or voodoo. President in 1943: Elie

Lescot.
;

<

History. Haiti continued during 1943 policies in inter-Ameri-

can co-operation as they had been laid down in the previous two

years. Much interest was centred on the work of SHADA (the

Societc Haitiano-Americaine dc Developpement Agricole), notably

in the production of rubber. By the end of 1943 it was estimated

that the agency would have between 60,000 and 85,000 acres

planted to cryptostegia, harvesting about 3,000 Ib. of rubber there-

from in the following year and possibly 12,000 tons in 1945.

SHADA also produced some sisal, lumber, oils, cacao, fruits and

spices. Some Haitians feared that the emphasis on rubber pro-

duction would lead to serious problems after the war; after a

visit of President Lescot to the United States this aspect of

Haitian economy was covered by a Washington announcement in

November that a study of postwar possibilities for small industry

would be made, that an additional $9,600,000 would be spent on

the rubber project, and that United States experts would be

available for solution of island problems.

Shipping to Haiti increased during 1943 over the previous year,

and general economic conditions were better. Nevertheless, war

shortages were felt. Little newsprint was available for Haiti's 52

publications, and most newspapers were reduced to two pages. In

March goods were ordered moved by boat whenever possible.

Export of staple domestic foodstuffs was also prohibited in March.

Education. Haiti was estimated (1941) to have 176 urban

ELIE LESCOT (right), president of Haiti, being welcomed at Washington
Oct. 14, 1943 by President Roosevelt and Representative Sol Bloom (left),

chairman of the house foreign affairs committee. Mrs. Roosevelt Is in the back-

ground
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primary schools, enrolment approx. 40,000; 459 rural elementary

schools, enrolment 33,246; 200 Catholic parochial schools (ele-

mentary), enrolment approx. 12,000. There were 10 vocational

schools, with 1,368 pupils; 17 secondary schools, with 4,000 stu-

dents. Statistics are questionable, since enrollment does not neces-

sarily mean attendance. The illiteracy rate approximated 90^.
English was being introduced into all grades above the fourth ; in

March seven teachers were reported sent from the United States

to launch the program.

Finance. The monetary unit is the gourde, fixed by law at

20 cents U.S. Revenue (for the fiscal year Oct. i, 1942-Sept. 30,

1943) was $6,545,817 (1942: $5,119,851); expenditures were $5,-

605,906 (1942: $5,545.232). The public debt on Sept. 30, 1943,

was $13,226,609 (1942: $14,117,850).

Trade and Resources. Haitian trade for 1942-43 totalled

94,320,000 gourdes (imports: 44,883,000 gourdes; exports: 49,-

437,000 gourdes). Haiti's favourable export balance with the

United States on Sept. 30 was $1,276,000. The United States took

approx. 81% of exports, and supplied 75% of imports. Haitian

products are almost entirely agricultural, and are indicated in the

following table:

Haitian Exportt, 1941-42 and 1942-43 (11 -month period)

Communication. External communication is by sea and air;

shipping increased in 1943. Highway mileage is 2,937 km. im-

proved road, 43,987 km. unimproved. Motor traffic was seriously

curtailed by lack of fuel and equipment. The 1941-42 allowance

for highways was 626,089 gourdes. Haiti has about 160 mi. of

railroad.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Harold Palmer Davis, Black Democracy (1929); James
Graham Leyburn, The Haitian People (1941); Chester Lloyd Jones, The
Caribbean since igoo (1936). (D. RD.)

Uoll Darffillffffl ( l886?-i943), British novelist and poet,

ndllf ndUuljfllu was born in Bournemouth, Hampshire,

England, and was educated at King's college, London, and in Ger-

many. Her best-selling novel, The Well of Loneliness, published

in 1928 caused a furore in England and the United States and

was the subject of court disputes in both countries to determine

whether or not the work was immoral in subject and tone. Miss

Hall's other works include the following novels: The Forge, The

Unlit Lamp (1924), A Saturday Life (1925), Adam's Breed

(1926), which won several prizes as the best book of that year

and the gold medal of Eichelbergher Humane Award in 1930,

The Master of the House (1932) and Sixth Beatitude (1936);
a collection of short stories, Miss Ogilvy Finds Herself (1934)
and numerous poems set to music. An uncompleted novel at

which she was working at the time of her death was destroyed

according to her wishes. She died in London, Oct. 7.

Hall, Sir (William) Reginald acrJiT *;
born June 28. His genius for code deciphering and spy-trapping
came to the fore during World War I when he was made director

of naval intelligence. In 1914, he devised the system of false

messages that lured a German naval squadron into a fatal trap

near the Falkland Islands, where it was set upon by British war-

ships and ultimately destroyed. Sir Reginald also used trick

messages to entice the unsuspecting Franz von Rintelen, chief of

German espionage in the United States in World War I, back to

Europe, where he was captured off Ramsgate in August 1915

while he was enroute to the reich. Another of Sir Reginald's

accomplishments was the interception of the historic Bernstorff

letter inviting Mexico to join with Germany against the United

States during the first world conflict. After the war, he returned

to "shore duty'' and was an M.P., 1919-29. Sir Reginald, who

was knighted in 1918, retired from the navy in 1926 with the

rank of admiral. He died in London, Oct. 22.

Halsey , William Frederick, Jr. ,"..
Oct. 30 in Elizabeth, NJ. An Annapolis graduate, he commanded
a destroyer patrol force in World War I. Subsequently he was

commander of the aircraft carrier "Saratoga," commandant of

the Pensacola naval air station, and, in 1938, commander of a

carrier division including the "Yorktown" and "Enterprise."

Vice-Admiral Halsey led the attack against Japanese bases on the

Marshall and Gilbert Islands, Jan. 31 and Feb. i, 1942. On Oct.

24 he replaced Vice-Admiral Robert Lee Ghormley as commander
of U.S. naval forces in the South Pacific. Three weeks later

Halsey engaged a large Japanese force off the Solomon Islands

in a three-day battle. Although outnumbered, his fleet was vic-

torious, sinking 28 Japanese ships. In recognition of this achieve-

ment, Halsey was made a full admiral and awarded the congres-

sional medal of honour. In 1943 he continued his aggressive naval

warfare, demonstrating further what Admiral Chester W. Nimitz

called his "rare combination of intellectual capacity and military

audacity." He conferred with General MacArthur in May, and,

on July 2, his force was put under MacArthur's command. Fur-

ther victories in the Solomons followed. In a battle off Bougain-
ville shortly after the initial landings on Nov. i, Halsey 's fleet

sank five Japanese ships and damaged four.

Hammerstein-Eqiiord, Kurt von,
cer, was born Sept. 16 in Hinrichshagen, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, of

a Junker family. He joined the army in his youth and during

World War I was major on the general staff. Hammerstein-

Equord was involved in the postwar Kapp putsch, a conspiracy
of the German army to seize control of the government. In this

plot, his father-in-law, Gen. Walther von Luettwitz, an extremist

bader, marched his troops into Berlin in 1920 and with Wolfgang

Kapp established a short-lived government. Hammerstein-Equord
was promoted to commander in 1929 and was named to the army
command in 1930. He resigned, however, in 1933 with rank of

general, shortly after Hitler came to power and was replaced by
Col. Gen. Werner von Fritsch. It was rumoured at that time that

he was out of sympathy with the new regime, a report that

seemed to be substantiated by his continued retirement during

the years when the army reached its greatest period of expansion.
A notice of his death appeared in a Berlin newspaper, April 24.

Hqmmer Throw: see TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS.

cont *nuance f the war seriously curtailed

competitive activity of this sport with the result

that in 1943 only one national tournament was held. This was the

annual classic of the four-wall championships, held at the Olympic
club of San Francisco. The winner in the singles was Joseph P.

Platak of Chicago, serving with the U.S. navy, who regained the

title he was forced to vacate the previous year because of his in-

ability to obtain the necessary furlough. Platak had previously
won the championship for seven years in succession and his 1943

victory made it his eighth triumph and gained for him third place
in the country among the outstanding athletes of the year.
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National Four-Walt Rankings for 1943

Singles

1. Joseph P. Platak, Chicago

2. Abe Smith, Oakland. Calif.

3. Angelo Tocchini, Oakland,
Calif.

Doubles

1. Joe Gordon and H. Smith, Long
Beach, Calif.

2. Al Cram and B. Hackney, Ix>ng
Beach, Calif.

3. R. Leu and M. De La Pcna, San
Francisco, Calif.

(FR. Ro.)

Harbours: see RIVERS AND HARBOURS.

Harper, Samuel Northrup
Harper, first president of the University of Chicago, was born

April 9 in Chicago. After receiving his A.B. degree in 1902, he

studied at the cole des Langues Orientales Vivantes in Paris

and at Columbia university. One of the leading U.S. authorities

on Russian life and language, he made 18 trips to Russia to

study the tsarist and soviet regimes. He joined the faculty of

the University of Chicago in 1905 as assistant professor of

Russian language and institutions and was named head of the

department in 1930. Professor Harper served as special attache

to the Russian division of the state department in the first

years of the soviet union and was the author of numerous

works in his field. He died in Chicago, Jan. 18.

Hsrriman W Auoroll (l8QI~ ), u.s. diplomatic rep-

flulllllldllf III flfulull resentative, was born Nov. 15, son

of E. H. Harriman, railroad magnate. On his graduation from

Yale university in 1913 he carried on in his father's enterprises,

becoming chairman eventually of the Illinois Central and Union

Pacific railroads, as well as a partner in Brown Brothers, Harri-

man and company. Entering government service during President

Roosevelt's first term of office, he served as an NRA administra-

tor, a member of the business advisory council of the department
of commerce and director of the raw materials division of the

Office of Production Management. In March 1941, he was sent to

Great Britain as lend-lease representative, with the rank of min-

ister. In Sept. he headed the American delegation of a U.S.-

British joint mission to Moscow. In Aug. 1942, he visited Mos-
cow again at the time of the Stalin-Churchill conferences. On
Oct. i, 1943, Pres. Roosevelt named Harriman ambassador to

the U.S.S.R., succeeding Adm. William H. Standley. He was
escorted to Moscow by Secretary of State Cordell Hull and there

participated in the tripartite conferences.

Harris, Sir Arthur T.
(1892- ), British air officer, was
born April 13 in Cheltenham, Eng-

land. Educated in English public schools, he enlisted during
World War I and joined the royal flying corps in 1915. He
commanded several squadrons on the western front and was

decorated with the air force cross in 1918. Made an air com-

modore in 1937, he was named air vice-marshal in 1939 and

rose to commander in chief of the R.A.F. bomber command in

Feb. 1942. A firm believer in mass raids, Air Marshal Harris

developed the "saturation" technique of mass bombing that of

concentrating clouds of bombers in a giant raid on a single city

with the object of completely demolishing it. He applied this

method with great destructive effect on axis-occupied Europe be-

ginning in 1942 and continuing throughout 1943.

( l8 54~i943), U.S. educator, was
born July i at Clarksville, Pa. He

was connected with the faculty of Harvard university for 43

years before retiring in 1926 as professor emeritus of the science

of government. After his retirement, he maintained quarters

above Widcncr library and continued his writings. He was

named editor of the Roosevelt Encyclopaedia in 1927 and was

the author, joint author or editor of about 100 volumes. An out-

standing authority on George Washington, he was chosen a

member and historian of the U.S. commission for the celebra-

tion of the 2Ooth anniversary of the birth of Washington, a task

which was in preparation for six years before the 1932 country-
wide festivities. Dr. Hart died in Boston, June 16. (See Encyclo-

pedia Britannica.)

Hart Inron? ^LARRY ) ( I895-I943), U.S. song-writer and

ndlly LUIGII& musician, was born in New York city May 2.

While a student at Columbia university, he met Richard Rodgers,
then a freshman. Both were aspiring musicians, and they pooled
their talents to produce the Columbia Varsity Show of 1920.
This first effort was successful and gave birth to the famous

Rodgers-and-Hart combination. Generally, Hart wrote the lyrics

while Rodgers composed the music, but both were gifted in

cither specialty. They wrote the lyrics and music for more than

25 Broadway shows and for a number of motion pictures. Among
their more prominent successes were: Babes in Arms (1937),
I'd Rather Be Right (1937), The Boys from Syracuse (1938)
and / Married an Angel (1938). Hart died in New York city

Nov. 22.

UortlQU llorcdon ( l8 77-i943), U.S. painter, was born

fldlUGJf IfldloUCII Jan. 4 in Lewiston, Me. He studied art

at the National academy in New York city and later in Europe.
Best known of his paintings are his landscapes and marines,
"Fox Island, Me.," "The Spent Wave" and "Evening Storm,

Schoodic, Me." After a period in the west painting rugged

landscapes, he returned to Maine to do a series of church pic-

tures, fishing scenes and other outdoor subjects. He spent a year
in Mexico in 1930 on a Guggenheim fellowship and later did a

scries of mountain studies along architectural lines in New Mex-
ico. Hartley died in Ellsworth, Me., Sept. 2.

Harvard University.

Founded in 1636, Harvard is the

oldest institution for higher educa-

tion in the United States. Gifts during the academic year 1942-43
were $5,244,255. Scholarships and other student aids totalled

AFTER RECEIVING an honorary LL.D. at Harvard university Sept. 6, 1943,
Winston Churchill delivered an extemporaneous address to 6,000 U.S. soldiers
and sailors enrolled at the university
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exclusive of student loans. At the beginning of the

academic year, July i, 1943, the civilian student enrolment had
fallen to less than 25% of the peace-time normal, but the uni-

versity's facilities were fully occupied by more than 6,000 army
and navy men sent to Harvard for specialized training in n
different service schools. A great deal of wartime research was

being conducted in the university laboratories. All departments
of the university operated on a new intensified 1 2-month, 3-

semester schedule. A notable event of the year was the con-

ferring of an honorary degree on British Prime Minister Win-
ston Churchill.

For statistics of student enrolment, faculty members, en-

dowment, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COL-

LEGES.

Because of the shipping situation brought about by the war, an

extensive program of production of food crops for local consump-
tion was under way. (B. W. T.)

llau/bac Uorhort Frfu/in
( l8 7*-i943), us. educator,

ndWMiO, nClUCll LUWIII was born Dec. 6, in Templeton,
Mass. He graduated from Yale in 1896, took his Ph.D. there in

1900, and later studied at Goettingen university. He became in-

structor in mathematics at Yale in 1898 and advanced to as-

sistant professor in 1903. Dr. Hawkes was appointed mathe-

matics professor at Columbia in 1910 and was named dean in

1918 a post he held until his death in New York city, May 4,

^943-

Hassani, Mohamed Tageddine el s>Tn
(

'^
19^

politician, received his education in Damascus and Cairo. He gave

up teaching for politics, entered the Syrian congress in 1919, be-

came sheik of the Ulemas the next year and served as councillor

of state and at the court of cassation, 1921-23. He was caliph of

Damascus, 1924-28, deputy to the constituent assembly, 1928,

and president of the council of ministers and minister of the inte-

rior, 1928-31 and 1934-36. He was proclaimed president of Syria

in Sept. 1941, when the former French mandate was declared in-

dependent by agreement with the Fighting French. He died Jan.

17, according to a report from Beirut, Lebanon.

The territory of Hawaii consists of a group of eight

larger islands and numerous islets in the Pacific ocean

between latitudes i855
/
and 2 2 15' N. and between 154 50'

and i6o3o' W. longitude. Their total area is 6,438 sq.mi. The

islands are of volcanic origin. From southeast to northwest,

they are Hawaii, Kahoolawe, Maui, Lanai, Molokai, Oahu, Kauai,

Niihau. In addition, stretching northwestward beyond Niihau

over 1,100 mi. is an archipelago of rocks, reefs and shoals

which includes Midway (longitude i7722' W.). Likewise, 960

mi. south of Honolulu and a part of the city and county of

Honolulu lies Palmyra, a coral atoll consisting of 55 islets, five

miles long and two and a half miles wide. The youngest island,

geologically, and the largest in the group is Hawaii, with an

area of 4,030 sq.mi. The capital of the territory is Honolulu,

situated on the island of Oahu. It is a completely modern city

with a population (1940 census) of 180,986. The population of

the territory (1940) was 423,330. The racial origin of this

population, in addition to the native Hawaiians and Caucasians

from the mainland, is Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Filipino, Portu-

guese. However, 82% of the population is native born.

History. Ingram M. Stainback took office as governor on

Aug. 24, 1942, succeeding Joseph B. Poindexter. Joseph R. Far-

rington was territorial delegate in congress in 1943. Territorial

tax collections on business and otherwise for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1943, amounted to $35,827,659, as compared to

$27,215,950 for the previous year. Cash on hand and in banks

increased by over 48%, while federal internal revenue collections

increased from $32,067,927 in the fiscal year 1942 to $75,996,558

in the fiscal year 1943. This increase in federal collections was

due to increased rates of taxation.

Agriculture. Hawaii's chief crops are sugar and pineapples.

Expert management, scientific methods and costly irrigation

works raised the sugar production to a maximum of 1,035,548

tons in 1933 with a value of $66,482,181. Production of sugar in

1942 amounted to 870,109 tons! The pineapple industry, next in

importance, produced approximately 21,190,000 cases of canned

pineapple and pineapple juice for the year ending May 31, 1943.

Hay.
crop of hay in the United States was the second

largest on record, only 5% smaller than the record 1942

crop. The 1943 crop was estimated by the U.S. department of

agriculture at 99,543,000 tons compared to 105,295,000 tons in

1942 and a ten-year average of 82,952,000 tons. This total

was divided as follows: tame hay 87,000,000 tons, including

32,000,000 tons of alfalfa, 29,000,000 tons of clover-timothy,

; ,000,000 tons of annual legumes and 6,000,000 tons of lespedcza.

These were about the usual proportions of each class. Wild hay

yields were below those of 1942 and offset the increase in

acreage cut. Total wild hay production was 12,279,000 tons

compared to 13,088,000 tons in 1942 and a ten-year average of

9,675,000 tons. Alfalfa production for hay was 11% off from

1942 due to a reduction in the number of acres harvested.

Clover-timothy hay increased in 1943 over 1942 by 2% and

production was 25% above the ten-year average. Sweet clover

hay, three-fourths of which is produced in the north central

states, declined in acreage and production in 1943 by about

one-third. Lespedeza hay was also below the record production
of 1942. Pea, bean and peanut hays were increased by 400,000
to a total of 7,100,000 tons. Yields of both soybean and cowpea
hay were below those of 1942 in all sections of the country.
Other grain hays were increased about 5%. A production of

8,000,000 tons of millet, sudan and other minor hay crops

represented a decrease of 4% compared to 1942.

Hayseed. The total acreage of hays grown for seed in 1943
exceeded the area of 1942 by 7%. This was due to the price-

supporting program, good weather and the fact that less labour

is needed for harvesting seed than hay. But 1943 was not a

good seed year and the dry summer in some localities held down

yields below average. The high price of seeds encouraged

growers to harvest some fields of low yields that would not have
been saved under normal conditions.

The production of the principal kinds of hayseed was about

3% smaller than 1942 but 6% above the average. Alfalfa seed

at 1,114,900 bu. was 15% larger than 1942 but below tne ten-

year average; red clover also yielded an increase over the past

year, 1,142,900 bu. or 11% more than in 1942. This was chiefly

due to 15% increase in acreage. Alsike at 238,900 bu. was 5%
below 1942 and 25% below the average. Sweet clover produced
the smallest crop since 1922 and only one-half the average.

Timothy seed was 11% below 1942 estimated at 1,499,000 bu.

and 6% below the ten-year average. Lespedeza was 6% below

1942 but 67% above the average. The total 1943 crop was

159,920,000 Ib. compared with an average of 95,564,000 Ib.

(See also ALFALFA; SOYBEANS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Hayashi, Senjuro
(1876-1943), Japanese army officer

and politician, was born Feb. 23 at

Ishikawa-Ken. He was a graduate of the -Military academy,
1896, and the Military Staff college, 1903. He was later director
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of both schools. At the outbreak of the Manchurian "incident"

in 1931, Hayashi, then commander of Japanese forces in Chosen,

marched his troops into Manchuria without waiting for authority

from headquarters in Tokyo; a year later he was promoted to

full general. In 1934 he was appointed war minister and made
efforts to check the growing power of the clique that supported
his predecessor, Gen. Sadao Araki, then scored for his fascist

leanings. Gen. Hayashi retired from the war ministry in 1935
and was subsequently named to the supreme war council, but

resigned early in 1936 after the assassination of Viscount Makoto

Saito and other prominent statesmen by a mutinous band of

junior army officers. He was premier from February to May
1937; the short life of his premiership was a sign of the grow-

ing ferment on the Japanese political stage. A Tokyo dispatch

broadcast from Berlin, Feb. 4, reported his death.

Health, Industrial: see INDUSTRIAL HEALTH.

Hearing Aids: see DEAFNESS.

Ond Hoart
dllU llCdll

Interest was focusedlargely
. on < I) cardiovascular ex-

amination for military service with an attempt to define more

accurately the criteria for admission to army and navy than had

previously been done, and (2) diagnosis and disposition of cardi-

acs found in the service. One of the most interesting of the

studies of 1943 was that of the re-examination of cardiovascular

rejectees in five of the larger cities of the country. A group of

approximately 5,000 men wrho had been rejected in 1942 because

of a diagnosis of cardiovascular disease were re-examined, 1,000

each in Boston, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and San Fran-

cisco. The aim of the examination was threefold:

1. To determine the percentage of possible salvage.
2. To compare the results of examination by doctors of the local boards

and induction stations with those of cardiovascular specialists,

3. To identify and to study the particular problems that concerned all

these groups.

Of the total of 4,994 cardiovascular rejectees examined, 863

or 17.3% were resubmitted as i-A 18.8% in Boston, 3.9% in

Chicago, 19.2% in New York, 16.5% in Philadelphia, and 28.6%
in San Francisco. Chicago's yield was the least because of the

fact, apparently, that cardiovascular experts^ had already been

used freely in the initial examinations. San Francisco's was the

highest because of the inclusion of a good many borderline cases,

recognized as such. In Boston there was a large borderline group,

of 11.4%, thought to be normal but not fitting the current criteria

of the army manual of mobilization regulations. These border-

line groups in particular, as well as the individuals resubmitted

as i -A, were to be the subject of follow-up study in future years.

The chief cause for rejection was rheumatic heart disease,

making up about 60% of the final 4-F group. The second most

common cause for final rejection was hypertension, making up

26% of the 4-F cases. The third cause of rejection was neuro-

circulatory asthenia, making up 5% of those labelled 4-F. The
fourth condition responsible was sinus tachycardia with 4.5% of

the final 4-F cases, and the fifth was congenital heart disease with

a fraction less than in the tachycardia group. Other causes for

rejection were few in number and included cardiac enlargement
as discovered by X-ray enlargement alone, arrhythmias, cardio-

vascular syphilis (in only 17 cases), and coronary heart disease

(in only 6 cases).

A review of the re-examination of these cardiovascular re-

jectees revealed eight problems of particular interest:

1. The interpretation of apical systolic murmurs.
2. The upper limits of blood pressure.
3. The limits of the normal pulse rate.

4. The heart size.

5. The electrocardiogram.

6. Neurocirculatory asthenia.

7. Recent rheumatic fever.

8. Exercise tests.

In brief, apical systolic murmurs may, if very slight or even

slight, in the absence of any other abnormality, doubtful findings,

or an authenticated history of rheumatic fever, be considered

acceptable for service. The upper limits of normal blood pressure

were listed as 160 systolic and 90 diastolic. The limits of the

normal pulse rate were extended to 40 as the low and 120 as the

high. It was also felt that; heart size might be given a wider

range, especially according to body build, and that minor vari-

ations of the electrocardiogram should not be cause for rejection.

Xeurocirculatory asthenia, on the other hand, even if very slight,

was viewed as a cause for immediate rejection, and recent rheu-

matic fever too. Exercise tests were not found of much value.

One of the important problems that faced the army and navy

during 1943 was the frequent occurrence of rheumatic fever in

army camps and in naval stations where large numbers of young
men were crowded together and exposed to haemolytic strepto-

coccus infections. A small percentage of such men were practi-

cally certain to come down with rheumatic fever; although this

figure was small so far as percentage was concerned, the absolute

numbers of such men might be considerable. It was a real prob-

lem since rheumatic fever puts patients to bed usually for months

at a time and is very likely to damage the heart. Whether or not

to discharge cases of rheumatic fever from the service after re-

covery in the absence of heart disease was also a problem that

concerned the medical services. Generally the custom was to dis-

charge such patients, largely because of the threat of recurrent

trouble in the future. It was also thought wise not to admit any
man into the army who had an authenticated history of rheu-

matic fever within five years of the time of examination.

Advances in civilian medicine were somewhat retarded by the

war but two or three important contributions should be men-

tioned, Lumbodorsal splanchnic sympathectomy for hypertension

became established as by far the most promising therapeutic

measure for serious hypertension in young and middle-aged per-

sons that had been introduced. R. H. Smithwick's success in over

60% of the cases (followed now for from one to five years)

quadrupled the success of the older procedures along this line.

On occasion patients already showing effects of serious strain on

heart, kidneys and arteries can be rescued, at least for the time

being. The procedure is applicable in particular to those with

high diastolic pressures, relatively small pulse pressures, and

marked reaction to sedation, posture and cold.

Another comforting discovery during 1943 was the doubling of

the expectation of life after the first attack of angina pectoris

which resulted from a more adequate follow-up study than had

ever been carried out before. A series of 497 patients who were

seen for angina pectoris between 1920 and 1930 were reviewed in

1943. Fifty-two of these were still living with an average dura-

tion of life of 1 8 years after the first attack; 445 had succumbed
with an average duration of life of 8 years. Including both living

and dead cases, the average duration of the whole series was 9

years and this was expected to be increased a bit more before the

conclusion of the follow-up study. This average prognosis, there-

fore, of 9 to 10 years was announced as an encouraging revision

of the current statements of the average duration of life after

the first attack of angina pectoris recorded as 4} to 5 years in

the medical textbooks.

BIBLIOC.RAPHY. R. L. Levy, W. D. Stroud, and P. D. White. "Report
of the Re-examination of 4,994 Men Disqualified for General Military
Service Because of the Diagnosis of Cardiovascular Defects. A Combined
Study Made by Special Medical Advisory Boards in Boston, Chicago, Xew
York, Philadelphia and San Francisco," J.A.M.A., 123:937-943 (Dec. n,
1943); A. F. Coburn, "Management of Navy Personnel with Rheumatic
Fever/' U.S. Naval Med. Bull., 41:1324-1328 (Sept. 1943); A. M. Master,
"Rheumatic Fever in the Navy/' U.S. Naval Med. Bull., 41:1019-1021
(July 1943); Reginald H. Smithwick, Personal communication (1943);
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P. D. White, t. F. Bland, and E. W. Mi.skall. 'The Prognosis of Angina
Pectoris: A Lon Time Follow-up of 497 Cases, Including a Note on 75
Additional Cases of Angina Pectoris Decubitus," J.A.M.A., 123:801-804
(Nov. 1043). (P. D. W.)

HELICOPTER HIMMLER, HEINRICH
he returned to England in 1927, he resumed his former post

with the British National Opera but a few years later joined

the City of Birmingham Orchestra, also as conductor, a post he

held until his death. Reward died in Birmingham, May 3.

Helicopter: see AVIATION, CIVIL.

Helium.
Extensive additions were made to the helium produc-
tion capacity of the United States, and it was known

that reserves were adequate, but no specific information was made

public because of the importance of the product in aviation with

craft lighter than air. (G. A. Ro.)

y The 1943 crop of hemp for fibre in the United States

liulllp was ten times larger than in 1942, amounting to

134,251,000 Ib. compared to 13,922,000 Ib. produced in 1942 and

2,901,000 Ib. as the average for the ten years 1932-41. Prior

to World War II only Wisconsin and Kentucky produced hemp
in any quantity. The season of 1943 was unfavourable to hemp
culture in Minnesota and Indiana where floods caused the

abandonment of about 18% of the acreage.

The growing of hemp for the seed is chiefly confined to

Kentucky and Tennessee. The acreage planted in 1943 was

57,700 ac., nearly 60% more than the 36,300 ac. of 1942. The

total crop of seed in 1943 was estimated by the United States

department of agriculture at 19,223,000 Ib. or nearly twice the

crop for 1942. The entire crop is under the control of War

Hemp Industries, Inc. (J. C. Ms.)

Henderson, Leon
(1895- ), U.S. economist, was born

in Millville, NJ. on May 26. In 1917 he

entered the U.S. army as a private, attaining the rank of captain

of ordnance by 1919. In 1920 Henderson returned to Swarthmore

college, where he received his B.A. degree. During the early New
Deal era, he served as consulting economist to the Work Projects

administration. In 1939 he was appointed to the Securities

and Exchange commission.

On April u, 1941, President Roosevelt created the Office

of Price Administration and Civilian Supply (later renamed the

Office of Price Administration, q.v.) and placed Henderson at

its head as price administrator. Henderson accepted the appoint-

ment and in July 1941 resigned his post with the SEC. In Jan.

1942 he was made head of the civilian supply division of the

War Production board.

Henderson predicted that his efforts to impose rationing

and other restrictions on Americans would make him the most

unpopular man in the United States. In Dec. 1942, as his

prophecy seemed to be approaching fulfilment, he resigned from

both the WPB and the OPA. The latter resignation was to

take effect upon the appointment of a successor; on Jan. 18,

1943, Prentiss M. Brown was named to succeed him, and on

Jan. 20 he turned over his duties to Brown. On May 12, 1943, he

joined the Research Institute of America as chairman of the

board of editors.

UoUIOrrf locllO UaVO < l897-i943), British musician

ICWdlUy LCollC lidJO and composer, was born Dec. 8

in Liversedge, Yorkshire. An infant prodigy, he was a church

srganist at the age of eight and assistant organist at the Man-
:hester cathedral at 18. He won a composition scholarship at

:he Royal College of Music in 1917, was made music master

it E|on college in the same year, and later became music

director of Westminster school. He was named conductor of the

British National Opera company in 1922 and two years later

went to South Africa to direct the Cape Town Municipal Or-

:hestra and the Cape Peninsula Broadcasting association. When

tfontMill
(l887~ *

} u s naval officer was

born Feb. n in Hackensack, NJ.
A graduate of the U.S. Naval academy, 1906, he was commis-

sioned an ensign in 1908. He won the naval cross for dis-

tinguished service in World War I, and later served as com-

mander of a destroyer division. He was inspector of ordnance

in charge of the naval ammunition depot at Pugct sound and

commanded the cruiser "Indianapolis," on board which President

Roosevelt sailed for South America in 1936. He was promoted
to rear admiral in Dec. 1940.

Adm. Hewitt was named to command the U.S. naval units in

the huge Allied fleet that protected the U.S. landings in North

Africa Nov. 8, 1942. Shortly after these landings Adm. Hewitt

commanded the naval engagement that helped force the surrender

of Casablanca. In recognition of his services in North Africa he

was made a vice-admiral in Nov. 1942.

Adm. Hewitt's fleet also played its part in the Sicilian cam-

paign in 1943 and in the attack on the Italian mainland, particu-

larly the landings at Salerno.

Highways: see ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

Highway to Alaska: see ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

(1862-1943), German mathematician, was

born Jan. 23 in Koenigsberg. He studied at

the Universities of Koenigsberg, Heidelberg, Leipzig and Paris

and in 1895 began his life-long association with the University

of Goettingen as professor of mathematics. He made basic in-

vestigations in all the major branches of pure mathematics,

among which were his geometric spaces of infinitely many
dimensions, his algebraic basis theorem, and his minimum con-

dition in the calculus of variations. He was also the leader of

the formalist school in mathematical logic which believes that

all mathematics can be developed from sets of axioms. Hilbert's

work on infinitely many dimensional spaces was applied by others

to quantum mechanics. He died in Goettingen, according to a

Berne dispatch of Feb. 19.

Uimmlor Uoinrirh (IQOO~ >> head of the German

nilllllllCl, nClllllUI police and founder of the Sclmtzstofel,

was born Nov. 7 at Munich. At the University of Munich, he

specialized in agriculture. In later life he became a member of

the Academy of German Law. From an insignificant beginning

he rose steadily to power in the Hitler political revolution. Al-

though a participant in the abortive Munich beer hall putsch in

1923, he escaped imprisonment. In 1927 he became deputy leader

of the German S.S. (Black Shirts), expanded to offset the power

of the Brown Shirt troops, and was made leader in 1929. The

fuehrer never had a more loyal or ruthless devotee. Himmler

served as reich director of propaganda from 1926 to 1930, be-

came a member of the reichstag and the Prussian state council

in 1933, commander of the united German police forces in 1936

and deputy head of the reich administration in 1939. During

1942 he was sent by Hitler to various occupied countries to quell

anti-nazi resistance, working closely with his pupil and lieutenant,

Reinhard Heydrich, later assassinated in carrying out a program

of wholesale executions among subjugated peoples. In 1943,

Allied successes engendered defeatism on the home front and led

to increased activity by resistance groups in the occupied coun-

tries. Himmler's reply to growing anti-naziism at home and in
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the conquered areas was more executions. Determined to crush

all opposition to his regime, Hitler named Himmler minister of

the interior, Aug. 24. The Gestapo chief attempted to brace Ger-

man morale by execution of civilians for "defeatist utterances,
"

and used customary terror technique to stamp out revolt in the

occupied countries.
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UincloU Arthur ( T^5-i943\ British cardinal, was born

nillSlcy, MllllUr Aug. 25 in Selby, Yorkshire, England.
Educated at Ushaw and at the English college, Rome, he taught

school and was rector of a London parish until 1926, when he

was consecrated bishop. He was sent to Africa as Visitor

Apostolic to Catholic missions and there contracted paratyphoid
which seriously affected his vision and hearing. He retired in

1934, but the death the following year of the incumbent arch-

bishop of Westminster left England's Catholics without a ruling

prelate for the jubilee of King George Y. Consequently Hinsley

was called out of retirement and named archbishop of West-

minster; in 1937 he was made cardinal. Outspoken on political

matters, he criticized the negative stand of Pope Pius XI on

the Ethiopian invasion. He despised Germany's national-social-

ism, denounced the Hitler party as "pagan upstarts'' and, al-

though no friend of communism, paid frequent tribute to the

Russian people for their defense of their homeland. Cardinal

Hinsley died in Hertfordshire, March 17. ,,

Hispanic America: see ARGENTINA; BOLIVIA; BRAZIL; BRIT-

ISH GUIANA; BRITISH HONDURAS; CHILE; COLOMBIA; COSTA

RICA; ECUADOR; FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE; GUATEMALA; HON-

DURAS; NICARAGUA; PANAMA; PARAGUAY; PERU; SALVADOR, EL;

SURINAM; URUGUAY; VENEZUELA.
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Hispanic America and World War II.

two additional Hispanic American countries added to the list of

those at war with the axis powers. Bolivia entered the war on

April 7, 1943, mainly as a gesture showing solidarity of the

current administration with United Nations policies. The move
also made logical the mobilization of labour in the production of

tin and other strategic materials. The other nation to declare

war on Germany was Colombia, which took the step on Nov. 27,

following the sinking of a Colombian vessel by a submarine (the

second incident of this kind). In both cases the war declaration

was followed by the usual sequestration of axis-owned funds and

property and detention of enemy aliens, and beyond this occa-

sioned little change in policy.

Greater interest was concentrated on the development of affairs

in Chile and in Argentina, at the beginning of 1943 the only

two states in the western hemisphere which had not yet broken off

relations with the axis. Definite pressure toward the severance

of relations had been maintained throughout 1942 by the United

States, and in Chile there had been a steady trend in this direc-

tion. President Juan Antonio Rios had moved cautiously, how-

ever, and not until Jan. 20, 1943, did he consider that the time

for rupture of relations had arrived. Following the break, a

report that Chilean diplomatic representatives in the far east

were being improperly treated resulted in confinement for a

time of Japanese representatives in Chile. The abandonment of

isolation by Chile was shortly followed by new lend-lease arrange-

ments (March 2), and in June by a new copper purchase agree-

ment with the United States.

In Argentina the Castillo administration stubbornly refused to

abandon neutrality, in spite of charges of axis espionage which

led to the requested recall of the German military and naval at-

tache and a brief suspension of communication with axis coun-

tries. During the spring the- administration began preparations
for the next election, with some trend away from the conservative

and toward the moderate, liberal body of public opinion. On
June 4-5 a well organized revolution, headed by Generals Arturo

Rawson and Pedro P. Ramirez, deposed President Ramon Castillo

and took over control. Apparently under the impression that a

breakaway from isolation would follow, the new administration

was promptly recognized by the United States and other United

Nations powers, but the new government proved for the time

being even more nationalistic than the preceding one. General

Rawson, who favoured a break with the axis, was replaced by
General Ramirez, and strict censorship over every expression in

the press of pro-Allied sentiment was established. The new gov-
ernment inaugurated a program designed to win internal support

(sec ARGENTINA), but had serious difficulties with labour, student

groups, and, eventually, financial interests. One attempt was made
to gain lend-lease assistance from the United States, but it was

promptly refused on the ground that Argentina was not co-operat-

ing properly in maintaining hemisphere safety. By the end of

1943 the Ramirez administration was faced with the alternatives

of continuing isolation, with an increasing commercial and diplo-

matic pressure from the United Nations and a possible revolt

at home, or of finally breaking with the axis.

In one other case in the Americas pressure was applied by the

United States toward removal of a danger spot. In the French

colonies in America the administration, while nominally inde-

pendent, was still loyal to Vichy France. In Nov. 1942, .the

United States broke off diplomatic and commercial relations with

Martinique and French Guiana, and the areas were thus deprived
of foodstuffs and other needed resources. In March a revolution

placed French Guiana on the side of the French authorities op-

posed to the axis, and in June Admiral Georges Robert retired

as governor of Martinique, to be replaced by an appointee of

General Henri Giraud (Henri Etienne Hoppenot).
In general during 1943, administrations in power in Hispanic

America remained in control. One break in the ranks occurred.

On Dec. 20, 1943, the administration of President Enrique
Penaranda of Bolivia was unseated by a revolution headed by

THE ONLY "PAN-AMERICAN RAT HOLE"
the St. Louis Star-Times
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Victor Paz Estenssoro and supported by parties which had a

pro-fascist reputation. All through the year attacks in the

Bolivian congress on the administration had been frequent and

bitter, the most serious charges being connected with the use

of military force in repressing strikes in the tin industry in

Dec. 1942 (an investigation in the spring of 1943, made by a

joint Bolivian-United States commission, indicated that condi-

tions in the industry did need some attention). While the new

administration (under President Gualberto Villarroel) pledged

support of all commitments made by Bolivia to the United Na-

tions program, the previous allegiances of the leaders of the

revolution, and a suspected connection with the reactionary

Ramirez group in Argentina caused the United States and other

American states to withhold recognition of the new government.

In other respects the general program of inter-American de-

fense was carried out along lines already laid down. The con-

struction of naval and air bases from Ecuador to the Bahamas

moved toward completion, in some cases causing concern over

unemployment when the special construction ceased. Two of the

nations at war gave indications that they were seriously consider-

ing actual participation in military campaigns. Brazil, already

doing a workmanlike job of patrolling offshore waters, and with

at least a half dozen submarines credited to its air service, offi-

cially planned sending an expeditionary force to the European

sector, and news reports stated that Brazilian officers were in

the field gaining experience. Cuba likewise was organizing a

volunteer corps for overseas duty (its conscripts are liable only

for service in Cuba). At least one press report hinted at possible

Mexican participation in the future, along similar lines. Control

of communications and some supervision of war items in news

publications were also exercised through 1943. In a few cases,

as in Ecuador, import quotas were used to direct the flow of

essential goods.

The year saw fewer western hemisphere conferences than in

1942. The regular International American (Pan American) con-

ference, scheduled to meet in Colombia late in the year, was

indefinitely postponed; this followed the precedent set in World

War I, and in any case the machinery of co-operation between

American nations was well enough organized to function without

the formal meeting. Some visiting by prominent persons occurred,

as when Vice-President Wallace of the United States made a

South American trip in April, and when the presidents of Bolivia,

Paraguay, Haiti and Colombia visited the United States. The

chief executive of Costa Rica visited several neighbouring states.

and other contacts were made in hemisphere relations by military

leaders, executives, experts and diplomatic representatives. Some

inter-Hispanic American commercial agreements were signed;

probably the most important of these was a set of conventions

arranged between Chile and Argentina which it was hoped would

be the basis for a future customs union taking in several nations

in the area. The United States was a party to a number of

inter-American conventions; in three cases these concerned the

continuation of currency stabilization funds (Mexico, Cuba and

Ecuador). In June a new copper contract was signed with Chile,

and other agreements concerning the purchase or development

of production of strategic materials were either continued or

established (at least three were worked out with Brazil alone).

Economic planning was undertaken as in the setting up of a

joint United States-Mexican Economic commission (announced

in April), and the inauguration of a Bolivian Development com-

mission and of an Economic Defense plan in Colombia. The

comprehensive food production program for the Caribbean, under

the general direction of the United States Board of Economic

Warfare, was carried ahead.

As the year passed, postwar planning received increased at-

tention.

In internal politics 1943 was generally quiet, except in those

cases already noted. The year was not a presidential election

year, although in several states, such as Cuba, Costa Rica and

Ecuador, parties were active in preparation for 1944. In Panama

the chief executive was continued in office without election be-

cause of war conditions. Chief executives in most cases continued

to exercise extraordinary powers, either by virtue of special

legislation or by continuation of a state of siege. The dissolu-

tion of the World Communist party, in June, caused some re-

organization of national Communist parties in those states where

these had strength (notably Chile and Costa Rica). A trend

toward nationalization of foreign-owned corporations, particularly

where concerned with utilities, was apparent with the opportunity

toward purchase offered by a favourable exchange situation.

Throughout Hispanic America there was a definite increase in

the cost of living during 1943. The generally favourable export

situation, combined with a shortage of consumer goods, forced up

price levels, and price controls were not always too effective.

Rationing of at least some items was in effect in most Hispanic

American states. The shipping situation was definitely improved
over 1942, which offered some relief, but some goods, such as

fuel, some types of machine parts and certain manufactured

articles, were simply not available. In some sections there was

much concern over inflation. In the field of trade there was a

notable increase in the net export balance of the American re-

publics in their trade with the United States. The total for both

merchandise and gold and silver, through September, amounted

to $404,372,000; where favourable balances existed, they ranged

from $143,000 for Costa Rica to $103,518,000 for Cuba. Only
with Panama, Honduras and Venezuela did the United States

itself have a favourable balance. The volume of Mexican trade

was estimated at 259% compared with 1942 (Nicaragua 225%,
Haiti 175% and several above 100%). Hispanic American bonds

likewise rose in value, with a tendency toward resumption of

bond service where this had been discontinued. Credit and col-

lections were generally rated as good. Currencies were strong in

most states; one new unit appeared with the establishment of

the "guarani" in Paraguay, replacing the peso.

Few areas suffered from unemployment, because of war de-

mands, and both Mexico and the Bahamas sent labourers to the

United States.

(See articles on individual countries.)

(See also INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF THE COOR-

DINATOR OF; PAN AMERICAN UNION; WORLD WAR II.)

Net Bo/once of Trade in Merchandise and Gold and Silver with the

Hispanic American Republics, Jan. -Sept., 1943 and 1942

Source: Foreign Commerce Weeklyt Dec. 4, 1943.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Foreign Policy Association Reports (semi-monthly) ;

Foreign Commerce Weekly; Inter-American Monthly; Bulletin of the Pan
American Union (monthly). (D. RD.)
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Hispaniola: see DOMINICAN REPUBLIC; HAITI; WEST INDIES.
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( I88 9"~ )> German statesman, was born at

Braunau on the Inn, Austria, April 20. For

his career prior to 1943 see his biography in Encyclopedia
Britannica.

Fear that the German home front was cracking at the seams

impelled Hitler in 1943 to alter his propaganda tack, substituting

for the customary promises of a short war and lebensrawn, the

grim alternative of "win or die." He boasted on March 30 that

his armies would fight on until "unequivocal victory" had been

won, but warned the Germans that they would become "red

slaves" if they lost. The German victories at Kharkov and Bel-

gorod in March established the basis for his declaration on March
21 that the crisis on the Russian front had been overcome; he

also spoke of measures that would guarantee "final victory." But

in April, he was faced with a new crisis the impending collapse

of axis armies in Africa and he conferred with Mussolini, pre-

sumably on measures to salvage what they could from Africa

and prepare to meet new Allied blows. The two dictators con-

ferred again on July 19; six days later Mussolini was overthrown.

By September, Italy had surrendered to the Allies and Hitler

complained, Sept. 10, that he was a victim of Italian "deception"

and vowed vengeance on Pietro Badoglio, Mussolini's successor,

for his "treachery." In the autumn of 1943. German cities were

being scourged from the air, and German soldiers were again in

retreat on the Russian front. On Oct. 8, Hitler appealed to his

people not to be discouraged by these reverses. But defeatism

was growing on the home front and, a month later, the fuehrer

warned that he would resort to mass executions to prevent an

internal collapse. His last two speeches of 1943, on Nov. 29 and

Dec. 31, were gloomy and desperate. His strident boasting could

no longer conceal a subconscious and gnawing premonition that

Germany was facing disaster, and again he warned that Germany
must win or face total destruction. Throughout 1943, there were

recurring reports that the German generals were awaiting the

opportune moment to overthrow the fuehrer and seek a nego-
tiated peace with the Allies. (See also GERMANY.)

Hobby, Oveta Gulp
(1905- ), U.S. director of the

Women's Army corps (WAC) (q.v.).

was born Jan. 19 in Killeen, Tex. A graduate of the University
of Texas Law school, she was successively a member of the Texas

legislature, assistant city attorney of Houston and a bank director.

She also helped codify Texas banking laws and was the author of

a text on parliamentary law. In 1931, she married William Pelt us

Hobby, former governor of Texas, and took an active interest in

his newspaper, the Houston Post, becoming executive vice-presi-

dent. In 1941, Mrs. Hobby was called to Washington on a dollar-

a-year job as chief of the women's interests section of the war de-

partment's public relations bureau. At the behest of General

Marshall, she drafted plans for a women's army and on May 16,

1942, she was sworn in as director of the first force of this kind

in United States history, with a rank equivalent to that of a

major. Starting with a goal of 12,200 women in uniform, the

corps was subsequently authorized to expand to 150,000, in order

to release more men for service on fighting fronts. At the end of

the first year, members were serving in 225 army posts. In July
J 943> WAAC became WAC; the word "Auxiliary" was dropped
and the corps became an integral part of the army. Mrs. Hobby,
as colonel, continued in command. ! r
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Hockey: see ICE HOCKEY.

Diitf
I dill

) U.S. industrialist, was

born Apr. 26 in Chicago. He attended

the University of Chicago, 1908-09, and went to Los Angeles

in 1911, where he worked as an automobile salesman for the

Studebaker corporation. During World War I he was a lieutenant

in the field artillery, and after he was mustered out he returned

to Los Angeles and founded the Paul G. Hoffman company, a

motorcar distributing agency. He was Studebaker's vice-president

in charge of sales, 1925-31, and was named president of the Stude-

baker Sales Corporation of America, 1931. During the depression

years the big auto plant went into receivership. It was reorgan-

ized, and in 1935 Hoffman was made president of the firm. Under

his guidance Studebaker not only was put back on a solid financial

basis but was competing successfully with the giant auto com-

bines in Detroit in producing medium-priced motorcars.

In 1937 he was elected to the board of trustees of the Univer-

sity of Chicago. In 1942 he became a federal reserve bank direc-

tor. Hoffman was the leading spirit in the organizing in Sept.

1942 of the Committee for Economic Development (q.v.), of

which he became chairman. In June 1943 he became a director of

United Air Lines and of Encyclopedia Britannica.

THAT FORTRESS OF EUROPE/' pictured in 1943 by Rutted of the Los
Angeles Times

^ ear I94^ began with an all-time record number of

hogs on farms. The total of 73,660,000 head on Jan. i,

as estimated by the United States department of agriculture,

was 22% or 13,283,000 head more than in 1942 and 4,356,000

head more than the previous high record of 1923. The average

for the ten-year period 1932-41 was 51,508,000 head. The

spring pig crop was estimated at 74,000,000, which was 22%
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larger than the 1942 spring farrowings. The fall pig crop was

forecast to be 53,000,000 head, making a total of 127,000,000

head compared to 105,000,000 head in 1942 and 73,148,000 head

as the ten-year average. These pigs were fed to heavy weights

and brought a large increase in pork and lard to set a new
record. The large spring pig crop resulted in a heavy utilization

of feed, particularly corn, because the price of corn and hogs

made it greatly to the farmers' advantage to feed corn to hogs

rather than to market it as corn. This also led to the feeding of

hogs to the maximum weights and also created a scarcity of

corn for industrial uses and for purchase by livestock feeders

outside the corn belt.

The slaughter of hogs in 1943 was estimated to be 93,200,000

head, compared to 77,900,000 head in 1942. Since the fall pigs

and part of the spring pigs arc marketed in the following year,

the full increase in the fall pig crop of 1943 was not shown in

the slaughter figures, but would be reflected in market receipts

in 1944. The total hog slaughter was the highest on record,

though the peaks of 1923 and 1933 were near the total of 1942.

The capacity of the packing plants was taxed to the limit and at

many markets receipts of hogs during the late months of 1943

made embargoes necessary since the packing plants could not

handle the large numbers offered for sale. Hog prices remained

quite steady through the year until the early fall when receipts

at the markets became heavy. The government issued several

appeals to farmers to hold hogs on the farms until the stock-

yards could be cleared. The War Food administration stated

that the demand for pork exceeded the supply and that the gov-

ernment would purchase for lend -lease and other uses at prices

that would reflect $13.75 per TOO Ib. at Chicago.

The shortage of feed in prospect led the government to plan

goals for 1944 on a somewhat reduced scale. A spring pig crop

of 62,000,000 head and a fall crop of 43,000,000 head, or a

total of 105,000,000 head was recommended. This number was

expected to meet the food requirements of 14,790,000,000 Ib. of

pork and lard, of which 7,320,000,000 Ib. was for civilians and

5,170,000,000 Ib. for noncivilians, with 2,300,000,000 Ib. as

reserve and carry-over to the next year. (See also MEAT.)

(J. C. Ms.)

HOLC: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Holland: see NETHERLANDS.

Home Building, Federal: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

UAHIA rnnnnminc Home economics activities in the

HOIIIB tCUnOIIilCS. United States were centred in national

organizations and in federal agencies. During 1942-43 the work of

all was focused on wartime needs.

The American Home Economics association, at a wartime insti-

tute held in lieu of an annual meeting, considered how home econ-

omists might help families to strengthen homes in war and post-

war periods. Three problems were discussed: managing finances in

a war and postwar period, mobilizing human and material re-

sources, and maintaining and creating values for families.

Representatives of the division of family relations and child

development of the association worked on plans that might induce

states, and through them smaller localities and communities, to

help families readjust to wholesome relationships in the postwar

period. During the war year of 1943, the major emphasis was to

see that child care centres were provided.

The Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities re-

porttd that wartime adjustments made in home economics college

programs included: modification of courses, with increased atten-

tion to the conservation Q food, clothing, furniture and equip-

ment, methods of saving time and energy, and problems created

by working mothers and broken homes; accelerated programs

and refresher courses, particularly in nutrition; help with local

and state programs; and the redirection of research, with empha-
sis on nutritive value and food preservation. The demand for

home-economics-trained women far exceeded the supply.

The home economics education service (U.S. office of educa-

tion, Federal Security agency) listed among the changes brought

about by the war in the grade and high school programs: more

emphasis on food conservation; the training of child-care aides;

more instruction in home nursing and first aid; education in ra-

tioning and price ceilings; inclusion of nutrition in the elementary

program; and less formal teaching in adult classes.

About $5,000,000 of federal funds were expended for the pro-

motion and development of education for the vocation of home-

making. Approximately 18,000 high schools, about half of them

federally reimbursed, offered instruction in home economics; ap-

proximately 350 teacher-training institutions, about one-third of

them federally reimbursed, prepared home economics teachers.

The co-operative extension work in agriculture and home eco-

nomics (War Food administration), a co-operative educational

undertaking of the U.S. department of agriculture, the land-grant

colleges and county governing bodies, was made a part of the

War Food administration. This bureau was given the responsibil-

ity for educational programs dealing with war food production

and conservation. More than 7,500,000 rural women enrolled in

this program. The American Institute of Public Opinion reported

that in the U.S.A. 24,800,000 families, or 75%, did some canning

and put up 4,100,000,000 containers of all sizes; this is about 165

containers per family.

The bureau of human nutrition and home economics (Agricul-

tural Research administration, U.S. department of agriculture)

in its home economics research, investigated more problems in

food and nutrition than in other fields. Many of the scientific data*

were interpreted in popular publications to help homemakers ad-

just to wartime supplies and shortages. There were pamphlets on

meat; food preservation and waste; vitamins; fats and vegetables

in wartime meals; and on the care of equipment, clothing, house-

hold textiles and rubber goods. Of the 113 available publications,

more than 28,000,000 copies were distributed directly.

The office of experiment stations (Agricultural Research ad-

ministration, U.S. department of agriculture) administers speci-

fied federal grants assigned to agricultural experiment stations for

research, which may include home economics. In 1943-44, 39
states received federal support for 161 home economics projects,

of which 134 were in food and nutrition. Forty-six stations and

two other agencies participated in the national co-operative

project, conservation of nutritive values of foods. Home eco-

nomics took the lead, with representatives from 38 states.

The stations continued and extended studies on the standard

allowances of nutrients established by the National Research

council. Home economists made use of their strategic positions in

land-grant institutions to work on nutrition problems requiring

human beings as subjects. (See also DIETETICS; FOOD RESEARCH.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. "The Wartime Institute; a Series of Talks "

/. of Home
Econ., 35:393-434 (1943); Report of the Committee on Instruction in

Home Economics, Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, Oct.

1943; Report from the Home Economics Education Service, U.S. Office of
"

Education, Federal Security Agency, Dec. 1943 (typed; personal communi-
cation); Rr.pffrt of Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home
Economics, 1943, U.S. Department of Agriculture, War Food Administra-

tion, Extension Service; Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Human
Nutrition and Home Economics, 1943, Agricultural Research Administra-

tion, U.S. Department of Agriculture (in press); Wartime Research in

Home Economics at the State Agricultural Experiment Stations, Office of

Experiment Stations, Agricultural Research Administration; typed report
sent to the Secretary for inclusion, in abstract form, in the Proceedings of

the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 1943. On press);
B. R. Andrews, "Sarah Louise Arnold, 1859-1943,"

*

of Home Econ.,

35:339-40; N. K. Jones, "Abby L. Marlatt," ibid., 35:483-4 (>943>.
(M. C. P.)

Home Loan Bank. Federal: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.
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^ republic of Central America, bounded by Guate-

mala, El Salvador and Nicaragua. Area 59,145

sq.mi.; pop. (1940 census) 1,107,859. The 1940 census listed

20,327 persons as white, 105,752 as Indian, 957,135 as mestizo

and 24,200 as Negro. Most of the population is classed as rural

(71%). Capital: Tegucigalpa (47,223); other cities; San Pedro

Sula (20,392); La Ceiba (11,293); Choluteca (5,057). Religion:
Roman Catholic; language: Spanish. President in 1943: General

Tiburcio Carias Andino.

History. In 1943 the war continued to be felt more seriously
in Honduras than in any other Central American country. The
banana industry, furnishing ordinarily 65% of Honduran exports

and a great part of government income, remained at about one-

fourth of normal output, with resulting unemployment and
financial shortages. In the latter part of the year six vessels

were added to the banana fleet, with some improvement of

conditions. The United Fruit company planned hemp plantings

as a substitute crop and also established an agricultural school

to study the problem. One firm, producing dehydrated banana

products, increased its output to full capacity. Work on the

Inter-American highway project and other strategic roads eased

unemployment to some extent. In June a financial mission was

sent from the United States to aid in solution of Honduran

problems.
*
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Transportation difficulties became greater during the year,

because of shortages of fuel, tires and equipment. Freight cars

were added to passenger trains to conserve fuel, and bus and

truck facilities were reported as 50% below "normal. At one

time on the north coast there was complete lack of gasoline.

By July 1943 Honduras had sent 25,191 Ib. of rubber to the

United States to aid in the war effort.

Education. Elementary schools in 1940 numbered possibly

1,000, with an enrolment of 51,900. Secondary schools numbered

ii, with an enrolment of approximately 2,300. The National

university at Tegucigalpa had an enrolment of 300. In the

1942-43 budget, education received 918,000 lempiras (1941-42:

761,000 lempiras).

Finance. The monetary unit is the lempira (value in 1943

approximately 49 cents U.S.). In the 1942-43 budget expenses
were estimated at 12,222,000 lempiras; revenue at 12,542,000

lempiras (revenue in 1941-42 was 11,499,000 lempiras; expenses:

11,647,000 lempiras). Importation and use of $1,500,000 in U.S.

currency was authorized March 18.

Trade. No late figures on Honduran trade were available.

Banana export (normally 65% of all exports, and 13438,935
stems in 1940-41) remained low, although increased toward the

end of the year. Silver is second in export (1940-41: 3,037,559

kgs.). In the first half of 1943, export of precious metals (silver

and gold) was valued at $1,104,672, Other items in normal

Honduran trade are coco-nuts, coffee, tobacco, cattle.

Communication. Railway mileage is 903.4 mi., with 839.9 m >-

of fruit company road. Motor roads amount to some 500 mi.

Internal air service is well-organized, and there is connection

with the outside world by air and steamer. (D. RD.)

Honduras, British: see BRITISH HONDURAS.

Honey: sec BEE-KEEPING.

Hongkong: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

( l89- ) US - Politician, was born
. Aug. 17 in Sioux City, la. After gradu-

ating from Grinnel college in 1912, he went to New York city to

engage in social service work. He later became a fast friend of

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, then governor of New York, who in

IQ33 appointed him federal administrator of emergency relief.

From 1935 to 1938 he was administrator of the Works Progress
administration. He was appointed secretary of commerce in 1938
but resigned in Aug. 1940 because of ill health. In Jan. 1941,

he was sent to London as President Roosevelt's personal emissary
to study the war situation at first-hand. On March 27, 1941, the

president named him lend-lease co-ordinator. He went to Lon-

don on a second mission in July 1941, going thence to Moscow.
The next month he retired as lend-leasc administrator, being
succeeded by Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.

On Jan. 10, 1043, President Roosevelt appointed Hopkins head

of the newly formed Russian Protocol committee. In May Hop-
kins was appointed to the advisory committee of the Office of

War Mobilization. He accompanied Roosevelt to the international

conferences at Casablanca, Quebec, Cairo and Tehran.

Unno ^e Pr duction of hops in the United States as esti-

"Upv mated by the United States department of agriculture

was 42.297,000 Ib. in 1943, compared to 35,153,000 Ib. in 1942
and above the ten-year average of 1932-41, 37,992,000 Ib. In

Washington the crop of 15,207,000 Ib. was the largest on record.

Because of a decrease in acreage the Oregon crop was below

average while in California the crop was above last year's as

well as above the average. Favourable weather for harvest aided

the pickers and few hops were left unpicked. A large part of the

crop was harvested by machines this year. Yields were better

than expected and quality was good.

U.S. Production of Hops by States, 1943, 7942 and 70-yr. Average

(J.C.Ms.)

Hormones: see ENDOCRINOLOGY.

FLIERS OF HONDURAS were on daily patrol of the republic's Atlantic coast-

line in 1943, in co-operation with the U.S. anti-submarine forces

Doninir Racm *n tne United States in 1943 re-

Rub III]}* fleeted the general conditions surrounding

it. The immensely increased circulation of money caused by the



START OF TH: KENTUCKY DERBY at Churchill Downs, Louisville,

Ky.. May 1. Count Meet was the winner

war effort, combined with a public living under high tension and

avid for excitement sent greater throngs of people to the race

tracks than ever before. Despite the ban on pleasure driving, not

relaxed until well into the summer, and in some sections, the fall,

the national attendance was record-breaking, while the wagering
reached figures described as "astronomical." As high as $2,926,-

702 was bet on a single day at one of the New York tracks, the

great centre of the sport. The national total for the year approxi-

mated $700,000,000, as a result of which a taxation revenue ac-

crued to some 15 different states of about $35,000,000 in New
York alone the amount exceeded $19,000,000. This led to the dis-

tribution, in stakes and purses, of the largest amount ever raced

for in a single year, $18,547,635, as against the previous record

of $18,136,118 in 1942.

The richest single race run was the Kentucky Derby, which

netted the winner, Count Fleet, $60,725. This three-year-old

colt at the close of the season was unanimously voted the "horse

of the year." Bred and owned by Mrs. John D. Hertz and a son

of Reigh Count (Kentucky Derby winner in 1928) and Quickly,

by Haste, he was undefeated in six races, all his starts, and earned

$174,055. His victories included the "Triple Crown" of Kentucky

Derby, Preakness and Belmont stakes, all won in effortless style.

Otherwise the honours and the money were much more widely

scattered than usual, there being a lack of really dominant horses

in the other divisions.

The champion two-year-old, Occupy, bred and owned by John
Marsch and by Bull Dog Miss Bunting, by Bunting, won $112,-

949. The leading money-winner among the older horses was the

four-year-old Thumbs Up, by Blenheim 2d Gas Bag, by Man
o'War, whose credit was $97,100. These figures are in sharp con-

trast to those for 1942, when three different horses each won over

$200,000. The same condition extended over into the domain of

speed. Not a single time record of importance was either beaten

or equalled during the entire year and it was the general remark

that the horses, as a lot, were slower than usual.

Among the winning stables, that of Calumet Farm (Warren

Wright) took the honours with 73 races and $267,915; its trainer,

Ben Jones, thereby taking the lead in his department, from the

money standpoint. But from that of number of races won, the

title once again went to Hirsch Jacobs with 128, this being the

tenth time in the past n years that he has held the lead. The

leading race-winning jockey was Johnny Adams with 228, he

having also led in 1942 with 245. Among the money-winning

jockeys the leader was Johnny Longden, whose mounts accounted

for $573,276 in stakes and purses. The leading money-winning
sire was the stallion Bull Dog, whose get won $367,771.

Or\e of the features of the year was the great upturn in thor-

oughbred values as shown by the yearling sales, where an aver-

age of $1,868 was registered, as against but $636 in 1942; with

the highest price paid $66,000 as against but $9,000 in 1942. A
grand total of $2,074,736 was paid for 1,3/0 animals of all ages
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sold at auction, with an average of $1,514, as against one of but

$489 for 1,914 sold in 1942. The stimulus to breeding as well as

racing was, therefore, equally great. On the harness racing side

governmental restriction worked greater hardships than on the

thoroughbred, as before causing the cancelling of many of the

most important meetings. Otherwise the season was one of un-

usual success at both the major and the minor tracks. The big

winner of the year was the three-year-old Volo Song, by Volomite-

Evensong, by Nelson Dillon, who took the annual Hambletonian

stake, worth $42,298; his best heat being in 2iO2 2 (one mile).

He was owned by W. H. Strang, Jr., and trained and driven by
Ben White. Values for trotters took a big upward turn and a new
record of $15,500 for a Standard-bred yearling was established

at the annual sale of Walnut Hall Farm, where Volo Song was

bred. (J. L. HE.)
Great Britain. Horse racing in 1943 was again severely re-

stricted on account of transport difficulties, Ascot, Windsor and

Salisbury in the south and Stockton and Pontefract in the north,

in addition to Newmarket, being the only racecourses used. The
wartime classic races were all run at Newmarket and proved that

the three-year-old fillies were better than the colts. Lord Derby's

filly Herringbone, by King Salmon Schiaparelli, trained by W.
Earl and ridden on each occasion by H. Wragg, won the One
Thousand Guineas and the St. Leger, and J. V. Rank's filly Why
Hurry, by Precipitation Cybiane, trained by N. Cannon and

ridden by C. Elliott, was successful in the Oaks. Lord Rose-

bery's filly, Ribbon, was narrowly beaten in each of these three

races. The Hon. Dorothy Paget won the Derby with Straight

Deal, a colt by Solario Good Deal, who was trained by W.

Nightingall and ridden by T. Carey, and also owned the best two-

year-old of the season in Orestes, a colt by Donatella II Orison,

who was unbeaten. Kingsway, by Fairway Yerna, owned by
A. E. Saundcrs and trained by J. Lawson, won the Two Thou-

sand Guineas, in which he was ridden by S. Wragg. The best of

the older horses were Ujiji, winner of the Gold Cup, and Shah-

poor, who won the Jockey Club Cup. Linklater proved himself

the best sprinter of the year when he again won the Nunthorpe
Stakes at Newmarket. G. Richards was once again champion

jockey with 65 victories, and during the season he beat F. Arch-

er's record of 2,749 winners that had stood since 1886. Miss D.

Paget headed the winning owners with 13,145 won in stake

money, and W. Nightingall was the most successful trainer.

(A. K. B.)^e num^er f horses and colts on United States

farms declined about 2% in 1942, a continuation of

the steady decline since 1915. The total number was estimated

by the department of agriculture on Jan. i, 1943 at 9,678,000

head compared with 9,907,000 head in 1942 and 11,409,000 head

as the average for 1932-41. The record number in 1915 was 21,-

431,000 head before the widespread use of autos and tractors be-

gan on farms. There was a sharp drop in the number of horse

colts raised on farms lrj 1942 the total being the smallest in 24
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years of record. The decline was most noticeable in the central

states Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, and Michigan where farm

power machines are most universally used. In New England,

the southeast and far west there was little change. Gasoline ra-

tioning was expected to stimulate the return of the horse but there

was no evidence that it had much effect. The scarcity of horse

drawn vehicles was a retarding factor as well as the lack of facil-

ities to take care of horses in cities, and moreover the slow speed

of horse travel. Light horses for riding and showing showed lit-

tle change since the interest of the people was so fully taken by
other activities.

The army's requirements for horses were smaller than expected

and were quickly supplied by the western range breeding farms.

Range bred animals were plentiful and best suited to this work.

The average value of horses increased slightly in 1942 to $79-97

per head as the average on Jan. i, 1943 from $64.75 per head on

Jan. i, 1942, and the record of $99.18 per head in 1937. The total

value of horses was $773,917,000 in 1943 compared to the record

low value of $641,520,000 in 1942.

The use of horse meat was limited to the making of special

foods for dogs and other pets. The use of horse meat for human
food had always been very limited in the United States and

showed no signs of increasing after the war began. From 15,000

to 30,000 animals were slaughtered each year from 1933 to 1943

and the higher price of feed caused the marketing of more than

40,000 in 1943.

Mules. The number of mules declined 3% in 1942. The

estimated total number of mules on farms was 3,712,000 head on

Jan. i, 1943, compared with an average of 4,542,000 head in the

period 1932-41. The value of mules per head increased in 1942

to $127.46 compared with $107.51 a year earlier. Most of the

mules are raised in the south central states with Texas producing

more than twice as many as any other state. Next in importance

as mule raising states are Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama, North

Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas and Kentucky. The army demand

for mules dropped off as the needs for foreign campaigns were

supplied by purchases in the localities abroad. The increase in

prices of mules was attributed more to expansion of the cotton

acreage than to the demand for animals for the army or other

war activities. (See also SHOWS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Horse Shows: see SHOWS.

Horticulture throughout the world in 1943 saw

greatly restricted flower production and greatly

expanded production of food. In the United States the restric-

tions caused florists to devote some of their greenhouse area to

vegetables instead of ornamental plants. Shorter hours went into

force and there was doubling up in deliveries. At the same time,

prices were increased to a degree not known for many years. On

the whole, therefore, florists had an unusual measure of pros-

perity. However, leading florists made efforts to see that prices

did not reach excessively high points.

The growing of ornamentals in the British Isles was permitted

to continue at about the same rate as in 1942 and shipments of

tulip bulbs to the United States were made. Large vegetable and

flower shows were held by the Royal Horticultural society in Lon-

don, and attended by throngs. Canada bought a reasonable num-

ber of bulbs from England and the United States. The European

bulb industry shrank to very small proportions, although the

Netherlands sold some bulbs to Germany. The Netherlands

growers were reported to have given up much of their bulb acre-

age to the growing of vegetables, but to have preserved strains

of their best tulips and narcissi, hoping to resume business on a

large scale at the end of the war.

The seed business continued to reverse former conditions.

Such seeds as were, at one time, purchased in great quantities

abroad were being shipped from the United States to the very
lands from which they were once brought. Well over 100,000,000

Ib. of vegetable and field seeds were sent by ship and plane to

the Allied forces overseas. Shipments made to the U.S.S.R. were

particularly heavy and victory gardens were planted in Stalingrad

and Leningrad. Late in the year, however, large consignments of

field seeds to Russia were held up by lack of shipping accom-

modations. Many seeds were sent to North Africa, where efforts

were made to induce food production by refugees from Europe
and Italian prisoners. Large shipments of vegetable seeds were

made to the British Isles, where 8,000,000 ac. of new land were

being cultivated. Both vegetable seeds and canning equipment
were sent to Australia.

In the United States great stress was placed on home gardens
and community gardens under the general name of victory gar-

dens, of which some 20,000,000 were listed. Late in the year the

department of agriculture in Washington expressed the wish that

this number be increased to 22,000,000 in 1944, and that larger

gardens be made where possible. A Victory Garden institute,

supported by industrial corporations, was organized in New York

city. The 1943 victory gardens produced 8,000,000 tons of food,

with an estimated value of $1,000,000,000.

The use of fertilizers and insecticides was restricted and a

shortage of tools began to develop. Pyrethrum flowers used for

an insecticide grow in territory controlled by the Japanese. They
also grow to some extent in North Africa, but the natives lagged
in the work of harvesting the flowers.

The cultivation of rotenone, which is even more important as

an insecticide, gained ground in Brazil and Peru. Planting stocks

of derris, from which it comes, were distributed to growers in

Central America, Colombia and Ecuador. Plantings in Ecuador

increased so fast in 1943 that more than 2,000 ac. were promised

by 1945. The government completed arrangements for plant-

ing 100,000 cuttings in Haiti.

Efforts were being made to increase the production in South

America of other economic plants, formerly imported from the

far east. Among them was the cinchona tree, from- the bark of

which quinine is made. Before the war 95% of the world's supply
was produced in the Netherlands Indies. In 1943, agreements
were made to provide thousands of acres for growing cinchona

trees in Guatemala, Colombia, Brazil and other Latin American

countries. Large plantings were also made of abaca a banana-

like tropical plant from which comes hemp for making rope.

Progress was made in establishing various food materials like

vanilla, ginger, black pepper and nutmeg in the Latin Americas

on a commercial basis.

Lack of manpower was keenly felt by fruit growers and market

gardeners as well as general farmers throughout the United States.

Thousands of Mexicans and natives from islands off the Atlantic

coast were imported to help in this work. Labourers were sent

from the southern states to Maine in the autumn to help harvest

a record-breaking potato crop. In some sections soldiers were

used to pick apples, but the apple crop was considerably smaller

than in 1942. The peach crop was greatly reduced by late frosts

in the spring.

Buying of seeds for planting the crops of 1944 began early in

the fall of 1943, but the indications were that there would be

sufficient seeds to meet all demands, although some varieties

migjit not be available. Production of 22 kinds of food crop

seeds was estimated late in the year to total 214,651,000 Ib.,

this being about 15% larger than the 1942 production. The lar-

gest increases were in lettuce, carrots, onions, winter squash,

cucumbers, sweet corn and certain beets. There was a decline
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in cabbage, turnips and romaine lettuce.

Greatly increased interest in soybeans as a food product was

shown by amateurs and increased plantings seemed likely in the

future. Certain varieties proved to be excellent for home use,

although the pods were small and difficulty in shelling was en-

countered.

Late in the year the George Robert White medal of honour,

the outstanding horticultural award of the United States was given

to Richardson Wright, editor of House and Garden, New York.

(See also BOTANY.) (E. I. F.) r,

Hospitalization Insurance: see INSURANCE.

Uncnitolc Many factors contributed to increase the number

nUd|JIUIIw of people seeking hospital care in 1943. Even in

established communities there was a "doubling up" of families

which left less opportunity for the sick to be cared for at home.

Many new industrial communities mushroomed far beyond the

ability of available hospital beds to meet their needs. Improved
economic conditions enabled more persons to pay for hospital

care. Births increased as much as 30% in many large areas. The

proportion of mothers seeking the hospital for maternity care

continued its rapid increase. The movement of one-third of the

most active physicians and nurses into the armed services threw

such a load on the remainder that people simply could not get

the home care they needed and could get in peacetime.
This movement of physicians and nurses into the armed serv-

ices reduced the professional staffs of hospitals by as much as

40% in some instances. But the hospital is a self-contained unit

and its lay force in dietary, mechanical, housekeeping and similar

departments is quite as necessary as is its professional personnel.
This group was even more seriously depleted both by entrance

into the armed services and by the lure of high wages paid in

the defense industries.

The problem was met by stripping every procedure of as many
of its niceties as possible without detriment to the patient, by

FLIGHT NURSES at Bowman Field. Kentucky, learning how to set up a

"flying hospital" In eight minutes. Many such U.S. air ambulances were In

operation on all fronts In 1943

calling personnel from retirement back into service, by the wide

use of volunteer and other part-time workers, by limiting admis-

sion of patients to those in most acute need, and by discharging

them at the earliest possible moment to spend their convalescence

at home.

A more permanent problem for hospitals was the threat of new

social security legislation which proposed to make some form of

insurance for the payment of hospital bills compulsory and under

governmental auspices. The 15,000,000 people enjoying the pro-

tection of the existing voluntary hospital insurance plans fos-

tered by the voluntary hospitals of the United States proved that

the unpredictable cost of hospitalization could be carried by the

wage earner at moderate cost. The extension of protection by com-

pulsion and to those who do not need protection was being com-

bated by hospitals in the fear that such governmental contro

would rob the hospital of its initiative, the individual of his inde-

pendence, and both the hospital and the medical profession of

the incentives which gave them the medical leadership of the

world and the American people the best medical care of any

people in the world.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Ellis Kcllert, "Laboratory Burden Can Be Cut in Half/
1

Hospitals, i;:go 92 (Oct. 1943); Oliver G. Pratt, Donald S. Smith, James
E. Moore, H. J. Slander, "Conserving the Medical Staff," Hospitals, 17:43-
50 (Xov. 194}); (No author) "Maternity Facilities," Hospitals, 17:116-
118 (April 1943); Alfred E. Maffly, "This Is No Time to Hoard Beds/

1

Modern Hospital, 61:68-70 (Nov. 1943); Mildred Stewart Tucker and

others, "Volunteers,
" Modern Hospital, 61:57-96 (Xov. 1943); A. J. Alt-

meyt-r, "One Health Insurance Agency: The Government," Hospitals, 17:37
40 (Oct. 1943); E. A. Van Steenwyk, "Let. Government Help Not Kill

Voluntary Plan/' Hospitals, 17:41-44 (Oct. 1943), (W. P. Mi.)
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Manpower and metals were needed for war pur-

poses in 1943 as in 1942. Therefore, new housing

construction was limited to the 820 localities in which there was

a shortage of homes for in-migrating war workers and families of

military personnel. It was estimated by the National Housing

agency that 3,533,721 living units were provided from the incep-

tion of the war housing program on July i, 1940, to July 31,

1943. These were made available in the following manner:

One million eight hundred thousand rooms, apartments or indi-

vidual homes were found in existing buildings that required no

structural change. Private industry built 764,402 new units and

converted 204,300 units in existing structures. Most of the financ-

ing was guaranteed by the government through NHA's Federal

Housing administration. NHA's Federal Public Housing author-

ity financed, with public funds, 700,426 new units (mostly tem-

porary construction to be removed when the war is over) and

64>593 conversions. These units were built by private construc-

tion firms, but turned over to the government for management
when completed.

In the first eight months of 1943, despite the labour shortage,

housing production nearly doubled that completed in the same

period of 1942. The 370,837 units built exceeded 1942 production

by 197,749. This resulted from the co-ordinated team work of

the housing agencies united under NHA in Feb. 1942. Besides

uniting many of the operations of its 16 entities, NHA had

effected cordial working relationships with the War Manpower
commission, the War Production board, the army and navy, and

the congress. Therefore, it was possible to turn out in 1943*8 first

eight months, 99,640 privately financed units, 267,107 publicly

financed new units, and 4,090 publicly financed conversions of

existing structures. At the end of September, 84,291 new pri-

vately financed family dwellings were under construction, 13,479

publicly financed conversions, 115,341 publicly financed family

units, 30,387 dormitory units, and 8,901 trailers.

On May 13, 1943, the president sent a message to the congress

calling attention to an estimated in-migration of 1,100,000 to war

production centres during the fiscal year 1944. This estimate was
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revised to 1,200,000' in Sept. 1943, requiring 925,295 added hous-

ing accommodations, 560,000 to be provided in existing structures.

Congress, which had appropriated $915,000,000 in 1942 for the

construction of war housing, and another $100,000,000 in July

1943, was asked in September to appropriate for the use of

FPHA, an additional $200,000,000 to provide 164,095 more units

of temporary construction. On March 23, 1943, it increased the

authority of FHA to issue mortgages on privately financed war

housing from $800,000,000 to $1,200,000,000, and from $1,200,-

000,000 to $1,600,000,000 on Oct. 15, 1943.

Every effort was made to have private enterprise finance and

build wherever it was economically feasible. Publicly financed

housing was programmed wherever there was uncertainty concern-

ing the future need of the structures in the community at the

close of the war.

Construction agencies started in 1941 to battle with the prob-
lems of cutting down the amount of critical material contained in

each house, and with methods of housing workers so that a mini-

mum of houses might be built. Temporary family dwellings were

built with less than 2,000 Ib. of critical metals per unit, as com-

pared with the prewar permanent units which contained about

9,000 Ib. To save materials, much emphasis was placed upon
dormitories. But in many localities they proved unacceptable to

workers. Consequently, relatively more family units were pro-

grammed in the latter part of 1943 and fewer dormitories. In

Sept. 1943, the estimate of family units required \vas raised from

260,000 to 340,000 and the dormitory program cut from 70,000

to 25,000.

Since war housing was constructed to shelter war \\orkers, the

size and cost was restricted to meet the income of the war worker,

and to use a minimum of critical materials. Private construction

was topped at $6,000 per unit, public, consisting mainly of tem-

porary dwellings, averaged $3,000 per family unit.

The Negro war worker, as the Negro in prewar days, was found

to be living in intolerable conditions. It was difficult to find ac-

commodations in areas not already established for Negroes. Con-

sequently, they were forced into already overcrowded, insanitary

quarters. In Detroit, Baltimore, Washington, Los Angeles and

other cities, grave situations arose. Special emphasis was placed

upon finding accommodations for Negroes. Many builders real-

ized for the first time that there was a large ready market for

Negro purchasers or renters. Many sought to supply the market,

but it was difficult to interest mortgage money, and there was

also great community resistance. Some progress, however, was

made.

Great popular interest was aroused in the question of construc-

tion of homes for the postwar period. Several cities Buffalo,

Syracuse, Boston, Chicago began to measure the future housing

needs of their population. The national market was estimated to

be from 620,000 to 2,000,000 a year for ten years following the

war. The greatest market was said to be in the house costing less

than $4,000, but a sizable demand was predicted for the $6,000

to $10,000 home. To prepare for the postwar period, chambers

of commerce, real estate and civic associations studied methods of

rebuilding slum- and blighted areas. (See also BUILDING AND CON-

STRUCTION INDUSTRY; BUSINESS REVIEW; CENSUS, 1940; FED-

ERAL WORKS AGENCY; MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT; NATIONAL

HOUSING AGENCY; WASHINGTON, D.C.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Publications of the National Housing Agency, The

National Committee on Housing, Inc., The Architectural Forum, F. W.
Dodge Corporation, National Association of Housing Officials. (D. RN.)

Great Britain. The findings of the advisory committee set up

by the ministry of health to recommend standards for postwar

housing had not been published but it was anticipated that they

would make some revolutionary recommendations as a result of

the evidence which they received from all sorts of societies and

organizations concerned. The only outstanding event in connec-

tion with housing generally in 1943 was the scheme of the minis-

try to produce 3,000 houses for rural workers; many regarded
this number of houses to be built immediately as by no means

large enough. It may be assumed that the scheme was in the

nature of an experiment and a purely emergency measure. Costs

had risen over 100% on prewar figures but it was expected that

they would drop again considerably with the passing of wartime

conditions. Nevertheless the costs of the postwar house were

likely to be much higher than prewar although the higher costs

should not prevent the introduction of a higher standard of

housing.

A few houses experimenting with new methods of construction

and use of materials were erected by various interests, although

anything approaching the final and acceptable prefabricated house

had not yet appeared. Much was being done by manufacturers of

the components for houses, such as windows, doors, and so on,

and more particularly in connection with standardization ol equip-
ment for cooking, heating, refrigeration, etc. It may be taken that

even though the structure of the small house would probably be

carried out largely on traditional lines, there would be available

and generally used a standard of mass-produced equipment of

every kind.

The work of the board of trade in producing utility furniture

for those who had lost their homes through enemy action and for

the newly married had undoubtedly set a standard in simplicity

which would have its influence.

The services of the most eminent designers were secured for

this furniture, resulting in the best possible use being made of

such materials as were available. The furniture was well received

and something like 140,000 people had been supplied. (F. R. Y.)

Housing Administration, Federal: see NATIONAL HOUSING
AGENCY.

Housing Agency, National: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Housing Authority, U.S.: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

HnU/arH loclip
( 1893-'<M3), British actor and director

nUffdIUf LCollu and producer of motion pictures, was born

Leslie Stainer on April 3 in London. The son of a stockbroker,

he worked as a bank clerk until the outbreak of World War I,

when he joined the British army. Invalided out of the army
in 1917, he became an actor, changed his last name to Howard
and appeared in a number of plays in London and New York

city. His first movie, Outward Bound, was an immediate suc-

cess. Outstanding pictures in which he appeared included The

Cardboard Lover, Berkeley Square, The Animal Kingdom, Of
Human Bondage, British Agent, The Scarlet Pimpernel, The

Petrified Forest, PygmaliQn, Gone with the Wind and The In-

vaders. After the outbreak of World War II, he returned to

England to make a series of war pictures for the British govern-

ment. In April 1943, he undertook an extensive lecture tour of

Spain and Portugal under the sponsorship of the British council.

While flying en route to London, the British transport plane in

which he was a passenger was shot down by an enemy plane on

June i and all passengers aboard were presumed lost. Howard's

last picture was Spitfire (1943), which portrayed the life of

Reginald Joseph Mitchell, designer of the British Spitfire fighter

plane.

Howlcmd Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

UrfUinl/A Aloe ( l869-i943), U.S. anthropologist, was bora

nrUIIUIUI, ftlBS March 29 at Humpolec, Bohemia. Dr.

Hrdlicka travelled the world over for 40 years in search of data
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that would shed new light on the origin of the human race and

explain the phenomenon of prehistoric migration. Although Dr.

Hrdlicka calibrated many human and anthropoid skulls in his

research, he was immune to the "missing link" theory. He con-

tended that human life did not exist on the American continent

in prehistoric times and that man migrated from Asia by way of

Alaska at a comparatively late period. To prove his view, he

presented his findings, accumulated after painstaking research

in Siberia and the Aleutians, in scores of articles in scientific

journals. He retired from the National Museum of the Smith-

sonian institution, Washington, in 1942, but was later restored

to active service. His later works include The Peoples of the

Soviet Union (1942) and Alaska Diary, 1926-31 (1943). Dr.

Hrdlicka died in Washington, D.C., Sept. 5. (See Encyclopaedia

Britannica.)

Ullll PnrHoll ( I8 7 I ~~ ) ^-^- statesman, was born Oct. 2

null, bUrilull in Overtoil (now Pickett) county, Tenn. He
was graduated from the Cumberland university law school in 1891

and served as a captain in the Spanish-American War. He served

in congress from 1907 to 1933, except for one brief interval,

1921-23. He was elected to the senate in 1931 but resigned in

1933 to become President Roosevelt's secretary of state. Inter-

nationally, his name became closely associated with the "good

neighbour" policy in South America and elsewhere; he was a con-

sistent foe of aggression in settling disputes. He roundly de-

nounced the Japanese attack on the Philippines and Pearl Harbor

on Dec. 7, 1941, as a "treacherous and utterly unprovoked at-

tack."

On April 8, 1943, Secretary Hull signed a reciprocal trade

agreement with Iran, the 27th of a series of such pacts made

by the United States and the /th since the beginning of World

War II. In a speech on foreign policy (Sept. 12), he stressed

the necessity of postwar co-operation between nations. In August
Hull accompanied President Roosevelt to Quebec, where he par-

ticipated in the British-Canadian-American conferences. Two
months later he travelled to Moscow to confer with Anthony

Eden, British foreign secretary, and Vyacheslav Molotov, soviet

SECRETARY HULL and Foreign Commissar Molotov at the Moscow airport

shortly after Hull's arrival to take part in the Allied conference which resulted

in the Pact of Moscow, announced Nov. 1, 1943

foreign commissar. This, the first meeting between statesmen of

the three countries, foreshadowed the later conference between

the heads of the states themselves at Tehran.

^ kingdom in central Europe. Area (1940) 61,728

sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 12,708,439. Capital: Budapest.

Chief cities: Budapest (1,115,877); Szeged (131,893); Debreczcn

(122,517); Kolozsvar (100,844); Kecskemet (83,732). Accord-

ing to official figures published in 1942, the territory acquired by

Hungary from Yugoslavia in 1941 and called officially "South-

land," contained 339 towns with a population of 1,024,876. As
a result of this expansion, the population of Hungary in 1942 was

officially estimated at 14,733,000 in an area of 66,409 sq.mi. Re-

ligion : the majority are Roman Catholics, with strong Protestant

and small Jewish and Greek minorities. King: throne vacant

since 1918, royal functions exercised by regent Nicholas Horthy
de Nagybanya. Premier (1943): Nicholas von Kallay.

History. During 1943 Hungary continued as an ally of

Germany in the axis war against Great Britain, the soviet union

and the United States. As a result of its co-operation with Ger-

many, Hungary had gained large territories from Czechoslovakia

(Ruthenia and eastern Slovakia) and from Rumania (northern

Transylvania). When Yugoslavia collapsed after German aggres-

sion in April 1941, Hungary occupied and formally annexed fertile

Yugoslav provinces north of the Danube. In its desire to keep
the territories acquired between 1938 and 1941, Hungary was

determined to fight on the side of Germany. But the rapid ad-

vance of the Russian troops in 1943 toward the Carpathian
mountains filled the strongly anti-communist and pro-fascist gov-
ernment of Hungary with deep apprehensions. On the whole the

Hungarian government continued to follow the nazi line in its

foreign and domestic policies in 1943, yet of all the satellites

of Germany it retained the greatest independence and even kept
the traditionally parliamentary forms of the Hungarian constitu-

tion.

The anti-Semitic legislation, though theoretically as thorough
as in Germany, was not applied with the same ferocious ruthless-

ness as in other German satellite states.

Admiral Nicholas Horthy, the regent of Hungary, visited

Chancellor Adolf Hitler in April 1943. Their conversations may
have dealt with the questions of Hungary's active participation

in the war against the soviet union where Hungarian troops had

suffered heavy losses. The troops in Russia had been under the

command of Col. Gen. Vitez Gusztav Jany, who was wounded
and succeeded by Col. Gen. Ludwig von Csata, commander of

the 5th Hungarian army corps in Russia. When Col. Gen. Wil-

liam Nagy resigned as Hungarian war minister in June 1943,

Col. Gen. Ludwig von Csata was appointed to succeed him.

The Hungarian government found itself in a difficult situation.

There was a rising demand for a rapprochement with the Allies if

that could be done without incurring German measures of retalia-

tion, and at the same time with Hungary keeping as much as

possible of its territorial gains of the previous five or six years.

On the other hand there was a strong pro-nazi minority repre-

sented by the party led by the former prime minister, Bela

Imredy, arid the numerous German minority in Hungary. This

opposition demanded an even closer association with Germany
and the complete nazification of the country. Fortunately for the

government the Hungarian nazis were torn by internal strife and

rival leadership. Thus while German-Hungarian relations were

more strained than those between Germany and any other of the

satellites, Hungary sought some backing in its close friendship

with Italy. In June 1943 the Italian minister of national educa-

tion visited Budapest for the opening of new offices of the Italian

Institute of Culture. This effort at a backing by Italy received
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a rude shock in July 1943 with the collapse of the Italian fascist

regime.

Some of the opposition to the pro-nazi legislation of the gov-
ernment in 1943 came from the Catholic primate of the country,

Justinian Cardinal Seredi, who declared that "Christ's teachings
do not acknowledge difference between men and men and do not

know prerogatives which would entitle a man or a nation to op-

press another man or nation on racial or national grounds. Hu-
man freedom is the greatest among human rights and for it hu-

manity has fought out innumerable battles; such a battle is going
on also today and it will continue until freedom will have become
such a natural need for people as air." Nothing definite was

known about the strength of the underground movement in Hun-

gary in 1943. The social democratic party still was allowed to

function but remained strictly within legal bounds. In the United

States a Committee for a New Democratic Hungary was formed

under the chairmanship of Professor Rustem Vambery.
Education. Education is compulsory for children between

6 and 12, while for three more years they have to visit continua-

tion schools or courses, many of them specialized agricultural

schools. Besides these continuation schools and a relatively large

number of special schools, Hungary had, in 1939, 8,103 elemen-

tary schools with 23,215 teachers and 1,104,916 pupils. In the

cities there existed 418 primary schools with 4,619 teachers and

105,466 pupils. High schools of different kinds numbered 263,

with 4,709 teachers and 79,435 students. There were four uni-

versities, Budapest, P6cs (Funfkirchen), Debreczen and in the

newly acquired Transylvanian territory Kolozsvar (Cluj or

Klausenburg). These universities had a total of 7,032 students,

including 1,011 women.

Finance. The monetary unit is the pengo, containing 0.263158

grams of fine gold, equal to 19.77 cents U.S. in March 1941. The
revenue for 1943 was estimated at 4,047,000,000, the expenditure

at 4,247,000,000 pengos. The public debt amounted on Sept. 30,

1942 to 4,869,000,000 pengos, bank notes in circulation on Sept.

30, 1942 to 2,470,000,000 pengos. As against this circulation, the

national bank of Hungary had a metal reserve, including foreign

exchange, of 166,000,000 pengos.

Trade and Communication. Hungary imported, in 1941,

goods valued at 730,000,000 pengos and exported to a value of

791,000,000 pengos. Of the imports in 1939 almost half of the

value came from Germany and half the exports went there. Italy

held the second, Great Britain the third place.

In 1939 Hungary had 6,307 mi. of railroad, 2,898 post offices,

6,902 mi. of telegraph lines and 20,976 mi. of telephone lines.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Hun-

gary's main production is agriculture. In the fertile plains of

the Danubian basin potatoes, maize, wheat, sugar beets, rye,

barley and grapes are grown. Hungary is rich in forests, pigs and

cattle. It has a wealth of good coal and important bauxite de-

posits. Most of the industry is connected with agriculture. Hun-

gary produced in 1939, 10,625,452 tons of coal, 500,193 tons of

bauxite, 409,292 tons of pig iron and 732,615 tons of steel.

(See also RUMANIA; WORLD WAR II.) (H. Ko.)

Hurdling: see TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS.

Hygiene, Industrial: see INDUSTRIAL HEALTH.

ICC: see INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Ino Unnlraif
^he Detro* t **c<* Wings were dominant in pro-

ICB nUClVCy. fessional hockey during the 1942-43 season,

first winning the National Hockey league championship and then

taking the Stanley cup playoff. Detroit finished four points ahead

of the Boston Bruins in league play and swamped the same

Bruins, four straight, in the cup final. Goalie John Mowers key-

noted the Red Wings' triumph in the Stanley cup series by
blanking Boston in two of the cup matches.

Although many outstanding players from Canada and the

United States were taken into the armed forces, hockey enjoyed
another successful season. The N.H.L. operated with only six

teams instead of the usual seven, but nevertheless drew 1,446,747

fans. It marked an increase of 17,544 spectators per team over

the 1941-42 season.

Minor league hockey was hard hit during 1942-43. The Amer-
ican Hockey association, a midwestern league, disbanded and

the American league in the east was cut from ten to eight teams.

The American association also failed to open at the start of the

1943-44 season, while the American league dropped further to

six teams and split into two divisions Providence, R.I., Hershey,

Pa., and Buffalo, N.Y., in the east; Indianapolis, Ind., Cleveland,

O., and Pittsburgh, Pa., in the west.

Buffalo won the American league hockey championship, while

the Eastern league amateur crown went to the Curtis Bay Coast

Guard Cutters. The Ottawa Commandos captured the Allen cup,

emblematic of Canadian Amateur Hockey supremacy. Dartmouth

was unbeaten in U.S. college competition to retain the Pentagonal

championship.
Centre Bill Cowley of Boston was awarded the Hart trophy as

the most valuable player in the National Hockey league. The

George Vizina cup for the outstanding goal-guarding job went to

Detroit's Mowers. Gay Stewart of Toronto was judged the out-

standing rookie, while Max Bentley of Chicago won the Lady

Byng trophy as the player with the best conduct on the ice.

Doug Bentley, also of Chicago, led the league scoring with 73

points to tie Cooney Weiland's record, made during the 1929-30
season while with Boston. Doug Bentley and Cowley were placed

on the league's all-star team, along with Frank Brimsek, Boston

goalie; Earl Seibert of Chicago and Jack Stewart of Detroit,

defensemen, and Joe Benoit, Canadiens, right wing. Jack Adams,
who during 1942-43 piloted Detroit to its fourth league title

and third Stanley cup, was named manager. (M. P. W.)

i j An island state of the North Atlantic. Area, 39,709
llfvldlllL sq.rni.; pop. (est. 1939) 120,264. Capital, Reykjavik,

the only large town (pop. in 1939, 38,219). Religion, Lutheran

Christian. Hereditarily united with Denmark, Iceland became an

independent state Dec. i, 1918, legally united with Denmark only

by recognition of a common king. After April 9, 1940, the execu-

tive power was wielded by the Icelandic ministry, with a regent,

Sweinn Bjornsson. The chief minister in 1943 was Dr. Bjorn

Thordarson, who formed a nonpartisan government on Dec. 16,

1942.

History. Through 1943 the United States military occupation

of Iceland continued, and the island continued to be an important
Atlantic mid-station in the world-wide war. Major General Wil-

liam S. Key took command of the U.S. garrison in June.

Independence was the most important political question of

1943, but it was hardly a "question." By the agreement with

Denmark of Dec. i, 1918, Iceland might sever all ties with

Denmark after Jan. r, 1944. On May 17, 1942 the Althing

resolved that Iceland did not intend to continue the union after

the date set, and on Dec. i, 1943 the three major parties in the

Althing (Progressive, Independence and Socialist Labour [Com-
munist], with 45 of the 52 total seats) issued a statement an-

nouncing their agreement that an Icelandic republic should be

established not later than June 17, 1944.

The cost of living index, based on 100 for 1939, soared to

272 in Dec. 1942, but by Aug. 1943 had dropped to 247. The

feared runaway inflation was averted, at least for a time, through

strong governmental action including price fixing and subsidies.
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THE WINTER OF 1942-43 was a bleak one fur U.S. soldiers stationed in ice-

land, but winterized tents and large stoves kept them warm

Commercially the most notable thing was the shift of trade from

Britain to the U.S. (See Trade, below.)
The Roman Catholic Church appointed Johannes Gunnarsson

Bishop of Iceland the second Catholic bishop since Lutheranism

became the state religion in 1550.

A dream of years approached realization despite wartime ob-

stacles and delays: the hot springs were being connected by pipe
lines with the homes of Reykjavik to supply steady heat for

houses, heat and water for private greenhouse vegetable gardens,

and water for health baths.

Finance. Monetary unit: kr6n=i8 U.S. cents (1939), about

15.5 U.S. .cents in 1942; in 1939 government revenues were 19,-

930*879 kronur (and estimated for 1943 at 33,736,100 kr.); ex-

penditures, 19,378,318 kr. (and estimated for 1943 at 28.333,238

kr.); national debt (1939), 56,648,000 kr.
;
notes in circulation,

14,000,000 kr.
; gold reserve, 5,762,000 kr.

;
bank capital and

reserves, 17,577,000 kr.; bank deposits, 76,720,000 kr.; total bank

funds, 48,997,000 kr. Bank deposits were 452,421.000 in July

1943. Note circulation jumped from 24,580,000 kr. in Jan. 1941
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to 123,810,000 kr. in Aug. 1943; loans in the same period, from

92,137,000 kr. to 170,594,000 kr. Gold reserves and bank capital

remained practically at the 1939 figures.

Trade. Exports in 1939 totalled 69,654,000 kr.
;
chief articles

of export were fish and fish products. Imports in 1939 totalled

61,639,000 kr. The chief imports were gasoline, textiles, metal

wares, wood and machines. Great Britain took most of Iceland's

exports in 1939 (11,794,000 kr.), followed by Sweden (8,517,000

kr.); Denmark (7,708,000 kr.); Germany (7,488,000 kr.) and

the United States (7,378,000 kr.). Great Britain also was first

in supplying Iceland's imports, with goods valued at 13,785,000

kr. Denmark was second (12,684,000 kr.) and Germany was

third (10,125,000 kr.).

The years 1941 and 1942 show some significant contrasts with

the peacetime balance depicted in the above paragraph. Exports
rose steeply in value: 188,504,000 kr. in 1941, about two and

one-half times the value of 1939; in 1942 the figure was 200,433,-

ooo kr. In 1941 a large credit balance was allowed to accumulate,

but in 1942 Iceland imported more than she exported, and con-

tinued to do so in 1943. Iceland sold her fish to Great Britain,

amounting in the first seven months of 1943 to about the same

as in 1942, and simultaneously she increased exports to the U.S.

Her purchases, however, showed a startling reversal from a

British trade double the American to an American more than

double the British. Unemployment was nonexistent.

Communication. Highways (1936) totalled 2,728 mi., of

which 1,736 mi. were improved and 992 mi. were unimproved.
Miles of telegraph lines (1939): 9,700. Military occupation led

to unrevcaled new construction.

Agriculture. In 1938 the chief products with their yields

in tons were as follows: hay (269,024), potatoes (13,160),

turnips (2,856).

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Austin II. Clark, Iceland and Greenland, Smithsonian
Institution War Background Studies No. 15 (1943). (F. D. S.)

loo Q IfQtill IT
^ the two comPet^ive phases of ice skating,

Iu6 dlVdUllgi only figure skating held a national champion-

ship during 1943. The war forced cancellation of the National

speed championships, but minor tournaments were held both on

the. east coast and in the middle west.

Gretchen Merrill, a i /-year-old member of the Skating club

of Boston, won the women's senior figure skating championship
of the United States, having placed as runner-up the two previous

years. The national men's senior title went to Arthur R. Vaughn,

Jr., of Philadelphia. Vaughn, who placed third in the senior event

in 1942, is a brother of Mrs. Jane Vaughn Sullivan, the 1942
senior women's champion who did not defend her title in 1943.
With Ken Bartholomew, the '42 national champion, in the

armed services, Dick Werner of Patterson, N.J., dominated men's

speed skating. Werner won the Middle Atlantic, New York State

and Eastern championships. Carmelita Landry of Fitchburg,

Mass., continued her rule of women's speed skating by winning
the Middle Atlantic and New York State titles. Miss Landry
won both the National and North American crowns in 1942.

Musical ice shows continued their upward trend in popularity,
with three major shows touring the country i Forty performances
in New York's Madison Square Garden alone attracted 385,000

spectators. (M. P. W.)

^ ^e ^ar northwestern states of the U.S. belong-

ing to the group regionally designated as the Pacific

northwest. Idaho was admitted to the union on July 3, 1890, and
is popularly known as the "Gem state." Area, 83,888 sq.mi., pop.

(1940) 524,873, of which 66.3% was rural, 33.7% urban. There
were 3,638 Indians in the state. Principal cities are Boise, the
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capital (26,130), Pocatello (18,133), Idaho Falls (15,024),

Nampa, (12,149) and Twin Falls (11,851).

History. There was no general election in 1943. State officers

elected Nov. 3, 1942 were as follows: governor, C. A. Bottolfsen

(Rep.) ; lieutenant governor, Edward Nelson (Rep.) ; secretary of

state, George H. Curtis (Dem.); attorney general, Bert H.

Miller (Dem.); auditor, Calvin E. Wright (Dern.); superin-

tendent of public instruction, C. E. Roberts, (Dem.); mine

inspector, Arthur Campbell, (Dem.); state treasurer, Mrs.

Myrtle Enking Beatty (Dem.). The legislature elected in Nov.

1942, convened in Jan. 1943: both houses were Republican. The

principal subject of controversy was the Old Age Pension act

adopted by a safe majority in 1942 on an initiative vote. Within

ten days after the election Chase A. Clark, then governor, de-

clared the act a "law in full force and effect." The legislature

"repealed'* the act and Governor Bottolfsen signed the repeal.

Pension advocates immediately started a movement for the

recall of the governor and of all legislative members who had

supported the repeal. Up to the close of 1943 a sufficient number
of signers had not been secured.

Education* The school population in 1942-43 was 118,000.

There were 80,572 pupils and 3,802 teachers in 1,005 elementary
schools. High school enrolment was 28,007 pupils with 1,326

teachers in 176 high schools. Enrolment in other educational

institutions was as follows: state university (Moscow), 871;
southern branch (Pocatello), 760; normal school (Lewiston),

241; normal school (Albion), 78; junior college (Boise), 496;

junior college (Coeur d'Alene), 51.

Charities and Correction. There were two institutions for

the insane, one at Blackfoot and one at Orofino, as well as a

home for the feeble-minded at Nampa. The penitentiary at Boise

had 148 inmates at the close of 1943; it has a capacity of 400.

The reform school, known as the "state industrial school," lo-

cated at St. Anthony, has a fairly constant population of 250.

Communication. There were 4,910 mi. of state highway and

approximately 33,000 mi. of county and forest roads at the close

of 1942, with very little construction of other than military roads

in 1943. The state had 2,890 mi. of railroad in 1942. Eight major

airports were under government control and there were, in addi-

tion, a large number of emergency and forest landing fields.

There was a very large growth in telephone service during 1943,

because of military requirements. The number of instruments in

use was estimated at 90,000 with approximately 160,000 mi. of

wire. Telegraph mileage was approximately 9,000 mi.

Banking and Finance. On Dec. 31, 1943 there were 33 state

banks with capital of $1,250,000 and surplus of $1,005,500. As

of Oct. 1 8, 1943, there were 54 national banks with capital of

$3,510,000 and surplus of $2,788,050. Assessed valuation of the

state in 1943 was $408,549,711. State treasurer's receipts were

$45*665,550; disbursements $41,352,960. Bonded debt of state

government was $1,390,600 and will be cancelled by Dec. 31,

1944-

Agriculture. Total value of all farm crops in 1943 was $185,-

Table I Principal Agricultural Products of Idaho, 1943 and 1942

took over the state's manufacturing activities to such an extent

that no statistics were available for 1943. In 1940 there were 533

plants with 12,797 workers and payrolls aggregating $16,249,685.

Mineral Production. Total value of mineral production in

1943 f r the *lve leading metals was $43,910.180 as compared

Table II. Principal Mineral Products of Idaho, 1943 and 1942

271,000; in 1942, $134,660,000. Both figures exclude statistics

for sugar beets.

Manufacturing. Defense and war-material manufacturing

with $46,063,326 in 1942. The production of zinc in 1943 was the

largest in the history of the state.

(B. DE.)

Illinnk
A north central statc * the United States, admitted to

IIIIHUIOt the union in 1818, nicknamed the "Sucker state," some-

times called the "Prairie state." Total area, 56,400 sq.mi. of

which 55,947 sq.mi. are land. Pop. (1940) 7,897,241, including

3,967,481 males and 3,929,760 females; 7,503,987 white, 393,254
nonwhite. Population classed as urban was 5,809,650, rural not

on farms 1,121,823, rural farm 965,768. The census bureau esti-

mated the 1942 population at 8,008,067. Springfield, the state

capital, with a population of 75,503, is the fifth Illinois city in

size. Chicago (3,396,808) is the largest Illinois city, followed by
Peoria (105,087); Rockford (84,637); East St. Louis (75,609).

History. Intense effort in war industry and agriculture, de-

spite the absence of 750,000 residents in the armed forces, fea-

tured Illinois life in 1943. The state stood sixth in the union in

war expenditures. Up to Oct. i, 1943, supply contracts and capital

investments in plant and facilities totalled $9,015,490,000, ex-

cluding subcontracts and prime contracts of less than $50,000.

Of this amount $1,482,069,000 was for aircraft, $197,840,000
for ships and boats, $2,928,678,000 for ordnance and $3,140,589
for all other supply contracts. The total amount of facility con-

tracts, principally industrial installations, was $1,266,314,000.

More than 800 Illinois plants were engaged in the manufac-

ture of aircraft and parts. The four great ordnance plants erected

in the state neared the saturation point of production, as was

the case with tank and artillery plants. Production of landing

barges and similar watercraft was stepped up throughout 1943.

Dwight H. Green was governor of Illinois in 1943; Hugh W.
Cross, lieutenant governor; Edward J. Hughes, lone Democrat

official, secretary of state; Arthur C. Lueder, state auditor; Wil-

liam G. Stratton, state treasurer; and George F. Barrett, at-

torney general.

Education. Latest available statistics in 1943 placed enrol-

ment in the approximately 12,000 school districts of Illinois at

1,281,854, with private and parochial school enrolment at 252,-

504. The state superintendent's estimate of total 1943 enrolment

was 1,500,000. The decline of enrolment in 1943 was estimated

at 7.5% for high schools and 6% for grade schools. Teachers

in public schools numbered 45,438. Total expenditures by the

state government for education in the fiscal year ended June 30,

1943, were. $30,53 1,905.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Decline of the

relief load in 1943 caused the return to the state treasury of

$10,428,463 of unspent relief funds. Recipients of old-age as-

sistance declined by 3,335. At midyear, the total receiving old-

age assistance was 147,637, and dependent children receiving aid

numbered 60,965. Payment of unemployment benefits decreased

by 82% under the 1942 payments in the first half of the year.

There were 30,899 in the state's nine hospitals for mental pa-

tients. The total population of welfare institutions was 42,778
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on June 30, 1943. The population of Illinois's three main prisons

and the state prison farm had declined by 880 by Aug. 10, the

lowest figure in 13 years.

Communication. The ,network of high-type highways in

Illinois comprised 13,683 mi. in 1942, connected to about 56,000

mi. of lower-type road. State government expenditures on roads

in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, were $50,798,801, both

direct and in aid of localities. Illinois railroad mileage approxi-

mated 11,500.

Banking and Finance. As of June 30, 1943, Illinois had

813 banks, of which 340 were national banks, 120 state institu-

tions with memberships in the federal reserve system and 353
nonmembcrs. Total deposits were $7,826,735,000, total invest-

ments, $5,079,589,000.

Total appropriations by the state legislature for the biennial

period July i, i943~June 30, 1945, were $503,847,000. Receipts

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, were $256,399,299.

State trust funds and surplus included $98,000,000 invested in

war bonds. The state had a bonded debt of $149,461,500.

Agriculture. Major state crops harvested in 1943 had a value

of $770,171,000, the highest since 1919, and $140,381,000 greater

than in 1942. Hog production in 1943, 11,009,000 head, was the

largest on record. Higher prices accounted for the gain in crop

income, as the actual quantity of produce was a fraction of one

per cent less than in 1942.

Table I Leading Agricultural Product* of Illinois, 1943 and 1942

UNIVERSITY OFINCOME TAX

Manufacturing. The value of products manufactured ir Illi-

nois in 1 939, according to the U.S. biennial census (last before

World War II), was $4,794,860,733; the number employed was

688,800; total wages and salaries were $988,453,881. The prin-

cipal industries and the value of their products were as follows:

meat packing, $479,501,224; steelworks and rolling mills, $207,-

301,815; petroleum refining $122,933,528; tractors, $121,550,621.

Mineral Production. The total value of minerals produced

Table \\.-Production of Cool and Petroleum in Illinois, 1940 and 1939

in Illinois in 1939 was $210,295,738. (L. H. L.)

nf
UI.

On March 2
>

T 943> the University

O f Illinois observed the 7 5th anni-

versary of its opening. More than 600 faculty and staff mem-
bers were on leave in 1943 for war service. Teaching was on

a year-around schedule, eliminating the usual summer let-up.

Teaching of civilian students continued without curtailment and

with 32 special courses added and the wartime and postwar
values of all courses emphasized.

In May 1942, a Naval Training station was located on the

campus, training signalmen and diesel-cnginemen. Nearly 2,000

men were assigned to the station, with the personnel changing

periodically as courses were completed. Under the army special-

ized training program and the navy V-I2 program, an initial

quota of 2,800 soldiers and sailors was assigned to the university
for college training both in basic subjects and in various special-

ized fields including medicine and dentistry. Hundreds of others

were examined at the university as an army specialized training

and reclassification centre.

Under the engineering, science and management war train-

ing program 23,000 persons in 55 war-factory centres of Illinois

were instructed through the division of university extension.

Agricultural extension activities turned to intensive drives to

increase farm production, to educate consumers in the conserva-

tion of foods and materials, and to promote victory gardens.
In the university's laboratories, the "down-draft coking prin-

ciple" was built into a "furnace of the future," and a conversion

burner for existing home furnaces was tested and made ready
for postwar production, both promising a 25% fuel saving and
smokeless burning of soft coal goals long sought to benefit

health and cleanliness in U.S. cities.

The operating budget for i943~44 was $13,114,348, of which

$7,304,962 was from state tax revenues. For statistics of enrol-

ment, endowment, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND
COLLEGES.

Illumination: see ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

I.L.O.: see INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION.

Immigration and Emigration, U.S.
The immigration
and emigration of

aliens are controlled in the United States by laws and treaties

and by regulations based thereon, and are under the direction of

the commissioner of immigration and naturalization in the de-

partment of justice. Aliens seeking to enter the United States

for permanent residence are limited as to quality by the act of

Feb. 5, 1917, which requires that they meet certain standards,

mentally, physically, morally and economically. The Quota act

passed on May 26, 1924, limits the number that may enter for

permanent residence from certain countries.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, officers of the im-

migration and naturalization service passed upon 41,848,384

persons' entries into the United States. Of these 40,717,372 were
across land borders, including 5,623,592 alien entries and 9,182,-

720 citizen entries from Canada, and 14,754,846 alien entries

and 11,156,214 citizen entries from Mexico (making a total of

20,378,438 aliens and 20,338,934 citizen entries across both

land borders). Alien entries for permanent residence numbered

only 23,725 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, a decrease

of 5,056 from the fiscal year 1942 and the second lowest number
to take up permanent residence in the United States for any
fiscal year since 1831.

Quota immigrants numbered only 9,045, although under the

law, 153,774 quota immigrants could have been admitted. Only

5,107 emigrant departures occurred during the fiscal year of

1943, the lowest number since 1908 when records of departure
were first made. Immigration of permanent residents exceeded

emigration by only 18,618.

During the period 1,495 aliens were excluded. There were

35)738 vessels boarded and 961,142 alien and citizen seamen in-

spected. The immigration border patrol officers patrolled 10,276,-

454 mi., examined 8,874,998 conveyances and questioned 24,598,-

186 persons, which resulted in the apprehension of 16,330 persons
and the seizure of 147 conveyances. During this period 4,207

aliens were deported from the United States and 11,947 who
had been adjudged deportable were allowed to depart at their

own expense without warrants of deportation. (See also ALIENS;

CENSUS, 1940; REFUGEES.) (E. G. H.)

Imports: see INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Incendiary Warfare: see WARFARE, INCENDIARY.

Income. U.S. Distribution of: see WEALTH AND INCOME,
U.S. DISTRIBUTION OP.

Income Tax: see TAXATION.



R.A.F. TRAINERS on an assembly line near bangalore, India. This aircraft

factory was established by an American, William D. Pawley

InrilO
^ sub-continent projecting from the mainland of Asia,

IHUIdi India lies between the 8th and the 37th degrees of north

latitude. It comprises n major or ''autonomous'' provinces, five

minor areas directly administered by the central British govern-
ment and a large number (between 500 and 600) of states under

Indian rulers. The latter are scattered about the sub-continent

and vary greatly in size and importance, as well as in the powers

enjoyed by their chiefs. British India (the 16 major provinces
and minor areas) has its capital at New Delhi and is under a vice-

roy and governor-general (Field Marshal Viscount Wavell, ap-

pointed in June 1943), who is also the representative of the crown
in its relations with the native states. The total area is 1,575,187

sq.mi., of which the native states and agencies total 712,508

sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1941 census) 388,800,000. Chief cities (pop.
census 1931): Calcutta (1,485,582); Bombay (1,161,383); Mad-
ras (647,230); Hyderabad (466,894); Delhi (447,442); Lahore

(429,747). Languages: Hindi, Tamil and Urdu the most impor-

tant; religions: Hinduism (approx. two-thirds), Mohammedan
(approx. one-fifth). Ruler, George VI, emperor.

History. The year 1943 appeared to dawn more prosperously
after the troubles and anxieties of 1942. The campaign of vio-

lence inaugurated by the Indian National congress had collapsed,

and its leaders were under arrest. The Japanese invasion had been

halted on the frontier, and air attack on Indian towns had proved
less formidable than had been feared. In three raids on Calcutta

at the end of 1942, only 23 were killed and TOO wounded. There

was no panic and the A.R.P. services acquitted themselves well.

Financially, India was prospering as a result of the war. The

great
u
stecl cities'* at Jamshedpur and Khumbarbhudi and the

government ordnance factories were working at top speed. India

was the centre of the South Eastern Supply Group, and the mills

at Cawnpore and other places turned out vast quantities of khaki

cloth, boots, equipment and tents. War orders were placed at the

rate of over 15,000,000 per month. Under the Bevin scheme,
skilled Indian workmen were sent in batches to England for train-

ing, and it was found possible to spare considerable supplies for

the U.S.S.R. and China. The Bombay dockyards were busy night
and day.

Still more significant was the effect of the war on India's exter-

nal position. Before the war, the sterling debt of the" government

of India was roughly 360,000,000; in 1943 it was down to

12,500,000.

Ever since his internment in the Aga Khan's palace at Poona,
Mohandas Gandhi had maintained a personal correspondence with

the viceroy on the subject. When it was pointed out that his con-

duct had resulted in serious outbreaks, involving great destruction

of property and loss of life, he replied that these were not the

work of congressmen, or alternatively, that they had been pro-

voked by the ''leonine violence" of the British government.

Finally he declared his intention, unless he and his colleagues were

unconditionally released, of starting on Feb. 9 a three-weeks* fast

on lime juice and water. This was the ninth occasion upon which

Gandhi had resorted to this time-honoured Indian method of co-

ercing a recalcitrant opponent. His most successful one was in

Sept. 1932, when by a threat of "a fast unto death," he had in

seven days induced Ramsay MacDonald to abandon the "commu-
nal award," which gave separate electorates to the untouchable

Hindu castes under the new constitution.

Lord Linlithgow, however, stigmatized the 1943 fast as "politi-

cal blackmail," and warned Gandhi that he alone was responsible

for the result. He was willing to release Gandhi if he repudiated
or dissociated himself from the resolution of Aug. 8, and the

policy which that resolution represented, but neither Gandhi nor

the congress was prepared for this repudiation. The viceroy of-

fered, moreover, to allow him to perform his feat in a friend's

house, and relaxed to a limited extent the embargo on receiving

visitors. Gandhi refused the offer of release unless it was uncon-

ditional, and the fast duly began. He was 73 and there was con-

siderable anxiety when it was announced that he was seriously ill.

Madhao S. Aney and C. R. Rajagopalachari visited him and tried

to induce him to abandon his intention, and appeals were ad-

dressed to the viceroy and Winston Churchill. Gandhi later ral-

lied and emerged from his fast on March 3, apparently little the

worse for his ordeal.

One of the results of the fast was a distinct exacerbation of

communal tension. Mohammed AH Jinnah and members of the

Muslim league watched closely for any signs of yielding to con-

gress demands on the part of the government of India. About

1922, in the days of the Khilafat movement, there had seemed to

be strong hopes of a Hindu-Muslim rapprochement. Under the

leadership of Abdul Ghaffar Khan, the Red Shirt leader, the

Pathans of the North West Frontier province had gone over al-
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most en masse, and, as a result of the elections of 1935, they had

returned a congress government to office. But experience of the

treatment they received from Hindu congress ministries between

1937 and 1939, especially in the United provinces, brought a sad

disillusionment. None of the congress prime ministers formed co-

alition cabinets; government posts went to Hindus, and children

attending government schools were reported to have been com-

pelled to sing the Hindu national anthem, Bande Mataram, bow
to Gandhi's portrait, and submit to other observances deeply

repugnant to the Muslim conscience.

Although the president of the Indian National congress was

Moulana A. K. Azad, a distinguished Mohammedan theologian, it

was felt that this really counted for little; congress rule meant

the restoration of the Hindu raj. The proposal put forward by Sir

Stafford Cripps in 1942, that after the war the new constitution

would be drawn up by a constituent assembly, caused deep dis-

quiet, for such a body would naturally be preponderantly Hindu
in its composition. By 1943 there were Muslim ministries in all

the provinces excluding those taken over by the governors when
the congress ministries were withdrawn at the outbreak of war.

Efforts to bring about an understanding between the Hindus and

the Muslim league on the part of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, the

Liberal leader, and Rajagopalachari, the ex-premier of Madras,

proved abortive. Jinnah had declared that India is "two nations":

there had to be two Mohammedan national states, Pakistan and

North Eastern India. Muslims would never collaborate in a fed-

eration in which they were placed in a permanent minority. Mean-

while matters remained at a deadlock, and Rajagopalachari was

not the only politician who now regretted that the Cripps pro-

posals were so summarily rejected.

Lord Linlithgow was due to retire in the autumn, and specula-

tion was rife about the new viceroy when on June 19 it was an-

nounced that the commander in chief, Sir Archibald Wavell, had

been appointed, with the title of viscount. He was to be succeeded

by Sir Claude Auchinleck. At the same time, in order to relieve

the commander in chief of the responsibility for the conduct of

operations against Japan, a separate East India command was set

up, and subsequently Lord Louis Mountbatten, famous as organ-

izer of commando raids, was given the post. Never before had the

office of viceroy been held by a serving soldier. Lord Wavell had

had the unique advantage of two years' previous experience in the

government of India before assuming office, and he had won the

enthusiastic admiration of the Indian troops by his conduct of the

African campaign.

Lord Linlithgow retired on Oct. 18. He had been viceroy and

governor-general for the unprecedented period of seven and a half

years, and none of his predecessors since Lord Canning had been

confronted with equally grave anxieties. It was especially dis-

appointing for him that the Act of 1935, in the framing of which

he had taken so prominent a part, had never been given a chance

of working.

The closing months of Lord Linlithgow's Indian career were

darkened by the outbreak of famine in Bengal; the first for over

40 years. Famines are really endemic in India, where the staple

foods are rice, millet and wheat, and the crops depend on the

monsoon. It had been hoped that the peril had been permanently
averted by the erection of extensive irrigation works like the Suk-

kur Barrage on the Indus, but the large increase in the population,
over 60,000,000 in the preceding decade, had more than counter-

balanced any advantage derived from this.

Economically, the year 1942 had been disastrous for eastern

In'dia. About 650,000 tons of grain had gone abroad to feed the

Indian troops, and in October a cyclone and tidal wave had swept
over the normally surplus district of Midnapur. Eleven thousand

people lost their lives, and 75% of the cattle were drowned. Not

only were the crops and stores of grain totally destroyed, but the

fertility of the soil was permanently affected. This was followed

by a serious outbreak of rice disease in eastern Bengal. The sup-

ply of Burmese rice was entirely cut off, and fears of a Japanese
invasion led to extensive hoarding. The cumulative effect can be

imagined when we realize that in a country of the size of India

an increase of an ounce of food a day per capita means an addi-

tional 4,000,000 tons per annum. The government of India was

censured for not taking prompter and more resolute action; but

the provinces with a surplus were naturally reluctant to part with

it, and the Bengal ministry was confident that it could cope with

the situation unassisted.

Matters assumed a serious aspect by August. Crowds of desti-

tutes were invading Calcutta in search of food, and it became an

everyday occurrence to find corpses lying in the streets. Between

Aug. 15 and Oct. 15, the mortality in the capital alone rose to

8,000. Voluntary societies worked heroically, but were handi-

capped by a shortage of supplies, and an outbreak of cholera or

smallpox was apprehended.
On assuming office, Lord Wavell at once visited the spot, and

enlisted the co-operation of the military authorities. All the troops

not required for operations against the Japanese were detailed for

relief work. Rest camps and hospitals had been established out-

side the city, and the sick and starving were removed to them.

Over 5,000 free kitchens were opened, and 2,000,000 people were

fed daily. Considerable supplies of grain, milk products and drugs

arrived by sea, and the peak of the danger was apparently past.

But it would take months to restore normal conditions; one of

the greatest difficulties was that of food distribution in rural

areas away from the beaten track. (See also FAMINES.)
Lord Wavell was faced with a threefold task the defeat of

Japan, the economic rehabilitation of Bengal, and the political set-

tlement. (See also BURMA; WORLD WAR II.) (H. G. RN.)
Education. (1938-39): Number of recognized institutions in

British India (excluding Burma) 211,192; scholars in recognized

institutions: primary, males 9,407,782; females 1,462,263; middle,

males 1,150,272; females 179,506; high, males 1,059,909; females

115,341. Unrecognized institutions, 19,354. Universities, British

India 15, native states 3; total number of students, 140,461.

Finance. Revenue, central government (est. 1942-43) rupees

191,48,07,000; expenditure, central government (est. 1942-43)

Rs.226,54,9i,ooo; public debt (March 31, 1940): in India

Rs.45o,23 ,00,000; in England 280,100,000; notes in circulation

(April 30, 1943) Rs.669,4O,oo,ooo; reserve (April 16, 1943)

gold Rs.44,4O,oo,ooo, silver rupee coins Rs. 13,70,00,000, sterling

securities Rs.568,10,00,000. Currency: i rupee (Rs.i); Rs.ioo,-

ooo~i lakh, written Rs.i,oo,ooo; Rs. 10,000,000=1 crore = ioo

lakhs, written Rs. 1,00,00,000; one hundred crores is written

Rs. 100,00,00,000. Exchange rate (average 1941) RS.II$. 6d.=

30.14 cents U.S.; (July 1943) Rs.i =30.12 cents.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade (1942-43): im-

ports, merchandise Rs.i 10,44,82,618; exports, Indian merchan-

dise Rs.i87,6o,io,948; re-exports, merchandise, Rs.6,95,22,253;

gold coin and bullion (1939-40), imports Rs.i,32,72,707; exports,

Rs.36,oo,26,302; imports of Afghan merchandise (1939-40)

Rs.3,97,o6,67i; exports of Indian produce to Afghanistan (1939-

40) Rs.72,79.399-

Indian Import* OIK/ Exports 1942-43

Imports from Rs. Exports to Rs.

a0,53,43,ooo 57,34,26,000

10,00,08,000

U.K.
Burma

te
Communication. Roads (March 31, 1938) British India

only, 83,612 mi. motorable roads, 201,701 unsurfaced. Railways
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(March 31, 1940) route mileage: broad gauge 21,154 mi.; metre

gauge 15,899 mi.; narrow gauge 4,103 mi. Shipping, tonnage en-

tered (monthly average 1939) 924,200; tonnage cleared (monthly

average 1939) 917,500. Motor vehicles licensed (March 31,

1940): British India 94,788 cars and taxis; 43,187 commercial

vehicles; 8,602 motorcycles. Wireless receiving set licences, all

India (Jan. 1941) 121,534. Telephones (March 31, 1940): 86,219

straight-line connections, 626 exchanges.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion (in metric tons): rice (1940-41) 33,332,800; wheat (1940-

41) 10,957,100; cane sugar, raw (1939-40) 2,770,000; maize

0937-38) 2,080,800; barley (1938-39) 2,119,500; jute (1940)

2,280,000; coal (1940) (British India) 26,496,000; iron ore

(metal content) (1939) 1,994,000; pig iron and ferro-alloys

(1939) 1,785,000; steel (1939) 1,035,000; petroleum, crude

094o) 325,000; cotton, ginned (1940-41) 1,049,600; ground-
nuts (1940-41) 3,528,700; tobacco (1939-40) 495,800; tea

(1940) 174,800; manganese ore (metal content) (1939) 430,000;
linseed (1940-41) 473,500; gold (1940) 9,000 kg.; bauxite

(1939) 9,100; chrome ore (chromic oxide content) (1939) 25,-

ooo
; rape seed (1940-41) 1,135,900; sesamum (1940-41) 408,-

200. Industry (excluding Burma): cotton (1939-40) yarn spun

1,233,686,576 lb.; woven goods 4,012,529,025 yards; number of

mills 388; average number employed 430,165. Jute (1937-38):
mills 105; average number employed 309,000. Total number of

factories (1939) 10,466; average daily number employed (1939)

^ north central state with the popular name

"Hoosier," Indiana became the i9th state in the

union Dec. n, 1816. The total area of the state is 36,555 sq.mi.,

of which approximately 510 sq.mi. are water. The population,

according to the census of 1940, was 3,427,796; 1,887,712, or

55-i%, were urban; 1,540,084, or 44.9%, rural. Of the total,

93-2% were native white, 3.2% foreign-born white, and 3.6%
Negro. Capital, Indianapolis (pop. 1940, 386,972), the largest

city. Other cities: Fort Wayne (118,410); Gary (111,719);
South Bend (101,268); Evansville (97,062); Hammond (70,184);
Terre Haute (62,693); East Chicago (54,637); Muncie (49,720);
Anderson (41,572).

History. The 83rd general assembly, in session Jan. 7-
March 8, 1943, though strongly Republican, developed little

friction with the governor, a Democrat. Notable was the number
of interim commissions (12) created to investigate conditions.

codify laws, and locate institutions, and to report to the next

general assembly. An act identical with one passed by the Ken-

tucky legislature and enacted later by congress defined the state

boundary along the Ohio river southeast of Evansville so as to

include in Indiana a strip of land containing the Evansville water

works, which Kentucky had claimed and against which it had

levied taxes.

Perhaps the most important act was that fixing financial re-

sponsibility for operators of motor vehicles.

Much needed regulation was instituted for nursing homes for

the aged, many of which sprang up after the establishment of

old age pensions; they were required to secure licences and

to comply with reasonable specifications. Improvement was made
in the investment of the common school fund, which was for-

merly handled by the counties and for the most part put into

mortgage loans. The state personnel board, established in 1941

by an act which put a number of Indiana state departments and

institutions upon the merit basis, was abolished and substantially

the same act was re-enacted with the sole object of changing the

membership of the board the board had been at odds with vari-

ous state officers and institutions in the two years of its existence.

A most unusual circumstance was the delay in the printing of

the acts of the general assembly. In Indiana, acts without an

emergency clause become effective only upon proclamation of

the governor reciting the fact that printed copies of the acts

have been received by all the county clerks of the state. This

process has usually been completed in May or June, but in 1943
it was not completed until Nov. 3. The delay caused embarrass-

ments; some of the most important laws required action on or

before July i.

Officers of the state in 1943 were: Henry F. Schricker, gover-

nor; Charles M. Dawson, lieutenant governor; Rue J. Alexander,

secretary of state; James M. Givens, treasurer; Richard T.

James, auditor; James A. Emmert, attorney general; Clement

T. Malan, superintendent of public instruction.

Education. The number of elementary or common schools

in the state in 1942-43 was 2,793. Pupils enrolled in them

numbered 464,190; there were 11,844 elementary teachers. There

were 866 high schools, with 183,189 pupils and 7,843 teachers

(these are teachers in senior high schools; there were 1,103

junior high school teachers, for the most part counted as teachers

in elementary schools). There was a total of 25,871 teachers in

the state.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The state expended
no money on relief in 1943. The amount spent by the townships
of the state was much less than in 1942 but the statistics were

not available at the end of the year. Receipts of the state for

unemployment insurance in the fiscal year 1942-43 were $33,032,-

123; benefit payments were $3,815.086; administrative expenses

of the system were $1,078,098. The state in 1943 maintained

eight institutions for mental cases, including epileptics, nine

homes, hospitals, and schools, three university hospitals, a school

for the blind, a school for the deaf, and six penal and correc-

tional institutions.

Communication. Railway mileage in 1941 was 6,928; this

figure remained approximately the same in 1942 and 1943. In

1942 there were approximately 10,210 mi. of highways in the

state highway system and 70,610 mi. of county roads. Telephones
in use numbered 564,794 in 1942.

Banking and Finance. The total revenue of the state to meet

the 1942-43 budget (July i-June 30) was $48,836,701. The

estimate of state revenues for 1943-44 was $36,000,000. Appro-

priations for 1942-43 amounted to $41,298,161; disbursements

for the year amounted to $39,766,619. Appropriations amounting
to $46,758,34: were made for the year 1943-44. On June 30,

1943, there was no state indebtedness (there is a constitutional

provision strictly limiting state borrowing).
There was a balance of unappropriated surplus in the treasury'

of $26,977,988.

Two new state banks were organized, the first in more than

five years; on June 30, 1943, there were 376 banks, three less

than the year before. The state banks had total loans and dis-

counts of $161,195,000; deposits amounted to $802,710,000;

total capital was $64,261,000; total surplus amounted to $19,533,-

ooo. State Building and Loan associations numbered 179, with

assets of $96,632,000. Credit unions reported to the State De-

partment of Financial Institutions, 135, with assets of $4,007,000.

On Oct. 1 8, 1943, there were in Indiana 221 banks (state and

national) members of the federal reserve system. They had total

assets of $1,521,591,000, including $782,250,000 in United States

government direct and guaranteed obligations, $202,853,000 in

loans and $31,153,000 cash in vault. Excluding reciprocal bank

balances, they had total deposits of $1,434,659,000 (total liabili-

ties, $1,436,686,000).

Agriculture. Conditions were not so favourable for agricul-

tural production in 1943 as in 1942, and the (estimated) produc-
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lion was somewhat smaller. There was a shortage of rainfall

in most parts of the state (6.48 in. at Indianapolis j, though

planting was late in many parts of the state owing to rainfall

in the planting season. There was little damage from frost;

damage to the corn crop by the European corn borer was esti-

mated at about $8,000,000.

Manufacturing. Practically all the manufacturing plants in

the state were given over, in whole or in part, to production

for the war. The munitions plants and plants erected for the

manufacture of war machinery reached full production during

1943; the one exception was the munitions plant in Vermillion

county, near Terre Haute, work on which was abandoned before

the plant was completed. The total production of manufacturing

plants of all kinds during 1943 was the greatest in the history of

the state. Among the largest and most important products were

munitions, aeroplane engines, propellers and other parts, bomb

sights, landing barges, brass and rubber articles, fabricated alu-

minum, high octane gasoline, and medicines.

Mineral Production. During the years ending June 30, 1943

and June 30, 1942, respectively, 10,508,027 (9,565,037) tons of

coal were mined in Indiana; $10,847,020 ($9,127,060) were paid

in wages to a total of 5,678 (5,420) miners; there were 21 (12)

fata* accidents in the 51 mines reporting; "strip'' mines are not

included in these figures; these have a substantial product.

In the first n months of 1943, 247 oil and gas wells were

completed; the total production of oil was 4,866,500 bbl. (in the

year 1942, it was 6,609,000 bbl.). (C. B. C.)

InHionc AmoriOOn Indian claims against the federal gov-

lllDlallS, MlltCl lUdll. ernment for its failure to make ade-

quate compensation for ceded Indian lands had been a long

continuing problem. In some cases Indian lands were relinquished

as a result of treaties officially negotiated, but never ratified by
the senate. In other cases, treaties were ratified, but their terms

'were not fully carried out by the government. Sometimes there

were errors in the surveys; sometimes whites were given title to

lands which the Indians had never relinquished.

On Nov. 12, 1943, Secretary of the Interior Ickes ordered the

restoration
pf

more than 1,000,000 ac. of land within the ceded

portion of the Wind River reservation in Wyoming land which

had never been sold even though the Indians had been deprived
of its use. The court of claims rendered a decision on Aug. 4,

1943 affirming the right of the Confederated Ute tribes to more
than 4,000,000 ac. of previously ceded but unsold lands in western

Colorado.

For many years, the California Indians had a substantial claim

against the government for lands confiscated in the 18503 as the

result of treaties which were never ratified by the senate. In

1928, congress passed a bill permitting suit in the court of claims.

Such suit was delayed until the accumulated offsets as the result

of gratuity appropriations on behalf of the California Indians

almost equal the claim. A bill was pending in congress in 1943
to provide an outright appropriation to the California Indians to

right this long standing wrong.

On April 19, 1943, the United States supreme court confirmed

the earlier decision of the court of claims, rejecting the claims

of the Sioux Indians to the Black Hills of the Dakotas, formerly

part of the Sioux reservations.

On June 11, 1943, a sub-committee of the Senate Committee
of Indian Affairs issued a report (No. 310) recommending that

the Indian bureau be abolished. Thirty-three separate recom-

mendations were made, ranging from the disposal of the Indian

Bureau library, the immediate closing of all Indian boarding

schools, the elimination of the revolving credit fund, and the

transfer of all Indian hospitals to the Public Health service, to

the termination of federal trusteeship over Indian lands, and the

immediate disbursement of individual and tribal funds of almost

$70,000,000 dollars on deposit with the U.S. treasury. The most
obvious aim of the report was to transfer the expenses of Indian

administration from the federal government to the respective

states and to open the Indian estate to dissolution. There was

little evidence that the report would be implemented by congres-
sional action.

On Sept. 7, 1942 the attorney general of Alaska issued an opin-
ion to the effect that all children born in the- territory of Alaska

are eligible to attend the territorial schools without discrimina-

tion. He stated that while the federal government operated a

number of schools for native children, this was a gratuitous serv-

ice which the territory of Alaska could not demand as a right.

This was a much needed interpretation of the Alaska statutes,

for until recently the schools of the territory refused to admit

full blood native children, although accepting without discrimina-

tion the children of mixed parentage. The attorney general fur-

ther held that determination as to which of two schools, terri-

torial or federal, a child shall attend is a matter of election by
the parent and not by the school authorities.

Since all Indians of the United States were given full citizen-

ship in 1924 they were subject to the draft as were all other

citizens. However, a large percentage of young Indian men vol-

unteered. Almost 20,000 Indian men and women were in the

military service in 1943. All of the armed forces accepted Indians

without discrimination, and they were to be found on every
front. Through merit they won admission to officers' training

schools and many held commissions. Indians constituted a large

proportion of the infantry which fought with MacArthur in

Bataan, and the 45th division which was in the van of the

Sicilian invasion numbers more than 1,500 Indians. Almost every

type of award for distinguished services in the army, navy or

marine corps was won by Indians.

Despite the fact that they were among the poorest group eco-

nomically in the United States, individual Indians purchased
more than $1,164,000 in treasury and war bonds during 1943 and

more than $2,000,000 of tribal funds was similarly invested.

More Indians than ever before left the reservations to engage in

war work.

In November, the department of the interior signed an agree-
ment with the state of South Carolina and the Catawba Indians

providing for the rehabilitation of the tribe. The state agreed
to furnish funds for land purchase and improvement and to ad-

mit Indian children to public schools and state institutions of

higher learning. The Indian service would furnish supervision and

guidance.

After the purchase of Alaska, the natives opposed the estab-

lishment of reservations in the fear that this might endanger
their citizenship rights. However, they found that the General
Land office classified as public domain #11 land in Alaska which
had not been either homesteaded or reserved, with the result

that native villages, fishing sites and hunting grounds are in the

public domain and subject to filing. As a result, numerous re-

quests were being filed for the establishment of reserves to pro-
tect these native rights, which are of prehistoric* occupancy.
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Within the year, eight reserves of varying sizes were declared by
the secretary of the interior under the terms of the Alaska act.

(W, W. B.)
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Indo-China, French: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

UaolthnCdlUI.
Events during 1943 convinced physi-
c ian s in industry that rehabilitation

and re-employment of the disabled were certain to occupy a large
share of attention for years to come. The rate of discharges from
the armed forces became sufficiently great to provide good insight

into the general nature of these problems. Many physical defects

unacceptable to the army or navy were found not to interfere

in any way with very acceptable work ability. Through well-

conducted programs of physical examination and job analysis,

industrial physicians were finding it possible to match occupation
and restricted physical or mental ability with excellent results.

Veterans with a degree of disability which necessitated voca-

tional retraining would obtain these services from the Veterans

Bureau. Congress passed the Borden-LaFollette bill, assigning

responsibility for rehabilitating nonservice connected disability

to the Federal Security agency, using the established state re-

habilitation services as major agencies of administration. Legal
obstacles to employment of the handicapped were a source of

concern to employers and physicians and interest was revived in

securing proper relief through amendment of workmen's com-

pensation laws.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States appointed an

advisory health council, one of whose subdivisions was to concern

itself with extension of industrial health services. A vigorous

attempt was made in Philadelphia jointly by the local chamber

of commerce and the county medical society to bring good med-

ical service widely to small plants in that area. A number of

experiments in the provision of general medical coverage for

workers in addition to necessary medical and hospital attention

for compensable disability aroused considerable interest. These

steps were necessary in many instances because isolated location

or sizeable shifts in industrial population made dependable med-

ical and health facilities in sufficient quantity unavailable. Con-

siderable acceleration in industrial health activity by workers'

organizations was noted, due in great part to freezing of wages

and hours. The United Automobile Workers established a med-

ical research institute to arrange for physical examination of

workers, to investigate industrial environment, to provide health

education and to assist in rehabilitation. Union health councils

were being advocated as an expression of the workers' increasing

interest in their own health.

In one instance, health and safety clauses were included in a

proposed employment contract which called for joint labour-

management control over industrial health services as well as

general medical and hospitalization activities.

A laboratory of industrial hygiene was organized in the army,

under the occupational hygiene branch of the surgeon general's

office, to facilitate investigation and control over working con-

ditions in arsenals, depots and ordnance plants.

Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology. Industrial hygienists

were still unable to keep pace with the industrial processes and

materials that were being introduced, many without suitable toxi-

cologic investigation. Some of the rarer metals came under scru-

tiny, such as selenium, tellurium and beryllium, and attention

was called to potential risks. Warnings were also issued regarding

the necessity for suitable safeguards against radium exposures in

the currently important dial painting industry. In most respects,

however, the bulk of control measures were, of necessity, di-

rected at old offenders.

Industrial Medicine and Surgery. Maintaining the work
force at maximum health and efficiency was complicated mainly by
shortages in trained personnel and continued influx of inexperi-
enced or substandard workers into employment. Both of these

factors were regarded as substantial contributing causes to in-

creased lost time from accidents and occupational disease. Women
in industry continued to present special medical and health prob-
lems which were the subject of several investigations. The great-
est amount of lost time was found to occur in married women
with associated home responsibilities, especially young children.

Maintenance of day nurseries proved to be the best immediate

solution, although they, in turn, served to produce their own
health problems. Elsewhere it was advocated that employment of

mothers with children under 14 be prohibited.

The techniques of tuberculosis case-finding in industry were

vastly extended. Significant findings were uncovered in i% to 2%
of those examined.

The effects of aluminum dust on disabling silicosis were still

under close and expectant observation. Inhalations of this dust

were described as producing considerable symptomatic relief. No
other essentially new therapeutic principles emerged in the med-
ical and surgical management of industrial disability. Evidence

began to accumulate that the X-ray appearance of certain weld-

ers' lungs was caused by depositions of iron which produce no

functional impairment.
As in other years, personal illnesses not associated with work

as a cause were still the most prolific cause of industrial ab-

senteeism.

New occupational disease compensation laws were enacted in

Arizona and Oregon. Kansas, Nevada, New Jersey and West

Virginia authorized legislative commissions to survey occupa-

tional disease and the need for special remedial legislation. (See
also ACCIDENTS; DERMATOLOGY; MEDICINE.) (C. M. PN.)

Industrial Production: see BUSINESS REVIEW; WAR PRODUC-

TION, U.S.

Infantilo Panlucic During I943 ' maj
'

or outbreaks of in -

llllullUIG IdlaljolO. fantile paralysis occurred in many
parts of the United States. There were over 12,000 cases reported

the largest number since 1931 exceeded in magnitude only

by the outbreaks of that year and 1916.

Through assistance from the National Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis, Yale university, The Johns Hopkins university, the

University of Michigan, the University of California, and the

University of Southern California carried on epidemiological

field work in the epidemic areas on a basis heretofore impossible.

These studies gave added confirmation to the fact that the

virus apparently is widespread in nature, being excreted through

the intestine of both patients and healthy contact carriers. The

virus was again demonstrated in sewage of large cities with

serious outbreaks. It was also shown that cases diagnosed as

infantile paralysis which occurred in the winter not only suf-

fered from typical symptoms but were proven to be true polio-

myelitis by recovery of the virus from the stools.

Many studies aimed at improvement of accurate diagnosis by
use of laboratory methods were negative. No real progress in

the production of induced immunity was reported during 1943-

Several workers reported that in the experimental animal, re-

sistance to artificially produced infection was increased when

the nutritional state of the animal was markedly lowered. A sig-

nificantly greater number of animals with good nutrition were

paralyzed within a shorter incubation period than in those groups

maintained in the poorer nutrition.

Laboratory studies showed that ozone was an efficacious viru-
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cidal agent. It was also shown that the activated sludge process

of treatment of sewage effectively inhibited or destroyed virus

contaminated material. Improved techniques in the use of the

ultracentrifuge allowed for accumulation of great quantities of

highly concentrated virus. Histological study of poliomyelitis in

the experimental animal demonstrated a heretofore described

degeneration of the motor end plates of paralyzed muscles.

The outbreaks of 1943 afforded the first opportunity to apply

on a large scale basis the method of treatment advocated by
Sister Kenny of Australia. Most workers believed that the appli-

cation of heat during the acute stages coupled with the earliest

possible use of specialized physical therapy in an intensive man-

ner lessened both the severity and duration of pain and contrib-

uted materially to the recovery of function with a minimum of

structural deformities. (See also NERVOUS SYSTEM.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Herman Rabat and Milancl E. Knapp, "The Use of

Prostigmine in the Treatment of Poliomyelitis," J.A.M.A., 122:989-995
(1943); H. M. Hines, B. Lazere, J. D. Thomson and C. H. Cretzmeyer,
"Role of Vitamin E in Ncuromuscular Atrophy and Regeneration,

" Am. J.

of Physiology, 139:2 (1943); Harvc J. Carlson, Gerald M. Ridenour and
Charles F. McKhann, "Effect of Activated Sludge Process of Sewage Treat-

ment on Poliomyelitis Virus," Am. J. Pub. Health, 33:9 (1943); Raymond
E. Lenhard, "The Results of Poliomyelitis in Baltimore," /. of Bone &
Joint Surg., XXV :i (1943); George Y. McClure, "Study of Sensory
Ganglia in Macaca Mulatta after Gastrointestinal Administration of Polio-

myelitis Virus," Am. J. of Path., XIX: 4 (1943); Joseph Moldavcr,
"PhysiopatholoKi'c Aspect of the Disorders of Muscles in Infantile Paralysis.

Preliminary Report," J.A.M.A., 123:74-7? (i943); Joseph L. Melnick and

John R. Paul, "Susceptibility of Cebus Capucina (The South American

Ringtail Monkey) and Cercopithecus Cephus (The African Mustache

Monkey) to Poliomyelitis Virus," /. of Expcr. Mcd. t 78:4 (i943): James
H. Peers, "The Pathology of Convalescent Poliomyelitis in Man," Am. J.
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Lansing Strain of Poliomyelitis Virus. I. A Study of Neutralizing Anti-

bodies in Acute and Convalescent Scrum of Poliomyelitis Patients," Am. J.

of Hygiene, 37:1 (1943). (D - w - G ->

Provisional reports of births and deaths

in the first year of life indicate that in-

fant mortality in the United States, Canada, and England and

Wales for 1943 was the best on record. For the first time, the

infant mortality rate for the United States fell below the level

of 40 per i ,000 live births. In 1942, the last year of complete

record, there were reported 113,418 deaths under one year of age

and 2,807,445 births, so that the infant mortality rate was 40.4

per i ,000 live births. Records covering the first nine months of

1943 show a 7% decrease from the same months of the year

before. Canada, in 1942, had 14,637 infant deaths and 271,981

births, so that the infant mortality rate was 54 per 1,000 live

births. In London and the great towns of England and Wales,

infant mortality for the first nine months of 1943 was 3% lower

than for the same period of 1942. Deaths under one year of age

in England and Wales as a -whole in 1942 totalled 32,260; with

654,039 births, the infant mortality rate was 49 per 1,000 live

births.

In 1942, Germany had an infant mortality .rate of 66 per

1,000 live births, compared to 59 in 1941.

An analysis of infant mortality according to month of birth

showed that the chances of survivorship to their first birthday

anniversary are best for babies born in* summer, which is also

the season when most babies are born. The study was based on

data for the United States covering the period 1935 to 1937, the

latest years for which the pertinent records were available (Sta-

tistical Bulletin of the Metropolitan Life Insurance company,

June 1943). Among babies born during the summer months, mor-

tality from conditions largely congenital in nature, such as still-

birth, premature birth, congenital debility, and congenital mal-

formation, was at a minimum. This was taken to indicate that

summer babies are constitutionally stronger against the hazards

of early infancy than babies born in other seasons. But, in addi-

tion, the study indicated that the summer is the best time for

a baby to be born. This conclusion was based upon the variation

in mortality from environmental causes (all other than those

specified above) according to month of birth; this also tended to

have its low point for babies born during the summer.

Although it was commonly believed that health conditions are

better in rural sections than in urban communities, the contrary

situation was found in a study of infant mortality in which both

births and deaths were duly allocated to the regular place of

residence of the mother. Thus, it was observed that in 1941
the infant mortality rate among the white population in cities

of 100,000 or more was, on an average, 33.7 per 1,000 live births.

In cities of 10,000 to 100,000, the average rate was noticeably

higher, namely 40.3 per 1,000, while the poorest showing was

made by the aggregate of towns and villages of 2,500 to 10,000,

the rate being 46.6 per 1,000; the rural sections, as a whole, had

a rate of 45.0 per 1,000. The better showing of the large cities

may be attributed to the accessibility of maternity hospitals and

facilities especially designed for the care of pregnant women
and newborn children, to the ready presence of specialized

physicians, and to the availability of nursing services. In order

to improve the situation in rural sections, the states were being

encouraged to develop and expand maternity centres in the less

densely populated areas. The initial step in this direction was

provided for in the Social Security Act of 1935; another impor-
tant step was taken when the congress appropriated funds, in

T 943> to provide medical, hospital and nursing care for the wives

and babies of men in the lower ranks of the armed services.

Considered according to race, the infant mortality rates per

1,000 live births in the United States for 1941, the latest year
with data available, were: white 41.2; Negro, 74.1. The recorded

stillbirth rates per 1,000 live births were: white, 26.5; Negro,

55.4. The proportion of stillbirths not attended by a physician
were: white, 2.7%; Negro, 39.9%. In 1941, there were 40.9

illegitimate births per 1,000 live births, the figure for the white

population being 19.0 and that for all other races, 176.2.

A study of stillbirths in relation to age of mother and order

of child at birth showed that the hazard of stillbirth is least

among young women of ages 20 to 29 who are bearing their

second child (Statistical Bulletin of the Metropolitan Life In-

surance company, Oct., 1943). The chances of a stillbirth rise

markedly with the age of the mother, particularly so in the

case of first births.

A high frequency of stillbirths is also observed among women
with large families.

Infant mortality rates per 1,000 live births for the principal

causes of death in the United States in 1941 were as follows

(the first figure relates to the white population and the second

to all other races): premature birth, 12.6, 17.9; influenza and

pneumonia, 5.6, 14.0; congenital malformations, 5.0, 2.5; injury
at birth, 4.4, 3.5; diarrhoea and enteritis, 3.2, 7.1; other causes,

10.3, 29.8.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. I. Dublin and M. Spicgelman, "The Control of
Disease and Death in Infancy and Childhood/' Record of the American
Institute of Actuaries (June 1941); U. S. Public Health Service, Public
Health Reports (issued weekly); U.S. Bureau of the Census, Vital Statistics

Special Reports and State Summaries (issued irregularly), Monthly
Vital Statistics Bulletin Current Mortality Analysis (issued monthly),
Annual Reports of Vital Statistics, and Vital Statistics Rates, 1900-1940;
Population Association of America, Population Index (issued quarterly at

Princeton, N.J.). (A. J. Lo.)

Infantry: see MUNITIONS OF WAR; WORLD WAR II.

Inflation: see BUSINESS REVIEW; CONSUMER CREDIT; PRICES;

UNITED STATES.

Information Board, United Nations: see UNITED NATIONS
INFORMATION BOARD.
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Ingersoll, Royal Eason
(1883- ), U.S. naval officer,

was born June 20 in Washington,

D.C., the son of Rear Adm. Royal Rodney Ingersoll. He was ap-

pointed to the Naval academy from Indiana, 1901, and after

graduation was assigned to several U.S. warships. He was on

duty at the Naval academy, 1911-13, when he received orders to

join the Asiatic fleet. He went to the office of naval operations in

1916, and during World War I received the navy cross for his

services in organizing, developing and directing the communica-

tions office of the navy department. Prcs. Roosevelt in 1938 nom-

inated him rear admiral, jumping him over the heads of a dozen

senior officers. On Dec. 20, 1941, Secretary of Navy Knox ap-

pointed him commander of the Atlantic fleet to succeed Adm.
Ernest J. King, who was designated commander in chief of the

U.S. fleet. Under his command, in 1942 and 1943, the Atlantic

fleet not only did extensive convoy duty but also played an im-

portant part in the invasion of North Africa, Sicily and Italy. On

July 3, 1942, Pres. Roosevelt named Ingersoll for promotion to

full admiral.

Insurance.

Ingram, William ("Navy Bill")
football coach, was graduated from the United States Naval acad-

emy in 1920. A star football player, he joined the navy after

graduation, but resigned in 1922 to become coach of William

and Mary college, Williamsburg, Va. He then accepted a con-

tract as football coach at the University of Indiana in 1923, re-

maining there until 1925; in January 1926 he returned to his

alma mater as football coach, a post he held for five years. He
was then coach at California, 1931-34. In 1935, "Navy Bill"

quit coaching, became an executive in a grocery chain and was

sworn into the marine corps in Jan. 1943 as a major in the pro-

curement division.

He died in Los Gatos, Calif., June 2.

Inland Waterways: see CANALS AND INLAND WATERWAYS.
Inner Mongolia: see MONGOLIA.

<!SMET PASHA) (1884- ), Turkish states-

man, was born in Smyrna (Izmir) on Sept.

24. At the age of 12, he entered an artillery school in Constan-

tinople, later studied at the General Staff college, and had risen

to the rank of a full general in 1926. During World War I, he

saw action in Palestine against the British and was Kemal
Ataturk's chief of staff during the campaign against the Russians

in eastern Turkey. When the Greeks invaded Turkey in 1921,

Inonu again acted as Ataturk's chief of staff. He defeated the

Greeks twice at Inonij and took the name of the battlefield after

Ataturk decreed that all Turks must have last names. When the

Turkish republic was proclaimed on Oct. 29, 1923, Ataturk be-

came president and Inonii was made premier. Although Inonu ap-

proved Ataturk's radical measures to westernize Turkey, he him-

self was more conservative and disagreed frequently with his

chief. Inonu resigned unexpectedly in 1937, but after Ataturk's

death in 1938, he was unanimously chosen president by the Grand

National assembly.

During the early part of World War II, he carefully avoided

offending either Germany or the U.S.S.R. In late 1943, he went

to Cairo to confer with President Roosevelt and Prime Minister

Churchill and on Dec. 7, the three leaders proclaimed the

"closest unity" of Turkey with the United Nations.

Insects: see ENTOMOLOGY.

Instalment Selling: see CONSUMER CREDIT.

Insulin: see DIABETES.

Accident and Health. Accident and health in-

surance continued to show substantial gains in the

United States in 1943, with an estimated 10 to 12% increase in

premium income, bringing the total to approximately $400,000,-
ooo. About 55% of employed persons had some form of acci-

dent and health coverage, compared to 20% in 1934.

Group and payroll deduction coverages continued to show a

marked increase, although the rate of personnel expansion in war

plants was more stabilized. There was a great increase in insur-

ance on employed women. Railroad ticket accident business

showed a 35% increase to approximately $2,500,000 in premiums.
Caution in underwriting war workers and employed women

was shown because of a probable decline in postwar earnings.

Some advocated restricting indemnity in such cases to 50 to 60%
instead of the usual 80%. In view of satisfactory experience on

servicemen while still in the U.S., companies continued their

liberal attitude in keeping policies of servicemen in force as long

as they remained in the country. Plans were made for liberal

reinstatement provisions without penalty for servicemen return-

ing to civilian life. (C. D. SP.)

Great Britain. Some contraction in the volume of accident

and miscellaneous insurance continued during 1943, largely be-

cause of the drop in motor premiums caused by the laying-up
of motor vehicles, and the operation of the 20% rebate allowed

off private car premiums. This was accompanied by an improve-
ment in the experience, and the accident results disclosed during
the year were uniformly favourable. Road accidents tended to

decline through smaller traffic and greater familiarity with

blackout conditions. Workmen's compensation insurance expanded

especially in the heavier industries, where the war effort required
the payment of increased wages upon which insurance premiums
were based. Periods of incapacity tended to be shorter in war-

time with a consequent relief on the claim strain. Personal acci-

dent insurance was in demand in connection with certain classes

of war work, but the ordinary business of this class was not in

so great demand. (C. E. G.)

Automobile. Automobile insurance premium volume in the

United States was down about 20^ in 1943. Most of this reduc-

tion was chargeable to the eastern territory, where severe gaso-

line rationing caused many private automobiles to be retired from

service. In addition, further reductions in national rates meant

less premium per unit insured.

The frequency of accidents continued to decline during 1943,

as did the number of fatalities, but a marked increase in the

number of persons injured per accident partially offset this reduc-

tion. There was also a definite increase in the cost per liability

claim because of inflationary tendencies, and higher repair costs

and automobile values had the same effect on property damage,
fire and collision losses. In spite of these factors, the companies
continued to show favourable underwriting results. (G. E. Ho.)

Fire. There were two outstanding events in regard to U.S.

fire insurance in the year 1943. The first was in regard to the

War Damage corporation (see below). At the close of its first

year, July i, 1943, so few losses had been sustained that it was

suggested that no premiums be charged for the next year; but

this plan was not adopted. No serious losses occurred until Jan.

3, 1944, when the United States steamer "Turner" exploded,

broke in two and sank off the northern part of the New Jersey

coast. The explosion was so great that there was considerable

damage to glass on the Jersey coast. Within a week public an-

nouncement was made in the press that the War Damage cor-

poration would assume liability.

The second event was the adoption of the standard fire insur-

ance policy effective July i, 1943. This action occurred in the

state of New York but the new policy, because of its simplicity
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and its broader coverage, appealed to other states so quickly that

at the close of 1943 it had been adopted by some thirty.

According to the Insurance Year Book, 1943, published by the

Spectator company, premium receipts during 1942 the last

year for which complete statistics were available from all forms

of underwriting stock, mutual, Lloyds and reciprocal amounted

to $1,396,000,000. The total income including interest, rents,

etc., amounted to $1,534,000,000. The losses paid amounted to

$727,000,000 and the total disbursements, including all forms of

expenses, amounted to $1,424,000,000. (See also FIRES AND FIRE

LOSSES.) (E. R. H.)

Hospitalization. Membership in nonprofit Blue Cross hospi-

tal service plans passed 13,000,000 by the end of 1943, enrolled

in 77 plans in 36 states of the U.S.A. and 3 Canadian provinces.

Enrolment of 500,000 new members during the third quarter of

1943 was greater than for any quarter in Blue Cross history.

The year 1943 was marked by a trend toward consolidation of

plans to cover state-wide areas; by absorption of Single-hospital"

plans in community-wide programs; and by extension of the

movement toward uniform rates and benefits among plans.

(A. G. S.)

Life. During 1943, the legal reserve life insurance companies
of the United States and Canada increased their investments in

government bonds by about $3,000,000,000, an amount greater

than the increase for the year in the companies' total assets.

At the end of 1943, the total life insurance (excluding reinsur-

ance) in force in these legal reserve companies was estimated at

more than $146,000,000,000, about 7% greater than the amount

outstanding at the end of 1942. New paid-for coverage issued

during 1943 amounted to over $13,000,000,000. The assets of

the companies at the end of 1943 reached an estimated total of

more than $40,000,000,000, after paying or crediting to policy-

holders and beneficiaries about $2,600,000,000 during 1943.

The mortality experienced in the United States and Canada

during 1943 continued favourable, although it was not quite as

low as in 1942. War deaths resulting directly from enemy action

comprised less than 2% of total deaths among ordinary policy-

holders during 1943, and a considerably smaller proportion among
industrial policyholders. An increase in the mortality from pneu-

monia during 1943 marked a reversal of the sharp downward

trend which had been in evidence each year since the introduction

of serums and sulfa drugs in the treatment of this disease. The

record for tuberculosis continued to be generally favourable. In

spite of the increased industrial activity in connection with the

war production program, the death rate from occupational acci-

dents remained relatively stable.

The interest rate earned during 1943 on the aggregate of life

insurance companies' assets followed the downward trend charac-

teristic of preceding years. This reflected to a marked degree the

low yield obtainable on government bonds, in which as much
as one-third of the assets of the companies had been invested.

The year 1943 witnessed a legislative development of great

significance to U.S. life insurance, in the enactment by some 14

states as part of a nation-wide legislative program of new
standard valuation and nonforfeiture benefit bills. The proposed

legislation was recommended by the National Association of

Insurance Commissioners and endorsed by many insurance or-

ganizations. It provided for the use of modern mortality tables,

and dissociated to a greater extent than did current laws, the

minimum nonforfeiture value requirements from the policy valu-

ation basis. It also provided a new method of determining mini-

murji nonforfeiture values under which such values were more

nearly related to the real equities of the policyholder at the time

of default than had been true under existing nonforfeiture legisla-

tion.

The war was directly responsible for the incorporation of war

risk provisions limiting the insurance company's liability in event

of death while in military service. Prior to the entry of the

United States into World War II, only a very small proportion

of life insurance policies in force on citizens of the U.S. con-

tained or retained any limitation of the life insurance benefits

on account of war service or required the payment of extra premi-
ums in such event. While the companies were therefore absorbing

the war risk on practically all of their existing policyholders

in 1943, the safety of the insurance of the general body of

policyholders demanded that the companies take the necessary

precautionary measures in respect to new insurance.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Spectator (Life) Insurance Year Book (1943);
Report of the Superintendent of Insurance of the Dominion of Canada, for

J 943i vol. ii (Life Insurance Companies, Ottawa, Ont.) (L. A. L.)

Marine and War Risk. The war continued to be the most

important factor in marine insurance during 1943. Many new
ideas were adopted to enable underwriters to meet the needs

of importers and exporters trading in wartime. One was the war

risk extension clause which involved amending the terms of

the war risk coverage to permit cargoes to' be covered against

war risk on shore at transshipping ports beyond the 1 5-day

period originally allowed. Frequently ships were diverted from

their expected routes and cargo was discharged for transshipment.

If the goods were kept on docks or in a warehouse over 15 days

before being loaded on an on-carrying steamer, the war risk

insurance lapsed. All this might be without any knowledge of the

owners, who automatically lost their insurance protection. To
enable a shipper to have a war and marine risk cover that would

be continuously in force from the start to finish of a voyage

regardless of interruptions or transshipments, extension clauses

were agreed upon and shippers acquired continuous protection.

New rate schedules were adopted, combining in one additional

rate the surcharge for the additional marine risks due to war con-

ditions and the charge for the extended coverage at transshipping

points. There was also issued a schedule of charges for the ex-

tended war risk insurance coverage, so that the shipper knew
in advance exactly what his continuous cover would cost, regard-

less of all delays on the voyage.

Changes were made in the f.c. and s. clause in both the United

States and Great Britain. The standard f.c. and s. clause in use

throughout the world for many years read in part "Warranted

free of capture, seizure . . . also from the consequences of hos-

tilities or warlike operations/' A number of disputes arose as to

what was intended by the words "consequences of hostilities or

warlike operations." Several types of losses, such as a collision

in a convoy at night due to the ships running without lights,

were capable of being interpreted either as war or marine losses.

In the early part of 1943 the British Government War Risk

bureau and British commercial underwriters agreed on a war

coverage and a corresponding f.c. and s. clause for marine policies

whereby all these borderline cases were to be considered as com-

ing under marine policies and the war risk cover was limited to

losses actually caused directly by a hostile act by or against a

belligerent power.

The War Shipping administration and commercial underwriters

in the United States were invited to agree to the new clauses, but

the WSA, after consultation with the Office of Price Adminis-

tration, jdeclined to do this, as they feared it might result in

higher marine rates on certain imported essential commodities

on which they were endeavouring to keep prices down. Therefore,

the WSA proposed a new definition of "consequences of hos-

tilities" under which all these borderline cases would be consid-

ered war losses. This was the first instance in years where there

was a difference in conditions in the ocean cargo policies issued

in the United States and Great Britain.
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Because war losses in the Atlantic on account of submarines

decreased steadily during 1943, war risk rates also decreased.

Cargo underwriters showed a profit on their war risk business,

on which they had a heavy loss in 1942. Hull underwriters, how-

ever, had a poor year, largely because of the unprecedented num-
ber of collisions. Rates on renewals were increased, but did not

keep pace with the increased losses due to operating under war-

time conditions. A series of discussions between the War Shipping
administration and the hull syndicate resulted in the "Wartime-
hull Insurance Agreement (1943)," under which the syndicate

agreed to insure U.S. privately-owned, ocean-going vessels, with-

out any navigating limits or trading warranties, but subject to

the new f.c. and s. clause excluding the so-called borderline cases.

(S. D. McC.)
War Damage. By act of U.S. Congress approved March 27,

1942, Reconstruction Finance corporation had been authorized to

supply War Damage corporation with funds in an aggregate
amount not exceeding $1,000,000,000, for the purpose of pro-

viding through insurance reasonable protection against loss of

or damage to property resulting from enemy attack or from the

action of the military, naval or air forces of the United States

in resisting enemy attack. To avoid the necessity of creating a

complete governmental organization to handle the program, the

corporation entered into separate agreements with 546 fire insur-

ance companies pursuant to which such companies agreed to act

as "fiduciary agents" for the corporation in receiving applications
and premiums, issuing policies and otherwise handling the pro-

gram. The participating companies had a 10% interest in the

operating profits or losses of the program, subject to a limit of

$20,000,000. As of June 30, 1943, premiums collected aggregated

approximately $132,200,000, and it was estimated that approxi-

mately $136,700,000,000 of War Damage corporation insurance

was in force on that date. In excess of 5,000,000 policies had been

issued by the corporation.

Effective Dec. 21, 1942, the corporation had made available

insurance on money and securities through the facilities of 88

casualty and surety insurance companies likewise acting as "fi-

duciary agents" of War Damage corporation. As of June 30,

J 943> premiums from the money and securities program aggre-

gated approximately $600,000, and it was estimated that approxi-

mately $3,200,000,000 of War Damage corporation insurance

covering money and securities was in force under approximately

3,000 policies.

War Damage corporation was also authorized to compensate
for loss or damage to property sustained during the period from

Dec. 6, 1941 to July i, 1942, without premium or other charge,

subject to the limitations prescribed in the act. The corporation

by 1943 had investigated and adjusted claims for loss sustained

during this period as a result of enemy attack or action of the

military, naval or air forces of the United States in resisting

enemy attack in the Hawaiian Islands, Alaska and certain other

areas within the geographical purview of the act. Practically all

of the Hawaiian eligible claims had been paid by the end of 1943.

The Alaskan claims were in process of adjustment and payment,
as were certain marine claims. As of Dec. 18, 1943, $255.581.97
had been paid to compensate for loss sustained during the period
from Dec. 6, 1941 to July I, 1942. (W. L. C.)

Great Britain. The various forms of insurance against loss or

damage due to war risks were transacted during 1943 without

any alteration in scope, but with certain revisions in premium
rating. These revisions were mostly in a downward direction,

because the course of the experience was much more favourable

than during 1940 and 1941, when these insurance schemes first

came into operation. The insurance of vessels or cargoes at sea,

carried on partly by the War Risks Insurance office and partly

nf
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by private insurers was rated according to a schedule, with vary-

ing rates according to the voyage. This schedule was revised

several times during 1943, following the improved course of the

war, and some substantial reductions were possible in rates for

Mediterranean voyages and also in some parts of the far east.

Atlantic voyages too could be covered at moderate rates.

Rates of premium for war risk insurance on land were made
for set periods and fluctuated less often. Under the commodity
scheme the rate of 55.% per month, fixed on April 3, 1942, was

reduced to 25. 6d.% per month from March 3, 1943. After

Dec. 3, 1942, policies could be obtained for three-monthly peri-

ods. Under the business scheme applying to trade plant, machin-

ery and fixtures, policies were issued for six-monthly periods.

The rate of ios.% for the period fixed on Oct. i, 1942, was re-

duced to 5,?.% on April i, 1943. Private chattel insurances ran

for 12 months from any date, and in March 1943 the rates were

fixed at 105.% per annum on the first 2000, 155.% on the next

1000 and 2os.% on the next 7000, being one-half of the rates

previously in force. (See also VETERANS* ADMINISTRATION.)

(C. E.G.)

Insurance. Crop: see AGRICULTURE.

Insurance, Old Age: see SOCFAL SECURITY.

Inter-American Affairs, Office of the

Operations of the U.S. Office of the Co-

. ordmator of Inter-American Affairs for

1943 group themselves into two broad classifications wartime

economic development work with related health, sanitation and

food supply programs, and informational activities involving the

press, radio, motion pictures and education.

A basic program was formulated to protect the health of armed

forces at bases throughout the hemisphere, as well as that of war

and agricultural workers in certain strategic regions of the Amer<*

ican republics. Health and sanitation projects, developed by the

United States jointly with the governments of 18 other Ameri-

can republics, included control of malaria and other tropical dis-

eases, drinking water and sewage dispv>sal projects, and programs
for training medical and nursing personnel.

The food supply program for 1943 centred in regions of the

hemisphere where the war made large military concentrations

necessary. Migrations of workers to areas of strategic material

production further aggravated food shortages. Agricultural ex-

perts, crop specialists and technicians were loaned by the U.S.

to some of the other American republics.

Another important economic activity concerned hemisphere

transportation problems, created largely by war disruptions. Co-

operative projects were undertaken to solve these problems as

well as those arising from greatly increased shipments of war

materials.

The informational activities of the Coordinator's office fur-

thered the exchange of all types of knowledge and information to

aid mutual understanding and unity among the American repub-

lics. Wide distribution was given to news of inter-American sig-

nificance. An illustrated magazine, En Guardia, was distributed in

Spanish and Portuguese to a selected list of 500,000 subscribers

in Central and South America, and a quarterly edition of this

magazine was distributed in French in Haiti.

Radio coverage was also extensive. Besides news broadcasts

for which a special inter-American news report was provided 24

hours daily, seven days a week, other programs were broadcast

or transcribed for rebroadcast. Special scripts dealing with the

history, culture, resources, and war activities of Central and

South American republics were furnished weekly during 1943 to

more than 500 radio stations in the hemisphere. Wide use of



motion pictures was also made during 1943, particularly of 16

mm. educational and documentary films.

During 1943, the Inter-American Educational foundation was

organized by the Coordinator's office to develop a program of

hemisphere education. Co-operation was effected through the

various ministries of education and through existing educational

organizations.

A wide variety of inter-American activities were sponsored in

the United States during the year through the establishment of

Inter-American centres in strategic regional cities. Here reliable

informational materials pamphlets, motion pictures, graphic ma-

terials, exhibits and speakers were made available for individ-

uals and groups. , (N. A. R.)

Inter-American Defense Board.
sents a significant and definitely objective step in the evolution

of inter-American co-operation, being the first attempt at col-

laboration in the military field through a body of representatives
of all the American republics.

The board was established on March 30, 1942, pursuant to

Resolution XXXIX of the Third Meeting of the Ministers of

Foreign Affairs of the American Republics at Rio de Janeiro,

Jan. 15-28, 1942, which recommended "the immediate meeting
in Washington of a commission composed of military and naval

technicians appointed by each of the Governments to study and

recommend to them the measures necessary for the defense

of the Continent."

The membership of the board is composed of distinguished

army, navy and air officers, carefully chosen for their military

and diplomatic experience. Numbered among the delegates are

former chiefs of staff and former cabinet members. The head-

quarters of the board are in the Federal Reserve building in

Washington, and it Operates under the auspices of the Pah
American union. The board holds its regular meetings on the

second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, in addition to nu-

merous meetings of its various committees. Its recommendations
are transmitted in the form of resolutions to the governments
of the American republics.

The organization and functions of the board are outlined in

its regulations. Under these regulations, the chief of the delega-
tion of the country in which the board is located is ex officio the

chairman of the board. Provision is also made for a co-ordinator

and a secretary general. Officers of the board in 1943 were:

Lieut. Gen. Stanley D. Embick, U.S.A., chairman; Maj. Gen.

Blanton Winship, U.S.A., co-ordinator, and Col. Edward H. Por-

ter, U.S.A., secretary general. , v (B. WP.)

Inter-American Highway: see ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

Interior, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENTS AND BUREAUS,

Interior Decoration.
The field of interior design was lim-

ited in many ways during 1943 be-

cause of shortages and wartime restrictions. Building was still

at a standstill, but the designing of interiors continued and
showed considerable originality, with the trend more and more

away from copying the traditional and toward original contempo-
rary design. Restrictions on the manufacturing of furniture per

se, that is, the general type, gave impetus to designers to break

away from the usual and create new designs more suitable to

the times. An outstanding influence was the influx of low cost

war workers* homes which necessitated the designing of simple,

easily constructed and inexpensive furniture.

The outstanding motive behind decoration was to create an
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U.S. SOUTHWEST DESIGN was a new trend in interior decoration In 1943.
The table in this dining room is of native New Mexican pine, the banquettes
of yellow satin and the chandelier of wrought iron. The Navajo rug has brown,
yellow and black shades

atmosphere suitable for present day living, from which emanated a

style that was comfortable, convenient and pleasing to the eye.

For a more detailed description of the trend some of the im-

portant features of interior decoration are outlined below.

Wall Treatment, Interior Trim and Floors. Walls were

most frequently painted or papered though wood panelling, and

prefabricated wood veneers on wallboard were increasingly pop-
ular. Woodwork was either painted or of the same material as

the walls. Various hardwood and tile flooring continued to be

used extensively.

Floor Coverings. Carpets and rugs were predominantly plain.

Selection of material and colour was very limited, the colours

running to the lighter shades, and cotton textures were more ac-

cessible than the ever popular wool floor coverings. Textured

weaves continued to be most popular.

Window Treatment. Windows were treated simply, the ob-

ject being to make them harmonious with the room. A draw

curtain usually covering the entire wall where windows occurred

was a satisfactory treatment as it could be drawn aside to allow

full benefit of light and air or when closed give a continuous line

around the room. With a strip of fluorescent lights concealed

above the curtains a soft, diffused light gave an interesting effect

when the curtain was drawn at night. Materials were generally

plain light weight, often textured, cottons or cotton and artificial

silk mixtures in colours blending with the walls. Printed chintzes

and cottons were still seen though not so frequently as in former

years. Venetian blinds were still popular though they began to be

supplanted to some extent by the draw curtain.

Furniture. Furniture designed to fit the needs of contempo-

rary living was increasingly evident. Simple functional pieces
formed the setting of most interiors with units built in where

convenient, allowing more space and creating unity between fur-

nishings and architecture. The scale of furniture was lighter

and less massive than that of former years. Light wood finishes

such as pine, birch, bleached walnut and mahogany were the

most popular.

Furniture Coverings. Fabrics were affected by wartime re-

strictions in many ways, thereby limiting the field somewhat.
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Colours were limited and new designs were infrequent as the

materials themselves were so difficult to obtain. There were few

new upholstery fabrics. Plain, textured weaves and bright floral

prints continued to be seen most often.

Decorative Accents. Lamps and other decorative acces-

sories followed the trend of the time and remained simple and

functional. Unexaggerated forms and clear, bright colours gained

importance over the more elaborate, intricate bric-a-brac seen so

often in previous years. Old Chinese pottery fitted in well with

the simple contemporary interiors, and a Chinese influence was
often felt in their decoration. Various types of plants, such as

large tropical varieties, played an important part in giving an

interesting, livable atmosphere to homes. (G. M. J.)

International Labour Conference: see INTERNATIONAL
LABOUR ORGANIZATION.

International Labour Organization.
the I.L.O. continued to be at Montreal.

Merchant Seamen and the War (Studies and Reports, series

P., no. 5, pp. 154) made public for the first time the proceedings
of a session of the Joint Maritime commission the i2th, Lon-

don, 1942, at which this body of shipowners and seamen adopted
a set of proposals for safety measures for seamen in wartime,

many of which were put into force by the governments of the

United States and Great Britain. It brought a step nearer the

realization of an international maritime charter to be embodied
in and enforced as an I.L.O. convention. Much work was done by
the I.L.O. at the request of the Joint Maritime commission to se-

cure wider ratification of the I.L.O. maritime conventions.

The consultative subcommittee of the J.M.C. met in London
in May and urged more rapid implementation of the resolutions

of the J.M.C. affecting the life and work of merchant seamen.

The governing body and the office agreed to press for further

ratifications and to study the possibility of ratifications on the

basis of collective agreements, to continue collection of infor-

mation on the development of safety measures in wartime, to

urge representation of the shipping industry, along with the

I.L.O., at the peace conference, and in every way to carrying out

the resolutions of the J.M.C. They brought to the attention of

the governments of member states the resolutions of the J.M.C.
and asked for detailed information on the measures taken or con-

templated on ensuring equality of treatment between seafarers,

and on the subject matter of other resolutions. The governing

body decided to convene the next session of the J.M.C. in 1944.

Other meetings of importance held in 1943 by or with the active

participation of the I.L.O. included: (i) The yth Canada-U.S.

meeting on labour supply, New York, Feb. 13-14, at which man-

power development and labour-management were discussed on

the basis of another important publication of the year, Joint Pro-

duction Committees in Great Britain (S. and R., ser. A, no, 42, p.

74 and chart); (2) Conference of the Joint Canadian-American

Women's Committee on International Relations, Montreal, May
X 5-I7; (3) First Inter-American Population Congress, Mexico

City, Oct. 12-21, at which Pierre Waelbroeck, chief of the labour

conditions, employment and migration section, represented the

I.L.O. and presented two papers: (a) "Migration Problems of

Postwar Europe," based on The Displacement of Population in

Europe, by Eugene M. Kulischer (S. and R., series 0, no. 8, pp.

171) which had been prepared for, and edited by Waelbroeck's

section, and published by the I.L.O. in Sept.; (b) "The Organiza-

tion of Migration in Relation to Postwar Reconstruction"; (4)

At a public hearing (June n) of the enquiry into industrial rela-

tions and wage conditions, upon invitation of the Canadian Na-

tional War Labour board, the I.L.O. presented a memorandum
on the experience of other countries in regard to legal regulation

of collective agreements, conciliation in labour disputes, the right

to strike, etc.

The I.L.O. was represented by Acting Director Phelan at the

first session of the council of the United Nations Relief and Re-

habilitation administration at Atlantic City, N.J., in November at

the invitation of Dean Acheson, its chairman.

In addition to the publications already cited, Studies and Re-

ports issued in 1943 were: Labor Conditions in War Contracts

(ser. D, no. 23, pp. 74) in revised edition; International Standard"

ization of Labor Statistics, (ser. N, no. 25, pp. 169). Other impor-
tant publications were: the first two issues of a new series of

pamphlets on postwar reconstruction, The Health of Children in

Occupied Europe (43 pp.); Manpower Mobilization for Peace

(78 pp.) ;
The Co-operative Movement in the Americas (59 pp.) ;

Labor Problems in Bolivia (Report of the Joint Bolivian-U.S.

Labor commission, Spanish and English texts, 96 pp.); and Year

Book of Labor Statistics (1942, 7th year, 222 pp.); Intergovern-

mental Commodity Control Agreements (221 pp.).

The serials, the International Labour Review (monthly), and

the Industrial Safety Survey, and the Legislative Series (about

900 pp. in 1943), both quarterlies, were continued at peak output,

and reprints of many important articles in all three were widely

circulated.

Great Britain ratified two conventions: No. 64, Contracts of

Employment, and No. 65, Penal Sanctions, both relating to in-

digenous workers. This made the total number of ratifications on

Nov. 30, 886.

The governing body of the I.L.O. held its 9ist session in Lon-

don, Dec. 16-20. After taking action on the tripartite basis on

many of the far-flung services of the office in wartime it voted to

convene the 26th session of the International Labour conference

in Philadelphia on April 20, 1944, with the following agenda:

T. Future Policy, Program and Status of the I.L.O.

2. Recommendations to the United Nations for Present and Postwar Social

Policy. Ifr

3. Organization of Employment in the Transition from War to Peace.

4. Social Security: Principles and Problems Arising out of War.
5. Minimum Standards of Social Policy in Dependent Territories.

Also significant was the maintenance of the continuity of

French membership. The commissioner of labour for the French

Committee of National Liberation, Adrien Tixier, a former as-

sistant director of the I.L.O., occupied at this meeting the French

seat on the governing body. The president of Haiti took steps to

retain Haitian membership in the I.L.O. when its resignation of

membership in the League of Nations would become effective.

(See also CHILD WELFARE; LEAGUE or NATIONS; REFUGEES.)

(S. McC. L.)

International Law.
The problems of international law

arising during 1943 revolved mainly

about the development of economic war, which reached a point

never heretofore known. Not only did this form of warfare im-

pair many old conceptions concerning international law, but its

results threatened to carry over into peacetime, and thus to make

a restoration of friendly relations or economic peace difficult or

doubtful. This process began in World War I. But in comparing

the two wars, law, both between belligerents and between bel-

ligerents and neutrals, was then far more respected than it was

in 1943.

The Connally resolution and those adopted at Moscow, Cairo

and Tehran, also raised doubts about the future. While assuring

unity of action during World War II, they promised "peace and

security
1 '

after the war, to be obtained by the united force of

the victors against "aggressors." "Aggressor" is d political, not
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a legal term, and is usually identified with the dissatisfied. The

attempt to produce peace by force, the "hue and cry" theory,

undid the League of Nations. Russia, Great Britain and the

United States seemed again to be subscribing to a theory which

had demonstrated its war-provoking tendencies.

Economic War. In the United States economic war began

by the freezing of the bank accounts of citizens of Norway and

Denmark (5 Fed. Reg. 1400) and then of all the European coun-

tries except Turkey after Germany overran and occupied much

of Europe. Control was tightened by requiring reports covering

all funds owned by aliens, resident or nonresident (T.F.R. 300).

More than $7,000,000,000 was reported as owned by nationals of

"blocked" countries. This "freezing" was designed to prevent

American-controlled funds from reaching the axis powers, the

military occupants of several countries, but also served to de-

I
rive the owners of access to their funds. This was even applied

to residents of neutral countries, like Sweden and Switzerland

and, if proclaimed, residents of the United States but was

ameliorated by the extension of licences from the treasury. In

March 1941, the so-called Lend-Lease act extended American

governmental aid to countries fighting the axis, assistance amount-

ing to over $18,000,000,000 at the end of Nov. 1943. In July

1941, the freezing of funds was extended to Japan and its na-

tionals.

After the United States entered the war, the alien property cus-

todian took over German, Japanese and Italian direct invest-

ments, amounting near the end of 1943 to some $130,000,000.

In July 1942, an Inter-American Conference on Systems of Eco-

nomic and Financial Control recommended to all the countries

of
v
this continent the liquidation of all local businesses friendly

to the axis. At the same time, long blacklists of citizens or firms

of nonenemy countries were prepared in the United States and

Great Britain, by which nationals of those countries were pro-

hibited from entering into any trade relations with the citizens

or firms on the blacklist. In Britain, for example, 1,164 Swiss

firrps were blacklisted up to the end of 1943. These measures

were independent of tftfe so-called "blockade," designed to keep

any commodities out of the hands of the axis powers. Resident

enemy nationals might by proclamation of the president be

interned for the duration of World War II.

These measures were directed not merely against enemy na-

tionals or persons domiciled in enemy countries, but under the

first and second war powers act were directed against those who

were thought not to manifest "loyalty" to the Allied cause.

(Americans of Japanese origin were evacuated from the west

coast and subjected to restrictions.) It was a form of "boycott"

which cut across national lines and might even affect citizens of

the boycotting countries. How far the Latin American countries

had acted upon the recommendation of the Inter-American Con-

ference on Systems of Economic and Financial Control was not

known at the end of 1943.

These measures irritated neutral countries considerably. The

restrictions on the axis necessarily involved, as in World War I,

restrictions on the importations allowed to neutrals. Sweden,

Switzerland, Spain and Turkey were in continuous negotiation

with both belligerents for permission to import needed materials,

against an assurance that these materials would not reach the

enemy. Switzerland was especially irritated at the Allied effort

to limit closely the trade between Switzerland and Germany,
which she contended was within her legal right and necessary to

Swiss economic life. By penalizing Swiss firms for undertaking

this normally privileged trade, Switzerland claimed that her in-

dependence was impaired. Since only a few countries in the

world possessing overseas transportation facilities were in a posi-

tion to apply blacklists and thus regulate to some extent the

trade of neutrals, the question was raised as to the future of the

small state, and whether its independence in time of war is more

than nominal.

The fate of the sequestrated investments, direct and indirect,

could not be determined in 1943. Probably all the belligerents

seized or controlled enemy-owned property, giving an expanded

definition to the concept "enemy." Few countries seemed to have

confiscated the property. A newspaper report stated that Colom-

bia nationalized axis trademarks, and the alien property custo-

dian undertook to license to Americans patents owned by enemies

and nationals of countries occupied by the enemy. Congress did

not indicate a confiscatory policy. The Gearhart bill proposed
confiscation while purporting to avoid that conclusion, by pro-

viding, as did Article 297 of the treaty of Versailles, that the

enemy countries would compensate their own nationals for their

losses. The author of the provision, ex-solicitor Nielsen of the

department of state, doubted whether it ameliorated the obloquy
of confiscation. Confiscation would impair, as Cordell Hull re-

marked, the interests of Amercian citizens and the future of for-

eign investment (letter to Senator Capper, 31 AJ.l.L. 680).

Nonbelligerency. This term has come into common par-

lance without any clear appreciation of its meaning. It seems

designed to indicate a neutral's status of favouritism toward one

belligerent while yet avoiding participation in the war. For ex-

ample, a neutral country, like some South American countries,

undertakes to extend facilities to one belligerent, like the United

States, which the law of neutrality would foreclose. The term re-

ceived currency when Germany and Italy intervened in the Span-
ish civil war to help Franco defeat the loyalists. In itself it docs

not indicate what measures the nonbelligerent may adopt to ex-

press his favouritism. It is, therefore, not a legal but a political

term. It beclouds the clarity which international law was de-

signed to afford as to the status of any country in time of war.

The unneutral acts committed in the name of nonbelligerency ex-

pose the nonbelligerent to the dangers of war. It is used to jus-

tify departures from neutrality and breaches of the law. If it

conveys the impression that such breaches are privileged or law-

ful, it is deceptive. It is a further impairment of law.

The Doctrine of Nonrecognition. The refusal to recognize

facts, which bulks large in the philosophy of the new theory of

identifying peace with the maintenance of the status quo, oper-
ated strangely in numerous American cases decided during the

period 1940-43, in connection with the refusal of the United

States to recognize the absorption by soviet Russia in 1940 of

the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, later mili-

tarily occupied by Germany. Numerous ships belonging to citi-

zens of the Baltic countries were located in American ports. The
soviet government, under its established principles, undertook to

confiscate or nationalize these ships. Then commenced a series

of suits by the old owners or, as their representatives, the consul

of Estonia, Latvia or Lithuania, still recognized by the United

States, as against some agent of the soviet government, both

claiming title. Since the annexation was not recognized by the

United States, the courts found one reason or another for refus-

ing to recognize the title of the soviet agent. Since the old owner
had nevertheless been in fact displaced, they declined to recog-

nize him as the entitled claimant, either because he had failed to

prove ownership or because letters rogatory would not be issued

to the soviet supreme court, making inquiry into the fact of

ownership. Sometimes the libellant was an agent of the soviet

government whom the courts regarded as not the real party in

interest. It might have been easier to refuse to recognize the

soviet title to property in American waters on the simple ground
that confiscatory decrees, even of a recognized government, oper-

ating on property in the United States, are contrary to American
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public policy. Even this established doctrine is beclouded by
United States v. Pink? 315 U.S. 203. The confusion entailed in

American courts by the refusal of the U.S. government to recog-

nize the soviet government down to 1933 was perpetuated by the

cases arising out of the refusal to recognize the annexation by
the U.S.S.R. of the Baltic republics. See H. W. Briggs, "Non-

Recognition in the Courts: The Ships of the Baltic Republics,"

37 A.J.I.L. 585.

Enemy "Native, Citizen, Denizen or Subject." On Aug. 18,

1943, the United States court of appeals for the second circuit

decided three cases interpreting the term "native, citizen, denizen

or subject" of Germany under the Alien act of July 6, 1798, and

clarified some of the legal conditions attaching to collective natu-

ralization. Without stating the full facts of the cases, discussed

in the opinions and in 37 AJ.I.L. 634, the court held that the

annexation of Austria by Germany in 1938 could not extend Ger-

man citizenship to a citizen of Austria who had left that country

prior to the annexation and was a permanent resident of the

United States. United States ex rel. Schwarzkopf v. Uhl, District

Director of Immigration, 137 F. (2d) 898. They reiterated the

oft-repeated doctrine, both of American and of international law,

that personal election plays an important part in the effect of

annexation on citizenship, and that departure from the country

prior to annexation manifests an election not to be considered

an "inhabitant" or to "remain" in the country. In another case,

United States ex rel. Zdunic v. Uhl, 137 F. (2d) 858, a citizen of

Yugoslavia, residing in Austria from 1922 until 1939, was ap-

parently deemed not a "denizen" of Austria. That was a term

of art known only in English law. In another case, United States

ex rel. Wakler D'Esquiva v. Uhl, 137 F. (2d) 903, a person born

in Vienna, though having left Austria in 1919, was deemed a

"native" of Germany if, on proof, the United States was deemed

to "recognize" the absorption of Austria into Germany. Since

the department had both recognized and refused to recognize

that absorption, it might be difficult for the district court to

decide the issue on the criterion of recognition.

Provision was made by executive order 9372 of Aug. 27, 1943,

exempting from the classification "alien enemy" all enemy na-

tionals certified by the attorney general or the commissioner of

immigration as persons loyal to the United States (Bull. D. S.,

Sept. 4, p. 155). At an earlier date, nationals of Austria and

Italy were excused from registering as enemy aliens (M. Domke,

Trading with the Enemy in World War II, p. 70).

Among the notable events of the year 1943 were:

The reciprocal exchange of patents between the United States and Great

Britain, by which each country agreed to make nationally registered patents
available to the other, for the duration of the war.
The German attacks upon Swedish vessels and deposit of anchored mines

In Swedish territorial waters.
The exchange of notes by which 'the United States agreed with the United

Kingdom and various dominions, including India, that each country may
bring its prizes into and take prizes in the territorial waters of the other

(Bull. D. S., Feb. 6, p. 133).
The agreement (Bull. D.S., Aug. 14, p. 96) by which, under reverse lend-

lease, the British government undertook to compensate private owners for

private property expropriated to build the naval bases leased to the United
States on British islands off the American coast.

The agreement (Bull. D. SM Oct. 2, p. 230) by which Mexico agreed to
make specific payments in execution of the award compensating American
oil companies for properties expropriated by Mexico, an award which sig-

nificantly left unmcntioned the bases on which it was reached, including the
crucial question of compensation for subsoil petroleum.

The declaration of the United Nations of Jan. 5, 1943 (Bull. D. S., Jan.
9, p. 21 ) by which the Allied governments agreed to regard as null and
void all transfers of property made by nationals or residents of occupied
countries to German nationals, a transfer which led Dr. Frank Munk to

propose that the six great trusts organized by Germany from German and
transferred property be left unimpaired, but stock ownership be vested pro-
portionately in the countries whose nationals were thus expropriated or
who voluntarily parted with their assets.

The warning of Sept. 21 from the department of state (Bull. D.S., Sept.

25, p. 207) to neutral countries against the acquisition of Italian properties
or enemy-owned shares in Italian companies, which the United States and
the United Kingdom reserved the right to treat as void.

The refusal of a New York court to permit a French national to replevin
his securities from a New York bank, held in the name of the French branch,

since there was no French government in existence after the German occu-

pation to which application could be made for release of the securities

(Bercholz v. Guaranty Trust Co., 44 N.Y.S. [2dj 148 [1943]). The New
York courts had previously held (Bollack v. Societe Generate . . . , 263
App. Div. 60 1 [1942]) that they would not give effect to a French con-

fiscatory decree purporting to confiscate the bank deposits in New York of

French nationals who fled the country in 1940.
The treaty signed Jan. n, 1943, by which the United States abandoned

extraterritorial rights in China, including rights under the "Boxer Protocol"
of 1901 (Bull. D. S., Jan. 16, p. 59). This policy has since been imple-
mented by a statute repealing Chinese exclusion (Nov. 1943).
The decision of the house of lords' in the case of the soviet corporation

Sovfracht v. Van Vdens Bros., (1943) i All. Eng. Rep. 76, that a Dutch
company of shipowners having an arbitration agreement with the charterers
of their vessel, a Russian company, could not pursue the arbitration in Eng-
land since, being domiciled in Holland, enemy-occupied territory, they were
themselves deemed to have "enemy character," which was a question of
domicile and not one of nationality or patriotic sentiment.
The decision of the probate divorce and admiralty division in the case of

the Lubrajol v. Owners of the Steamship Pamia, (1943) I All Eng. Rep.
269, that when the plaintiff Belgian company removed its domicile to Pitts-

burgh under authority of a Belgian order in council three months before
the invasion of Belgium, they had a commercial domicile in the United
States and could not be charged with "enemy character," thus distinguish-
ing the case from the Sovjracht. A somewhat similar decision was made by
Conger, J. in Chcmacid v. Ferro tar Corp., 51 F. Supp. 756 (S.D. N.Y.
1943).
The trial of "war criminals" for atrocities committed was considerably

agitated during 1943. The warning to neutral countries to refuse them
asylum was not hospitably received. There is much critical literature on
the subject, questioning the wisdom of such trials, on the argument that
the trials might not be genuine, that executions by Allied or international
courts might introduce a dangerous precedent, that execution or other
sanctions might martyrize the accused, that it would psychologically do harm
both to victor and defeated countries, and that it would make difficult a
restoration of peace (C/. C. Arnold Anderson, in [Dec. 1943] 37 Am. Pol.
Sci. Rev. 1081). (See also PRISONERS OF WAR.) (E. BD.)

Trorfo
1 1 dllC.

International trade in 1943 was pre-
. dominantly war trade carried on

within three groups of countries almost completely insulated

from each other by blockade and counterblockade. The first of

these groups included the United States, Canada and the coun-

tries in the Latin American area, the United Kingdom and British

countries outside of the western hemisphere, the U.S.S.R., the

European neutrals and their possessions, the countries of the

middle east, and Free China. The second comprised Germany,
Italy, the European countries under axis domination, and the

European neutrals. The third consisted of Japan and the countries

under Japanese occupation. The European neutrals, which main-

tained trade relations on some basis both with the rest of con-

tinental Europe and with the countries outside the German and

Japanese spheres, appeared in two of the groups; otherwise they
were mutually exclusive trading areas. The oversea trade of

Sweden, which had been conducted on a very limited scale

through the port of Goteborg under British-United States and
German surveillance, was interrupted in Oct. 1943, as a result

of the denial by Germany to Swedish vessels of transit through
the Skagerrak in retaliation for the withdrawal by Sweden of

transit privileges for German troops and supplies through Sweden.

Very little was publicly known about trade within the areas

under German and Japanese control in 1943. The trade of Ger-

many with other European countries and their trade with each

other was carried on under the terms of comprehensive trade

agreements, payment being made through clearing accounts.

There was considerable evidence that Germany was experiencing

increasing difficulty during 1943 in meeting export commitments

under these agreements. As a result, imports into Germany were

curtailed in some instances, and large clearing balances against

the reich were accumulated. The major development in 1943

affecting trade within the area dominated by Japan was the grow-

ing shortage of shipping. Because of the lack of transportation,

the movement of strategic materials and foodstuffs was curtailed

even where supplies were available. Output within the area was

undoubtedly reduced also as a consequence of Japan's inability

to transport materials and equipment to points of production.

The broad features of the foreign trade of the United States,

Canada and the Latin American countries in 1943 were made pub-
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lie and provided considerable information regarding the inter-

national trade of the United Nations group of countries, even

though foreign trade statistics for many of them were not avail-

able.

United States foreign trade in 1943 was dominated by lend-

lease shipments, which comprised approximately 80% of total

exports, as shown in the accompanying table.

Total shipments in 1943 were nearly $13,000.000,000. The

value of exports, which were exclusive of supplies destined for

the armed forces of the United States in foreign countries, was

60% greater than the 1942 total and constituted a volume of

shipments unparalleled in the history of international trade.

Lend-lease shipments exceeded $10,000,000,000 during the year

and other exports amounted to approximately $2,600,000,000, as

compared with $4,900,000,000 and $3,100,000,000, respectively, in

1942. The reports of the president to congress on Icnd-lease oper-

ations indicated that an increased proportion of total exports

from the United States in 1943 consisted of military items, al-

though shipments of industrial materials and equipment and of

foodstuffs continued very heavy.

The value of imports into the United States in 1943, amounting
to approximately $3,400,000,000, equalled or surpassed the high-

est levels since 1929 despite the severance of trade with areas

formerly furnishing almost half of total imports into the country.

Exports for cash, i.e., exports other than lend-lease shipments,
were exceeded by imports during the year by approximately

$750,000,000.

United States exports to countries outside the western hem-

isphere in 1943 consisted almost entirely of lend-lease shipments.

By the same token, cash-purchase or commercial exports were

concentrated almost entirely in trade with Canada and with

Latin America. Judging from published records for the first ten

months of the year, more than one-third of total exports in 1943
went to the United {yingdom and more than 20% to the U.S.S.R.

Shipments to Africa, the middle east, and the Mediterranean

area accounted for more than 10% of the total and those to

China, India, Australia and New Zealand for somewhat less

than 10%.

Exports to Canada (us shown in Canadian import statistics)

accounted for another 10% or more.

Exports from Canada reached unprecedented levels in 1943,

partly as a result of a greatly expanded war trade with the United

United States Foreign Trade, 7939-43*

(In millions of dollars)

^Exclusive of trade in tfold and silver.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

States^and partly as a result of heavy shipments, largely without

immediate payment, to the United Kingdom. Imports into Can-

ada, of which approximately four-fifths were supplied by the

United States, were also at record levels. Exports during 1943

exceeded imports by a margin without parallel in the history of

Canadian foreign trade. Much of the export surplus was ac-

counted for, however, by shipments to the United Kingdom
financed under Canada's provision of $1,000,000,000 for mutual

aid to the United Nations or in other ways not requiring imme-

diate payment. Trade with the United States resulted in an ap-

parent excess of imports, partly as the result of the inclusion of

lend-lease deliveries to Canada by the United States for other

than Canadian account.

The trade of the Latin American countries was maintained at

high levels in 1943 despite an acute shortage of shipping which

affected most of the area during the early part of the year. Ex-

ports, estimated at $2,400,000,000, were higher than in preceding

years, largely as a result of the extraordinary volume of ship-

ments to the United States, placed at $1,300.000,000 as compared
with $1,100,000,000 in 1942 and an average of $600,000,000 in

1938-39. Aggregate imports into the Latin American countries,

estimated at approximately $1,400,000,000, were at about the

level of preceding years on a value basis. Of this total, $800,000,

ooo represented imports from the United States. Perhaps the

most notable development of 1943 was the continued accumula-

tion by the Latin American countries of gold and foreign ex-

change, estimated privately to have reached a total of $2,000,-

000,000 by the end of 1943. The balance of exports, which was

the principal factor involved, was roughly $900,000,000. Of this

amount, more than $500,000,000 was accounted for by the excess

of exports over imports in trade with the United States.

Not even the totals of British foreign trade in 1943 were pub-

licly known. It was apparent from available records of United

States, Canadian and Latin American exports, however, that im-

ports into the United Kingdom from these sources in 1943 ex-

ceeded imports from all sources in prewar years on a value basis.

A high proportion of these imports consisted of military supplies,

as indicated by data on lend-lease shipments from the United

States. What the comparative levels of imports of civilian-type

goods may have been could not be determined on the basis of

publicly available information. Other evidence, especially the con-

tinued severity of rationing restrictions on food, indicate that im-

ports of this character were below normal requirements.

British exports in 1943 were probably only a fraction of their

prewar volume, although no definite figures are available. What
must have been an enormous excess of imports over exports was

financed by: (i) Lend-lease aid from the United States; (2)

mutual aid from Canada; (3) further liquidation of British in-

vestments in certain countries; and (4) the accumulation of

blocked sterling balances. It was estimated that blocked sterling

balances were somewhere between 1,000,000,000 and 1,300,-

000,000 at the end of the year. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW;
FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.) (A. MY.)

U.S. Trade Agreements. On June 7, 1943, President Roose-

velt signed a joint resolution extending for a period of two years

from June 12, 1943, the authority to enter into trade agreements

with foreign countries. During 1943 reciprocal trade agreements

were signed with Iran, on April 8, and with Iceland, on Aug. 27.

Conclusion of these two agreements increased to 28 the number

of countries with which trade agreements have been concluded

under authority of the Trade Agreements act. The 28 countries,

in the order in which the agreements were signed, were: Cuba,

Brazil, Belgium and Luxembourg, Haiti, Sweden, Colombia, Can-

ada, Honduras, The Netherlands, Switzerland, Nicaragua, Guate-

mala, France, Finland, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Czechoslovakia,

Ecuador, United Kingdom, Turkey, Venezuela, Argentina, Peru,

Uruguay, Mexico, Iran and Iceland. On June 23, public notice

was given of intention to negotiate an agreement with Paraguay.

Negotiations with Bolivia continued. (D. AN.)
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Commerce com-Interstate Commerce Commission.

mission, established Feb. 4, 1887, for the regulation of carriers

engaged in U.S. interstate commerce on land and water, consists

of ii members appointed by the president. From its membership
the commission selects its chairman (J. Haden Alldredge in

1943). On a virtual leave of absence as commissioner in 1943,

Joseph B. Eastman was serving as director of the Office of De-

fense Transportation (q.v.) and Commissioner John L. Rogers
was assistant director of that office, which also utilized the serv-

ices of many of the commission's employees.
In 1943 the carriers subject to the commission's jurisdiction

were called upon to carry an increasing burden of wartime trans-

portation, and many changes in normal modes of operation and

routing of traffic were necessary. Railroad freight traffic reached

a new high record, and passenger travel also increased. Motor-

truck and bus traffic continued to be very heavy. A number of

motor-carrier freight lines adopted plans for co-ordination of

their operations in order to save rubber, gasoline and manpower
by avoiding duplications in service. Many motor carriers and a

few water carriers were granted temporary operating authority to

meet urgent needs for transportation service which could not be

furnished by other means.

The commission's emergency powers with respect to railroad

service proved to be of the utmost importance in 1943. The num-

ber of orders issued in the exercise of these powers exceeded that

for any previous year. These orders were instrumental in pre-

venting any serious or long-continued shortages of railroad

transportation.

In the early part of 1943 the commission reopened for further

hearing the proceeding in which it had authorized certain general

increases in railroad freight rates in 1942. After further hearing

it found that the increased rates were no longer necessary under

current conditions. Accordingly the increases in rates were sus-

pended until July i, 1944. Moderate general rate increases for

motor carriers in certain sections of the country were authorized

in 1943. Hearings in the comprehensive proceedings relating to

class rates and the basic classifications were completed in 1943.

Further progress in the financial reorganization of railroads

under the Bankruptcy act was made during the year. In this way
and by other means the railroads continued to reduce their

fundec} debt and lighten their burden of fixed interest charges.

A revised and simplified edition of the commission's accounting

rules for steam railroads was issued in 1943. (J. H. A.)

Intestinal Disorders: see ALIMENTARY SYSTEM, DISORDERS OF.

There is a growing volume of

evidence that chronic alcoholic

intoxication is the expression of a particular kind of neuroses,

that the problem falls within the purview of the student of per-

sonality, and that treatment is essentially and finally a personal

matter.

The medical writings for 1943 contained no new contributions

for a better understanding or specific solution of chronic alco-

holism. Contributions on the conditioned reflex treatment of

chronic alcoholism continued to occupy attention. This treatment

consisted of establishing, under institutional supervision, a reflex

aversion to the sight, smell, taste and thought of alcoholic bev-

erages, by means of chemically induced emesis.

The controversy of ambulant versus institutional treatment

was revived. The former involved the use of benzedrine sulphate,

the value of which was not fully established, and, also the

activities of "Alcoholics Anonymous" that sought to engage the

alcoholic in social activities in a nondrinking environment, and

offered constructive ways of employing vocational abilities and

leisure time through the advantage of mutual understanding
and past experience. Alcoholism as a disciplinary problem in the

military forces was the subject of comment.

Chemical tests for the presence of alcohol in the blood, as a

diagnostic criteripn of drunkenness, in connection with the prose-
cution of motor traffic violation, seemed to have passed the twi-

light zone of experiment and to have entered the realm of scien-

tific dependability. Some courts of law still refused the admissi-

bility of such evidence where there is absence of consent in sub-

mitting to such tests. Three states recognized by law the relia-

bility of Chemical tests for intoxication and their admissibility

in evidence. Other courts, in the absence of specific legislation,

admitted these results in evidence, and ways and means were

being considered to make such tests compulsory. The supreme
court of one state ruled that the test of intoxication is not the

amount of liquor consumed, but the amount of alcohol in the

blood. (See also LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC; PSYCHIATRY.)

BTIH.IOGRAPHY. Merrill Moore, "A Didactic Note on Alcoholism,"
Jour, of Nervous and Mental Disease, 97:1-5 (1943); S. Alan Challman,
and Merrill Moore, ''The Soldier Who Drinks Too Much," Military Surgeon,
91:648-650 (1942); "Scientific Tests for Intoxication," J.A.M.A., 121:

1377 (1943). (W. L. T.)

Inventions: see PATENTS.

Investment Banking: see BANKING.

Indino
^ m ^orma^on was available on iodine in 1943, be-

lUUIIIu. yond the fact that the supply was sufficient to cover

immediate needs for both war and essential industrial uses. The
United States output was not reported after 1937, but it was
known to have increased materially over the approximately 300,-

ooo Ib. reported in that year. (G. A. Ro.)

IniAIQ
^ north central state of the United States, admitted

lUWdt as the 29th state on Dec. 28, 1846; popularly known
as the "Hawkeye state." Area, 56,280 sq.mi., of which 294 sq.mi.

are water. The population in 1940 was 2,538,268 with 1,084,231

listed as urban and 1,454,037 as rural. Native whites numbered

2,403,446, foreign-born whites, 117,245, Negroes 16,694 and other

non-whites, 883. The bureau of the census estimated the popula-
tion of Iowa on March i, 1943, at 2,308,748, a decrease of 228,-

260. Capital, Des Moines (159,819 in 1940). Other principal

cities: Sioux City (82,364), Davenport (66,039), Cedar Rapids

(62,120), Waterloo (51,743) and Dubuque (43,892).

History. There was no state election in 1943. Officers elected

Nov. 3, 1942, all Republicans, continued in office during 1943:

governor, Bourke B. Hickenlooper; lieutenant governor, Robert

D. Blue; auditor, C. B. Akers; secretary of state, Wayne M.

Ropes; secretary of agriculture, Harry D. Linn; attorney general,

John M. Rankin; and superintendent of public instruction, Jessie

M. Parker. John M. Grimes was appointed treasurer on Oct.

21, 1943, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of W. G. C.

Bagley. The general assembly was in session from Jan. n to

April 8, 1943. Among the acts passed was one providing "rules

of civil procedure/'

Education. For the school year 1941-42 there were 357,049

pupils enrolled in the 10,204 public elementary schools, 133,885

pupils in the 1,006 public high schools and 1,918 students in the

27 junior colleges. There were 24,808 teachers in the public

schools. The property tax levy for schools in the local districts

for the year 1939-40 was $41,711,546.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The state appro-

priation for the year 1943-44 included $8,500,000 for old-age

assistance, $500,000 for state emergency relief and $260,000 for

child welfare and aid to the blind. The state maintained five
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6,600 alumni and former students in December were listed in the

armed forces. For statistics of enrolment, faculty, literary vol-

umes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

penal and correctional institutions with a total of 2,665 inmates

and ten eleemosynary institutions with 11,130 inmates, as of July

i 1943-

Communication. As of July i, 1943, there were 5488-5 m*

of paved primary roads in Iowa and 3,092.7 mi. gravelled or

otherwise surfaced. Construction work on primary roads for the

fiscal year 1942-43 totalled $3,654,242 and maintenance $4,063,-

255. Of the secondary roads 46,967 mi. had been gravelled. At

the close of 1942 there were 9,351.84 mi. of steam railroads in

Iowa and 435.1 mi. of electric intcrurban tracks. Iowa has ap-

proximately 10,297 mi. of telegraph lines and 90,335 mi. of tele-

phone lines, with 594,759 telephones.

Banking and Finance. There were 102 national banks in

Iowa on June 30, 1943, with deposits of $485,790,000 and re-

sources of $515,517,000. The 542 state banks had deposits of

$787,765,327 and resources of $845,261,046. The income of the

state government for 1942-43 was $33,536,537 of which $19,475,-

960 came from, a retail sales tax and $7,781,985 from the income

tax.

Agriculture. There were 208,870 farms in Iowa in 1943 with

34,650,845 ac. For the first eight months of 1943 Iowa iarmers

received a cash income of $1,021,898,000, an increase of approxi-

mately one-third over that for the same period of 1942.

On Jan. i, 1943 there were 13,028,000 hogs on Iowa farms,

1,866,000 sheep, 5,422.000 cattle, 658,000 horses and 39,000

mules.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product* of Iowa, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The total value of products manufactured

in Iowa in 1939 was $718,531,801. There were 2,670 manufactur-

ing establishments with 11,501 salaried employees who received

$-3-535>779 and 65,314 wage earners who received $73,466,119.

Meat packing and butter headed the list of industries. War in-

dustries were built up at Burlington, Ankeny, Cedar Rapids and

other centres.

Mineral Production. In 1942 Iowa ranked 3ist among the

Table \\.--Principol Mineral Product* of Iowa, 1940 and 1939

states in the value of mineral products. (R. A. GA.)

Inu/a
lOWd,

nf
Ol.

An institution of hi*her edu-

cation at Iowa City, la , es-

tablished Feb. 25, 1847. It was the first state university to ad-

mit women on equal standing with men. In March 1943, the uni-

versity began training of army air force pre-meteorology students

And in May the first of some 1,300 army specialized training

cadets* arrived for work in six fields. Civilian .campus enrolment

continued to decline, but with the specialized army units univer-

sity faculty members gave instruction to some 4,700 persons.

The U.S. navy continued to train cadets in a pre-flight program
with a constant total average of 1,800, using facilities of two

men's dormitories, the field house and sports fields. More than

100 men of professorial rank entered government war service and

InillO Qtotfl Pnllarra
Service to the armed forces and for

lUWd OldlC IfUllGgG. the war effort continued and ex-

panded at this land-grant college during 1943. In addition to car-

rying on regular undergraduate and graduate instruction in agri-

culture, engineering, home economics, science and veterinary

medicine, the college had in training some 3,400 men in uniform

at one time. New contingents added during the year included the

navy specialized training program, the second stage of navy avi-

ation training and the army specialized training program. The

quota of sailors in the navy electrical, diesel and cooks and bakers

schools was increased. The college also trained 90 young women
in engineering for the Curtiss-Wright corporation. (For statistics

of enrolment, faculty, library, volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.)

i Known before March 1935 as Persia, a country of west-

II dll. ern Asia bounded on the east by India and Afghanistan,

on the north by the U.S.S.R., on the west by Iraq and Turkey,

and on the southwest and south by the Persian gulf and Arabian

sea; ruled after 1926 as a constitutional kingdom. Ruler: Shah

Mohammed Reza Pahlavi; premier (1943); Ali Suhaili. Area, c.

628,000 sq.mi.; pop. (cst.), 15,000,000. Chief towns: Tehran

(cap., 360,000), Tabriz (220,000), Meshed (140,000), Shiraz

(120,000), Isfahan (100,000). Language, Persian; religion, Mo-
hammedan.

History. Tribal unrest in southern Iran provided an oppor-

tunity for German agents, who tried to direct it toward the

sabotage of the lines of communication between the Persian gulf

and the U.S.S.R. In August the government offered a substantial

reward for the capture of any Germans living without permission

in Iran, and early in the following month ordered the arrest of a

number of Iranians believed to be conspiring with these agents.

A few days later, on Sept. 9. Iran declared war on Germany.
Meanwhile the country had been assisted by the United States

and Great Britain to play its important part in the war by pro-

viding a route for supplies to the soviet union. The United

States army became, during 1943, the leading partner in the

organization of transit across Iran, assuming responsibility for

the operation of the Trans-Iranian railway from the gulf as far

as the Russian-occupied zone, and supplementing with its own

convoys the road service organized in 1941 by the United King-
dom Commercial corporation.

Internally, the rising cost of living and the recurrent local

shortages of food still presented grave problems. There had been

a bread riot in Tehran at the end of 1942, but the situation in

the capital was subsequently eased by the creation of a single

state bakery, distributing 160,000 loaves daily through 28 govern-

ment shops. The Allies also supplied a quantity of grain, and the

harvest promised well. The problems of inflation and of the

unbalanced budget were tackled by Dr. Arthur C. Millspaugh,
who returned to Iran in January as financial adviser, and who
was empowered to make regulations having the force of law.

Qavam es-Saltaneh resigned the premiership in Feb. 1943 and

was^ succeeded by Ali Suhaili, who continued in office until the

autumn elections.*

Two economic agreements were concluded during 1943 by the

Iranian government a reciprocal trade agreement with the

United States, and a settlement of the royalties to be paid by
the Anglo-Iranian Oil company at 4,000,000 a year for the

duration of the war. The company's net profits for 1942 were

more than double those of 1941.
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At the end of November Tehran was the scene of the first

three-cornered conversations between President Roosevelt, Mar-
shal Stalin, and Mr. Churchill. These were followed, on Dec. i,

by a joint declaration of the three leaders which associated the

United States with the assurances given to Iran by Great Britain

and the U.S.S.R. in Jan. 1942. (For the text of the declaration,

see UNITED STATES or AMERICA.)
Education. (1937) 4,939 schools; 273,600 scholars; one uni-

versity at Tehran.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (1942-43) 3,137,-

866,000 rials; expenditure, ordinary (1942-43) ,137,695,000

rials; foreign loan (Dec. 31, 1941) -930,541; public debt (Dec.

31, 1938) 98,900,000 rials; note circulation (Nov. 30, 1942)

2,554,000,000 rials; gold reserve (Nov. 30, 1942) 310,949,000

rials; exchange rate (May 31, 1943) i rial = 3.o;7 cents U.S.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade (merchandise)

1941-42: imports 1,802,400,000 rials; exports 3,405,600,000 rials.

Communications 1938: roads fit for wheeled traffic, c. 8,700 mi.;

railways open to traffic, 1,072 mi.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Production, est.

1937-38 (in metric tons): petroleum, crude (1940) 10,426,000;

wheat 1,942,300; barley 706,900; rice 382,100; cotton (1940-41)

50,000; wool (1940) 15,500; beet sugar (1939-40) 25,200; to-

bacco (1940-41) 12,700.
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Iron ^n ^ra^ state ^ ^e near east? Between Iran
> Syria and

Il3l| Arabia, watered by the Tigris and Euphrates; an inde-

pendent kingdom after 1932, when the British mandate was

terminated. Area, 116,000 sq.mi.; pop. (census Oct. 1934) 3,561,-

ooo (est. Dec. 31, 1939), 3,700,000. Chief towns: Baghdad (cap.

400,000), Mosul (260,000), Basra (180,000). Ruler: King Feisal

II; regent: Prince Abdul-Ilah; premier (1943): General Nuri es-

Sa'id; language: Arabic; religion: Mohammedan.

History. Throughout 1943 Iraq continued to be ruled by the

government which Nuri Pasha Sa'id had formed in Oct. 1942.

The government remained substantially unchanged in personnel.

The most important of the government's acts was its declara-

tion of war on the axis powers (Jan. 16). In its official statement,

the government accused the axis of a hostile attitude toward

Iraq over a long period and of having tried to destroy the

legitimate government and promote disunity. For this reason

and also because it was in the interests of Iraq and of the Arabs

IRAQI "QUISLINGS" In Germany the Mufti of Jerusalem and former Premier

Rashid All el-Gailani appearing in public on the second anniversary of the

British occupation of Iraq in May 1943. The photograph was sent to the

United States through neutral sources

to adhere to the declaration of the United Nations, the Iraqi

government considered itself in a state of war with the axis.

The other important political activity of 1943 was the estab-

lishment of closer ties with other Arabic-speaking countries,

and especially with Egypt. In January the regent and prime
minister and in March the king paid official visits to Cairo. In

July the prime minister went once more in order to discuss with

Nahas Pasha, the Egyptian prime minister, the question of union

between the Arab peoples; he subsequently described the discus-

sions as having had "important results." On the same trip he also

visited Palestine, Trans-Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon, to discuss

the same subject with the authorities, and made statements in

support of the idea of a greater Syrian state.

In internal politics, 1943 saw a revision of the constitution

designed to make possible more stable governments. This re-

ceived the approval of parliament in June. Shortly afterward the

chamber was dissolved, and a general election was held in

October

The economic situation gave some cause for anxiety. There

were inflationary tendencies, and wartime control of supplies was
made difficult by the existence of a well-organized "black market."

The government took severe steps to fight these evils; for ex-

ample it drew up a "law for the reorganization of economic life,"

which set up a higher committee on economic life.

Education. In 1938: elementary schools, government, 741;
scholars 94,368; new schools opened 1938-39, 22; secondary
schools 14; scholars 1,904; intermediate schools 48; scholars

10,611.

Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1941-42) 6,800,000 dinars;

expenditure, ordinary (est. 1941-42) 6,700,000 dinars; notes in

circulation (Jan. 31, 1943) 21,900,000 dinars; foreign assets

reserves (Jan. 31, 1943) 23,400,000 dinars; exchange rate (1943)

(currency based on sterling); i dinar = !i sterling = approx. 403.5
cents U.S.

.
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Trade and Communication. Foreign trade, 1941 (merchan-

dise): imports 6,948,000 dinars; exports, domestic (excluding
crude petroleum) 3,906,000 dinars. Communication: roads open
to traffic (1940), c. 4,000 mi.; railways open to traffic (June

1940), 947 mi.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Production 1938-39

(in metric tons): petroleum, crude (1940), 3,438,000; wheat

600,000; rice 360,000; barley 1,138,400; tobacco 4,000; wool

(1938) 8,300; cotton (1940-41) 3,600; cotton seed (1940-41)

8,500.

Ireland: sec EIRE.

Ireland, Northern.
Northern Ireland forms part of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland but (since 1920) has its own parliament and

executive, with limited powers for local purposes, though also

represented in the imperial parliament by 13 members. Area

5,238 sq.mi.; pop. (June 1939) 1,295,000. Chief cities (pop.
census 1937): Belfast (cap. 438,086), Londonderry (47,813).

Language: English; religion: Christian (Roman Catholic,

33-75%; Presbyterian, 31.4%; Episcopalian, 27%). Ruler and
national flag, as for Great Britain. Governor: the duke of Aber-

corn; premier (1943): Sir Basil Brooke.

History. In spite of some labour unrest at the beginning of

the year, the war effort of Northern Ireland developed rapidly

during 1943. The number of registered unemployed persistently

declined, reaching a record low level of 12,500 by mid-October.

On May i Prime Minister J. M. Andrews yielded to the pres-

sure of malcontents within his own party and resigned his office.

His place was taken by Sir Basil Brooke, who retained his former
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position as minister of commerce and production. The cabinet

was reconstituted as follows: minister of finance, Major J. M.

Sinclair; minister of home affairs, William Lowry, K.C.; minister

of labour, William Grant
;
minister of education, the Rev. Pro-

fessor Corkey; minister of agriculture, the Rev. Robert Moore;
minister of public security, H. C. Midgley. Only the attorney

general (J. C. MacDermott, K.C.), the parliamentary secretary

to the ministry of education (Mrs. Parker), the chief whip (Sir

Norman Strong), and the parliamentary secretary to the prime
minister (Sir J. Davidson) retained their former positions in the

government.

Two Northern Ireland seats in the British House of Commons
were filled in the course of the year. J. Beattie (West Belfast)

became the first Labour M.P. to represent an Ulster constituency

at Westminster, and V. Dermot Campbell retained the County
Antrim seat for the Unionist party. !

;
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It was announced that the Belfast city administrators, ap-

pointed by virtue of the Belfast County Borough Administration

act (1942), would shortly cease to hold office. .

Considerable progress was made in the preparation of plans for

postwar reconstruction. The Northern Ireland planning advisory

board continued its investigations into postwar problems and in

some fields the drafting of tentative plans was reported to be

well advanced. On the initiative of the board, the ministry of

home affairs began a detailed survey of housing conditions in the

province. The planning commission (a body of experts mainly

concerned with the more technical aspects of physical reconstruc-

tion) was reported to have prepared a master plan for the whole

of Northern Ireland into which local authorities would be in-

vited to fit their detailed plans for postwar building and redevel-

opment. Committees to consider the future of the linen industry

and agriculture were also set up by the ministries concerned.

There was considerable public agitation during the year con-

cerning the serious housing situation, particularly in Belfast. In

spite of the fact that more than 44,000 war-damaged houses had

been made habitable, the shortage of housing accommodation

remained acute. In November the government offered a subsidy

of 390 per house for the immediate erection of 750 houses in

Belfast. ;
: (An. B.)

Education. In 1941-42: elementary schools 1,681; scholars

183,872; secondary schools 75; scholars 14,772; university

students 1,626; technical schools 60; students 20,462.

Finance. Revenue (est. 1943-44) 51,825,000; expenditure

(est. 1943-44) (including 31,800,000 imperial contribution, and

surplus 111,000) 51,825,000; 1942-43, estimated revenue,

41,797,000; estimated expenditure (including 21,300,000 im-

perial contribution, and surplus 84,000) 41,797,000; exchange

rate (1943) 1 = 403.5 cents U.S.

Trade and Communication. External trade 1938: imports,

54,385,000; exports, 51,061,000. Communication 1939: roads

fit for motor traffic, 13,043 mi.; railways, standard gauge 741 mi.,

narrow 121 mi.; canals 180 mi. Shipbuilding, tonnage launched

(1938) 79468; value of linen goods exported (1938) 5,480,000.

Agriculture. Total area under crops 1942, 1,263,131 ac., in-

cluding 522,050 ac. cereal crops, 187,320 potatoes, 72,996 flax,

and 435,429 ac. hay. Cattle 826,651; sheep 741,601; pigs 271,-

227; poultry 13,339,558. In 1941-42, cattle and sheep to value of

2,820.000, bacon and pigs to value of 2,480,000, eggs 3,500,-

ooo, potatoes 850,000, and fruit more than 500,000 were

shipped from Northern Ireland to Great Britain.

Irish Free State: see EIRE.

STEEL PRODUCTION in the United States; monthly average percentage of

capacity (figures compiled by American Iron and Steel Institute)

pig iron and steel. Production data were suppressed by all of the

major producers except the United States 4

Iron Ore. Such information as was available in 1943 on world

iron ore production is shown in Table I.

Production of usable iron ore in the United States in 1942 rose

to 118,189,336 short tons, from 141,710,416 tons of crude ore,

an increase of about 14% over 1941. The Lake Superior district

accounted for about 90% of the total ore shipped. Production

for the first three quarters of 1943 totalled about 90,000,000 tons

of usable ore, of which the Lake Superior district supplied
about 86%.
Lake shipments were hampered in the spring of 1943 by a

late clearance of ice from the lakes, and again in the winter by

early freezes. The November shipments were down to 6,940,503

tons, from 11,612,542 tons in the same period of 1942. Total

shipments for the 1942 season, at 102,596,379 tons, cannot be

duplicated in 1943, though ore consumption has been materially

greater than in 1942, and the deficit has had to be supplied from

other sources.

Although Canada is not normally a producer of iron ore, be-

cause of the ready accessibility of rich ores from the United

States and Newfoundland, war demand led to several rather

extensive new developments in Ontario, Quebec and British

Columbia. All three provinces were paying bounties on iron ore,

Table I. World Production of Iron Ore

(Tn millions of long tons)

Iron and Steel.
For convenience in coverage, this subject

is subdivided into three heads iron ore,
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TobU II. WorM Production of Fig (ran

(In millions of long tons)

to promote output.

Ore production of the Wabana mines in Newfoundland in-

creased from 950,000 tons in 1941 to 1,200,000 tons in 1942, but

exports declined from 1,235,000 tons to 980,000 tons, and the

mine was closed for several months early in 1943 because of

accumulated stocks.

Pig Iron. In addition to the. record of earlier years, as shown

in Table II, the following text presents such later information

as was available in 1943. The output of blast furnaces in the

United States rose from 56,686,604 short tons in 1941 to 60,903,-

304 tons in 1942, including 59,077,544 tons of pig iron and 1,827,-

360 tons of ferroalloys. Ore consumption was 110,424,000 tons.

The expansion program for new blast furnace capacity was about

complete, 9 out of 10 furnaces under construction being sched-

uled to start operation before January i, 1944.

Canadian production in 1942 included 1,975,015 short tons of

pig iron and 213,636 tons of ferroalloys, a total of 2,188,651 tons.

Through October 1943, Canadian furnaces with an annual capac-

ity of 2,756,160 tons turned out 1,478,760 tons of pig iron and

185,480 tons of ferroalloys, a total of 1,664,240 tons, against

1,817,391 tons in the same period of 1942.

Spanish production was declining slightly, having been 580,771

metric tons in 1940, 536,865 tons in 1941 and 528,417 tons in

1942, and at a rate of 524,000 tons during the first quarter of

1943-

Steel. As with pig iron, Table III shows past performance,

and the text gives whatever later information was received.

Table III.- Wor/J Production of Sto/

(In millions of long tons)

Steel production in the United States in 1942 reached a total

of 86,029,921 short tons, an increase of 4% over 1941. Plant

operation averaged 96.8% of capacity for the year, with a high

of 101.3% in October. The production goal for 1943 was 91,500,-

ooo tons but this could not be attained, since the total through

November was 81,589,202 tons, with a probable total of 89,000,-

ooo tons for the full year. The chief reason for the failure to

reach the desired total was the succession of four coal strikes

during the year, as a result of which blast furnaces in several

areas had to be banked during the strike periods due to shortage

of coke. To a lesser degree, shortage of scrap was also a con-

tributing factor, particularly during the latter half of the year.

Purchased scrap constituted 45% of the total scrap consumed in

1942, but only 42% in August 1943. In an effort to remedy this

shortage, an intensive drive for the collection of scrap was carried

on during the last quarter of the year.

Steel production in Canada failed in 1943 to show the marked

increase that had been made in 1942; production through Oct.

1943 totaled 2,509,712 short tons (a rate of 3,012,000 tons for

the full year), in comparison with 3,121,361 tons in 1942. Scrap

was more plentiful in Canada than in the United States, the

scrap content of the furnace charge running better than 54%.

against less than 50% in the United States. (See also BUSINESS

REVIEW; METALLURGY.) (G. A. Ro.)

Iron and Steel Institute, American: sec AMERICAN IRON

AND STEEL INSTITUTE.

IrriffOtifin
United States. Snow surveys made by the U.S.

IlllgdUUII. department of agriculture throughout the n west-

ern states at predetermined intervals resulted in irrigation water

supply forecasts for the several basins of this area. These fore-

casts promised an abundant water supply for the entire irrigated

west with the exception of southern Utah, Arizona and eastern

New Mexico, where no serious shortage was forecast, but con-

servation was recommended. These forecasts proved to be very

accurate, so that there was neither a reduction nor loss of irri-

gated crops.

War activities in the United States, as in all other countries of

the civilized world, caused retrenchment or complete cessation

of most civil improvements during 1943. Only such construction

of new works or expansion of irrigated areas as were necessary

to produce more food or fibre wrere undertaken.

On other than federal irrigation projects, the Imperial Valley

Irrigation district led in major activities, although here, too, all

operations were very seriously handicapped and had to be cur-

tailed by reason of shortage of labour. This shortage affected

all departments of this 5oo,ooo-ac. district but was especially

serious in canal-maintenance work and drainage construction.

The Ail-American canal continued to function satisfactorily ex-

cept for the lower end. It was operated by the U.S. bureau of

reclamation, since there remained minor construction work before

the operation could be turned over to the district. For the power

system of the district, there was a gradual increase in both power
load and power sales during the year. Following negotiations of

more than 12 months, the district took over ownership of the

electric properties of the California Electric Power company as

the result of a $6,000,000 issue of revenue bonds voted by the

district. This was expected to greatly increase the efficiency of

the district's power distribution system.

In general, the crop situation was quite satisfactory. Yields

were good and prices above average. Some difficulty was experi-

enced with farm labour, there being a serious shortage at times

However, all crops were harvested with little if any loss from

lack of labour. The co-operation of the Mexican government with
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the government of the United States in supplying Mexican farm

labour was very helpful. The total acreage of crops was about

the same as for 1942. However, some shift was made from alfalfa

and vegetables to flax. The area given over to the various crops

in 1943 was as follows: Flax 144,618 ac.; alfalfa 114,085 ac.;

garden crops 53,738 a c.; barley 32,848 ac.; rice 7,701 ac. All

other crops, including sugar beets and citrus totalled 31,909 ac.,

making a grand total of 384,899 ac. farmed and irrigated within

the boundaries of the district.

In central California the Nevada Irrigation district vofed new
bonds in the amount of $1,500,000, part of which was to be used

to complete purchase of irrigation works and for the enlargement
of the Bear River canal. The balance of the funds was for con-

struction of Scotts Flat dam on Deer creek, extension of the

Deer Creek South canal, and construction of the Combe-Ophir
canal. Preliminary work was undertaken at the Scotts Flat dam

clearing the reservoir site and drilling the outlet tunnel, but

actual construction was not to be undertaken until the conclusion

of the war.

Federal irrigation activities continued to remain under the

U.S. bureau of reclamation. As a result of the efforts of that

bureau to bring about increased war-food production, the war

board in 1943 lifted stop-construction orders on 13 of the

bureau's irrigation projects on which the board had previously

halted work in the fall of 1942, in order to save labour and stra-

tegic materials for strictly war purposes. The extensions of irri-

gation service on these developments, scattered over eight west-

ern states, were designed to provide water for 200,000 additional

acres of land in 1944, 793,000 ac. by 1945, and a total of more

than 1,000,000 ac. by 1946.

Work was halted in the fall of 1942 on practically all irriga-

tion construction on bureau of reclamation projects. The War
Food administration, which recommended the resumption of

construction on the majority of the 13 projects approved, also

made favourable recommendations on 13 additional projects and

had under consideration about 50 others. From the 4,000,000 ac.

already irrigated by the bureau of reclamation, crops valued at

$272,000,000 were harvested in 1942. A crop value of at least

that much was expected for the 1943 harvest. The bureau had 71

projects in operation, under construction or authorized, 52 of

which were generating power or supplying water for irrigation or

other beneficial uses. The storage capacity of 81 of its reservoirs

in 1943 reached a new high of more than 64,000,000 ac.-ft.

Shasta dam on the Sacramento river, key structure of the vast

Central Valley project (California), was about 90% complete.

This structure was to contain 5,556,700 cu.yd. of concrete, and

ultimately will be more massive than Boulder dam and higher

than Grand Coulee. Two of five generators, each rated at more

than 70,000 k\v., were being installed.

The Green Mountain dam of the Colorado-Big Thompson
project (Colorado), with its power plant of more than 20,000

kw., was completed early in 1943. Construction to increase the

height of the Altus dam (Lugert-Altus project, .Oklahoma) to

supply additional water, was completed.

Other dams under construction in 1943 by the bureau of

reclamation included Keswick dam (Central Valley project,

Calif.), Wickiup dam (Dcschutes project, Oregon), Anderson

Ranch dam (Idaho), Deerfield dam (South Dakota), Jackson
Gulch dam (Colorado) and the Newton dam and Scofield dam

(Utah). In addition there were many smaller structures, including
canals and aqueducts^ under construction.

Argentina. Irrigation systems are under federal and pro-
vincial control. In the most important and productive provinces
the distribution works were constructed by the irrigators with

some aid from the provincial government and in some cases from

the federal government. In other provinces and in national ter-

ritories, the federal government was the principal builder of ir-

rigation works in many cases to promote settlement in remote

regions of the country.

A marked interest arose in all of the country in the construc-

tion of reservoirs for conservation and flood control, and new

appropriations were authorized for construction of large dams.

During 1942, construction of the Nihuil dam across the Atuel

river in Mendoza province was started and continued into

1943. This structure was to extend and improve service to 172,-

900 ac. of land already partly irrigated. In the province of C6r-

doba, the San Roque, La Vina and Cruz del Eje dams were

completed.

These dams are for irrigation, flood control and hydroelectric

power.

During 1943 the national government also started construction

on Cadillal dam (145,985 ac.-ft. capacity) and the Escaba dam

(102,190 ac.-ft.), both in the province of Tucuman. These reser-

voirs were expected to permit the improvement and extension

of the present irrigated area to a total of 172,900 ac. of sugar

cane, tobacco and citrus in this sub-tropical zone.

Canada. In 1935 there was set up in the dominion of

Canada, a federal agency known as the Canadian Prairie Farm
Rehabilitation administration, which had headquarters in Regina,

Saskatchewan. This agency developed a water program for post-

war years, to cost more than $100,000,000 and to involve recla-

mation work on the Canadian prairies. It was to include an enor-

mous amount of dam construction and ditch-digging, affording

employment for thousands of men and many contractors. Eight

irrigation projects costing $17,000,000 were in 1943 ready for

immediate construction after the war ends, while six more, to

cost about $1,500,000, were virtually ready. Twelve more proj-

ects to cost an estimated $48,000,000 were in preliminary stage

of development, while an additional six with an estimated cost

of $15,000,000 were yet unsurveyed. The agency had in mind

the development of another group for power and irrigation,

which when completed would cost about $30,000,000.

Mexico. After the creation of the Mexican Commission of

Irrigation in 1926, it did much to promote irrigation agriculture

in that country. During the period 1941 to 1946 it was planning

new irrigation works to serve approximately 1,750,000 ac. This

would bring the total to 2,500,000 irrigated acres, which it was

estimated would affect a total population of over 1,000,000 people

by the close of 1946.

As in the United States, the irrigated regions of Mexico were

the only agricultural zones where it was relatively easy to bal-

ance agricultural production. It was intended, therefore, that

these regions would serve as a central nucleus when agriculture

in the postwar period would be co-ordinated with the economies

of all the countries of the world and especially the Americas.

There was evident a well-formed plan of development by the

Mexican government to raise the living standards of the Mexican

rural population.

Peru. The Peruvian government approved plans for an irriga-

tion project to cost $15,000,000. This project compared favour-

ably in size with any in the South American countries, involving

about 250,000 ac. Approximately half of this acreage was in

1943 only partially or inadequately irrigated and the balance in

desert. The project was located just north of the Chimbote bay

region on the western slope of the Andes. In the irrigation pro-

gram there was to be also hydroelectric development of about

100,000 kw. from the flow of the Santa river. The development
was expected to extend over a period of about 3 to 8 years.

Venezuela. The government of Venezuela undertook from

1941 on a program of irrigation development. Five small proj-
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ects completed would furnish irrigation water for about 29,640

ac., and it had under study and fairly well advanced in prelim-

inary surveys, another group of projects totalling about 434,-

720 ac.

During 1942, Venezuela enacted a reclamation law which pro-
vided for the granting of concessions for use of water occurring
on public lands under specified time-limiting conditions. Certain

provisions also governed development and appropriation of

ground water for use in irrigation. Reclamation was governed and

directed by a Federal Water commission created by the 1942
Reclamation act.

(See also DAMS; DROUGHT; SOIL EROSION AND SOIL CONSERVA-

TION.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. R. Lewis, "Practical Irrigation," U.S. Department
of Agriculture Farmers' Bulletin No. 1^22 (1943); Carl Rohwer, "Design
and Operation of Small Irrigation Pumping Plants." U.S. Department of

Agriculture Circular No. 678 (1943); F. J. Veihmeyer and A. H. Hcndrick-
son, "Essentials of Irrigation and Cultivation of Orchards," California Agri-
cultural Extension Service Circular No. 50 (rev. 1943). (A. T. M.)

Italian Colonial Empire.

*939 was affected by the war

in common with the rest of the world. The figure for

non-Arabian pilgrims at Mecca in 1942 fell to about 25,000

(19,000 in 1941), compared with nearly 60,000 in 1939. This was

accounted for not only by the scarcity of shipping but by the

unsettled political conditions in overseas countries. On the other

hand, the progress of modernity in Islam was evidenced not only
in Turkey but in India, Egypt, and North Africa generally.

During 1943 the Moslem league in India greatly strengthened

its position and extended its influence. El Azhar university in

Egypt was exploring modern ideas and modern methods more

and more and under the influence of its progressive leader, the

Sheikh al-Maraghi, was finding considerable points of contact in

Moslem theology with modern movements. The modern Arabic

press was developing a technique of its own, and serving as a

valuable link between historic traditions and modern needs. The

intellectual confusion in France was helping in the emancipation

of Moslem ideas in North Africa, which hitherto had been under

French hegemony. The social services under the ministry of

health in Turkey were proceeding actively with a ten-year plan

which would give the lead to other Islamic countries. There

were no notable literary developments of the ideas of modern

Islam during 1943, but the Moslem press in Egypt and India con-

tinued to give support to reasonable progressive views about

unity and inter-communications in the Moslem world.

(A. Y. A.)

lsl of Man: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

The accompanying table gives

essential information relating
to the so-called Italian colonial empire. The year 1943 confirmed

the virtual disappearance of the Italian colonial empire as such.

Italian forces were driven out of Libya by the end of January
and a British military government under Brigadier Lush was
set up. Military courts were established to deal with espionage,

looting, and violence, and all fascist organizations, both political
and educational, were dissolved. The Italian civil and criminal

courts were allowed to continue, and in Tripolitania, though some

4,000 prominent fascists had fled, enough Italians were left to

staff the administration under British control. Food shortage was
a considerable problem at first in Tripolitania owing to previous
German looting, but the Italian colonists soon returned to their

farms. In Cyrenaica the administrative problem was simplified

by the evacuation of the whole Italian civil population with the

retreating axis armies, and the farms there were worked by
Arabs. The lira continued to circulate, together with the British

military currency at the rate of 480 lire to the .

In Albania, the conquest of which in 1939 nad n t been recog-
nized by the United States and Great Britain, there were many
cabinet changes during the first, half of 1943, indicating the un-

easy situation there. On Jan. 19 the Kruja cabinet resigned and
Ekrem Libohova, a former foreign minister, formed a govern-

ment; on Feb. 13 he was succeeded by Maliq Bushati (foreign
minister 1939-41), but on May 12 Libohova resumed the pre-

miership. On March 17 General Alberto Pariani became governor-

general in succession to Jacomini. After the surrender of Italy in

Sept. 1943, the Germans announced that Italian troops in the

Balkans were being disarmed and that Albania and the whole
Dalmatian coast were under the control of German and Croat

troops. Throughout 1943 there were constant acts of sabotage
and violence against the occupying authorities, and guerrilla fight-

ing, in which Italians often assisted the Albanians, increased after

the assumption of control by the Germans.

The Italian surrender also had grave repercussions in the Do-
decanese. The garrison at Rhodes surrendered immediately to the

Germans and, in spite of Allied landings during September and
October on Leros, Cos, Castclorizzo and Kalymnos, the Germans

gradually took over all the islands. At the beginning of October

the Germans captured Cos and Stampalia, on Nov. 16 Leros was

recaptured from the Allies, and on Nov. 19 they reported the

capture from the Italians of Patmos, Lipso and Nicaria. (Sec
WORLD WAR II.)

On Oct. 13 it was announced in the British parliament that

an assurance had been received from the Badoglio government

Italian Colonial Empire*

*See the first paragraph of the accompanying article.

fLibyan population census 1936, Italians excepted, the latter (approx. 150,000) being included in Italy.



that the king would in future be referred to only as the king of

Italy. (See also ALBANIA; ETHIOPIA; YUGOSLAVIA.)

(C. M. CL.)

Italian East Africa: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Italian Literature.
Italy's emergence as a major theatre

of war dwarfed by comparison every
manifestation of the country's cultural activity. The bombing
of Italian cities, the invasion of the peninsula, the downfall of

the fascist government and the ensuing dislocation of the coun-

try's life made it virtually impossible to garner material sufficient

for a fair estimate of the Italian literary output for 1943. How-

ever, from what little is known, it appears that nothing of dis-

tinction or importance appeared either in the field of drama or

fiction. New editions of old novels, dating back to 60 years, served

perforce as substitutes for the reading public. On the other

hand, literary and historical research continued to hold a promi-
nent place. The Regio Istituto di Studi Romani published

Ciaceri's Opera di Tito Livio e la Moderna Critica Storica, be-

sides a series of studies on the influence of Rome, over Greece,

Rumania and other Latin countries. The Istituto di Studi Filoso-

fici initiated publication of the Edizione Nazionale del Classici

del Pensiero, with A. Giuliano and E. Castelli as editors. This

collection was to include rare and inedited works by outstanding

Italian thinkers from the middle ages to our day. Under the title

Biblioteca Universale "La Mcridiana" Sansoni brought out in va-

rious languages the first ten volumes of an ambitious scries of the

most distinguished contributions to art and science. V. De Barthol-

omaeis' compilation of religious plays of the i5th and i6th cen-

turies, Laudi Drammatiche c Rappresentazioni Sacre, was pub-
lished by Le Monnier. The Ccntro Di Studi Manzoniani spon-

sored M. Pareriti's Immaglni della vita e dci tempi di A. Man-
zoni. A. Bruers assembled in a single volume (Zanichelri) his

scattered essays on literary criticism. An analysis of the person-

ality and works of L. Chiarclli was published by M. Lo Vecchio

Musti (Cenacolo). . ,
... v'-'v*.

,,

The most significant works by Italian writers in exile included

What To Do With Italy by Gaetano Salvemini and G. La Piana

(New York); G. A. Borgese's Common Cause (New York); L.

Weiczen-Giuliani's Historia del Socialismo en el Siglo XX (Mex-

ico) and volume III of Quaderni Italian* (New York), devoted

in great part to the role played by the Italian anti-fascists and

the Vatican in the Spanish Civil War.

The meagre information which filtered through the press re-

vealed that a strong reaction had set in against the young Italian

writers who poured out the pent-up anguish of their turbulent

adolescence in their books.

Still more vocal was the revulsion against the very pillars

of the dictatorship: "propaganda, rhetoric, superficiality and

confusion."

These healthy symptoms, together with the undercurrents per-

ceptible in Italian literature after World War I, the return to

militant liberalism by such men as the philosopher Benedetto

Croce and Professor Adolfo Omodeo, President of Naples uni-

versity, and the spirit which imbued the works of Italian writers

in exile, were heartening portents of the revival which we may ex-

pect in Italian letters.

Fascism, during its 20 years of power, could not boast of a

single outstanding fascist writer and did not succeed in leaving

behind it a single literary work worth remembering and it was

to the credit of the young Italian writers who preferred escapism
or silence to the dictator's prizes and laurels. (M. F. C.)

Italian Somaliland: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.
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COLUMN OF U.S. JEEPS heading inland after the initial Allied beachhead had
been established near Salerno, Italy, Sept. 9, 1943

Itoltl
^ kingdom consisting mainly of the peninsula projecting

lldlj* south into the Mediterranean from the mass of central

Europe. The land boundaries, which reach as far north as

464o', are formed by France, Switzerland, Germany and Yugo-
slavia. Capital, Rome. Ruler: King Victor Emmanuel III.

National flag: green, white and red in vertical stripes, with the

arms in the white stripe.
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ITALIAN CAMPAIGN 1943
SCALE OF MILES
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Area and Population. Excluding Libya: area 119.764 sq.mi.;

pop. (est. Jan. i, 1940) 44,815,000. Chief cities (pop. 1936):
Rome (1,155,722), Milan (1,115,848), Naples (865,913), Genoa

(634,646), Turin (629,115). Language, Italian; religion, Roman
Catholic.

History. By Jan. 1943, the Italian people had become thor-

oughly apathetic toward the war. Nothing that Mussolini did or

said could make them otherwise. On Feb. 5 the duce forced the

resignation of twelve members of his cabinet, including his own son-

in-law, Count Ciano, and two days later he reorganized his entire

administration. But no change in personnel could help now. The

bread ration of his countrymen had fallen to one third below

the lowest figure quoted for World War I; a swarm of British

bombers constantly blasted Turin, Milan, and Genoa; Russian

victories in the east decimated Italian divisions brigaded with

nazi armies; and finally in May it wag evident that the conquest
of Libya and Tunisia by the Anglo-French-American forces

during the first five months of 1943 had ended Italy's African

empire.

By the end of spring invasion from Africa seemed imminent.

But before Italy and Sicily could be attacked, it was first, neces-

sary to subdue the islet of Pantclleria, 40 mi. from Tunis, 65

from Sicily. This was accomplished, and exclusively by air as-

sault, on June n. One month later, July 10, the Americans and
British invaded Sicily, which fell 38 days later.

Quite as important as this feat of arms was the deposition of

Mussolini on July 25. The duce, it seems, at Inst demanded too

many sacrifices for even the fascist grand council to accept, and

by a sudden coup d'etat, Marshal Pietro Badoglio arrested

fascism's founder in the name of the king and spirited him away
into captivity. Badogllo made a pretense of continuing the fight-

ing, but sooiv agreed to unconditional surrender. When this was

announced the first week in September, the enraged Germans

occupied Naples, Rome, Milan, Turin and other cities. Riots

promptly broke out everywhere in northern Italy but quickly
were suppressed. Badoglio's government declared war on Ger-

many but Mussolini, rescued by the German luftwaffe and backed

by German bayonets, reappeared in Italy once more, claiming

that he stood for an Italian republic. Italian soldiers in Croatia,

Albania, Greece, and in the Dodecanese Islands were disarmed

by angry German detachments. The Italian fleet steamed to

Malta, losing one battleship en route by German bombing.
On Sept. 3 the invasion of the Italian mainland commenced as

the British 8th army crossed from Sicily to the toe of Italy. The

following week the American 5th army under Gen. Mark Clark

landed at Salerno. The Americans had grave difficulty in securing

their beachhead; the Germans, indeed, were so confident of

victory that they announced that the Americans had been driven

into the sea, and as a matter of fact this almost happened. It

was a good ten days before Clark's 5th army could be considered

firmly established on shore, and not until Sept. 17 did it make
contact with the British 8th army marching up from the south

against little opposition. The Germans retreated promptly to the

north, making a shambles of Naples as they did so. That city
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ground are of axis ships sunk previously by Allied bombers

was the American objective, but so high were the mountains

that stood between it and Salerno, that it was Oct. i before

American troops occupied the important port. They found a

wrecked city, the harbour junked with -dynamited ships, water

and lighting facilities ruined and a population starving, drawing
its drinking water from the sewers. Even the library of the

University of Naples was looted and ruined by the Germans, who
also set time bombs in hotels and in the post office so that the

maximum number of Italian and American lives might be taken

even after the city was evacuated.

Meanwhile on Sept. 30 a conference took place on a British

battleship between Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, Allied commander-

in-chief, and Marshal Badoglio.

During the last quarter of 1943 the political question of what
should be done to Italy and who should govern Italy attracted

almost as much attention as the continuance of the war. Scarcely

any Italians wanted Victor Emmanuel to remain as king, but

some did believe that a liberal and anti-fascist monarchy under
his son, or perhaps a regency for his grandson, would be the

best solution for their country. This seemed to be the opinion
of Count Carlo Sforza, Italy's foremost anti-fascist exile, who
expressed himself as willing to collaborate with the monarchy
but not with Badoglio. Other Italians, however, made it quite
evident by mass meetings, or by attempted mass meetings (one
of which was forbidden by the Allied military government in

Naples), that not only Badoglio but the house of Savoy must
be eliminated. Roosevelt meanwhile assured the Italian people
that they would ultimately determine entirely for themselves

their own form of government, and with this pledge even Stalin

apparently was content, for the U.S.S.R. associated herself with

Britain and the United States in a joint resolution to the effect

that complete guarantees concerning freedom of speech, assem-

bly, and the press, together with the final elimination of all
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traces of the fascist regime, must for the time being be consid-

ered subordinate to military objectives.

Those objectives soon became apparent as the British 8th

army advanced up the eastern coast of Italy, securing after

desperate German resistance the great Foggia air base on Sept.

28 and coming abreast of the American 5th army, which, with

several British divisions attached to it, was pushing northward

toward Rome.
Three months of steady fighting during October, November,

and December brought both armies nearer their goal, but progress

was slow. Torrential rains bogged down the invaders and the

terrain was mountainous. As 1943 ended the Allies were still 75

to 80 mi. from Rome. (See WORLD WAR II.)

Education. Public elementary schools in 1937-38, 131,580;

pupils, 5.411,596. Students in secondary schools, 647,505; in

universities, 77,429. A special school charter of 1939 required

all education in Italy to have a fascist stamp.

Finance. Estimates for year ending June 30, 1940: revenue,

24,560,000,000 lire; expenditure, 29,316,000,000 lire. Lira quoted
Dec. 1939 at 5 cents; in June 1941, 5.262 cents.

Trade and Communication. In 1939: imports, 11,061,000,-

ooo lire; exports, 8,007,000,000 lire. Railways, 17,824 mi. Ship-

ping: 2,301 sailing vessels, 1,057 steamships, 293 motorships.

Total more than 2,200,000 short tons.

Agriculture, Manufacture and Minerals. Livestock in

1938: horses, 791,120; asses, 791,390; mules, 431,150; cattle,

7,666,890; pigs, 2,940,440; sheep, 9,467,400; goats, 1,828,070.

In short tons: wheat 1,369,000,000; maize 410,000,000; beans

179,000,000; olives 225,000,000.

Most important industry, textiles, with 938 factories in 1938.

In minerals, sulphur continued to lead, there being mined, in

1938, 2,604,735 short tons, to 930,000 tons of iron pyrites, next

competing mineral. (Sec also ALBANIA; ANTI-SEMITISM
;

FAS-

CISM; ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE; NAVIES OF THE WORLD.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. G. Woolbert, Itdly's Role in the European Conflict.
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Voreign Policy Association reports (May 1940); L. E. Frechtling, ibid.

(Feb. 1941). G. and F. Nicotri, Freedom for Italy (1942); C. Sforza, The
Real Italians (1942); H. L. Matthews, The Fruits of Fascism (1943).

(W. P. HL.)

Ivory Coast: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Jacobs, William Wymark ("W. W.")
was born Sept. 8, at Wapping, east London. He attended private
school and for 16 years held .a civil service post in a savings
bank department. His books on seafaring men and dockyard

hands, speaking through their characters, displayed a gentle
humour and economy of style. Though his seamen were rarely

at sea, their adventures or misadventures ashore provided many
a thrilling tale. His first volume of short stories, Many Cargoes

(1896), had an immediate success and was followed by two
similar volumes, The Skipper's Wooing (1897) and Sea Urchins

(1898). One of his most famous short stories, The Monkey's
Paw, came to be regarded as a "horror" classic and was dramatized

for the screen, stage and radio. An omnibus, Snug Harbour,

containing some 17 volumes of his work, was published in 1931.

Jacobs died in London, Sept. i. ?

Jamaica: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

lonon ^n emP*re > consisting of a chain of islands in the west-

udjJdll. ern Pacific, stretching from South Sakhalin (Karafuto)

(50 latitude) to the South Seas mandated islands, which extend

over a great expanse of the Pacific, some being located near the

equator. The Japanese empire includes Chosen (q.v.) on the

mainland of Asia and the small Kwantung leased territory, with

the city of Dairen, at the tip of the Liaotung peninsula. Chosen,
Formosa (Taiwan) (q.v.) and South Sakhalin, together with the

South Seas islands, are administered as colonies. The area of the

Japanese empire is 263,359 sq.mi., of Japan proper (the four large

islands, Honshu, Hokkaido, Shikoku and Kyushu, with many ad-

jacent smaller islands) 148,756 sq.mi. Population of the empire

(census of 1935) was 97,697,555, of Japan proper, 69,254,148.

An estimate of the Cabinet Statistics bureau placed the popula-

tion of the empire at 103,087,100 on Dec. i, 1937. The same

source estimated the population of Japan proper at 72,875,800,

as of Oct. i, 1939.

Capital, Tokyo (q.v.). Japan's six largest cities are Tokyo

(pop. 5,875,667, census of 1935; 6,581,100, estimate of 1930);

Osaka (pop. 2,989,874, census; 3,394,200, estimate), Nagoya

(pop. 1,082,816, census; 1,249,100, estimate), Kyoto (pop. 1,080,-

593, census; 1,177,200, estimate), Kobe (912,179, census; 1,006,-

100, estimate) and Yokohama (704,290, census; 866.200, esti-

mate). Buddhism is the most prevalent religion, followed by Shin-

toism, the indigenous faith of Japan. There were 41,127.307

Buddhists in Japan in 1936, 16,525,840 Shintoists, 215,166

Japanese Christians of Protestant denominations, 111,856 Roman
Catholics and 41,251 Greek Orthodox believers in 1938. U.S.

and British missionary work was suspended after the outbreak of

the war, but Japanese Christians remained free to profess their

faith.

The Japanese sovereign is Emperor Hirohito. The prime min-

ister during 1943 was Gen. Hideki Tojo.

History. The second year of Japan's war against the western

powers, which began with the attack on Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7,

1941, differed appreciably in strategic outline from the first.

During 1943 Japan was entirely on the defensive. No major Jap-

anese offensive was launched in any direction. The Japanese
forces which had occupied Attu, in the Aleutians, were destroyed

and a larger force, which had established itself on Kiska. in tin-

same region, slipped away under cover of fog. Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's campaign in northeastern New Guinea moved ahead.

There were successful landing operations in New Britain, directed

against the main advanced Japanese base of Rabaul. The last

Japanese centre of resistance in the New Georgia group, Buiroka

Harbor, was evacuated by the Japanese. The Americans occupied

Vila, on Kolombongara Island, and effected landings on Bougain-

ville, northernmost of the larger islands of the Solomon group.
An offensive from another direction was launched when a

marine force late in November occupied the small Gilbert group
of islands.

The balance of naval force in the Pacific during 1943 shifted

so much in favour of the United States that it became a part of

American naval strategy to tempt or provoke the Japanese main
fleet into a decisive engagement by sending task forces to attack

points well within the range of Japanese naval power.

Except for some stiffening of U.S. air support, there was rto

major change in the military situation in China during 1943. Jap-
anese local attacks in the "rice bowl" area of China, in Hunan

province, south of the Yangtze river, and in the rugged Salwccn

river region of Yunnan led to no important results. No impor-
tant city changed hands. The so-called Ledo road, being pushed
into China from northern Assam under the direction of a U.S.

engineering force, made further progress. American public opin-

THE SLOGAN "AAA" (Asia for the Asiatics) appeared throughout Japanese
conquered territories in 1943
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ion was shocked by the news in April that some of the aviators

who had taken part in the Doolittle raid on Tokyo in April 1942

had been put to death after some kind of trial by the Japanese

authorities.

While the territorial results of 1943 were much less favourable

for Japan than those of 1942, Japan remained in possession of all

its major conquests of the first months of the war. The Japanese

hold on Burma was harassed by periodic air bombing, but there

was no direct disturbance of the Japanese rule and exploitation

in Malaya, the Netherlands Indies and the Philippines. The U.S.

offensives were still on the outer periphery of Japan's enormously

enlarged empire. Much more serious, from the Japanese stand-

point, than the comparatively small territorial losses of 1943 were

the severe losses in shipping as a result of activity of U.S. sub-

marines and the increasingly unfavourable balance sheet of losses

in air combat. (See also WORLD WAR II.)

Policy in Conquered Countries. The apparent Japanese mili-

tary decision to concentrate on holding what had been conquered
rather than to launch new offensives was accompanied during

1943 by interesting political and economic moves in the vast area

of southeastern Asia and adjacent archipelagoes which had fallen

under Japanese military control. Japanese policy aimed at two

main objectives: to make political capital by granting the show

of independence and sovereignty to some of the countries which

had been occupied and to draw as effectively as possible on the

rich stores of strategic raw materials in which this part of Asia

abounds. 7

Formal independence was granted to Burma on August i under

a native government headed by a political leader named Ba Maw.
There was a similar grant of independence to the Philippine pup-

pet government headed by Jose P. Laurel in October. In neither

case was there, of course, any withdrawal of Japanese troops or

of Japanese supervision and control in all important matters. But

the setting up of native governments in Burma and the Phi'ip-

pines may have relieved the Japanese army of some of its policing

tasks. Both in Burma and in the Philippines armed native units,

the numbers and military value of which were difficult to gauge,

were created. Japanese influence in these countries found expres-

sion in native parties, the Kalibapi in the Philippines and the

Dabama Sinyetha in Burma. Thailand was rewarded for co-

operation with Japan by a grant of additional territory, the four

Unfederated Malay States O/.t
1

.), Perlis, Kedah, Kelantan and

Trengganu in northern Malaya and the Shan States in southeast-

ern Burma. Here the motive was probably twofold. There was

an attempt to appeal to Thai nationalism (Thailand, with Japa-

nese collaboration, had already enlarged its territory at the ex-

pense of French Indo-China) and to give the Thai government
an interest in resisting the reoccupation of this territory by
United Nations forces.

No governments were set up in the Netherlands Indies or in

Malaya; but Malay local councils were set up in these regions

and a so-called all-Java cultural movement was launched under

Japanese inspiration. A treaty of alliance was concluded with the

Nanking government, headed by Wang Ching-Wei and, in an

effort to split Chinese nationalist sentiment, the foreign conces-

sions were formally returned to the authority of this regime, al-

though Japanese military control remained unrelaxed. A further

Pan-Asian move was the setting up in Singapore of a "provi-

sional government of Free India," headed by the irreconcilable

Bengal enemy of British rule, Subhas Chandra Bose.

Japan had set up a ministry of Greater East Asia, headed by
Razuo Aoki, in Nov. 1942. Its task was to exert a centralizing

and co-ordinating influence on the economic development of the

occupied regions in the south. The Southern Development bank

was created for financial operations in these regions and it was

U.S. AIRMAN, believed to be one of the Tokyo raiders
t being escorted from a

plane by Japanese after his capture. This picture was released by the Japanese

through a neutral source in 1943 after their announcement that some of the

captured U.S. airmen who participated in the Doolittle raid had been executed

stated that this bank would lend 3,300,000.000 yen for the needs

of the military budget in 1943-44. This probably represented the

value of the material which Japan planned to obtain in southeast

Asia during the year in question.

While this part of the world is rich in many raw materials?.:

(rubber, tin, oil, quinine, sugar, to mention a few of the more

important), lack of shipping and of adequate land transportation

handicapped Japanese exploitation to a considerable extent. Japan

by 1943 had not invested much capital in industrial development
in the south, because the military hold on these new conquests
was somewhat precarious, and the government's economic policy

was to concentrate war industries within what might be called

the inner ring of Japan's defenses, in Japan proper, Chosen, and

Manchuria.

Internal Developments. There were no drastic changes in the

Japanese internal political set-up as a result of the great expan-
sion of the war. Hideki Tojo remained head of the cabinet

;
a

veteran diplomat and former ambassador to Great Britain and to

the soviet union, Mamoru Shigemitsu, took over the portfolio of

minister of foreign affairs in April 1943.

Besides the regular annual session of the diet, ending in March,

there were two brief extraordinary sessions, in June and October,

apparently designed to communicate to the deputies and through
them to the people a sense of the gravity of the war situation and

also to thresh out the details of a new system of government reg-

ulation of the major war industries. Plans for fire prevention and
for the evacuation of the larger Japanese cities in the event of

air raids were announced, and Prime Minister Tojo told the

October session of the diet that Japan had built "an invincible

fortification against invasion."

An Ordinance for Wartime Administrative Authority to Act

was passed by the diet on March 17, 1943, and conferred on Tojo

virtually dictatorial powers over production in the following key
industries; aircraft, shipping, iron and steel, coal, light metals.

Perhaps as a counterbalance to this extension of government con-

trol over business, seven representatives of big industrial and
commercial firms were given shinnin rank (the first category in

the civil service) and were appointed as cabinet advisers. This

move was apparently designed to facilitate discussion at the top
level between government and big business on vital issues of eco-

nomic war mobilization.

A second exchange of interned civilians was arranged between

Japan on one side and the United States, Great Britain, and Can-
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ada on the other, after some difficulty and delay ;

and the Swedish

ship "Gripsholm" brought a considerable number of repatriates

back to the United States in Dec. 1943.

Education. There were 48,637 schools of all types in Japan
in 1938, with 15,638,780 pupils. There were 563 middle schools

(the equivalent of U.S. high schools), with 364,486 stuc^nts, and

45 universities, with 6,385 professors and 72,968 students.

Finance. The unit of currency is the yen (officially valued at

23.48 U.S. cents before the outbreak of war in the Pacific). The

budget for 1942-43 plainly reflected the tremendous strain of the

war against the west. It called for expenditures of 30,000,000,000

yen and revenue receipts of 8,000,000,000 yen. The 1941-42

budget was set at 13,875,000,000 yen, of which 7,574,000,000 yen
was raised through loans. The national debt was growing at a

dizzy pace and at the end of 1943 must have been well in excess

of the national income, estimated at 45,000,000,000 yen in 1942.

Currency in circulation on Sept. 30, 1941: 4,619,000,000 yen.

The Bank of Japan is the central bank of note-issue. The

Yokohama Specie bank is in charge of foreign exchange trans-

actions (almost nonexistent after the outbreak of war with the

west) and finances foreign trade. Commercial banking is mostly

in the hands of seven large banks, which are closely tied in with

the big Japanese trusts and cartels: the Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Dai-

ichi, Sumitomo, Yasuda, Dai Hyaku, and Sanwa.

Trade and Communication. Trade figures for Japan proper,

excluding its colonies, were as- follows :

1939 1940
(yen) (yen)

Imports 2,917,000,000 3,709,035,000
Exports 3,576,000,000 3,972,400,000

After 1940 there was no publication of detailed trade figures

and after July 1941, there was almost no foreign trade, in the

normal sense of the term. At that time the United States, Great

Britain, and the Netherlands Indies adopted retaliatory economic

measures, following the Japanese occupation of southern Indo-

China, that brought Japan's trade with those countries to a stand-

still. Following Pearl Harbor Japan's commercial exchanges were

almost entirely with countries under its direct or indirect military

control. The only exceptions were a small trade with the soviet

union, occasional exchanges of blockade-running cargoes with

Germany and a trickle of trade with Free China across the loosely

held front.

There were 16,549 mi. of state and private railways in Japan
in 1938, 3,176 mi. in Chosen and 209 in South Sakhalin. The

completion in 1942 of an undersea railway tunnel beneath the

Kwannon strait, between the cities of Shimonoseki, in Honshu,

and Moji, in Kyushu, eliminated the necessity of transshipment

of troops and supplies across this narrow body of water.

At the end of 1939 Japan possessed 4,084 ships of over 100

tons, with an aggregate tonnage of 5,728,779 tons. As of Sept. 30,

1938, there were 17,791 sailing ships, average tonnage 1,046,476.

U.S. naval sources estimated Japanese merchant shipping losses

during the first two years of the war at 2,000,000 to 2,500,000

tons. No figures of Japanese ship construction were available

after 1936, when 295,000 tons of shipping were turned out.

Commercial aviation continued in the hands of a semi-govern-

mental monopoly, the Japan Airways Co., established in 1939

and capitalized at 100,000,000 yen. The length of its routes in

1938-39 was about 10,000 mi. The number of flights was 17,144,

the aggregate length of flights 3,788,023 mi., the number of

passengers carried 69,268, the quantity of goods conveyed 328

tons, the amount of mail carried 903 tons.

There were 13,648 telegraph stations in Japan proper in 1939,

and 75,838,875 domestic and 1,261,295 foreign messages were

Agricultural Production in Japan, 1940

handled in the year 1938-39. The length of the inland telegraph

lines was 259.709 mi. in 1938. There were 6,197 telephone ex-

changes in Japan on Sept. 30, 1939, and 1,006,498 subscribers to

telephone service.

Agriculture. Because of the pressure of population on the

limited amount of arable land, Japan is a country of small rice

and silk farms and fishing villages, with almost no large-scale

farming \vith modern machinery and a minimum of animal hus-

bandry. There were 5,519,480 farm households in 1938, and the

amount of land under cultivation was about 15,000,000 ac., the

average size of the holding thus being less than three acres. For

several years before 1938 there had been a slight declining

tendency in the number of farms; the cultivated area remained

almost stationary. Rice has always been Japan's largest crop

and represented about half the reported value of the country's

agricultural produce in 1939. The total reported value, exclud-

ing meat, milk, and eggs, on which no data were given and which

do not figure largely in Japanese farm output, was 5,614,000,000

yen. The value of rice produced in that year was .2,874,000,000

yen. The value of silk cocoons produced in 1939 was 883,000,000

yen. There were 1.894.261 cattle, 1,140,479 swine, 114,000 sheep,

and 281,741 goats in Japan in 1938. There were 1,431,920 horses

in 1936.

Manufacturing. There were 112,332 factories employing

more than live persons each in Japan in 1938, with 3,604,283

workers and an output valued at 19,667,219,686 yen. This was

an increase of almost 20% over the value of production in 1937

and reflected the stimulation of the war industries because of the

hostilities in China. The most important industries, and the

value of their output in 1938, were as follows: metal (4,687,166,-

ooo yen); spinning and weaving (3,984,829,000 yen); machinery

and tools (3,821,881,000 yen); chemicals (3,460,581,000 yen);

foodstuffs (1,786,275,000 yen); 1,442,713 persons were engaged

in fishing in 1938.

Mineral Production. Japan is poor in natural resources. Its

principal minerals are coal (41,803,000 tons, valued at 305,537,-

ooo yen); gold (784,308 oz., valued at 74,828,000 yen); copper

(85,950 tons, valued at 66,617,000 yen). These figures are for

1936, since the publication of statistics of mineral output was

forbidden after that year. On a percentage basis, mineral output

in 1939 was about 20% higher than in 1936. Oil is a conspicuous

deficiency in Japan's economy, although this was at least tem-

porarily remedied by the conquest of the Netherlands Indies and

Burma. There was a limited amount of oil in the northern

prefectures' of Honshu and experiments were conducted in manu-

facturing oil from coal in South Sakhalin and in extracting oil

from shale in Manchuria. (See also FASCISM; UNITED STATES;

WORLD WAI .1.)

BIBLIOGRAPH\. Sir George Sansom, Japan: A Cultural History; annual

issue of The Japan Year Book and The Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book;
E. B. Schumpeter and others, The Industrialization of Japan and Man-
ckoukuo, 1030-1040; T. Yano and K. Shirasaki, Nippon: A Charted Sur-

vey of Japan; The Mitsubishi Economic Research Bureau, Japanese Trade
and Industry: Present and Future; Hugh Byas, Government by Assassina-

tion; Otto D. Tolischus, Tokyo Record. (W. H. CH.)

Japanese Relocation. U.S.: see ALIENS.

Jarvls Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Java: see NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EMPIRE; NETHERLANDS

INDIES.
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lofforc William M (l8?6~ } u s railroad executive

>

UtillClO, Hllllalll HI. was born Jan. 2 in North Platte, Neb.

He started work with the Union Pacific railroad in 1890 as an

office boy. He was then telegrapher, clerk, dispatcher, trainmaster,

superintendent and vice-president and, by Oct. 1937, president of

the road. On Sept. 15, 1942, Donald Nelson, WPB chairman,

made Jcffers head of the rubber administration and gave him the

task of executing the Baruch committee's proposals for tire con-

servation, gasoline rationing and expansion of synthetic rubber

production. Ten days after he took over, he ordered nation-wide

gas rationing to save tires, effective Dec. i. His whole back-

ground as a hard-hitting railroader made it easy for him to take

literally the recommendation of Bernard Baruch that the rubber

program "should be bulled through." He did exactly that. His

directness, bluntness and force enabled him to do unpopular

things with impunity. He battled army, navy, Sec. Ickes and

others for priorities on equipment needed to make new plants

and got the priorities.

In May, Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson and

Jeffcrs declared a truce in their high-octane gasoline v. rubber

war and the two men formed part of a committee to tour U.S.

war plants to speed production of critical materials and com-

modities.

Jeffers resigned on Sept. 4, saying that "the big job is done"

and that he could serve the country better by returning to his

old work as president of Union Pacific.

That month synthetic rubber production was 30,000 tons, about

half the prewar consumption.

, J6nS UttO Hdrry philologist \nd educator,

was born July 16 at Randers, Denmark. One of the world's out-

standing authorities on English grammar, he was professor of

English at Copenhagen university, 1893-1925, and lecturer at

Columbia university, 1909-10. He devised an "interlanguage,"

Novial, in collaboration with the International Language associa-

tion, which he explained in his book, An International Language

(1929). He was the author of numerous books on language, its

history and growth, and on English grammar, the most complete
of which was his Modern English Grammar in four volumes.

He died April 30 after an operation in Roskilde, Denmark, ac-

cording to information received in New York city, May 15. (See

Encyclopaedia Britannica.) : ,> v :
. .;,,

EXECUTIVES of the Jewish Agency for Palestine rulers of all Jews in the
mandate in their headquarters at Jerusalem. At the extreme right is the

chairman, David Ben-Gurion, a Pole

RELIGIOUS LIFE

InconhnnnoL Ilan* ( l898-i943), German army officer,

JCGOUlUIIIICK, ndllo was born Dec. 10. A veteran of

World War I, Jesschonnek served in the formidable German

blitzkrieg armies of World War II and rose quickly to the rank

of a colonel general. He was credited with organizing the Luft-

waffe for the short Polish campaign in 1939 and was regarded

with some fondness by Hitler. But an official German announce-

ment in Dec. 1942 that Jesschonnek had been serving as chief

of staff of the German air force since 1939 came as a complete

surprise to Allied leaders. He had been little known and until

this disclosure he was not regarded as a prominent figure in the

German military. News of Jesschonnek's position came at a time

when Hitler was reshuffling his army command because of the

failure of his Russian campaign. The next heard of Jesschonnek
was a Berlin radio announcement on August 20 which said that

he had died
4t

of a serious illness" at the headquarters of Marshal

Hermann Goering. ."" v ^

Jewish Life.
The year brought to the

JCW and Judaism a continued

crescendo of horror. In the slaughterhouse of Europe, the strug-

gle of a remnant of Jewry for sheer physical survival left little

room for cultivation of Judaism after synagogues and Jewish
communities were destroyed and the nazi's "extermination com-
missions" had annihilated an estimated 4,000,000 Jews.

Yet Jewish refugees were found in mountain caves with their

scrolls of the Torah and religious books. Jewish religious life fell

a sacrifice in countries such as Holland, Denmark and Italy.

The free Christian world, and even more strikingly Chris-

tian prelates and laity in axis-occupied lands, reacted not only in

brave words of protest and denunciation, but also in action, such

as in opening monasteries and religious organizations to shelter

Jews. The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in the United

States set a special day of compassion and prayer for the Jews
of Europe, while American Jewry took on itself a six-week period
of mourning and intercession. On the favourable side of the

ledger the relaxation of the Soviet's proscription of religion and

the influx from Poland into Russia of traditional Talnrudic and

Zionist Jewish refugees opened up a new chapter in the story of

Judaism in Russia.

Outside of Europe, Judaism suffered numerous setbacks. Spo-

radically in the United States synagogues were defaced with

swastikas and cemeteries violated. The Quebec city council which
for more than a decade opposed the building of a synagogue in

the city, expropriated a site on which the foundations of a syna-
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gogue were being laid. Jewish life in Argentina felt the govern-
ment's repressive hand. The war continued to take men from

synagogues, teachers from religious schools, rabbis from their

pulpits. In the United States more than 200 Jewish chaplains

were in the armed services.

Within the Jewish community there was warm discussion about

such problems as the type of religious education to be given to

the refugee children reaching Palestine, and the creation of the

American Council for Judaism. This organization stressing Re-

form Judaism as a spiritual force to the exclusion of Zionist and

other traditional and historico-cultural aspects of Jewish life, was

denounced by the overwhelming majority of the rabbinate of the

United States and was asked by the organized Reform rabbinate

to disband.

Even in a world of war the Torah was still going forth from

Zion, and from Palestine came the news of a projected new edi-

tion of the Hebrew Bible under the auspices of the Hebrew

university, an encyclopaedia of the Scriptures and a new edition

of the Talmud. Everywhere Jewish groups stressed the spiritual

values which must come to expression in the postwar world if

there is to be enduring peace. Thus the American Jewish confer-

ence, representing the totality of American Jewish life called

"upon the members of the American Jewish community to

strengthen their commitments to the synagogue and the agencies

of Jewish culture in an effort to revive the broken spirits of our

stricken brethren in Europe, to compensate for the destruction

of their organized religious life, as well as to remain true to our

historical heritage as a people. We call upon the members of the

Christian communions in the United States to employ the im-

measurable power of their faith to restore the presence of God
in a world that has almost been destroyed by the agencies of

evil." (See also ANTI-SEMITISM.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Contemporary Jewish Record (1943); American
Jewish Year Book (1942-43). (D. DE S. P.)

Jewish Welfare Board, National.

ish Welfare Board is the sole organization authorized to serve the

special religious, cultural and hospitality needs of the Jewish
members of the armed forces of the United States. Authorization

for its work with the military comes from two sources : from the

war and navy departments of the United States government; and

from 37 national Jewish organizations, representing every phase
of Jewish life in the United States.

The board is the Jewish member of the United Service Organ-

izations, Inc. (U.S.O.) and serves wholly or in part in 206 U.S.O.

recreational facilities in the United States. The board also serves

special needs of Jewish soldiers overseas. It enlists rabbis to

serve as Jewish chaplains in the army and navy and grants them

ecclesiastical endorsement. Other activities of the board include

service to Jewish youth on college campuses; rehabilitation work

to veterans of the American armed forces; special services to

wounded soldiers and sailors in general hospitals.

In 1943 there was a professional staff of 297 serving at home
and abroad. The program for the armed forces in 1943 was sup-

ported and amplified by army and navy committees in 480 cities

in the United States and 27 communities overseas.

In 1943 there were 209 Jewish chaplains serving with the

armed forces. These were helped by 297 J.W.B. field workers,

by 200 civilian rabbis recruited by the board, and innumerable

Christian chaplains. During the High Holy Days of 1943, they

conducted 2,000 religious services in 34 countries, reaching more

than 200,000 Jewish soldiers and sailors.

Other interests of the board are the National Association of

Y.M.H.A.S, Y.W.H.A.s and Jewish community centres of the

United States and Canada. Affiliated with the board in 1943 were

315 such organizations, with a total membership of 410,000 men,

women, young people and children.

The Jewish Welfare board assists these organizations to pro-

vide wholesome recreation, informal educational activities, oppor-
tunities for self-improvement through participation in a variety

of Jewish and general cultural pursuits. The affiliation of the

J.W.B. with Associated Youth Serving Organizations (A.Y.S.O.)
is in line with its interest in the welfare of children and youth.

Annual meetings of the board were suspended for the duration

of World War II. Officers in 1943 were: Frank L. Weil, New
York, president; Walter Rothschild, New York, chairman Na-

tional Army and Navy committee; Mrs. Samuel Glogower, De-

troit, chairman Jewish Center division; Mrs. Alfred R. Bachrach,

chairman Women's division; Louis Kraft, executive director.

Offices are at 220 Fifth ave., New York city. (F. L. W.)

An institution of higher edu-

cation at Baltimore, Md ;

president, Isaiah Bowman. During 1943 the university's wartime

activities took a new turn with the introduction of the Army
Specialized Training program, under which 500 army trainees

were assigned for studies in the engineering and area and lan-

guage curricula. In addition, about 75% of the student body
of the medical school were inducted into army or navy and

continued their medical studies as members of the armed forces.

Wartime research under the Office of Scientific Research and

Development was expanded during the year, and the Engineer-

ing Science Management War Training program was continued.

The School of Medicine and the School of Hygiene and Public

Health joined in offering a series of short refresher courses in

medical and surgical specialties for commissioned personnel in

the armed services. For statistics of enrolment, endowment,

library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (I. Bo.)

Inhnfrtnit Crin A (1896- ), U.S. industrialist, was

JOnnSlUll, tllC ft. born Dec. 21 in Washington, D.C.

After working his way through the University of Washington,
where he received the LL.B. degree in 1917, he served as a

captain in the marine corps from 1917 to 1922. On receiving a

medical discharge because of an injury suffered in China, he re-

turned to Spokane. The next year he organized the Brown-

Johnston company, an electrical manufacturing firm, and became

its president. Ten years later he organized and became president

of the Columbia Electric company. He also achieved controlling

positions and directorates in several other firms in Spokane and

Seattle. In 1931 Johnston was elected president of the Spokane
Chamber of Commerce, and from 1934 to 1941 he was a director

of the Chamber of Commerce of the U.S. He was elected presi-

dent of this organization in April 1942 and was re-elected in

1943, In February and March 1943, in his role as chairman of

the U.S. Commission of Inter-American Development, Johnston
made a 2o,ooo-mi. aeroplane trip through seven countries of

South America, conferring with government leaders and business-

men on plans for postwar economic co-operation. He indicated

that surplus war plants might be dismantled and sent to South

America after the war. On his return to the U.S. he emphasized
the importance of sending U.S. money and skill "down the broad

avenues of exploration and not the blind alleys of exploitation."

In August, at the invitation of Lord Halifax, he visited England,

where he urged that postwar world trade be based to the maxi-

mum extent on fre* competitive enterprise. He is a member of the

Economic Stabilization board
;
is on the Economic Advisory com-

mittee of the state departmeat ; is on the board of trustees of the

Committee for Economic Development, and serves on numerous
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committees in Washington as a representative of American busi- Imm^ UAruin 0886- ), U.S. jurist and politician, was
ness. uUllvSf 111911111 born near Valley View, in Cooke county,

Tex., Feb. 26. He was graduated from Southwestern university,

1905, received his law degree from the University of Texas andJohnston Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Joint War Committees
DiAN-U.S. WAR COMMITTEES.

(U.S. and Canada): see CANA-

Jones, Jesse Holman
(1874- ), U.S. secretary of

commerce, was born in Robertson

county, Tenn., on April 5. At Dallas, Tex., in 1895 he became

manager of a lumber company and seven years later organized his

own firm. He engaged in extensive real estate operations and

bought control of the Houston Chronicle, of which he is publisher.

President Hoover appointed him a director of the Reconstruc-

tion Finance corporation in 1932 and he became chairman the

following year. In July 1939 Jones was appointed administrator

of the Federal Loan agency. On Sept. 13, 1940 President Roose-

velt nominated him secretary of commerce. His position in the

ENO OF THE WALLACE-JONES FEUD In July 1943, cartooned by Seibel in

the Richmond Times-Dispatch with the title "Right Out Where the Neigh-
bor* Can See"

defense program, which started in 1940, was a key one. His

agencies provided the money for new plants, as well as for

building up stockpiles of critical raw materials. Jones came
under fire in 1942 when the Truman committee of the senate

blamed him for much of the rubber shortage. On June 29, 1943,

Vice-President Henry A. Wallace, chairman of the Board of

Economic Warfare, attacked Jones violently for alleged failures

to *upply funds to acquire critical materials. Jones retaliated

by charging Wallace with "malice, innuendo, half-truths and

no truths at all." The president then eliminated the Board of

Economic Warfare and rebuked both Wallace and Jones for

their "acrimonious public debate.
"

was admitted to the Texas bar in 1907. He established a private

practice of law in Amarillo, Tex., and in 1913 was appointed
chairman of the board of legal examiners in the 7th supreme

judicial district of Texas. He was elected to the house of repre-

sentatives in 1917, where he served continuously for 24 years.

While in congress, he was chairman of the house committee on

agriculture for a number of years. On Nov. 20, 1940, he resigned

from the house to accept an appointment as judge of the U.S.

court of claims. Jones acted as principal adviser to director of

economic stabilization James F. Byrnes on food problems, and

was appointed head of the war food administration on June 28,

1943, when Chester C. Davis resigned from that post. Judge

Jones had previously served as conference president and chairman

of the U.S. delegation to the United Nations parley on food and

agriculture at Hot Springs, Va.

Jordana y Souza, Francisco Gomez
officer and politician, received his education at the Military

academy and Staff college. He saw service in Cuba early in his

career. In 1903, with the rank of captain, he was attached to the

general staff. Later, he became an instructor at the Escuela

Superior dc Guerra. Promoted to the rank of brigadier general

in 1920, he was placed in charge of Moroccan affairs in the Primo

de Rivera government. In 1928, with the rank of lieutenant gen-

eral, he was appointed high commissioner of Morocco. Jordana

supported the rebel uprising against the Spanish republican

government and subsequently held a number of important posts

in the Franco dictatorship. Vice-president and minister of for-

eign affairs in 1938, he became president of the council of state

the following year. He held this post until Sept. 3, 1942, when

he again became foreign minister, succeeding Gen. Francisco

Franco's brother-in-law, Ramon Serrano y Sufier. In April 1943,

Jordana launched an appeal for peace, declaring that the nations

engaged in the struggle were too powerful for either side to

achieve total victory. His statement, regarded as a peace feeler

made at Germany's request, was abruptly dismissed by U.S.

Secretary of State Hull with a reiteration that unconditional sur-

render of the axis was still the sole objective of the Allies.

Judaism: see JEWISH RELIGIOUS LIFE.

Jugoslavia: see YUGOSLAVIA.

( l888?~ ), French army offi-

cer, was born in Bone, Algeria,

the son of a policeman. He was educated at St. Cyr, French mili-

tary academy. During World War I, he served as captain with

Moroccan forces, and later became chief of staff to Marshal

Lyautey. A divisional commander during the battle of France,

June 1940, he was taken prisoner by the nazis and was released a

year later. There were indications that Pierre Laval had arranged

for Juin's release from the nazis in order to have him supplant

Gen. Maxime Weygand. On Nov. 20, 1941, Weygand "retired"

and Juin was named commander-in-chief of the French forces in

North Africa. At the time of the Allied landings in North Africa

in Nov. 1942, Darlan and Juin agreed to surrender Algiers after

16 hours of hostilities. Captured by the Allies, Juin carried on

negotiations with them and concluded an armistice, acting under

Adm. Jean Darlan's authority. After the latter's assassination,

Gen. Giraud, who became high commissioner of North Africa,

appointed Juin commander-in-chief of French forces in North
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Africa, Dec. 29, 1942. Although he was unpopular with the de

Gaullists, the French Committee of National Liberation approved

Juin's nomination as commander-in-chief of Giraud's forces in

June 1943. Juin led French armies in Tunisia, and was in com-

mand of French units on the Italian front, Dec. 1943.

Juke-Boxes: see PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETIES.

Julius Rosenwold Fund: see ROSENWALD FUND, THE JULIUS.

Jumping: see TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS.

Justice. U.S. Deportment of: see GOVERNMENT DEPART-

MENTS AND BUREAUS.

liiittA Arrnctm D (1876-1943), Argentine statesman, was

UllSUJf AgUoUII F. born Feb. 26 in Concepcion del Uru-

guay, province of EntreRios, Argentina. After studying at military

academies, he became professor of military science at the Officers'

Training school, 1903. Later, he taught civil engineering at the

University of Buenos Aires and mathematics at the San Martin

Military college. He rose to rank of general and for a brief period

after the revolution of 1930 served as army commander-in-chief.

Gen. Justo held the portfolios of war, agriculture and public works

and climaxed his political career with election to the presidency

in Nov. 1931, on a conservative coalition ticket. During the early

years of his presidency, he was faced with the political and eco-

nomic reconstruction of his country, weakened by revolution and

the world economic depression. His tenure of office, 1932-38,

was marked by his inauguration of what was tantamount to a

"police state," though his presidential acts were considered more

moderate than those of his predecessor, President Uriburu. A
vigorous opponent of President Castillo's neutrality stand during

World War II, Justo urged his countrymen to declare war on the

axis powers. After Brazil declared war on the axis, he accepted
a commission as a general in the Brazilian army. His death in

Buenos Aires on Jan. 10 removed Castillo's most formidable foe

from the Argentine political arena.

IlltD
^^e suPPly f Jute *or b^ging *n the United States

lIUlC. continued to be fairly adequate in 1943 due to the

application of vigorous control measures. Although 83% of the

jute comes from the province of Bengal, India, thfough Calcutta,

considerable supplies came through in 1943. All imports and dis-

tribution were under control of the War Production board. Stocks

were sufficient at the end of the year to meet all of the most vital

needs and retain a small stock pile. Efforts to extend the use of

substitute fibres and to mix cotton and other fibres with jute were

continued with some success. Paper and cotton bags were being
used to a larger extent in many industries. The crop of jute in

India was above the average and shipping improvements gave
some prospect that imports might increase in 1944. Special efforts

were continued to get larger supplies of abaca, sisal, henequen,

etc., from Latin America. (J. C. Ms.)

Juvenile Delinquency: see CHILD WELFARE; CRIME.

Ifoiear Uonitf I
( l882~ ) U.S. construction expert,

IUIIMH, nCIHjf U. was bom May 9 in Canajoharie, N.Y.

After 1 6 years with road construction projects in Canada, Cali-

fornia and Cuba, 1914-30, he entered the dam construction field

and by 1933, became head of Six Companies, Inc. the organiza-

tion that built Boulder and Parker dams. Kaiser, who was famous

for completing construction jobs ahead of schedule, entered ship-

building in Jan. 1941. In 1942, he obtained control of four large

shipyards on the west coast. He revolutionized shipbuilding by

prefabricating ship sections. On Nov. 18, his yard in Vancouver,

Wash., assembled and launched a 10,50x5-ton Liberty ship in

3 days, 23 hours and 40 minutes. The year brought troubles

too. On Jan. 17, the Kaiser-built i6,5oo-ton tanker "Scheneetady"
broke in two and sank. Labour troubles, with inter-union dis-

putes, disrupted the Portland, Ore., yards. Before these difficulties

had been disposed of, Kaiser, seeking a new field to conquer in

aeroplane building, became involved in Brewster Aeronautical

corporation's difficulties. He was made chairman on March 16,

and president on Oct. 7. Kaiser arranged to get out of the

bomber business, and to concentrate on Corsair fighters, promis-

ing 150 a month by May 1944.

Kameroons: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA; FRENCH COLONIAL

EMPIRE.

A central state of the United States, admitted Jan.

29, 1861; popularly known as the "Sunflower state."

Total area, 82,276 sq.mi., of which 82,113 sq.mi. are land; pop.

(1940) 1,801,028, a decrease of 79,971 or 4.3% from 1930. Capi-

tal, Topeka (67,833). The two larger cities were Kansas City

(121,458) and Wichita (114,966). Of the state's population in

T 94> 753^941 were urban, or 41.9%; 96.3% were white, 3.7%

Negro and other races, 2.9% foreign born. Wartime population

changes were important. The state census as of March i, 1943,

gave a total population of 1,803,201, a gain of 58,752 over 1942.

Wichita became the largest city with 184,115, a gain of 50,971 for

the year. Kansas City became the second city with 125,520 and

Topeka third, 73,764.

History. The executive officers in 1943 were: Andrew F.

Schoeppel, governor; J. C. Denious, lieutenant governor; Frank

J. Ryan, secretary of state; George Robb, auditor; Walter E. Wil-

son, treasurer; A. B. Mitchell, attorney-general; George L. Mc-

Clenny, superintendent of public instruction; Charles F. Hobbs,
commissioner of insurance; William C. Austin, state printer.

The legislature of 1943 passed little important legislation of a

more permanent character, but enacted a number of laws growing
out of war requirements. A new version of the Republican river

compact with Nebraska and Colorado was signed Dec. 31, 1942,

and ratified by the Kansas legislature. The long-standing problem
of taxing transient cattle from the southwest, fattening in the

Bluestem pastures on summer grass, was given a new adjustment

by offering reciprocity treatment and tax levies proportional to

the time spent in the state.

Education. Enrolment in the public elementary and second-

ary schools declined from 460,036 in 1930 to 365,970 in 1940 and

the number of teachers from 19,141 to 18,944. The high school

enrolment in 1940 was 111,953. In 1937 there were 83,001 pupils

enrolled in one-teacher rural schools, reduced in 1939 to 69,335.

During the school year 1941-42, 219 small school districts were

closed and other opportunity was provided.

Communication. Kansas had 9,349 mi. of primary and 9,862

mi. of rural highways in 1939. I*1 that year there were 8,667 mi.

of railroads and 342,277 telephones.

Banking and Finance. As of June 30, 1941, there were 660

active banks, 180 of which were national, with total deposits of

$463,000,000. Savings banks held $79,800,000 of deposits. Tht

budget estimates recommended to the legislature of 1943 were

$19,067,365 for the biennium 1943-45, slightly less than the pre-

ceding period. In 1940 the state debt was $18,156,000 and debts

of local governments, $98,493,000.

Agriculture. The 1943 production of Kansas crops was 18%
less than 1942, but, with the exception of 1941 and 1942, was

greater than any year since 1932. The acreage was 3.5% above

1942 and the largest since 1932, Subsoil moisture was good and

the wheat crop matured in spite of rainfall shortage, but floods

and drought injured later maturing crops.
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Lidding Agricultural Products of Kansas, 7943 and 1942

An unusual number of cattle and sheep were wintered on wheat

pasture and other feeds in western Kansas during the winter of

1942-43. The spring cattle movement from the southwest into

the Bluestem pastures was about 13% larger than the previous

year 229,000 compared with 202,000 and a lo-year average of

190,000. The pastures were fully stocked, with the largest supply

of local and wintered-over cattle in years.

Manufacturing and Mineral Production. For military rea-

sons reliable figures for 1943 on these items were not available.

Principal Mineral Product* of Kansas, 7939 and 1938

(J.C. MN.)

)> German army officer, born

Sept. 22, was a commander of artillery

during World War I. On April i, 1934, he was promoted to major

general and the following year, when Germany introduced con-

scription, he took charge of the personnel section (Wehnnachts-

amt) in the war ministry, and was thus connected to a certain

extent with the reoccupation of the Rhineland in 1936, and with

the dispatch of German reinforcements to nationalist Spain. In

Feb. 1938, during Hitler's "army purge" of Gen. von Blomberg
and other conservative members of the high command, Gen.

Keitel was appointed chief of the supreme command of the Ger-

man armed forces. He thus directed operations against Poland,

Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium, France and Britain in 1939

and 1940. On June 22, 1940, he signed the German-French armi-

stice and on July 19 he was created field marshal by Adolf Hitler.

Of the nazi high command triumvirate at the start of World

War II Brauchitsch, Haider, Keitel only Keitel survived the

1941-42 purges. In 1943, as army chief of staff, he participated

with Hitler in several important conferences with leaders of Italy,

Rumania and other satellites.

Ifolhf UnUfftrrf AtU/nnrf ( l858-iQ43), US gynaecologist

MJIIj, nUWdlU AIWUUU and radiologist, was born Feb.

20 in Camden, N.J. One of the original members of the faculty

of Johns Hopkins Medical school, Dr. Kelly was a member of

the school's "big four"; the others were Dr. William H. Welch,
Sir William Osier and Dr. Henry T. Halstead. After his retire-

ment in 1919, Dr. Kelly remained consulting gynaecologist at

Johns Hopkins hospital. He was a pioneer in the use of radium

treatment for cancer. His last published work was Electrosur-

gery, written in collaboration with Grant E. Ward (1932). He
died in Baltimore, Jan. 12. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Kenney, George Churchill

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, the son of U.S. citizens. He attended

tlbe Massachusetts Institute of Technology for three years, but

left in 1911 and later worked at civil engineering. In June 1917,

he enlisted as a flying cadet in the U.S. signal corps reserve's

aviation section and was commissioned as a first lieutenant in

Nov. 1917. He saw active duty in France and was awarded the

D.S.C. for extraordinary heroism in action. He was shot down
twice. At the end of the war, he held the rank of captain. Ken-

ney attended the Command and General Staff school, 1927, and
the Army War college, 1933. In 1940, he irritated ranking U.S.

military officials with the statement that the U.S. air force could

be "thrown into the ash can" because it was too antiquated for

the kind of war the Germans were planning. He was promoted
to the rank of brigadier general, Jan. 1941, and became a major
general, Feb. 1942. In command of the Fourth air force at San

Francisco, he was later transferred, Sept. 1942, to the Southwest

Pacific. There, under Gen. Douglas MacArthur, he was placed in

command of Allied air forces. His fliers soon gained air suprem-

acy over New Guinea and Kenney, co-operating with Gen. Sir

Thomas Blarney's ground forces, sped supplies to Allied troops in

the Buna area entirely by air. Kenney's ingenuity in devising

new methods of aerial attack was recognized by the war depart-

ment, which credited him with the origin of the accurate and

deadly skip bombing technique. He was decorated by MacArthur
for meritorious service in inventing a new fragmentation bomb
dropped by parachute. Holding the rank of lieutenant general,

Kenney headed a military commission to Washington from Mac-
Arthur in March 1943, presumably to request increased air aid.

He returned to New Guinea the following month.

Kenny Treatment: see INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

Kant Raymond Aw 0*83-1943), u.s. college Presi-

ftCllly najlllUIIU flofl dent, was born July 21 in Plymouth,
la. He received his A.B. degree from Cornell college, Mount

Vernon, la., and his A.M., 1910, and Ph.D., 1917, from Colum-

bia university. He was professor of education at the University

of Kansas, 1916-20, and dean of the College of Liberal Arts and

professor of education at Northwestern university, 1923-29. He
served as president of the University of Louisville, 1929-43. Dr.

Kent was active on governmental educational boards and com-
missions and in 1942 was named by the navy to a board of

curriculum policy consultants. He died while on a train en route

from Washington, Feb. 26.

An east SOUth central state of the United States,

admitted June i, 1792, popularly known as the

"Blue Grass state." Area, 40,598 sq.mi., of which 489 sq.mi. con-

stitute water. Pop. (1940) 2,845,627, of which 1,996,300 or

70.2% was rural and 849,327 or 29.8% urban. Negroes consti-

tuted 214,031 or 7.5%; and 15,631 were of foreign birth. Capital,

Frankfort (11,492); largest city, Louisville (319,077). Other

cities: Covington (62,018); Lexington (49,304); Owensboro (30,-

245); Paducah (33,765); Ashland (29,537). The U.S. census

bureau estimated that war and war industries reduced the popula-
tion in 1943 by 8.8% or 251,504.

History. In the state election Nov. 2, 1943, Simeon S. Willis

(R.) defeated J. Lyter Donaldson (D.) 279,144 votes to 270,525
for the governorship. The

Republicans
also elected Kenneth H.

Tuggle, lieutenant governor; Eldon S. Dummit, attorney-general;
Irvin Ross, auditor; Thomas W. Vinson, treasurer; John Fred

Williams, state superintendent of public instruction; and Elliott

Robertson, commissioner of agriculture. The Democrats elected

the secretary of state, Charles K. O'Connell, with a plurality of

114 votes over his opponent. The general assembly remained

Democratic in both branches 56 to 34 seats in the house, 22 to

15 in the senate. In a special congressional election Chester 0.

Carrier (R.) defeated J. Dan Talbot (D.) by 12,000 votes in the

Fourth district Nov. 30, 1943. Two proposed amendments to the

state constitution were rejected: No. i (to extend workmen's

compensation) by 82,305 votes to 78,466; No. 2 (to raise the
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constitutional limitation of salaries) by 121,997 votes to 44,765.

Education. The elementary schools of the state in 1943 en-

rolled 561,844 pupils; and 697 high schools had 133,657 pupils.
The total number of teachers in the public schools exceeded

19,000 in 1942.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Public assistance

gradually consumed a

larger amount of public

funds. In 1939 recipients

of state aid numbered

45,000; in 1943 the total

was 54,000. These figures

included the needy blind

group. The correctional

institutions in 1943 were

the LaGrange reforma-

tory; Eddyvillc peniten-

tiary; and the reform

school. County votes dur-

ing the year increased the

"dry" area of the state to

75 counties.

Communication.
The state in 1943

maintained directly near-

ly 10,000 mi. of highways
of all types. There were

26 electric co-operatives

serving 40,000 rural

homes, chiefly in Ten-

nessee Valley authority areas.

Banking and Finance. The general budget for 1943-44 was

$28,774,207. The budget did not include road and bridge projects

separately maintained by fees and sales of fuel. Sources of the

general fund in the fiscal year 1942-3 were: alcoholic beverage

taxes $6,647,369; income taxes from corporations and individuals

$9,225,000; property $6,984,970; excise taxes $6,871,409; licences

of various sorts $1,862,424. The motor and road revenues ex-

ceeded $16,000,000. There were 302 state banks and trust com-

panies in 1943 with total resources of $477,000,000.
:

; Agriculture. The leading agricultural crops for two years

were as reported in the accompanying table.

Leading Agricultural Products of Kentucky, 1943 and 1942

SIMEON S. WILLIS, Republican, elected gov-
ernor of Kentucky Nov. 2, 1943 in a close

contest

Mineral Production. In 1942 there were 63,463,700 tons of

coal mined; the production of oil amounted to 4,250,000 bbl.

Natural gas was not reported officially. There were 159 fatalities

in the coal mines. (E. T.j

Kenya: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Kpnnol FroHprirk Ponl < l875-i943), u.s. educator,

IVC|J|J6l y riBUGIlUK lain was born July 2 on Staten

Island, N.Y. After receiving his A.B. degree from Columbia uni-

versity in 1898, he joined the faculty of that school, later be-

coming dean of Columbia college, 1910-18. He resigned to

become an aide in the war department on a dollar-a-year basis.

He subsequently became director of the American Red Cross
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foreign operations, 1919-20, executive secretary of the Russell

Sage foundation and president of Carnegie corporation, 1923-41.
In 1941, he was again called to serve the government as a mem-
ber of the board of appeals on alien cases. He was also a direc-

tor of Columbia Broadcasting system at the time of his death

in New York city, Sept. 8.

IfoCCOlfillff Alhoii (l887~ )j German army officer, be -

IXGOOGIIIIIg, niUCIl gan his career as an aviator in World
War I. His friendship with Reichsmarshal Hermann Goering
aided his rise in German military circles, and in 1936, he was ap-

pointed first chief of the luftwaffe's general staff but later re-

signed because his technique of air operations met with disap-

proval. The shakcup in the German high command in Feb. 1939
brought Kesselring back to favour and he directed air operations
between Danzig and Brest-Litovsk during the Polish campaign in

Sept. 1939. As commander of Air Fleet II, he guided the air at-

tack upon the Netherlands, Belgium and France in May 1940.

Kesselring was then promoted by Hitler to the rank of general
field marshal. He participated in the battle of Britain, com-
manded a German aviation unit on the Russian front, 1941-42,
and served as chief of the luftwaffe in Italy, Feb. 1942. In the

winter of 1942-43, when the axis forces in North Africa were

being hard pressed, Kesselring attempted unsuccessfully to trans-

port troops to Marshal Erwin Rommel. The latter complained
that he was not receiving proper air support, and on Dec. 29,

1942, a London dispatch announced that Kesselring had been

shifted from the Mediterranean to the Don front in Russia. In

early 1943, he returned to the Mediterranean and in Sept. 1943,
he was placed in command of the central Italian front. Rommel
was reported to have clashed with Kesselring again in Oct. 1943,
and was said to have assumed command of the axis forces in

Italy, with Kesselring once more being shuttled back to the

Russian front.
v /;^;
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Most notable feature of kidnappings in 1943
* was their virtual disappearance in connection

with gang warfare. The gradual subsidence of the gangs them-
selves apparently removed the occasion for the use of kidnapping
as a side-line of their operations. As in previous years, kidnap-

pings were most frequent in the United States, though the far

east, long a centre for such crimes, and western Europe, both

reported isolated cases.

World War II provided the setting for three kidnapping

episodes. In May, the daughter of A. Seyss-Inquart was reported
held as a hostage by Netherlands patriots, and in October there

was a Japanese attempt to kidnap the British consul at Macao.
In June, the Reverend W. A. Green was kidnapped and robbed

at Atlantic City, N.J. Five U.S. soldiers were arrested and in-

dicted for the crime.

There was little kidnapping for the purpose of extorting ran-

som, but several instances in connection with major burglaries.
In April, the manager of a night club in New York was taken

from his home, forced to open a safe, and then was left bound;
the kidnappers escaped. In August, bandits took K. M. Rowe,

president of the Arkansas Valley State bank from his home and
forced him to open the bank vault

;
the perpetrators were appre-

hended. The following month, W. P. Forshee, branch manager
of the Royal Bank of Canada at Wheatley, Ontario, was forced

to leave his home and to open the bank vault. The six bandits

fled after looting the bank.

Fugitives from institutions also employed kidnapping as an aid

to their escape. Three convicts escaping from the Mississippi

State penitentiary kidnapped a woman and later released her at

Memphis, Tenn. Similarly, E. Caster, fleeing from the Penn-
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sylvania Hospital for the Criminal Insane, abducted C. M.

Murray at Fairview, Ohio.

Most striking of the kidnappings motivated by robbery, was

that of J. Muldoon, who was taken and later drugged, in con-

nection with a liquor truck holdup. Three men suspected of

the crime were arrested by New York city police.

Infant kidnappings were relatively frequent, as in previous

years. Two similar cases were those of the Serdinia and Zabinsky

babies, who were kidnapped, and later abandoned and recovered,

in New York city. On July 4, James DiMaggio, three years old,

was reported missing. He was later found by New York city

police. Mrs. M. P. Tilove admitted the abduction and was com-

mitted to Bellevue hospital for psychological examination. On

Aug. 28, she was declared sane and was indicted by a federal

grand jury ("Lindbergh law"). Upon admission to bail, Mrs.

THove cited worry and despair occasioned by divorce proceedings

as the reason for her act. At her trial on Oct. 27, her former

husband testified that she had tried to convince him that the

DiMaggio baby was his own child.

Despite the burdens imposed by war activities, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (U.S.) continued to be the world's out-

standing police agency in kidnapping cases. From June 1932,

when it was granted an effective jurisdiction in kidnappings, the

FBI had solved 99% of the cases it investigated.

During 1943 a Mexican decree placed kidnapping in the cate-

gory of capital offenses. (Sec also FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI-

GATION.) (BR. S.)

IfififlT trniict Inconh (1^78- ), U.S. naval officer,

IVingi LlllGSl JUiUpll was born Nov. 23 in Lorain, He
left Annapolis to serve in the Spanish-American War, returning
to the naval academy to graduate in 1901. During World War I

he was assistant to the chief of staff of the commander in chief of

the U.S. fleet. In 1933 he was promoted to rear admiral and he

was vice-admiral in command of the fleet's aircraft battle force,

1938-39.

On Feb. i, 1941, Adm. King was made commander of the At-

lantic fleet and on Dec. 20, 1941, 13 days after the Japanese at-

tack on U.S. possessions in the Pacific, he was designated com-

mander in chief of the U.S. fleet, in what was apparently a shake-

up in navy organization as well as personnel. On March 9, 1942,
he took over the post of Adm. Harold R. Stark, chief of naval

operations, in addition to the office of commander in chief of the

U.S. fleet.

Throughout 1943 U.S. naval strategy was closely linked with

that of Great Britain, and Adm. King took part in several mili-

tary and naval conferences. In September he appeared before

the Senate-House Military Affairs committee to urge the drafting
of fathers rather than a lowering of physical standards for army
and navy.

King, William lyon Mackenzie d^nal,
born at Berlin (now Kitchener), Ont., Dec. 17. His grandfather,

William Lyon Mackenzie, had been prominent in the struggle for

political freedom in 1837. King entered parliament in 1908, be-

came leader of the Federal Liberal party in 1919, and was re-

turned to office as prime minister for the third time on Oct. 23,

1935* Shortly after Canada entered World War II, King's foes

charged him with negligence and incompetence in handling the

war effort. But the country did not support this view, and in

Slarch 1940 his party won a landslide election, adding 25 seats to

its parliamentary majority. In Aug. 1940, when a nazi invasion

of Britain appeared imminent, the Canadian prime minister and
President Roosevelt agreed to set up a permanent joint board

of defense to study common defense problems. The fruit of an-

other parley with President Roosevelt on April 20, 1941, was a

U.S.-Canada pact for co-operation in producing war materials for

Britain.

In April 1942 King asked for a plebiscite giving authority to

send conscripted soldiers overseas and won an overwhelming

majority. During 1942 and 1943 he attended sessions of the

Pacific war council and several Churchill-Roosevelt conferences

in Washington and Quebec. On April 23, 1943, he indicated that

air concessions over Canada would end with the war, saying that

Canada intended "to press vigorously for a place in international

air 'transportation."

In June 1943 Columbia university conferred upon King an

honorary degree of doctor of laws.

Kingman Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

KinniCK, Nils CldrkB, Jr. star, was ail-American half-

back of 1939 at the University of Iowa and 1939 "athlete of

the year." Besides his outstanding record in sports, he was a

brilliant student and had been elected to Phi Beta Kappa. After

his graduation, he returned to Iowa to study law but left school

to enlist in the naval air corps in Sept. 1941. He received his

naval training at Corpus Christi, Tex., and Pensacola, Fla., and

was later commissioned as ensign. Assigned to an aircraft carrier,

he was reported lost by the navy department on June 2 when

his plane made a forced landing at sea.

Kisch. Frederick Hermann
in Darjeeling, India. He attended the Royal Military academy
at Woolwich and joined the Royal Engineer corps in 1909. He
saw service in France and Mesopotamia during World War I

and was decorated for bravery. In 1919, he was sent as dele-

gate to the Versailles peace conference. Kisch retired from the

army in 1922 and went to Palestine as a member of the Zionist

Executive in Jerusalem, an organization which acted as a link

between the British authorities and the Jewish population. He

rejoined the Royal Engineers in 1939 and was named chief engi-

neer of the British 8th army. Brigadier Kisch was credited

with construction of the fortifications at El Alamein and with

laying the engineering plans that made possible General Mont-

gomery's swift advance through Libya. He was killed near

Sousse, Tunisia, April 11.

Kisko: see ALASKA; WORLD WAR II.

Ifiu/onie Intormtinml
Kiwanis International is composed

MWdlllO IIIUHIIdUUIIdl. of all Kiwanis clubs in the United

States and Canada. Membership in each club is limited to two

men from each business, professional and agricultural classifica-

tion. The first Kiwanis club was organized in Detroit, Mich.,

Jan. 1915. In Canada the first club was organized in Hamilton,

Ont., Nov. 1916. In Dec. 1943, there were 121,670 members in

the 2,197 Kiwanis clubs. The name "Kiwanis" suggests the

unselfish and constructive service of Kiwanians; the motto of the

organization is "We Build." In Dec. 1941 war work was added

to the continuing programs of youth service, community welfare

and rural-urban relations.

The general office in 1943 was at 520 N. Michigan ave., Chi-

cago, 111.

President (1943-44) was Donald B. Rice, Oakland, Calif.

Secretary, 0. E. Peterson, Chicago, 111.

(W. A. D.)
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Kleist Paul ludwig von
Braunfels, Prussia. Product of a German military school, he

served as a lieutenant of hussars and regimental commander in

World War I. After the armistice, he was a cavalry instructor in

Hanover, but during Hitler's rule he was lifted from the obscurity

of the classroom to command of an army corps. Kleist partic-

ipated in successful operations in Poland, 1939, France, 1940.

and led the mechanized column that took Belgrade in the Yugo-
slav campaign, 1941. Early in the Russian campaign, his tank

army led the nazi attack on Kiev and the advance through the

Ukraine. Kleist's armies also captured Dnepropetrovsk in Aug.

1941, but this proved a pyrrhic victory, since the Russians had

destroyed the famous dam there before retiring. In Nov. 1941

Kleist's armies captured Rostov, only to lose it a week later when

General Timoshenko launched a count eroffensive. When the

nazis renewed their offensive in the summer of 1942, Kleist's

ist German tank army drove through to the foothills of the

Caucasus. In 1943, when the Russians were pushing the Germans

back, Kleist's name faded from the dispatches.

Crm
tllC

( I897~ I 943)> British author, was born April

10 in Menston, Yorkshire. At the age of 12

he was working half-time in the Yorkshire mills as a bobbin-

setter and went to school the remainder of the time. Sensitive

about his cultured accent, he quickly picked up the colourful

dialect and flavourful speech of his new environment Skircoat

Green which was to figure as the "Powkithorpe Brig" setting

in his Sam Small stories. Before he went to America, he had

already worked in textile mills and steelworks. In the United

States, he worked as copy boy on a Philadelphia newspaper,

studied art at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the New
York Academy of Design and knocked about the country as

reporter on various newspapers. Chiefly noted for his best -selling

novel, This Above All (1941), written after a visit to England

during the nazi air blitz, he already had to his credit Song on

Your Bugles (1937) and a whimsical Yorkshire story, The

Flying Yorkshireman (1938). The latter work met with such

success that he wrote a sequel, Sam Small Flics Again (1942).

He was a member of the Canadian "Princess Pat" Light Infantry

regiment in World War I and received a commission as major in

the U.S. army special services section in July 1942. He was

killed in the crash of a transport plane in the jungle near the

coast of Surinam Jan. 15, while on a foreign mission.

l/nSvUt* *l OliiiMkii* Organized in 1882, this fraternal

KnigntS Of COlUmOUS. ordcr of men is dedicated to the

preservation and championship of Catholic and traditional Amer-
ican principles. There were tens of thousands of Knights of

Columbus in the armies of their respective countries.

The total membership as of Aug. 1943 was 437,924, an increase

of more than 9,000 over the previous year. The associate mem-
bers numbered 221,943; insurance members 215,981. There

were 2,495 lfal councils in 48 states, U.S. territories and pos-

sessions, Canada and Latin America. Total assets were reported
as $53^92,032.24, total liabilities $48,122,214.35, leaving a sur-

plus of $5,369,817.89. Total income was stated as $8,011,268.85,

and benefits paid by insurance claims and old age benefits paid

out were $4,270,142.44.

The 6 ist supreme convention was held Aug. 17-19 at Cleve-

land, Ohio; 279 delegates from 270 state and regional jurisdic-

tions attended. The report showed a vast increase in member-

ship of 9,101 over the previous year. Officers re-elected for an-

other term were: supreme knight, Francis P. Matthews; deputy

supreme knight, John E. Swift; supreme secretary, Joseph F.

Lamb; supreme advocate, Luke E. Hart; supreme chaplain, Rt.

Rev. Leo M. Finn.

The order in 1943 engaged deeply in war activities. War bonds

were sold to the value of $89,266,307 or 360% of the assigned

quota, and the order invested in excess of $20,000,000 in war
bonds of U.S. and Canada. Knights of Columbus Catholic army
huts were operated in U.S., Great Britain, Canada, Newfound-

land, Iceland, North Africa, Sicily, Italy. A chapel with a resi-

dent chaplain was established in London. Four hotels were pro-
vided for Canadian servicemen on leave in London, and a new
hostel was provided in place of that destroyed by fire at St.

John's, Newfoundland, in Dec. 1942.

At the supreme convention a resolution was adopted pledg-

ing the homage of the ordcr to the martyred Polish nation. A
second resolution requested the president of the United States to

entrust administration of Italian affairs to persons sympathetic to

the culture and religion of Italy. A third resolution placed the

order on record as opposed to anti-Catholic representation in the

press and motion pictures.

Youth guidance was carried on for the 2oth successive year by
trained workers. The Columbian Squires, lads too young for

membership, were active through their councils in the gathering

of scrap and selling war stamps. Fifteen additional circles, in-

cluding two in Mexico, were organized, bringing up the member-

ship of the Columbian Squires to 15,380, and each circle devel-

oped its own civilian defense program. In 1943 the order pro-

vided 18 scholarships at the Catholic University of America.

The correspondence school for members and their families com-

pleted its 2oth year of service.

National headquarters in 1943 were at New Haven, Conn.

Columbia, a monthly illustrated magazine, and News, a weekly,

are the official publications. (J. LAF.)

Knox, (William) Franklin

born Jan. i at Boston and was educated at Alma (Mich.) college.

He joined Theodore Roosevelt's Rough Riders, with whom he

served from April to Sept. 1898. He was in France from May
1918 to Feb. 1919 and became colonel in the 365th field artillery.

His newspaper career began on the Grand Rapids, Mich., Herald

shortly after the Spanish-American war. He was successively

publisher of the Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., News, 1901-12; con-

trolling owner of the Manchester, N.H., Union and Leader ; gen-

eral manager of the Hearst newspapers; and, from 1931, pub-
lisher of the Chicago Daily News. Knox was Republican candi-

date for vice-president in 1936. Roosevelt named him secretary

of the navy, June 20, 1940, when war was threatening. He flew

to Pearl Harbor immediately after the Jap attack and reported

to the nation on the damage done there. At the end of 1942

Knox stated that the U.S. navy was larger and more powerful
than it was the day before Pearl Harbor. Eleven months later,

when the 27,ooo-ton carrier "Wasp" was delivered on Nov. 24,

1943, Knox announced that the warship strength of 838 vessels

was exactly double what it had been at the beginning of the

year, the "Wasp" being the 4i9th ship delivered during 1943.

On Dec. 14 he stated that "preliminaries" in the Pacific were

over and that major blows against Japan were being prepared.

Knudsen, William Signius
hagen, Denmark, on March 25 and as a youth worked in a bicycle

shop in his native town. At the age of 20 he emigrated to the

United States, where he found work in a shipyard in New York.

After working in a railroad shop, he went to Buffalo, where he

ultimately became superintendent of a mill. He then worked for
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Ford Motor company and became associated with Chevrolet

Motor company, of which he was made vice-president in 1922

and later president. From 1933 to 1937 he was executive vice-

president of General Motors corporation, and in the latter year
he became president. On May 28, 1940 President Roosevelt ap-

pointed him commissioner of industrial production for the national

defense advisory commission.

When President Roosevelt created the Office of Production

Management Jan. 7, 1941, he named Knudsen director general.

Knudsen continued to be the "top man" in the production phase

of national defense until Jan. 1942, but gradually matters of gen-

eral policy were delegated to other agencies such as the Office of

Price Administration and the War Production board. On Jan. 16,

1942, he was appointed production director of the war depart-

ment and made a lieutenant general. During the following two

years he spent much of his time in the field, visiting and coun-

selling industries, and otherwise expediting production. In Aug.

and Sept. 1943, he visited Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand and

other Pacific points.

( I88s- ) JaPanese naval officer, was

born in September in Saga-ken. Hr was

graduated from the Naval Staff college, 1906, and rose to prom-
inence in the Japanese navy. He was an attached at the Japanese

embassy in -Paris, 1926-27, and on his return home was given

the captaincy of a warship. After holding a post as commander

of a training squadron, he was made vice chief of staff of the

Naval Staff board, 1937, and just before the attack on Pearl

Harbor, he was head of the Japanese fleet in China waters. At

the outbreak of war in Dec. 1942, Adm. Koga's naval units

supported the Hongkong and Malaya operations, and in 1943 he

was commander of the important Yokusoka naval station. After

the death of Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto in the spring of 1943,

Adm. Koga was made commander in chief of the Japanese fleet.

Korea: see CHOSEN.

U/altar
If31161

), U.S. army officer, was born

in Flatow, Germany, Jan. 26. Brought
to the U.S. as a child, he attended the Cincinnati Technical school

from 1896 to 1898 and left school to enlist as a private at the

outbreak of the Spanish-American war. He later saw action

during the Philippine insurrection, on the Mexican border, and

during World War I. From 1921 to 1938 he filled various posts

at army schools and on the general staff. Promoted through the

grades, he became a brigadier general in 1936, major general in

1939, and lieutenant general in 1941. In May 1941, Gen. Krueger
assumed command of the 3rd army, which later in the year
defeated Gen. Ben Lear's 2nd army in practice manoeuvres in

Louisiana. When the 6th army in the Southwest Pacific was or-

ganized early in 1943, he was sent to Australia to take command.
In December the 6th army, under Gen. Krueger's command, in-

vaded the island of New Britain.

Kruger-Gray, George: see GRAY, GEORGE KRUGER.

Kure (Ocean) Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Kuwait: see ARABIA.

Shipments of kyanite from United States mines rose

to 8,708 short tons in 1942, against 8,335 tons in

1941. No information was available in 1943 on imports.

(G. A. Ro.)

Labor, U.S. Department af: see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND BUREAUS.

LABOUR PARTY
Labor Relations Board, National: see NATIONAL LABOR

RELATIONS BOARD.

Labour: see AGRICULTURE; AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR;

CHILD WELFARE; CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS;

EMPLOYMENT; INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION; LABOUR

UNIONS; LAW; MOTION PICTURES; NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS

BOARD; NEGROES (AMERICAN); RADIO; RELIEF; SHIPBUILDING;

STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS; SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED

STATES; UNITED STATES; WAGES AND HOURS; WAR LABOR BOARD,

NATIONAL; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S. See also under various states.

Dortlf
I ally,

British Labour party continued in 1943
, to work under the conditions of political

truce imposed by the war, and to be represented in the war cabi-

net and the government. Cabinet changes caused Clement Attiee

to retire from the dominions office and replace Sir John Anderson

as chairman of the cabinet committee on home affairs, while re-

maining deputy prime minister. Arthur Greenwood continued to

lead the party in the house of commons, and George Ridley

became chairman of the party executive,

The affiliated membership of the Labour party showed a small

further fall in 1942, due mainly to the calling-up of members and

the dislocation of some of the local labour parties by war condi-

tions. The total was 2,453,000 as against 2,485,000 in 1941 and

2,663,000 in 1939. The decline was mainly in the individual mem-

bership of local parties, which had fallen from 409,000 in 1939 to

219,000 at the end of 1942. The rise in trade union membership
was not reflected in the Labour party totals, as most of the new
members had not yet become subscribers to the political funds of

their trade unions. The development of the Labour party's mem-

bership was hampered by the party's failure to give a clear lead.

A considerable floating section of left-wing opinion, especially

among young people, was attracted away to Common Wealth,

which, with a program very similar to the Labour party's, was

unhampered by the truce and had been free to contest by-elec-

tions. The main body of the party was, however, fully deter-

mined to maintain the truce, in order not to put its members in

the government into a difficulty, and not to lay itself open to any

suspicion that it is not whole-hearted in its support of the war.

The party conference in 1943 therefore decided to ban Common
Wealth by making membership of that body inconsistent with

membership of the Labour party ; but this decision would be very
difficult to enforce. The Labour party conference also rejected,

by 1,951,000 votes to 712,000, a renewed proposal to accept the

Communist party into affiliation. The conference approved a

number of resolutions dealing with various aspects of reconstruc-

tion policy, elaborating the general conclusions of the reconstruc-

tion report approved in 1942. The most acrimonious discussion

arose over a resolution and amendment dealing with the treat-

ment of Germany after the war. The main object of the amend-
ment was to draw a sharp distinction between the nazis and the

German people and to demand that the whole people of Ger-

many should not be treated as criminals on account of the nazis'

misdeeds. But errors in tactics led to the defeat of the amend-
ment. This attitude was reversed when the same issue came be-

fore the Trades Union congress in September, and it seems clear

that this later decision more correctly expressed the real state of

Labour opinion.

During the year, the Labour party in parliament showed in-

creasing activity in criticizing the government, especially for its

failure to formulate decisions on postwar policy. Both the par-

liamentary party and the conference gave strong support to the

Beveridge social security proposals, and also pressed for a favour-

able government decision on the Uthwatt, Barlow and other re-

ports dealing with basic problems of reconstruction. Colonial



questions also occupied an increasing amount of Labour atten-

tion. (See also CABINET MEMBERS.) (G. D. H. C.)

Unitec' States. The status and reputa-
tion O f un ions were deeply affected by a

considerable increase in strikes during 1943. After a relatively

quiet year, when less than 1,000,000 employees were involved in

strikes, the number of strikes in. 1943 rose to more than 3,500,

the numbers on strike to nearly 3,500,000, and man-days lost

through strikes to 14,000,000. The largest and most important of

the strikes were called in vital war industries coal, rubber and

steel.

The primary cause of this outbreak of labour disturbances was

a revolt against the principles of wage control devised and ad-

ministered by the National War Labor board and other federal

agencies. The kernel of the board's wage policy was the limitation

of wage increases to 15% above the level of wages prevailing in

Jan. 1941. The aim of this policy was to maintain the purchasing

power of wages at their Jan. 1941 level and its underlying assump-
tion was that the government's machinery of price control would

keep the rise in the cost of living from exceeding 15%. Successful

as price regulation, compared with the experience during World
War I, was, the official index of living costs actually increased

nearly 25% and unofficial figures collected by the unions showed
a substantially greater advance. Throughout the year, therefore,

organized labour became increasingly critical of the government's

wage formula and from time to time strikes broke out to force a

change in public policy.

It fell to the lot of John L. Lewis, however, to bring this whole

question to a climax. In common with other labour leaders Lewis

was being subjected to mounting pressure for higher wages by his

union's members. Early in the year the anthracite miners struck

against an increase in union dues and to get them back to work

Lewis promised a substantial advance in wages. With the approach-

ing termination on April i of the union's agreement with the coal

industry, the United Mine Workers demanded a wage increase of

$2 a day. Although this demand included pay for travel time

(portal to portal), granting it would clearly have violated the

official wage policy. Consequently, the miners' representatives

refused to appear before the War Labor board and submit their

case to it. When the coal operators turned down the union de-

mands, strikes spread through the mines. Intervention by the

president proved futile. Finally the government took over the

mines and the men returned to work. But the wage dispute re-

mained unsettled. On four occasions the mines were shut down.

Prolonged negotiations were held between the union and the fuel

administrator and the union and the operators. On Nov. 5, the

War Labor board approved a wage increase amounting to $1.75

a day.

This settlement, regarded by the whole of organized labour as

a surrender to John L. Lewis, brought on a nation-wide movement
for the abandonment of the official ("Little Steel") wage formula.

The steel, automobile and textile unions asked for increases run-

ing from 10 to 20 cents an hour. The conservative railroad unions

brought a long-pending and complex wage dispute to a head by

taking a strike vote and setting the date for a strike. Only inter-

vention by the president and turning the roads over to the army
averted a stoppage of rail transport. At the end of December the

organized steel workers, launching their campaign for higher

wages, struck important steel producers and threatened to tie up
the whole industry.

Even before the strikes of 1943, the public had shown signs of

fearing the growing power of organized labour and congress had

on several occasions attempted to adopt regulatory legislation.

But these efforts were blocked by the president. The new wave of

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION of the United Automobile Workers at Buffalo

Oct. 4-10, 1943, voted support for Pros. Roosevelt In 1944 If he took an

active stand against opponents of the New Deal. The two centre photographs
above the rostrum are of C.I.O. President Philip Murray and President Roose-

velt; at the left, Sec'y-Treasurer George Addes of the U.A.W.; at the right, the

U.A.W.'s president, R. J
?
Thomas

strikes and their threat to war production impelled congress to

action. On June 12 the Smith-Connally (Anti-Strike) bill was

passed and several weeks later both houses of congress overrode

the president's veto by large majorities. This act, aimed primarily

to prevent strikes in war industries, set forth the conditions under

which strikes might be called, the authority of the government to

operate struck plants, and the powers of the War Labor board.

In addition, the act forbade labour organizations, as well as cor-

porations, to make political contributions in connection with

elections to federal office.

How far public opinion had swung against organized labour was

suggested by the results of the congressional and local elections

held in November. Both the A.F. of L. and the C.I.O. had made
careful preparations for the fall elections, had declared themselves

against anyone who had supported the Smith-Connally bill, and

had made strong efforts to get out the labour vote. The result

was a considerable Republican victory in all parts of the country,

the greatest upset being the election of a Republican governor in

the normally Democratic state of Kentucky.
Inside the labour movement the two major factions, the A.F.

of L. and the C.I.O., drifted farther apart. Peace negotiations,

under way the year before, were abandoned. A dispute between

the metal trades' unions of the A.F. of L. and the shipbuilders'

union of the C.I.O. over the unionization of the employees of the

Kaiser shipyards not only resulted in an overwhelming victory

for the federation but also caused congressional action denying

the right of the National Labor Relations board to nullify exist-

ing labour contracts. These defeats of the C.I.O. aggravated the

already strained relations between it and the A.F. of L. Fuel was

added to the fire when an application for membership in the fed-

eration by the United Mine Workers was warmly received.

Although the resolution of difficult jurisdictional issues delayed

action on the miners' application, it was generally believed that

they would shortly be reaffiliated with the A.F. of L.

Owing again to the favourable economic conditions of war and

the friendly policies of the administration, the membership of all

branches of organized labour continued to increase, but at a

slower rate than in the earlier war years. At the end of 1943, total

membership probably exceeded 12,000,000 by a small amount and

385
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embraced approximately one-third of the country's wage-earners

and lower salaried employees. (See also AMERICAN FEDERATION

OF LABOR; BUSINESS REVIEW; CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGAN-

IZATIONS; LAW; NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD; STRIKES

AND LOCK-OUTS.) (L. Wo.)
Great Britain. By the end of 1942 the trade unions affili-

ated to the British Trades Union congress had increased their

membership to 6,024,411, as compared with 5,432,644 the previ-

ous year and 4,866,711 in 1939. The increase was specially marked

among the unions in the metal and engineering trades and among
those catering for general workers, which in practice enrol a high

proportion of the less skilled workers in the engineering and

other armament industries. There were four unions with a mem-

bership of over 500,000 Transport and General Workers (806,-

ooo), General and Municipal Workers (721,000), Amalgamated

Engineering union (645,000), Mineworkers' federation (599,000).

Two other unions the National Union of Railwaymen and the

Distributive Workers exceeded 250,000, and four others 100,000.

Of the total affiliated membership, 1,220,000 were women.

The Trades Union congress includes most of the important
unions. The civil servants, including the post office workers, were

still excluded from affiliation by the 1927 Trade Unions act. There

was a renewed attempt in 1943 to get the ban on the affiliation of

the civil service unions removed. The largest of these, the Union

of Post Office Workers, applied for affiliation; and the T.U.C.

general council agreed to recommend the congress to accept it in

defiance of the law. The government thereupon threatened dis-

ciplinary action against all employees who remained in member-

ship of the U.P.W.; and after negotiations with the Labour

members of the government and with the Labour party it was

decided to postpone acceptance of the U.P.W. affiliation and to

make a further effort to secure an agreed modification of the law.

The T.U.C. and its affiliated bodies continued to give full sup-

port to the war effort, and to be represented on numerous com-

mittees set up by the government in connection with tjie various

departments. In particular, there was a rapid growth during the

year of factory joint production committees, and the trade unions

established regional machinery and a special advisory service for

the co-ordination of their efforts. There were at this time joint

production committees in most of the large factories engaged on

war work.

Interest at the Trades Union congress of Sept. 1943 was cen-

tred largely on discussions with the trade unions in the United

States and the soviet union. There was great disappointment over

the refusal of the American Federation of Labor either to enter

into a joint committee with the T.U.C. and the Soviet Ail-Union

Council of Trade Unions, or to widen the membership of the

Anglo-American Trade Union committee so as to include the Con-

gress of Industrial Organizations and the Railroad brotherhoods.

The T.U.C. general council had made it clear to the American

Federation of Labor that it was strongly in favour of both these

things, but had been unable to influence the American Federation

of Labor to modify its attitude. The T.U.C., in face of this re-

port, reluctantly consented to the continuance of the Anglo-

American committee on its existing basis. Discussions took place

between the British and soviet trade union delegates in both Lon-

don and Moscow. The soviet delegates brought forward a pro-

posal to widen the Anglo-Soviet committee by the inclusion of

delegates from other European countries as well as from the

United States; but the T.U.C. regarded such a. move as premature
and as needing special consideration in the light of the position

and prospects of the International Federation of Trade Unions,

to which the T.U.C. belonged. The soviet delegates also strongly

pressed the British trade unions to declare emphatically in favour

of an immediate large-scale second front in Europe; but the

British delegates took the view, which was endorsed at the con-

gress in September, that they could not take the responsibility of

pronouncing on the correct timing of a military operation about

which only the military authorities and the government could

have the requisite knowledge. Accordingly, the T.U.C. would not

go beyond declaring in favour of the second front at the earliest

practicable date.

During the autumn months of 1943 there were a number of

strikes, chiefly among miners and munition workers, which re-

ceived a great deal of publicity in the press. Actually, these strikes

were all small and local, and the time lost by strike action con-

tinued to be low substantially lower than in World War I.

Attempts were made to represent these strikes as due to the activ-

ities of political agitators; but there was no real evidence for this

view, and the communists especially had been strongly against

strike action and everywhere advised the strikers to return to

work. The main cause was undoubtedly sheer weariness, aggra-

vated by the unwise attempts of the government to discourage

holiday-making during the summer. Discontent at the govern-

ment's failure to make up its mind about the vital issues of

reconstruction might have been a small contributory cause, but

did not seem to have played a major part. In the coal mines there

were special sources of unrest, arising out of the failure of the

reorganization plans of the ministry of fuel and power to achieve

any considerable results and out of wage-troubles, especially

among the younger men.

A notable feature of the year's Trades Union congress was the

rejection of a "Vansittartite" resolution and the acceptance of an

amendment drawing a sharp distinction, in respect of "war guilt,"

between the nazis and the German people. This decision reversed

that reached earlier in the year at the annual conference of the

Labour party (see LABOUR PARTY) and undoubtedly represented

better the majority view in British labour and trade union circles.

The Trades Union congress was making, through a number of

committees, its own study of reconstruction problems. It had

cordially endorsed most of the proposals made in the Bevcridge

report on the social services. It maintained its general ban on

association with the Communist party; but the congress of 1943

agreed to modify it by lifting the ban on local trades councils

which admitted Communist delegates. (G. D. H. C.)

Labrador: see NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR.

Despite the fact* that the scope of its program

during 1943 was cut down by the shortage of

undergraduate manpower, the United States Intercollegiate La-

crosse association voted to carry on a full season in 1944, in-

cluding the annual north-south game, provided the latter proved

feasible when the 1944 season reached its climax. It was the

north-south game which proved the highlight cf the 1943 cam-

paign with the Southern Collegiate All-Stars defeating the north

9-5. The north squad was made up of players from Army,

Princeton, Yale, Rutgers, Pennsylvania, Stevens Tech, Lehigh,

City College of New York, Drexel, Cornell, Syracuse and Spring-

field. The Southern All-Stars were a composite of navy, Mary-
land and Johns Hopkins.

The two best teams in the country were Navy and Maryland.

On the distaff side, Philadelphia clinched its tenth National

Women's Lacrosse association tournament title by defeating the

Etceteras 12-2. The latter squad was made up of college girls.

A committee of the U.S. Intercollegiate Lacrosse association

discussed with army and navy officials the use of Lacrosse as a

part of training camp programs, believing that it was second only

to football as a conditioner. Up to the end of 1943 this had not

been adopted officially by the services. (T. J. D.)



LA FONTAINE,

UFflntainP Konri (l854- I 943), Belgian lawyer and pol-

rUllldlllCy nCllll itician, was born April 22 in Brus-

sels. A senator from 1894 to 1936, and vice-president of the

senate, La Fontaine also was a professor of international law at

the University of Brussels and the City College of New York.

He was awarded the Nobel peace prize in 1913. La Fontaine pre-

sided over 20 world peace congresses and drew up a "magnissima
charta" calling for a "United States of the World." He was

named head of the International Bureau of Peace in Brussels,

1907, was president of the Juridical committee of the Inter-

Parliamentary union, and represented his country at the League
of Nations in 1920 and 1921. A Berne dispatch of May 26

carried a report of his death.

Q
Ot

( lS /9- ) U.S. naval officer and gov-

f t eminent official, was born Jan. 9 in Canon

City, Colo. He was graduated from the University of Wyoming.

1898; Annapolis, 1902; and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, 1907. During World War I, he served on the staff of

Adm. William Sims in London. Associated with problems of naval

construction after 1904, he was assistant chief of the navy's

bureau of aeronautics, 1926-28; chief of the bureau of construc-

tion and repair, 1932-37. Made a rear admiral when he retired

from the navy in 1937, he was named commissioner of the U.S.

maritime commission in 1937, and succeeded Joseph Kennedy as

chairman in 1938. Under his administration during the next five

years a tremendous program of shipbuilding developed. On Sept.

24, 1943, he stated that the program begun in 1938 would total

50,000,000 dead-weight tons by the end of 1944. There were then

100 yards, employing 750,000. On Jan. 3, 1944, he announced

that 1,896 ships, with a dead-weight tonnage of 19,238.626, had

been built in 1943. Soon after the U.S. entered World War II,

Adm. Land was also made administrator of the War Shipping

administration. On Aug. n, 1943, his maritime commission named

a committee to plan a postwar shipping program.

lonrictDinOr Karl ( I868~ I 943)> U.S. medical research

Lfl IIUSlullHflf IVdll scientist, was born June 14 in Vienna,

Austria. He received his M.D. at the University of Vienna,

1891. At the invitation of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical

Research in 1921, he went to the United States, where he be-

came a naturalized citizen. In 1930, he received the Nobel prize

for medicine for his discovery of the human blood groups, a

work which made possible the successful use of blood transfu-

sion. His discovery of the four blood groups and his subsequent

research showed that by matching the patient's blood group

with that of the donor, many of the dangers of blood transfu-

sion could be eliminated. Dr. Landsteiner, who was a member
of the Rockefeller institute from 1922 until his retirement in

1939, extended his research to immunology, bacteriology, virus

diseases and drug allergy. He wrote extensively on these subjects

and was honoured by many of the leading scientific organiza-

tions over the world. He continued his medical research at the

institute after his retirement and died while working in his labo-

ratory in New York city, June 26.

Loos: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

DonillRdUUI
( I8 ' 6

~ I 943)> French composer, was born

May 13 in Bordeaux. He received his early

musical training at the Paris conservatory, was awarded the Prix

de Rome in 1903, and won international fame with one of his

early compositions, La Habanera, 1908, an opera set in old Cas-

tile. His other operas included Peau d'Ane (1899), La Jota

(1911), Le Joueur de Viole (1926) and Llllustre Fregona
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(1931). He wrote in addition several librettos, songs, piano and

orchestra works and a number of publications including La

Mnsique Populaire en Espagne (1914) and Bizet et I'Espagne

(1935). He was killed during a bombing raid over France, April

4, according to a Paris radio broadcast.

UPlimft VinrOinn
CARDrNAL (1874-1943), Italian car-

I Ullldy f UlbCllLU, dinal, was born Jan. 22 in Palermo.

He attended Palermo seminary and studied at the University of

Rome, receiving doctor's degrees in philosophy, theology and law.

Titular archbishop of San Cosmos and Damian, he was created a

cardinal on Dec. 16, 1935. He died in Rome Nov. 4.

The production of lard in 1943 increased to an all-time

. high record of 2,874,000,000 lb., as estimated by the

I'.S. department of agriculture, compared with 2,455,000,000 lb.

in 1942. The heavy marketing of hogs in the fall of 1943 was
reflected in this increase. Only once had this high record been

approached in 1933, when 2,475,000,000 lb. were produced. The
lard yield in 1943 was relatively low in relation to the weight of

the hogs slaughtered, indicating that packers did not trim closely.

being able to sell more of the fat as meat. The output of lard

bears a close relation to the weight of hogs slaughtered, however,

which enables estimates to be made on the number of hogs
needed to meet lard demands. For 1944 a yield of 130 lb. of pork
and 30 lb. of lard per hog on 104,000,000 head was expected to

provide 3,120.000,000 lb. of lard. (See also Hoes; MEAT; VEGE-
TABLE OILS AND ANIMAL FATS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Latin Americo: see ARGENTINA; BOLIVIA; BRAZIL; BRITISH

GUIANA; BRITISH HONDURAS; CHILE; COLOMBIA; COSTA RICA;

ECUADOR; FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE; GUATEMALA; HISPANIC
AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II; HONDURAS; INTERNATIONAL LAW;
NICARAGUA; PANAMA; PARAGUAY; PERU; SALVADOR, EL; SURI-

NAM; URUGUAY; VENEZUELA.

Latter Doy Saints: see MORMONS.

I Ot\fl0
^ne ^ ^e **a^c states f northeastern Europe,

Lulffld* north of Lithuania, south of Estonia, formerly a re-

public; in 1941 it became part of the German "Ostland." Area,

25,016 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Jan. i, 1939), 1,994.506. Capital, Riga

(385*063 in 19.35); the other principal city is Liepaja- (57,098).

Language, Latvian. Religion, Christian (Protestant, 56%; Roman
Catholic, 24.5%; Greek Catholic, 9%; Greek Orthodox, 5.5%).
The country was ruled, after the German occupation in 1941,

by Commissioner-General Otto Heinrich Drechsler for Latvia.

and Reichscomrnissar Hinrich Lohse, whose seat of government
not only for Latvia but for the entire Ostland (q.v.) was estab-

lished in Riga.

History. Like her neighbours Estonia and Lithuania (qq.v.}>

Latvia was forced to bow first to one, then another, of the war-

ring greac powers: from June 1940 to June 1941 she was occu-

pied and largely collectivized by the U.S.S.R.; in July 1941 she

was occupied and "new ordered" by the nazi reich. Mass deporta-
tions were carried through by both the conquerors, and the econ-

omy was forced through violent changes.

The German masters of the country required the Latvians to

produce for the German war effort, systematically regulating

labour, banks, industry. Agriculture, partially collectivized dur-

ing the Russian occupation, was not completely reorganized by
the Germans, though some Danish and Belgian colonists were

established on the land. Most of the Latvian ships at large were

sunk before the end of 1943, but some Latvian sailors continued

to operate in the Atlantic sea-lanes.

A communist government -in-exile was established in Moscow,
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and the representatives of the prewar government continued to

function in the western capitals in 1943. The latter pledged

allegiance to the Atlantic Charter and the cause of the United

Nations and hoped for the re-establishment of Latvian inde-

pendence after the war. No clear-cut statements on this issue

had been promulgated by the great states at the end of 1943.

The silence of the Moscow and Tehran conferences on this point

was in itself significant.

Statistics of education, finance and economic conditions ceased

to be issued in Latvia after the soviet occupation in ^940; the

latest available figures at the end of 1943 applied for the most

part to 1938 and 1939.

Education. In 1938-39 there were 1,987 elementary schools

and 122 secondary schools. Enrolment at the University of Riga
was 7,281. Total educational enrolment numbered 271,197

one-seventh of the population with 13,106 teachers. There were

912 public libraries.

Finance. The monetary unit is the lat (
= 19.3 U.S. cents at

par, established as equivalent to the Swiss franc in 1921). Effects

of German control were still uncertain at the end of 1943. In

1939 the budget estimates envisaged revenue of 190,878,000 lats

and expenditures of 190,481,000 lats.

Trade and Communication. Imports in 1938 were 227,336,-

ooo lats; exports 227,204,000 lats. Chief articles of import were

industrial machinery, agricultural machinery, automobiles and

accessories, coal, cotton textiles, cotton (raw) and wheat. Chief

articles of export were timber, flax, plywood and butter. Exports

went chiefly to Great Britain, Germany, the U.S.S.R. and the

Netherlands. Imports were primarily from Germany, Great Brit-

ain, the U.S.S.R., Sweden and the United States. In 1940 the

Latvian state railways operated over 2,200 mi.; bus lines over

2,800 mi. The principal harbours are Riga, Liepaja and Ventspils.

Agriculture. The principal crops with their yields (in short

tons) were as follows in 1939: rye, 493,830; barley, 245,041;

oats, 534*395; wheat, 233,247; potatoes, 1,807,882; flax, 54,123.

Livestock included 414,470 horses, 1,271,730 cattle, 1,469,570

sheep, 891,470 pigs, 4,729,120 poultry, 222,460 beehives. About

66% of the employed were in agriculture.

Manufacturing. After the decline in 1931 and 1932, Latvia's

industrial production rose rapidly to a general index figure of

148 in 1937 (based on 100 in 1930). Strong efforts were made

up to 1939 to increase the self-sufficiency of the country.

At the beginning of 1939 some 5,970 industrial establishments

employed 98,500 persons, and in 1938 produced a value of

695,000,000 lats. About 15% of the employed were in industry

and 5% in commerce. Chief industries were foodstuffs, wood
and paper and textiles.

BIBLIOGRAPHY'. Alfred Bilmanis, The Baltic States and the Baltic S<*a

(Washington, 1943); Latvia under German Occupation (mimeographed, by
Latvian Legation, Washington, 1943). (F. D. S.)

Laval, Pierre
(1883- ), French statesman, was born June
28 at Chateldon, Puy-de-D6me. For a brief

biographical sketch, see Encyclopedia Britannica. Laval had re-

mained in comparative obscurity after the start of war in 1939
until Marshal Petain, after France's defeat, named him his suc-

cessor as well as vice-premier. An opportunist, Laval consulted

with Hitler on several occasions in 1940 and displayed obvious

pro-nazi inclinations. A rift between Petain and Laval occurred,

and the latter was abruptly dropped from the Vichy cabinet

Dec. 13, 1940. Laval was not reinstated until April 18, 1942,

wjien he formed a new cabinet and assumed the title of chief

of government. He followed a straight pro-nazi policy. He in-

sisted that Frenchmen go to Germany to work in factories, thus

helping to "crush bolshevism," and to release French prisoners.

On Nov. 18, 1942, a week after the Germans had occupied all of

France, Petain gave Laval dictatorial powers to make laws and

decrees on his own responsibility. Laval delivered a violent tirade

against the British and proclaimed his confidence in an eventual

axis victory. In the spring of 1943, Gen. Giraud, threatening

eventual invasion of France, warned Laval: "You have lost the

right to call yourself a Frenchman." On June 5, Laval called for

200,000 more workers to go to Germany. On June 25, the Ger-

man radio announced that he had ordered the 100,000 Jews that

had been naturalized since 1927 deprived of citizenship.

I am Aspects of war were reflected in every type of litigation.

LdW. Conflicts arose between military and civil authorities

over curfew and exclusion orders in defense areas, the suspension

of the writ of habeas corpus under a declaration of martial law

and the trial of soldiers for offenses against civilians. The courts

faced new problems also in determining the status of aliens who
came from countries taken over by the nazis and in applying

emergency laws concerning selective service, inflation control and

war labour disputes.

Some litigants put forward novel claims and defenses inspired

by war conditions. Tenants not only sought the protection of

OPA regulations in eviction cases in rent control areas, but also

resorted to a new doctrine of "frustration" (similar to the old

defense of impossibility of performance) in order to escape

liability for rent on leases of business property where its use

for the purpose intended was wholly or partly interrupted by war

regulations. In a personal injury suit the defendant car owner

unsuccessfully raised the defense that the plaintiff had assumed

all risks by becoming a fellow passenger in a share-the-car plan

brought about by gas rationing. A manufacturer who ran his

plant in a manner disturbing to neighbours contended that his

operations should not be restrained as a nuisance because he was

engaged in war work, but the Massachusetts supreme court re-

jected this plea.

The trend of U.S. supreme court decisions was to support the

vastly increased powers delegated by congress to the executive

department and administrative agencies and not to interfere with

state legislation and court decisions except when there were

serious conflicts with federal authority or civil rights were

endangered.

Only the more important and interesting legal developments
of a less technical nature are noted in this article.

Administrative Law. Both by necessity and inclination the

supreme court continued its hands-off policy toward the adminis-

trative process. Agency regulations and rulings have added such

a vast undergrowth to the law's "wilderness of single instances"

that the courts cannot review administrative proceedings in detail.

The court declined to interfere with the discretion exercised

by the Federal Power commission, the Federal Security adminis-

trator, the National Labor Relations board and the Interstate

Commerce commission in orders issued by those agencies based

on findings of fact arrived at after the consideration of carefully

accumulated evidence, much of it highly technical in character.

In an NLRB case the court ruled that there could be no judicial

review of questions not presented in the original hearing before

the administrative agency (Marshall Field & Co. v. NLRB,
318 U.S. 253). Nor should the courts interfere with the orders

of administrative tribunals until all administrative remedies are

exhausted, it was held in Illinois Commerce Commission v.

Thomson, 318 U.S. 675. An injunction had been granted against

proceeding with a rate hearing before the state commission on

the ground that the Interstate Commerce commission had already

approved an increase of rates. The supreme court held that the

injunction should have been denied because the petitioner had

not come to the end of his remedies before the state agency.
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Chain broadcasting regulations formulated by the Federal

Communications commission were upheld against attacks by the

two major radio networks (N.B.C. v. U.S., 319 U.S. 190 and

Columbia Broadcasting System v. U.S., 319 U.S. 190). The

regulations provided that broadcasting licences should not be

granted to stations having certain business relations with the

networks and they were designed to prevent practices which the

commission had found, after extensive investigation, to be

"detrimental to the public interest." The court held that in

giving the FCC power to license and regulate broadcasting "in

the public interest, convenience and necessity," congress did not

limit the commission's power merely to dealing with technical and

engineering problems. Nor were the regulations a denial of free

speech.

The doctrine of "exclusive primary jurisdiction" was applied

by the court in sustaining the power of the secretary of labour

to subpoena a contractor in a hearing under the Walsh-Healey
Public Contracts act. The contractor asked the federal district

court to decide whether the act applied to his business, but the

supreme court held that it was primarily the duty of the secre-

tary of labour to determine this question (Endicott-Johnson v.

Perkins, 317 U.S. 501).

In a series of cases involving railroad reorganizations under

the Bankruptcy act, approved by the Interstate Commerce com-

mission, the supreme court held that the federal courts should

consider only the general fairness and legal validity of such

plans. They need not examine the details.

Administrative agencies, however, cannot justify their orders

on "broad equitable principles," the court said in setting aside

an order of the Securities and Exchange commission in connec-

tion with the reorganization of a public utility holding company.
"An administrative order cannot be upheld unless the grounds

upon which the agency acted in exercising its powers were those

upon which its action can be sustained" (S.E.C. v. Chenery Co.,

318 U.S. 80).

In two s-to-4 decisions, the court declined to permit the

interference by federal courts with orders of state administrative

agencies. It held that U.S. district court had no jurisdiction to

set aside orders of the Texas Railroad commission, since the

Texas statutes provided a well organized system for judicial

review in the state courts.

Aliens and Citizenship. The cancellation of a naturalization

certificate granted in 1927 to an admitted communist was set

aside by the supreme court. The government charged that he

was not attached to the principles of the constitution because of

his membership in a party which advocated the overthrow of

the government by violence. Justice Murphy, speaking for the

majority of the court, applied the "clear and present danger"

test announced by Justice Holmes in the famous World War I

sedition case of Schenck v. U.S., 249 U.S. 47. The government
had not proved with requisite certainty, he said, that the attitude

of the Communist party at the time when the petitioner was

naturalized created a "clear and present danger of public dis-

order." The facts and the law should be construed as far as

reasonably possible in favour of citizenship. It should not be

presumed in construing the denaturalization act "that congress

meant to circumscribe liberty of political thought." Justices

Stone, Roberts and Frankfurter dissented on the ground that

"congress, which has the power to deny citizenship to aliens al-

together, may safeguard the grant of this privilege." No ques-

tion of freedom of speech was involved, they said. Wendell L.

Willkie represented the petitioner (Schneiderman v. 7.5., 320
U.S. 118).

A U.S. district court in California ruled that the membership
of Harry Bridges in the Communist party justified the attorney-

general in ordering his deportation to Australia. The Alien

Registration act of 1940 requires the deportation of aliens who
at or after the time of their entry have been members of any

organization which advocates, or has in its possession literature,

advocating the overthrow of the U.S. government by force. The

attorney-general had found that Bridges was a member of two

subversive organizations. The court held that neither the statute

nor the deportation order violated the free speech guarantees of

the constitution.

The supreme court sustained the conviction of an American

citizen of Japanese descent for wilful violation of a curfew order

of the western defense command which required all persons of

Japanese ancestry within a designated military area to remain at

home between 8 P.M. and 6 A.M. It was within the constitutional

authority of congress and the president, acting together, to

prescribe a curfew as a war emergency measure. Ruling that

such an order was not unjust discrimination, the court said,

"Distinctions between citizens solely because of their ancestry are

by their very nature odious to a free people whose institutions

are founded on the doctrine of equality," but "the adoption by
the government, in the crisis of war and threatened invasion, of

measures for the public safety, based upon the recognition of

the facts and circumstances which indicate that a group of one

national extraction may menace that safety more than others,

is not wholly beyond the limits of the constitution" (Hirabayashi

v. U.S., 320 U.S. 81). Briefs were filed by the American Civil

Liberties Union and Japanese-American Citizens* League as

friends of the court.

Two U.S. district courts in the eastern defense area, however,

held that there was not sufficient danger of espionage and

sabotage to justify military orders excluding naturalized citizens

of German origin from that area. Such orders were held to

violate the constitutional right of citizens to move from state

to state.

Two circuit court of appeals decisions construed the effect of

the anschlms of Austria with Germany in 1938 on the status of

aliens.

An Austrian citizen, who arrived in the U.S. in 1936 as a

Czechoslovakian quota immigrant and was residing in the U.S.

at time of anschluss but never accepted German sovereignty, was

not an enemy alien subject to internment (US. ex rel. Schwarz-

kopf v. Uhl, 137 F. [2d] 898). On the other hand, a person
born in Austria, who resided in France from 1919 to 1939 an^

then went to the U.S., was a "native" of Germany subject to

restraint as an enemy alien because of state department rulings

that Austria became part of the reich by the anschluss (U.S. ex

rel. D'Esquiva v. Uhl, 137 F. [2d] 903).

The problem of deporting a Greek seaman who had overstayed

his permissible period in the U.S. was solved in a circuit court

decision by ordering him sent to the "Greek government in exile"

in England as the "country whence he came." Congress after-

ward by statute established this as the proper method of dealing

with such aliens.

Civil Rights. At the insistence of members of Jehovah's

Witnesses, the supreme court overruled its previous "flag salute"

and "handbill" decisions. A state law, prescribing "the commonly

accepted salute to the flag" as a regular part of the program
of public schools, was held to violate the ist and i4th amend-

ments in West Virginia Board of Education v. Barnette, 319

U.S. 624. Justice Jackson, speaking for a majority of six, said

that the flag salute is a form of utterance, the affirmation of a

political creed. To coerce the expression of any creed through

such a ritual is a violation of freedom of speech. It is not a

permissible means of achieving national unity. The court thus

overruled its 1941 decision in the Gobitis case.
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The court also reversed the conviction of a Witness for

violating a state statute making it a crime to disseminate litera-

ture tending to create "an attitude of stubborn refusal to salute,

honour and respect" the national and state flags and governments

(Taylor v. Mississippi, 319 U.S. 583).

Laws interfering with the right of Jehovah's Witnesses to

spread their beliefs "publicly and from house to house" were

held invalid. A Dallas ordinance forbidding the scattering of

handbills was not a reasonable exercise of police power when

applied to a religious broadside entitled, "Peace, Can it Last?"

(Jamison v. Texas, 318 U.S. 413). An ordinance of another

Texas town, making it unlawful to sell books or materials in

residential districts without the issuance of a permit by the

mayor, if he deemed it advisable "after a thorough investigation/'

abridged freedom of religion, speech and press (Largent v. Texas,

318 U.S. 418). In these two cases the court was unanimous. But

in Martin v. Struthers, 319 U.S. 141, the Witnesses, by the

margin of a 5-1.0-4 decision, won the right to ring door-bells and

otherwise arouse householders and their families for the purpose

of proselytizing and distributing religious dodgers in spite of an

ordinance forbidding the practice. Even if such activities were

obnoxious to a majority of the citizens they could not legallv be

banned. In Murdoch v. Pennsylvania, 319 U.S. 105, the court

held, on the same day and by the same vote, that a 40-year-old

ordinance requiring canvassers to procure a licence and pay a

fee was invalid when applied to religious colporteurs. Cities may
prohibit the use of their streets for purely commercial enterprises,

but the fact that religious literature is sold rather than given

away does not make the enterprise commercial. To charge a
'

licence fee for such evangelism violates the ist and i4th amend-

ments. In several of the handbill cases briefs were filed by such

organizations as the American Civil Liberties Union, the Bill

of Rights committee of the American Bar association, the Ameri-

can Newspaper Publishers' association and the Society of Seventh

Day Adventists, as friends of the court, urging the position finally

taken by the majority of the court. In a brief filed in the flag

salute case the American Legion supported the view taken by
the dissenting members of the court.

The extent to which an employer may express his opinions

about labour unions without being guilty of unfair practices

in violation of the National Labor Relations act was considered

in several circuit court decisions. These and cases involving

freedom of speech under statutes and ordinances regulating union

activities are reported under Labour in this article.

Constitutional Law. Federal Power. In several cases the

supreme court was called upon to determine the extent of the

government's power to control wages and hours under the Fair

Labor Standards act. The act, by its own terms, applies only to

employees who are "engaged in commerce or in the production

of goods in commerce." This language, the court held, is nar-

rower than that of other statutes, like the National Labor Rela-

tions act, which extend federal control to business "affecting"

interstate commerce. The court therefore declined to apply the

wages and hours act to employees whose work was only indirectly

connected with interstate commerce. (See cases reported under

Labour in this article.)

In two cases the court sustained the power of federal agencies

to regulate public utility companies whose facilities were hooked

up with those of companies in other states. Federal authority

over the transmission of electricity was held in Jersey Central

P.&L. Co. v. FPC, 319 U.S. 61, not to be limited to companies
which themselves own interstate power lines. The court sustained

the jurisdiction of the Federal Power commission over a utility

company which owned and operated facilities within one state,

which connected with facilities of a second company also within

that state, whose facilities in turn connected with those of a

third company outside the state. The same theory won out by
a 5-to-3 decision in another case. An Ohio utility company

bought gas from another company for delivery by pipeline from

West Virginia for use in Ohio. In a hearing before the Ohio

public utilities commission over the rates to be charged by the

Ohio company an order was entered on the West Virginia

company to present information as to the reasonableness of its

charges for gas furnished the Ohio company. The West Virginia

company contended that the Ohio commission had no jurisdiction

over it and brought suit in a federal district court to enjoin

the enforcement of the commission's order. While the suit was

pending congress enacted the Natural Gas act which gave the

Federal Power commission jurisdiction over interstate gas ship-

ments. The court subsequently granted the injunction, which was

sustained by the supreme court (P-nb. Ut. Comm. of Ohio v.

United Fuel Gas Co.).

The court seemed to recognize the existence of a national

common law which has developed outside of statutory rules. It

held in Clearfield Tnist Co. v. U.S., 318 U.S. 363, that "the

rights and duties of the United States on commercial paper which

it issues are governed by federal rather than by state law" and

"in the absence of an applicable act of congress, it is for the

federal courts to fashion the governing rule according to their

own standards." The famous decision in Erie v. Tompkins,

304 U.S. 64, that there is no federal common law was held not

to apply. On the other hand in Palmer v. Hoffman, 318 U.S.

109, the Erie v. Tompkins doctrine was applied in a grade cross-

ing accident case tried in a federal court because of diversity

of citizenship. The burden of establishing contributory negligence

must be determined by state law, the court ruled.

Federal-State Relations. In several cases of a technical nature

the supreme court followed the established rule that federal

and not state law controls in the application of federal stat-

utes. The right of a farmer-debtor in Alabama to redeem after

the foreclosure of a mortgage must be determined under the

terms of the Bankruptcy act and not by state law. What

rights are created by state law must be decided by the bank-

ruptcy court "regardless of the characterization which may be

applied to them by state statutes and decisions" (Wragg v. Fed-

eral Land Bank, 317 U.S. 325). The procedure specified by state

laws was upheld by the court, however, in reversing convictions

in two criminal cases on confessions obtained from the defendants

while they were detained in violation of a Tennessee statute. Nor
will the federal courts ordinarily restrain state officers from col-

lecting state taxes where there is an adequate remedy under local

law. The supreme court affirmed the refusal of the district court

to entertain the petition to have the Louisiana Unemployment
Compensation law declared unconstitutional as applied to a tax-

payer and its maritime employees (Great Lakes Dredge & Dock
Co. v. Httffman, 319 U.S. 293).

In accordance with this abstention doctrine the court ruled

against the granting of an injunction to restrain a criminal prose-

cution in a state court for the violation of a city licensing or-

dinance by a member of Jehovah's Witnesses, even though the

ordinance was held unconstitutional by the court in other cases on

the same day (Douglas v. Jcannette, 319 U.S. 157).

The court worked out a reconciliation of conflicting national

and state interests in holding that California's Agricultural Pro-

rate act does not violate either the commerce clause of the con-

stitution or the Sherman act and Agricultural Marketing Agree-
ment act (Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341). California produces
almost half of the world's raisin crop, and between 90% and

95% of the raisins grown in California are shipped in interstate

and foreign commerce. The California Agricultural Prorate act
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set up a program for marketing state agricultural products to

restrict competition among growers and maintain prices. The

Sherman act did not apply because it was directed against indi-

vidual action in restraint of trade, and the action here was by a

state. Nor did the California program conflict with the Agricul-

tural Marketing act since "the two acts were co-ordinate parts of

a single plan for raising farm prices to parity levels." The state

program was, in fact, adopted in collaboration with officials of

the federal department of agriculture and aided by loans from

the Commodity Credit corporation. State regulations affecting

interstate commerce are to be sustained, the court said, if upon
consideration of all relevant facts, the matter seems to be one

appropriate for local control without materially obstructing the

free flow of commerce. The court thus applied the doctrine of

"accommodation" which is accomplished by "comparing the rela-

tive weights of the national and local interests involved."

A slightly different form of accommodation between national

and state authority was applied in Terminal Association v. Train-

men, 318 U.S. i. A union which was under contract to furnish

labour to a railroad, asked that cabooses be provided for the

health and safety of switchmen. When the railroad failed to do

so, the union applied to the Illinois Commerce commission, which

directed that cabooses be supplied. The railroad contended that

the National Railroad Adjustment board had jurisdiction over

the dispute since it involved interstate commerce. The court con-

ceded that the federal board might have had jurisdiction also,

but neither the Interstate Commerce act, nor the federal Rail-

way Labor, Boiler Inspection or Safety Appliance acts precluded
the state commission from acting.

The court arrived at opposite results in two cases involving

the right of state agencies to regulate the price of milk furnished

to the army. In Penn Dairies v. Milk Commission, 318 U.S. 261,

it was held that milk sold for use of the army on land leased from

the commonwealth of Pennsylvania was subject to prices fixed

by the state milk control commission. But in Pacific Coast

Dairies v. Dept. of Agriculture of California, 318 U.S. 285, state

authorities were held to have no right to revoke a dealer's license

for selling and delivering milk at prices below the local minimum
to the army at Moffitt field, which was owned exclusively by the

United States. "The conclusions may seem contradictory," said

Justice Roberts, "but in preserving the balance between national

and state powers, seemingly inconsequential differences often

require diverse results."

The court again held the government immune to state taxation

in ruling that the Florida Commercial Fertilizer law does not

apply to fertilizer owned by the United States and shipped into

Florida for distribution by the department of agriculture as part
of the soil conservation program. The government had a right to

an injunction against the enforcement of the state tax and tag-

ing requirements (Mayo v. U.S., 319 U.S. 441).

The federal courts must exercise great caution in dealing with

disputes between states, said Justice Roberts in a case involving

conflicting claims between Kansas and Colorado over the use of

the Arkansas river which flows across both states. Overruling a

master's findings in favour of Kansas, the supreme court stressed

that both states have equal rights in such waters. The benefits

of irrigation should be secured to one state without depriving the

other of the use of the flowing stream (Colorado v. Kansas, 319
U.S. 729).

Criminal Law. An advisory committee, appointed by the

supreme court and headed by Arthur T. Vanderbilt, completed a

draft of 56 rules of criminal procedure for the federal courts.

The proposed rules include such simplifications as a short form
of indictment to replace the involved forms which have been in

use for a century and a single motion to dismiss instead of vari-

ous technical motions. The surprise element in alibi defenses is

removed by requiring the defendant, upon the government's de-

mand, to disclose before trial the place where he claims to have

been at the time of the crime. The cost of appeals is reduced by

permitting counsel to print, as an appendix to his brief, only

such part of the record as he desires the appellate court to read.

The conviction of the German propagandist, George Sylvester

Viereck, under the Foreign Agents' Registration act was reversed

by the supreme court on the ground that the statute only required

the disclosure of activities of a registrant "as agent of a foreign

principal" and the activities charged against the defendant were

on his own behalf. Certain remarks to the jury by the prosecuting

attorney were disapproved by the court as appeals to passion and

prejudice (Viereck v. U.S., 318 U.S. 236).

The supreme court also reversed two convictions based on con-

fessions. Three members of a clan of Tennessee mountaineers

were sentenced to 45 years' imprisonment for the murder of a

federal revenue officer who was taking part in a night raid on a

cache of "moonshine" whisky hidden near the family cemetery.

The defendants were held two days for questioning before being

brought before a U.S. commissioner for commitment as provided

by statute. Confessions obtained during that period were im-

properly used against the defendants (McNabb v. U.S., 318 U.S.

332). In the second case persons accused of conspiring to seek

the destruction of federal property were held by a sheriff and

FBI men for six days' questioning which was held to violate a

state statute forbidding imprisonment prior to examination by a

magistrate (Anderson v. U.S., 318 U.S. 350).

Wilful failure to file an income tax return or pay the tax was

held to be a misdemeanor, not' a felony. A wilful and positive

attempt to evade or defeat the tax is a felony (Spies v. U.S., 317

U.S. 492). The conviction of the owner of a network of gambling
houses in Chicago for large scale evasion of income taxes was

approved by the supreme court.

Pretending to be an FBI agent in order to get information

about a particular person violated the federal statute against

impersonating an officer with "intent to defraud," even though

the information thus obtained was valueless to the accused (U.S.

v. Lepowitch, 318 U.S. 702).

The notorious Louis Buchalter, Emanuel Weiss and Louis

Capone asked the supreme court to review their conviction of

first degree murder for alleged errors during their nine-weeks'

trial in a New York court, but their petition was denied. The

court held that the states are free to enforce their criminal laws

under such statutory provisions and common law doctrines as

they deem appropriate. The supreme court will reverse the judg-

ments of state courts in such cases only when they are incon-

sistent with the fundamental principles of liberty and justice.

The conviction of Boss Thomas J. Pendergast of Kansas City

of a criminal contempt of court was reversed by the supreme
court on the grounds that the alleged misbehaviour was barred

by the three-year statute of limitations. Pendergast had been

charged with taking part in a fraudulent scheme to distribute a

fund deposited with a custodian by certain insurance companies
in Missouri pending the outcome of rate litigation (Pendergast v.

U.S., 317 U.S. 412). This case should not be confused with the

prosecution of Pendergast for income tax evasion. In another de-

cision the court held that a federal court may punish for con-

tempt by fine or imprisonment but not by both.

The supreme court held invalid the section of the Federal Fire-

arms act which provides that a defendant's prior conviction of a

crime of violence and his present possession of a firearm cre-

ates the presumption that such article was received by him in

interstate or foreign commerce subsequent to the effecti\

date of the statute. Such a statutory presumption violates/
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due process clause, because it leaves the jury free to act on the

presumption alone once the specified facts are proved (Tot v.

US., 319 U.S. 463).

A defendant, charged with using the mails to defraud, waived

his right to trial by jury and was found guilty by the court after

conducting his own defense. On an appeal made on his behalf,

the supreme court ruled that a defendant under indictment for

felony may waive his right to a jury even though he has not had

the advice of counsel. He may also waive his right to the help

of counsel (Admas v. U.S. ex rel. McCann, 317 U.S. 269).

Domestic Relations. Reverberations of the U.S.
r

supreme
court's 1942 decision in Williams v. North Carolina, 317 U.S.

287, were heard in divorce proceedings throughout the land. In

*he Williams case a man and woman had been convicted by a

North Carolina court of ''bigamous cohabitation." They had

actually been married in Nevada after obtaining divorces in that

state from their former spouses in proceedings where there was

no personal service on the defendants who lived in North Caro-

lina. The supreme court held that full faith and credit required

North Carolina to recognize the Nevada divorce decrees, thus

overruling the famous case of Haddock v. Haddock, 201 U.S.

562, in which a husband had left his wife in New York and got

a divorce in Connecticut, serving her with notice of the suit by

publication only. Upon his return to New York his wife sued him

for divorce, and he set up the Connecticut decree as a defense,

but the U.S. supreme court in 1906 held that full faith and credit

did not require the New York court to recognize a decree ob-

tained without personal service on the defendant. Under the

Williams decision this is no longer the law.

Trial courts in several states held that the Williams decision

merely eliminates the requirement of personal service on the de-

fendant in out-of-state divorces, and that it does not preclude

them from questioning the validity of such divorces where neither

of the spouses was genuinely domiciled in the state granting the

divorce. On this theory some courts revived the practice of

enjoining the prosecution of "foreign" divorce actions against

residents of their own states where it appeared that the domicile

of the plaintiff was fictitious or falsely alleged.

A New York court denied custody of a child to the mother

because of adultery and to the father because he was "con-

taminated with the germ of naziism."

Labour. Anti-Strike Act. The War Labor Disputes act, also

known as the Smith-Connally act, was passed by congress over

the president's veto on June 25 and became effective July i. It

gave statutory recognition to the War Labor board, which had

been created by the president's order. The board has jurisdiction

to decide wages, hours and all other issues in any labour dispute

which may lead to substantial interference with the war effort.

The act also provides that when a strike is threatened in a war

plant, the workers' representatives must notify the secretary of

labour, the War Labor board and the National Labor Relations

board, and submit a statement of the issues involved. For the

next 30 days production must continue. If the dispute is not set-

tled during this' cooling-off period, then on the, ^oth day the

NLRB shall take a secret vote to determine whether a majority
of the workers wish to strike. The president is empowered to

take possession of any war plant on behalf of the government
whenever its operation is interrupted by a labour disturbance.

The plant must be returned to its owners, however, within a

period of 60 days after the restoration of its productive effi-

ciency. Anyone who induces or instigates a strike, lock-out, slow-

lown or other interference with the operation of a government-
:ontrolled plant, may be punished by a fine of not more than

>5,ooo, or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

An amendment to the Corrupt Practices act of 1925 was in-

cluded in the War Labor Disputes act, making it unlawful for a

labour organization to furnish campaign contributions in con-

nection with any election at which presidential electors, senators

or representatives are to be voted for.

Closed Shop. A closed-shop agreement was held invalid by a

federal district court in New York because the court found that

it had led to a stoppage of work at an air base, thus interfering

with vital war production. A Florida circuit court ruled the

same way in a case that was almost identical. But the supreme
court of Florida sustained a closed-shop agreement against attack

by quo warranto proceedings in a case where a shipbuilding com-

pany was charged with an illegal conspiracy to grant a labour

monopoly. The court pointed out that there had been no proof
that compliance with the closed-shop agreement retarded any
war work. The union had signed a no-strike pledge as part of

the agreement. Moreover, such matters properly belong under

federal jurisdiction through regulatory statutes (Watson v. Tampa
Shipbuilding Co.).

Picketing. Decrees of a New York court enjoining the picket-

ing of two cafeterias were reversed by the supreme court. The

lower court found that the pickets carried signs stating that the

cafeterias were "unfair to organized labour" although they were

actually operated by the members of a partnership without any

employees. The pickets also told prospective customers that the

cafeterias served bad food, and that by patronizing them "they

were aiding the cause of fascism." The lower court injunctions

were based on the theory that pickets should not be permitted
to injure places of business by representations they knew to be

false, and that the New York anti-injunction act did not apply
because there was no "labour dispute." The supreme court, how-

ever, disagreed, ruling that the right to picket cannot be taken

away "merely because there may have been isolated instances of

abuse falling far short of violence" (Mesevich v. Angelos, Nov.

22, 1943)-

An injunction against picketing was sustained by the New
York court of appeals in another case because of false representa-

tions. The owner of a shoe store had a collective bargaining

agreement with a union of his employees satisfactorily covering

wages and working conditions. A rival union peacefully picketed
the store in an attempt to force the owner to deal with it and to

retaliate against the first union for picketing shoe stores employ-

ing members of the rival union. The court held that there was no

labour dispute within the meaning of the state anti-injunction

act. The store owner was entitled to an injunction since the signs

carried by the pickets saying that he was unfair to the rival

union were false (Dinny and Robbins v. Davis, 290 N.Y. 101).

The Massachusetts supreme court held that a strike for a

closed shop is illegal, and that picketing by a union in order to

force a closed-shop agreement upon an employer is not protected

by the state picketing statute (Fashioner-aft v. Palpern, 48 N.E.

[2d] i).

A contract coercively obtained from a theatre owner by a

musicians* union on the threat of calling a strike of stage hands

and picketing the theatre was set aside by the Michigan supreme
court as invalid. The owner had a contract with the stage hands,

but when he refused to employ an orchestra of six musicians,

which he did not need or desire, agents of unions representing

both groups of workers served a strike ultimatum on the theatre

two' hours before a performance was scheduled to begin. His sig-

nature to a contract obtained under such duress was not binding.

There was no bona fide labour dispute (Lafayette Dramatic Pro-

ductions v. Ferentz, 305 Mich. 193).

State Laws. The Texas supreme court refused to relieve the

president of a C.I.O. union from a fine and jail sentence for

contempt of court in violating an injunction against his soliciting
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membership without first obtaining an organizer's card from the

secretary of state as required by the Texas Labor act. This pro-

vision was not a restraint on freedom of speech. The supreme
court of Florida, however, ruled that a municipal ordinance for-

bidding labour unions to solicit fees for membership, in public

places, was an unconstitutional restraint on the right of employees
to organize and the right of free speech (Pittman v. Nix).

A Colorado trial court held that provisions of the state Labor

Peace act, requiring unions to incorporate, was unconstitutional

as a prior restraint on freedom of speech, press and assembly in

violation of the ist and i4th amendments. The remainder of the

act restricting boycotts, picketing and unauthorized strikes was

constitutional as a reasonable exercise of police power.

Unfair Practices. A sweeping order of the National Labor

Relations board was upheld in Virginia Electric and Power Co. v.

NLRB, 319 U.S. 533. The board had directed the disestablish-

ment of a company-dominated union, the reimbursement of dues

checked off to that union, and the reinstatement of employees.

The court held that the board had full power to order such

affirmative action as would effectuate the policies of the National

Labor Relations act.

In another case before the NLRB, while a hearing was pending
on charges of unfair labour practices against an electric com-

pany, the transmission poles and towers of the company were

dynamited. The hearing ended in findings against the company
and the company asked the board to reopen the case and hear

evidence that union officers and members committed the dynamit-

ing. The board refused, but on appeal to the circuit court the

board was ordered to reopen the case, hear the offered evidence

of sabotage and report its findings to the reviewing court. The

supreme court affirmed this order (NLRB v. 7. and M. Electric

Co., 318 U.S. 9).

An employer who persuaded employees to sign individual con-

tracts in order to eliminate outside unions as collective bargain-

ing agents was found by the NLRB to be engaged in unfair

labour practices and was directed to cease giving effect to such

contracts. This order was sustained on appeal to the circuit

court (Western Cartridge Co. v. NLRB). In another opinion

the same court held that an employer could not refuse to bargain

with a union on the ground that his relations with his employees

were controlled by contracts which were made before the time

when the NLRA went into effect (NLRB v. Case Co.).

The extent to which employers may express their opinions

about unions was considered in several circuit court opinions. In

one case it was held that a newspaper publisher had the right to

tell his employees that a particular union was "terrible" and not

a reputable organization. This was not an unfair labour practice

since it did not amount to threats tending to coerce his em-

ployees. It was also held proper for another employer to

express his opinion about the selection by his employees of a

certain union as a bargaining agent as long as he did not threaten

reprisals against those who might disagree. But statements that

a union was organized by racketeers, that workers would gain

nothing by joining it, and that a former employee was discharged

for strike activity, did constitute unfair practices in violation of

the NLRA, according to another circuit court ruling.

Wages and Hours. The status of employees under the Wages
and Hours act depends upon the nature of the activity of the

workers rather than upon the business of the employer. In deter-

mining whether a particular type of activity came within the

act, the court applied the test of the "continuity of the flow of

goods in interstate commerce." In Walling v. Jacksonville Paper

Co., 317 U.S. 564, employees who handled intrastate deliveries of

paper were held subject to the Wages and Hours act since the

paper was procured outside the state and remained only tempo-

rarily in the employer's warehouses within the state. The paper

retained its character of goods in interstate commerce even

though the actual sales and deliveries were wholly within the

state. In Higgins v. Carr Bros. Co., 317 U.S. 572, however, the

court held that the FLSA did not apply to employees of a prod-

uce concern which obtained its goods both from local producers

and dealers outside the state but unloaded them for redistribution

in the local trade. Here the interstate movement had ended. The

fact that the employer was in competition with wholesalers doing

an interstate business was not relevant. The employees in the

Walling case were covered by the act because they delivered

goods brought into the state from outside under a specific prior

agreement. In the Higgins case the employees handled goods

originating both inside and outside the state which were ordered

to meet the demands of general local trade.

The problem was simpler in Overstreet v. North Shore Co.,

318 U.S. 125, where the court held that the FLSA applies to

employees of a company operating a toll road and a drawbridge
used for the passage of goods in interstate commerce. But in

McLeod v. Threlkeld, 319 U.S. 491, it was held that a cook who
served maintenance-of-way employees of an interstate railroad

was not covered by the Wages and Hours act. His work was

further removed from the interstate flow of goods, since the men
he served were merely servicing the means for interstate trans-

portation. In another case, which the supreme court declined to

review, it was held that porters employed by the owner of an

office building are not brought under the FLSA merely because

the tenants of the building are engaged in interstate commerce.

Similarly the New York court of appeals ruled that a porter

employed by a national bank to clean its building was not subject

to the Wages and Hours act, even though part of the bank's

business was interstate.

The FLSA was held to apply, however, to common labourers

in a machinery repair shop which mainly serviced interstate com-

merce. The fact that the employees sometimes drove trucks to

the employer's farm and did work not related to interstate busi-_

ness was not enough to change their classification since there was

no actual separation of such services from their interstate duties.

In a case tried before the federal district court in New York,

the child labour provisions of the FLSA were applied to an inter-

state telegraph company in spite of its contention that its mes-

sages were not ''shipments in interstate commerce" and that the

act applies only to producers of tangible goods which can actu-

ally be shipped.

An indictment under the Civil Rights act of 1870 against em-

ployers and union officials for conspiracy to violate the FLSA
overtime provisions was held improper. The charge was that the

employees had been intimidated into refraining from asserting

their rights under the FLSA. The district court said this was not

covered by the Civil Rights act which was designed to punish

infringement of rights guaranteed by the i4th and isth amend-

ments. The prosecution should have been brought under the

penal provisions of the FLSA.

Military Jurisdiction* Conflicts between the military and civil

authorities were resolved in several cases. A U.S. citizen in

Hawaii was imprisoned by military authorities upon the suspicion

that he was engaged in disloyal activities. The governor, with the

president's approval, had declared martial law and suspended the

writ of habeas corpus. The circuit court held that such measures

were properly taken in the interest of public safety in wartime

(Zimmerman v. Walker, 132 F. [2d] 442).

The supreme court held that the federal courts have no juris-

diction to try soldiers for criminal offenses committed on land

acquired by the U.S. unless the government has accepted juris-

diction by filing notice with the governor of the state in which
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the land is situated or by similar appropriate action, since such

procedure is specified by a federal statute. The court therefore

ruled that the conviction of three soldiers by a federal district

court for rape committed at an army camp in Louisiana was im-

proper because the government had never formally accepted

jurisdiction over the land (Adams V..U.S., 319 U.S. 312). The

court, however, did not indicate in its opinion that there had been

any controversy between military and civil authorities in this

case.

The warden of the city prison was ordered by a New York

court to turn over to army authorities a soldier charged with

assault on a civilian. In times of peace the civil authorities have

precedence in the trial of such defendants, the court said, but in

wartime they are subject to military law. Similarly a federal dis-

trict court held that a civilian employee of an aircraft company

working at a military depot in Eritrea was subject to court mar-

tial on a charge of stealing jewellery. He was a person "accom-

panying the army in the field" subject to military law under the

articles of war even though all of his work was on British aircraft.

A civilian cook working for a steamship company operating a

ship under contract with the U.S. government discovered that he

was subject to army court martial for desertion when he left t?>e

ship without the consent of the captain just before it sailed from

an army base as a troop transport. The fact that he intended to

take service on a merchant vessel and was not informed that the

ship was to be a transport before he joined it, was no defense,

according to a district court decision. lie was properly tried by
an army rather than a navy court martial.

A different conclusion was reached in Alabama. A soldier,

charged with rape, was arrested and held by state officers. The

federal district court refused a writ of habeas corpus for delivery

of the soldier to military authorities for trial. The articles of

war, the court said, require military authorities to surrender to

state officers persons in military service charged with certain of-

fenses, "except in time of war." But this exception does not give

the army exclusive jurisdiction in wartime or require the state to

surrender jurisdiction on demand of the military.

Patents. The National Patent Planning commission, estab-

lished in 1941 by executive order to conduct a survey and study
of the United States patent system, issued a report proposing

changes in the law. Among them are provisions (i) that all pat-

ent agreements must be recorded with the patent office, so that

secret, improper and illegal agreements may be exposed; (2) for

the cancellation of patents which later information shows should

not have been issued; (3) for a public register of patents under

which the owners are willing to grant licences on reasonable

terms; (4) that if the court finds in an infringement suit that

the manufacture of the invention by the infringer is necessary to

the national defense or required by public health or safety, the

patent owner may be limited to the recovery of reasonable com-

pensation without stopping the continued use of the invention;

(5) that congress should establish an objective test for the pat-

ent ability of an invention on the basis of its value in advancing
the arts and sciences; (6) that the present term of ,17 years for

a patent be retained, but that the protection of the patent laws

shall not extend for more than 20 years beyond the time when a

patent is first applied for, so that delays of more than three years
in the prosecution of an application would shorten the 17 year
term to a corresponding extent; and (7) that the court of cus-

toms and patent appeals be designated as the sole tribunal to

review the denial of a patent by the patent office.

Public Contracts. The supreme court sustained a judgment
of $315,000 against electrical contractors for collusive bidding
on PWA projects in the Pittsburgh area. The suit was brought
bv informers under the rflfii fikp rlnimc cf.itnto \vkiYVi nnti'tlnsl

them to one-half of the amount recovered. The fact that the

defendants had already been fined $54,000 in a criminal action

for the same fraud was not a defense to the informers' suit which

did not place them twice in jeopardy within the meaning of the

5th amendment (Marcus v. Hess, 317 U.S. 537). Informers in a

subsequent suit against different defendants did not fare so well.

Federal attorneys intervened by filing both civil and criminal

proceedings against the defendants and asked for a stay of the

prior suit brought by the informers. The circuit court of appeals,

8th circuit, held that the government was entitled to precedence
in the trial of such cases, if it has proceeded with due diligence.

It should not be placed in a position of having to rush into

court without careful preparation in order to forestall action

by informers.

All contracts for sales in excess of $100,000 to the war, navy
and treasury departments and to the maritime commission were

subject to renegotiation under the Renegotiation act. By amend-

ments adopted in July, congress extended the act to four sub-

sidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance corporation and redefined

"sub-contracts." The government agencies involved in the re-

negotiation process adopted a policy of allowing a greater profit

margin to contractors who succeeded in lowering the cost of

war goods through greater production efficiency.

A corporation executive was convicted of violating the criminal

provisions of the Renegotiation act in connection with contracts

with the navy department. In response to a request for a state-

ment of the actual cost of production, he had referred a govern-
ment representative to the corporation's books, knowing that

they contained improper items of expense.

Social Security. The provision of the Federal Social Security

act, which exempts maritime employers from the federal tax does

not operate to exempt them from the New York unemployment
insurance taxes, according to a supreme court decision (Standard

Dredging Co. v. Murphy, 319 U.S. 306).

The supreme court of the state of Washington held that train-

men members of a minority union were not directly interested in

a strike called by a majority union of logging loaders so as to

preclude them from the benefits of the unemployment compensa-
tion act (Wicklund v. Com'r. of Unemp. Comp., June 17).

The Utah supreme court ruled, however, that members of a

minority union which objected to a strike called by a majority
union were not entitled to unemployment compensation under the

state act which denies benefits to workers of the "grade, class or

group" of those fomenting a strike (Iron Workers Union v.

Industrial Comm. of Utah, June 25).

The N.J. Unemployment Compensation law was upheld by the

state supreme court against charges that it violated the I4th
amendment (Wiley Motors, Inc. v. Unemployment Compensation
Comm. of N.J.).

The Pennsylvania supreme court held invalid r law granting

bonuses to the dependents of state employees, who went into war

service, characterizing the statute as "fraternalism run riot"

(Kurtz v. Pittsburgh).

The Vocational Rehabilitation act, which provides federal aid

to states for the rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry

and their return to employment, was amended. Congress set up

specific standards for state plans for rehabilitation which must

be approved by the federal security administrator before a state

can qualify for such federal aid.

Taxation. The pay-as-you-go system went into effect under

the Current Tax Payment act of 1943 which provides for the

payment of income and victory taxes for the current year in

quarterly instalments. The law requires certain employers to

withhold (on behalf of the government) 20% of wages and
/MI *n +4va
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"PICK ONE OUT, Ma, So I Can Go Back to Work." The indecision of Congress
about passing a pay-as-you-go tax plan before adopting the final bill in June

1943, expressed in this cartoon by Lewis in the Milwaukee Journal

ployees. Some classes of employees are not subject to the with-

holding provisions. In order to lighten the burden of changing

over to a current basis, taxpayers are forgiven 75% of their 1942

or 1943 tax, whichever is smaller. An anti-windfall provision

cuts down the amount of forgiveness on large incomes resulting

from war conditions. Special exemptions and allowances are

given to members of the armed forces. The new law, however,

does not change previous tax rates nor apply to the incomes of

estates, trusts and corporations. Taxpayers must still file final

returns on or before March 15 for income during the preceding

year. The rate of the victory tax was lowered by amendments

adopted Oct. 28.

The supreme court refused the government's request that

Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189, be overruled, re-affirming its

position that a stock dividend is not income unless it changes

the holder's proportionate interest in the corporation (Helvering

v. Sprouse, 318 U.S. 604, and other cases). The courts also

passed on various other technical phases of the fhcome tax laws.

In an opinion of interest to real estate buyers and mortgagees,

the supreme court held that a federal estate tax lien attaches to

real estate at the date of a decedent's death without assessment

demand or recording. Such liens are superior to the liens of

subsequent mortgages even though the mortgagee lends money in

good faith without knowledge of the lien (Detroit Bank v.

U.S., 317 U.S. 329). Similarly a federal estate tax lien on real

estate takes precedence over later liens for state, county and city

taxes (Michigan v. U.S., 317 U.S. 338).

The attempt of the Tennessee legislature to repeal the state

poll tax was held invalid by the state supreme court on a technical

point of constitutional law (Bi^s v. Beeler). The Ohio supreme
court held that sales of trailers to out-of-state buyers are subject

to the Ohio sales tax. Collection of the tax was not a violation of

the interstate commerce clause of the federal constitution (Trot-

wood Trailers v. Evan). Offices of a company in Texas where

mail orders were accepted and forwarded to its main office are

chain stores taxable as such, ruled the Texas supreme court

(Montgomery Ward v. Texas). The ruling in Grosjean v. Ameri-

can Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, was applied by the Florida supreme
court in holding that a municipal ordinance imposing an annual

licence tax on newspapers on a graduated scale based on volume

of circulation was unconstitutional as a restraint on press freedom

(City of Tampa v. Tampa Times}. Inheritance taxes imposed by

Oklahoma on estates of deceased members of the Five Civilized

Tribes was validly applied to cash and securities held for the

Indians by the secretary of the interior (Okla. Tax Comm. v.

7.5., 319 U.S. 598).

Trade Regulation. Two medical societies were convicted of

conspiring to violate the Sherman act by obstructing the business

of Group Health, a non-profit corporation organized by govern-
ment employees in the District of Columbia to provide medical

care and hospitalization on a risk-sharing prepayment basis.

Group Health employed full-time physicians paid by salaries.

The medical societies were charged with trying to prevent Group
Health from carrying on its business by restraining their own
members from working for Group Health or consulting with

doctors employed by Group Health and by persuading hospitals

in Washington, D.C., to refuse their facilities to patients of

Group Health's doctors. In sustaining the conviction of the

medical societies, the supreme court held that it was not neces-

sary to decide whether the practice of medicine was a trade.

Group Health was engaged in "trade" within the meaning of the

Sherman act. Nor was the dispute between the medical societies

and Group Health one "concerning terms and conditions of em-

ployment," within the meaning of the Clayton act as expanded

by the Norris-LaGuardia act, so as to exempt the medical soci-

eties from the operation of the Sherman act (American Medical

Ass'n v. U.S., 317 U.S. 519).

The much-publicized prosecution of the Associated Press under

the Sherman and Clayton acts before a three-judge district court

resulted in a decree restraining the defendant press association

from "continuing to enforce its by-laws in their present form."

It was left open to the A.P. to adopt substitute by-laws restrict-

ing admission to membership, "provided that members in the

same field with the applicant shall not have power to impose, or

dispense with, any conditions upon his admission, and that the

by-laws shall affirmatively declare that the effect of admission

upon the ability of an applicant to compete with members in

the same field shall not be taken into consideration in passing

upon his application." The by-laws which were found objection-

able provided that if an applicant is operating in the same field

as an existing member, and his application is approved by a

majority of members, he may be admitted upon paying 10% of

the regular assessments paid to the association members in that

field from Oct. i, 1900, to the time of his election.. This was

held to be an unreasonable restraint of trade. Two other actions

of the association, which the government complained of, were

held not to violate the anti-trust laws, namely, the purchase of

all the shares of Wide World Photos and an alleged "cartel" with

the Canadian Press association under which each organization

agreed to furnish its news to the other to the exclusion of

nonmembcrs (U.S. v. A.P., 52 F. Supp. 362).

In Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341 (discussed under Constitu-

tional Law), the court held that a state may create a combination

in restraint of trade without violating the federal antitrust laws.

An exchange of information among members of a wholesalers

association in order to blacklist manufacturers who were sell-

ing directly to retailers was held by a circuit court to violate the

Sherman act. A district court ruled that an agreement between a

union and employers restricting the use of spray equipment for

painting was a reasonable health measure and not an antitrust

law violation. A 100% monopoly of the business of furnishing

sleeping car service to railroads was held by another district

court to be a violation of the Sherman act even though "non-

predatory." A manufacturer who agreed with a retailer not to

sell coats to the retailer's competitor, in consideration of a

promise of indemnity against loss, violated the New York anti-

trust law, according to the state's court of appeals.
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The Kansas Filled Milk act, banning the use of non-milk fats

in milk products, was upheld by the state supreme court in a

case involving the use of cottonseed oil. The law was a proper

exercise of legislative judgment in the interest of public health.

The North Dakota supreme court held that a statute designed

to regulate the practice of professional photography, through

examination and licensing, was unconstitutional as an improper

exercise of police power.

The Wisconsin act establishing a "State Bar of Wisconsin" to

which all lawyers practicing in the state must belong was approved

by the state supreme court but the effective date for its operation

was postponed till the end of World War II.

The supreme court of Ohio held a Cincinnati ordinance limit-

ing business hours of barber shops unconstitutional as an im-

proper exercise of police power. It had no real relation to health,

safety, morals or general welfare of public.

The federal trade commission properly ordered a manufac-

turer to cease and desist from using the letters "M.D." either

alone or in conjunction with the picture of a doctor, nurse or a

cross on medicated powder, since it conveyed the false impression

that the product was indorsed by the medical profession or the

Red Cross (Stanley Lab. v. FTC). So, too, an order of the

commission was upheld which directed a manufacturer to cease

using "Scout," "Boy Scout" and "Scouting" in connection with

knives sold because it gave the false impression that they were

sponsored by the Boy Scouts of America.

The federal security administrator has the power to promul-

gate regulations fixing reasonable "standards of identity" for

foods under their common names to prevent the misleading of

consumers, the supreme court held.

Treason. The conviction of the Detroit traitor, Max Stephan,

for harbouring a German war prisoner who had escaped from

Canada and supplying him with food, clothing and money, was

sustained by the circuit court of appeals, 6th circuit, in tho first

treason case to reach the courts. The supreme court refused to

review the decision. The treason conviction of Anthony Cramer

for aiding the nazi saboteurs, Thiel and Kcrling, who landed from

a U-boat, was also sustained. But the circuit court for the 7th

circuit reversed the conviction for treason of the father, mother,

uncle, aunt and two friends of another saboteur, Hans Max

Haupt, because of the use in evidence of admissions made by the

defendants during a period of several weeks in custody of the

FBI. The defendants should have been brought before a com-

mitting officer immediately after their arrest as required by
statute. This provision is mandatory on the arresting officers and

cannot be waived by the defendants as the government con-

tended it had been.

War Regulations. The government continued to exercise

wartime controls over communications, transportation, manpower,
labour disputes, foreign commerce and credits, property of enemy

aliens, food, fuel, rents and prices, wages and hours, materials

and production. Business men faced an increasing volume of

paper work resulting from the necessity for organizing and apply-

ing economic resources most effectively for the prosecution of

the war. No person escaped the effects of this marshalling of

industrial and human forces.

Price and Rent Control.' The Office of Price Administration

broke all federal bureau records in the bulk of its output of

legalistic literature. This was no doubt inevitable in view of the

enormous task delegated to this agency of devising and enforcing

price schedules and techniques for rent control and rationing.

According to Justice Magruder, a member of the emergency
court of appeals created by the Price Control act : "The adminis-

trator had to move promptly, on the broadest possible front; he

had to get out regulations covering great numbers of commodities,

affecting a wide range of industries, the full comprehension of

each of which is a lifetime study. He could not afford to be a

perfectionist in getting the program started."

In a unanimous decision the supreme court ruled that the

emergency court of appeals has exclusive jurisdiction to restrain

the enforcement of regulations or price orders under that act,

subject, however, to review by the supreme court. The action

of the district court in dismissing the application of wholesale

meat dealers for an injunction against a maximum price regula-

tion was affirmed. The petitioners should have pursued the ad-

ministrative remedy provided by the statute, namely, to file a

protest with the price administrator, and if the protest were

denied, to appeal to the emergency court (Lockerty v. U.S., 319
U.S. 182). From this and circuit court decisions it would appear
that the emergency court has exclusive jurisdiction to determine

the validity of price regulations. The emergency court held that

rent control is not a violation of the due process clause nor an

improper delegation of legislative power.
The California supreme court held that an action by a con-

sumer to recover a $50 penalty for an overcharge of 25 cents in

connection with a tire inspection was maintainable in a state

court. The validity of the price regulations may not be chal-

lenged in such a case.

Defendant may, however, attack the constitutionality of the

act, but the court held that it was not an illegal delegation of

legislative power (Miller v. Municipal Court). On the same

theory the Pennsylvania supreme court sustained a judgment for

treble damages for a price violation. But such a suit must be

brought in good faith. A defendant who was sued for treble

damages in a New York court successfully raised the defense that

the complainants conspired among themselves to induce him to

violate the act. He claimed that he was ignorant of the price

ceiling and that the complainants had persuaded him to violate

the regulations for the sole purpose of suing him for damages for

such violation. No man may take advantage of his own wrong, said

the court in dismissing the suit. Another collusive suit, but this

time between a landlord and tenant who agreed upon this method
of testing the constitutionality of the Price Control act, was

dismissed by a federal district court on motion of government
counsel. The supreme court affirmed the dismissal (U.S. v.

Johnson, 319 U.S. 302).

A district court held that a deputy of the price administrator's

office has no right to conduct secret hearings for the examination

of buyers of meat products. Witnesses, called for such examina-

tion, may be accompanied by counsel and a stenographer who

may take notes as members of the public. But counsel has no

right to interrupt or take part in the proceedings.

Utility rates arc excluded from the matters over which the

price administrator was given power except that he has the

right to intervene and to be heard in rate caseL, according to

a decision of the court of appeals of the District of Columbia.

Selective Service. The supreme court held that a registrant's

contention that an appeal board had rejected his claim through a

misconstruction of the Selective Service act was not a proper
defense to a prosecution for failure to obey an induction order

where it appeared that the director of selective service had ruled

as a matter of fact that the registrant was not a bona fide con-

scientious objector (Bowles v. J/.5., 319 U.S. 33).

A registrant who was under arrest for failure to obey an in-

duction order tried to get a review of his draft classification by
habeas corpus proceedings on the ground that his local board had

been arbitrary and unfair, but the circuit court of appeals held

that compliance with an induction order is a prerequisite to

contesting a registrant's classification in court. A registrant,

however, who furnished his board with the address of his mari-



time union as his forwarding address was not guilty of knowing
failure to keep his board advised of the address where mail could

reach him since the union office was part of a chain of forwarding
addresses (Bartchy v. U.S., 319 U.S. 484).

Opposition to war "not on political considerations but on a

general humanitarian concept . . . essentially religious in char-

acter" may entitle a registrant to classification as a conscientious

objector, according to a circuit court of appeals decision. But

objection to military service for philosophical and political reasons

pertinent only to the present war was held by a district court

not to exempt another registrant "by reason of religious training

and belief."

Soldiers' and Sailors
9

Relief Act. The supreme court held

that the stay of court proceedings against persons serving in the

armed forces provided by statute, is discretionary with the trial

court. A defendant, who was a commissioned officer and had

taken part in the trial of a case as an attorney and trustee, did

not have the absolute right to a continuance under the relief act

(Boone v. Lightner, 319 U.S. 561). (See also AGRICULTURE;

BANKING; BUSINESS REVIEW; CONSUMER CREDIT; PATENTS;
PUBLIC UTILITIES; RELIEF; TAXATION; WAR LABOR BOARD, NA-

TIONAL; WAR PRODUCTION BOARD.) (M. DN.)

Lawn Tennis: see TENNIS.

I fiOfl
There wcre no new data available for addition to the

Lvdll* accompanying table of world production of lead, and

many of the figures for 1940 and 1941 shown are estimates; only

those carrying a decimal point are reported outputs.
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to be offset by increases in other uses, giving a final figure not

much if any different from that of 1943. The mine production
was expected to furnish only about 40% of the total consump-

tion, the remainder coming from imports and secondary lead.

It was unofficially reported that lead production in Canada
in 1942 was 243,800 short tons. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW.)

(G. A. Ro.)

There was an increase in mine production of lead in the United

States, from 461,426 short tons of recoverable metal in 1941 to

492,435 tons in 1942, an improvement of 7%. Increases totaling

47,262 tons were reported from 12 states, while the same number

had decreases totaling 16,253 tons, leaving a net increase of

31,009 tons. The only producing area to show an appreciable

increase in output was southwestern Missouri
;
the combined in-

creases in other areas were offset by the decreases. The output
of refined lead decreased from 470,517 tons in 1941 to 467,367

tons in 1942, but antimonial lead more than compensated for

this drop, with an increase from 40,237 tons to 51,762 tons.

No data was received for 1943, but apparently the shortage of

manpower resulted in some decrease, since it was reported that

after the first quarter of the year some withdrawals from the

stockpile were found necessary.

Lead still remained listed with the metals of which there was

a surplus of supply, available for substitution for scarcer metals,

but at the end of 1943 it was several points higher in the list,

as a result of the reduction in supply. Apparently the reduction

was not considered to be a threat of impending scarcity, since

it was announced at the end of October that premium prices had

been withdrawn for certain classes of mines.

Advance estimates indicated a decrease in consumption of

lead in small arms ammunition in 1944, but this was expected

I OOffllO nf Motinnc !t is doubtful if the nonpolitical or-

LCdgUC Ul HdUUIIO. gans of the League of Nations, func-

tioning in four separate countries, had ever done more important
work than during 1943. The economic department at Princeton

furnished the Hot Springs conference with a report on the

league's work on nutrition, which was the documentary back-

ground of the most successful international conference during
World War II. The economic and financial departments produced
a remarkable series of studies on postwar problems: Wartime

Rationing and Consumption, Money and Banking, Relief Deliv-

eries and Relief Loans, Trade Relations Between Free Market
and Controlled Economies. But their two outstanding reports

were The Transition from War to Peace Economy, admittedly the

most authoritative outline of the domestic and international

measures needed to avert postwar depressions and maintain high
levels of production and employment; and Europe's Overseas

Needs, 1919-1920, and How They Were Met, with its lessons

drawn from the failure then to develop promptly an international

plan for providing basic needs for the economic rehabilitation of

devastated areas. These staff plans, as it were, for winning the

peace attracted great attention among the United Nations, each

serving a special purpose in connection with the United Nations'

plans for giving effect to the Atlantic charter and other declara-

tions of common policy.

Vital work on medical treatment was being done by the health

section, in the standardization of sera, vitamins, and products
like heparin, the recent preventive against blood clotting. Stand-

ard specimens were prepared at the National Institute of Medical

Research, Hampstead, London, and sent from there to all Allied

and neutral countries. The Permanent Opium board continued in

collaboration with the Opium Supervisory body, Washington, to

keep close check on the production, manufacture, and distribution

of narcotics. In spite of the secrecy maintained by Germany and

Japan about their narcotic production the latter was st,ill delib-

erately trying to poison China with drugs the board received

statistics from German-occupied countries and even Hungary and
was able to keep the machinery for world-wide drug control

working. Taking it all round, the value of the league's ability to

provide scientific statistics, on which policies could then be based,

had never been more in evidence.

The Supervisory commission, entrusted in wartime with con-

trol of the league's business, adopted a budget for 1944, amount-

ing to some 580,000, of which $9% was to be paid by the British

commonwealth on a prewar basis of contribution, as was also the

case with the U.S.A., as far as concerns the International Labour

Office. All the Allied countries were to contribute proportionately,

with token or other payments, according to the exigencies of war.

The league remained solvent, with funds sufficient for those sec-

tions of its organization which were still functioning. Geneva was

still the headquarters, from which the secretary general, Sean

Lester, directed the various activities, mostly by telegraphy. (See
also DRUGS AND DRUG TRAFFIC; MANDATES; REFUGEES.)

(M. FE.)

loahu William Ibniol (l87S~ >' us naval officer'

LGdllj, nlllldlll UdlllCI was born at Hampton, la., on May
6. He was graduated from the U.S. naval academy in 1897. In
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1912 he was chief of staff of the Nicaraguan occupation armies

and in 1916 chief of staff in the Haitian campaign. Commissioned

rear admiral in 1930, he became commander of the destroyers*

scouting force in 1931, chief of the bureau of navigation in 1933
and chief of naval operations in 1937. He was commissioned vice-

admiral in 1935 and admiral in 1936.

Upon his retirement from the navy in 1939, he was appointed

governor of Puerto Rico. In Nov. 1940, President Roosevelt

named him ambassador to the French government at Vichy. In

April 1942, Roosevelt summoned Leahy to Washington "for con-

sultations." Though one purpose of this move was to express dis-

approval of Vichy's policies, his primary purpose was to appoint

Leahy chief of staff to the commandcr-in-chief. Leahy was named
to this newly created post on July 21, 1942. In this capacity he

accompanied the president to the international conferences held

during 1943 at Quebec, Cairo and Tehran. On March 6, 1943,

the president appointed Adm. Leahy to a special committee

which held hearings on manpower problems.

"Lease-Lend" Act (H.R. 1776): see FOREIGN ECONOMIC
ADMINISTRATION.

United States leather industry was unable in

1943 to continue the record high rate of production

which had been maintained through 1942. Demand for all types

of leather continued as great as during the preceding year, but

the inventory reserves of raw stock, tanning materials and fin-

ished leathers which had enabled the industry to meet practically

all of the demands made upon it in 1942 had been used up
before 1943 was well under way.
With inventory reserves eliminated, tanners were forced to

depend upon reduced domestic production and declining imports
of cattle hides, kipskins and calfskins, and production of these

leathers in 1943 was well below that of 1942. In other types of

leathers the production decline was not generally as serious as

in cattle-hide leathers, but it was estimated that total production
of all leathers during the year was around 259^ below 1942.

There was no information available for publication at the close

of the year on leather production outside the United States.

Increased output of domestic chrome ore eased the chrome

situation somewhat in 1943, and sufficient quantities of chromium

chemicals were available through the year to meet the industry's

needs. However, in September the War Production board issued

new allocation orders covering chromium chemicals and there

was some fear expressed in the tanning industry that another

serious situation might develop in that quarter.

The WPB in February imposed controls on the distribution

and use of vegetable tanning materials under Order M-277. The

use of vegetable tanning materials was confined to the tanning

of shoe, belting, harness, strap and other leather and to the

manufacture of pharmaceutical products and water treatment

materials. The use of vegetable tanning materials was prohibited

for tanning furs and in the manufacture of crude petroleum oil

or other products. In addition, the use of chestnut .wood tanning

materials was prohibited for the manufacture of water treatment

materials. The order specifically listed both domestic and im-

ported raw materials covered by the control.

The greatest problem in the production of domestic tanning

materials in 1943 was the difficulty encountered in securing

labour to provide the wood and tanning extracts. This was em-

phasized in the case of chestnut extract, with the situation in

Regard to this important tanning material becoming so serious

that the WPB placed it under allocations control at the end of

the year.

Many of the chemicals and other materials, as well as Some

dyestuffs, that were formerly used in substantial quantities by
the industry were restricted, subject to allocations or in unpre-

dictable supply through the year.

The industry also experienced shortages of most oils and

greases used in tanning, and the use of many of these was further

controlled by government regulations from time to time during
the year.

Maintenance of tanning machinery and equipment was a

problem, since replacements were practically halted by WPB
regulations on production and sale of new and used equipment,
and the industry found it difficult to obtain repair parts promptly.
The sole leather problem continued unabated through 1943,

and resulted in the introduction of numerous substitute materials

which served the double purpose of alleviating the sole leather

shortage and of enabling the shoe industry to make nonrationed

types of footwear. Many of these substitutes were purely ex-

perimental, many were of highly questionable value, but a few

were expected to continue in use after the war.

The National Bureau of Standards tested hot oil and wax
treatments intended to increase the wear life of sole leather

and reported that these extended the life of the leather 15%
and 40% respectively over that of untreated leather. The WPB
recommended these treatments for adoption by the shoe indus-

try. The WPB also included specifications for minimum quality

of shoe soles in a revision of Conservation Order M-2I7 (Foot-

wear).

Producers of side and kip upper leathers were limited by the

WPB to a monthly production quota of 70% of average 1942

monthly output for side leathers and 90% (or kip leathers. In

addition, numerous government restrictions were imposed on the

use of side and kip leathers, with military and lend-lease re-

quirements getting first call, followed by essential civilian require-

ments, with the diversion of as much leather as possible into the

manufacture of footwear.

Calf-leather production was first restricted to a monthly quota
of 90% of the 1942 rate, and this was reduced later in the year
to 80% in an effort to secure equitable distribution of available

raw-stock supplies. Tanners of calf leather were required to

process into leather for navy footwear all raw stock suitable for

that purpose, and deliveries of military weights and grades were

reserved exclusively for manufacturers of navy shoes. This

created a broad gap in the calf-leather supply which the spread-

ing out of other weights and grades of calf leather, and the

substitution of side and kip leathers, did not fill.

The most important factors affecting kid and goat leathers

in 1943 were the reopening of some important raw-stock supply

sections and government measures taken through the year to

make more of these leathers available for footwear by curbing

their use for other purposes. Requirements for goatskin leathers

for military garments in 1943 eased off from the preceding year,

but requirements for these leathers for work gloves and other

essential civilian purposes increased.

Domestic production of sheep and lambskins was high in 1943,

and large imports added to the supply of raw stock for sheepskin

leather tanners. Restrictions on the use of shearlings were re-

moved by the government, making available for civilian uses

large quantities of shearlings that had previously been demanded
for military clothing and other military equipment. -

The most significant labour developments of 1943 were the

inclusion of insurance benefits in contracts negotiated by the

International Fur and Leather Workers union (C.I.O.) with two

Chicago tanners and a schism in the ranks of the same union

in the important tanning district around Salem and Peabody,
Mass. The intra-union strife resulted in a general strike called

by insurgent members and their refusal to obey orders from the
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War Labor board and the president to return to work and resume

production of critical military leathers. The president then or-

dered the army to seize 13 of the 32 affected tanneries. This

action was followed by a return of the strikers, referral of the

dispute to the WLB for action, and the subsequent return of the

tanneries to their owners. (See also SHOE INDUSTRY.)

(R. B. B.)
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Independent republic, formerly French mandated

territory, bordering the eastern Mediterranean.

Area 3475 sq.mi.; pop. (est.) 900,000; chief town: Beirut (cap.),

180,000. President: Sheikh Beshara el Khoury (1943). Lan-

guage: Arabic; religion: mainly Mohammedan.

History. The restoration of the constitution was proclaimed

by Gen. Georges Catroux on March 18, 1943, and Dr. Ayoub
Tabet was appointed head of the state with two "ministers of

state/' Emir Khaled Chehab and Jawad Boules, to assist him.

The law empowering the government to nominate one-third of

the chamber was abolished. On July 21 Tabet resigned and was

succeeded by Petro Trad, a member of the Greek Orthodox

community. Elections wer held on Aug. 29, a dispute regarding

representation in the chamber of deputies having been settled

by giving 30 seats to the Christians and 25 seats to the Moslems.

The new chamber met on Sept. 21 and elected Beshara el

Khoury president of the republic and Sabri Hamadeh president
of the chamber.

In the absence of Jean Helleu, the delegate general, at Algiers

for consultation with the French Committee of National Libera-

tion, the chamber on Nov. 8, 1943, unanimously passed a bill

revising the clauses of the constitution which were incompatible

with full sovereignty. On Nov. IT Pres. Khoury, the prime
minister and seven other ministers were arrested by French

troops on the orders of Helleu, now returned, who dissolved the

chamber and suspended the constitution, calling on Emil Edde
to carry on the administration. A general strike was called and

demonstrations and rioting occurred, resulting in civilian casual-

ties. Gen. Catroux arrived in Beirut on Nov. 16 with full powers
to negotiate a settlement, R. G. Casey, British minister of state

in the middle east, having already arrived on Nov. 13. On
Nov. 22 President Khoury, the prime minister and other ministers

were released and resumed work. The chamber met again on

Nov. 24 and Riyadh as-Sulh, prime minister and minister of

finance, indicated that the revision of the constitution voted on

Nov. 8 was considered still to be in force. It was reported that

Gen. Catroux had previously told the president that the French

Committee of National Liberation, while recognizing the Riyadh
as-Sulh government, did not accept the revision of the constitu-

tion. An ordinance issued by Yves Chataigneau, who replaced

Helleu on Nov. 22, was announced Nov. 24, repealing the ordi-

nance suspending the constitution. Gen. Catroux returned to Al-

giers Nov. 30. For financial, trade, agricultural data, see SYRIA.

Leeward Islands: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Legislation: see LAW.

lohmon Uorhart II
(l878~ > u -s< P litidan

>
wa*

LCllllldll, nCI UGI I n. born March 28. He was graduated
from Williams college in 1899. He later entered the textile busi-

ness and in 1908 became a partner in Lehman Brothers banking

house, where he remained until World War I. At the beginning
of the war, he acted as treasurer and vice chairman of the Jewish

Joint Distribution committee and then assisted, in a civilian

capacity, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, then assistant secretary of

the navy. He joined the army in Aug. 1917, was commissioned a

captain and assigned to the general staff. He eventually attained

the rank of colonel in the quartermaster corps and was awarded
the D.S.M. in 1919. After the war Lehman returned to the bank-

ing business. In the elections of 1928, he was voted into office as

lieutenant governor of New York and won re-election in 1930. He
was elected governor in 1932, and won re-election in 1934 and

1936. In 1938, he ran again, defeating Thomas Dewey, to win

New York's first four-year term as governor. Lehman declined a

renomination in 1942 and was appointed director of foreign relief

and rehabilitation by President Roosevelt. On Nov. n, 1943, he

was elected and assumed office as director general of the United

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation administration.

Leland Stanford Junior University: see STANFORD UNI-

VERSITY.

I omnnc anrl I imoc
The Unitc(i Sutes I943 lemon crop<

LClllUIIO dllU LIlllCO. almost all of which was grown in

California, was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture

at 14,274,000 boxes compared with 14,940,000 in 1942. This

was a relatively large crop, since the average for 1932-41 was

only 10,146,000 boxes while the record year of production was

1940 with 17,236,000 boxes. Prices of lemons were high and

prices received by growers were more than 50% above those

of the previous year. Imports of lemons or lemon products from

the Mediterranean countries were practically nothing.

The 1943 crop of limes, produced only in Florida, was esti-

mated at 190,000 boxes compared to 175,000 in 1942. This was

much above the average of 1932-41 of only 58,000 boxes.

(J. C. Ms.)

"Lend-Lease" Act: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.

Lend-Lease Administration. Office of: see AGRICULTURE;
FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.

Innnoril Arin*
LUUIIdlU, ftUlld n was born Nov. 2 in Cincinnati,

0. He was ordained in the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1899,

after graduating from New York university. He continued his

studies at Drew Theological seminary and in Rome and received

his D.D. at Ohio Northern in 1909. He was created bishop in

1916 and served in San Francisco, Buffalo and Pittsburgh. In

1939 he became bishop in the Washington area after the union

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the Methodist

Protestant Church. During World War II he served as chair-

man of the General Commission of U.S. Army and Navy Chap-
lains and in that capacity represented 31 U.S. Protestant de-

nominations during an inspection tour of overseas U.S. camps.

Bishop Leonard was k'illed in a plane crash in Iceland, May 3,

after completing a tour of the British Isles the first lap of a

projected inspection trip which was to have included Iceland,

North Africa, India and China.

Lepidolite: see LITHIUM MINERALS.

I Qnmeif *n a ^os^ta' ^or leProus patients, 20 volunteers

Lu|irU5|ft were given a therapeutic trial of sulfanilamide. Six

received two courses and 14 one course. The courses lasted from

6 to 12 weeks. It was the opinion of the physicians that the

drug effected no improvement in the leprous condition of the

patients, but that ulcers infected with other bacteria improved.

These workers tried sulfanilamide therapy in 12 patients suffer-

ing with pseudoerysipelas, a severe complication of leprosy.

Prompt improvement resulted in all cases. One group of experi-

menters treated with sulfanilamide and sulfathiazole rats and

mice which had been inoculated with "rat leprosy." They con-
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eluded that the drugs inhibited the development of the disease

in these animals, but as soon as the medication was discontinued

the leprous nodules began to grow.

Though cases of leprosy have occurred from time to time in

immigrants living in the United States, the disease has shown a

tendency to perpetuate itself only in the Gulf states of Florida,

Louisiana and Texas. Between 100 and 200 cases of leprosy de-

veloped among Scandinavian immigrants who settled in Minne-

sota and adjacent states. Although no special measures were

taken to prevent the spread of leprosy in these states, only seven

known cases developed in the first generation of American born

persons and a single doubtful case in the second generation. A
similar condition existed in California where 475 cases of leprosy

were reported between 1906 and 1940. Only 14 of these were

thought to have contracted the disease there; the others prob-

ably were infected in their native country. More than 100 cases

of leprosy were discovered in New York city but only two of

these could possibly have contracted the disease there.

It is the opinion of many members of the medical profession

as well as of persons not medically trained that chaulmoogra oil

and its derivative are specifically curative drugs for the treatment

of leprosy. An author who for many years was interested in the

leprosy problem discussed the evidence relative to the employ-
ment of chaulmoogra oil in the treatment of leprosy and found

no acceptable scientific data to justify its use. He explained the

alleged favourable results reported for this drug by the fact, well

known to experienced Icprologists, that many cases of leprosy

improve spontaneously even though therapy has not been insti-

tuted.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. H. Fagct, F. A. Johansen and Sister Hilary Ross,
"Sulfanilamide in the Treatment of Leprosy," Public Health Reports
57:1892-1899 (1942); C. Krakowcr, P. Moralcs-Otero and J. H. Axtmayer,
"Effect of Sulfanilamide on Experimental Leprosy," Journal of Infectious
Diseases, 72:1-10 (1943).' G. W. McCoy, "Observations on the Epidemi-
ology of Leprosy "Pub. Health Rep. 57:i935-i943 (1942); "Chaulmoogra
Oil in the Treatment of Leprosy," ibid., 57:1727 (1942). (C. H. JD.)

Lettuce.
The production of lettuce in 1943 was estimated

by the U.S. department of agriculture at 20,788,000

crates, or 14% below the total of 23,604,000 crates grown in

1942. The acreage was reduced from 156,490 in 1942 to 135,970
in 1943, which was in accord with the recommendations of the

U.S. department of agriculture. This compared with an average

acreage of 154,500 for the lo-year period of 1932-41. While

U. S. Seasonal Acreage and Production of Lettuce, 1943 and 1942

the demand continued high and prices were at ceiling levels, the

shipments were restricted. The production of the early crop

was above the average but the intermediate and late crops were

reduced. Much of the demand was supplied by victory garden-

ers. The consumption of lettuce steadily increased after the

sandwich lunch was adopted in cities and factories.

(J. C. Ms.)

I AIII!* !ikit I IfftiifAllun ( l88 -
) U.S. labour leader,

Lewis, John Llewellyn was bom Feb. 12 m Lucas, *.,

the son of a Welsh coal miner. After seven years of schooling he

tvas compelled, because of his family's financial need, to desert

U.S. CARTOONISTS almost without exception raged at John L. Lewis as he

ordered coal miners to strike April 30, 1943. This cartoon by Bishop of the

St. Louis Star-Times is captioned "All the Land Mines are Not in Europe"

his studies and enter the mines. His success as legislative agent

for the United Mine Workers of Illinois (1908-11) led to his

appointment as American Federation of Labor organizer (-1911-

17). He returned to the U.M.W.A. as vice-president in 1917, be-

came acting president in 1919 and since 1920 has held the post

of president. Lewis had long favoured industrial organization of

open-shop mass production industries, contrary to traditional A.F,

of L. craft unionism. In 1935 he formed the Committee for In-

dustrial Organization. When he refused to heed the A.F. of L.

executive council's order to dissolve the committee, the partici-

pating unions in the C.I.O. were suspended in 1936 and the fol-

lowing year were expelled from A.F. of L. membership.
Lewis supported Roosevelt in 1936, the C.I.O. donating $500,-

ooo to the Democratic campaign funds. However, there was a

distinct cooling-off between the two men after Roosevelt in 1937
refused to give more than lukewarm support to his labour ad-

herents. Embittered by Roosevelt's change of attitude, Lewis

supported Willkic in 1940, and promised to resign if Willkie lost.

He made good his promise although he retained the U.M.W.A.

presidency.

Lewis made several attempts to regain lost prestige and power,
and early in 1942 endeavoured to bring 3,000,000 dairy farmers

into his catch-all union, District 50. His antagonism to C.I.O,

President Philip Murray had become so great that at the conven-

tion in Oct. 1942, he led the U.M.W.A. out of th* C.I.O. and in

1943 he negotiated for re-entry into the A.F. of L. The period
from May to Nov. 1943, was marked by a series of mine work-

ers' walkouts. Lewis demanded wage increases to offset rising

prices and rejected the decisions of the WLB, which held to the

"little steel formula." After the fourth walkout in a six-month

period, the miners reached an agreement on Nov. 3, 1943.

I lh PT!ll PartU
The Li^era' Parliamentary party expressed

LlUuldl rdlljfi dissatisfaction with the government's atti-

tude towards the Beveridge report and subsequently, through the

organization in the country, the Liberal party made it clear that

they accepted wholeheartedly the proposals for social security

which Sir William Beveridge, himself a Liberal, had effectively

established as a major political issue.

At the annual assembly of the party the restatement of post-
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war Liberal policy, begun the previous year, was completed by the

presentation of the reports of many research committees. During
the autumn the prospects of a speaker's conference aroused hopes

amongst Liberals that by improved electoral machinery the house

of commons in the postwar period of reconstruction might come
to represent public opinion more closely than in the period be-

tween the wars.

At the beginning of 1943 E. H. Gilpin became chairman of

the executive of the party. Most of the group of Liberal min-

isters were fully engaged in tasks connected with the prosecution

of the war Sir Archibald Sinclair at the air ministry, Major

Gwilym Lloyd George transferred from the food ministry to that

of fuel and power, Dingle Foot at the ministry of economic

warfare, and Harcourt Johnstone in the department of overseas

trade.

While the future of the Liberal party as an organized political

force was still conjectural there could be little doubt that Liberal

sentiment had widely increased and a fair comment by the hypo-
thetical "man in the street" would be that the Liberal party had

a great opportunity before it. (W. Rs.)

This Negro republic on the west coast of Africa,
* founded by philanthropic societies from the United

States in 1820 as a homeland for free Negroes, is bounded on the

northwest by the British colony of Sierra Leone, and on the north

and east sides by French West Africa. Area, c. 43,000 sq.mi. Pop.

(est.), 2,500,000 of which approximately 25,000 are Americo-

Liberians (descendants of the original American Negro immi-

grants), and the remainder are the indigenous tribes, uncivilized,

and little touched by the outside world. Capital city, Monrovia

(est. pop., 10,000). President in 1943, Edwin J. Barclay. Lan-

guage: official, English; various tribal tongues spoken by the

natives of the hinterland. Religion: official, Christian; tribal,

pagan and Mohammedan chiefly.

History. During 1943 Liberia continued to serve as an im-

portant link in the Allied war effort. Though no declaration of war

was made, this little republic opened its doors completely to

the military of the United States which established important
air bases in the country for use in ferrying planes to Africa,

the near east and the far east. Large and complete repair and

service shops were set up at these air fields, and roads were built

by units of the U.S. army to connect these air bases. A substan-

tial number of American troops was kept in Liberia during 1943,

many of them being Negroes.

In Jan. 1943 President Franklin D. Roosevelt flew to Liberia

from the Casablanca meeting with Churchill. He was received

by President Barclay, and while there, reviewed the American

troops. In June 1943, President Barclay of Liberia paid a state

visit to the White House in Washington, and was entertained

by President and Mrs. Roosevelt. While in the United States,

Mr. Barclay received medical treatment and underwent an

operation at one of the American hospitals.

The year 1943 saw another presidential election in Liberia,

in which the Whig party, which elected every candidate in the

past, continued in power, electing its candidate, Wm. V. S.

Tubman, who took office the first week of Jan. 1944.

Firestone Plantations company had planted in Liberia more
than 75,000 acres of rubber of which, at the end of 1943, there

was in production more than 45,000 ac. Rubber produced from

the plantations of Firestone Plantations company in 1943 was

approximately 35,000,000 Ib. and the production from the plan-

tations owned and operated by Liberian citizens was approxi-

mately 500,000 Ib. The number of Liberian employees on the

daily payroll of Firestone Plantations company, at the end of

1943, exceeded 23,000 persons.

Education. In 1943 there was little change in the educational

program of the country which is designed to serve chiefly the

Americo-Liberian children on the coast. A few government schools

continued to operate in. the hinterland, but with difficulty. There

were in 1943 an estimated 100 schools of all types in the republic.

The leading institutions are the College of West Africa, Liberia

College, and the Booker Washington Agricultural and Industrial

Institute at Kakata, all of which were founded by American phil-

anthropic societies.

Banking and Finance. The revenues in 1942 fell off sharply

in the early months because of the difficulty of securing shipping

facilities, but regained the usual figure later in the year. Liberian

government revenues for the calendar year 1942 (1943 were not

available) were as follows: Hut tax, Liberian $278,171; other in-

ternal revenue, Liberian $332,260; customs revenue, Liberian

$595>895; total revenue for 1942, $1,206,326. There was an

increase in the amount of gold exported. The presence of

American troops and the personnel of the American air bases,

all brought increased amounts of money into the country. The
funded foreign debt as of Nov. 30, 1942, was U.S. $1,193,000.

The internal floating debt (April 30, 1943) was Liberian $112,800.

Currency: effective Jan. i, 1944, British sterling was no longer

legal tender in Liberia but was replaced by the United States cur-

rency. As of Jan. i, 1944, U.S. $1.00 equalled Liberian $1.00.

Formerly ii sterling equalled Liberian $4.80, equalled approxi-

mately U.S. $4.00. Chief Bank: the Bank of Monrovia, controlled

by the Firestone Plantations company.
Trade. Overseas trade in 1943 was limited almost completely

to the United States, and increased over the previous year be-

cause of improved shipping facilities which came with the cur-

tailing of the U-boat menace in the South Atlantic. No figures

were available for the imports and exports. The chief export

products during 1943 were rubber, gold, piassava, palm nuts.

Foreign trade for 1942 was as follows: exports of rubber and

latex $7,353,050, all other exports $797,973, total exports $8,151,-

023. Total imports 1942 $4,800,936. Financial adviser to the re-

public was John Dunaway in 1943.

Communications. The Liberian government owns and oper-

ates a powerful radio station in Monrovia, and the Firestone

Plantations company operates one on its plantations in the hin-

terland. There is a French cable station. The construction of

motor roads was pushed by the American army engineers in 1943

in order to connect the air bases and the ports. There is an esti-

mated 300 miles of motor roads in the republic. There are no

railroads. There is air service from county to county. There are

no harbours. (J. H. FY.)

Liberty Ships: see SHIPBUILDING; SHIPPING, MERCHANT
MARINE.

I ihrarioo American libraries large and small, from the great

LlUrflriBSi research library to the small public library, were

doing all in their power to further the successful prosecution of

the war by supplying books and information required by the

armed forces, by government, by industry, and, not least, by
civilians. Much thought had been given to plans for postwar

developments in library service, to building programs, and to the

acquisition of books that would be needed for research when

normal studies might be resumed. Wartime demands gave a new

impetus to the use of microfilm in copying printed materials to

be sent to all parts of the world. Following the pattern of the

American Library in London, the British division of the Office

of War Information established small reference libraries in Syd-

ney and Melbourne, Australia; Wellington, New Zealand;

Johannesburg, South Africa, and Bombay, India, to provide in*
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formation about the history, institutions and culture of the

United States.

Staff losses in all grades in the U.S. were so serious that many
libraries were forced to curtail activities and shorten hours.

Losses were greater at the clerical than at the professional level.

Inadequate salaries were largely responsible in the case of those

who left library positions for employment in government service

or industry. In general, however, library incomes were not re-

duced, and many libraries were able to raise salaries. There was
an encouraging extension of state aid to libraries, and some in-

crease in appropriations to state library agencies. The total en-

rolment (March i, 1943) in the 34 schools of various types
accredited by the board of education for Hbrarianship (A.L.A.)

was 1,258, including 126 advanced, and 134 special or nonmatricu-

lated Students. This was a decrease of 419 as compared with

1942. The fall of 1943 saw a further drop in enrolment.

The 1943 Victory Book campaign collected 7,000,000 books of

which 4,500,000 were distributed to military establishments and

organizations serving the armed forces and the merchant marine

at home and abroad. These books supplemented the collections

provided by government funds. Books were needed for training

and recreation, and there was ample testimony to the place the

library fills in camps, training centres and on shipboard.

New library buildings were opened at Carroll college (Wauke-

sha, Wis.), Davidson college (N.C.), MacAlester college (St.

Paul, Minn.), and at the University of South Carolina. Three

important gifts were received by the Library of Congress : a new
collection of the papers of General William Tecumseh Sherman,
the papers of Booker T. Washington, and the magnificent Lessing

J, Rosenwald collection of manuscripts and early printed books.

The Rockefeller foundation and the Carnegie corporation con-

tinued their generous support of library activities in many fields.

Lists of these grants are to be found in their annual reports. A
survey of the United States Army Medical library (Washington,

D.C.) was made under the direction of Keyes D. Metcalf, di-

rector of the Harvard university library, with funds provided by

tfoe Rockefeller foundation. Mr. Metcalf and Dean T. C. Blegen
of the University of Minnesota completed a survey of the re-

lationship between the State Historical society of Wisconsin and

the University of Wisconsin library.

Sixty of the 170 volumes of the Library of Congress Catalog

of Printed Cards (printed by photo offset process) had been

delivered to subscribers at the end of the year. Some 40 large

libraries agreed to compare their own holdings with this printed

catalog, and to report to the national union catalog titles not

recorded therein. This project would probably add as many as

5,000,000 titles to the 6,000,000 listed. The second edition of the

Union List of Serials in Libraries of the United States and Canada

was published in June.

Size of Collections or Statistics of Libraries. Nineteen li-

braries contained more than 1,000,000 volumes each: the

Library of Congress, 6,349,157 volumes (June 30, 1941); the New
York Public library, 4,449,192 volumes (comprising reference department,
2,899,790 volumes; circulation department, 1,451,249 volumes; Municipal
Reference library, 98,153 volumes) (Dec. 31, 1942); Harvard university,

4,400,870 volumes (June 30, 1942); Yale university, 2,35r,236 volumes
(June 30, 1942); Cleveland (Ohio) Public library, 2,161,049 volumes
(Dec. 31, 1942); Chicago (111.) Public library, 1,993,604 volumes (Dec.
31, 1942); Columbia university, 1,887,034 volumes (June 30,- 1942);
Boston (Mass.) Public library, 1,714,910 volumes (1942); Los Angeles
(Calif,) Public library, 1,644,921 volumes (June 30, 1942); University of

California, 1,568,743 volumes (comprising 1,170,738 volumes at Berkeley
[June 30, 1942], and 398,000 volumes at Los Angeles [1942]); University
of Chicago, 1,369,206 volumes (June 30, 1942); Cincinnati (Ohio) Public
library, 1,365,348 volumes (Dec. 31, 1942); University of Illinois, 1,306,-
561 volumes (June 30, 1942); Brooklyn (N.V.) Public library, 1,229,804
volumes (June 30, 1942); University of Michigan, 1,168,612 volumes
(Julie 30, 1942); University, of Minnesota, 1,221,987 volumes (June 30,
1942); Cornell university (Ithaca, N.Y.), 1,094.117 volumes (June 30,
1941); Carnegie library of Pittsburgh (Pa.), 1,085,117 volumes (Dec. 31,
1942); Detroit (Mich.) Public library, 1,054,984 volumes (June 30,
1942). Four libraries possessed more than 900,000 volumes each: St. Louis

(Mo.) Public library, 997,951 volumes (April 30, 1943); Princeton uni-

versity. 990,657 volumes (June 30, 1942); University of Pennsylvania,
979,919 volumes (June 30, 1942); Milwaukee (Wis.) Public library,

934,973 volumes (Dec. 31, 1942).

These figures were very uncertain standards of comparison
because of differences in methods of counting, and because public
libraries with many branches contained many copies of new and

standard books.

Librarians. Charles C. Williamson, director of libraries and

dean of the school of library service of Columbia university since

1926, retired June 30. His great work at Columbia was the

organization in 1926 of the school of library service, formed by
the merger of the New York State library school at Albany and

the library school of the New York Public library, the co-

ordination of the Columbia libraries, and the planning of the

new library building, South Hall, the gift of Edward S. Harkness,
which was opened in 1934. The Columbia school of library serv-

ice was a direct outgrowth of Williamson's significant report,

Training for Library Service, 1923, prepared for the Carnegie

corporation. Dr. Williamson was succeeded by Carl M. White,
director of the library and the library school of the university

of Illinois, who in turn was succeeded by Robert B. Downs,
director of libraries of New York university since 1938.

Frank K. Walter, librarian of the university of Minnesota

since 1921, retired June 30, and was succeeded by E. W.

McDiarmid, associate professor in the university of Illinois li-

brary school. Homer Halvorson was appointed to the librarian-

ship of Johns Hopkins university Sept. i upon the retirement of

John C. French, librarian since 1927, John B. Kaiser, librarian

of the Oakland (Calif.) Public library, became librarian of the

Newark (N.J.) Free Public library on April 16 in place of

Beatrice Winser, retired. H. M. Lydenberg took charge in August
of the International Relations office of the American Library

association in Washington. He was succeeded at the Biblioteca

Benjamin Franklin in Mexico City by Prof. R. H. Gjelsness who
would also direct the preparation of a union catalog of library

resources in Mexico City, financed by a grant of $13,000 from

the Rockefeller foundation. Eldon R. James, librarian of the

Harvard law school from 1923 to 1942, was appointed law li-

brarian of congress.

Henry O. Severance, librarian of the university of Missouri

from 1907-37, died Oct. 10, 1942. In Feb., 1943, occurred the

deaths of Franklin O. Poole, librarian of the association of the

bar of the city of New York since 1905, and of W. N. C. Carlton,

librarian of Williams college from 1922-39. John T. Vance, law

librarian of congress since 1924, died on April n. Frederick P.

Keppel, president of the Carnegie corporation from 1923 to 1941,

died on Sept. 8. During his administration the corporation gave

generously to develop libraries and to promote education for

Hbrarianship. J. M. C. Hanson, great cataloger and organizer,

long connected with the Library of Congress and the university

of Chicago, died on Nov. 8 at the age of 79. Zaidee B. Vosper,

editor of the A.L.A. Booklist since 1927, died on Nov. 16, and

Lutie E. Stearns, pioneer library organizer ih Wisconsin, on Dec.

27. (See also AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION; CATHOLIC LI-

BRARY ASSOCIATION; SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION; etc.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For further information about American libraries con-

sult: Bulletin of the American Library association (Chicago); Library
Journal (New York); College and Research Libraries (Chicago); Library
Quarterly (Chicago). Important contributions to library literature were:

A.L.A. IJoard on Salaries, Staff and Tenure, Classification and Pay Plans

for Libraries in Institutions of Higher Learning (1943); Pierce Butler, ed.,

The Reference Function of the Library: Papers Presented Before the Library
Institute at the University of Chicago, June 29 to July 10, 1942 (1943);
J. M. Flexner, Making Books Work: a Guide to the Use of Libraries

(1943); Deoch Fulton, ed., Bookmen's Holiday: Notes and Studies Writ-

ten and Gathered in Tribute to Harry Miller Lydenberg (1943); Chalmers
Hadley, John Cotton Dana (1943); G. D. McDonald, Educational Motion
Pictures and Libraries (1942); John VanMale, Resources of Pacific North-
west Libraries (1943); C. C. Williamson and A. L. Jewett, ed., Who's Who
in Library Service, 2nd ed. (1943). (C. F. McC.)
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Great Britain* The great demands made upon all libraries

national, public, university, school and special increased with

the passing of another year of war. The libraries of the country
served the needs of a country at war, not spectacularly perhaps,

but nevertheless positively and objectively. Much increased use

was made, not only of recreational literature, but also of books

on almost every subject in the field of knowledge. As well as

readers in search of entertainment and information, the users in-

cluded government departments, factories, business houses and

industrial undertakings, and the services. Interest in, and appreci-

ation of, the library service were keen and were sharpened by
the publication in the autumn of The Public Library Service,

its postwar reorganization and development: proposals by the

Council of the Library Association. The publication of these

far-reaching proposals, which followed detailed consideration of

the McColvin Report issued in 1942, might well lead, it was

thought, to the elimination of existing variations in standards

of efficiency and the development of a well-organized, sound and

generous service, in which all elements would rise to a level not

known before.

Building activity was restricted, but over the country additional

service points were established to meet rising demands, mainly

by the conversion of shops, dwelling-houses, and schools.

The indiscriminate destruction of books collected in response

to salvage appeals was halted. The keynote of the national book

recovery campaign, launched at the end of 1942, was an appeal

for books as books, not as waste paper, and the organization en-

sured that all books were carefully scrutinized so that those

suitable for the restoration of war-damaged libraries at home

and abroad, for H.M. forces, and certain other purposes, might

be saved from destruction and set aside for allocation to appropri-

ate libraries and institutions. (D. C. H. J.)

Libya: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE; WORLD WAR II.

^n ^dependent, tiny European state, north-

east of Switzerland, to which it is united by
i customs union. Area, 65 sq.mi.; pop. (census Dec. 1941) "r
102. Chief town, Vaduz (capital, pop. 2,020). Ruler: Prince

Franz Joseph II, b. 1906, was given ruling authority by his 84-

year-old uncle, Prince Franz I, on March 30, 1938 and after the

latter's death was crowned prince on May 29, 1939. Language,

German; religion, mainly Roman Catholic; products: corn, wine,

fruit, wood and marble. There is no army. Posts and telegraphs

ire administered by Switzerland. (S. B. F.)

Life Insurance: see INSURANCE.

Life Span: see BIRTH STATISTICS; DEATH STATISTICS; INFANT

MORTALITY; SUICIDE STATISTICS.

Lighting: see ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES; MOTION PICTURES.

I IIIIO
Production of lime in the United States in 1942 increased

LllllC. slightly over 1941, to 6,103,791 short tons, another new

record high. Of the total, 79% was quicklime and 21% hydrated

lime; agricultural uses took 7%, building 13%, metallurgical uses

26%, chemical uses 36% and refractory uses 20%. A drop of

35% in the use of building lime was offset by increased demand
in industrial uses. Canadian production totalled 884,830 short

tons in 1942, an increase of 3% over 1941; 93% of the output
was used in the chemical industry. Production through Aug. 1943
was 7% ahead of the same period of 1942. (G. A. Ro.)

Limes: see LEMONS AND LIMES.

Limestone: see STONE.

linricov Roniomin Rarr < x869-'943), u.s. judge and

LIIIUSCJ, Dclljdllllll Ddll social reformer, was born Nov.

25 in Jackson, Tenn. (For his early career see Encyclopedia

Britannica.) Judge Lindsey devoted most of his career on the

bench to reform of juvenile court procedure. He became a

storm centre of criticism when he advocated "companionate mar-

riage" as a means of eliminating undesirable factors in family

life and environment which contributed to juvenile delinquency.

Judge Lindsey was a superior court judge in Los Angeles, Calif.,

from 1934 until his death on March 26, 1943, in Los Angeles.

I iflOn Onrf CIOV ^e demand f r ^ax ftkfe and linen prod-
LIIICll flllU lldA* ucts in the prosecution of the war encour-

aged the growing of flax on almost every continent in 1943. When
Russia's supply was stopped in the early days of 1940 and 1941,

experimental flax growing started with renewed interest in Ire-

land, the United States of America, Canada, New Zealand and
South Africa. In South America, Peru and Brazil made their

plans. During 1943, the results of this new interest in flax grow-

ing were indicated in crop reports from widely scattered areas.

In Peru, a total export of 2,238,600 short tons of fibre during
the first eight months was larger than expected but farmer inter-

est was lagging because of relatively low yield. In Chile, the cul-

tivation of flax was slowly expanding, 125 ac. being planted in

Cautin province in 1943, for the first time, although the industry
itself had started there in 1903. Argentina was reported in Sept.

1943, as having found after four years of experimentation a de-

sirable flax fibre called "Mapum M. A." which had proved re-

sistant against epidemics or plagues and gave high yields. The

two-year-old linen industry in Brazil, centred at Florianopolis,

had developed extensive flax cultivation in the Itagui district

and, by 1943, had more than 50 flax cleaning and processing

plants in the state of Parana. Suitings, canvas and dress goods
were being manufactured in increasing quantities, all of them con-

sumed domestically, as Brazil had formerly imported approxi-

mately $5,000,000 worth of linen from Ireland and England an-

nually before World War II. Brazilian authorities stated that

close to $500,000 had been invested in the cultivation of flax

alone.

The Canadian flax industry, started in Quebec, developed in

1943 in British Columbia. The first fibre flax crop was harvested

in early August, and was of high quality as the flax was tank-

retted rather than field-retted. The processing plant, constructed

during the summer of 1943, at Vernon, B.C., at a cost of $100,000
was prepared to handle 1,400 to 1,500 ac. of flax and it was

expected the production would be about 1,200 ac. in 1943. The

anticipated value of the 1943 crop was $180,000 for the fibre and
an additional $25,000 of flaxseed.

In the United Kingdom, 7,500 ac. of flax were raised in 1943
for scutching at Northampton where the flax processing mill

was described as the largest in the British empire. The quantity
was more than double that grown in all of Great Britain five

years before. An innovation in the Northampton plant was the

use of flax shive (waste) as a fuel. No other fuel was employed.
In Denmark, incidentally, flax shive was reported in 1943 as

being used in producing gas for automobiles and trucks. It was
dried and pressed into briquettes for burning.

Scotland's golf courses were partially plowed up in 1943 for

flax production. Half of the i8-hole courses and one-third of

the 9-hole courses were utilized. In Lincolnshire, it was reported
that a group of schoolboys from 7 to 16 years of age, raised

two and a quarter tpns of flax on their playing field.

In Eire (Ireland), the traditional home of flax and linen, three

acres of flax were planted in 1943 to one in 1942. The total pro-

duction in 1943 was 27,500 ac. Flax spinning also began again
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in 1943 aftcr a lapse of several years for the purpose of pro-

ducing linen thread and twine.

As an encouragement to farmers growing flax and workers in

flax factories, the ministry of supply in Great Britain announced

in Oct. 1943, that a mobile exhibition of flax plants and fibre

would tour Britain's flax growing area. Because of the war, it

was stated, the total acreage of 400 in 1939 had grown to 52,000

ac. in 1943, and new factories had been equipped and opened

throughout the country to handle the abundant harvests and

prepare flax for the manufacture of war weapons. One of the

most essential uses was in the webbing for the paratroopers*

chute harness.

The importance of adequate processing machinery in securing

the maximum return on the flax acreage was emphasized in the

1943 report from New Zealand where large strides were made

during the first war years. In 1941-42, 15,000 ac. were planted

and in 1942-43, this had increased to 22,000 ac. In May 1943,

however, the New Zealand war cabinet asked for volunteers

from military forces to help in preparing the crop and final

results for 1943 were expected to be greatly reduced over the

previous year.

In the United States of America, the experiments conducted by
the Georgia School of Technology, the Georgia State Engineering

Experiment station and the Tennessee Valley authority were

concentrated on production of low-grade fibres suitable for use

in bagging and cordage to meet wartime demand. The flax fibres

were used as a substitute for jute, hemp, henequen and sisal.

Whether the production costs, at a wartime emergency level in

J 943> could be reduced to meet civilian peacetime competition

with other fibres was considered a problem for the future, ac-

cording to a report given by the research director at Atlanta, Ga.,

in July 1943. The current production was done on cotton mill

equipment although some experiments were made unsuccessfully

on jute spinning equipment.

Among other countries reporting flax production during 1943
were Morocco, with 135,600 ac. planted compared with 45,840

ac. in 1934 to 1938; Tanganyika Territory, Africa, with 16,418

ac., and Turkey which sold 800 tons of flax to the United King-

dom. In Rumania, a company was formed in 1943 with a work-

ing capital of 20,000,000 lei to supervise flax growing and the

ministry of agriculture announced plans to establish 15 factory

centres for flax processing.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Foreign Commerce Weekly, U.S. Department of Com-

merce (Washington, D.C.); Daily News Record (New York); Textile

Recorder (Manchester, England). (I. L. BL,)

link, Mrs. Adeline DeSale

Omaha, Neb. She was graduated from Vassar, 1914, and received

her doctorate in philosophy from the University of Chicago,

1917. She taught at Lawrence college, Appleton, Wis., 1917-21,

was chemistry instructor at the University of Chicago, 1921-29,

and assistant professor at the latter institution from 1929 to the

time of her death. Regarded as one of the outstanding women
chemists in the United States, Mrs. Link made important con-

tributions to the study of chemical reactions. She died Nov. 20

in Chicago.

Lin Sen
(1864-1943), president of China, was born at Foo-

chow, Fukien. As a youth, he studied with U.S. mis-

sionaries and later received a traditional Chinese education at a

private college. He lived in San Francisco for several years and

wljile in the United States became a member of the Kuomintang,
tV ^ a secret society. Returning to China shortly after the revo-

he won a seat in the senate of the first parliament a

Jd until 1923. He became a member of the central

executive committee of the Kuomintang in 1924, was named to

the state council of the national government, 1928, and was vice-

president of the legislative Yuan, 1928-31. He succeeded to the

presidency of that body in March 1931. Lin Sen became presi-

dent of the national government in 1932, when a candidate was

sought whose position in Kuomintang circles would qualify him to

unify dissenting factions of the Nanking government and the Can-

ton group. Lin Sen successfully bridged the political gap and was

revered by the Chinese people as an elder statesman. Despite
his high office, he withdrew from the limelight and led a life

completely devoid of ostentation. His position as president was

a nominal one, for Chiang Kai-shek, who relinquished the presi-

dency in late 1931, still controlled the real reins of government.
Lin Sen died in Chungking, Aug. i.

Lions Clubs, International Association of. LL
e

.

national Association of Lions Clubs was founded by Melvin

Jones on June 7, 1917. It is a nonpolitical t nonsectarian associa-

tion of service clubs whose purpose is to recognize the needs of

the community and by independent effort and through co-opera-

tion with other agencies meet those needs; also, to do every-

thing possible to help achieve a United Nations victory. The
activities of the clubs cover eight classifications: Boys and girls;

citizenship and patriotism; civic improvements; community bet-

terment; education; health and welfare; safety; sight conserva-

tion and blind. From May i, 1942, to April 30, 1943, 66,507

separate activities were carried out.

The membership of the clubs is composed of business and pro-
fessional men, and in 1943 numbered approximately 155,000.
There were 4,350 clubs in 14 countries: Canada, China, Colom-

bia, Costa Rica, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, British

Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, the United States and

Venezuela. Headquarters for the association in 1943 were at 332
S. Michigan ave., Chicago, 111., and were directed by Secretary
General Melvin Jones.

Dr. E. G. Gill of Roanoke, Va., was the 1943-44 international

president. The association issues a monthly publication, the

Lion Magazine, and the 1943 international annual meeting was

held at Cleveland, Ohio. (M. Jo.)

The United States had been for many
years the country of greatest produc-

tion and consumption of potable spirits. Because of existing war

conditions, production in practically all foreign countries was

considerably curtailed, in most instances (as in Scotland) entirely

suspended. Consumption in these countries also was materially

reduced. Accurate records for the years after 1939 the war

years were not obtainable.

In the United States the general situation of the alcoholic

liquor industry began to change toward the end of the year

1941. Production, distribution and consumption underwent in

turn and in gradual acceleration quite radical and far-reaching

adjustments. Most whisky distilleries began to use their avail-

able facilities for the production of industrial alcohol (grain

spirits at 190 proof).

At first the opinion prevailed that this alcohol was needed

solely, or at least principally, in the manufacturing process of

smokeless powder. It developed, however, that the unexpectedly

large requirements for high octane gasoline created a shortage
of raw material for the rapidly growing synthetic rubber industry,

which had to turn to alcohol as a substitute. ^Vt the same time,

shipping conditions caused a practically complete interruption in

the importation of molasses which had constituted the principal

raw material for distillation of industrial alcohol. By government
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order all distillation of grain for beverage purposes was termi-

nated as of Oct. 8, 1942, and as rapidly as possible all beverage
distilleries were converted to production of alcohol for smokeless

powder, synthetic rubber, medical supplies, chemicals and many
other vital war materials.

Of the total government requirement of alcohol for 1943,
estimated at 525,000,000 gal., the beverage industry would have

supplied 225,000,000 gal. In 1944 war necessities would require

625,000,000 gal. of alcohol, of which the beverage distillers were

expected to supply 240,000,000 gal.

Whisky is normally by far the predominant alcoholic beverage
in the United States.

The normal yearly production was somewhat above 120,000,000

gal. The volume of production of other alcoholic beverages was
much smaller, for brandy about 30,000,000 gal., gin 5,500,000

gal., rum 3,000,000 gal. and liqueurs and divers other spirits

20,000,000 gal.

Kentucky was the state of largest production, accounting for

53% of the production, with Illinois 17%, Indiana 12%, Penn-

sylvania 7%, Maryland 6% and other states 5%.
No whisky was produced in the United States during 1943.

On the other hand, the demand for consumption increased.

Normally the annual consumption of all alcoholic liquors

amounted to about 170,000,000 gal. at various proofs ranging

predominantly from 86 proof to 100 proof. Of this total nearly
1 35,000,000 gal. was domestic whisky. At the beginning of 1943
somewhat over 400,000,000 gal. of whisky remained in the bonded

storage warehouses.

Importation of Scotch whiskies (from aged stock) continued

at almost the same rate as in previous years, about 8,000,000 gal.

Total importations of distilled spirits rose from 9,760,000 proof

gallons in the fiscal year ending June 1942 to 15,430,000 proof

gallons in the year ending June 1943, due to increased produc-
tion in and importation of rum, gin and beverage alcohol from

Cuba and the West Indies. (A. J. Li.)

Liquor Control. During the year 1943, the salient feature of

liquor control was the shift toward federal and, to a lesser degree,

industry control, in an effort to adjust the production, distribution

and sale of liquor to war conditions.

In the 17 monopoly states official rationing systems were

established, and in the licence states voluntary rationing systems
were the rule. The distiller rationed the distributor; the distribu-

tor, the retailer; and, in turn, the retailer rationed the consumer.

Pronounced effects of the rationing induced by the shortage were

threefold: a turn to rum and gin imparted in rapidly increasing

quantities from Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico and Mexico, a new

impetus to the activities of bootleggers and a considerable mortal-

ity among retailers who were unable to get merchandise.

Federal control manifested itself in 1943 in the establishment

of price ceilings by the Office of Price Administration; a sub-

stantial increase in federal taxes, the exact amount not deter-

mined by Dec. 1943; and increased activity of the Alcohol Tax
Unit. The OPA price ceilings affected liquor in bulk and package

goods. They did not at first affect the price of individual drinks

to the consumer. The distributor was allowed a 15% mark-up
above cost of sales on package goods to the retailer, and the

retailer was, in turn, allowed a 33$% mark-up on sales to the

consumer. Mark-ups varied slightly in the case of wines and

cordials.

Later in the year ceilings on cost of drinks to the consumer

were established.

Insufficient personnel greatly hampered enforcement, although
a number of suits were filed. Leading distillers, by advertising

ceiling prices, endeavoured to co-operate with the OPA in seeing

that the ceiling prices were observed. They also made a vigorous

effort to ensure a fair distribution of merchandise by giving to

all accounts a like proportion of the 1942 sales. Distillers aftd

distributors established a voluntary quota system.

Government requirements made it extremely difficult for wine

producers to get the necessary raw materials. There was also

a serious shortage of* tank cars.

The year 1943 saw the largest production of beer since repeal.

This was in spite of the fact that the amount of malt available

to breweries was restricted to 65% of the 1942 quota and a

government order reserved 15% of production for the armed

forces.

The shortage of liquor found the monopoly states in a less

favourable situation than the licence states because of absence

of reserves. This, at least temporarily, impeded the progress of

the adoption of the monopoly system, which had gotten a very

good start.

Two states, Washington and Oregon, in order to ensure ade-

quate supplies of liquor, purchased distilleries in Kentucky.
This action, however, was taken to secure the whisky in bulk

on hand in the distilleries, and it was probable that ownership
would not be permanently retained by the states.

Increase in the federal tax per gallon to whatever figure was

to be decided upon ($9.00 probably) would mean a further

widening in the difference of incidence between state and federal

taxation.

Social problems connected with liquor, such as sales to minors,

sales to drunks, closing hours, issuance, limitation and revocation

of licences were under the jurisdiction of the cities and states

and would probably remain so. Licence fees during 1943 under-

went small change. There was a vigorous movement to increase

the fees, both of retailer and distributor.

An unusual feature which developed during 1943 was the

declaration of dividends, payable in liquor, by some fairly large

distilleries. Such action involved a number of legal questions

yet to be determined and might give rise to new methods of

control.

Advertisements pointed out in 1943 that no whisky had been

distilled since Oct. 8, 1942; that distillery plants were entirely

devoted to the manufacture of alcohol essential to the war effort ;

that of an inventory of approximately 399,000,000 gal. as of Oct.

31, 1943, nearly 96,000,000 gal. disappeared through shrinkage

and evaporation; that a reserve of not less than 100,000,000 gal.

had to be set up for postwar requirements and that the amount

available, about 203,000,000 gal., would be consumed, at the 1943

rate of demand, in less than a year if it were not that every

distiller had followed a self-imposed rationing program. (See

also BREWING AND BEER; INTOXICATION, ALCOHOLIC; WINES.)

(M. LB.)

Literary Prizes.
The literary prizes for the year 1943 were

as follows :

International. NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE not awarded since 1939.
United Stato AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS AND THE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND LETTERS, AWARDS IN LITERATURE,
$1,000 each to Carson McCullers, Jos Garcia Villa, Virgil Geddes and
Joseph Wittlin.

JOHN ANISFIELD AWARDS (Saturday Review of Literature), $1,000 each
to Zora Neale Hurston for Dust Tracks on a Road (Lippincott), the best

book concerned with racial problems in the field of creative literature; to

Donald Pierson for Negroes in Brazil (University of Chicago), the best

scholarly book in the field of race relations.

ATLANTIC MONTHLY PRESS AND LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY, $5,000
for the most interesting non-fiction having to do with the war. No prize

awarded. . .

A. S. BARNES & Co. Poetry prizes to service men. First prize of $350
to John Ackerson, of the merchant marine; second prize of $100 to

Corporal Harold Applebaum, U.S.A. medical detachment. There were 123

additional prizes. The 125 poems were published in book, form under the

title Reveille-War Poems.
'

.

CAREY-THOMAS AWARD (Publishers' Weekly) for the best example of

creative publishing. A scroll to Farrar & Rmehart for their '^Rivers of

America" series.
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CATHOLIC LITERARY AWARD (Gallery of Living Catholic Authors) for

the outstanding book of Catholic interest. A scroll to John Farrow for his
Piiwant of the Popes (Sheed & Ward).
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OK CALIFORNIA. GOLD MEDAL FOR GENERAL

LITERATURE to Oscar Lewis for / Remember Christine (Knopf); GOLD
MEDAL FOR SCHOLARSHIP AND RESEARCH to James Westfall Thompson
und Bernard J. Holm for The Utstory of Historical Writing (Macmillan);
SILVER MEDAL FOR POETRY to H. L. Davis for Proud Riders (Harper);
SILVER MEDAL FOR A JUVENILE to HildcKarde Hawthorne for Long Adven-
ture (Appleton). SILVER MEDALS were also awarded to Hector Chevigny
for Lord oj Alaska (Viking); to Frank Waters for The Man Who Killed
the Deer (Farrar & Rinehart); to Lillian B. Ross for The Stranger
(Morrow).
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN CURTIS BROWN WRITERS* CONFERENCE PRIZE,

$400 for the best novel by a student at one of the writers' conferences,
to Joyce Homer of the University of New Hampshire Writers' Conference,
for The Wind and the Rain.

DODD, MKAD PRIZES. $ 1,000 RID KAPOK DETECTIVE STORY PRIZE to
Ruth Sawtell Wallis for Too Many Hones; $i,opo PRIZE FOR THE BEST WAR
XOVKL to John Lodwick for Running to Paradise; THIRD INTERCOLLEGIATE
LITERARY FELLOWSHIP PRIZE to Catherine Lawrence for One oj the Masses.

E. P. DUTTON & COMPANY. THOMAS JEFFERSON SOUTHERN AWARD,
$2,500 to Jesse Stuart for his novel, Taps for Private Tussie. LEWIS AND
CLARK NORTHWEST CONTEST, $1,500 for the best book by a northwest
author to Clyde F. Murphy for his novel, 77/6- Glittering Hill.

FRIENDS OF AMERICAN \VRITERS AWARD to promote high standard in

American writing, $750 to Kenneth L. Davis for his novel, In the Forests

of the Nizht (Houston).
GUGGENHEIM FELLOWSHIPS, 64 awards' amounting to about $2,500 each.

Among the winners were Muriel Rukeyser, Edward Weismiller, Jeremy
Ingalls, Jos6 Garcia Villa (Filipino poet), Vladimir Nabokov (Russian-
born novelist), Vladimir Pozner (French-born), Dr. Hugh MacLennan
(Canadian). An award went to Signc Kirstine for a biography of Emanuel
Swedenborg; to Dr. David Willson for a life of James I, King of England;
to Madeleine Stern for a book on Louisa May Alcott; and to Dr. Randall
Stewart for a book on Nathaniel Hawthorne. Dr. William Charvat will

do a study of the profession of authorship in i9th century America; Dr.
John Flanagan, a history of the literature of the middle west; Dr. Harry
Levin, an analysis of the symbolist technique in American fiction.

HARPER PRIZE NOVEL AWARD, $10,000 to Martin Flavin for Journey in

the Dark.
HARPER'S MAGAZINE PRTZK for the best first-hand war experience article

submitted to Harper's Magazine up to July 1942, $1,000 to Bob Fairhaul
and his collaborator, Richard G. Hubler, for The Bomb Hit the Cruiser,

appearing in the Dec. 1941 issue.

O. HENRY MEMORIAL AWARD PRIZE STORIES OF 1943 (Doubleday).
First prize, $300 to Eudora Welty for "Livvie Is Back" (Atlantic
Monthly): second prize, $200 to Dorothy Canneld for "The Knot Hole"
(Yale Review); third prize, $100 to William Fifield for "The Fishermen
of Palzcuaro" (Story Magazine): a first story prize, $100 to Clara Laid-
law for "The Little Black Boys" (Atlantic Monthly).
AVERY HOPWOOD AWARD for the best novel by a student in the University

of Michigan, to Jay McCormick for November Storm (Doubleday).
HOUGHTON, MlFFLIN LlFE-IN-AMERICA SERIES AWARD, $2,5OO to Roi

Qttley for his native son's picture of life in Harlem, New World A-Coming;
Inside Black America.
ALFRED A. KNOPF LITERARY FELLOWSHIPS, $2,500, each to Mrs. Fawn

Brodie for a projected life of Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon
Church, and to Donald W. Mitchell for his proposed history of the "new"
United States navy from 1883 to the present.
LATIN-AMERICAN LITERARY PRIZE (Farrar & Rinehart and the Division

of Intellectual Co-operation of the Pan American Union), $2,000 to Pierre.

Marcelin and Philippe Thoby-Marcelin, two cousins from Haiti, for their

novel Canape-Vert; $2,000 non-fiction award to Argentina Diaz Lozano of

Honduras for her Peregrinaje; $1,000 to Fernando Alegria of Chile for

her juvenile, Lautaro. Farrar & Rinehart will publish the books in trans-

lation.

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION JOURNAL, selection of the book
which if read generally by the people would bring a new outlook to our

republic, A Time oj Greatness by Herbert Agar (Little, Brown).
NEW YORK DRAMA CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD, a plaque presented to

Sergeant Sidney Kingsley for The Patriots.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY, gold medal for achievement in history
to Dr. George C. D. Odell in recognition of his Annals of the New York
Stage, now in its thirteenth volume.

PARENTS MAGAZINE AWARDS, medals for outstanding books for parents,
to Anna W. M. Wolf for Our Children Face War (Houghton); to Dorothy
W. Baruch for You, Your Children and War (Appleton-Century).
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART MYSTERY NOVEL AWARD (Farrar & Rinehart

and Collier's Weekly), $2,000 to C. W. Grafton for The Rat Began to

Gnaw the Rope.
SHELLEY MEMORIAL AWARD for an American poet's work as a whole,

to Percy MacKaye and Robert Penn Warren, jointly.
CONSTANCE LINDSAY SKINNER AWARD (Women's National Book Associa-

tion), a bronze plaque, made by Alice . Klutas, to Mary Graham Bonner
for her many excellent books for children and more particularly for Canada
and Her Story (Knopf).
SOUTHERN WOMEN'S NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION IN NEW

YORK for the most distinguished book by a southern writer, to Douglas
Southall Freeman for his Lee's Lieutenants (Scribner).

UNIVERSITY ^or MINNESOTA FELLOWSHIPS, newly established through a
grant from the Rockefeller foundation, for written interpretations of life

i\the central northwest. Among the winners of the first series of awards
were Vera Kelsey, Meridel Lc Sueue, Florence and Francis Lee Jacques.

Great Britain. JAMES TAIT BLACK MEMORIAL PRIZES to Arthur Waley
for his translation of the Chinese novel, Monkey,"by Wu Ch'eng-n (John
Day); to Arthur Ponsonby for his biography, Henry Ponsonby: Queen
Victoria's Private Secretary (Macmillan).

Children's Books. CALDF.COTT MEDAL FOR A PICTURE BOOK to Virginia
Lee Burton for her illustrations in her own book, The Little House
(Houghton).
CARNEGIE MEDAL (British) to D. J. Watkins-Pitchford for The Little

Grey Men.
DOWNEY AWARD for the finest American children's book written in the

Catholic tradition, to Covelle Newcomb for The Red Hat (Longmans), a
biography of Cardinal Newman.

JULIA ELLSWORTH FORD FOUNDATION AWARD, $1,250 to Gladys Malvern
for her Valiant Minstrel: The Story of Harry Lauder (Messner).
HERALD TRIBUNE CHILDREN'S SPRING BOOK FESTIVAL PRIZES, three

awards of $200 each to Hugh Troy for Five Golden Wrens (Oxford), the
best book for younger children; to Laura Ingalls Wilder for These Happy
Golden Years (Harper), the best book for middle-aged children; to Eliza-
beth Vates for Patterns On The Wall (Knopf), the best book for older
children.

JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE GOLD SEAL for a juvenile book considered
to be an enriching experience in the lives of young Americans, to Gregor
Felsen for Submarine Sailor (Dutton).
JOHN NEWBERY MEDAL (American Library Association) to Elizabeth

Janet Gray for Adam of the Road (Viking).
YOUNG READER'S CHOICE AWARD (Pacific Northwest Library Associa-

tion) to Eric Knight for Lassie Come-Home (Winston), selected by vote
of grade school children as the book which they enjoyed most in 1943.

(B. GM.)

Literature: see AMERICAN LITERATURE; CANADIAN LITERA-

TURE; ENGLISH LITERATURE; FRENCH LITERATURE; GERMAN

LITERATURE; ITALIAN LITERATURE; LITERARY PRIZES; PUBLISH-

ING (BOOK); RUSSIAN LITERATURE; SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERA-

TURE; SPANISH LITERATURE.

I ithllim Uinorolc
LePidolite > spodumene and amblygonite

LIUIIUIII mlllCldlO. are produced mainly in South Dakota,
with some smaller output in North Carolina, and lithium-sodium

phosphate is recovered from the brines of Searles lake, Calif.

The combination of the output of minerals with a comparatively

low lithium content with the much richer salt gives a figure which

does not have a great deal of significance and the value is a

better measure of relative output. The total shipments of min-

erals and salts in 1942 was 5405 short tons ($243,516), as com-

pared with 3,832 tons ($115,718) in 1941. The increase of 41%
in weight as against 110% in value would indicate a larger pro-

portion of salts in the 1942 total. (G. A. Ro.)

I ithlionio
^ Baltic country of northeastern Europe, N. of

LlUIUdllld. Poland; in 1941 it became a part of Germany's
"Ostland." Area, 22,959 sq.mi. (1940); pop. (Jan. i, 1940)

2,879,070. Chief cities of Lithuania are: Vilnius (Vilna, capital,

207,750); Kaunas (actual seat of administration, 152,365).

Religion, predominantly Roman Catholic (85%). Ruler in 1943
was Commissioner General Adrian von Renteln, who was re-

sponsible to Reichscommissar Hinrich Lohse of the Ostland.

History. The kaleidoscopic changes of centuries of Lithuanian

political history were epitomized in 1940-43: Under the control

of the U.S.S.R. from June 15, 1940, to June 23, 1941, the Lithu-

anians then staged a revolution and declared independence; the

German armies reached Kaunas on June 24, 194% but allowed

the independent Lithuanian government to function for only about

seven weeks; on Aug. 5 this government resigned and the nazi

control was complete.

Under the German occupation the promises made by the reichs-

commissar of "order . . . construction and civilization ... a super-

vised economy" had scarcely been fulfilled at the end of 1943.

Private property was only partly restored, and in a proclamation
of March 17, 1943, Hinrich Lohse definitely declared that only

those who participated in the "War against Bolshevism" would

be allowed to regain property. The same order closed the uni-

versities, avowedly because of the anti-nazi activities of the Lith-

uanian intellectuals. The library "revision" carried out by the

nazis in Lithuania as in Poland and the other Baltic states de-

prived two Kaunas libraries of 10,000 and 17,000 volumes re-

spectively; the library of the University of Vytautas the Great
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of 23,000 volumes, and the library of the Academy of Sciences

in Vilnius of over 40,000 volumes. Reports indicated a systematic

annihilation of the educated class by arrest or execution. At the

beginning of 1943 there were some 100,000 Lithuanian labourers

in Germany, and new demands for troops as well were made in

the spring of 1943. Large numbers of men and boys refused to

register and took to the woods where they organized as guerrilla

bands. Open revolt was reported in March, and Heinrich Himmler
himself went to Lithuania to try to quell the spreading violence.

Lithuanian representatives in the United Nations placed their

hopes for national rejuvenation in the Atlantic Charter and the

policies of the democratic countries. Another government-in-
exile functioned in Moscow. The political future of the country
remained uncertain, with no specific statement emanating from

the United Nations, with the soviet union seemingly assuming
that Russian occupation must be re-established, and with the

Lithuanians themselves rebellious but powerless to express their

will in any decisive fashion. There was the possibility that if the

Germans were forced to withdraw they might declare Lithuania

independent as a parting gesture. Lithuanian units with the Red

army were reported to have destroyed 13,000 Germans, and to be

fighting heroically. Toward the end of 1943 the battle lines came

close to the Lithuanian frontier with the Russian drive past

Vitebsk. ^ ^-M.'-.--' ?&" J'?

Statistics of education, finance and economic conditions were

not issued after the soviet occupation in 1940, and the latest avail-

able figures at the end of 1943 pertained mostly to 1938 and 1939.

Education. In 1938-39 there were 2,335 private schools with

298,429 scholars, and 83 secondary schools and gymnasia with

19^539 scholars. Part of the university at Kaunas was moved
back to Vilna Jan. 15, 1940.

Finance. The monetary unit is the lita (
= 16.1 U.S. cents at

par, established in 1922 as one-tenth the U.S. gold dollar). At the

end of 1939 the foreign debt was 68,915,300 litas, and the domes-

tic debt of the government was 65,231,200 litas. In 1939 the

budget estimate of the government balanced at 341,785,274 litas.

Trade and Communication. In 1938 imports amounted to

223,686,000 litas, and exports to 233,200,000 litas. Chief articles

of import were cotton yarn and thread, woollen yarn and thread,

cotton fabrics, woollen fabrics, coal and fertilizers. Chief articles

of export were meat, butter, flax fibre, pigs and eggs. Almost

40% of the exports went to Great Britain, 27% to Germany,

5.7% to the U.S.S.R. Imports came 31% from Britain, 24.5%
from Germany, 6.7% from the U.S.S.R. In 1938 telephones

numbered 26,591; radio sets 53,667; broadcasting stations 2.

Agriculture. Almost 77% of the population is engaged in

agriculture, and 49% of the land is arable. Chief products in

1939 and their output in short tons were as follows: rye 726,636;

wheat 282,850; barley 282,740; oats 450,841; potatoes 2,290,469;

flax fibre 31,416; butter 21,890. The 1939 estimate of livestock

was; horses 521,000; cattle 1,004,000; sheep 1,224,000; pigs

1,224,000; poultry 5,130,920.

Manufacturing. In 1938 some 1,441 industrial establishments

employed 40,818 people. Meat and fish products were valued at

44,919,000 litas; manufactured timber 12,532,000 litas; tissues

and yarns 28,131,000 litas; machines, etc. 13,215,000 litas;

leather goods 14,374,000 litas. Lithuania increased industrial pro-

duction from an index of 100 in 1929 to 354 in 1939. Total in-

dustrial production of 1939 was 405,749,000 litas.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Gregory Meiksins, The Baltic Riddle (1943); Joachim
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Joesten, "German Rule in Ostland," Foreign Affairs

147 (Oct. 1943).

XXII, No. i, pp. 143-
(F. D. S.)

(1876- ), Russian pol-

itician, was born July 17

in Bialystok, Russia. He joined the Social-Democratic party in

Litvinov, Maxim Maximovich

1898 and supported Lenin and the bolshevists in the factional

clash of 1904. After the revolution (1917) he was the party's

plenipotentiary in London, where he was imprisoned as a hostage.

He took part in conferences at Genoa and the Hague, led soviet

delegations at the 1927, 1928 and 1929 sessions of the preliminary

disarmament commissions of the League of Nations and in 1928

signed the Kellogg pact for the U.S.S.R. He was made commis-

sar for foreign affairs in 1930 and championed collective security

at League of Nations sessions. He was suddenly dropped from

his foreign office post May 3, 1939, in the midst of negotiations

with Britain and France for a general mutual assistance pact;

the mystery of his ouster was solved in Aug. 1939 when Germany
concluded a nonaggression pact with the U.S.S.R. He was ex-

pelled from the communist party Feb. 21, 1941, but returned to

favour after the nazis attacked the U.S.S.R., June 22, 1941, and

was appointed soviet ambassador to the U.S. Nov. 6, 1941.

On Aug. 21, 1943, Litvinov was replaced as ambassador to the

United States by Andrei Gromyko. The suddenness of this move,

coupled with the removal of Ivan Maisky from his post as am-

bassador at London, led many observers to believe that Stalin

was dissatisfied with Anglo-U.S. failure to open a second front.

Credence was lent to this view because of the customary soviet

practice of removing envoys from countries whose policies did

not meet with Kremlin approval.

Livestock.
The total number of all livestock on United States

farms in 1943 as estimated by the U.S. depart-

ment of agriculture exceeded all previous records, the increase in

hogs and cattle more than offsetting the decreases in sheep, horses

and mules. When the large increases made during the year in

hogs and poultry were included, the total annual supply reached

an entirely new record high. In terms of animal units the total

on Jan. i, 1943, was 5% larger than a year earlier and 11% above

the ten-year average. When these numbers are converted to grain-

consuming animal units, the increase during 1942 was about 11%

AUCTION OF CATTLE at Elllcott City, Md., Spt. 16, 1943, which realized

a total of $383,700 for 230 animals a U.S. livestock record

LU-l^r rlfl-.
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Number* of Livestock on U.S. Farms, 1943, 1942 and JO-Xeor Average

and in terms of hay and pasture units, 2%. This record number
was to a large extent the result of a large supply of grain and hay
after five years of good crops. The production of feed grains and

hay in 1942 was high and the carry-over stocks were large, with

the result that on Jan. i, 1943, farm feed grain supplies were the

largest in 20 years and 3% above the five-year average, while

hay was 6% above the same average. The increase in hogs was

the largest, amounting to 22% in 1942. The total number of cat-

tle was at a new high record, over 3,000,000 head more than the

previous record. Numbers of sheep decreased about 3% after

having advanced continuously for five years. The number of

horses and mules continued the decline which began in 1915 with

the beginning of the use of the power tractor. The numbers of

poultry increased in 1942 and continued at a rapid rate through

1943. (See also AGRICULTURE; CATTLE; HOGS; HORSES; MEAT;
POULTRY; SHEEP.) (J. C. Ms.)

Livestock Shows: see SHOWS.
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Inftiic Mario Porilia
(" CISSIE"> 0*76-1943), British

LUIlUOf mdllG UGbllla actress, was born Oct. 22 in Glas-

gow, Scotland, the daughter of vaudeville actors. She grew up
backstage, helped as her mother's off-stage maid, and at the age
of 1 6 was a sensation on the London stage with her impersona-

A VARIETY OF USES wat made of London's bombed buildings in 1943.
Here band is giving a public oonoert In the foundation of a demolished struc-

ture

tions. Her dramatic talent won quick fame, and for 50 years she

was an outstanding figure in New York and London theatrical

circles. She joined Mme. Modjeska's company in 1900, played

leading woman to E. H. Sothern and succeeded Ellen Terry in

Sir Henry Irving's company. In the United States she appeared
with Sothern in Hamlet and took the feminine lead in // / Were

King, written by her first husband, Justin H. McCarthy. She

scored hits in such diversified fields as James Barrie's Peter Pan
and in the Ziegfeld Follies. Miss Loftus made her talking picture
debut in East Lynne, 1931, and subsequently appeared in The
Old Maid, The Blue Bird, It's a Date and Lucky Partners. She

died in New York city, July 12.
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Lonc*on
'

s wartime life appeared to change little dur-
. ing 1943 despite the welcome ubiquity of U.S. sol-

diers and airmen and such minor new discomforts as wooden
slatted utility seats in new buses. The year's outstanding event

was the publication of the County of London plan which con-

cerned London's future. >^
- ;

'

-V r

Prepared for the London County council at the request of the

government by J. H. Forshaw, the L.C.C. architect, in consulta-

tion with Prof. Patrick Abercrombie, the plan was the first com-

prehensive design for London since Wren's scheme after the great

fire. It outlined developments for the succeeding 50 years. Work-

ing on a fundamental "neighbourhood" principle, the town plan-
ners proposed to enlarge the community life of the 28 London

boroughs by dividing them into groups of units of from 6,000 to

10,000 people each. A unit would have its own schools, shops,

public buildings, amusements, residential areas and industrial dis-

tricts. Each unit would be as self-contained as possible for all

ordinary purposes. Westminster would remain the pivot of

national and religious life. Bloomsbury would form the University

"precinct." The south bank of the Thames from Westminster

bridge to London bridge would be "a river pleasaunce" with open
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spaces for recreation and a cultural centre for art and music.

The plan adapted itself to existing London arterial roads by

having two ring roads for the county area: an inner ring encircling

the imperial, cultural and commercial core of London and linking

the main line railway terminals; and an outer ring linking docks,

marshalling (freight) yards and industrial centres. Nine new
arterial roads radiating from Westminster were designed to cross

the ring roads while avoiding the "neighbourhoods."
On the plan's basis of 4 ac. to every 1,000 people, London

county's open spaces would grow from 7,888 ac. to 13,316 ac.

To this end roughly two-thirds of the L.C.C. 's intended new hous-

ing would have to be flats and the rest chiefly terraced houses.

It was calculated that in 20 years' time the existing county popu-
lation of 4,000,000 would fall to 3,400,000, chiefly through re-

movals. This estimate permitted the plan to fix population den-

sities from a maximum of 200 per residential acre in the west cen-

tral district to 100 in the outer districts.

The published scheme was conditioned by a larger London

regional design for the 9,000,000 population of greater London
under preparation by Professor Abercrombie. It did not include

the "square mile" of the city of London, whose corporation was

devising its own plan to recreate its heavily bombed areas. Much

legislation would need to be passed by parliament before any of

these plans could be carried out, but it was anticipated that recon-

struction of some of tke worst-bombed areas of east London could

begin within the ambit of the county plan immediately after the

War ended. The plan could make no estimate of cost. It was later

calculated by the Finance committee of the L.C.C. that the 100,-

ooo new residences needed would cost around 80,000,000.

Meanwhile Waterloo bridge, opened after five years' construc-

tion costing 1,250,000, stood as a symbol of a new London. De-

signed by Sir Giles Scott and five engineers, it has five spans of

240-ft. clear compared with nine spans of I2o-ft. in Rennie's

bridge of 1817 which it replaced.

London was practically immune from heavy air raids during

1943. In the autumn there were several series of brief raids by

high-speed enemy aircraft which indiscriminately dropped bombs

that nearly all fell in the suburbs, causing little damage to prop-

erty and, with a few exceptions, little loss of life. The immunity
and Londoners' cool attitude towards the raids allowed most tube

shelters to be closed temporarily. In March, during a raid, 173

people were crushed and suffocated to death on a flight of stairs

leading to a tube shelter. The tragedy was believed to have been

caused when a woman with a bundle and a baby tripped, but the

report of the official inquiry was not published.

London's evacuated population continued to return to the

county throughout the year. The number of children in

L.C.C. schools grew to over 240,000, leaving roughly 100,000 in

the county. The latter included 62,000 children with whom the

L.C.C. education department had lost touch, and special machin-

ery was set up to trace the "lost" evacuees.

A report by the L.C.C. Chief Inspector of Education in May
disclosed a serious decline in the educational standard of senior

children. Of 2,000 children aged 13 years, 7 months, tested in

English, arithmetic, history and geography, about half were found

to be below standard. In cases of children moved from place to

place since the war began, retardation was said to be between 6

months and 12 months. Following the report, special tuition was

started for backward scholars.

There was no reported sign of physical deterioration among
L.C.C. school children.

The health of London adults was considered satisfactory in the

light of wartime circumstances. Deaths from all causes to give

the latest published figures available in 1943 dropped from 43,-

577 in 1941 to 36,057 and births increased from 33,944 to 40,654

in the same period. The customary population statistics were not

available.

The L.C.C. began its 1943-44 year with a surplus of 6,000,-

ooo and the county rate, which is distinct from borough rates, re-

mained at 6/9 V in the . A gross expenditure of roughly 42,450-
000 was estimated. It included a reduction in the cost of civil

defense from 18,000.000 to an estimated 12,000,000.

London's traffic became noticeably light during 1943 because of

gasoline restrictions. Privately-run cars almost disappeared. Bus

mileage increased to a quarter more than the prewar figure,

largely through war workers' journeys. Women replacements of

London's male bus conductors increased to 90%. When more

buses were provided for London, it was difficult to find conduc-

toresses for them because of other calls on worfien for war work.

During a "Wings for Victory" week, London set out to raise

150,000,000 for official war investment. The final figure of con-

tributions of all sources, from commercial corporations to private

citizens, was 162,015,869. (P. BN.)

1 nndnn UniUOrcitU Curing J 943 ^ie emphasis shifted

LOnUull UniV6rSllj. from wartime emergency planning to

planning for the postwar period. Several more schools made ar-

rangements to return to London at the end of the session. The

number of internal students was 9,800, an increase of 650, and

the number of external students was 13,061, the largest number

ever registered. The educational work for prisoners of war was

greatly extended, and the extra-mural department which was

doing valuable work for the armed forces initiated special courses

dealing with the life and culture of the Allied nations. Most of

the vacant chairs and readerships remained unfilled because of

war conditions. Harold Claughton was appointed principal of the

university, Dr. D. R. Pye became provost of University college

and Dr. R. V. Southwell rector of Imperial college. The honor-

ary degree of LL.D. was conferred on President Roosevelt at

Ottawa by the governor-general of Canada as chancellor of the

university. The university contingent of the Senior Training

corps was restarted in London.

1 110 AntTOloC
*^tJl ^argest ^-^- c^y ^^ a Population of

LOS nllgCluO. 1,504,277 in 1940, Los Angeles, Calif., ended

1943 with an (Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce) estimated

population of 1,775,000. Mayor (Dec. 31, 1943) .Fletcher

Bowron.

The Los Angeles metropolitan area was rated (by the U.S.

bureau of the census) as the nation 's third most populous in 1943
and its industrial area, with total government war contracts, ac-

cording to the War Production board, aggregating more than

those of any other industrial area of the U.S. in value, excepting

only that of Detroit, Mich., approached peak production of

aircraft, parts, ships, tanks, guns, ammunition and various other

war equipment and supplies.

In spite of the fact that the number of factory workers in the

industrial area increased from a prewar total of 136,000 to ap-

proximately 500,000 and the subsequent overcrowding of hous-

ing facilities by rapidly-expanding population Los Angeles

county in 1943 escaped being classified as a "boom area" by the

National Industrial Conference board.

Production began during the fall of 1943 in Henry J. Kaiser's

$83,000,000 Fontana steel plant, and synthetic rubber was added

to the area's aluminum production, thus creating three basic in-

dustries to serve the entire western United States.

Four major tire factories, two synthetic rubber factories, four

plants producing synthetic rubber ingredients and 41 other estab-

lishments turning out still other rubber products were located in

Los Angeles county.



Not only were extra hours devoted by civic and industrial

leaders to the problem of finding an increased labour supply to

achieve and continue peak war production in 1943, but they also

found time to give thought to postwar planning, with the result

that many war plant operators announced blueprints ready for

almost immediate conversion to peacetime production.
The end of 1943 found completion of regional organization of

the Metropolitan Opera guild, with offices for southern California

located in Los Angeles, and the Philharmonic orchestra had as

permanent musical director a former member, Alfred Wallen-

stein. * *

Assessed valuation for the city in the fiscal year 1943-44 was

$1,376,569,775. The city tax rate was $5.1931 per $100. The
budget for 1943-44 was $46,447,872, exclusive of the water and

power and harbour departments. Bonded indebtedness, as of Nov.

30, 1943, was $118,676,462.10. (F. P. DY.)

One of the west south central states of the United

States of America, admitted to the union in 1812Louisiana.
as the 1 8th state, Louisiana is popularly known as the "Pelican

state," "Creole state" or "Bayou state." Area 48,523 sq.mi., of

which 45,177 sq.mi. are land. Pop. (1940) 2,363,880, of whidi

1,383,441 or 58.5% were rural and 980,439 or 41.5% urban;

64% native whites, 34.3% Negroes and 1.7% foreign born. Cap-
ital, Baton Rouge (34,719). Other important cities: New Orleans

(494,537), Shreveport (98,167), Monroe (28,309), Alexandria

(27,066), Lake Charles (21,207).

History. The legislature did not meet in 1943. The new state

civil service system went into operation on Jan. i, after the

supreme court had upheld its constitutionality. A program of

economy and efficiency in state affairs was continued, in spite of

political opposition in the form of several court actions brought
to test the constitutionality of certain reform statutes or the

legality of some administrative policies.

The national war effort caused increased industrial activity in

Louisiana in 1943. Established industries engaged in war pro-
duction were expanded by the addition of new units, and several

new defense plants were put into operation. Housing facilities

were greatly expanded near the chief industrial centres and the

numerous military training camps.
State officers in 1943 were Sam Houston Jones, governor;

Mark M. Mouton, lieutenant governor; James A. Gremillion, sec-

retary of state; A. P. Tugwell, treasurer; L. B. Baynard, auditor;

Eugene Stanley, attorney general.

Education. In 1943 the 895 public schools for whites enrolled

200,546 elementary and 79,475 high school pupils and employed
10,255 teachers; the 107 public schools for Negroes enrolled 26,-

860 elementary and 17,453 high school pupils and employed 1,220
teachers. The 172 private schools for whites enrolled 39,331 ele-

mentary and 9,676 high school pupils and employed 1,603 teach-

ers; the 15 private schools for Negroes enrolled 4,556 elementary
and 2,063 high school pupils and employed 180 teachers.

State expenditures exceeded $18,000,000 (exclusive of local

funds) for public elementary and secondary schools and $8,000,-
ooo for state-supported colleges and universities. Wartime con-

ditions caused a decrease in enrolments in all Louisiana colleges.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Louisiana expended
about $16,000,000 in 1943 in paying old-age benefits to 37,000
persons, aiding dependent children in 13,000 families, assisting

1,400 blind persons and extending general relief to 4,600 unem-

ployabies. The labour shortage and the high wages prevailing in

industry and agriculture greatly reduced the expenditures for gen-
eral relief and unemployment insurance as compared with 1942.
The state maintained the following institutions in 1943: charity

hospitals at New Orleans, Shreveport, Lafayette, Monroe, Pine-
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LOUISIANA STATh GUARDSMtN were called out Oct. y, 1943, to scat a

sheriff in Plaquemines parish when the sheriff's foes declared that his appoint-
ment was illegal. The guardsmen are shown here removing a barricade on the

highway .

ville, Independence and Bogalusa; insane hospitals at Jackson
and Pineville; a tuberculosis sanitarium at Greenwell Springs;
schools for the blind and deaf at Baton Rouge; training school

for the feeble-minded at Alexandria; soldiers' home at New Or-

leans. There were also numerous private and endowed hospitals
and orphanages in operation. The state maintained two prison
farms for its 3,300 adult offenders and separate training institutes

for about 300 juvenile delinquents. Maintenance expenditures
for charitable and correctional institutions exceeded $9,500,000
in 1943, while an additional $1,300,000 was expended on perma-
nent improvements at the charitable institutions.

Communication. In 1943 Louisiana had 18,200 mi. of public

highways, 14,410 of which were state-maintained, 10,140 being

gravelled and 4,270 paved; the expenditure for highways was less

than $12,000,000, because of shortage of materials for new con-

struction. There were 4,400 mi. of railways and 4,800 mi. of

navigable waterways. New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Lake
Charles are ports for ocean-going commerce, with combined ton-

nage of 7,515,000 foreign and 11,556,000 coastwise in 1940.
There were 26 airports for land planes and 1 1 seaplane bases and

anchorages in 1943. There were nearly 265,000 telephones in

service in Louisiana in 1943.

Banking and Finance. Louisiana had 30 national banks in

1943, with deposits of $780,000,000 and resources of $825,000,-

ooo; and 116 state banks, with deposits of $330,000,000 and re-

sources of $355,000,000. There were 67 savings and loan associa-

tions, with total resources of about $80,000,000. State budget for

fiscal year 1942-43: receipts $106,431,399; expenditures $85,391,-

172. Gross state debt $170,000,000; net debt $165,000,000.

Agriculture. Total value of agricultural production in 1943
was $244,000,000, compared with $190,000,000 in 1942; total

acreage harvested was 4,200,000, compared with 4,124,000 in

1942. Cash income from crops and livestock was $275,000,000
in 1943, compared with $225,000,000 in 1942; from government

Table I. leading Agricultural Products of Louisiana, 1943 and 1942
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payments, $12,000,000, compared with $13,200,000 in 1942. War
conditions stimulated agricultural production in Louisiana in

1943. Crop yields were not unusual, but the weather was gen-

erally favourable for agriculture, and the prices for agricultural

commodities were somewhat higher than in 1942.

Manufacturing. The production of chemicals, refined petro-

leum, synthetic rubber, lumber and cottonseed derivatives was

greatly increased by the urgent demand for war supplies, and a

few other types of manufactures showed a smaller increase in

1943. Nearly 2,000 industrial establishments, employing 150,000

workers and paying $200,000,000 in wages, produced finished

products worth $1,155,000,000 in 1943, as compared with $990,-

000,000 in 1942.

Mineral Production. War demands stimulated mineral pro-

duction in Louisiana in 1943, and the total value of the minerals

produced was estimated at $260,000,000, as compared with $250,-

000,000 in 1942. Some small new oil fields were opened during

the year.

TabU II. Principal Mineral Proc/vcf* of Louisiana, 1943 and 1942

(W.PR.)

Im/P MSHIM HarlmPCQ (I9 ' 4
~

), U.S. commander of

LUVCy ndlllij ndlMICOO the Women's Auxiliary Ferrying

Squadron (WAFS), was born Feb. 14 in Houghton, Mich. She

learned to fly when she was 16 years old and while a student at

Vassar, 1931-34, qualified for a commercial pilot's licence. She

was air marking pilot for the U.S. bureau of air commerce, 1935-

37. Later she became a test pilot, and in 1941 she joined her

husband's aviation company as sales director. On Sept. n, 1942,

Sec'y. of War Stimson announced plans to establish a unit of

women fliers to ferry army planes from factories to airfields,

thus relieving male pilots for other duties. The unit, known as

the Women's Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron (WAFS), was put un-

der command of Mrs. Love. During the summer of 1943 the

WAFS were incorporated in the Women's Airforce Service Pilots

(WASP), and Mrs. Love was appointed to the staff of the com-

manding officer of the ferrying division, air transport command.

Inuirion Frank fli-ron
(^^-i 943), u.s. politician, was

LUWUCll, ridlllV UIICII born Jan. 26 at Sunrise City,

Minn. (For his early career, see Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Lowden, known as a "favourite son" in midwest Republican cir-

cles, was regarded as the outstanding G.O.P. candidate for presi-

dent at the Chicago convention in 1920, but lost to Warren G.

Harding, a "dark horse" after an nth hour switch in votes. He
declined the nomination as vice-president and running mate to

Calvin Coolidge in 1924 and withdrew as Republican presiden-

tial candidate in 1928 when his farm plank for the party plat-

form was rejected. He later retired to his Sinnissippi farm in

Oregon, 111. He died in Tucson, Ariz., March 20.

InUfOll Ahhntt loU/ronOO f 18*6
- 1^), U.S. educator,

Luwen, fluuuu Lawrence was bom Dec. 13 m Boston.

Brother of Amy Lowell, poetess, and Percival Lowell, astrono-

mer, he was president of Harvard university from 1909 to 1933.
He donated $1,000,000 for the establishment of a Harvard So-

ciety of Fellows to give financial assistance to post-graduate
students. After retiring in 1933 he became head of the Motion
Picture Research council. His later books include Conflicts of

Principle (1932), At War with Academic Traditions (1934),

Biography of Percival Lowell (1935) and What a College Presi-

dent Has Learned (1938). He died at his home in Boston, Jan. 6.

(See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

I IIPO PhrO Rnntho (I9 3
~

),U.S. playwright and mem-
LUIG, bldlG DUUlllC ber of congress, was born in New York

city April 10. Graduated in 1917 from St. Mary's school at

Garden City, Long Island, N.Y., and in 1919 from Miss Mason's

Castle school at Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson, she later received an

honorary degree from Colby college. She was associate editor of

Vogue in 1930, and associate editor and managing editor of

Vanity Fair from 1930 to 1934. In 1935 she married Henry R.

Luce, magazine publisher. As Republican nominee for congress
from the 4th district of Connecticut (Greenwich) in 1942, she

conducted a colourful campaign, and was elected Nov. 3. Mrs.

Luce was appointed in Jan. 1943 to the house military affairs

committee and on Feb. 10, she made nation-wide headlines in

referring to Vice-President Wallace's views on global thinking as

"globaloney." She lashed the administration's foreign policy, de-

claring that it was tied to the coattails of the British foreign

office, expressed concern over the "political muddle" on the home

front, assailed Churchill for regarding freedom as a "white man's

monopoly" and called for liberation of India. She praised the

Moscow accords but denied that her approval was inconsistent

with her stated views on "globaloney." She is the author of

Stuffed Shirts (1933) and Europe in the Spring (1940), and such

plays as The Women (1937), Kiss the Boys Goodbye (1938) and

Margin for Error (1939).

I limhor Dumber continued as one of the most important and
LUIIIUuL critical materials on the home front as well as for

the conduct of the war. In fact it became so critical for particular

uses such as shipbuilding, boxes and crating materials and aero-

plane stock that special campaigns were conducted to increase

production at the various mills. Labour continued to be the bottle-

neck of the problem. Large numbers of men were taken by the

draft or attracted to other and higher paying war industries

so that many logging and sawmill operations were seriously cur-

tailed through the lack of available manpower, and in some of

these sawmills women were used. Formerly, women had prac-

tically never been used in the sawmills or in the woods operations
because of the hazardous and heavy work involved. Consump-
tion for 1943 in the U.S. was about 36,000,000,000 bd.ft., of

which approximately 29,500,000,000 bd.ft. was of softwoods and

6,500,000,000 bd.ft. of hardwoods.

In spite of priority ratings issued by the War Production board

and increased ceiling prices for lumber as issued by the Office

of Price Administration in Washington, the production of lumber

did not meet all of the requirements of the army, navy, and

other armed services as well as industrial requirements for war

purposes.

Difficulties in securing sufficient machinery, tires, trucks, and

other necessary equipment for the operation of logging work in

the woods as well as in the operation of sawmills were consider-

ably relieved. The production of Douglas fir on the north Pacific

coast was curtailed due to the loss of employees to both the ship-

building and aircraft factories. However, the industry there made
an excellent record in meeting the requirements as far as possible.

The increased demand for lumber for landing barges, patrol

boats, mine sweepers, mine layers, submarine chasers, salvage

tugs and containers increased vastly, particularly in the Douglas

fir and southern pine regions. Southern pine continued as the most

important species produced, followed in order of importance by

Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, oak, white pine and hemlock.

A large number of small sawmills increased their production or
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started operations after being dormant throughout the recent

economic depression.

The largest, most symmetrical, and the highest value logs pro-

duced in the Douglas fir forests continued to be in great demand

for the manufacture of veneers used in making plywood. The

production of plywood from hardwoods and southern pine was

increased considerably. In some parts of the country the selection

of the best logs for plywood curtailed the volume of logs available

for lumber production. The increasing and critical demands for

pulpwood, particularly in the northeast and in Canada, also

affected somewhat the production of lumber. In some cases, prices

for lumber, especially for some species like spruce, were so at-

tractive that considerable volume of this species normally used

for the manufacture of paper was used for the production of

various kinds of lumber.

Dunnage was in especially great demand for the stowing and

protection of various kinds of war cargoes shipped to foreign

shores. In fact, the demand for boxes and other forms of con-

tainers used for the shipment of munitions increased so greatly

that upper grades of lumber not normally used for these purposes

were widely shipped and utilized under the extreme emergency
situations created by the war. (N. C. B.)

British Empire. Notwithstanding the unprecedented fellings

in the forests and woodlands of Great Britain in the earlier war

years, production of home-grown timber in 1943 showed no

diminution. Actually production figures were expected to estab-

lish a new high record. Statistics were not made public. By the

end of 1942 it was estimated that home-grown production was

meeting about 75% of Great Britain's requirements. In the later

months of 1943 Britain was producing about three-eighths of its

sawn softwood requirements, three-fourths to four-fifths of its

sawn hardwoods, and practically all its mining timbers.

The 1942 production targets set by the government home tim-

ber production department were exceeded by the trade mills,

military forestry units, and the departmental operations. Results

were: sawn hardwoods, 126% of target figures; sawn softwoods

107%; sawn mining timbers 114%; round mining timber 99%.
For 1943 the same targets were set, except that in round mining

timber an expansion of 10 to 15% was called for. Trend of pro-

duction during 1943 is shown by the following midyear (1943)

results: sawn hardwoods 132% of target; sawn softwoods 110%;
sawn mining timber 113%; round mining timber 101%. Britain

proved to have much more growing timber than \vas commonly

supposed, especially hardwoods. In licensing timber for use many
consumers were directed to use hardwoods for work that would

normally use softwoods.

To Britain's home production were added in 1943 greatly

valued imports from the United States, Canada, Brazil, British

Guiana and other countries. During the year an official U.S.

Timber mission visited Great Britain to discuss matters of com-

mon interest in connection with the control and production of

timber and economy in use. Canada's production, estimated at

4,000,000,000 bd.ft. kept up well, despite great manpower diffi-

culties. Shipments to Great Britain from the United States and

Canada helped greatly the maintenance of national stocks in

Great Britain to meet all vital war necessities. How great these

were may be gathered from a statement by the British timber

controller that civilian consumption had been brought down to

between 10 and 15% of prewar volume.

Postwar housing needs in Britain were much discussed during

1943, and increasing attention was given to the possibility of

providing unit-built or prefabricated dwellings for which timber

is admirably suitable.

Europe. From the European timber-producing countries

except from Sweden little information was available, though it

was known that in countries overrun by the Germans the invad-

ers were pursuing ruthless felling in the forests. Sweden, neutral

in the war, was still cut off from her main markets. Germany was

her only large customer; quotas for Denmark, the Netherlands

and Belgium were very small in 1943. Sweden's exports had fallen

from about 750,000 standards of sawn and planed goods, includ-

ing boxboards, before the war, to 365,000 standards in 1942
the lowest total for 75 years. In 1943 Sweden's exports up to

the end of August were approximately 190,000 standards. A
greatly increased consumption of timber in Sweden itself pro-

vided some compensating balance for the industry. (See also

FORESTS.) (N. F.)

I nthoronc
LlllllCldllo.

was anot^er 'on& vear f suffer-

ing and endurance for the millions of Lutherans

in the northern and central countries of Europe with almost no

communication with Lutherans in other parts of the world.

In America the Lutheran churches recorded very substantial

gains in membership and in material support. In addition to in-

creases in support of the regular work of missions, education and

charity, the Lutherans in America contributed more than $1,750.-
ooo for work among the men in the armed forces of the country.
The Board of Foreign Missions of the United Lutheran Church

in America organized a school for its missionaries on furlough,

especially those on forced furlough from Japan and China, at

which there was a basic study, by the missionaries and members
of the board, of the whole missionary enterprise, out of which a

plan was developed to project similar schools into all congre-

gations.

A notable event was the most inclusive mid-summer confer-

ence of Lutheran theological teachers ever held in America,
which convened at Rock Island, 111.

Another event of wide interest was the purchase of the resi-

dence of the late John Pierpont Morgan, on Madison avenue,
New York city, for the future national headquarters of the

United Lutheran Church in America. (W. H. G.)

lilt? Frank FllffOllO ( l8 ?9-i943), U.S. entomologist,

LUULy lldlllV LUgCIIC Was born Sept. 15 in Bloomsburg,
Pa. He was graduated from Haverford college, 1900, and in 1902
was appointed a member of the staff of the Brooklyn institute's

biological laboratory. The following year he was made an assist-

ant in the zoological department of the University of Chicago.
He was resident investigator for the experimental evolution sta-

tion at Cold Harbor, L.I. (maintained by the Carnegie institu-

tion), 1904-09. In 1909 he became assistant curator of the de-

partment of invertebrate zoology of the American Museum of

Natural History, and was associate curator, 1916-21. When the

museum created an independent department of entomology in

1921, Dr. Lutz was appointed curator, a post he held until his

death. Under his guidance, some 2,000,000 specimens of insects

were collected and assembled. He wrote A Lot of Insects (1941)
and Field Book of Insects (1917), Dr. Lutz died Nov. 27 in New
York city.

Vilftnr
IIIUUl

( I89~" I 943), German storm trooper chief,

was born Dec. 28 in Bewergen, Germany. A
veteran of World War I, he was forced to leave his job in the

German post office, because of the loss of an eye, and turned to

politics. An early believer in national socialism, he was one of

the first to join the storm troopers. When Hitler became chan-

cellor, Lutze was made police president and later provincial gov-
ernor and state counsellor of Hanover. After Hitler purged the

nazi party ranks in June 1934, Lutze succeeded Ernst Roehm as

head of the S.A. (Sturm Abteilung) troops. It was rumoured
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that he was rewarded with the post because of his willingness to

curb the rising power of the organization he had helped to build,

for remunerative considerations he was said to have been one

of the richest nazi leaders. Lutze ruthlessly cleansed the S.A.,

ousted all non-party members and all followers of the ill-fated

von Schleicher and Roehm. He then recast his paramilitary force

into an anti-Christian, "philosophical" group. His death in Pots-

dam, May 2, followed an auto accident, the details of which were

not disclosed. He was posthumously awarded the highest grade

order of the German Eagle by Hitler. .,^.^^
i

'.^H
i

^-^.SJv,..

^ grand duchy situated between France,

Germany and Belgium. Area, 999 sq.mi.;

pop. (est. 1942) 301,000; chief city, Luxembourg (cap. 59,000);

language, Luxembourgian (idiomatic) and (officially) French and

German; religion, 98% Roman Catholic. Ruler in 1943 (since

1919): Grand Duchess Charlotte.

The grand duchess was forced to flee on May 10, 1940, as

German troops swept into the country and placed it under mar-

tial law. In a plebiscite on Oct. TO, 1941, asking the people to

vote to become German citizens, 98% refused. The loyal Luxem-

bourgers still adhered to the sentiment of their patriotic national

song, "We want to remain what we are."

On Aug. 30, 1942, Luxembourg was incorporated by decree

into the German reich, and a mobilization order summoned its

citizens to military service in the German army. This action

was vigorously protested by the workers who called a general

strike. As a result, orders were given that strikers were to be

sentenced to death, and many were deported into Germany. In

their place many Russian prisoners were brought in to work in

the mines, but in 1943 the average iron ore output per day per

worker fell from 13! to 8V tons. (S. B. F.)

record, which showed a slight in-

crease in 1942, turned downward again toward

the vanishing point in 1943, with only three victims reported.

Three states were involved, Florida, Georgia and Illinois. All the

victims were Negroes. The respective offenses alleged were:

resisting arrest; killing a white man; and insulting white women

by telephone. One of the victims was clubbed to death by a sher-

iff, his deputy and a county policeman; one was taken from jail

and shot by four masked men; the third, a soldier, was shot to

death by a mob of farmers when he attempted to escape from a

farmhouse. The outcome of the first case was unusual in that

the three officers involved were tried and convicted by a jury of

their fellow Georgians and sentenced to prison by a Georgia

judge. Nine cases were reported in six southern states in which

officers of the law prevented attempted lynchings, and one in

New Jersey in which civilians restrained a threatening mob of

sailors. Following are brief stories of the three lynchings of the

year:

Newton, Ga., Jan. 29: Robert Hall, young Negro mechanic charged with

stealing an automobile, was arrested and turned over to Sheriff Claude
Screws, of Baker Co. Later that night, severely beaten and bearing 21

abrasions, contusions and cuts, Hall was taken from the jail to a hospital
in Albany, where he died next morning. The officers claimed that he had
been beaten while resisting arrest and trying to shoot the sheriff. On April
9 a federal grand jury indicted the sheriff, his deputy, Jim Kelly, and Frank

Jones, a county policeman. In October the three were convicted in federal

court of violating civil liberties statutes, and each was sentenced by Judge
Bascomb Denver to three years' imprisonment and a fine of $1,000.

Marianna, Fla., June 16: Cellos Harrison, 31 -year-old \egro awaiting
trial on the charge of killing a filling station operator, was taken from the

county jail by four masked men. According to the jailer, the four gained
admittance to the jail by telling him they wished to lock up a drunken man.
Some hours later Harrison's dead body, severely beaten, was found in a
ditch five miles from Marianna. The masked men were not identified, no
arrests were made and no indictments returned.

Fulton Co., 111., \ov. 7: Pvt. Holley Willis, Negro soldier from Camp
Ellis, was shot to death at midnight by a posse of white farmers. He was
attempting to escape from a farmhouse, where, it was claimed, he had made
insulting telephone calls to several families in the community. Four members
of the mob confessed participation, but were exonerated by the coroner's

jury, which rendered a verdict of "justifiable homicide.'*

(R. B. E.)

Ivttoltfin nilUOr (l893~"
^' British government official,

LjUGIlUlly UIIVCI was born in England and educated at Eton
and at Trinity college, Cambridge. He saw continuous active duty
in World War I, 1915-18, serving as brigade major with the

Grenadier Guards. Awarded the military cross and the D.S.O., he

was demobilized with the rank of captain. After the war he

entered business, became managing director of the giant British

Metal Corp,, Ltd. With the onset of World War II, in Sept. 1939,

he entered the ministry of supply as the controller of nonferrous

metals. In Oct. 1940, Prime Minister Churchill appointed him

president of the board of trade. Since a parliamentary seat had to

be found for him, he was elected M.P. for Aldershot. In 1941, he

became a minister of state and a member of the war cabinet.

Churchill established precedent by sending him as British repre-

sentative to the middle east, the first time in history that a full-

ranking cabinet officer had been established in overseas headquar-
ters. He was recalled in 1942, to assume the post of minister of

production. To pool the production resources of the U.S. and

Great Britain, he and WPB Director Donald Nelson were named
co-administrators of a combined production and resources board.

In Aug. 1943 Lyttelton announced that British aircraft production

for the second quarter of 1943 had exceeded the same period for

1942 by 44%-

McAdie, Alexander George

LYNCHINQ3 in the U.S. from 1882 to 1943, based on figures of the depart-

ment of records and research, Tuskeoee institute

in New York city. He was graduated from the College of the

City of New York, 1884, and received his M.A. degree from

Harvard university, 1885. Prof. McAdie, who served overseas

during World War I as an aerographic officer for the navy, was

associated with weather bureaus in several large cities. He was

lecturer in physics at Clark university, Worcester, Mass.,

1889-90, and was later professor of meteorology at Harvard and

director of the Blue Hill Meteorological observatory, Milton,

Mass. Prof. McAdie, who retired in 1931, was credited with

pioneer work in establishing the foundations for contemporary

methods of weather forecasting employed by bomber and fighter

pilots.

McAdie died Nov. i in his home near Hampton, Va.
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MoAfoO Milrlrorf U ( J 900- ), commander of the U.S.

INlf/llCC, IflllUICU H. women's naval reserve unit (WAVES),
was born on May 12 in Parkville, Mo., and was graduated from

Vassar in 1920. She was acting professor of economics and

sociology at Tusculum college, Greeneville, Tenn., 1923-26, and

received her master's degree at the University of Chicago . in

1928. She was dean of women at Centre college, Danville, Ky.,

1927-32, and at Oherlin college, 1934-36, and was appointed

president of Wellesiey college in 1936. After the outbreak of

World War II, she was named a member of the education ad-

vis6ry committee for the navy training program, working with

naval personnel on plans for a women's reserve. When President

Roosevelt signed the bill creating a women's naval reserve on

July 30, 1942, Miss McAfee was chosen to head the WAVES
(Women Appointed for Volunteer Emergency Service) (see

WOMEN'S RESERVE OF THE NAVY) and she was sworn in Aug. 3,

1942, with the rank of lieutenant commander. On Jan. 15, 1943,

the navy announced that 4,500 officers and 31,000 enlisted men
would be replaced by WAVES. Six months later a goal of 91,000

by the end of 1944 was set.

On Aug. 2, during a three-day celebration of the first anniver-

sary of the unit. Comdr. McAfee and Mrs. Roosevelt reviewed

2,500 WAVES at the naval training station, Hunter college, New
York city.

Macao: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

RniiahQ (lS8 ~
) US army officer, was

, UUUglaO born Jan. 26 in Little Rock bar-

racks, Ark., the son of Lt. Gen. Arthur MacArthur. Graduated

from West Point in 1903, he was commissioned in the engineer

corps.

(See Encyclopedia Britannica.) . ^

Following Japan's attack on the Philippines he was renamed a

full general by President Roosevelt, Dec. 19, 1941, and led Fili-

pino and American forces in the defense of the islands. Although

heavily outnumbered in men and material, MacArthur slowed

the Japanese advance and retired to the Bataan peninsula. He
left the Philippines on Roosevelt's orders and reached Australia

on March 17, 1942, to assume command of the United Nations
1

armies in the Southwest Pacific. In the fall of 1942, U.S. and

FROM A FLYING FORTRESS, Gen. Doufltis MacArthur personally directed the

mass landing of Allied paratroopers behind the Japanese lines northwest of Lae

Sept. 5, 1943. This surprise attack led to the capture of Lae

Australian troops launched a counter-offensive to reconquer New
Guinea.

By the end of 1943, the Japanese had been driven from the

strategic Huon gulf and MacArthur's armies had landed on New
Britain. MacArthur had urged "swift, massive strokes" rather

than island-hopping to achieve victory and subsequently expressed

disappointment over Allied tardiness to launch a counter-offensive

in the Pacific After disclosure that Lord Louis Mountbatten

had been given command of the Southeast Asia war theatre, Mac-

Arthur asserted that he would be content with a minor role in the

interest of common victory. On Dec. 22, 1943, it was disclosed

that MacArthur and Gen. George C. Marshall had met in New
Guinea for a conference on Pacific strategy. Although MacArthur
had declared in Oct. 1942 that he had no political ambitions,

some Republican leaders regarded him as presidential timber and

had started a minor MacArthur boom in late 1943. In Dec. 1943,

the war department ruled that officers could accept a draft nomi-

nation for the presidency.

MoPill Frank QnhnloC ( I894~ ) Canadian airman,

IVIuulllf rFalllV OUIIUICo born in Montreal, June 20, was

educated at McGill university (1911-13). In World War I he

joined the royal naval air service, in which his distinguished and

varied service at so early a period put him in the line of later

leadership. He served especially with the seaplane carrier "Vin-

dex," with the Dover patrol and in many fields. After the war

McGill was associated with the Dominion Linoleum Co. of

Montreal, becoming director and secretary. Even before war

broke out in 1939 McGill organized No. 115 auxiliary (air)

squadron. His active service began immediately with the war

(Sept. 1939) and from that date he played a leading part in the

organization and training of Canadian airmen and is generally

regarded as among the most distinguished and efficient war lead-

ers of Canada. He was commanding officer at Camp Borden,

Uplands and Trenton. Entering as squadron leader, McGill passed

through the various grades of promotion to become air vice

marshal in 1942.
' ^

'

' '

,
(S. LEA.)

Machinery, Farm: see AGRICULTURE.

Machinery and Machine Tools. ?rSTi
in the United States during 1943 totalled about $1,183,000,000,



which was a little less than the all-time record of $1,321,748,000

established by that industry during 1942. The tremendous ex-

pansion in production facilities and manufacturing efficiency

which made possible these production records could, in a measure,
be indicated by the fact that in the war-boom year of 1918 this

industry shipped a total of about $220,600,000 worth of its

products.

The year 1943 also saw a great expansion in the productive

efficiency of other branches of the metalworking industry, almost

all of which was diverted to the manufacture of combat and

service equipment for the fighting forces of the United Nations.

During the year the aeroplane manufacturing industry produced
from 86,000 to 87,000 military aeroplanes. In this connection,

it is of interest to note that in the three-year period ending with

1943, aircraft production increased 42 times while production per

worker was practically doubled during 1943. Other industries

showed accomplishments just as important to the war effort.

As during 1942, the demand for high war production during

1943 stimulated the development of new and improved methods.

Included in this trend was the greatly increased use of induction

heating equipment for forging, heat-treating, annealing and braz-

ing operations. Another development which was given consider-

able impetus during the year was that of increasing milling pro-

duction rates by using cutters having negative rake and helix

angles. Cutters were operated at surface speeds up to about 900
ft. per min. and at feeds up to 60 in. per min. when milling steel.

When milling aluminum alloys and other nonferrous metals,

similar cutters were operated at speeds of more than 10,000 ft.

per min. with feeds in excess of 200 in. per min. The milling cut-

ters employed for these operations all had cutting edges tipped

with tungsten-carbide. Usually, such milling cutters had fewer

teeth than was common practice in more conventional milling

operations. .: /
"

,
-

v
.

Another development which received much attention during

1943 was the sub-zero cold-treatment of steels for austenitic de-

composition after heat-treatment in order to produce greater hard-

ness, and for the "stabilization" of gauges so they would maintain

their size for a longer time. While there was considerable varia-

tion in the procedures employed by various users of this process,

the successful application of sub-zero refrigeration equipment
indicated the value of additional research work along this line.

Increasing use also was made of mechanical refrigeration equip-

ment capable of maintaining temperatures down to 120 F. for

making precision shrink fits. With this equipment, it was possi-

ble to assemble ball and roller-bearing races and other parts in

machine units by merely slipping them in position after chilling.

As was the case during 1942, manufacturers of machine tools

and other production equipment for the metalworking industry

concentrated on the production of standard models during 1943,

in order to facilitate increased production. Development of new

units and the improvement of older models again was delayed

until engineering time could be devoted to such projects without

hindering the war effort. Of course, it was necessary for the ma-

chine tool industry to develop and build special units to meet in-

creased production demands for some war products which could

not be made fast enough with standard equipment. Typical of

these were a number of special machines designed and built for

certain operations on parts for aircraft engines and similar units.

TUBES OF U.S. ANTI-AIRCRAFT QUNS, cast In one piece by a revolutionary
method developed by the army ordnance department. Molten or liquid metal

is poured Into a chill mould which it rotated at a high speed so that centrifugal
force causes the metal to take the shape of the mould before it solidifies, leav-

ing a hollow in the centre. The casting Is removed from the chill mould as

soon as it is solid and rigid enough to keep its shape during handling' After

cooling, it Is heat treated to get the desired crystalline structure of the metal

and then machine finished and further heat treated

415
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In these cases, the special engineering required for the develop-

ment of the units was justified by the fact that the necessary in-

creased production was achieved, with an accompanying reduc-

tion in productive workers needed.

Among the new standard units made available during 1943 was
a precision thread grinder in which either a single-ribbed wheel

or a multi-ribbed wheel could be used for grinding single or multi-

ple lead, right or left-hand threads with any pitch up to 60

threads per inch. This machine grinds either by traversing of the

wheel along the work, or by plunge cutting. In the plunge cutting

operation, a multi-ribbed wheel sufficiently wide to equal the

thread length is fed into the full depth of the thread, and the

threaded increment is formed in one pass, with the stock making

ii to i turns. This machine will grind in one pass two, three or

four multiple-start threads in most cases.

Also made available during 1943 was a precision thread rolling

machine of unusual type with which either tapered or straight

threads can be rolled on bolts, studs, grooves and other parts

made of high-tensile strength steels. The principal feature of

this machine is the use of two steel rolls of large diameter, hav-

ing on their faces negative multiple threads of the same profile,

pitch and helix angle as the thread to be rolled. These rolls are

pressed with gradually increasing hydraulic pressure into the

workpiece or blank. All threads are rolled simultaneously. Roll-

ing pressure and speed of the rolls can be adjusted to suit the

metal and the pitch and diameter of the thread. The sustained

rolling pressure made possible with the design of this machine

condenses the metal forming the thread, and produces a strong

thread that is burnished to a mirror-like polish.

Said to be the largest machine of its type ever built, a gear

shaving machine developed during the last part of 1943 had ca-

pacity for gears from 24 to 96 in. in pitch diameter and up to 97
in. outside diameter. The maximum shaving range from the

headstock spindle was noj in. This machine was designed for

finishing gears for large steam turbine reduction units, as well as

timing gears for large diesel engines.

Two sizes of a turret lathe with a completely automatic ma-

chining cycle were placed on the market during 1943. Built into

each of these machines was a flexible hydraulic system that pro-

vided an independent feed for each face of the turret. Multiple

cutting and various combinations of machine movements could

be performed readily with these machines. Speed changes are

made automatically and can be changed at any time while the

machine is in operation, during the cut, or at the end of the tur-

ret stroke. Constant headstock temperature for precision spindle

alignment is maintained in these machines by a thermostatically-

controlled heating system.

An electronic instrument for checking and sorting metals and

alloys for metallurgical properties was announced during 1943.

This instrument performs both qualitative and quantitative metal-

lurgical tests on ferrous and nonferrous metals by nondestructive

means. Machinability, toughness and internal stresses are among
the physical properties which can be successfully evaluated. Such

factors as structure, analysis and heat-treatment determine pene-
tration hardness and affect readings of the instrument. For in-

stance, the extent of age hardening in aluminum alloys or dccar-

bonization of ferrous alloys may be evaluated. The instrument

operates on the principal that metallurgical properties cause varia-

tions in the core loss of a tuned pick-up coil in which the part

is placed. These variations affect the shape of a visible pattern

,
shown on the instrument's indicator screens, or can be made to

control an automatic solenoid-operated mechanism for sorting

large quantities of parts. The instrument is not an all-purpose

tool, since it must be correlated for the duties to be performed in

order that dependable readings may be obtained.

NAUGHTON, A. G. L.

In addition, a number of interesting developments were made- in

the fields of mechanical handling equipment in order to make it

possible to employ women in metalworking plants on jobs for-

merly beyond their strength. Many jobs had been confined to

men because of the weight-lifting factor. Therefore, much atten-

tion was paid in a number of plants to the development of work-

handling devices that would permit the employment of women on

jobs otherwise beyond their strength or unsuited to their physical

characteristics. Among these were transfer units for moving rela-

tively heavy parts from <onveyor lines to machine tools, and

then back onto the conveyor line after a machining operation

was completed. (See also AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR.)

(B. C. B.)

Uolntvro Man/in Hnntpr (^73-1943), u.s.newspaper-

lYIUllllJflC, mdlf III nUlllGI man and secretary to Presi-

dent Roosevelt, was born Nov. 27 in La Grange, Ky. He
started newspaper work at the turn of the century and became

editor of the Washington Times. In 1917, he entered the navy

department as public relations officer and made the acquaintance
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, then assistant secretary of the

navy. In 1932, Mclntyre helped handle publicity for Mr.

Roosevelt during the presidential campaign. After the election

Mclntyre was given the post of assistant secretary and in 1937,

after the death of Louis Henry Howe, he was made secretary, a

post he held until his death, Dec. 13, 1943, in Washington.

Rptrinalll
, nCglllalU

British banker and

politician, was born July 6 in Lon-

don. After finishing his studies at King's college, London, and

at Cambridge, he ptactised law until 1895, when he was elected

as Liberal candidate to the house of commons from North Mon-
mouthshire. He held various cabinet posts from 1905 to 1916
and left the government when the Asquith cabinet fell in 1916.

The following year he became director of the London and Mid-

land bank and held the chairmanship of this institution from

1919 until his death. He died in London Sept. 6.

Mackenzie King, William Lyon: see KING, WILLIAM LYON

MACKENZIE.

lacloU lomOC
LColCj UdlllCo

(l883
~

), U.S. army officer,

was born May 25 in Verndale,

Minn. A graduate of West Point, 1904, he served with the Fun-

ston expedition to Veracruz, 1914, and the Pershing expedition to

Mexico, 1916. During World War I, he saw duty with the First

division in France, was attached to general headquarters of the

A.E.F. and was awarded the D.S.M. Gen. McNair attended the

Army War college, 1928, and became commandant of the Com-
mand and General Staff school, 1939. With war imminent, he

was assigned to duty at the Army War college in Washington.

After reorganization of the war department general staff in 1942,

McNair became commanding general of the army ground forces.

He saw active duty in the North African campaign. While at a

forward observation post in Northern Tunisia, he was wounded

by shell fragments and returned to the U.S. for treatment. He
resumed command of the ground forces, May 26, 1943.

McNaughton, Andrew George latta

officer and scientist, was born at Moosomin (Sask.) Feb. 25; he

was educated at McGill university and served conspicuously in

World War I. In May 1919, McNaughton was appointed member

of the committee for the reorganization of the military forces of

Canada, and in 1922 deputy chief of the Canadian general staff.

In 1922 he was promoted to chief of the general staff, a position



which he held until he became president of the Canadian National

Research council (1935). He served in that capacity till Oct.

1939, when he was appointed commander of the Canadian active

service forces. In Dec. 1939 Gen. McNaughton landed in Great

Britain with the ist Canadian division. He was responsible for

the intensive training and scientific arming of the Canadian forces

both at home and abroad; the Canadian troops which served at

Dieppe (Aug. 19, 1942) were trained by him. On Dec. 26, 1943,

it was announced that Gen. McNaughton had given up the com-

mand of the Canadian active service forces and was retiring,

owing to ill-health. (J. I. C.; S. LEA.)

Paul Vnripc (l89I
~

> us p litician and
raw lUIICO government official, was born July

19 in Franklin, Ind. Educated at Indiana university (A.B.,

1913) and at Harvard (LL.B., 1916), he served on the faculty

at Indiana university law school, 1917-25, and was dean of the

law school, 1925-33. He became national commander of the

American Legion in 1928, governor of Indiana in 1933, high

commissioner of the Philippines in 1937, and first administrator

of the Federal Security administration in 1939. On April 18,

1942, President Roosevelt made McNutt head of the War Man-

power commission, a new agency to assure swift mobilization and

distribution of the nation's manpower in war industries. In

December, WMC powers were enlarged, and McNutt was given

authority over the Selective Service system. On April 17, 1943,

he ordered the "freezing" of 27,000,000 workers in essential jobs.

Protests were widespread and vigorous. On May 3, the order was

rescinded and arrangements put in effect for accomplishing the

same ends on a regional basis. In Dec. 1943, a new draft bill,

which deprived McNutt of his power over Selective Service,

became law. v; A

Madagascar: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Magazines and Periodicals: see NEWSPAPERS AND MAGA-

ZINES.

Magee, John Benjamin WL L'n juiy i 9 m
He received his Ph.D. from Upper Iowa University in 1909 and

his S.T.B. from Boston university in 1912. Ordained in 1910,

he served in the educational department of the Methodist Epis-

copal Board of Sunday Schools, 1912-13, and held various pasto-

rates from 1913 to 1939. He was named president of Cornell

college, Mount Vernon, la., in 1939 and held that post until his

death. Dr. Magee died at Excelsior Springs, Mo., April 6.

The mine production of crude magnesite in the

* United States in 1942 increased 12% over 1941,

to 497>363 short tons; sales during the year included 35,485 tons

of caustic calcined and 273,661 tons of refractory magnesia, ob-

tained from sea water, bitterns and dolomite, brucite and mag-

nesite. Sales of dead-burned dolomite increased from 1,069,887

short tons in 1941 to 1,229,357 tons in 1942. Production of other

magnesium compounds, chloride, sulphate, hydroxide and pre-

cipitated carbonate, from the same sources as the magnesite out-

put totalled 362,892 short tons in 1942, as compared with 103,906

tons in 1941. (G. A. Ro.)

There was no official report on the annual mag-
nesium output after 1940 in the United States,

when it totalled 6,412 short tons, but an extensive program of ex-

*

HUGE CONTAINER OF MAGNESIUM being carried over retort furnaces at the

plant of The Permanente Metals corporation near San Francisco. This plant,

nanaged by Henry J. Kaiser, was in full production in 1943

417
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pansion was inaugurated, mostly in government-owned plants,

which was scheduled for completion in 1943. In 1941 enough new

capacity was added to produce an estimated 20,000 to 25,000 tons

during the year, and this was greatly increased in 1942, but no fig-

ures on output were reported. The only basis on which to esti-

mate the 1943 status of the industry was an official announce-

ment in Aug. 1943, that in the seven months, January to July,

output had totalled 116,770 short tons. The July output was given

as 17,450 tons in government-owned plants and 1,750 tons in pri-

vately-owned plants.

The January to June total averaged only 16,556 tons per

month, against 17,450 tons in July, indicating that an appre-

ciable amount of new capacity had been added in the first half of

1943, but whether the new plant capacity was all in full-scale

operation by July was not known. In any case, the January-

July output as reported, plus the remaining five months of the

year at the July rate would give a total of 204,000 tons for the

year, which might be increased for the year, if all plants had not

been in full operation in July. The press reported that the sched-

uled output was at a rate of 265,000 tons a year.

This increased output resulted in several decreases in the price

of the metal, which dropped from 27 cents per pound in Aug.

1939, to 20 J cents. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW; METALLURGY.)
(G. A. Ro.)

Moil-Order Business: see BUSINESS REVIEW.

extreme northeastern state of the United States,

admitted as the 23rd state in 1820, and popularly
known as the "Pine Tree state." Land area 31,040 sq.mi.; water

area 2,175 sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 847,226. Rural dwellers numbered

. 504,169, while 343,057 were classed as urban. The capital is Au-

gusta (19,360). The largest cities are Portland (73,643); Lewis-

ton (38,598); Bangor (29,822).

History.-^The state legislature met in Jan. 1943 for its regular

session and adjourned in April. Most of the bills passed were

concerned with routine matters or amendments to existing law.

Fish and game laws were simplified and a postwar planning fund

established. The state personnel board granted a general pay
increase in all departments, after the legislature had appropriated

larger amounts for personal services for the biennium beginning

July i, 1943. Numerous individual increases were also granted by
the board, but rapid turnover and shortages continued to be seri-

ous, especially in state institutions. Republican governor Sumner

Sewall of Bath began his second term (1943-44) and announced

that he would not be a candidate for a third term.

Education. The University of Maine, Bates, Bowdoin and

Colby colleges operated with reduced civilian enrolments, but

were aided by army and navy programs designed to train meteor-

ologists, fliers, engineers, etc. Elementary and secondary schools

suffered a teacher shortage, and a few schools closed at the open-

ing of the fall term. The net enrolment of the state's 2,014 ele-

mentary schools in 1940-41 was 122,528; that of the 275 sec-

ondary schools, 46,121. There were 6,899 teachers employed in

the state during that year.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The 13 state insti-

tutions (correctional, insane hospitals, sanatoria) were generally

overcrowded and under-staffed in 1943. High employment levels

resulted in a low unemployment compensation case load. Public

assistance in large part took the form of aid to the aged, aid to

the blind, aid to dependent children and World War I relief, with

the first category containing by far the largest number of cases

(15,742 in June 1943). The largest average monthly grant was to

those receiving World War I relief ($40.28 in June 1943).

Communication. The total mileage of the state's highways

at the end of the year 1941 was 21,862. During 1942 there were

221,371 registered motor vehicles in Maine.

Banking and Finance. As of June 30, 1942, thfc MatfteT>ank-

ing department supervised 168 fiscal institutions including 32
mutual savings banks (with 2 branches), 31 trust companies

(with 54 branches), 34 building and loan associations, 8 loan com-

panies, 5 credit unions and i industrial bank (with i branch). The
assets of these institutions totalled $326,292,778 and those of the

35 national banks in the state $153,323,000.
State receipts, expenditures and bonded debt for the fiscal

year beginning July i, 1942, were as follows: total funds avail-

able, $47,107,166; total authorized, $33,456,142; bonded debt,

$24,305,500. On Dec. 31, 1942, the state valuation totalled $704,-

000,491. The valuation per capita was $831 and the state tax rate

$7.25 per $1,000.

Agriculture. A moist 1943 season contributed to produce
luxuriant farm crops and victory gardens, although harvesting of

hay was difficult because of rainy and cloudy weather.

leading Agricultural Product* of Maihm, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactures (1939

census, last before World War II) was $345,368,595. Total em-

ployment was 81,995, and wages paid $82,026,503. No reliable

figures were available to show the effect of war on industry
in 1943. Maine shipyards continued at full production until

Dec. 1943, when the seven day week was discontinued and

barge production stopped, by order of the U.S. Maritime com-

mission.

Mineral Production. The total value of minerals produced
in Maine in 1939 was $3,769,671, as compared with $3,548,638 in

1938, Stone, sand, and gravel production was low in 1943, while

feldspar and peat production was up. (E. F. D.)

Maize: see CORN.

Malaria: see EPIDEMICS AND PUBLIC HEALTH CONTROL.

Malaya, British: see FEDERATED MALAY STATES; STRAITS SET-

TLEMENTS; UNFEDERATED MALAY STATES; WORLD WAR II.

Malta: see MEDITERRANEAN, BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN THE.

Uannhlirio ("MANCHOUKUO")- An empire, in practice a

mdllUIUIId Japanese dependency, located in northeastern

Asia, bounded N. and E. by soviet Siberia, W. by soviet Siberia,

Outer Mongolia and China, S.E. by Chosen. Area, 548,000 sq.mi.;

pop. (1939), 39,454,026, including 642,300 Japanese, 1,162,000

Koreans and 1,035,525 Mongols. Before the Japanese occupation
in 1931-32, Manchuria contained the three northeastern provinces

of China, Fengtien, Kirin and Heilungkiang, and was administered

separately from China proper by Chang Hsueh-liang, who suc-

ceeded his father, Chang Tso-lin. Capital, Hsinking (the former

Changchun). The largest cities (Dec. 1939) were Mukden (863,-

515), Harbin (517,127), Hsinking (415,264), Antung (220,587).
Later estimates credited Mukden with a population of more than

1,000,000 and Harbin with about 650,000 inhabitants. The prin-

cipal religions of Manchuria, in the order of numbers of adher-

ents, were Buddhism, Taoism, Lamaism, Mohammedanism and

Christianity. There were about 130,000 Roman Catholics and

about 125,000 Christians of other denominations. The emperor
in 1943 was Rang Teh.
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under the mew regime.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Manchuria's staple

crop is the soybean, production of which varies from 130,000,000

to 210,000,000 bu. annually. There were 1,683,000 cattle, 2,000,-

ooo sheep, 1,250,000 goats, 5,500,000 hogs, and 2,000,000 horses

in 1937. The country produced 685,000 tons of rice and 74,667

bales of cotton in 1940.

Coal and low-grade iron are the principal mineral deposits; the

output of coal in 1939 was 19,000,000 tons.

(W. H. CH.)

Mandated
DATED.

Pacific Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, MAN-

Mandates.

History. Manchuria remained outside the area of active war-

fare in the far east in 1943, and no events of outstanding im-

portance were recorded during the year. The state of "Manchou-

kuo," never recognized by the United States, Great Britain, China

and most of the United Nations, came into existence as a result

of the military aggression of the Japanese army, which seized

Mukden, the seat of the former Manchurian administration, on

Sept. 18, 1931. This occupation was subsequently extended to the

entire country. A committee of Manchurians who were ready to

accept Japanese domination proclaimed an independent state Feb.

1 8, 1932. Henry Pu Yi, a scion of the Chinese Manchu dynasty,

was inaugurated as chief executive of the new government on

March 9, 1932. He was proclaimed emperor, under the name of

Kang Teh, on March i, 1934.

The Japanese army remained the actual power behind the ad-

ministration of "Manchoukuo." The commander-in-chief of the

Kwantung army, the Japanese force of occupation, became ex

officio Japanese ambassador in Hsinking. The chief executive

organ (no representative legislative body was set up) was the

state council. A privy council was also established, with a mainly

decorative function, as a consultative organ for the emperor. The

Concordia association, which claimed a membership of 1,137,883

in 1939, became a pale copy of the single ruling party idea; one

of its avowed purposes was to "establish inseparable relations

between Japan and Manchoukuo." While most of the ministers

named were Manchurians, actual power went to Japanese vice-

ministers; and Japanese officials were in the majority in the

powerful general affairs board. By a decision of the Cairo con-

ference in Nov. 1943 Manchuria was to be returned to China

after the end of the war.

Education. Manchuria in 1939 possessed 15,877 primary

schools, with 1,589,169 pupils. There were 238 middle schools,

with 54,768 students; 40 normal schools, with about 8,000 stu-

dents; and 13 institutions for

higher education, with 3,820 stu-

dents. Government expenditure

on education in 1939 was 45,967,-

ooo yuan.

Finance and Banking. The

yuan, unit of currency, is equiva-

lent in value to the Japanese yen,

pegged at 23.48 U.S. cents in

Dec. 1941. The budget for 1940
was 573,550,000 yuan, as against

403'377,ooo yuan in 1939. Japa-

nese rule at first brought cur-

rency stability, but inflationary

price symptoms wefe becoming
evident by the end of the '305.

Trade and Communication.

Exports during the first nine

months of 1940 were 544,629,000

yuan; imports were 1,397,715,-

ooo yuan. This unfavourable

visible balance of trade reflected

the heavy inflow of Japanese

capital for industrial and military

purposes. There were about 6,710
mi. of railways in 1940 and

about 30,000 mi. of highways, of

which 13,000 mi. were suitable

for motor traffic. There was con-

siderable construction of new

railway lines, especially in the "Syria and Lebanon were recognized bv Great Britain and the Fitting French as independent republics in Sept. and Nov.
1941 (ste

,1 i - ., A LEBANON; SYRIA). In 1943 most of the subjects reserved for control under the mandate were relinquished by General George* Catroux,
nortn and east Ot the country, for the French National committee, to the Syrians and Lebanese, whose full independence was, therefrom, only a question of time.

The mandates section of the secretariat of the

League of Nations spared no pains to keep all

available official and unofficial documentary material up to date

throughout 1943. There was no break in continuity. Though un-

able to meet, owing to the war, the mandates commission received

the mandatory powers' annual reports.

The moral and practical value of this international experiment
remained undoubted; for the principles on which the mandatory

system was based could not be ignored in the future study of

colonial problems. These principles were, briefly, consideration

of the social, moral and political welfare of natives as the primary

object of administration; custodianship of peoples not yet able

to stand by themselves, with the ultimate aim of self-government;

collective supervision (with possibilities of wide extension) by an

international body; application of economic equality to mandated

territories.

The accompanying table lists the mandated territories with

their mandatory powers and former administration. (See also

NEW GUINEA.) (M. FE.)

Mandated Territories
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Uonrfol CoArffHC ( l88 5~~ I 943)> French politician, was

mdllUClf bCUI&Co born June 5 at Chatou, France. Like

many able Frenchmen of political ambitions, Mandel climbed

the stepladder of journalism into the chamber of deputies. He
followed the rising star of Georges Clemenceau, became the

latter's assistant chief of cabinet during the first Clemenceau

ministry in 1906 and continued to be a devoted friend and aid

to the old "Tiger" throughout his lifetime. He was Clemenceau's

chief of cabinet during World War I and was credited with

maintaining internal order at a crucial period when French work-

ingmen and soldiers showed signs of wearying of the war. After

the war, Mandel became a deputy for the department of the

Gironde. In 1938 he was appointed to the colonial ministry in

the Daladier cabinet and in June 1940, while the German in-

vasion was in full force, minister of interior in the cabinet of

Paul Reynaud. After the Vichy government came into power.

Marshal P6tain ordered the arrest of Mandel. The latter, how-

ever, fled to Morocco, was there arrested by Gen. Nogucs and

returned to France, where he was imprisoned. Mandel, who was

of Jewish faith, was soon transferred to Germany, and a Geneva

newspaper of June 5 reported his death in a German concentra-

tion camp.

Items of information on manganese were few

during 1943. That ferromanganese was kept

throughout the year on the list of materials of which there was

a surplus of supply might be taken as an indication that on the

whole the United States supply was maintained in a satisfactory

condition, but there were also indications that the strenuous at-

tempts to build up any appreciable domestic output were not

World Production of Manganese Ore

(In thousands of metric tons)

very successful.

The results with high-grade ores were apparently fairly good,

but the work on low-grade ores did not make much progress,

so far as could be learned, though no specific statements could

be made about either, since no reports were available on outputs

in either class.

Neither were reports made on imports, but it was learned from

South Africa that shipments from there were greatly hampered by
lack of shipping, and it seemed probable that Brazil and Cuba sup-

plied the bulk of the imports.

In spite of shipping troubles, production kept up in South

Africa; some of the surplus over exports was absorbed by in-

creased local sales, and the remainder was stocked, ready for ship-

ment at any time that shipping* space could be secured.

Brazil was engaged in 1943 in the development of a local steel

industry which would take some of the manganese output, but the

amounts needed would not be large enough to make any very seri-

ous cut in exports to the United States, even though production

could not be increased to cover the home demand. There would

>eem to be a goodly amount of wishful thinking in a Ger*

nan comment which implied that the new steel industry would re-

quire such large amounts of manganese that the Brazilian govern-

ment would no longer be interested in fostering exports to the

MAPLE PRODUCTS
United States.

The German excursion into southern Russia did not bear much
fruit in the shape of access to manganese supplies. The Germans

failed to reach the major producing areas in the Caucasus, and

the disastrous retreat had put back into Russian hands the smaller

deposits of the southern Ukraine, which had been in German

hands for some months, but probably not long enough for them

to have done much with them, especially if the Russians in their

original retreat from this section followed their usual scorched

earth policy. (G. A. Ro.)

Uoniinho ^ central province of Canada; area 246,512 sq.mi.

MdllllUUu. (26,789 sq.mi. water); pop. (1941 final census

figures) 729,744; urban 44%; Canadian-born 73%. Capital, Win-

nipeg (221,960). Other cities are St. Boniface (18,157), Brandon

7*383) and Portage la Prairie (7,187).

History. Stuart S. Garson took the oath of office as i2th

premier on Jan. 14, 1943, succeeding John Bracken, who became
leader of the Progressive-Conservative party of Canada, and who
had created the present coalition government which continuec].

No changes in the cabinet took place. Five by-elections during

the year resulted in the coalition government's winning three

(one by acclamation) and the Co-operative Commonwealth Fed-

eration party, two.

Education. Pupils in elementary grades in 1942 numbered

105,170 and in secondary grades 21,440. Government graded cor-

respondence students numbered 1,836. Public school teachers

numbered 4,484.

Agriculture. The Winnipeg Grain exchange was closed on

Sept. 28 under order of the federal government as a war meas-

ure. Total (gross) agricultural production reached a peak in

provincial history of $230,000,000 due to increased production
in coarse grains, hogs, butter and eggs, and increased prices

generally.

M cmufacturing, M inerals, Fisheries, Furs. Manufactures

(1941) were valued at $211,534,751; minerals (1942) $14,643,-

269; fisheries (1942) $3,843,331 (increase in value of 17%, de-

crease in production of 84%) ; furs (1942-43), wild catch $2,012,-

746; farms $1,111,187; processed in Manitoba $997,733; proc-

essed in and exported from Manitoba, $7,990,961.

Communication. In 1943 railways totalled 7,831 mi. High-

ways: surfaced, including trans-Canada, 8,745 mi. (gravelled,

8,208, bituminous, 500, concrete, 37). The government-owned

telephone system had 88,257 subscriber stations, 131 exchanges
and a total wire mileage of 325,237; it operated two radio sta-

tions, one of 15,000 watts at Winnipeg and one of 1,000 watts at

Brandon. (J. L. J.)

Manpower, War: see WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION.

Manufacturers, National Association of: see NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OP MANUFACTURERS.

Maple Products.
The production of

syrup and sugar from

the maple tree declined in 1943 com-

Mapfo fres Tapped and Syrup and Sugar Production, by Sfafot
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pared with 1942 chiefly because a smaller number of trees were

tapped, due to the shortage of labour. Only 9,281,000 trees were

tapped compared with 9,847,000 in 1942 and an average of n,-

279,000 trees in the period 1932-41. The production as estimated

by the U.S. department of agriculture was 2,555,000 gal. of

syrup in 1943 compared with 2,915,000 gal. in 1942 and a xo-year

average of 2,534,000 gal.

The sugar crop was 578,000 Ib. in 1943 compared with 654,000
Ib. in 1942 and an average of 800,000 Ib. for the period 1932-41.

(J. C. Ms.)

Marble: see STONE.

Margarine: see OLEOMARGARINE.

Marigny, Alfred de: see CAKES, SIR HARRY.

RifllnirV
DlUIUgjf.

Biologists all over the world noted with
. profound regret the report

1 of the de-

struction of the Naples marine station and aquarium by the

retreating German army as it evacuated the city early in October,

1943. The station, conceived by its founder and long-time

director, Anton Dohn, was begun in 1872, at a cost of more
than $100,000, and was built with the idea of establishing an

institution, partly for the purposes of exhibiting in display tanks

the beautiful and varied marine forms of the Mediterranean sea

(the Aquarium), but mainly for the study of sea life under the

best experimental conditions. The original station was a three-

story stone structure with the aquarium of some 26 illuminated

glass-fronted tanks occupying the first floor. The upper stories

were given over to offices, library and laboratory rooms. Being
one of the oldest and finest institutions devoted to Marine

research on the European continent, it was the mecca for inter-

national biologists for more than 70 years. While the loss of

the physical plant was considerabl^the destruction of long-time

type specimen collections and invaluable books, separates and

manuscripts robbed marine biology of a rich heritage indeed, and

one that can never be replaced.

Although seaweeds have been used for human and animal

food for untold ages, exact scientific facts concerning their

life histories and composition have been of very recent origin.

A review of the status of many of the common seaweeds ap-

peared in some detail in Nature. 2 In addition to fodder and

fertilizer in rural provinces, quantities find their way into com-

mercial uses. Out of potash and mineral extractions have come

many diverse derivatives of a basic thick, shiny substance known
as "algin," subsequent treatment of which with reagents results

in the formation of a rubbery mass a substitute for "hard

rubber." Treated somewhat differently, a film similar to cello-

phane and suited f.or wrapping can be made. It can also be

treated and drawn into thread which may be spun into a fabric

known as artificial silk.

Treated yet agaiq somewhat differently, it forms a white pow-
der which serves well as a base for cosmetics, transparencies,

plastics, auto polishes, creaming agents, as well as a suspension

medium for powdered milk and cocoa. It is a source of glue,

gel and mucilage. These and other facts prompt many issues

of harvesting and transport as well as manufacturing and mar-

keting of seaweeds.

In a word, the botanist, the ecologist, the biochemist, the

technician and the financier will find new avenues over which to

spread their talents.

Reports on the algae collected on the Swedish Antarctic and

Magellanic expeditions
8 were available in 1943. Besides the

t. 12,1043).
*Naturt, 132: 149 (IQ43).
* Nature, 151: 26 (1943).

well-known species of the "kelp belt," many unknown and

hitherto undescribed species are listed.

The red algae dominate the deeper waters, while the shore

forms are mostly brown.

Workers in South Africa4
successfully made agar from three

abundant seaweeds viz., Gelidium cartilagineum Gallion, Graci-

laria confcrvoides Grer and Sukria vittata Ag.

Notes of alarm were sounded by the British government and

two of its widely separated dominions, stressing the fact that

overfishing of their adjacent waters must be rectified if serious

consequences are to be averted. A paper before the Royal

Society of London5 called attention to the practice of overfishing

(cod, haddock, hake, place, ct a/.) in the waters of the British

Isles and the North sea. Technical improvements in ships and

gear were seriously diminishing the supply. One suggestion to

restore a biological balance was to enlarge the mesh so that

immature specimens might not be caught. Another related to

international agreements so drawn that each fishery area might
be assured of a steady yield. A paper on fisheries research in

Canada indicated that a similar series of problems confronted the

Canadian government.
6

The Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 7

made public several bulletins, one of which reported that in spite

of the war, which affected its people greatly, the sea-mullet was

being overfishcd and suggested several steps to be taken to

remedy the practice.

With the reconqucst of the Mediterranean8
it was hoped that

the United Nations might immediately revive the fishing in-

dustry, institute modern methods of handling and thus relieve the

transport system in feeding the undernourished and starving

peoples of southern Europe.

It was thought that Sardinia's sardines and Sicily's tuna

canneries might again be put into operation and expanded so

that the output might be more adequate to the demands for sea

food.

The director of the Marine Biological laboratory at Woods

Hole, Mass.,- in his annual report stated among other things

that only one-half of the normal number of students attended

the current session.

Announcement was made by the Royal Canadian navy
9 of

the development of "pink pills" for the prevention of or cure for

seasickness. This remedy, while developed for use in the naval

personnel, would no doubt in normal times be used extensively

by the scientist as well as the layman where sea travel is

imperative. Another discovery of a "sea-water de-salter" was

announced by the U.S. Naval Medical Research institute. The

new chemical briquet, about the size of a candy bar, quickly

absorbs the salts and thus produces water that is fit to drink.

Not only was such a de-salter to be used in case of shipwreck,

but all overseas combat and commercial planes were to be

provided with the new life-saving equipment since each briquet

weighs only one-sixth as much as the drinking water it pro-

duces and occupies only one-tenth as much space. (See also

ZOOLOGY.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. S. Russell, The Overfishing Problem (Cambridge/
1942); Biological Kcsults oj the Last Cruise of the Carnegie, Carnegie
Institute of Washington, D.C.; H. U. Sverdrup, M. W. Johnson, and R. H.

Fleming, "Oceanographic Observations on the E. W. Scripps Cruises of

1938," The Oceans; Their Physics, Chemistry, and General Biology

(1942); Easter E. Cupp, Marine Plankton Diatoms of the West Coast of

North America (1942); Bulletin, Scripps Institute of Oceanography, 5:1

(1943); J. V. Gilbert and W. F. Allen, "Phytoplankton of the Gulf of

California," Journal of Marine Research t 5:2 (1943). (F. M. B.)

Nature, 151: 53 2 (1943).
* Nature, 151: 337 (Q43)
*Science, 98: 117 (1043)-
7 Nature, 152: no, for this and other bulletins.

*Science, 98: 12 (1943).
* Science Supplement (Nov. 26, 1943)-
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the ^rst Continental con-

gress established the marine corps as an

integral part of the U.S. navy for duty afloat or ashore. The

average strength is kept at about 20% of the naval personnel
and on Dec. 15, 1943, it was about 325,000 total officers and

enlisted men. Enlisted men are detailed from the selective serv-

ice enrolment and from voluntary enlistment of men from 17 to

18 years of age. Officers are commissioned from graduates of the

U.S. Naval academy and distinguished military colleges, from

qualified enlisted men and from selected civilians for special

duties. The ranks of officers and enlisted men correspond to

those of the navy but the titles are those of the army from pri-

vate to general.

Four distinct missions are assigned the marine corps: mainte-

nance of marine detachments aboard battleships, cruisers and

aircraft carriers as parts of the regular crews; maintenance of

amphibious striking forces as parts of the fleets; garrison duties

at naval stations at home and abroad; and provision of landing
forces for the navy. The normal duty of the marines is with the

navy but the statutes provide that any portion of it may be

transferred to the army for temporary service.

The organization and training of the corps to meet these re-

quirements includes infantry, artillery, aviation afloat and ashore,

paratroops and tanks, and supply troops.

Fleet marine forces under the orders of the admirals of the

fleets are made up of heavily armed and armoured triangular
divisions specially outfitted and trained for overseas operations
with a fleet or its task forces, provided with special transports,

422

landing boats and amphibious tanks, with attached aviation

squadrons.

During 1943, divisions were active in battle in the Southwest

Pacific, especially the force under Lieut. Gen. A. A. Vandegrift
at Guadalcanal and Bougainville islands with the naval forces of

Admiral William F. Halsey, Jr., and the force under Maj. Gen.

Holland M. Smith with the naval forces of Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz in the Gilbert Islands and the capture of Tarawa.

To train the marines for their varied duties large recruit train-

ing stations are operated at Parris Island, S.C., and San Diego,

Calif., and large divisional training centres are located at Camp
Lejeune, New River, N.C., San Diego, Calif., and Quantico, Va.

Aviation units for training are maintained at these stations

and also with the naval aviation training centres ashore and with

naval aviation afloat.

On Dec. 31, 1943, Lieut. Gen. Thomas Hoicomb was trans-

ferred to the retired list after seven years' service as commandant
of the marine corps and he was succeeded in that office by Lieut.

Gen. Alexander Archer Vandegrift. Upon retirement the outgo-

ing commandant received promotion of one grade giving him the

rank of general, the highest rank ever held by a marine officer.

Marine Corps Women's Reserve. During 1943 a force of

women was authorized for service in the marine corps reserve to

be raised by voluntary enlistment and to be trained for service at

shore stations of the corps in suitable positions, relieving men of

the corps for active field service.

This women's reserve, consisting of 500 officers and 12,000

enlisted women (Dec. 15, 1943), was commanded by Lieut. Col.

Ruth Cheney Streeter, the authorized strength for July i, 1944,

being 1,000 officers and 18,000 enlisted. The main training sta-

tion for the force is at Camp Lejeune, New River, N.C. ;
; /

They were being assigned to clerical and administrative work
in offices at headquarters of Ifce corps and other shore stations,

to the ground crews of marine aviation servicing, overhauling and

repairing planes and packing parachutes, and driving and repair-

ing trucks and motor cars. They were also relieving men of the

marine corps at supply depots and stations and as trumpeters and

drummers, and were to be assigned to other duties when training

made them available.

Marine Insurance: see INSURANCE.

Uorlrot CorHonina The total Production of vegetable
RldllVCl QdlUCIIIIIg. Cr0ps for the fresh market in the

United States, including potatoes and beans, was the largest on

record in 1943. This increase was due to the large crops of

potatoes and beans while the totals of other vegetable crops

grown for market and processing was about 10% less than in

1942, but more than for any previous year except 1941.

The total commercial production of truck crops for shipment
to the fresh market was estimated by the United States depart-

ment of agriculture at 6,508,000 tons for 1943 which was about

7% less than was produced in 1942, but 4% more than the ten-

year average. Much of the planted acreage was lost due to

freezes and floods. The smaller commercial supplies of fresh

vegetables compared with 1942 were offset to a large extent by

greatly_ increased production in victory gardens. The smaller

supplies and high consumer purchasing power resulted in a

higher level of prices than in 1942 by about one-third. Tempo-
rary ceilings were placed on several fresh vegetables at certain

markets and the highest prices were in those products not under

the ceilings.

In view of the strong demand, the War Food administration

called for an increase of about 6% for the crops of 1944, though
it appeared doubtful if the production could be increased without
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U.S. Production of Truck Cropi for Fnth Marktt, 1943 mJ 1942

a very good .season and high yields. An increase in victory

gardens was also suggested. The goal for 1944 was set at

22,000,000 gardens compared with 18,000,000 in 1943. With

better supplies of fertilizer and the experience of gardeners,

better returns were expected. (See also LETTUCE; POTATOES;

TOMATOES; TRUCK FARMING.) (J. C. Ms.)

Moritinil HnU/OrH P (1876-1943), U.S. automobile manu-

mdllllUII, nUWdlU If. facturer, was born May 24 in Rich-

mond, Ind. After graduating from the University of California in

1898, he entered his father's machinery factory, then established

his own automobile factory. He designed the first Marmon auto-

mobile in 1902, and shortly afterwards became vice-president

and chief engineer of the Marmon Motor company. In the early

years of motor racing, Marmon 's cars took many top honours.

His Marmon Wasp won the first soo-mile international sweep-
stakes on the Indianapolis Speedway in May 1911, making an

average of 74.61 miles an hour for the distance. During World
War I, he served on several aeroplane missions to Europe and

was adviser on the construction of the Liberty aeroplane motor.

He died at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., April 4.

and niunrno There were two PP site social

dllU UIVUlbG. trends of greatest concern to the

family. On the one hand there was evidence that the war stress

affected the family even more in 1943 than in 1942 and that the

strain was cumulative as it influenced family disorganization. As
a result of this the year 1943 brought also wider public realiza-

tion of the difficulties of families and more effort among U.S. so-

cial leaders to strengthen the home life of the nation that it

might successfully meet its stress. The most spectacular indica-

tion of the first trend was the increase of juvenile delinquency,

especially that of the teen-age girl. Although this problem had

other causes than the breakdown of family functioning, it was

chiefly an expression of the demoralization of many individual

homes. J. Edgar Hoover's report on arrests for the first six

months of 1943 showed an increase in the delinquency of girls

under 21 years of age, of 64.7% over that of the first half of

1942. More impressive was the fact that there were more arrests

during this six months' period than for the entire 1941 calendar

year. For offenses against common decency the number of girls

under 21 years of age arrested during the first half of 1943 in-

creased 89.5%. From every section of the nation, especially from
cities and communities near war camps, social workers reported a

noticeable increase in the problem of maladjustment among
youth and especially among girls. The most startling evidence

of this was the increase in reported cases of syphilis among boys

and girls between 15 and 20 years of age. The New York

Health department reported that primary and secondary syphilis

increased 37% during 1942 in this group as compared with the

period 1939-41. The child-labour situation also revealed effects

of the war that were greatly influencing family life and the con-

duct of youth, especially when minors in war work earned as

much or more than their fathers. During 1943, 44 legislatures

met in regular sessions. Sixty-two acts were passed affecting the

employment of minors in 27 states. Fifty-four of these enact-

ments contained backward steps, although 40 of these were lim-

ited to the war period. In addition two of these states and one

other issued 15 administrative rulings, all but one of which re-

laxed somewhat the previous child-labour regulations.

The constructive trend was especially evident along the lines

of maternal and infant care. It was estimated that there would

be approximately 3,000,000 births during 1943, the highest num-

ber of births, although not the highest rate of increase, in the

history of the nation. Retailers reported their sale of maternity

dresses during 1943 would be from 50 to 100% greater than for

1942. Congress recognized the nation's responsibility for the

health of expectant mothers and their babies by an appropriation,

later increased, which provided allotments for the care of the

wives and infants of men serving in the lower grades of military

service. The need of this appeared when a comparison was made
between the states in their provision for the care of the pregnant
woman and her child. For example the proportion of cases not

having the care of a physician ranged from practically none in

some states to approximately half in Mississippi. There were

similar differences in the proportion of non-hospitalized cases ex-

tending from 6% in Connecticut to 83% in Mississippi. The Chil-

dren's bureau program for community action for children in war

time had the following six objectives:

1. A well-baby clinic in every community.
2. Care for children of employed mothers.

3. School lunches in every school.

4. Schooling for every child.

5. Play and recreation programs in every community.
6. Employment safeguards for every boy and girl.

According to the statistical bulletin of the Metropolitan Life

Insurance company, the number of marriages during 1943 would

probably total 1,725,000, 75,000 less than the peak number of

1942. This would be the first decrease since 1938.

It appeared that the decline in the war marriage boom appar-
ent in New York city as 1943 came to an end would prove true

for the nation as a whole. Licences were granted in n months

to only 71,250 couples, the lowest in four years. A comparison of

the marriage rates of World War I and II based on New York city

populations of 5,400,000 and 7,377,300 follows:

The prevailing divorce confusion in the United States was fur-

ther clouded by a chancery court decision in New Jersey which

refused, in spite of the ruling of the United States supreme court

the previous December that all states must recognize divorces

granted in other states, to recognize a Nevada divorce decree on

the basis that the. six weeks' residence requirement was not a

legal and honest domicile in Nevada. On Dec. 13, Justice Mor-

ris Eder of the New York supreme court made a similar ruling

holding that when a husband or wife establishes a Nevada resi-

dence merely for the purpose of obtaining a divorce the intent

of the domicile is fictitious and the decree therefore illegal Re-

garding the United States supreme court decision of 1942 in the
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Table I. fan/lto by Race and Nativity of Head, with Total Population by

Race and Nativity, and Population per Family by Hoc*, for the

U.S., 1940, J930, 7920, 7900, ana* 1690. l

*Kxrlusive ol 325,464 persons specially enumerated in Indian territory and on Indian
reservations, for whom family data are not available.

'Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940, p. 3.

Table II. Median Size of Family by Tenure, for ffie United Sfafec, by Regions

Urban and Rural (with Colour for the South): 7940 and 7930. 2

'Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940, p. 5.

North Carolina versus Williams case, he stated, "I find nothing in

the prevailing opinion of the court which overrides the existing

rule, that the full faith and credit clause does not estop the

court in which it is sought to assert the judgment of the foreign

court, from inquiring into and investigating its validity to ascer-

tain and determine if it is entitled to be given valid recognition

under that provision." An authoritative symposium on the law

of divorce by Roscoe Pound appeared in the Iowa Law Review,

Jan. 1943.

Missouri, Nebraska, Idaho and Wyoming in 1943 increased to

30 the number of states requiring some sort of premarital ex-

amination for venereal disease, while Idaho, Nebraska, Georgia
and Kansas by requiring prenatal examinations also increased the

number of states having laws to protect the unborn against

syphilis tp 30. The state of New York strengthened its premar-

riage examination law by providing that the statement of the

physician making such tests, "shall include the name and ad*

dress of the applicant; a statement that a serological test for

syphilis was performed; the date on which the specimen was

taken and the name and location of the laboratory in which such

test was made." The physician's statements must accompany
the application for a marriage licence. The bill provides, how-

ever, that the result of the serological test shall not be included

in such statement but that a detailed report of the laboratory
test when positive shall be filed with the local health authorities

and held in "absolute confidence" and not open to public inspec-
tion. The new California law allowing divorce for more than

three years' duration of insanity, passed in 1942, went into effect

on Aug. 4, 1943. The spouse seeking the divorce, however, must
make satisfactory arrangements for the support of the insane

partner for life.

American religious leadership throughout the year at various

church conferences recognized the strain on family life during war
time and emphasized the need of conserving both marriage and
the family. At the 54th Triennial General convention of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, a report was submitted proposing
the revising of the divorce regulations to permit the diocesan

bishop to grant permission for a divorced person to remarry
after consulting a pastor or priest, a lawyer and a physician. This

change, approved by the lay delegates, was defeated by a narrow

margin in the clerical order of the Church's house of deputies,

38 voting "Yes," 32 "No," and 9 divided. A majority vote is re-

quired to authorize the change.

Although interest in problems of marriage and the family was
never greater, war conditions during 1943 prevented some of the

conferences which otherwise would have been held, such as the

National Conference for Family Relations, which was to have
been held at Cleveland, and the Annual April Conference on the

Conservation of Marriage and the Family at Chapel Hill.

Representative of gatherings that were held are the Iowa Con-
ference of Family Relations at Cornell College, the Pacific North-
west Conference of Family Relations at the University of Wash-

ington, the Family Relations Conference of Northern California

at Berkeley, the Second Annual Conference of Negro Colleges
on Conservation of Marriage and the Family at the State Col-

lege for Negroes at Durham, N.C., the Institute for Family and
Child Care Services at Vassar college, and the Annual Institute

of the Child Study Association of America at New York, having
as its subject, "The American Family Faces the Second War
Year."

Tables I and II reveal the present family population of the

United States in comparison with the four preceding decades, and

the median size of family in comparison with the situation of ten

years ago.

(See also CENSUS, 1940.) (E. R. G.)

Marshall, George Catlett <|

8

r, Js

town, Pa., on Dec. 31. Commissioned second lieutenant of infantry

Feb. 2, 1901, after completing his studies at Virginia Military

institute and the Army Staff college, he advanced through the

grades to brigadier general in 1936. la 1902 and 1903 he served

in the Philippines, also from 1913 to 1916. He .was with the

American expeditionary forces in France in 1917, on the general

staff of the ist division, as chief of operations of the ist army
and as chief of staff of the 8th army corps. After the war

he was aide-de-camp to Gen. John J. Pershing for. five years.

From 1924 to 1927 he was stationed in China; in 1933 he was

appointed commander of the 8th infantry and in 1936 com-

manding general of the sth brigade. On July i, 1939, Marshall

took office as acting chief of staff. The appointment was made

permanent on Sept. i, the day that Hitler invaded Poland, and

Marshall was made a. full general. In the war years following

he demonstrated remarkable ability to co-ordinate diverse ele-
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ments and points of view, while retaining the goodwill of prac-

tically everyone, including members of congress. He was an

early supporter of the Burke-Wadsworth selective service bill,

and after its enactment into law directed and co-ordinated the

enormous load of activity that attended the first peacetime mili-

tary conscription in U.S. history. In 1941 he endorsed aid to

Britain. When war actually came on Dec. 7, 1941, Marshall had

under his command an army of 1,500,000 green soldiers. In his

biennial report, released Sept. 8, 1943, he revealed that there

were 8,000,000 U.S. soldiers, many in actual fighting on fronts

all over the world. Later in the month he stated that the army
planned to have an estimated 2,250,000 men serving outside the

U.S. by the end of 1943, and 5,000,000 by the end of 1944.

Late in 1943 it was widely rumoured that Marshall would be

replaced as chief of staff and given the position of supreme
commander of Anglo-American armies in Europe, but the appoint-

ment was given to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower. Marshall at-

tended the Casablanca, Quebec, Cairo and Tehran conferences

during the year. After he left Tehran, he returned to the U.S.

by way of Asia and the Pacific, where he conferred with high

officers in New Guinea, the Solomons, Hawaii and elsewhere. He

completed his round-the-world trip of more than 30,000 mi. on

Dec. 23.

llftreholl Tiillu (1864-1943). U.S. actor, was born William

mdiolldllf lull) Phillips in Nevada City, Calif., on April

13. He left college to join a vaudeville troupe in San Francisco,

later graduating to the legitimate stage. In 1887 he went to

New York city, where he played minor roles with Modjeska and

E. H. Sothern. He scored his greatest footlight success in The

City (by Clyde Fitch), which enjoyed a two-year run in New
York city, 1909-11. He also directed and starred in two plays

written by his wife, Marion Fairfax, The Builders, 1907, and

The Talker, 1912. He left Broadway for Hollywood in 1915,

"stole the show" in the picturization of Emerson Hough's The

Covered Wagon and thereafter was in wide demand as a feature

player. Because of his extensive stage experience, Marshall

easily bridged the changeover from silent to talking pictures. In

his later years, he appeared in such motion picture hits as Black

Fury, A Tale of Two Cities, Stand In, Ball of Fire and This Gun

for Hire. He died at his home in Encino, Calif., March 10.

Martinique: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Marvin, Charles Frederick o7
r

;

in Putnam, 0. He graduated from Ohio State university in

1883 and the next year joined the weather forecasting service

as civilian member of the army signal corps. He was chief of

the U.S. weather bureau from 1913 until his retirement in 1934.

During his long career he invented many meteorological instru-

ments, including devices for measuring and automatically re-

cording rainfall, snowfall, sunshine and atmospheric pressure. In

addition he did notable work in the investigation and standardi-

zation of the anemometer for measuring wind velocities and

pressure. He was among the first to start a special weather re-

port service for pioneering transatlantic aviators and was the

inventor of the clinometer, to determine the exact height of

clouds, especially valuable to airports. He was the author of

numerous papers on meteorology and simplification of the

calendar. He died in Washington, June 5,

^ south Atlantic state and one of the original 13

states, popularly called the "Old Line" state.

Total area 10,577 sq.mi., land area 9,887 sq.mi., water 690 sq.mi.

Population (1940) 1,821,244; urban 1,080,351, rural 740,893;

white 1,518,481; nonwhite 302,763. Capital, Annapolis (pop.

13,069); other cities: Baltimore (859,100), Cumberland (39,-

483), Hagerstown (32,491), Frederick (15,802).

History. The governor, Herbert R. O'Conor, was re-elected

in 1942 for a second term. The Maryland legislature met for its

biennial session, Jan. to April, 1943. Outstanding bills passed in-

cluded a constitutional amendment reorganizing the court of ap-

peals as recommended by the Bond Committee report. The

juvenile court of Baltimore city was reconstituted so that all

juvenile delinquents would be dealt with in the department of

welfare. Provision was made for the construction of two chronic

disease hospitals after the war. The state conservation program
was strengthened by passage of a bill providing for a co-operative

crab-conservation program with Virginia and by the defeat of two

bills, one to open the Potomac to oyster dredging and the other

to break down the fin-fish conservation program.
The fiscal system was strengthened by a report by a special

committee \Vhich led to legislative scrutiny of the budget and a

revised budget estimate by the governor providing a carefully in-

tegrated fiscal program. A bill providing a bonus for school teach-

ers and state employees was passed. An emergency measure re-

ducing the income tax 33% was passed for 1942 and a reduction

of 50% was made for the 1943 tax.

Education. In 1943 there were 965 elementary and occupa-

tional (Baltimore only) schools in Maryland including 330 Negro
schools. The total elementary enrolment was 205,016, of which

45,960 were Negro. Teaching staff 5,290, including 1,237 Negro.

There were 214 secondary and vocational schools (including 39

Negro) with an enrolment of 75,550 (including 11,730 Negro)
and a teaching staff of 3,925 of which 977 were Negro.

Public Welfare, Charities and Correction. General public

assistance including foster home care was given in Oct. 1943 to

3,916 persons (cost, $1,504,683 for Jan.-Oct. inclusive); old age

assistance to 13,461 ($3,056,488); aid to needy blind, 477 ($127,-

064); aid to dependent children 8,919 ($1,285,247). Unemploy-
ment compensation benefits amounted to $824,544.

Correctional institutions and the average number of inmates in

1943 were as follows: Maryland penitentiary (1,172); Maryland
house of correction (1,145); Maryland state penal farm (396);

women's prison of Maryland (118). There were also four juvenile

institutions.

Communication. The State Roads commission expended

during the period from Oct. 1942, to June 30, 1943, a total of

$11,314,837. The total mileage maintained by the state was

4.362; connecting links not state-maintained 99.95. An important

highway construction project of 1943 was a full cloverleaf grade

separation at intersection of state Route 20 and state Route 150,

to expedite traffic movement to industrial areas of Sparrows
Point and Middle River. On Dec. 31, 1941, there were 1.361

mi. of railroads in Maryland. There were 21 airports and 5 sea-

plane ports in the state in 1941. Telephones in service in Mary-

land numbered 387,732 as of Nov. i, 1943.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, there were 112

state banks and trust companies and branches with total deposits

of $590,555,744 and total resources of $644,203,176; and there

were n mutual savings institutions and total deposits of $248,-

199,796 and total resources of $278,327,297. There were 63

national banks with total deposits of $581,861,000 and total re-

sources of $618,027,000. State appropriations for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1943, were $55,371,982.84; expenditures $45,-

366,830.78; bonded indebtedness $33,619,000; surplus in general

funds $12,600,932. These figures are for nine months only, since

Maryland changed the end of its fiscal year from Oct. 31 to

June 30.
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Table I. Leading Agricultural Products of Maryland, 1943 and 1942

Agriculture. Maryland's cash income from farm products in

the months from Jan.-Scpt. 1943, totalled $127,529,000, of which

$57*883,000 represented the income from crops and $69,646,000

that from livestock and livestock products. The 1943 figure was

$32,585,000 higher than that for the same period in 1942, during

which time the total cash income from crops reached only $43,-

731,000, and that from livestock and livestock products $51,213,-

ooo.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing industries reporting to the

state commissioner of labour and statistics showed a per cent

change in employment of +4.6 and +20.3 in combined payrolls

from Oct. 1942 to Oct. 1943. Average weekly earnings amounted

to $50.33 and average hours worked per week amounted to 46.7

hours.

Mineral Production. The total value of mineral production

Table II. Leading Mineral Products of Maryland, 1941 and 1940

in 1941 was $17,291,523, as compared with $12,605,701 in 1940.

Leading mineral products and their values are shown in Table II.

(C. B. S.)

Massachusetts.
A north Atlantic state of the U.S.A., ad-

mitted to the union Feb. 6, 1788. Area,

8,093 sq.mi., including 254 sq.mi. of inland water; pop. (1940)

4,316,721, of which 3,859,476 was urban, 457,245 rural; 4,257,596

white, 55,391 Negro. Capital, Boston (770,816). Other principal

cities: Worcester (193,694); Springfield (149,554); Fall River

(115,428); Cambridge (110,879); New Bedford (110,341);

Somerville (102,177); Lowell (101,389) and Lynn (98,123).

History. Officers of the state in 1943 included: Governor

Leverett Saltonstall (Rep.), who was inaugurated for his third

two-year term on Jan. 6; lieutenant governor, Horace T. Cahill

(Rep.); secretary of state, Frederic W. Cook (Rep.); treasurer

and receiver general, Francis X. Hurley (Dem.); auditor, Thomas

J. Buckley (Dem.); attorney general, Robert T. Bushnell (Rep.).

During the 1943 session of the legislature, which meets bi-

ennially, the senate consisted of 26 Republicans and 13 Demo-

crats, and the house of representatives of 139 Republicans and

97 Democrats. Legislation in 1943 was largely concerned with

provisions to facilitate the eventual postwar readjustment. Five

special commissions, requested by the governor, were directly em-

ployed in advance preparation for the problems of reconversion

to a peacetime economy. The Post-War Readjustment committee

devoted itself to working with private industries of the state

in their postwar planning. The Commission on Emergency Public

Works assembled and evaluated plans for public works by the

state itself and stimulated cities and towns to plan projects. The

Post-War Highway commission studied the order of priority

in which projected new highways should be undertaken. A com-

mittee on transportation studied the revamping of the Boston

metropolitan transportation system. The committee on veterans'

rehabilitation and re-employment was charged with the specific

task of assisting returning veterans. The legislature also set up
its own legislative commission on postwar rehabilitation to act

as a liaison agent between the executive and the legislative

branches in dealing with the problems of returning veterans.

The financial position of both the state and municipal govern-
ments in Massachusetts at the end of 1943 was strong. The net

direct debt of the state government by Nov. 30, 1943, had been

reduced to $5,663,861 from a peak of about $40,700,000 in 1938.

The combined debt, of Massachusetts cities and towns at the close

of 1943 stood at less than $215,000,000, a drop of more than

$100,000,000 from the 1932 peak of $316,484,599.

Education. In 1943 Massachusetts maintained 1,887 ele-

mentary school buildings, with 358,459 pupils and 13,713 teach-

ers; 169 junior high school buildings, with 92,948 pupils and

4,010 teachers; 271 senior high school buildings, with 139,-

638 pupils and 6,754 teachers; 9 teachers' colleges, with 1,917

students and 313 teachers; and the State college at Amherst,
with 1,484 students, including 750 army air force cadets; and

249 members of the professional staff.

Massachusetts maintains the State college at Amherst, the

Massachusetts Maritime academy and the Art school in Boston,
three textile schools, and a teachers' college at Bridgewater,

Fitchburg, Framingham, Hyannis, Lowell, North Adams, Salem,
Westiield and Worcester.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. State welfare aid

(totals estimated on the basis of n months ending Nov. 30)
reached an average of 119.410 cases wr

ith an approximate ex-

penditure of $46,460,000, a drop of 106,950 cases, and of approx-

imately $18,000,000 from the 1942 figures. Types of assistance

were: old age, $29,157,000; aid to dependent children, $6,826,000;

general relief, $5,700,000; aid to the blind, $341,000; child

guardianship, $2,065,000; unemployment compensation, $2,370,-

196.

The five state correctional institutions in 1943 included a state

prison, a state prison colony, a reformatory for men, a reforma-

tory for women, and a state farm including accommodations for

the criminally insane.

Communications. Total mileage of highways in 1942 was

23,516 of which 17,439 mi. were rural. State highway expendi-

tures in 1942 were $10,903,000, of which $8,517,000 was for

construction, maintenance and administration. Railroad mileage in

operation in 1942 was 4,234, a figure which included sidetrack

and privately owned industrial track. There were 1,072,197 tele-

phones in use in Sept. 1943.

Banking and Finance. Of the 902 state banking institutions

in 1943, 191 were savings banks, 181 co-operative banks, 68 trust

companies and 462 credit unions. In addition, there were 124
national banks operating in the state. Total banking deposits were

$6,649,920,000 and total banking assets $8,503,508,000. The 26

federal savings and loan associations had resources of $144,718,-

508, on Dec. 31, 1943.

State government receipts for the year ending Nov. 30, 1942,

were $132,624,093; and expenditures for the same period were

$125,411,797. The state debt on Nov. 30, 1943, was $6,959.300

(gross direct), $5,663.861 (net direct).

Agriculture. Gross income of agricultural production in 1942

was $118,929,000, of which $42,940,000 was frpm crops, $75,-

179,000 from livestock and $810,000 from government payments.
Cash income from crops in 1942 was $38,772,000 and from live-

stock $71,107,000. Fish landed in Boston in 1943 totalled 143,-

Toble I Principal Agrrcu/furo/ Products of Massachusetts, 1943 and 1942
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450,493 lb. and were valued at $12,656,150.

Mineral Production. The production of principal minerals in

1942, in short tons, was: coke and by-products, 1,176,400; lime,

87,537; stone, 1,800,600; sand and gravel used, 5,179,419.

(L. Si.)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
During 1943, the institute carried on war research and develop-

ment work under 162 contracts, of which approximately one-

third were with industrial firms and two-thirds with government

agencies.

The institute's financial operations during its fiscal year 1942-

43 involved an expenditure of about $23,000,000, as compared
with prewar annual expenditures of about $4,000,000. The war

activities of the institute had required the addition to its edu-

cational and research plant of 450,000 sq.ft. of floor space by
new construction and 260,000 sq.ft. by rental.

To meet conditions created by the war and to co-ordinate with

the army and navy college training programs, the institute

in June 1943 adopted a new academic program for all civilian

students consisting annually of three consecutive terms of ap-

proximately 1 6 weeks each. In accordance with this program a

new civilian freshman class was admitted in June. Without any
relaxation of admission standards, this new freshman class

totalled 580, only 20 less than the normal quota of 600 for

entering classes. For statistics of enrolment, endowment, faculty

members, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (K. T. C.)

Material Coordinating Committee (U.S. and Can-
ada): see CANADIAN-U.S. WAR COMMITTEES.

There are normally two reliable criteria for

the degree of mathematical activity in the

United States; the number of papers presented at meetings of

the American Mathematical society, and the quantity of research

published in the various journals. A lack of papers presented in

1943 was not immediately reflected in the amount of publication

due to a backlog of papers on hand, but a definite drop in pub-

lication appeared to be imminent.

In spite of this rather gloomy prediction it is gratifying to be

able to observe that the American Mathematical society and the

Mathematical Association of America were united in a policy

which called for a continuation of their meetings. This policy was

also that of the English societies.

Moreover, this prediction was no indication of a genuine lack

of mathematical activity in these abnormal times, for there was

a tremendous amount of war work being done by mathematicians.

All such research was to remain unpublished for the duration.

Mathematical activities for 1943 will be summarized in two

parts: addresses and publications.

The speaking event of the year was the Colloquium lectures

sponsored by the society. This year the lectures were delivered

by Professor E. J. McShane on "Existence Theorems in the Cal-

culus of Variations." His book was awaited with interest. At the

annual meeting of the society the retiring presidential address,

"New Settings for Topology in Analysis," was delivered by Pro-

fessor Marston Morse. It is almost impossible to speak of sig-

nificant lectures abroad except to mention that Professor M. H.

Stone, president of the American Mathematical society, lec-

tured extensively throughout South America.

Publications are more difficult to enumerate, but along with

other results which attracted attention are the following. It was

shown that the theory of group extensions is a powerful tool in

the study of homologies in infinite complexes and topological

spaces (Samuel Eilenberg and Saunders MacLane). Results were

announced and published along the lines of H. Hopf's classical

discovery on relations between the fundamental group and the

second Betti group (Samuel Eilenberg, Saunders MacLane and
R. H. Fox). Progress was made on the Kline problem a charac-

terization of the sphere (D. W. Hall). Important work was done

on the theory of surfaces of zero area (T. Rad6). A new develop-
ment in surface theory was the definition of an essential area

(P. V. Reichelderfer). Kolmogoroffs celebrated law for the

iterated logarithm was generalized (W. Feller). The funda-

mental theorem on the density of sums of sets of positive integers

was proved after having remained an unsolved problem for the

past decade (H. B. Mann, simplifications by E. Artin and

P. Scherk). A detailed proof of results on the Artin-Riemann

hypothesis was expected to appear soon (Andr6 Weil). It was

shown that all sufficiently large, integers can be represented as

the sum of seven cubes (U. V, Linnik). Results on trigonometric

sums were sharpened (I. M. Vinogradow).
Several prizes were awarded. Professor Jesse Douglas won the

Bocher prize for his research in analysis. The Sylvester medal

was presented to Professor J. E. Littlewood for his discoveries

in the analytic theory of numbers.

An important new journal, Quarterly of Applied Mathematics,

appeared under the sponsorship of Brown university.

A partial list of new books follows. The Problem of Moments,
J. A. Shohat and J. D. Tamarkin. The Theory of Rings, N. Ja-

cobson. Vectors and Matrices, C. C. MacDuffee. Introduction to

Non-Linear Mechanics, N. Kryloff and N. Bogoliuboff. Mero-

morphic Functions and Analytic Curves, Hermann Weyl. Eratos-

tkcnian Averages, A. Wintner. Several important volumes were

reprinted in the public interest by authority of the Alien Property
custodian.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 50; Bulletin

oj the American Mathematical Society, vol. 49; The Journal of the London
Mathematical Society, vol. 17; Mathematical Reviews, vol. 4; Science,
vol. 98. (J. W. T. Y.)

Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation, The: see FALK

FOUNDATION, THE MAURICE AND LAURA.

Mauritania: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Mauritius: see BRITISH EAST AFRIC

outPut f a^ mea * s in the United States in

(not including poultry) was estimated to be

24,000,000,000 lb., 13% above 1942 and 50% above the average
of i935-39> which was 16,182,000,000 lb. Of this total for 1943
about 15,815,000,000 lb. was consumed by civilians and 6,330,-

000,000 lb. by noncivilians, with the remainder going into reserve

and carryover into 1944. Military and lend-lease requirements
amounted to about 25% of the total production. The amount
available for civilians was about 128 lb. per capita on the average,
which was almost 6 lb. less than the average for 1942.
The large pig crop of 1943 with heavy fall marketing provided

a total pork production of 13,082,000,000 lb., the largest on

record, and after about one-third of the total went to noncivilian

uses left about 64 lb. per capita, or 5 lb. more than in 1942.

Of beef the total production was estimated to be 8,780,000,000
lb. or 325,000,000 lb. more than in 1942, while the production
of veal dropped to about 1,000,000,000 lb. This total, less the

increased requirements for military and lend-lease uses, left only

about 60 lb. per capita for civilians, compared with 68 lb. in

1942 and an average consumption of 63 lb. in the s-yr. period

I935-39- The goal for 1944 was set at about 11,800,000,000 lb.

of beef and veal to meet an expected increase of noncivilian uses.

The total production of lamb and mutton was estimated to be

987,000,000 lb. in 1943, compared with 1,036,000,000 lb. in 1942,

Of the total of 987,000,000 lb., about one-third or 268,000,000



TWO THOUSAND BROOKLYN BUTi,- . nable to obtain meat from whole-
sale houses, staged a near riot March 25, 1943, before mounted police dis-

persed them

lb. was required for noncivilian uses. The amount remaining for

civilians would provide about 5.2 lb. per capita, compared with an

average of 6.7 lb. consumed in 1935-39.
The large cold storage stocks of frozen and cured meats in

Dec. 1943 reflected the heavy production of the year. Total

stocks of meats on Dec. i amounted to 703,775,000 lb., compared
with 603,243,000 lb. in 1942 and 499,758,000 lb. as the average of

1932-41. Of this total 183,096,000 lb. was beef, 376,072,000 lb.

was pork and 31,074,000 lb. lamb and mutton. Heavy shipments
were being made to the army and under lend-lease, so that the

normal indications of the stored stocks were obscured. Under
reversed' lend-lease, Australia and New Zealand shipped the

livestock Slaughter in Plants under Federal Inspection (January to

October), 1943 and 1942

American forces in the Pacific area a large amount of meat,

amounting to 61,484,000 lb. from Australia and 49,650,000 lb.

from New Zealand. (See also BACON; CATTLE; HOGS; LIVE-

STOCK; POULTRY; RATIONING; SHEEP.) (J. C. Ms.)

Mediation Board, National: sec NATIONAL MEDIATION
HOARD. :;.vv^w'^vCy ,": /?

;

.

Medical Association, American: see AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Medicine.
Penicillin. Medical attention in , 1943 was fo-

cused particularly on penicillin. Twenty-two
pharmaceutical companies were licensed by the Office of Scientific

Research and Development, through its committee on research,

and by the War Production board to manufacture and distribute

this substance. The limitations on supply made it necessary to

restrict the product to the armed forces and to certain experi-

mental studies.

Announcement was made that a technique had been developed
for growing penicillin on surgical gauze, so that it could be

grown by any laboratory and applied in this way. However,
subsequent studies indicated that the necessity for standardiza-
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tion and sterilization of products applied to wounds made it

impossible to recommend this procedure. For medical uses,

penicillin, which is a form of mould, must be grown, dried,

standardized, and then used, either as a powder directly on

wounds or as a solution by injection into the muscles, the blood,

or the spinal fluid.

Penicillin is especially effective in streptococcic, gonococcic and

meningococcic infections. Its outstanding use was its application

to persistent infections of the bones in osteomyelitis, particularly

of the jaw and the head. Cases of gonorrhoea which were resist-

ant to treatment with sulfonamides were successfully treated

with penicillin. Announcement was made that penicillin can

change a positive Wassermann test in syphilis to negative in a

short time. The Wassermann test remained negative in many
such cases for several months. The ultimate value would be

determined only when postmortem examinations became possible

on persons who had been cured of syphilis by this method.

Announcement was made that subacutc bacterial endocarditis, a

condition heretofore considered almost invariably fatal, had been

treated successfully with a combined injection of heparin, a

drug which dissolves blood clots, and penicillin. (See PENICILLIN.)
Anaesthesia. Especially significant in 1943 were advances in

anaesthesia, including particularly spinal anaesthesia and the

injection of anaesthetic substances directly into the blood. The

navy adopted these techniques in place of inhalation anaesthesia.

Obstetrics. Continued development of continuous caudal

analgesia in childbirth made possible the report of 10,000 cases

with a low incidence of failure and a small number of complica-
tions. Through the facilities of the United States Public Health

service educational courses were established for training physi-

cians and anaesthetists in this technique.

Malaria. Medical enemy No. i in the war was malaria.

Research indicated a technique for control, involving the use of

quinine, atabrine and plasmochin. American production of ata-

brine rose from 50,000 tablets per year to more than 2,000,000,-

ooo tablets annually. The United States assumed largely the

burden of supplying all of this drug to the United Nations. In-

vestigators continued to search for a new drug capable of pre-

venting malaria, also for a new technique to control the mosquito.
An insect repelling bomb was produced and was in 1943 avail-

able to the forces of the United Nations. The insect-repellent

agents include freon, used in household refrigeration, and

pyrethrum. So great was the demand for this material that the

use of the insect repelling bomb was limited to the armed forces
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until after the war.

Sulfonamides. New investigations showed that the sulfona-

mides are efficient in controlling meningitis, bringing the total

number of deaths from 17 for each 100 cases to 3 for each 100

cases in various epidemics. Physicians in one large army camp
stopped the spread of an epidemic by giving regular doses of

sulfathiazole to all of the soldiers who might be exposed to

the infection.

Deaths from pneumonia in the army were less than i%. In

civilian life the number of deaths was reduced from 27 out of

each 100 cases to 7 out of each 100 infected.

Doctors tested a mixture of sulfadiazine in chewing gum for

infections in the throat, but objection was made because of the

possibility of sensitizing people to the drug. Sprays containing

mixtures of sulfadiazinc and a constricting agent were recom-

mended for the treatment of colds. Experts were convinced that

the sulfonamide drugs are not especially efficient against the

virus of colds. They would, however, prevent the growth of sec-

ondary germs, like the streptococcus.

New sulfonamides were developed, including sulfamerazine,

which was said to be less toxic than previous forms, and which

was recommended particularly for use where there might be

complications related to the kidney. Research showed that

baking soda or sodium bicarbonate taken previous to the giving

of the sulfonamide drugs tends to prevent such kidney compli-

cations.

The sulfonamides were found to be especially effective in the

treatment of dysenteries and diarrhoeas. The most frequently

used sulfa drug for general purposes was sulfadiazine. Other

forms undergoing experimentation included sulfasuxidine and

sulfapyrazine.

Another derivative of the sulfonamides, called diasone, was

advanced for use in tuberculosis, after it was shown that it

could successfully control experimental infections with tuber-

culosis in guinea-pigs. Experiments also continued with another

derivative, called promin, advanced for tuberculosis.

The rate for tuberculosis rose all over the rest of the world,

and even slightly in some portions of the United States. Par-

ticularly important in the attack on tuberculosis was the uniform

x-raying of all inductees in the army and navy, with the perma-

nent filing of miniature X-ray photographs with the examination

of every man in the armed forces. (See TUBERCULOSIS.)

Venereal Diseases. The venereal disease rates in the army
and navy were lower than ever before, but they rose consider-

ably among the civilian population, in some areas in association

with a rise in juvenile delinquency. By a combination of heat

treatment and the sulfonamide drugs, cases of gonorrhoea were

controlled in from two to three days. By the use of the heat

cabinet and mapharsen, a derivative of arsenic, cases of syphilis

were reported cured, in many instances, in periods varying from

a few days to 21 days, according to the system of treatment

adopted.

Experiments in the intensive treatment of syphilis by these

techniques, by mapharsen alone, by penicillin alone, were being

conducted in intensive treatment centres set up by the United

States Public Health service. Special attention was given to selec-

tion of cases to be given such treatments, since they were

known to carry a considerable hazard. (See VENEREAL DISEASES.)

Neuropsychiatry. The most frequent cause of discharge and

rejection from the armed forces was neuropsychiatric disturb-

ance, representing as high as 45% of all cases of disability.

Special divisions of the medical department of the army and

navy and the air forces were established to study and control

this situation.

The Selective Service system developed a special technique,
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involving educational, psychologic and occupational study of

selectees by trained social workers with a view to eliminating
admission to the army and navy of men not qualified from a

mental point of view. Several tests were developed for psycho-

logic study, including one called the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory, which was found useful in industry for

determining persons likely to have nervous breakdowns or acci-

dents.

Continued experiments with shock treatment for various forms

of mental derangement or mental depression indicated the chief

usefulness of such methods was in depression psychosis. Electric

shock seemed to be preferable to either insulin or metrazol shock.

The methods have not lived up to what seemed to be their early

promise.

Experiments continued with the operation on the frontal lobe

of the brain lobotomy as a means of treating mental disease,

particularly cases of anxiety or emotional upsets. The electro-

encephalograph or brain wave machine was applied to the study
of epileptics, most of whom had abnormal electroencephalograms.
More than 50% of the members of the immediate families of

epileptics are likely to have abnormal tracings with this brain

wave machine.

Among the pilots and air force personnel a condition called

aeroneurosis was described, characterized by gastric disturbance,

nervous irritability, insomnia and minor psychiatric disturbances.

(Sec PSYCHIATRY.)

Vitamins. Continued studies of the vitamins showed the one

PATIENT WITH A BROKEN LEG demonstrating his ability to walk shortly
after the bone has been set and immobilized by a Stader splint. A pair of pins
is .drilled into the bone above and below the fracture, and the leg is set by
means of mechanical adjustments. When the adjustments are complete (tight-

ening all screws, turnbuckie, eto.) the reduction device automatically becomes
a splint
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most lacking in American diets was thiamine, called vitamin Bi

of the vitamin B complex. This vitamin is developed in the

bowel of most persons by the action of intestinal bacteria. Some

people are not able to develop enough thiamine to meet the

body's needs. Drugs, like the sulfonamides, will destroy the

intestinal germs which create this vitamin from food. Not all

mothers provide the same amount of thiamine in their milk. The

giving of thiamine to a mother by injection or increase of the

vitamin in her diet will cause a rapid increase in the amount of

thiamine in the mother's milk.

Experiments made in 1942 resulted in the claim that large

doses of vitamin A would cause a lowering of blood pressure.

In 1943, extended studies, including tests on human beings,

proved that large doses of vitamin A cannot be depended on

to lower blood pressure.

Many studies were made to show the vitamin content of most

commonly used foods and the circumstances under which the

vitamins are lost from food. (See VITAMINS.)

Surgery. In surgery, attention was focused, because of the

war, on the treatment of infected wounds and on shock. The

exceedingly low mortality rate for the wounded was accredited to

several factors mechanization of the medical department, mak-

ing medical corps service available practically in the front lines.

When a man was wounded he received immediately the neces-

sary blood plasma to overcome shock and loss of blood. He

might inject himself with a narcotic drug, using a new device

which permitted any wounded soldier to inject material, like a

sterile solution of morphine, immediately. Rapid transportation

by motorized vehicle or aeroplane took the wounded soldier

promptly to a hospital far in the rear.

The sulfonamide drugs were given by mouth and in some

instances applied directly to the wounds to lower the rate of

serious infection. The mortality among the wounded in vVorld

War II was less than 3% and in many engagements less than

i%, contrasted with a death rate as high as 7% to 9% in

previous wars.

The studies made on shock indicated that the administration

of plasma was the important lifesaving measure. Scientists re-

versed their views on the treatment of shock by stopping the

use of heat in shock and resorting to the use of a simple blanket

to prevent chill. Research indicated that damaged tissues of

the body are invaded by anaerobic germs and that the poisonous

products of these germs may be the shock-producing substance.

Discoveries. Vitallium, a new alloy, was used in medicine to

bridge gaps in the bile ducts in operations on the gall bladder.

Tantalum, a noncorrosive, malleable, nonabsorbable metal, was

used to cover defects in the skull resulting from injury. Nerves

were repaired by taking a section of nerve from a corpse and

using it as a splint between broken ends of the nerves. Gum
acacia or clotted blood was used to hold the splint in place.

British and American war surgeons agreed that tourniquets do

more harm than good in first-aid work.

Erysipelas was found quite controllable by the sulfonamide

drugs and penicillin. A drug called thio-urea, which has the

effect of lowering the basal metabolic rate and reducing the

nervous irritability in excessive action of the thyroid gland,

diminished the number of cases of hyperthyroidism and goiter in

which surgery is necessary.

Sprains and strains were treated by anaesthesia and continuous

use rather than by enforced rest. British surgeons applied electric

stimulation which produces contractions and relaxation of muscles

in the treatment of sprains and strains. Refrigeration as a means

of producing anaesthesia developed considerable use in hospitals

as a means of freedom from pain during amputation of limbs,

but was not found practical in military surgery.

The army found that for ordinary burns boric acid treatment

is best. More serious burns were treated with paraffin applica-

tions, plastcr-of-Paris casts, and various pliofilm and other cover-

ings.

Nutrition. The attention of experts in nutrition turned away
from vitamins and toward minerals and amino acids as essential

substances. It was found that only 8 out of more than 22 amino

acids are necessary to maintain the nitrogen required for the

health and growth of the human body. The amino acids, in

1943, considered essential for the health of the human being

were isolcucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, threonine, valine,

phenylalanine and trytophane.

Public Health. The outstanding epidemic conditions for 1943

were influenza, virus pneumonia, and infantile paralysis which

reached a new high level in the United States, meningitis which

regularly increases during war periods, and venereal diseases

which also increase in wartime.

The birth rate for 1943 was the highest in the history of the

United States, increasing to 24 births per 1,000 population.

Nineteen forty-three was the fourth year in succession in which

the birth rate increased The number of babies born is 200,000

greater than in 1942, and nearly 1,000,000 greater than the low

point of 1933. (See also ALLERGY; ANAESTHESIA; BACTERIOLOGY;

BIOCHEMISTRY; BIRTH CONTROL; CANCER; CHEMISTRY; CHEMO-

THERAPY; DIETETICS; DRUGS AND DRUG TRAFFIC; ENDOCRINOL-

OGY; EPIDEMICS AND PUBLIC HEALTH CONTROL; HOSPITALS; IN-

DUSTRIAL HEALTH; NERVOUS SYSTEM; PHYSIOLOGY; UROLOGY;
VETERINARY MEDICINE; X-RAY. Also see articles on specific

diseases.)
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in the U.S. Army," J.A.M.A., 7^:1007-1018 (1943); E. K. Gubin, "Pen-
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Waldo JB. Edwards, "Continuous Caudal Analgesia," J.A.M.A., / -.'3:538-
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Military Medicine, U.S. Numerous military medical ad-

vances were realized while others were conceived and were in the

developmental stage. An important advance was the creation and

use in combat of the small portable hospital which was carried

forward near the battle front, by hand if necessary, in order to

provide emergency surgical aid soon after soldiers are wounded.
This and similar methods which bring medical aid nearer the

front lines were factors in bringing about a pronounced reduc-

tion in the mortality rates of American fighting men when con-

trasted to those of World War I.

Another medical achievement more extensively used near the

front during 1943, sometimes even in foxholes, was blood plasma
for cases of shock and the severely wounded. The blood which

the people at. the home front generously donated through the

facilities of the Red Cross thus became a means of saving many
fighting men who, if similarly wounded in World War I, would

have died.

The evacuation by air of patients from the front to hospitals

in the rear and to the homeland was more extensively used during

1943-

Wounded and sick soldiers greatly benefited also by more
extensive use of the sulfa drugs which were taken with them to

the front. The sulfonamides prevented many serious systemic in-

fections. They were important in reducing the mortality rate

in meningitis from 39% in World War I to a 1943 rate of about

4%, and in reducing the pneumonia mortality rate from 25% to

4%. They radically improved the management in the army of

the gonorrhoea problem and greatly reduced the complications
of streptococcal infections, scarlet fever and measles.



TO STUDY THE EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD on U.S. soldiers, men at Armored Medica

Research laboratory, Fort Knox, Ky. are placed In a cold room with temperature o

30 F. Here they are bundled In sleeping bags
;

"

"HOT ROOM" In which the U.S. Armored Medical Research laboratory observes the effects
s

of extreme heat on soldiers PENICILLIN MOULD CULTURES growing In bottles placed In

Incubators. Penicillin, a powerful antibacterial compound, was

produced and used In Increasing quantities during 1943, mostly

for the U.S. armed forces

A RECORD PARACHUTE JUMP of 40,200 ft. was made by Lieut.

Col. William Randolph Lovelace II, U.S. army flight surgeon,

June 24, 1943, near Ephrata, Wash. Col. Lovelace, here shown

breathing oxygen as he dressed in warm clothing before taking off,

made the jump to demonstrate the safety of bailing out with

proper equipment at stratospheric levels



AEDES AEQYPTI, carrier of yellow fever and dengue, photographed on the
arm of a medical researcher (linear magnification, 20 times). Increased and

speedy traffic with countries where these diseases are endemic intensified con-
trol methods in the United States in 1943

Penicillin, an extract of cultures of a common mould (Penicil-

Hum notatnm) was a new therapeutic agent which has potent
bactericidal properties. Amazing results in the treatment by

penicillin of certain infections were obtained. Further purifica-

tion of the extract by the manufacturers together with additional

extensive clinical studies of its effects offers great promise. The

surgeon general of the. army during 1943 sponsored clinical

studies of penicillin therapy in surgical infections in a number of

army hospitals, with the co-operation of the committee of medical

research of the office of scientific research and development. The

report of the treatment of septic gunshot fractures with penicillin

indicated that dramatically successful results might be achieved

by the meticulous surgeon who combined penicillin, effective

blood transfusions and conservative surgical procedures into a

program of thoughtful management of individual cases. Well-

planned clinical and laboratory investigation also revealed that

a major deficiency of red blood cells and haemoglobin occurred

in such cases. The regeneration of red cells and haemoglobin

depends on control of the infection. Penicillin was found to be

"dramatically" effective in rapidly establishing this phase of

convalescence. Penicillin permitted a direct surgical approach to

the management of septic gunshot fractures. Its role in this

regard, however, was analogous to the use of vitamin K in

patients with obstructive jaundice. Such a concept, the report

stated, emphasized the limitations of penicillin therapy and

designated the supplemental position of penicillin in the over-all

surgical program.

Typhus fever wrought havoc in armies and civilian populations
in the past. It was prevalent in Russia and central Europe
^during World War I. While no proven cases appeared in the

American Expeditionary Forces in World War I, many troops
in World War II served in typhus-infected areas. Louse-borne

typhus steadily increased among the native populations of

North Africa, the near and middle east, and elsewhere. Had
the American army not foreseen the possibility of outbreaks of

typhus and taken precautionary measures, epidemics might have

occurred among U.S. troops. The surgeon general's office con-

stantly watched the typhus situation long before American troops

invaded Africa, and as that event approached, the need for

definite typhus control measures became clear. The president,

therefore, by executive order, on Dec. 24, 1942, established the

United States of America Typhus commission, the forward

echelon of which was in Cairo. During 1943 the Typhus com-

mission collected many strains of typhus virus. U.S. troops serv-

ing in or preparing to go into typhus-infected areas were vac-

cinated against typhus. There was developed at the Army Medi-

cal school a means whereby the prevailing types of typhus in a

region could be determined. By this means the complement
fixation test epidemic typhus was discovered in a South Amer-

ican country and surveys were being made in other countries.

Previously it had not been possible to differentiate by this method

between epidemic and endemic typhus antisera. Scrologic evi-

dence was obtained to substantiate the theory advanced by Zins-

ser that Brill's disease represented a recrudescence of an old at-

tack of typhus fever. The implications were that mild cases of

epidemic typhus actually existed in the United States and that one

attack of typhus did not confer lifelong immunity, as had been

generally believed. The observations on Brill's disease, Plotz said,

strongly suggested that man serves as the reservoir for epidemic

typhus between outbreaks, as the rat does in endemic typhus.

The surgeon general's office had developed an agent which would

completely delouse clothes in 30 minutes using very simple equip-

ment in comparison to the cumbersome and time-consuming

method used in World War I. In addition, a powder was devel-

oped which when sprinkled once in the seams of clothing would

keep insects away for at least two weeks. Thus the typhus pre-

vention program was far advanced during 1943.

American troops in Africa up to the close of 1943 had been

practically free of typhus fever.

The National Research council sponsored extensive studies

in various clinics on the treatment of burns. Progress on this

important subject was expected to develop; it was agreed that

the prevention and treatment of shock in every severe burn was
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the first indication and should precede any definitive treatment.

The most important, early general complication was loss of

plasma volume as a result of plasma leakage into the interstitial

spaces. This, it was found, could be largely prevented by firm

pressure bandaging and controlled by plasma transfusion. In all,

about 80 methods of burn therapy were published up to 1944 and

there was some disagreement regarding the best therapy; how-

ever, the pressure method was rapidly gaining in popularity. The
studies under way by the several burn projects and the National

Research council, no doubt when assembled and analyzed, would

give valuable therapeutic, pathologic and bacteriologic data on

this controversial subject.

Among important advances in surgical technique in the treat-

ment of wounds of the colon, apart from the transverse colon,

was the exteriorization at the time of the primary operation of

the damaged loop of colon through a small lateral incision in

the iliac fossa or the hypochondriac regions. The exploratory

central incision was then closed quickly. The colonic loop hav-

ing been pulled out through the small lateral incision was at

that time not subjected to further surgery but allowed to serve

as a colostomy. This made safer and simpler the primary opera-

tion on soldiers with wounds of the large bowel and reduced

the danger of sepsis.

The surgeon general's office was very much interested in re-

search, a fact further evidenced by the rapid expansion of the

Virus laboratory at Walter Reed hospital, studies of the medical

aspects of tank warfare at the Armored Forces Medical labora-

tory at Ft. Knox, studies at the Medical Equipment laboratory

at the Field Service school at Carlisle barracks, and research

at the Army Industrial Hygiene laboratory at Johns Hopkins

university, which, among other things, investigated the equipment
and materials used by the army with reference to toxicologic

considerations and, at the same time, offered its services to all

army installations for the chemical analysis of materials with

reference to the presence of toxic substances; numerous im-

provements in medical equipment and supplies were made, includ-

ing the first overseas type of hospital train to be built in the

United States and specially designed for use in combat areas.

Trains of this type were for the removal of sick and wounded

from the evacuation hospitals, which were usually within 25-50

miles of the front lines, to the larger general hospitals perhaps

hundreds of miles in the rear. (See also NURSING, WAR.)
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Mediterranean, British Possessions in the.

These comprise Gibraltar, the Maltese islands and Cyprus, of

which the accompanying table gives certain statistics. (See also

BRITISH EMPIRE.)

History. Gibraltar. Conditions in 1943 were naturally im-

proved as a result cf the Allied victories in the Mediterranean

theatre. In Gibraltar it was announced on March 8 that men
under 55 fit for sedentary work and men under 50 fit for other

work essential to the colony's economy, who had been evacuated
in 1940, might apply to return. A scheme was also begun in July
for Gibraltar civilian workers to spend 6 weeks' leave with their

families evacuated to England; about 1,300 out of a total of

nearly 3,000 with evacuated families were affected, the other

families being in Jamaica or Madeira.

There was some trouble from sabotage during the summer, and
two Spanish dockyard workers were sentenced to death, the one

for causing an oil fire in the dockyard, and the other for at-

tempting to cause a dockyard explosion.

Malta. The North African victories raised the siege of Malta

and, in the \\ords of the governor, turned the island from a "be-

leaguered and battered fortress" into a "vengeful citadel." Enemy
air raids were few and caused little damage. From Sept. 1939 to

June 1943 civilian air raid casualties totalled 1,436 killed and

3,415 injured, with 6,952 buildings destroyed or damaged.
On July 7 the colonial secretary announced in parliament the

British government's intention immediately after the war to re-

store responsible government in internal affairs to the Maltese

people, and Col. Strickland, the leader of the elected majority in

the Maltese council of government, urged that the preliminary
work should be begun at once. Other tributes to Malta's heroic

defense included the granting of a Rhodes scholarship every year
instead of once every three years and of a British council archi-

tectural scholarship. Educational development continued during
the year; the British institute did good work, and an institute

was also opened on the island of Gozo.

Supplies became much more plentiful on the island, and from
Oct. 28 for the first time since the siege began restaurants and
snack bars were allowed to serve light meals. Fruit, wines and

esparto grass, badly needed by the fishermen, were also being sent.

The rising cost of living caused some labour trouble, however,
and during September some 20,000 dockyard and other workers
struck work in a demand for an adjustment of wrar bonuses. At

the beginning of October they agreed to return to work and not

to strike for the duration of the war, provided adequate concilia-

tion and arbitration machinery were set up and the living condi-

tions of civil and defense employees were levelled up.

Cyprus. Like Malta, Cyprus became a formidable base for at-

tack, and large forces gathered there from all parts of the empire
brought the island a temporary wartime prosperity. The rising

cost of living caused some labour troubles, and there were strikes

in January and August. Measures were undertaken to tax the

British Possession* in fhe Mediterranean
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higher incomes, to subsidize essential goods and to raise the lower

wages, and afforestation and irrigation schemes were under way
for agricultural improvement; the 1943 harvest promised to be

the best for 10 years.

In March the first municipal elections in 13 years were held,

with an adult poll of over 90%, and the colonial secretary an-

nounced in parliament on March 31 that everything was being

done to encourage democratic institutions and self-government.

This question raised difficulties, however, since the Greek popula-

tion demanded union with Greece, while the Muslim minority

reaffirmed its desire to remain under British rule.

The budget deficiency of 250,000 was covered by a grant from

the British government, with further grants for subsidies to re-

duce living costs. Sir E. Jackson, licut. -governor of Malta, was

appointed chief justice of Cyprus on Feb. 21. (C. M. CL.)

lla! Ion fnnir ^ I ^93~~ I 943)> Chinese actor, noted for his

Mvl Ldll idllg performances in female roles, was one of

China's biggest box office attractions. Both his grandfather, court

idol of the middle u;th century and outstanding impersonator of

female roles, and his father, were celebrated actors. Mei Lan-

fang made his professional debut at the age of 13, soon won the

title of "king of actors" among Chinese audiences and was

acknowledged the peer of even the greatest Chinese actresses.

In 1930, he took his company of 22 actors on a tour of the

United States and was received at the White House by President

Hoover, An unconfirmed report of his death from poisoning in

Shanghai, Aug. 8, was picked up in Chungking from a Japanese

radio broadcast.

Hello Franco, Afranio De
25 in Paracatu, in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. He studied

law at the University of Sao Paulo and later taught philosophy

and international law. He was Brazil's representative at the

League of Nations, 1923-26, and was twice president of the

league council. In 1926, he announced Brazil's withdrawal from

the league because the nation had been refused a permanent
seat on the council. He served as judge of the Permanent Court

of International Justice, The Hague, 1923-29. He became

foreign minister in the Vargas government when the latter

seized power in 1930 but resigned three years later. A recog-

nized authority on international law, he was named chairman

of the American Neutrality commission meeting at Rio de

Janeiro. Later, when the United States became involved in

World War II, and this commission was transformed into the

Inter-American Juridical committee, he continued as president.

The committee was created for the purpose of co-ordinating

American legislation and policy on international problems

brought about by the war. He died in Rio de Janeiro, Jan. i.

MBioney, MsriG Mdttingly MELODY)
U.S. editor, was born in Bardstown, Ky., the daughter of the

former Sarah Irwin, founder and editor of the Kentucky Maga-
zine. After her career as a concert pianist was cut short by an

accident, she turned to writing and journalism. Before her

marriage to the late William Brown Meloney, an editor of

the New York Sun, in 1904, she wrote a column for that news-

paper called "Men About Town." She began her 1 6-year asso-

ciation with the New York Herald Tribune in 1926, became

executive director of the Herald Tribune Home institute and

organized the annual New York Herald Tribune Forum on Cur-

rent Problems, of which she was chairman. She also became
editor of the Herald Tribune

9
s Sunday magazine in 1926, con-

tinued at that post when the publication became known as

This Week and brought its weekly circulation up to 6,000,000.

She resigned in June 1942 and was named its editorial director.

Mrs. Meloney died at her home in Pawling, N.Y., June 23.

Merchant Marine: see SHIPPING, MERCHANT MARINE.

Uarniirif Although mercury was classed as a strategic metal

mullfUl J. when this group was organized, and was expected

to make trouble through shortness of supply in emergency, the in-

dustry made a much better record than had been thought possi-

ble. Production in the United States was rapidly built up to a

point where it met the demand, and instead of the country being

dependent on imports for a large share of the consumption, prob-

ably more metal was exported than imported. At the same time

stocks were accumulated to such a point that during 1944 both

production and imports were expected to be reduced by 30%. The

metal during the latter part of 1943 was listed as one with a sur-

plus of supply over essential demands, and some of the controls on

uses were to be relaxed.

A small output was developed in Canada as a war measure,

from deposits in British Columbia, and was so successful that it

supplied the domestic demand, with some for export. Some of

this surplus was shipped to the United States under contract with

the Metals Reserve company, but the contract was cancelled in

October, when stocks had reached the desired level.

No definite figures were reported on Spanish output, but it was

said to have exceeded the 85,500 flasks produced in 1941. After

the shift of Italy from the axis to the United Nations, there was

interest manifested in the effect that this would have on the pro-

duction and disposal of the mercury output, when the producing

areas were cleared of German occupation. (G. A. Ro.)
i

*n ^e J9^ developments along metallurgical
* lines the chief emphasis was on the saving of

time, labour and metals, rather than on the usual commercial

angles of costs and profits ;
the latter would follow automatically

when the new methods and processes created under war demand
would be applied to peacetime operations.

Corrosion Prevention. An improved process electroplates

silver on magnesium as a protection against atmospheric corro-

sion.

High-Temperature Alloys. The temperature at which steam

can Be used was raised to 1800 F. by the development of new

alloys.

Inspection Methods. A mass production method was devel-

oped for the X-ray inspection of aeroplane castings which pro-

duces a photographic record of six castings every 30 seconds, or

at the rate of 17,000 per day.

Metal Shaping. Methods were devised for precision forging

of automotive gears, saving the time formerly required for ma-

chining. Machining operations, in general, were speeded up, with

special attention given to the construction of combination ma-

chines which could perform a whole series of operations, applying

the principles of the automatic screw machine to a highly com-

plicated succession of different operations, such as the conversion

of a rough casting into a finished aeroplane engine cylinder. Pre-

cision casting methods were developed which will give an accu-

racy of o.ooi inch on small parts, resulting in savings of metal,

time, tooling costs, machining time and man-hours.

New Applications. The familiar bimetallic disc used for sev-

eral years as a control in electrical heating devices was adapted
for fire protection devices in war planes.

Welding. New methods and applications for welding were

being developed. One of these was the "stitching'* of stainless



steel sheets by special resistance welding machines.

Copper. A copper-clad steel wire, developed for use in high-

frequency communication lines, was found to be as efficient as

solid copper.

Lead. A novel method of making moulds for the shaping of

thermo-setting plastic consisted of dipping the pattern in a bath

of melted lead, forming a thin coating of lead on the surface of

the pattern, which is then withdrawn, or by die casting if the

pattern is complicated. After using for forming the plastic, the

mould is stripped off and remelted for use again.

Lead powder mixed with a high viscosity grease was satisfac-

torily used as a lubricant for heavy gears.

Steel. Large quantities of copper and zinc were saved by
the development of a steel cartridge case for ammunition. After

the original development in the United States, the steel case was

adopted by Great Britain also.

Possibly the greatest single step in the saving of strategic stccl-

alloying metals was accomplished by the development of an ex-

tensive series of so-called "NE" (national emergency) steels.

These are low-alloy steels designed to take the place of the stand-

ard types of alloy steels with higher alloy content. These steels

were so successful that they would account for about one-third of

the 1943 output of alloy steels in the United States.

Substitutes. Plastic printing plates were developed to take

the place of aluminum and zinc needed for other uses. Electro-

lytic iron can be used as a substitute for copper or nickel in elec-

trotype plates and in the surface hardening of stereotype plates*

Substitution of steel for copper, brass and aluminum would,

when fully adopted, effect savings in excess of 300,000 short tons

of copper, 200,000 tons of zinc and 50,000 tons of aluminum

Lead-base die castings were being extensively substituted for

brass, aluminum and zinc-base castings. It appeared that lead-

base bearing metals might also be used to replace similar alloys

containing tin.

Tin. Rapid and continuous methods of electroplating tin on

sheet strips for can manufacture were saving from one-half to

three-quarters of the tin required by the old hot-dip process
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Metol Prices and Production: see MINERAL AND METAL
PRODUCTION AND PRICES. , ;

some notifications dictated by experi-

ence, the applications of organized meteorol-

ogy to military needs progressed during 1943 on essentially the

same basis as in 1942. Within the United States the civilian

weather bureau continued to operate the basic service for synop-
tic observations and forecasts, while the military services, with

their own personnel and facilities, applied these basic values to

such military purposes as aviation training, manoeuvres, handling

of supplies, the conduct of coastal air and maritime patrol, de-

struction of enemy submarines, transoceanic air transport, and

convoying operations in the Atlantic and Pacific. For the staff-

ing of military meteorological units abroad, the army and navy
continued intensive training of meteorological cadets and officers;

and active meteorological services were put in operation as rap-

idly as the U.S. military control of foreign areas progressed. The

value and importance of these services as guides to tactical op-

erations aerial, maritime and land-surface alike were abun-

dantly demonstrated in active practice.

In a joint project of the army, navy and weather bureau, work

was completed during December on a 4o-year series of daily sea-

AIR FORCE CADETS sending up a radiosonde balloon at the meteorology
department of New York university

435
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Table I. Monfh/y and Annual Mean Temperature and Extreme* in F. t 1943, in Cities of the Unifed States

* Annual departure.

Table II. Monthly and Annual Rainfall, in /ncnet, 7943, in Cities of the United States

T -Trace: less than i/ioo of an inch.

Table III. Duration of Sunshine, in Hours, 7943, in the United States

level weather maps of the northern hemisphere. Bearing repre-

sentative weather observations from all areas north of the equa-

tor, the maps were analyzed by the most modern air-mass and

frontal techniques, and show the development and movement of

important weather conditions and their interrelations and sea-

sonal variations. Printed in book form for the use of meteorol-

ogists in active forecasting assignments with the armed services,

this convenient assembly of data should later prove of immense
value in meteorological research and practice. Supplementary

ntaps for the 3, 10, 13 and 16 kilometer levels were also prepared
for a portion of the 40-year period of the sea-level scries. Studies

of the two sets in conjunction disclosed significant and hitherto

unknown relationships between upper-level and surface-level

weather suggesting, for example, that the southward movement

of stratosphere air from the polar

regions and the northward move-

ment of the relatively colder

stratosphere air from the tropics

are directly associated with the

development of severe cold

waves.

During Nov. 1943, the domes-

tic censorship of weather infor-

mation was discontinued for all

types of current weather data

and forecasts except for such ele-

ments as might still be useful in

hostile submarine or aerial op-

erations affecting United Nations

interests. A legitimate safeguard

during the uncertain stages of the

war immediately following the

attack on Pearl Harbor and dur-

ing the height of German sub-

marine activity off the Atlantic

coast, the censorship caused wide-

spread inconvenience from the

domestic standpoint. It likewise

brought into sharp relief a large

number of specific uses and ap-

plications of weather information

in the operations of industry,

transportation, utilities manage-
ment and agriculture. To meet

the needs of such activities, the

U.S. weather bureau instituted a

system of operational advices,

designed to omit meteorological

information and at the same time

to guide operations affected by
weather. The effects of this de-

velopment would undoubtedly be

visible henceforth in an improved
form of forecasting, applying

more directly to actual operating

procedures such as the manage-
ment of gas and electric loads,

the timing of fruit spraying and

harvesting crops, and the protec-

tion of perishables in railroad

transit.

An important service to avia-

tion was accomplished during

1943 in the organization of the

weather bureau's flight advisory

weather service. This service was to be directly associated with the

operations of the airway traffic control of the Civil Aeronautics

administration, which is responsible for the safety of aircraft in

flight. Meteorologists, skilled in the interpretation of weather

data, would be assigned to all the airway traffic control units, to

assure that the latter are at all times supplied with (a) the latest

available information on existing meteorological conditions aloft,

(b) trend's of weather change of significance to current flights,

and (c) specific information on anticipated developments upon
which orders for the continuation or stoppage of flights may be

based by the traffic controllers. These advisory weather units,

under organization at the close of the year, were to be estab-

lished at the 23 civilian airway traffic control centres which, in

direct liaison with army air forces control units of similar pur-
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pose, actively supervised the aviation of the United States.

Another important contribution to the protection of aviation,

particularly with respect to landings at the larger air fields, was
the congressional approval of the installation of ceilometers at

1 1 2 additional airport stations of the weather bureau. This instru-

ment, designed to measure the heights of cloud ceilings during

daylight as well as at night, proved its worth as a much-needed

safety device. Also, a pronounced advance in observational pro-
cedure was launched during the Texas coast hurricane in late

July by Col. Joseph D. Duckworth and Lts. Ralph M. O'Hair
and Wm. H. Jones-Burdick of the army air forces instructors'

school at Bryan field, Texas, when they flew in an AT-6 aero-

plane around and through the centre of the hurricane to observe

its size, intensity, location and the mechanics of its temperatures,

pressures, winds and clouds. Forecasting of these larger storms

had depended largely upon observations from ships in the vicin-

ity of the storm an advantage often reduced or lost by the

efforts of ships* masters to avoid the storms as widely as possi-

ble. The successful flight of these officers proved the practicabil-

ity of aeroplane reconnaissance flights for the purpose of first-

hand observation of hurricanes in action, and doubtless marked
the first step in a systematized program for obtaining essential

information by this method.

In research, weather bureau studies of the dynamics of large-

scale air currents in middle latitudes produced a new technique
for forecasting the trajectory of particles of air over three-day

periods; and the method was applied to the forecasting of winds

at three kilometres in the midlatitude band of westerlies. New
empirical formulas were developed also for forecasting the move-
mentj of long waves in the westerlies, and these waves were

found to be related to the surface-weather tendency to vary in

trends lasting for periods of a week or more. Studies conducted

by the weather bureau in collaboration with the war department's

corps of engineers continued the development of techniques for

analyzing storms and estimating the maximum amount of pre-

cipitation that can fall in a given

river basin from the most severe

and long-lasting storm.

A direct and effective impetus
to meteorological progress in the

western hemisphere was accom-

plished during 1943 by the insti-

tution of a training class for

Latin American meteorological

students at Medellin, Colombia.

Conducted under the auspices of

the state department and the

weather bureau in co-operation

with the Colombian government,
the course ran for seven months

beginning in February and con-

centrated directly upon the basic

sub-professional subjects of in-

strumentation, observations,
weather map plotting and analy-

sis, mathematics, physics and

English. Some 200 Latin Ameri-

can students attended and the

teaching staff consisted of 10

Latin Americans and an equal

number of North Americans. Of

the graduation group, 40 were

chosen for advanced meteo'rologi-

cal training in the United States

and six diverted to further train-

ing in agricultural meteorology. This professional training was to

be followed by an internship of several months at active forecast

offices in the weather bureau. The advanced training was financed

by funds provided by congress and the granting of 22 scholarships

by the universities to which the students were assigned. There was
also established at San Juan, P.R., an Institute of Tropical

Meteorology to give concentrated study to weather conditions in

the Caribbean and adjacent areas, particularly as these apply to

aviation and the inception, development and movement of hurri-

canes.

In intent and fact these extensions of meteorological study for

application beyond continental borders represented the first active

steps in the trend toward international meteorological co-opera-

tion that must inevitably follow the war. Results of that trend

could not be anticipated, but speculation was already decidedly
active among meteorologists on questions of communications, ob-

servational contents, timing and distribution that would be more

necessary than ever for the protection of world-wide air com-

merce in the future. The scope of meteorological requirements
for this commerce embraced the fundamental necessity to extend,

integrate and standardize the basic network of synoptic weather

stations throughout the world. Also required would be a large

number of new stations in the so-called blind areas, on land as

well as at sea. It would be necessary to organize, for uniform op-

eration throughout the world, an in-flight radio reporting system
to supply weather reports (from aircraft in flight) upon condi-

tions of cloud, wind, icing, humidity, etc., prevailing in the higher

atmospheric levels. The required rapidity of distribution of cur-

rent weather reports to assure adequate synoptic mapping over

large portions of the earth's area would need th aid of an un-

precedented operating efficiency in international communications

to cope with the abundance as well as the combined need for

uniformity, speed and accuracy in observation transmissions.

Agreement among governments and air-transport operators must

be soundly established and actualized to the end that all types of

Table IV. Monthly Rainfall in Inch** Outside the United States, Oct. 1942 Sept. 1943

Table V. Monthly Mean Temperatures in
9
F. Outside the United States, Oct. 1942 Sept. 1943
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meteorological information from all sources should be freely

available to all users in the common support and protection of

the commerce. Finally, international research, designed to fit the

borderless nature and action of weather, would necessarily com-

mand a co-ordinated international interest in the general im-

provement of meteorological practice.

The Weather of 1943. In general, the weather of 1943 was

warmer, drier and sunnier than usual, and over large areas de-

cidedly different in several respects from that of 1942. It was

somewhat less favourable for agriculture, principally because of

untimely spring frosts, excessive wetness during the planting and

early haying season and, later, harmful dryness in some areas.

There was much less rainfall than during the preceding year which

curtailed crop production in some sections, but in most of the

principal agricultural states favourable conditions prevailed, and

the general farm output, while considerably below that for 1942,
was larger than normal. The less favourable crop weather is em-

phasized by the fact that while the combined acreage for 52 crops

harvested in 1943 was more than 9,000,000 ac. in excess of 1942,

total production was 6% less.

Following the general temperature trend in evidence for a

good many years, the winter of 1942-43 was warmer than nor-

mal in nearly all sections of the country. However, notwithstand-

ing this general warmth, the winter brought some extremely cold

weather, the lowest temperature reported being 60 at Island

Park dam, Idaho, on Jan. 18.

Spring frosts and freezes did much damage, especially in the

south-central and southern parts of the U.S. where fruit and early

vegetables were killed over large areas. As a result, unusually

small crops of apples, peaches, cherries, apricots and strawberries

survived for harvest.

East of the Mississippi river the spring season, in addition to

the untimely frost, brought frequent heavy rains to many sec-

tions which seriously hampered farmers in the planting of corn,

haying and other seasonal work. Thus, the corn crop got off to a

late start but the summer brought higher than normal tempera-

tures and much sunshine to the principal producing states which

hastened development. Com matured with no material frost dam-

age and the fall season was unusually favourable for harvest.

The summer had above normal temperatures in nearly all sec-

tions of the U.S., and most of the principal agricultural states

had sufficient moisture to produce good crops. In considerable

areas, especially the middle Atlantic states and a large south-

central section, it was one of the warmest summers of record.

However, while most central and northern states had timely

summer rains, unfavourable dryness developed in central-eastern

sections and much of the south. The highest temperature recorded

for the summer was 124 in July, reported from two stations in

California.

The outstanding feature of the fall and early winter was wide-

spread dryness, in. marked contrast to the two preceding falls.

The New England states, New York, Mississippi and Louisiana

were the only states with as much as normal rainfall for the throe

fall months. It was one of the driest falls of record over large

areas. While this -was decidedly favourable for the harvesting of

crops and made possible maximum returns from a minimum of

harvesters, the dryness was unfavourable for the seeding and

germination of winter grains, especially in the western winter

wheat belt and the south. In the central and southern plains the

dry weather restricted the acreage that could be seeded to wheat,

delayed seeding, and greatly reduced the usual fall grazing of

livestock on wheat fields. This, together with reduced grazing on

other pastures, accentuated the feed shortage and increased the

liquidation of livestock, especially in the southwest.

About the middle of December another severe freeze over-

spread the south, resulting in more or less damage, heavy in lo-

calities, from Texas eastward to Florida and the. Carolinas. Flor-

ida suffered most with a loss of truck crops, many ready for

market, valued at more than $4,000,000. Temperatures were not

low enough to seriously harm citrus fruit and they escaped with

negligible damage.
The year, mainly the first half, brought extensive flood dam-

age. The most noteworthy floods occurred in May, affecting

seven states from Oklahoma to Michigan and causing extensive

damage to rich agricultural and industrial areas. In parts of the

Arkansas and Osage rivers the floods were the greatest in 100

years, with near-record stages reached in the middle Mississippi,

the Illinois, Wabash and Maumee rivers. An outstanding storm of

the year was a tropical hurricane in southeastern Texas on July

26-29, which did some $15,000,000 damage. (See also DISASTERS;
FLOODS AND FLOOD CONTROL.) (F. W. RR.)

Other Countries. The values for monthly rainfall and

monthly mean temperatures given in the accompanying tables re-

ferring to countries outside the United States are provisional and

may in some cases require a small correction. On account of war

conditions it was not possible to give complete data for some of

the stations. Gaps in the tables indicate that the data could not

be obtained. (D. BRU.)

Mothnriict Phurnh Prior to Dec - x
* I943 >

the Methodist
mCUIUUIdl bllUIUI. Church sent 1,000 ministers into the

army as chaplains and 300 into the navy, about two-thirds of its

quota; had raised more than $2,000,000 for purposes related to

the war; and had set up a plan for exerting pressure upon the

peace-framing agencies of the government. The Crusade for a

New World Order, popularly called the "Bishops' Crusade" be-

cause initiated by the council of bishops, started Jan. i, 1944,

and through an elaborate program of meetings, broadcasts, study
classes and house to house visitation aimed to stir the minds of

Methodists, so that they would express themselves by showers of

post cards to congress, urging that certain Christian principles be

embodied in the postwar reconstruction of the world. Subsidiary
to this end was a Conference on Bases of a New World Order

held at Delaware, 0., in March 1943, when the subject was

presented by distinguished speakers.

The die-hard group in the former Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, experienced a setback on Aug. 26, when the supreme
court of South Carolina ruled that the plan of union was valid,

and that unification was soundly based in the law. The second

part of the decision denied to the Methodist Church the exclusive

right to the use of the title "Methodist Episcopal Church, South."

The issues were to be taken to the federal courts.

The council of bishops in session in Princeton, N.J., in Decem-

ber, elected Bishop H. Lester Smith of Cincinnati, president and
G. Bromley Oxnam, secretary.

The Statistical centre was removed from New York to 740
Rush st., Chicago; and Albert C. Hoover replaced Thomas P.

Potter as director. There were 24,176 Methodist ministers serv-

ing 42,000 congregations, on 21,031 pastoral charges. Sunday
school enrolment continued to decline, having reached 5,093,558.
Adult baptisms 143,314; children 124,104. So-called active mem-
bers in the United States 6,640,424, a gain of 80,829; "nonresi-

dent, members" (1,173,467) gave a total on July i, of 7,713,891.

Receipts for ministerial support were $35,342,931. Local churches

raised for current expenses $43,693,423 in the fiscal year ending

May 31, 1943; the Commission on Overseas Relief took in $464,-

049. Total war emergency receipts were $1,400,000. Scattered

reports from many localities showed that debt-paying was easy.

One third of the Methodist Church debt in Missouri was

liquidated.
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Total sales for the Methodist Publishing House reached $6,326,-

144. Its Abingdon-Cokesbury line of nondenominational books

was exceptionally popular; the circulation of its 24 Sunday school

periodicals ran above 6,000,000, and the weekly Christian Advo-

cate, with 250,000 circulation, led all denominational weeklies.

Out of the produce of the business $250,000 was appropriated
for distribution to the retired ministers. Similar amounts were

being used to reduce the debt incurred during the bad years, and

to create a reserve for improved machinery.
The Division of Foreign Missions, which staggered under a debt

of about $3,000,000, paid the last dollar of the remainder, $341,-

728. The church supplied money enough to pay for the repatria-

tion of scores of mission workers from the war-torn lands. In

co-operation with Overseas Relief and the Woman's Division of

Christian Service, it was possible to send $15,000 a month for

the aid of Methodist workers of China.

For world service in 1943 the Methodist Church gave $4,659,-

830, an increase of $492,063 over the previous year. This was

apportioned among the 12 boards and commissions according to

a fixed ratio. The Board of Missions and Church Extension re-

ceived 69.30%, board of education 14.55% and the remaining
one-sixth went to the ten minor causes, eight of them getting less

than $50,000 each. The foreign division reckoned as one of the

major decisions of the year the setting apart of the proceeds of

the Collins bequest, approximating $3,000,000 in standing timber,

as a reserve on which to base an adequate plan for pensioning
retired missionaries.

Methodist philanthropies which began in the U.S. in 1883 at-

tained considerable magnitude. Hospitals in U.S. 79, bed capacity

13,248, operating expenses $19,717,790, value of property $66,-

134,163; child welfare 56 homes with 6,847 inmates, and prop-

erty worth $12,721,143; 47 homes for aged with 3,777 inmates

with $11,734,207; homes for business girls and young women, 24

accommodating 1,165, *n property valued at $1,265,134. Of the

Methodist hospitals 73% were rated Grade A by the American

College of Surgeons.

Financially the educational event of the year was the bequest
of Walter Murphy to Northwestern university, amounting to

$20,000,000. Executive changes of importance were: the resig-

nation of President McConaghy of Wesleyan university; he was

succeeded by Dean Victor L. Butterfield; in place of John B.

Magee, deceased, Dr. Russell D. Cole became president of Cor-

nell college; Dr. Hugh C. Stuntz succeeded President J. L. Cun-

ningim at Scarritt college; Rev. Robert 0. McClure was elected

president of Ohio Northern university.

From collections and endowments, local and national, $3,810,-

167 was distributed in 1942 to 14,060 retired Methodist preach-
ers and their dependents. The total of the vested funds was

$28,822,361. (J. R. J.)

Metropolitan Museum of Art: see ART EXHIBITIONS; ART
GALLERIES AND ART MUSEUMS.

UoviAA ^ federal republic of North America lying between

Ml/XICu. the United States and Central America. Area,

767,168 sq.mi.; pop. est. 20,623,826 (19,473,741 census 1940).

Approximately 55% of the population was mestizo, 29% Indian,

15% white, with foreigners and others making up less than i%.
The language is Spanish, but an estimated 14% speak only In-

dian tongues. There is no official state religion, but the people

are overwhelmingly Roman Catholic. The capital is Mexico City

(pop. 1,464,556). Other principal cities are: Guadalajara, 228,049;

Monterrey, 180,942; Puebla, 137,324; Mrida, 98,334; Le6n,

86,089; Tampico, 81,334; Aguascalicntes, 81,124; San Luis Potosf,

78,042; Torre6n, 76,613; Veracruz, 70,958; Chihuahua, 57,456;

Pachuca, 52,387. The president in 1943 was Gen. Manuel Avila

Camacho (took office Dec. 1940).

History. In its second year at war with the axis powers,
Mexico was still* rendering economic and spiritual assistance to

the cause of the Allied Nations rather than engaging in active

military participation. Nevertheless, considerable feeling was

rising for forming an expeditionary force so that Mexico could

take a more important place among the Allied Nations. Gener-

ally speaking, a lack of war materials deterred Mexico from

entering more actively into the combat.

One of Mexico's early moves had been the arrest and segrega-

tion of dangerous enemy aliens. Under Miguel Aleman, youthful
and energetic minister of the interior, the more dangerous of

the aliens had been interned. However, it was estimated in Jan.

1943 that approximately 4,500 Japanese nationals remained

scattered throughout the population. Evidence of subversive ac-

tivities by these hidden elements was watched for constantly.

Growth of the army in Mexico continued steadily. The class

of 1924 was called to the colours on Flag day, March 2, at which

time throughout the country impressive ceremonies were held.

Besides the army itself, Mexico encouraged civilians to train

and drill with a goal in view of 2,000,000 trained reserves. Under
the decree of Aug. n, 1942, all able-bodied men were required to

have military instruction. However, by the summer of 1943 the

president decided that military drill should be voluntary. Civilian

military training fell off abruptly in the cities, although remain-

ing almost unchanged in the rural areas.

In Mexico City one of the largest military displays of 1943
was held on Independence days (Sept. 15 and 16). Parades were

reviewed by President Avila Camacho, Minister of National De-

fense Gen. Lazaro Cardenas, United States Chief of Staff Gen.

George C. Marshall, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs Nel-

son Rockefeller, and the representative of the president of Cuba,
Gen. Manuel Bonitez. At that time the latest inductees were

marched ty the reviewing stand as symbols of the rapidly grow-

ing Mexican army.

Rearming and preparing its western coast for defense against

possible Japanese attack also occupied much of Mexico's atten-

tion in 1943. Mazatlan became a war district. Manzanillo was

converted into a naval base by the ministry of marine, under

Gen. Heriberto Jara, secretary of navy. Furthermore, many naval

installations and refuelling stations were established along the

western coast line.

Plans for further strengthening the war effort were laid at a

meeting of the president of the United States and President

Avila Camacho in Monterrey, Mexico in April. One of the most

important accomplishments of the conference was the formation

of the Joint Commission for Economic Co-operation, consisting

of two representatives from, each country. Other projects were

discussed, including the progress of Mexico's various war indus-

tries.

Railroads caused great concern in Mexico during 1943. With

neglected roadbeds, insufficient rolling stock, and old and inade-

quate locomotives, railroad difficulties became constantly more

acute. A United States commission, headed by Oliver M. Stevens,

was appointed to assist in solving the problem. Safety measures,

such as speeds compatible with the state of the roadbed, more

efficient control over train movements, and a continuous inspec-

tion of the tracks were adopted as a result of suggestions by the

commission. Some contracts for materials were negotiated, but

clearance for deliveries was delayed.

Part of Mexico's difficulty in adjusting to a war economy lay

in her foreign trade. Exports, mostly destined for the United

States, so consistently outstripped imports that a very heavy

reserve of dollar credits accumulated. Total imports and exports
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reached a new high of 1,744,400,000 pesos in 1942, and prelim-

inary counts indicated that the 1943 figures would be even higher.

The danger of inflation from the large dollar credits appeared

very real to the heads of the National Bank of Mexico.

War plans in agriculture were especially successful in 1943.

Although Mexico did not produce as much as it consumed, there

was nevertheless a remarkable improvement in agricultural mat-

ters. Upon entrance into the war, a plan for mobilizing agricul-

ture in the republic of Mexico was instituted. The results of the

1942 program were very satisfactory in that the plan was sur-

passed by 1,316,510 ac. under cultivation. The grand total stood

at 16,595,930 ac. of which 148,200 were newly placed under irri-

gation. The total crop production exceeded the plan in a similar

manner. During 1943 heavy yields were also obtained, even

though the weather was very unfavourable.

To assist both industry and agriculture, Foreign Minister

Ezequiel Padilla had some success in negotiating for allocations

of machinery to Mexico. United States machines and equipment
made idle by war industries could be put to use in Mexico.

Also, a more liberal quota of farm machinery for the agriculture

program was obtained.

Industry was greatly stimulated by the war effort. In order to

improve planning, two United States engineers were engaged to

make a survey of the general business structure. The establish-

ment of plywood plants, paper mills, a high-octane refinery, iron

and steel plants all marked the move toward industrialization.

Also, a special bid was made for United States capital by Mexico's

consul general in New York city. As a result, a new investment

trust was formed in May 1943 composed of United States and

Mexican financiers.

Of significance surpassed by no other part of its economic

life was Mexico's mining industry. Production of strategic metals

including zinc, copper and silver increased or stayed firm. Petro-

leum, however, caused some concern. (See Mineral Production,

below.)

Increased economic activity brought a rapid rise in prices in

Mexico. Wholesale prices reached a high in 1943 of 162% of

the 1929 average, and retail prices rose even more. Real estate

values and stock market prices went up even faster, causing

considerable concern to the officials attempting to curb inflation.

Price control measures were put into effect for many items.

Farm produce, foodstuffs, cloth, toilet articles and automobile

tires were included on the list. In order to control the grain

market, an association of merchants with the Federal Office of

Distribution under the ministry of agriculture and economy was

established. The country was divided into economic zones, in

which, in co-operation with state governments, the association

bought and sold grain so as to maintain a stable market.

Another method of holding off inflation was attempted by the

sale for peso bank notes of especially minted gold coins (with-

out legal tender value). The purpose of the drive to sell gold
was to reduce the amount of paper money in circulation and to

absorb some of the new purchasing power of the country. Sim-

ilarly, a 200,000,000 peso government loan was floated to take

care of the increasing surplus of credits. Both financial attempts
met with marked success.

Politics, despite the stresses of wartime living, continued in

much the same vein as previously. On July 4, 1943, a new cham-

ber of deputies was elected. Again the official party of the Mexi-

can Revolution (P.R.M., Partido de la Revolution Mexicana)
held the overwhelming majority. During July and August the

electoral college considered the cases of the various candidates

whose elections were disputed. When the chamber of deputies

was installed, 144 of the 147 new representatives were of the

official party. None of the independent candidates represented

either of the principal opposition parties, the rightist Action

National and the communist Liga de Acci6n Politica.

The slow shifting of the president, and with him Mexico's

politics, to a centre-of-the-road policy was demonstrated in many
ways. The supreme court especially supported the politics of the

president in moderating some of the more drastic laws. How-

ever, small landowners who had received expropriated property
were assured that their rights would be protected, and that the

ejidos (communal lands) would be left untouched.

A more conservative note was sounded when Octavio Vejar

Vasquez succeeded leftist Luis Sanchez Ponton as minister of

education. Vejar Vasquez was held to be both conservative and a

strong supporter of the church. lie abolished co-education in

Mexican schools and also ordered all school teachers to abandon

their political activity.

Similar trends were shown in labour. Vincente Lombardo
Toledano was replaced as secretary of Mexico's most powerful
trade-union alliance (the C.T.M.) by Fidel Velazquez. Lombardo
Toledano still maintained, however, his control over the Con-

federation of Latin American Workers.

One group in Mexico's population which was making a sig-

nificant contribution economically and socially was the Spanish

refugee. Almost every trade, profession and walk of life was

represented by the Spanish elements, who were slowly fitting

themselves into Mexican life. The refugees had proved to be an

important counterbalance to the pro-axis and anti-United Nations

Spanish Falange. Various parties and subdivisions of the Spanish

refugees were welded together as the Democratic Spanish union.

The union was headed by Antonio Velao, liberal Republican
minister in the former Spanish government. A focal point for

the Spanish refugees was thus provided. In order to give greater

support to the war effort, the newly organized Spaniards offered

a battalion of trained, disciplined, and well officered troops to

President Avila Camacho.

Another step in the unifying of the Spanish refugees was

undertaken when Spanish Republicans elected Diego Martinez

Barrio as president of a government-in-exile. The new govern-

ment, although challenged by other refugee groups, principally

in London, asked for formal recognition. However, the Martinez

Barrio group was destined for disappointment, for in Nov. 1943
it was decided that a Spanish government could not be allowed

in Mexico under the constitution. Some support was given to

the new movement when one week earlier a Committee of San

Sebastian (named from the place in Spain where the Revolu-

tionary committee was formed to begin the Spanish republic)

was created for the purpose of overthrowing the Franco regime
in Spain. This committee was supported by the chiefs of all

Mexican parties, except the communist.

Relations with the United States were better during 1943 than

at almost any other time in the history of Mexico. Much of the

credit foi this circumstance was given to Foreign Minister Eze-

quiel Padilla. A reciprocal trade agreement with the United

States was put into effect on Jan. 30. Arrangements were made

whereby workers were furnished United States areas suffering

labour shortages, and even the oil question was largely solved.

The biggest United States claimant, Standard Oil of New Jersey,

accepted on Oct. i, 1943, $22,000,000 awarded under the agree-

ment.

Of more local concern to Mexico was the extensive health

program, begun in 1936, which received special impetus after

the entrance of Mexico into World War II. Victor Fernandez

Manero directed the program as head of the department of public

health. Educational programs were undertaken, and public and

group medical care was provided. Regional sanitariums, hospi-

tals and medical centres were developed. In addition to the civil-



SOMEWHAT REMINISCENT of Russia's May Day celebration were the huge
festivities in commemoration of Mexican independence before the national
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ian facilities, a network of militaVy hospitals was built under the

direction of Gen. Ignacio Sanchez Neira of the ministry of na-

tional defense.

Closely allied with the public health program were the plans

advanced by the United States to spend $1,178,000 on health

projects along the Pan-American highway. Water and sewage
service for the towns along the highway accounted for most of

the expenditure. Methods of combating blindness and tropical

diseases occupied the remainder of the budget.

Construction on the Pan-American highway continued. Prog-
ress was mostly in the area south of Mexico City, pressing

towards the Guatemala border. Steep mountainous country and

volcanic rock caused most of the engineering difficulties.

A colourful addition to life in Mexico City came with the

construction of the new Hipddromo de las Americas track for

horse racing. The track occupied an important place in the social

life of the Federal District, although some criticism from labour

circles was levied at the display at the Hipodromo.

Perhaps the most dramatic incident of 1943 in Mexico was

the sudden eruption of a new volcano in the fields near San Juan

Parangaricutiro in the state of Michoacan. The volcano rose

from the level fields in less than a week, beginning on Feb. 20,

to a height of over 140 ft., and threatened the village of Paran-

garicutiro with a flow of lava almost 50 ft. high. However, after

a week the volcano subsided in activity, and the flow of lava

ceased.

Education. Education is free, compulsory and divorced from

religion. Private schools, however, are allowed to teach religion,

and officially the government in 1943 was more lenient toward

the church than formerly. Mexico had approximately 25,000

primary schools with over 2,000,000 enrolment. Secondary schools

in 1942 had about 80,000 enrolment and the country's ten uni-

versities around 30,000. There were more than 100 technical

schools, including 30 vocational agricultural schools for Indians

and 91 for adult education. Illiteracy was estimated at a little

less than 45%. Rural education was supported by the federal

government, urban by the states and municipalities.

Finance. The monetary unit is the peso (value in 1943 ap-

proximately 20.65 cents U.S.). In 1943 bank circulation rose to

2,585,600,000 pesos and reserve bank deposits to 650,000,000

pesos (250,000,000 pesos in Aug. 1942).

In line with Mexico's war activities the 1943 budget as pre-

sented by Finance Minister Eduardo Suarez was the largest in

the financial history of the country. A total of 707,845,000 pesos
\vas appropriated. To national defense went 177,300,000 pesos,

education, 97,200,000 pesos,* public debt, 95,500,000 pesos, agri-

culture and development, 94,900,000 pesos, presidency, 1,400,000

pesos. Bonds for 125,000,000 pesos were authorized of which

100,000,000 pesos were earmarked for highways and 25,000,000

pesos were designed for railroad rehabilitation. On the other side

of the ledger, taxes on income, liquor, petroleum and gasoline

were substantially increased.

Indicative of the boom times were the effects on the treasury.

Receipts for 1942 were approximately 900,000,000 pesos, and

investors in Mexico's foreign loans began receiving payments in

July after a default of 15 years.

Trade and Communication. Exports in 1943 exceeded im-

ports until September, when imports and exports became ap-

proximately equal. Preliminary estimates were that the total

volume of imports and exports in 1943 would be greater than

the record year of 1942.

Exports in 1942 totalled 991,900,000 pesos (728,800,000 pesos
in 1941). This was even higher than the 1940 peak of 960,000,000

pesos. Gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc and oil comprised the bulk

of Mexico's export goods. Beef, henequen, tomatoes and huaraches

(sandals) also stood high on the export list. Chicle, coffee, chick

peas, cotton, vanilla, guayule, vegetable wax and fodder were

also exported in appreciable quantities.

Imports in 1942 were 752,500,000 pesos (914,500,000 pesos in

1941 and 668.400,000 pesos in 1940). Manufactured articles, in-

cluding machinery, composed the largest single category of im-

ports. Some food was also imported during 1943. The above

figures do not include munitions of war.

External communications are by sea, especially through Vera-

cruz; by three main railways to the United States and one to

Guatemala; by air to all parts of the hemisphere; and by a

growing network of motor highways.

The national railway system (14,500 mi.) linked the more

important population and industrial centres. There were more

than 36.000 mi. of improved roads in 1942, of which 4,500 mi.

were paved.

Agriculture. Mexico has an estimated 37,050,000 ac. of

tillable land, of which 13,410,556 ac. were under cultivation in

441
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1940 and 16,595,930 ac. in 1942 (3.5% of the total area of the

country). Forest land comprised 25,893,993 ac. and grazing

land 69,713,715 ac. In 1940 (census) there were 26 irrigation

districts comprising 6,774,988 ac. of which 2,057,115 ac. were

irrigable, and 1,101,208 ac. were under actual irrigation. In

1942 an additional 148*200 ac. were brought under irrigation.

Agricultural production in 1942 was (in short tons): 2,590,405

tons of maize, 552,252 tons of wheat, 511,467 tons of refined

sugar (1943), 123,458 tons of rice (154,322 tons estimated for

1943), 205,028 tons of beans, 303,133 tons of bananas, 170,061
tons of tomatoes, 186,289 tons of cotton seed, 91.491 tons of

thick peas, 93,696 tons of sesame, 44,092 tons of pineapple

(marketed), 19,841 tons of grapes, 59,524 tons of coffee, 122,355

tons of henequen, 6,614 tons of chicle, 66,138 tons of guayule
( 7,716 tons only had been forecast).

Timber produced in 1942 was: 35.315,000 cu.ft. of pine,

1,317,250 cu.ft. of mahogany, 1,045.320 cu.ft. of red cedar,

432,600 cu.ft. of white cedar, 91,820 cu.ft. of primavera. Char-

coal, resins and other products equalled 45,600 tons.

Manufacturing. During 1943 the expansion of Mexican in-

dustry continued. A high-octane refinery was established. Cer-

tain new industries such as plywood and pulpwood were begun,
and a Mexican-United States group of financiers undertook the

establishment of branches of certain United States manufactur-

ing firms in Mexico. Employment was high and prices were

rising.

Mineral Production. Basic to Mexico's economy is mining.

In 1942 Mexico ranked first in world silver production, second

in lead and fourth in gold. Total production of precious metals

was 2,937 tons valued at 291,322,422 pesos; of industrial metals

was 621,187 tons at 446,522,197 pesos; and of metalloids was

47,734 tons, at 16,493,043 pesos. Of this amount, 519,000 tons

were classed as strategic war metals. Silver production in 1942
was 74,000,000 oz., most of which was purchased by the United

States.

Petroleum production continued to decline. Total production
of crude in 1941 was 43,304,179 bbl. as against 34,813,659 bbl.

in 1942. Even more drastic reduction was noted during 1943.

Statistics for 1942 were: six new producing wells with a daily

initial capacity of 15,051 bbl.; exports, 6,540,889 bbl.; consump-

tion, 28,490,033 bbl.; petroleum derivatives, 40,513,155 bbl. (See
also INTERNATIONAL LAW.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Sccretaria de la Economia Nacional, Direction General
de Estadistica, Anuario estadistico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1940
(1942); lianco Nacional de Mexico, Review oj the Economic Situation of
Mexico (Mexico City, monthly); H. B. Parkcs, History of Mexico (1939);
Frances Toor, Guide to Mexico (rev. ed. 1940); Anita Brenner, text, and
George R. Leighton, photographs, The Wind That Swept Mexico: The His-

tory oj the Mexican Revolution, 1910-1942 (1943); Ezequiel Padilla,
Free Men of America (1943). (C. L. G.)

UlOO Consumption of high-grade mica sheets in the United

Iflllid* States during the first eight months of 1943 was more
than 50,000 Ib. monthly in excess of receipts, and depletion of

stocks was so heavy that in October further restrictions on use

\vere announced, under which consumption from Dec. i was re-

stricted to the rate during the first three quarters of 1943. How-
ever, the grades below "good stained*' were more plentiful ;

stocks

of "stained" mica increased during the same period from 370,000
Ib. on Jan. i to 1,160,000 Ib. on Aug. i, 1943. A new buying
schedule was put into effect in May, designed to encourage greater

production of small sizes. (G. A. Ro.)
<'

One of the north central group of states, Michi-

gan was the 26th state admitted to the union;
it is popularly known as the "Wolverine state.

"
Area, 97,940

sq.mi. (including 39,960 sq.mi. of Great Lakes' water surface);

pop. (1940) 5,256,106; 3,454,867 were urban, 1,801,239 rural.

Whites comprised 95.9% of the population, nonwhites 4.1%
(215,934). Capital, Lansing (78,753). Larger cities were Detroit

(1.623,452), Grand Rapids (164,292), Flint (151,543), Saginaw

(82,794).

History. War production continued to play the dominant role

in Michigan history in 1943. Population congestion in the Detroit

area continued, constituting an important factor in bringing on

the most significant event in 1943 Michigan history: the race riot

which broke out in Detroit on the evening of Sunday, June 20.

(Sec DETROIT; RACE RIOTS.)

The legislature convening in regular session in Jan. 1943 and

ending March 26 was composed of 25 Republicans and 7 Demo-
crats in the senate, 73 Republicans and 27 Democrats in the house

of representatives. Despite the fact that a considerable portion

of the session shortest since the Civil War was devoted to

argument over the question of return to standard time and to

futile attempts to reorganize state highway administration, the

legislature passed 265 measures, 9 of which were vetoed by Gov.

Harry F. Kelly. Appropriations totalled $137,000,000; a six-

member state commission of labour and industry was created; for

the first time since 1925, seats in the house of representatives

were reapportioned; anew compilation of Michigan statutes (first

since 1929) was ordered; the Michigan council of defense, cre-

ated early in 1941, was abolished, and the direction of its system
was transferred to one man, a director of civilian defense (Gov.

Kelly appointed Capt. Donald S. Leonard to this position) ;
and

for the first time in 30 years, the workmen's compensation law

was revised. Gov. Kelly's program for the "streamlining" of the

government by the merging of departments was deferred. How-

ever, considerable authority for the consolidation of state agen-

cies was entrusted to the newly created department of business

administration, to the headship of which Gov. Kelly named Rob-

ert S. Ford, director of the University of Michigan's bureau of

government. An effort in the legislature to reverse Michigan's

century-old anti-capital punishment position failed of success.

In the April 1943 election, Republican candidates for state

offices were uniformly successful: R. Spencer Bishop and Ralph
A. Hayward were chosen regents of the University of Michigan;

Eugene B. Elliott, superintendent of public instruction (re-

elected); Stephen S. Nesbit, member of the state board of educa-

tion (re-elected) ;
W. G. Armstrong and Sarah Van Hoosen Jones,

members of the state board of agriculture; Charles M. Ziegler be-

came the first Republican in 10 years to win the position of state

highway commissioner. In the nominally nonpartisan election of

justices of the state supreme court, Neil E. Reid and Emerson R.

Boyles, endorsed by the Republicans, were successful, though the

latter's plurality over Democrat-endorsed Burt D. Chandler was

only 2 votes in a total of over 350,000, making this election the

closest of any for state office in Michigan's entire history.

Recurring charges of corruption in state legislatures led, late in

the summer, to the initiation of a one-man grand jury investiga-

tion under the direction of Judge Leland W. Carr. Two other

events of importance during 1943 were court martial proceedings

following the shooting of a Negro private by the commandant
of Selfridge field, and the completion of the MacArthur lock in

the St. Mary's ship canal at Sault Sainte Marie.

Education. There were 5,260 elementary schools and nearly

800 secondary schools in the state public school system with a total

enrolment of about 950,000 pupils; their teaching staffs numbered

32,492 members. The 1943 legislature appropriated $50,000,000
for the support of the public schools.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The State Social

Welfare commission reported that the general relief load de-

creased 39.6% from Nov. 1942 to Nov. 1943, as compared with
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a decrease of 39.0% from Nov. 1941 to Nov. 1942; the active

load of persons receiving relief was 21,153 during Nov. 1942; 12,-

785 during Nov. 1943. During Nov. 1942, 90,082 persons received

old-age assistance; during Nov. 1943, 87,784; during this period
the total number of families receiving aid to dependent children

decreased from 18,198 to 13,719; recipients of aid to the blind

declined in number from 1,369 to 1,290. For all programs, a

total of $40,930,465.36 was expended in assistance from Dec.

1942 to Nov. 1943. Of this, 38.5% represented federal participa-

tion, 53.6% state participation and 7.9% local county participa-

tion.

The 10 state institutions supervised by the Hospital commis-
sion cared for nearly 21.000 patients in 1943, committed to cus-

tody because of mental illness or deficiency. Three prisons con-

ducted by the Corrections commission had a population of more
than 7,200 in 1943, including the State Prison of Southern Michi-

gan.

Communication. With state highway department revenue

dropping from $31,704,320 in 1942 to approximately $22,000,000

in 1943 and heavy increases in maintenance costs, highway build-

ing was considerably restricted in 1943. Chief expenditures in a

$15,500,000 construction program were devoted toward the com-

pletion of the Detroit-Willow Run expressway and access roads

in war production areas, with the federal government providing

from 50% to 75% of the funds. Michigan in 1943 had some 9,400

mi. of trunk line highways and more than 88,000 mi. of county
roads. A wartime "production miracle" was the completion, early

in the summer, of the great new MacArthur lock in the Soo

canal. Despite the shortening of the shipping season by a

month, because of weather conditions, 85,000,000 tons of

iron ore passed through the canal; 28% more wheat, 76%
more in other grains, 21% more soft coal passed through than

in 1942.

Banking and Finance. On Oct. 18, 1943, the total resources

of the 345 state commercial banks and 4 industrial banks

amounted to $1,586,265,957.74, showing an increase of 2.3%
since the first of the year; the deposits of state banks had reached

an all-time peak.

As of Dec. 21, 1943, 94% of the average deposit dollar im-

pounded during the banking holiday period of 10 years before

had been returned to the depositor-creditors.

Agriculture. A 57-year record rainfall during the planting

season brought widely varying effects to production records in

the chief crops raised by Michigan's 168,000 farmers. Oats, corn,

wheat and barley suffered heavily.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product* of Michigan, 1943 ana* 1942
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TobU II. Principal Mm.ro/ Product! of Michigan, 1941 and 1940

*First eleven months.

Manufacturing. An enormous increase in manufacturing took

place in 1943; the previous year had seen new processes under-

taken for war production; 1943 witnessed impressive accomplish-

ment in the form of production completed. Because of war con-

ditions, official statistics are not available beyond 1939. In that

year the total value of manufactures was $4,348,223,244. Figures

released by the War Production board in September revealed that

of a total of $109,886,573,000 in major war supply contracts to

that date, Michigan's share was $11,469,576,000, or 10.5%, plac-

ing it ahead of every other state in this respect.

Mineral Production. As in 1942, war-production needs

stimulated increase in the development of Michigan's varied min-

eral resources in 1943, Fifteen oil and gas discoveries were made

during the first n mo. of 1943, although no large pools or fields

were found.

During the year the producing oil wells on state property num-
bered 192; gas wells, 15; they yielded $900,000 to the general

fund of the state.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Michigan, A Guide to the Wolverine State (American
Guide Series. 1941); The Michigan History Magazine, quarterly; press re-

leases and printed reports of the various governmental offices; Michigan
Official Directory and Legislative Manual, published by the secretary of
state biennially. (L. G. V. V.)

Mirhiaan llnivpmtv nf During I943 the tcachin*
miUllgdll, UIIIV6I5IIJ Ul. facilities of the University of

Michigan were increasingly utilized for instructing military and
naval personnel while the enrolment of civilian students de-

clined. A Division for Emergency Training was organized in

Dec. 1942, to negotiate with government agencies, arrange and

manage the courses, and a number of units were introduced in

Jan., March, and April 1943. For the army the university

taught engineering, pro-meteorological subjects, languages, civil

administration and several specialized medical subjects, such

as thoracic surgery, epidemiology and medical laboratory tech-

niques; the Judge Advocate General's school was moved to

Ann Arbor in Sept. 1942. The navy, marine and coast guard

contingents were mostly in the basic, pre-medical and engin-

eering curricula of the navy V-I2 course, and practically all

the medical and dental students were enlisted in either the army
or the navy. The navy's postgraduate school of naval archi-

tecture was brought to Ann Arbor from Annapolis in July 1943.
In addition there were offered throughout the year a great

number of courses for civilians to meet war conditions, in-

cluding basic science for student nurses, a course for tabulating

machine supervisors, and those classed as Engineering, Science

and Management War Training courses. Between July 1942,

and Aug. 1943, 1,649 persons were enrolled in full-time courses

of this character and 2,671 in part-time courses. Nearly 200 re-

search projects were carried on for government agencies and war

industry. The School of Public Health occupied its new building
in May and June 1943. For statistics of enrolment, etc., see UNI-

VERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (A. G. R.)

Microphotography: see PHOTOGRAPHY.

Microscope, Electron: see PHOTOGRAPHY.

Midway Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

llrflifl
(l89V" ), Yugoslav army officer,

I, Uldjd was born in Shumadija, a village

near Belgrade. He fought in the Balkan War, 1912-13, and in

World War I. He saw action on the Salonika front, was thrice

wounded, decorated for bravery and was promoted to a captaincy.

He then attended the higher military academy and the general

staff school. After the swift nazi conquest of Yugoslavia in April

1941, Mikhailovitch fled to the mountains, where he rounded up
scattered Yugoslav detachments and welded them into a guer-

rilla force of considerable strength. His initial operations were

successful and he was rewarded with the post of minister of
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war in the Yugoslav government-in-exile, Jan. 1942. In early

1943, Mikhailovitch restricted his operations against the Germans,

and his Chetniks clashed frequently with the Yugoslav partisans,

a rival organization. Mikhailovitch was widely publicized abroad,

but within Yugoslavia his intense Serb nationalism repelled rather

than attracted popular support from the heterogeneous racial

elements in the country; as a result his armies fell to less than

25.000 in numbers, while the partisans boasted more than

200,000 guerrillas in their ranks. The partisans, who consistently

charged that Mikhailovitch had "sold out'' to the axis, hot only
won the bulk of popular support in Yugoslavia but backing from

the Allies as well. King Peter II admitted, Oct. 16, 1943,

that Mikhailovitch was not doing "sufficient fighting" against the

Germans, but declared that the Chetnik leader had promised
to activate his military operations and had agreed not to fight

the partisans.

} Polish p litician

was born in Gelsenkirchen, Ger-

many, the son of a farm labourer who emigrated from Poznan

province in western Poland to find work in the Westphalian
mines. The family returned to Poland, where Mikolajczyk as a

youth found work in a sugar-beet factory, and became active in

political organizations. He was wounded during the Russo-Polish

war in 1920. After the war, he entered politics and at the age of

29 was elected to the scjm, serving from 1930 to 1935. He was

vice-president of the Polish Peasant party and was made its presi-

dent in 1937. When the nazis invaded Poland in Sept. 1939, he

saw military action in the unsuccessful defense of Warsaw. He
fled to Hungary, where he was interned, but later escaped to

France. He became President Ignace Paderewski's deputy in the

Polish parliament in exile and upon the latter's death succeeded

to the presidency. In 1941, he was appointed minister of home
affairs and deputy prime minister in Premier Sikorski's govern-
ment-in-exile. He became prime minister when Sikorski was

killed in a plane crash, July 5, 1943. In his first address before

the Polish national council, he afiirmed the "historic necessity"

for collaboration with soviet Russia. He insisted, however, upon
restoration of all territory within Polish borders before the war.

Total milk production in the United States in 1943 was

estimated at 118,000,000,000 Ib. by the United States

department of agriculture, compared with the record production
of 119,240,000,000 Ib. in 1942 and 107,903,000,000 Ib. for the

average of 1937-41. The need for milk could not be met by this

amount of production because of the great increase in demand by
civilians for fluid milk and for military and lend-lease uses. The
War Food administration had set 122.000,000,000 Ib. as the goal,

but because of a lower return per cow this goal was not attained.

This was due to less favourable prices for milk compared to the

cost of feed and the limited supplies of feed in some dairy re-

gions. The number of cows continued to increase.

The production of cheese and other manufactured products de-

clined in 1943 because of the strong demand for fluid milk.

Civilian per capita consumption of all major dairy products was
reduced below the prewar averages in 1943. Consumption of fluid

milk in cities in 1943 was estimated to be 15% above the 1942
level and 34% above the 1935-37 average. The government
moved in early fall to develop a payment program to stop the

downward trend in milk production and to raise it if possible.

Payments amounting to 30 to 50 cents per 100 Ib. were offered

dairymen. The rates were higher in areas where the quantity of

purchased feed was large and feed costs advanced the most, and
also where milk prices were low just preceding the war. Limita-

tions of milk sales were ordered bv the War Food administration

in some markets. The feed shortage in New York's milkshed led

the state government to protest vigorously to the national au-

thorities to move feed supplies into the area. A severe shortage

of milk in New York city was forecast for 1944. The drought in

the summer of 1943 reduced the supply of dairy feeds in the mid-

dle Atlantic coast states and cut down milk production until late

fall when feed wheat and other grains were shipped into the area.

The price of milk was at such levels that the cash farm income

from milk and dairy products was expected to be 20% higher for

1943 than 1942. Farm costs, wages in particular, were higher in

1943 than in 1942 and the supply of labour much more limited.

The demand for milk for civilian uses was estimated to be suf-

ficient to use 120,000,000.000 Ib. in 1944. The added needs for

military uses, and for relief in Europe, should World War II end

in 1944, would greatly exceed the possible production and make
strict economies necessary, if not a rationing plan. (See also

BUTTER; CHEESE; DAIRYING.) (J. C. Ms.)

Uilloronrl Alovinilra ( l8 59-iQ43). French Socialist

MHIUldllU, MICAdllUrC and politician, was born Feb. 10

in Paris. During his half-century in politics, Millerand was re-

sponsible for the introduction of important social legislation in

France. After resigning from the presidency in 1924, he served

as senator from 1925 to 1940. He died at Versailles, April 6.

according to a Berne report, (See Encyclopaedia Britannica.)

Millstones: see ABRASIVES.

Uihmbnv Paul NikAhuauirh t 18^- 1^), Russian

mliyUKOV, raill mMJiayCVlCn politician and historian,

was born Jan. 27 in St. Petersburg (Leningrad). A former leader

of the liberation movement in Russia and a member of Prince

Lvov's provisional government, he fled to Kiev after the bol-

sheviks seized power and then went to Paris. There he edited

a Russian daily newspaper, Dernieres Nouvelles, and a monthly

magazine and continued his writings on Russian history. He
died at Aix-les-Bains, France, March 31, according to a Berne

report of April 15. (See Encyclopedia Britannica. )

Mineral and Metal Production and Prices.

The comparatively few data on production in 1942 have been

added to the accompanying tables, supplementing the figures of

earlier years which must be used in most cases. A production
table including figures scattered over the years 1938 to 1942 is

admittedly not particularly desirable, but it is the best that can

be done for the war years ;
while it lacks much of the value of a

table made up entirely of figures for the latest year, it at least

shows the latest data that have been received for the various

countries.

A second table presents the opening and closing price quota-
tions for 1943 on the London and New York markets for the

leading minerals, ores and metals. With most of the prices under

governmental control, and subject to little if any variation, the

former practice of including the high and low prices for the year

has been discontinued for the time being, as they would in most

cases merely be repetition.

The Mineral Industry index of aggregate world mineral pro-

duction, which has formerly been quoted as a measure of over-all

mineral output from year to year, has become a war casualty

through lack of sufficient data on which to base calculations, but

similar data are available for a few individual countries in the

Monthly Bulletin of the League of Nations. Even though not di-

rectly comparable because of different bases and coverage, the

tabulation of the data from the two sources in Table III gives a
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NOTES: A figure.in braces is for 1941. and one in parentheses Is for 1940, 1942 or 1941 data not being available; one in brackets is for a preceding year. 1930* or the latest available.
A figure without decimals Is an estimate, except with cadmium* mercury, potash and pyritc. The letter "p" indicates a production unknown or smaller than the minimum nane of

the table, while "P" indicates an output of greater size.
, , . , u

iCrude magnesite. *KiO equivalent of salts produced. 'Mainly crude sulphur, but includes some ore, where sulphur content Is not reported; also includes som* sulphur
recovered from industrial gases, especially from the roasting of sulphide ores. *6o% WOs basis.
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TobU II. Mintral and Mtlol Prkt in 1943

(a) Per pound of base metal contained. (b) Per pound of MoS 2 contained. (c) Per pound of V-jOo contained.

rough guide to current progress, the 1943 figures being only for

the month indicated.

The U.S. bureau of mines estimated the gross value of mineral

output in the United States in 1943 at $8,030,000,000, a rise of

fob/* ///. Index fo Mineral Production, 7940-43 for a few countries

6% over $7,569,000,000 in 1942. Mineral fuels increased 12% in

dollar value and metallic products 6%, while nonmetallics other

than fuels dropped 14%, largely through the decline in demand
for materials used in the building industry.

(See also STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES, and the reviews of the

various metals and minerals.) (G. A. Ro.)

con^nue^ disrupted international condi-

tions forced many mineralogists to suspend,

temporarily, investigations which could be published and devote

their energies to the war effort. This change in activities and the

critical shortage of paper resulted in a reduction in the size'

or, in the number of issues of some important mineralogical

journals. Nevertheless, the number of significant publications

in mineralogy during 1943 was impressive.

In his address as retiring president of the Mineralogical So-

ciety of America, A. F. Buddihgton discussed "Some Petrological

Concepts and the Interior of the Earth," (American Mineralogist,

March). The new mineral, gamagarite, a vanadium compound
of barium containing iron and manganese, from Postmasburg

district, Union of South Africa, was described by J. E. deVilliers

(ibid, May). R. A. Hatch presented data on the phase equi-

librium in the lithium aluminosilicate system (ibid, Sept.-Oct.),

and M. A. Bredig on the phase relations in the calcium ortho-

silicate-orthophosphate system (ibid, Nov.-Dec.). Publications

in book form included: (a) World Minerals and World Peace,

by C. K. Leith, J. W. Furness and Cleona Lewis (Brookings in-

stitute, Washington), an important study of the greatly increased

production and consumption of minerals and their role in inter-

national affairs; (b) Optical Crystallography, by E. E. Wahlstrom

(New York), a timely and valuable contribution because of the

many current applications of crystal optics and the polarizing

microscope; (c) Minerals and Rocks, by R. D. George (New
York) emphasizes mineral economics.

Gem Minerals. Widely consulted articles on the uses of the

diamond appeared in the second "Symposium on Diamonds"

(American Mineralogist, March), as follows: "Diamond Produc-

tion," by S. H. Ball; "Gem Diamonds and Their Present Trends,"

by Lazare Kaplan; "Diamond Dies," by Alexander Shayne; "Dia-

mond-set Tools," by C. B. Slawson, and "Recent Development of

Bonded Diamond Wheels," by A. A. Klein. The absorption bands

and the luminescence phenomena of the diamond were discussed

by B. W. Anderson (The Gemmologist, London, Jan., Feb., April).

The war greatly increased the use of diamonds in industry and

information concerning the variations in hardness in the diamond
was of much importance. These variations were reviewed by
Paul Grodzinski (Industrial Diamond Review, London, Feb.,
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March). There was an unprecedented demand for quartz crystals

for use as oscillating plates in radio, electronic and other ap-

paratus which are essential in war materiel. During 1943 many
specialized articles on various phases of the industrial use of

quartz appeared in Electronics, Communications, and other

technical journals. The production of quartz crystal plates with

specified properties was on a large scale and of great strategic

importance.

The discussion as to whether or not the diamond had ever been

successfully produced in the laboratory was reopened by F. A.

Bannister and K. Lonsdale in their article "An X-ray Study of

Diamonds Artificially Prepared by J. B. Hannay in 1880" (Min-

eralogical Magazine, London, June). Bannister and Lonsdale

studied by modern X-ray methods specimens purported to have

been the results of experiments carried on by Hannay, and found

that they possessed the properties of the diamond. While the

results of this study were not to be questioned, there still re-

mained considerable doubt as to the authenticity of the speci-

mens. Whether or not Hannay actually succeeded in producing
diamonds could not be proven conclusively until the methods

used by him over 60 years before were repeated with success.

(See also MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.)

(E. H. KR.)

Miniature Photography: see PHOTOGRAPHY.

^ north central state of the United States, popu-

larly known as the "Gopher state." Area, 84,068

sq.mi., of which 4,059 are water. Pop. (1940) 2,792,300. The

rural population was 50-2% of the total. Capital, St. Paul (287,-

736). The only city in the state with a larger population was

Minneapolis (492,370); Duluth had 101,065. The native-born

white inhabitants in 1940 numbered 2,474,078, foreign-born, 294,-

904 and Negro, 9,928.

History. Officers of the state in 1943 were: governor, Ed-

ward J. Thye; secretary of state, Mike Holm; treasurer, Julius A.

Schmahl; auditor, Stafford King; attorney general, J. A. A. Burn-

quist; and chief justice, Henry M. Gallagher. Harold E. Stassen,

who was serving his third term as governor, resigned to enter the

United States navy. Edward J. Thye, lieutenant governor, was

sworn in as governor in April 1943.

The 1943 session of the legislature passed more laws (666)

than any Minnesota legislature since the adoption in 1891 of the

constitutional amendment prohibiting special legislation. Much
of this increase was due to the tremendous number of salary in-

crease laws, made necessary by the rise in the cost of living.

A war-powers act was passed giving the governor special emer-

gency powers. A state department of aeronautics was established

and charged with the licensing of pilots and the administration of

the airport laws. The Metropolitan Airport commission was cre-

ated to develop airports for the Twin Cities. A number of laws

were passed for the relief of servicemen, and a fund of $2,500,000

was to be set aside to aid returning war veterans and their

families.

Other legislation included acts establishing the Iron Range and

Rehabilitation commission, to recommend approval of expendi-

tures and projects for rehabilitation purposes. Occupation and

royalty tax on iron ore was increased from 9 to ioi% for the

two-year period beginning July i, 1943.

The income tax law was revised, and the act increased the

credit of unmarried persons to $10 and of married persons to $30.

The allowance for dependents was increased from $5 to $10. The

money and credit tax was completely suspended for 1943-44 and

no returns were required for those years. Old-age pensions were

increased to $40 instead of $30, and aid to dependent children

EDWARD J. THYE, Republican, was sworn
In as governor of Minnesota in April 1943
to succeed Harold E. Stassen, who had re-

signed to enter the U.S. navy

was also raised. The unemployment compensation law was re-

vised to raise the maximum benefits from $16 to $20 a week. An
act to extend workmen's compensation to cover all occupational
diseases instead of the restricted list on the statute books was

passed. Real estate levy was cut from 9 mills per year to 6 mills

the first year of the biennium and to 5-V the second year.

Education. In 1942-43, Minnesota had 8,257 elementary, 660

secondary schools, and 13 junior colleges. Enrolment was 315,-

224, with 12,546 teachers

in the elementary grades;
1 78,807, with 7,953 teach-

ers in the secondary

grades; 1,900, with 152
teachers in junior col-

leges; 8,063 in adult-edu-

cation classes, with 257

teachers; and 478 in

teacher training depart-

ments, with 36 teachers.

The total public school

expenditure for 1942-43
was $54,787,998.

Public Welfare, Char-
ities and Correction.

During the year ending

June 30, 1 943, $3*394,7 2 1

was spent on general re-

lief, the average number
of cases being 12,250; on

old-age assistance, $17,-

193,1 16, the average num-
ber of recipients being 61,938. A total of $3,340,104 was spent
on dependent children; this sum cared for an average of 7,803
families and 18,881 children. An average of 1,025 persons re-

ceived $356,526 as aid to the blind. For the same period, the

state prison, two state reformatories, and two training schools

for delinquents had a total of 2,491 inmates and an aggregate

expense of $1,377,081. Unemployment compensation paid out
was $2,192,350 in 1943, compared with $6,531,939 in 1942.

Communication. Highway mileage totalled 11,247 at the end
of 1943. Railway mileage at the end of 1941 was 8,365. There
were 29 airports and landing fields in the state and 7 seaplane
bases and anchorages in 1941.

Banking and Finance. On July i, 1943, there were 484 state

banks, one mutual savings bank, and four trust companies in

Minnesota with deposits of $457,624,607 and resources of $497,-

328,152; 185 national banks with deposits of $1,310,906,000 and
resources of $1,399,324,000; 44 building and loan associations

with resources of $39*251,825. The state revenue and expendi-
ture for the year ending June 30, 1943, were as follows: receipts,

$33>99 I >346 P^s transfers, warrants cancelled, and cash balances,

making an available total of $57,391.493; payments, $44,170.492,

plus transfers and adjustments, making a total of $49,301,125;

balance, $8,749,986. The unpaid bonds and certificates of in-

debtedness on June 30, 1943, totalled $98,770,284. The state's

four principal trust funds as of June 30, 1943 totalled $125,-

837,239.

Agriculture. In Minnesota the cash income from farm mar-

ketings for the first seven months of 1943 totalled $451,674,000
compared with $349,103,000 in 1942.

Manufacturing. Official figures later than 1939 were not

available in 1943. According to the U.S. biennial census of manu-
factures in that year, there were 4,008 manufacturing establish-

ments, employing 92,084 persons. Wages earned amounted to

$125,442,031 and the output was valued at $845,771,514.
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Leod/ng Agricultural Products of Minnesota, 1943 and 1942

Mineral Production. The 1943 output of iron ore in Minne-

sota was estimated at 83,655,340 tons. A late opening of inter-

lake navigation resulted in delays in getting the iron ore move-

ment at maximum of capacity.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Minnesota Legislative Manual, 1943. (L. BE.)

Uinnoento llniuoroitu nf ^n institution of higher edu-

mlllllCoUld, UlllVUloliy 01. cation at Minneapolis, Minn.

Enrolment of regular collegiate civilian students, which reached

a peak of 15,807 in 1939, continued its decline in 1943. Because

of army and navy trainees, however, the total number receiving

instruction on the campus was slightly larger than in 1942.

Women constituted 79% of the freshmen. The school of nursing,

in the fall of 1943, enrolled the largest number of students in

the cadet nurse corps of any institution in the U.S. During the

years the Board of Regents extended the term of President

Walter C. Coffey to June 30, 1945 one year beyond the normal

retirement age and also created two vice-presidencies, academic

and business. Dr. Errett W. McDiarmid from the University of

Illinois assumed the post of librarian, replacing Frank K. Walter,
who retired after 27 years of service. Gifts to the university dur-

ing the year totalled $1,015,686,13. Staff members on leave for

service in the armed forces or for other war-related work totalled

569 through Nov. 20, 1943; of this total, 288 were from the

academic staff. (For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library vol-

umes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.) (W. C. C.)

Minor League Baseball: see BASEBALL.

Mint, United States: see COINAGE.

Miquelon: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Missions, Foreign.

In 1943 additional developments were

brought to foreign missions, both

Roman Catholic and Protestant, in consequence of the world-

wide war. Yet these were not as sharp or as startling as had

been those of the earlier years of the conflict. This was largely

because the area of the conflict had already reached its widest

dimensions and the tide of axis invasion and occupation had

become stationary and here and there had been forced into

recession. More missionaries were repatriated from Japan and

from the portions of China occupied by the Japanese. There

was little or no repatriation from some of the Japanese oc-

cupied lands, notably the East Indies. Japanese Christians,

both Roman Catholic and Protestant, increased their efforts

to effect close relationships with their fellow believers in the

vast territories held by their country's armed forces. In spite

of the difficulties of transportation, scores of new missionaries

were being sent from the Lnited States and the British Isles

to South America, Africa, India and free China. A few mis-

sionaries who had been on furlough or who had been driven out

by war managed to make their way back to their fields. If

that field had been in China, it was, of course, to free and

not to occupied China that they returned. In Great Britain

and the United States giving to missions increased. From the

Protestants of these lands, largely through the Orphaned Mis-

sions fund of the International Missionary council, remittances

were maintained to Protestant missionaries from the continent

of Europe who had been cut off from their supporting constit-

uencies. Similarly, in the United States the provinces of various

Roman Catholic orders continued to come to the assistance of

the missions of the European provinces which had been cut

off from their overseas missions. In Protestant circles in the

United States there was much planning for the postwar years.

(K. S. L.)

A southern state of the U.S.A., admitted to the

union in 1817, popularly known as the "Mag-
nolia state"; area, 47,716 sq.mi. (47,420 sq.mi. land and 296

sq.mi. water); pop. (1940), 2,183,796; capital, Jackson (62,107).

Other cities: Biloxi (17,475); Greenville (20,892); Gulfport (15,-

195); Hattiesburg (21,026); Laurel (20,598); Meridian (35,-

481); Natchez (15,296) ; Vicksburg (24,460). Of the state's popu-
lation in 1940, 432,882, or 19.8%, were urban. In 1940 there

were 1,106,327 whites; 1,074,578 Negroes; 2,177,324 native born;

6,472 foreign.

History. For 1940-1944 the elected officers of the state were:

governor, Paul B. Johnson; lieutenant governor, Dennis Mur-

phree; secretary of state, Walker Wood; attorney general, Greek

L. Rice; state tax collector, Carl N. Craig; state treasurer, Lewis

S. May; superintendent of education, J. S. Vandiver; state audi-

tor, J. M. Causey. In the

Aug. 24, 1943 primary,
Thomas L. Bailey with

I43,i53 votes defeated

Former Governor Martin

S. Conner with 125,882,

for the office of governor.
For 1944-1948 the elect-

ed officers of the state,

chosen in the Democratic

primaries in Aug. 1943,

were: governor, Thomas
L. Bailey; lieutenant gov-
e r n o r, Fielding L.

Wright ; secretary of

state, Walker Wood; at-

torney general, Greek L.

Rice; state tax collector,

Carl N. Craig; state

treasurer, Newton James ;

superintendent of educa-

tion, J. S. Vandiver; state auditor, Bert J. Barnett. On Dec. 26,

1943, Governor Paul B. Johnson died at his home in Hattiesburg,
and was immediately succeeded by Lieutenant Governor Dennis

Murphree for the duration of his unexpired term.

Education. In 1943 there were 1,319 white elementary
schools in Mississippi and 3,637 Negro elementary schools, a

total of 4,956. The enrolment in elementary schools in 1942-1943
was 512,959, of whom 235,508 were whites and 277,451 Negroes.

The state had 575 white high schools and 100 Negro high schools,

with a total enrolment of 74,344. There were 9,530 white ele-

mentary and high school teachers, and 6,879 Negro elementary
and high school teachers, a total of 16,409 teachers. The total

enrolment in white elementary and high schools was 295,896; in

Negro elementary and high schools, 291,407.

Public Welfare. In 1943 approximately 300,000 workers were

covered by unemployment insurance. Benefits paid to persons

covered by unemployment insurance amounted to $370,366. From

July i, 1942 through June 30, 1943, the state department of

public welfare paid $2,818,649 to 29,040 recipients of old age

assistance; $169,448 to 1,443 recipients of aid to the blind;

$602,469 to 3,261 families for aid to 8,356 dependent children.

THOMAS L. BAILEY, Democrat, elected QOV
ernor of Mississippi Nov. 2, 1943
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The Work Projects administration's total expenditures for the

year were approximately $3,068,269, its average employment per
month from Jan. 1943 through its liquidation in June 1943 was

approximately 4,165.

Agriculture. In 1943 there were 291,092 farms covering

30,348,800 ac., with a total acreage of 7,018,000 harvested. The
total value of agricultural production in 1942 amounted to

$334,429,000; in 1943, to $367,403,000.

Cash income from crops in 1942 amounted to $241,658,000;
from livestock, to $52,252,000; from government payments, to

$28,947,000.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product* of M/ssiss/ppi, 1943 and 1942

Communications. In 1943 the state maintained 6,443 mi. of

highways and the counties approximately 64,000 mi. The total

state expenditure for highways in 1943 amounted to $4,305,-

836.07; in 1942, to $5,552,046.54. The county expenditure for

maintenance costs only amounted to $7,380,744.55 in 1943; to

$8,069,506.06 in 1942.

The total mileage of railroads in the state on Dec. 31, 1943,

was 3,947-33 mi.

Banking and Finance. On Dec. 31, 1943, there were 179

state banks in Mississippi, with 22 branch banks and 27 branch

offices. There were 22 national banks in Mississippi. The re-

sources of the state banks were $364,081,370.42 and deposits were

$340,916,295.16; the resources of the national banks were $153,-

756,194.32 and deposits were $145,031,512.32. The general fund

account as of Jan. i, 1943, amounted to a balance of $11,989,-

739.17. On Dec. 31, 1943, the balance was $22,967,989.60. The

special fund account showed a balance of $5,952,053.94 on Dec.

31, 1943. On Dec. 31, 1943, the general fund debt of the state

was $22,606,000 (direct obligation bonds); outstanding highway
bonds amounted to $51,097,000, making a total state debt of

$73,703,ooo.

Manufacturing. The value of manufactures in the state in

1^37 was $190,670,510; in 1939 (the last federal biennial census

as of 1943), $174,937,294. The number of persons employed in

1937 was 49,246; in 1939, 50,014.

The wages paid in 1937 amounted to $32,091,639; in 1939,

$34,083,646.

Mineral Production. The total value of mineral production in

1942, including natural gas, sand and gravel, crude oil and

other mineral products, determined from tax paid, was $29,726,-

143. In 1942 approximately 28,614,235 bbl. of petroleum were

TobU II. Prmc/po/ Mineral Product* of MMrippi, 1942

produced; in 1943, 18,853,067 bbl. In 1942 2,084,061,000 cu.ft.

natural gas were produced; in 1943, 1,300,000,000 cu.ft. On
Dec. 31, 1943, there were approximately 375 producing oil wells

in the state. (C. Cs.)

A west north central state of the U.S.A., admitted

to the union in 1821
; popularly known as the "Show

Me" state. Area, 69,674 sq.mi., of which 404 are water. Pop.

(1940) 3,784,664(51.8% urban, 48.2% rural); 3,425,062 (90.5%)
native white, 114,125 (3%) foreign-born white, 224,386 (5.9%)
Negro. Capital, Jefferson City (24,268). Largest cities: St. Louis

(816,048), Kansas City (399,178), St. Joseph (75,711), Spring-
field (61,238).

History. The 62nd Missouri general assembly (Jan. 6-Aug.
2 3, T 943) was in session longer than any previous assembly. The
senate was evenly divided politically, with 17 Democrats and 17

Republicans, but its presiding officer, the lieutenant governor, was
a Democrat; the house was overwhelmingly Republican (95 to

55). The legislature appropriated more than $255,000,000 for the

1943-44 biennium, the largest sum in Missouri's history. Of this

amount, it allotted $52,750,000 for old-age assistance ($11,550,-
ooo above the 1941-42 fund), and $11,450,000 for general relief

and dependent children (a $3,550,000 decrease). The legislature

enacted laws providing for: a three-day waiting period for the

issuance of marriage licences; serological tests for marriage
licence applicants; a revision of the civil procedure and corpora-
tion codes; a permanent joint committee on legislative research;

the establishment of teachers' pension and retirement funds by
the three largest cities; a soil conservation commission; a revi-

sion of the Missouri food and drug laws; an absentee ballot for

members of the armed forces. The legislature defeated the gov-
ernor's proposals to establish a state merit system and to con-

solidate the state's tax collection agencies.

The legislature proposed two constitutional amendments: the

first, which was subsequently approved by the voters at a special

election on April 6, 1943, provided that all laws, except appro-

priation laws, should become effective 90 days after enactment;
the second, to be passed upon by the voters in Nov. 1944, gives

the legislature power to direct the investment or disbursal of

county school funds for public school purposes.

At the special election on April 6, 1943, the voters chose 83

delegates to a convention to revise the state constitution. This

constitutional convention, the sixth in Missouri's history, con-

vened at Jefferson City on Sept. 21, 1943, and was still in session

in Jan. 1944.

The major state officers (1943), all Democrats except the Re-

publican governor, were: Forrest C. Donnell, governor; Frank G.

Harris, lieutenant governor; Dwight H. Brown, secretary of state;

Forrest Smith, auditor; Wilson Bell, treasurer; Roy S. McKit-

trick, attorney general.

Education. For the school year ending June 30, 1943, the

public school system consisted of 7,740 elementary schools, with

508,529 pupils and 17,358 teachers; 867 secondary schools, with

159,549 pupils and 7,867 teachers; 2 state universities (white and

Negro); 5 state teachers' colleges; schools for the deaf and

blind; and a Negro vocational school.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. For the year ending

June 30, 1943, unemployment compensation totalled $4,695,772,

and the government employment services made 456,339 place-

ments. For the same period WPA earnings amounted to $7,615,-

993; old-age assistance $23,890,282; aid to dependent children

$4,938,410; general relief $2,176,355; blind pensions $979,157-
In June 1943, 108,708 persons received old-age assistance; 29,084

aid to dependent children; 15,488 general relief; 3,032 blind pen-

sions. On Dec. 31, 1942, the state penitentiary had 3,067 in-

mates, and the four state correctional institutions a total of 1,044

inmates.

Communication. On Dec. 31, 1942, Missouri had 16,116 mi.

of state highways and 100,671 mi. of rural roads. During 1942

the state highway department spent $23,824,532 (state and fed-
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eral funds), of which $8,371,345 was for construction, and $4,268,-

166 for maintenance. In 1941 railroad mileage totalled 7,042 mi.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, Missouri had 483
state banks, with deposits of $1,162,702,000 and resources (loans

and investments) of $1,080,237,000; 83 national banks, with de-

posits of $799,852,000 and resources (loans and investments) of

$863,260,000; 206 building and loan associations, with resources

of $140,236,922.

Total receipts of the state treasury during 1943 amounted to

$113,795,420; disbursements for 1943, $99,680,502; gross state

debt, Jan. i, 1943, $83,008,000; net state debt, Dec. 31, 1943,

$76,255,000.

Agriculture* The value of Missouri's 1943 crops, harvested

from 12,994,200 ac., was estimated at $362^2 6,000, an increase

of 17% over the value of 1942. Production of most crops in

1943 was below 1942, but was above any other recent year; the

acreage harvested was 5% above 1942. Floods destroyed 700,000
ac. of Missouri's crops in May and June, when the Mississippi

river at St. Louis reached its highest mark (38.94 ft.) since 1844.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product! of Missouri, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. During 1939, Missouri's industries manu-

factured products valued at $1,388,056,267, employed 178,538

wage earners and 24,275 salaried persons, and paid $190,735,851

in wages and $58,937,137 in salaries.

Table \\.-Prindpal Industries of Missouri, 1939 and 1937

Mineral Production. The value of Missouri's mineral pro-

duction in 1940 was estimated at $50,325,000, 10.3% more than

in 1939. In 1941 Missouri produced 165,900 tons of lead (36%
of the U.S. output), and 6,328,000 bbl. Portland cement, 27.3%
more than in 1940.

Table \\\. Principal Mineral Products of Missouri, 1940 and 1939

(R. P. BR.)

Mohammedanism: see ISLAM.

Molotov, Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Russian State8.

man, was educated at Petersburg polytechnic and during his youth

organized bolshevik student groups and worked for the newspaper
Pravda. February of 1917 found him a member of the Petrograd

soviet executive committee. In 1920 he was appointed secretary

of the central committee of the communist party of the Ukraine,

and in the following year he held this office for the whole of the

U.S.S.R. He was appointed president of the soviet of people's

commissars in 1930 and was named foreign commissar May 3,

1939, to succeed Maxim Litvinov. The latter appointment fore-

shadowed the temporary shift in soviet foreign policy which led

to the nazi-soviet pact of nonaggression, signed by Molotov in

Moscow, Aug. 24, 1939.

On May 6, 1941, Molotov resigned as premier of the U.S.S.R.

and was succeeded in this office by Stalin; he remained as foreign

commissar, however, and took over the vice-premiership. On
July i, ten days after the German invasion started, Stalin named
him vice-chairman of the soviet defense committee, to which was

delegated the full authority of state. On July 13, Molotov signed
the British-U.S.S.R. mutual-aid pact in which each nation agreed
not to make a separate peace. In the spring of 1942, Molotov
went to England and on May 26 he and Anthony Eden signed
a 2O-year Russo-British mutual assistance pact. Molotov then

flew to Washington, where, after conferences from May 29 to

June 4, he and President Roosevelt signed a lend-lease agreement.
In August, Molotov was named vice-chairman of the people's

council of commissars.

On April 26, 1943, Molotov announced the suspension of

relations with Poland. In reply to charges of mass murders of

Polish officers, he accused the Poles of collaboration with Ger-

many in an effort to force territorial concessions from the

U.S.S.R. Later in the year, Oct. 19-30, he presided at a tri-

partite conference with Anthony Eden and Cordell Hull in Mos-
cow. On Dec. 12, Molotov signed a mutual assistance pact with

Czechoslovakia.

MflltkP
lYlUllMJ,

Unn ( l884-'943),GermandiPlomat,
VUII was born Nov. 29 of a dis-

tinguished Junkers family. His father, Friedrich von Moltke,
was a state minister of Prussia; his great uncle was Count
Helmuth von Moltke, Prussian field marshal who led Bis-

marck's armies against France in 1870. Hans von Moltke was
educated at the universities of Berlin, Heidelberg and Konigs-

berg. He entered the diplomatic service in 1913, joined the

German army at the outbreak of World War I and re-entered

the diplomatic corps at the war's end, as embassy counsellor

at Constantinople (now Istanbul). He was attached to the

foreign office, 1928-31, and was appointed minister to Poland,

1931. After Poland signed its non-aggression pact with Germany
in 1934, Hitler raised the status of his legation in Warsaw to

an embassy and Von Moltke became Reich ambassador. Von
Moltke was recalled after the German invasion of Poland in

1939; he was credited with having compiled German "docu-

ments" putting the war guilt on the Allies. He was sent to

Madrid as ambassador in Jan. 1943. It was reported that Hitler

had instructed him to use every power at his means to alienate

Gen. Franco from the Allies and to try to lure the Spanish
dictator into the axis camp. Von Moltke's efforts in this di-

rection never bore fruit. He died in Madrid, March 22.

Although molybdenum started 1943 in the

list of materials short in supply, this shortage
was remedied. Consumption demands were not only met, but a

stockpile was accumulated covering a six months' supply. During
the first six months of 1943 the new supply included about 29,-

000,000 Ib. of domestic output and 2,200,000 Ib. of imports, a

total of 31,200,000 Ib., double the world output of as late as 1937.

Consumption for 1943 was estimated at 52,400,000 Ib., 10% less

than the production rate for the year. Requirements for 1944
were estimated at 44,551,000 Ib., including a continuation of 1943

fourth-quarter rate of exports. Lend-lease and Canadian require-

ments totaled 7,917,000 Ib. in the first half of 1943.

An official announcement stated that Canada was in 1943 pro-
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ducing a substantial portion of her requirements, with three mines

producing. (G. A. Ro.)

^ principality on the Mediterranean coast, bounded

on the land side by French (occupied) territory.

Area 375 ac. (0.59 sq.mi.); pop. (census 1939), 23,973. Chief

towns: Monaco, La Condamine, Monte Carlo; ruler: Prince

Louis II; language: French. The chief occupation is catering for

visitors, who, before war broke out in 1939, numbered more than

2,000,000 annually.

MONACO MONGOLIA 4S1

Monazite.
No information was available on production or

imports of monazite in the United States, but at

the end of 1943 cerium salts were listed as balanced as to supply

and essential demand. The working of beach sands in Florida for

titanium and zirconium give a small byproduct recovery of

monazite. Normally India and Brazil are the chief sources of

supply. (G. A. Ro.)

Monetary Units: see EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE
RATES.

UnnffnllO (INNER AXD OUTER). A vast, arid, sparsely popu-

IflUllgUlla lated tableland in northeastern Asia, with several

deserts, of which the Gobi is the largest. Estimated area 956,-

844 sq.mi. It is bounded N. by Siberia, E. by Manchuria ("Man-

choukuo"), W. by Sin Kiang (Chinese Turkestan), S. by China.

Mongolia was included in the boundaries of the Chinese Empire
and the Chinese Republic never renounced its claim to sovereignty

in this area. But in practice Outer Mongolia was controlled by
the soviet union after 1921 and Japan dominated Inner Mongo-
lia after 1937. Of these two divisions, Outer Mongolia is the

larger in size (622,744 sq.mi.), but Inner Mongolia (334,100

sq.mi.) is more closely settled, with some industry, agriculture

and mining along with the vast stretches of grazing land which

are the basis of the typical pastoral economy of the nomadic

Mongols.

Outer Mongolia. Population (est. 1941) 850,000. Capital

Ulan Bator, formerly Urga (pop. 100,000). This immense terri-

tory after World War I was almost completely isolated from the

outside world, except for the soviet union. Soviet troops, pursu-

ing the anti-Bolshevik forces of Baron Ungern-Sternberg, which

had utilized Outer Mongolia as a base for raids into Siberia, en-

tered Outer Mongolia in 1921 and co-operated with a few edu-

cated Mongol revolutionaries in setting up a people's revolution-

ary government. From that time Outer Mongolia was closely con-

trolled from Moscow. When diplomatic relations were resumed

between the soviet and Chinese governments in 1924 the soviet

government recognized Outer Mongolia as an integral part of

China and promised to withdraw its troops from that region. In

practice, however, China was unable to exercise administrative

sovereignty. A treaty of alliance was concluded between the

soviet union and Outer Mongolia in 1936 and there was appar-

ently close military co-operation between the two regimes in bor-

der clashes with Japanese and Manchurian troops during the '305.

The most serious of these was at Nomonhan in 1939. The Soviet-

Japanese treaty of neutrality of April 1941 contained a clause

under which Japan promised to respect the territorial inviolability

of Outer Mongolia, the soviet union undertaking a similar obli-

gation in relation to Manchuria; and there were no reports of

border troubles during 1943.

Under a constitution which was promulgated in 1924 and which

closely followed the general outline of the soviet constitution,

although with some allowances for the primitive character .of

Mongolian economy and ways of life, Outer Mongolia constitutes

a people's republic, with power vested in a representative assem-

bly called the Great Huruldan, which selects from its members a

smaller group, the Little Huruldan, for more frequent sessions.

The Little Huruldan elects a committee of five, which is in charge
of current affairs.

Economic Developments. Outer Mongolia's trade connections

continued to be exclusively with the soviet union in 1943. Rus-

sian financial advisers helped work out a new currency system,
the basic unit being the tuxerik, valued at 90 kopecks. Most of

the wealth of Outer Mongolia consists of herds and flocks. It is

estimated that there were 1,340,000 horses, 270,000 camels.

1,500,000 oxen and 10,600,000 sheep in the country in 1942.

There were some disturbances and uprisings in the country be-

tween 1929 and 1932 because severe measures were employed to

promote collectivist ownership of cattle. Some of the wealthier

Mongols fled across the frontier into China. These measures

were subsequently modified.

Wool, hides, bristles and casings are leading Outer Mongolian

exports. The soviet union supplies the country with oil, chemicals,

cement, textiles and manufactured goods. Trade is financed

through the Mongol Bank, in which the soviet government owns
half the capital. The chief commercial organization is the Mon-

golian Central Co-operative society. There is an air line between

Ulan Bator and Verkhne-Udinsk in Siberia, and there is a high-

way between Ulan Bator and the Siberian border town of Ky-
akhta.

There are no railways in the country. Northwest of Outer

Mongolia is the little soviet protectorate of Tannu-Tuva, area

64,000 sq.mi., pop. 65,000, capital Kysylchoto, with communica-

tion with Siberia by way of the Yenisei river, which rises in Outer

Mongolia.

Inner Mongolia. Inner Mongolia includes the three northern

Chinese provinces of Chahar, Suiyuan and Ningsia (Sitao). The

Japanese invasion of North China in 1937 led to the creation,

under strong Japanese tutelage, of a new state called Meng-
chiang (Federated Council of the Mongol Borderland), claiming

authority over the three provinces, with their mixed Chinese and

Mongol population of five to seven million.

Because of the differing racial composition and economic char-

acter of the region, the new state was organized in the form of a

federation of three regimes, with capitals at Hohohoto (formerly

Suiyuan), Kalgan and Tatung. The regime at Hoholioto was

composed of representatives of the Mongol "banners," or clans

and represented the fruition of a long period of Japanese intrigue

among the Mongol chiefs of North China, designed to take ad-

vantage of the political and economic friction between the agri-

cultural Chinese and the nomadic Mongols, who sometimes re-

sented the encroachment of Chinese settlers on their grazing

lands.

Tatung is the principal town of North Shansi and the centre of

a huge but very imperfectly developed coal region. Kalgan is an

old trading town northwest of Peking.

The Japanese authorities hoped to insure a regular supply of

wool from this region after it had been brought under their po-
litical control; but economic development was hampered by guer-

rilla warfare and by floods and drought. The Meng-chiang yuan
is of the same nominal value as the Japanese yen (23.48 U.S.

cents) and Meng-chiang trade is channelled entirely through

Japanese sources. The Peking-Suiyuan railway affords the princi-

pal means of communication for Inner Mongolia and is carefully

guarded by Japanese troops. Japanese peace offers to China al-

ways specified Inner Mongolia as a region where Japan should

possess special political and economic rights. The principal prod-
ucts of Inner Mongolia are woof, furs, coal, iron, opium, cereal

and linseed. (W. H. CH.)



4S2 MONTANA MONTENEGRO
^ northwestern state of the United States, popu-
Urly known as the "Treasure state." Area, 147,138

sqoni.; pop. (1940): 55945<>- The urban population was 211,535
or 37'8%- Capital, Helena (15,056). Other cities of 10,000 or

more were: Butte (37,081); Great Falls (29,928); Billings (23,-

261); Missoula (18,449); Anaconda (11,004). Of the total

population there were 540,468 whites, of whom 484,826 were

native-born and 55,642 were foreign-born. The Indian population
numbered 16,841.

History. In the general election of 1942 the Republicans had

gained control of both houses of the state legislature. Sam G.

Ford, elected for a four-year term in 1940, was the first Republi-
can governor since 1920. Other state officials in 1943 were Ernest

T. Eaton, lieutenant governor; Sam Mitchell, secretary of state;

John J. Holmes, auditor; R. V. Bottomly, attorney general; Eliza-

beth Ireland, superintendent of public instruction.

A $70,000,000 postwar public works program to aid private in-

dustry in providing jobs for returning veterans and give the state

needed improvements, was drafted by the Montana planning
board in 1943. Highway construction, irrigation of semi-arid farm

lands, extension of rural electrification, and new buildings and

improvements at the state institutions were listed as the main

projects to be undertaken. Strenuous opposition developed
throughout the state against the army engineers' plan to raise the

level of Flathead lake 17 ft. or more, the chief objection being
the claim that the economic and social life of some 50,000 Mon-
tana people would be disrupted. State agencies, however, co-oper-
ated with the federal government in developing plans for two

large water conservation projects the Hungry Horse dam on the

South Fork of the Flathead river, and the Canyon Ferry dam on
the Missouri river near Helena.

Education. There were 1,786 elementary schools in Montana
in 1943, with an enrolment of 69,236 and a teaching staff of 3,514.
There were 195 high schools with an enrolment of 27,329 and

1,425 teachers. The cost of operating these schools was $12,-

895,233-

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Through federal

and state aid, approximately 21,000 persons received public assist-

ance in 1943. Grants totalling $4.965,538 were distributed as fol-

lows (figures in parentheses indicate the average number of re-

cipients per month): Old age assistance (11,845), $3,590,702;
aid to dependent children (6,322), $703,640; aid to needy blind

.(313), $101,196; general relief (1,436), $320,000; medical care

(33 1 ), $40,000; hospitalization (285), $175,000; burials (45),

$35,000. Unemployment compensation benefits of $109,239 less

than one tenth the amount for 1942 were paid to 1,194 persons,
an average of $11.68 per week for 7.83 weeks, or $91.49 per
claimant. Correctional institutions with their average population
and total expenditures in 1943 were: Montana State prison, 403
inmates, $181,383; State Industrial school, 95 inmates, $70,930;
Vocational School for Girls, 79 inmates, $43,025.
Communication. Approval during 1943 of the Federal Aid

Secondary system added nearly 1,400 mi. to the state highway
system, bringing the total mileage under the state highway com-
mission up to 7*951. State highway expenditures in 1943 were

$4,490,930. There were 13 designated airports and 63 emergency
landing fields, including those used by the forest service. The
number of telephones was estimated at 77,500.

Banking and Finance. There were no banks in the state in

1943. The 41 rational banks had total deposits of $165,670,000,

an(^ their total resources were $i75,554,ooo. State banks had
total assets of $126,254,254 and their total deposits were $117,-
836,620. There were 16 building and loan associations with assets

of $12,981,350. For the fiscal year 1942-43, the net state income
was $41,203,692 and the total expenditures were $33,856,801. The

gross debt of the state was $8,421,725 and the net debt, $6,942,-

657.

Agriculture. Crop production in Montana in 1943 was 4%
higher than in 1942 and the greatest in the state's history. The
value of all main crops was $184,292,000 as compared with $139,-

869,000 in 1942 a 32% valuation increase due mainly to price

increases. The cash income from livestock and livestock products
was $125,829,000. Government payments were $12,500,000.

Tabl \.-L9ading Agricultural Product* of Montana, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The total value of products manufactured in

Montana in 1939 was $151,8^5,026 as compared with $176,278,-

814 in 1937. Persons employed in manufacturing numbered 10,-

898 in 1939 and were paid salaries and wages amounting to $15,-

832,241. Information through the U.S. biennial census for manu-

factures was not available in 1943 for the years since 1939.

Mineral Production. The 1943 production of gold, silver,

copper, lead and zinc in Montana was valued at $53,671,500, a

decrease of 11% under that of 1942. There was a decrease in the

output of each metal, but the value of the copper output was

greater, owing to the average higher price of the metal.

Table \\.-Prindpal Mineral Product* of Montana, 1943 and 1942

Crude oil production amounted to approximately 8,000,000 bbl.

in 1943 as compared with the all-time state record of 8,093,972

bbl. produced in Montana in 1942. (E. E. B.)

^ former kingdom in the northwest Balkan

peninsula, Montenegro had voted its union

with Serbia Nov. 25, 1918, in the then newly formed kingdom

of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, later Yugoslavia. As a prov-

ince within Yugoslavia, Montenegro had an area of 3,733 sq.mi.

With the redistribution of Yugoslav administration in 1930,

Cetinje, which had a population of 6,367 on March 31, 1931,

became the capital of the Zetska banovina or province.

When Yugoslavia disintegrated as the result of German aggres-

sion in April 1941, the country was occupied by Italians. This

occupation came to an end with the collapse of Italian fascism

in July 1943, and the subsequent Italian surrender to the Allies.

Throughout the two years of Italian occupation the inhabitants

of Montenegro and its mountain fastnesses, a proud and freedom-

loving people who had resisted for centuries the pressure of

Turkey and kept their independence, refused to submit to the

"new order" imposed by the axis. Though very little authentic

news came from Montenegro in 1943, there is no doubt that

after the downfall of Italy the patriot forces, both those of Gen-

eral Draja Mikhailovitch and those of General Tito (Josip

Brozovitch) continued to harass the German garrisons which re-

placed the Italians and to occupy very large parts of Montenegrin



MONTGOMERY,
territory. (See also CROATIA; DALMATIA; YUGOSLAVIA.)

(H. Ko.)

Montgomery, Bernard law
(

B. L. MORMONS
$337,204,619 was exempt from taxation.

Montserrot: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Moravia: see BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA.
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(J. A. MA.)

The son of an Ulster clergyman, he joined the Royal Warwick-
shire regiment as a second lieutenant in 1908. He fought in France

during World War I, was wounded twice and received the dis-

tinguished service order. After the war, he was a battalion com-

mander, served in Palestine as division commander and was
instructor at the Staff college in Quetta, India, remaining until

1937. A month before the outbreak of World War II, in Aug.

1939, he was appointed to command the third division which
went to France with the B.E.F., and helped evacuate his

troops from Dunkirk in fune 1940. In 1942, when Rommel had
driven the British constantly eastward in North Africa until the

whole middle east was threatened, Churchill announced on

Aug. 1 8 the appointment of Lt. Gen. Montgomery as commander
of the British 8th army. Under his leadership, the 8th army
stopped and turned the Afrika Korps at El Alamein. Three

months later, Jan. 23, 1943, Montgomery captured Tripoli,

1,200 mi. to the west. On Feb. n, Montgomery and his then

renowned 8th army were placed under Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's

unified command. Montgomery broke the Mareth line on March

29, and took part in the capture of Tunis and Bizerte early in

May. The 8th army continued its drive across the Mediterranean

into Sicily and Italy, and when the year ended was driving up the

eastern Italian coast toward Rome. On Dec. 24, coincident with

Roosevelt's announcement of Eisenhower as invasion commander,
London announced that Montgomery would return to London
to serve under him as commander of British ground forces.

A C*ty *n the Province * Quebcc, Canada, first

. called Ville Marie, founded in 1642 on the site of

the Indian village of Hochelaga, is situated on an island at the

confluence of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers, approximately

1,000 mi. from the Atlantic ocean and 2,760 mi. from Liverpool.

Being at the head of ocean navigation, it is the terminus for lake

vessels from the Great Lakes and is served by three canal sys-

tems the St. Lawrence canals (1,230 mi. to the. Great Lakes),
the eastern United States canals, via the Richelieu river and Lake

Champlain (127 mi.) and the Ottawa river canals (119 mi.).

The population of the city proper, according to the census of

1941, was 903,007, and of greater Montreal 1,105,359. At the

beginning of 1944, as estimated by Lovell's Directory, it was, for

the city proper, 1,326,305, and for greater Montreal 1,522,757.

Default in the payment of the principal of certain of the city's

bonds caused the Quebec municipal commission, a provincial or-

ganization, to be placed in charge of certain parts of the city ad-

ministration. Interest on all bonds has been paid regularly and a

plan for refunding is under consideration.

In Dec. 1943, the police and firemen went on strike, in protest

against the city's refusal to give effect to the majority award of

a board of arbitration. The strike lasted only a few hours. The
clerical staff later went on strike, this strike lasting about 23

days.

The port of Montreal is the largest in Canada. War conditions

accelerated its activity in 1939-43, but statistics are unavailable

because of war censorship.

In 1943 building permits were issued for 1,102 new projects,

having a value of $6,186,804, and for 1,861 repair jobs, having a

value of $3,109,544. Bank deposits (for n months ended Nov.

30, 1943) were $12,548,546,772 and bank clearings (for 9 months

ended Sept. 30, 1943) were $5,848,975,421. The assessed value

of real estate as of April 30, 1943, was $1,250,128,640, of which

UnrHofUl loon IllloC llonri ( I868-I 943), French
RIUIIIaul|f uCairuUIGO'llGIIII army officer and biogra-

pher of Georges Clemenceau, was born Jan. 12 in Clermont-

Ferrand. Educated at St. Cyr Military academy, General

Mordacq came to play an important role in World War I. He
was chief of Premier Clemenceau's military aides and his prin-

cipal assistant from 1916 to 1918. When an armistice was

imminent, he consistently held, despite popular disapproval,

that the Allies continue the war until Germany surrendered un-

conditionally. After the war, he commanded an army of occu-

pation in the Ruhr. When Clemenceau retired, General Mordacq,
who had incurred many political enemies, passed into oblivion.

He committed suicide by drowning in the Seine river in Paris,

April 12, according to a Paris broadcast.

Morgan, John Pierpont
at Irvington, N.Y. (For his early career see Encyclopedia

Britannica.) Morgan shunned publicity, but his appearance be-

fore the Pecora banking committee in 1933 was turned into a

public spectacle. The hectic sessions, likened to a circus side-

show, made photographic history when a press agent planted a

midget on Morgan's lap while photographers snapped pictures.

When the Banking Act of 1933 was passed, the Morgan firm

dropped its security underwriting and continued with its private

deposit banking. The investment business was turned over to

a new firm headed by Mr. Morgan's son, Henry, and two part-

ners. Further changes were made in 1940. The Morgan partner-

ship was dissolved and the "House of Morgan" was recreated

as an incorporated bank with Morgan as chairman of the

board.

Morgan died of a heart ailment while vacationing in Boca

Grande, Fla., March 13.

Mormons.
During the year the temple in Idaho Falls, Ida.,

was completed and was ready for dedication,

planned for the spring or early summer of 1944.

Welfare. The Church Welfare program steadily developed
over the churrh. There were 14,578 ac. of land farmed during

the year by voluntary, gratuitous labour to produce food for the

needy. Some 65 canneries were operated, and 598 livestock "proj-

ects." People were urged to can and otherwise preserve as much
food as possible. The people responded by working in groups;

housewives worked at home. These groups processed 1,253,000

cans. Strictly welfare canning amounted to 849,000 cans, a total

of 2,102,000 cans. Careful estimates indicated that families

canned and stored an additional 42,625,000 cans, a total for the

church of 44,727,000 cans in the wards and stakes. Adding to

this the canning by families in the missions, the total would ap-

proximate 50,000,000 cans, which represented more than 1,000,-

000,000 points, a material assistance to the food problem in

affected areas.

Buildings. The church building program was seriously cur-

tailed owing to the difficulty of getting building materials. Nor-

mally the church builds an average of 100 churches per year, at

an approximate prewar cost of $2,000,600. New building almost

ceased because of operation of priorities.

Priesthood Work. Intensive efforts were carried forward for

upbuilding priesthood organization work, particularly in develop-

ing an increased brotherhood among the members. The -different
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priesthood organizations were urged to institute "projects" for

the <are of their own needy members, which resulted in 213 crop

"projects," 157 livestock "projects," and 30 manufacturing and

processing "projects" (total 400), for aiding needy members of

the priesthood of the church, which includes all male members of

the church over 12 years of age. (See also CHURCH MEMBER-

SHIP.) (J. R. CL.)

Morocco: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE; SPANISH COLONIAL

EMPIRE.

Morrison, Herbert Stanley
London, Jan. 3, 1888. Having left elementary school at 14, he

passed through a variety of jobs. From 1913 onwards he took up

politics as a full-time occupation, first as a journalist, later as

secretary to the London Labour party. After a year as mayor of

Hackney (1919-20) he was elected, in 1922, to the London county

council which remained the main sphere of his activities and in-

fluence for the next 18 years. After a brief spell in parliament

(1923-24) Morrison was re-elected in 1929 and joined the sec-

ond Labour government as minister of transport. Out of parlia-

ment from 1931 until 1935, he was again elected in 1935. As

leader of the L.C.C. he was responsible for the smooth working

of the evacuation of London school children upon the outbreak of

war. In May 1940 he became, as minister of supply, one of the

three Labour members of the Churchill coalition government. In

October he was put in charge of the home office and ministry of

home security, offices which he still held in 1943, since 1941 as a

member of the war cabinet. At the Labour party conference of

1943 he was defeated in the election for treasurer, but by a series

of vigorous and widely discussed speeches on postwar problems

he staked a solid claim to the party leadership at the end of the

war. (H. W. AT.)

Mortgages, Farm: see FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION.

Mortgages, Home: see NATIONAL "HOI-SING AGENCY.

When the history of Moscow in wartime comes to

, be written, one outstanding feature will be re-

corded, that of the close collaboration of the mass of the popula-

tion with the authorities in overcoming the difficulties consequent

on siege. The story of the 80,000 Muscovites, many of them

Women, who in the autumn of 1942 went to the forests with the

aim of securing the city's fuel supply, is only one of the many

examples of this spirit of collaboration. Hundreds of thousands

of people became allotment-holders, mutually helping in the

cultivation of allotments. The Trade Union committee frequently

arranged with suburban vegetable farms for supplies of farm

products to be sent to factories or office canteens. During the

winter of 1942-43, with the help of the government, over 2,000

well-equipped rooms or flats in Moscow had been given to fam-

ilies of front line fighters, over 200 new kindergartens and 100

creches had been opened. In special dining halls for weaker chil-

dren, over 20,000 children of men at the front were regularly

fed.

With the help of the active participation of the population was

"ensured smooth distribution of food supplies and queuing is

very little in evidence/*

For rationing purposes people fell into three categories. The

first and by far the largest category consisted of the industrial

worKers. They received more bread, butter and meat than either

office employees or adult dependents not engaged in industry.

Scientists and artists were also placed in the category for work-

ers. The bread ration for the man and woman working in an office

was about i| Ib. per day, while that of the factory worker was i J-
i Ib. per day. The Moscow ration of cereals for men or women
in industry was double that of the office employees, the same ap-

plied to butter and other fats. Most of the factory and office

employees dined at factory or office canteens or at hotel restau-

rants or cafes allocated to them. No coupons were surrendered

for potatoes and vegetables at dinner and often not even for

meat, so that dinner for workers and employees could in the

main be regarded as additional food to the ration.

The population of Moscow could also supplement their ration

by purchasing food on collective farm markets, "but while pre-

war prices prevail for rationed food, prices in the kolkhoz markets

arc comparatively high. On the whole, our meals are frugal but

they do contain the necessary vitamins and calories that enable

us to keep on working hard hard encftgh to keep the Red Army
well supplied" (Soviet Monitor}.

This concentration of all efforts of the Moscow population
to assure the smooth flow of supplies to the Red army and to

"increase and educate well-trained reserves for the Red Army
r '

was the main motive in the life of the Moscow population in

1943. (A. M. Bv.)

Moscow, Pact of: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

The motion Picturc industry in the U.S.
* turned in a record-breaking performance

in 1943. Despite shortages of man power and essentials, the

industry was in a more flourishing condition at the year's end

than at any previous period.

Gross earnings of producing companies were at an all-time high.

RKO, for example, which showed a deficit in 1942, changed this

into a surprisingly high profit in 1943. Theatre receipts reached

unprecedented levels, with a trend toward substantially increased

admission prices. On the other side of the ledger were heavy
taxes, increased pay rolls for rank-and-file workers and mounting
costs for materials going into picture-making.

Production expenses soared above anything the industry had

ever known. Increases naturally varied with the circumstances of

the individual pictures, with estimates ranging from 25% to

100%. In December, William F. Rodgers, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's general sales manager, addressing a meeting of exhibi-

tors, was quoted as saying that his company's production costs

were twice those of a year ago; that pictures which under ordi-

nary circumstances would have taken 7 or 8 weeks to produce
now required 14 or 15 weeks.

Financial authorities, viewing the general motion picture scene,

inclined to the view that receipts would continue to take up the

slack of mounting taxes and costs and that, insofar as prophecy
was possible, optimistic prospects extended into the postwar era.

The industry kept a wary eye on television, in which some
studios already had interested themselves financially. Also, the

view was widely held that if Hollywood, after the war, was to

continue to dominate the cinemas of the world, Hollywood would

have to fight to do it. It was felt that, aside from the economic

aspect, motion pictures had shown themselves to be so important
hi the fields of propaganda and morale that all governments in a

position to do so would encourage to the limit their countries'

picture production and distribution.

The capital investment of the motion picture industry in 1943
was practically unchanged from that of 1942, war conditions hav-

ing prevented any appreciable constructive progress.

Theatres $i ,900,000,000
Studios . 1 2 5,000,000
Distribution 2 5.000,000

$2,050,000,000
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Reliable statistics were lacking at 1943'$ end. One financial

authority estimated that amusement industry earnings in 1943

showed the greatest increase in the nation 60.9%. Estimates

based on government admission taxes for October indicated a

daily film box-office take of $5,000,000.

The industry was in an unusually fluid state in 1943. Changing
conditions made rigid planning impossible. Studios generally

made it plain that production forecasts were just that that the

number and kind of pictures would be subject to revision as

circumstances warranted.

Backlogs of completed but unreleased product reached a new

high. The trend was toward fewer releases, since pictures were

held longer in theatres and fewer prints for distribution were

made, because of the governmental raw film stock allocations.

As a result, there was some complaint of product shortage by
smaller and subsequent-run houses. Their problem was met in

part by re-issues of old pictures Illustrative of increased play-

ing time: New York city's Radio City Music Hall, the world's

largest theatre, screened only 12 pictures in 1943, including one

which had started its run in 1942. In 1933, its first year of oper-

ation, 46 pictures were shown; 26 in 1941.

As was natural in a boom period, 1943 saw an unusual increase

in the number of independent producing companies. The Produc-

tion Code administration approved 403 feature pictures, of which

18 were foreign, through Dec. 18, 1943. Indicative of the decline

in feature production, 322 were approved during the first ten

months of 1943, as compared with 450 for the corresponding

period in 1942.

In 1943 more and more world-famous names blinked out on

the marquees, as additional male stars went into the service.

Studios indulged in unusual co-operation to cope with the actor

shortage, with loan-outs of stars and featured players increasing.

More and more the play became the thing. Story prices went up
as the stars departed. Best-sellers and stage hits were purchased

at skyrocket heights.

Increase in production value was sought through the use of

colour, which had its biggest year. It was expected that colour

would be utilized even more after the war.

Indicative of the casting situation was the conclusion to be

drawn from a study of Motion Picture Herald's ten top money-

making stars of 1942. Eight places were won by men (Abbott

and Costello were dualled in the poll) and of these war service

drew two from before the cameras Clark Gable, second, and

Gene Autry, seventh; in other words, 25% of the top-draw male

stars. In the ranks of the younger actors, departures naturally

were more numerous. (Actors in service at the end of 1943 were

estimated at 1,400.)

The Motion Picture Herald's poll for 1943 found a woman at

the top Betty Grable, whose vehicles were Twentieth Century-

Fox Technicolor musical comedies. She was followed by Bob

Hope, Abbott and Costello (the 1942 champions), Bing Crosby,

Gary Cooper, Greer Garson, Humphrey Bogart, James Cagney,

Mickey Rooney and Gable, who had a picture released before

going into the army. As to types of pictures, there were no pro-

nounced trends discernible during 1943. Musicals, as a leading

form of "escapist" fare, were very popular, but a survey showed

that public favour was not confined to any particular variety of

film.

The industry was continually stirred by protests that it was

turning out too many war pictures. But here again the old rule

held good. Some war pictures were stand-out hits, others flopped

ingloriously.

So, too, with the old problem of low-budgeted pictures. The

trend away from "B" films continued. Yet to confound the

analysts Hitler's Children, produced by RKO at a cost of $187,-

ooo, and a war picture to boot, was one of 1943*8 sensational

box-office successes.

The most discussed pictures of the year were Paramount's For
Whom the Bell Tolls, Warner Bros*. This Is the Army, Twen-
tieth Century-Fox's The Song of Bemadette, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer's Madame Curie and Walt Disney's United Artists release,

Victory Through Air Power.

The last-named, a picturization of the book of the same name

by Alexander P. de Seversky, again revealed Disney as a trail-

breaker in the realm of films. His production might best be de-

scribed as a "motion picture lecture" on the controversial subject

of the aeroplane's role in war.

The Movies and the War. American motion pictures in

1943 performed great services for the government, receiving in

return little save the greatest benefit of all comparative freedom

of action. The industry had feared attempts at propaganda con-

trol and had maintained vigilance. In 1943 it breathed more

easily. It was felt that the government generally was confining

its attempts at regulation to the necessities dictated by war.

It was estimated at the end of 1943 that of the 18,000 males

normally employed in the actual production of motion pictures,

nearly 7,000 were in the armed forces.

Always, beneath the glamour and glitter that the world asso-

ciates with motion pictures, is solid, skilled, ingenious craftsman-

ship. It was this characteristic which, in 1943, enabled the indus-

try to turn out a splendid assortment of product despite the dis-

abilities imposed by war conditions. Much of the credit for this

belongs to the technical workers. In fact, Hollywood was saying

proudly that there was no task beyond the abilities of its techni-

cal corps. And therefore Hollywood's contribution to the war ef-

fort was especially important. The qualities which make film tech-

nicians invaluable to picture-making are among the qualities

which are invaluable to war-making.

So the film capital could contribute in quantity specialists

whose services were sorely needed cameramen, still photogra-

phers, camouflage experts, sound department technicians specializ-

ing in radio work and aeroplane detection, laboratory technicians,

precision machinists, electrical experts and many others.

It is possible to touch only briefly on industry war service such

as documentary films and government trailers, inter-American

relations films, training of technicians, support of war loan and

relief drives, entertainment of servicemen by star apfcarances
at camps and overseas.

War training films were turned out by the studios at cost.

Prints of i6-mm. films were given for free exhibition to the

armed forces abroad. It was estimated at the end of 1943 that

such prints supplied to the war department would total 10,200

features and 11,890 short subjects. Reconditioned i6-mm. pro-

jectors also were supplied.

Entertainment for Service Men. Entertainment abroad de-

serves more than passing notice, however. Stars of both sexes

found themselves in regions more strange than any in which they

had play-acted on motion picture sets. They faced dangers by
land and sea and air. They visited England, Africa, the South

Pacific, the Caribbean, Alaska, Newfoundland, India, China.

Those who gave of their time and money and comfort and safety

are too numerous to name. But in a record of outstanding serv-

ice, Joe E. Brown's name is outstanding. Other especially note-

worthy entertainment names were those of Bob Hope, Jack

Benny, Al Jolson, Martha Raye, Carole Landis, Mitzi Mayfair,

Kay Francis and Gary Cooper.

A graphic description of the part played by motion pictures in

war was given by the special service division, Overseas Motion

Picture service, United States army, in a release dated Nov. 16,

1943. This stated that "Hollywood's latest movies are now being
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seen by an average of 630,000 overseas men in uniform each

night. ... On one night selected as representative, that of Oct. i,

a total of 1,269 movie shows were presented in army camps
around the globe. Attendances ranged from 15,000 in an open-

air New Guinea amphitheatre to n men in a lonely Quonset hut

in an Alaskan outpost."

Awards. Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

Awards for 1942 (for the principal 1943 awards see p. 457):
Irving G. Thalberg award, for most consistent high quality production

achievement by an individual producer, Sidney Franklin; outstanding pic-

ture, Mrs. Miniver, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; performances actor, James
Cagney irt Yankee Doodle Dandy, Warner Bros.; actress, Greer Garson in

Mrs. Miniver; supporting actor, Van Heflin in Johnny Eager, Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer; supporting actress, Teresa Wright in Mrs. Miniver; best direc-

tion, William Wyler for Mrs. Miniver; best original motion picture story,
Emeric Pressburger for The Invaders (British), Ortus, Columbia; best

(adaptation) screen play, Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel, James Hilton
and Claudine West for Airs. Miniver; best original screen play, Ring Lard-

ner, Jr. and Michael Kanin for Woman of the Year, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;
best art direction black and white, Richard Day and Joseph Wright for

This Above All, Twentieth Century-Fox; colour, Richard Day and Joseph
Wright for My Gal Sal, Twentieth Century-Fox; best cinematography
black and white, Joseph Ruttenberg for Mrs. Miniver; colour, Leon Sham-
roy for The Black Swan, Twentieth Century-Fox; best sound recording,
Nathan Levinson for Yankee Doodle Dandy; short subjects cartoon, Der
fuehrer's Face, Walt Disney; one-reeler, Speaking of Animals and Their

Families, Paramount (Fairbanks and Carlisle, producers); two-reeler, Be-
yond the Line of Duty, Warner Bros. (Gordon Hollingshead, producer);
best film editing, Daniel Mandell for The Pride of the Yankees. Samuti
Goldwyn, RKO-Radio; best scoring of a musical picture, Ray Heindorf and
Heinz Roemheld for Yankee Doodle Dandy; best scoring of a dramatic

picture, Max Steiner for Now, Voyager, Warner Bros.; best song, "White
Christmas," from Holiday inn, Paramount (music and lyrics by Irving
Berlin); best special effects, Reap the Wild Wind, Paramount (Gordon Jen-
nings, Farciot Edouart, William L. Pcrcira for photography, Louis Mesen-
kop for sound); best interior decoration (certificates of merit given to the

decorators of the productions receiving the award for art direction)
black and white, Thomas Little for This Above All; colour, Thomas Little
for My Gal Sal; certificates for distinctive achievement were presented to

Charles Boyer, "for his progressive cultural achievement in establishing the
French Research foundation in Los Angeles as a source of reference for the

Hollywood motion picture industry"; Noel Coward, "for his outstanding
production achievement, In Which We. Serve"; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu-
dio "for its achievement in representing the American way of life in the pro-
duction of the 'Andy Hardy' series of films"; plaques for distinctive achieve-
ment in documentary production were presented to Kokoda Front Line!,
Battle of Midway, Prelude to War and Moscow Strikes Back.

Outstanding pictures of 1943 included

This Is The Army, Heaven Can Wait, For Whom the Bell Tolls, The
Song of Bernadettc, Madame Curie, So Proudly We Hail, Sweet Rosie
O'Grady, Claudia, The Human Comedy, The More the Merrier, Watch on
the Rhine, Behind the Rising Sun, Lassie Come Home, Shadow of a Doubt,
Victory Through Air Power, The Ox-fiow Incident, Hitler's Children, Guadal-
canal Diary, Princess O'Rourke, Johnny Come Lately, Casablanca and
Air Force.

Among the outstanding films also should be included a number
of documentary pictures. Productions of this type attained a new

importance in 1943, in some cases occupying a position on theatre

screens usually filled by a straight entertainment feature. Out-

standing documentaries were Desert Victory (British), Report

from the Aleutians, Battle for Britain and Battle of Russia.

Battle-action documentaries were not obtained without risk

and in some instances casualties in the photographic units ran

high. (L. 0. P.)

Technical Developments. Restrictions on manpower and
material increased, thus again preventing normal technical devel-

opments within the motion picture industry. A few developments

previously well under way were continued to completion. The

very nature of the restrictions placed on the industry forced

changes in the technical processes and equipment which are

worthy of note. Fewer pictures were made but the tendency was
toward more elaborate and thus more expensive productions.

Set Construction. The War Production board limitation of

$5,000 in new material for set construction in any one production
had two interesting results. Sets were definitely planned for use

in several productions and second-hand material was employed
wherever possible. Various studios purchased and demolished old

buildings in order to secure the material for set construction.

Paramount purchased a lumber mill in Oregon which was roofed

with straight grain boards 6 in. thick by 12 in. to 16 in. wide.

These timbers were remilled and provided considerable excellent

lumber. The use of plastics increased materially. A part of this

increase was the result of the inability to secure materials, par-

ticularly metal, but was also a natural growth resulting from the

increased knowledge of plastics and their ready adaptability to

motion picture requirements. Primary uses of plastics in the in-

dustry are for set dressing, hardware and costumes.

Dim-out Restrictions. When the entire Pacific coast was

dimmed out as a wartime measure, night photography on outside

sets was banned. Thus all night shots were either photographed
on covered sets with artificial lights or with natural light and suit-

able filters. The use of filters for securing night effects in the

daytime is not new and is not entirely satisfactory. The best re-

sults were secured on outdoor sets which could be completely
covered with canvas, thus largely but not completely eliminating

natural light. Night shots so made were considered by many to

be better than night shots photographed at night with artificial

light because natural light filtering through the canvas permitted
some desired background detail. Thus the practice of photo-

graphing night shots under daylight conditions with artificial light

in canvas-covered sets may continue even though the dim-out

regulations have been lifted.

Location Sets. Restriction on transportation forced a reduc-

tion in location work. Some location shooting was, of course,

continued but wherever possible it was replaced by miniature and

processing photography.

Optics. The use of antireflection coating on camera and pro-

jector lenses continued to increase. Processes for lens coating

were further improved, particularly with respect to durability.

Camera lenses having the same focal length and the same f./

rating vary considerably in their efficiency of light transmission.

Thus two lenses presumed to be alike may actually produce con-

siderably different exposures of the film when photographing the

same subject simultaneously. Since film laboratories develop on

a time-and-temperature basis, consistent photographic results can

only be obtained by accurate control of film exposure in the

camera. Cameramen must work with different lenses, hence a

knowledge of light efficiency of the lenses is necessary. This

problem was solved at various studios, notably at Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox, by setting up one camera lens at a given f./ stop as a

standard and calibrating all other lenses from this reference. By
this process, the f./ system ceases to be a simple mathematical

calibration and becomes an actual calibration based on equivalent

light efficiency. Thus for the first time all lenses so calibrated

and set at the same f./ stop will produce the same exposure when

photographing the same subject.

Film. No new films were introduced but fine grain films were

further improved and their use was considerably increased

throughout the industry. All major studios now release fine grain

prints.

Film Processing Laboratories. At Twentieth Century-Fox one

new developing machine was placed in operation. It is basically

of the Eastman-Capstaff design with modifications developed by
Twentieth Century-Fox laboratory technicians. This machine is

noteworthy because for the first time there is no measurable evi-

dence of developer drag or directional effect.

Process Photography. The slide projector developed at Para-

mount in 1942 was further improved in 1943 by the addition of a

shutter similar to that employed on projectors except that the

blades were made of Alco glass. Thus the shutter provides a re-

duction in heat on the slide almost equivalent to that which

could be obtained with a metal blade shutter, while at the same

time producing considerably less visual flicker on the screen.

Photographically, of course, this flicker is not objectionable since

it is timed with the camera shutter, but it is trying on the actors.

In order to use this projector with Kodachrome transparencies,



Above, left: KATINA PAXINOU (left) with Gary Cooper (second from
right) in For Whom the Bell Tolls. Miss Paxinou was named 1943's
best supporting actress by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

Above, right: PAUL LUKAS (right) was voted best actor of 1943 for his

role in Watch on the Rhine. Bette Davis (centre) was also starred

Right: MICKEY ROONEY (left) and Frank Morgan in William Saroyan's
The Human Comedy, which won the Academy award for the best original

picture story of 1943

Below, left: INGRID BERGMAN in Casablanca, which received the Acad-
emy award as the best motion picture of 1943

Bel6w, right: JENNIFER JONES was the wfnner of the 1943 Academy
award as best actress of the year for her role in The Song of Bernadette
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Paramount developed a system for rephotographing such trans-

parencies to correct them for size and colour. They then devel-

oped a process for transferring the Kodachrome image from its

film base to a glass base since the film base would obviously not

stand the heat of this projector.

Colour. The year 1943 found a general increase in the use of

colour photography. Technicolor's Monopack process, while still

in the experimental stage, was used in several productions. Mono-

pack employed a three-colour process in which the picture is

originally photographed on a single film containing three emul-

sions. This film is developed to a positive and is therefore similar

to the well-known Kodachrome process. From this positive, the

present technique provides for the making of three separation

negatives from which prints are made by the Technicolor imbibi-

tion process. Ansco continued the development of a three-colour

process where a single film carrying three emulsions is exposed
in the camera and developed to a negative from which contact

prints may be made in the usual manner. While this process was

said to be in wide use for military purposes, it was not available

to the motion picture industry in 1943. The process of photo-

graphing in i6-mm. Kodachrome and blowing this up for release

in 35-mm. Technicolor continued to increase, notable examples

being At- the Front in North Africa and Report from the Aleu-

tians.

Sound. In spite of war restrictions, several studios modified

their variable density recording equipment to permit original re-

cording on 200-mil push-pull sound tracks, thus gaining the ad-

vantages of push-pull recording and an increase in signal to noise

ratio. This material must, of course, be rerecorded to obtain a

normal release negative. Many variable density users also added

limiter amplifiers to their production channels. These amplifiers

were variable gain devices designed to prevent excessive overload

on high level signals. Variable area users employed a variable

gain amplifier having a gradual characteristic of gain change vs.

level and the limiter is an adaptation of this device. For many
years it was the practice in some studios to record vocalists on a

separate sound track from that on which the orchestra is re-

corded. Separation between the voice and the orchestra was ob^

tained by use of uni-directional or bi-directional microphones and

was never particularly satisfactory. In 1943 several studios con-

structed small rooms in conjunction with their scoring stages so

that the vocalist might be acoustically isolated from the orchestra.

The vocalist sees the picture and the orchestra through a suitable

window and by means of headphones or controlled acoustical

methods also hears the orchestra.
.'' .' .',
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ALEXANDER DE SEVERSKY'S BOOK, Victory Through Air Power, was
turned into a Technicolor animated cartoon by Walt Disney in 1943. These
three scenes show the British evacuation at Dunkirk under a protecting canopy
of planes, a cemetery of German bombers in Britain, and the concentrated

Allied bombing of Hitler's "European fortress"

Increased use was made of a small dynamic type of receiver

with a moulded plastic earpiece. These were similar to those em-

ployed in hard-of-hearing aids and provided better response, be-

cause of the close coupling with the ear.

Republic introduced a device for providing audible indication

of the failure of synchronous camera motors to run at their cor-

rect speed.

Lighting. No new lights or lighting methods were introduced

but Paramount developed a light meter designed to measure ac-

curately the actinic value of the light. Previous light meters had

been sensitive primarily in the red or infrared range where the

film had little sensitivity.

As a measure of conservation, Twentieth Century-Fox adopted
the practice of protecting arc and incandescent lights with a shield

of Tufflex glass. This is a tempered glass highly resistant to

thermal shock. It prevents wind or rain from damaging the light

itself.

Industry and Technical Contributions to the War. A consid-

erable percentage of the technical personnel- of the motion pic-

ture industry entered the armed forces. Others affiliated with

war research, development and manufacturing activities, thus re-

ducing the available technical personnel in the studios to a mini-

mum. Military personnel was trained by the studios in camera

work. Training films continued to be produced in the industry

although the army and navy were handling a large percentage of

this work themselves. Sixteen-millimetre releases on selected pic-

tures were provided for the military at the cost of the prints.

Such releases were reported to be shown wherever U.S. military

men were located.

The Research Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences sponsored the development of a special portable

sound-recording equipment for the signal corps. The design of

this system was largely the work of the MGM sound engineers.

Manufacturing companies who normally supplied sound record-

ing, camera, lighting and similar equipment to the motion picture

industry were engaged almost entirely in the manufacture of war

equipment. New sound-recording, camera and lighting equip-

ment would, no doubt, become available to the industry as the

result of this wartime work. (W. V. W.)
Educational Motion Pictures. In 1943 the U.S. government

became the world's largest producer, distributor and user of films.

Government expenditures for army, navy, air force, industrial

and scholastic training films were approximately $20,000,000, or

an average of about a dollar per trainee for the year. Experts

estimated that films increased the speed of training 25% to 35%.
Of greatest significance to educators was the new emphasis on

techniques of utilization. The U.S. Office of Education ended the

year with 98 films completed, 100 in production and 300 in plan-
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ning stages. Utilization of each subject was based on a definitive

visual aid unit. By the end of the year 25 such units were being

distributed, including a i6-mm. sound film, a silent filmslide strip

of 20 to 50 key shots from the film and an illustrated instruction

manual. Federal Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt, in a

statement on Dec 28, 1943, declared: "These war training films,

designed as a new type of teaching tool, are making educational

history by teaching workers essential skills motion by motion.

For example, engine lathe training requires 17 films; aircraft

manufacturing skills will require more than 30 films." The USOE
films during 1943 were made by 23 producing units in 8 states.

The business of distribution was handled by contract with one

firm, which sold by the end of the year about 30,000 prints.

For the armed forces the most active film production centre

was that of the army signal corps, whose studio at Astoria, N.Y.,

completed with the aid of Hollywood experts some 500 subjects

within 12 months, establishing a record in the documentary-film

field. The U.S. navy bureau of personnel, through its staff of 80

audio-visual officers at all domestic and foreign bases, did out-

standing work in film utilization.

While most film expenditures for training inductees were

charged off as war expense, the Office of Education film program
was put on a self-liquidating basis, in line with a congressional

act providing for the amortization of the cost of USOE films in

about five years. (W. LN.)

The notable wartime success of teaching army recruits and in-

dustrial \vorkers by means of sound films was expected to result

in the greatly expanded use of films in civilian schoolwork after

the war. To meet this anticipated need Encyclopedia Britannica,

on Dec. n, 1943, formed a subsidiary company to be called En-

cyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., which acquired the personnel

and the approximately 200 teaching films of the Erpi Film Co.,

formerly the property of Western Electric Co. (See also PHOTOG-

RAPHY.)
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Motor-boat racing in the United

States was virtually at a standstill

throughout 1943, due to wartime restrictions on the use of gaso-

line for pleasure purposes and for competitive events. There

were no regattas of national importance and outboard racing was

confined chiefly to some local races in the middle west.

Only racing event of general interest was the nth annual run-

ning of the Hearst Perpetual Gold Trophy Speedboat regatta,

held at Long Beach, California, in August, and attended chiefly

by California drivers and speed boat owners.

The winners were:

(H. L. ST.)

Motor Buses: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR; MO-
TOR TRANSPORTATION.

Motor Cars: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR.

Untnr Trancnnrtatinn
*

Despite shorta*es of

mUllll IIdlla|lUlldUUII. materials and vehicles and the

limitation of speed under which they were permitted to operate,

the U.S. motor carriers in 1943 showed notable records of per-

formance. To cite one instance, intercity buses carried in 1943

an increase of 44.1% in the number of passengers over the num-

ber carried in 1942 with an increase of 33.5% in passenger miles

and revenue. The 31,000,000 passenger miles rolled up in 1943

included transportation of inductees to induction centres, mem-
bers of the military travelling under individual orders and on

furlough, and civilian travellers.

As far as the bus was concerned, a survey covering all classes

of operation for the first nine months of 1943 indicated that all

classes of carriers were carrying greatly increased loads, with

more people being handled per bus than ever before. Passenger

revenue per mile of line for city companies in 1943 ran at the

rate of about 26% over 1942 with the revenue for the intercity

carriers at nearly double that of 1943. Total operating revenue

of the industry for 1943 was placed at about $1,006,000,000 and

the number of passengers at 8,600,000,000.

As 1943 drew to a close passenger travel by bus and by train

approached double that of the year previous. It was about four

times as great as before World War II. Trains and buses oper-

ated with about the same amount of equipment they had before

the war. So far as the bus and the truck were concerned there

was promise at the end of 1943 that relief would be afforded

by additional vehicles and in the amount of replacement ma-

terials. In the bus field, at the end of 1943, prospects pointed

to the industry being permitted to build 6,960 new integral buses

during 1944 compared with only 1,500 delivered in 1943 and

about 11,000 in 1942. Actually the industry could absorb a great

many more buses considering the more favourable prospect for

replacement parts and appurtenances during 1944. The new

figure of authorization was taken to mean that a maximum of

1,740 buses would be assigned to the intercity lines with a pos-

sible minimum of 1,392. Another hopeful prospect was that this

figure might be revised upward due to probable windfalls in

material and in the likelihood of an increase in manpower and

in manufacturing facilities. The pressure for more buses for use

in cities, especially war industry cities, was terrific. In the local

or city field there was some restoration of service by street car

where tracks and overhead were still in place. In all such in-

stances, the buses so released were assigned to help out on routes

already overcrowded or were used to establish new routes as an

aid to the war effort.

In the truck field the production of 123,000 new commercial

vehicles was approved for 1944. Of this number, however, only

about 90,000 were to be for civilian use. The rest were for the

U.S. Maritime commission, the U.S. Foreign Economic adminis-

tration, the dominion of Canada and other noncivilian purposes.

This 90,000 might be compared to normal prewar replacement

production of 450,000 vehicles annually. The new trucks were to

go into the civilian truck pool, which at the end of 1943 was

virtually exhausted. They were to be doled out only for needs

directly related to the war effort or to uses necessary to the

civilian economy. In addition, the construction of 12,250 com-

mercial truck trailers was authorized.

The Office of Defense Transportation reiterated its advice that

truck operators redouble their maintenance efforts and regard

their present vehicles as probably the last which they would be

able to obtain until the end of 1944. As in the case of the bus

industry ODT emphasized the need on the part of management
to direct its efforts to preventive maintenance and the drivers

to careful habits in handling vehicles entrusted to them. In 741

war plants checked in the fall of 1943, 65% of all incoming

freight was carried by truck.

Both the bus and the truck industries were plagued through

the year by the manpower problem. This was true in respect to

both drivers and mechanics. In World War II, a war of move-

ment by motor vehicle, there was great need by the armed forces
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for all classes of mechanics. Faced with the drain on its personnel

the bus industry made good use of women both in the shops

and on the vehicles. In helping to ease this situation the Office

of Defense Transportation set up well-organized training pro-

grams intended to develop personnel for use in both these cate-

gories. Thus on Dec. 6, 1943, the Office of Defense Transpor-

tation issued 'Transportation Training," the first of a series

intended primarily to acquaint transportation company officials

with training programs and information of help to them in

meeting their manpower problems. In addition the bulletin dis-

cussed the upgrading or supplementary training for employees

already in the service and set forth new methods and tech-

niques for meeting the problem of recruiting new employees.

Help in meeting the critical manpower situation was also forth-

coming in tangible form as a result of the 130 Office of Defense

Transportation-War Manpower special training classes conducted

throughout the country for motor mechanics. In Nov. 1943, it

was announced that men and women students were soon to be

available from the 72 cities in which the ODT and the WMP
had been conducting classes. It was estimated that the inter-

city bus carriers needed 22,000 workers for replacements and

local transit lines 55,000.

Shortages of tires, repair parts, new equipment and manpower,

plus restrictions on road speed and other regulations, limited

the carrying capacity of trucks, buses and automobiles to a point

far below the demands of service they render. These findings

from a source outside of the industry (the Truman committee

investigating the national defense program) are cited because

they emphasized the record which both the bus and the

truck made under the most unfavourable operating conditions.

On Oct. n, 1943, the War Production board amended its lim-

itations order so as to assign a priority rating equal to military

production to parts for medium and heavy trucks, trailers and

buses. In the opinion of the Truman committee the War Pro-

duction board delayed the parts production program by not

having a survey as soon as the problem became apparent. To

permit a vehicle lacking only one vital functional part to be laid

up and rendered useless while a new one was being built seemed

poor economy. The extent to which the parts shortage worked to

the detriment of the industry is indicated by citing figures com-

1
iled by the Office of Defense Transportation which disclosed

that 292% more vehicle-days were lost by buses in Aug. 1943,
because of parts shortages than in Aug. 1942, 271% more lost

by for-hire trucks and 175% more lost by private trucks.

In any discussion of motor buses sight must not be lost of

the place which these vehicles play in the national economy as

an aid essential to the educational program. There were in 1943
about 85,000 school buses and on them 4,000,000 children were

transported daily. No accessions were made to this fleet. It is

true that the school buses had priority on supplies of parts and

of gasoline, but that alone was not enough. The problem was
tackled early and vigorously. Of great help to the educators and
the public officials who had to wrestle with it were the general

suggestions set down in pamphlet form as a result of the work
conferences held at Yale university and at Washington in the

summer of 1942. (See also AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAJR;

HORSES; MUNITIONS OF WAR.) (C. W. S.)

Other Countries. Since more up-to-date figures were not

available and, even if available, would be useless as a guide to

the motor transport on the roads, the numbers of motor vehicles

injthe principal countries of the world in 1939 are given.

The year 1943 showed no great change in the numbers of

vehicles as compared with 1942. Such change as there was con-

tinued the decline in numbers. In Italy, for instance, in that part
under German control, all private cars were commandeered, and

Motor Vehicle Keg/ifrof/oni, Exc/ut/v of U.S., in Early 7939

the position in France was little better. In Great Britain all

gasoline for private cars could be used only for purposes which

were particularized, and the quantities allowed were cut to a

point which made it a matter of difficulty to make the allowance

adequate for the work to be done. The purposes which sup-

ported a claim for a supply of gasoline tended to be examined

more closely and to be further curtailed. This applied to public
services as well as private cars. Bus services in Great Britain for

instance were reduced somewhat during the year. (See also ACCI-

DENTS; RAILROADS.)
"

(W. T. ST.)

Motor Vehicles: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR;
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

Mountbatten, Lord Louis
(1900- ), British naval

officer, was born June 25 in

Windsor, England, as Louis Francis Albert Victor Nicholas of

Battenberg. His mother, Princess Victoria, was a daughter of

Louis IV, grand duke of Hesse, and a granddaughter of Queen
Victoria. His father, Austrian-born Prince Louis of Battenberg,

grandson of Louis II of Hesse, resigned as an admiral of the

British navy in 1917 because of anti-German sentiment and

changed his name to Mountbatten. Lord Louis entered the

British navy as a midshipman at the age of 13 and served

throughout World War I. He rose through the grades until,

in March 1942, he was made acting vice admiral. Early in World
War II his gallantry and daring attracted attention when he

brought the destroyer ''Kelly'' to port twice after it was damaged,
first by a mine and the second time, apparently hopelessly, by a

torpedo. In the fall of 1941 he was ordered to the United States

to take over the command of the "Illustrious," which was under-

going repair. Before he was able to take his new command out

of port, however, he was ordered back to England for an un-

disclosed assignment. Not until April 1942, was it revealed that

Lord Louis had succeeded Sir Roger Keyes as leader of the

Commandos, whose daring raids over western Europe had become

legendary. His title was Chief of Combined Operations, and in

March he had been made acting vice admiral. During 1943 he

attended the Casablanca and Quebec conferences. At the latter,

in Aug. 1943, was announced the creation of the new Southeast

Asia command and the appointment of Mountbatten as its com-

mander in chief. On Sept. 10 he was made acting admiral for the

duration of his post. In December he announced that he had

merged the British and American units under the command of Air

Chief Marshal Sir Richard Pierse.

llnimt UnlunLo PnlloffO ^n ins^tuti n f r tne higher
mUUlll nUljfUIVC IfUllC&G. education of women in liberal

arts, founded in 1837 by Mary Lyon and situated at South

Hadley, Mass. In 1943 the naval reserve midshipmen's school

(WR), established on the campus in 1942, was changed to the

Naval Training school (WR) for graduate WAVES, Marines

and SPARS. Some of the college facilities were turned over to the

United States navy without decreasing the college enrolment.

For statistics of student enrolment, faculty, endowment, library

volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (R. G. HA.)
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Vancouver, Wash.; and Mobile, Ala. Reporting in December, a

house naval subcommittee which investigated critical housing,

health, food, transportation and other conditions in the congested
Los Angeles-Long Beach sector, urged the addition to the federal

committee of a representative for that area as soon as possible.

Personnel. By October, representatives of federal, state and

local civil service 'agencies reported that from approximately 3%
to approximately 25% of civil service personnel were on military

leave, or about 10% in the majority of jurisdictions. Most agen-
cies were making war service appointments, that is, temporary

appointments without civil service status. In municipal police and

fire personnel, already 11% undermanned, a possible further

loss of one-third following the drafting of fathers was anticipated.

Some cities were successful in securing deferment for police and

fire personnel, and some not : they were obliged in every case to

take up the matter on an individual basis with local draft boards.

In Miami and Norfolk military police and shore patrolmen were

used to relieve the shortage of regular police officers.

Women were employed in a variety of capacities normally re-

served for men: as street car and bus operators, traffic officers,

fire inspectors, fire fighters, street cleaners, garbage collectors,

park workers and personal property tax appraisers. A few com-

munities experimented with employing high school boys in gar-

bage and refuse collection, at city nurseries, even as regular

firemen.

Wage and salary increases for municipal personnel continued

apace. Local governments were expressly exempted from compul-

sory federal control of salaries and wages, though expected to

conform to the national stabilization policy. Wartime pay ad-

justment plans were for the most part on a sliding scale, a flat

percentage, or a cost-of-living basis. Detroit, facing intense in-

dustrial competition, achieved the distinction of having the high-

est paid municipal personnel in the country.

The turnover in municipal personnel increased the need for in-

service training programs, particularly in such services as fire and

police, confronted as they were with new social, economic and

defense problems calling for training in the use of new types of

equipment and of new techniques. A noteworthy manual, Tech-

niques of Law Enforcement Against Prostitution, was compiled

by the National Advisory Police committee, set up by the Federal

Security administrator, and distributed to mayors, city managers
and police chiefs, describing the best procedures developed

throughout the United States in the control of venereal disease.

In the civilian defense field, information reported early in 1943

indicated that more than 1,000 cities had trained a total of 201,-

617 auxiliary policemen an average of 27 for each 10 regular

employees and 194,854 auxiliary firemen or 29 for each 10

employees.
The American Municipal association and American Society of

Planning Officials, in co-operation with state leagues of munici-

palities, inaugurated "postwar planning institutes" designed to aid

municipal officials in the making of really comprehensive post-

war plans. The University of Pennsylvania sponsored in-service

training courses for state and local public officials under the di-

rection of the Institute of Local and State Government. An in-

service training course in fuel conservation was given by New
York city to employees responsible for operating heating installa-

tions for the city. Many former municipal administrators, after

receiving military commissions, attended the U.S. Army School

of Military Government at Charlottesville, Va., and were in 1943

functioning in occupied areas abroad.

Finances. Municipal finances presented the most favourable

picture in many years. Revenues on the whole were satisfactory,

with slight gains reported here and there from non-property tax

sources, also some losses in the returns from gasoline taxes,

Howinekel, Julian Ludwig
Oslo university and at schools in Germany, England and France.

A shipowner, he entered politics in 1899 as town councillor of

Bergen and held, concurrently, the post of president of the

Bergen council. He later became a member of the Norwegian

Storting and served as president of that body from 1913 to

1921. He was president of Norway's League of Nations dele-

gation, 1928-30 and 1933-34, and president of the League
council in 1933. He was prime minister and minister of foreign

affairs, 1925-27, 1928-31, and 1933-35. He went to the United

States after the nazi occupation of Norway in 1940 and died at

New York city, Sept. 30, 1943.

Mozambique: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Mules: see HORSES.

The outstanding trend in local

V .S . government in 1943 was the

swing in emphasis from "war" to "postwar" in official municipal

thinking. The year ended in a plethora of postwar plans, cul-

minating in the much heralded $100,000 fee plan of New York
Park Commissioner Robert Moses and staff for the Portland,

Oreg., local government area. Financial conditions appeared

bright on the surface without, however, encouraging much con-

fidence that any permanent basis of improvement had been laid.

The marked reaction which set in against federal or state domi-

nation was officially reflected in the resolutions adopted by the

American Municipal association at its annual conference in Octo-

ber, which among other matters called for the return to local

governments of all local functions assumed by the state and fed-

eral governments during the depression and war emergencies, and

the maintenance and encouragement of independent local govern-

ment under plans for the sharing of federal and state collected

revenues with local governments.

Activities Related to the War Effort. Civilian defense

measures continued in effect, though with dwindling emphasis as

dimout regulations were removed in coastal cities toward the

close of the year. The larger cities carrying war damage insur-

ance had for the most part expressed their intention to renew.

Victory gardens were encouraged through availability of city-

owned land. Intermunicipal co-operation was greatly accelerated,

particularly in police and fire services; 20 or so states expressly

authorized such co-operation in health, personnel, planning, police,

fire and other services.

The major war problem centred on the excessive burdens placed

on local government in the congested war industry areas. Addi-

tional funds ($200,000,000) were authorized by congress under

the Lanham act to help finance the public works and other com-

munity facilities so urgently needed; also ($300,000,000) for the

greatly increased construction during 1943 of war housing for

in-migrant workers. A federal Committee for Congested Produc-

tion Areas, consisting of representatives from the war and navy

departments and other federal wartime agencies, headed by Har-

old Smith, director of the budget, was established in April in the

executive office of the president, to co-ordinate federal activities

affecting problems arising out of congestion and to supplement
the efforts of state and local governments in meeting the eco-

nomic and social problems involved. By the end of the year the

committee had assisted in the procurement of ice manufacturing

facilities, sewer construction authorization, child care program

development, a Negro recreation centre, garbage removal, and

construction of access roads to industries. It had established area

representatives in the following six areas: Hampton Roads, Va.;

San Francisco bay; Pugpt sound; San Diego; Portland, Oreg.-
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automobile use taxes, parking meters, and business and occupation
taxes. Several states allocated new or increased shares of state

collected taxes to municipalities and other local units. Califor-

nia and Washington made direct appropriations to local govern-
ments for the relief of emergency war conditions. Any undercur-

rent of anxiety pertaining to revenues related more to the uncer-

tainties of the postwar period than to current conditions.

Expenditures were not generally increased, with the exception
of the heavy war industry cities where marked increases in such

essential services as street maintenance and repair, garbage and

refuse collection and disposal, and street cleaning costs were

reported.

The question of tax losses due to federal acquisition of real

property for war purposes loomed to the fore. Proposals for a

solution were offered by the Federal Real Estate board in its

Federal Contributions to States and Local Governmental Units

with Respect to Federally Owned Real Estate, which the presi-

dent duly transmitted to congress (House Document no. 216).

The situation regarding payments in lieu of taxes on government-
financed war housing projects also brightened considerably, with

an estimated $13,000,000 to be paid in lieu of 1943 taxes, all cities

being put on a common basis in this respect.

Current tax collections continued high. Tax rates decreased an

average of $.35 per $1,000 of assessed value for the year 1942-43
for all cities of over 30,000 population, while assessed values en-

joyed a slight average increase. This trend did not hold, how-

ever, for the group of cities over 1,000,000 in population, where
tax rates increased an average of $.56 and assessed values con-

tinued their decline.

Municipal borrowing continued at a low ebb. The total of state

and municipal sales for the year approximated only $505,000,000,
the bulk of which were refunding and not new issues. Municipal
bond yields reached an all-time low of 1.69% on Nov. i, accord-

ing to the Bond Buyer's index based on bonds of larger cities.

On Dec. I, the index stood at 1.82%. The net long-term debt of

all cities of over 25,000 population, approximating $8,000,000,000,

declined 4.2% during 1942-43, and was less than in any year
since 1932. Short-term debt declined even more precipitately,

totalling about $261,000,000, a decline of 6%. New York city

reduced its net long-term debt by about $100,000,000.
In March of 1943 the special Committee on Intergovernmental

Fiscal Relations appointed by the secretary of the treasury is-

sued its monumental study, available from the superintendent of

documents as Senate Document no. 69, ySth congress, ist session

under the title: Federal, State, and Local Government Fiscal

Relations. The recommendations of the committee received wide

publicity in local government fields. The Municipal Finance Offi-

cers association went on record at its annual conference as com-

mending this report, which was subsequently termed comparable
to the famous Rowell-Sirois report in 1940 on Canadian Do-
minion-Provincial Relations. Of the committee's recommenda-

tions, the proposal to create a permanent three-man federal-state

tax commission to work out methods of central-local tax co-

operation and the proposal for supplementing the municipal prop-

erty tax with a rental tax on occupiers aroused the most wide-

spread interest.

Postwar Planning. Under the auspices of a special advisory
committee on wartime and postwar planning set up by the Inter-

national City Managers' association, an illuminating survey of

postwar planning activities in 92 city manager cities was under-

taken in May 1943. The great majority were found to be as-

sembling data on postwar conditions regarding population, em-

ployment, conversion of war industries and public works. Most of

the larger cities had official planning agencies. Nearly all had
established reserves for the postwar period, by setting aside cash

from surplus funds, investing surplus funds in war bonds, setting

up depreciation accounts for replacements and repairs, or by

paying off debt.

In a symposium conducted by the American City magazine
in nine issues from Nov. 1942, to Sept. 1943, 249 municipalities

in all parts of the United States reported on planning improve-
ments to be undertaken after the war; 140 of these were setting

up financial reserves for this purpose.

Twelve additional states enacted legislation authorizing munici-

palities to set up postwar reserves, bringing the total of such

states to 21. Such reserves were established also in other states

by cities under home rule charter provisions and other state laws

regulating investment of local funds.

On the federal level, the National Resources Planning board

in its National Resources Development; A Report for 1943 en-

couraged the making of plans by municipalities, in co-operation

with the state and federal government (Part I: Postwar Plan and

Program). After the liquidation of that board by congress, the

enactment of federal measures on postwar planning, including

financial aid to cities, was dropped, presumably pending issuance

of a report by the Senate Committee on Postwar Economic Pol-

icy and Planning. However, two measures contemplating aid to

cities for urban rebuilding, the Thomas bill and the Wagner bill,

were introduced.

Proportional Representation Elections. The 1943 propor-

tional representation election in New York city resulted in a re-

duction in size of the city council from 26 to 17, because of the

fixed quota provisions of the charter, and in the election of two

Communists and a left-wing labour leader to the council. The

other eight American cities holding P.R. elections in 1943

were: Cincinnati, Toledo and Hamilton, Ohio; Cambridge and

Lowell, Mass.; Yonkers, N.Y.; Wheeling, W.Va.; and Boulder,

Colo. P.R. was adopted for the first time in the little resort of

Long Beach, Long Island, N.Y.

Council-Manager Cities. Nine American cities adopted

manager government during the year; three others which had

previously done so were counted for the first time, making a

total of 555 cities and seven counties under manager government
in the United States.

Miscellaneous. In tacit acknowledgment of municipal home

rule, the wage stabilization policy, unemployment stabilization

regulations, and 48-hour work week requirements of the federal

government, were not made binding on cities, though a number

voluntarily co-operated. On the other hand, a pending measure to

provide federal aid to education was vigorously opposed on the

ground of endangering home rule. Opposition to federal proposals

for urban rehabilitation developed for similar reasons. Much of

the local initiative in postwar planning was inspired by fear that

the state or federal governments might otherwise take the lead

after the war. (See also HOUSING.) (A. M. Ds.; L. Gu.)

Munitions Assignment Board (U.S. and Great Britain):

see BRTTISH-U.S. WAR BOARDS.

nf
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men
assembled is powerless to wage and win

wars if the tools of war are not furnished.

The record of the United States for 1943 in the procurement

and production of munitions of war was one to be proud of. Ap-

plied to fighting on world-wide fronts, the term "munitions" cov-

ers some 700,000 different items, ranging from tanks and cannon

to shoelaces and spoons. To review the status of the entire scale

is obviously impossible. However, data concerning a representa-

tive cross section of the munitions field will throw some light on

the production effort in America in 1943. In the first five months
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of 1943, the volume of tonnage moving in and out of installations

in the United States averaged slightly over three and one-third

million tons per month. This is significant, since prior to 1939
there was no armament industry.

Fortunately, the necessary plans and specifications had been

prepared and were in readiness in the files of the United States

army ordnance department. These plans were keyed to the ex-

tremes of the industrial world the plant with less than 100 em-

ployees had its place in the scheme of things alongside the indus-

trial giant with thousands on its payrolls. The need of factory

conversion to war production had been recognized and blue-

printed in advance; the mechanics of contracting and subcon-

tracting had also been carefully integrated. How well ordnance

department planning met the challenge of war can be realized in

some degree from figures released late in 1943 in "Army Ordnance

Report No. 3," wherein it was shown that, based upon dollar for

dollar production, the United States ordnance department in just

two years had grown over 35 times greater than the General

Electric Co. had in 43 years.

During the year 1943, the war department announced that

awards of army-navy "E" for excellence in production of war

materials for exactly one year amounted to 1,910, of which 1,188

were nominated by the army and 722 by the navy. A total of 1,598

companies were represented, 1,042 manufacturing primarily for the

army and 556 for the navy. The awards covered plants composed
of a single employee to one hiring more than 126,000 workers.

To the Munitions Assignments board fall all problems con-

cerned with the entire science of logistics. These problems ranged

from the assignment of equipment to guerrilla bands to shipment
of railroad locomotives. When the British 8th army went into

action it had, in addition to British-produced munitions, the latest

American tanks and self-propelled, high calibre American anti-

tank guns.

Comparative figures at like calendar points in 1942 and 1943

showed the tremendous increase in munitions procurement and

production. Taking April 1942 and April 1943 as marker points,

it can be shown that the ordnance department accepted delivery

in 1943 of ordnance material valued at $1,112,206,000 as com-

pared with $444,324,000 the preceding year; more than three

times the number of tank and combat vehicles were accepted ;
de-

liveries of self-propelled artillery were in some instances 16 times

greater; deliveries of all types of artillery were up 258%; more

than 10 times as many light antiaircraft guns were accepted, while

acceptances of 75-mm. and io5-mm. howitzers jumped almost

50% ; there was a threefold increase in deliveries of 6o-mm. and

8 1 -mm. mortars; deliveries of bombs, shells and bullets kept pace

with a triple increase.

The character of munitions delivered displayed the ability of

American factories to meet the needs of war. General Sherman

32-ton tanks were emphasized rather than the preceding year's

General Stuart 13-ton tank. In the realm of self-propelled artil-

lery there were produced the M-I2 tank destroyer, a i55-mm.

gun mounted on a medium tank chassis, and a io5-mm. howitzer

mounted on M-y tank chassis. The infantry mortars delivered

won renown in Tunis, where they were reputed to have dropped
their shells "into the hip pockets" of the axis infantry. Types of

bombs and shells produced ranged from 2o-mm. shells and small

incendiary bullets to i6-in. coast artillery shells and 2- and 4-ton

block busters. Antitank and antipersonnel mines were produced
in huge quantities. Antiaircraft artillery with a lethal 6o,ooo-foot

vertical range was produced. Included in the year's deliveries

were some items not produced at all the preceding year frag-

mentation bomb clusters, medium and heavy howitzers, new types

of tank destroyers and self-propelled guns, armoured reconnais-

sance cars and heavy tank-recovery vehicles designed to bring in

disabled tanks from the battlefields. For 1943, provision was

made for the United States ordnance department to buy $17,-

300,000,000 worth of artillery, tanks, motor vehicles, bombs,

rifles, ammunition, machine guns and aircraft cannon. One piece

of artillery was being provided for every 46 soldiers in World
War II, as compared with one piece for every 1,100 soldiers in

World War I.

Munitions developments for the year included:

Ammunition. In 1918, the United States produced small arms

ammunition at the rate of 278,000,000 rounds a month; in 1943,

that amount was produced every week. For World War I, the

United States produced 2,700,000 artillery shells a month; for

World War II, 18,000,000 a month. In January, more than 70,-

ooo aircraft bombs of i,ooo-lb. size or larger were produced by
American industry. In February, the United States produced

1,932,000 high explosive shells of all calibres, 419,000 bombs, and

1,244,000,000 cartridges of calibre .30, .45 and .50 ammunition.

Thus, the United States in 1943 produced enough rifle and

machine-gun ammunition each month to fire 83 rounds at every

individual soldier in the axis. Production of ammunition for 1943

increased 550% over the preceding year. In one arsenal alone,

each employee produced for the 12-mo. period an average of more

than 47,000 rounds of small arms ammunition of calibres .30 and

,50. A deadly bullet christened the "Blue Goose" was developed.

It is fired from a .5o-calibre machine gun, pierces gasoline tanks,

to explode inside, where it starts a chemical fire of intense heat.

Armour. As protection against bursting ack-ack shells, many
airmen wore in 1943 infantry helmets along with flexible armour

from neck to hips, with a sporran protecting the thighs.

Artillery. Artillery may be classified as horse-drawn, pack,

truck-drawn, self-propelled, railway, coast defense, aircraft and

antiaircraft. Bombing planes are, in effect, long-range artillery

and artillerymen are no longer the sole persons to man artillery.

The smallest cannon, the 2o-mm., was an aircraft weapon. Rated

as infantry and cavalry weapons were the 37-mm. gun M-3 (anti-

tank), the 6o-mm. mortar M-2 and the 8i-mm. mortar M-i.

Field artillery is classified as: light pieces up to and including

the io5-mm. howitzer; medium such as the iss-mm. howitzer

and the 4.5" gun; and heavy the i55-rnm. gun, the 8" and 240-

mm. howitzers and seacoast artillery ranging from 8" to 16". The

development of true "flying artillery" really takes field weapons

"upstairs/*

One of the surprising weapons of 1943 was the 4.2" chemical

mortar. It is a rifled weapon with a 2-mi. range and was designed

originally to throw smoke shells, particularly white phosphorus,
whose particles burn in air after bursting and cling flaming to any
surface. However, it was found that the mortar handled a 25-lb.

shell, packed with an 8-lb. high explosive charge, exceptionally

well, and invasion forces in Sicily and Italy used the mortar with

excellent results; in fact, it was referred to by the enemy as a

"miracle gun/' In the heavy artillery class, the army put the

M-io into mass production. This weapon was designed as a tank

destroyer and was, in effect, a land cruiser capable of coping

with anything in battle. In its manufacture, sections were fab-

ricated from armour plate wherever possible and machine weld-

ing was extensively used to save time. Another heavy antitank

weapon was the M-ia, a iss-mm. gun mounted on a medium

tank chassis and capable of attaining the speed of a medium

tank. This weapon, exceedingly mobile, could hurl a 95-lb, pro-

jectile more than 10 mi. with sufficient force at that range to

knock out any tank or sink a battle cruiser. In North African

fighting, self-propelled weapons brought down enemy planes and

violently disrupted German communications lines. The ordnance

department standardized gun motor carriages for 37-mm., 75-mm.

and I05-mm. howitzers. In the smaller armament realm, there
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was noted a production record in one month of 7,000 aircraft

cannon of a-mm. calibre. Armament of aircraft demonstrated

how far the United States had come along since 1918, when the

ordnance department announced the installation of 75-mm. can-

non in army air force planes. First tested from B-i8 aircraft, it

was finally proved practicable, so that in 1943 it was a fact that

a gun of the same size but of greater power than the field artil-

lery most in use in World War I could be fired from aeroplanes

with speeds of more than 300 mi. per hour. This weapon knocked

out any tank in use, could sink any lightly armoured warship

and destroy enemy gun emplacements. Two other important air-

craft weapons were the 37-mm. automatic cannon and the .50-

calibre aircraft machine gun with its incendiary and armour-

piercing ammunition.

Battery. Most chemicals which activate a "dry" cell become

virtually inert at subzero temperatures. Experimentation during

1943 sought to develop a battery that would not become less

active at low temperatures. The meteorological section, signal

corps, hit upon the plan of keeping batteries at normal tempera-

tures by containing them in a thermos bottle.

Bazooka. This Yank-christened instrument enabled the indi-

vidual soldier to stand his ground against any tank. In African

operations, one shot from a bazooka forced the surrender of a

small but strong fort. This weapon was a metal tube slightly over

50 in. long and a little less than 3 in. in diameter, open at both

ends. Attached to the tube were a shoulder stock and front and

rear grips for the firer, together with sights and an electric bat-

tery which set off the rocket propelling charge when the launcher

trigger was squeezed. The bazooka was operated by a two-man

team one the firer, the other the loader. When the bazooka was

in firing position, the loader was at the right and rear of the firer.

After loader placed rocket in tube he turned a contact lever to

the "fire" position, signalled "ready" to the firer, then dropped
down and away from rear end of the tube. When firer squeezed
the trigger, the rocket propelling charge was ignited and flashed

from rear of tube. The rocket itself was heavier than a hand

1

THE BAZOOKA or rocket gun enables a foot soldier to operate effectively

against armoured vehicles. The drawings show the weapon itself and a two-

man bazooka team, consisting of a firer and a loader, In action. Although it Is

only about 50 in. long and weighs about the same as a Springfield rifle, the

bazooka fires a projectile which can penetrate 3 in. of armour

grenade and was nearly 2 ft. long. It was highly effective against

tanks and pillboxes.

Binoculars. Optical glass manufacturers co-operated to stand-

ardize the types of binoculars fabricated for issue. Thousands of

splendid instruments were turned in gratuitously by civilians for

military use.

Brass. By reason of a process perfected at the Evansville

ordnance plant and Frankford arsenal it was possible to substi-

tute steel for brass in the manufacture of 45-calibre ammunition.

This made possible the saving of 1,774 H>. f brass for each 100,-

ooo rounds of this type ammunition.

A further savings, estimated at 365,000 Ib. of brass annually,

was made possible by substituting plastic for brass in enlisted

men's uniform buttons and collar insignia. In addition to the

metal savings effected, the plastic material had the added advan-

tages of not reflecting light and of being nontarnishable.

Canisters. Gas mask canisters, formerly filled with activated

charcoal produced from hard-to-get cocoanut shells, were to be

filled with charcoal produced from sawdust, wood, coke and even

coal. The new product was superior to the old in its ability to

absorb toxic gases.

Drinking Water. In New Rochelle, N.Y., manufacture was

begun of a device called "Sunstill" to convert sea water into

drinking water. A new water testing kit devised by the army
determined the calcium hypochlorite content of water by use of

the chemical agent known as orthotolidine.

Duffel Bag. Patterned after the marine corps bag, this new

type duffel bag was designed for troops going overseas. It was

made of single-ply No. 10 duck, was 37 in. high on a i2-in. square

base
;
it had a snap-fastening device at the top, was equipped with

a carrying strap and was dark olive-drab in colour.

Engine. A new tank engine was satisfactorily tested. It was

50O-h.p., 8-cyl, liquid cooled and relatively light-weight because

of secondary aluminum used in its construction.

The Packard Motor Car Co. built a new engine for P-$i planes.

It had greater than 1,500 h.p. and its perfection had the effect of

raising aerial warfare nearly two mi.

Gas Mask. A new light-weight gas mask was developed as

suitable for desert and jungle warfare. It had a 2O-in. hose con-

necting face piece to a canister which gave protection against all

known gaseous agents. There was also developed a new, water-

proof gas mask kit.

A new type gas mask was developed for horses and mules.

There were two types, M-4 designed for pack and draft animals,

and M-5 for cavalry horses. Both were very light and had close-

fitting muzzle pieces connected by flexible hose to canisters. They
resembled human gas masks and animals were afforded enough
air to walk, trot or gallop in comfort while adequately protected

against field concentrations of known chemical agents.

Gasoline. The fuel and lubricants division, office of the

quartermaster general, working in co-operation with the ordnance

department, perfected an all-purpose, all-weather gasoline de-

signed to meet year-round combat requirements of all army
ground force vehicles. It was standardized at 8o-octane and its

development was the result of three years' experimentation.

Gasoline Tank. To be used in starting equipment in very
cold weather, a two-compartment gasoline tank was devised; one

tank contained i qt. of high vapour pressure priming gasoline,

the other tank held a gallon of ordinary gasoline. The starting

mechanism was needled with the high test gas and then switched

to the ordinary type.

Glass. Chemists of the American Optical Co. invented a

coating which made glass nonreflecting and practically invisible.

Glare was eliminated. For the duration of the war, use of this

coating process was restricted to military purposes.



RUSSIAN ROCKET GUNS ranged in batteries, being fired at the Germans
before Stalingrad. They are called "Katiushas"

U.S. SOLDIERS examining the famous German "Tiger" tank

CONCRETE BARRICADES at Picatlnny arsenal, Dover, N.J., separate buildings

to lessen the effects of explosions

U.S. MOBILE 155-MM. GUN, mounted on a medium-tank chassis, was the

latest version of self-propelled artillery in 1943. Throwing a 95-lb. shell ten

miles, It could knock out any tank in existence

DETAILS OF THE FAMOUS U.S. "BAZOOKA," rocket gun manned by two
soldiers which is powerful enough to knock out a heavy tank, were revealed

in 1943. It Is a 50-in. tube open at both ends and equipped with an electric

battery which sets off the rocket-propelling charge in the projectile

t
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Grenades. Rifle grenades, previously fired only from Spring-

field rifles, were fired by a special type of blank cartridge from

Garands and from carbines. These grenades were practically one-

man tank busters.

The Chemical Warfare service developed coloured smoke

grenades which throw off a dense smoke for 2 or 3 min. They
came in brilliant colours and in black. They could be set off on

the ground or dropped from a plane to flame in air. Different

signal requirements could be met by combining colours and, by

prearranged code, friendly tanks or other units could make appro-

priate answers to signals from friendly aeroplanes.

Gyro. A tank gyro stabilizer was developed to improve gun-

ner's aiming chances. This device functioned satisfactorily while

tank was driven at full speed across the battlefield.

Hangar. A portable hangar was fabricated of cold, formed

steel, with coverings and doors of specially treated dark canvas.

In cold climates, wood sheathing was to be substituted for can-

vas. A portable, oil-fired, circulating air heating unit was also de-

veloped for heating this hangar.

Helmet. The Chicago quartermaster depot was named as

sole source of war department procurement for the new U.S.

army M-i steel helmet liner. This had three parts, (i) the steel

shell fabricated and procured from special bullet and shrapnel re-

sisting alloy steel, (2) a lightweight, rigid moulded plastic liner

which is worn minus the steel shell in out-of-combat areas and

('3) a head and neck band.

Hospital Train. There was exhibited in Washington, B.C.,

during November, an all-steel, overseas type hospital train. It

consisted of 10 cars, including 6 ward cars, a kitchen car, utilities

car and two personnel cars for officers and enlisted men. Each
car was slightly more than half the length of an ordinary railway

car and was designed to negotiate the sharp curves, narrow

bridges and tunnels of foreign railways. The train had a pressure

ventilating system, complete sterilization units and operating

areas in each ward car. It was used principally to remove patients

from evacuation hospitals and the train was a complete unit in

itself. The utilities car furnished electric current from two diesel

generators, while two oil-fired steam boilers provided heat and hot

water.

Each ward car could accommodate 16 bed patients.

Hydrosizing. Shells for the 4.2" chemical mortar were body-

sized by a new method. Instead of turning the shells on a lathe

the sizing was done by hydraulic pressure. The time was reduced

from 6 min. per shell by the old method to 30 sec. per shell by
the new.

Material saved by hydrosizing amounts to 205 tons of metal

on each 100,000 shells.

Inner Tubes. Glenn L. Martin Co., aircraft manufacturer, an-

nounced the development of a new plastic which made better

inner tubes than natural rubber. It had no resemblance to rubber

but was, instead, a vinyl chloride plastic. It could be processed

on standard rubber-working machinery and did not need to be

vulcanized.

This substitute material was called Marvinol and its. basic in-

gredients were coal, air, salt and water.

Jungle Kit. In a lo-oz. waterproof kit, jungle aids were as-

sembled for the soldier. The kit contained : a printed waterproof

sheet of "Ten Rules for Jungle Safety," a pocket knife, a fish

hook and line, a length of strong twine, a length of strong wire, a

compass, a glass for starting a fire, iodine crystals in a waterproof

container, matches in a waterproof container, and mosquito net

for tfead covering.

Kitchen. A kitchen railway car was designed to provide food

for more than 250 persons at one sitting. It had two coal burning

stoves, a huge sink, two water tanks, closets, large ice box and

storage batteries for operating the lighting system,

Knife. A new trench knife resembling an oversized hunting

knife was designed. It had a corrugated raw-hide handle. The
blade was 6 in. long, one cutting edge running the full length of

the blade, the other extending only 2| in., after which the steel

widens for strength. A new leather sheath, provided with metal

plates, protected the wearer from the cutting edge of the knife in

case of a fall.

Leather. Savings in this item were effected by long-range

planning. By switching to an unlined horsehide riding glove and

by altering the cuff design, a total of 1,028,000 sq. ft. of leather

was saved. Through substitution of 3,399,377 sq. ft. of cattle

hide splits, a total of 11,484,300 sq. ft. of horsehide splits and

153,125 sq. ft. of grain leather horsehides was saved in making

heavy leather gloves. Height of uppers on soldiers' shoes was de-

creased to effect a saving of 9,871,088 sq. ft. of grain cattle hides.

Incidentally, this change saved great lengths of shoelaces and, by
the elimination of four eyelets on each shoe, made possible a

saving of 282,032 Ib. of steel. Shoulder strap hand bags carried

by nurses and Wacs were made of arctic sealskin, a noncritical

item and a means of saving 3,262,410 sq. ft. of cowhide. Another

1,100,295 Ib. of strap leather was saved by replacing the all-

leather machete sheath by one of water-repellent cotton duck.

Canvas carbine covers saved 1,060,285 Ib. of leather.

Lights. A submarine searchlight was developed capable of

withstanding immersion in cold water one minute after burning
and likewise able to resist the shock of firing a heavy calibre gun

only a few feet away from its mounting.
Since bodies of water absorb rather than reflect light, it was

necessary to fashion floating lights to define water runway areas

for safe landings on dark nights. Westinghouse technicians de-

vised an intense, battery-operated fluorescent lamp mounted on a

floating rubber doughnut.

Bicycle tail lights were attached during the year as a part of

equipment for parachutes.

Lubricants and Fuel Oil. By sharp rationing of crude oil

and refined gasoline, particularly on the eastern seaboard of the

United States, an estimated 500,000 bbl. of gasoline a day were

saved. However, army demands made this still a very critical

matter. Crude oil requirements were estimated at 4,150,000 bbl.

a day, or about 130,000 bbl. more than could efficiently be pro-

duced.

The government's Automotive and Power branch tested a new

synthetic lubricant with an operating range from minus 100 to

plus 300 F.

Machine Suns. In January and February of 1943, American

shops produced 150,000 machine guns and 134,000 submachine

guns as against 132,000 machine guns of all calibres in all of

World War I.

A new submachine gun was put into mass production. It

weighed less than 9 Ib. and might be taken down in three princi-

pal pieces, none of which was over i ft. long. This gun, M-3, was

so small it could be carried in an ordinary brief case. It was a

.45-calibre weapon, all-metal construction with collapsible metal

stock. Working parts were fully enclosed against dirt, water and

mud. This gun was found exceptionally reliable in operation, even

after immersion in sea water. It was capable of firing 450 rounds

per minute, cost less than $20 to manufacture, and after firing

49,600 rounds in test showed no decrease in accuracy.

Mats. Aladdin's magic carpet came to light in the widespread
use of interlocking steel mats by means of which landing fields

and take-off runways were built almost as if by magic. In the

month of January, alone, more than 37,000,000 sq. ft. of metal

landing mats were produced, and later in the year it was esti-

mated that production of this item had increased 353% over the
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GERMAN ANTIPERSONNEL MINE
Push or pull defonotor
mechanism screws on here

Inner mine explodes,
sending bullet-like steel

balls in all directions

Inner shell

Outer shell

350 polished steel balls

Detonator ignites^ '**** >*'***
jumping charge which in ^igpp* *r

*
v

turn ignites powder train

oTNT -X,.,Tf^V

Jumping charge in outer

shell throws inner shell

mine into the air

Pushing down detonator

mechanism ignites mine

THE ANTIPERSONNEL BOUNDING MINE (Silent Soldier) explodes when the

detonator mechanism is pushed or pulled. This German model explodes twice,

the second time in the air, at which time the inner shell scatters its contents

of 350 steel balls as far as 200 yards

output for the year 1942.
*

Microphone. A tiny lip microphone was devised to be worn

on the upper lip for use in tanks and other places where users of

communications must have their hands free. This instrument

fitted easily under gas masks and dust respirators.

Packaging. Formerly, U.S. tanks shipped to British ports

had to be de-slushed of heavy coats of grease which had been

smeared on to prevent rust during the ocean voyage. While lying

helpless at dockside throughout this process, they were easy tar-

gets for nazi bombers who took advantage of the targets afforded.

In 1943, tanks were shipped wrapped in plastic film with a drying

agent inside the wrapper. Arrived at port of debarkation, the

wrapping was ripped off and the tank driven quickly away from

the dock.

Pipelines. Portable pipelines for military service were devel-

oped by the corps of engineers in co-operation with private indus-

try. These lines solved the problems of bringing liquid fuels and

water to front line troops, the latter especially valuable in arid

regions. This new pipeline was nearly as portable as a tank truck.

It could be laid at the rate of 20 mi. per day and it was movable

to allow coverage of rapidly shifting battle fronts. One mile of

the line, including pumping stations, weighed only 13 tons. The

pipe sections could be laid on top of any terrain accessible to

trucks.

Plastics. The army tested plastics for temperature variations

ranging from 55 to +85 C.

Powder. A new process was evolved whereby wood pulp was

used in the manufacture of smokeless powder. The development

was undertaken by the Hercules Powder Co. because it was recog-

nized that the U.S. cotton supply was inadequate. The new

process was estimated to have saved $20,000,000 manufacturing
costs in its first year of operation.

In addition to sulfanilamide tablets, U.S. soldiers carried a tin

of powder a small amount of which would de-flea them. Along
with this was a small vial of fumigator with which they could

quickly delouse their clothing in sealed paper sacks.

Rifles. Production of the Garand rifle was stepped up to the

point of producing 80,000 of them a month.

Rubber. The normal natural rubber consumption was esti-

mated on an annual basis at 600,000 tons. The army's rubber

conservation program reduced the use of crude rubber in war

material by 45% on the basis of the amount of rubber in the same

material as of Dec. 7, 1941. Eleven principles of conservation

were established: designs; constructions and compounds; factory

inspection of finished products; packaging; procurement; stor-

age; issue; application; preventive maintenance; reconditioning

and reclaiming and co-ordination. Polyvinyl resins replaced rub-

ber for cable and electric wire insulation. Butyl was used to re-

place natural rubber for floats, boats, rafts and other inflatable

items. Buna S replaced natural rubber in tires. In November the

war department announced that, henceforth, all army rubber foot-

wear would be manufactured from Buna S, saving about 180,000

Ib. of natural rubber per month.

Searchlights. This engineer item showed a 525% production
increase for the year.

Shoes. Tn January and February, 5,000,000 pairs of marching
shoes were built for the military service. Early in the year, army
shops were rebuilding 250,000 pairs of shoes per month and re-

pairing another 525,000 pairs. For the year it was estimated

that approximately 6,500,000 pairs were rebuilt, effecting a sav-

ings of $7,000,000 plus 20,000,000 sq.ft. of leather.

Shoe-pac. A new type was designed with rubber feet and

leather tops intended for use in snow or on wet terrain. It had a

nonskid rubber heel, ridged for easy attachment of snow shoes.

Soap. A new all-purpose soap was perfected by the army. It

was mild, nonirritant and efficient under all conditions.

Spectacles. A new type was devised for use with gas masks.

Statistics. Certain statistics are of interest in connection with

the production of munitions. Emergency construction, real estate

and maintenance programs for the army of the United States

represented an outlay of approximately $11,000,000,000 since

beginning of these activities in June 1940. Nearly 15,000 sep-

arate projects were undertaken, including air bases, tactical air

fields, schooL and depots. Posts, camps and stations occupied a

total area of approximately 14,500 sq.mi., or the combined area

of Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. The army built

more than 480,000,000 sq.yd. of roads, airfield runways and park-

ing spaces the equivalent of 13 New York-to-Seattle highways
each 21 ft. wide. The army also operated 3,340 mi. of railroad.

In September, percentage-of-increase figures were published

showing the rise in production since Sept. 1939, v *z - : petroleum

66%; soft coal 40%; chemicals 300%; iron ore 125%; hydro-
electric power 79%; and steel 106%. The month of July 1943

was a turning point, since it showed for the first time in months

an over-all increase in production of munitions the gain stood

at 3%.
Figures released in September showed actual output since

May 1940 of: aeroplanes 123,000; tanks 53,000; trucks 1,233,000;

and small arms 9,500,000.

For the manufacture of munitions, the small manufacturers of

the country received 48.8 cents out of every procurement dollar

spent by the army service forces, and an additional 25.2 cents

of each dollar was received by small plants through "first-tier"

subcontracts.
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Steel. One of the toughest problems in the history of military

production was solved by the General Motors Corp. (Buick di-

vision) working with army ordnance experts. Demand for con-

servation of copper made mandatory the evolving of a process

for the manufacture of steel shell cases. The four different proc-

esses which solved the problem involved extension and cold work-

ing of bar stock steel, drawing it into size and shape of an artil-

lery shell case, giving it at the same time the high physical prop-

erties required in firing. It was hot-extruded and cold-drawn

from a billet of steel 3^ in. in diameter by ij in. deep, and perfect

surface was secured by grinding. Inspection by magnaflux method

checked all internal imperfections.

At the Fontana plant of Henry Kaiser in San Bernardino valley,

Calif., was produced California's first "home-grown" steel, from

ore to finished plate. In August the first sheared plate was made
and fitted into the deck of a Kaiser Liberty ship.

Stereofluoroscope. This was a newly developed instrument

whereby a surgeon got a three-dimensional picture when he

probed for bullets or shell splinters in a soldier's body. He was

able to look at the embedded foreign matter and, by using a slim

sterilized needle, reach to the fragment for removal purposes.

Stethoscope* A new acoustic stethoscope introduced sounds

to the doctor's ears never before heard in the human body. The

device registered sounds of the human body ranging from 40 to

4,000 sound cycles.

Tanks. During World War I, the United States produced a

total of just 80 tanks; in a two-month period in 1943, production
of tanks stood at 5,000.

Telephone. A sound-powered telephone, operated without

cumbersome batteries, proved to be one of the most useful pieces

of equipment on Guadalcanal. Power in the telephone was gen-

erated by the human voice and was capable of a 5-mi. radius of

transmission under almost any circumstances lo-mi. radius un-

der favourable conditions. It was more compact and durable

than battery-powered phones and combatted tropical humidity.

Signalling was accomplished by whistling into the transmitter.

Trucks. In January and February, more than 28,000 army
trucks and, in February, 7,800 weapon-bearing combat vehicles

were produced. A new product of the year was the "truck am-

phibian, 2i-ton, 6x6, DUKW-353." Promptly christened "the

duck," it could carry both troops and cargo on sea as well as on

land.

Turret. A power turret was designed for aircraft. It was

technically a gun mount, power-operated. This turret overcame

the slipstream (air driven back by the propellers), thus enabling

the gunner to hold a steady sight on his target. The steady aim-

ing thereby afforded was called "tracking," and, coupled with

American advanced sighting devices, made it almost impossible
for the aircraft gunner to miss.

Uniforms. Developments in this field were based on a "layer-

ing" principle by which successive layers of clothing might be

donned to suit the climate. Basic fabric was a g-oz. rip-proof

material known as "5-harness" sateen. It was extremely tough
and had excellent wind- and water-resisting characteristics. An
army field jacket was made* of this material, reversed side out,

with a s-oz. poplin lining. All buttons were covered with flaps to

prevent catching on objects. For cold climates, warm pile-cloth

was used, and for extremely cold areas, two suits were provided,

worn, one with pile side of cloth in, the other with pile side out.

Tailored two-piece slack suits were prescribed for Army nurses

on duty on hospital ships, hospital trains and in warmer climates

overseas. This uniform provided greater freedom of movement
than was possible with skirts and dresses and also afforded better

protection from insects.

Walkie-talkie. There was perfected a new series of radio

communications set, light enough to hold in one hand and almost

as easy to operate as a telephone handset. It was used with out-

standing success in North African operations. Fitted with an im*

proved superheterodyne, its range was triple that of old models.

The set used miniature radio tubes and was known to function

after being completely rain-soaked.

X-ray Machine. Westinghouse engineers developed a new

X-ray machine capable of inspecting as many as 17,000 aeroplane

castings in a 24-hr, day. This unit produced an exposed film of

six castings every 30 sec.

Certain definite army unfilled needs were brought out in the

munitions field. Some of them were: a device to locate nonmetaK

lie land mines; a harmless method of darkening aluminum so as

not to reflect light; a method of waterproofing vehicles so that

engines would not stall while fording streams; an inexpensive

durable metal for soldiers' dishes; and a method of absorbing 01

eliminating poisonous carbon monoxide.

Navy. Vessels of the U.S. navy completed in the three years

between July 1940 and July 1943, when added to existing ton-

nage, made it the mightiest surface fleet in the world's history.

Building for the three-year period included 333 combat vehicles,

1,274 mine craft and patrol craft, 151 auxiliaries, 654 yard and

district craft and 12,964 landing craft. The degree of step-up in

1943 is shown in the figures for June, which showed that the

number of vessels completed in that month approximated the

total number finished in the entire first 18 mo. of the defense

building program. During the first half of 1943, navy yards

and private shipbuilders, including the record-making and break-

ing Henry Kaiser, built more than 6,000 naval craft of all classes.

This was an increase of 250% over the number of vessels com-

pleted in the same period in 1942. Ships built cost approximately

$2,500,000,000 and represented 1,000,000 standard displacement

tons. Included in this construction group were the first vessels of

a new conbatant type, the destroyer escort. Production of PT
boats was seven times that of the preceding year. Noted in con-

struction work for the year was virtual completion of the recon-

struction job on the vessels crippled at Pearl Harbor in 1941,

along with the righting of the giant liner, the "Lafayette" (ex-

"Normandie")- It was estimated that in 1943 the United States

had afloat more than 5,000,000 tons and ships of all kinds were

coming off the ways for the navy at the rate of five per day. Fig-

ures estimated for the fiscal year 1944 (ending June 30, 1944)

showed a total vessel strength of 41,179 divided by types as 4,153

combatant, patrol, mine and auxiliary ships; 2,994 district and

yard craft; and 34,032 small landing craft and special boats.

Big ship balance was restored by commissioning of the aero-

plane carrier U.S.S. "Saratoga" and the launching on Dec. 7 of the

52,ooo-ton battleship "Wisconsin." A new class of carriers

(CVB) 45,ooo-ton, inaugurated in 1942, saw two keels laid down

in 1943 and a third planned for 1944. The "Saratoga," the big-

gest aeroplane carrier afloat was originally intended to be built

as a battle cruiser. An interesting bit of historic construction

during the year was the refitting, regunning and remanning of

the former presidential yacht "Mayflower," which was put into

service as a coast guard cutter on Oct. 19, 1943. For the British

navy, the Bethlehem-Hingham shipyard at Hingham, Mass., com-

pleted a destroyer escort ship 25 days after its keel was laid.

Antiaircraft fire power on modern battleships was 100 times

greater than it was three years ago. Of this type of ship arma-

ment, four gun-and-mount assemblies constituted 97% of the

dollar value of all ship installations for antiaircraft fire:

2o-mm. antiaircraft guns
4O-mm. antiaircraft guns
3*/5<> calibre double-purpose guns
5" /38 calibre double-purpose guns

Of the above, only one, the 5", was American designed.
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Amphibious attacks on Sicily, Italy, Attu, Kiska, Rendova and

Tarawa showed how well the navy was equipped with landing

craft to meet army requirements. The several types of these

craft were : LST landing ship tank, really a medium-sized ocean

freighter (372 ft. long; 5,500 tons), whose bows open up like

huge jaws when discharging cargo; LCI-L landing craft infantry-

large, able to navigate by itself on high seas (155 ft. long) and

can carry 200 infantrymen; LCV landing craft vehicle and LCP
landing craft personnel, with space sufficient to carry 50 men or

equivalent cargo to shore (36 ft. long); LCM landing craft

mechanized (50 ft. long), carries a medium tank and crew of

four; LCT landing craft tank (100 ft. long), designed to carry

large tanks with their crews.

Navy chemists developed plastic shipbottom paint which ma-

terially reduced fouling, so much so that very appreciable sav-

ings in fuel oil were effected.

General utility, semicircular steel buildings were fabricated for

navy use. They weighed complete 25,000 Ib. each and could be

packed for shipping in crates occupying only 369 cu. ft,

Waters off Cape Fear, N.C., witnessed the testing of many di-

verse types of life-saving equipment, all of which showed revo-

lutionary advance in items provided to sustain life during long

periods of time if cast adrift at sea.

In the realm of merchant ships, William Francis Gibbs, co-

operating in a program of standardization to speed up mass pro-

duction, reduced merchant ship types from 6 to 3; types of

geared turbines from 27 to 8; and turbogenerators from 77 to 17.

It was believed that future merchant ships would be powered
with geared turbines giving them speeds of over 15 knots per hr.

These Victory ships would supplant the Liberty ships and, with

the same cargo-carrying capacity, would be able to outrun sub-

merged submarines.

Salvage. The importance of systematic salvage in relation to

the munitions program was stressed by war department circular

399, Dec. 9, 1942, which stated in part that ". . . used ammuni-

tion components be recovered and turned in for salvage in best

possible condition. . . ." Early in January, it was announced that

the army had collected at overseas bases and returned to the

United States approximately 1,348,000 Ib. of brass cartridge cases.

At overseas bases there were collected tires, tubes, scrap rubber,

scrap metals, clothing and textiles. When received in the United

States, repairable property was channeled into repair facilities

while metal scrap was sent into channels of industry. There was

a steady flow to the United States of 300 tons of battle scrap a

month. This scrap was in addition to ferrous scrap which the

navy was salvaging in shore installations at the rate of 25,000 tons

a month. In the navy, items of salvage extended from pliofilm

for aeroplane engine covers to antifreeze radiator liquids. Waste

lumber was given for fuel to needy families; electric light bulbs

were salvaged for brass; tin cans returned to tin and steel com-

ponents; garbage was fed to piggeries; metal was salvaged from

photo film rolls and typewriter ribbon spools; and scrap cordage

was used in manufacturing tough fibre paper serving as a substi-

tute for silk in small parachutes used for dropping aeroplane

flares.

To encourage household savings of kitchen fats, the war de-

partment reprinted and distributed the DuPont Co. conversion

scale showing that: 100 Ib. of scrap fats and oils could be con-

verted into more than 6 Ib. of glycerine and, then, nearly 15 Ib.

of nitroglycerine. In turn, this would make enough dynamite to

bring down 1,500 tons of soft coal or enough iron ore to provide

steel to make 2,000 xoo-lb. bombs. (See also AIR FORCES OF THE

WORLD; NAVIES OF THE WORLD; SUBMARINE WARFARE.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. United States: Army and Navy Journal; Army Ord-

nance; Bulletin of the Army Ordnance Association; Command and General
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Staff School Military Review; Army and Navy Register; Time; Newsweek;
War Department Press Digests, Bulletins, Releases t and Radio Digest;
Life. Great Britain: The Times. Germany: Dcutsche-Wehr; Mtittar

Wochenblatt. U. S. S. R.: Krasnaya Zvesda. (R. S. T.)

UlimhV Pnhort llflniol
(l894~ ), US. foreign service

mUI|Jliy, nUUGll UdlllCI official, was born Oct. 28 in

Milwaukee. He entered the foreign service in 1917 as a clerk

in the Berne legation and held consular posts in Zurich, Munich
and Seville until 1930, when he was transferred to the Paris

embassy as consul and later first secretary. After the collapse
of French armies in June 1940, he followed the Petain government
to Vichy, there becoming a counsellor in the U.S. embassy and

chief U.S. representative in French North Africa. Murphy was
credited with having played an important role in preparing the

groundwork for the U.S. invasion of French North Africa in

Nov. 1942. For this work he was given the D.S.M. and was
raised to the rank of minister. During the early part of 1943,

under a storm of criticism from the U.S., Murphy worked toward

a settlement of Giraud-de Gaulle differences, his goal being French

unity and the establishment of a governing body that the U.S.

would be willing to recognize. Finally, the French Committee of

National Liberation was set up, and conditional recognition by
the U.S. was achieved Aug. 26. When the advisory council to

the Allied Control Commission for Italy was formed in November
to replace the Allied Mediterranean commission, Murphy was

appointed as the U.S. member with the personal rank of ambas-

sador. His duties as American representative to the French

Committee for National Liberation were taken over by Edwin C.

Wilson, former ambassador to Panamd.

Miirroif Dhilm ( l886~ ) U.S. labour leader. A native

MUlTujf I nillp of Scotland, he was born in Blantyre May 25

and emigrated to the United States in 1902. Naturalized in 1911,

he became a member of the international board of the United

Mine Workers of America the next year, president of the union's

fifth district in 1916, and international vice-president in 1920.

During World War I he was a member of Pennsylvania's regional

war labour board and served also on the National Bituminous

Coal Production committee. In 1935 he was named to the Na-

tional Industrial Recovery board and to the advisory council of

the National Recovery administration. Murray, choice of John
L. Lewis, succeeded him as C.I.O. president, Nov. 22, 1940,

when Lewis fulfilled his pledge to quit if Roosevelt were re-

elected. But Murray did not follow Lewis in his bitter opposition

to Roosevelt's foreign policy. A split developed, which became

an open break in May 1942, when Lewis ousted Murray as

U.M.W.A. vice-pre<iident. Murray fought back, and the C.I.O.

went along with him; Lewis and the Mine Workers walked out.

In 1942, Murray proposed industry councils in which labour,

management and government would be equally represented.

While this plan was not adopted, WPB did sponsor labour-

management committees throughout the nation's war plants. In

1943 Murray fought actively for various things: to maintain the

no-strike policy, to use manpower more efficiently, to streamline

the War Labor board, to stabilize prices, etc. When congress

refused to go along, and instead enacted the Smith-Connally

anti-strike bill and was hesitant about taxes and subsidies, the

C.I.O. set up a political action committee, with $750,000 funds,

to aid the candidate it supports in the 1944 presidential election.

In his Labor day address, Murray asked that labour be given

greater voice in determining national policies. Late in 1943, he

was emphatic in his demands that, since taxes and subsidies ade-

quate to stabilize prices had not been provided, the "little steel

formula" should be scrapped and wages permitted to rise* Murray
was re-elected president of C.I.O. on Nov. 5.
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Museums of Art: see ART GALLERIES AND ART MUSEUMS.

*n 1 94$ most musicians came to realize that the

aesthetics of 10 and 20 years before would not suffice

for the new world ahead.

Certainly, the tenets of "pure art" were already under attack.

The effects of this attack were to be seen in the music from Rus-

sia. Sergei Prokofiev, the composer of the Classical Symphony
and of much performed violin and piano concert! was composing
an opera on Tolstoy's War and Peace. He produced a cantata

Ballad of the Unknown Boy and a Symphonic Suite, 1941, Visaa-

rion Shebalin wrote a Slavonic Quartet and a Russian Overture.

Reinhold Gliere completed not only a Concerto for coloratura

soprano with orchestral accompaniment, but also a popular vocal

number, End of Hitler. Nyoskovsky's Kirov Is With Us is a

cantata based on the Leningrad siege. Dmitri Shostakovich sold

to an orchestra in the United States for $10,000 the first per-

formance rights to his new Eighth Symphony, which, like the

seventh, is based directly on the great Russian offensive in the

war. The fact that the "International," the song of world-wide

revolution, was abandoned by the U.S.S.R. in 1943 for a nation-

ally contained anthem, might in some way serve to mark the

change that was taking place.

Aaron Copland wrote his Lincoln Portrait, though perhaps his

Piano Sonata t given its first performances during 1943, remained

his most provocative new work. A new Sonata for Violin and
Piano was heard in January of 1944. Daniel Gregory Mason pro-
duced A Lincoln Symphony. Robert Palmer set Vachel Lindsay's
Abraham Lincoln Walks at Midnight. Lincoln and Jefferson

served Earl Robinson with material for radio cantatas. "Songs
can be bullets," said Robinson. Four choruses for men's voices

by Randall Thompson setting writings of Thomas Jefferson were

FRANK SINATRA, popular radio singer of 1943, singing with the New York
Philharmonic at Lewisohn stadium, New York city. Aug. 3

performed at the 2OOth anniversary of his birth. William Schu-

man, winner of the newly formed Pulitzer prize (no longer a

scholarship for study but a prize for the best work of the year),

produced Prayer 1943 and A Free Song, a cantata on words by
Walt Whitman. William Grant Still, whose In Memoriam of

Colored Soldiers Who Died for Democracy the New York Phil-

harmonic Symphony Orchestra was to perform, made a setting of

an anti-fascist poem by Katherine Garrison Chapin, Plain Song

for America. Ross Lee Finney wrote a Symphony Communique
and Pole Star for This Year, a setting of a poem by Archibald

Mac Leish. Paul Creston, whose First Symphony won the New
York Music Critics' award for the finest orchestral work by an

American composer having its New York premiere during the

season, composed Chant of 1942. Roy Harris in his program
notes for his Fifth Symphony, given first performance by Sergei

Koussevitzky and the Boston Symphony Orchestra and dedicated

to the Russian army, showed the composer's desire "to express

qualities of our people . . heroic strength, determination, will to

struggle, faith in our destiny."

It must not be supposed, however, that such works give the

complete picture for 1943. Many composers, just as moved by
the events of the times, completed works which revealed no out-

ward indication of these events. A Duo for Violin and Piano by
Roger Sessions had its first performance. Frederick Jacob! com-

pleted a three-act opera The Prodigal Son based on four early

American prints. His Ode for orchestra was presented in 1943

by the San Francisco and the Boston Symphony Orchestras. David

Diamond completed a Second Symphony. Howard Hanson's

Fourth Symphony was given a New Year's broadcast. A Second

Symphony was completed by John Verral. One can enumerate

concerti, symphonies, quartets and various other forms that show
the continuing interest of the composer in objective musical

organization.

The music of South and Central America perhaps inevitably

was less influenced by changing times. That the work of 1943
seemed less different from the work of ten years before might be

due to several causes. For one thing, national feeling marked
South American music very strongly; the music of Mexico in

particular was deeply concerned with the mass audience. Then

also, perhaps, the effects of the conflict were less strong and less

immediate there than elsewhere. In Mexico new symphonies by
Edward Hernandez Mancada and Condelario Huizar and new

piano concerti by Bias Galindo and Jese Rolon were presented.

Creative activity was vigorous also in Chile, Brazil and Argentina.

European composers living in the Americas were active. A
Second Symphony , a Piano Quartet and a Suite Concertante at-

tracted attention to the works of Bohuslav Martinu. A new

symphony by Darius Milhaud was presented by the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra. This composer was working on a new opera

Bolivar. Ernst Krenek wrote a series of choral works to Latin

texts. Karol Rathaus was working on a Third Symphony. Igor

Stravinsky's Dances Concertantes was given its premiere at the

Museum of Modern Art in New York city.

There was little to review in the musical life of continental

Europe in 1943. (R. L. FY.)

Popular Music. The year 1943 was on the whole more en-

couraging than discouraging in the field of popular music. Its

chief discouragement was the ban on recordings and transcrip-

tions issued by James Caesar Petrillo, who said that this ac-

tion had thus far cost the members of his union over $7,000,000

in fees.

A fair amount of popular music managed to get on records

nevertheless, the popular Frank Sinatra making some with choral

accompaniment, with Decca finally capitulating to the Petrillo

demands and thus getting the jump on the other record manufac-



hirers. The immediate effect of the record shortage was seen in

the revival of old hits and a new emphasis on the music of

motion pictures and stage productions.
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II were the heroes

of the year on the creative side of popular music. The enormous
success of the Theatre guild's musical play, Oklahoma!, for which

these two men were chiefly responsible, brought a new dignity

and prestige to a business that sadly needed both, and almost

eliminated the old dividing line between "popular" and "classical"

music. Hammerstein provided an additional sensation with his

up-to-date adaptation of Bizet's Carmen under the title of Car-

men Jones, produced by Billy Rose with an all-Negro cast.

The best popular song of the year was unquestionably the

Rodgers-Hammerstcin "People Will Say We're in Love," from
Oklahoma! That the public appreciated its merits was proved by
a record of 25 appearances in the Hit Parade, three times at the

top, seven times in second place and three times in third, with

every evidence of continued popularity for 1944. Toward the

close of the year, this outstanding hit was actually passed by
the earthy waltz song, "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning," from

Oklahoma! while other numbers from the same opera had a more
than average success.

A motion picture tune, "You'll Never Know," was in the Hit

Parade 24 times, with nine appearances at the top of the list.

"As Time Goes By," achieving new life through the film Casa-

blanca, made 21 appearances in radio's Hall of Fame, four times

at the top. Other frequent visitors to this established sanctum

of popular music were the Disney good neighbour ditty, "Brazil,"

the air-minded "Comin' in on a Wing and a Prayer," "It Can't

Be Wrong," "Sunday, Monday or Always," "There are Such

Things," "Taking a Chance on Love" (featured in both the play

and the motion picture, Cabin in the Sky, by Vernon Duke), Cole

Porter's "You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To," and the frankly

nonsensical "Pistol-Packin' Mama," which might be called the

novelty song of 1943.

It is highly probable that the biggest seller of sheet music and

records was Bob Miller's hillbilly patriotic number, "There's a

Star Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere," which had already

made an amazing record in 1942 and still commanded a circula-

tion of which the connoisseurs seemed utterly unaware. Its com-

plete absence from the Hit Parade was a mystery.

The films succeeded in reviving such good old-timers as "For

Me and My Gal" (with the help of Judy Garland) and "Put

Your Arms Around Me, Honey," while the 25-year-old "Paper
Doll" surprised even its publishers with a new and active life.

Other hit songs of 1943 were "Moonlight Becomes You," "I

Had the Craziest Dream," "I've Heard That Song Before," "That

Old Black Magic," "Don't Get Around Much Any More," "Let's

Get Lost," "Ail or Nothing at All" and "In the Blue of Evening."

Irving Berlin's "White Christmas" maintained its popularity into

the new year and came back strongly for the holiday season of

1943-44. Arthur Schwartz added his bit toward a definitely higher

standard with the witty "They're Either Too Young or Too Old,"

introduced, strangely enough, by Bettc Davis on the screen, and

showing a real popularity by the end of the year. (S. SP.)

A poll conducted by the musicians' publication Down Beat

among swing-band musicians to determine their favourite male

singer of 1943 had the following results: Frank Sinatra, 4,992;

Bing Crosby, 3,942; Bob Eberly, 1,197. Benny Goodman was

voted "king of swing" as the outstanding swing-band leader of

the year. (See also PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETIES; RADIO.)

YEHUDI MENUHIN and the London Philharmonic orchestra gave a special con-

cert for 5,000 U.S. soldiers and guests at Albert Hall, London, in March 1943

music libraries and collections of music as its primary objective.

Membership in 1943 included some 200 individuals and 100

institutions throughout the U.S. and Canada. Edward N. Waters,

Library of Congress, was president for 1943. The work of the

organization is carried on by its executive board, consisting of

the president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer and two mem-

bers-at-large ; by regional chapter chairmen and by various com-

mittees, among which are publications, inter-library relations,

inter-American library relations, photoduplication, personnel and

employment, and periodical indexing. In normal times an annual

mid-winter meeting is held, devoted to reports, elections and dis-

cussions. A summer meeting is held in conjunction with the

annual conference of the American Library association.

Publications include the association's quarterly periodical,

Notes; Music and Libraries, a volume of selected papers pre-

sented at the 1942 meetings; a Code for Cataloging Music, com-

prising five chapters and a supplement on cataloguing phono-

graph records.

Important bibliographical work for the U.S. army included

lists of both music and books for camp libraries, the latter list

mimeographed and distributed by the war department.
The M.L.A. is affiliated with the American Library association,

and a member of the National Music council and the Council of

National Library associations. (C. V. N.)

Music Library Association. c\^ "was

1931, with promotion of the establishment, growth and use of

Mussolini, Benito
(1883- ) Italian statesman and dic-

tator. For his earlier career, see En-

cyclopedia Britannica. II Duce chose June 10, 1940, as the pro-
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H rttnro ( I 902~ I 943)> Italian air officer and politician,

II i LilUlB was born May 22. He volunteered in the

Italian army during World War I, fought with D'Annunzio's

troops at Fiume and returned home a bemcdalled hero. Muti

joined the fascist ranks before the march on Rome and was

known as the "strong-arm" leader of Mussolini's palace guard,

although nominally he was ranked as a minor fascist official.

He served as lieutenant colonel in the Ethiopian campaign,

participated in the Spanish civil war and the Italian campaigns
in Albania and Greece, becoming one of Italy's most decorated

air heroes. Muti's "devotion" to the fascist party and his ruth-

less personality were recognized in 1937 when Mussolini named
him secretary general of the fascist party. When II Duce re-

signed in July 1943, it was reported that Muti fled to escape

the wrath of his anti-fascist victims. His death was announced

by an Italian news agency, Aug. 24.

Ho4mi OSSo- ), Japanese naval officer, was

Uodllll born in June at Kochi, Japan. After gradu-

ating from the naval academy in 1900, he attended the naval

staff college. In 1913, he was a language officer in the U.S., where

he studied law at Harvard university and took courses at the

War college. As naval attache in Washington, 1920-23, he partici-

pated in the Washington naval conference of 1921-22. In 1928,

he commanded a Japanese naval training squadron which visited

Annapolis and was received by President Hoover. Known for his

shrewd diplomacy, he represented his government at a number of

international conferences. He attended the Geneva conference

in 1932 and proposed elimination of aircraft carriers and long-

range submarines, as well as restriction of the number of capital

ships. At the London naval conference, 1935-36, Nagano sealed

the doom of the 5-5-3 ratio. He rejected President Roosevelt's

proposal of a 20% reduction, and when his demands for Japanese

parity were refused, he led the Japanese delegation from the con-

ference. Nagano was appointed minister of the navy in the

Hirota cabinet, 1936. He apologized for the sinking of the U.S.

gunboat "Panay" in 1937, insisting it had been an "accident."

He became chief of the Japanese naval general staff, April 19,

"A BUST." This cartoon by Costello of the Knickerbocker News (Albany,
N.Y.) appeared after the fall of Tripoli, Jan. 23, 1943

pitious date for entering World War II, doing so with the declara-

tion that "our conscience is entirely clear." After a few desultory
thrusts at defeated France he consulted with Hitler at Munich

June 18 on the terms of peace. Italian military activities then

remained in relative abeyance until the beginning of the cam-

paigns in North Africa (Sept. 12, 1940) and in Greece (Oct. 28).

Both these operations were soon thrown into reverse, and on Dec.

6, 1940, Mussolini reorganized his military command.
The later events of Mussolini's career fell into a general pat-

tern: conferences with Hitler; shake-ups of the army; explana-
tions of defeats; and threats against the common enemies of the

axis. In June 1941, he joined Hitler in declaring war on Russia

and in the same month boasted that U.S. intervention would not

alter the outcome of the war.

During 1943, Mussolini's prestige and popularity among the

Italian people dwindled to the vanishing point. Flagging Italian

morale alarmed even Hitler, and on July 19, 1943, the fuehrer

conferred with the duce at Verona. It was the I4th and perhaps
the most crucial meeting between the two dictators. Mussolini

presumably intimated that he was losing his grip on his country-
men. Six days later, on July 25, Mussolini was ousted from the

office he had held for 20 years, after a stormy meeting with his

cabinet and King Victor Emmanuel III. Marshal Pietro Badog-
lio, who had succeeded to the post of premier, had the ex-duce

incarcerated, but a few days after the Allied invasion of Italy,

German paratroopers staged a bold raid on the prison, liberated

Mussolini and took him back safely to axis territory. On Sept.

~3> !943> he formed a new "Republican fascist" government under

German protection and exhorted Italian people to rally to his

cause. (See also FASCISM; ITALY.)

Mustard Seed: see SPICES.

Narcotics: see DRUGS AND DRUG TRAFFIC.

Alu .(

I863~ I 943), U.S. politician, was born

f m u in Chicago, and made his fortune as

contractor in the sewer building business established by his

father. He was Democratic ward committeeman of the I4th

(later the -28th) ward and its "boss" for over 40 years. He was

appointed to the Board of Assessors in 1915 and elected to the

Board of Review in 1918, but was defeated for reelection to the

latter post in 1924. When the assassination of Anton Cermak
left Chicago mayorless in 1933, Nash was instrumental in win-

ning the vacant post for his close friend and hand-picked candi-

date, Edward J. Kelly. The two formed a political partnership,

the nationally known "Kelly-Nash machine," which flourished for

the next 10 years. Nash died in Chicago, Oct. 6.

National Academy of Sciences. ^;r|

l;

'V;: ;'i :":',

of congress approved by President Lincoln in 1863 for the pur-

pose of investigating and reporting upon scientific subjects when-

ever called upon to do so by any department of the United

States government, with the proviso that the academy shall re-

ceive no compensation for services to the government but may be

reimbursed for the actual expenses incurred in making such in-

vestigations and reports. Membership in the academy is limited
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to 450 active members, who must be citizens of the United

States, and 50 foreign associates. Names voted upon in the

election of new members are nominated by the section covering
the branch of research in which the individual is working, upon
a two-thirds vote of that section. There are no applications for

membership, as the proposed names originate upon suggestion

by the existing membership. In 1943 the academy was engaged
to a large extent on government problems concerned with scien-

tific matters related to the war. These reports were confidential

and were not published by the academy.
The academy meets twice a year. The annual meeting is held

in Washington on the fourth Monday of April, and the autumn

meeting is generally held in the east and west in alternate years.

For the duration of the war, both meetings are held in Wash-

ington and are confined to business sessions for members only.

Upon cessation of the war, scientific sessions to which the public
is invited were expected to be resumed.

From the income of a number of trust funds given to the

academy for that specific purpose, the academy awards medals

in recognition of outstanding scientific research, or grants small

sums of money to worthy investigators to enable completion of

scientific research projects in special fields, according to the

terms stipulated by the donors of these funds. At the 1943 annual

meeting the following medals were presented: Henry Draper
medal for 1943 to Ira Sprague Bowen; Agassiz medal for 1942,
with accompanying honorarium of $300, to Columbus O'Donnell

Iselin, II; Daniel Giraud Elliot medals, with accompanying
honoraria of $200, for 1935 to Edwin H. Colbert, for 1936 to

Robert Cushman Murphy; John J. Carty medal and accompany-
ing award, $4,000, to Edwin Grant Conklin.

Twenty-six new members were elected at the 1943 annual

meeting: Leason Herberling Adams, Abraham Adrian Albert,

Jesse Wakefield Beams, Arthur Francis Buddington, Leonard

Carmichael, William Henry Chandler, Edwin Joseph Cohn, John
Nathaniel Couch, Theodosius Dobzhansky, Lee Alvin DuBridge,
Leslie Clarence Dunn, Wallace Osgood Fenn, Paul Darwin Foote,

Louis Plack Hammett, William Vermilion Houston, Walter Pear-

son Kelley, Warfield Theobald Longcope, Eli Kennerly Marshall,

Jr., Leonor Michaelis, William Albert Noyes, Jr., Oswald Hope
Robertson, Carl-Gustaf Arvid Rossby, Calvin Perry Stone,

Charles Vincent Taylor, Hubert Bradford Vickery and Vladimir

Kosma Zworykin. Six new foreign associates were elected at

the same time: Alfonso Caso, Mexico; Sir Harold Spencer Jones,

England; Richard Vynne Southwell, England; Charles Edward

Spearman, England; Sir D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, Scotland;
Hendrik Johannes van der Bijl, South Africa.

The academy publishes an annual report, scientific memoirs,

biographical memoirs of deceased members and monthly pro-

ceedings devoted to condensed reports of recent scientific dis-

coveries. The academy building, 2101 Constitution ave., Wash-

ington, is closed to the public for the duration of the war.

(P. BT.)

Notional Archives: see ARCHIVES, NATIONAL.

National Association of Manufacturers.
The National Association of Manufacturers, an organization of

individuals, firms and corporations engaged in manufacturing,

was founded in 1895 with the following general objectives:

(1) the promotion of the industrial interests of the United States;

(2) the fostering of the domestic and foreign commerce of the

United States; (3) the betterment of relations between employers
and their employees; (4) the protection of the individual liberty

and rights of employer and employee; (5) the dissemination of

information among the public with respect to the principles of

individual liberty and ownership of property; (6) the support
of legislation in furtherance of those principles and opposition
to legislation in derogation thereof. Membership, 10,000. Presi-

dent : Robert M. Gaylord, president of Ingersoll Milling Machine

company; chairman of the board, F. C. Crawford; chairman of

the executive committee: William P. Witherow; executive vice-

president: Walter B. Weisenburger; secretary: Noel Sargent;

treasurer: Theodore G. Montague.

Headquarters: 14 West 49th street, New York city. Branch

offices: Investment building, Washington, D.C.; in Sutter street,

San Francisco, California.

The N.A.M. also established the Economic Principles com-

mission which was making intensive studies and analyses of the

nature, operations, achievements and problems of the free enter-

prise system, and was in 1943 under the chairmanship of Robert

R. Wason. Another important activity was headed up by the

Better America program which was organized in 1943 to reduce

the association's basic thinking and its constructive recommenda-

tions on long-range governmental policies to a series of visual

presentations which could be used to crystallize industrial opinion,

and which industrialists in turn could use to give congressmen
and other government officials an impressive picture of industrial

thinking. It was in 1943 under the chairmanship of H. W.

Prentis, Jr.

Operating as an affiliated part of the National Association of

Manufacturers, the National Industrial council included some 300
industrial associations of three categories: State associations,

Manufacturing Trade associations, and Industrial Relations asso-

ciations. The council provided an effective industrial contact with

collective manufacturing membership in each section of the

country. (N. S.)

National Association of State Libraries.

The National Association of State Libraries is one of the oldest

library associations in America. It was organized at a meeting in

St. Louis in 1899 and elected as its first president* Melville Dewey,
the author and inventor of the Dewey Decimal System of Li-

brary Classification. In the intervening years annual meetings
have been held in various parts of the country, and almost every
state in the union has had representation in the list of officers.

Forty-two state libraries throughout the country comprise the

institutional members. There are in addition a limited number
of associate and individual members whose interests are allied

with state library work. Although state libraries are not all alike

they do have many similar activities which makes an interchange

of service and an exchange of publications particularly desirable.

This is particularly true in the fields of legislative research and

public documents. As the result of working together, it is now

possible for each state library to secure from every other state

whatever state publications are required.

In order to help in the cataloguing of these publications the

association has in recent years published a series of check lists

of 'session laws, statutes and legislative journals. These are kept

up to date by the issuance of supplements as they are required. In

1943 a supplement was issued to the Check List of Legislative

Journals and in the previous year a supplement was issued to

the Check List of Session Laws.

In conjunction with the American Library association the state

libraries were co-operating with the national libraries of Central

and South American countries in order that they might be pro-

vided with such state publications as were needed.

The National Association of State Libraries is a member of

the Council of National Library associations and participates in
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the work of collecting large numbers of scientific and research

publications, which after the war will be distributed to devas-

tated libraries in Europe, Asia and Africa.

The annual meetings of the association were cancelled for the

duration. In 1943 the officers were: president, Dennis A. Dooley,

state librarian of Massachusetts; first vice president, Alfred

Decker Keator, director, State Library of Pennsylvania; second

vice president, Mrs. Virginia G. Moody, state librarian of South

Carolina; secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Gladys F. Riley, former state

librarian of Wyoming; executive committee, the officers named
above and the most recent past president, Miss Helene H. Rog-

ers, assistant state librarian of Illinois. (D. A. DY.)

National Catholic Community Service: see CATHOLIC
COMMUNITY SERVICE, NATIONAL.

National Catholic Rural Life Conference: see CATHOLIC
RURAL LIFE CONFERENCE, NATIONAL.

National Catholic Welfare Conference: see CATHOLIC
WELFARE CONFERENCE, NATIONAL.

TabU tt. Pubfk (febf of ffi* Unit** States, Dirtct and Guoronf**/

(Millions of dollars)

Doht
UBDL

nat*onal debt f a country generally re-

fcrs to the total financial obligations of the

state arising out of the issuance of public securities. It does not

include the debt of all governmental units and agencies but only
the obligations of the central government. The national debt

usually indicates the extent to which the central government has

resorted to borrowing over the years to make up the deficit be-

tween its outlays for government services and investment and its

revenues from taxation and various minor sources. As the man-
ner of keeping official accounts varies from country to country,

however, there are many exceptions to this definition. On the one

hand, agencies or corporations of the central government are

sometimes set up outside the budget so that their debt does not

appear in the national debt. On the other hand, obligations are

sometimes assumed by the government and included in the

official national debt statistics which did not originate in a bor-

rowing operation. The adjusted service bonds issued to veterans

are an example of this type of obligation included in the national

debt total of the United States.

The course of the national debt in the United States from 1913
to 1944 is shown in Table I. The debt first reached substantial

proportions during World War I, with a peak of over $25,000,-

000,000 at the end of the fiscal year 1919. During the following

decade, about one-third of the debt was liquidated. With the on-

set of the world-wide depression in 1929 and the subsequent use

of government expenditures as a method of fighting economic

depression, the debt expanded rapidly throughout the 19303 to

reach almost $43,000,000,000 at the end of the fiscal year 1940.

With the sharp rise in government expenditures which attended

the rearmament program begun in the middle of 1940, the history

TabU L-National Otbf of */> Unfttrf Stotot, 1913-44

Source: Data from 1913 to 1943 are from U.S. treasury department, dally treasury state-

ment (revised); 1944 estimated.

includes $11,278,000,000 as of Dec. 31, 1941, $5,201,000,000 as of Dec. 31, 1942, and

$7,853,000,000 as of Dec. 31, 1943, advanced to government agencies for which
their obligations are owned by the treasury.
tAt current redemption values except Series G which is stated at par.

jOf this total, $8,302,000,000 represents savings notes.
Source: Daily statement of the U.S. treasury.

of the United States debt entered a new period. New tax meas-

ures increased government revenues substantially, but the scale

of armament expenditures was so large that the national debt rose

approximately $15,000,000,000 by the end of the calendar year

1941.

This was just a foretaste of what came after the nation's actual

entry into the armed conflict. Vigorous steps were immediately

taken to mobilize the entire economic structure of the country

for the greatest war production prograrn in all history. While tax

revenues increased substantially in both 1942 and 1943, they
could not keep pace with the flood of expenditures which the war

effort required. As a consequence the national debt rose approxi-

mately $50,000,000,000 in 1942 and almost $58,000,000,000 in

IQ43' At the end of 1943 the debt was $165,877,278,992 and it

was expected to reach $197,000,000,000 by June 1944.

Late in 1942 the treasury began the policy of raising the bulk

of its required financing in short war loan drives, during the first

of which total securities of almost $13,000,000,000 were sold. In

1943 two war loan drives were conducted, the first in April and

the second in September, which yielded a total of $37,500,000,000.

The September drive differed in one important respect from the

two previous drives in that it was confined to non-banking in-

vestors. Despite this fact, the treasury sold almost $19,000,000,-

ooo of securities, about the same total as in the April drive during

which more than $5,000,000,000 of the sales were accounted for

by commercial banks. Since the policy of the government was

to secure as much of its financing as possible from individuals in

order to minimize the inflationary effect of the huge government

deficit, the sales of securities to individuals were stepped up con-

siderably with each succeeding war loan drive. (See also WAR
BONDS.)
One of the main features of the treasury's policy of securing

non-inflationary sources of funds was the emphasis placed upon
the sale of war bonds and stamps to individuals. In 1943 the

amount of savings bonds outstanding rose from $15,050,000,000
at the beginning of the year to $27,363,000,000 at the end of the

year. This constituted a sizeable increase in net sales to approxi-

mately $1,000,000,000 savings bonds per month in 1943 from

$750,000,000 in 1942. In the course of the year there was, how-

ever, a disturbing increase in the rate of redemptions on these

bonds. It was to be expected, of course, that redemptions would

increase as the amount outstanding increased. However, they
rose more than proportionately to outstandings. As compared
with redemptions in the closing months of 1942 of about $4.50

out of every $1,000 outstanding, the monthly rate of redemptions
in the latter part of 1943 was about $9.50 for every $1,000 out-

standing.
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An important factor behind the increase in savings bonds sales

was the fairly widespread adoption of the payroll deduction plan
which was sponsored by the treasury. The savings bonds pur-
chased in 1943 by means of regular deduction from payrolls ac-

counted for a large proportion of total sales in that year. Toward
the end of the year about 27,000,000 employees were participat-

ing in the program and having $450,000,000 or 9% of their pay
deducted each month for the purchase of war bonds. At the end

of the preceding year there were only 20,000,000 employees par-

ticipating in the program and the average deduction amounted to

only 7%.
The maintenance of a low interest rate policy by the treasury

was one of the outstanding developments in the financing of the

public debt during the war. Up through the end of 1943 the war

was being financed at an average rate of interest of slightly less

than 1.75% on the securities issued compared with an average
rate of about 4.25% on the securities issued to finance World
War I. Interest rates during the war period rose only moderately
above the level prevailing during the depression of the '305, the

highest rate for long-term market issues being 2.5%. As a special

inducement to individuals to increase their savings and thus assist

in the government's anti-inflation program, the interest rate on

savings bonds if held to maturity was fixed at 2.9%.
For securities outstanding in the fiscal year 1943 the computed

annual rate of interest amounted to 1.98% compared with 2.29%
in the fiscal year 1942. As may be seen in Table II, the major
factor in this decline was the proportionate rise in certificates

of indebtedness and notes outstanding. Although these securities

carried a low interest rate, they were a popular outlet, because of

their high degree of liquidity, for business funds being built up

during the war. This development meant, of course, that a sub-

stantial amount of refinancing would have to be done after the

war.

Despite the decline in the rate of interest on outstanding se-

curities, actual interest on the public debt rose substantially in

1943 because of the large rise in the total debt. From a figure of

$1,452,000,000 in 1942, interest on the public debt rose to

$2,191,000,000 in 1943.

State and Local Government Debt. The figures on the

debt of state and local governments, 1929-43, are shown in Table

III. Because of the many government subdivisions in the United

States and the many functions of government remaining in

the hands of local government units, the state and local govern-

ment debt has always been an important component of total gov-

ernment debt. It arose largely from the financing of the various

types of public works, although during the period of declining

economic activity from 1929-33 the falling-off of revenues and

increasing expenditures for relief added to the debt total. From

1933 on state and local debt varied little, as the federal govern-

ment took over the major burden of relief and also financed much

Table III. Oebf of Sfafo and Local Governments, United States

(Millions of dollars)

Table IV. Notional Debt of Various Counfrto

Source U.S. department of commerce.

Sources: Statistical yearbook and monthly statistical bulletins of the League of Nations;
Federal Reserve bulletin; official government reports.

*For approximate value of various currencies see EXCHANGE CONTEOL AND EXCHANGE
RATES.
fEgyptian pounds.

of the public works of state and local governments. After 1940

state and local debt declined as revenues increased with the rising

tide of national income and as scarcity of materials placed severe

restrictions on public works expenditures. This trend was con-

tinued in 1943.

While the reduction of state and local debt during the war

years was not as large as the potentialities of the situation could

have made possible, the financial situation of these government
units was somewhat improved toward meeting postwar problems.

Other Countries. Latest figures available for the national

debt of leading countries are given in Table IV. That throughout

history war has been the primary cause of the growth of national

debts was bornt out by the advance in debts during World War
II. The debt of all belligerent countries, of course, rose pre-

cipitously and even some of the neutral countries had to increase

government expenditures to an extent that made borrowing neces-

sary. By and large, the one area of the world not subject to

rising national debt totals during the wrar period was Latin

America.

For the belligerent countries the national debt rose, because of

the large scale of military operations, higher than in any pre-

vious war. The debt of the United Kingdom, for example, rose

from 8,301, ioo,ocx) in 1939 to 19,103,000,000 at the end of

1943. Over this same period the national debt of Canada in-

creased from $3,638,300,000 to $7,893,400,000, while in Australia

the national debt of A 1,29 5,000,000 increased to A2, 164,969,307

by the end of June 1943.

Some conception of the financial drain of the war upon the

occupied countries may be gained from the case of France, where

the national debt advanced from 352,210,000,000 francs in 1939

to 1,231,522,000,000 francs in 1943. For most of the occupied

countries, however, no reliable statistics on the public debt have

been available in recent years.
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The national debts of the axis powers were not, in 1943, known

as accurately as those of the Allied nations, since the reported

debt figures were not complete. In the case of Germany the

official national debt rose from r.m. 30,737,000,000 in 1939 to

r.m. 260,000,000,000 at the end of 1943. It was unofficially esti-

mated, however, that the total German public debt had reached

about r.m. 400,000,000,000 by that time. In Italy no official

figures had been issued since 1935, but it was unofficially esti-

mated that the debt in 1943 was 415,000,000,000 lire compared
with 108,636,600,000 lire at the time of the official release. (See

also BUDGET, NATIONAL; GREAT BRITAIN; NATIONAL INCOME

AND NATIONAL PRODUCT; TAXATION. > (M. GT.)

National Education Association
of the United

States moved for-

ward during 1943 into an enlarged program to meet the educa-

tional problems resulting from wartime conditions. It conducted

a campaign to raise a $600,000,000 emergency war and peace
fund one-third for the various state education associations,

two-thirds for the N.E.A. to strengthen its work on behalf of the

war and the peace. The Educational Policies commission dis-

tributed widely a number of important publications, including

Education and the People's Peace. The campaign for federal aid

to keep the schools open and to equalize educational opportunity
as embodied in Senate Bill 637 was intensified as it became ap-

parent that more than 100,000 teachers left the schools after

Pearl Harbor. "Victory through Education" was the theme of

American Education week, Nov. 7-13, 1943.

Because of the wartime need for conserving travel facilities

the association's winter convention scheduled to be held in St.

Louis was canceled and the summer convention gave way to a

business meeting of the Representative assembly at Indianapolis,

June 27-29.

The association was organized in Philadelphia in 1857. It had,

in 1943, a membership of 219,334 and its affiliated state associa-

tions had a membership of 753,082. The official organ is The

Journal of The N.E.A. , edited by Joy Elmer Morgan, and issued

to all members monthly except June, July and August. The

president for 1943-44 was Mrs. Edith B. Joynes, principal of the

Robert Gatewood Elementary school, Norfolk, Virginia; execu-

tive secretary, Willard E. Givens. (See also EDUCATION.)

(J. E. Mo.)

Notional Foundation for Infantile Paralysis: see INFAN-

TILE PARALYSIS.

National Gallery of Art: see SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

National Geographic Society.
sional geographers resident in Washington, D. C., this society's

purpose was set forth in its charter as that of "increasing and

diffusing geographical knowledge/' Gilbert Grosvenor, the presi-

dent in 1943, assumed the direction of the organization's activities

in 1899 and broadened the scope of its researches to appeal to

the layman interested in scientific accomplishments. The mem-
bership of the society, which was less than 1,000 in 1899, was

1,200,000 in 1943.

As one method for carrying out the purpose for which it was

established, the society issues monthly its official publication,
the illustrated National Geographic Magazine. During the 55

years of its existence, the society has sent numerous expeditions
to various parts of the earth to gather data in the fields of

geography, geology, vplcanology, glaciology, archeology, astron-

omy, meteorology and other sciences associated with geography.
The scientific results of these expeditions have been recorded

in a series of published monographs.
In 1943 the society continued archeological investigations in

southern Mexico in co-operation with the Smithsonian institution.

The field party, under the direction of Dr. Matthew W. Stirling,

excavated beneath mounds on the site of a former centre of

religious pilgrimages at La Venta, state of Tabasco. Near the point

at which artifacts of ordinary jade were found in 1942, the ex-

cavators made the surprising discovery of art objects fashioned

from emerald-green gem jade, the equal of the famous Burmese

gem jade, standard of world excellence. This jade uncovered at

La Venta is the only gem jade yet found in the western hemis-

phere.

Other discoveries at La Venta in 1943 included room-size

mosaic floors made of polished green serpentine tiles, massive flat-

topped altars decorated with carvings and a four-foot monkey-

god carved from green serpentine.

One of the most spectacular discoveries made at La Venta

in the three years of work there a colossal sculptured human
head was represented in Washington in 1943 by a plaster cast

added to the museum items in the "Society's Administration

building. The original head of basalt, more than 20 ft. in

circumference and weighing some 20 tons, could not be moved
from the discovery site.

Foreign field studies during 1943 included W. Robert Moore's

investigations of war-essential minerals in Brazil, B. Anthony
Stewart's records of cryptostegia rubber production in Haiti and

the Dominican Republic and Luis Marden's observations of in-

. dustrial and military establishments in Costa Rica and Nicaragua.

Continuing to place special emphasis on co-operation in the

war effort, the society made available to the armed forces and

other government agencies the facilities, records and data as-

sembled at its Washington headquarters. These included its li-

brary, its unpublished manuscripts and photographs relating to

all parts of the world and its maps and cartographic notes. As-

sistance was given in the preparation of manuals and guides for

the use of invasion troops. As a special project the society pub-
lished in the National Geographic Magazine 1,700 illustrations in

colour showing identification insignia, service ribbons, badges,

medals and decorations of the United States armed forces and

other services, including women's insignia.

As supplements to the National Geographic Magazine, five

large-scale, ten-colour maps were published: Africa; Northern and

Southern Hemispheres; Europe and the Near East; Pacific Ocean

and the Bay of Bengal; and the World, the latter on a special

projection showing the land masses and seas in a unified picture.

News bulletins, giving background information geographic,

economic and historic of places brought into the news by war

developments, were supplied to more than 500 daily newspapers
in the United States. Geographic School Bulletins were furnished

to 31,000 schoolrooms during the educational year to aid in keep-

ing the teaching of geography up to date. (G. GR.)

. Of the army announced that the American

army had assumed globular offensive in all theatres. Offensive

operations began in 1942, and it was in 1942 that war department

press releases showed that in every offensive national guard units

participated, notably, the i64th infantry regiment from North

Dakota participated with the marines on Guadalcanal, and when

the marines were relieved from that area, other national guard
units from the American division, under General Alexander

Patch, replaced them. The 34th infantry division from Minne-

sota, Iowa and South Dakota participated in the landing in North

Africa and in the heavy fighting that followed there. They were

joined later by the 45th infantry division, the 36th infantry divi-
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sion, and many anti-aircraft regiments and separate battalions,

with some national guard regiments attached to other task fotces

operating in Sicily and on into Italy where all of these troops

distinguished themselves.

From the southwest area, General MacArthur announced the

participation of the troops of the 32nd infantry division (Wis-
consin and Michigan), and the 4ist infantry division (Oregon,

Washington, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming), operating with the

Australian units in subduing New Guinea, particularly, Buna and

the Milne bay areas. At various times in 1943, the brilliant work

of the 37th infantry division was reported and the 43rd infantry

division (New England), participated in activities in the capture
of Rendova and others of the Solomon Islands.

In Dec. 1943, announcement was made that the 27th infantry

division (New York), particularly the i65th regiment known as

"The Fighting 69th" of World War I and Civil War fame, had

retaken Makin Islands.

From Alaska came the news that national guard combat teams

helped retake the islands of Amchitka, Attu and Kiska. In all

areas, divisions were not the only national guard troops involved.

All were accompanied by anti-aircraft battalions and special ar-

tillery and engineer units which were originally national guard

organizations carrying the standards of those organizations.

In the middle of December the war department news release

again mentioned "National Guard units from Texas" participat-

ing in the occupation in Arawe in New Britain. These units were

part of what was known as the "Texas Cavalry Brigade." The

36th infantry division, at that time, was operating brilliantly in

Italy and that division was known as "Texas' Own." Other divi-

sions were gradually being moved to the front in the combat

zones and as the year 1943 drew to a close, the bulk of the na-

tional guard with three years intensive training, reorganization,

re-equipment, had actively participated. The 29 air squadrons
of the national guard all had met the enemy and many of their

officers had been highly decorated. Under state control there

were no national guard troops either in 1942 or 1943.

State Guards. As the national guard of the states and terri-

tories entered the federal service, it was found necessary to pro-

vide for internal security and protection and the organization of

other troops which bore the name "State Guards
" The formation

of these troops was authorized by congress in Oct. 1940, and it

was not until 1941 that they came into existence in full measure.

Many states had no provision in state law for such emergency
units. The governors of many states had to appear for the first

time to obtain sanction of their state assemblies for the emer-

gency measures which they had taken and to justify expenditures

which the states had made toward the formation, training and

equipment of state guards. In many states the legislatures modi-

fied the actions of the governors and there was much reorganiza-

tion and stabilizing throughout 1943. However, the states pro-

vided for increased training and particularly for special schools

for officers and non-commissioned officers, and some degree of

field training.

The turn-over of personnel in the state guards was, in some

cases, 100% annually, due largely to the induction of its person-

nel into federal service. The increased tempo of selective service

virtually compelled the state guards to find its manpower in boys
who were under 18 and men who were over 45, and among men
who had been rejected for even limited field service in the forces

of the United States.

The state guards were active in the suppression of riots in De-

troit, Mich., Mobile, Ala.. Beaumont, Texas, and many other

places. All through the middle west, thousands of them com-

batted the flood waters of the Ohio, Mississippi and Missouri,

and saved millions of dollars worth of property. In West Vir-

ginia they went into the mines to bring out the dead and living

in mine disasters. In California, and along the Atlantic seaboard,

they patrolled beaches and other vital points releasing combat

troops of this responsibility. At the end of the year there were

more than 150,000 standing ready for emergency, subject to the

orders of their state executives. They were better armed, better

equipped and better trained than at any previous time.

(J.F.Ws.)

Natinnal HniKina Affonpv During I943 the major con"

NdUUIIdl nOUSIng AgCllCy. cern of the National Hous-

ing agency continued to be the provision of housing for war
workers. As a result of its efforts it was possible to say, as the

year drew to a close, that the war housing program had reached

an advanced stage and in many localities had caught up with

the immediate need. Since the start of the emergency in mid-

1940, some 1,350,000 units of war housing had been completed,
another 210,000 were in various stages of construction, and over

1,500,000 in-migrant war workers had been housed in existing

private structures. During the first ten months of 1943, a total

of 392,423 units of war housing had been started and total com-

pletions in the same period amounted to 489,329.

These substantial accomplishments were made possible by the

conversion of the house building industry to a complete war basis

and by the closer integration of the war housing program with the

total war effort.

Complete war status for the house building industry was

achieved through a variety of steps. One of the most important
was the very substantial savings in the use of critical materials.

The National Housing agency worked closely with the industry

and with other governmental agencies to eliminate every un-

essential use of metal, particularly, in housing construction, and

to develop wherever possible substitutes for the most critical

items. A corollary of this conservation program was the re-

doubling of efforts by the National Housing agency to accom-

modate an ever-increasing number of war workers in structures

already in existence. This was done through share-your-home

campaigns and also through efforts to get property owners to

convert their structures into additional housing accommodations

cither with their own or with government funds. Also the Na-

tional Housing agency co-operated closely with private industry

and private finance to develop their maximum participation in

the Avar housing program.
The year 1943 was the first full year of operation under the

consolidated National Housing agency, which had been formed

early in 1942 to focus and direct the urban housing activities of

the federal government. Into the agency had been consolidated

the housing activities formerly carried on by some 16 agencies

and administrative units. The new set-up resulted in a stream-

lining of the organization on a functional basis. The office of

the administrator (John B. Blandford, Jr., in 1943) performed
the over-all, fact-finding and planning functions which consisted

primarily of formulating war housing policy and programming
war housing, including its postwar disposition. (J. B. BL.)

Federal Housing Administration. The Federal Housing ad-

ministration (one of the three major units of the National Hous-

ing agency) continued to gear its activities to the national war

effort in 1943. Under its program, private investment funds

totalling around $7,341,171,462 were mobilized to finance war

housing projects, to place existing home mortgages on a sound

amortized basis, and to make possible essential repairs, fuel con-

servation installations, and conversion projects to provide addi-

tional dwelling units to house war workers.

FHA field offices processed private war housing priority re-

quests on behalf of the War Production board and made com-
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pliance inspections of privately financed war housing built under

War Production board priorities to determine conformity of the

construction with regulations regarding the use of critical mate-

rials. FHA technical facilities were used to the utmost to

further sound housing construction under war restrictions and

shortages of critical war materials. Commissioner in 1943 was

Abner H. Ferguson.

Congress twice amended title VI (War Housing insurance) of

the National Housing act under which FHA principally operated
in 1943 by increasing from $800,000,000 to $1,600,000^000 the

aggregate amount of mortgages insurable under this title, and

by extending the expiration date of title VI insurance authority

from Jury i, 1944, to July i, 1945.

Congress also amended title I of the act by extending the

expiration date of the insurance authority from July i, 1944, to

July i, 1947, and by increasing the maximum permissible pre-

mium under title I from three-quarters of one percent to one

percent.

Title II was amended by extending the authorization to insure

mortgages on existing construction from July i, 1944, to July i,

1946.

Insurance of all types written during 1943 amounted to $942,-

493,149 compared with the high record of $1,136,473,238 written

in 1942. This brought the total insurance written from June 1934,

through Dec. 1943, to $7,341,171,462. These funds were advanced

by private financial institutions, for the FHA lends no money.
Income for 1943 was $26,574,355, of which $11,101,970 went to

FHA operating expenses and $15,472,385 to the various insurance

funds.

New dwelling units started in 1943 under FHA inspection

totalled 137,841, compared with the previous high record of

220,344 started in 1941. Practically all of the units started

in 1943 were in the officially designated critical war housing
areas.

Under section 203 of title II the FHA during 1943 insured

52,408 small-home mortgages for $244,514,138, compared with

149,635 for $691,445,427 in 1942. This amount brought the net

total as of Dec. 31, 1943, to 1,034,865 mortgages insured for $4,-

519,019,688. These mortgages are protected by the Mutual

Mortgage Insurance fund, which as of Dec. 31, 1943, had net

resources of $68,514,553.

Under section 207 of title II, one large-scale housing mortgage
for $139,000 was insured in 1943, compared with n for $5,701,-

ooo in 1942. As of Dec. 31, 1943, mortgages insured numbered

356 and amounted to $145,878,206. A total of 38,272 dwelling

units was provided by the 356 projects insured from the be-

ginning of operations. The Housing Insurance fund protect-

ing these mortgages, as. of Dec. 31, 1943, had net resources of

$2,773,416.

Under section 603 of title VI, 113,659 war housing mortgages
on one-to-four family dwellings for $517,656,180 were insured in

1943, compared with 68,706 for $267,015,578 in 1942. As of Dec.

31, 1943, mortgages insured under this section totalled 186,143 in

number and amounted to $798,103,008.

Under section 608, mortgages on 273 large-scale war housing

projects totalling $100,570,200 had been insured as of Dec. 31,

1943, with firm commitments outstanding to insure 51 more for

$15,221,500. A total of 27,659 dwelling units will be provided by
the 324 projects. These figures compare with mortgages covering

31 projects and totalling $16,760,200, insured from May 26, 1942,

the effective date of the amendment creating section 608, through
Dec. 31, 1942.

The War Housing Insurance fund protecting mortgages insured

under sections 603 and 608, as of Dec. 31, 1943, had net re-

sources of $2,014,774.

In addition to the protection of the funds, debentures issued

under titles II and VI of the National Housing act are guaran-
teed unconditionally as to principal and interest by the United

States.

Under title I, a total of 308,161 property improvement loans

for $96,373,831 was reported for insurance in 1943, compared
with 432,755 for $155,551,033 reported in 1942, bringing the

grand total to 4,437,977 for $1,777,600,360. (A. H. F.)

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration. The FHLB
administration directs the home-financing and related activities

of agencies which were under the supervision of the Federal

Home Loan Bank board prior to an executive order of the presi-

dent of Feb. 24, 1942. These agencies are the Federal Home
Loan Bank system, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

corporation and the Home Owners' Loan corporation.

The executive order was issued under authority of the First

War Powers act, 1941, approved Dec. 18, 1941. It consolidated

the urban housing activities of the government under the newly
established National Housing agency and designated John H.

Fahey, former chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank board,

to direct the Federal Home Loan Bank administration with the

title of commissioner. By the same order, the United States

Housing corporation was placed under the Federal Home Loan

Bank administration for liquidation. Commissioner of the FHLB
administration in 1943 was John H. Fahey.

Federal Home Loan Bank System. The Federal Home Loan

Bank system was created by act of congress approved July 22,

1932, to provide reserve credit facilities for thrift and home-

financing institutions namely, savings and loan associations and

institutions of similar type, mutual savings banks and life in-

surance companies engaged in home mortgage finance. The sys-

tem in 1943 functioned through 12 regional Federal Home Loan

banks, located in Boston, New York, Pittsburgh, Winston-Salem,

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, Des Moines, Little Rock,

Topeka, Portland and Los Angeles.

Institutions approved for membership were required to invest

in the capital stock of their respective regional banks. Of the

aggregate stock of the banks, as of June 30, 1943, approximately

69% was held by the government. In addition to their capital

stock, the regional banks obtained their funds from the public

sale of debentures and by accepting deposits from member insti-

tutions.

The funds of each regional bank were used mainly in 1943 to

make Short- and long-term advances to member institutions for

the purpose of providing additional accommodations for first

mortgage loans on homes.

The growth and present resources of the bank system are

evidence of its value in the field of home mortgage finance.

On Jan. i, 1933, it had but 101 member institutions, with

estimated assets of $217,000,000. By June 30, 1943, member-

ship had increased to 3,774, of which 2,261 were state-chartered

savings and loan associations, 1,468 federal savings and loan

associations, 23 life insurance companies, and 24 mutual savings

banks; their combined assets were approximately $6,045,000,000.

On the same date, the paid-in capital stock of the regional banks

amounted to $179,461,850 and their consolidated assets totalled

$260,628,000.

Under the leadership of the 12 regional Home Loan banks, the

member institutions of the system in 1943 took an active part

in the financing of homes for workers in the areas of war indus-

tries and in promoting the sale of war bonds and other govern-

ment securities.

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. The Federal

Savings and Loan Insurance corporation, a permanent instru-

mentality of the United States, was created by congress in 1934.



DWELLINGS FOR WAR WORKERS in San Francisco, Calif., under the .uper
vision of the National Housing agency. Variation was achieved through differ-

ent types of balconies and gables

It was established to insure (he safety of investments, up to

$5,000 per investor, in each federal savings and loan association

and in each state-chartered institution of the savings and loan

type which applied and qualified for this protection. As of

June 30, 1943, associations to the number of 2,428 and with

total assets of $3,880,000,000 had become insured, of which

1,468 were federal savings and loan associations and 960 were

state-chartered institutions. On June 30, 1943, the corporation

had accumulated reserves amounting to nearly $42,000,000, in

addition to its capital of $100,000,000, originally provided by

congress.

Home Owners 9 Loan Corporation. The Home Owners' Loan

corporation was created by congress in 1933 to make loans,

during a three-year period, directly to distressed urban home
owners by taking over their delinquent mortgages. Since its

lending operations ceased in 1936, the corporation has been

engaged principally in collections on its loans and in the sale

and rental of the properties it was forced to acquire.

Loans were made at an interest rate of 5%, later accepted at

4i%, and were to run for a period not over 15 years and be

retired through monthly payments. In 1939 the law was amended

to permit the corporation to extend its loans to a maximum of

25 years in justified cases.

Provided with $200,000,000 initial capital, HOLC was author-

ized to issue U.S. guaranteed bonds in an amount not to exceed

$4,750,000,000, of which $3,489.453.550 were issued. A total

of $1,735,509,700 in bonds was outstanding as of June 30,

1943.

HOLC made more than 1,000,000 loans, which, with later

advances to borrowers for taxes, and other costs, increased its

cumulative investment from the beginning of operations through

June 1943, to $3,484,000,000. By monthly collections and con-

tinuous sale of the corporation's acquired properties, this amount

had been reduced to $i,632,000,000, as of June 30, 1043. In

other words, on that date the corporation was liquidated by

53.1%. More than 243,000 loans had been paid off in full. Over

the same time, the corporation acquired 195.643 properties, of

which 170,652 had been sold by June 30, 1943- During 1943*

HOLC was liquidating its assets at a faster rate than in any

year since it began its liquidation program in 1936.

United States Housing Corporation. The United States Hous-

ing corporation was created in May 1918, to provide housing

for war workers during World War I. On June 30, 1943, the

corporation held an interest in real estate with an approximate

value of $543,743. The major portion of these assets represents

properties in Philadelphia, the final liquidation of which had been

delayed by tax litigation. Originally under supervision of the

secretary of labour, the corporation was transferred to the secre-

tary of the treasury in 1937, to the Federal Works agency in

1939, and then to the Federal Home Loan Bank administration

in 1942 to complete its liquidation. (J. H. FA.)

Federal Public Housing Authority. Created by presidential

executive order Feb. 24, 1942, the Federal Public Housing

authority is the constituent unit of the National Housing agency

responsible for fiscal and construction activities in connection

with public housing. Under the executive order, the authority

assumed the housing functions of the United States Housing

authority, Defense Homes corporation, Farm Security adminis-

tration (except farm housing), divisions of defense housing and

mutual ownership of the Federal Works agency, Public Buildings

administration, and war and navy departments (except on army
and navy reservations or posts). On Sept. 30, 1943, the Federal

Public Housing authority had under its jurisdiction or control

a total of over 700,000 units. The great majority, 80%, were

war housing units while the remaining 20% were low- rent units

formerly administered by the United States Housing authority

and the Farm Security administration.

Commissioner of the FPHA in 1943 \vas Herbert Emmerich.

On Sept. 30, 1943, approximately $2.000.000,000 had been

provided by congress or made available under legislation for

public war housing. From these funds a total of 716,000 public

war housing units had been programmed. Of these totals, ap-

proximately $1,800,000,000 (90%) had been allotted to the

FPHA and 575,000 units (80%) were under its jurisdiction or

control. The remainder of the war housing program was primarily

carried out under the direction of the army and navy on military

posts and reservations. Essentially all of the war housing pro-

duced in 1943 was of temporary construction in order to hold the

use of materials and labour to a minimum. A temporary family

dwelling for war workers contained 1,917 Ib. of critical materials,

only 20% of the 9,712 Ib. of such materials which went into a

prewar house. Of the 575,000 war housing units under the juris-

diction of the FPHA on Sept. 30, 1943, 72% had been completed;

19% were under construction and scheduled for completion

within a few months, leaving only 9% in the planning or land

acquisition stage. Family dwellings comprised 453,000 units or

79% of the war housing program; 79.000, or 14% were dormi

tory units; 43,000 or 7% were trailers.

The Federal Public Housing authority also performs the func-

tions previously carried out by the United States Housing

479
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authority which operated under the United States Housing act

of 1937. This act authorized the United States Housing authority

to make loans in an amount not to exceed $800,000,000 to local

housing authorities to enable them to build low-rent housing

projects for families in the lowest income group and for whom
there was a lack of decent, safe and sanitary housing within

their means. These loans may be made for as much as 90% of

the capital cost of projects and may be repaid with interest over

a period of up to 60 years. Actually, however, on June 30, 1943,

the end of the fiscal year, the FPHA, on loans finally closed,

had loaned but 70% of the cost of projects. In addition to an

authorization for loans the United States Housing act of 1937,

as amended, authorized the United States Housing authority to

make annual contributions to local housing authorities to reduce

rents in an aggregate amount not exceeding $28,000,000 a year.

Although on June 30, 1943, the FPHA had outstanding commit-

ments for the maximum amount, it was actually liable for only

$13,000,000 during the year because a number of projects were

suspended for the duration of World War II, and others were

diverted to war housing use during the emergency. On June 30,

1943, the total units in the FPHA program under the United

States Housing act amounted to 187,000 units. Of these, 163,000

units were in an active status and 24,000 had been suspended

for the duration of the war. Of the units in active status,

106,000 units were in the low-rent program and 57,000 units had

been diverted to war purposes. In addition to the low-rent units

under the United States Housing act, the FPHA in 1943 had

under its jurisdiction 22,000 family dwellings which were built

by the Public Works administration, and 5,000 units which were

transferred to the FPHA from the Farm Security administration.

Despite the fact that a large proportion of the FPHA war

housing program was in exceedingly small communities where

there were no local housing authorities, 137,000 or 41% of the

war housing units completed on June 30, 1943* ha<l been de-

veloped by local housing authorities and 197,000, or 59% were

under local housing authority management. Of all housing, both

war and low-rent, which had been completed and which was

under FPHA jurisdiction as of June 30, 1943* a total of 321,000

units, or 69% of the entire program, was being managed by local

housing authorities. (See also HOUSING.) (H. EH.)

National Income and National Product

As the U.S. economy moved forward to the virtual peak of

mobilization for war in 1943, the national income continued the

phenomenal rise initiated in 1940. The new high record of na-

tional income reached in 1943 was $147,200,000,000, compared

with the 1942 total of $119,800,000,000. The preliminary esti-

mate of the gross national product for 1943 was $187,500,000,000

as compared with the total of $151,700,000,000 for 1942. In

1939 the national income was $70,800,000,000 while the gross

national product was $88,600,000,000.

Meaning of Notional Income and Gross National Product.

National income as understood in this survey represents a

summation of the net earnings of the various factors of produc-

tion derived from their association in current economic produc-

tion. Both money income and income in kind are included, so

long as they are derived from participation in current produc-

tion. Such income receipts as relief, unemployment benefits,

pensions, gifts, capital gains or losses, and gains from illegal

activities are excluded, since they do not represent earnings

derived from current productive activity. The incomes included

in the compilation are net incomes; that is, in the case of busi-

ness enterprises, the incomes are counted after deduction of

costs of doing business and after allowance for depreciation and

business taxes. In the case of corporations the income is taken

after allowance for income and excess profits taxes. The esti-

mates are limited to those incomes which are ordinarily derived

from the market economy. Thus, the value of the services of

housewives is not included, whereas the income derived from

government employment or government obligations is included.

It is well to emphasize that the national income is not simply

the sum of money incomes of all persons in the nation, such as

might be reported for income tax purposes.

The gross national product, as measured by the U.S. depart-

ment of commerce, represents a summation of three major com-

ponents: (i) the market value of goods and services flowing

to consumers, (2) the value of the gross output of capital goods

retained by private business, and (3) the cost value of the

goods and services produced or purchased by government. The

gross national product differs from the national income in that

no allowance is made for depreciation and other reserves (which

constitute business expenses in the computation of income) or

for taxes paid by business.

Changes in U.S. National Income, 1919-43. Estimates of

national income from 1919 to 1943 are shown in Table I. It will

be noted that the economic boom associated with World War I

reached its high point in 1920. There followed a sharp and

short liquidation in 1921 and then an almost continuous upsurge
of economic activity during the prosperous '205, with a new

high for national income in 1929 not surpassed until 1941. The

magnitude of the disastrous depression of the early '30$ may
be seen in the fact that the national income was more than

halved between 1929 and 1932.

TobU I. National Income in Current and >tvro0 7935-39 Dotlart

Source: U.S. department of commerce.
*Adjusted for price changes by use of a combination of cost of living indexes of urban

workers and farmers and price index of capital goods.

fPreUminary.

The estimates in the accompanying tables are in terms of dol-

lars and consequently are affected by the general Jevel of prices

as well as by the physical quantity of goods and services pro-

duced. Since for many purposes the physical quantity of na-

tional production, or real national income, is required, a series

depicting this volume is also shown in Table I, average prices of

1935-39 being used as a base. Entirely adequate price informa-

tion for. adjusting the national income in current dollar terms

was not available in 1943, but the estimates in Table I are suf-

ficiently accurate for most purposes.

There are two interesting points to be observed in connection

with these estimates of real national income. The first is that the

year-to-year changes in the total are considerably less violent

than in the estimates of national income in current dollars. The
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depression of 1*921, for example, was largely accounted for by a

drop in prices rather than by a decline in physical output. The

depression of the early '305 was also partly a result of price move-

ments, although in this instance the decline in real income was

very substantial. On the other hand, the recession of 1938 was to

a smaller degree accounted for by a decline in prices. It may be

noted, however, that the volume of net output after adjustment
for price changes was higher in 1939 than in 1937, whereas the

reverse was true of national income in current dollars.

The second point is that the comparison between the general

level of national income in the '305 as against the '205 is more
favourable to the latter decade if real output is used than if

the money value is used. In other words, the lower level of the

national income in the '303 is partly accounted for by the lower

prices prevailing in that period. It is striking, for example, that

the real national income in both 1937 and 1939 exceeded that

of 1929. Furthermore, the real national income in 1939 was 50%
above that of 19191 whereas the current dollar value showed less

than a 5% increase. This large rise in real income is a reflection

of the increase in the capital and labour resources being utilized

in the productive process and also of the tremendous advances in

productive efficiency occasioned by technological development.
So far as the importance of the latter factor is concerned, it is

significant that the larger quantity in 1939 over 1919 was
achieved with a smaller percentage utilization of the available

productive capacity of both men and machines.

In assessing the importance of the rise in national income over

time, it is also essential to take account of the increase in popu-
lation. As population rises there are, of course, more persons to

share in the goods being produced for present and future con-

sumption and also more hands available for contributing to total

output. The changes in income produced per capita, after adjust-

ment for fluctuating prices, are shown in Table I.

The outbreak of World War II marked 1939 as the end of

a definite phase in the economic life of the nation. The stimulus

provided by the great U.S. defense effort was already evident

in 1940, when the national income rose more than $6,000,000,000,

even though the program was not inaugurated until the middle of

that year. It was not until 1941, however, that the full impact of

the rearmament program became apparent. In that year the

national income rose by $17,000,000,000.

With the actual outbreak of war at the end of 1941 the efforts

to obtain the maximum output of armaments in the United States

were intensified, leading to an ever greater use of available eco-

nomic resources. As a consequence, the national income con-

tinued to expand in 1942, with a gain for the year of almost

$22,000,000,000.

The sharp upward movement was continued during the first

half of 1943, but during the latter months of the year there

was a decided levelling off in the rate of income gain. Nonethe-

less, for the year as a whole, the national income showed a sub-

stantial rise of over $27,000,000,000. As may be seen from the

statistical data in Table I, the rise in the national income after

1940 was in part due to the rising trend of prices, but the larger

part of the expansion represented an increase in real income.

Distributive Shares of the U.S. Notional Income. An anal-

ysis of the national income in terms of shares of income paid or

accruing in the various factors of production is presented in

Table II. Because of certain conditions and controls of wartime,
the changes recorded for the various distributive shares in later

years departed from the pattern which was customary under

peacetime prosperous conditions.

Total salaries and wages continued to rise precipitously in

1943. This component of the national income exceeded $100,-

000,000,000 in 1943 for the first time in the nation's history,

TobU II. Notfooo/ /itcom* by DffJribotfr* Sfcom

(Io ooo.ooo.oooa of dollars)

Source: U.S. department of commerce, bureau of foreign and domestic commerce,
national income unit.

^Preliminary.

more than double the figure of 1940. Although the salary and

wage total was affected by rising wage rates over this period,

the record-breaking expansion represents mostly the fact that

new millions of persons were put to work and that the employed

population as a whole was working considerably longer hours

than was the case two years earlier. Also, the poorer paid indus-

tries tended to shrink relative to the higher paid heavy goods

industries, the latter having expanded tremendously to meet the

requirements of total war. Of course, the absolute increase in

wages and salaries was the largest of any component of national

income, but this result was merely due to the fact that wages
and salaries bulked so large in the total.

All through the war period the net income of agricultural pro-

prietors recorded the largest percentage gain among the distrib-

utive shares of national income. In 1943 agricultural net income

reached a record total of $12,700,000,000. This compared with

$9,700,000,000 in 1942 and constituted an almost three-fold in-

crease over agricultural net income in 1939. The precipitous in-

crease in agricultural income over these years was partly

accounted for by record-breaking output of food and other

farm products, though by far the more important influence there

was a substantially higher level of agricultural prices.

The net income of other noncorporate business continued to

advance in 1943 though in less spectacular fashion than in the

case of wages and salaries or farm income. The total of $11,200,-

000,000 for this component of the national income in 1943 rep-
resented a rise of 8% over the previous year and 65% over

1939. Both the interest and rent components of the national

income were relatively stable in 1943 though over the entire war

period there occurred a quite substantial increase in aggregate
net rents.

In the absence of new legislation with respect to corporate
taxes in 1943, net income of corporations advanced with the

increase of the total volume of business. This contrasted with

the situation in 1942 when the heavy increase in both corporate
income and excess profits tax rates held profits to their 1941
level. Over the entire war period, though corporate profits had
doubled by 1943, the increase was much less than customary
for this volatile component of the national income. This again
was a reflection of the considerably higher taxes levied on cor-

poration income and excess profits.

Industrial Origin of National Income. Statistics on the in-

dustrial origin of national income are presented in Table III.

In this breakdown of the national income the effect of wartime

conditions is clearly evident. Most noticeable are the huge

gains that were made in income originating in manufacturing, gov-
ernment activities and agriculture. Because wartime requirements
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Table III. U.S. national Income by Induilrial Origin

(In 000,000,0009 of dollars)

Source: U.S. department of commerce, bureau of foreign and domestic commerce,
national income unit.

*Preliminary.

centred so largely in manufacturing output, this component of

national income became an increasingly large percent of total

national income in the course of the war. By 1943 it accounted

for about one-third of total income, whereas in 1939 it was less

than one-quarter. The huge rise in income originating in govern-

ment activities, likewise a wartime development, reflected not

only the expansion of the armed forces of the nation but also

the increased activities in government arsenals and navy yards.

Income originating in only one industrial component in national

income, namely contract construction, declined from 1941 to 1943,

the reason being the passing of the peak in the construction

phase of the war production program.

Gross National Product. The statistical components of the

gross national product are shown in Table IV. The outstanding

development revealed by the table is the spectacular increase in

total gross national product after 1940. By 1943 the gross na-

tional product reached the amazing total of $187,500,000,000, in

comparison with $97,000,000,000 in 1940. Of course, it is

well known that part of this increase was caused by a rise in

prices rather than by expansion in a physical volume of goods
and services produced. These two factors cannot be separated in

an entirely satisfactory manner for a period which covers the

transition from a peacetime to a war economy. However, ap-

proximate measures indicate that more than two-thirds of the

expansion in the value of the gross national product represents

additional goods and services produced, and that less than one-

third represents the effects of inflation. There is little doubt that

the productive potential of the U.S. economy was realized in the

course of the war to an extent that would not have seemed pos-
sible a few years earlier.

The driving force behind the expansion was federal govern-
ment expencjitures for goods and services required in the re-

armament and war efforts. (The figures shown in the table for

Table IV. Gross National Product or fxpWifure, 7939-43
(In ooo.ooo.ooos of dollars)

*Prelirainary.

war expenditures are not the same as total government outlays

for war purposes since some of these outlays might not have

been for currently produced goods and services.) While there

was a significant increase in war output during 1940, owing to

the inauguration of the defense program in the middle of that

year, the real results of the defense program became fully evi-

dent in 1941, when war expenditures exceeded $11,000,000,000.

Pearl Harbor brought an intensification of th6 war effort and

the setting of new goals for war production, which in 1942 car-

ried war expenditures to the spectacular total of approximately

$50,000,000,000, a figure constituting about one-third of the gross

national product.

In 1943, when the virtual peak of the war production program
was reached, war expenditures totalled almost $85,000,000,000,

and accounted for 45% of the gross national product. The suc-

cess of the nation's economic mobilization for war is amply dem-

onstrated by these figures.

It may be observed that both in 1940 and 1941 the expansion

of war production did not require any curtailment of goods and

services available for private use. As a matter of fact, in both

those years nonwar production wras steadily increased. This was

the case with both capital formation and consumers' goods and

services, and was possible because at the beginning of the rearm-

ament program the nation had available a huge pool of unem-

ployed economic resources, both men and machines. In 1942

and 1943, however, this situation came to an end, and the value

of war output increased more than the total gross national prod-

uct. Both federal nonwar and state and local government utiliza-

tion of current production were decreased. The major cut, how-

ever, came in the field of private capital formation, where the

record-breaking 1941 total of over $19,000,000,000 was reduced

to $1,000,000,000 by 1943. Both private construction and pri-

vate purchases of machinery and equipment were drastically

curtailed. Furthermore, business inventories were curtailed in

both 1942 and 1943 in contrast to the substantial accumulation

in 1941 and a change in the same direction occurred with respect

to the nation's export balance (excluding lend-lease).

In terms of actual dollars spent, consumers' purchases of

goods and services actually increased in 1942 and 1943. This

rise, however, merely reflected the influence of rising prices; in

terms of dollars of constant purchasing power, the goods and

services received by consumers was relatively stable after 1941.

That it was possible to maintain consumers' goods and services at

so high a level in the face of the tremendous requirements of the

war program was due to two important factors. In the first

place, the total of consumers' purchases was larger than current

production by virtue of the drawing down of business inventories

of consumers' goods. In the second place, the fact that the

United States did not reach an overall manpower shortage until

1943 meant that the restrictions on consumers' goods output were

due entirely to shortages of raw materials and imported com-

modities. Because the war program consisted mostly of munitions

and munitions' manufacturing facilities, the material shortages

were largely confined to durable goods. It may be seen that con-

sumers' durable goods declined fairly sharply, and this decline

would have been very much greater had it not been for previ-

ously accumulated inventories. While there were isolated short-

ages among the nondurable goods, on the other hand, many of

these commodities as well as virtually all consumers' services

were increased. The decline in consumers' durable goods, there-

fore, was entirely offset by increases in nondurable goods and

services.

Consumer Income and Savings.- Table V contains a break-

down of the national income by use of funds. The primary pur-

pose of a breakdown of this sort is to show the impact of taxes
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(In ooo,ooo,ooos of dollars)

*Preliminary,

upon the flow of personal income and the proportionate alloca-

tion of income after taxes between expenditures for consumption
and savings. These data are of particular importance in time of

war since they indicate the magnitude of the inflationary pres-

sure generated by the huge volume of government war expendi-

tures.

In 1943 the flow of income to individuals continued to rise

sharply as it had during the earlier years of the war. The total

of $141,800,000,000 was more than double the income flow in

1939. Partly offsetting the rise in income was a large advance in

tax payments. However, the increase in taxes was far from large

enough to offset completely the advance in individual income,

so that income after taxes rose from $108,800,000,000 in 1942 to

$125,000,000,000 in 1943.

As previously mentioned, the quantity of goods and services

available for consumers' purchase remained relatively stable in

1943. The consequence of this fact together with the continued

rise in disposable income was to continue the heavy pressure

on consumers* goods prices. As a result, consumer expenditures

rose from $82,000,000,000 in 1942 to over $90,000,000,000 in

1943, with the increase representing higher prices paid rather

than more goods and services received. Nonetheless, the admin-

istrative mechanisms of price control and rationing were fairly

effective in limiting price advances so that net savings of indi-

viduals again rose substantially. It is interesting to note that

consumer expenditures rose by about the same amount in both

1942 and 1943 (with about the same quantity of goods being
available in both years) although the rise in income after taxes

was somewhat larger in the earlier year. Savings, therefore, rose

by $13,000,000,000 in 1942 but only by $8,000,000,000 in 1943.

(See also BUDGET, NATIONAL; BUSINESS REVIEW; NATIONAL

DEBT; WEALTH AND INCOME, U.S. DISTRIBUTION OF.)

(M. GT.)
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with the board in 1943, the third largest number in the board's

history. This number was exceeded only in 1941, when industry
was expanding to meet defense needs and in 1938, when a pent-up
flood of cases was released by the supreme court's upholding of

the constitutionality of the Labor Relations act. In 1943, the

board's close relation to war production was seen in the fact that

50% of the new cases were concentrated in seven industries, all

essential to the war effort: iron and steel, machinery, aircraft,

food, shipbuilding, chemicals, and electrical machinery.
Of the 9,543 new cases filed, election cases numbered over

6,000, the largest number received in any of the eight years of

the board's activity. Charges of employer unfair labour practices

decreased to 3,400, the lowest number filed in any of the five

preceding years. The shift to election cases was accentuated by

frequent agreement of all parties that the board's election facili-

ties be utilized. Thus, more than half of the representation cases

were characterized by agreements of employers and labour or-

ganizations that a question of representation existed and should

be resolved without the necessity of formal hearings and direc-

National Labor Relations Board.

tives of the board. As a consequence, they agreed on all the de-

tails of the referendum, indicated that they would abide by the

results, and availed themselves of the board's election machinery.
As in preceding years, an overwhelming number of unfair la-

bour practice cases were closed by the board without the necessi-

ty for formal proceedings. In 1943, the board closed 86% of1

such cases in the informal stages by means of withdrawal, dis-

missal and settlement of charges made against employers.
A total of 4,153 elections were conducted by the board during

the year. Valid votes were cast by 1,126,501 workers. Of the

4,iS3 elections, 1,766 were won by affiliates of the Congress of

Industrial Organizations, 1,398 by American Federation of Labor

unions, 416 by unaffiliated labour organizations, and in 573 elec-

tions a majority of votes was not received by any of the organiza-

tions appearing on the ballot.

Remedies in unfair labour practice cases closed in 1943 were

varied. Company-dominated unions were disestablished in 205

cases. A total of 8,361 workers was reinstated after discrimina-

tory discharges and after strikes caused by unfair labour prac-
tices. Back pay amounting to $2,284,593 was paid to 5,115 work-

ers who had been the victims of discriminatory practices. Notices

of compliance with the act were posted in 1,110 cases.

The liaison procedures with other federal agencies, established

in the defense and early war periods, were extended in 1943.

Among the agencies with which the board exchanged information

were the war and navy departments, the War Production board,

the War Shipping administration, the National War Labor board,

and the Conciliation service of the department of labour. Essen-

tially, the board's function in relation to war plants in which

other agencies were interested was to act with speed and to

assign these cases a priority in handling.

Distinction must be drawn between the basic functions of the

National Labor Relations board and of the National War Labor

board (q.v.). The former was entrusted by congress with the

duty of preventing and remedying unfair labour practices and

to determine representatives for collective bargaining. The War
Labor board was established to settle wartime disputes involving

wages, union security, and other substantive provisions of labour

agreements. The NLRB co-operated closely with the WLB by

exchange of information and a close integration of efforts. Typi-

cally, determination by the NLRB of bargaining representation

in many plants was a first step to the settlement by WLB of

disputes concerning wages and conditions of employment.
In 1943, as in 1942, litigation in the courts was concerned

chiefly with enforcement of board orders. The United States

supreme court and the various circuit courts of appeals reviewed

100 board orders. In the supreme court, three of the four board

orders were upheld and enforced in full. In the circuit courts of

appeals, 87 of the 96 cases reviewed resulted in enforcement of

board orders. In several cases the problem was whether anti-

union statements made by an employer were protected by the

constitutional guarantee of freedom of speech or whether such

statements were violations of the National Labor Relations act.

The supreme court refused to grant certiorari in three such

cases, leaving in effect these lower court rulings: Where an em-

ployer's action consisted solely of an expression not containing

any expressed threat and the record of his activities did not re-

veal any other anti-union activities, such utterance was pro-

tected by the Fifth amendment. Where the written or oral con-

duct of an employer constituted a threat, such utterance was

not protected by the Fifth amendment. Where an employer made

statements, writteo or oral, as well as committing other anti-

union acts, the total activities of the employer (including the

letter or statement) amounted to unlawful coercion under the act.

During 1943 the board figured in three legislative enactments.
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In the first, congress imposed, through an amendment to the

Appropriation Act of 1944 and for the duration of the, fiscal year,

a limitation upon board use of funds so as to prevent it from

acting in any unfair labour practice case arising over a labour

agreement which had been in existence for three months or

longer before a charge was filed. In the second, the board was

entrusted with the new task of protecting the rights and benefits

of employees affected by the merger of domestic telegraph car-

riers, under an amendment to the Communications Act of 1934.

In the third, the board was assigned the duty of conducting strike

votes in accordance with section 8 of the War Labor Disputes

act. In the first six months of this new law, often referred to as

the Smith-Connally act, 654 strike notices were filed, 444 were

withdrawn and 117 strike votes were conducted. (See also LABOUR

UNIONS; LAW; STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS.) (H. A. Ms.)

Natinnal lau/vorc Guild
The National Lawyers *uild

NdUUlldl LdWjfCrS UUIIU. held its national convention in

Chicago on Feb. 20, 21 and 22, 1943. A major project decided

upon by the national executive board was to take steps toward

the convening of a meeting of representatives of the bars of the

United States, Great Britain and the soviet union for discussions

on subjects of assistance to the United Nations in the prosecu-
tion of the war and looking toward permanent collaboration in

the postwar period. The guild announced this program at dinners

in honour of Sir Donald Somervell, attorney general of Britain

and Wales, held in Washington, D.C., and New York in Septem-
ber. Simultaneously, a memorandum on this subject was sub-

mitted to the commissar of justice of the soviet union through
the soviet embassy in Washington, D.C. The matter was under

discussion in London and Moscow.

Among its other war activities the guild succeeded in securing

a change in the policy of the war department which henceforth

would make possible the granting of commissions in the judge
advocate general's department to qualified Negro lawyers.

National officers re-elected for 1943 were president, Attorney
General Robert W. Kenny of California; executive secretary,

Martin Popper of New York; vice-presidents, Osmond K.

Fraenkel of New York, Mitchell Franklin of Louisiana, Edward
Lamb of Ohio, Louis F. McCabe of Pennsylvania; treasurer,

Benedict Wolf of New York. Newly elected vice-presidents were

Bartley C. Crum of California, Judge William H. Hastie of

Washington, D.C., Judge William H. Holly of Illinois, and Judge
Ira W. Jayne of Michigan. (M. PR.)

SOLDIERS lunching among the sequoias in the Marlposa grove of big trees,

Yosemite national park, Calif., in 1943

National Mediation Board.
The National Mediation

board, an independent fed-

eral agency in the United States created June 21, 1934 by an

amendment to the Railway Labor act of May 20, 1926, was

charged with investigation of representation disputes and media-

tion of disputes over rates of pay, rules and working conditions

on carriers by rail and air, thus to avoid interruptions to inter-

state commerce by rail or air transport.

During 1943, the Mediation board received 390 cases. It dis-

posed of 360 cases, 167 representation disputes and 193 disputes

involving changes in rates of pay, rules or working conditions.

On Nov. 22, 1943, the United States supreme court decided

three cases involving interpretation of the Railway Labor act. In

one of these decisions it was held that the Mediation board's

determinations and certifications in representation proceedings
were final and not subject to review by the courts. In the other

two cases it was held that jurisdictional disputes between unions

did not present questions justiciable in the courts, and that the

Railway Labor act intended that such disputes are to be settled

by negotiation, mediation or voluntary arbitration.

National Railway Labor Panel. The Railway Labor act pro-
vided for the appointment of an Emergency board by the presi-

dent upon recommendation of the National Mediation board to

investigate and report to the president on any dispute unsettled

through mediation or arbitration which threatened substantially
to interrupt interstate commerce. To supplement the act during
the war emergency, the president by Executive Order 9172 of

May 22, 1942 established the National Railway Labor Panel,

consisting of 20 members, from which Emergency boards were to

be selected by the chairman of the Panel in cases where the em-

ployees refrained from taking strike votes and setting strike

dates. Ten Panel Emergency boards were appointed during the

year 1943 and nine of these boards filed their reports before the

end of the year. (See also RAILROADS; STRIKES AND LOCK-

OUTS.) (W. M.L.)

National Monuments: see NATIONAL PARKS AND MONU-
MENTS.

National Parks and Monuments.
ice continued to make definite contributions to the war program
in addition to fulfilling its primary function of protecting the

22,ooo,ooo-ac. national park system entrusted to its care.

That the national parks, national monuments, and allied areas

'
:tr
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constituting the national park system are important to U.S. citi-

zens was attested to by the fact that, notwithstanding travel

handicaps, visitors to these areas during the travel year ended

Sept. 30, 1943, totalled approximately 7,000,000. Nearly 2,000,000

were members of the armed forces.

More than 300 authorizations for wartime use of park facili-

ties and resources were granted by the service during 1943. As

heretofore, inconvenience to park administration and to visitors,

or remediable damage to park property were not considered suf-

ficient reasons for denying such use. Only where the proposed
uses would destroy or impair distinctive park features or quali-

ties did the service feel justified in asking whether all reasonable

alternatives had been exhausted and if the demand was based

upon critical necessity.

With the intensified demands for lumber to meet war require-

ments, particularly Sitka spruce for aeroplane construction, the

magnificent virgin forests of Olympic national park were in

grave jeopardy. The service, with the strong support of the secre-

tary of the interior, held steadfast to the principle that no trees

should be cut in the park until proof was furnished that no other

practicable source was available. While discussions were under

way with the War Production board the situation eased as a

result of cancellation of plans for a number of types of wooden

planes, increased spruce aircraft lumber production in British

Columbia and Alaska, and increased supplies of aluminum for

aeroplane construction. As a consequence, the secretary received

word from the War Production board that Sitka spruce in the

park was not needed for warplane construction and that unless

unforeseen circumstances arose none probably would be needed

through March 1944.

In 1943 two units were added to the national park system

Jackson Hole national monument, Wyoming, established by pres-

idential proclamation of March 15, and the Thomas Jefferson

national memorial, Washington, D.C., established April 13, the

2ooth anniversary of Jefferson's birth and the date of the me-

morial's dedication by President Roosevelt. In addition, two struc-

tures in non-federal ownership Independence hall in Philadel-

phia, Pa., and St. Paul's church in Eastchester, N.Y. were desig-

nated as national historic sites. (N. B. D.)

Notional Railway Labor Panel: see NATIONAL MEDIATION

BOARD.

National War Fund: see WAR RELIEF, U.S.

National War Labor Board: see WAR LABOR BOARD, NA-

TIONAL.

National Youth Administration.

vided training to youth between the ages of 1 6 and 24 who were

out of school, to qualify them for jobs in war industries in which

there was a present or potential shortage of labour.

Students in secondary schools and colleges were given part-

time employment for small wages to enable them to continue

their education.

The National Youth administration operated war production

training projects through which out-of-school youths were em-

ployed in workshops to learn mechanical unit skills under con-

ditions similar to those which are found in industry. NYA shops

were operated on a multiple-shift basis and provided training in

metal and machine shop work, forge and foundry work, aviation

mechanics, radio and electrical work, welding and similar oc-

cupations vital to the war effort. During the twelve-month period

ending June 30, 1943, the National Youth administration pro-

vided training in these skills to more than 400,000 youths.

The War Manpower commission, under whose jurisdiction the

NYA operated in 1943, determined the types of training to be

provided; the U.S. Employment service registered all NYA youths
as an aid to their placement in industry.

The NYA program for needy students attending non-profit

making, tax-exempt schools, colleges and universities provided

monthly wages ranging from $3 to $6 in secondary schools and

$10 to $25 in colleges and universities in return for useful work

performed under the direction of the school officials. Employment
was given on the basis of scholastic merit and proved need.

Both programs were administered by the NYA through n re-

gional offices co-ordinated through the national office in Wash-

ington, D. C. The National Youth administration was established

by executive order of the president on June 25, 1935. Originally

set up within the Works Progress administration, the NYA was

transferred to the Federal Security agency in 1939 and came

under the jurisdiction of the War Manpower commission Sept/

17, 1942. After its inception through June 30, 1942, the NYA
provided jobs for almost 2,700,000 youths on the out-of-school

program and more than 2,100,000 youths on the student work

program.
In June 1943 the congress directed the NYA to terminate

all its training activities and to complete liquidation not later

than Jan. i, 1944. The National Youth administrator was

Aubrey Williams. (A. Ws.)

Natural Gas: see GAS, NATURAL.

Nauru: see MANDATES; PACIFIC ISLANDS, MANDATED.

llotfiae flf tha U/nHrf ^n inevitable result of the wide-

nailCS 01 Ulq HOIIU. spread war at sea was to stimulate

the development of new tactics, new .types of ships, new

weapons and new methods of using weapons.
In order to get over the losses sustained in the early part of

the war through the efficiency of the British "asdic" method of

detection, U-boats followed fresh tactics. After 1939 most of

their attacks were made on the surface at night, when their low

silhouettes were difficult to spot. Star-shells, originally devised

to counter destroyer attacks in darkness, were employed by escort

vessels guarding convoys to reveal the submarines; and later a

special type of searchlight for use by aircraft was similarly em-

ployed, the aircraft acting in concert with the escort vessels.

New types of warships included the corvette, the original design

of which was based on that of the well-known whale catchers used

in the antarctic. After a large number of these corvettes had
been built, an improved and enlarged design superseded them;
this type was known in the United States as a destroyer-escort
and in the United Kingdom as a frigate. Large numbers were

built for both the royal navy and the United States navy. Another

new type was the escort aircraft carrier, smaller and slower than

the big fleet aircraft carriers, but of great value in dealing with

the submarine menace. Use of these vessels bridged the mid-

Atlantic gap between the extreme ranges of shore-based aircraft,

enabling every mile of the convoy route between the U.S.A. and

Europe to be patrolled by aircraft. Motor torpedo boats and
motor gunboats, referred to by the British admiralty under the

comprehensive term "light coastal craft" also developed con-

siderably. Not only the Allies, but also Germany and Italy m^de
extensive use of them, though the latter country's vessels, classed

as M.A.S. (motoscafi anti-summergibili) accomplished but little

in the Mediterranean. Nor was another Italian device, a torpedo
in a light framework attached to a skiff with an outboard motor,

very effective. Japan contributed the midget submarine, manned

by two or three men, which was used without success at Pearl

Harbor, Sydney and Diego Suarez in 1941 and 1942. A British

type of rriidget submarine, of which little is known, preyed a bet-
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ter invention, the biggest German battleship, the "Tirpitz," being

crippled by this means. Yet another type which underwent de-

velopment was the anti-aircraft ship, outstanding examples of

which were the British cruisers of the "Dido" class and the

U.S. cruisers of the "San Diego" type.

The magnetic and acoustic mine, and various combinations

of these devices, caused many losses at sea. Originally an enemy

weapon, these were laid extensively in the Baltic by the R.A.F.

in 1942-43, 'and soon became a serious source of trouble to the

Germans. The latter also produced torpedoes of novel types,

one being an electric weapon which leaves no perceptible track,

and the other one of acoustic pattern, which is attracted by the

vibrations of a propeller.

Torpedo attack from the air underwent great development,

though it was in the experimental stage during World War I. In

Nov. 1940, the Italian fleet at Taranto was disabled by this

means; and the destruction of the German battleship "Bismarck"

in the Atlantic in 1941 was the fruit of damage caused by torpe-

does from royal naval aircraft. Japan also made extensive use of

this weapon, which she first employed at Pearl Harbor, in the

sinking of H.M.S. "Prince of Wales" and "Repulse," and in the

destruction of the U.S.S. "Hornet," "Lexington" and "Chicago."

In the tactics of night fighting, the technique developed by the

royal navy in prewar days was employed with conspicuous success

by Sir Andrew Cunningham's fleet at the battle of Matapan. It

was imitated by the Japanese in the battle of Savo Island, when

the U.S.S. "Astoria," "Quincy" and "Vincennes," and H.M.A.S.

"Canberra" were sunk. In the following November the tables were

turned by Admiral Halsey, who inflicted a severe defeat on the

enemy in the battle of Guadalcanal. Three cruisers were believed

to have been destroyed by the gunfire of the U.S.S. "South

Dakota" on this occasion during a night action.

During 1943 two tl.S. battleships of 45,000 tons, the "Iowa"

and "New Jersey," passed into service, bringing the total of

capital ships in the U.S. navy up to 22. This included the

"Oklahoma," under reconstruction after capsizing at Pearl

Harbor.

Aircraft carriers continued to prove their value in various

directions. It is estimated that by the end of 1943 the U.S.

navy would include 15 fleet carriers, some of the heavy type

and others of the lighter design evolved from io,ooo-ton cruiser

hulls. Japan was without the shipbuilding resources to equal this,

though it was suspected that four large armoured ships might
have been converted into aircraft carriers in an effort to replace

losses more rapidly. Many escort aircraft carriers, converted

from mercantile hulls, were added to both the royal and U.S.

navies, and proved useful in the Mediterranean as well as in the

protection of convoys from attack by submarines in mid-Atlantic.

Neither Germany nor Italy had any aircraft carriers in service.

Both Allied and enemy navies incurred numerous cruiser

casualties, but only the former effectually replaced them. In 1943

the royal navy lost but a single cruiser, H.M.S. "Charybdis,"
and the U.S. navy two, the "Chicago" and "Helena," a contrast

to the preceding years. The first of the six battle cruisers laid

down for the U.S.N. in 1941 had been launched and named
"Alaska." There was no confirmation of the report that she

might be completed as an aircraft carrier.

There was no evidence to show how far Japan had progressed
in replacing her heavy losses. It was believed that at least two

big* new battleships of over 40,000 tons . had been delivered,

and new aircraft carriers and cruisers were also stispected to be

ready. Destroyers and submarines were being turned out steadily

at the estimated rate of 20 of each per annum.

Naval operations in the Baltic, Black sea and Arctic ocean

by the soviet navy were on a small scale in 1943, being confined

to submarine attacks on transports and supply ships, and oc-

casional minor encounters between light warships.

Though losses in 1943 were on an unprecedented scale, and the

rate of replacement was believed to have declined, it would not

be safe to assume that the number of German submarines in serv-

ice at the end of 1943 was less than 300. Not more than about

one-quarter of these would normally be operating at sea at the

same time. Italian losses in this category up to the time of the

armistice were stated to have reached a total of 84. Japanese
submarines had not shown themselves very active, though they

were believed to have been used for the evacuation of Kiska, in

the Aleutians.

Despite losses, British submarine strength was believed to have

increased during the year. Undoubtedly the activity of H.M.
submarines in the Mediterranean contributed materially to axis

defeats in North Africa and Sicily. U.S. submarines increased

their numbers to a much greater extent, and their unceasing

campaign against Japanese shipping in the Pacific was believed

to be causing the enemy serious concern, as tonnage was being

destroyed faster than it could be replaced.

British Nova! Strength. It was stated in 1943 by the first

lord of the admiralty that all losses incurred during the war had

been replaced by new ships. These losses included 5 capital

ships; 5 aircraft carriers; 26 cruisers; 3 fast minelayers; 107

destroyers; 58 submarines; 13 sloops; i frigate; 12 fleet mine-

sweepers; 23 corvettes; i monitor; 9 river gunboats; 21 light

coastal craft; 2 escort aircraft carriers; 2 depot ships; 14 armed

merchant cruisers; 12 auxiliary minesweepers; 14 armed yachts;

168 trawlers and whalers; 18 drifters; 4 fleet tugs; and 23

miscellaneous auxiliaries.

After allowing for these losses, and for such ships as were

believed to have been due for completion by the end of 1943,

the strength of the royal navy at that date might be reckoned

at 15 battleships (including one battle cruiser); 8 fleet and 25

escort aircraft carriers; 64 cruisers (including one cruiser-

minelayer); 320 destroyers; 80 submarines; 66 sloops; 80 fri-

gates; over 200 corvettes; about 200 fleet minesweepers; 4

monitors; 2 aircraft tenders; 2 netlayers; 9 river gunboats;
6 coastal motor gunboats, motor torpedo boats and motor

launches. Trawlers, drifters, armed yachts, depot ships and

mercantile auxiliaries of every description were too numerous for

an estimate to be possible.

There had been no news of the completion of the four battle-

ships of about 40,000 tons which were on order at the outbreak

of war, though this did not necessarily imply that none of them
had been completed.

Naval forces of the dominions, including the royal Indian,

royal Australian, royal Canadian and royal New Zealand navies,

as well as those of Newfoundland, South Africa, Burma, Ceylon
and Kenya, are incorporated as far as possible in the above

figures. Their personnel was known to have been increased greatly

since war began; in the case of the R.C.N., it was expected to

reach 90,000 by the end of 1943. Canada built small warships
such as frigates, corvettes, minesweepers and patrol vessels in

very large numbers, not only for her own service but also in

some measure for the royal navy and United States navy; while

Australia, besides providing for her own needs in the way of

destroyers and minesweepers, had also constructed sloops for

the royal Indian navy.

United States Naval Strength. The largest program of

naval construction in the history of the United States, designed
to produce a "two-ocean" navy, was nearing its peak. Ships in

service at the end of 1943 were estimated to be at least 22

battleships; 15 fleet and 20 escort aircraft carriers; 49 cruisers;

360 destroyers and destroyer escorts; 175 submarines; 12 gun-
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U.S. BATTLESHIP "CALIFORNIA," sunk at Pearl Harbor, putting to sea In 1943,
refitted and stripped of outdated equipment

GERMAN BOMB scoring a near hit immediately astern of a U.S. transport during xne LLAVINU A ntAVY WAKE, or on, a Japanese destroyer fruitlessly

Initial invasion of Sicily July 10, 1943 shifts its course to avoid Allied bombs in the battle of the Bismarck
sea March 2-4, 1943. An entire convoy of 10 warships and 12
transports was wiped out by the Allies in the three-day battle

THE "GEEHEEBEE," also nicknamed "jahemy," "le

Tourneau" and "jeramy," was an ingenious U.S. naval

contraption introduced in 1943. Its varied uses included

lifting boats and barges, clearing earth, and pulling

heavy objects. Mere it Is shown in action on Attu Island,

pulling a damaged landing craft ashore

THE U.S. LANDING CRAFT "LSTM (landing

ship tank) made its fighting debut in 1943.

Huge doors swing open as the ship is

"beached," permitting men, tanks and sup-

plies to move rapidly ashore
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boats; 50 escort vessels (frigates); 40 patrol vessels (ex-yachts);

800 submarine chasers; 15 minelayers; 650 minesweepers; 200

motor torpedo boats; 22 seaplane tenders, and immense numbers

of other fleet auxiliaries. There were also the vessels of the U.S.

coast guard, including some 40 ocean-going ships besides nu-

merous coastal craft.

Under construction or on order were 9 battleships (though

5 of these were not being proceeded with for the present); 6

battle cruisers; and an unknown number of aircraft carriers,

cruisers, destroyers, escort vessels and auxiliaries of every cate-

gory. Some idea of the immense strides made may be gathered

from the fact that between July i, 1940, and the corresponding

date in 1943 there were completed for the U.S. navy 333 com-

batant vessels aggregating 1,117,054 tons and costing over $3,-

000,000,000; 1,274 mine and patrol craft of 199,765 tons, cost-

ing $20,000,000; 151 auxiliaries, 654 yard and district craft,

and 12,964 landing craft. No naval construction program of

comparable size and speed had ever been accomplished. Al-

together the fleet thus created amounted to 15,376 new ships

of more than 2,200,000 tons.

Total personnel on duty at July 31, 1943, was 1,782,000

officers and men of the navy, plus 315,200 marine corps and

151,200 coast guard. By the end of the year it was expected

these figures would have been raised to 2,294,000 navy, 399,700

marine corps and 171,500 coast guard.

Japan. For years past great secrecy characterized Japan's

naval preparations, and this had been intensified after Dec. 1941-

Allowing for the uncertainty thus produced, it was probable that

at the end of 1943 there were in service 10 or 12 battleships; 6

to 8 aircraft carriers; 20 cruisers; over 100 destroyers; about

100 submarines; 15 to 20 seaplane carriers; 5 coast defense

ships; and a large but uncertain number of ancillary vessels, such

as minelayers, minesweepers, submarine chasers and gunboats. An
unknown number of battleships, aircraft carriers, cruisers, de-

stroyers, submarines, etc., might be assumed to be under con-

struction.

France. The majority of the seaworthy ships of the French

navy were under the control of the Committee of National Libera-

tion, which had its headquarters at Algiers. These included 5

battleships, i aircraft carrier, 10 cruisers, between 20 and 30 de-

stroyers and about 20 submarines, besides minor war vessels

such as sloops, corvettes, etc. Nearly every vessel of importance

in the hands of the German-occupied administration at Vichy was

scuttled or otherwise disabled at Toulon in Nov. 1942, and it was

not likely that many of these could be put into service under

present conditions. A cruiser and a few small craft might have

passed under Japanese control at Saigon, in Indo-China. Little

or no progress appeared to have been made with the few war-

ships that were under construction in French yards before the

enemy occupation.

Italy. Excluding a few damaged or incomplete ships in Ger-

man hands, the Italian navy was at the end of 1943 entirely

at the disposal of the United Nations. Ships intact were believed

to comprise 5 battleships, 8 or 9 cruisers, nearly 50 destroyers

and between 20 and 30 submarines, with sundry auxiliaries.

Germany. German naval strength at the end of 1943 amount-

ed to 3 battleships, one of which was damaged and another under

reconstruction; 2 armoured ships, known popularly as "pocket

battleships," one of which had also been damaged; i aircraft

carrier, apparently unfit for service; 6 cruisers; not more than

40 destroyers and seagoing torpedo boats; 2 coast defense ships;

and an uncertain number of submarines (estimated at about

300), motor torpedo boats and minesweepers. Of late the enemy
relied on its submarines and small craft to carry on the war afloat.

U.S.S.R. Little more was recorded of Russian naval strength

than before the war. It included 3 obsolete battleships, 2 of them

in the Baltic and the other in the Black sea; 6 or 7 cruisers, of

which 2 were in the Baltic and 4 or 5 in the Black sea; about

90 destroyers and seagoing torpedo boats; 200 or more sub-

marines; a small seaplane carrier; and over 100 motor torpedo

boats and motor launches. Vessels in the latter categories were

divided between the Baltic, the Arctic, the Black sea and the

far east.

Other European Countries. The government of the Nether-

lands had at its disposal at the end of 1943 a total strength

of 3 cruisers, 4 destroyers, 12 submarines, 3 sloops, i frigate,

i corvette, 4 minelayers, 2 minesweepers, ip torpedo boats

(mostly of the modern motor type), a gunboat and a submarine

chaser.

Norway retained under control of her government in London

4 destroyers, 2 large torpedo boats, 2 submarines, 4 corvettes,

8 patrol vessels, 8 motor torpedo boats, 4 motor launches, i

submarine chaser and a number of small minesweepers.
The" Danish fleet, with the exception of some small craft which

had taken refuge in Swedish waters, was either under German
control or lay scuttled in its home ports. Prior to Aug. 29, 1943,

it had included 2 coast defense ships, 17 torpedo boats and 12

submarines. Two destroyers were nearing completion at Copen-

hagen.

Sweden for some years past had been carrying out a program
of naval expansion. At the end of 1943 it possessed 2 cruisers, 7

coast defense ships, 24 destroyers and large torpedo boats, 26 sub-

marines, 2 minelayers, 42 minesweepers, 17 motor torpedo boats,

and a number of patrol vessels and fleet auxiliaries. Under con-

struction were 2 cruisers, 2 destroyers and some smaller craft.

In the Finnish navy there remained a coast defense ship, 5 sub-

marines, 10 coastal minelayers, 7 motor torpedo boats and some
craft of less importance.

Poland had i cruiser, 6 destroyers, 5 submarines (3 of them

interned), and 3 motor gunboats.

Spain could dispose of 6 cruisers, 16 destroyers, 8 submarines,
6 old torpedo boats, 6 minelayers and 2 sloops.

Portugal possessed 5 destroyers, 3 submarines, i large torpedo
boat and 6 sloops.

Navies of the World a$ of December 1943
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were under enemy control. Old torpedo boats no longer in seagoing condition, and motor

torpedo boats (coastal crah) are not included in the above table. The two German
"pocket battleships" are counted under the head of cruisers. French ships scuttled at

Toulon have been omitted, for though they were lying in shallow water, they could not
be made serviceable for a long time to come. This also applied to Danish ships scuttled

in 1043. French. Italian, Norwegian, Danish and Yugoslav ships in enemy hands are not
included in the figures for those countries. Russian figures have been estimated approxi-
mately in the absence of official information.
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Turkey had an old battle cruiser, 8 destroyers, 12 submarines,

1 old cruisers used for training, 5 minelayers and 3 motor torpedo

boats.

In the royal Hellenic navy were z old cruiser, ti destroyers,

2 submarines, 4 corvettes, i submarine chaser and 3 old torpedo

boats.

Rumania had 2 or 3 destroyers, 3 submarines, i minelayer, x

motor torpedo boat and some old vessels of minor importance,

all under German control. Bulgaria, also subservient to Germany,
had* 2 motor torpedo boats and some other small craft. In the

Yugoslav fleet there were 3 destroyers, 4 submarines, 9 motor tor-

pedo boats and sundry other ships of less importance. Wfth the

exception of one submarine operating with the Allies, all these

were under Italian control up to Sept. 1943; some might since

have fallen into Allied hands, while others might have been ap-

propriated by the Germans.

South America. In the Argentine navy at the end of 1943
were 2 old battleships, 3 cruisers, 15 destroyers, 3 submarines,

4 old coast defense ships, 14 minesweepers and some fleet aux-

iliaries. Two sloops under construction remained incomplete

owing to non-delivery of their engines, ordered from Germany.
In the Brazilian fleet there were 2 old battleships, 2 cruisers, 10

destroyers and seagoing torpedo boats, 4 submarines, 6 corvettes,

8 minelayers, 2 minesweepers and n submarine chasers. Six

destroyers were under construction at Rio. Chile had i battle-

ship, 3 cruisers, 8 destroyers, 9 submarines and i sloop.

Other South American navies possessed fleets of relatively

small importance. Peru had 2 cruisers, 2 destroyers and 4 sub-

marines. Colombia had 2 destroyers and 3 gunboats. Mexico's

fleet comprised 5 sloops and some small patrol craft; Cuba had

2 sloops and some patrol vessels; Uruguay, i sloop and 3 patrol

vessels; Venezuela, 4 gunboats; Ecuador, 3 or 4 patrol vessels;

and Paraguay, 3 river gunboats. The Dominican Republic, Haiti

and Nicaragua disposed respectively of 3, 2 and i patrol vessels.

Asia. China lost the bulk of her navy in resisting Japanese

aggression, but retained 12 small vessels, mostly river gunboats,

of which 3 were presented by the British government and i by
that of the United States. At Nanking was a quisling administra-

tion set up by the Japanese, which nominally disposed of 2 small

cruisers, i sloop and 7 gunboats.

The Siamese navy the term Thai, meaning free, can scarcely

be applied to that country since it passed under Japanese domina-

tion included 4 coast defense ships, i destroyer, 10 torpedo

boats, 3 submarines, 2 sloops and 8 motor torpedo boats. Two
cruisers ordered in Italy were never delivered, and were believed

to remain incomplete. Manchuria, another Japanese vassal state,

had an old destroyer and about 30 river patrol vessels. Persia,

which under Riza was known as Iran, possessed 2 sloops and

4 gunboats, and Iraq 4 river patrol craft. (F. . McM.)

Navy, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND BUREAUS.

Nazis: see ANTI-SEMITISM; FASCISM; GERMANY.

N.E.A*: see NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
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* ^e states formed ^rom the territory of the

Louisiana Purchase, Nebraska lies in the lower

Missouri valley in the west north central part of the United

States; admitted to the union in 1867; land area, 76,653 sq.mi.;

water area, 584 sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 1,315,834, a decrease of

62,129 from *93o; capital, Lincoln (81,984). In 1940, 39.1% of

the population was urban. About x% of the total population is

Negro and about 8% foreign-born.

History. Dwight Griswold, Republican, was re-elected gov-

ernor of Nebraska Nov. 3, 1942, for the term 1943-45. Other

state officers elected for 1943-45 were: lieutenant governor, Roy
W. Johnson; auditor, Ray C. Johnson; secretary of state, Frank

Marsh; treasurer, Carl G. Swanson; chief justice, Robert G.

Simmons. Alone among the 48 states, Nebraska has a one-house

legislature, the 43 members of which are chosen biennially on a

non-partisan ballot.

Education. Elementary and secondary education is largely

under the control of local school districts, of which there were

more than 7,000 in 1942, with but slight supervision by a state

superintendent of public instruction. The total enrolment in ele-

mentary and secondary schools in 1942 was 257,664 and the

teaching staff numbered 13,319. Expenditures amounted to $20,-

991,682.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The state appropri-

ation for public assistance for 1943-45 was $23,765,490. In July

1943 the number of persons receiving general relief was 2,104

and the amount spent for the year ending June 30, 1943 was

$837,557. At the same time, recipients of aid to dependent chil-

dren numbered 8,204 and received during 1942-43, $1,660,228;

636 blind persons received $183,602. The state maintained 7

correctional institutions with a total of 1,097 inmates in June

1943 and 10 others for dependents with a population of 6,644;

3,278 inmates were on parole at the same date. The total appro-

priation for the 17 institutions for the period 1943-45 was $5,-

347,949.

Communication. The total highway mileage of the state in

1943 was 100,987. Of this, 11,320 mi. had been designated as

part of the state system of highways and 9,157 mi. had been

marked and were maintained by the state. Of this latter figure,

3,984 mi. were hard surfaced, 4,915 gravelled and 258 of earth.

State expenditures for highway purposes during 1941-43
amounted to $18,434,000 while the budget carried $10,447,250

for the biennjum 1943-45. As of Nov. i, 1942, there were 22

civil airports in the state, 20 of which were managed by munici-

palities, in addition to an undisclosed number of federally-main-

tained auxiliary landing fields. Total railway mileage in the

state in 1943 was 8,457. Thirteen radio stations operated from

points within the state in Nov. 1943, six of which were located

in Omaha and Lincoln.

Bonking and Finance. State banks numbered 273, a de-

crease of six from 1942. Total assets in 1943 were $177,060,177.

There were also 47 building and loan associations with assets of

$57,914,372; and 175 co-operative credit associations with assets

of $5,983,310. National banks at the same date numbered 132

with resources of $613,000,000.

The total assessed value of the state in 1943 was $2,123,882,*

890. The tax rate for state purposes was set at 2.48 mills, calcu-

lated to produce $5,059,841. Receipts for the biennium 1941-43
amounted to $82,538,264 including $18,179,140 of federal funds.

Expenditures were $59,026,333. Total appropriations for 1943-

45 were $54,257,727 including estimated federal funds of $15,-

191,571. There was no state tax on personal or corporate in-

comes or on sales. The state had no bonded debt, though that

of the local subdivisions in 1943 amounted to $73,954,411. This

figure did not include the indebtedness of the public power dis-

tricts, which in 1943 amounted to more than $89,000,000.

Agriculture. The total acreage harvested for the crops listed

in Table I in 1943 was 15,624,000. In addition, an undetermined

number of acres of wild hay was exploited. The total farm in*

come in 1942 was $495,703,000, divided as follows: crops, $123,-

616,000; livestock, $335,648,000; government payments, $36,-

439,000. Agricultural income for the first half of 1943 was

$307,825,000. A large annual deficiency in rainfall during the

period 1931-41 was reflected in a sharp decline in the cash in-

comes of producers. Better growing conditions in 1942 and 1943
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resulted in much larger yields.

NECROLOGY NEGROES (AMERICAN)

Table I. leading Agricultural Products of Nebraska, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The value of all manufactured products in

1939 the last year for which complete figures were available in

1943 was $273,524,500. In that year, 1,161 establishments em-

ployed 3,642 salaried persons and 18,810 wage earners and paid

salaries and wages amounting to $28,135.500. World War II

greatly increased manufacturing activity in the state, but no

figures were available in 1943 as to the value of products or

wages paid. ,',.'.,.:

Table II. Principal Industrie of Nebraska, 7939 ana* 7937

Mineral Production. The state has no mineral wealth of con-

sequence. Petroleum was discovered late in 1939 and by Nov.

1 943, 87 wells had produced about 4,000,000 bbl. This, however,

is not a significant part of the national output. (L. W. L.)

,-v,/.'.' v;* V.;ft >:'

Necrology: see OBITUARIES. . .

Accderated induction of Negroes
into the armed forces during 1943

brought the Negro quota near to its population ratio; approxi-

mately 700,000 Negroes were in the army, of whom 5,000 were

officers, including some 300 chaplains; 74,000 in the navy, 4

pursuit squadrons and i bomber fighter group in the air corps,

and the 5ist defense battalion in the marine corps. Integrated

training was extended from officer-training centres to several

army student training centres successfully, but in spite of con-

tinued public protests, the traditional policy of racial segregation
was maintained elsewhere in the armed forces, resulting in sporadic

disturbances in several of the camps in the U.S. and in England.
The 99th pursuit squadron participated creditably in June in the

North African campaign, in July in Sicily, and brigaded with

the British 8th army took part in the Italian campaign. Its com-

manding officer, Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr., relinquished command to

Capt. Geo. Roberts, to return to the U.S. to take charge of the

332nd fighter group in training. Other combat units, like the 45oth
anti-aircraft artillery, saw action^ others were ready for action

the 92nd and 93rd infantry divisions, the 795th tank destroyer

battalion, the 93ist field artillery battalion and the 349th coast

artillery (AA) ; but public protests urged the increased employ-
ment of Negro soldiers in combat duty, although a number of

quartermaster and transportation units served creditably in com-

bat areas, with group and individual citations. In the merchant

marine, integrated full quota employment continued successfully,

with six Liberty ships, including the "Booker T. Washington," the

"George Washington Carver," the "Frederick Douglass," and the

"Paul Laurance Dunbar," named for outstanding Negroes, also the

U.S. destroyer, "Leonard Harmon," named for a Negro cited for

heroism in Pacific navnl action.

Civil and Economic. In war industry, increased pressure of

the Fair Employment Practices commission, twice reorganized and

implemented by another presidential order, No. 9346, raised the

Negro quota of employment in war industries from 5.8% to 7.3%.
But upgrading and merited entry to skilled classifications were not

proportional. There was considerable employer and union opposi-

tion, notably, the citation of 21 railroads by the FEPC for discrim-

inatory employment practices. Labour and residential friction also

resulted in a number of race riots, the most serious of which oc-

curred in Mobile; Detroit; Beaumont, Texas; and a Negro protest

riot in New York city. Following these, there was marked effort to

reduce 'friction through the appointment in many states and

cities of bi-racial committees and inter-racial commissions. The
war labour migration of Negroes was estimated at 800,000 and

the rough gain in new job employment at 500,000. Increased ten-

sions, coupled with considerable constructive effort to adjust

them, carried race relations to a new prominence in public affairs

and discussion. The anti-poll-tax fight, the Federal Education Aid
bill and the soldier vote legislation all pivoted critically on the

race issue. In politics, an increased number of Negro candidates

were successful in municipal and state elections, including the

re-election of a Negro to the New York city council, of Justice

Francis Rivers to the city court of New York. The American
Bar association revoked its colour bar by the election of Judge

James Watson to membership, and James W. Johnson was ap-

pointed collector of internal revenue for the 3rd New York dis-

trict. Truman Gibson Jr., succeeded William H. Hastic as

civilian aide to the secretary of war, upon the latter's protest res-

ignation from that position over the continued segregation of

Negroes in the armed services. Hastie's protest was recognized by
the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured Peo-

RIOTERS dragging
June 2O-22, 1943

a Negro from a streetcar during the Detroit race riot of
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pie's award of the Spingarn medal for 1943. State visits were

made to the U.S. by the president and president elect of Liberia,

and by President Lescot of Haiti, both of which set favourable

precedents.

Educational and Cultural The Crisis annual survey re-

ported 3,756 Negro college graduates, among them 3,185 from

Negro schools with an enrolment of 27,273 students. Of these

358 received professional and higher degrees. Dr. W. E. B.

DuBois, noted publicist and sociologist, was elected a member of

the National Institute of Arts and Letters, the first Negro to be

so chosen; and Marian Anderson, the singer, was awarded the

Order of African Redemption by the Liberian government. Paul

Robeson starred with sensational success in the* role of Othello,

produced on Broadway by Margaret Webster and the Theatre

Guild. Roi Ottley's New World A-Coming; Inside Black Amer-

ica, won the $2,500 Houghton Mifflin Life in America series

award, and had an unusual best-seller circulation. (See also

LYNCHINGS.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Roi Ottley, New World A-Coming; Edwin Embree,

Brown Americans; Chas. S. Johnson, Patterns of Segregation; Guy W. John-
son, Race and Rumors of Race; Bucklin Moon, The Darker Brother; Gun-
nar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and Modern De-
mocracy; John Lafarge, Racial Justice; Rackham Holt, Gco. Washington
Carver. (A. LsR. L.)

Mohru hu/ohorhl (l889~ > Indian statesman
>
was

llCIIIUf uanaiiaiiai born of wealthy parents and was edu-

cated in England at Harrow and Old Trinity college, Cambridge.
Nehru learned to speak several Indian tongues fluently, and on

his return to India he immediately took up the cause of Indian

independence. He became a member of the All-India Congress

committee in 1918, was arrested repeatedly for political offenses

and was associated with the various civil disobedience movements
in India after 1921. He was twice president of the Indian

Congress party, 1929 and 1936, and was generally regarded as,

next to Gandhi, the most important Indian leader. His autobi-

ography, written in prison, was widely circulated in Great Britain

and in the United States, where it was published under the title

Toward Freedom. Nehru demanded for India, not dominion

status, but complete independence. After the Japanese attack on

Pearl Harbor, he came out for the Allied cause. He was never-

theless arrested and imprisoned, Aug. 9, 1942, along >vith Gandhi

and a large group of Congress party leaders. William Phillips,

special presidential envoy from the United States, tried to see

him early in 1943, but was denied access. On April 22 a New
Delhi federal court declared these political imprisonments without

trial contrary to law. The British viceroy, however, overruled this

court action. Nehru continued in prison, closely guarded, prac-

tically incommunicado.

II Art*
mail

(1888- ), U.S. business cx-

ecutlve, was born Nov. 17 at

Hannibal, Mo., and was graduated from the University of Mis-

souri in 1911. The next year he was employed by Sears Roe-

buck and company as a chemical engineer. In 1927 he was ap-

pointed general merchandise manager of the company, in 1930
vice president in charge of merchandising, and in 1939 executive

vice president and chairman of the executive committee. He
served with the National Defense Advisory commission in 1940,

and as director of purchases for the Office of Production Man-

agement in 1941. On August 28 of that year. President Roose-

velt named Nelson executive director of the Supply Priorities and

Allocations board. This agency was supplanted on Jan. 13, 1942,

by the War Production board, with Nelson as chairman, and

with authority over the whole war procurement and production

program. Nelson's position, therefore, became the counterpart
of Bernard M. Baruch's in World War I. During the next two

years WPB had some difficulties, both with industry and with

army and navy procurement agencies, but it maintained its domi-

nant position. During 1942, as war production expanded and

civilian production was curtailed, the problem of allocating ma-
terials became increasingly acute. A "controlled materials plan"
was put into effect late in the year. On Nov. u, Nelson named
Ferdinand Eber^tadt vice chairman of materials and Charles E.

Wilson, former General Electric president, vice chairman of

production. Friction developed. On Feb. 16, 1943, Nelson re-

moved Eberstadt and concentrated the whole organization under

Wilson as executive vice chairman. From then on affairs ran

fairly smoothly. War production mounted steadily. By the end

of 1943 the production battle was largely won. In late autumn
Nelson visited Europe, where he conferred with Stalin and in-

spected Russian war plants. On Nov. 12, shortly after his return,

Wilson resigned. Nelson accepted the resignation, but Pres. Roose-

velt overruled him, and Wilson stayed on.

kingdom (area c. 54,000 sq.mi., est.

pop. 5,600,000) lying between India and Tibet and

including Mt. Everest ruled in fact by the prime minister, Ma-

haraja Joodha Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana.

Substantial help to the British war fronts continued to be given

by the Gurkha regiments of the Indian army, their experience

being especially valuable in the dense jungles of the Assam-

Burma border. General officer commanding the Nepalese con-

tingents in India was General Krishna Shamshere Jung Bahadur

Rana.

Nepal continued a brisk trade with India in 1943, exporting

chiefly hides, jute, tobacco and timber, and importing cotton

goods, salt and metals.

The British envoy, Lt.-Col. G. L. Betham, resided at the capital

Khatmandu (pop. c. 80,000).

(Jorun 11C Cuetorn Generally speaking the advances made
HulfUUS djSlvllL in 1943, regarding the nervous system,

were chiefly concerned with those problems found and met with

in the prosecution of the war. These were:

Military Neuropsychiatry. In the circular letter No. 176

released by the war department, psychiatric casualties in the com-

bat zone fell into the following main groups: (i) Psychoneurosis

under which are included anxiety, hysteria and psychasthenia;

(2) psychoses; (3) psychopathic personality; (4) mental de-

ficiency; (5) organic disease of the brain and spinal cord. In this

letter the attention of all medical officers was invited to their

responsibility for the mental as well as the physical health of the

military personnel. Early recognition and treatment were stressed

so that the individual could recover quickly whenever possible.

Many involved persons recovered.

War Wounds of the Peripheral Nerves. Most cut or injured

nerves werq treated surgically by uniting both cut ends by su-

tures. The injured limb was then immobilized so that the re-

paired nerve was not stretched. This method seemed to have pro-

duced the best results "for nerve regeneration.

Treatment of Head Wounds Due to Missiles. In a surgical

division in the middle east an experience of two years in the

treatment of missile wounds of the head revealed the following

data: of 516 patients seen only 9% died while 71% returned to

duty. A certain technique of surgical procedure resulted in a

minimum amount of complications, infections and reduced time

disability. The results were very gratifying.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The War Department, Washington, D.C., "Early Recog-

nition and Treatment of Neuropsychiatric Conditions in the Combat Zone/

Circular Letter No. 176; E. H. Parsons, "Military Neuropsychiatry in the

Present War," Ann. Int. Mcd.. 18:935 (June 1943); WincheH M. Craig,

"War Wounds of the Peripheral Nerves/' VS. Naval M. Bull., 41:61
}

(May 1943)- P. B. Ascroft, "Treatment of Head Wounds Due to Missiles,
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The Lancet, 245:211 (Aug. at, 1943). (T. T. S.)

^ kingdom of northwest Europe. Bounded N.

by the North sea, E. by Germany, S. by Bel-

pium, and W. by the North sea. Occupied by German armed

forces in May 1940. National flag, red, white and blue, in equal

horizontal stripes. Area 13440 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 7, 1941)

9,000,000. Chief towns (pop. Dec. 31, 1938): Amsterdam (cap.

793,526); Rotterdam (612,372); The Hague (pre-war seat of the

government 495,518). Language: Dutch; religion: Christian

(1930 census, Dutch Reformed Church 2,732,333; Roman Cath-

olic, 2,890,022). Ruler: Queen Wilhelmina; president of the coun-

cil of ministers, Prof. P. S. Gerbrandy.

History. During the winter of 1942-43 the construction of

defense works in the western part of the country, with the de-

struction of buildings and the evacuation of defense zones caused

much hardship. The advertising of the East company continued;

and subsidiary companies, for instance one for dredging and

draining, were announced; but no more support was forthcoming

than before. The main effort of the Germans was the forced de-

porting of labour. Shortly before the New Year it was announced

that Mussert was to be leader of the Dutch people. A compre-

hensive decree on public order laid down the principles of a

quasi-martial law which might be applied in an emergency. At

the end of January Mussert announced the creation of a secre-

tariat of state in which eight of his principal followers had func-

tions in spheres of activity resembling those of government de-

partments. This was not a puppet government, but an auxiliary

machine to force the subjugation of the civil service, especially

with a view to the deporting of labour. Professor Gerbrandy,

the prime minister with the government in London, consequently

broadcast an appeal to civil servants to resist the German

measures. Popular indignation was expressed in attacks on the

delegates. Within a few months of their appointment several of

them were shot dead or died of wounds.

In the spring the Germans called up for labour all students ex-

cept the small minority who signed a document of submission.

On April 29 General Christiansen ordered all soldiers of the

Netherlands army to report for re-internment as prisoners. The

prime minister called upon them to disobey the order, which was

furiously resented. A wave of strikes and sabotage spread through

the whole country. Martial law was proclaimed and for a few

days there was severe repression. After quiet had been restored,

the Germans (as they had done earlier in Norway) forbade the

use of wireless sets to any except their own supporters. In order

to cut off listening to London they thus had to throw away the

principal instrument of their own propaganda. In the summer
a dispute with the medical profession marked the failure of the

attempt to organize it on National Socialist principles. In Septem-
ber Roskam, the head of the agricultural organization, resigned,

thus admitting his failure with the farmers. In October it was

announced that the members of the N.S.B., the Dutch National

Socialist party, who had hitherto been allowed to carry arms, were

now to have arms issued to them. Terrorism thus worked towards

a climax. On the other hand underground organizations flourished

and there were many attacks on the N.S.B. besides acts of

sabotage such as the destruction of registers needed for the

labour call-up. Between July i and Oct. 6 the Germans announced

94 executions. (G. N. C.)

Education. In 1938: elementary schools,. 7,812; scholars,

1,242,778; secondary schools, 288; scholars, 62,301; high schools

^937-38), 4; scholars, 3,037; universities (1937-38), 6; schol-

ars, 9,471.

Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1940) 741,096,000 florins;

expenditure, ordinary (est. 1940), 740,548,189 florins; public

debt (May 31, 1942) 7,449,000,000 florins; notes in circulation

(Oct. 10, 1942), 2,724,143,000; gold reserve (Oct. 10, 1942),

917,809,474 florins; exchange rate (average 1940), i florin=53.i9

U.S. cents.

Trade and Communication. Trade (merchandise) imports,

1938: 1,414,768,000 florins; 1939: 1,516,651,000 florins; exports,

1938: 4,039,156,000 florins; 1939: 966,215,000 florins. Communi-

cations and transport, 1938: roads, suitable for motor traffic,

8,534 mi.; railways, open to traffic, 2,278 mi.; rivers and canals,

navigable, 4,817 mi.; airways, distance flown, 6,629,000 mi.; ship-

ping (June 30), 2,855,400 gross tons; launched (July 1938-

June 1939), 246,400 gross tons; entered with cargoes, 27,606,524

net tons; cleared* with cargoes, 23,151,428 net tons. Motor ve-

hicles licensed (Aug. i, 1938): cars, 94,000; buses, 4,088; trucks,

50,988; cycles, 55,140; wireless (June 30, 1939): registered re-

ceiving sets, 839,542; connections with radio-distributing systems,

368,710.

Agriculture, Manufactures, Mineral Production. In metric

tons (1939 actual figures): wheat, 416,523; rye, 603,532; barley,

146,041; oats, 449,241; pulse, 185,891; sugar beet, 1,716,052;

flax, 152,487; cotton goods (1938), 136,565,000 guilders; ma-

chinery (1938), 99,821,000 guilders; coal, 12,861,000; salt, 199,-

800; pig iron and ferro-alloys (1938), 276,600; zinc, 20,500. (See
also CURAQAO; NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EMPIRE; NETHERLANDS

INDIES; SURINAM.)

ll*4kj*MlAMJ* fluffs..!*! rMM SM Total area excluding
Netherlands Colonial Empire, mother country
(approx.) 789,700 sq.mi.; total pop. excluding Netherlands (est.

Dec. 31, 1940) 70,760,000.

The table on p. 493 lists the colonial possessions of the Nether-

lands, together with statistics appropriate to each of them.

History. During 1943 considerable progress was made in

economic reconstruction and organizing the war effort in the part

of Dutch New Guinea still in Dutch control. Civilian conscrip-

tion and training schemes were introduced; and the various races

of the island, including the Papuans, showed a gratifying spirit of

co-operation. Authentic news from the great areas of the Nether-

lands Indies occupied by the Japanese was scanty. Economic con-

ditions were certainly bad. There were shortages of food and

clothing and much unemployment, Rice was rationed; but, by

pressing for the growing of war materials such as cotton instead

of food crops, the Japanese made the situation still worse. Their

attempts to win over the peoples to voluntary collaboration

were unsuccessful. It appears, for instance, that only 39 British

Indians enlisted in Chandra Bose's "Independence army." Soe-

karno, whom the Japanese appointed "Leader" of the occupied

territories, set up a number of bodies such as a defense corps and
a women's defense corps in which his followers were enrolled.

A pretense was made of granting self-government to the

Indonesians. An advisory council for Java was set up, of which

all the members were Indonesians, together with 7 provincial

councils and one for Batavia; but 23 of the 43 members of the

council for Java were nominated, while the 18 elected members
were elected only by the provincial councils of which, in turn,

half the members were nominated. In October an industrial

council was established with the object of co-ordinating industry
for the purposes of the Japanese in the war. About the same time

another measure was taken which indicated greater pressure on

manpower: all Indo-Europeans were ordered to register. Java-
nese labour was deported for mine work in Borneo.

The Japanese appear to have been disappointed with the re-

sults of their efforts. They seem to have obtained no appreciable

quantity of oil. Early in the year they strengthened their control

by adding civilian administrators to their naval and military
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Overseas Territories of the Netherlands and Essential Statistics

headquarters, and there were some executions. In July Premier

Hideki Tojo paid a two-day visit to Java. The administration

continued to be under the Great Asian Affairs department of

Aoki. Throughout the year the Netherlands West Indies co-

operated smoothly in the United Nations war effort.

(See also CURACAO; NETHERLANDS INDIES; SURINAM; WORLD
WAR II.) (G. N. C.)

This, the largest Netherlands colo-

nial possession, was in 1943, and had

been since March 1942, under Japanese military occupation

(except for part of New Guinea). The Netherlands Indies is a

huge archipelago, with several very large islands, Java, Sumatra,

Celebes, Borneo and New Guinea (part of Borneo is British and

the eastern half of New Guinea is under Australian administra-

tion), and many smaller ones. The archipelago is located between

6 N. and 10 S. latitude and the climate is tropical. Area, 733,-

681 sq.mi.; pop. (census of 1930) 60,727,233; (est 1940) 70,-

476,000, of whom 48,416,000 lived in densely settled Java and the

adjacent small island of Madura, while 22,060,000 lived in the

so-called Outer Islands, the less settled and developed regions of

the archipelago. Capital, Batavia (437,000). Other large cities:

Surabaya (313,000); Bandung (167,000). The great majority of

the natives are Moslems, although an admixture of Hindu and

pagan practices is found in some regions. There are about 2,500,-

ooo Christians, about 1,000,000 Buddhists and a number of Ani-

mists. Governor general (appointed in 1936) until the Japanese

occupation: Jonkheer A. W. L. Tjarda van Starkenborgh-

Stachouwer.

History. Except for occasional air raids on outlying stations,

the Japanese occupation was not disturbed during 1943. The ob-

jectives of the occupation authorities were apparently to create

a semblance of political support among the natives, to Japanize

the administration and the educational system, to bring in Jap-

anese banks to assist in financing operations, to make the economy
more self-sufficient and to make preparations for possible United

Nations attacks, especially in Sumatra, exposed to air and naval

offensives launched from India.

Telephone conversations in Java were permitted only in Jap-

anese or Malay, Dutch and English being barred. Japanese lan-

guage schools with six-year courses were started for Indonesian

children in April 1943. Radio telephone service between Macas-

sar, on the island of Celebes, and Tokyo was opened on Feb. i.

The streets of Macassar were given Japanese instead of Dutch

names.

Japan announced a program of "autonomy" for the Nether-

lands Indies in August 1943. Its main feature was the establish-

ment of "a central council which will have the right to advise and

submit proposals connected with administrative affairs to the

Japanese military authorities." Elections for regional and mu-

nicipal councils of the same type were held in September.

Japanese broadcasts in Oct. 1943 indicated that Indonesians

were being urged to join a "defense corps" that would relieve the
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Japanese army of police duties.

There were attempts to recruit

Indonesian labour on a large

scale for shipbuilding in Batavia

and for the repairing of roads

and other transportation facili-

ties in Sumatra. The Japanese

slogan of "co-prosperity" was at

least temporarily shelved in fa-

vour of self-sufficiency, because

shipping difficulties prevented a

normal exchange of goods among
the far-flung territories of Japan's newly conquered empire. In

normal times the Netherlands Indies had exchanged large sur-

pluses of such raw materials as rubber, tin, tobacco, coffee, qui-

nine, etc. for manufactured goods from abroad. In 1943 the

Japanese apparently found the surplus stocks of rubber and
tobacco an embarrassment and tried to put the archipelago on a

more self-sufficient basis by substituting rice for rubber and
some other export crops in some cases. There was also a short-

age of new clothing, because of the lack of cotton and the inabil-

ity of the Japanese to bring in textile goods from Japan in any
large quantity.

The Netherlands Indies authorities established a school

for civil servants in Melbourne, Australia, under the direction of

Prof. Frederik David Holleman, in July 1943. The minimum

training course was six months; the subjects taught included

Malay language and dialects, Islamic institutions and Malay so-

cial institutions and traditions. The purpose of the school was
to train civilian administrators qualified to take over after Allied

reoccupation of the Indies. A commission, appointed by the gov-
ernor general before the Japanese invasion, and headed by F. H.

Visman, was working on constitutional projects which would

make the Netherlands Indies in the future more independent of

direct control from the Netherlands and would broaden the previ-

ous suffrage qualifications, although the Netherlands Indies still

was considered an inseparable part of the Netherlands empire.

Education. In Aug. 1943 there were 12,000 elementary
schools in the Netherlands Indies, with 1,900,000 pupils, besides

32 secondary schools, five high schools, 20 vocational schools,

one agricultural college, 7 fine-art schools for girls, one normal

college, one medical college and one technical college, according
to a statement of the Japanese Domci News agency. Dutch
sources asserted that under the Netherlands administration there

were more than 20,000 native schools with over 2.500,000 pupils,

besides 628 western schools, with 150,000 pupils; 7.2% of the

population was literate in 1930.

Finance. The Japanese yen was introduced as the currency

of the Indies during 1943 and was given an arbitrary value of

parity with the Dutch guilder, the former unit of currency.

(Formerly the yen had been worth .44 guilders.) The Java bank,

which had formerly controlled the note issue, and all other Dutch
financial institutions were liquidated. The Bank of Japan, the

Yokohama Specie bank, the Bank of Taiwan and the Mitsubishi

bank began to operate in the Netherlands Indies. The last Dutch

budget, of 1942, called for revenue of 750,918,773 guilders and

expenditures of 813,802,815 guilders.

Trade and Communication. Imports in 1940 were 444,300,-

ooo guilders (value of the guilder 53 U.S. cents) ; exports were

873,500,000 guilders. The principal exports in 1940 were rubber

(328,254,000 guilders), oil and petroleum products (169,577,000

guilders), tin and tin ore (72,218,000 guilders), sugar (52,041,-

ooo guilders), tea (50,925,000 guilders).

There were, in 1940, 43,450 mi. of highways and 4,620 mi. of

railways, 3,387 in Java, 1,233 in Sumatra. There were 94,000
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motor vehicles of all types in 1941; 10,870 steamers, with a total

tonnage of 12,456,664, cleared irom tne ports of the colony in

1939. The Royal Netherlands Airways was formerly one of the

main lines of air communication between Europe and the orient.

Agriculture. Figures of production for some of the principal

crops, in 1940, were as follows: sugar, 1,587,364 tons; rubber,

546,021 tons; palm oil, 241,702 tons; tea, 81,986 tons; coffee,

77,647 tons; tobacco, 27,414 tons; quinine, 16,371 tons; cocoa,

1,553 tons.

Manufacturing and Mineral Production. Although the

Netherlands Indies had always been primarily a source of raw

materials, local industries were encouraged during the '305 and

gained stimulus when the outbreak of World War II in 1939 cut

off or curtailed the supply of imported manufactures. Among
these local industries were batik, spinning and weaving, tobacco,

ceramics, paint, soap, chemicals, cement, wood, glass and paper.

Figures of output for the principal mineral products in 1939 were

as follows: oil, 7,949,000 tons; tin, 31,000 tons; coal, 1,781,000

tons; gold, 2,500 tons; silver, 19,200 tons. The Japanese made

special efforts to restore oil production, in view of the deficiency

of this vital fuel in Japan. (See also JAPAN; NETHERLANDS

COLONIAL EMPIRE.) (W. H. CH.)

Neutrality: see INTERNATIONAL LAW.

Mdifftffo
^ *ar western state f ^e U.S., admitted to the

NcVdUa. union Oct. 31, 1864. Popular name is the "Sage-

brush" state. Area 110,540 sq.mi., including 738 sq.mi. of water.

Pop. (1940) 110,247. The population in 1943 was estimated at

141,813, the increase being due to the establishment of wartime

industries in Mineral and Clark counties. Of the population

39-3% were urban; 93,431 were native white; only 10,599 were

foreign-born white. Capital, Carson City (2,478); other cities:

Reno (21,317); Las Vegas (8,422); Sparks (5,318).

History. The forty-first session of the legislature in 1943 was

featured by legislation retiring all outstanding bonds and the

creation of a million dollar postwar fund. Other acts passed by
the legislature in 1943 included the following: the Flight Strip

act, authorizing the department of highways to co-operate with

the Public Roads administration of the U.S. in the construction

and maintenance of flight strips and of certain classes of high-

ways; the Nevada State Police act, which provided for the

creation and organization of a Nevada state police force con-

sisting of one inspector, 3 sergeants, 5 subordinate police officers

and 250 reserves.

In *943 the elected officers of the state were: governor, E. P.

Carville; lieutenant governor, Vail Pittman; secretary of state,

Malcolm McEachin; attorney general, Alan H. Bible; state

treasurer, Dan W. Franks; state controller, Henry C. Schmidt;

superintendent of public instruction, Mildred Bray. Chief Justice

of the state was William E. Orr.

Education. In 1943 there were 210 elementary schools with

a total enrolment of 19,367 pupils, staffed by 696 teachers. On

Jan, i, 1944 there \vere 46 high schools with a total enrolment

of 6,237 pupils, staffed by 299 teachers. On Jan. i, 1944 the

total school enrolment was 26,866, including 1,262 kindergarten

pupils.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The amount spent

for social security and old-age assistance was $843,151.17. For

the year ending Dec. 31, 1943, the state spent $39,520.00 for

unemployment compensation. On Jan. i, 1944 the state prison had

24*1 inmates, 4 of whom were women; total expenditures of the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, were $97,002.27. The state in-

dustrial home had 50 inmates; expenditures $20,761,26; the

state hospital for mental diseases had 344; expenditures were

$99,968.92; the orphans' home had 45 inmates on Jan. i, 1944.

and expended $37,239.86 during the fiscal year.

Communication. There were 5,518 mi. of roads in the state-

designated highway system in 1943, 3,064 of which were hard-

surfaced and approximately 2,500 improved but not paved. On

Jan. i, 1944, there were n standard airports reservations.

Banking and Finance. On. Jan. i, 1944, there were four state

banks. The Nevada Bank of Commerce at Elko had in addition

two branches; total deposits as of Oct. 1943 were $11,825,089.63.

total resources $12,619,700.21. The First National Bank of

Nevada had nine branches, with total deposits as of Jan. 12,

1944, of $74,812,126.54 and total resources of $78,083,814.85;
the Ely National bank with one branch had total deposits as

of Oct. 1943 of $73,119,157.82 and total resources of $77,707,-

771.72. State receipts for the year ending June 30, 1943, were

$8,082,529.74, and expenditures $6,934,915.92. On Jan. 10, 1944,

the cash balance was $2,685,898.05. The postwar fund totalled

$1,092,000.00, and Nevada's assessed valuation for 1943 was

$241,094,990, an increase of $19,862,458 over 1942. Nevada had

no state debt in 1943.

Agriculture. Nevada's wartime agricultural production for

1943 exceeded the five-year average annual production for 1937-

1941. On this comparative basis the wheat acreage showed an

increase of n%\ corn acreage an increase of 33%; acreage in

oats an increase of 50%; acreage in barley an increase of 67%;
acreage in potatoes an increase of 100%. Crops harvested in

1943 were valued at approximately $12,990,000 as compared with

$9,500,000 in 1942.

Table I. leading Agricultural Product* of Nevada, 1943 and 1942

The state's barley production was by far the heaviest crop
ever produced in the state; the production of potatoes was the

largest since 1930. Marketing of surplus cattle greatly increased

in 1943, and the condition of the state's herds of cattle was

reported by the U.S. department of agriculture as well above the

average for the preceding lo-year period. Above-normal pre-

cipitation was enjoyed during the year 1943 on most of the

Nevada range.

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactures in 1941

was $20,582,000. The number of employees was 1,093 and the

total wages paid was $1,000,642. The number of manufacturing
establishments was 105 and the principal manufactures were

printing products; brick, clay and iron and steel products; and

automobile parts.

Mineral Production. The total value of gold, silver, copper,

lead and zinc production in 1943, as reported by the U.S. bureau

of mines, was $27,770,047. Gold, silver, lead and copper de-

creased, zinc alone showing a large increase.

Table \\.-Principal Mineral Product* of Nevada, 1943 and 1942

Nevada produced magnesium in substantial amount. An in-

crease in the production of tungsten, mercury and vanadium was

noted. Tin was produced in small quantities. Gypsum, fluorspar
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and coal developments created interest. Gem-stone production

increased, with turquoise in active demand. (E, C. D. M.)

New Brunswick.
One of the three maritime provinces of

the dominion of Canada (q.v.), admitted

to the union in 1867; area 27,985 sq.mi.; pop. (1941) 457,401,
of whom 97% were native born. Capital, Fredericton (10,062).

Other cities are Saint John (51,741) and Moncton (22,763).
The lieutenant governor in 1943 was W. G. Clark and the premier
was ]. B. McNair.

Education. The number of students in provincially controlled

public schools in 1942 was 96,470; in private schools, 3,015; in

institutions of university standard, 1,297.

Communication* The mileage of surfaced highways in 1942
was 8,455; earth highways 3,840; provincial expenditure on high-

ways, $1,193,404. The railroad mileage was 1,848 in 1942; the

number of telephones, 35.798.

Finance. The ordinary receipts in 1942 were $12,459,611;

expenditure, $11,921,467. The direct debt (less sinking funds)

was $97,043,223; indirect liabilities (less sinking funds) $j,-

741,509.

Agriculture. The acreage of field crops in 1943 xvas 922,700;

gross values of field products, $28,497,000.

Leading Agricultural Products of New Brunswick, 1942 and 1941

Manufacturing. The gross value of manufactured products

in 1940 was $89,281,008; net value, $38,253,475; number of em-

ployees, 16,859; salaries and wages, $17,639,789. (J. C. HE.)

New Caledonia: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

New Deal: see UNITED STATES.

Newfoundland and Labrador. ,.,':":, ;:';"", ;',

suspended constitution. Area: Newfoundland 42,000 sq.mi.; Lab-

rador 110,000 sq.mi.; total 152,000 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31,

1938): Newfoundland, 290,660; Labrador, 4,780. Chief town and

capital: St. John's (pop. 1941: 39,886). Governor (1943)'. Sir

Humphrey Walwyn; language: English; religion (1935 census):

Roman Catholic, 93,925; Church of England, 92,732; United

Church, 76,100; Salvation Army, 18,054.

History. Work on defense projects undertaken by the U.S.

and Canadian armed forces continued to bring unprecedented

prosperity to Newfoundland in 1943 and almost doubled the

national income. A wartime boom in the fishing industry also

helped to solve the unemployment problem, and, apart from a

temporary stoppage in one of the mining operations, due to a

shortage of shipping, there was no able-bodied relief throughout

the year. Moreover there were more than 10,000 men serving

abroad, and one Newfoundland regiment was in action in Tunisia.

Higher wages and the danger of a considerable shortage of

essential supplies set the cost of living rising, and steps to deal

with this were announced by the public welfare commissioner on

Feb. 15, including the removal of the import duty on potatoes,

remission of the i\% war import duty on about 80 essential

foodstuffs and other commodities such as medical supplies and

fishing equipment, and fixing the price of tea and molasses (both

rationed). Coal rationing was also imposed on Feb. 10.

A revenue surplus of $3,681,650 was announced in the budget

speech of April 27; owing to the alteration of the financial year

to end on March 31, the period under review was one of nine

months only. From the previous three years' surpluses interest-

tree loans of some $6,500,000 had been made to Britain for the

duration of the war, in addition to $1,200,000 from the sale of

savings certificates.

Considerable dissatisfaction was felt during the year with the

commission government, and on March 8 the board of trade

passed resolutions protesting against the new income and profits

tax proposals and demanding a return to some form of repre-

sentative government. A petition, backed by many sections of

the community, was later sent to the king, requesting the appoint-
ment of a royal commission to inquire into the island's constitu-

tional and financial position. The dominions secretary stated in

parliament on June 10, however, that, during his visit to New-
foundland in 1942, he had found that the main body of opinion
there considered it inexpedient to carry out constitutional changes
in wartime. (C. M. CL.)

Education. In 1940: schools 1,898; scholars on rolls 66,508;

average attendance 70.2%.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, cst. (1942-43) $18,744,100;

expenditure, est. (1942-43) $17,722,300; public debt (June 30,

1941) $2,412,773 and 19,980,012; notes in circulation (June 30,
T 94 7 ) $ 1 3o35l exchange rate as Canadian dollar.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade 1940-41 (mer-
chandise) imports $35,484.323; exports $36,723,352; re-exports

$606,463. Communications (Dec. 31, 1938): roads, main 1,150.

mi.; secondary and local 6,000 mi.; railways, open to traffic 747

mi.; motor vehicles licensed (1940) 10,588.

Mineral Production and Fisheries. Fisheries 1940: cod (in-

shore, deep sea and Labrador) 87,549 metric tons; seal $205,030;
salmon (export) 3,750,336 lb.; lobster (export) 2,477,289 lb.;

fish oils (export) 1,826,377 lb. In metric tons (1940): wood pulp
(1938) 242,000; iron ore (metal content) 797,000; lead ore

(metal content) 25,500; silver 46.5; gold 678 kg.

New Guinea.
One of the.largest islands in the world, with an
estimated area of 312,329 sq.mi., stretching

from the equator in the N.W. to 12 5' S. in the S.E. and from

130 50' E. to 151 30' E., separated from Australia by the shal-

low Torres strait and Arafura sea. On its eastern side lies the
Bismarck archipelago.

New Guinea is divided between three administrations: (i)
Dutch New Guinea, area 151,789 sq.mi.; pop. (est.) 195,460, of

whom 237 were Europeans (1940) (see NETHERLANDS INDIES).

(2) British New Guinea (Territory of Papua), area 90,540 sq.mi..

pop. 338,822 (1940) is under the governor-general of Australia,

with a lieutenant governor of its own and a centre of administra-

tion at Port Moresby. It comprises roughly the southeastern

corner of the island and is an exporter of rubber and copra, while

copper is mined in the vicinity of Port Moresby. (3) Northeast-
ern New Guinea and the adjacent islands of the Bismarck archi-

pelago, including Bougainville and Buka in the northern Solomons,
were German colonial possessions before World War I. After

Dec. 17, 1920, this area was administered by Australia under a

mandate from the League of Nations. Area 93,000 sq.mi.; pop.

(1940) 668,871 natives, besides an unknown number in the un-

explored interior; 6,498 non-natives, including 3,345 British, 2,061

Chinese, 430 Germans, 159 Dutch, 145 Americans, 38 Japanese.
Administrator of the mandated territory in 1943 was Brig. Gen.

Sir Walter Ramsay McNicoll (appointed Sept. 13, 1934). The

headquarters of the administration are normally at Rabaul.

History. In the Course of their invasion of the South Pacific

the Japanese occupied all the foreign settlements in the man-

dated territory and established their main advanced base in the

South Pacific at Rabaul, where the Germans had formerly de-
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Above: U.S. PARACHUTE ATTACK in Japanese-held Markham valley
of New Guinea Sept. 5, 1943, shielded by a smoke screen (back-
ground). In this official air force photograph, scores of paratroopers
are shown Jumping at low altitude from C-53 transport planes, at
the height of the attack

Right: CAT NAPPING U.S. SOLDIERS near the front line at Buna
mission before their capture of the Buna area early In 1943

Below, left: AUSTRALIANS entering a U.S. "LST" (landing ship
tank) for transport to Lae, New Guinea, where they landed Sept. 4,
1943

Below, right: U.S. SOLDIERS BATHING in water-filled shell holes
at Buna mission a few hours after capturing this Japanese stronghold
in New Guinea in the first week of Jan. 1943
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veloped a good harbour, on New Britain Island. At the high tide

of the Japanese advance in this area, in the autumn of 1942, their

troops crossed the high Owen Stanley range, which cuts across

New Guinea in a northwestern-southeastern direction, and threat-

ened Port Moresby, the last important United Nations base north

of Australia. However, U.S. and Australian troops under the

command of Gen. Douglas MacArthur checked this advance and,

making skilful use of airborne troops, took the offensive in turn,

driving the Japanese in 1943 from such bases as Lae, Salamaua

and Fischhafen and, toward the end of the year, effecting a dou-

ble landing on New Britain with the apparent purpose of pressing

on toward Rabaul, which was threatened from another direction

by landings of U.S. forces under the command of Adm. William

F. Halsey on Bougainville, in the northern Solomons.

Agriculture, Mineral Production, Trade. As might be in-

ferred from the small number of foreign residents, economic de-

velopment has been slight. The total area under cultivation in

1940 was 276,000 ac., although it is estimated that the mnn-
dated territory contains about 34,200,000 ac. of land suitable for

cultivation. Much the greatest part of the cultivated area was

under coco-nut plantations and copra was the main product and

export. The territory produced 73,716 tons of copra, of a value

of A.847,734 in 1938. Secondary crops, the output of which is

of minor importance, are cocoa, coffee, rubber, kapok and to-

bacco. Gold, silver and platinum are mined, the first being the

most important mineral product. The foreign trade of the man-
dated territory was A.i,610,967 in imports, M. 2,980,360 in ex-

ports in 1938.

Social and Economic Changes. Although New Guinea may
still be considered one of the most remote parts of the world,

the total isolation from foreign contacts in which most of the

natives lived in the past began to break down under such varied

pressures as the activity of the missions, the increasing area

patrolled by government officials and the growing demand for

native labour on the plantations. There were ten missions (three

Roman Catholic, three Lutheran, two Methodist, one Anglican,

one Seventh Day Adventist), with a combined staff of more

than 600, in New Guinea in 1938. There were 41,849 natives in

indentured service in 1938, 20,855 on plantations, 7,189 on mines,

7,511 in shipping, commerce and industry, 4,477 in domestic

service, 1,747 *n administration service and 70 in miscellaneous

occupations. There were dso 883 native members of the police

force. World War II brought further changes and upheavals to

this remote region; and the primitive Melanesian natives were

used as bearers and for labour service by both sides. (See also

WORLD WAR II.) (W. H, CH.)

England group of states

and one of the original states of the

union, popularly known as the "Granite state"; area, 9,304 sq.mi.,

including 9,024 sq.mi. of land and 280 sq.mi. of water; population

(1940) 491,524. Of the total population, 283,225 or 57.6% were

urban and 208,299 rural. Total estimated civilian population

Mar. i, 1943, was 454,490. In 1940 there were 490,989 whites,

including 422,693 native and 68,296 foreign-born. Capital, Con-

cord (27,171). Other cities: Manchester (77,685), Nashua

(32,927), Berlin (19,084), Dover (14,990), and Portsmouth

History. The general court was in session from Jan. 6 to

May 20, 1943. Measures passed included an act granting broad

emergency war powers to the governor and council; an act

creating a state veterans council, to aid returning soldiers and

to ensure them preference in public employment; and an act

providing for a soldiers' bonus, to be paid any resident of the

state serving more than 90 days in the armed forces, such bonus

to amount to $10 a mcnth for each month of service, the total

not to exceed $100. To finance bonus payments, the existing

poll tax was increased by $3.

State officers in 1943 were governor, Robert 0. Blood; secre-

tary of state, Enoch D. Fuller; state treasurer, F. Gordon Kim-

ball; commissary general, Charles F. Bowen; and acting attorney

general, Stephen M. Wheeler, all Republican.

Education. In 1942-43, there were 1,812 public schools,

classified as follows: kindergartens 46; mixed schools 273; classi-

fied schools 1,311; junior high schools 44; senior high schools 95;

opportunity schools 15; evening schtols 28. The total number of

elementary pupils was 50,241, with 2,114 teachers; the number
of high school pupils 19,537, with 1,006 teachers. Total payments
for public education during the year ending June 30, 1943, were

$7,650,635. Owing to the loss of several hundred teachers be-

cause of war conditions, a critical shortage developed during the

course of the year 1942-43.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The burden of gen-

eral relief showed a continued downward trend during 1943
because of increased opportunities for employment. In Sept.,

1942, there were 4,259 cases on general relief, with an expendi-

ture of $107,112, as compared with only 3,059 cases in Sept. 1943,

with an expenditure of $84,449. Expenditures for public assist-

ance under the Social Security act continued to increase, the

total for Sept. 1943 being $241,322, as compared with $224,087
for Sept. 1942. By far the greatest part of this increase was in

the category of old-age assistance, aid to dependent children

and needy blind showing little change.

On Jan. i, 1940, there were 259 persons in prison and reforma-

tory in New Hampshire. The appropriation for the state prison
at Concord for the fiscal year 1943-44 was $182,791; and for

the Industrial School for Committed Minors at Manchester,

$93,555-

Communication* Rural highways and urban extensions

amounted to 3,635 mi. at the close of 1940. State highway funds

disbursed in 1941 totalled $8,743,000. In 1940 there were 1,002

mi. of steam railroads in the state.

Banking and Finance. As of June 30, 1943, there were in

New Hampshire 52 national banks with deposits of $118,217,000

and resources of $133,888,000, as compared with deposits and

resources, respectively, on June 30, 1942, of $93,734,000 and

$108,971,000. Fifty-five state-chartered banks reported deposits

of $229,263,187.48 and resources of $257,217,137.66. There were

25 building and loan associations with total resources of $13,980,-

803.90. Forty-three savings banks and savings departments of

eight trust companies reported deposits of $220,086,300.91 as of

June 30, 1943.

Cash receipts of the state treasury department for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1943, $25,862,337.04; cash disbursements,

$26,114,254.01; cash balance, June 30, 1943, $5,151,940.36. Gross

fixed bond and note debt, June 30, 1943, $14,135,000; net fixed

bond and note indebtedness, $11,543,40825 Average property
tax rate for 1943 was $30.30 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.

Agriculture. The principal crops showed declines in yields

in 1943, with the exception of potatoes and corn, as shown in the

table.

Manufacturing. Total estimated value of manufactures in

Leading Agriculture* Producfc of Ntw r/amptttr*, 1943 and 1942
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1939, last federal biennial census before World War II, was

$237,396,015. Salaried personnel, including officers and em-

ployees, 4,593; salaries, $10,483.983; wage earners 55,78i; wages

paid $52,735,240. War industries led to rapid population increases

in some communities, Portsmouth, Somersworth, Laconia and

Claremont having been particularly affected.

Mineral Production. Total value of minerals produced in

1940 was $1,065,000 (estimated). Mica mining on a substantial

scale was resumed in New Hampshire in 1942, to help in meeting
war requirements. (W. E. Ss.)

New Hebrides: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH; FRENCH CO-

LONIAL EMPIRE.

Mom loreotf
Sometimes called the "Garden state," New Jer-

llBW uGlSGy* sey is one of the three middle Atlantic states.

Area, 7,836 sq.mi., including 314 sq.mi. of water; pop. (1940)

4,160,165. Capital, Trenton (124,697). The largest city is New-
ark (429,760); second is Jersey City (301,173).

History. The elections of 1943 completed the Republican

conquest of major elective offices in New Jersey. Walter E. Edge
was elected to the governorship by a majority of 127,000 over

Mayor Vincent J. Murphy of Newark, the Democratic nominee.

The Republicans retained control of the legislature by overwhelm-

ing majorities in both branches, the assembly standing 44 Re-

publicans to 16 Democrats and the senate 18 Republicans to three

Democrats. In December the death of United States Senator W.
Warren Barbour left the Democrats in possession of this office

by virtue of the appointment by Governor Edison of Arthur

Walsh of South Orange to the vacancy. The 1943 elections also

marked the first concrete step toward the adoption of a new
constitution for which an intermittent fight had been waged
since the governorship of Woodrow Wilson. A referendum *vas

adopted by a majority of 154,000, directing the 1944 legislature

to write a new constitution, retaining the state bill of rights, for

ratification or rejection at the 1944 general election. The ref-

erendum was opposed by Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey City,

Democratic state leader, and by rural politicians on the ground

that no change in the constitution should be ordained until the

war was over. The gubernatorial and legislative campaigns found

the Democratic party weakened by the Edison-Hague feud.

Mayor Hague had tried without success to persuade A. Harry

Moore, three-time governor, to run again as the Democratic

nominee. Three weeks before the deadline for filing nominating

petitions, Mayor Hague turned to Mayor Murphy and agreed

to support him. Governor Edison did likewise. Mayor Murphy
was supported also by the C.I.O. and the leaders of the railway

unions. Edge, backed by a united party which averted a pri-

mary contest for the nomination, carried 18 of 21 counties.

Mayor Murphy won only in Camden, Middlesex and Hudson,
the home of the Hague organization, and by reduced majorities.

During 1943 the validity of the railroad tax legislation, which

had brought the Edison-Hague break into the open, was at-

tacked in the court of chancery, and Vice Chancellor Wilfred H.

Jayne ruled that it was unconstitutional because it remitted

interest amounting to more than $20,000,000. The case against

the railroad legislation was prosecuted by Attorney General

WilenU and was defended by special counsel authorized by the

legislature to act for the state treasurer. An appeal from the

chancery decision was taken immediately to the court of errors

and appeals.

Education. For the fiscal year 1941-42, total enrolment of

day students in public schools was 719,623, a decrease of 13,326.

Teachers numbered 29,513. Total salaries were $61,673,907,

averaging $2,123 a year. Total school buildings numbered 2.090.

There were 19,345 adults

given instruction in vari-

ous war traihing pro-

grams by 451 teachers.

Total cost of the public

school system was $108,-

607,744.

Public Welfare,
Charities, Correction.

Direct relief commit-

ments by the state to

municipal governments
for the first ten months

of 1943 totalled $2,110,-

341 as against $4,556,1 77

in 1942.

In 1943 the number of

relief cases fell below

12,000 for the first time

since public assistance

reports for the state at

large have been available.

Communication. Although highway construction was cur-

tailed because of the war, the state had at the end of 1942 more
than i,680 mi. of paved roads, many of six lanes. In 1939 there

were 2,123 mi. of steam railways in New Jersey.

Banking and Finance. The 158 financial institutions under

jurisdiction of the state department of banking and insurance re-

ported total deposits, at the close of the state's fiscal year June 30,

I 943> of $1,766,751,500, an all time high. The report was made

by 133 trust companies and state banks, 22 savings banks and 2

savings associations.

Agriculture. Harvests in 1942 broke all previous records,

when crop value reached $179,800,000, and the state department
of agriculture estimated in November 1943 that the 1943 harvest

and prices would surpass that total.

Leading Agricultural Product* of Now Jersey, 7943 and 1942

WALTER E. EDGE, Republican, was elected

governor of New Jersey Nov. 2, 1943

Manufacturing. Employment in New Jersey industries

reached a record high in 1942. More than 800,000 were gainfully

employed, according to preliminary reports to the state depart-

ment of labour from 1,785 plants. The figures indicated an in-

crease of 19% over 1941. Average weekly earnings ran to a rec-

ord high of $43.79, and more than 5,000 plants were engaged in

war production.

Mineral Production. The total value of New Jersey's min-

eral production in 1939 the latest year for which federal figures

were available in 1943 was $30,271,293. The leading products,

in order of value, were zinc, clay, sand and gravel, stone and iron

(W. R. CK.)ore.

Mom UIIVIHA
^our^1 larSest state m ^e southwestern United

HBW MGXIClK States, popularly known as the "Sunshine

state"; admitted to the union in 1912. Total area, 121,666 sq.mi.

(121,511 sq.mi. land, 155 sq.mi. water); pop. (1940) 531,818

(25.6% increase since 1930), divided among rural, 355,417;

urban, 176,401 (33.2%); native white, 477.065; Negro, 4,672;

foreign born, 15,247.
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History. The administration, legislature and congressional

representation were Democratic in 1943. The chief officers of

the state elected on Nov. 3, 1942, were: governor John J.

Dempsey; lieutenant governor, James B. (Jawbone) Jones;

secretary of state, Cecilia Tafoya Cleveland; auditor, J. D.

Hannah; treasurer, Guy Shepard; attorney-general, Edward P.

Chase; superintendent of public instruction, Georgia L. Lusk;
commissioner of public lands, H. R. (Ray) Rodgers.

Legislation passed in 1943 to equalize state employees' salaries;

to forbid legislators to hold additional state jobs; to pro-

vide child vaccination against diphtheria; to permit limited child

labour under age 16 during the war; to create a state purchasing

agent; and to levy a tobacco tax for needy aged people's support.

Education. For the school year 1941-42, 710 rural schools,

with 58,253 pupils and 1,754 teachers, cost $4,118,476.33; 247

municipal schools, with 73,089 pupils and 1,989 teachers, cost

$5>737,2i4.28.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. For the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1943, the WPA spent $2,629,311 for labour and
material. During the calendar year 1943, $29,102 was paid out

for unemployment benefits. On June 30, 1943, $223,000 had been

spent for old-age and survivors insurance, and $2,564,743 for

public assistance.

The penitentiary appropriation was $130,480 for 519 inmates

(Sept. I, 1943); insane asylum, $325,000, 889 inmates; School for

Mental Defectives, $47.480, 76 inmates; Industrial school, $49,-

ooo, no inmates; Girls' Welfare home, $60,000, 116 inmates

(Dec. 1943).

Communication. New Mexico had an estimated 62,896.3 mi.

of roads in 1943; 9,351.5 constituted the state highway system.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, the state highway de-

partment expended $3,004,386.76.

Steam railway companies operated 2,598 mi. of main track

(1942).

There were 57 airports, and approximately 850 mi. of airways

operated by two scheduled air carriers. There were about 50,550

telephones.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, there were 22

national banks with deposits of $98,026,000; loans, $16,307,000;

investments, $49,678,000; and 19 state banks with deposits of

$32,775,000; loans, $5,550,000; investments, $14,560,000. Total

resources of 12 building and loan associations in 1942 were

$4,436,805.86 and of 7 federal savings and loan associations,

$3,084,684.

The total of all state receipts for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1943, was $31,587,668.27; expenditures, $28,208,252.04.

The gross and net debt were respectively $23,634,000 and $23,-

342,585.

TabU I Leading Agricultural Product* of N*w M*x/co, 7943 and 1942

TabU Il.Prfricfpaf Mineral Producli of New Mexico, 1943 and 1942

(Year ending Oct. j/)

1943 was estimated at $46,928,000; acreage harvested, 1,542,000.

Livestock was valued at $116,873,000, Jan. i, 1943.

Manufacturing. Manufactured products were valued at $25,*

123,641 in 1939; an average of 3,250 employees received $2,912,-

993 in wages.

Mineral Production. As in preceding years, copper was New
Mexico's chief mineral in 1943. The total value of minerals pro-

duced was $50,057,314. (F. D. R.)

New South Wales.

Agriculture. The total value of agricultural production in

A state of the Australian common-

wealth, lying in the southeast and oc-

cupying 309,432 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1941) 2,812,321. Chief

cities (pop. est. Dec. 31, 1940): Sydney, capital (1,310,530);
Newcastle (119,590). Governor (1943): Captain the Rt. Hon.
Lord Wakehurst.

History. The most contentious bill introduced by William J.

McKell, the Labour premier, during 1943 embodied his proposals
to reconstitute the legislative council (upper chamber). As then

constituted, it was elected by members of both chambers, who
voted as a single electoral body at simultaneous sittings of both

chambers, members being elected for a period of 12 years, of

whom one quarter retired each three years. Other measures of

note included: alterations in the machinery for industrial arbi-

tration; the grant of A. 100,000 for a cancer research institute

in Sydney; a A.ioo,ooo grant for stepping-up milk production;
a A. 1 00,000 grant for the provision of tractors and machinery
to be hired out to small dairy farmers; and the reservation of

an area 100 mi. long and 22 mi. wide in the southern Alps as a
national park. Special committees on postwar public works were
set up and plans submitted covering the expenditure of jA.5o,-

000,000 over 20 years. Water conservation was to cost A. 1,000,000
a year over this period. There was a budget surplus for the fiscal

year ended June 30 of A.i, 113,000, largely due to increased

earnings by the government-owned railway system and the suc-

cess of other government business undertakings.

Education. In 1040: public schools 3,209; teachers, 12,877;
scholars on roll, 359,77^; average attendance, 296,924; expendi-
ture by state, A.4,882,000.

Finance. In 1941-42: revenue, A.65,865,ooo; expenditure

A.64,824,ooo; debt outstanding (June 30, 1942), ^.365,095,-
ooo.

Communication. Roads (1940), 126,058 mi.; railways, gov-
ernment (Dec. 1942) 6,127 mi.; tramways (June 1941) 172 mi.

Motor vehicles licensed (March 31, 1943): cars 174,154; com-
mercial vehicles 72,334 J cycles 14-395- Wireless receiving set

licences (March 1943), 536,795-

Telephones (June 1941): exchanges, 2,018; instruments con-

nected, 280,161.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-
tion jn 1942-43: wheat, 52,000,000 bu.; butter, 89,000,000 lb.;

wool, greasy, 547,000,000 lb.; maize, 3,142,000 bu.; coal (1942)
12,223,000 tons; gold (1939), 87,189 fine oz. Industry and labour,

1941-42: factories, 10,166; employees (average) 298,245; gross
value of output A.339,488,3i2; unemployment (trade union re-

turns) (March 1943) 1.4%. (W. D. MA.)

Newspapers and Magazines.
American newspapers during 1943. Circulations increased at least

2.6%, attaining an all-time record of nearly 44,000,000 daily. Na-
tional and classified advertising increased materially, offsetting a

slight decline in local retail advertising. Manpower shortage was
a serious problem which was somewhat eased by reduction in

business, and by a great increase in the employment of women.
Most newspaper meetings were concerned with government re-



NEWS DESK of the Stars and Stripes, the U.S. army's European daily, in the

offices of the Times of London

strictions and threats to freedom of the press. In spite of these

problems, the number of casualties among newspapers was smaller

than normal and, because of adequate handling of war news,

newspaper prestige with the public increased remarkably.
That war was the absorbing news topic of the year was shown

by the selection of "Big Stories of 1943" announced on Dec. 31,

1943, by the news agencies. The Associated Press list was: (i)

Overall blueprint for winning the war and keeping the peace;

(2) Russia turns the tide; (3) Germany invaded through the

roof; (4) Italy surrenders, wars on Germany; (5) America

strikes back in Pacific; (6) Mussolini topples; (7) Pay-as-you-

go taxes voted; (8) De Marigny murder case; (9) Coal strikes

imperil war production; (10) U-boats lose battle of Atlantic.

Other big stories included in the United Press and International

News Service lists were: Four Allied conferences at Casablanca,

Quebec, Cairo and Tehran; conquest of North Africa and Sicily;

capture of Attu and Kiska; New Deal reverses and Republican

gains; Jap execution of U.S. fliers; U.S. builds world's biggest air

fleet and navy; preparation for opening of European second

front; domestic manpower crisis including draft of fathers; anti-

inflation battle and rise of black markets; Errol Flynn trial.

The year brought a succession of cuts in paper supply and

rises in paper cost, made more difficult by rising circulations. The

25-man Newspaper Industry Advisory committee, and a similar

magazine committee, conferred constantly with the War Produc-

tion board on systems of rationing to reconcile the needs of the

small newspapers and the huge demands of the metropolitan

500

Sunday newspapers. During the first quarter of the year, the cut

limited all newspapers except very small ones to the amount used

during the same period in 1941. During the second quarter, all

papers were cut 2\% below 1941. For the third quarter a sliding

scale spread the saving from 2^ to 5% for various papers, arid

for the fourth quarter a new sliding scale brought the total reduc-

tion of 1943 to 10% below 1941. In November a new sliding

scale for 1944 set up an annual reduction ranging from 4% for

weeklies to 24% for metropolitan dailies. Meanwhile, on March

i, the Office of Price Administration authorized a price rise of $4
a ton; a similar rise in September brought the price to $58 a ton.

To meet the paper shortage, various expedients were an-

nounced: for instance, the tabloid New York Daily News raised

its sales and advertising prices and urged readers to borrow

copies; the Chicago Tribune eliminated classified advertising

pages in editions going 50 mi. out of the city; many newspapers
"froze" circulation and refused new subscribers; many news-

papers rationed advertising; the Milwaukee Journal reduced its

Saturday paper to an 8-page Victory edition; and finally the

Chicago Daily News omitted all commercial advertising from

Dec. 23 to Jan. 3. Scripps-Howard and other newspapers ex-

perimented with 3O-lb. paper (instead of 32) with such success

that the largest American paper-maker in December put the

lighter paper on the market and congress was changing the tariff

to admit lighter paper from Canada, which provides 75% of the

American supply. Also, "ersatz," or de-inked, newsprint was tried

by various newspapers.
Because of alarm among newspaper men concerning increasing

wartime controls by government, almost every newspaper meet-

ing of the year had the central theme of defense of freedom of

the press; for example: the American Society of Newspaper
Editors in Washington, Feb. 1213; the Associated Press in New
York, April 19, to which Kent Cooper, general manager, urged a

world-wide crusade for freedom of news; the American News-

paper Publishers association in New York, in April, which ap-

pointed a 5-man Press Freedom committee; the loth annual

convention of the American Newspaper guild, in Boston, June

14-18, representing 20,000 members; the s8th annual convention

of the National Editorial association, in Cincinnati, June 20, rep-

resenting weekly newspapers in 42 states; 275 Associated Press

editors meeting in Chicago, Sept. Q; the 4th annual Newspaper

Week, Oct. 1-8, with the slogan, "Free Press Free People An
Unbeatable Team"; the memorial to John Peter Zenger at St.

Paul's Free Press shrine, East Chester, N.Y., during Bill of

Rights week, Dec. 12-18. The American Society of Newspaper

Editors, on Oct. 4, saluted the underground publishers of nazi-

dominated Europe.

Voluntary censorship under Byron Price continued to work

smoothly throughout the year, but there was increasing complaint

against army and navy censorship and constant difficulty with

Elmer Davis and the Office of War Information. In July, Mr.

Price omitted his 6-month revision of the censorship code, be-

cause it was working so well, and in December he liberalized the

code and warned against "unauthorized censorship." In October,

the ban on radio and press weather forecasts was removed. In

June, congress reduced the OWI domestic activities budget so

sharply that Davis closed 62 regional offices and dismissed 794 of

his writers, in July, Davis created an OWI advisory group of

nine leading newspaper editors, urged President Roosevelt to re-

lease more war news, and in September startled the country with

a series of "horror pictures" of army casualties. The press took

great pride in "keeping the secret" of various important events

which had been "released in advance": for example, the news of

the Casablanca meeting of Roosevelt and Churchill in January
was kept secret for 32 hours; in April, the press was silent about
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the president's southern trip; the secret of the landing in Sicily

in July was kept for more than a month; and in December,
America "held the release" on the meetings of Allied leaders in

Cairo and Tehran, although Reuters in Lisbon and Tass in Russia

broke the release and German radio spread the "rumour'* story.

Mr. Roosevelt on his return forbade further "release in advance"

on such events. The greatest flurry over censorship resulted from

a White House order limiting press coverage of the United Na-
tions Food conference in Hot Springs, Va., in March; consider-

ing this a precedent for future international conferences, the

press fought so vigorously that the meeting was finally opened
to them almost completely.

The anti-trust suit against the Associated Press, which was

filed on Aug. 28, 1942, by the federal department of justice at

the instance of Marshall Field of the Chicago Sun, continued

through the year without conclusion. Three judges of the U.S.

circuit court of appeals of New York Judges Learned Hand,

Augustus N. Hand and Thomas W. Swan were on Jan. 7, 1943,

named as an "expediting court" to handle the case. At a special

meeting on Feb. 9, the A.P. further eased its by-law concerning
election of members. Between January and June the government

presented 545 questions of fact to A.P. for answer, and A.P. pre-

sented the government with 40 similar requests piling up a

record of over 2,000,000 words. Both sides agreed on May 29 to

a "summary judgement" based on written evidence, filed their

lengthy briefs, and on July 8 argued the case in court. The ma-

jority opinion in the court's 2-1 decision, handed down on Oct. 6,

stipulated necessary revisions in A.P. admission rules to avoid the

charge of "monopoly" Judge Swan dissented. The department
of justice filed its "proposed judgement for the court" on Nov.

12, and the A.P. was given 30 days later extended to Jan. 3 to

answer. Meanwhile, during December, various newspaper spokes-

men urged A.P. to appeal the case, rather than file an answer,

arguing that the decision tended to treat news-gathering as a

"public utility" in violation of the constitutional free press guar-

antee, and of the sanctity of property right in "copy." On Dec.

15, the Chicago Sun again applied for membership.
Few other important legal battles affecting the press developed

in 1943. One unprecedented case was the action on April 13 of a

U.S. district court in fining 15 New York department stores $80,-

ooo under the Sherman anti-trust act, because of their combined

action in withholding advertising from the New York Times in

protest against a raise in rates; the action was brought by the

attorney general on the grounds that "readers feared the lack of

advertising meant shortage of merchandise due to the war."

Newspapers applauded as a victory for press freedom the 5-4

decision of the U.S. supreme court on May 4 annulling a city

ordinance of Jcannette, Pa., which restrained Jehovah's Witnesses

from distributing their pamphlets. The Federal Communications

commission continued its investigation of newspaper ownership

of radio stations, which it began in March, 1941, and in Novem-

ber the Newspaper-Radio committee protested to congress, arguing

that newspapers controlled only 169 out of the 801 radio stations.

In November, Press Wireless, a co-operative company formed by
American newspapers in 1929, filed with FCC a protest against

any proposed merger of international communications under gov-

ernment control, and charged government interference with trans-

mission of war news. Much discussion centred about the Bank-

head bill introduced in U.S. senate in May to authorize the U.S.

treasury to spend annually $30,000,000 on newspaper advertise-

ments of war bonds, allocating at least 50% to weekly news-

papers. Some 93% of the weeklies supported the bill, but the

daily newspapers opposed it as a "dangerous subsidy." After

amending the bill on Nov. 16 to provide only $15,000,000 for non-

dailies in small cities, the senate passed it by a small majority,

but in December it was finally shelved.

Tabulations of newspaper achievements to aid the war effort

ran into huge figures. The carrier boys of 900 newspapers, after

selling 566,159,323 war stamps in 1942, sold 900,000,000 more by
the end of Sept. 1943, and were credited with selling one-sixth of

all Third Loan stamps. Tabulations announced by the U.S. treas-

ury indicated that the daily and weekly newspapers printed 73,-

938 advertisements, totalling 114,682,123 lines and valued at

$4,564,270 in the Second War Loan, in May, and almost double

that amount in the Third Loan in September; newspapers donated

over 40% of the space and merchants the rest. Some 1,600 news-

papers in 27 states in August joined in a campaign to urge farm-

ers to cut 2,500,000 cords of pulpwood to relieve the paper situ-

ation. Later, 1,100 dailies co-operated in November to collect

8,000,000 tons of waste paper. The annual threat of higher news-

paper postal rates, appearing in March, again failed. Although
the draft administration in January classified all newspaper em-

ployees as 38 "necessary men/* by August only four newspaper

jobs remained on the "essential list"; in April all newspaper
workers were "frozen" to their jobs.

The casualty list of war correspondents was 15 dead and 69

wounded by December 1943 (28 held as prisoners up to April).

This represented a casualty rate of 22% as against the army's

5%. Three correspondents had received military decorations, and

by November n Liberty ships had been named after dead corre-

spondents. As so many of the casualties were on bombing mis-

sions, newspapers in April ordered their men to avoid such risks.

During the year, American newspapers had 370 reporters and 65

photographers with the armed forces overseas, and had 250 ready
to cover the proposed second front. By April, correspondents had

published more than 100 "I Seen It" books, and more appeared
later. Most striking was the popularity of Ernie Pyle, of Scripps-

Howard Newspaper alliance, whose war column in 162 newspapers

(circulation, 9,000,000) and whose book made his name a house-

hold word. In the home offices, 822 daily newspapers in October

reported an honour roll of 156 former employees killed in mili-

tary service; 766 dailies reported 40,000 former employees in the

army or navy and staff losses of as much as 30%.
Among other outstanding newspaper events of the year were:

25 American editors visited England during the summer as guests

of the British ministry of information; the University of Mis-

souri cancelled Journalism Week and instead published a book,

"Journalism at War"; Linwood I. Noyes, of the Ironwood, Mich.,

Globe (circ. 7,500) was the first small daily publisher to be

elected president of the American Newspaper Publishers associa-

tion; the Milwaukee Journal in May increased its employee-

ownership to 40% (600 employees own $3,000,000 of stock); a

$20,000,000 Gannett foundation was set up in June to perpetuate

the Gannett newspaper group; on Oct. 7 the 92-year-old Western

Union Telegraph company absorbed the 62-year-old Postal Tele-

graph and became the largest wire and cable company in the

world; at the request of the National Council on Education for

Journalism, 12 schools of journalism set up emergency short

courses for women and others adopted accelerated programs.

Magazines. American magazines showed the effects of war

more than newspapers, not only in the large weight of war in

their content, but in shortages of paper and advertising. All ex-

cept the smallest reduced their paper consumption at least 10%
below 1942 and for 1944 faced a reduction of 25% below 1942;

all popular magazines were much smaller in size or format and

many adopted paper of lighter weight or inferior quality. Maga-

zines were forced to refuse millions of dollars worth of advdrtis-

ing; Life, limited to 104 pages, rejected $4,500,000; Fortune re-

duced its page format. Circulations continued high; one over

4,000,000; four others over 3,000,000; six others over 2,000,000;



FIRST PRIZE WINNER: The most widely circulated and the most commented
upon news photograph of the year, was that of Mrs. Roosevelt being given
the traditional Maori "hongi" or nose kiss by her native guide. Rang', when

the first lady visited Whakarewarewa in New Zealand In September. Photo-
graph by J. Thompson of Rotorua, N.Z., for Look magazine

SECOND PRIZE WINNER: "Slingin* Sammy" Baugh. great halfback
of the Washington Redskins weeps after being removed in the first

half of the annual professional football championship game at Chicago,
Dec. 26. Baugh returned to the game in the second half and threw
two passes for touchdowns, but the final score was: Bears 41, Red-
skins 21. Photograph by Mickey Rito of the Chicago Times

THIRD PRIZE WINNER: A year before Pearl Harbor, Bob Moore left his drugstore
In Villisca, Iowa (pop. 2,011), and joined the army. Three years later he had
become a captain. In Feb. 1943 he also became a hero. For bravery at Faid pass
he was made a lieutenant colonel and in July was sent home on furlough to his wife
and daughter. "Hero's Return" was chosen by Britannica as one of the most poignant
1943 news photographs. Photo by Earle L. Bunker of the Omaha World-Herald
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and five others over 1,000,000. The pace set by 30 large maga-

zines, in carrying free advertising of the ist War Loan in 1942

was continued during the two loans of 1943. Co-operating, 100

national magazines appeared on the stands on Labor day with

covers boosting women's civilian war work. In one July issue,

Life devoted an entire section to printing the current war casualty

list of 15,000 men, with home towns. PM of New York dropped
colour from its format in November. The post office in Septem-
ber threatened to bar Esquire from the mails on charge of ob-

scenity (the Varga nudes) but after hearings the postal board

voted 2-1 to drop the charge; however, on Dec. 30, Postmaster

General Frank C. Walker annulled Esquire's second class postal

privilege, effective Feb. 28, 1944, on the grounds that the maga-
zine was "not devoted to useful information" worthy of mail

subsidy. (G. M. HY.)

Great Britain. By the middle of 1943 more than *6o Ameri-

can journalists were operating in London in connection with the

war.

J. H. Brebner, director, news division, ministry of information,

went to Cairo early in the year to reorganize the ministry of in-

formation in the middle east, following upon many complaints of

inefficiency and inadequacy.

In August, the country's stock of newsprint had reached its

lowest level. Two new ships were built and launched by the

Newsprint Supply company with special government permission.

Two additional ships were under charter, making a fleet of five,

including one original vessel. By October the stock of newsprint

was increased to more than 20 weeks' supply. The government

agreed that newspapers should slightly increase their permitted

consumption of newsprint from October onwards for increasing

circulation, and not for the printing of more pages. Including this

increase, the weekly consumption of newsprint was still under

5,000 tons, as against 24,000 tons prewar. The controlled price

of newsprint in October was 32 55. per ton, and the equalized

price obtained through the Newsprint Supply company 31 125,

per ton. This compares with the controlled price of 24 per ton

on June 30, 1940.

Notwithstanding the newsprint difficulty, 181 foreign language

newspapers were published in Britain. Of the grand total there

were 41 Polish, 28 Czechoslovakian, 17 French, 14 Spanish, 13

German and 12 Dutch. There were also papers for the Chinese,

Belgians, Austrians, Greeks, Hungarians, Italians. Norwegians,

Rumanians, Swiss, Latvians and Danes in Britain.

A new monthly magazine, Transatlantic, was first published in

October "to assist the British and American peoples to 'walk

side by side in majesty, in justice and in peace.*
"

Its editor,

Geoffrey Crowther, was also the editor of the Economist. Ar-

rangements were well in hand for the reappearance of the famous

Cornhill in Jan. 1944 under the editorship of Peter Quennell.

It was announced that the Manchester Guardian had been

vested in seven trustees to ensure that the general principles guid-

ing the conduct of the paper would be maintained in the future.

The Economist celebrated its centenary on Sept. 2 and the News

of the World on Oct. i.

Among important appointments during 1943 were that of J. W.

Haley, joint managing director of the Manchester Guardian and

Evening News, Ltd., as editor-in-chief of BBC and of Wil-

son Midgley, formerly New York correspondent of the London

Daily News and Star, to the editorship of John O'London's

Weekly.

Increasing use was made by the government of the advertising

columns of the press to recruit for coal-mining and nursing, anc

for calling on the public to save still more for the war effort;

for economy in the use of the railways, fuel, telephones and tele-

graphs; to guard against careless talk. A special campaign was

undertaken to fight the venereal disease menace.

Newspaper profits were well maintained. The previous year's

figures are in brackets: London Express Newspapers, Ltd., showed

a trading profit of 247,956 (247,789); Odhams Press, Ltd.,

698,428 after the clearing of debenture and other interest; Benn

Bros., net profit of 58,552; Manchester Guardian, 30,283 (12,-

338); George Newncs, Ltd., 138,123 (120,387); Associated

Newspapers, Ltd., 567,124 (535,124); Daily Mirror, 208,758

(final figure 202,804); and Sunday Pictorial, 222,573 (192,-

497), (See also ADVERTISING; PRINTING.) (S. R. C.)

Britannica Book of the Year selection of the

best news photographs of 1943

U Ynrlf
ne * the oriSina l *3 states f the union, popu-

NBW TOlK. larly known as the "Empire state/' New Yoijc

covers an area of 49,576 sq.mi., of which 1,647 sq.mi. are water,

With a population of 13,479,142 (federal census, 1940) it retained

its place as the most populous of the states. It had in that year

a foreign-born population of 2,853,530, which included 584,075

born in Italy and 316,800 born in Germany. The capital is Al-

bany, with a population of 130,577. Among the other cities are

New York, with a population of 7,454,995, or about twice as many
as any other city in the U.S.; Buffalo, 575,901; Rochester, 324,-

975; Syracuse, 205.967; Yonkers, 142,598; Utica, 100,518;

Binghamton, 78,309; Troy, 70,304. Because of the influx of work-

ers in war industries, the population of New York city increased

greatly after 1940. The urban population of the state was 11,165,-

893 and the rural population, 2,313,249.

History. The legislature, which continued in session until

March 26, 1943, changed the date of the opening of the fiscal

year from July i to April i, raised the pay of state employees

7^% and 10%, appropriated $25,000 for child care centres under

the state council for children whose mothers were engaged in

war work, continued the Commission on Postwar Planning,

put disabled veterans of World War II on the same basis as

veterans of World War I, permitted the continuance of free

lunches in the schools, removed the stigma of conviction of

crime in the case of deserving youth between the ages of 16 and

19, created an Emergency Food commission and reapportioned

the legislative districts.

Although the only state official to be elected was the lieutenant

governor to fill the vacancy caused by the death of the incum-

bent in the summer, the election attracted national attention as

it was believed that the result would foreshadow to a certain

extent the outcome of the presidential election "in 1944. The Re-

publicans nominated State Senator Joseph R. Hanley and the

Democratic candidate was Lt. Gen. William N. Haskell, who
was also supported by the American Labor party. Hanley was

elected by a majority of about 350,000 over Haskell. The

principal officers in 1943 were Thomas E. Dewey, governor; Jo-

seph R. Hanley, lieutenant governor; John J. Bennett, Jr., at-

torney general, and George D. Stoddard, commissioner of educa-

tion.

Education. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, the

last year for which complete figures had been assembled in 1943,

there were 972 high schools with 741,596 pupils, and 8,537 ele "

mentary schools, with 1,427,151 pupils. The total cost of main-

taining the schools, exclusive of money raised by the issue of

bonds, was $357,923,285. In addition to the public schools there

were 88 colleges and universities, including n teachers' colleges,

with 151,000 students and a teaching staff of 16,197.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The number of per-

sons receiving public assistance in August, 1943, was 202,117,



LITTERED STREETS OF HARLEM, New York city, after Negro looters had

stripped stores during the riot of Aug. 12, 1943

for whose relief $7,484,225 was contributed as compared with

$9,784,000 in Oct. 1942. The amount spent for home relief during
the month was $2,585,574 or 51% less than in the same period
of 1942. The amount spent for old age assistance was $3,610,5*57;

$1,199,005 were spent to aid dependent children and $89,089 to

assist the blind. There were eight state prisons, three reforma-

tories, three institutions for defective delinquents and three

hospitals for the criminal insane.

Communication. There were in the state on Jan. i, 1942, ex-

clusive of streets in cities and incorporated villages, 84,591 mi. of

highways, of which 71,836 were town and country roads. Of the

total 58,620 were classified as improved. The state spent in 1942

$3'33i,99i for construction and reconstruction, $9,303,779 for

maintenance and repairs, $2,248,175 for engineering, adminis-

tration and materials and $204,501 for engineering studies and

planning, making a total of $15,088,446. Of this amount, if2,294,-

978 were contributed by the federal government. The state main-

tained a system of 525 mi. of canals including the Erie, 339 mi.;

the Oswego, 24 mi.; the Cayuga-Seneca, 92 mi. and the Cham-

plain, 60 mi. Although no tolls are charged, the canals yield a

revenue of more than $500,000,000 a year for the use of ter-

minals, the sale of water power and the operation of grain ele-

vators.

Banking and Finance. On Jan. i, 1943, there were 132 sav-

ings banks with deposits of $5,574,423,000 and resources of

$6,263,588,000; 126 state banks with resources of $245,970,000
and $220,896,000 in deposits; 155 trust companies with resources

of $16,858,153,000 and deposits of $15,416,687,000; 5 private
banks with resources of $174,239,000 and deposits of $149,103,-
ooo and 14 industrial banks with resources of $73,310,000 and

deposits of $66,233,000.

Agriculture. According to the census of 1940 there were

153,238 farms in the state with a total acreage of 17,170,337.
The value of the products sold was $274,175,053 of which $167,-

052,240 was received from the sale of livestock and livestock

products.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product* of Nmw York, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. In 1939, according to the biennial manufac-

;uring census (none was taken during World War II) there were

$4*506 manufacturing establishments employing 957,844 persons,

paying $1,163,785,198 in wages and producing goods valued at

7,134,400,147.
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Table II. Principal Indutrrios of New York, 1939 and 1937

Mineral Production. The value of minerals produced in 1940

was $159,794,483 and in 1941 it was $190,319,185.

Table III. Principal Mineral Products of New York, 1941 and 1940

New York City.

(G. W. Do.)

The largest city in the U.S.A., New York
had a population of 7,454,995, according

to the census of 1940. Mayor: Fiorello H. LaGuardia. Results dis-

concerting to the politicians arose from the peculiarities of New
York city's election laws in 1943. Both Republican and Democratic

conventions nominated Thomas A. Aurelio to the supreme court.

But after the conventions adjourned it was reported that Aurelio

had thanked an alleged racketeer for his support. The conven-

tions then met a second time and repudiated Aurelio; the Re-

publicans nominated George Frankcnthaler and the Democrats

indorsed the American Labor party candidate, Matthew M. Levy.
The courts were asked to decide if a convention could re-

pudiate a nomination made in accordance with law and they

held that a nomination once made could not be withdrawn;

therefore Aurelio was the regular Republican and Democratic

candidate for the bench and his name had to appear as such on

the party tickets. This decision forced Frankenthaler to run as

an independent. Levy, as the Labor party candidate with in-

dorsement of the Democrats, also ran as an independent. In view

of the court decision that the name of Aurelio had to appear on

the ballots of the two leading parties the result was foreseen, for

the electors are in the habit of voting the straight party ticket.

Aurelio won by a handsome majority over the combined opposi-

tion, and this, too, in spite of the unsuccessful attempt before the

election to have him disbarred for alleged connection with

racketeers.

The peculiarities of the law also resulted in the election of

three Communist members of the city council. The voter is

supposed to indicate on the ballot his first, second and third

choices. The candidate who is first choice on 7 5,000 ballots wins. He
wins also if he has a majority of the votes for first choice among
the first three. The Communists confined their voting to first

choice candidates with the result indicated. As there are only

about 100,000 Communist voters in the city out of a total reg-

istration of about 2,200,000, they won a disproportionate share

of seats in the council. It was planned during the year to ask the

legislature to change the law so as to make a repetition of this

thing impossible.

The prevalence of youthful crime in the Bedford-Stuyvesant
section of the borough of Brooklyn led a meeting of representa-

tives of 21 organizations of young people to adopt a resolution

calling on the mayor to clean up the section and provide recre-

ational facilities. It was charged that the arrest of girls under

21 for offenses against decency had increased 69.9% over 1942
and that the arrest of girls for crimes against property had in-

creased 33.6%. It was also charged that more than half of the
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burglaries were the result of the activities of youth under 21 and

that 29% of the arson cases, 27% of the forgeries and 13% of

the murders were due to the same youthful group. (See also

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.) (G. W. Do.)

Moui Ynrlr llniuorcitv
A nontax -suPi> rted

> privately gov-
HCff I Ul IV Ulllf Cl Ollj. erned institution of higher education

occupying six principal centres of instruction in New York city.

While student enrolment in 1943 had declined more than a third

since 1940, the enrolment of women showed" stability and some

recovery was noted in the recession of enrolment in graduate

divisions. There were more than 3,000 military students in train-

ing under government contract in various departments. Pearl

Harbor day, Dec. 7, 1943, was observed with a student mass-

meeting tribute to the more than 30,000 alumni and former stu-

dents and 400 faculty members serving with the armed forces,

and the estimated 200 who had lost their lives in such service.

An Institute on Post War Reconstruction, embracing public

forums, research and publication was established, and conferences

supported by various exile governments were held on postwar
educational problems of Europe. Special short-course conventions

dealing with wartime problems of various related areas of gov-

ernment, law and business were held. The training of army post

exchange personnel was launched under government auspices.

The former Savage School of Physical Education of New York

city was absorbed and consolidated with the university's teacher-

training department of health and physical education. Gifts dur-

ing the year exceeded $600,000, the principal item being $100,000
from the George F. Baker charity trust for the college of medi-

cine. Degrees and certificates were conferred upon 3,615 candi-

dates. Joseph H. Park succeeded John Musser as dean of the

graduate school of arts and science, and with Frank H. Sommer's
retirement Arthur T. Vanderbilt was appointed dean of the school

of law. For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc.,

see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (H. W. CH.)

New Zealand, Dominion of.

lying in the south Pacific between 34 25' and 47 if S. and be-

tween 166 26' and 178 36' E. Area: Dominion proper 103,415

sq.mi.; other islands, 519 sq.mi.; pop.: Dominion proper (est

March 31, 1943), 1,640,191, including Maoris (93,116); Cook
and other Pacific islands (census 1936), 16,350. Chief cities

(pop. est April i, 1941): Auckland (223,700); Wellington (cap.

160,500); Christchurch (135,500); Dunedin (82,200). Language:

English. Religion: Christian (1936 figures, excluding Maoris:

Church of England 600,786; Presbyterian 367,855; Roman
Catholic 195,261; Methodist 121,012). Governor general in 1943:
Air Marshal Sir Cyril Newall; ruler: King George VI.

History* The best indication of the progressive improvement
in the war situation was provided by the fact that it was found

possible to hold a general election in September. The Labour

government headed by Peter Fraser was returned to power,

though its majority was substantially reduced. A number of par-
ties took the field but their candidates were roundly defeated,

losing their deposits in practically every case. The "Democratic

Labour" party of left wing dissidents from the Labour party
was headed by J. A. Lee, who had the biggest majority in the

1938 elections when he stood as an orthodox Labour candidate.

On this occasion he was heavily defeated. All his other followers

forfeited their deposits, but their votes in five cases turned the

scale against the government and let Nationalist candidates in.

The National party went to the poll with a pledge, if elected,

to form a non-party government and prosecute the war effort to

the full. It promised to maintain the social security system in-

troduced by the Labour government, removing
uanomalies and

injustices," but urged New Zealanders to entrust their economic

destiny to the system of free private enterprise rather than

government bureaucracy. The government took its stand on

its war record and made a special appeal to soldiers serving

overseas, whose votes were recorded, based on what had already

been done to conserve their interests. This appeal apparently
had considerable effect, for in several cases the servicemen's

vote swayed congests in Labour's favour. Labour retained its

hold on the cities, but lost ground in the semi-rural constituen-

cies. The state of parties at the close of 1943 was: Labour 45,

National 34, Independent i.

Walter Nash, finance minister, returned from Washington to

present the budget in June. War expenditure, it revealed,

amounted to 144,000,000 for 1942-43, the main items being

navy 8,500,000; army 88,000,000; air 24,000,000. Reverse

lend-lease cost 7,000,000. Revenue receipts totalled 42,800,000.

Net increase of debt in 1942-43 totalled 78,427,000, of which

73,908,000 was internal. The war overdraft from the United

Kingdom government was 15,400,000, of which 8,000,000 was

repaid during the year. Since March 1936, the ordinary debt

domiciled in London had been reduced by more than 10,500,000.

War expenditure for 1943-44 was estimated at 148,000,000 in-

cluding reverse lend-lease 20,000,000. Estimated receipts were

46,000,000, payments by United Kingdom 12,000,000, local

borrowings 50,000,000, and lend-lease 40,000,000. Provision

was made for pensions increases. Disablement pensions were

raised from 2 to 3 per week and other adjustments were made
so that a totally disabled man with a wife and two children would

receive 6 i6s. a week. Pensions for widows of servicemen were

also raised, so that a widow with two children would receive

4 i6s. weekly free of tax. Mr. Nash, speaking of the economic

position, said adequate measures had been taken to control man-

power. Factory out-put for 1941-42 reached the record total

value of 155,000,000 35% above prewar production. Primary

production still exceeded prewar records.

To check the danger of inflation due to a rise of 50,000,000

in the national income while available goods had decreased

by 40% an Economic Stabilization commission was appointed

with A. T. Donnelly as chairman. It was given powers to control

prices of no items from groceries to furniture and also wages
and salaries.

Major C. F. Skinner returned from North Africa to become

minister of rehabilitation. J. G. Coates, a former prime minister,

and a member of the war cabinet, died suddenly in his office. He
was succeeded by William Perry, president of the Returned

Services association.

The New Zealand division took a prominent part in the ex-

pulsion of Axis forces from Africa, earning an eloquent tribute

from Mr. Churchill when he addressed them at Tripoli. The

Victoria cross was awarded to Second Lieut. Moana-Nui-a-Kiwa

Ngarimu for great gallantry during the action at Tebaga gap,

March 26, 1943. He was the first Maori to receive the award.

Education. (Dec. 1941) state elementary schools, 2,230;

scholars, 245,655; secondary, 197; scholars, 50,029. University of

New Zealand has six constituent colleges, including two agri-

cultural colleges at Lincoln and Palmerston North, grouped to-

gether as the New Zealand School of Agnculture; university

students, 5,266. Total cost (year to March 31, 1942) 5,218,618.

Finance. Revenue, consolidated fund, year to March 31,

1943, 42,361,009, expenditure, 38,206,431. Public debt (March

31, 1943) 463,825,371 (due in London 158,274,297, Australia

862,300, balance internal). Note circulation March 1943, 25,-

577,349; reserve (in Reserve bank) gold 2,801,878, exchange

25,002,266. Net overseas funds, May 31, 1943, 38,710,294.
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Total expenditure on World War II to March 31, 1943, 239,-

000,000. Exchange rate: N.Z. 125 equal 100 sterling. Deposits

in post office and trustee savings banks (March 31, 1943) 102,-

790,182; depositors 1,383,136.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade: total merchan-

dise exports, year ended March 1943, 75,702,878 (compared
with 69,163,121 in 1942); total merchandise imports, year ended

March, 1943, 60,781,375 (compared with 50,589,652 in 1942).

Communication and transport: roads paved or surfaced (includ-

ing main highways 12,381 mi.) 44,271 mi.; not paved or surfaced

9.108 mi.; railways 3,400 mi., passenger journeys, year to March

31, 1942, 28,610,945 (compared with 26,276,923); goods traffic

8>473765 tons (compared with 8,426,182). Shipping (1941) en-

tered 2,323,264 tons net, cleared 2,309,469 tons net. Motor
vehicles licensed (March 1943) 298,635 (including 194,715 cars).

Wireless licences, March 31, 1943, 368,942. Telephone subscrib-

ers 231,640.

Agriculture. 1941-42 acreages: wheat for threshing 258,002;

oats for threshing 70,796; chaff and hay 143,218, not harvested,

fed off, etc., 68,394; barley for threshing 36,026, total 41,088;

maize for threshing 8,779, n t harvested 5,229; linseed 859* peas
for threshing 30,976; potatoes 15,201; onions 825; perennial

rye grass 53,903; linen flax 20,200; western wolths and Italian

rye-grass 11,789; cocksfoot 10,624; tobacco 2,435. Yields, total

and per acre, wheat 8,671,244 bu. (33.61); oats 3,444,812 bu.

(48.66); barley 1,296,630 bu. (35.99); maize 444,249 bu.

(50.60); peas 852,077 bu. (27.51); potatoes 89,604 tons (5.89);

onions 8,418 tons (10.20); perennial rye-grass 16,289,670 lb.

(302). Dairy produce (1939-40)- butter 3,103,797 cwt. (i/3<-

811 short tons); cheese 2,033,506 cwt. (113,876 short tons).

Livestock in dominion, 1942: horses 261,611; cattle 4,641,714

(including 1,777,239 dairy cows in milk); pigs 688,677 (including

91,338 breeding-sows); sheep 31,751,660 (including 20,030,933

breeding-ewes).

Manufacturing. Factory production, 1941-42: number of

establishments, 6,367; employees 117,214; salaries and wages

paid, 29,504,299; value of products, 155,566,193; value of

land, buildings, machinery and plant, 87,127,932. (A. J. HP.)

NHA: see NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Kliflftroffim
^ republic of Central America, bounded on the

NICuUlgUtL north by Honduras and on the south by Costa

Rica. Area 57,143 sq.mi., including a water area of 3,475 sq.mi.;

pop. (1940 census) 983,160. The capital is Managua (83,546);
other leading cities (with pop.) are: Leon (30,573); Granada

(24,843); Masaya (19,827); Chinandega (14,967); Matagalpa

(8,506). Language: Spanish. President in 1943: General Ana-

stasio Somoza.

History. The political scene remained quiet in Nicaragua dur-

ing 1943. War policies had been established early in the war and

required no modification beyond a decision, announced on April

17, to inaugurate compulsory military service. In the summer

legislation was introduced into congress which would amend the

constitution to {>ermit the re-election of President Somoza,

strictly forbidden under existing provisions. In addition it was

proposed that the provisions of the Atlantic charter be incor-

porated into the national constitution.

A planned health project was started in 1943, with the United

States to spend $500,000 in aiding in malaria control, establish-

ment of a nursing school in Managua and health centres in other

cities, and for other assistance in improvement of health condi-

tions. There was again talk of construction of a Nicaragua canal

to relieve pressure on the Panama canal.

Economically, the year proved to be a boom period for Nica-

NICARAQUAN CADETS of thir M pul

President Anastasio Somoza in 1943
litary aotdemy b< wed by

ragua, in spite of priorities and scarcities of goods. Government

income was such that it was possible to retire in June bond issues

not due for redemption until several years later. In spite of cessa-

tion in October of work on the Inter-American highway, employ-
ment circumstances remained satisfactory. Inflation was a threat,

and living costs steadily mounted in spite of price controls.

Education. In 1941 Nicaragua had approximately 650 ele-

mentary schools (about 550 state and 100 private) with a total

enrolment of 61,000 (average attendance was much lower, how-

ever). Secondary schools numbered 12 (3 national, 9 private);

enrolment, 1,250.

Finance. The monetary unit is the cordoba, fixed in value at

20 cents U.S. A surplus of 300,000 cordobas was announced for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943. In 1941 the total public

debt was 8,672,419 cordobas.

Trade and Resources. The year was an exceptionally good

export year; the increase in trade compared with 1942 was esti-

mated at as much as 226%. Exports in 1942 were valued at 71,-

632,985 cordobas; imports at 33,861,365 cordobas. The favour-

able tnule balance with the United States for nine months end-

ing Sept. 30, 1943, amounted to $4,801,000.

The latest crop estimates for the 1942-43 year showed: coffee

I &9>393 bags (a bit low because of early heavy rains) ;
rice 6,-

000,000 lb.; sesame 8,000,000 lb.; corn 33,000,000 lb.; beans

10,000,000 lb.; cotton 19,000,000 lb.
;
cacao 700,000 lb.

Gold is normally the most important item of export (61% in

1941); production was beginning to suffer in 1943 from worn-out

equipment. For the first 10 months of 1943 gold exports were $6,-

646,923 (4% under the same period of 1942). From May 2, 1942,

to May 31, 1943, it was estimated that nearly $1,000,000 worth

of crude rubber had been exported.

Communication. In 1942, Nicaragua had 270 mi. of railway,

and some 2,000 mi. of highway (most of it unimproved). Inter-

American road-building projects improved highways, but to an
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extent as yet unspecified. Construction on the Inter-American

highway ceased in October. Air service is supplied by Pan Ameri-

can Airways and TAC.A. Steamer service improved during the

year.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Dana G. Munro, The Five Republics of Central Amer-
ica (1918); Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean since 1900 (1936); Isaac

Joslin Cox, Nicaragua and the United States (1927). (D. RD.)

Production figures on nickel were lacking from 1938

on, but rough estimates placed the world total at 149,-

913 short tons in 1941, 136,685 tons in 1940, and 130,071 tons in

1939, as compared with 121,804 tons in 1938. Production in Canada

was officially announced as increasing to a new record high in

each of the war years, but there was no basis for an estimate of

the amount of the increase in 1942 over 1941. The Canadian

production capacity was increased by 25,000 short tons, but be-

cause of labour shortage the full capacity was not utilized. In

spite of this, war demands of the United Nations were met,

though during the latter part of 1943 output dropped 10% below

the peak. Various exploration projects discovered considerable

tonnages of low grade nickel ore at several localities in the United

States, but the nickel content was so low in all instances that

there was small chance for commercial exploitation, even under

war conditions.

The new development at Levisa bay on the north coast of

Cuba was scheduled to start operations before the end of 1943,

using a new process for the treatment of silicate ores, producing
nickel oxide which would be shipped to the United States for

further treatment. (G. A. Ro.)

( l8 ^-*943), U.S. singer, was born June 7

in Nashville, Tcnn. "Discovered" in a

church choir where her bell-like soprano stood out clear and

strong, Miss Nielsen decided on a singing career and went to

study voice in San Francisco. In 1893, she sang with a Gilbert

and Sullivan troupe, later joining an opera company in San

Francisco. She then went east, had indifferent success in Boston

and New York until she was discovered by Victor Herbert, who

engaged her as the leading lady for his operetta. The Serenaders.

Miss Nielsen was an instantaneous success. Mr. Herbert then

composed two light operas, The Fortune Teller and The Singing

Girl, especially for his new star. But her ambitions to become a

prima donna in grand opera led her to forsake operettas and she

studied in Italy making her operatic debut in Naples, 1903, as

Marguerite. Returning to the United States, she made her debut

in 1905 at the Casino theatre, New York city, as Norina in Don

Pasqitale. She was soon accepted as one of the elite among the

operatic giants of that "golden age" Caruso, Tetrazzini, Melba,
et al. From 1910 to 1915, she played with the Boston Opera

company and also appeared with the Metropolitan and Civic

opera in Chicago. She made her last public appearances in light

opera in 1917. Miss Nielsen died in New York city, March 8

Niger: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Nigeria: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Nimitz, Chester William
(1885- ), U.S. naval officer,

was born Feb. 24 in Fredericks-

burg, Tex., and was graduated from Annapolis in 1905. An ex-

perienced submarine officer, during World War I he was chief of

staff to the commander of the Atlantic fleet's submarine force.

He was promoted to rear admiral, June 23, 1938. On Dec. 17,

1941, the navy high command was overhauled after the surprise

attack on Hawaii, and Admiral Nimitz was made commander-in-

chief of the Pacific fleet, with the rank of admiral. He assumed

his post at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 31, 1941.

On Dec. 7, 1942 the first anniversary of Pearl Harbor he

predicted that the Pacific fleet would soon carry the war to

Japan's home waters.

On Oct. 5 it was announced that Adms. King, Nimitz and

Halsey had completed a series of conferences at Pearl Harbor.

At a press conference in November, Adm. Nimitz told news-

papermen that Japan's final defeat would probably be launched

from China.

Although nitrate deposits were

known to exist in at least 23 states

of the United States, all of them were too small and too low in

grade for any commercial recovery. Chile still remained the sole

source of natural nitrates, but the bulk of the consumption of

chemical nitrogen was from coal via by-product coke ovens, and

from plants for the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. Normal

prewar consumption of chemical nitrogen in the United States

was about 500,000 short tons, 80% in agriculture and the re-

mainder in industrial uses; how much this amount was increased

by war demands it was impossible to say, but the available supply
was reported to be inadequate, and all commercial nitrogen com-

pounds were under allocation by the War Production board. Syn-
thetic plant capacity was heavily increased and among others the

plant at Muscle Shoals, Ala., built during World War I, but not

completed in time for use, was modernized in 1942 and was mak-

ing ammonium nitrate for explosives and fertilizers. Other new

plants produced ammonia, ammonium nitrate and sodium nitrate.

(G. A. Ro.)

NLRB: see NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD.

NMB: see NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD.

MnffllQC AlimiCtO ( I8 76
~

) French army officer, was

nUgll65| HUgUolG born in the Hautc-Pyrenees department,
France. He entered the ficole Polytechnique at the age of 21

and was commissioned as a lieutenant. He was stationed in

Africa, 1908-14, saw field service in World War I and partici-

pated in the Rif campaign, 1924-26. He was named resident

general of Morocco in 1936 by Lon Blum, popular front chief-

tain. At the outbreak of World War II, Xogues was made com-

mander in chief of all French forces in North Africa. After the

establishment of the Vichy regime, he pledged fealty to Marshal

Petain, but in Oct. 1940, he warned both Spain and the axis coun-

tries that he would not surrender North Africa to any invading

force, even if Petain ordered him to do so. At the time of the

U.S. landings in North Africa in Nov. 1942. Nogues ordered

French troops to fire on U.S. soldiers debarking at Casablanca.

However, after Allied occupation of North Africa became a fait

accompli, he returned to Algiers and asscrtedly persuaded other

recalcitrant French colonial officers to effect a compromise with

De Gaulle's Fighting French armies. After the assassination of

Darlnn, Nogues was appointed to Gen. Henri Giraud's imperial

war council, Dec. 27, 1942, and was retained as governor general

of Morocco. In Feb. 1943, Nogues expressed amazement that he

was '"unpopular" with the Americans and insisted that he did the

"honourable" thing in opposing the Allied landings. On June 4,

Xogues, who was on Gen. De Gaulle's blacklist as a pro-fascist

and pro-Vichyite, submitted his resignation as governor general.

North Borneo: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

^ south Atlantic coast state, popularly

known as the "Old North state" or the

"Tar Heel state," North Carolina is one of the original 13 states

of the union; area 52,712 sq.mi. (49,142 sq.mi. land, 3,570 sq.mi,

water); pop. (1940), 3,571,623, of which 974,175 (27.3%) were
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urban, 2,597,448 (72.7%) rural and 1,005,501 (28.2%) nonwhite.

Capital, Raleigh (46,897); other cities: Charlotte (100,899);
Winston-Salem (79,815); Durham (60,195); Greensboro (59,-

319); Asheville (51,310).

History. The first wartime legislature of North Carolina

since 1865 adjourned on March 10, 1943 after 55 days of labour.

Notable legislative actions were the nine months* public school

law, the granting of emergency war powers to the governor and

council of state, the creation of a state school for delinquent

Negro girls, the first authorization of state financial support for

art and music, the establishment of unified administrative control

of public schools, of state correctional institutions and of state

institutions for mental defectives, the creation of a state postwar
reserve fund of $20,000,000, and the enactment of record main-

tenance appropriations with no increase in taxes.

During 1943, an average of more than 300,000 young men
were constantly in training in nearly fifty military and naval in-

stallations in the state.

At Kitty Hawk on Dec. 17, 1943, was celebrated the 4Oth anni-

versary of the first successful flight by the Wright brothers.

State officers in 1943 were: J. Melville Broughton, governor;
R. L. Harris, lieutenant governor; Thad Eure, secretary of state;

George Ross Pou, auditor; C. M. Johnson, treasurer; Clyde A.

Erwin, superintendent of public instruction; Harry McMullan,

attorney general; W. P. Stacy, chief justice.

Education. In 1941-42 there were 3,602 public elementary
schools with 18,448 teachers and principals and 671,614 enrolled

pupils and 1,004 public high schools with 7,854 teachers and

principals and 206,299 enrolled pupils, operated at a cost of $36,-

684,670, more than three-fourths of which was contributed by
the state government. The state provided bus transportation for

341,135 school children at an average cost of $7.71 per pupil.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. In Oct. 1943, public

grants amounting to $382,207 were made to 35,672 persons for

old-age assistance; $132.487 to 7,104 families for aid to depend-
ent children; $34,914 to 2,219 blind persons; and $23,164 to 2,693

cases for general relief (by the county governments). During
the year ending June 30, 1943, the total amount of public relief

funds distributed was $7,785,725; and in 1942 unemployment
benefits amounted to $2,984,220. In 1943 the state maintained

nine charitable institutions with 9,575 inmates on Nov. i; five

correctional institutions with 831 inmates; and state highway

prison camps with 6,467 prisoners.

Communication. In 1943 the state highway and public works

commission maintained 11,385 mi. of state highways, of which

9,905 mi. were hard-surfaced, and 49,046 mi. of county roads, of

which 2,446 mi. were hard-surfaced. There were 4,581 mi. of

railroads, 324 mi. of city bus routes, 10,277 mi. of passenger bus

routes and 11,525 mi. of freight vehicle routes in 1943.

Banking and Finance. On Oct. 18, 1943, there were 44
national banks with deposits of $278,636,000 and resources of

$295.788,000, and 182 state banks with deposits of $873,002,522
and resources of $932,002.903. In 1942 there were 152 building

and loan associations operating under state charters with total

assets of $90,952,087. In 1941-42 state receipts were $210,081,-

593; disbursements, $154,388,246. On June 30, 1942, the state

grdss bonded and net debts were $133,736,500 and $113,942,103,

respectively. The assessed value of property was $2,496,247,967
in 1941. In the state general fund there was a cash surplus of

$39<3 70,000 on June 30, 1943.

Agriculture. Stationary acreage, reduced production, and in-

creased value due to higher prices characterized 1943 wartime

agriculture in North Carolina. The total value of production
harvested from 6,534,000 ac. was approximately $500,000,000, of

which tobacco alone accounted for $222,300,000. The cash in-
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Table I. Leading Agricultural Products of North Carolina, 19-13 and 1942

come of North Carolina farmers in 1942 was $373,848,000 from

crops, $67,346,000 from livestock and livestock products, and

$22,443,000 from government payments. The value of the lands

and buildings on the 278,276 farms in 1940, 44% of which were

operated by tenants, was $736,708,125.

Manufacturing. In 1939 manufacturing establishments num-

bering 3,225 employed 270,210 wage earners at wages of $199,-

289,501 and made products valued at $1,421,329,578. War needs

and higher prices boomed North Carolina industrial production
to about $2,000,000,000 in 1943. ,

Mineral Production. The mineral production for North

Carolina in 1941 was valued at approximately $19,000,000. In

quantity production of mica, feldspar and bromine, North Caro-

lina ranked first among the states; but in value of all minerals

produced, it ranked thirty-fifth. The war brought increased min-

ing activity in 1943, especially in mica and manganese.

Table \\.-Principal Mineral Products of North Carolina, 1941, 1940 and 1939

BIBLIOGRAPHY. U.S. Census; reports of state agencies; 1943 Session

Laws. (A. R. N.)

A west north central state of the United States,

popularly known as the "Flickertail state."North Dakota.
Land area, 70,054 sq.mi.; water area, 6rr sq.mi.; pop. (1940)

641,935. The rural population was 510,012; urban, 131,923.

Capital, Bismarck (15,496). The chief cities are Fargo (32,580);

Grand Forks (20,228); and Minot (16,577).

History, The chief officers of the state in 1943 were as fol-

lows: governor, John Moses; lieutenant governor, Henry Holt;

secretary of state, Thomas Hall; state auditor, Berta E. Baker;

state treasurer, Carl Anderson; attorney general, Alvin C. Strutz;

commissioner of insurance, Oscar E. Erickson; commissioner of

agriculture and labour, Math Dahl.

Education. Elementary schools in 1943 had an enrolment of

95,226; secondary schools, 30,128. The total number of schools

was 3,928. The institutions of higher learning were the state uni-

versity and school of mines, the agricultural college, three state

teachers' colleges, two normal schools, a school of forestry and a

school of science. The total enrolment in these institutions in

1943 was 5,589 and their teaching staffs numbered 365.

Public Welfare, Correction. The WPA during the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1942, expended $4,171,742 of federal funds and

employed an average of 6,382 per month. The number of correc-

tional institutions in 1942 was seven and the average number of

inmates was 565. The cost of maintenance was $1,500,000.

Communication. Mileage on state highways on Jan. i, 1943

was 7,073.1; of rural highways on Jan. i, 1942, 98,509,6. State

expenditures of the highway department for the year ending June

30, 1943 were $3,932,210.93. The total railway mileage in the state

in 1942 was 6,211.92.
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Banking and Finance. On Dec. 31, 1942, there were 115

state banks and one trust company, with resources of $90,392,-

564.72 and deposits of $84,702,824.44. Twelve savings and loan

associations had resources of $10,564,042.18 for 1942. For the

year ending June 30, 1943 state receipts were $37,419,319.66, and

expenditures were $29,164,181.99. The bonded indebtedness of

the state on Dec. 31, 1943 was $20,397,350.62.

Agriculture. The total farm acreage harvested in 1943 was

i7<534<ooo (excluding wild hay). The cash income from crops and

livestock was (1942) $306,654,000, including benefit payments of

$23,010,000. Cash income from livestock (1942) was $121,219,000.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Products of North Dakota, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactures in 1939
was $43,767,082, and the total employment was 3,435. The esti-

mated value of creamery butter for 1942 was $24,921,000. The
value of flour and grain mill products in 1939 was $5,303,788; of

publishing and printing, $2,255,874, ;^
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district. A total of 1,829 degrees were awarded during 1943.

For the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1943, gifts to the university
totalled $876,858, exclusive of the $20,000,000 bequest of Walter
P. Murphy for the development of the new technological institute.

During the year the university strengthened its programs in

medicine and home economics by taking over the Illinois Social

Hygiene League and the School of Domestic Arts and Science in

Chicago.

With approximately 80% of their students in uniform, the
medical and dental schools concentrated most of their efforts in

training men for the armed forces. An increasing amount of

confidential research was carried on for the government in the

technological institute and other divisions of the university.

Training for war industries was given to hundreds of men and
women. Two naval schools were maintained: the naval reserve

midshipmen's school on the Chicago campus, and the radio

operators' school on the Evanston campus. The navy V-I2 col-

lege training program was established on July i, 1943.
A total of 266 members of the faculty were in military or gov-

ernmental service. Over 8,000 alumni of the university were in

the armed forces, and 68 of them had died in service. The uni-

versity made plans for the erection after the war of a memorial

chapel in honour of its war dead. For statistics of enrolment,

faculty, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

Table II. Principal M/nera/ Products of North Dakota, 1939 and 1938 Northwest Territories.

Mineral Production. For the year ending July i, 1942, the

production of lignite coal was 2,469,364 tons, valued at $3,099,-

633.68. The total value of mineral production in 1939 was

$2,689,627; in 1938 it was $2,653,473. (0. G. L.)

Northern Ireland: see IRELAND, NORTHERN.

Northern Rhodesia: see RHODESIA.

OF AuSTRALIA - Area 523,620 sq.mi.;

pop. (June 30, 1940): aboriginals,

full-blooded, 13,901; half-caste, 902; white (est. Dec. 31, I94 1 ),

5,615. Capital, Darwin (pop. Dec. 31, 1940, 3,900).

History. The Northern Territory remained a "proclaimed

defense area" throughout 1943. Troops stationed there proved

that areas which were formerly regarded as useless country

could be made highly productive.

Finance. Revenue (1942-43), estimated, A.47,ooo; from

Central Australia railway (1942-43) A. 1,900,000; from North

Australia railway (1942-43) ^.495,000. Expenditure, ordinary

ippropriation (1942-43) A.329,6so; new works, etc. A.i74,ooo.

Production and Communication.Production, 1939-40:

pastoral industry, A.587,82i; gold, ^.233,789; wolfram, A.47,-

$36; pearl shell, A. 15,998. Railways, government (Dec. 31,

1941), 508 mi. (W. D. MA.)

The Northwest Territories com-

prise the territories formerly
known as Rupert's land and the Northwestern territory, except
such portions thereof as form the provinces of Manitoba, Sask-
atchewan and Alberta and the Yukon territory, together with all

British territories and possessions in North America and all

islands adjacent thereto, not included within any province, except

FORT NORMAN REFINERY on the Mackenzie river, Northwest Territories,
Canada. A 550-ml. pipe line the Canol project was under construction in
1943 by the U.S. army to carry the huge petroleum reserves of the Mackenzie
basin to the Alaska highway and beyond. The cost of the project was under
investigation by a U.S. senate committee at the end of the var

Northwestern University.
111. The university comprises the following divisions: the college

)f liberal arts, the graduate school, the technological institute

md the schools of music, education, speech, commerce and jour-

lalism, all located in Evanston (suburb of Chicago) on a campus

Bordering Lake Michigan; the medical, law and dental schools

md the evening departments of the university, all on Chicago's

lear north side, on a campus six blocks from the loop business
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the colony of Newfoundland and its dependencies. Area, 1,309,-

682 sq.mi.; pop. (1941 census) 12,028; scat of government,

Ottawa. For administrative purposes, the Territories in 1918

were subdivided into the provisional districts of Mackenzie,

Keewatin and Franklin. The Northwest Territories act (1927)

provides for a territorial government composed of the commis-

sioner of the Northwest Territories, the deputy commissioner and

five councillors appointed by the governor general in council.

The Northwest Territories council in 1943 was composed as fol-

lows: commissioner, Charles Camsell; deputy commissioner, R.

A. Gibson; members of council, A. L. Cumming, K. R. Daly,

H. L. Keenleyside, H. W. McGill^S. T. Wood; secretary, D. L.

McKeand.

Transportation and Communication. Inland water trans-

portation on the Mackenzie river system from railhead at Water-

ways, Alberta, to points in the Mackenzie district was provided

by three companies, two of which maintained passenger services.

These companies carried a large volume of freight on boats and

barges, in addition to that handled by Marine Operators, Ltd.,

for the Canol project. Regular commercial air services, which

also carry mail, were maintained from Edmonton, Alberta, to

numerous settlements. Construction of new landing fields at key

points permitted operation of wheel-equipped aircraft the year

round. Medical centres, trading posts and other places in the

eastern Arctic were served by the annual supply ship from Mon-

treal, Quebec, which also carried mail. Auxiliary boat services

from Churchill, Manitoba, were also provided. Radio commu-

nication was maintained between important settlements and

trading posts in the Territories and outside points through gov-

ernment and private commercial radio stations.

Fur Trade. The fur trade and mining are the principal indus-

tries of the Territories. The value of pelts harvested for the year

ended June 30, 1942, was $2,840,701. Fur trading is controlled

by regulation and is open only to those who have been issued

permits and who have established permanent posts. Natives and

half-breeds living the life of natives enjoy free hunting and

trapping privileges. Of the white residents, only those who, under

the regulations, are included in an established eligible list are

permitted to hunt and trap and such individuals require an

annual license. Reindeer herding in the northern Mackenzie dis-
'

trict was continued in the interests of the native population.

Mineral Production. The search for strategic minerals to

meet wartime demands was a feature of mining activity in the

Northwest Territories in 1943. Geological parties of the depart-

ment of mines and resources successfully carried on exploratory

and detailed field work in the Yellowknife district, and a number
of mining companies also engaged in exploration and prospect-

ing. As a result, a large number of claims were staked. The mill

at the pitchblende-silver property of Eldorado Mining and Re-

fining Company, Ltd., at Great Bear lake was operated at full

capacity to meet the demand for concentrates from which radium

and uranium salts are produced. Labour shortages brought about

by war conditions and the transfer of men to base metal work-

ings in other parts of Canada resulted in a curtailment of gold

production in the Yellowknife area. Milling operations at the

Con and Rycon mines of Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company of Canada, Ltd., were discontinued in August, and

Thompson-Lundmark Gold Mines, Ltd., property was closed

down temporarily in Sept. 1943. Production, however, was main-

tained &t Negus Mines, Ltd. The approximate average monthly
value of gold production from these mines for the first eight

months in 1943 was: Con, $107,610; Rycon, $12,610; Negus,

$67,000; Thompson-Lundmark, $68,000. The total value of gold

production in the Northwest Territories for the five-year period
ended August 31, 104.*?, was approximately $n.68;.ooo.

NORWAY
Ccmol Project. A development in 1943 was the extensive

drilling program carried out at Norman Wells in the lower

Mackenzie region as part of the Canol project. This project,

authorized by an exchange of notes between the governments of

Canada and the United States, was a joint defense undertaking

involving (i) a program of development to increase the pro-

duction of oil in the Northwest Territories to supply the re-

quirements of the armed forces in Canada and Alaska and for

use along the Alaska highway; (2) the construction of a pi{>cline

to convey crude oil from Norman Wells to Whitehorse, Y.T.,

and (3) erection of an oil refinery at Whitehorse. Drilling was

being carried out to determine the extent of the oil field. Until

completion of the pipeline, production was restricted to meet

local needs, and as a result no sustained test of the capacities of

the wells brought in was, up to the close of 1943, possible.

(R. A. G.)

kin 1*1 ftii
^ country of northern Europe, bounded N. by the

nUl Wdjf. Arctic ocean, E. by Finland an'd Sweden, S. and W.

by the North sea. Area 124,556 sq.mi.; pop. (est. 1939) 2,921,-

ooo. Capital, Oslo (253,124). Other principal cities, with 1930

populations, are Bergen (98,303); Trondhjem (54,458); and

Stavanger (46,780). Religion, Lutheran Christian. Ruler in 1943:

King Haakon VII (q.v.). Prime Minister: Johan Nygaardsvold

(in exile in London). Norway was occupied by Germany in 1940,

and was administered in 1943 through Reichscommissar Josef

Terboven and Premier Vidkun Quisling, with General Nikolaus

von Falkenhorst of the army and William Rediess of the gestapo.

History. During 1943 Norway was the scene of varied mili-

tary activity. Raids such as the ones at Larvik and Floro sank

nazi ships and destroyed factories. At Rjukan the nitrate works

was blown up, reportedly by paratroopers. Later the area was

bombed and the great electrolysis plant demolished. The large

aluminum plant at Heroya was likewise bombed as was the

molybdenum mine at Knaben near Stavanger, and the U-boat

base at Trondhjem. A combined British and United States naval

force struck Bodo in the far north on Oct. 4, 1943 and in sur-

rounding waters sank nine nazi merchant vessels. One of the

most daring feats of the war was the attack by British midget
submarines on the "von Tirpitz" in Alten fjord (Sept. 22); it

left the German battleship incapacitated for at least several

months. Later, off North cape (Nordkapp), a British convoy
escort sank the "Scharnhorst." Fighting also took place at

Spitsbergen, where a German force raided the Norwegian garri-

son on Sept. 8, evidently attempting unsuccessfully to put the

meteorological station out of commission.

The peoples' war within Norway gathered strength during the

year despite repression and a steady stream of executions (189

acknowledged). Hostages were taken, but this seemed not to

deter sabotage. Concentration camps in Norway were crowded

with about 12,000 inmates, and about 1,500 had been taken to

Germany by November, prior to the arrest of the Oslo students.

Some 2,300 Jews arrested late in 1942 had their property con-

fiscated and about 1,500 of them were sent to Poland. Many
young men continued to escape to England or to Sweden. Some

17,000 Norwegians were in Sweden by the summer of 1943, but

the border was becoming increasingly difficult to cross. The

teachers arrested in 1942 were released except for about 40.

The Germans had great difficulty with the students and faculty

at the University of Oslo. In March 1943, when the students

refused to recognize the nazi student organization, the university

was closed and the students sent to do forest work. In the fall

the government attempted to enforce new politically determined

admission requirements. When a number of the faculty protested
thev were sent to a concentration camo. But the students also



HAAKUN vii, Norway s exiled king (centre), laughing at a remark by the

lord mayor of Cardiff, Wales, at a luncheon for Norwegian merchant sailors in

July 1943

objected, and too clearly showed their lack of appreciation of

the "new order"; hence the mass arrest of 1,200 students on

Nov. 30. This act aroused resentment and vigorous protests from

Sweden and Switzerland (among the few free peoples who were

still on any kind of speaking terms with the nazis"), but a large

number (at least 300) were nevertheless transported to Germany,
where they were promised a special camp.
On Aug. 16, 1943 Quisling issued a decree recognizing a de facto

state. of war in Norway; under it an Oslo police official, Gunnar

Eilifsen, was immediately executed, and the entire force of

500-550 men was required to swear loyalty to the regime on

pain of death for refusal. The cause of the difficulty was sup-

posedly the refusal of the police to arrest girls to be taken to

Germany for labour service. On Oct. i a new decree stipulated

the death sentence for any disobedience of orders. Still there

could be, and was, effective opposition; when an additional 35,000

labourers were demanded, people gave false names and addresses

and by various means cut the available number to 3,500; then

they fired with gasoline the building containing 90,000 of the

record cards.

However, fortification and road building were pushed forward.

100,000 Norwegians were doing forced labour, and probably an

additional 100,000 foreigners. In addition Norway had to sup-

port an occupying army of about 200,000 men. Total costs for

three years of "protection" ran to 9,000,000,000 kroner, and the

national debt rose from 1,500,000,000 kr. to 4,000,000,000 kr.

Funds taken from the Bank of Norway amounted to 6,600,000,-

ooo kr.

One of the encouraging events of 1943 to Norwegians was the

Swedish order of August forbidding the transit and leave traffic

for German materials and soldiers on Swedish railroads. This

meant inconvenience for the Germans, and it meant above all

the removal of the chief sore point in the relations between

Norway and Sweden.

The food situation in the country was bad. The farmer's capital

was exhausted, his help was gone, horses were scarce, there was

little machinery and no fuel, and commercial fertilizers were not

to be had. The forests were being denuded rapidly. The resultant

food shortage caused in turn a sharp increase in disease (espe-

cially tuberculosis, rickets and "hunger-'dropsy") and a general

lowering of vitality.

Abroad the Norwegian governmcnt-in-cxile in London decreed

decisive action against all traitors as soon as the war permitted

action. Nygaardsvold's government also, however, pledged that

it would present itself to the people as soon as an election could

be held, and stand or fall by the democratic verdict. The Nor-

wegian merchant marine, though sadly depleted, continued to

do magnificent service, as did the Norwegian air force, which

claimed to have returned in full to Germany the tonnage of

bombs which the Germans gave Norway in 1940. The Norwegian

navy, especially the corvettes, was making itself effective against

submarines, and an army was organized and ready for action.

Education. In 1937-38 there were 357,793 students and io ?

-

521 teachers in the elementary schools; 31,127 students and 1.809

teachers in the middle schools and gymnasia, and 16.033 students

in continuation schools. The 11 universities had a combined enrol-

ment of 4.998. The total state budget for educational purposes in

1939-40 was 65,364.000 kr.

Finance. The monetary unit is the krone (23.4 U.S. cents in

1939). Budgetary income and expenses for 1937-38 balanced at

511
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572,135,000 kr.; the proposed budget of 1939-40 was 595,627,000

kr. The government in London planned expenditures of 142,827,-

636 kr. in the first six months of 1941 and of about 92,000,000 kr.

in the second six months of 1942. Nearly one-sixth of this was

for payments on the state debt. Income was largely from the

merchant fleet, requisitioned early in the war.

Trade. In 1939 exports were valued at 808,172,000 kr.; im-

ports, 1,361,835,000 kr. The imports rose rapidly in the last three

months, while Norway built up stocks for the war period.

Communication. In 1939 there were 2,335 mi. of state rail-

ways and 25,677 mi. of highways (11,857 mi. improved, 13,820

unimproved). In 1938 there were 107,657 motor vehicles. Nor-

wegian air lines flew a total of 85,000 mi. in 1938. Telephones

numbered 122,664; telegraph lines extended 21,875 mi.; radio

receivers (licensed) numbered 400,623.

Agriculture. The total value of agricultural products in 1938

was 384,207,000 kr.; of animal products (eggs, milk, wool, etc.),

428,000,000 kr.; furs, 30,000,000 kr. Landholdings numbered

562,407 (298,360 operating units) with a value of 2,410,101,000

kr. Leading crops were wheat 15,791,000 kr., rye 2,197,000 kr.,

barley 22,382,000 kr. and oats 31,479,000 kr. In 1938 total pro-

ductive forest area was one-quarter of the total land area, or

18,700,000 ac.

Fisheries. The total catch of fish in 1937 was 903,646 tons,

the value of which was 92,272,000 kr.; 523,000 tons of the total

was herring of various kinds.

Manufacturing. In 1937 there were 4,306 establishments

which turned out products valued at 2,023,551,000 kr. According

to value of the product, the most important industries were food

and tobacco 411,109,000 kr,, paper, cellulose 39>733> kf ->

iron and metal 308,169,000 kr., mining 216,511,000 kr., textile

144,488,000 kr., and wood, furniture, etc. 140,756,000 kr.

Mineral Production. In 1938 the principal mineral product

was iron ore, valued at 26,665,000 kr. Pyrites, valued at 18,168,-

ooo kr., and copper, valued at 5,013,000 kr., were respectively the

second and third minerals.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Tor Myklcbost, Thev Came As Friends (New York,"

Nose: see EAR, NOSE AND THROAT, DISEASES OF.

Notre Dame, University of.

An institution of higher

education at Notre Dame

(South Bend), Indiana.

Principal gifts of the year were the $100,000 I. A. O'Shaugh-

nessy Foundation in Firte Arts, the gift of $107,404 as the first

annual alumni fund and a substantial bequest from the estate

of Martin Gillen, Wisconsin lawyer.

The most significant academic changes were the great reduction

in the number of civilian students and the introduction (July i)

of the navy V-I2 program with 1,851 trainees, composed of ap-

prentice seamen, Naval R.O.T.C. and marines. The United

States navy reserve midshipmen school continued as a separate

program housed and fed on the campus. The university's pro-

gram of night courses in the ESMWT curricula also continued.

Thomas F. Woodlock of the Wall Street Journal was named
Laetare medalist for 1943.

A nationwide commemoration of Notre Dame's 72 dead in

World War II and 1 1 missing, was held in December by alumni.

Five thousand Notre Dame men were in service.

Outstanding guest lecturer of the year was Roscoe Pound
who delivered a series of lectures on "Fifty Years' Growth of

American Law." New courses in air law and tax law were intro-

duced. The university year, beginning with July, marked the

new 48-week operation under the navy program. For statistics

of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.

* the t^iree ma"^me provinces of the

. Dominion of Canada, admitted to the union in

1867; area 21,428 sq.mi.; pop. (1941), 577,962. Capital, Hali-

fax (70,488); estimated wartime population 1943, 106,480. Other

cities are Sydney (28,305) and Glace Bay (25,147) both centres

of coal, iron and steel industries. The lieutenant governor in

1943 was H. E. Kendall; the premier A. S. MacMillan.

Education. The number of students in provincially controlled

schools in 1942 was 122,378; in private schools, 3,459; in insti-

tutions of university standard, 2,389.

Communication. The mileage of surfaced highways in 1942
was 6,234; earth highways, 8,853; provincial expenditure on

highways, $1,746,369. The railroad mileage in 1942 was 1,396;

the number of telephones, 52,251.

Finance. The ordinary receipts in 1942 were $16,443,946;

ordinary expenditure, $15,497,608. The direct debt (less sinking

funds) was $98,478,264; indirect liabilities (less sinking funds),

$3,181,812.

Agriculture. The acreage of field crops in 1943 was 519,600;

gross value of field products, $16,316,000.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Products of Nova Scoffer, 7942 and 1941

Manufacturing. The gross value of manufactured products
in 1940 was $113,814,650; net value, $40,548,446; number of

employees, 21,062; salaries and wages, $21,519,617.

Table \\.-Principal Industries of Nova Scotia, 7939 and 7938

Mineral Production. The value of the mineral production in

1942 was $31,652,244. The Inverness field had been closed.

Table III. Principal Mineral Products of Nova Scofia, 7940 and 7939

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The. Royal Gazette; Journal of Education; Public Ac-

counts; Report oj Department of Industry and Publicity; Canada Year
Book, 1942. (J. C. HE.)

Nursery Schools: see EDUCATION.

^ meet ^e na^on '

s critical wartime nursing

shortage, the president of the United States,'

on June 15, 1943, approved the Bolton act, public law 74, which

had been passed unanimously by the y8th congress.

Graduate nurses, responding to the call of the armed forces,

had left the staffs of hospitals, health and welfare agencies,

schools and institutions. War industries and public health agencies

needed larger nursing staffs. The civilian shortage of nurses had

reached dangerous proportions in war-boom areas. Hospitals, car-

rying peak loads of patients, were pressed for additional services
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at the very time their staffs were being depleted. In short, the

civilian hospital system of the country, early in 1943, was faced

with a threatened collapse, due to the shortage of nurses.

The nurse training program, initiated in 1941 as part of the

national defense health activities had been successful within the

limitations imposed by law, but the need for more substantial

government aid in the recruitment of nurses became acute when

the army and navy issued a call for an additional 37,899 nurses

in 1943.

Leaders in nursing, nurse education and hospital fields studied

the problem and appealed for aid from government agencies con-

cerned army, navy, U.S. public health service, Federal Security

agency, and Veterans' administration. Representing the consensus

of all interested groups, the Bolton act was drafted with the full

co-operation of the profession, after a series of conferences at-

tended by representatives of the National Nursing Council for

War Service, the American Hospital association and governmental

agencies concerned.

Congresswoman Frances P. Bolton, Ohio, sponsored the act,

"to provide the training of nurses for the armed forces, govern-

mental and civilian hospitals, health agencies and war industries,

through grants to institutions providing such training and for

other purposes." Under this act, the U.S. cadet nurse corps was

established. Federal funds were appropriated for carrying out a

national nurse recruitment and nurse education program. In addi-

tion to undergraduate training, aid for graduate and refresher

courses was authorized. Administration was placed under the U.S.

public health service. Recruitment is carried on through the

National Nursing Council for War Service.

The Federal Security administrator appointed an advisory com-

mittee to advise the surgeon general, U.S. public health service,

concerning the rules and regulations authorized by law. The divi-

sion of nurse education was established in the office of the sur-

geon general, to direct the program. Miss Lucile Petry, granted

leave of absence from her position as dean of the Cornell uni-

versity-New York hospital school of nursing, was appointed

director.

A minimum of 65,000 new student nurses was set up as a

national recruitment quota for the fiscal year, July r, 1943, to

June 30, 1944. The 1,255 schools of nursing accredited by the

American College of Surgeons were invited to accelerate their

curricula, expand their facilities and participate in the U.S. cadet

nurse corps program. As of Dec. 31, 1943, 974 schools had applied

and been approved for participation. The schools already ac-

cepted expected to admit 44,439 new cadets and to have a total

cadet enrolment of 91,013 during the fiscal year 1943-44.

Under the provisions of the Bolton act, cadet nurses received

complete nursing education through accelerated programs rang-

ing from 24 to 30 months. The pre-cadet period was the first 9

months, the junior cadet period the next 15 to 21 months, de-

pending on the school's curriculum. In those states and/or schools

where regulations required 36 months for graduation, a senior

cadet period was provided, during which the student practised

nursing, under supervision, in the home school of nursing, or

other civilian, military or governmental institution or agency. The

choice was hers. In general, the standards of the National League

of Nursing Education were used as a guide. Upon graduation,

a cadet was eligible to become a registered nurse and to enter

any field of nursing.

In addition to national recognition for rendering a war service,

cadet nurses received full scholarships covering the cost of tui-

tion, fees, books, maintenance, uniforms and monthly cash allow-

ances: $15 during the pre-cadet period; $20 during the junior

period; and at least $30 as a senior cadet.

Young women between the ages of 17 or 1 8, depending on

state and school regulations, and 35, who are graduates of an

accredited high school with satisfactory grades, and in good

health, may qualify to become members of the U.S. cadet nurse

corps. An increasing number of nursing schools are enrolling

married students. Any member of the corps enrolled 90 days prior

to the cessation of hostilities will be permitted to complete her

training under the U.S. cadet nurse plan.

In return for advantages received through the corps, cadet

nurses promise that, health permitting, they will remain in nurs-

ing, either essential civilian or military, for the duration. They are

not required to pledge themselves to military service alone.

Corps members were not placed on the payroll of the federal

government. Schools of nursing approved under the requirements
of the Bolton act received allotments from the U.S. public health

service to help meet the cost of equipping and instructing cadet

nurse corps members. This was a grant-in-aid program.
The official outdoor uniform for 1943-44 of the corps included

a gray wool suit, two gray and white striped cotton suits, a wool

topcoat, a raincoat and berets to match the suits. Markings were

regimental red epaulets and sleeve insignia. Silver buttons, lapel

and epaulet insignia and cap device were also furnished. Indoor

uniforms were those of the school attended. The woven insignia

of the U.S. cadet nurse corps might be worn on the left sleeve.

The Bolton act provided postgraduate and refresher training to

approximately 4,000 graduate nurses in the first six months of

the program. Postgraduate programs in universities and colleges

qualified graduate nurses for nursing service positions, faculty

positions and specialized work in the various clinical fields. Re-

fresher courses, designed to round out or make up deficiencies

in basic nursing training, prepared inactive graduate nurses to

return to practice.

A nursing section was established during 1943 in the procure-

ment and assignment service of the War Manpower commission.

This section had as its objectives (i) to procure nurses to meet

the needs of the armed forces, having due consideration for

civilian nursing needs; (2) to bring about the equitable distribu-

tion of the remaining nurses in order to maintain the best possi-

ble nursing service for the civilian population and non-military

governmental agencies. (T. PN.)

Nutmegs: see SPICES.

Nutrition: see DIETETICS; FOOD RKSEARCH; MEDICINE; VITA-

MINS.

Nutrition and Home Economics, Bureau of: see AGRICUL-

TURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION.

The acreage of planted nut trees was estimated to be

565,000 ac. in 1942, having increased steadily from

about 407,000 ac. in 1932. The principal nuts produced in the

United States are pecans, walnuts, almonds and filberts. Pecans

are much the most important and are produced chiefly in the

southeastern states and Texas, while walnuts are grown in Cali-

fornia and Oregon, almonds in California, and filberts in Oregon
and Washington.

The pecan crop in 1943 in the 12 principal states was 114,747,-

ooo Ib. compared to 77,200,000 Ib. in 1942 and a lo-year average

1932-41 of 91,113,000 Ib. The 1943 crop was 15% above the

average. Improved varieties yielded 49,223,000 Ib. while the

seedlings produced a crop of 65,526,000 Ib. compared to 31,670,-

ooo in 1942. The Texas and Oklahoma crops, consisting mostly

of seedlings, were three times the light crop of last year; the

Georgia crop, the largest in the southeast, was 17% smaller than

last year's record crop of 26,500,000 Ib.

The California walnut crop in 1943 was 57,000 tons, the same

as in 1942, while the Oregon crop was 57 tons compared to
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U.S. Production of Pecans by States, 1943 and 1942 U.S. Production of Oofs, 1943 and 1942

3,600 tons in 1942. The total crop of the two states was about

3% larger than in 1942 and 17% above the lo-year average of

53,440 tons. The California harvest .was slower than usual and

the quality of the nuts was reduced by an unusually large per-

centage of shriveled kernels.

The almond crop of California was 16,000 tons, which was

6,000 tons smaller than the 1942 record crop of 22,000 tons, but

larger than the lo-year average 1930-39 of 12,590 tons.

The filbert crop of Oregon and Washington was 7,260 tons or

70% larger than the 1942 crop of 4,570 tons. The lo-year average

was 2,397 tons. (See also COCO-NUTS; PEANUTS.) (J. C. Ms.)

NWLB (National War Labor Board): see WAR LABOR

BOARD, NATIONAL.

NYA: see NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION.

Nyasaland: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Nylon: see RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FIBRES.

flalrae Cir Uorni ( l8 74-i943), British millionaire, was

UdlVGdy OH ndll J born Dec. 23 in Sangerville, Me. A gold

prospector in his youth, he travelled throughout the world in

search of ore for 15 years before striking a lode at Kirkland

Lake, Ontario. He became a British subject in 1915, while he

was a resident of Canada and when he moved to Nassau, Ba-

hamas, in 1937, he became a citizen of that colony. Sir Harry,
who was made a British baronet in 1939, was believed to have

been one of the world's richest men. He was found dead, July 8,

1943, in his palatial Nassau home. Police investigators were

called in, and it was disclosed that apparently the wealthy baronet

had been beaten and clubbed to death. On July 10 the Nassau

police arrested his son-in-law, Alfred de Marigny, who had mar-

ried Nancy Oakes, daughter of Sir Harry. De Marigny was

booked on charges of murder. His trial opened Oct. 18; the

prosecution attempted to prove that the defendant clubbed his

father-in-law to death because he feared he would lose his chance

to share in the huge Oakes fortune. During the 2 2 sessions many
lurid details regarding activities of the "fast set" in the Bahamas

were revealed.

On Nov. n, 1943, the jury hearing the murder charge voted

nine to three for acquittal of de Marigny but also recommended
his immediate deportation.

AA*o The oat crop of 1943 was estimated by the United
UdlS* States department of agriculture at 1,143,867,000 bu.

compared with 1,349,547,000 bu. in 1942 and a lo-year average
of 1,018,783,000 bu., 1932-41. This 15% decline from the previ-

ous year was due to lower yields, the average being about 30 bu.

per acre in 1943 compared with almost 40 bu. in 1942, though
above the io*year average of 28 bu. Good harvesting weather

in the western states favoured the yield and offset lower yields

in central and eastern states. Stocks of oats carried over were

less than a year earlier due to the great demand for feed re-

sulting from the large increase in livestock numbers.

(J. C. Ms.)

a Us* of mcn an(i women who
died during 1943. An asterisk (*) marks those

for whom biographical notices are to be found in regular alpha-
betical position.

flhitllOriOO
UUIlUdlluO.
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O'Brien, Frank Michael editor, wS bom

Dunkirk, N.Y. He made his journalistic start in Buffalo, worked

up to reporter and later city editor of the Buffalo Express. He

came to the attention of New York newspapers with his coverage

of the assassination of President McKinley at the Buffalo ex-

position in 1901, and eventually was employed by the New York

Sun in 1904. He gave up that job to become secretary to the

mayor of New York city (1906-10). Returning to newspaper

work, he was editor of the New York Sun, 1926-43. O'Brien

wrote many short stories and won the Pulitzer prize for an edi-

torial "The Unknown Soldier/' which appeared in the old New
York Herald in 1921. He also wrote The Story of the Sun (1918)

and New York Murder Mysteries (1932), a compilation of cele-

brated New York crimes. He died in New York city, Sept. 22.

Obstetrics: see GYNAECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS.

OCD (Office of Civilian Defense): see CIVILIAN DEFENSE.

Oceanography: see MARINE BIOLOGY.

O'Day, Caroline Goodwin
Perry, Ga. After graduating from Lucy Cobb institute, Athens,

Ga., she studied art in Paris, Munich and Holland, and later won

fame as a magazine illustrator and fashion designer. After her

marriage, she took an active role in social work and was on the

board of the Henry Street settlement. Mrs. O'Day worked dili-

gently for women's suffrage and was regarded as the champion
of labour and welfare organizations. After women won the right

to vote, she joined the Democratic party organization in

Westchester county and was leader of the Democratic women in

New York from 1923 until her death. She was elected delegate-

at-large to four Democratic national conventions, at several of

which she headed the New York state delegation. An ardent

supporter of President Roosevelt, Mrs. O'Day supported his

New Deal policies during her tenure in congress as New York's

representative-at-large, 1935-42. She refused, however, to vote

for repeal of the arms embargo in the Neutrality measure, 1939,

and voted against the Selective Service bill in 1940. She did,

however, vote for a declaration of war after Pearl Harbor. Mrs.

O'Day retired from politics in the summer of 1942, because of

ill health, and died in Rye, N.Y., Jan. 4.

OEM: see EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FOR.

OEW: see FOREIGN ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION.

Office for Emergency Management: see EMERGENCY MAN-

AGEMENT, OFFICE FOR.

Office of Civilian Defense: see CIVILIAN DEFENSE.

Office of Defense Transportation: see DEFENSE TRANS-

PORTATION, OFFICE OF.

Office of Economic Stabilization: see ECONOMIC STABILIZA-

TION, OFFICE OF.

Office of Education, U.S.: see EDUCATION.

Office of Price Administration: see PRICE ADMINISTRA-

TION, OFFICE OF.

Office of Scientific Research and Development: see

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, OFFICE OF.

Office of War Information: see WAR INFORMATION, OFFICE

TrflA/OrriLUWdlU

OF.

< x 9'4-'943), U.S. naval air offi-

Cer, was born MarcR 13 at St.

Louis, Mo. Known as "Butch," he attended Western Military

academy, Alton, 111., and was graduated from the U.S. Naval

academy at Annapolis, 1937. In 1942, as a fighter pilot with the

U.S. Pacific fleet, he was decorated with the congressional medal

of honour by President Roosevelt for shooting down, Feb. 20,

1942, five Japanese bombers and for saving his carrier, the "Lex-

ington," from destruction. He was later promoted to lieutenant

commander. On Nov. 20, 1943, O'Hare was officially listed as

missing. His group of carrier planes attacked a Japanese forma-

tion somewhere in the Pacific and his comrades reported that

they believed his plane had been shot down.

A north central state of the United States, popularly
known as the "Buckeye state." Area, 41,222 sq.mi., in-

cluding 100 sq.mi. of water; pop. (1940) 6,907,612, of whom
2,294,626 were rural and 4,612,986 urban; native white 6,047.-

265, foreign-born white 519,266, Negro 339,461, other races 1.620.

Capital, Columbus (306,087). Other cities of more than 100,000

were Cleveland (878,336), Cincinnati (455,610), Toledo (282,-

349), Akron (244,791), Dayton (210,718), Youngstown (167,-

720) and Canton (108,401).

History. The 95th general assembly convened Jan. 4, 1943

for what most of its members thought would be a short session,

but which stretched out to 25 weeks with adjournment sine die

coming on June 24. It was one of the longest biennial sessions

in the state's history. About 200 bills of the 722 considered were

enacted. Among the most important of those enacted were meas-

ures which: approved the highest appropriation bill in the history

of the state to date
;
returned the state to Eastern Standard time

;

authorized liquor rationing; relaxed employment regulations for
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females and minors; levied an unemployment surtax on pay rolls

of manufacturers expanded by war production; provided prison

terms for operators of the "numbers" gambling racket; permitted

the state highway director to keep secret his engineers' esti-

mates of highway costs and to award contracts in excess of bids;

increased state subsidies for schools more than $5,000,000; re-

quired the state to relieve counties of the expense of caring for

indigent patients in institutions for the feeble-minded; estab-

lished a postwar planning commission and set aside about $23,-

OOO,OQO for a postwar welfare building program; increased

1943-44 old-age pension funds by $10,000,000; and extended for

two years the liquid fuel, cigarette and utility excise taxes.

Gov. John W. Bricker started his third term Jan. n, 1943,

the only Republican to be elected governor of Ohio three times

in succession. In his inaugural address he advocated immediate

repeal of the sales tax on food served in restaurants, a sugges-

tion which the general assembly refused to adopt, and announced

that the state's net surplus was about $42,000,000. On Nov. 10,

1943 Bricker formally announced that he would be a Republican

candidate for president in the Ohio primaries, foregoing a bid

for a fourth term as governor.

Other chief officers of the state in 1943 were: Lieut. Cov.

Paul M. Herbert, Treasurer Don Ebright, Attorney General

Thomas J. Herbert, Secretary of State Edward J. Hummel,
Auditor of State Joseph T. Ferguson.

Education. Ohio in 1943 had 3,828 elementary schools with

a total enrolment of 704,477 and a total teaching staff of 21,385;

1,250 secondary schools (including 127 junior high schools) with

a total enrolment of 448,988 (including 82,369 pupils in junior

high schools) and a total teaching staff of 18,033 (including

2,768 junior high school teachers). Ohio had five state universi-

ties with a total enrolment of 25,478 and a total teaching staff

of 1,561.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction, The average num-
ber of general relief cases in Ohio in 1943 was 16,142 and the

total spent was $6,720,000; average number of cases of aid for

the aged, 134,009 at a total cost of $47,000,000; average number
of cases of aid to dependent children, 25,171 at a total cost of

$5,727,950; average number of cases of aid to the blind, 3,560

at a total cost of $1,144,000; number of weeks of unemployment
compensated (n months) 117,991, the net amount of benefit

payments being $1,430,324. In 1943 the four penal institutions

had an average population of 7,077. The two industrial schools

had an average population of 1,342. The 22 institutions, including

hospitals for the insane and epileptics and homes for the feeble-

minded, under the supervision of the department of public wel-

fare, were operated during 1943 at a total cost of $12,000,000.

Communication. Ohio had 88,895 mi. of highways in 1943

outside municipalities. Of this total, 18,490 mi. were classified

as state, 28,409 mi. as county and 41,996 mi. as township. Esti-

mated expenditures on the state highway system in 1943 were

$32,000,000. The state had 8,870.26 mi. of railroads, 117 air-

ports and landing fields and 1,580,239 telephones.

Banking and Finance. There were 443 state, banks in Ohio

with deposits (Oct. 18, 1943) of $2,882,115,530 and resources

of $3,089,632,463. There were 241 active national banks in Ohio
with deposits (Oct. 18, 1943) aggregating $2,313,212,000 and
resources $2,475,720,000. State-chartered savings and loan asso-

ciations numbered 540 with total resources (June 30, 1943) of

$697,151,689. There were 122 federal savings and loan associa-

tions with total assets (Jan. i, 1943) of $267,634,451.

The state budget for the 1943-44 biennium was $369,034,569.
At the close of 1943 Ohio had a surplus in excess of $68,000,000.

Agriculture. The total acreage harvested in Ohio in 1943 was

10,505,000; in 1942, 10,359,500. Total value of crops in the state

Table \.-ieading Agricultural Products of Ohio, 1943 and 1942

in 1943 was $417,391,000; in 1942, $369,756,000. Total value of

livestock and livestock products in 1942 was $458,890,000. Total

farm cash income in Ohio in 1942 was $599,831,000. Of this,

$162,189,000 came from crops; $408,724,000 from livestock and

livestock products; $28,918,000 from government payments. In

spite of the handicaps of insufficient manpower, lack of mechanical

equipment and unfavourable weather in the planting season, Ohio

broke some of its production records in 1943 and maintained fifth

place among the states in agricultural output.

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactures in Ohio

in 1939 was $4,584,665,659; total employment, 686,089; total

wages and salaries paid, $1,033,426,673.

Mineral Production. The total estimated value of mineral

Table 1 1. Principal Mineral Products of Ohio, 1942 and 1941

'Estimated.

production in Ohio in 1942 was $167,207,457. (P. BY.)

Akin OtA+A llfiiifnr*ittf
An institution of higher educa-

UIIIO Oldie UniVerSlljf. tion at Columbus,0hio. Formally
established as a land-grant institution in 1870, it opened its doors

on Sept. 17, 1873, to a student body of 17. The university ad-

mits both women and men. It has ten colleges: agriculture, arts

and sciences, commerce and administration, dentistry, education,

engineering, law, medicine, pharmacy and veterinary medicine; a

graduate school; and five special schools: home economics, jour-

nalism, nursing, optometry and social administration. Graduate

work is offered through the doctor of philosophy degree. Special

curricula in 1943 prepared women for secretarial service and for

homemaking. A new school of aeronautics was created. Latest

additions to the physical plant were a 4oo-acre airport and a war

research laboratory. The university for 20 years had operated on

a four-quarter plan, enabling most students to complete their

studies in three calendar years. For statistics of enrolment,

faculty, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. Dr. Howard L.

Bcvis, president, took office Feb. i, 1940. (H. L. B.)

Oil: see PETROLEUM.

Oils and Fats, Vegetable and Animal: see VEGETABLE

OILS AND ANIMAL FATS.

flblohnmo A west south-central state and the 46th of the

UKIallUllla. United States. The people of the state are popu-

larly known as "Sooners," from the name applied to those who
crossed the starting line sooner than the time fixed by the govern-

ment for the first land run into Oklahoma, April 22, 1889. Area,

69,919 sq.mi., including 636 sq.mi. of water; pop. (1940) 2,336,-

434. The rural population numbered 1,456,771; urban, 879,663.

Approximately 87% was native white, 7% Negro, 4% Indian

and 2% foreign born, Mexican and miscellaneous. The state's two

largest cities are Oklahoma City (204,424), the capital, and

Tulsa (142,157).
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History. The administration of Governor Leon C. Phillips

ended with the beginning of 1943. At the Nov. 1942 election,

Robert S. Kerr had been chosen to succeed Phillips as governor.

Others elected were: lieutenant governor, James E. Berry; sec-

retary of state, Frank C. Carter; state auditor, C. C. Childers;

attorney general, Mac Q. Williamson; state treasurer, A. S. J.

Shaw; state superintendent of public instruction, A, L. Crable.

Education. In the public schools in 1941-42 (latest figures

available in 1943) 52^,293 pupils were enrolled, with 19,390
teachers. Of these pupils, 128,603 were enrolled in the 854 high

schools. The expenditure for the maintenance of public schools,

elementary and secondary, during the fiscal year amounted to

$32,015,747. The state maintained a university at Norman, a

state agricultural and mechanical college at Stillwater, the Pan-

handle Agricultural and Technical college at Goodwell, two junior

agricultural and mechanical colleges, four agricultural and me-
chanical colleges, a college for women, five state colleges primar-

ily for teachers, an agricultural, mechanical and normal univer-

sity for Negroes at Langston, an institute of technology at

Weatherford, a military academy and one college preparatory
school and junior college. There were 19 junior colleges with

municipal support. In addition, there were six accredited senior

colleges and three junior colleges with church affiliations.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. As of Jan. 1944,

77,160 pel-sons were the recipients of old-age assistance, 1,944

blind persons received aid, and 13,890 families were given aid

for 33,209 children. The hospitals and eleemosynary institutions

in 1943 included three tuberculosis sanitariums, five mental hos-

pitals, two orphans' homes, one school for the deaf and one for

the blind. There was also one penitentiary, one reformatory and

four schools of detention and correction.

Communication. Oklahoma contained approximately 101,000

mi. of state and rural highways in 1942, not including streets in

towns and cities. Annual expenditures for roads were approxi-

mately $23,000,000. Within the state at the end of 1943 there

were 6,150 mi. of railroad.

Agriculture. The year 1943 was marked by severe floods in

the eastern part of the state in the spring and an extended

drought in the late summer.

leading Agricultural Products of Oklahoma, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. Total value of manufactures in 1939, the

year of the last federal biennial census of manufactures before

World War II, was $312,168,499. State industries employed 33,-

528 persons; salaries of $11,090,299 and wages of $30,465,185

were paid.

Mineral Production. The total value of mineral production

in 1941 was estimated at $260,000,000, as compared with $236,-

000,000 in 1940. Petroleum production declined in 1941 and

1942 in some of the older pools, but the number of new pools

and extensions was developed. (J. W. MT.)

Old-Ag* Insurance: see SOCIAL SECURITY.

Old-Age Pension: see RELIEF; SOCIAL SECURITY. See also

under various states.

Alfta DnltArt (1896-1943), U.S. army air officer, was born

UIUS9 nODCli June 15 in Woodside, Md. During World War

I, he was flying instructor in the United States and at the Cler-

mont-Ferrand instruction centre, France, where he was made offi-

cer in charge of training. After the war, he served in the Ha-
waiian department and with the War Plans Division office of the

chief of air corps. One of the army's early exponents of heavy
bombardment, he was later given command of the 2nd bombard-

ment group at Langley Field, Va. While at that post, he was as-

signed to lead two good-will missions of Flying Fortresses on non-

stop flights to South America, 1938, 1939 for which he received

the D.F.C. In June 1941, he was given the task of organizing
the ferry command and supervising delivery of bombers to Eng-
land. In recognition of his success, he was promoted to brigadier

general and received the D.S.M. In 1942, he was advanced to

major general and put in command of the 2nd air force, with

headquarters at Fort George Wright in Washington. Ill health

forced him into inactivity in Feb. 1943, and he died at Tucson,

Ariz., April 28.

(MARGARINE). The production of oleomar-

garine in the United States reached a record

high point in early 1943 but declined sharply almost to the level

of 1942 following fat rationing in March. The use of fats and
oils in oleomargarine for civilian use had been subject to gov-
ernment restriction since Sept. 1942. The total production of

oleomargarine had been fairly constant since 1934, fluctuating
between 260,000,000 and 320,000,000 Ib.

The increase in 1942 brought the total to the record high point
of 426,000,000 Ib. and the total for 1943 was expected to reach

650,000,000 Ib.

Scarcity of butter caused an increase in oleomargarine man-
ufacture to the maximum permitted, which would be 167% of

average production in 1940 and 1941. The coloured oleomargarine
was produced almost entirely for export while the uncoloured

production was for domestic civilian consumption. The coloured

production had been only a small part of the total in recent

years, Jess than i% on the average, because of the heavy tax

on its manufacture. This federal tax was 10 cents per Ib. on col-

oured oleomargarine and i cent per Ib. on the uncoloured prod-
uct with exports tax-free. The federal tax was controlled by the

bureau of internal revenue, which issued all permits for with-

drawal for export or domestic consumption. The growing demand
for a butter-substitute in 1942 led to an increase in the propor-
tion of coloured oleomargarine produced and by July 1943, the

coloured proportion rose to about 50% of the total. This rela-

tionship was not expected to continue, however, and showed a

decline in the later months of 1943. The materials used in the

manufacture of oleomargarine were principally cottonseed oil,

soybean oil, milk and oleo oil. The use of such tropical vege-
table oils as coco-nut oil, palm oil, e^c. ceased when the supplies
of these were cut off by the war in the Pacific. Proposals to

repeal the tax on oleomargarine were made in congress and

aroused vigorous opposition by dairy farmers and others inter-

ested in preventing the use of butter substitutes.

Legislation taxing and otherwise controlling the manufacture

of oleomargarine had been in effect since 1900.

(J. C. Ms.)

Qurfnou fllivior
IST BARON

>
op RAMSDEN

, OJUllCy UimtJI, 1943), British statesman, was born

April 1 6. The former secretary of state for India (1924), was

known as the "foster parent of the Labour party," and was an

active member and officer of the Fabian society in the late *8os.

He died at his home, Wychwood, Bognor Regis, Feb. 15. (See

Encyclopaedia Britannica.)

Onion and Muscat: see ARABIA.
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( l89 I~ I 943) German-Swedish opera singer,

Ilif vf^lID was born June i in Stockholm of German

parents. She studied voice in Germany and Italy and later with

icr husband, Baron Onegin, Russian composer. The statuesque

^oung singer made her operatic debut in Stuttgart in 1912 as

Carmen singing opposite Enrico Caruso, and during her first sea-

son there appeared in 12 different operatic roles. She gained her

reputation, however, in such Wagnerian roles as Erda, Brangaene,

Fricka and Waltraute. In her later years she developed her rich,

velvety contralto voice so that she was able to add bright color-

itura soprano roles to her repertoire. She was discovered by
Liiulio Gatti-Casazza while singing with the Munich Opera com-

pany and taken to America to make her operatic debut at the

Metropolitan in Aida, 1922. From 1926 to 1933, she was a mem-
3er of the Berlin Opera and afterwards went to live in Zurich.

She made her final New York appearance in a recital in 1938.

She died in Magliaso, Switzerland, according to a Berne report

rf June 1 8.

(Inform ^ne ^ ^e two ccntra ^ provinces of the Dominion of

UllldllU* Canada (q.v.), admitted to the union in 1867; area,

412,582 sq.mi.; pop. (1941) 3,787,655. Capital, Toronto (667,-

457). The population in 1941 was 80% native born and 62%
jrban. The lieutenant governor in 1943 was Albert Matthews;
ihe premier G. A. Drew.

Education. The number of students in provincially controlled

public schools in 1942 was 708,180; in private schools 21,264;

in institutions of university standing 19,185.

Communication. The mileage of surfaced highways in 1942

was 56,309; of earth highways 16,137; provincial expenditure on

highways $16,081,059. The railroad mileage in 1942 was 10,562,

number of telephones 660,002.

Finance. The ordinary receipts in 1942 were $106,384,870;

ordinary expenditure $109,618,967. The direct debt (less sinking

funds) was $729,815,356; indirect liabilities (less sinking funds)

$129,603,233.

Agriculture. The acreage of field crops in 1943 was 10,089,-

ooo; gross value of field products $208,357,000.

Manufacturing. The gross value of manufactured products

Table I. leading Agricultural Products of Ontario, 1942 and 1941

Table \\.-Principal Industries of Ontario, 1939 and 1938

Table III. Principal Mineral Products of Ontario, 1940 and 1939

in 1940 was $2,302,014,654; net value $1,004,529,583; number of

employees 372,643; salaries and wages $479,399,188.

Mineral Production. The value of the mineral production in

1942 was $258,423,267. (J. C. HE.)

OPA: see PRICE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF.

Opera: see Music.

Opium: see DRUGS AND DRUG TRAFFIC.

flnnonhaimar Tram ( l864-iQ43), German sociologist

UppcllllCllllul, \\Q\\L and political economist, was born

March 30 in Berlin. He took his medical degree from the Univer-

sity of Freiburg. Convinced that he could do more for the gen-

eral well-being of his patients by improving their social and eco-

nomic conditions, he quit his medical practice, returned to school

and graduated with a Ph.D. in economics and sociology at the

University of Berlin. He wrote widely and was best known for a

short book, The State (1908), which was translated into many
languages, and for his System of Sociology, a four-volume work

(1922-29). Oppenheimer, who advocated the partitioning of the

large Junker estates in Prussia, launched several co-operative

communities in rural areas in an effort to demonstrate that pov-

erty and mass unemployment could be solved if proper social reme-

dies were applied. After the advent of Hitlerism, he fled Germany
and lectured at the University of Kobe, Japan. He was admitted

to the United States and became research associate of the Uni-

versity of California in 1938. He died in Los Angeles, Sept. 30.

Total United States production of oranges, includ-

ing tangerines, for the 1943-44 season was esti-

mated at 96,290,000 boxes by the United States department of

agriculture, which was 8% more than the large production of

last year and 13% above the production of 1941-42. The Florida

crop of oranges and tangerines was 22,000,000 boxes, of which

3,200,000 were tangerines. Shipments were nearly double the

movements of the previous year to the same date. A strong de-

L/.S. Production of Oranges by States, 1943 and 1942

*Net content per box of oranges in California and Arizona approximates an average
of 77 lb.; in Florida, Texas and other states, 90 lb.

mand, partly due to the smaller crop of apples, resulted in rela-

tively high prices. Army and lend-lease requirements were strong

particularly for juices and other processed forms. (J. C. Ms.)

^ Pacific state of the U.S.A., admitted to the union

Feb. 14, 1859. Area, 96,350 sq.mi.; pop. (1940)

1,089,684. Capital, Salem (30,908); chief city, Portland (305,-

394).

History. Oregon made a substantial contribution to the war

effort in 1943 in ship construction. Six major yards in the Port-

land area, including Vancouver, Wash., launched 356 steel ocean-

going vessels. The total of 3,222,375 tons was estimated as being

nearly one-sixth of the nation's production outside of yards*

building wholly for the navy. These new ships when ready for

service would have an estimated value of $837,000,000, About

115,000 men and women were employed in their construction.

The three Maritime commission yards operated by the Kaiser
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organization launched 272 steel vessels, totalling, 3,126,000 tons.

Of these 25 were for the navy and the others were cargo and
tank ships. Three smaller yards in Portland operating under

navy direction launched 84 vessels, mostly of smaller sizes but

sortie of complicated design. In addition to the ships launched,

there were many repair and conversion projects in the Portland

area, including seven aircraft escort carriers. A variety of marine

construction was carried on at Astoria, Coos Bay and other places

not included in the above figures. In 1942, the Portland area

yards launched 193 vessels, totalling 1,360,000 tons.

In the fall of 1943 the Oregon Shipbuilding corporation began
construction of the first of the new Victory ships. The first ship

in this series, the "United Victory," was launched in Portland

on Jan. 12, 1944.

Another important contribution to the war effort in Oregon was

the production of lumber. While much of this went into direct

military construction, there was a greatly increased demand for

crating and box material. Packing requirements for overseas

shipments increased tremendously.

Three large army camps were operated in 1943, as well as a

number of smaller army and navy establishments. In the summer
and fall of 1943 central Oregon was the scene of extensive army
manoeuvres with about 75,000 troops, drawn from the Pacific

coast area.

The Oregon legislature met in Jan. 1943. Total appropriations

for the biennium of 1943-45 amounted to $23,723,365, an in-

crease of about $2,800,000 over the previous biennium. An act

was passed providing for a reduction in the state personal income

tax rates as the taxable income increased in volume. Late in

1943, the state tax commission announced that the rate applicable

for the 1943 tax would be reduced by 75%.
The legislature also referred a sales tax proposal to a popular

vote to be held at the general election in Nov. 1944.

Housing problems in the Portland metropolitan area and in

other Oregon communities were not entirely satisfactory, but

many new housing units were made available and the tension

was greatly relieved.

The year 1943 was Oregon's centennial year for the first large

immigration over the Oregon Trail in 1843. Extensive celebra-

tions were impracticable on account of war conditions, but many
local meetings were held.

A number of Portland public and civic organizations subscribed

a fund of $100,000 in 1943 and employed Robert Moses of New
York city to investigate Portland's postwar problems. Moses and

his staff spent much time in Portland and late in the year pre-

sented a detailed plan calling for the expenditure of $75,000,000

for postwar projects. Most of these projects were designed to

improve local traffic conditions.

Education. During the school year 1941-42 there were

214,640 pupils in public schools, including 60,503 in high schools.

There were 7,997 teachers. For the school year 1941-42 the

value of school properties was $62,160,201.

Communication. On December 31, 1943, there were 4,806

mi. of primary state highways, of which 4,612 were surfaced.

Highway expenditures for 1943 were $13,504,005, of which

$2,470,246 was for interest and debt retirement. As of Dec. 31,

1942, there were 3,662 mi. of steam railways, not including second

main track, sidings, etc.

Finance. As of Nov. i, 1943, Oregon's state gross bonded

debt was $24,089,425, against which there were sinking funds and

other applicable assets amounting to $17,382,149, leaving a

balance of debt of $6,707,276.

Agriculture. The total cash income of Oregon farmers in

1942 was $213,642,000, of which $6,585,000 represented govern-

ment payments.

Principal Agricultural Producfs of Oregon, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The census of 1939 showed 2,248 manufac-

turing establishments in Oregon; 69,880 persons employed;
salaries and wages, $91,326,581; value of products, $365,374,436.

Major items: logging camps, $23,363,038; sawmills, $108,663,140;

planing mills, $8,122,845; meat packing, $15,178,448; paper mills,

$15,698,747. (L. A. McA.)

AllffllCtllC II
( I897?~i943), British air officer,

, AUgUolUO II. was born at Higham Ferrers, North-

amptonshire. He became a test pilot during World War I, later

studied at the R.A.F. staff college from which he was graduated
in 1926. He was leader of British aviators who competed for the

Schneider cup in 1929 and 1931 and set a speed record of 357.7

miles per hour in the 1929 meet. In World War II, he com-

manded an R.A.F fighter group on cross-channel sweeps and di-

rected flight training. An acting air vice marshal, he was made

deputy chief of combined operations in March 1943 and was third

in command of the service headed at that time by Lord Louis

Mountbatten. He died in London. August 4.

OSRD: see SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, OFFICE OF.

flotonnothtf
Research work continued to be a feature of

UoluU|JdUI]f. ostcopathic progress, the most important pub-
lications during 1943 relating to physiological problems. Steps

were taken for closer correlation of activities and exchange of

information among those engaged in research.

The osteopathic profession in 1943 set an all-time record in

the number in the profession, 10,820, and likewise in member-

ship in the American Osteopathic association and in the divisional

(state and provincial) societies. The annual meeting at Detroit

was a war service conference, and the 1944 meeting to be held

in Chicago was to be of the same nature.

Additional boards were set up for the certification of those who

practice specialties, the complete list of boards now including

examiners in pathology, internists, neurology and psychiatry,

obstetrics and gynaecology, ophthalmology and otolaryngology,

pediatrics, proctology, radiology, surgery (with a sub-board on

anaesthesiology).

Funds appropriated for the arrny and the navy included pro-

vision of osteopathic care for personnel in those branches. In re-

acting to this situation, and undertaking to maintain and increase

the quality of osteopathic physicians and surgeons available, the

osteopathic colleges went beyond the provisions already made
for expansion. All of them were adding to laboratories and li-

braries, and increasing their faculties in 1943, and some build-

ing programs were getting under way. (R. G. Hu.)

f the Dominion of Canada (q.v.) and the

seat of the supreme court, is situated on the right bank

of the Ottawa river near the mouth of the Rideau, both rivers

having very beautiful falls. The city itself is divided into an upper

and a lower town by the Rideau canal. The parliament buildings

are situated on a series of high bluffs which overlook the river, in

one direction toward the Chaudiire falls and in the opposite direc-

tion toward the Rideau falls. The population of the city was

154,951 in 1941. The gross value of manufactured products in

1941 was $28,582,935. The city's most important educational

institution is the Universit6 d'Ottawa.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Canada Year Book, 1941- (J C. HE.)
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Outer Mongolia: see MONGOLIA.

OWM: see WAR MOBILIZATION, OFFICE OF.

flvfnrrf llniuorcitu
The acadcmic year '942-43, which

UAIUlU UIIIVClollj. began with 2,615 undergraduates in

residence, ended with 2,728. The numbers of men matriculating

in Hilary (218) and Trinity terms (399) were much above even

the high figures of the previous year. Sixty-nine per cent of the

men matriculating were below the age of i8V. This was a sub-

stantial increase over the previous year's figure, but there were

indications that the proportion would in the future Se constant

at about 70%.
For the first time the regulations calling up for national service

caused many women (302) to enter for the special wartime

examinations in Trinity term 1943. Unlike men, most women

would not be liable to be called up at the end of a bye-term

but would normally stay up for two full academic years. Most

of the occupations upon which they would then enter, having

been approved by the Minister of Labour, would probably be

reckoned as national service for the purpose of qualifying for

war degrees.

Scholarship examinations in classics and history were held by

one group of seven colleges in September, 1943; another group

of seven examined in Dec. 1943; and the third group (six col-

leges) \vere to examine in March 1944. The dates of examina-

tions in other subjects were not affected by the war.

A standing committee of scientists with some lay members

was appointed to advise on biological problems affecting estate

management. This committee was modelled on the committee on

building problems of which the establishment was recorded in

1942. The university and colleges arc among the biggest owners

of agricultural land in the country.

Benefactions, apart from those which renewed existing grants,

included Iro.ooo from Mr. and Mrs. P. Vaughan Morgan in

memory of their daughter Violet to endow scholarships in English

literature, and a bequest of 12,000 from Dr. H. E. D. Blakiston

for the purchase of works of graphic art. The university also

acquired partly by gift from R. W. Ffennell and partly by

purchase from him 1

2,840 ac. (out of 3,108) of the Wytham

abbey estate. In Oct. 1943 the numbers of matriculations were

991 men and 335 women. (D. V.)

Pacific Islands, British.

Territories of the British em-

pire in the Pacific ocean, of

which certain statistics are given

in the accompanying table. See

BRITISH EMPIRE for population,

capital towns, status and gover-

nors.

History. Fighting continued

throughout the year with the

Allied offensive in New Guinea

and the Solomons, and most of

the central Solomons were re-

gained; in November the U.S.

Marines retook the Gilbert is-

lands after a fierce 76-hour bat-

tle. (See WORLD WAR II.) In

May the Colonial office published

a report from the high commis-

sioner, Sir Philip Mitchell, giving

an account of the loyalty of the

Solomon Islanders, during the

Japanese occupation, to Col. Marchant, the British resident

commissioner, and the other Europeans who remained on the

islands. Japanese attempts to ingratiate themselves with the

natives failed completely; and when the Allied offensive began,

the islanders proved invaluable scouts and played a conspicuous

part in the fighting.

Measures were being undertaken in the liberated areas to re-

pair the damage done by the Japanese. On July 20 O. C. Noel^
former administrative officer, Uganda, was appointed to succeed

Col. Marchant as resident commissioner of the Solomons. The

Japanese had exterminated whole villages in an attempt to co-

erce the natives into working for them, and an anthropologist

was dispatched to the islands to help the native communities to

reorganize themselves. There was urgent need for the re-estab-

lishment of adequate medical services as there had been serious

outbreaks of disease during the Japanese occupation.

It was also important to get the vegetable gardens and planta-

tions back into production and an agricultural officer toured the

most seriously devastated areas to supervise the work of re-

planting.

On April 23 the U.S. Navy department announced that U.S.

forces were in occupation of the Ellicc Islands on the supply line

to the S. Pacific and Australia, and subsequently the islands were

frequently bombed by the Japanese. Japanese positions in the

N. Gilbert islands, particularly the island of Tarawa, were at-

tacked several times by Allied aircraft before U.S. forces recap-

tured the islands Nov. 23 in an assault which cost the U.S. Ma-
rines more than 1,000 dead and more than 2,500 wounded in a

total force of 4,000-5,000. The Japanese garrisons were virtually

annihilated.

In Fiji the labour welfare board continued its work of en-

deavouring to raise the standard of living, while improving the

health services. Defense preparations continued, and early in the

year the first battalion of the Fijian Infantry regiment left for

the battle areas.

On June i Major Ratu J. L. V. Sukuna was appointed ad-

viser on native affairs in Fiji, a post carrying with it membership
on the Executive council. He was the first Fijian civil servant

to attain so high a post.

On Oct. 1 1 Queen Salote of Tonga celebrated the Silver Jubilee

of her coronation. (Sec also SOLOMON ISLANDS.) (C. M. CL.)

Pacific Islands, British

"Canton and Enderbury Islands, in the Phoenix group, are shared with the U.S.A. under the Anglo-American pact, Aug. 10, 1938.
tNew Hebrides adhered to the lighting French cause of General dc Gaulle in 1940.
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Pacific Islands, French.
The latest statistics available in

1943 for this French colony are

given herewith: area (Society,

Tuamotu, Tubuai and Marquesas

isls.), 1,540 sq.mi.; pop. (cst.

Dec. 31, 1939) 45,000 (whites, c.

3,700). Chief town: Papeete (in

Tahiti), cap. 8,460. Governor

(1943): Col. Orselli.

Finance. Local budget (est.

1939) 27,560,000 francs.

Trade. (1939): imports 80,-

482,000 francs; exports 63,536,-

ooo francs. Roads 1937: Tahiti

48 mi.; Raiaeta 19 mi.; ship-

ping (!938) cleared, 162,927 net

tons.

Production. Export: copra (1939) 25,353 short tons; natural

phosphates (1940) 190,698 short tons. (See also SOLOMON

ISLANDS.)
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Pflpifio Iclanilc Manffatod
The former German posses'

rdUIIIU loldllUO, mdllUdlCll. sions in the western Pacific

comprise part of New Guinea with adjacent archipelagos, West-

ern Samoa, the Marshall, Caroline, Palau and Ladrone, or Mari-

anne islands, and the islet of Nauru. Statistics for these terri-

tories are given in the accompanying table. For capital towns

and governors of New Guinea, Western Samoa and Nauru, see

U.S. LIBERATOR BOMBER over the Japanese-held island of Nauru. Clouds
of smoke are rising from three phosphate plants bombed during a raid

April 21, 1943

Mandated Pacific Islands

BRITISH EMPIRE. After the Japanese entry into the war in 1941,

these islands became the scene of hostilities, for which see WORLD
WAR II. (See also NEW GUINEA.)

Iclonric II Q n aon to suc^ 'ar#e *^and P S -

ISIanDo, U.U sessions in the Pacific as Hawaii, the

Aleutians, American Samoa and Guam (the latter occupied by
the Japanese in 1943) the United States possesses a dozen tiny

islands in the Pacific, negligible in size and economic value, but

important, both in peace and in war, from the standpoint of

aviation and naval security. Increasing interest was shown in

these formerly neglected islets in the later '305, as air flights

across the Pacific were organized on a regular commercial basis

and as the threat of war with Japan became more evident.

*.',. .?iZtims^wmmmtte -,
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Midway and Kure (Ocean) Islands. The Midway Islands

are a group in the North Pacific, 1,200 mi. northwest of the

Hawaiian Islands. Area of the group: 28 sq.mi. Pop. (1936) 118.

Midway consists of two low-lying islands, Sand (area 850 acres)

and Eastern (328 acres). These are surrounded by a coral reef

five miles in diameter and by numerous islets. Sand and Eastern

islands are little more than sand-spits, but they acquired im-

portance, first as the site of a trans-Pacific cable station (in-

stalled 1903), second as a stopping point on the Pan American

Airways route from San Francisco to the Philippines via Hawaii,

Midway, Wake and Guam (inaugurated 1935), third, as an im-

portant U.S. air and naval station in the war against Japan. One
of the first big Japanese defeats was sustained in a three day
battle in the neighbourhood of Midway, fought June 4-6, 1942.

Midway was discovered by a Captain N. C. Brooks in 1859 and

was first known as Brooks Island. The name was later changed
to Midway, because of the group's position in the mid-Pacific,

2,800 mi. from California arid 2,200 mi. from Japan. It was

formally declared a U.S. possession in 1867. Kure (Ocean)
Island is a coral reef 14.7 mi. in circumference, lying 56 mi.

northwest of Midway. It was placed under the control of the

navy department by an executive order of Feb., 1936.

Wake Island. Wake Island, famous as the scene of a gallant

last-stand defense by a garrison of a few hundred U.S. marines

against a greatly superior Japanese attacking force in Dec. 1941,

consists of three islets, Wake, Peale and Wilkes, and is located

in the North Pacific, 2,130 mi. due west of Honolulu. The total

land area of the islets is about 2,600 acres (4 sq.mi.), Wake, the

largest, being about 2 sq.mi. It was formally annexed to the

United States on Jan. 17, 1899. For many years it was neglected
and uninhabited, except for occasional visits of Japanese bird-

hunters; but it was placed under U.S. navy department jurisdic-

tion in 1934 and later contained an air station, a hotel for air

travelers and quarters for a small garrison of marines. It was

discovered by the British ship, "Prince William Henry," in 1796.

Johnston Island. Johnston Island consists of two islets on an

eight-mile reef, located 600 mi. southwest of Hawaii. It was

WAKE ISLAND was the target of one of the most concentrated and devastat-

ing air raids of World War II Oct. 5-6. 1943. when U.S. naval planes and
ships rained more than 700 tons of bombs and shells on the Jap-held base

discovered by the British naval vessel "Cornwallis" in 1807

and named after the vessel's captain, Charles James Johnston.

Competing U.S. guano interests lent some activity to this barren

sand bar in the '505 and '6os of the igth century. The final U.S.

assertion of claim to the island was an Executive Order of June

29, 1929, placing the island under the control and jurisdiction

of the department of agriculture as a refuge for native birds.

An appropriation of $1,150,000 was provided by congress for the

construction of seaplane facilities.

Kingman Island. Kingman reef, 150 ft. long by 120 ft. wide

at high tide, is the smallest land area in the world over which

the United States claims sovereignty. The reef is about 8 mi.

long and 5 mi. wide, counting in submerged shoals. Two other

tiny islets in the reef appear at low tide. The strategic importance
of this desolate reef lies in the fact that it is the only possible

seaplane base between Honolulu (1,067 mi. to the N.) and Pago

Pago, in American Samoa (q.v.), 1,797 mi. to the S.W.

Palmyra Island. A U-shaped atoll, with its 53 islets contain-

ing an area of about 500 acres, located 960 mi. S.W. of Hawaii.

Its possession was disputed for a time between the United States

and the kingdom of Hawaii; it was specifically mentioned when
the U.S. annexed Hawaii in 1898; but sporadic British claims to

the possession of the island were put forward later. It is a

possible air base on the route from Hawaii to New Zealand.

Swains Island. A coral atoll, one sq.mi. in area, pop. 150,

of Polynesian race, formally brought under the jurisdiction of

American Samoa in 1925 after remaining for a time under the

patriarchal rule of a U.S. whaling captain named Eli Jennings,
who had himself accepted as a local chief, and his descendants.

Howland, Jarvis and Baker Islands. Baker and Howland
Islands are small coral atolls, located where the international

date line crosses the equator. Jarvis Island is 1,150 mi. further

E. and slightly below the equator. Rectangular Baker Island is

i mi. long and 1,500 yd. wide, elongated Howland Island is 2 mi.

long and 750 yd. wide. Both were discovered by U.S. whaling

captains early in the i9th century. Jarvis Island, a bare coral

plateau, 1.8 mi. long and 1.3 mi. wide, was discovered in 1821.

These islands were "colonized" by students of a Hawaiian boys*
school in 1935 and placed under the jurisdiction of the depart-
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mcnt of the interior in 1936. Radio and aerological stations

were established there.

Canton and Enderbury Islands. Geographically part of the

Phoenix group and located 1,850 mi. S.S.W. of Hawaii, Canton

(area 8.5 sq.mi.) and Enderbury (2.5 sq.mi.) figured in a pro-

longed dispute as to ownership between the U.S. and the British

empire. Aviation experts consider Canton an excellent base for

seaplanes and Enderbury suitable for land planes. The dispute

was settled on Aug. n, 1938, when the United States and British

governments jointly announced an arrangement for "the use in

common" of the islands, "for purposes connected with interna-

tional aviation and communication." (Sec also GUAM; HAWAII;

PHILIPPINES; SAMOA, AMERICAN.) (W. H. CH.)

DOf1if IOil!
^e arran cment between the United States Selec-

I abilldllli tive Service administration and the National Serv-

ice Board for Religious Objectors, representing the Friends,

Mennonite and Brethren churches, the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ in America, the Association of Catholic Con-

scientious Objectors, the interdenominational Fellowship of Re-

conciliation and other religious groups, under which alternative

civilian service is performed by draftees recognized as sincere

conscientious objectors was continued during 1943. At the end

of the year about 7,000 such men were in Civilian Public Service.

Sixty per cent of this number were in camps engaged mainly in

forestry, soil conservation, prevention and fighting of forest fires.

These men not only received no pay but had to provide their

own maintenance or had to have it provided for them by the

religious agencies administering Civilian Public Service. To meet

the objection of a considerable number of conscientious objectors

to serving under a "religious" or denominational agency, the

Selective Service administration opened a camp under its own

management at Mancos, Colo. Conscientious objectors could

elect whether to serve under religious agency or direct govern-
ment management.
The remainder of Civilian Public Service men were on "de-

tached service," more than i ,000 in mental hospitals from which

considerable success in the application of pacifist techniques was

reported. Several other groups served as "guinea pigs" in experi-

ments in typhus control, treatment of pneumonia, control of salt

water intake by shipwrecked persons, and other problems, under

the direction of universities or research agencies. These men re-

ceived their maintenance but no pay.

Much dissatisfaction over failure of the government to provide

pay and at least maintenance for all conscientious objectors

(C.O.s) who did not deliberately choose to donate their serv-

ices and maintenance developed. As the draft of fathers went

into effect, an acute situation arose for a considerable number of

dependents of conscientious objectors. Criticism increased when
the comptroller general ruled that wages paid by private farm-

ers to conscientious objectors in Civilian Public Service who vol-

unteered to relieve labour shortages had to be paid over to the

treasury of the United States. The only concession granted was
that such money should be held in a separate account, the dis-

position of which was to be determined after the war.

The religious agencies under which most C.O.s served com-

plained that the Selective Service administration was intervening
to such an extent in the discipline in Civilian Public Service

camps as to place the agencies in the position of becoming in-

struments of coercion. Great disappointment was also felt when,
after President Roosevelt himself had authorized organization of

a C.O. unit for difficult and dangerous relief and rehabilitation

work in China, a "rider" to a congressional appropriation bill

forbade the use of any federal funds either for work of C.O.s

abroad or for any training for such work.

During the year the department of justice reported that of the

6,1 16 persons convicted up to June 30, 1943, of violations of the

Selective Service act, it listed 2,071 as conscientious objectors.

Of that number 1,630 were still in prison on that date. This

included 964 Jehovah's Witnesses, however, who seek status as

ministers of religion rather than as conscientious objectors. The

latter included a considerable number of men generally admitted

to be sincere but regarded as not qualifying as conscientious ob-

jectors by virtue of "religious training and belief," who refused

induction into the army but were eager to render alternative serv-

ice under civilian auspices. Two types of parole are theoretically

open to conscientious objectors in prison, a special parole under the

Selective Service act and the general parole available to federal

prisoners on the expiration of one-third of their term. In practice,

however, very few were granted. Furthermore, a considerable

number of C.O.s who had already completed a term, on refusal

to abandon their "absolutist" position, were convicted a second

time and returned to prison. Such developments, as well as the

censorship of mails in federal prisons and the practice of segre-

gation of Negro and white inmates, led to work-strikes on the

part of a minority among imprisoned C.O.s and also to hunger-

strikes, lasting in at least two instances for many weeks with

the authorities resorting to forcible feeding.

Public concern over many of these developments led to the

formation during 1943 of a National Committee on Conscientious

Objectors by the American Civil Liberties Union. It took steps

to test a number of issues in the federal courts. In general, how-

ever, there was no governmental interference with the work of

pacifist churches or other agencies.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Reports of the National Service Board for Religious

Objectors; publications of the Commission to Study the Bases of a Just
and Durable Peace, Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America;
Official Statements of Religious Bodies Regarding the Conscientious Ob-
jector, compiled and published by the Department of International Justice
and Goodwill, Federal Council of Churches; General Lewis B. Hershey,
Selective Service in Wartime: Second Report of the Director of Selective

Service, 194142; Julien Cornell, The Conscientious Objector and the Law
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Paddock, Charles William

officer, was born Aug. n in Gainesville, Tex. Known as the

"world's fastest human" in the '205, Charlie Paddock held

the National A.A.U. record for the loo-yard outdoor sprint,

0:09.6, in 19: [ and 1924. He also set a national record for

the 22O-yard run on an outdoor track in 1924. He represented

the U.S. at the Olympic games at three different times, but

only at Antwerp in 1920 did he succeed in beating his com-

petitors in the loo-metre race. In private life Paddock was

manager of two California newspapers. Commissioned a captain

in the marine corps in July 1942, he served on the staff of

General Upshur as aide and public relations officer. He was

killed in the crash of a naval aeroplane at Sitka, Alaska, which

took Gen. Upshur and four others to their death, July 21.

Dointinn1 n sP*te *e mtaons imposed by war condi-

I dlllllllg* tions, painting in the United States during 1943
showed a notably increased vitality. Several factors played their

part in this. Thanks to war needs, there was a definite narrowing

of the nation's art production with a healthy trimming away of

the less convinced aspirants. It is true that the war exerted a

severe drain on the art schools of the country. It took several

of the most promising younger painters temporarily away from

their easels. But it also provided other work for many, young
and old, who painted more by avocation than from inner neces-

sity. And the essentially propagandist illustrators of "the Amer-

ican scene" and "social" or "party-line" schools that had flour-
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"GREGOR PIATIGORSKY" by Wayman Adams of New York city won first

prize at the U.S. exhibition of the Carnegie institute at Pittsburgh, Pa. in

Oct. 1943

ished in the '305 found more remunerative and honorific fields for

their abilities outside the fine arts. Pictorial imagination once more

began to show itself more freely. With Pearl Harbor, domestic in-

terest in the "social" school of art had faded. Emphasis on u
the

American scene" had long since lost its shibboleth value. Pictorial

"realism" at its starkest could not rival the grim realities repro-

duced photographically in the newspapers. Painting was thrown

back on a fuller exploitation of its own means of expression and

for subject matter on the romantic imagination. The refugee

artists whom naziism had driven to these shores had begun to

take a place in their new world. Their first unfamiliarity with

the new scene had worn off; they had begun to respond to their

new environment, or at any rate to work less self-consciously in

it. The younger Americans had now had time to become ac-

quainted with the work of these Europeans produced in their

midst and many were beginning to take profitable lessons from

it. An increased public buying power, untapped by foreign mar-

kets, afforded a substantial encouragement to the artists through

increased private and institutional purchases, an intensified inter-

est in new painters, larger and more frequent exhibitions of con-

temporary American art. While the federal government was

naturally forced to withdraw from the mural field, part of its

work of patronage was taken over by private enterprise. The

Springfield Art museum arranged a $4,500 competition for a

mural which was won by a soldier, Private Sante Graziani of

Camp Robinson, Arkansas. Life magazine and the Abbott Labo-

ratories both fostered ambitious essays at reporting the war oa

canvas. And a new plan, proposed as a model for the establish-

ment of collections of contemporary art in universities through-

out the country, was initiated at the University of Arizona, where

a donor spent $20,000 for 100 contemporary American paintings.

Besides this increased liveliness in the general scene, the most

striking feature of American painting during 1943 was a renewed

vitality in the work of many of the established artists. Max

Weber, for example, in his 1943 work turned to new fields of

colour interest light warm washes emphasizing the atmospheric

glow of his forms and replacing the colder, clearer architecture

of his earlier forms. The expressionistic treatment that marked

his work during the last few years had pointed in this direction.

But the tortured forms of those canvases have taken a calm,

restful character in his latest paintings. He has brought them

by subtle distortions and this quieter palette into the plane of the

picture-surface. Yet no vitality has been sacrificed, in this reduc-

tion of three-dimensional emphasis, thanks to increased variety

of his tonal modulations. And the sullen mineral colours of his

preceding work have now given way to mellower, if still melan-

choly, gamuts. Another of the older generation, John Marin, in

his 1943 oils continued to develop his vigorous technique in

marine and Maine coast studies. In this medium he proceeds with

always a bolder hand to slash out brush-stroke patterns that add

a suggestion of muscular rhythms to the formal and chromatic

features of his compositions. At the same time his water-colours

have lost none of the idyllic calm of his earlier days though his lat-

est are somewhat less pattermstkally assertive. Georgia O'Keeffe,

a fellow-exhibitor with Marin at Alfred Stieglitz' An American

Place in New York, opened 1943 with a large retrospective exhi-

bition at the Art institute in Chicago. And in the canvases she

brought back from a summer in New Mexico she evinced a new

strength of colour and confidence in an expression based on

nature but closely approaching the abstract. "Cliffs Beyond
Abiqui, My Backyard" and "Head with Broken Pot 1943" point
to an interest in sharply delineated, tightly built compositions
in warm earth-colours, deep greens, blacks and ultramarines, that

promise a great advance over the softer, seductive, feminine

qualities which have so often characterized her work in the past.

Another essential picture-maker, of a very delicate but subtle

sensibility, who came emphatically to the fore in 1943 is Milton

Avery. Although Avery has never studied abroad, he is perhaps
more closely related to the French artist Bonnard in his colour

sense and pictorial organization than any other American painter.

He had been quietly developing an extremely personal idiom over

the last 15 years without any general recognition. But an exhibi-

tion of his recent work in the late spring brought him consider-

able notice, and the oils he produced during the summer offer an

even greater freedom of drawing and brushwork than previously
and a fresher use of arbitrary colours richly harmonized in an

extremely personal way.
Two other younger men with a sensibility to delicate effects,

Julian Levi and Yasuo Kuniyoshi, both continued to develop
their personal manners. Kuniyoshi's main interest remains the

refinements of textural expression, but Levi continued to widen
his enterprise in the field of portraiture without abandoning any
of his grasp of painterly quality. At the same time the Phila-

delphian, Franklin Watkins, turned in 1943 almost wholly from
his interest in baroque composition to portraiture. In this field

Watkins is steadily taking a pre-eminence as the artist who
combines perhaps best a psychological sense of the sitter's char-

acter with a feeling for the fundamental pictorial effect. But

perhaps the most surprising portrait of the year was Charles

Sheeler's self-portrait, "Charles Shecler Looks at Painting," in

which he combined certain reminiscences of the forms abstracted

from nature of his early work with his more familiar meticulous

puritanic, realism in a witty, carefully painted canvas affording
a warmth of humanity rare in Sheeler's work of recent years.

Shortly before his sudden death during the summer, Marsden

Hartley showed a group of his most recent oils in New York.

In these canvases Hartley's personalization of the German ex-

pressionistic manner was given an even broader treatment. His
rather heavy-handed love of paint was still to the fore a

structural concept above all with little interest in the subtleties

of handling. During the year another younger expressionist,

Abraham Rattner, showed a marked advance toward a tighter

composition without slighting in any way the boldness of his
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colour oppositions. Walter Quirt, whose gifts have always been

visible through an extremely uneven production, began to show

signs of controlling his effects through a more convinced ex-

pression. But Karl Zerbe may be said to offer the richest variety

of the "expressionists," to which is added a fine colour sense

and an enlivening vigour.

In the field of fantasy, Raymond Breinin of Chicago was

most successful with his misty dream landscapes, with wraithlike,

haunting figures. Julio de Diego found a world idiom somewhat

reminiscent of Paul Klee which he managed to personalize

through his personal palette. And Morris Kantor's series of war

fantasies displayed his characteristic expression on a small scale

with considerable quiet poetry.

Of the older abstractionists Stuart Davis was easily the most

impressive. The nature reductions of his earlier landscapes and

city views have now been further condensed. The resultant

abstract compositions have all the decorative charm of his earlier

work without the distraction of a representational content which

always made itself felt without adding anything to the pictorial

effect.

Among the younger painters who were brought forward for

the first time in one-man exhibitions, Jackson Pollock of Wy-
oming is the most individual. He has a rich colour sense and the

ability as well as the courage to undertake large compositions.

There are still reminiscences of admiration for Picasso in his

work. But in approaching a subject, he employs a startling free-

dom of rhythmic brush-work and through it composes extremely

individual abstract compositions. Another younger abstractionist,

Irene Rice Percira, after a long abstention from painting due

to illness, showed a group of new work in which her form re-

searches have been given a new direction. In place of her former

concentration on textural contrasts of mosaic-like squares parallel

to the surface plane, we now see a use of larger elements and

an exploration of means for suggesting space within the picture

and its architectural composition. Matta Echaurren, the young
Chilean surrealist, continued his researches in Redonesque light

effects contrasted with tenuous structural elements. While he has

not yet found the ability to handle a large canvas satisfactorily,

certain passages show an extreme sensibility, and his smaller

canvases and water-colours continue to keep him one of the

most promising younger men. The Mexican Ruflftno Tamayo con-

tinued strong, savage fresco-like work without any notable loss

or gam in expression. But at the same time Arshile Gorky, whose

work has always held a certain promise, buried though it has

been in reminiscences of Picasso, Miro and others, seems to have

definitely found himself in a series of water-colours painted

during the past summer. Here Gorky has finally managed to put

his predecessors' work completely out of mind in going direct to

nature and has succeeded in transforming his vision of flowers

and grass into striking abstract space compositions within a

freedom of transcription and meticulous detail that give them

a rich individuality.

Among the refugee artists, the most striking production was

"Broadway Boogie-Woogie" by Piet Mondrian. In this canvas

Mondrian left the static effects of his work of the last 20 years

for an organization of restless, contrasting colour squares held

together on a stable base of rectangular* lines. Marc Chagall

likewise seems to have eventually found himself at home in the

United States. His work exhibited in 1943 shows him clearly out

of the uncertainty which has marked his canvases of the last

decade. In an oil such as "The Juggler," although the iconography
seems little changed, he has recovered a freshness of outlook

and a lively vigour which perhaps represents his response to his

new environment better than any representational motives could.

Fernand L6ger in New York and L. Moholy Nagy in Chicago

both continued to find new, if characteristic formal organizations

in their individual veins. And of the younger men, Masson and

Tanguy produced work in 1943 which began to show signs of

recovering the quality of their finest European periods, while

George Kepes, in certain camouflage studies produced some of

the most interesting researches in pictorial texture-contrasts

shown during the year. (See also SCULPTURE.) (J. J. Sw.)

Paints and Varnishes.
United States sales of paint in

1943 were expected to approxi-
mate those of 1941. These sales would be 5-10% better than

1942.

Because of the over-all vegetable oil shortage, the oil content

of civilian paints was limited by government regulations. Drying
oils continued scarce because of the large production of military
and civilian coatings and the large domestic and foreign require-
ments for edible oils and hydrogenated fats, in spite of a 6%
increase over 1942 in total 1943 domestic fat and oil production
and an all-time record production of 900,000,000 Ib. of domestic

linseed oil. Linseed oil was burned as fuel in Argentina because

of the lack of shipping space.

Castor oil again became of major importance to coating com-

positions, because of increased shipping from Brazil and increased

acreages in Mexico and the United States. Tung oil stocks and

their replacement prospects decreased further and forced re-

placement in many military uses, thereby restricting tung oil

to such items as food can coatings, electrical insulating and

naval paints.

The gap between the rubber and paint industries was narrowed

by large commercial production of elastomers, from drying oils

and their acids, to replace rubber in gaskets and other moulded

products not requiring high tensile strength.

In general, the use of high grade synthetic resins and solvents

was carefully controlled by government regulations. A report of

naval stores showed that considerable turpentine was used in

1943 for manufacture of synthetic resin. New and improved
resins from petroleum by-products appeared in good commercial

quantities. Rosin supplies toward the end of the year were not

readily available because of widespread use throughout the war

program.
In the field of pigments, ammonium ferrous phosphate was

introduced and advocated as a corrosion inhibiting flake pigment
because of its impermeability, oxygen and acid acceptance, and

competed with red lead and zinc chromate as a component of

paints for metal protection. Refined and treated tall oils appeared
on the market as a partial replacement for the vegetable oil

shortage since tall oil was not classified as a vegetable oil in gov-
ernment regulations.

Containers continued to be a problem in the industry, with the

limited use of glass bottles and part fibre containers. Light gauge
metal containers, however, were somewhat more available.

Military finishes continued to be a big factor in the industry.
The boat-building program in particular affected the supplies of

synthetic resins and pigments. This had a pronounced effect on

the availability of titanium oxide and zinc chromate pigment for

other types of finishes. The lustreless paints used for the major-

ity of military equipment underwent minor refinements and con-

tinued in good volume. Considerable reformulation of paints for

military needs was necessary to take advantage of available raw

material. (A. B. Ho.)

Pakistan: see INDIA.

Palaeontology.
In the United States, Samuel Paul Welles

in a monographic study of the long necked
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plesiosaurs gave a detailed description of the skeletal anatomy
of four new genera, all from the Upper Cretaceous of California.

The paper concluded with a revision of the elasmosaurian

plesiosaurs that resulted in the naming of five new genera. C.

Lewis Gazin published a paper in which the important mam-
malian faunas of the San Pedro valley, Arizona, were fully dis-

cussed. A brief sketch of previous investigations and a discussion

of their age and environment was followed by a systematic de-

scription of the Benson and Curtis ranch faunas. Two genera

and four species were described as new. Lore Rose David in

an extended paper described the Miocene fish faunas <from many
California localities. Part VI dealt with the fish of the famous

Lompoc diatomaceous earth deposits. It was found to consist

of 31 families, 39 genera and 42 species, a harmonious assem-

blage of a warm temperate coastal sea. This study revealed there

was greater similarity between the fish faunas of the Pacific and

Atlantic coasts of America during Miocene time than exists today.

A paper by Charles W. Gilmore described all of the known

lizard specimens assembled by the Central Asiatic expeditions

in their explorations of Inner Mongolia. Seven genera and eight

species were named as new. Two of the specimens pertained to

North American genera, and a burrowing lizard marks the first

occurrence of an Amphisbaenidac in a fossil state outside of

the United States.

Charles L. Camp, D. W. Taylor and S. P. Welles issued

their Bibliography of Fossil Vertebrates covering the years

1934 to 1938 inclusive. This volume of 663 pages of vital im-

portance to all vertebrate palaeontologists, continues a coverage
of world literature on vertebrate palaeontology covered previ-

ously by a volume published in 1940.

A most interesting discussion relating to the first discovery

of fossil vertebrates in North America was published by George
G. Simpson. He reached the conclusion that the first discovery

of scientific standing was made by Charles Le Moync, whose

party found mastodon remains along the Ohio river in 1739.

He points out, however, that the Indians should be credited with

the first authentic discovery of "great bones" as early as 1519
in Mexico.

In invertebrate palaeontology in the United States, E. 0.

Ulrich, Aug. F. Foerste and A. K. Miller published Part II

Brevicones of their joint report on the Ozarkian and Canadian

cephalopods. This systematic study of all available materials

resulted in the discovery of no less than seven genera and 145

new species. The paper is full and well illustrated.

Vladimir J. Okulitch issued a paper on the Pleospongia of

North America, in which all of the Cambrian fossil sponges
were described and illustrated. Their geographic and strati-

graphic distribution, ecology and faunal associations were fully

considered. A paper by Philip W. Reinhart dealt with the

description, stratigraphic and geographic occurrences and re-

lationships of the molluscan family Acidae as represented on

the Pacific slope. Nine genera and 85 species were recognized,

more than half of which occur in the recent fauna. A few

species were described as new.

In a paper describing stemless crinoids from the Lower
Cretaceous of Texas, Raymond E. Peck discovered they de-

veloped from a stemmed ancestor and became highly modified

for a passive floating existence. Four genera and many species

were described as new.

In palaeobotany in the United States, Roland W. Brown pub-
lished a short paper describing a climbing fern from the Upper
Cretaceous of Wyoming, the earliest authentic record from North

America. Carroll Lane Fenton in a study of Palaeozoic algae

discussed the problems involved in the recognition, preservation
and nomenclature of early algae. J. H. Hoskins and A. T. Cross

published a monographic study of the cone genus Bowmanites.

This is a review of the genus and a description of several new

species.

In South America, Joaquin Frenguelle published a paper on

the Triassic flora of Argentina, in which 10 new plant forms

were described.
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Palestine lies on the western edge of Asia and is

bounded on the west by the Mediterranean, on the

southwest by Egypt, on the south by the gulf of 'Aqaba, on the

east by Trans-Jordan, on the northeast by Syria and on the north

by the Lebanon. Area 10,100 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1940)

1,545,000. Chief towns: (pop. est. 1939): Jerusalem (cap. 129,-

800); Haifa (104,800); Jaffa (77,400); Tel-Aviv (130,300).

High Commissioner (1943); Sir H. A. MacMichael; languages:

English, Arabic, Hebrew; religions: (1939) Mohammedan 848,-

933; Jewish 424,373; Christian 114,624.

History. The fear that war might sweep over Palestine was

fading by the beginning of 1943, and the thoughts of both Arabs

and Jews were returning to the problem of the country's political

future.

The internal security of the country was not seriously troubled

in 1943, though four British constables were fatally shot during

the first nine months. But the underlying tension between the

Arab and Jewish populations was vividly illuminated in August
and September, when a military court convicted two British

soldiers and two Jewish civilians on charges connected with the

theft of military equipment from Allied stores. Some 125,000

rounds of ammunition and 300 rifles had been stolen from camps
or depots in Palestine and Egypt, and from the docks at Suez.

The defending counsel for the two soldiers, each of whom was

sentenced to 15 years
1

imprisonment, pleaded that they had fallen

into the power of a wealthy gun-running organization which was

connected with the Jewish agency. These allegations were in-

dignantly denied by the agency, which challenged the defending

counsel to substantiate them before an independent court of

inquiry. Meanwhile the trial of the two civilians, one of whom
was a trade union official, was running its six-weeks' course.

On Sept. 27 the court sentenced them to imprisonment for ten

and seven years respectively, finding at the same time that the

existence of a secret organization dangerous to the peace of the

country and detrimental to the war effort had been established.

The Zionist leaders continued to protest, and attributed sinister

motives to the prosecution. In November there were widespread

demonstrations of protest against the action of the police and

military in searching a Jewish settlement where arms were be-

lieved to have been hidden.
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Zionists came into conflict with the British authorities on

another occasion during 1943, on the issue of postwar recon-

struction. Sir Douglas Harris was transferred in March to the

post of reconstruction commissioner, and the high commissioner

subsequently denned his task in terms which emphasized the pre-

dominantly agricultural character of the Palestinian economy and

envisaged a decline from the wartime level of industrial produc-
tion. This was interpreted by the Zionist general council as a

reaffirmation of the policy laid down in the White Paper of 1939,

and it declared that the Jewish community would not co-operate
in planning on that foundation.

The support of the. majority in organized U.S. Jewry for

Zionism was expressed in a resolution carried at the beginning of

Sept. 1943 by a representative U.S. Jewish conference. This

demanded that the Jewish agency should be given authority to

regulate immigration into Palestine and to develop the country's

resources, these measures being "the essential prerequisites for

the attainment of a Jewish majority and for the re-creation of

the Jewish Commonwealth."
Meanwhile the leading statesmen of neighbouring Arab countries

were reminding the world of their interest in the future of Pales-

tine. The prime ministers of Egypt and Iraq each visited

Palestine shortly before their conversations in Cairo to discuss

the possibility of Arab union, and each assured the Arab popula-
tion that they were watching over its interests.

The more immediate preoccupations of both government and

people were much the same as in 1942. First place was still

taken by the cost of living, which was shown by the official index

to have risen from a figure of 100 on the eve of the war to

215 in January and 248 in June 1943. This resulted in higher
costs of industrial production, and a fear that military orders,

which had amounted to P. 10,000,000 in 1942, would begin to

fall off even before the cessation of hostilities. The govern-
ment was urged to subsidize the prices of necessities more gener-

ously The 1943 estimates already provided P. 1,000,000 for this

purpose, in addition to such other emergency expenses as the

loans to citrus farmers, cost-of-living allowances and civil defense

measures. There were increases of taxation, including the im-

position of surtax on incomes of over >P.2,6oo.

The White Paper had provided for the admission of 75,000

Jewish immigrants before the end of March 1944, a^er which
date further immigration would depend on Arab acquiescence. At
the end of Sept. 1943, owing to the difficulty of escaping from

Europe and to shortage of transport, only 44,000 of these immi-

grants had arrived in Palestine. His majesty's government there-

fore decided to suspend the time limit for the remaining 31,000.

Education. (1939-40): Arab public system maintained by
government, 402 schools (12 with secondary sections), 54,367

scholars; Muslim schools, private 178 (2 with secondary sec-

tions) with 14,204 scholars; Jewish public schools (1940) 419

(including 6 training colleges and 18 secondary, 5 trade and voca-

tional schools) with 56,900 scholars; Jewish private schools 320

(including 22 secondary schools and 2 training colleges) with

25,700 scholars; Christian schools 195 with 25,274 scholars;

Hebrew university, Jerusalem 130 teachers, 1,106 students.

Banking and Finance. Revenue and expenditure (1941-42)
revenue ^.8,325,553; expenditure (1941-42) ^.7,463,602; pub-
lic debt (March 31, 1942) P.4,475,ooo; notes in circulation

(Jan. 31, 1943) P.24,700,000; exchange rate P.i=i sterling =
$4.03 U.S. in 1943.

Trade and Communication. Overseas trade (merchandise) :

(1941) imports P. 12,038,000; exports ZP.i,362,ooo; (1940) im-

ports P.i 1,035,454; exports, domestic ^.2,114,584; re-exports

P.i76,i95. Communications and transport: roads (1939) all

weather 1,451 mi.; seasonable 985 mi.; railways (1940) broad

gauge 333 mi.; narrow (Hedjaz rly.) 271 mi.; airways (1938):

passengers 600, mail 86.9 tons; shipping (1939) entered 1,857

vessels; 4,370,085 net tons. (Dec. 31, 1940) motor vehicles

licensed: 5,062 private cars, 1,198 public cars, 936 buses; 3,180
trucks and vans, 1,331 cycles; tractors 20; wireless receiving set

licences (1938) 35,708; telephone subscribers (1940), 10,716.

Agriculture and* Mineral Production. Production 1939 (in

short tons): potash (exports) P.38i,i62; citrus fruits (exports)

P.3,8o7,57o; barley (1940) 113,500; wheat (1940) 149,900;
olive oil (1940) 3,970; wine (1938) 792,500 gal.; maize 6,830;
tobacco (1940) 1,100; potatoes 11,460; sesamum 4,190.

Palmyra Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Don4mo
I dlldllld*

^ republic of Central America, nearest to South

America. It is bisected by the Canal Zone, leased

to the United States. Area: 32,933 sq.mi.; pop. (1940 census):

631,637, exclusive of the Canal Zone (pop. 1940 census: 51,827).

The capital is Panamd city (111,893); other cities are: Col6n

(44,393); David (9,222); Chitre (4,790); Santiago (4,253)

President in 1943: Dr. Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia.

History. The most noteworthy political news from Panama
in 1943 was the decision to suspend the coming presidential elec-

tion. Under war conditions it was felt that the hazards of chang-

529
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ing administrations would be too great for the safety of the re-

public, and on Jan. 4 the PanamA national assembly voted to con-

tinue President Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia in office for two

more years, without an election being held. A possible threat of

revolution was removed late in August when Dr. Jose Pezet,

former minister of education in the administration of President

Arnulfo Arias, was arrested, together with others suspected of

conspiracy against the government (Pezet claimed that under the

Panama constitution he should have succeeded to the office va-

cated by Arias but assumed by de la Guardia).
In April the senate of the United States approved a 1942 agree-

ment by which certain water and sewage systems and real estate

in the cities of Colon and Panamd were to be turned over to the

republic, and a $2,700,000 debt for Panama's share of a strategic

highway project liquidated.

A department of public works was established Aug. 25, to care

for the national construction program.
Economic conditions in Panama were good during the major

part of the year. While the export trade continued low, only a

small part of the normal volume of bananas and coco-nuts being

shipped, import trade was high. The large number of service men
at the Canal Zone, and 'the extensive defense construction there,

meant large pay roll expenditure in Panama, effectively offsetting

the loss of peacetime tourist trade. Late in the year employment
in the Zone slackened, with purchasing power in the republic de-

clining accordingly.

The agricultural program inaugurated in 1941-42 continued to

develop although slowed down by lack of labour, farm and irri-

gation machinery, and particularly shortage of fuel and tires for

essential transportation. Price control remained in effect, and

gasoline use was severely restricted. Shortage of meat made

necessary the advocation of "meatless Mondays."
Education. In 1940, Panama had 550 primary schools (en-

rolment 55,000); 7 post-primary schools (enrolment 4,500) and

a National university with 500 students. Panama is also the site of

a new Inter-American university. Expenditures for education in

1941 were $2,513,000.

Finance. The monetary unit is the balboa, equal in value

to the U.S. dollar. The budget for the biennium ending Dec. 31,

1944, was set at $39,378,714 (revenue for 1942: $22,310,000;

expenditure: $21,347,000). Income for the first half of 1943 was

$13,037,757. There was no internal debt by 1943; the external

debt (July) was $18,337,100.

Trade and Resources. Exports for 1942 were valued at $2,-

229,028, a decline of 48% from the previous year. Imports for

1942 were $37,579,517, up 14%.
Panami has embarked upon a diversified agriculture program

which it is hoped will make her independent for basic foodstuffs.

In 1942, production of major crops was: rice 1,356,892 quintals;

corn 228,654 quin.; beans 63,033 quin.; bananas 685,218 stems;

plantains 4,048,000 stems; coco-nuts 455,754 (smallest output

since 1910); cacao 2,161 short tons; abaca 254 tons; sugar 8,864

tons. There were 6,691,956 Ib. of honey produced.

Communication. Highway mileage in *942 was 750 mi.;

railway mileage, 257 mi. Communication with the outside world

is by sea and air. (See also CENTRAL AMERICA; HISPANIC AMER-
ICA AND WORLD WAR II.) (D. RD.)

Pan-American Highway: see ROADS AND HIGH-WAYS.

Don Amorioon Union ^e ^an ^mer 'can union is an in-

raH MlllCnUdll UIIIDII. ternational organization created in

1890 at the First International Conference of American States

and maintained by the 21 American republics to promote peace,

commerce and friendship among the republics. The union is

supported by annual contributions from member countries in

amounts proportional to population. It is controlled by a gov-

erning board composed of the secretary of state of the United

States, who is chairman, and the diplomatic representatives in

Washington of the other republics. Headquarters: Washington,

D.C.; director general in 1943, Dr. L. S. Rowe; assistant di-

rector, Dr. Pedro de Alba.

The Pan American union serves as the permanent secretariat

of the International Conferences of American States and or-

ganizes many of the technical inter-American conferences con-

vened to consider specific subjects. The union is also a centre

of information on the American republics and on inter-American

relations.

At the meeting of ministers of foreign affairs of the American

republics held at Rio de Janeiro in 1942, the Pan American

union was requested to organize several special agencies to deal

with problems arising out of the participation of American

republics in the war. Among these was the Inter-American De-

fense board, which continued to function at Washington during

1943, with the participation of military, naval and aviation

experts of the 21 republics.

The Emergency Advisory Committee for Political Defense,

composed of seven representatives designated by the govern-

ments of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, the United States,

Uruguay and Venezuela, was established in Montevideo to con-

trol subversive activities in the American republics. During

1943 the committee made consultative visits to many of the

countries of the continent, and worked out with officials of

each country a program for the effective application of the

committee's recommendations. National committees for political

defense were established in all the countries visited.

The Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory com-

mittee, organized in 1939 immediately following the outbreak

of the war, continued its activities at the Pan American union

during 1943, giving major attention to the resolutions of a

financial and economic character adopted at the Rio de Janeiro

meeting of foreign ministers. A special subcommittee was set

up to map plans for the Inter-American Technical Economic

conference, provided for in one of the Rio resolutions, to

consider present and postwar economic problems. Through the

Inter-American Coffee board, established by the committee in

1941, the plan for the division of the coffee market of the

United States among the 14 coffee-producing countries of Latin

America on the basis of their proportionate share of total

production, was extended for another year to Oct. 1944.

The Executive Committee on Postwar Problems of the

governing board of the Pan American union prepared a study

of basic principles of the inter-American system, and undertook

the preparation of a report on recent trends in inter-American

economic co-operation. The preliminary recommendation on

postwar organization formulated by the Inter-American Juridi-

cal committee of Rio de Janeiro in 1942, was sent to all the

governments of the American republics, several of which during

1943 set up national committees to undertake studies and

formulate projects on problems of postwar organization.

At the meeting of the governing board of the Pan American

union held on Nov. 3, the Hon. Cordell Hull, secretary of state

of the United States, was re-elected chairman of the board for

the year 1944. The ambassador of Honduras, Dr. Julian R.

Cdceres, was elected vice-chairman, succeeding the Bolivian

ambassador, Dr. Luis F. Guachalla. (See also HISPANIC AMERICA

AND WORLD WAR II.) (L. S. Ro.)

Paper and Pulp Industry.

In 1943 the paper and pulp

industry found itself in the
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Table I. United States Paper Production Capacity for 19-42 Table V. U.S. Wood Pu/p Production

(Short tons)

including idle mills and equipment (short tons).

**Including coating raw stock and machine-coated papers.

Table II. United State* Paper Product/on, 1939*42

In Short Tons (1938-40 U.S. Census) (1942 A.P.P.A.)

Table VI. Ce//u/o*e Consumption by the U.S. Rayon Industry

(Short tons)

Table VII. Canadian Paper Product/on

(Short tons)

Table III. U.S. Production and Consumption of Paperboard and Paper

Table VIII. Canadian Wood Pulp Production

(Short tons)

middle of a war economy. With steel, tin, aluminum and other

materials diverted almost entirely to armaments many products

heretofore made of these materials found paper and paperboard

as substitutes. In the packaging of foods alone the requirements

of paper products had to meet tremendous demands. On the

other hand the industry had to meet large losses through paper

curtailment of other industries such as the automobile, refrigera-

tor, radio, etc. whose reduced requirements were reflected in

paper and paperboard production In all branches of business

great accomplishments were made in reducing paper require-

ments.

Throughout 1943 the shortage of wood pulp, caused largely

by reduced manpower in the woods, made it necessary to allocate

pulp to mills on the basis of essential paper production. Many
mills increased their re-use of waste paper. Rayon pulp require-

ments increased from 72,000 tons in 1930 to 316,308 tons in

1942. Nitrocellulose as an outlet was a new and large user of

wood pulp, it having previously been made from cotton. Because

Table IV. United States Production and Consumption of Paper, Wood Pulp, and Pulpwood

Table IX. World Production of Chemical Pulp

1938 (thousands of short tons)

of steel and other priorities no new mills were built in 1943.

Canada. In 1941 pulp and paper ranked first with respect

to wage and salary distribution, capital investment and net value

of production; it was second to

the non-ferrous metal smelting

and refinery ffroup with respect

to gross production and second

to sawmills with respect to em-

ployment. There were 105 mills

in operation in 1942.

United Kingdom. No statis-

tics were available to show paper

production in Great Britain after

the war began. Having de-
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pended largely on Scandinavian mills for raw materials, consider-

able adjustment was necessary in operations since only a limited

amount of pulp was available from America. Straw and old papers

became the major raw materials. There was. a critical shortage

of rosin and esparto. The government controls eliminated most

unessential uses for papers and Great Britain learned how to

get along with the quality and quantity of papers produced.

(R. G. M.)

Papua: see BRITISH EMPIRE; NEW GUINEA; PACIFIC ISLANDS,
BRITISH. r

^n *n 'an<^ republic in southern South America.

Area, 154,165 sq.mi.; pop. (1938 official estimate:

954,848) was unofficially computed at nearly 1,100,000 in 1943.

The official language is Spanish, but Guarani, the indigenous

tongue, is more widely spoken outside the capital. The capital

is Asunci6n (pop., 1943 unofficial est., 123,00x5). Other important

cities, with approximate populations, are Villarrica (35,000),

Concepci6n (13,000), and Encarnacion (15,000). Religion: over-

whelmingly Roman Catholic. President in 1943: Gen. Higinio

Morinigo.

History. In May, Pres. Morinigo visited Brazil, returning an

earlier official visit by Pres. Vargas; the following month he

made a journey to the United States, visiting most of the other

American republics on the same occasion. Commercial treaties

with Brazil and Bolivia were made; a similar agreement with the

United States was under formal discussion. A trade treaty with

Argentina in November was followed the next month by an

official visit to that country. Internal development continued to

be fostered through United States financial and technical aid to a

sanitation and health program, agricultural research, highway

improvement and other projects.

Education. Paraguay has some 2,000 primary schools and a

national university (at Asuncion). The educational system, how-

ever, is not well developed. Illiteracy is officially estimated at

about 50%; however, reliable foreign observers put it at 60%
or higher.

Finance. Until 1943, the monetary unit was the peso (value:

302 to the U.S. dollar), divided theoretically into 100 centavos.

The lowest coin was the so-centavo Q peso) piece, the highest

bill 1,000 pesos. Effective Nov. 7, 1943, a new unit was estab-

lished, the guarani (value 33 cents U.S.), equal to 100 of the

former pesos. The gold peso (value: 68.66 cents U.S.) was used

for foreign transactions.

Trade. In 1942, exports were 16,539,588 gold pesos, 9.3%
over 1941 and 45.3% over 1940 totals; going to Argentina in

transit, 44.9% (1941: 42.7%; 1940: 36.4%), Great Britain

18.8% (19.1%; 12-7%), United States 14.7% (19.0%; 20.9%),

Argentina 13.6% (13.4%; 22.5%), Uruguay 6.4% (5.3%; 3-*%).

Imports were 17,161,673 gold pesos, 41.6% over 1941 and 15.2%
over 1940, Argentina supplying 44.8% (1941: 50.5%, 1940:

45.1%), Brazil 24.6% (44%; 3- I %) United States 19.4%

(19.6%; 21.4%), Great Britain 6.1% (8.5% ;. 8.6%). Preserved

meats made up 22.4% of all 1941 exports (1940: 15.1%),

quebracho extract 19.2% (22.2%), hides 12,6% (12.5%), cotton

10.5% (11.0%), woods 6.2% (6.1%), petitgrain oil 4.9%
(4.4%), yerba mat6 4.7% (12.9%), sugar 3.5% (0.6%), tobacco

2-4% (3-2%). Imports are approximately 20% foodstuffs, prac-

tically all the balance manufactures.

Communication. Both external and internal communications

are inadequate. Only air service approaches adequacy. Air trans-

port is maintained by Pan American Airways system to Buenos

Aires, Rio de Janeiro, and Corumba (Brazil), and by an Argen-

tine air line. Weekly Brazilian military-postal planes provide

airmail service from Brazil. During 1943, application was made
in the United States by Eastern Air Lines for a New York-

Buenos Aires service to pass through Asuncion. There is no

internal air service. The country's main dependence is upon water

transport. The chief access to world markets is by an Argentine

shipping line by way of the Paraguay and Parana rivers to Buenos

Aires. A Brazilian line maintains services to Montevideo and to

Corumba (Brazil). Small river steamers serve Paraguayan ports
on the Alto Parana and Paraguay rivers.

The principal land communication is by rail from Asunci6n to

Encarnacion, where it connects by train-ferry across the Parana

and Posadas, and thence to Buenos Aires. Some short lines exist

in the Chaco. Total railway mileage approximates 713 mi.

Highway communication is generally poor except for the

Estigarribia Highway from Asund6n to Villarrica, which is being

extended toward Encarnacion through United States financial aid.

Resources. Cotton, sugar, tobacco, rice, peanuts and com
are extensively cultivated, both for domestic consumption and

(except corn) for export. Competition in world markets is

hampered, however, by high shipping costs. The same factor

adversely affects development of citrus fruits. Petitgrain oil

(from bitter orange leaves) is, however, well developed as an

export. Some tung oil is produced. Yerba mate is cultivated

especially for domestic consumption. Among forestal products

quebracho, source of tannin, is extensively exploited for export,

as are some miscellaneous valuable cabinet-woods.

Cattle raising is important, with canned meats, meat extracts,

and hides important export items. In 1943, Great Britain pur-

chased all canned meat exports for United Nations war needs.

Mineral resources are negligible. In 1943, however, extensive

surveys were made for petroleum in the Chaco.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing is but slightly developed ex-

cept for tannin extraction and meat processing. Some nandutl

(Paraguayan lace) is manufactured for export.

Parents and Teachers, National Congress of.

The National Congress of Parents and Teachers, an organization

of more than 2,500,000 members in about 28,000 local parent-

teacher associations, was organized and functioning in 1943 in

each of the 48 states, the District of Columbia, Hawaii and

Puerto Rico. Founded in 1897 in Washington, D.C., as the

National Congress of Mothers, the Congress is dedicated to the

care and protection of children and youth. Membership is avail-

able to anyone interested. The organization's program includes

activities dealing with education in all its phases, health, home
and family life, citizenship, juvenile protection, etc. An extensive

program of war activities was carried on, based on the regular,

long-range program of the Congress.

The organization maintains an extensive publications program.

The National Parent-Teacher, official magazine, is published ten

times a year. The National Congress Bulletin, published monthly,

goes to every local association and to individual subscribers.

Community Life in a Democracy, Schools* for Democracy and

The Parent-Teacher Organization: Its Origins and Purposes were

important book publications.

Special projects of the Congress included the summer round-up
of the children, the community school lunch, the national radio

project, and the traffic safety education project. The Congress

carried on a constant program of study of legislation affecting

children and youth, co-operating with both government and

citizen organizations in many phases of the work. The office of

the National Congress is at 600 S. Michigan blvd., Chicago 5, 111.

President (1943-46), Mrs. William A. Hastings of Madison, Wis.

(M. A. Hs.)
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Capital and largest city of France, pop. (1936)

2,829,746; of greater Paris, including the belt of subur-

ban factory towns, 4,933,855 There was a mass exodus from

Paris at the time of the German occupation on June 14, 1940,

but most of the refugees later returned to their homes. During

1943 there was no return of the French government to Paris,

perhaps because the Germans regarded that city as likely to be

in the advanced zope of hostilities when the Allied invasion of

the continent took place.

Paris had suffered no major damage during the war and occa-

sional Allied bombings of the Renault automobile works and
other factories working on German war orders had not touched

the city's famous architectural monuments and artistic treasures

by the end of 1943.

Paris during 1943 continued to be cut off from direct contact

with the non-axis world. The German military governor was

General Otto von Stulpnaegel, and he repeatedly resorted to

shooting of hostages in an effort to curb terrorist attacks on

German soldiers and acts of sabotage inspired by the French

underground resistance movement. One of the better known
victims of these shootings was Gabriel Peri, a writer on foreign

affairs for the communist newspaper, L'Humaniti.

But the underground movement, far from being crushed,

gained strength as the tide of war turned against Germany in

1943. With its revolutionary traditions and its large population
of students and workers, Paris contributed its full share of

volunteers and martyrs to the underground resistance. The Ger-

man attack on Russia in 1941 had brought a considerable num-
ber of workers in the industrial suburbs of Paris into the camp
of national resistance.

French industry in Paris and elsewhere was more and more

compulsorily integrated into the nazi economy. Germany was

obtaining tanks from the Renault plant and shells, grenades,

bombs and army cars from the big Citroen automobile works,

along with planes from the Potez factory in Amiens. There was

also a good deal of pressure to obtain skilled French workers

for munitions factories in Germany.
Life for the great majority of Parisians was bleak, cold and

hungry under the enemy occupation, although the rationing sys-

tem prevented downright starvation. French food rations, as of

1942, were as follows:

Bread, 68 oz. a week; meat, 6^-9 oz.; fats and oils, 3$ oz.;

potatoes, irregular. Clothing was very scarce and a new pair of

shoes could be bought legally only if convincing evidence was

presented that the owner had completely worn out any old pairs.

A black market where extremely high prices prevailed was

patronized by wealthy people. There was a lively speculation

in objects of permanent value, paintings, furniture, rare editions

of books, stamp collections, antiques of all kind, fine porcelain.

This reflected the growing distrust of the paper franc which, at

last accounts as of 1943, was quoted at 210 to the dollar on the

free market, as against an official value of 43.50 to the dollar.

Motor transportation continued very much diminished in

Paris, and the motor vehicles on the curiously quiet streets were

mostly German staff cars and army trucks and trucks engaged
in municipal services. The Metro (subway) continued to func-

tion and was jammed to capacity. A few horse-cabs appeared on

the streets.

Places of amusement, the Opera and the Opera Comique,

concert-halls, theatres, motion-picture theatres and dance-halls

remained open and German officers, "collaborationists" and the

French who had retained some of their former wealth furnished

a clientele for the famous restaurants, most of which, including

Maxim's, the Lido and the Boeuf sur le Toit, continued to func-

tion in 1943. (W. H. CH.)

Porks and Monuments: see NATIONAL PARKS AND MONU-
MENTS.

Parliament Uniicoc nf The eighth session of the 37th
rdllldlllCIll, nUUoCo Ul. parliament of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland was opened, with

the usual wartime simple ceremony and without previous an-

nouncement, by the king accompanied by the queen, on Nov.

u, 1942.

Changes in the highest offices of the commons were caused

by the resignation in January of Sir Dennis Herbert, chairman

of committees, followed on March 4 by the death while still

in office of Edward A. Fitzroy, the speaker. Col. Douglas Clifton-

Brown, Conservative M.P. for Hexham, for five years deputy
chairman of committees, had become chairman on Jan. 20. On
March 9, when the house reassembled after five days' inter-

ruption of business, he was unanimously elected speaker. By
simultaneous steps, Major James Milner, Labour M.P. for S.E.

Leeds, became deputy and then chairman of committees. Charles

Williams, Conservative M.P. for Torquay, was chosen deputy
chairman and the vacancy on thc chairmen's panel was filled

by Charles G. Ammon, Labour M.P. for Camberwell North.

An important reshuffling of war cabinet offices, but without

change in personnel, came about in September through the sud-

den death of Sir Kingsley Wood As chancellor of the exchequer
Sir Kingsley was not in the war cabinet, but Sir John Anderson,

who passed from lord presidency of the council to succeed him.

was and remained so. Clement Attlee, the deputy premier, took

over the lord presidency, with its chairmanship of the cabinet

committee on home affairs, but gave up his dominions portfolio

to Viscount Cranborne, who as leader in the lords already had

special access to the cabinet. The new lord privy seal was Lord

Beaverbrook, but his return to the government did not restore

his cabinet place. (See CABINET MEMBERS.) By other changes

Richard Law, promoted in the foreign office to the rank of

minister of state, was succeeded as parliamentary secretary by

George Hall, transferred from the admiralty and replaced by

J. P. L. Thomas. N. A. Beechman became junior lord of the

treasury.

Further changes on Nov. 12 enlarged the war cabinet by the

inclusion of Lord Woolton, on his appointment as minister of re-

construction. As food minister he was succeeded by Col. J. J.

Llewellin, whose post as minister resident for supply in Washing-

ton, D.C., was filled by Ben Smith. H. U. Willink, brought from

the Conservative back bench to be minister of health followed

Ernest Brown who remained in the government as chancellor of

the duchy of Lancaster. A. T. Lennox-Boyd became the new

under secretary for aircraft production.

On the passing of the bill setting up the new ministry of

town and country planning, W. S. Morrison, minister-elect,

became a full member of the government. (See GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS.)

In spite of the political truce two seats were lost to the

government at by-elections. West Belfast passed from the

Ulster Unionists to J. Beattie of the Irish Labour party, and

Eddisbury (Cheshire) won from the National Liberals by J. E.

Loverseed, gave the Common Wealth party its second M.P.

Lady Apsley's election for Bristol Central to follow her hus-

band, who was killed on active service, brought the number

of women M.P.'s to 14. Two other members, Col. Cazalet and

Major Whiteley, were killed with Gen. Sikorski, the Polish

premier, in a plane crash at Gibraltar.

No censure motion had to be resisted by the government

during the year but strenuous opposition from the Conservatives

to the bill which set up wages boards in a reorganized catering
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trade delayed that measure in committee till some concessions

were made. Women members won a notable victory by securing

for women compensation equal to that which men receive as a re-

sult of civilian war-injuries. The strongly-expressed will of the

house obtained important improvements in widows' and old age

pensions.

House of Lords. On becoming viceroy of India, Sir Archi-

bald Wavell was created a viscount and similar rank which

would normally have been bestowed on a retiring speaker was

granted to Mrs. Fitzroy on her husband's death. Of 'the five

new barons, Sir Roger Keyes became the fourth admiral of the

fleet in the upper house and Sir Hugh Dowding's honour com-

memorated the air victory won under his command in the

battle of Britain. (L. Du.)

Patch, Alexander McCarreH, Jr. ^~ ^,
u
wfs

born Nov. 23, at Ft. Huachuca, Ariz., the son of an army officer.

He was graduated from West Point in 1913 and was commis-

sioned a second lieutenant. During World War I, he saw active

duty in France and on his return to the U.S. he became a mem-
ber of the faculty at Staunton Military academy, Virginia,

1920-24. He attended the Command and General Staff school,

1924-25, and returned to Staunton, where he continued until

1928. In 1930 he received further training at the Army War
college. Promoted to the rank of major general in March 1942,

Patch commanded the U.S. troops which co-operated with the

Free French forces to forestall Japanese seizure of New Cale-

donia. He was placed in command of operations on Guadalcanal

in Jan. 1943, when the army relieved Gen. Alexander A. Vande-

grift and his marine units. By Feb. 10 the Japanese had been

driven from Guadalcanal, and on March 7 Patch was awarded

the navy's D.S.M. with a citation by Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox for his participation in the Guadalcanal action.

Larger and more significant co-operation with the

war and navy departments marked the activities of

the patent office in 1943. Of special importance and value were

first, its scrutiny of pending applications to determine the military
usefulness and the commercial worth of the mechanisms and

compositions these covered and secondly, its fulfilment of the

provisions of statutes requiring that all such inventions and
discoveries be subjected to secrecy to preclude their revelation

to the enemy. In 1943 there were issued 4,155 secrecy orders,

and from July i, 1940, to Dec. 31, 1943, a total of 7,875 such

restrictions. In this function the commissioner had the collabora-

tion of the war and navy departments, the War Production board,

the Office of Scientific Research and Development and other

agencies.

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, net receipts of the office

were $3,563,616.97, and expenditures $4,610,780.45. There was a

decrease in earnings largely attributable to a decline in the num-
ber of applications for patents and for trademark registrations.

Applications for patents, including those for designs and reissues,
totalled 48,724, and for trademark registrations 8,552. Patents

granted numbered 33,502. Trademarks registered were 5,596.

(See also INTERNATIONAL LAW; LAW.) (C. P. Co.)
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)j us govern '

ment official, was born Feb.
12 in Glens Falls, N.Y. He was graduated from Union college,

1912, took his law degree from Harvard, 1915, and practised law
in New York city. He saw military action in the Mexican cam-
paign, 1916, and in World War I, during which he rose to the
rank of major and was awarded the D.S.C. Patterson was ap-

.. Jr PEACHES
pointed judge of the U.S. district court for the southern New
York district, 1930, and became judge of the U.S. circuit court

of appeals, 1939. He resigned his seat on the bench in July 1940
to accept an appointment as assistant secretary of war and five

months later became undersecretary of war. In Feb. 1943, Pat-

terson clashed with Rubber Director William M. Jeffers when
he charged that Jeffers was furthering the rubber program at the

expense of more vital military projects. In November, Patterson

defended the construction by the war department of the Canol

oil pipeline in northern Canada. While the Truman senate in-

vestigating committee revealed that the $134,000,000 project was

producing 479 bbi. daily, Patterson insisted that the extremely
critical need for oil justified the cost.

I*
Jr.

(1885- ), U.S. army offi-

cer.wasbomNov.ninSan
Gabriel, Calif. He was graduated from West Point, 1909, began
his army career as cavalry lieutenant, 1913, and was aide-de-

camp to General Pershing in Mexico, 1916-17, and in England,

1917. An expert on mechanized warfare, he was made a tank

brigade commander in July 1940. On April 4, 1941, he was

promoted to major general and two weeks later he was made
commander of the 2nd armoured division. Soon after Pearl

Harbor, he was made corps commander in charge of both the

ist and 2nd armoured divisions and organized the desert training

centre at Indio, Calif. Patton was commanding general of the

western task force during the U.S. operations in Africa in Nov.

1942, and handled the landing of U.S. forces on the western coast

of Africa.

Named for promotion to lieutenant general on March n, 1943,

Patton fought through the major portion of the Tunisian cam-

paign. On May 8, it was announced that he had been superseded

by Gen. Omar N. Bradley. Patton meanwhile organized new
forces for the impending invasion of Sicily, during which he com-

manded the U.S. Seventh army, but did not participate in the

Italian campaign in 1943. Patton was widely criticized in Nov.

1943 when it was revealed that he had twice struck an enlisted

man suffering from shell shock in an evacuation hospital in Sicily

in August. Severely upbraided for this action by Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower, Patton apologized not only to the victim of his

outburst but to his seventh army troops as well. Eisenhower

subsequently defended his retention of Patton in a post of re-

sponsibility on grounds that he was a loyal and valuable leader.

"Poy-as-you-earn" System: see TAXATION.

Peac^1 cr P f ^e United States was esti-

. mated by the U.S. department of agriculture to be

only 42,060,000 bu. compared to 65,365,000 bu. in 1942, a decline

of 37% from 1942 and 24% below the ten-year (1932-41) aver-

age. Only seven states, all of them- in the western groups, had

above-average crops in 1943. Colorado had a record crop and
Utah the largest in recent years. The New Jersey crop was below

average and the crops of Pennsylvania and Michigan only fair.

Most other states had very small crops. Production in the ten

southern peach states was 5,378,000 bu. compared to 19,591,000
bu. in 1942 and the ten-year (1932-41) average of 15,108,000 bu.

US. Peach Production in Leading Sfatef, 7943 and 1942



In California production of all varieties was less than in 1942
though above the ten-year average. Clingstone production was
iO% less than 1942 while freestone production was 7% smaller.

Production in all other states was less than 1,000,000 bu. apiece.

(J. C. Ms.)

*ncrease i" peanut production needed in the

War emergency was met in 1943 by a total crop of

2,561,610,000 Ib. as estimated by the U.S. department of agricul-
ture which was about 16% more than the 2,211,535,000 Ib. crop
of 1942 and about double the ten-year average (1932-41) of

1,214,777,000 Ib. In the old commercial areas of the southeastern

states yields were near a record. Lower yields were reported from

U.S. Production of Peanuts by States, 1943 and 19-42

the southwest indicating that the crop had been expanded onto

poorer lands less suitable to the crop. In Oklahoma unfavourable
weather delayed harvest particularly of late planted peanuts
which were damaged by unusually early frosts. While the acreage
more than doubled after 1941, a further increase of about 30%
was suggested by the War Food administration for 1944 to get
the much needed oil. The principal retarding factors were labour

and machinery. (J. C. Ms.)

Production of pears increased to a record crop of

32,000,000 bu. in 1938, but declined to 31,000,000 in

1942 and was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture
at 23,761,000 bu. in 1943. This amount compares with an average

crop of 27,038,000 bu, for the period 1932-41. The production of

Bartlett pears in California, Washington and Oregon was about
the same as in 1942 but 13% larger than the average. In these

U.S. Pear Production in Leading States, 1943, 1942 and 10-Yr. Average
(In thousands of bushels)

same leading pear producing states other varieties than Bart Id i

yielded about 21% below the average. The crop in the rest oi"

the states was much below average. Prices were about 50%
higher in 1943 than in 1942.

All other states produced less than 500,000 bu. each in i<j4J

and less in 1943. (J. C. Ms.)

PggA Lack of imported supplies stimulated peat production in

iudi* the United States to an increase from 70,097 short

tons in 1940 to 86,503 tons in 1941, but in 1942 output dropped
back to 71,500 tons. About 75% of the supply is used as a soil

conditioner, 20% in mixed fertilizers, and 5% in other uses, in-

cluding litter in barns and poultry yards, and packing material for

fruits, vegetables and shrubs, so that practically the entire supply

PEANUT OIL pouring from a hydraulic press in Terrell county, Qa.
of glycerine for munitions, production of the oil was speeded up in

A source
1943
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is used in agriculture, and none as fuel, which is the main use in

the important European producing countries. (G. A. Ro.)

Pecans: see NUTS. V ^

Daok Conrrro Nolcnn < I873- I 943), u.s. industrialist

loCIVf uCUI&G MGIoUII and government official, was born

Nov. 19 in Polo, 111. After graduating from the Oregon (HI.)

high school in 1891 he attended Northwestern university. He
entered private industry in 1893, soon became an executive and

served in that capacity with several agricultural implement com-

panies until 1923. In 1918 he was with the War Industries board

as commissioner of finished products. The following year he

acted as chairman of the industrial board in the U.S. department

of commerce. As president of the American council of Agricul-

ture, 1925-28, Peek gained a knowledge of farm problems which

proved valuable when he was appointed administrator for the

newly formed Agricultural Adjustment administration in May
1933. In 1934-35 he acted as special adviser on foreign trade to

President Roosevelt while serving as head of the Export-Import
Bank of Washington. He was the author of several articles and

pamphlets dealing with national agricultural policy and foreign

trade. He died at Rancho Santa Fe, near San Diego, Calif., on

Dec. 17.

Pellegrinetti, Ermenegildo
at Camaiore, Italy. He entered a seminary at Lucca and had

served in an inconspicuous capacity until 1919 when he accompa-
nied the late Msgr. Achille Ratti, Papal Nuncio, to Warsaw as

secretary. When the latter became pope in 1922, he selected

Pellegrinetti to represent the Vatican as Nuncio to Yugoslavia.

In his new post, Pellegrinetti found himself surrounded with anti-

Italian and anti-Vatican sentiment. Although ratification of a

concordat which he negotiated in 1936 was deferred by the Yugo-
slav senate, his work, nevertheless, was said to have improved the

status of the Roman Catholic Church in that country. He was

made titular archbishop of Adana in 1922, a cardinal in 1937,

and was mentioned as possible successor to Pope Pius XL Cardi-

nal Pellegrinetti died in Rome, March 29, according to a Rome
broadcast recorded in London.

Pemba: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Daninillin
Pen^Hin is an extremely powerful germ-killing

I ullltlllllL substance. It is obtained by growing a mould
known as Penicillium notatum in a suitable liquid medium and

then extracting the active substance from the liquid. It is such

a potent agent that in dilutions of i part in 100,000,000, the

growth of such death-dealing organisms as the staphylococcus is

prevented.

Penicillin was first described by Dr. Alexander Fleming in 1929.

For ten years it received little attention. It was difficult to pro-
duce and it was extremely unstable. From 1940 on, however,
there was great interest in this agent, since it is an effective

weapon against a wide variety of infections common among
wounded soldiers. Its production and investigation in the United

States and in England were a part of the war effort. In the

United States, the production of penicillin and its clinical appli-

cation was stimulated by the Committee on Medical Research of

the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
Penicillin is relatively nontoxic. It can be injected into the

veins, the muscles, or the subcutaneous tissues without causing

any undesirable reactions. It cannot be given by mouth since it

is destroyed by the gastric juice. It is excreted rapidly in the

urine and in the bile. In view of its rapid excretion it is necessary
to give it either continuously or at frequent intervals.

PENICILLIN-PRODUCING MOULD (Penicillium notatum) growing on the
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The beneficial effects of penicillin in the treatment of many in-

fections can no longer be doubted. A large number of patients

were treated and the results were recorded.

In the treatment of blood stream infections, bone infections,

lung infections, eye infections, gonorrhoea and syphilis the re-

sults were dramatic in many cases. In the case of staphylococcic

blood stream infections the fatality rate before the sulfonamides

was between 80% and 85% With the sulfonamides it dropped
to between 65% and 70%. With penicillin there were good rea-

sons for believing that the death rate would be in the neighbour-

hood of 20% or 25%.
Infections due to the organism causing gonorrhoea were over-

come in 24 to 48 hours even after they had resisted the sul-

fonamides.

Unfortunately, penicillin alone was ineffective in the treatment

of bacterial endocarditis, an infection of the valves of the

heart.

The limiting factor in the use of penicillin was its production

on a large scale. Prodigious efforts were made to increase pro-

duction, and progress was made and continued in 1943. Large

quantities of the mould must be grown either in bottles or vats

for a number of days. Then the active material must be ex-

tracted from the medium and purified so that it can be injected

in man without causing reactions. Relatively small amounts of

penicillin were obtained from large amounts of liquid, so that it

frequently required the processing of 250 gal. of liquid to obtain

enough material to treat a single patient. Another disadvantage

was the instability of the product once it was obtained. All of

the processes of manufacture were improved and the facilities

for producing larger amounts were being enlarged (See also

CHEMOTHERAPY.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Fleming, "On the Antibacterial Action of Cultures of

a penicillium, with Special Reference to Their Use in the Isolation of B.

Influenzae," Brit. Jour. Exper. Path., 10:226 (1929); E. Chain, H. \V.

Florey, A. D. Gardner, M. A. Jennings, J. Orr-Ewing and A. G. Sanders,
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Richards, Chairman, "Penicillin. Statement released by the Committee on
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^ Middle Atlantic state and one of the orig-

inal 13 states of the union, popularly known
as the "Keystone state." Area, 45,333 sq.mi. including 288 sq.mi.

of water; pop. (1940) 9,900,180, of whom 8,453,729 were native

born white, 973,260 foreign born white and 470,172 Negroes. The

Negro population increased after World War II began because

of the influx of workers from the south attracted by the high wages
in the war industries. The white population in 1940 included 80, 1 1 1

of German birth and 197,281 of Italian. The urban population

numbered 6,586,877 and the rural 3,313,303. Capital, Harrisburg

(83>&93)* Cities with a larger population: Philadelphia (1,931,-

334); Pittsburgh (671,659); Scranton (140,404); Erie (116,955);

Reading (110,568); Allentown (96,904); Wiikes-Barre (86,236).

History. The legislature, which began its biennial session

Jan. 5, 1943, continued in session until May 9, passing many im-

portant bills. It reduced taxation by $45,000,000 in spite of in-

creased appropriations for welfare and education and appropria-
tions to the police pension fund in Philadelphia and other cities.

It suspended the operation of the civil service regulations in state

departments for the duration of the war, transferred 400 jobs
from the Democratic-controlled attorney general's office to the

Republican secretary of revenue, permitted the employment of

school children 14 years old on farms in case of a shortage of

adult labour, authorized the state council of defense to aid in

the elimination of black markets, made an estimated reduction

of $3,000,000 in automobile license fees, empowered the governor,
with the approval of a legislative committee, to suspend state laws

when the legislature is not in session on the request of the fed-

eral government, created a postwar planning commission to plan

a public works program to provide work for returning soldiers,

and increased from 44 to 48 hours a week the permissible time

for the employment of women and children in war industries.

The principal officers in 1943 were: Edward Martin, governor;

James H. Duff, attorney general; G. Harold Wagner, treasurer,

and George W Maxey, chief justice.

Education. According to the latest figures available in 1943
there was an enrolment of 1,879,736 pupils in the public schools,

including 96,824 in the kindergartens, 1,106,275 in the elementary
and 676,637 in the secondary schools, with 87,045 teachers in

the elementary schools and 22,562 in the secondary. Approxi-

mately $200,000,000 was spent for the support of the system.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. An appropriation
of $121,024,400 was made for public assistance for 1941-2. This

was used to provide relief for 309,000 WPA workers and 102,178

aged and for pensions for 10,686 blind persons. The state main-

tains seven penal and correctional institutions, for the support of

which a biennial appropriation of $247,347.59 was made in

1940-41.

Communications. Of the approximately 100,000 mi. of high-

ways in 1943, 40,510 mi. were under the control of the state.

Of the latter mileage, 32,947 were improved, including 675 mi.

in cities, 2,100 in boroughs and 37,782 in townships. Included in

the total were 5,700 mi of city streets. The department of high-

ways spent $121,355,846 during the biennium 1941-43. There

were 11,950.4 mi. of steam and 1,866.7 mi. of electric railroads

in 1943.

Banking and Finance. There were 399 state banking institu-

tions including 8 savings banks in 1943, with total resources of

$3,39i)i86,556 and deposits of $2,686,191,018. In addition there

were 1,313 building and loan associations with assets of $77,670,-

929. There were 688 national banks with assets of $3,758,013,000,
demand deposits of $1,369,985,000 and time deposits of $1,068,-

266,000. Appropriations for the biennium ending June 30, 1943,
were $33i,i47>595> including $198,000,000 for public relief. The
estimated receipts from taxation were $414,141,822. The gross

debt was $108,426,000, which securities in the sinking fund re*

duced to a net of $76,740,932.29.

Agriculture. The total farm income for 1942 was $362,504,-

ooo, in which is included $6,240,000 received from the federal gov-
ernment. The leading agricultural products for 1942 and the esti-

mated crops for 1943 were as shown in Table I.

TabU I. Leading Agricultural Products of Perowy/von/a, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. There were 17,366 manufacturing establish-

ments in the state, according to the census of 1940, employing

1,419,041 persons to whom $1,940,045,800 was paid in wages. The

capital invested was $4,223,471,300 and the value of the goods

produced was $6,991,966,000. The value of the product of the

principal industries for 1940 and IA* f 1iAwn in TaM* TT
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Table II. Principal Industrie* of Pennsylvania, 1940 and 1937

Mineral Production. The latest available figures put the total

value of the mineral production at $1,822,389,500. The value of

the principal products in 1938 and 1939 was:

Table III. Principal Mineral Product of Pennsylvania, 1939 and 1938

The department of the interior reported that the value of

anthracite mined in 1940 was $192,539,600 and of bituminous

coal was $218,504,200. There are more than 80,000 oil wells

from the yield of which 2,095,350,858 gal. of gas were distilled.

(G. W. Do.)

Pennsylvania, University of.

Pa. Carrying on the policy begun in 1941, when the entire facul-

ties and facilities of the university were placed at the govern-

ment's disposal, the university continued research projects, and

additional ones were initiated in chemistry, engineering, physics,

medicine, psychology and surgery. Most of these projects dealt

with war problems. Some 15,000 war workers in nearby fac-

tories had taken advantage of the training programs supervised

by the engineering departments and the Wharton school.

More than 300 members of the faculty had entered the gov-

ernment service, the majority having been called to fill positions

of administration or research in Washington or elsewhere. Estab-

lished on the campus were units of the Army Specialized Training

program, the Women's Army corps, the Navy College Training

program and the Naval Flight Preparatory school. Area-language

groups were in training at the University museum, army medical

officers at the Graduate School of Medicine and Cadet corps

nurses at the University hospital. For statistics of enrolment,

faculty, endowment, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND
COLLEGES. (T. S. G,)

Pensions, Army and Navy: see VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION.

Pepper: see SPICES.

Performing Right Societies.

pal countries of the world. They are founded on the principle

of copyright law that the right to control public performance
is vested in the owner of music copyright. The chief performing

right society in the United States and sole affiliate in the United

States of the principal foreign societies is the AMERICAN SOCI-

ETY OP COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS, familiarly known
under its alphabetical designation of ASCAP. In its 3oth year
in 1943, ASCAP -had become the world's most important per-

forming right society, with 1,600 writer members (including 135

women) and 200 publisher members.

ASCAP's entry into the serious music field, its preparation for

postwar licensing of music in industry," and its initiation of litiga-

tion to bring the great juke-box field within scope of its licensing

activities were important developments of 1943. It announced

that during the year it had achieved complete coverage of the

commercial musical performance field in the United States, and

had put into operation an equalized rate policy that had greatly

improved its customer relations. Infringement suits had dropped
from a former total of several hundreds to less than 40 at the

end of the year.

Heretofore ASCAP had exercised only the popular music

rights of its members, covering chiefly songs and dance music.

Inclusion of serious music in its repertoire carried a similar en-

largement of repertoires of its foreign affiliates, including many
familiar old world copyrights widely used in symphonic and con-

cert programs.

Rapid development of the use of music in industrial plants

had been world-wide for several years. During 1943 the Per-

forming Right society of England litigated this matter, winning
favourable decisions in the highest court in two test cases, with

the result that the government itself was to pay a lump sum

(25,000 annually) to PRS for unrestricted use of its repertoire

in war plants. In the United States, ASCAP adopted a hands-off

policy as a contribution to the war effort, merely asserting its

rights and waiving collection of fees for the duration of the war.

Two test suits brought by ASCAP against juke-box operators

had not progressed beyond the pleading stage. ASCAP's claim

was that the specific exemption of coin-operated machines in the

1909 copyright law was not applicable to juke-box operations.

Because of the war, much of ASCAP's international business

was done through the U.S. alien property custodian. England's

society (PRS) was the only European organization to continue

direct exchange of collections. Other international operations
were chiefly of a bookkeeping nature.

Wartime restrictions and accompanying transportation diffi-

culties closed many establishments formerly using ASCAP li-

censes, but expanding musical policies in those that continued to

operate and better coverage combined to keep the total number
of licenses up to more than 30,000 and to maintain better than

1942 income.

ASCAP's main office is at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

city. There were 22 branches in 1943. Deems Taylor was presi-

dent in 1943 and John G. Paine general manager.

Perkins, Milo Randolph
(1900- ), U.S. government

official, was born Jan. 28 in

Milwaukee, Wis. A salesman and part owner of a burlap bag
business, Perkins became assistant secretary in the department
of agriculture in the early days of the New Deal, and by 1935
was Secretary Henry Wallace's right-hand man. Named assist-

ant director of the Farm Security administration in 1937, he

handled the rehabilitation loan program and cut the cost of gov-
ernment housing for farmers. In Jan. 1939 he was transferred to

the Agricultural Adjustment administration as associate adminis-

trator and was also named president of the Federal Surplus Com-
modities corporation. In 1941 he was appointed executive head
of the Economic Defense board, retaining that post when this

agency was reorganized as the Board of Economic Warfare on
.Dec. 17, 1941. In April 1942 he was given control of the govern-
ment program to acquire critical war materials.

In July 1943, a bitter open dispute developed between Perkins'

chief, Wallace, and Secretary of Commerce Jesse H. Jones. In

Wallace's absence from Washington, Perkins joined in the fray,

denouncing Jones.

President Roosevelt ended the quarrel by wiping out the Board

of Economic Warfare.



PERMANENT JOINT BOARD
Permanent Joint Board on Defense (U.S. and Canada):
see CANADIAN-U.S. WAR COMMITTEES.

Persia: see IRAN.

Darn ^ republic on the west coast of South America between
I 61 U* Ecuador and Chile, and contiguous also with Colombia,
Brazil and Bolivia. Area: 482,133 sq.mi. Pop. (1940 census):

7,023,111; whites and mestizos form 52.89% of the population,

Indians 45.86%. Capital city: Lima (533,645); other cities are:

Callao (84,438); Arequipa (79,185); Cuzco (45,158); Trujillo

(38,961); Iquitos (34,231); Chiclayo (32,646); Huancayo (28,-

679); Cerro de Pasco (19,187). President in 1943: Manuel

Prado y Ugarteche.

History. During 1943 Peruvian problems continued to be

largely internal. Lack of shipping and priorities limited imports,

and in April and June food shortages, partly caused by a poor
rice crop the previous year, caused some unrest. It was necessary

for the government to take over all supplies of rice and beans, and

to fix prices on these staples. On Aug. 27 a central price con-

trol board was established in an attempt to hold down rapidly

rising prices as much as possible.

The government likewise attempted to direct agricultural effort

away from production of cotton and sugar and toward diversified

food crops. On May 19 a co-operative agreement was signed with

the United States designed to increase this latter type of produc-

tion, with the United States to furnish technical aid. A herd cf

zebu, which had been purchased in Brazil to be crossed with

native cattle, arrived in Peru in July.

An important industrial project got under way during 1943 in

the formation of the government-directed Santa corporation,

with a $15,500,000 capitalization. It was hoped that the concern

could develop Peru's untouched iron ore deposits and accessory

transportation facilities to such an extent that the republic would

be independent in iron and steel needs.

With axis property taken over by the government, many enter-

prises were being purchased by Peruvian capital. The Japanese

population (estimated at 25,000-30,000) caused some concern

because of their key position in some fields of production, and

their actions were rigidly limited.

On May 10 a fire, possibly intentional, caused the destruction

of the National Library of Peru, with the loss of many priceless

manuscripts. A drive was subsequently started to try to restore

the collection by gift insofar as this was possible.

Education. While by law primary education is free and com-

pulsory, in some sections schools are not available. In 1939 there

were 4,727 elementary schools with an enrollment of 492,989;

about 216 secondary schools and 5 universities.

Finance. The monetary unit is the sol, valued at 15.38 cents

U.S. in 1943. Total reserves in the Central bank amounted to

138,000,000 sols on June 30, 1943. The foreign debt (June 30,

1941) 546,078,000 sols; the total internal debt: 379>739><x>o sols.

Trade and Communication. No 1943 figures on total trade

were available; 1940 imports were valued at $51,668,000; exports

at* $65,782,000. At this time the United States supplied 53% of

imports, and took 43% of exports; Great Britain supplied 9%
and took 12%. In 1943 trade with neighbouring American states

increased.

Communication by sea and air in normal times is excellent, and

there is a rail connection to Bolivia. There are some 1,900 mi.

of railways. The highway system amounts to 15,700 mi. of good

roads. In 1943 the 522 mi. highway connecting the Pacific coast

with Iquitos on the Amazon side of the Andes was opened Sept.

7; other trans-Andean links are planned. Possibly 22,000 mi. of

Peruvian rivers in the Amazon valley are navigable.

Agriculture. Cotton, sugar and rice are the leading agricul-
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tural crops, with coffee, maize, wheat, cocoa, tea, quinine, flax and

tagua nuts also of significance. The cotton crop for 1943 was es-

timated as less than in 1942 because of insect damage (1943:

56,000 short tons
; 1942: 7 7,000 short tons). Other crop estimates

were: sugar, 474,000 short tons; rice, 83,000-94,000 short tons

(in 1942, a bad year, 71,650 short tons were produced); flax,

3,968 short tons; dry tea, 250,000 Ib. The coffee quota for the

year starting Oct., 1943, was set at 30 short tons.

Estimates on wool production for 1943 were: sheep wool, 7,900

tons; alpaca hair, 3,500 tons; llama, huarizo and vicuna hair, 350
tons. For 6 months of 1943, hide and skin output was: cattle,

90,000; sheepskins, 530,000; goatskins, 235,000.

Minerals. Petroleum production for three quarters of 1943
was 11,505,557 bbl. (total output for 1942: 14,632,530 bbl.). Coal

output (1942) amounted to 132,276 short tons. Other minerals

(1941) were: copper, 40,589 short tons; silver, 15,100 troy oz.;

gold, 260,980 troy oz.
;
lead (all forms) 69,079 short tons; zinc 29,-

597 short tons; vanadium, 1,949 short tons; bismuth, 362 short

tons. Guano production (1943) was 67,243 short tons, 10% under

1942 output. (See also HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR IIj

(D. RD.)

P&tain Henri Dhilinno (l856~"
> French soldier and

reiaill, nCllll rnill|l|l6 statesman. See Encyclopedia Bri-

tannica for his biography. He was called from virtual retirement

in 1939 to become French ambassador to Spain after Franco's

triumph in the civil war and remained in this post after the be-

ginning of war in 1939 until May 18, 1940, when, with France's

army falling back in a retreat approaching a rout, he was sum-

moned to Paris to act as vice-president of the government council

and adviser to the minister of war. On June 16, 1940, he suc-

ceeded Paul Reynaud as premier, and the next day he was forced

to sue for peace. He then began the painful task of reconstruction

under the watchful eye of France's conquerors. Moving his gov-
ernment to Vichy July 2, he secured from the national assembly
authorization to prepare a new constitution. On July 10, 1940,
Petain assumed dictatorial powers.

In 1941, Petain apparently followed a two-way policy in which

he alternately submitted to Germany, then resisted German de-

mands for the French fleet and for French bases in North

Africa. But on critical issues, where the Germans raised the iron

fist and made peremptory demands, Petain offered little or no

opposition. His failure in 1942 to prevent the Germans from

seizing masses of Frenchmen for deportation to German fac-

tories did not add to his waning popularity. The aging marshal

bitterly protested the Allied occupation of French North Africa

on Nov. 8, 1942, and severed diplomatic ties with Washington.

By the same token, he protested the total occupation of France

by German troops three days later as a breach of the armistice

terms. On Nov. 18, 1942, P6tain granted dictatorial powers to

Pierre Laval to make all laws and decrees. During 1943, Petain

was no longer in the foreground of Vichy politics. While he de-

nounced the United States for "unjustifiable" bombings of French

soil in April 1943, the majority of his countrymen welcomed the

attacks as harbingers of the invasion to come. In May 1943, he

admitted that "open opposition" to his policies had slowed the

"reconstruction" of France and in Nov. 1943, Swiss dispatches

said the marshal had been on the verge of resigning as chief of

state because the German authorities had prevented him from

promulgating a new "democratic" constitution. It was also re-

ported that Petain had wanted to renounce Laval as his successor.

year I945 saw-^uss ^a successfully defend

the Caucasian oil fields against the invading

nazis and wrest Maikop, an important but minor Russian oil
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the eastern states. It was completed in 1943

field, from German hands. By the end of the year soviet armies

were pressing axis forces toward the Polish and Rumanian bor-

ders, thus putting the oil fields of those countries, which were the

only large sources of natural petroleum within the home and con-

quered territories of Germany, within striking distance of air

forces and even of ground forces should the Russian offensive

continue to roll on.

Of no less strategic importance was the successful Allied cam-

paign in North Africa and Sicily, which cleared the Mediter-

ranean and shortened the supply lines of the Allied armies.

Coupled with the successes attained against German submarines

in the Atlantic, these campaign results meant virtually uninter-

rupted flow, with very little loss, of oil to the armies and navies

of the United Nations and for the war industries of Britain. The

Russian and African successes also took off threat of invasion

and removed the partial blockade existing against the Iraq and

Iranian oil fields, giving the United Nations a chance to draw

more heavily upon these sources.

The accompanying table shows the world production of petro-

leum and of petroleum substitutes, 1941 and 1942, divided as to

production sources available to Allied nations and to axis nations.

The United States was producing oil at an all-time high of

4,600,000 bbl. a day, but even with that huge rate of production

the demand was so great that stocks of both crude oil and petro-

leum products above ground gradually went down until they

reached the minimum for safe working stocks. Actual oil short-

age was feared.

It was estimated that in the United States proved oil reserves

total 20,000,000,000 bbl. Normally new sources of proved re-

serves must be found continuously in order to take the place of

fields that were being depleted and whose rates of daily produc-
tion were declining. The major burden of supplying the great

current market demand fell on new fields, and this was what

concerned the government's Petroleum Administration for War
and the oil industry the rate of new discovery and the bringing

in of new fields was not equal to the drain on existing fields since

1940. It was estimated that 1,500,000,000 bbl. would be pro-
duced from reserves in 1943%

Foreign Operations. One result of this situation was the
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projected expansion of American activities in oil fields outside

the United States. The U.S. army made commitments of $130,-

000,000 on what was known as the Canoi project in northern

Canada where the drilling of a number of wells in the Fort Nor-

man district and the building of a pipe line over the mountains

to Whitehorse were undertaken as a means of supplying oil for

motor vehicles moving over the Alaska highway and for possible

use in military operations based on Alaska.

The most significant move, however, was that based upon the

operations of the Petroleum Reserves corporation. As pointed
out by Petroleum Administrator for War Harold L. Ickes, in the

past American oil companies established themselves in the foreign

oil business, obtained rights to oil reserves, constructed refining

and pipe line facilities, and engaged in world-wide distribution

of oil and its products all entirely as a result of private initia-

tive with the government simply extending its good offices. On
the other hand, the other principal nations, or most of them, con-

ducted their foreign oil business through corporations or agencies

entirely or partly owned or in effect controlled by the govern-
ment itself.

Believing that government assistance and participation might
be necessary for American companies, the Petroleum Reserves

corporation was available for these purposes. The directors of

the corporation were the secretaries of state, war, navy and in-

terior, and the administrator of the Foreign Economic adminis-

tration. That the greater utilization of oil from the near and
middle east, including the expansion of production and the pro-
vision of additional refining facilities in that area, would be

among the first results of this government-sponsored activity

was forecast. E. L. De Golyer, former assistant deputy petro-
leum administrator, and W. E. Wrather, director of the U.S.

Geological Survey, both noted petroleum geologists, were sent on

a mission to the near and middle east in the fall of 1943.

;
World Production of Croc/* Petroleum and /f Substitute!

. (Thousands of Barrels)

*Estimated.
Data taken from AIMK Transactions, vol. 151, entitled "Petroleum Development and

Technology, 1943," page 262.
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World-Wide Programming. Deputy Petroleum Administra-

tor Ralph K. Davies at the Nov. 1943 meeting of the American

Petroleum institute, referred to the "necessity for world-wide

programming in the effort to make ends meet in the matter of oil

supply." Oil demand estimates were made for at least two years

ahead from various sources, with the Army and Navy Petroleum

board estimating military requirements. The PAW program
division had the assistance of the British through the British

counterpart of PAW. The war demands were met from sources

nearest the area of consumption. Obviously, with limited ship-

ping facilities, the short haul "principle was desirable. But ship-

ping could not always be the determining factor as frequently

there were other equally real physical limitations such as the

quality and quantity of particular products which could be

refined at a given point.

War Demand for Petroleum Products. In 1942 only 12.5%
of the total gasoline made in American refineries east of the

Rocky mountains went to the military. In the first quarter of

1943, the military took 21.4%; in the second quarter, 23.1%,
and the percentage for the last half of 1943 was estimated by
PAW at 30.6.

These figures held no promise for civilian consumers in the

United States of more liberal gasoline rationing. As more war

products were needed out of a barrel of crude oil, less gasoline

for motor cars was being made. Each U.S. barrel of crude oil

contains 42 gal. The proportions of different products made from

it were changed to meet new wartime needs.

Automobile gasoline production was reduced from 18 gal. out

of each barrel to 12 gal Of the 6 gal. making up the difference

that went into motor car fuel in peacetime, 3i gal. in 1943 went

into aeroplane fuel, synthetic rubber, explosives and special army
gasoline.

Two of the 6 gal. went into additional fuel oils needed by the

navy, Liberty ships, war factories and the like. Even a part of

the production of 12 gal. per barrel of ordinary gasoline was used

by the army's vast fleet of trucks, jeeps and other mechanized

equipment. :

j

;

The remainder had to be divided largely among farm tractors,

school buses, industrial trucks and essential passenger car use by
war workers.

Refineries Converted for War. Wartime conditions caused

great change in petroleum refining. Quantities and quality of

super-aviation fuel by American refineries reached high records

which must remain a military secret.

In Jan. 1942, there were 22 refineries in the United States

making loo-octane or some major ingredient thereof, such as

base stock or blending agent. In June 1943, there were 47 such

refineries, of which 28 were being supplemented by still more
new refineries.

When all of the construction work was completed on these 47

refineries, they would be able as a group to produce 85% more
aviation gasoline than they did June 1942. There were 26 other

TOTAL WORLD PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM and output of the three

principal producing countries, as compiled by The Mineral Industry

refineries under construction which were scheduled to make 100-

octane. In addition to all of these, there were 53 refineries in

June 1943, making some raw material of loo-octane, and some

of these produced the completed product as well. Thus, there

was a net figure of 126 domestic refineries which were or would

by the spring of 1944 contribute to the vast aviation gasoline pro-

gram. In Oct. 1943, it was stated that production of loo-octane

aviation gasoline was more than four times greater than in the

early months of 1943 and that within a few months it would be

about eight times greater.

Altogether approximately $900,000,000 was being invested in

production facilities for loo-octane gasoline; more than 75% of

this investment being by the oil companies and remainder by the

government.

Petroleum for Synthetic Rubber. Butadiene, a petroleum

derivative, forms the principal ingredient of Buna-S, the syn-

thetic rubber made under the U.S. government's synthetic rub-

ber program. Before Pearl Harbor there were no more than

30,000 tons of synthetic rubber being made in the United States.

Through the Defense Plants corporation, the government under-

took to erect new plants and finally laid out a program for over

800,000 tons yearly of Buna-S synthetic rubber. The annual rate

of 800,000 tons was achieved late in 1943.

Of the total butadiene required for this huge program, petro-

leum was supplying 75%; alcohol the balance. As of Nov. 1943,

some 30 butadiene and styrene plants had been constructed or

were nearing completion. Most of these plants producing materi-

als for synthetic rubber were financed by the government but

were company-operated.

Pipe Line Construction. The oil transportation system in

the United States for transporting over 1,500,000 bbl. a day
from the mid-continent and Gulf coast to the eastern seaboard

was transformed after Pearl Harbor. The tanker service which

had moved 95% of this oil was badly disrupted because of sub-

marine warfare and the necessity of using tankers in other areas.

In June 1942, the War Production board approved construction

of a pipe line two feet in diameter the "Big-Inch Line" from

Texas to Illinois and later authorized its extension to the Atlantic

coast.

The building of this line, the world's biggest, with a capacity

of 300,000 bbl. daily, was carried out by an organization drawn

from the oil industry and was an epic achievement in construc-

tion. The main line, 1,381 mi. in length, laid through swamps,
over mountains and across rivers, despite floods and storms and

the worst winter conditions, was completed in 350 days in June

1943-

A second 20-in. line was being built over practically the same

route. The two lines were expected to move more than 500,000

bbl. of oil daily and, with other measures adopted for increasing

deliveries by tank car and barge, this would mean a greater

volume of oil possible to be shipped into the Atlantic seaboard

than ever received by the tanker route. Many other government-

sponsored pipe line projects were underway or completed. The

total cost of this pipe line program was estimated at approxi-

mately $250,000,000, and includes both government and private

financing.

Petroleum Substitute Measures in U.S. There was wide in-

terest and support in proposed measures for the government to

authorize the bureau of mines to build large pilot demonstration

plants for making oil from coal.

According to Dr. A. C. Fieldner, chief of the technological

branch of the bureau, the plants contemplated would have a

capacity of about 100 bbl. of gasoline a day each and would

cost about $3,000,000,

(See also BUSINESS REVIEW.) (L. M. F.)
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Dournntnn llornol R ( l888~ ) French government
I 6yrUulUn 9 MdrCBI D. official, was an ambitious civil

servant who rose quickly in the French colonial service. He be-

came secretary general of the government of Algeria, 1930, resi-

dent general of Tunisia, 1933, and resident general of Morocco,

1936. While visiting Italo Balbo in Libya in 1936, Peyrouton paid

tribute to the "creative spirit of fascism." The popular front

government found this a singular sentiment in a republican offi-

cial; Peyrouton was removed from his Moroccan post and sent

to Argentina as ambassador. In June 1940, he was again ap-

pointed resident general of Tunisia, but hastened home to join

the Vichy government after the fall of France. By Sept. 1940,

he was Vichy interior minister and he embarked on a series of

moves that earned for him the hatred of French underground and

anti-nazi groups. He ordered the arrest of Paul Reynaud and

Georges Mandel, signed Vichy's anti-Jewish laws and employed

strong punitive measures to crush the underground movement.

After a bitter quarrel with Pierre Laval, Peyrouton resigned in

Feb. 1941; Adm. Jean Darlan then returned him to Argentina as

Vichy's ambassador, but when Laval returned to Petain's favour,

Peyrouton quit his post. On Jan. 19, 1943, Gen. Henri Giraud

named Peyrouton to the post of governor general of Algeria. De
Gaullists attacked the appointment, charging that Peyrouton was

a Vichyite and fascist. As a result of De Gaulle's increasing in-

fluence, Peyrouton was compelled to resign, June i, 1943. In

November, he appeared before a French commission probing

treason charges and on Dec. 21, Peyrouton was arrested and im-

prisoned on charges that he suppressed French underground

groups during his tenure as Vichy interior minister.

Dhfilne William lunn ( l865" I 943), U.S. educator and

rllGlpSf Illllldlll LjfUll author, was born Jan. i in New

Haven, Conn. He was graduated from Yale in 1887, took his

Ph.D. from the same school in 1891. In the latter year, he also

took his A.M. degree from Harvard and remained there for a

year lecturing on English. Later, he returned to Yale where he

was a member of the English department for 41 years, and

served as Lampson professor from 1901 until his retirement in

1933. For many years he was voted Harvard's most inspiring

professor and young collegians jammed his classes in contempo-

rary drama and Tennyson and Browning. In 1895, he started the

first modern novel class at Harvard and was credited with intro-

ducing Russian novelists to English readers. His genial humour

and sense of the dramatic made him popular as lecturer and

critic. His contributions to magazines and his syndicated news-

paper column, "A Daily Thought," brought him a reader audi-

ence calculated in the millions, and his annual list of the best of

current literature appeared regularly in the nation's newspapers.

His books, chiefly on English literature, old and new, include:

The Beginnings of the English Romantic Movement (1893),

Essays on Modern Novelists (1910), Browning (1915), The

Advance of the English Novel (1916), The Advance of English

Poetry, The Twentieth Century Theatre (1918), Reading the

Bible (1919), Essays on Modern Dramatists (1920), Some Mak-
ers of American Literature, As I Like It (1923), What I Like in

Prose, What I Like in Poetry (1934) and Autobiography with

Letters (1939). Dr. Phelps died in New Haven, Aug. 21.

Third lar^est city in the U-SA and the largest

city in Pennsylvania, Philadelphia had a pop-
ulation of 1,931,334 by the federal census of 1940. It was esti-

mated that this had grown to 2,200,000 in 1943 largely because

of the influx of white and Negro workers from the south at-

tracted by the high wages paid in war industries. On the death

of Mayor Robert E. Lamberton in the summer of 1941, Bernard

Samuel, Republican, president of the city council, became acting

mayor under a provision of the city charter, to serve for the

remainder of the term for which Mr. Lamberton had been elected.

Mr. Samuel was nominated by his party for the full term in

1943 to run against the Democratic candidate, William C. Bullitt,

former ambassador to Russia and to France. Mr. Samuel was

elected by a majority of about 65,000 and the Republicans re-

tained control of the council by a large majority. In accordance

with the policy to keep the courts out of partisan politics ten

sitting judges were re-elected with the support of both parties.

The assessed valuation of taxable property was $2,369,916,667

in 1943 and the city debt was $476,000,000. The appropriation

for current expenses of all kinds was $92,678,761. A wage tax

f Ji% yielded $18,666,667 in J 943 This tax was reduced to

i% for 1944. Three members of the election board and a watcher

from a division in the 4/th ward were tried on charges of making
false election returns and found guilty. Two of them were also

convicted of fraudulently writing names on the certificates of

voters. Efforts of the federal government to check the activities

of German sympathizers resulted in a court order directing a

leader of the German-American Bund in the city to leave the

eastern defense area and in the cancellation of the citizenship of

another leader of the bund. (G. W. Do.)

Philatelists will probably remember 1943 as the

] year inflation hit stamp prices! For stamps are

luxury items, with no ceilings or other let or hindrance, and

prices soared. Supplies were definitely limited, since none of the

usual accumulations that formerly followed the best markets

could move from country to country; and since the United States

was avid for stamps and without imports, there was no reason

during 1943 for prices to do aught but soar.

War wages and lack of other luxury goods placed philatelists in

a position to bid against each other for available items, and the

lack of other amusements turned many former collectors back to

their albums.

With the centenary of the first United States stamps, those of

1847, but four short years away, fine items of that emission were

particularly in demand.

The auction of the holdings of the late Col. E.H.R. Green,
which began in 1942, continued throughout 1943 and was ~not

expected to be concluded until 1944. The trend of prices was

.clearly shown by this, for the estimates made of values in 1942,

which were rather accurately reached in the first sales of that

year, proved too low by an estimated 26% in 1943, and stamp
dealers predicted further increases over the early estimates before

1944 closed.

Stamp issues of the axis and its satellites being forbidden, both

by common sense and the decrees of many of the United Na-

tions (including the United States), the trend previously marked
in 1942 continued in 1943 fewer stamps were issued. The Stand-

ard catalogue recorded fewer than 1,000 new varieties added in

1943, and it was notable that many of these fell definitely into

what might be termed "propaganda" stamps. Though it was

long evident that many commemoratives served as advertising,

stamps were increasingly being used frankly to carry messages
of policy and expression of governmental issues.

The "Four Freedoms
11

Stamps. For one example, in 1943 the

United States issued a one-cent stamp designed by a sculptor,

Paul Manship. It shows a warrior carrying the torch of freedom

with a tablet commemorating the Four Freedoms enunciated by
President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill in the Atlantic charter

in these short words : "Freedom of Speech and Religion, from

Want and Fear."

Less happy was the choice of design for the series of five-cent
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enrolled for the first meeting, and the society planned to publish
a quarterly journal, beginning in the first quarter of 1944. Clar-

ence Brazer, of New York, whose articles on proofs and essays

appeared in the Collectors
9 Club Philatelist in 1942 and 1943 was

both president of the new society and editor of its journal.

(M. HA.)

values honouring the "Overrun Nations" those unhappy victims

of the war's ferocity. One frame, of undistinguished merit, was

used for the entire series, all in the same queer shade resembling

gray, and the flag of the nation honoured was placed in full

colour therein.

Breaking the custom of 50 years, the stamp was partially

printed by contract. The frame was prepared by the treasury's

bureau of printing and engraving, but the coloured flag was

added by the American Bank Note company, the same firm which

last held a contract for the production of U.S. stamps in 1893.

The Mysterious A.M.G. Stamps. Shortly after the occupa-

tion of Sicily by Allied troops, there were rumours of "Allied

Military Government" stamps in use in that area. Later, these

rumours were confirmed. A set of stamps in Italian currency was

issued in 1943, bearing the caption
"
Allied Military Postage"

and the value in figures, with the words "Italy" and the currency
above and below, respectively. The values were 15, 25, 30, 50 and

60 centesimi, i, 2, 5 and 10 lire.

Apparently, these stamps were issued for the use of the civilian

population of the occupied areas of Italy, for military mail needs

no stamps and is handled through army post offices. Though
these stamps were the product of the U.S. bureau of printing and

engraving, they were not U.S. emissions, being for the Allied Na-

tions. They were for sale only in the occupied regions. Pre-

sumably they would be considered as "occupation of Italy

stamps."

The War. The war-inspired issues of the United States have

already been mentioned. Russia found time, despite valiant efforts

in the field of battle, to produce some more colourful emissions

depicting the actions and the care of soldiers. The Tehran con-

ference of the leaders of Russia, Britain and the United States

was also marked by Russia with stamps. Curasao issued some

semi-postal stamps to raise funds for prisoners of war.

Italy, besides being the guinea pig for the A.M.G. stamps, also

had the anomalous condition of using stamps in German-occupied
states bearing the portrait of King Victor Emmanuel III, who
surrendered to the Allied Nations! During the last week of 1943,

rumours leaked out of German-held Italy that the remaining

stamps would be "blacked out," the king's portrait being obliter-

ated and the stamps given some sort of Fascist surcharge.

Commemorative*. Brazil, the first country of the Americas

to issue postage stamps, commemorated that fact in 1943 with

an issue reproducing the original stamps of 1843 as part of the

design. Brazil also commemorated numerous other events, mostly

of purely local interest. A disquieting note was the appearance

of many minor varieties of these issues. Before the revolution

late in 1943, Bolivia issued a series commemorating the cen-

tenary of the department of El Beni. The various French colonies,

not content with "France Libre" and "France Combattante"

issues, commemorated many events.

Literature. The Barry Bowl, a cup given annually for the

outstanding stamp department in a daily newspaper (named in

honour of the late Ralph A. Barry, who conducted such a col-

umn) was awarded to the New York Sun and its stamp editor,

Franklin J. Bruns, Jr.

The Standard catalogue continued in 1943 its experiment of

publishing three editions; one for the stamps of America and

the British commonwealth, one for the rest of the world, and a

combined edition. Protests over the new arrangement continued.

Because of the long lag between rapidly changing prices and the

catalogue values, the publishers were releasing lists of recognized

changes to the philatelic press each few weeks.

The interest in essays and proofs that had long been evidenced

by serious philatelists blossomed in a new Essay-Proof society,

organized in the latter months of 1943. Nearly 100 members were

Philippines, Commonwealth of the.

Philippine Islands comprises the archipelago of the same name
ceded by Spain to the United States in the treaty of Paris, 1898.

The chain of approximately 7,100 islands with a total area of

115,600 sq.mi. falls between north latitudes 4 21' and 21 10'

and between cast longitudes 116 and 127. Lying about 800 mi.

off the east coast of Asia, the Philippines stretch from Formosa
on the north to Borneo on the south. By regular steamship

routes, Manila is 631 nautical miles southeast of Hongkong,

1,757 mi. southwest of Yokohama, 1,370 mi. northeast of Singa-

pore, 4,838 mi. west of Honolulu and 6,929 mi. southwest of

San Francisco.

The Philippines are acknowledged to have a strategic geo-

graphic position. They command the principal trade routes con-

necting the north Pacific coasts of America and Asia with South-

east Asia, the East Indies and India, and they offer a suitable

western anchorage for a system of modern air and naval bases

extending from Pearl Harbor through the Marshall, Caroline and

Marianas islands.

The total area is 115,600 sq.mi. The last official census, 1939,

gave the population as 16,000,313, including the following non-

Filipino nationalities: Chinese 117,487; Japanese 29,057; Amer-
icans (U.S., exclusive of armed forces) 8,709; Spanish 4,627;
Germans 1,149; British 1,053. Calculated on recent rates of in-

crease without allowance for the effects of war and invasion, the

population at end of 1943 should have been somewhat in excess

of 17,900,000. Principal religions according to census of 1939:
Roman Catholic, 12,603,365; Aglipayan (Independent Philippine

Catholic), 1,573,608; Mohammedan, 677,903; Protestant, 378,-

361. In addition about 680,000 were pagans following various

animistic cults. The principal cities and their populations were:

Manila, the political and commercial capital on the northern

large island of Luzon, 623,492 (not including several large sub-

urbs); Cebu, 146,817; Iloilo, 90,480; Legaspi, 41,468.

History. The political organization of the Philippines is de-

termined by the Philippine Independence act of 1934 (48 Stat.

456) as amended. Under this act an autonomous commonwealth
was established on Nov. 15, 1935, and independence was set for

July 4, 1946. During the commonwealth period the United States

remains sovereign with final control over the public debt, cur-

rency, trade relations, immigration, foreign affairs, armed forces

and military and naval reservations and bases, and with the right

to intervene for the preservation of government, the protection
of life, property and individual liberty, and the discharge of gov-
ernment obligations. All Filipinos owed allegiance to the United

States, and every officer of the commonwealth was required to

declare under oath "that he recognizes and accepts the supreme

authority of and will maintain true faith and allegiance to the

United States." The chief officer was the United States high com-
missioner to the Philippine Islands, a representative of the presi-

dent of the United States, required to be recognized as such by
the commonwealth government, by the commanding officer of the

military forces, and by all other officers of the United States in

the islands.

The commonwealth government had a constitution adopted

under the tei;ms of the Independence act. In form and style it

was that of a highly centralized, representative, tri-power republic,



MANILANS a.uj. , .ulo during the visit of Premier Hldeki Tojo to the

Philippines in 1943. The pictures of Tojo's visit, received through neutral

sources, were the first photographs from the Philippines to reach the United

States after the islands' fall in 1942 v

with reservations covering U.S. sovereignty. The executive con-

sists of a president and vice-president elected at large. The legis-

lature is a senate elected at large and a house of representatives

elected by districts. The judiciary consists of municipal courts,

courts of first instance (provincial), a court of appeals and a

supreme court (with provision for appeal to the United States

supreme court). All judges are appointed by the executive. There

are no juries and decisions are directly given by the judges them-

selves. For purposes of local government and central government

administration the country is divided (census of 1939) into 49

provinces and 9 chartered cities; the provinces into 1,170 munici-

palities; the cities and municipalities into 16,939 barrios or

villages.

In 1943 the authority of the high commissioner was vested in

Harold L. Ickes, secretary of the interior. The commonwealth

president was Manuel L. Quezon, and the vice-president was

Sergio Osmena. Other officers were the resident commissioner to

the United States, J. M. Elizalde, who was a delegate to the United

States congress; and the auditor general, Jaime Hernandez, These

officers, together with an appointed wartime cabinet, resided in

Washington, D.C.

President Quezon and Vice-President Osmena were inaugurated

for their second terms on Dec. 30, 1941, at Corregidor, and on

their arrival in Washington in May 1942, they set up the official

executive establishment of the commonwealth. Due to a consti-

tutional eight-year limitation on the presidential term- of office,

President Quezon would have surrendered his office on Nov. 15,

1943, and Vice-President Osmena would have succeeded auto-

matically. However, at the request of the commonwealth govern-

ment in exile the U.S. congress in Public 186, approved Nov. 12,

1943, amended the Philippine constitution in such manner as to

continue Quezon in office as president of the commonwealth "until

the president of the United States shall proclaim that constitu-

tional processes and normal functions of government shall have

been restored in the Philippine Islands.'* The act provides that

upon such proclamation the vice-president shall become president

and serve until his successor is elected.

In addition, the U.S. congress passed through the senate^ and

had pending in the house two resolutions. The first of these res-
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olutions provides for: (a) U.S. land, sea and air bases in the

Philippines, and (b) for advancing the date of independence

when the enemy shall have been expelled and democratic proc-

esses of government restored. The second provides for a joint

U.S.-Philippine economic commission to consider questions of

postwar rehabilitation, finance, economy and trade relations.

The commonwealth government was in 1943 considered to be

one of the United Nations and participated in various of the

conferences held under its auspices.

By the end of 1942 presumably all important coastal points in

the principal inhabited islands were under enemy control, but re-

liable reports indicated that attacks from guerrilla bands oper-

ating in isolated or mountainous up-country districts continued

actively throughout 1942 and 1943. Several prisoner of war

camps were established on Luzon, Palawan and Mindanao islands.

More than 3,500 civilians (approximately 2,500 Americans and

1,000 British and other Allied citizens) wrere held in Manila at

Camp Santo Tomas. Other civilian concentration camps were at

Baguio and Davao.

Filipinos, allowed limited freedom of residence, occupation and

religion, were subjected to a carefully designed policy of attrac-

tion. The Japanese reopened a few elementary schools, but all

textbooks were censored and the curricula were distorted to in-

clude the Japanese language and to suppress U.S. and native his-

tory, civics and culture.

Jorge Vargas, formerly executive secretary to President Que-

zon, with cabinet rank, was appointed late in Jan. 1942 by the

Japanese commander in cbief in the Philippines to be chairman

of the executive commission. This commission assisted the Japa-
nese military authorities in the establishment of "Central Ad-
ministrative Organs and Judicial Courts'* which apparently con-

sisted of 7 departments and 40 or more bureaus and courts. The

departments were reportedly headed by Filipinos formerly hold-

ing high positions in the commonwealth government.
The Japanese prime minister, Tojo, announced in May 1943

that "independence" would be granted the Philippines before the

end of the year. In June the military administration with the

collaboration of the Vargas executive commission formed a com-

mittee to prepare for independence. A totalitarian constitution

was drawn up and "independence" was proclaimed on Oct. 15,

1943. The "president" was Jose P. Laurel, a member of the

former legitimate supreme court. He was assisted by a group of

"ministers of state" comprising practically the same officers as

those in the Vargas executive commission. Vargas became "am-

bassador" to Japan. The new puppet government avowed its

position to be that of a "full-fledged member of the Greater East

Asia Co-prosperity Sphere"; it advocated drastic elimination of

all elements of western culture and active defense against the re-

turn of the United States to the islands. To facilitate the latter

aim the constabulary was being increased to an army of $0,000 or

more, and an alliance had been entered into with Japan. A single

national fascist party, the "Kalibapi," was organized. Its mem-
bers controlled the legislative, administrative and judicial branches

of the puppet government.

Underground reports indicated that the mass of the common

people of the Philippines, as well as a majority of the wealthier,

educated classes, held the puppetry in great contempt. It ap-

peared to be tolerated only so far as it forced itself on the people

through control of the distribution of rice and other necessities.

Attempts on the part of the Japanese and the puppet government
to capture guerrillas, or to attract their surrender through re-

peated extensions of amnesty laws, met with little success.

The following digest of education, finance, trade, etc. is based

upon the last available data prior to the Japanese invasion. Re-

ports as to current conditions under the enemy, while too frag-
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mentary and unreliable for publication, indicated that nearly all

schools were closed, that the islands were suffering an enormous
inflation due to the circulation of Japanese military currency,
that trade even with Japan was negligible and that agriculture,

manufacturing and mineral production were well below normal.

Education. Public schools, March 1940: number 12,057; en-

rolment, primary 1,572,639; intermediate 277,574; secondary 90,-

579; collegiate (normal and technical) 3,777; total 1,944,569.

Private schools, June 30, 1940: number 439; enrolment, kinder-

garten 2,844; primary 41,861; intermediate 22,578; secondary

51,055; collegiate 31,153; total 149,491; in addition, recognized
schools (136) offering special vocational courses had 9,188 en-

rolment.

Finance. The monetary unit is the peso, fixed at a mint par
of U.S. $0.50; exchange rates showed only negligible fluctuations

from the par rate in 1941. Estimated general fund balance, June
30, 1942, on deposit in the U.S., 100,000,000 pesos. Total bonded

indebtedness, June 30, 1941, 149,507,000 pesos; total sinking fund

reserve 77,484,863 pesos. Currency dollar reserves on deposit in

the U.S. as of June 30, 1942: cash surplus exchange standard

fund plus cash balance treasury certificate fund U.S., $134,169,-

734. Currency in circulation and available per circulation as of

Sept. 30, 1941, 222,407,808 pesos, including notes of the Bank of

the Philippine Islands (1,358,385 pesos) and of the Philippine

National bank (2,299,816 pesos).

Trade. During 1941, Philippine overseas markets, except in

the U.S., were virtually closed on account of limited tonnage and

restrictive control of foreign exports and funds. Overseas trade

values Jan. i to Sept. 30, 1941, were: Shipments to U.S. 227,000,-

ooo pesos (of which 77,000,000 pesos were gold and silver bullion

and concentrates); exports to foreign countries 41,000,000 pesos;

total outward 268,000,000 pesos; shipments from U.S. 180,000,-

ooo pesos; imports from foreign countries 43,000,000 pesos; total

inward 223,000,000 pesos. The total overseas trade value, 491,-

000,000 pesos, was 11% in excess of that for the same period in

1940 and only 16% under the total for the entire year of 1940.

Outward values of principal commodities, Jan. through Sept.

1941: coco-nut oil 22,000,000 pesos; copra 17,000,000 pesos;

desiccated coco-nut 9,000,000 pesos; abaci 29,000,000 pesos;

cordage 3,000,000 pesos; embroideries 6,000,000 pesos; logs, lum-

ber 7,000,000 pesos; gold and silver bullion and concentrates 77,-

000,000 pesos; other minerals 12,000,000 pesos; centrifugal sugar

48,000,000 pesos; refined sugar 7,000,000 pesos; cigars 4,000,000

pesos; pineapples 3,000,000 pesos. Similarly for inward commodi-

ties: wheat flour 10,000,000 pesos; rice 1,000,000 pesos; other

foodstuffs 25,000,000 pesos; iron and steel 15,000,000 pesos;

automotives 8,000,000 pesos; machinery 17,000,000 pesos; non-

metallic minerals and chemicals and manufactures thereof 43,-

000,000 pesos; textiles 50,000,000 pesos.

Communication. In 1940: railroads, 840 mi.; highways

(kilometres) first-class 11,771.9; second-class 7,393; third-class

3,795.1; trails 4,912.1. Motor vehicles registered: automobiles

33,898; trucks 20,236, motorcycles 630. Airways: 1,171,453 pas-

senger miles; 20,407 passengers; 3,083,415 Ib. air express; 15,855

Ib. airmail. Telephones, 31,419. Telegraph lines 14,716,930 kms.

Broadcasting stations 6. International cable and radio services 5.

Agriculture. The total estimated value of crops in 1938 was

417,144,000 pesos. Area planted and value, leading crops; palay

(rough rice) 4,722,640 ac., 136,423,000 pesos; sugar cane 563,160

ac., "3559iOOO pesos; coco-nut 1,588,210 ac., 92,126,000 pesos;

abaci 1,254,760 ac., 22,672,000 pesos; corn i, 736,410 ac., 19,424,.

ooo pesos; bananas 227,240 ac., 10,312,000 pesos; tobacco 185,-

250 ac., 4,125,000 pesos. Livestock and poultry (1939) were

valued at 141,514,451 pesos. Number and value: carabaos 2,918,-

730, 78,826,516 pesos; hogs 4,348,515, 26,100,326 pesos; cattle

1,349,264, 20,077,610 pesos; chickens 25,365,102, 8,994,591 pesos;

horses 34<M33, 6,222,661 pesos; goats 402,173, 874,155 pesos;

ducks 690,868, 418,592 pesos.

Manufacturing. Chief manufactures are centrifugal sugar,

copra, coco-nut oil, desiccated coco-nut, cordage, cigars and ciga-

rettes and embroideries. Production of sawmills in 1940 was 332,-

908,721 bd.ft.; number of mills 148.

Mineral Production. Total estimated value of minerals pro-

duced in 1940 was 91,626,384 pesos. Chief products: gold 1,096,-

745 fine oz., 76,563,888 pesos; iron 1,221,126 long tons, 5,633,728

pesos; copper 20,014,918 Ib., 3,487,701 pesos; chromite 189,919

long tons, 2,661,764 pesos; silver 1,394,736 fine oz., 1,874,094

pesos; manganese 48,036 long tons, 1,287,011 pesos; lead 2,080.-

381 Ib., 117,927 pesos; platinum 6.03 troy oz., 271 pesos. (See

also JAPAN; WORLD WAR II.) (E. D. H.)

rln
1943 many philosophers turned to the great

simplicities. The destiny of man, the ways of

life, the hope for human culture: what can be said of them in

time of crisis? Though little that is revolutionary appeared in

formal works of philosophy, there was a good deal of overhaul-

ing, new evaluation, and reversal of emphasis.

The Nature and Destiny of Man by Reinhold Niebuhr pre-

sents a doctrine of sin and salvation, final judgment and tran-

scendent ends that surprised many who knew the author as a

social liberal and religious modernist. In the same way Educa-

tion Between Two Worlds by Alexander Meiklejohn surprised

those who knew the author as an educational progressive. He
attacks John Dewey on the grounds: (i) that he tends to reduce

intelligence to scientific method, (2) that the state for him has

a negative function, (3) that he gives no meaning to "fair" or

"objective" and thus has no criterion of criticism. Meiklejohn

repudiates Locke and returns to the unity of knowledge and

civilization of Comenius. He rejects relativism, pragmatism,

James, and what he terms the disintegrations of Protestant-

Capitalist culture. In Education at the Crossroads, by Jacques

Maritain, the Catholic philosopher, there is on the other hand a

definite, if unrecognized, sympathy with the pragmatic, experi-

mental point of view from which Meiklejohn moves away. In

The Destiny of Western Man, Walter Terence Stace emphasizes
the primacy of reason and of sympathy in democracy and its

accord with the true nature of man, while in Paths of Life, A

Preface to a World Religion, Charles Morris courageously pro-

poses Maitreyism, a post-Buddhist faith, to orient men in and

beyond the contemporary ideal.

In the arts, too, valuations were revised. Art and Freedom by
Horace Kallen is a generous effort to orient art in respect to the

great human values. In The Aesthetic Process, Bertram Morris

conceptually analyses art as process. In The Language of Poetry,
edited by Allen Tate, an important effort is made by four dis-

tinguished men of letters to interpret poetry, not as emotion and

response, but as a kind of language. Music and the Line of Most

Resistance, by Artur Schnabel, is an enlightening study by a

pianist who knows his field operationally as well as symbolically.

Romanticism and the Modern Ego, by Jacques Barzun, is a bril-

liant support and generalization of the romantic thesis.

Schelling's Letze Philosophic, by Horst Fuhrmans, is an im-

portant addition to the literature of German idealism. America's

Progressive Philosophy, by Wilmon Henry Sheldon, is a signifi-

cant and original study of modern philosophies of process. The

Philosophy of G. E. Moore, edited by Paul Arthur Schilpp, was

the year's addition to the well-known Library of Living Philoso-

phers. Metaphysics and the New Logic by Warner Arms Wick
and The Moral Ideals of Our Civilization by Radoslav Andrea

Tsanoff are efforts to co-ordinate some philosophical thinking
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with new ideologies. (B. B.)

Phoenix Islands: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH.

Mine production of phosphate rock in the

United States in 1942 was 4,818,938 long tons,

and deliveries 4,644,240 tons, small decreases from 1941. Mine

production was greater than sales, and producers' stocks were at

the. highest level in a decade, 1,867,000 tons.

Production in northern Africa (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco and

Egypt) is normally greater than in the United States, but was in

1943 presumably disorganized by the extension of the war to this

area. (G. A. Ro.)

Photography was put to its greatest test dur-

ing 1943. With the entire world at war, prac-

tically every phase of photography was called upon to help bring

the whole conflict to an early conclusion. Photographers were

trained by the thousands and were actively working with the

armies in every fighting country. Britain and America led the

field in the production of new techniques as well as new cameras,

films and paper. The electron microscope revealed previously un-

seen structures in war metals or served in detecting minute

organisms in fighting disease. New lenses, a new lens cement and

even a new optical glass with a high index were only a few of

the important improvements.
The photographic manufacturers were producing all their prod-

ucts in greater quantities than ever before. The amateur photog-

rapher was sharply curtailed in his use of photographic goods.

However, there was enough film and photographic paper avail-

able so that the average amateur could still carry on his inter-

ests on a limited scale. Toward the end of 1943 some products,

such as photoflood bulbs, were more easily obtained than at the

beginning of the year.

The output of the camera and lens plants of the Eastman

Kodak company was almost entirely confined to the armed serv-

ices, and enormous quantities of sensitized materials of all kinds

were made for the forces. The camera and optical-goods fac-

tories were expanding and adapted to the large-scale manufac-

ture of nonphotographic articles requiring a high degree of pre-

cision. Kodak also developed a new Spectrum Analysis No. 2

plate, which had greater speed than the previous ones. The Ko-

dagraph Magenta contact screen was placed on the market for

making screen negatives for use in photolithography by the albu-

min process. The year 1943 marked the 2oth birthday of the

Cine-Kodak and the first practical system of making home
movies.

Previously a large number of lenses cemented with natural

Canada balsam were broken, discoloured and rendered useless be-

cause of extremes in temperature met with in desert fighting and

stratosphere flying. After two years of research, Kodak produced
a new cement which met every condition of extreme heat and

cold and high humidity more satisfactorily than any previously
known cement.

Ansco colour film, previously available only. to the armed

forces, was offered to essential war industries to meet the demand
for a colour film that could be processed by the consumer imme-

diately following exposure. Ansco colour paper was also intro-

duced to both the armed forces and essential industries. This

material has a multilayer emulsion, with incorporated colour

components which couple with the developer by-products to pro-
duce direct colour prints. Colour prints can be made from either

colour-separation negatives (successively exposed through three

colour-separation filters) or from complementary colour nega-
tives (single exposure). An interesting and practical application

of Ansco colour paper was the making of machine drawings,

wiring diagrams, etc. in quantity, the lines being differentiated by.

colour for facilitating line production of intricate devices. The

armed forces adopted Ansco colour paper as an adjunct in the

preparation of military maps in colour.

War Photography. Many important photographic develop-

ments were applied directly to war work. The largest and most

complete naval photographic laboratory in the world designed for

the navy by the Eastman Kodak company and incorporating

apparatus in research instruments was in operation at Anacostia,

D.C. More than a hundred of the navy personnel of the labora-

tory were given special training at the Kodak Park works in

Rochester, N.Y. A smaller naval photographic laboratory was

also completed at Norfolk, Va. Portable units, for the signal

corps photo outfits, were built around the Kodak 35-mm. camera,

the Kodak portable miniature enlargcr and the Kodak day-load

tank. All extra space was used to store securely all necessary

equipment, such as trays, timers, film, paper, etc. This portable

outfit could be used for enlarging or 'copying. The outfit was

enclosed in a good-sized suitcase and could be set up or closed

in less than one minute.

Sixteen-millimeter cine cameras were used extensively in mak-

ing combat pictures and training films. In many instances photo-

graphic reticles were used instead of engraved reticles on war

and peacetime instruments. The Eastman Kodak company was

producing large numbers of these for the armed forces. Because

it is unaffected by heat, cold or moisture, Kodapak, a relative of

safety film base was being used for insulating plane wires (instead

of rubber) and field communication wires and for wrapping field

rations.

Kodak developed a tropical prehardener which enables the

processing of photographic negative materials at prevailing tem-

peratures in the tropics without producing any deleterious effects,

physically or sensitometrically. An extensive investigation of the

washing of photographic film and paper products was also com-

pleted; recommendations for the complete removal of the last

traces of silver and hypo retained from the fixing process were

made. Probably the most useful fact obtained, from the view-

point of the armed services, was the remarkable decrease in wash-

ing time effected by the use of sea water.

A new so-called spray emulsion was introduced by the Ansco

company to coat metal sheets or other material with a sensitive

layer for photographic template production, used extensively in

many war factories. This technique had the advantage over

transfer methods, in that sheets of any size and shape could be

sensitized.

The Ansco research laboratory proposed an improved proce-
dure for measuring contact printing density.

1 In connection with

this study an investigation of the spectral transmission charac-

teristics of optical wedges was carried out, and it was shown
that wedges made of photographic silver are superior to those

made of colloidal carbon.

The previously described Ansco-Sweet photoelectric densi-

tometer was made commercially available. In practice the instru-

ment proved to be more precise than visual densitometers, faster

operating and capable of giving more reproducible data.

Aerial Photography. One of the most important uses of

"photography in World War II was in the field of aerial work.

Tens of thousands of photographs were made to reveal before

and after conditions in enemy territory. Along with this acceler-

ated use of photography in the air came new equipment, some of

which was not ready for public release.

One of the sensational developments was the new shutterless

>M. H. Sweet, "The Spectral Characteristics of Optical Wedge*," Jew. Oiticol Soc.

of Amer., 33: 194-108 (April XQ43).
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continuous-strip aerial camera. This camera makes a continuous

picture as the film passes across a narrow slit at a speed which is

synchronized with the image which passes below the lens. The

camera will take about 200 ft. of film at one loading. One con-

tinuous negative could be made or short lengths of the film strip

could be made. Colour film or black and white could be used as

required. This continuous-strip aerial camera had various impor-

tant applications for aerial reconnaissance work.

During peacetime, it was anticipated, this camera would find

many commercial uses for aerial surveys. The geologist, for ex-

ample, when using colour film might be able to trace the out-

croppings of a fault that might give evidence of a new oil field.

During the year the Eastman Kodak company announced the

production of Kodacolor aerial reversible film for military aerial

photography. This colour film could be processed by military

personnel in the field. The film is fast enough to permit exposures

at }6o sec. at f/8, or approximately a Weston 32-exposure factor.

For the first time it was possible to make colour photographs
from high altitudes using this new Kodacolor film and special

filters that counteract the effective haze.

Mobile photographic trailers for the army air forces to permit

quick developing and printing operations in the field were de-

signed by Eastman processing engineers. Several dozen air force

personnel were trained at Kodak Park for service as instructors

in the operation of the darkroom-trailer equipment.
Lenses made of Kodak's rare-element optical glass, giving

greater speed without loss of definition and covering power,

stepped up considerably the effectiveness of aerial photography.
This was the first basic discovery in the optical-glass field for

more than half a century and made it possible for aerial camera-

men to do their jobs from a safer height and at the same time

obtain better pictures. The new aerial lenses made by Eastman

included 40-in. telephoto lenses, and lenses of aperture f/2.5 in

i2-in. and 7i-in. focal lengths.

New fast aerofilms were introduced by Kodak for the armed

services during the year. The infrared film for aerial photography
was nearly as fast as the fast panchromatic films.

During 1943 the Polaroid corporation, together with the marine

corps and the U.S. navy respectively, worked out an extremely

rapid technique for the preparation of large afeas of stereoscopic

mosaics. The procedure was suitable for field use in preparing

large-area vectographs for staff study. One of the novel features

of the technique was the use of water in place of an adhesive to

hold the prints down. The large-area vectograph film introduced

by the Polaroid corporation was n x 14 in. in size. This was the

film used in reproducing the stereoscopic aerial mosaics.

New equipment, especially designed for the army air forces

in collaboration with their photographic laboratories, included a

contact printer with cold Argon lamps so constructed that the

illumination is adjustable for printing trimetragon aerial nega-
tives of nonuniform density; a compact optical printer for recti-

fying aerial negatives; a portable universal developing tank for

i6-mm. and 35-mm. film; and a continuous 35-mm. strip printer.

Vast improvements were made in Ansco Direct Copy film

speed increased four times, gradation scale extended and made
linear over a useful density range providing more practical

means for direct duplication of negatives by single exposure and

development.

High-speed Photography. Because of the accelerated war

demands, high-speed cameras were developed and improved upon.
An important development was perfected by Dr. Robert

W. Cairns, director of the Hercules Experiment station, Wilming-

ton, Del. Dr. Cairns made the rotating-drum camera which is

used to photograph the detonation waves of explosions, which

travel 5 to 25 times as fast as sound. This camera records ex-

plosions of i -kg. charges that are about 6 in. long. A slow explo-

sion is one that lasts about loo-millionths of a second. This

high-speed camera was used to record all the details of the

activity of many war explosions.

The photo lamp department of the General Electric company

reported that the rated peak lumens were increased on five of

their photoflash bulbs. The Midget flashbulbs, such as Nos. 5,

6 and the S.MM were finding greater use in war photography as

well as among the amateurs and news photographers. Quality

of the flashlamps was maintained despite the use of substitute

materials, which had been very difficult to work with. Substitu-

tion of brass-plated steel for brass lamp bases, substitution of a

lower tin content solder for the conventional prewar solder in

order to conserve tin, and substitution of iron leads for nickel and

copper as a conservation measure had to be considered.

X-ray photography was applied more extensively for medical

and industrial uses than in any previous time. One of the impor-

tant developments was the use of 35-mm. film in an appropriate

camera for copying the fluorescent screen on an X-ray machine.

With this equipment it was possible to obtain X-ray records of

thousands of workers as well as to give periodic checkups for

members in the military forces. Also, a special film base was

treated for the making of stereoscopic X-rays. Two images are

photographed on the same area of film, the only difference being

that they are not superimposed on each other but slightly sepa-

rated in relation to the stereoscopic viewer.

The Ansco company developed special film for industrial radio-

graphy, having a higher speed to X-radiation and finer grain.

The Museum of Modern Art in New York city opened its new

photography centre and announced the appointment of Willard

D. Morgan, editor of the department of photography and of the

centre. To photographers, students, critics, collectors, teachers

and historians, the photography centre offers its resources of

information. Its growing archives include biographical and tech-

nical material gathered from photographers themselves; wide

contemporary and historical information in the manuals, albums,

periodicals, exhibition catalogues and special publications in the

library; the illustrated card catalogue of the museum's collection

of photographs and similar catalogues of other important collec-

tions; and lantern slides, either for individual selection or lecture

sets accompanied by text. Large and small exhibitions presenting

important trends in creative photography are major functions of

the department.
The Radio Corporation of America developed a new small

model of the electron microscope which would undoubtedly make
this revolutionary instrument available to a wider field of users.3

The Polaroid corporation produced polarizing coloured photo-

graphic filters. They combine in a single filter the functions of a

standard coloured filter and a polarizing filter. A typical filter of

this type is a polarizing yellow filter for use in obtaining dark

sky effects. To the effect of the yellow filter is added the effect

of the polarizer which, by rotation, can be used to control the

apparent brightness of polarized sky light. Up to the close of

1943, the use of these filters was confined to military applications

on visual and photographic instruments. Three dimensional in-

struction diagrams and photographs in vectograph form were

developed for special military training purposes.

Microphotography. Microphotography during the year con-

tinued to extend its usefulness in wartime in the fields of gov-

ernment, business and scholarship. Great progress was made in

the V-mail or soldiers' mail plan and equally spectacular advances

in the parallel and less publicized official mail on microfilm. Rela-

tively little new equipment was presented for public inspection.

*V. K. Zworykin ami James HUHer. "A Compact High-Resolving-Power Electron
Microscope." Jour, of Applied Pkyiic* (Dec. 1943).



INDIVIDUAL TIES In the railroad tracks arc discernible under a magnifying
glass In this U.S. army photograph taken from an altitude of 10,000 ft.

U.S. ARMY AIR FORCES high altitude photograph taken at approximately
38,000 ft. with a 40-in. telephoto lens. Detail In this photograph Is not
visible to the human eye at this altitude

OPERATORS Indexing a strip of Army Air Force trl-metrogon photograpny
onto an aeronautical chart

TAKEN FROM A SINGLE-SEATER U.S. ARMY RECONNAISSANCE PLANE
flying 310 m.p.h. at an altitude of 150 ft., this photograph has amazingly
clear details. The film unrolls past a slit in tho shutterless camera at a rate

which varies with the speed and altitude of the plane
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Several new and improved devices, however, were placed in op-

eration and would presumably be made generally available at

the close of World War II. Postwar planning activities were in

full swing and a number of companies manifested a desire to

introduce new equipment. Experimental and pilot models in some

cases were already in existence.

Colour microfilm, although expensive, was becoming less so

and was used for a number of projects. Outside this field, there

were few developments in sensitive materials. One factor, how-

ever, of supreme importance was the enunciation by the National

Bureau of Standards of a "Standard for Permanent Record

Photographic Microcopying Film" and its corollary, "Standard

for Temporary Record Photographic Microcopying Film."

The legal aspects of federal microfilming were changed some-

what by the repeal of the act of Sept. 24, 1940, entitled "Public

Law No. 788, ;6th Congress, Chapter 727, 3d Session, H.R.

10026," and the enactment into law of "Public Law No. 115, 78th

Congress, Chapter 192, ist Session, H.R. 2943." The latter incor-

porates all of the provisions of the former legislation and in addi-

tion specifies certain procedural changes and requirements in-

tended to streamline the uses of the technique. State legislation

for the record use of microphotography was extended by passage

of similar acts by several states. The state of Illinois, for ex-

ample, passed two separate acts legalizing the use of micro-

photography.

V-mail, which was developed by Kodak, reached its greatest

usefulness during 1943. The Kodak company continued to give

instruction courses in the processing of V-mail film and paper to

the appropriate branches of the services. During the latter part

of the year the war department released special information to

promote a wider use of V-mail. It informed the public that the

V-process insured the letter against loss, V-mail saved 98% of

the space that ordinary mail would use on planes and ships for

vital medical, food and munitions cargo, and that it saved time

because it had priority over most types of mail.

Kodak made a number of new developments in recording

materials, particularly a new paper for reflex copying.

The Ansco company (formerly known as Agfa Ansco) in-

creased the speed of Ansco Direct Copy film four times. The

gradation scale was extended and made linear over a useful

density range, thus providing more practical means for direct

duplication of negatives by single exposure and development.

(See also MOTION PICTURES; NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS;

X-RAY.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Complete Photographer, National Educational Alli-

ance (1943), Willard D. Morgan, cd.; Morgan and Lester, Graphic Graflex

Photography (1943 ed.) and The Leica Manual (yth cd., 1943).
(W. D. MN.)

Research ori aN phases of military and naval science

continued in 1943. More of it was based on the

classical phenomena of physics than on the latest discov-

eries in the field of atomic structure. Such war work did not,

of course, find its way into current literature, but it brought

many new recruits to physics. Looking ahead, the American In-

stitute of Physics, acting for the several societies of physicists in

the United States, purchased a national headquarters for physi-

cists at 57 E. 55th St., New York city. Early in 1944, this build-

ing was to house the editorial offices of the professional journals.

The institute's important tasks were to encourage friendly co-

operation among the numerous specialized groups of physicists

and to play the role of co-ordinator in matters affecting profes-

sional standards, professional welfare and the support of scien-

tific research.

Cosmic Rays. Cosmic rays, as they are found in the earth's

atmosphere, consist in the main of two portions. One of these,

the soft component, is made up of electrons which can be stopped

nV
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by a few centimetres of lead. Since the earth's atmosphere is

equivalent in absorbing power to nearly 100 cm. of lead, these

electrons must be of local origin. They are, in fact, produced in

bunches here and there in the atmosphere and in other absorbing

material by a very penetrating component of the rays. This pene-

trating component itself is created in the high atmosphere by

primary rays which appear to come from interstellar space, whose

exact nature was in 1943 still uncertain. Part at least of the

penetrating component was known to consist of fast-moving

mesotrons, particles of mass about 180 times that of the electron,

which create "showers" of electrons as they pass downward.

These mesotrons are, however, unstable, having a lifetime of

about two-millionths of a second. This fact alone certifies that

they must be of atmospheric origin. If their source were far away

they would disintegrate before they reached the earth, changing,

it was believed, into an electron and a neutrino, both moving
with high kinetic energy derived from the mass-energy of the

mesotron. New experiments to determine the mesotron's half

life were reported by B. Rossi and N. Nereson. Their estimate

was 2.15^:0.07 x io"6
sec. Therefore, even if mesotrons moved

with practically the speed of light, the chance is very small that

one of them would survive a 2o-mile journey. Nevertheless,

enough survive for accurate measurement at sea level and in

deep mines.

It is important to know if these ionizing mesotrons are the

only source of the soft component of cosmic rays. As a result

of experiments carried out underground, V. C. Wilson and D. J.

Hughes deduced that mesotrons alone are responsible for the

soft component below sea level, to depths as great as 600 m. in

the earth. In the atmosphere, however, V. H. Regener's experi-

ments lead to a different conclusion. With an ingenious arrange-

ment of electrical counting tubes, he was able to record on pho-

tographic film the approximate paths of penetrating cosmic rays

and of other rays created by them. In many cases showers of

soft secondary rays were produced in the absence of any ionizing

penetrating ray. At an altitude of 10,000 ft. he found that show-

ers were produced nine times as frequently by nonionizing parent

rays as by ionizing mesotrons. At lower altitudes, the ratio grew

progressively smaller. Thus the penetrating component of cosmic

rays must consist of two parts, one being composed of mesotrons,
the other of some nonionizing radiation. However, the nonioniz-

ing radiation must be absorbed much faster than mesotrons in

order that Regencr's experiments may be consistent with those

of Wilson and Hughes.
In 1943, R. A. Millikan, H. V. Neher and W. H. Pickering

published a second report on their world-wide cosmic ray survey,

which was designed to provide new information about the source

of the rays. By measuring the intensities of the rays at different

geomagnetic latitudes and at various elevations they were, in

effect, using the magnetic field of the earth as a giant spectro-

graph to separate rays of different energies. Since many of the

rays are charged particles, they tend to be deflected away from

the earth at the equator but come to the earth's surface readily

at the north and south magnetic poles. The three authors meas-

ured the energy-distribution of the rays. Then they compared
their findings with the results which would be anticipated if the

rays were created in interstellar space by the annihilation of the

very sparsely distributed atoms there. The observations and pre-

dictions agreed very well. Hence it is reasonable to consider

Millikan, Neher and Pickering's assumption as a good working

hypothesis concerning the origin of cosmic rays, which are there-

fore the only observable relics of the annihilation process. What
initiates this transformation of energy, and in what form it

travels to the earth, were in 1943 unsolved problems.

Thermal Diffusion. The law of force between two molecules
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cannot be written down in exact mathematical form. Certain

facts concerning intermolecular forces are, however, obvious.

The magnitude of the force decreases with increasing separation

of the particles, provided they are more than a certain distance

apart. Molecules also resist very strongly any attempt to bring

them closer than a certain distance, as may be deduced from the

difficulty of compressing to smaller bulk such a substance as

water. In treating the behaviour of molecules by mathematical

arguments it is therefore necessary to use plausible 'Approxima-

tions, which are usually in the form of inverse power laws. Cer-

tain molecules, which behave somewhat like hard elastic spheres,

are classed as "hard" molecules; others, in which a repulsive force

builds up gradually as the molecules approach, are termed "soft"

molecules. The theory was in 1943 still far from rigorous, but

was reliable enough to be used as a guide in interpreting the

results of thermal diffusion experiments. W. W. Watson and D.

Woernley enclosed a mixture of ordinary and heavy ammonia
in two glass bulbs connected by a long narrow tube. After keep-

ing one hotter than the other for some hours, a greater concen-

tration of the heavy component was found in one bulb, in agree-

ment with the general predictions of the theory. After repeating

the experiment in various temperature ranges it was possible to

find out how the separation of the components of the gaseous

mixture was affected by temperature. Here a new observation was

made. A reversal in the direction of separation occurred at about

20 C., which means that if one bulb were held at 100 C. and

ithe other at 60 C., no separation would occur by thermal

diffusion. A similar result was recorded in 1942 for neon-ammonia

mixtures. The cause of this puzzling behaviour can be found in

the lack of spherical symmetry of the ammonia molecule. Indeed,

the method is a promising one for investigating long-range molec-

ular forces*

Cerenkov Radiation. A new radiation accompanying the

passage of very fast electrons through transparent materials was

found by the Russian physicist Cerenkov in 1934. After the first

announcement several papers were published dealing with the de-

pendence of its properties on electron velocity and on the refrac-

tive index of the medium. Cerenkov radiation cannot be pro-

duced unless electrons move with a velocity greater than that of

light in the transparent medium. In the words of J. E. Hender-

son, the radiation may be regarded as the electromagnetic bow
wave of an electron, analogous to the bow wave of a boat which

moves faster than the waves which it sets up on the surface of

the water. Like the bow wave of a boat, Cerenkov radiation

travels and can be observed only in certain directions with respect

to the moving electron; in all other directions it is destroyed by
interference. The direction of emission is connected with speed
of the electron and the refractive index of the medium by a sim-

ple relation which was verified by the experiments of H. 0.

Wyckoff and J. E. Henderson in 1943 and of G. B. Collins and

V. C. Reiling in 1938.

Electron Microscopy. In the standard type. of electron micro-

scope, only objects suitable for forming into or being mounted

upon extremely thin films can be investigated directly. The sur-

face of a solid cannot, therefore, be examined unless a replica of

the surface is first made on a thin film. A film of the metal itself

cannot be used because it has properties quite different from

those of the same metal in bulk. A new technique developed by
R. D. Heidenreich and V. G. Peck promised to be very useful.

The process is a two-stage one. First, plastic polystyrene is

moulded on to the metal surface and squeezed in a press. Then
the excess metal is cut and dissolved away, leaving a negative im-

print of the metal's surface on the plastic. Next, the plastic is

mounted in a vacuum above a small heating coil from which silica

is quickly evaporated on to the cold polystyrene. Silica mole-

cules are extremely mobile on polystyrene, so they penetrate into

little crevices and cover the surface completely. The silica film

is removed from the plastic by dissolving the latter away. It is

then ready for mounting on a frame for insertion in the micro-

scope.

In this series of processes, some detail is inevitably lost, but

the final resolution obtainable with such replicas is between 150A
and 2OoA, surpassing that of an optical microscope some twenty-
fold. So many problems of surface structure await solution in

this range that a new electron microscope was designed expressly

for the task. The first model was built by C. H. Bachman and

S. Ramo. In this instrument extremely high resolving power was

consciously sacrificed for simplicity, compactness and mobility.

It operated entirely on electrostatic principles and needed none

of the precise current and voltage regulation required for an elec-

tron microscope with magnetic lenses. An image is first formed

by an electron beam on a fluorescent screen, which is then photo-

graphed through a good optical microscope. The magnification

due directly to the electron beam is therefore comparatively

small, but the intermediate image possesses the high resolution

necessary for further enlargement by the optical system.

New High-pressure Cloud Chamber. One of the most di-

rect ways of investigating the behaviour of charged particles is

to photograph the tracks of ions which they leave in their wake

as they traverse a cloud chamber. In the case of cosmic rays, in

which interesting events occur only rarely, the accumulation of

useful data by a cloud chamber operated at atmospheric pressure

is a wearisome undertaking. A few high-pressure chambers have,

indeed, been built, and their good performance has suggested that

it would be advantageous to have chambers which could operate

at several hundred atmospheres. The chief problem of design was

solved by T. H. Johnson, S. DeBenedetti and R. P. Shutt of the

Bartol Research foundation, who enclosed their new chamber

completely in a bath of transparent oil, contained in a 5-ton steel

casting strong enough to withstand the large forces involved. In

this way the pressures inside and outside the chamber itself are

nearly equal. Photographs are made through a small window in

the casting and expansion is effected by releasing a little of the

surrounding oil. Already photographs had been made between

100 and 200 atmospheres in argon. One such picture showed at

once all that happens in the atmosphere over a vertical area of

some 20,000 sq. ft. Furthermore, a chamber operated at such

high pressure has a sensitive period much longer than that of a

low-pressure chamber. The harvest of information per picture is,

of course, proportional to the pressure and to the time of sensi-

tivity. With this important new instrument, data concerning rare

events such as mesotron disintegration might be expected rapidly.

(See also X-RAYS.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The reader who desires fuller information on physics
in 1943 will do well to look, up the topics mentioned here in the index to

vol. 63 and 64 of the Physical Review, whence he will be led to original

papers in that and in other journals. (T. H. O.)

Thyroid Gland. Interest was aroused in a

possible new treatment for hyperthyroidism by
the observation that certain sulfonamides as well as thiourea and

its derivatives lowered the basal metabolic rate when fed to rats

for several weeks. A large number of compounds were tested and

it was found that a substance called "thipuracil" was most effec-

tive in decreasing metabolism. This substance was subsequently

tried clinically on a number of patients with hyperthyroidism.

The preliminary results were encouraging but more extensive

studies are necessary before a final evaluation of the drug can

be given. In regard to the mechanism of action of thiouracil, the

evidence indicated that it prevented the thyroid gland from utiliz-

ing iodine in the synthesis of the thyroid hormone; thiouracil
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did not interfere with the action of the thyroid hormone when
the latter was given in a preformed state.

Vitamins. One of the toxic manifestations of the sulfonamide

drugs is the occurrence of anaemia and leucopenia (a reduction

in the number of white blood cells). Recent work has indicated

that one of the members of the vitamin B complex may be use-

ful in preventing these effects. This substance, folic acid, was

discovered in 1941. It was shown that the administration of this

compound cures the anaemia and leucopenia produced in rats by
the administration of sulfonamide drugs.

Evidence was obtained indicating that vitamin BI (thiamine)
is synthesized by bacterial action in the human intestinal tract.

This was known to occur in certain other animal species but it

had not yet been demonstrated in man. An interesting and per-

haps clinically important observation was the fact that certain

sulfonamide drugs employed in the treatment of intestinal dis-

orders (succinylsulfathiazol) prevented this intestinal synthesis

from occurring. (See also VITAMINS.)

Gastrointestinal Tract. It was known for some time that

extracts of the upper intestinal mucosa contained a substance

called enterogastrone which inhibits gastric secretion and motil-

ity. The possibility that patients might be "immunized" against

the recurrence of peptic ulcer by injections of enterogastrone re-

ceived some encouraging support during 1943. The development
of gastrojejunal ulcer in Mann-Williamson dogs was prevented
for one year by enterogastrone injections. In the Mann-William-

son operation, a gastrojejunostomy is performed and the alkaline

bile and pancreatic juice is diverted into the terminal ileum; this

allows unbuffered and gastric juice to come in contact with the

jejunal mucosa. Ninety-eight per cent of these animals die with

ulcer within one to nine months if untreated. After preventing

ulcer in these animals for a period of a year, the enterogastrone

injections were discontinued. In spite of this, however, ulcer

failed to develop in these dogs even after a period of a year

without treatment. This was a surprising result because in previ-

ous work with aluminum phosphate and gastric mucin, ulcer de-

veloped within one to four months after treatment was stopped.

The mechanism of this enterogastrone "immunization" is not

clear. It is not due to a markedly reduced secretion of acid or

pepsin by the gastric glands. It may be due to an increased re-

sistance of the jejunal mucosa to irritation.

The effect of coffee and caffeine on gastric secretion was studied.

It was found that these substances stimulate gastric secretion in

the cat and in man but not in the dog. In the cat, acute and

chronic ulcers of the stomach and duodenum could be produced

by the daily administration of five grains of caffeine. On a body

weight basis, this would correspond to 30 to 60 grains for man

(a cup of coffee contains about one and one-half grains of

caffeine). Thus if the human stomach behaves like the cat's

stomach, abuse of coffee or other caffeine containing beverages

may be a direct cause of ulcer in susceptible subjects. In man,
caffeine and alcohol manifest a synergistic stimulation to gastric

secretion.

Thus the practice of drinking coffee in relation to alcoholic

beverages places the stomach and duodenum of the person sus-

ceptible to peptic ulcer under considerable strain.

Environmental Stress. In World War II men were frequently

exposed to extremes of heat and cold and were often forced to

exist for prolonged periods without adequate sources of food or

water. During 1943 intensive studies were carried out in the

Mojavc desert in California with regard to the water requirements

of men under conditions of extreme heat. The water requirements

were found to depend upon the amount of body activity and the

daily temperature. At 95 F., a man required at least three quarts

of fluid a day, and one who worked hard in the sun needed as

much as seven quarts. At 110 F., six quarts were required at

rest and as much as 10 to 12 quarts in 24 hours were needed by
men doing strenuous work in the sun. When the water supply was

limited, it was found that more than twice as much work could be

accomplished by men working only during the coolest part of the

24 hours (i.e., at night) than by those who worked during the

day when the heat was most intense.

Other studies were made upon men adrift at sea in rubber life

rafts. Some of the conclusions reached from this study were :

(i) When water is scarce, dehydrated or heavy foods should

not be eaten. (2) It was found to be advantageous to drink large

quantities of water prior to being cast adrift. (3) When water

became available after a period of prolonged dehydration, it was

found to be better to drink as much as one could comfortably
hold at once instead of drinking smaller amounts at wider inter-

vals. (4) Keeping the clothing saturated with sea water was

found to help prevent dehydration.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. B. Astwood, "Chemical Nature of Compounds
Which Inhibit the Function of the Thyroid Gland," /. Pharmacol. c'r

Expcr. Therap., ;8:?9 (i943); E. B. Astwood, J. Sullivan, A. Bissell and
R. Tyslowitz, "Action of Certain Sulfonamides and of Thiourea upon the

Function of the Thyroid Gland of the Rat," Endocrinology, 32:210 (1943);
E. B. Astwood, "Treatment of Hyperthyroidism with Thiourea and
Thiouracil," /.A.M.A., 122:78 (1943); C. G. Mackenzie and J. B.
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and Basal Metabolism," Endocrinology, 32:185 (1943); R H. Williams
and G. W. Bissell, "Thiouracil in the Treatment of Thyrotoxicosis," Science,
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Pig Iron: see IRON AND STEEL.

Pigs: see Hoes; LIVESTOCK.

Dittchlirffh
Tentl1 *n population (671,659) among cities of

r lUoDUI&ll. the United States in 1940, Pittsburgh, Pa., had

an area of approximately 54.3 sq.mi. at the end of 1943. It is in

the southwestern part of Pennsylvania at the junction of the

Monongahela and Allegheny rivers. Mayor (Jan. I, 1944), Cor-

nelius D. Scully.

In 1943, production at factories in the region centred in Pitts-

burgh, already representing near-capacity levels in 1941 and 1942,

was further increased. There were completed in the region dur-

ing 1943 a significant enlargement of iron and steel capacity, ex-

pansion of plants producing small war craft, and an important
new unit producing materials for synthetic rubber. Accompanying
the larger industrial output was a record dollar volume of retail

trade.

With brisk industry and trade, utility loads in the district were

heavy in 1943, but with limited interruption and delay, the loads

were carried, local transportation in rush periods being relieved

somewhat by more staggering of office and school hours. A new

electric generating plant in the Pittsburgh area, with a capacity

of 60,000 kw., was dedicated early in 1943.

Although deeply involved in war, the community took im-

portant steps in 1943 toward planning for peace. The city of

Pittsburgh and the county of Allegheny, through their planning

commissions and their works departments, increased their efforts

in the planning of public works.

The assessed valuation of taxable real estate in Pittsburgh, for

city and school taxes of 1943, was $1,044,010,664, land valuation

being $471,359,772 and building valuation $572,650,892. City tax

rates were 22.5 mills on land and 11.25 mills on buildings; school
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rate, 11.75 milk on combined valuation. The county rate of 7.625

mills within the city related to a somewhat lower assessed value.

Expenditures and debt to the nearest dollar for the city of

Pittsburgh, the Pittsburgh school district and the county of Alle-

gheny were as follows: expenditures, except debt retirement, cal-

endar year 1943, $18,080,774 for the city, $12,122,105 for the

school district, $16,281,814 for the county; bonded debt less cash

and bonds in sinking funds, end of 1943, $53,264,661 for the city,

$18,010,369 for the school district, $82,485,613 for the county.

It is necessary to note that only 54.8% of the county's assessed

valuation of taxable real estate was in Pittsburgh. (J. G. Bo.)

DlllC Yll
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( l8 76- ), the 262nd successor of St. Peter in

the See of Rome, was elected by the cardinals in

conclave on his 6jrd birthday, March 2, 1939, and was crowned

as pope on March 12. (For details of his early life, see Encyclo-

pedia Britannica.) In his office as pope he is held to be the Vicar

of Christ on earth, and he is the spiritual pastor over an estimated

400,000,000 Catholics in all parts of the world. These were to

be found in 1943 in all the warring nations, though countless

thousands were either slaughtered or died in concentration camps.
The course of the war in 1943 was brought very close to the

person of the pope himself, though it was reported that His

Holiness had refused to take refuge outside the war zone (see

VATICAN CITY STATE). Among the outstanding events connected

with the pope was a quotation from his peace appeal made in

April in the British house of lords, and the association with papal

ideals for world peace voiced by high prelates of the Church of

England.

Among the many benefactions made by the pope during 1943
in the direction of war relief were: $50,000 given for the restora-

t'on'of Catholic churches destroyed in air raids in Great Britain;

$20,000 given for church restoration in Malta; $2,000 given for

internees in the Isle of Man. Papal delegates in Finland and

Rumania were ordered to distribute food and clothing to Russian

prisoners of war. A version of the Gospels was published in Ser-

bian for war prisoners.

The pope addressed a letter to Cardinal Marchetti-Selvaggiani

on the bombing of Rome, July 20, 1943. On Aug. 15 he appealed
to world Catholics to pray for peace, and addressed a peace appeal

on the fourth anniversary of the war, Sept. i. Dec. 8 was desig-

nated by the pope as a day of public prayers for peace through-
out the Catholic world.

On March 1 2 the pope celebrated the fourth anniversary of his

>,

POPE PIUS XII exhorting a multitude of Romans after the second U.S. air

raid on Rome Aug. 13, 1943

PIUS XII PLAGUE, BUBONIC
coronation. Two encyclicals were published in 1943: Mystici

Corporis, on the Mystical Body of Christ, June 29, and Divino

Afflante Spiritu, on the study of Holy Scripture, Sept. 30.

The Vatican Gold Book was published by the Vatican Polyglot

Press, covering the activities of the Holy See for the years 1941-

42 in the fields of diplomacy, the ministry and works of charity.

The pope presided at the opening of the academic year of the

Pontifical Academy of Sciences. On Oct. 30 he broadcast in Span-
ish to the Peruvian National Eucharistic congress. In his pre-

Lenten discourse to the clergy of Rome the pope urged them to

preach Sunday observance. On his name-day, June ?, he re-

ceived the respects of the cardinals in Rome, when he deplored

persecutions, paid tribute by name to the Poles, and recalled his

own efforts to secure peace. On June 13 the pope addressed

20,000 Italian workers on social security as the basis of harmony
in society. The broadcast of the pope's midnight mass on Christ-

mas eve was cancelled, because of the 6 P.M. curfew enforced by
the German occupation forces in Rome.

In his Christmas message, broadcast to the whole world on

Christmas eve, Pius XII prayed that a just peace may be cele-

brated in 1944. The pope called for a normal measure of power
sanctions, but warned that true peace can never be a harsh imposi-
tion supported by arms alone. (See also ROMAN CATHOLIC

CHURCH; VATICAN CITY STATE.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. W. Naughton, Pius XII on World Problems (America

Press); H. C. Koenig, editor, Principles jor Peace (Washington, D.C.).
(J. LAP.)

Plague, Bubonic and Pneumonic. ,'':';,
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first nine months of 1943 indicate that bubonic and pneumonic

plague recurred in the people or rodents of Africa, Asia, South

America, Oceania and the United States. Its occurrence among

troops of the nations at war was not recorded but it was present

in Casablanca, Dakar, Port Said, Madagascar and Hawaii, which

were sites of military operations. Serious outbreaks of epidemic

proportions did not occur in 1943, although there were several

instances of the development of the pneumonic form of the dis-

ease among a few individuals of each of several widely separated

areas. v ...
''. ..-. -^ >*>'','-
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One author attributed the decreasing frequency with which

pneumonic plague assumes epidemic intensity to the infrequency

of the occurrence of cough and expectoration among patients in

whom the lungs become involved.

Observations continued from year to year on rats of rural

areas in Hawaii made it apparent that infection occurs and recurs

in a rather circumscribed area, while similar observations among



field rodents in continental United States suggested that there is

a gradual easterly extension of the disease toward the Great

Plains section. These deductions seemed to be strengthened by

experiences of 1943 during which an active epizootic recurred

within an area of approximately 30 sq.mi. on the island of Ha-

waii, and the disease was found for the first time in areas of the

eastern third of the states of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and

New Mexico which had been surveyed during previous years by
the same procedures.
The continued studies on the role of fleas in the spread of the

disease among rodents confirm the wide dissemination of the

Indian rat flea (Xenopsylla cheopis) in the world; the identifi-

cation of eight flea species in Canada which are probable vectors;

and the experimental determination that two species which are

prevalent in rural areas of central United States have a capacity

as vectors equal to that of the Indian rat flea.

Tests were made on the Indian rat flea and on Diamanm mon-

tanus, which is common to the California ground squirrel (Citel-

lus beecheyi beecheyi), to determine the probable number of

plague bacteria (Pasteurella pestis) which would be ingested by
a flea under favourable circumstances. An average of 3 x io5

organisms were obtained from specimens of such species shortly

after feeding on an infected mouse; and it was also observed

that an average of 200 organisms were expelled in their faeces

during subsequent periods of 24 hr.

Technical investigations of the biochemical requirements of

the plague bacterium suggested that its sources of nitrogen may
be supplied by inorganic salts. The confirmation of this conclu-

sion might result in simplification of the procedures used in

detecting the organism.

A re-examination of the use of carbon bisulphide in the

control of rodents when introduced into their burrows as a spray

confirmed its lethal effect on the animal but indicated that its

fleas were not killed.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. "World Distribution of Cholera, Plague, etc.," Public
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Phctioc Inrliictru
The second year of war shifted the

riaollbo IllUUoUJf. plastics industry around in such an

amazing manner as to actually portend the ushering in of the

"Plastic Age." In 1942, plastics played an emergency role in sub-

stituting for and replacing the strategic metals and rubber. The
war job performed was so excellent, the conversions so numerous,
that many plastics also became critical materials, available only
for war usage. This affected such synthetic resins and plastics as

phenolics, vinyls, styrenes, acrylics and ethyl cellulose.

Total U.S. production of synthetic resins and plastics during

1942 was about 426,731,106 lb., or more than 213,000 tons.

Figures for 1943 production were not available, but it could be

presumed that plastics production more than held its own despite

curtailment of consumer goods. Considering the new capacity

brought in for the production of phenol and styrene, just to men-

PLASTIC ROPE, braided with strong filaments of Saran, was applied to many
marine and wartime uses in 1943

tion two resins, it was estimated that 1943 production was close

to 600,000,000 lb.

Phenol formaldehyde plastics were perhaps the most widely

used in war production. They were lightweight, stable under

rapid temperature changes, good insulators, impervious to weath-

ering and had high impact resistance. In planes, phenolic mate-

rials were fabricated into pulleys, fairleads, for control cables

which pass to every part of the structure, cabin air controls,

propeller parts and propellers themselves, aileron control quad-

rants, illuminated dials and name plates for night flying. These

same materials saw active service on the sea as well. A warship

in 1943 was a veritable electric power plant with everything oper-

ated electrically elevators, gun turrets, gun light switches, radios,

pumps, junction boxes, etc. In. all such assemblies, the plastic

played an important part, and had to function precisely and with-

out failure.

The need for moulding materials of exceptional mechanical

strength to replace strategic metals greatly stimulated the use and

further development of compounds known as high or medium im-

pact phenolics. Plastic of this type successfully passed the test

for 37 mm. dummy fuses, and for the 75 mm. mortar shell fuse.

In the Browning machine gun it replaced the black walnut used

for grip handles. Booster tubes for demolition bombs were made

of phenolics. And even the traditional duck from which army
tents had been made was treated with phenolic formaldehyde

resins, which not only increased the life of the duck material,

but improved its water permeability and protected the fire-resist-

ant finish against weathering or deterioration in storage. Mela-

mine resins, which were but recently perfected, were used for

buttons which withstood the gruelling tests prescribed by the

quartermaster corps. Previously all buttons were made from im-

ported vegetable ivory. Melamine resin was also the basis of a

new treatment for paper pulp, and imparted extraordinary

strength to sheets made from it, and at the same time increased

the resistance of the sheet to folding. This new paper lent itself

to such unusual uses as clothing, army tents, sandbags, etc Tt

also was experimented with in the food field, where it was used
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for crate liners, for locker bags, for frozen foods, etc.

The two years of war witnessed a vast increase in the manufacturing of

acrylic plastics, as well as the expansion of the facilities for fabricating
aircraft parts. The aircraft industry continued to use a large percentage of

the sheet production, turning out more planes per month and using a larger
area of acrylics per plane. New developments included an acrylic power
turret which could be revolved mechanically to aim multiple machine guns.
The new bombers also carried another acrylic innovation, a gunner enclosure

practically in the tail of the plane.
Acrylics saw active service in all phases of the war. Even blackout lights

on army trucks and jeeps were made from acrylics. Tank sight windows
were cut from sheet acrylics. Navy PT boats had acrylic machine-gun
housings, as well as acrylic windows. Sea-going dials and gauges were pro-
tected from the effects of salt water by moulded or fabricated acrylic covers.

In the report issued by the Baruch committee on the rubber situation, it

was stated that vinyl resins, as a substitute, saved the equivalent of 22,000
tons of crude rubber per year. Despite great increases in vinyl production
capacity, there was not enough in 1943 to satisfy military needs.

Wartime applications for polyvinyl compounds increased faster than they
could be made. Polyvinyl butyral, long used only as the plastic sandwich
for laminated safety glass in automobiles, coated the fabric from which

lightweight raincoats were made for soldiers. Polyvinyl alcohol was
moulded into heat-resisting tubing and gaskets for trucks. Polyvinyl acetate

was used instead of rubber latex in mid-soles for shoes. Polyvinyl chloride

was used in making degaussing cables to protect ships against magnetic
mines and for general use for insulation for primary and secondary cables

for army as well as navy aircraft.

In replacing natural rubber in army raincoats, polyvinyl butyral saved
i >4 Ib. of crude rubber in each raincoat. It was also used in bags for trans-

porting drinking water to thirsty soldiers, hospital sheeting for military and
civilian use, life belts for the navy and merchant marine, food bags and
waterproof, oil-resistant suits for seamen. In extruded form, polyvinyl
butyral replaced rubber in tubing, in clamps to prevent vibration of fuel

lines on aeroplanes, and in a host of other military applications.
Cellulosic materials were extensively employed in gas mask parts includ-

ing lenses, knobs, starter buttons, blackout lenses and protective surfaces
for maps' and documents. Cellulose acetate sheeting found a large war use
in windows for trainer aeroplanes, for gliders, and for windshields for

motorcycles. Fluorescent cellulose acetate sheeting was used for lighting
fixtures in war equipment, where visible lighting could not be used. Cellulose

acetate and cellulose acetate butyrate moulding powders were becoming
more and more important in the manufacture of war and essential civilian

materials. The butyrate and the high acetic acid content cellulosic plastics
were being used for applications requiring improved water resistance and
dimensional stability. Among such uses were gas mask lenses, hose nozzles,

pistol grips, flashlight cases, first aid kits, stirrup pump parts, shaving
brush handles. The mechanical strength and ease of moulding these products
made them extremely valuable as substitutes for metal, rubber and glass,
and as materials for construction of articles for which metal and rubber are
not satisfactory.

One of the best known of all plastic materials was polystyrene, even
though it was relatively new in the United States. During 1943 productive
capacity for the manufacturing of monomeric styrene for polymerization into

the plastic was a fortuitous circumstance, since this product was available
for the manufacturing of the Buna-S type of rubber. This further demon-
strated one of the many contributions the plastics industry made to the war
effort. Petroleum and coal are the raw materials from which styrene is

made, which is further polymerized to make polystyrene. Its most remark-
able characteristic is extreme resistance to chemical attack. For example,
hydrochloric acid which will dissolve glass has no effect on polystyrene. It

absorbs practically no moisture and is an excellent insulator, a sheet of

one-thousandth of an inch thick resisting up to 3,000 volts. In war it was
applied to battery boxes, radio insulations, coaxial cable insulation, resin
modifiers for wire coating, etc.

Ethyl cellulose was designed originally for peacetime applications. Its

outstanding properties are water resistance, toughness, high impact, di-

mensional stability, low density and general resistance to weathering. It

was in 1943 under strict allocation by WPB because of its adaptation to

military use, the chief of which was as a fabric coating for braided ignition

cable, fire- and water-proofing dyes, artificial leather, etc. In sheeting form
it made transparent face shields for gas masks, goggles, envelopes for shop
prints, and recording surfaces for airport and general communication moni-
tors. One development was ethyl rubber made of ethyl cellulose combined
with an oil plasticizer. It is flexible, has elastic properties, and shows bet-
ter resistance to abrasion, ozones and to gasoline than natural rubber, but
less resilience, elongation or resistance to permanent deformation. It could
be used instead of natural rubber for gun covers, electrical or junction tape,
water tubing to replace brass, raincoats, hospital sheeting, gloves, foot-

wear, etc.

The chief reason for the early failure of wood parts in aircraft con-
struction was due to the inferiority of animal and vegetable glues which
had very poor resistance to water, as well as being subjected to fungus
growth. These factors weakened the structure to such a degree as to destroy
its value entirely. The development of synthetic resin adhesives which of-
fered excellent bonding characteristics and complete resistance to moisture
and fungus growth opened a new and entirely successful field to use in aero-

plane parts.
Plastic plywood in 1943 was becoming increasingly important as a major

structural material for war use, and low pressure moulding methods were
being used for speedy, efficient low cost production of lightweight training
planes, assault boats, floating ramps, pontoons, and for the PT motor tor-

pedo boats. AH of these were fabricated of lightweight resin bonded ply-
wood which filled the gap of a serious aluminum shortage. Pilot seats of
plastic plywood were an important recent development. These seats were
made of a phenolic impregnated fabric composition, as were the helmet
liners used by the armed forces.

Since their introduction in 1940, the vinylidene chloride resins (Saran)
aroused considerable interest, because of their unusual properties water,
chemical and solvent resistance combined with toughness, durability and

appearance. It was in 1943 finding its way into such varied end products
as piping for use in plumbing fixtures, to replace brass and copper in defense

housing, for electric fixtures and installations. And such was the versatility
of plastic material, that it could be extruded into fibres' or monofi laments
to be woven into a wide variety of upholstery fabrics, these fabrics magi-
cally endowed with endless resistance to weather, dirt and abrasives, and
even to fire, wonderfully strong, resilient and brightly hued. It replaced
rattan in subway seats, and was expected to be used in restaurants, theatres
and hotels, and the interiors of tomorrow.

The safeguards of censorship prevent extensive descriptions of many of
the wartime arrivals in the materials field. But a brief survey of some of

these newcomers may be offered:

Synthetic replacements for natural mica one of the most critical war
materials because it is a vital component of radio and electrical apparatus

were being developed by several companies. One of these produced a
series of commercial products called Polectron. Polectron was said to have
an unusual combination of low dielectric loss, high temperature stability
and superior water resistance, although the mechanical strength of the resin

made in 1943 was still relatively poor. Immediate uses for the material,
such as dielectric sheets in condensers, did not call for a high degree of

mechanical strength.
An inorganic mineral element, silica, was combined with organic radicals

composed of carbon and hydrogen to produce a new group of plastics called
Silicones. Silicones are said to be resistant to temperatures as high as

500 F., which suggests their suitability for use in electrical insulation
where such conditions may be encountered.

Another new material, as yet a little-known name on the plastics roster,
was Penacolite. This was said to be a phenolic-type thermosetting resin

which cures rapidly at temperatures from 60 to 150 F. under nearly
neutral conditions. This type of resin might eliminate many of the diffi-

culties in assembly gluing of wood or plastic-plywood parts for use con-

tinuously exposed to the weather.

Polystyrene fulfilled many difficult assignments in wartime electronic and
aircraft equipment. Styraloy, a recently developed clastomeric styrene
derivative, was reported to have properties which made it eminently suitable
for electrical applications at both high and low temperatures.
A long-awaited entry in the plastics field was an adhesive which would

permit the bonding together of metal, wood, plastics, ceramics, fibres and
rubber in any desired combination. A possible solution to this problem was
found in Cycleweld and Reanite cements, thermosetting plastics which
were applied to the surfaces of the units to be bonded and then cured under
heat and pressure.

This process was said to form structures which were stronger, lighter and
cheaper than those joined by conventional methods.

Reinforced plastics which permitted large-volume production of low-cost,
lightweight, high-strength structures offered many advantages beyond the

replacement of critical aluminum and magnesium. Several new resins which
would form satisfactory bonds at low or contact pressures and thus elim-
inate the need for costly dies were created, and special papers, cotton and
rayon fabrics, and glass fibre cloths were developed as reinforcing materials.
These low-pressure laminated plastics attracted interest because they made
possible the fabrication of huge structures heretofore considered impractical

RADIO INSULATORS and

equipment
coll forms of Luclte, for military high-frequency
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and even impossible for plastics.

Resin-impregnated wood became an important factor in maintaining an
adequate supply of propellers for the expanding air forces. A plant with
facilities for producing 50 times the volume of Pregwood available prior
to the war, was in operation. The resin-impregnated and compressed maple
boards were bonded by means of electrostatic high-frequency heating of

thermosetting phenolic glues into blocks from which the propeller is carved.
Other applications of this wood-plastic material included electrical insula-

tion, bearing plates, skis and ventilating fans.

A new rubber-like product, Paracon, made by the condensation of dibasic
acids with glycols or by the condensation of hydroxy acids was announced.
The elongation at break of these polyesters was said to average 400% with
an average tensile strength of about 1,700 Ib. per square inch. Important
progress was also made in the production and application of polyethylene
and its derivatives, but the publications on the subject were limited to the

patent literature.

(See also CHEMISTRY; MUNITIONS OK WAR; PAINTS AND VARNISHES;
RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FIBRES; RUBBER.) (C. A. BN.)

No information was received on platinum produo
tion, except that the chief producer in Colombia

reported the recovery of 17,603 oz. of crude in the first three-

quarters of 1943. The Canadian nickel output was maintained,

and unless there was some difficulty to hold up recovery and re-

fining of the platinum slimes from the nickel refinery, platinum

output should keep up as well. However, some decrease in supply,

accompanied by increased demand in electronics and the manu-

facture of fibre glass during the last half of 1943 disturbed the

former balance between supply and demand, and platinum was

moved to the head of the list of metals short in supply. Steps

were taken to improve scrap and inventory control provisions,

and unless the situation showed prompt improvement, allocation

would be required. In December it was reported that the supply
had improved somewhat, but that the position was still un-

certain. (G. A. Ro.)

Plume anil Pninoc The total fresh basis Production of

nUIIIO dllll rlUIICo. plums and prunes in 1943 was esti-

mated by the U.S. department of agriculture to be 682,000 tons

in the commercial producing states which was 10% above that of

1942 but 3% below the lo-year (1932-41) average. California

produced 68,000 tons of plums compared to 72,000 tons in 1942
and Michigan 3,400 tons against 5,300. The dried prune crop of

California, Oregon and Michigan, where most of the crop is grow-

ing, was 206,100 tons in 1943 (dry basis) compared with 177,100
tons in 1942 and a lo-year average of 215,326 tons. There was

an increase of drying in each state. The tonnage of Oregon and

Michigan prunes canned and cold packed increased greatly and

was estimated at 47,800 tons or 95% more than in 1942. Of this

total about 10,000 tons were cold packed. Smaller quantities

were marketed fresh, particularly in Idaho where production for

Table I. U.S. Production of Prunes in Tons, by States, 1943 and 1942

fresh use was only 3,900 tons in 1943 compared with 18,900 tons

in 1942. (J. C. Ms.)

Yable II. Quantities of Prune* Used Fresh, Canned and Dried/ in Tons

*ne earty months of 1943 there was a
. much sharper rise in the death rate from pneu-

monia than in previous years. This was observed among civilians

as well as in army camps. Most of the increase was probably
accounted for by the greater number of cases of so-called "pri-

mary atypical pneumonias" of unknown aetiology, which were

presumably caused by viruses. The case fatality rate in this group
remained low, but those who died of this disease were young
and middle-aged adults as compared with the older age groups of

the fatal cases of the usual bacterial pneumonias.
While complications of these atypical pneumonias continued to

be infrequent as compared with those observed in cases of bac-

terial pneumonia, certain severe complications were encountered.

These involved, predominantly, the nervous system and the heart

and its linings. Bacterial superinfections, formerly thought not

to be a feature of this disease, were also observed quite fre-

quently.

Measles epidemics occurred in the army camps just as they did

during World WT

ar I. In World War II, however, fatalities were

rare, whereas in World War I the mortality from measles was next

only to that from influenza. In both of these diseases deaths

were due chiefly to the complicating pneumonias. The low fatal-

ity rate might well be ascribed to the widespread use of the sul-

fonamide drugs. They not only cured most of the complicating

bacterial pneumonias but probably also cut down the chances of

a spread of the virulent bacteria to other susceptibles. Thus the

possibility of secondary pneumonias in the cases of measles was

markedly reduced.

No specific treatment was found for the primary atypical pneu-
monias. In the bacterial pneumonias sulfadiazine continued to

be the drug of choice. Some new derivatives and closely related

compounds of sulfadiazinc having similar activity and efficacy

were released during the year. The most important of these were

sulfamerazine which is a monomethyl derivative of sulfadiazine,

and sulfapyrazine which has the closely related pyrazine substi-

tute for the pyrimidine of sulfadiazine. Penicillin proved more

effective than the sulfonamides chiefly in infection with the

staphylococcus. This orgdnism played an increasingly important

role in the aetiology of pneumonias, particularly those secondary
to virus diseases and to other serious conditions. Penicillin also

proved effective against pneumococci which are resistant to sul-

fonamide action. The use of this drug remained in the experi-

mental stage.

Laboratory investigators came forth with a number of new

viruses which they considered as possible aetiological agents of

the primary atypical pneumonias. In every instance, however, the

evidence for the causal relationship was not complete. Further-

more, the viruses described by the various observers differed

fundamentally from one another. The viruses of pigeons (orni-

thosis) and of parrots and other exotic birds (psittacosis) proved
to be related to the prevalent "virus" pneumonias in only a small

minority of the cases (10% to 25% in the experience of different

observers).

Of interest was the discovery that most of the cases of primary

atypical pneumonia developed a peculiar property in the blood

known as "cold agglutinins." Their blood serum causes their own

red blood cells, as well as those of other blood groups and of other

animals, to clump in the cold and the clumps break up at body

temperature. This property is a rare one and was described in a

number of other conditions but the only disease with which it

was described as occurring with great regularity is trypanosomia-

sis. In the latter disease a specific parasite is found in the blood
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and the central nervous system. (See also CHEMOTHERAPY.)

(M. FD.)
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Dnlond ^ republic in northeastern Europe, invaded by the

I UldllUi Germans and partitioned by Germany and the

U.S.S.R. in 1939; the whole of Poland was conquered by Ger-

many in 1941 after the outbreak of the German-Russian war.

Area (Sept. i, 1939) c. 150,820 sq.mi.; pop. (official est. Jan. i,

1939, including Teschcn) 35,100,000. Capital: Cracow (259,000),

Other chief cities: Warsaw (1,289,000); Lodz (672,000), Lwow
(318,000); Poznan (272,000); Vilna (209,000). Prime minister:

Stanislaw Mikolajczyk (from July 1943).

History. The year 1943 was marked for Poland by two dra-

matic events: the rupture of Polish-soviet diplomatic relations

and the death of General Wladislaw Sikorski, Polish prime minis-

ter and commander-in-chief, in an air crash at Gibraltar on

July 4-

On April 25, in Moscow, Vyacheslav Molotov, Russian commis-

sar for foreign affairs, handed to Tadeusz Romer, the Polish am-

bassador, a note stating that "the soviet government has decided

to sever relations with the Polish government." Although the im-

mediate cause for the severing of diplomatic relations was de-

scribed in Molotov's note as the "entirely abnormal" behaviour

of the Polish government in connection with the German "discov-

ery" of a mass grave of Polish officers in the Katyn forest near

Smolensk, the crisis had been steadily growing for more than a

year, owing to the difficulties encountered in the implementation
of the provisions of the 1941 treaty. The prisoners and depor-

tees release of whom had been agreed upon under the treaty were

freed, but the Polish authorities claimed to be unable to trace

8,300 officers taken prisoner after Sept. 17, 1939. At the same

THE TREK OF POLISH REFUGEES from the U.S.S.R. Into Iran continued in

1943 -the fourth year of their exile

time the soviet authorities began to raise the question of the citi-

zenship of the deportees. The final stage in prolonged discussions

and correspondence was a soviet note of Jan. 16, 1943, stating

that henceforth all the deportees would be considered as soviet

citizens.

The crisis created by the dispute over citizenship did not facil-

itate the organization of the Polish army in Russia, which also

had been agreed upon under the 1941 treaty. Seventy-five thou-

sand of the men already recruited had been sent to Iran in two

groups, in March and Aug. 1942. In March 1943 a "Union of

Polish Patriots" was formed in Moscow under the chairmanship
of Mme. Wanda Wasilewska, a Polish communist, who started to

publish a weekly called Wolfta Polska (Free Poland) to express

"the genuine opinion of the Polish people."

When, on April 12, 1943 the Germans announced their Katyn
forest "discovery," the Polish government thought that an inves-

tigation by the International Red Cross would deprive them of

any political advantages they had hoped to gain by playing up
their "discovery"; for on April 15 the Russians had announced

that the Polish officers, who had been in a labour camp near

Smolensk, had fallen into the hands of the Germans and been put

to death. Following the Polish government's request to the Inter-

national Red Cross at Geneva the U.S.S.R. broke off relations

with Poland. A few days later, on May 9, Moscow radio an-

nounced that the council of people's commissars had acceded to

the request made by the union of Polish patriots to form a Polish

division.

Following General Sikorski's death a new Polish government
was formed on July 14, 1943, with 12 ministers. The new govern-
ment was representative of the Polish nation, for the four parties

represented in it commanded the vast majority of votes and

controlled the underground movement in Poland. The new com-

mander-in-chief of the Polish forces (in Britain, the middle east

and the Polish underground army) was General Kazimierz Sosn-

kowski. (K. SM.)
In Dec. 1943 the U.S.S.R. and Czechoslovakia formed a defen-

sive alliance, pledging mutual assistance in the event of any
further German drive to the cast and leaving the way open for

the admission to the pact of any third power bordering on either

country and representing an object of German aggression. This

clause presumably referred to Poland. The Polish government-

in-exile, however, professed disinterest unless Russia would agree

to guarantee Poland's pre-1939 eastern boundary, which included

in Poland the western portions of White Russia and the Ukraine.

On Jan. n, 1944, Russia announced it would annex the whole ot

these two territories, declaring that the disputed territory would

thenceforth be apportioned to the country by whose nationals it

was predominantly populated. This, Russia alleged, would set Po-

land's eastern border approximately at the so-called Curzon line,

established after World War I. The soviet government at the

same time offered to help Poland make up the loss of territory on

the east by assisting her to regain territory on the west, including

a corridor to the Baltic sea, and invited Poland to become a

party to the Czech-soviet treaty. (X.)
The Underground Front. The resistance of the Polish nation

to the invader continued to be a total one. The Polish govern-

ment in London had its own delegate in Poland, working in con-

junction with the political representatives of the four main

political parties, whose leaders were members of Mikolajczyk's

government. A declaration dated Aug. 15, 1943, addressed to

the Polish prime minister, which was published in the principal

Warsaw underground paper, Rzeczpospolita Polska (Polish Re-

public), recommended to the members of the London govern-

ment "full national solidarity" and collaboration with the Allies.

In a statement issued in London on Nov. 22, 1943, Ignacy
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Schwarzbart, Jewish member of the Polish national council, re-

vealed that the population of the Warsaw ghetto already re-

duced in 1942 from 350,000 to 120,000 by deportations and mass

slaughter was completely liquidated in the spring of 1943. A
similar fate befell the Jews in ghettoes in other towns in Poland.

The Struggle Outside Poland. The Polish minister of defense

announced in a report of Aug. 1943 that the Poles had nearly

80,000 fully equipped aad trained troops in the middle east, un-

der the command of Lt.-General Wladyslaw Anders. They were

part of the second army organized by Poles in exile, the rest

being in the British Isles. Polish losses in killed, wounded and

prisoners since Sept. i, 1941, had amounted to 903,000. From the

summer of 1940 until the end of Sept. 1943 the Polish fighter

squadrons operating from bases in Britain and the middle east

shot down 605 enemy planes. (K. SM.)

Banking and Finance. (In thousands of zlotys) : revenue

(est. 1939-40) 2,428,700; expenditure (est. 1939-40) 2,486,500;

public debt (March 31, 1939) 5,317,800; gold reserve (Aug. 31,

I 939) 443*000. Bank notes in circulation (Aug. 31, 1939) 1,928,-

ooo. Exchange rate (Aug. 1939) i zloty= 18.75 U.S. cents.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade (in thousands of

zlotys): imports, merchandise (1938) 1,299,600; (Jan.-July 1939)

762,300. Exports, merchandise (1938) 1,184,400; (Jan.-July

J 939) 781,500. Communications: roads (1937) 36,689 mi,; rail-

ways, main lines (1937) 11,223 mi.; shipping (July i, 1939) 63

vessels, totalling 121,630 tons gross.

Agriculture, Mineral Production, Manufacturing. (In

short tons) (1939): wheat, 2,502,200; barley, 1,631,400; rye,

8,411,000; oats, 3,174,600; (1938) maize, 139,100; potatoes, 38,-

093,500; beet sugar, 426,600; coal, 42,002,000; petroleum, 558,-

900; pig-iron and ferro-alloys, 1,067,000; steel, 1,720,400.

Pole Vaulting: see TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS.

During 1943 the conditions of police service through-

out the world were controlled in large measure by
the war. In the occupied countries under axis domination, civil

police were held within the firm administrative grasp of the quasi-

military police authorities in Berlin. But as the Allied powers ex-

tended their dominion to all of North Africa, to ther Italian islands

of the Mediterranean, and to the southern half of Italy, the Allied

Military Government forces took over Italian police units and

placed them under direct military control.

Compulsory military service in many lands was a major factor

in diverting trained police into military channels, and many were

the official efforts to put an end to this gradual attrition of pro-

fessional police resources. Nevertheless, as the year ended there

was as yet no slackening in the transfer of men from police to

military service, with strong indications that the same tendencies

would continue into 1944 in so far as Germany, Great Britain

and the United States were concerned.

In those Allied and axis-controlled areas which were subject to

frequent aerial bombardment, police were confronted by par-

ticularly heavy burdens in clearing debris, assisting in the care of

the injured, identification of large numbers of dead, and main-

taining free circulation of traffic under extremely adverse condi-

tions. Even outside of the bombardment zone, and in belligerent

and neutral countries alike, there was an increasing burden im-

posed on police in maintaining surveillance over aliens, and

(accelerating the transport of motor convoys of men, equipment
and supplies.

Wherever reductions in the number of trained police, or in-

creases in the multiform tasks of law enforcement and military

traffic threatened to overwhelm the regular police establishments,

recourse was had to the use of untrained and part-time auxiliaries.

Comprehensive data on these developments are available only for

the United States. There an inquiry in cities over 25,000 popula-
tion indicated a personnel turnover during the 18 months preced-

ing June 30, 1943, that ranged in specific forces from 5.7% to

60.0%. The median was 22.9%. Despite such major shifts in

personnel, these cities averaged 1.77 police employees per 1,000

inhabitants, a reduction of only 3.1% in police strength from the

preceding year. The conclusion seems inescapable that there had
been much police recruiting during 1943, which had undoubtedly
been accompanied by a decline in the quality of police personnel.

In addition, auxiliary police had been increased 10% by April

30, 1943, when they outnumbered regular police in a ratio of 2.03

to i. Most of these were enrolled as air-raid defense workers,

though generally available for any type of war emergency situ-

ation.

Comparative data on police department employees in more
than 400 cities having a combined population in excess of 50,000.-

ooo appear in Tables I and II.

Table I. Numer/co/ Strength of U.S. Municipal Police forces, 1941-43

(Number per 1,000 inhabitants)

Table II. Geographic Disfribufion of the Numerical Strength of U.S.

Municipal Police Forces Arranged by Population Groups
(Number per 1,000 inhabitants)

Among crimes against the person, 81.7% were cleared by arrest

of the offender in 1942, while 26.5% of crimes against property

were successfully handled in this fashion. Table III shows the

recent record in crime clearances.

Table III. Per Cent of Crimes Oeored by Arrett in U.S. Cifies, 1940-42.

Attention is particularly directed to the generally improved
record of clearances in 1942 as compared with the two preceding

years. In that year, the ratio of police to population reached an

all-time high in the United States.

The annual congress of the International Association of Chiefs

of Police was held in Detroit in Aug. 1943. While attendance

from the United States and Canada heavily predominated, there

were numerous delegates from Central and South America and

from the British Isles. The congress set a new high attendance

record

Chief preoccupation of the delegates was with war-connected

police activities, particularly in maintaining effective liaison with
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such national agencies as the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(U.S.) and the provost-marshals of the several allied armies.

Occupational draft deferments for police and ways and means for

giving effect to police priorities in securing essential equipment
also attracted much attention as did the detailed discussions of

race riots in Detroit and New York city earlier in the year. (See

also CRIME; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; KIDNAPPING;

SECRET SERVICE, U.S.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Uniform Crime Reports (quarterly) for 1941, (semj-
annually) for 1942, and the first half of 1943 (Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation, Washington). Municipal Year hook, 1943 (International City

Managers' Association, Chicago). (B. S.)

Poliomyelitis: see INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

Polificol Parties, Great Britain: see COMMUNISM; CON-

SERVATIVE PARTY; LABOUR PARTY; LIBERAL PARTY.

Political Parties, U.S.: see COMMUNISM; DEMOCRATIC

PARTY; REPUBLICAN PARTY; SOCIALISM.

The United States Polo association, governing body of

the game, suspended, following the declaration of war

by the United States against Germany, Japan and Italy, all

championships and nationally sponsored tournaments; these not

to be resumed until the conclusion of hostilities. Polo played

in the United States during 1943 was of an informal character

and much of it at army posts by men in the armed forces.

Approximately 80% of the handicapped players were in the

armed forces and several were reported killed, wounded in action

or held as prisoners of war. During 1943 the association lost

one of its officers when Lt. Commander Gouverneur Morris

Carnochan, secretary and treasurer, was killed while on active

duty in an aeroplane somewhere in the South Pacific.

The affairs of the association continued to be administered by
F. S. von Stade as acting chairman and by W. Thorn Kissel as

acting secretary-treasurer. (R. F. K.)

Population, Movements of: see REFUGEES.

Populations of the Countries of the World: see AREAS

AND POPULATIONS OF THE COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD.

Porto Rico: see PUERTO Rico.

^ republic of western Europe, forming part of

the Iberian peninsula and bounded on the N. and

E. by Spain and on the S. and W. by the Atlantic ocean. Area

(including Azores and Madeira), 35,670 sq.mi.; pop. (census Dec.

12, 1940) 7,702,000. Chief towns: Lisbon (cap. 594,300), Oporto

(232,280). President: Gen. Antonio Carmona; premier in 1943:

Dr. Oliveira Salazar; language: Portuguese; religion: Christian

(mainly Roman Catholic).

History. While maintaining the best of relations with the two

belligerents to whom, in the words of Dr. Salazar (April 27,

1943), she was "bound by close ties of political comradeship or

deep affection'* Brazil and Britain Portugal continued to ob-

serve strict neutrality in World War II and strengthened her

bonds with Spain. On Feb. 22, 1943, a new trade agreement was

signed with Spain under which each country was to send the

other nearly double the previous year's amount of supplies and

five times the annual average amount before the Spanish Civil

War. Among other international events were the inauguration of

a direct telegraphic service with Argentina in March and the

sending of a military, naval and air mission to the United States

in April.

On Oct. 12 it was announced, in Lisbon and in London, that at

the request of the British government the Portuguese govern-

ment Bad agreed to grant Britain temporary facilities in the

Azores which would provide increased protection for merchant

shipping in the Atlantic, the arrangements made to include British

assistance in furnishing essential material and supplies to the

Portuguese armed forces and the maintenance of the Portuguese

national economy. All British forces would be withdrawn from

the Azores at the end of hostilities.

On April 13 was passed an important law concerning the na-

tionalization of capital. All new public utility companies were

required to be Portuguese-controlled, with a Portuguese board of

directors, and 60% of the capital had to be Portuguese.

Daily life in Portugal was still difficult in 1943. Cotton short-

age threatened to throw 60,000 persons out of work. Port wine

exports in two years had fallen from 32,000,000 litres to 6,500,-

ooo. Meat was scarce; bread, milk and tobacco supplies were fur-

ther limited; olive oil, soap and charcoal were rationed; wheat,

maize, millet and potato crops were the smallest in 10 years.

Smuggling and profiteering reached grave proportions. Food

prices had risen by as much as 100% since 1940 and wages had

increased but little. In July these conditions led to industrial dis-

turbances which had to be severely dealt with, while the govern-

ment frankly warned the country that the drought of the early

summer, the worst for over a century (which also destroyed thou-

sands of acres of forest), would mean more and more restrictions

as the year went on. To help provide for the future, Portugal

purchased 54,000 tons of German shipping lying in ports in

Angola and Mozambique and 6,000 tons from Costa Rica.

Though the country's credit balance was rather lower than in

the previous year, owing largely to heavy expenditure on arma-

ments, the financial position as a whole was considered better.

The war profits tax gave twice its expected yield and a new gov-

ernment loan of 10,000,000 at 2^%, announced in May, was well

taken up.

Social measures included (Feb. 20, 1943) the extension of

family allowances (Aug. 13, 1942) to civil servants; the estab-

lishment of a plan for the building of new primary schools, the

cost to be equally divided between state and local authorities
;
and

an extension of the scheme established 10 years previously for the

construction of state-subsidized dwellings.

A new ambassador in London, the duke of Palmella, succeeded

Dr. Armindo Monteiro in 1943. (E. A. P.)

Education. Elementary (1938-39) schools 7,962; scholars

462,854; secondary schools 42; scholars 18,242; universities 3;

students 5,182.

Banking and Finance. Revenue, ordinary (est. 1942) 2,132,-

900,000 escudos; expenditure, ordinary (est. 1942) 2,126,600,000

escudos; public debt (Dec. 31, 1940) 6,489,700,000 escudos;

notes in circulation (April 30, 1943) 5,434,000,000 escudos; gold

reserve (April 30, 1943) 1,394,000,000 escudos; exchange rate

(average 1941) i escudo* 4.002 cents U.S.

Trade and Communication. External trade 1942 (merchan-

dise): imports 2,413,200,000 escudos; exports 3,859,200,000
escudos. Communications and transport (Dec. 31, 1937): roads,

first and second class 8,858 mi.; railways, open to traffic, 2,187

mi.; motor vehicles licensed (Dec. 31, 1937): cars 34,442; com-

mercial 11,410; cycles 4,536; shipping (June 30, 193$) 269,000

gross tons.

Agriculture and Other Production. Production 1940 (in

metric tons): wheat 285,100; maize 367,900; wine 5,187,000

hectolitres; coal 310,000; rye 76,100; oats 25,000; rice (1939)

71,600; barley 26,200; potatoes 616,700; olive oil 34,500; sea

fisheries (excluding cod-fishing) 195,000, (See also PORTUGESE
COLONIAL EMPIRE.)

Portuguese Colonial Empire.
Total area (appro*.)

839,506 sq.mi.; total

Dooulation (est. Dec. 31. loio) 0,010.000. excluding Portugal.
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the Azores and Madeira. Certain essential statistics of the colonial

possessions of Portugal are given in the accompanying table.

History. At the beginning of 1943 Dr. Vieira Machado, min-

ister for the colonies, returned to Lisbon from a seven months'

tour in Angola, Mozambique and the Belgian Congo. On his re-

turn he took part in an empire week, observed throughout Portu-

gal, to inculcate a realization of the country's imperial responsi-

bilities, which had a special significance as being the first such

observance since the unification of the empire in July 1942. On
the anniversary of the Portuguese revolution (May 28) occasion

was taken to pay homage to the 160 heroes of the campaigns of

occupation who were still living. At the Praga do Imp6rio, the

group was publicly received, and, after an address, by the cardinal-

patriarch of Lisbon, decorations were conferred on representative

members.

As a first step towards the economic valorization of the entire

colonial empire there was created in Angola a council of technical

and economic co-ordination.

For the agreement of Oct. 12 by which Portugal granted Brit-

ain facilities in the Azores, see PORTUGAL. (E. A. P.")

Portuguese East Africa: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Portuguese Guinea: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Portuguese West Africa: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EM-
PIRE.

Dnct nffAA ^e at|dfted revenues of the post office depart-

luSl UlTlbBi ment for the fiscal year 1943, as stated in the

records of the comptroller general of the United States, amounted

to $966,227,288.51. This was the highest in postal history and

$106,409,797.63 higher than in 1942, which was the next highest.

There were also reported to the treasury department the items

stated in the act of June 9, 1930, indicating the estimated postage

that would have been collected if the services had been on a

regular pay basis, in the case of penalty and franked mail, free-

in-county mail, differentials in second-class mail matter and free

matter for the blind. These amounted to $122,343,916.00.

The expenses of the department for the fiscal year as audited

amounted to $952,535.379.06, of which amount $20,347,154.7:

was on account of prior years. There was $32,704,513.28 to be

paid on account of the 1943 fiscal year. This left a total expense

for the fiscal year 1943 of $964,892,737.62, resulting in a gross

operating surplus on an accrual basis of $1,334,550.89.

Effective March 27, 1942, free mail privileges were granted

to members of the armed forces. It was estimated that 2,121.-

974,400 pieces of first-class mail were being mailed annually by

U.S. soldiers and sailors. The revenue which would have been

derived from this mail at the rate of 3 cents apiece would have

amounted to $63,659,232.

The tremendous increase in the volume of mail handled by the

post office department for other branches of the government had

been a matter of concern to congress and the department for a

number of years. Thousands of tons of forms, pamphlets, circu-

lars and supplies were being sent by government departments and

establishments free of postage under the "penalty privilege."

Congress enacted laws prohibiting, with certain exceptions, the

sending free of postage of books, reports and bulletins without

a request therefor. The records disclosed that during the fiscal

year 1943 there were mailed free 1,956,073,568 pieces, weighing

295.711,589 lb., an increase of 440,058,124 pieces and 59,182,574
Ib. over the previous year.

The intensive bond and stamp sales program, inaugurated

May i, 1941 in co-operation with the treasury department, was

greatly expanded after U.S. entry into the war. On June 30, 1943,

war savings stamps were on sale at 43,680 post offices. Sales from

July i, 1942, to June 30, 1943, amounted to $537,861,246.80.

From March i, 1935, when the United States savings bonds

were placed on sale at post offices, to June 30, 1942, there were

sold through the postal service 35,128,618 bonds, having a sale

value of $4,309,937,575. During the fiscal year ended June 30,

1943, 41,042,540 bonds, having a sale value of $1,495,509,025
were sold. At the close of the year bonds were on sale at 21,340

post offices, including 1,200 branches and stations, a net increase

of 1,384 over the preceding year.

Through its 42,680 post offices and 4,087 stations being con-

ducted under contract agreement, as well as 1,878 classified
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stations and branches, there were received, transported and de-

livered more than 33,000,060,000 pieces of mail matter during
the fiscal year, having a weight of more than 3,500,000 tons,

representing an increase over the previous fiscal year of more
than 3,000,000,000 pieces of mail and more than 300,000 tons.

On June 30, 1943, there were 4,087 stations being conducted

under contract agreement. The average cost per contract unit

was $478, and the total cost of operation during the fiscal year
amounted to $1,928,902, whereas the receipts from the sale of

stamps at these contract stations amounted to $40,675,779 during
the calendar year 1942.

During the fiscal year, city delivery service was established in

6 1 additional cities, thereby increasing to 3,408 the number of

cities in which this service was in operation. It was extended to

14,645 blocks of territory serving 412,307 families and 7,254
new places of business.

Postmasters. During the fiscal year there were 3,322 postmas-
ters confirmed by the senate and appointed without term by the

president. There were 2,178 presidential postmasters reappointed

upon the expiration of their commissions and 400 reappointed
due to advancement of their offices from the fourth class to the

presidential grade, which necessitated new appointments. Of the

postmasters appointed, 2,322 were due to the expiration of four-

year terms, 496 to advancement of offices from the fourth class

to the presidential grade, 164 to resignations, 118 to deaths,

73 to removals, 74 to retirement, 73 to transfers to other classi-

fied positions, 2 to failure of postmaster to qualify after appoint-
ment. Fourth-clasb postmasters were commissioned to 2,310
offices during the year as vacancies occurred through various

causes.

Dead Letters. During 1943 15,437,258 letters were impossible
of delivery, an increase of more than 2.9% over the previous

year. This increase reflected to some extent the increased volume
of mail handled but was due more to the large number of incor-

rectly addressed letters for the military and naval forces and
for civilians who moved incident to changes in location due to

war work. A total of 2,968,510 letters was returned to the send-

ers, of which 279,176 were found to contain valuable enclosures

and 49,007 of them contained money, amounting to $115,322. A
total of 12,371,296 letters was destroyed as undeliverable. Money
found loose in the mails amounted to $36,943. There were also
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531,484 unclaimed parcels and articles found loose in the mails.

These parcels were sold at public auction and $110,292 realized.

Air Mail. On June 30, 1943, there were 45,304 mi. of domes-

tic air mail routes, an increase of 681 mi. over June 30, 1942.

During the year two new domestic air mail routes were estab-

lished.

The air mail service, established as one of the most vital postal

services, owing to the need it fills in connection with the wartime

demand for speed, handled a volume of mail approximating an

80% increase in pound-miles over the preceding year with about

one-half the number of aircraft, a large number of the commercial

transport planes having been withdrawn for transfer to the mili-

tary service.

There was a large increase in the volume of mail carried by

foreign air mail routes during 1943 which operated with a high

percentage of performance. This was particularly true of the

important air mail service to South America which was main-

tained to both the east and west coasts on daily schedules. At

the close of the fiscal year the length of certified foreign air

mail routes was 54,530 mi.

Rural Delivery. The rural delivery routes in operation on

June 30, 1943, required a total daily travel of 1,425,860 mi. by
rural carriers in providing service to approximately 29,319,347

patrons. The policy of consolidation of rural routes to absorb va-

cancies was continued. Operation of the rural delivery service

resulted in an expenditure of $91,812,942 for the fiscal year as

compared with $91,634,811 for the previous year, an increase of

but $178,131 over 1942. The amounts saved through consolida-

tion cf routes wrere utilized to establish new routes and provide

extension of existing routes. Thereby 4,889 more miles were cov-

ered by rural carriers at the close of the fiscal year 1943 than in

1942. Rural delivery service was transferred from the jurisdiction

of the second assistant postmaster general to the first assistant

postmaster general on July i, 1942, to co-ordinate it better with

other delivery services.

Postal Savings. The postal savings system continued to merit

a widespread public demand for its services; the depositors num-

bered 3,064,054 fpr 1943, an increase of 8.93% from the pre-

ceding year. The balance due depositors represented by outstand-

ing certificates of deposit was $1,577,409,942, an increase of

$261,999,540, or about 19.96%. In addition, there was held in

trust for depositors accrued interest of $45,004,355.96, and un-

claimed deposits of $115,668, making a total of $1,622,529,965.96.
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At the end of the year, postal savings certificates were on sale

at 8,060 depositories, including 86 1 branches and stations; but

savings stamps were on sale at all post offices and practically

all branches and stations.

Buildings. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, the

post office department operated 3,258 government-owned build-

ings. Owing to the war and the cessation of the public-building

program, no new buildings were completed during the fiscal year.

Through reassignments of space within these buildings, agencies

of the government which were or had intended occupying com-

mercial quarters were accommodated, with a saving of $94,743.64.

Because of the war, the public building program was suspended.

Expiring leases numbering 869 were renewed in 1943. Where

necessary to meet increased service needs, larger quarters and

superior facilities were obtained, and in other cases necessary im-

provements were secured in the occupied quarters. The square

foot cost of renewing leases was increased from 73.8 cents in

1942 to 74.6 cents in 1943. Fifty-five new leases were made, in-

cluding 35 for offices previously occupying space on a monthly
rental basis, the new contracts providing improved quarters and

in many instances complete new equipment. (I. Go.)

Great Britain. The 1943-44 budget estimate of expenditure,

110,632,000, was 8,100,000 above the 1942-43 figure; but as

additional war expenditure was being met from vote of credit

comparisons were difficult. The revenue estimate, 111,032,000,

excluded the value of telegraph and telephone services for gov-

ernment departments, estimated at 17,000,000, for which cash

payments ceased on March 31, 1943: this change was to save

man-power. Allowing for this, the estimate showed an increase of

15,500,000 over that for 1942-43 (13,000,000 above actual re-

ceipts). These sums excluded wireless licence revenue, which was

accounted for separately, but included war surcharges which were

increased in the 1943-44 budget. Commercial accounts were sus-

pended to save work.

There was remarkable progress in every branch of savings. By
Dec. 31, 1942, balances in the post office savings bank had

reached a total of 1,005,431,000; investments standing at the

credit of holders on the post office register 656,332,000 and Na-

tional Savings certificates 966,857,000 (excluding interest).

In order to release labour for vital war work, postal deliveries

and collections were further curtailed and the business reply

service was suspended. Overseas surface mails were steadily main-

tained in spite of attacks on shipping.

The excessive use of the airgraph and air-letter services indi-

cated that these speedy means of communicating with the armed
forces and merchant navy personnel overseas were greatly ap-

preciated.

Notwithstanding further dilution of operative and engineering

staff the telephone and telegraph organizations successfully met
the expanding needs of the fighting and defense services and war

industry. Some restriction was unavoidable. The community was

urged to be sparing in the use of both services and the popular

greetings telegram facility had to be withdrawn.

The volume of postal traffic remained below the prewar level,

mainly by the reduction in circular advertising, but wartime work
at public counters combined with pressure in the telegraph and

telephone services required additional staff, and in July 1943 the

total had reached 294,000. Of the prewar total (283,000) about

71,000 (including 2,500 women) had joined the forces and 5,000
were on loan to other government departments. Temporary sub-

stitutes being mostly women, the number of women rose to 129,-

ooo. (See also PHILATELY.) (S. R. C.)

Postwar Planning.
Immediately after Pearl Harbor, and

during the year 1942, planning for the

peace in the United States had been distinctly unpopular. But as

the flood of nazi advances in the U.S.S.R. and Africa was first

stopped, and then turned back, and as the hope of an Allied vic-

tory developed into a certainty, the popularity and practice of

postwar planning rapidly increased. By the summer of 1943 the

Office of Public Opinion Research reported that 60% of the

American people favoured planning for the peace, even before

victory was won; and the Twentieth Century fund listed 28 gov-

ernmental and 109 private planning agencies operating on a

national basis not counting a multitude of regional and local

bodies and individual commercial concerns. Their fields of inter-

est included international and regional problems, business and

finance, economic and social questions, education, agriculture,

labour and law.

The amount of planning for the postwar period under way in

1943 far exceeded that which was carried on during World War I.

In the previous war the planning that was done lacked any single

objective. In 1943 a "full-employment "economy when the war was

over was accepted by widely diverse interests as their basic aim.

The two outstanding 1943 events in the field of international

governmental postwar planning were the food conference held in

Hot Springs, Va., from May 18 through June 3 and the formation

in November of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

administration (q.v.). The first conference of the UNRRA dele-

gates, representing 44 nations, was held at Atlantic City toward

the end of 1943, and a program of joint operations on a global

scale was worked out.

In sharp contrast to the nation-wide interest of Americans in

postwar planning during 1943 was the action of congress which

wrecked the National Resources Planning board by cutting off its

funds beginning July i, 1943.

The senate, however, recognized the importance of postwar

problems by setting up in March 1943 a special committee on

postwar economic policy and planning, under the chairmanship of

Senator Walter F. George of Georgia. Before the end of the year

the committee had published two brief reports summarizing the

activities of public and private agencies in the field and the prob-

lems with which they were dealing.

U.S. postwar planning agencies active in 1943 could be classi-

fied in three main groups: (i) government, including federal,

state and city bodies; (2) private nonprofit organizations; and

(3) business concerns and trade associations.

In the field of government planning the most important event

in 1943 was the appointment of Bernard M. Baruch early in No-

vember as adviser on postwar adjustment to the war mobilization

director. Baruch was instrumental in the formation of a Joint

Contract Termination board which at the end of the year had

worked out a uniform and consistent policy to be followed by

government agencies in the termination of contracts. The dis-

posal of surplus stocks and government-owned plants were among
other postwar problems being studied by Baruch. The postwar

planning activities of other government agencies in 1943 were,

briefly, as follows:

The bureau of labour statistics studied postwar employment

opportunities, the problems met after World War I in returning

to a peacetime economy, the machinery and consequences of the

coming demobilization and the probable postwar output of leading

industries in relation to employment. The department of com-

merce carried forward an analysis of the possible expansion in

the postwar period of markets for goods and services if the coun-

try achieves maximum employment, studied the problems of

transforming war production into high-level peacetime output,

and through its 13 regional branches, made special regional stud-

ies of postwar employment and profit opportunities.

The department of agriculture was engaged in building com-
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plete "atlases" of agricultural information covering nine regions;

estimating food requirements and possible output after the war

and the general economic conditions under which agriculture

would operate; formulating long-run goals for agriculture and

postwar plans for the conservation and development of U.S.

natural resources; planning adequate health and medical service

for farm families, and studying the postwar interrelation of agri-

culture and industry.

The Public Roads administration developed plans with state

highway departments for reconditioning and expansion of the

nation's roads; the Maritime commission studied the problems
and resources of American shipping after the war; the Rural

Electrification administration worked on plans for postwar ex-

pansion of electric service and equipment; the National Housing

agency made estimates of housing demands and resources after

the war; the division of special research of the state department
studied problems of postwar international economic and political

reconstruction; the divisions of research and statistics of the

treasury and of the Federal Reserve board worked intensively on

problems of postwar finance; and the Social Security board sub-

mitted a report to congress recommending a social security pro-

gram providing a bulwark against all major risks to those who
work for a living.

State and municipal governments were also active in postwar

planning during 1943. All the states set up planning commissions

and most of the larger cities developed programs for action after

the war. In the case of cities this work was largely the formula-

tion of plans and specifications for public works. (See TOWN AND
REGIONAL PLANNING.)

Among the private postwar planning activities of 1943 the

following were especially significant:

The Committee for Economic Development (q.v.), a nonprofit

educational institution run by and for business under the chair-

manship of Paul G. Hoffman, president of the Studebaker cor-

poration, was organized "to maximize the productive employment
to be provided by business in this country'" through the stimula-

tion of postwar planning by individual companies, and through
research on some of the central economic problems of the postwar

period. The chamber of commerce of the United States and the

National Association of Manufacturers were also active in post-

war planning in 1943 the chamber through its economic policy

committee and the association through its postwar problems com-

mittee studying problems and publishing reports of their find-

ings. On the side of labour both the American Federation of La-

bor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations recognized the

need for postwar planning by appointing special committees to

study problems of the peace.

In the commercial field most of the large companies set up
special planning committees among their executives to study post-
war reconversion plans, market possibilities, the development of

new products and materials, etc. Many trade associations also

began systematic planning activities covering their own industries.

The National Planning association and the Brookings institu-

tion were devoted to research on a wide range of postwar prob-
lems, while the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace
and the Twentieth Century fund were active in the field of public
education. The latter two co-operated with the National Broad-

casting company in a series of coast-to-coast radio programs on

postwar problems entitled "For This We Fight." Most of the

leading national membership organizations the Y.'s, the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, Rotary, etc. carried on extensive

educational work on postwar issues with their members.
In addition to the work of planning itself, several agencies in-

cluding the committee on postwar economic policy' and planning
of the senate, the National Planning association, the Twentieth

Century fund, and the United Nations Information office

studied, catalogued and classified the organizations which were

doing the planning. Also libraries, including the Library of Con-

gress and the Woodrow Wilson library, made extensive collections

of postwar planning materials and functioned as central informa-

tion centres. (See also UNITED STATES.) (E. CK.)

Dntoch Curing World War I, consumers of potash in the

I UldolL United States were forced on short rations, because

at that time the bulk of the supply came from Germany. There-

after, the United States developed a domestic potash industry that

put the country on a basis of self-sufficiency. After 1939, exports

exceeded imports. A report prepared by the industry in 1942
estimated the probable domestic demand for the year at 577,000
short tons of contained K20, as against a plant capacity of 620,-

ooo tons; as a matter of fact, production for 1942 turned out to

be 679,206 tons of contained K20; this figure was 10% greater

than the estimated plant capacity, 29%. greater than the 1941

output, and 118% greater than the 1939 output.

No information was received from any of the European cen-

tres of production which normally account for almost all the

world output outside of the United States. Germany nominally
controlled not only the German sources, but also those of France

and Poland, but it was likely that shortages of labour, materials

and shipping facilities seriously handicapped operations. Nothing
was known of conditions in Russia and Spain after the beginning
of the war in 1939, except that the Spanish industry, which was
closed by the civil war, was reopened on a small scale in 1940.

(See also FERTILIZERS.) (G. A. Ro.)

^ record production of potatoes was harvested in

1943 because of increased acreage and yields. The

acreage was increased 24%, to a total of 3,363,000 ac., as esti-

mated by the U.S. department of agriculture, compared with

2,711,000 in 1942 and an average of 3,131,000 in the period 1932-

41. The crop was estimated to be 469,092,000 bu., compared with

371,150,000 bu. in 1942 and the lo-yr. average of 363,332,000 in

1932-41. The yield was 139.5 bu. per acre in 1943, compared
with 136.9 in 1942 and an average of 116.9 in 1932-41. Harvest-

ing was completed in most areas before frost damage, except in

Idaho where the late planted crop was damaged by an October

freeze and about 5% of the crop was damaged so as to be a loss.

As a whole the losses from frost were not serious except in a few

localities.

Table I. U.S. Production of Potatoes by States, 1943 and 1942
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Table II. U.S. Sweef Potato Production by leading Sfofes, 1943 ana* 1942

The demand for potatoes for civilian consumption increased.

The government's requirements for military and lend-lease pur-

poses were larger than in the previous year. More seed potatoes

were set aside for an increased acreage in 1044. All these de-

mands absorbed the supply except in some localities where stor-

age facilities were inadequate to handle the larger crop. Special

efforts were made to induce consumers to buy in quantity and

store in private cellars. The government's price-support program
resulted in heavy purchases which were mostly diverted to can-

ners, starch manufacturers and dehydrators and for relief pur-

poses. Because of storage and transportation difficulties prices

were somewhat below ceilings in some localities. Demand for

potatoes was expected to continue to increase and a larger crop

was recommended by the War Food administration for 1944.

Sweet Potatoes. A crop of sweet potatoes of 75,801,000 bu.

was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture for 1943,

compared with 65,380,000 bu. in 1942, an increase of 16%, and

a lo-yr. average of 69,291,000 bu., an increase of 9%. Only once,

in 1935, has production exceeded this amount, when 81,249,000

bu. were grown. The yield per acre in 1943 was below the average

because of hot, dry weather in August throughout the principal

growing areas. Civilian consumption was about as usual near

the average of 23 Ib. per capita. Growers were assured minimum

prices for the 1943 crop by the government, with loans on pota-

toes stored in approved warehouses. (J. C. Ms.)

At the beginning f *943 tnc principal poultry num-
bers on farms chickens and turkeys were esti-

mated by the U.S. department of agriculture to be: chickens,

540,107,000 head; turkeys, 6,549,000 head.

The number of chickens represented a new high record total,

15% above a year earlier and 28% above the lo-yr. average

1932-41. High egg prices compared with feed prices had en-

couraged growers to increase their flocks in 1942, particularly for

eggs for drying. Egg production was far ahead of any previous

year a total of about 5,000,000,000 dozen, about 12% more
than in 1942 and 45% above the average. The number of laying

hens were at record levels in all parts of the country. During the

last half of the year a heavy culling of flocks was begun which

not only improved the average of the flocks and saved feed but

also added to the supplies of poultry meat on the markets.

Because of the heavy consumption of poultry near the sources

of supply the increase in marketing did not show in the larger

city markets. Because of this culling and good feeding the rate

of production per laying hen was near the record of 1942 in spite

of a decline in quantity and quality of feed. The average was no
eggs per hen compared with in in 1942 and a lo-yr. average of

100 eggs.

An important factor in the improvement of poultry was the

National Poultry Improvement plan under the U.S. department
of agriculture, which operated to improve greatly the average

quality of the chicks raised. Hatcheries and flock owners had to

attain certain minimum standards of breeding, disease control and

management, to participate in the plan. In 1942-43 there were

69,569 flocks in this plan, covering an egg capacity for hatching

147,048,000, which is equivalent to about 30% of the total ca-

pacity of hatcheries in the U.S. Another improvement program,
called the Victory Cockerel program, was started in 1943 to im-

prove the male birds in hatchery flocks. It was reported to have

reached over 18% of the hatcheries participating in the national

plan.

Turkey production was restricted by a shortage of eggs for

hatching in the spring and the number raised was about the same

as in 1942 and short of the goal of 560,000,000 Ib. dressed weight.

The crop of 1943 was estimated to be only 480,000,000 Ib., or

85% of the goal. While turkey production was above the pre-

war average, it was much below the demand because of the re-

quirements for the military.

Prices of poultry and eggs were higher than in 1942 and both

products sold at or near ceiling prices throughout the year. The

production of dried eggs increased about 20% in 1943 over 1942

and was six times as large as in 1941. This use absorbed about

16% of the U.S. production of shell eggs. About 800,000,000

dozen eggs were dried in 1943. (See also EGGS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Pound, Sir (Alfred) Dudley (Pickman Rogers)
(1877-1943), British first sea lord, was born Aug. 29 and was

educated at Fonthill, East Grinstead, and at The Limes, Green-

wich. He was in command of H.M.S. "Colossus" at the Battle of

Jutland May 31, 1916, and was mentioned in dispatches for his

part in the engagement. From 1922 to 1925 he was director of the

admiralty's plans division, and from 1925 to 1927 chief of staff

to Admiral Sir Roger Keyes, then commander-in-chief of the

Mediterranean fleet. After two years as assistant chief of the

naval staff (1927-29) and two years as rear admiral in command
of a battle cruiser squadron (1929-31), he was appointed in

1932 as second sea lord and chief of naval personnel at the ad-

miralty. He was advanced to admiral in 1935 and the next year

he was named commander-in-chief of the Mediterranean fleet.

On May 17, 1939, he was appointed first sea lord and chief of

the British naval staff to succeed Admiral Sir Roger Backhouse.

During World War II, he attended all the principal conferences

between Prime Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt and

participated in the United Nations staff talks. Shortly after his

return from the Quebec conference in the summer of 1943, he

took ill and on Oct. 4 resigned his naval post. He died in London,

Oct. 21.

Prochvtorian Phnrrh
The Reformed churches holding

riCoUjflClldll bllUIUI. the Presbyterian system, within

the United States of America, were 12 in number in 1943, and in-

cluded 18.034 ministers, 18,183 churches, and 3,748,350 com-

municant members, with approximately 7,500,000 adherents. Out-

side of continental United States they had, in 1942, 2,148 Ameri-

can foreign missionaries and 13,958 national workers in 21 coun-

tries, with a communicant membership of 240,528.

During the year the churches of the Presbyterian family in-

tensified their individual and co-operative work demanded by war

conditions. By Dec. 31, 1943, 996 of their ordained ministers

were in service as chaplains with the armed forces after approval

by the General Commission on Army and Navy Chaplains, of

which the churches were members. Unitedly and individually the

churches provided material and spiritual help to the chaplains.

Through the general commission and other interdenominational

agencies, they sent high churchmen on visits to the army chap-

lains in the various service commands in the United States, and

on the invitation of President Roosevelt sent the chairman of the

general commission, Dr. William Barrow Pugh, a Presbyterian

clergyman, to visit the chaplains on a three months' tour of the

theatres of war operations in Europe, Africa, Asia and South
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America. Several million dollars in special funds were contributed

for spiritual work among soldiers and sailors and in war industry

communities, for relief in China, for support of foreign missions

cut off from their normal European church income, and for the

aid of churches in occupied lands of Europe.

In the oecumenical field, a proposal was being considered for

organic union between the Evangelical and Reformed Church and

the Congregational-Christian Churches. Further progress was

made in negotiations for union between the Presbyteriar^ Church

in the United States of America and the Presbyterian Church in

the United States (Southern), and between the former church

and the Protestant Episcopal Church. Through all of 1943 the

churches celebrated, in numerous meetings, the tercentenary of

the convening in July 1643, of the Westminster assembly of

divines, which formulated the doctrinal standards still being used

by Presbyterian churches throughout the world.

Europe. The national synod of the Reformed Church of

France was able to hold its first meeting as a single body since

1939. In session at Paris May 18-20, 1943, the synod sent a

formal appeal to the church members for faithful endurance, in a

land of "measureless suffering." General enthusiasm greeted the

publication earlier in the year of a proposed plan of church re-

construction which included a suggestion for the ordination of a

lay clergy. A shortage of ministers was hindering the work in

France as in other occupied countries because of forced labour, of

internment and of imprisonment, affecting the clergy and theo-

logical students. The church continued its aid to refugees in

France.

In Hungary, 25 Reformed Church and Lutheran Church leaders,

meeting at Budapest June 25, formed the Hungarian Oecumenical

council. Its purpose was to intensify the co-operation between

the two churches and to establish closer relations with churches

of other lands through the World Council of Churches. In Ru-

manian Transylvania, the situation of the Hungarian Reformed

Church was extremely difficult. Handicapped by the prevalent

shortage of pastors, the churches were permitted to carry on none

of their work except in church buildings, and then only with po-

lice present. Despite the losses to the ministry, aggravated by

deportation of many theological students to Germany, the Re-

formed churches of the Netherlands were alert and active. A
strengthening of the parishes in preparation for the difficult post-

war task of the church was proceeding vigorously. In Belgium
also the Reformed Church continued its work, though under the

handicap of German occupation. (W, B. Pu.)

Presidents, Sovereigns and Rulers.

The following list includes the names of those holding chief

positions in their countries at the beginning of 1944.

Country Name and Office Accession

Afghanistan . . Muhammad Zahir, Shah 1933
Albania .... Zog I, King (German Regency) 1928
Arabia, Saudi . Abd-ul-Aziz ion Sa'ud, King 1926
Argentina . . . Gen. Pedro Pablo Ramirez, President 1943
Australia . . . Alexander Gore Arkwright, Baron Cowrie, Governor

General1 1936
John Curtin, Prime Minister

Belgium .... Leopold III, King (German occupation) 1934
Bolivia .... Maj. Gualberto Villarroel, President of the Junta . 1943
Brazil Dr. Getulio Vargas, President 1931
Bulgaria. . . , Simeon II, King (Regency) 1943

Dobri Boshiloff, Prime Minister
Burma .... Sir Reginald Hugh Dorman-Smith, Governor

(Japanese occupation) . 1941
Canada .... Earl of Athlone, Governor General 1940

W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister
. . Juan Antonio Rios, President 1942
. . Gen. Chiang Kai-shek, President of National Gov't 1943

President of Executive Yuan 1939
Colombia ... Dr. Alfonso Lopez, President 1941
Costa Rica. . . Rafael A. Calderon Guardia, President 1940
Cuba Gen. Fulgencio Batista y Zaldivar, President . . . 1940

Country

Czechoslovakia .

Denmark . . .

Dominican Rep.
Ecuador. . . .

Eire

Ethiopia . .

Finland . . .

France . . .

Germany . .

Great Britain

Greece . . .

Guatemala . .

Haiti ....
Honduras . .

Hungary . .

Iceland
India .

Iran .

Iraq .

Italy .

Japan .

Chile .

China.

Name and Office Accession

Dr. Eduard Benes, President (German occupation) . 1940
Christian X, King (German occupation) 1912
Gen. Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina, President . . 1942
Carlos Arroyo del Rio, President 1940
Farouk I, King 1936
Dr. Douglas Hyde, President 1938
Eamon de Valera, Premier 1932
Haile Selassie I, Emperor 1930
Risto Ryti, President 1940
Henri

Philippe Pctain, Chief of State, Marshal of

France (German occupation) 1940
Adolf Hitler, Fuehrer and Reich Chancellor .... 1933
George VI, King and Emperor 1936
Winston Churchill, Prime Minister

George II, King (German occupation) 1935
Gen. Jorge Ubico, President 1931
Elie Lescot, President 1941
Gen. Tiburcio Carias Andino, President 1933
Admiral Nicholas Horthy de Nagybanya, Regent. . 1920
Nicholas yon Kallay, Premier
Sweinn Bjornsson, Regent (U.S. Protection) . . . . 1941
Sir Archibald P. Wavdl, Viceroy, Governor General. 1943
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, Shahinshah 1941
Feisal II, King (Regency) 1939
Victor Emmanuel 111, King 1900
Pietro Badoglio, Premier, Chief of Gov't, Sec'y of

State

Hirohitp, Emperor 1926
Gen. Hideki Tojo, Premier
Cheil Bcchara El Khoury, President 1943
W. V. S. Tubman, President 1944
Franz Joseph II, Sovereign Prince 1938
Charlotte, Grand Duchess (German occupation) . . 1919
Henry Pu Yi ("Emperor Kangte") 1934
Manuel Avila Camacho, President 1940
Louis II, Prince 1922
Sidi Mohammed ben Youssef, Sultan 1927
Wilhelmina, Queen (German occupation) 1890
Sir Humphrey T. Walwyn, Governor 1936
Sir Cyril Newall, Governor General 1941
Peter Fraser, Prime Minister
Gen. Anastasio Somoza, President 1937
Haakon VII, King (German occupation) 1905
Sir Sayyid Sa'id bin Taimur, Sultan 1932
Sir Harold Alfred MacMichael, High Commissioner. 1938
Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia, President 1941
Gen. Higinio Morfnigo, President 1943
Manuel Prado y Ugarteche, President 1939
Manuel Luis Quezon, President (Japanese occu-

pation) X93S
Wladislaw Raczkiewicz, President (German occupation) 1939
Gen. Ant6nio Oscar de Fragoso Carmona, President 1926
Dr. Ant6nio de Olivcira Salazar, Premier
Michael I, King 1940
Ion Antonescu, Premier-Dictator
Gen. Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez, President . 1931
N. J. de Wet, Officer Administering the Government 1943
Gen. Jan C. Smuts, Premier
Gen. Francisco Franco Bahamonde, Chief of State,
Prime Minister 1936

Lt. Gen. H.
J. Huddleston, Governor General . . . 1940

Gustaf V, King 1907
Walter Stampfli, President 1944
Shukri Kuwatli, President 1943
Ananda Mahidol, King (Regency) (Japanese occu-

pation) 1935
Abdullah ibn Hussein, Emir : . . 1928
Sidi Mohammed Lamine Pasha, Bey 1943
Ismet Inttntt, President 1938
Mikhail Ivanoyich Kalinin, President 1936
Joseph V. Stalin, Premier
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President 1933
Juan Jose* Amezaga, President 1943
Pius XII, Pope 1939
Gen. Isaias Medina Angarita, President 1941
Zaidi Imam Yahya ben Muhammed ben Hamid ed

Din, Imam, King of the Yemen 1934
Peter II, King (German occupation) 1934
Seyyid Sir Khalifa bin Harub, Sultan . 1911
Sir Henry Guy Pilling, British Resident 1940

'The Duke of Gloucester was appointed governor general of Australia Nov. 15, 1943,
to take office in July 1944.

Price Administration, Office of.

price structure of the United States had been brought under con-

trol through the General ftfaximum Price Regulation and more

than 500 individual maximum price regulations. Ceilings on ani-

mal feeds, fresh fruits and vegetables, used commodities, and on

various primary products, most important of which was live hogs,

had closed most previous gaps in the price control structure.

Maximum prices had been established for most of the materials

Lebanon . . .

Liberia . . . .

Liechtenstein .

Luxembourg . .

"Manchoukuo".
Mexico . . . .

Monaco . . . .

Morocco. . . .

Netherlands . .

Newfoundland .

New Zealand. .

Nicaragua
Norway .

Oman . .

Palestine
Panama .

Paraguay
Peru . .

Philippines

Poland . .

Portugal.

Rumania . ,

Salvador, El .

South Africa .

Spain

Sudan . , .

Sweden . . .

Switzerland .

Syria ....
Thailand . .

Trans-Jordan.
Tunisia . . .

Turkey . . .

U.S.S.R.. . .

United States

Uruguay. .

Vatican City
Venezuela .

Yemen . .

Yugoslavia.
Zanzibar .
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going into armament production as well as for essential semi-

fabricated and fabricated industrial products. Ceilings had been

established on residential rents in defense rental areas in which

80,000,000 people lived.

The Office of Price Administration was created April n, 1941,

by executive order of the president to prevent "price spiraling,

rising costs of living, profiteering, and inflation." The agency,
known until Aug. 1941 as the Office of Price Administration and

Civilian Supply, took over the price stabilization and consumer

protection work started by the Advisory commission to the Coun-

cil of National Defense. On Jan. 30, 1942, the president signed

the Emergency Price Control act of 1942 giving the OPA clear

statutory powers and providing it with specific authority to en-

force its orders. The close to 100 "price schedules" became regu-

lations under the act. On April 28 OPA issued the General Maxi-

mum Price Regulation, which set the highest prices charged in

March 1942 as ceiling prices on most commodities sold to the

American consumer. Price control still remained seriously incom-

plete, however, chiefly because statutory limitations permitted

ceilings on only 60% of the foods in the consumer budget. The

Stabilization act, amending the earlier statute, which received

the president's signature Oct. 2, 1942, enabled the extension of

price control to about 90% of all foods.

In April 1943 the president issued an order directing the price

administrator to place ceilings on all cost-of-living commodities,

to prevent any further increases so far as possible and to reduce

excessively high prices. Following this order a four-point pro-

gram was entered upon by the OPA:
1. to extend price control across the board, to include a number of for-

merly exempt commodities such as fish and fresh fruits and vegetables;
2. to reduce prices which had got out of hand, including prices of meats,

butter, and fresh fruits and vegetables;

3. to extend the use of specific dollars-and-ccnts ceilings to include retail

foods'; and
4. to provide more vigorous enforcement of the program.

Under the third of these points, the community price program
was launched during the late spring and summer. This was de-

signed to remedy a serious defect of the General Maximum Price

Regulation and the "formula type" regulations under which

many commodities had been taken out of the general regulation.

This defect, which made compliance at retail difficult, was the

lack of a clear and stated price which seller- and buyer alike

could know to be the legal price. Under the GMPR, ceiling

prices were those of a base date and varied from retailer to re-

tailer. Under the formula type regulations, standard calculations

were applied to individual cost data, and the resulting calculated

price varied from one retailer to another. Under the community

price program, the established formulas were applied to costs

typical of each class of retail food outlet to arrive at specific

prices. These prices, calculated separately for each community,
were required to be posted in the retail stores where all parties

could readily consult them. At the close of 1943 prices had been

set under this program on about 700 food and grocery items in

600,000 retail food stores, 94% of the nation-wide total. Com-
munities covered by the orders included 96% of the population.

Under the new program, ceiling prices for the most important

items in the consumer food budget were set on a community
basis. Specific dollars-and-cents prices were set for four classes

of retail outlets, classified according to volume of business and

type of service.

The extension of the dollars-and-cents ceilings was paralleled

during the first part of 1943 by the increasing use of quality

standards in price regulations. The passage of the Taft amend-

ment to the Commodity Credit Corporation act on July 16, how-

ever, prohibited the OPA from requiring grade labelling in any

case and from requiring standards except where "absolutely

essential to an effective system of fixing prices." Grade labelling

requirements were thereupon removed from 20 regulations, and

other regulations were revised to assure complete conformity with

the congressional mandate. The director of the Office of Economic

Stabilization, however, ordered continued the federal grading and

marking of carcasses and wholesale cuts of beef, veal, lamb and

mutton, which had been recommended and approved by the meat

industry.

By the time the "hold-the-line" program had been put into

effect, prices on a number of commodities had risen so steeply

that emergency measures had to be taken. Rollbacks of some

prices were accomplished by reducing inflated margins of dis-

tributors and producers. In other cases, however, prices could

not be reduced without also reducing margins or farm returns

below reasonable levels. In such cases subsidies were authorized

by the director of the Office of Economic Stabilization in order

that the reduction of retail prices would still permit a fair re-

turn to producers and distributors. The reductions were financed

by the Commodity Credit corporation and other agencies having

funds available for the purpose. Subsidies introduced during 1943

kept down the retail prices of a very significant group of cost-

of-living staples, including meats, butter, cheese and milk, apples,

bread and flour, peanut butter and certain canned vegetables.

The net result of the program as a whole was apparent in the

fact that, despite rising inflationary pressures, the cost of living,

as reported by the bureau of labour statistics, rose only 3^% dur-

ing 1943, as compared with 9% in 1942 and 10% in 1941.

Whether or not subsidies would be continued in the control of

food prices was still to be decided by congress at the end of 1943.

Rationing during 1943 assumed an increasingly significant place

in American life with the inclusion under the program of shoes,

processed foods and meats, fats, oils and cheese. In general, com-

modities like fuel oil, automobiles, supplementary gasoline, etc.,

were rationed differentially according to individual need and

essentiality to the war program. The basic gasoline ration, shoes

and all foods, however, were rationed according to the principle

of equal division of available supply among all consumers. Dur-

ing the summer of 1943, local boards were given authority to

grant additional quantities of food ration points to people living

or working in isolated areas who could not otherwise get a nutri-

tionally adequate diet.

An important development in the rationing program during

1943 was the growth of the ration banking plan worked out in

co-operation with the American Bankers' association. The plan

enabled retailers, wholesalers, primary suppliers, bulk consumers,

and institutional and industrial users to deposit their ration

currency in co-operating banks and to make and receive ration

payments in the form of checks. About 84% of the U.S. com-

mercial banks participated in the program. Most of the banks

that did not participate were small ones in rural areas where

there was no need for the program.
Administrative policy during 1943 stressed the elimination of

complex administrative procedures, the simplification of regula-

tions, and the reduction of paper work. Marked emphasis was

laid on the need for decentralizing the program. During the last

months of the year there was considerable restaffing of the Price

department in order to comply with the legislative provision in-

corporated in the appropriation act for 1944 that all key policy

positions in the agency be held by men who "in the judgment of

the administrator . . . shall be qualified by experience in busi-

ness industry or commerce."

Active co-operation and participation of the general public in

the OPA program was more fully enlisted during the year. Price

panels, made up of local volunteers, were established in the War
Price and Rationing boards throughout the United States to pro-

mote compliance with the regulations among retailers and con"
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sumcrs in the community and to provide a channel for the con-

sideration and settlement of consumer complaints. Closer rela-

tions with industry were brought about through a substantial in-

crease in the number of industry advisory committees set up to

iron out special problems and to further the exchange of view-

points between the agency and the business world. A labour office

and an Industry council had been established prior to 1943. An
agricultural relations advisor was appointed during the year to

promote better understanding between the OPA and U.S. farm-

ers.

A Consumer Advisory committee was also appointed to study
the effects of OPA policies on the consumer and to advise with

operating people on how policies and regulations might be made
more effective.

Leon Henderson, who had been OPA administrator for nearly

two years, resigned on Jan. 20, 1943, and was succeeded by Pren-

tiss M. Brown. On Nov. 8, Mr. Brown resigned and Chester

Bowles, who had been general manager since July, became the

third OPA administrator. (See also CANADA, DOMINION OF;

PRICES; RATIONING; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.) (C. Bs.)

^neral level of U.S. commodity prices moved

higher in 1943, but the trend of prices for particular

commodities varied widely from this general level. Inflationary

forces appeared in the expansion of governmental purchases for

war needs, the rapid rise in the quantity of money in circula-

tion in purse and pocket, the abnormal increase in the amounts

held by individuals and corporations as demand bank deposits

against which checks could be drawn, and in the rapid rise in the

amount of paper money in common use. These factors were re-

enforced by influences tending to increase the prices of particu-

lar goods, in the form of black markets, increasing scarcities of

civilian supplies, and the abrupt increases in items over which

price control measures were not taken by the government, such

as furs, whisky, used cars, jewellery, corporate stock and land

values.

During 1943 certain inflationary offsets developed, such as a

decline in the velocity of circulation of money, the withholding

of consumers' purchasing power under the tax collection process

of the individual income tax, improvement in administration of

price control, rationing of consumers' goods, adjustments under

the controlled materials plan, and increased individual and cor-

porate savings and investments in war bonds. Taking into con-

sideration only items entering into the cost of living index, the

effectiveness of price control over particular prices was found in

the declining rate of increase from 3% per quarter in 1942 to 2%
per quarter in 1943.

The demand factors underlying 1943 price changes could be

observed in the expansion of consumers' purchasing power, as

Table I. -Composition and Comparative Trends of Purchasing Power,
7943 and 1942

seen in Table I. The danger of inflation was a common topic of

study in 1943. The amount of money that the consumer had in

his pockets and at the bank was an important factor determining

what he could but not what he would pay in his demand for

goods supplied. The billions of dollars in circulation shown in

Table I indicates that the amount of money in consumers'

pockets tended to rise throughout 1942 and continued unbroken

through 1943. Considering only the dollars per capita in circula-

tion, the inflationary trend was still more striking, rising from

$116 in January to $141 in October. The rate of increase, how-

ever, tended to decline in 1943. The velocity of the bank de-

posits, showing the number of times during the month that a

dollar had been exchanged for goods and services, showed a defi-

nite downward trend. The turnover of dollars was based on the

relation of debits of individual accounts to net demand deposits

in member banks reporting weekly for the 100 leading cities.

The 1943 dollar passed through fewer hands than did the

dollar of 1942 or 1941. The monthly average for 1941 showed a

turnover of 22.5, for 1942 of 21.5 and for 1943 of 21.1. The

purchasing power of the dollar declined slightly during the first

quarter of 1943, but perhaps no data indicated more clearly the

extent of the success of price control, taxation and rationing, than

the stability of purchasing power of the dollar for the re-

mainder of the war year.

Despite the increase in pocket money and in bank deposits,

constituting what many financial experts called the "inflationary

potential," the value of the dollar remained sufficiently stable to

allay fears of inflation for 1943.

The greatest single U.S. buyer in 1943 was the federal govern-
ment. The expenditures of the United States constituted a power-
ful demand influence, and as these monthly expenditures in-

creased, the strain upon price control became correspondingly

greater. On the other hand, the receipts from taxes indicated the

extent to which the government was mopping up the con-

sumers' purchasing power shown in Table I. Federal taxes were

deflationary; federal expenditures were inflationary. Since the

federal government commanded four-fifths of physical produc-
tion in 1943, the fiscal policy was inevitably related to the price

control policy. Table II affords a clear-cut understanding of the

relative importance of the deflationary effect of taxes, and the

inflationary effect of expenditures for the war years.

Although federal expenditures exceeded revenues every month

during 1943, the increased funds pouring into the treasury after

July became a substantially larger proportion of outlays. The

and
Federal Reserve Bulletin. Purchasing power of dollar computed by bureau of foreign
td domestic commerce, on basis of 1935-39 wholesale prices. ^Estimated.

Fifl. 1. WHOLESALE PRICES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE
UNITED STATES. 1934-43 (Sources: United Kingdom Board of Trade, con-
verted to 1926 base; United States Bureau of Labor Statistics). War con-
ditions in the United Kingdom made many price quotations nominal; undoubt-

edly the index for that country understates the price rise after August 1939
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Flo. 2^ RETAIL PRICES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED
STATES, 1934-43. (Sources: Cost of living Indexes. Ministry of Labour, con-
verted to 1935-39 base, first-of-month data; Bureau of Labor Statistics, mid-
month data, selected dates before Sept. 1940.) Because of the war, the price
rise shown for tht United Kingdom after 1939 and, to a lesser extent, for the
United States after 1941, li probably understated

withholding method of income tax collection strengthened the

anti-inflationary power of taxation to the extent shown in Table

II. As this difference between the inflationary effects of ex-

penditures and the deflationary effects of taxation became less

and less, federal fiscal policy became an important price control

factor.

The Office of Economic Stabilization (q.v.) confronted two
difficult price problems, in the form of demands for increased

wages, based upon alleged increases in living costs, and requests
of producers of particular commodities for price increases to

cover rising costs of production. The president's order to "hold

the line" was rigidly followed by both the War Labor board and

the Office of Price Administration. The Little Steel formula, bas-

ing wages on living costs, came under severe strain in the fourth

quarter of 1943, with demands from coal miners, steel workers,
and railroad brotherhoods, where increased costs of fuel and

transportation would have been widely reflected in costs of other

goods. The shortage of crude petroleum led to a demand for an

increase of 35 cents per barrel by producers, but the request was

refused because profit margins were favourable, the industry

showed good earnings for 1943, the cost of oil entered too ex-

tensively into other costs, and it was doubtful if such an increase

would have added substantially to successful explorations of new
reserves. During the fourth quarter of 1943, however, more re-

quests for price increases were granted in particular industries

than at any other time during the year.

Subsidies for price control purposes were used more exten-

sively during 1943 than in previous years. The U.S. government

purchased abroad such important metals as antimony ore, copper,

Table II. Comparison or* Federal Inflationary Expenditures and

Deflationary Taxes, 1941-43

tin, bauxite, chrome, manganese and mercury, which were then

sold in domestic markets at ceiling prices, but below landed

costs. Since these metals were resold largely on government ac-

count, the losses were largely fictitious whenever the govern-
ment sold below cost for public use. Public opposition to direct

governmental purchases and resale led to direct payments to

sellers and producers. The "roll-back program" of May and

June, 1943, was designed to roll back the prices of meat, coffee

and butter by io c/c to check rising living costs. Payments were

made to processors, e .#., creameries and slaughterers, who in turn

agreed to sell to retailers at lower prices. Farmers protested that

these subsidies did not benefit them but only the processors who
obtained windfall gains therefrom.

Other Countries. Compared with the prewar average (Jan.
to June, 1939) the prices of goods entering into the cost of living

index of the League of Nations had risen in the second quarter
of 1943 as follows: 274% in Turkey; Palestine, 237%; Iran,

203%; Bolivia, 206%; India, 95%; Finland, 86%; Chile, 84%;
Spain, 66%; Norway and Sweden, 50%; Mexico, 49%; Peru,

43%; Japan, 33%; United Kingdom, 28%; the United States,

24%; Argentina, 21%; Canada, 18%; Germany, 11%. In Chung-

king, China, the cost of living in 1042 was 2,149% above 1939
levels. Between Aug. 1942 and 1943, the wholesale price index

of the London board of trade rose from 128.2 to 130.9, indicat-

ing that firm price control had been in effect in England. (See

also AGRICULTURE; BUSINESS REVIEW; CONSUMER CREDIT; PRICE

ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF; STOCKS AND BONDS; and articles on

individual commodities.) (E. H. HE.)

Primary Education: see EDUCATION.

Prince Edward Island.
The smallest of the Canadian

provinces lies in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. The island is 'about 130 mi. long, and has an average
width of 21 mi. Pop. (1941) 95.047, predominantly rural. The

largest city is Charlottetown (14,460), the provincial capital.

History. On Sept. 15, 1943, the provincial general elections

were held. These resulted in the continuance in power of the

Liberal party, which gained practically a two to one majority over

its chief opponent, the Progressive Conservative. The prime
minister in 1943 was T. Walter Jones, who succeeded Thane

Campbell on the latter's elevation to the chief justiceship of the

province in May.
Education. The two chief educational institutions of Prince

Edward Island are Prince of Wales college and St. Dunstan's

university, both situated at Charlottetown.

Communication. Communication with the mainland across

Northumberland strait is maintained by powerful railway ferry-

boats. The Trans-Canada airway also provides communication by
plane twice daily between Charlottetown and Moncton.

Agriculture, Fisheries, Fur Production. About 85% of the

entire surface of the island is arable. During 1943, farming
conditions were good, with the hay and grain crops excellent. The

potato crop, because of excessively wet weather, was below aver-

age. The fishing industry represented a considerable advance. In

1942, the total value of the catch was $1,148,367 as compared to

$758,464 in 1940. The fur haul of the island in 1941-1942 repre-

sented a value of $735.189. (J. I. C.)

Prinpptnn
rllllUBlUII

U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey oj Current Business. *Estimated.

An institution of hi*her Iearnin*

at Princeton, N.J. During 1943
its i97th year Princeton became practically a military installa-

tion. It was a "pilot" institution for the basic and <irea and lan-

guage courses of the army specialized training program and later

received engineering and reserve details. Units of the navy and
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marine corps college training programs (V-I2 and pre-medical)

were also assigned to it. In addition, it continued to provide

accommodations for a navy school for the indoctrination of offi-

cers and an army post exchange school. While the campus popu-

lation was 1,000 larger than it had ever been, the civilian enrol-

ment was reduced to one-quarter of normal.

In addition to carrying the increased burden of instructing the

uniformed students, the faculty members continued to pursue

war research projects and to lend their assistance to government

agencies. Under wartime pressure the new department of aero-

nautical engineering was rapidly developed and new buildings

were erected for it. Programs of study in the near east and Latin

America were expanded. First steps were taken in the framing of

a postwar plan of study and curriculum. For statistics of enrol-

ment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COL-

LEGES. (H. W. Do.)

Principe: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

*^* manufacturcrs concentrating on war-

making equipment and materials, no big printing

machine development was announced during 1943.

Interesting developments some with reasonably high poten-

tialities centred around substitutes for zinc and copper, widely

used in war and printing alike.

As substitutes for electrotypes (copper face on lead base)

and for offset press plates (ordinarily of zinc or aluminum)

plastics were noted in 1942. Use was extended in 1943; the

material was found practical for moulding electrotypes, accept-

ing the copper shell (face) by electro deposition with silver the

conductor rather than black lead used with customary wax mould.

The silver, incidentally, eliminates dirt accompanying black lead.

A method of depositing iron as well as copper or nickel was

evolved. The Sept. 1943 Better Homes and Gardens was pro-

duced from plates the shells of which were formed by alternating

layers (deposits) of nickel, iron and copper respectively, saving

considerable copper. Iron being three to four times harder than

nickel, an iron shell of one to one and one-half thousandths of

an inch is sufficiently tough to give extremely long press mileage.

Soon, it was predicted, neither zinc nor copper (or any com-

bination of the two) would be used for original photo-engraved

plates. Experiments with soft iron, Dow metal, magnesium and

other metals were made. It was predicted that such originals

would be engraved faster and more economically by electric

etching, eliminating use of nitric acid. Three newspapers set up
to make plates in this fashion but the supply of zinc was reduced

by half and the nitric acid situation was relieved. The etching

of plastic materials was not found practical up to the close of

1943, but development was going on.

During 1943 duPont announced "Dacolyte" for copper electro

forming applications. The addition of but one-third to two-thirds

ounce per gallon of solution contributed toward improved de-

posits ; surface irregularities of the copper were practically elimi-

nated and the deposit was tougher and harder.

A similar material, B.C.F. addition agent, developed particu-

larly for electrotypes, effected a considerable saving in copper.
Because of the increased hardness, a thinner copper plate shell

could stand the same, or increased, press wear. Use of this prod-
uct enabled electrotypers to produce one-third more square
inches per pound of copper than the average 1942 production on
which allotment of material was based.

A quite notable advance in colour photography came with de-

velopment of Ansco colour paper print. It was said to be the

first paper from which finished colour prints could be made by
exposure to three colour separation negatives in turn and devel-

opment in an ordinary dark room. Essentially the base paper

carried three emulsion layers, each having a colour-forming com-

pound which coupled with the reaction products of development.

The result was a transparent die image.

Inability of operators of fast multicolour presses ("wet" print-

ing) to match engraver's colour proofs (different colours being

proofed slower than on production presses) had long been trouble-

some. To permit the printer to match engraver's colours with

proof presses which were not too high-priced, a new 2-colour

proof press using a single impression cylinder with inking units

arranged to ink the plates immediately before impression, was

built by Vandercook. A 4-colour proofer was in development.

Printing Office, U.S. Government '; :;!:,; ,::';,::

thority of congress in 1860 to execute printing and binding for

congress, the executive and judicial departments. The total area

occupied by the government printing office proper in 1943 was

1,396,973 sq.ft., or 32.1 ac. In addition, the government printing

office occupied 7 warehouses in various sections of the U.S. cov-

ering 125,237 sq.ft. of floor space or 2.9 ac. During the fiscal year

1943 it was necessary to place orders with outside contractors for

printing in the amount of $25,944,709.57, as the government

printing orifice was unable to handle the volume of printing nec-

essary in connection with the war. The value of the government

printing office buildings in 1943 was $9,634,825; machinery and

equipment $6,236,731, making the total value of the plant $15,-

371,556. At the close of the fiscal year 1943, there were 7,973

employees on the rolls with a pay roll of approximately $21,900,-

ooo. During the fiscal year 1943, this office made charges for

821,787,445 copies of publications of all classes. This total in-

cluded 9,087,829 copies of the Congressional Record, 5,191,000

copies of the Federal Resister, 4,394,822 copies of specifications

of patents, trademarks, designs, etc., and 251,726 copies of the

patent office Official Gazette and annual indexes. The number of

postal cards printed amounted to 2,268,321,000 and money orders

297,083,308. The stores division and warehouses handled 7,668

carloads of paper weighing 345,204,321 Ib. The division of pub-
lic documents mailed out 802,384,327 publications and forms;
its receipts from the sale of government publications during the

year amounted to $2,366,897.04. The total charges made to con-

gress and all other government agencies during the fiscal year
were $77,837,186.54. (A. E. Gi.)

Priorities and Allocations.
Wartime industrial produc-
tion in the U.S. brought

adoption of various systems by the War Production board, each

of which was designed to bring about orderly flows of materials

to manufacture of military and essential civilian products. As a

background to 1943 developments, the Office of Production Man-

agement had instituted the simple priorities system of a first-

things-come-first variety. This method of distributing materials

was successful during the early prewar period, when real materials

scarcities had not appeared in the U.S.

Manufacturers of most urgently needed war and civilian items

needed assurance that their orders would be filled in preference

to orders from manufacturers whose output was not as important.

As a consequence, the system of preference ratings was adopted.

Orders for materials bearing the highest preference ratings were

required, under rules and regulations of OPM to be filled prior

to orders bearing lower ratings.

The system originally included preference ratings of A-i, A-2,

A-3, A-4, A-s, etc. These ratings were assigned to important war

and essential civilian items on the basis of relative urgency pat-

terns laid down by the War Production board and military agen-
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cies. However, the pressure from various groups of producers

soon brought about a classification of more items among the top

preference ratings than was actually warranted. Since many pro-

ducers received ratings of A-i or A-2, it was impracticable to

lower the ratings applicable to their operations from the rela-

tively high classes to lower ones. Therefore, it was decided to

establish intermediate ratings between the A-i and A-2 groups,

including A-i-a, A-i-j, and A-i-k, etc.

Ultimately, the priorities system was still further "inflated"

through inclusion of large segments of war and civilian production

programs in these higher ratings groups so that eventually, it be-

came necessary to modify the entire system by establishing a new

group of ralings, to top all other ratings. This new group included

AA-i, AA-2, AA-3, AA-4, AA-5, etc. In addition an AAA pref-

erence rating was established for use in cases of emergency only.

At the same time that the AA preference rating scheme was

established, the A group was retained as a lower series of ratings.

Eventually, an intermediate rating between AA-2 and AA-3 was

established as AA-2X, in order to permit adjustments between the

highest classification of relative urgency.

As materials became increasingly short in the U.S. productive

system, the demands of producers holding relatively high prefer-

ence ratings became so great that all of their demands for basic

materials could not be met from available supplies. As a conse-

quence, it became necessary to take steps to assure that the

amounts of basic materials which might be purchased through the

use of preference ratings was no greater than the available supply.

There had to be a balancing of demands for materials with sup-

plies of them, in order that the most essential war and civilian

programs might be met, according to a prearranged time schedule.

The Production Requirements plan was developed during 1942

to make materials for production of war and civilian items avail-

able under quantity controls on a plant basis. The quantities of

materials which plants might purchase for production of the items

they were manufacturing, however, were unrelated insofar as the

end products themselves were concerned. For example, under

PRP, the X company might be eligible to purchase 500 tons of

steel for the manufacture of 1,000 parts for an aeroplane. At the

same time, the Y company might be eligible to purchase only

200 tons of aluminum for the manufacture of 300 parts for the

same aeroplane There was no co-ordination between the num-

bers of parts which might be made for a given war program the

aircraft program for example. As a result, a situation eventually

developed wherein a production period would end and there

would be aeroplanes without propellers on hand, tanks without

tracks, and ships without fittings. In order to correct this situa-

tion, it became necessary to make materials available to war and

essential civilian industries on a program basis. Thus, materials

in 1943 were made available for the production of aeroplanes,

rather than to individual plants for the production of unrelated

numbers of parts for aeroplanes.

This method of program distribution was implemented by the

Controlled Materials plan, announced in Nov. 1942, and placed

in operation during the second quarter of 1943. It became popu-

larly known as CMP. In its essentials, CMP was a method of

vertical allocation of basic critical materials specifically, copper,

steel and aluminum in specified forms and shapes. The plan also

included the preference rating structure, under which other mate-

rials required for production programs were made available within

quantity controls. CMP worked as follows in 1943:

Statements of supply of and demand for controlled materials,

on the basis of production programs, were made to the WPB re-

quirements committee. Estimates of supply were made available

to the committee from products of controlled materials and

producers of other critical materials playing an important role in

production of war and essential civilian goods.

Statements of demand were presented to the requirements com-

mittee by the claimant agencies (war department, army ordnance,

navy department, Maritime commission, Aircraft Resources Con-
trol office (agent for army air forces and bureau of aeronautics of

United States navy), Office of Lend-Lease administration, Office

of Economic Warfare, Office of Civilian Requirements, depart-

ment of agriculture, Office of Defense Transportation, Office of

Rubber Director, Petroleum Administration for War, National

Housing agency, Office of War Utilities Director). In 1943 these

were U.S. government agencies responsible for planning war and

civilian production.

The statements of supply and demand were then compared and

adjusted in order that more materials would not be allotted for

production than were actually estimated to be available for a

coming quarterly production period. As a result of this adjust-

ment, programs of the various claimant agencies were adjusted in

order that they would fall within the available supplies of mate-

rials allotted to them by the requirements committee. The
claimant agencies then, on the basis of applications for allotments

filed with them, made allotments of controlled materials to class

A product manufacturers, consumers of controlled materials.

In addition, the requirements committee made allotments of

controlled materials to WPB industry divisions, wrhich in turn

made allotments to manufacturers of class B products.

A distinction between products was drawn, because of the fact

that it was feasible to make allotments of materials on a vertical

basis in only some instances chiefly where large end items were

involved, with relatively large component parts. Class B products
were usually products of a relatively standardized nature, having
the general character of shelf goods. While this distinction was

not specific, the classification of products was of necessity some-

what arbitrary. Practically, to determine the distinction, it was

necessary to refer to the official CMP class B product list. This

list indicated what items were class B products. Any item which

did not appear on the list was a class A product.

The distinction was important, because it indicated the method
to be used in making allotments class A products being subject

to the vertical allotment procedure down a chain of manufacturers,
and class B products being allotted for directly by WPB industry

divisions In essence, an allotment of controlled materials was au-

thority to purchase the items covered by it. In the case of class

A products, the manufacturer of the end item (for example, tanks,

or aeroplanes, or ships) obtained his authority to purchase con-

trolled materials from a claimant agency. He then was in a posi-

tion to place an authorized controlled materials order with a

producer or distributor of controlled materials. He was also in

a position to grant allotments (authority to purchase controlled

materials) to other producers supplying him with class A
products

When a manufacturer received an allotment of controlled mate-

rials, he also received an authorized production schedule and a

preference rating With the preference rating he could purchase
class B products and other items (other than class A products or

controlled materials) in amounts necessary to fill his authorized

production schedule under the allotment which he had received.

Class B product manufacturers received allotments of con-

trolled materials, authorized production schedules, and preference

ratings direct from the industry divisions of WPB. They, in turn,

could make allotments of controlled materials to manufacturers

who supplied them with class A products, use the allotments, or

parts of them to place authorized controlled materials orders with

controlled materials producers or distributors, and use their pref-

erence ratings for the purchase of class B products and other

items (except class A products and controlled materials) in
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amounts necessary to meet their authorized production schedules.

Manufacturers of class A products had to receive an allotment of

controlled materials, a preference rating, and an authorized pro-

duction schedule in order to be in a. position to produce and de-

liver class A products. However, manufacturers of class B prod-

ucts need only to have had a preference rated order in order to

make deliveries of their class B products.

The over-all basic idea of CMP in 1943 was control of the en-

tire basic raw materials distribution system through rigid control

in the form of allotments of specified forms and shapes of three

basic materials and through related controls governing the re-

maining materials.

While CMP was the outstanding example of the allotment pro-

cedure in 1943, other materials were subjected to specific types

of allotment. For example, chemicals, textiles and woodpulp were

subject to allotment procedures not forming an integral part of

CMP, but operating along with it.

These forms of allotments followed the general scheme laid

down under CMP, but did not always include the vertical aspects.

In most instances, allotments were direct from WPB industry di-

visions to users of the products covered. (See also BUSINESS RE-

VIEW; PRICE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF; RATIONING; WAR PRO-

DUCTION, U.S.; WAR PRODUCTION BOARD.)

DricnnorC nl War Although there were no official figures

r riSOn6rS UI Wai. available for the total number of pris-

oners of war during 1943, it was estimated that more than 4,000,-

ooo were held captive during the year. The largest part consisted

of Russians held by Germany and axis forces held by the U.S.-

S.R., but estimates of actual numbers were erratic. Some 200,000

former French prisoners of war in Germany were transferred to

other categories during the year, reducing the number of French

prisoners of war to 872,000. Proportionately, the largest increase

in prisoners during the year was in the number of Americans

held in Europe. Whereas in 1942 it was estimated that there were

500 such prisoners, the 1943 figures total some 11,000, consisting

of survivors of planes shot down over Europe and captives taken

during the North African and Italian campaigns. Figures for pris-

oners of other Allied nationalities held in Europe remained fairly

constant, including 142,000 British, 140,000 Yugoslavs, 66,000

Belgians, 55,000 Poles, 9,500 Dutch, 1,500 Greeks and 1,100

Norwegians. Among axis prisoners held by the United Nations,

it was estimated that 193,000 were held by the United States, 74,-

ooo in Great Britain and 27,000 in Canada. In the Far East, esti-

mates showed that Japan was holding approximately 20,000

American prisoners, 148,000 British and 45,000 Dutch, as well

as some 50,000 civilian internees.

In accordance with the terms of the Geneva Prisoners of War
convention of 1929, ratified by most of the belligerents of World

War II, representatives of the protecting powers and of the In-

ternational Red Cross committee continued to visit prison camps
and to report on the application of the convention. In general,

these reports indicated that the convention was being observed.

The convention, which had not been ratified by Russia or

Japan but which Japan agreed to observe without formal ratifica-

tion, established certain standards for the treatment of war pris-

oners. Food was to be the equivalent of that of troops of the

detaining power at base camps. Sanitary and medical facilities

were to be provided. Prisoners might be held in compounds but

not individually confined except under unusual circumstances.

Officers were to receive pay, generally on the same scale as officers

of corresponding rank in the army of the detaining power. Pris-

oners other than officers might be required to work at an agreed*

upon rate of pay, but the work should have no direct relation to

war operations. Neutral representatives might visit the camps.

Facilities for the exchange of correspondence with relatives at

home were to be provided and prisoners might receive packages.

Exemption from postal charges was granted. The convention

further provided for the exchange of information about prisoners

through bureaus in each belligerent country and a central infor-

mation bureau in a neutral country.

Supplies of food, uniforms, medicines, to supplement those of

the detaining power, and educational, recreational and religious

articles continued to be supplied to war prisoners by govern-

ments, Red Cross societies and other agencies through the inter-

mediary of the International Red Cross committee. Regular ship-

ments were made on vessels operated by the committee to and

from Europe, but the Japanese government continued to inter-

pose objections to the establishment of regular shipments of such

supplies to the Far East. Substantial quantities were sent to

Japanese-controlled territory during 1943, via the exchange ships

which met at Goa in India in Sept. 1943. Reports received late

in 1943 showed that these supplies were reaching Allied prisoners

and civilian internees in Japan and Japanese-occupied territory,

including the Philippines.

Various proposals were made to Japan by Allied governments
and Red Cross societies to establish facilities for the regular

dispatch of relief supplies for prisoners in the Far East. Stores

were built up in Vladivostok in the hope that Japan would agree

to their onward passage and distribution. By the end of 1943,

however, the Japanese had not yet agreed to any of these pro-

posals. Efforts by the Allied governments and Red Cross societies

were being continued.

Delegates of the International Red Cross committee observed

the distribution of supplies in prison camps, and receipts signed

by the prisoners and their representatives were returned to the

senders. It was estimated that less than i% of the relief supplies
sent to prisoners of war failed to reach the proper destination.

Neutral representatives of the Young Men's Christian association

continued to be allowed permission by most of the belligerents

to visit prison camps and assist in educational, recreational and

religious activities.

Some improvements were made during 1943 in the facilities for

the exchange of correspondence between prisoners and their fam-

ilies, although the only provision for sending parcels to prisoners
in the Far East was on the one sailing of the exchange ship

"Gripsholm." Instructions for communicating with and sending

parcels to prisoners were changed occasionally, but in the United

States the latest information was obtainable from post offices,

Red Cross chapters and the office of the provost marshal general,

Washington, D.C. (See also RED CROSS.)

(P. E. R.)

ReP rts revealed that U.S. state prisons in 1943
manufactured products for armed forces amounting

to $14,000,000 (in addition to $21,000,000 worth for state use)

from Aug. 1942, to Nov. 1943. They included: bomb noses;

bomb racks; shirts and other clothing; tool boxes; submarine

nets; blankets, etc. The federal institutions produced war mat6-

riel valued at over $18,000,000 for the year ending July 30, 1943.

In addition, various penal farms raised about $25,000,000
worth of produce (meats, vegetables and fruits), and in many in-

stances, inmates volunteered to work on private farms because of

manpower shortages. No escapes were reported. Institutions also

did laundry, salvage and repair work for nearby army camps.
It should be emphasized that patriotism on the part of the in-

mates, not compulsion, was responsible for this record. As of

Nov. 1943, the prison industries branch of the War Production

board awarded National Service certificates (comparable to the

army and navy "E") to 44 institutions*.



GIRL CLOTHING WORKER in Montreal, Canada, measuring a ITALIAN PRISONERS wading out to a U.S. landing craft off the shore of Sicily. They wert

jacket for an axis prisoner. A large red circle on the back captured during the first battles near Gela in July 1943

identifies the wearer as a war prisoner

U.S. MILITARY POLICEMAN standing guard
at the German prison camp, Camp Chaffee,

Ark., in 1943

GERMAN ARTIST, a prisoner of war, sketching
a U.S. naval officer aboard a ship en route to the

United States In 1943
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Additional reports revealed that thousands of inmates gave

blood to Red Cross banks; some acted as "guinea pigs" to the

cause of science (one died as a result). Prisoners also purchased
more than $1,900,000 worth of war bonds from their paltry earn-

ings in prison industries.

To facilitate the induction of inmates into the army when
their sentences expired, selective service boards were set up
in all federal and state prisons during 1943. Not all released

felons, though, were inducted. Those convicted of th^, more
serious crimes, as well as alcoholics, sex perverts, drug addicts

and habitual offenders, were barred Some states (Kentucky,
Oklahoma, Texas, New Jersey, Michigan) which enacted legisla-

tion soon after Pearl Harbor permitting the parole of worthy
inmates prior to the expiration of their sentences (if the army
would accept them) continued that practice, with excellent

results. Only a handful of men so paroled relapsed into crime.

Because of the warand the consequent restricted use of vital

materials, no new buildings were erected in the prisons. In many,
though, educational facilities were extended particularly in vo-

cational fields to prepare inmates for war work within the

prison, or upon their release.

With the exception of England, no information was available

about prisons and crime in Europe. In that country, juvenile de-

linquency, rampant after the outbreak of the war, decreased con-

siderably due to co-ordinated efforts on the part of social agen-
cies and groups of interested citizens. And in the prisons, the

inmates continued to aid in the war effort They produced con-

siderable materiel and worked on either institutional or private
farms. (See also CHILD WELFARE; CRIME.) (L. E. L.)

Private Schools: see EDUCATION.

Prizes: see LITERARY PRIZES.

Production. Industrial: see BUSINESS REVIEW; WAR PRO-

DUCTION, U.S.

Profits! Company: see BUSINESS REVIEW; TAXATION.

Progressive Education: see EDUCATION.

Proportional Representation: see MUNICIPAL GOVERN-
MENT.

Protestant Episcopal Church.
world-wide war deeply affected the life of the Episcopal Church.
So many of the clergy volunteered for service as chaplains in the

armed forces that the proportional quota of chaplains assigned by
the war department to the Episcopal Church was more than

filled.

The statistics for the year showed increases in some items, de-

creases in other items, The total number of baptized persons,
2 !88,573, and the total number of communicants, 1,520,394, were
the largest ever reported in the history of the church but the

number of confirmations showed a slight decrease and the num-
ber of church school pupils showed a decrease of more than

35,000. The total of contributions for all purpose*, $38,288,766,
was an increase of $2,977,456 over that of 1942.

Because of war conditions, the triennial general convention,
held this time in Cleveland, Ohio, was shortened to a period of

only eight working days, but the necessary business was accom-

plished. A budget of $2,615,382 was adopted for the general mis-

sionary work of the church in 1944 with provision for increases in

4945 and 1946. In the adoption of this missionary budget spe-
cial emphasis was placed on the need for more effective work

among the Negro population of the United States and upon the

great missionary opportunity open in China. (W. T, M.)

Prunes: see PLUMS AND PRUNES.

Shock Therapy. The three forms of "shock"

therapy used in the treatment of mental dis-

eases were evaluated. A series of 15 or 20 insulin "shocks" are

usually given to each patient over a period of a few weeks. When
used to treat schizophrenia or dementia praecox, the recovery
rate exceeds that found following any other type of treatment.

Little more than i% of the 48,772 patients with dementia

praecox in New York civil state hospitals in 1941 recovered

under all other forms of treatment. More than 350 patients,

however, treated by the insulin shock methad, recovered; 28%
more showed major improvement and another 28% were some-
what improved. This drastic form of treatment, therefore, in-

creased the recovery rate by ten times. It was five times more
efficient than electric shock or the convulsive treatment initiated

by metrazol injections. The drug was ineffective in restoring to

usefulness mental defectives, the aged, or patients deteriorated

by structural brain disease. Electric shock, a convulsive agent
which largely replaced metrazol, appeared to have particular
value in affection disorders and in the involutional states. Both
metrazol and electric convulsive therapy, most observers agreed,
are of small value in the treatment of schizophrenia. Although
shock treatments in general did not live up to the claims of their

early sponsors, an important therapeutic method was added to

the small stock of agents formerly known to change the course

of mental disease.

Psychosurgery. Operation on the frontal lobe of the brain

as a means of treating mental disease was first introduced by
Moniz in 1935. The technique of prefrontal lobotomy or leu-

cotomy, as the operation is called, was modified. M. C. Petersen,

who treated 41 patients, without any fatalities, found that many
showed a relief from anxiety and were able to be cared for in

their homes. Walter Freeman and J. W. Watts noted that their

patients exhibited certain characteristics different from their

prepsychotic self. The patients were more likely to be indolent,
often were outspoken, saying the first thing that came into

their heads, and were often hasty, undiplomatic and tactless.

They were sorry for their attitude and often apologized. Emo-
tional reactions were brisk, shallow and short-lived. The brood-

ing, melancholy, hurt feelings and grim silences, characteristic

of their preoperative state, entirely disappeared. They harboured
no grudges. The intellect was intact. With the passage of time,

there was often further improvement in social adaptation, even

through the third to the fifth year. In general, the operation

gave better results than formerly anticipated, and in selected

cases of chronic depression of long-standing where the prognosis
was particularly poor, prefrontal lobotomy was the treatment of

choice.

Epilepsy. Most epileptics have abnormal electroencephalo-

grams, a condition known as cerebral dysrhythmia. Brain waves,

moreover, have individuality and the pattern is an hereditary
trait. W. G. Lennox showed that similar twins have indistin-

guishable electroencephalographic records. In members of the

immediate family of epileptics abnormal tracings were found in

over 50%, a much higher incidence than in the general popula-
tion. These studies led to the conclusion that epilepsy is not in-

herited, but that a predisposition or susceptibility is inherited

Behind the abnormal pulsations of the brain lies the unknown

chemistry of discharging nerve cells. Studies of arterial and
venous blood from the brain area indicated that in epilepsy
there is a lower concentration of carbon dioxide in the blood and
the brain burns less glucose per unit of oxygen than in normal

people.

Group Psychotherapy. Group treatment of the neuroses

was developed in many clinics and hospitals. Alfred Hauptmann
reported that 90% of the neurotics ordinarily encountered by
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physicians and seen in the out-patient department of hospitals

can be treated successfully by this method. Each patient should

be guaranteed, however, individual approach before he enters the

class and in some cases this is necessary. Subordination to the

class leader is one of the main curative principles, and it can be

achieved more easily by group than by individual treatment.

Teaching is primarily by lectures. Donald Blair tried the same

method in the treatment of the neuroses in the war cases. He
used general typewritten statements for distribution, individual

interviews, autobiographies and a series of ten lectures. The

results were satisfactory and group psychotherapy appeared to

be well worthy of trial in the medical departments of the fighting

forces.

Alcoholism, A growing interest in the medical aspects of

alcoholism is reflected in the current literature on the subject

The Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol, established in

1939, became a focal point for the publishing of scientific con-

tributions. William Fleeson and E. F. Gildea analysed such a group.

The largest number were "exogenous drinkers," with heterogeneous

origins of their drinking habits and without any single personality

type predominating. Many in this classification were able to make

personality adjustments to their drinking habits. A smaller group

were the true addicts, who suffered from addiction at the begin-

ning of their use of alcohol. Although they might have good

insight into the problem, their personality make-up would not

allow them to give up drinking. The smallest group were the

"symptomatic drinkers," also endogenously determined. The

underlying cause was usually a psychosis, their inebriety being

only a secondary manifestation of a more profound psychological

state. After many years of exogenous or symptomatic drinking,

moreover, patients may become secondarily addicted.

Joseph Thimann reported on his use of the conditioned reflex

in the treatment of the abnormal drinker. The unconditioned

stimulus was an emetic, consisting of a solution of emetine, pilo-

carpine and ephedrine. The conditioning treatment required many
other controlled factors, including a special room excluding all

extraneous auditory, olfactory and visual stimuli. The positive

auditory stimuli were at the same time reinforced, such as the

clinking of bottles and glasses, the sound of poured liquor and

the effects of retching and vomiting. Treatment was given in

session on four to seven successive days, and repeated after one

to 12 months. The results depended largely on the selection of

patients, not being good in psychopathic cases. Under expert

hands, with a careful evaluation of the patients and with fully

controlled environmental conditions, the method, as reported by
Thimann and others, was effective.

The clinical aspects of alcoholism were summarized by E. M.

Jellinek in a book devoted to studies on the aetiology and treat-

ment of abnormal drinking and to the mental and physical dis-

orders associated with it. The volume is the first of a projected

series on the "Effects of Alcohol upon the Individual," under-

taken by the Research Council on Problems of Alcohol, organized

in 1937 and affiliated with the American Association for the

Advancement of Science.

War Psychiatry: Selection of Recruits. The great number
of neuropsychiatric casualties in World War I, the prolonged
and costly care of the veteran with nervous and mental disease

in all countries and the growing awareness of the problem in

field units as well as hospital organizations, in line officers and

doctors in World War II led to a more careful selection of men
before induction into the service than at any time in the history

of medicine. The "screening" in the United States and elsewhere

was not entirely successful. The reason in the U.S. lay largely

in the fact that psychiatric resources were not evenly spread

throughout the country. Competent psychiatrists were not avail-

able in many parts of the country. There was an attempt, how*

ever, to eliminate the unfit during the training period, but in

places where there was official apathy many men remained in the

service, only to break down under the great strain of modern,

active combat. Some neuropsychiatrists tended to over-exaggerate

the importance of neuropsychiatry as a part of military medicine,

but in general line officers were expressing a willingness to recog-

nize functional and mental disorders, in contrast to the attitude

prevalent in World War I. Psychiatrists with actual battle ex-

perience, as pointed out by G A. Blakeslee, tended to eliminate

a larger percentage of recruits than those who had never seen

men break down under fire.

L. R Gowan showed that from one-half to two-thirds of the

men who developed neuroses in the army were predisposed to

such a disability before induction. There was no place in the

army for the so-called "problem" boy. Military service did

not eliminate these problems, but only tended to aggravate them,

resulting in more serious or often permanent disabilities. War
brings about many situations that require the individual to make
extensive emotional adjustments. War neurosis, as stated by

Gowan, is not a new disease, but merely the appearance of previ-

ously existing neurotic tendencies brought to the surface and

organized into form by exposure to war's demands. To discover

these tendencies in a recruit should be the primary function of an

examining psychiatrist.

The Nature of the War Neurosis. W. R. D. Fairbairn found

in his examination of British cases, that in nearly every man treated

there was a history of previous psychopathologic experiences
The war only served to activate a pre-existing, if latent, abnormal

reaction. The chief symptom was a separation-anxiety, which he

found always present in war neurotics. The capacity to endure

danger usually varied with the extent to which the individual had

outgrown the stage of infantile dependence. The compulsion to

return home was often displayed, sometimes in the form of a

fugue or in a consciously executed flight. The author found that

the group spirit was the essence of morale, the phenomenon of

panic in a military unit being basically one of separation-anxiety

affecting all or usually all members of the group simultaneously.

High morale, moreover, within a group exercised a profound in-

fluence in counteracting the ill effects of infantile dependence

among its members.

Alexander Simon and Margaret Hagan also reported, after a

study of 400 psychiatric casualties in United States navy and

marine corps men, that previous mental illness, broken homes,

psychosis in the family, faulty education, occupational malad-

justment, antisocial behaviour and alcoholism were found in a

Study of complete social histories. Broken homes occurred in

nearly one-half of the cases.

Sodium amytal narcosis, according to L. L. Altman, became
of increasing importance in the treatment of war neuroses. Its

use was first emphasized by Sargant. The use of the drug must

be preceded, accompanied and followed by psychotherapy in the

form of investigation, explanation, positive suggestion and re*

assurance.

E. R. Smith stressed the great strain under which modern
warfare is carried out. During the occupation of Guadalcanal by
the United States marine corps, sleep and eating were almost

impossible. Weight losses ran as high as 45 Ib. Rain, heat, insects

and malaria contributed to the disorder of thinking and living.

This strain persisted and increased for months. The complaints

and symptoms were identical for each individual headaches,

lowered thresholds to sharp noises, periods of amnesia and of

panic, sensory somatic complaints, marked muscular hyperto-

nicity, tremors and palsies. Intellectually normal, the men were

emotionally unstable and showed unbelievable neuromuscular
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tension. Fear of cowardliness was almost universal. Few cases

could be returned to full or combat duty, but most of the men

leaving service, in the author's opinion, should be able to return

successfully to civilian life.

Aubrey Lewis examined some of the more severe neurotics

after they had returned to civil life and found that a large num-

ber were able to take their usual place in society.

Aviation Medicine. E. G. Reinartz, commanding officer of

a United States school of aviation medicine, reported that, while

the exigencies of the air service beget no novel or unique psy-

chological phenomena, they increase the incidence of certain

syndromes. Aeroneurosis is a chronic functional nervous and

psychic disorder characterized by gastric distress, nervous irrita-

bility, insomnia and minor psychic disturbances. It is, moreover,

likely to occur in the professional or experienced pilot and is

commonly known as "staleness." Emotional stress is the prin-

cipal exciting factor, since in order to fly it is necessary for a

pilot to repress many thoughts which provoke emotional reac-

tions. If such repression is not successful, conflicts will arise,

for the instinct of self-preservation which is frequently stimu-

lated in aviation arouses many profound emotional disturbances.

Even if fear is repressed subconsciously, pilots are affected by
it every time they go into the air. The flight surgeon detects

signs of aeroncurosis quickly, often before the pilot himself is

aware that anything is the matter. A second syndrome, according

to Reinartz, is "flying fatigue." This is the result of highly ab-

normal flying strain such as occurs in battle conditions and is

not characterized by emotional factors such as appear in aero-

neurosis. The onset is slow, but once started development is

often rapid, leading to deterioration and disintegration of mental

and physical faculties. In order to diagnose the condition in its

earliest state, the flight surgeon must be closely associa'ed with

the pilot's case. These two conditions are separated from aeroem-

bolism produced by rapid decrease of pressure below one at-

mosphere. The symptoms depend on bubbles of nitrogen escaping

from the blood and lodging in various parts of the body. It ap-

pears in high-altitude flying and, as was pointed out by M. N.

Walsh, there is considerable individual variation with regard to

the ability of pilots to withstand high altitudes. Ordinarily, men-

tal symptoms do not occur when flying below 9,000 ft. Above

12,000 ft. symptoms occur with rapidity, such as a decrease in

acuteness of hearing and vision, blunting of judgment, impaired
critical perception, indolence of thought, forgetfulness and ab-

sentmindedness. There may be changes in mood and diminution

or loss of the will to perform certain duties, although the ability

to perform them may be essentially unimpaired. The pilot him-

self is often unaware of these effects. When flying above 18,000

ft. all symptoms arc exacerbated. These reactions are reversible

by the administration of oxygen if given in time, but at a level

of 40,000 ft. the time is only 30 to 60 seconds and only 15 sec-

onds if activity is being carried out. In high-altitude flying an

uninterrupted supply of oxygen was, therefore, indispensable for

pilots operating above 12,000 ft. In addition, there were the

grave accidents which occurred because of nitrogen emboli and

the execution of turns and dives might produce anaemia with

structural damage to the brain.
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(H. R. V.)

American psychology during 1943 had a three-

dimensional orientation: (i) its continued appli-

cation in the prosecution of the war; (2) its attention to peace
and postwar problems; (3) the continued development of pure

psychological research.

As in World War I American psychologists were called upon
for solutions of the problems involved in the classification of

military personnel in the armed forces of the United States.

The committee on classification of military personnel, a group
of prominent psychometridans under the chairmanship of Walter

V. Bingham, acts as an advisory body to the adjutant general,

SELF-ANALYSIS was advanced as one of the methods of experimental depth
psychology by Dr. Werner Wolff, expatriate German psychologist In the United

States, in his book The Expression of Personality (Harpers, 1943). In one

test, the subject is asked to comment upon two composite photographs of

himself, taken without his knowledge. The portrait 1$ split down the middle,

reversing one half, and fitting it against the remaining half. The subject's

reactions to his "left" and "right" faces, usually strongly negative or positive,

provide definite clues to his personality, according to Dr. Wolff
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who was directed by the secretary of war, in June 1940, to

assume central authority for the classification of all men in

the army.
The actual administration of personnel procedures in the army

was handled by the classification and enlisted replacement branch

under the adjutant general's office. The officers who administered

the program in the field were psychologists and personnel tech-

nicians who had special training at the adjutant general's school

established in 1941 at Fort Washington, Md. The more significant

psychological contribution, however, was made by the personnel

research section of the classification branch under the direction

of M. W. Richardson. This section constructed and revised the

many tests demanded by the army's general and specialized

needs. These demands could not be met by the rigid application

of old psychological instruments. They required a program of

constant research and experimentation which had, however, to

be concerned solely with actual and urgent army situations. In

addition to tests, the section prepared standardized aids for the

field work of the army's classification officers: manuals of test

administration, interview schedules and rating forms.

The first important step in the classification of the army re-

cruit was the administration of a minimum literacy test to

detect the men who would not be able to absorb army training

a large part of which was based on manuals and other written

material. Men failing the literacy test were given a visual

classification test to select the illiterates with sufficient native

ability to learn military duties. The next step for literate men
was the army general classification test on the basis of which

soldiers were grouped into five categories according to their

learning capacity. In addition, men took the mechanical aptitude

test and the radio telegraph operator aptitude test and their

scores helped determine their assignment to specialist training

in mechanics or radio-telegraphy. Experiment showed the best

single test for radio-telegraphy to be a work sample test of

code learning. Auditory discrimination proved to be not quite

as significant.

Initial assignments of men were based both upon test scores

and upon the results of a standardized interview yielding data

on such items as education, languages, occupational history,

hobbies, leadership experience and previous military training.

Slow learners were placed in special training units under ex-

perts who had developed a good deal of original instructional

material designed to increase motivation by its freedom from

rigid and static content. In this way psychological training sal-

vaged many recruits who would otherwise have been dismissed

as mentally unqualified.

The need for highly trained technicians and officers was so

great that the army utilized the resources of the country's uni-

versities in establishing the army specialized training program.
Under the terms of this program- soldiers were assigned to those

colleges where the army had set up a curriculum. The ASTP
included a basic phase and an advanced phase, the latter of which

was divided into various specialized curricula. Criteria for ad-

mission to the ASTP included high scores on the army general

classification test and on an educational achievement test also

prepared by the personnel section.

The advanced phase of ASTP offered a curriculum in per-

sonnel psychology during 1943 at n leading U.S. universities

for the purpose of increasing the number of trained personnel

psychologists in the army. The total number of men assigned

to these schools in 1943 was 1,350.

The National Research council's emergency committee in psy-

chology established a sub-committee on a textbook of military

psychology in 1942 to prepare a textbook for men in the armed

forces. This volume appeared during 1943 as the co-operative

effort of 59 psychologists with E. G. Boring, editor-in-chief.

The book is a nontechnical presentation for the soldier of psy-

chological facts and principles which bear upon military prob-
lems. Major attention is given to perception and the sense

organs; but individual differences, training, efficiency, motivation,

adjustment, mobs and rumours are also included.

The selection and classification of pilots was under the direc-

tion of the office of the air surgeon, army air forces. Aviation

applicants had to pass, first, the aviation cadet qualifying

examination which was primarily a test of pilot aptitude. Later

the cadet took the aviation cadet classification tests, a series

of 20 tests taking two days to administer. These tests were

developed and were in the process of experimental modification

by a large staff of psychologists. They measured the following

types of function: (i) intelligence, judgment and proficiency, (2)

alertness, observation and speed of perception, (3) personality,

temperament and interest, (4) visual-motor co-ordination.

During 1943 the belief grew among psychologists that the win-

ning of the war and the winning of the peace were different

aspects of the same process. The general hypothesis that the

nature of victory was related to a durable peace not only re-

ceived acceptance but the emergence of specific postwar recon-

struction problems before the end of the war became apparent.
For example, the returning soldiers discharged because of phys-
ical injury or mental illness were challenging psychological re-

sources for rehabilitation. In March 1942 the first rehabilitation

clinic was held at Yale university for purposes of vocational

and psychological counselling and in the course of the following

15 months over 60% of the clients tested were placed in jobs.

In 1943 Stanford university established a course in psychology
for rehabilitation workers emphasizing the physiological psychol-

ogy of motor functions, optimal procedures for making and break-

ing motor habits, psychological adjustment and the mental hy-

giene of the hospitalized person.

One expression of this interest in postwar problems was mani-

fest in the creation of a committee on the psychological aspects

of jpostwar planning by the Society for Psychological Study of

Social Issues under the chairmanship of Gardner Murphy. This

committee co-ordinated research and information on major psy-

chological obstacles to permanent peace; on the school systems
of the various world powers as they bore on the development
of war and peace attitudes; on American attitudes toward the

postwar world. The implementation of research into psycho-

logical areas of understanding and attitude was furnished

in part by the Office of Public Opinion Research of Princeton

university which had been systematically sampling the opinions

of the American public on a nationwide basis on postwar prob-

lems. This research institute reported that the majority of the

American public in all major income groups wants co-operative

national planning after the war in which government, business,

labour and agriculture will participate. Other nation-wide atti-

tudinal research was in agreement that the American people
favoured international organization to preserve the peace but

that their thinking was unstructured concerning the instrumen-

talities for achieving this end. Thus many clung to specific be-

liefs in high tariff barriers and immigration restrictions while

accepting the general desirability of international co-operation.

This was consistent with previous psychological research which

indicated that the acceptance or rejection of general symbols
could be accompanied by contradictory beliefs concerning spe-

cific, related proposals.

Another indication of the growing interest in psychological

peace problems appeared in the April number of the Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology which was given over to ar-

ticles on "Psychological Considerations, in Making the Peace/*
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with contributions from E. C. Tolman, K. Lewin, C. Buhler,

F. Schreier, K. Bode, O. H. Mowrer and R. Stagner. The discus-

sion covered such problems as: how can psychological identifi-

cation with a world state be achieved?; how can German for-

feiting of freedom through overemphasis upon general abstract

concepts be remedied educationally?; how should an unrealistic

pacifist reaction after the war, which turns away from the basic

problems, be met?; to what extent could church groups within

Germany assist in re-education after the war?

Finally, the fundamental question concerning the basis of war

in human nature received renewed study. In 1943 Mark May
summarized the work of the Yale Institute of Human Relations

on this problem in A Social Psychology of War and Peace. This

volume denies that war is the inevitable outcome of human na-

ture. It holds that though aggressive tendencies are unavoidable

due to the frustrations in the socialization process and in social

interaction, nevertheless it has been possible to control overt

conflict within the in-group. Hence aggression is possible to control

between groups. The only assured way to prevent armed conflict,

however, would be to extend the boundaries of the peace group to

include all nations, that is, to build an international order.

In addition to war-oriented research, steady psychological ad-

vances continued during 1943 in the study of the physiological

basis of behaviour, of learning and motivation, and of social func-

tions. Extirpation experiments established the independence of

the optic cortex and the superior colliculi in the mediation of

visual functions. The cerebral mechanisms of vision furnish the

basis for focal pattern vision; the lower centers are the basis

for pattern vision of moving contours as well as brightness dis-

crimination and flicker vision. In the field of learning the hy-

pothesis that anticipatory goal reactions are symbolic processes

of a higher level than the goal gradient was strengthened by the

removal of the prefrontal cortical areas in rats with a resulting

persistence of the goal gradient and the disappearance of the

anticipatory reaction. Unusual results were reported in experi-

ments on incidental memory with an intent group showing no

better scores after a 1 9-day interval than a non-intent group. A
genuine contribution to the dynamics of attitude formation ap-

peared in T. Newcomb's Personality and Social Change, a study
of the personal basis of attitude change in a college community.
The role and status of the individual in the group proved a cen-

tral factor in attitude change. The extension of controlled psycho-

logical techniques in field situations was demonstrated by a study
of Italian acculturation by I. Child. (See also NERVOUS SYSTEM).

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Staff, Personnel Research Section, AGO, Psychological
Bulletin, 40:129-135. 205-211, 271-279, 357-371, 4^9-435^ 499~5o8
(1943); M. A. Seidcnfeld, Psychological Bulletin 40:279-281 (1943);
1). Wolflc, Psychological Bulletin, 40:780-786 (1943); E. G. Boring,
Psychology for the Fighting Man (1943); Staff of the Psychological
Branch, Office of the Air Surgeon, Psychological Bulletin, 40:759-769
(1943); G. VV. Allport and H. R. Veltfort, Journal of Social Psychology,
18:165-233 (1943); H. C. Marquis, Psychological Bulletin, 40:687-700
(1943): J. S. Bruner, Public Thinking on Post-War Problems (1943); M.
May, A Social Psychology of War and Peace (1943); K. U. Smith and
M. Bridgman, Journal of Experimental Psychology, 33:165-187 (1943);
M. A. Epstein and C. T. Morgan, Journal of Experimental Psychology,
32:453-463 (i943); VV. C. Biel and R. C. Force, Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 32:52-63 (1943); T. Newcomb, Personality and Social Change
(1943); ! Child, Italian or American (1943). (I). KA.)

Public Assistance: see CHILD WELFARE; RELIEF; SOCIAL

SECURITY.

Public Buildings Administration: see FEDERAL WORKS
AGENCY.

Public Health Engineering.
faction appeared to have become rather generally accepted among
sanitarians. Accumulating evidence had shown that, beyond the

range of "droplet infection" direct contact with droplets result-

ing from coughing and sneezing there is air carriage of bacteria

resulting from the evaporation of the smaller droplets to dry

nuclei. These may float for hours or days and be carried over

considerable distances.

Once in this suspended form, the fate of the bacteria is deter-

mined by their own ability to withstand the adverse conditions of

desiccation and of sunlight, direct or diffused. It is known on

good experimental evidence that many of the pathogens of the

nose and throat will survive under these conditions, either as free

floating particles or as deposited dust for a sufficient length of

time. The subject was well summarized up to 1942 by Leon

Buchbinder.

Recognition of these facts led to extensive investigation upon
both sides of the Atlantic into methods of air disinfection. Most

of these studies, during the war years, were conducted under gov-

ernmental auspices, British and American, and the results were

utilized in connection with military and civilian activities on the

war front and little publicity was given to the newer develop-

ments.

Improvements were made in the use of aerosols, vapours or

mists of disinfectant sprayed into the room. Ultraviolet light

was also applied in large-scale experimental work. These studies

were expected undoubtedly to have an important bearing upon

public health practice in the postwar years.

Water Supply. For some years previous to 1943, there had

been a gradual accumulation of evidence that contaminated

drinking water might be a means of communicating poliomyelitis.

Briefly, this evidence was as follows:

1. The gastrointestinal tract is a possible portal of entry to the human
body. The older views had held that the sole portal entry is the naso-

pharynx and the olfactory nerves.

2. Active virus is recoverable from stools of patients and from city

sewage.
3. The virus lives in sewage for a considerable time and in pure water

for at least 100 days.
4. Ordinary processes of water purification do not destroy the virus

completely.
5. In many cases of epidemics, the chronological distribution among

cities in a river valley has followed the river downstream.

Up to 1943, it had not been generally believed that public

water supplies were implicated in any of the major epidemics of

this disease, but the possible responsibility of contaminated water

as well as milk and other foods for occasional sporadic cases

could not be eliminated. A considerable anxiety was felt among
those responsible for water and sewage treatment as was evi-

denced by several scientific studies dealing with the effects of the

various standard processes employed upon the virus. These

studies were summarized up to 1943 by H. J. Carlson, et al.

City Planning. Among the several lines of postwar planning
undertaken up to 1943, none had greater public health implica-

tions than the planning for new housing construction and for city

and town development.

Harland Bartholomew, engineer of the City Planning commis-

sion of St. Louis, Mo., summarized the opportunities and the

needs that might be expected to develop as the result of housing

shortage and need for speedy re-employment of men released

from war activities, military and civil.

There are three levels of planning: the city as a whole, the

neighbourhood, and the individual home. Zoning, with reference

to more orderly development, open spaces and recreational cen-

tres deals with the community as a whole. It segregates industry,

provides purer air in residential areas and reduces congestion.

Neighbourhood planning results in decreasing traffic hazards, con-

venient access to shops, schools and playgrounds and elimination

of slums. Housing deals with the internal arrangements of the

household, especially such details as living space, sanitary facili-

ties, light and air.

BIBLIOGRAPHY Leon Buchbinder, "The Transmission of Certain Infec-
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tions of Respiratory Origin. A Critical Review," J.A.MA., 118:718-730
(1942); H. J. Carlson, G. M. Ridenour, and C. F. McKhann, Jr., "Effects
of the Activated Sludge Process of Sewage Treatment on Poliomyelitis
Virus," Am. Jour. Pub. Health, 33:1083-1087 (1943); Harland Bartholo-

mew, "Public Health Implications in City and Regional Planning, Am.
Jour. Pub. Health, 33:481-489 (1943). (E. B. PH.)

Public Health Service: see FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY;
VENEREAL DISEASES.

Public Housing Authority. Federal: see NATIONAL HOUS-

ING AGENCY.

Public Libraries: see AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION; LI-

BRARIES.

Public Roads Administration: see FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY;
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS.

In X 943 performance by the public utility

industry of the United States was domi-

nated as in 1942 by war influences. Early in the year the War
Production board reorganized its organization for wartime public

utility control when J. A. Krug assumed his new duties as wartime

administrator of utility services. With the placing of local electric

railway and motor bus services under the control of the Office of

Defense Transportation by executive order, the merging of the

control of all nontransport utilities under the new WPB set-up

simplified the dual system of regulation under the war powers
and of regulation under the police powers. The courts were also

upholding the power of the OPA under federal anti-inflation

legislation to prevent increases in the rates of common carrier and

other public utilities after Sept. 15, 1942, by federal, state or

municipal authority without 30 days' notice to OPA and oppor-

tunity to intervene.

The most significant influence of OPA on public utility regu-

lation was shown by the reduction in freight rates ordered by the

Interstate Commerce commission in April. This reduction re-

moved increases of 6% which the commission had granted early

in 1942. In carrying out the purposes of the stabilization act of

Oct. 1942, the commission found that the passenger rate ad-

vances of 10% did not need to be disturbed and that despite the

freight rate decreases the resulting service revenues would be

sufficient to meet all costs. Similarly, the OPA was attempting to

prevent increases in other public utility prices,* especially those

which flowed automatically from contractual or technical re-

quirements like the various types of fuel clauses. In spite of this

influence, rate increases were granted when it became necessary
to provide increased revenues in order to keep up good service.

Coming to a head in 1943, though announced on Jan. 3, 1944,

the decision of the U.S. supreme court in the case of the Hope
Natural Gas company against the Federal Power commission re-

affirmed the position it had already taken in the Natural Pipe-

line cases. The conflict between the reproduction cost theory
and the prudent investment theory of rate-base determination

was, if anything, even more pronounced in this case because

the circuit court of appeals had set aside the rate reduction order

of the FPC because it was not based on reproduction cost. It

was now generally agreed that the decision would further serve

to support the FPC and any other federal and state commissions

which proposed to regulate rates on a prudent investment basis.

It should also support the FPC in its work continued throughout

1943, relating to reclassification of fixed capital accounts and in its

original-cost studies, with the view of eliminating "write-ups" in

these plant accounts.

Expansion in the jurisdiction of the FPC was likewise upheld

by a U.S. supreme court ruling in the Jersey Central Power

and Light company case. Here the court expanded its definition

of interstate commerce by using the potential sale of break-

down power across state lines as the basis for extending the com-

mission's jurisdiction to intrastate utilities connected with com-

panies having interstate tie-lines.

The year was also memorable because for the first time the

electric energy output of the United States, under the influence

of war production, reached and passed the 200,000,000,000 kw.hr.

mark* With 221,000,000,000 kw.hr. generated by means of an in-

stalled capacity of slightly less than 50,000,000 kw., the nation's

producing power reached a peak from which it is more than likely

that the future must show a recession. It was also important to

note that the upsurge in the supply of publicly owned generating

facilities reached about 20% of the national total, with hydro

power more than holding its own with the expanding steam

power. It was the federal portion of the public supply which had

been expanding, particularly in hydro facilities. The tenth and last

unit was installed at Bonneville in December, bringing that

project's capacity to its ultimate of 516,400 kw. at a cost of

$81,000,000. Private enterprise also set a new mark with the

installation in the Fisk generating station at Chicago of a record

breaking steam turbine of 147,000 kw.

A major problem of postwar adjustment was expected to come

when administrative arrangements were worked out to co-ordinate

public supply with private supply of power. The bureau of

reclamation was decentralized into six area components. Con-

tracts providing for the sale of power from Reclamation's Shasta

dam to Pacific Gas & Electric company were signed. A South-

western Power administration was established to sell power from

Norfork, Pensacola and Denison dams. And in the background the

Securities and Exchange commission was continuing its work of

supervising the corporate simplification of holding company sys-

tems and their dissolution into newly integrated operating units.

In March the Federal Communications commission granted

final authorizations for the Bell Telephone Company of Penn-

sylvania to acquire the Keystone Telephone system of Phila-

delphia and for the New Jersey Bell Telephone company to

acquire the Eastern Telephone and Telegraph company and the

Camden and Atlantic Telephone company. Of similar import is

congressional legislation, now signed by the president, which

authorized the merging of the Western Union and Postal Tele-

graph systems, plans for which were worked out and approved

by the FCC during the year. (See also DAMS; ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES; LAW; RURAL ELECTRIFICATION; TENNESSEE VALLEY

AUTHORITY.) (M. G. G.)

Public Works Administration: see FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY.

In a year in which fewer titles were

issued in all but five of the classifi-

cations into which U.S. books are divided, books on philosophy

and ethics showed the only substantial numerical increase, with

131 more books published in this classification in 1943 than in

1942. The number of books on technical and military subjects,

the category which in 1942 registered the only sizable numerical

gain over the preceding year, declined nearly 14% in 1943, al-

though total sales remained large. Books of poetry and drama

suffered the greatest numerical decrease, but marked decreases

also occurred in the classifications of fiction, children's books and,

unexpectedly in a war year, history, geography and travel. The

year's total of new books and new editions was only 8,325 1,200

fewer than in 1942 and 2,787 fewer than in 1941. Table I, com-

piled by Publishers' Weekly, summarizes U.S. book publication

for 1942 and 1943.

B*st SelUrs. The year 1943*8 two fiction best sellers, Lloyd C. Douglas'
The Robe and Marcia Davenport's The Valley of Decision, were both pub-
lished in Oct. 1942, and remained on the best seller list throughout 1943.
In third place was So Little Time, by John P. Marquand, followed by
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, by Betty Smith. The Human Comedy, by
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TabU I U.S. PuWicoffon of lookt, 1942 end 1943

William Saroyan, and Mrs Parking ton, by Louis Brom field. The Song of
Bernadette, by Franz Werfel, 1942'$ fiction best seller, was in tenth place
in 1943. One World, by Wendell L. Willkie was the nonfiction leader in

1943, with John Roy Carlson's expose of fascist activities in the U.S.,
Under Cover, in second place. Journey Among Warriors, by Eve Curie,
On Being a Real Person, by Harry Emerson Fosdick, Guadalcanal Diary,
by Richard Tregaskis, and Burma Surgeon, by Lt. Col. Gordon Seagrave,
followed. Marion Hargrove's 1942 nonfiction best seller, See Here, Private

Hargrove, remained, like Werfel's book, on the 1943 list in tenth place.
Although no figures were released on sales of individual books. Publishers'

Weekly stated that a substantially larger number of copies of the 20 best
sellers of 1943 had been sold than of the 20 best sellers of 1942.

Great Britain. 1943 was the sixth consecutive year in which

the number of books published in Great Britain fell below that

of the preceding year. The 6,705 titles issued in 1943 represented

a decrease of 536 from the 1942 figure as well as a total smaller

by several hundred than the expected publication figure of 7,000

books. However, three classifications showed numerical increases

over 1942, and works on aeronautics, on naval and military sub-

jects and on veterinary science, farming and stockkeeping ap-

peared in greater numbers during 1943 than in prewar years. Of

Tobfe II. BrWih Pub//cof/on of Books, 1941 1942 and 1943

^Includes minor fiction.

1943*3 production, 1,201 titles were reprints and new editions and

5,504 were new books. Table II, compiled by the publishers of

The Bookseller, gives detailed statistics of British book produc-
tion for 1941-43. (See also NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES; AMERI-

CAN LITERATURE; ENGLISH LITERATURE; etc.)

Dlf*n
RICO*

^ United States insular dependency in the

West Indies; area, 3,400.6 sq.mi.; pop. (1940):

1,869,255, a ax.i% increase over 1930. Whites comprised 76.2%,

Negroes, 23.8%. The chief cities are San Juan, the capital (169,-

247); Ponce (65,182); Mayagiies (50,376); Caguas (24,377);

Arecibo (22,134); Rio Piedras (19,935). Languages: Spanish
and English; religion: predominantly Roman Catholic. Governor

in 1943: Rexford Guy Tugwell.

History. The year 1943 was one of considerable strain, eco-

nomically and politically, for Puerto Rico. Depredations by axis

submarines and dislocations of normal sources of supplies and

food through wartime restrictions and operations brought about

great shortages; agricultural crops were lighter than in the

two previous years; military installations were largely completed,

thus throwing unemployed labour onto the market; and the

colonial government itself was called into question. Both in the

United States and in the island pressure was increased for au-

tonomy or independence.

An investigating committee headed by Senator Dennis Chavez

(Dem., N.M.) arrived in Puerto Rico from the United States in

Feb. 1943, to hold an enquiry into social, economic and political

conditions. Governor Rexford Guy Tugwell was called upon to

make a general report on affairs in the island. In his compre-
hensive report, Tugwell strongly endorsed the policy of granting

autonomy to Puerto Rico, especially in regard to the election

of governor. This point became one of tjie principal recommen-

dations of the Chavez committee.

In March, President Roosevelt requested congress to amend the

organic act to permit the people of Puerto Rico to elect their

own governor, and appointed a special advisory committee com-

posed of Puerto Ricans and continental residents to study the

matter. The committee was headed by Secretary of the Interior

Harold L. Ickes. Senator Millard Tydings (Dem., Md.), however,

pressed for complete independence for the island, except that

military bases would be retained by the United States.

A matter of great concern to the Puerto Ricans came with a

threat of suspension of the FWA work relief program. Although

some reduction in the total rolls was effected, a means was found

to prepare an insular work program to assume full responsibility

for emergency work relief. Rapidly rising prices, aggravated

scarcities, and the completion of military construction made a re-

duction in work relief a serious problem for the large low income

groups, such as the landless "agregados."

Shortages of food and consumers goods, fortunately, were

gradually alleviated after March 1943, through the successful

campaign against the axis submarines and through an increased

allocation of shipping to the island. Also, an extensive "victory

garden" program helped somewhat to improve the food situa-

tion. However, the efforts of a Food Distribution administration

were needed to avoid famine and suffering.

Lack of sufficient chemical fertilizer for the sugar cane and

tobacco plantings, and a severe storm on Oct. 14, 1943, which

damaged food crops, created many agricultural problems. How-

ever, these factors were compensated to a large degree by the

extraordinary rise in the production and exportation of rum. By

September, rum production had reached a peak of 944,164 gal.

per month. Income from the tax on rum and general improve-

ment in shipping caused the insular treasurer to estimate revenue

for the 1943-44 fiscal year at $53>775>ooo a possible surplus of

more than $28,000,000.

Education* In 1943, there were 1,939 public schools with

an enrolment of .321,932. It was estimated that of the children

ages 6-14, more than 400,000 were not attending school. There

were 1,622 elementary, 92 rural vocational ("second unit")* *7

trade, 158 junior high, and 42 high schools. The University of

Puerto Rico had almost 5,000 students in 1943.

Finance. The monetary unit is the United States dollar.

Private deposits in banks had more than doubled since 1940,

reaching a total in Oct. 1943, of $99,800,000.

Trade and Communication. During 1943, shipping restric-

tions were gradually relaxed until by September, imports had

reached two-thirds of the 1940 average (imports in 1940 were

valued at $107,030482 93% from the United States). Export
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shipping was only slightly below normal by the end of the fiscal

year. Imports were principally of foodstuffs rice, fish, meat,

beans, corn, flour, and vegetable oils and fats; also imported were

textiles and various manufactures. Export shipments were of sugar,

rum (five times normal), tobacco, needlework and fruits.

Daily air service with the United States and Panama continued.

Internal communication was by railway (387 mi.) and by 1487
mi. of main highway supplemented by local and military roads.

Radio-telephone and cable service connected Puerto Rico with

the United States and other countries. Also, there were six radio

broadcasting stations and six newspapers.

Agriculture. Agriculture is the principal economic pursuit.

Most important products in 1943 were: sugar, 1,039,237 short

tons; tobacco 8,200,000 lb.; coffee 17,541,500 lb.; cotton 3,200,-

ooo lb.; pineapples 500,000 crates; coco-nuts 10,057,000 nuts;

grapefruit and oranges (for local consumption). In 1940, there

were 51,494 work and 112,585 other cattle, and 22,709 horses,

mules and donkeys. There were approximately 1,200,000 ac. of

tillable land.

Manufacturing. Manufacturing is for domestic consumption

except for rum production, needlework, sugar processing and

cigar and cigarette making. (C. L. G.)

Pugilism: see BOXING.

Pulitzer Prizes.
The Pulitzer prizes in journalism and let-

ters were established by the late Joseph

Pulitzer, founder of the school of journalism of Columbia uni-

versity, and are awarded annually in the spring by the trustees of

the university on the recommendations of an advisory board of

the school. In 1943 all monetary awards were for $500 each;

three travelling scholarships were granted to students and one

scholarship worth $1,500 was granted an art student. The prize

awards were: for a distinguished American novel, to Upton Sin-

clair for Dragon's Teeth; for a distinguished book on the history

of the United States, to Esther Forbes for Paul Revere and the

World He Lived In; for the best American biography, to Samuel

Eliot Morison for Christopher Columbus; Admiral of the Ocean

Sea; for a distinguished volume of verse, to Robert Frost for A
Witness Tree; for an original American play, produced in New
York, to Thornton Wilder for "The Skin of Our Teeth"; for a

distinguished musical composition, to William Schuman for

Secular Cantata No. 2, A Free Song. The awards in journalism
were: for a meritorious public service by an American news-

paper ($500 gold medal), to the Omaha World Herald for its

original plan for the collection of scrap metal
;
for a distinguished

example of reporting, to George Weller of the foreign staff of

the Chicago Daily News; for distinguished articles of national

or foreign correspondence, to Ira Wolfert, North American News-

paper Alliance, for three articles on the fifth battle of the Solo-

mons and to Hanson W. Baldwin, New York Times, for articles

on the South Pacific battle areas; for distinguished editorial writ-

ing, to Forrest W. Seymour of the Des Moines Register and

Tribune; for a distinguished cartoon, to Jay N. Darling, of the

New York Herald Tribune; and for a distinguished news photo-

graph, to Frank Noel, of the Associated Press. (See also LITERARY

PRIZES; THEATRE.) (H. HA.)
.,, .M,,. ..
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Pulp Industry: see PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY.

Pulpstones: see ABRASIVES.

Pumice: see ABRASIVES.
:

'

Dnrrlim llmunroitu An mst itut *on of higher education at

rUllllIC UlllVcloliy. Lafayette, Ind
,
founded May 6, 1869,

as the Indiana link in the chain of land-grant colleges and uni-

versities. Degrees in 1943 were offered in agriculture, home eco-

nomics, pharmacy, science, physical education, education, and the

following branches of engineering: civil, electrical, chemical and

metallurgical, mechanical and aeronautical, public service and

engineering law; trade and industrial education.

Like many other institutions of learning, Purdue in 1943 was

geared to the U.S. war effort, with the school calendar changed
from two semesters of 18 weeks and a summer term to three full

terms of 16 weeks each, so that a student might graduate in two

and two-thirds calendar years.

While the type of training offered in Purdue fitted definitely

into the war program, there were in addition to the regularly

enrolled student body in 1943 hundreds from the navy or army

taking special courses. The* normal civilian enrolment of about

7,000 continued to drop, but there were 1,250 in the navy V-i2

training program; 800 in the naval electricians' school; 1,500 in

the army's specialized training programs; 150 in training at the

Purdue airport as navy flight instructors or in preliminary flight

training; 42 South American fliers in training under the inter-

American program, etc.

Research in agriculture and industry as well as the teaching and

extension programs were also directed into the nation's war

effort. For statistics on enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc.,

sec UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

THE 1942 PULITZER PRIZE CARTOON: "What a Place for a Wasle Paper

Salvage Campaign" by J. Norwood Darling of the New York Herald Tribune.
Columbia university announced the prize May 3, 1943

Dlfrito
^e P^duction f pyrite in the United States rose

I jlllC. from 722,688 short tons in 1941 to 806,807 in 1942;

production increased by 12% and value of output by 23%. Out-

put was reported to have increased again in 1943, but no details

were available. Before the war, imports, chiefly from Spain,

were almost as large as the domestic output, but Spanish ship-

ments were cut by shortage of shipping, and imports from.
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Canada took their place. Canadian production, largely by-product
from the concentration of copper ores, increased heavily. Aus-

tralia could produce large tonnages of by-product pyrite from

copper, lead and zinc ores, but the domestic demand is small and

distance from other points of consumption plus shortage of ship-

ping blocks the recovery of more than is required to meet the

domestic consumption. Portugal for a time was a heavier pro-

ducer than the United States, but here, too, lack of shipping cur-

tailed operations. The Spanish output was irregular, between 33,-

ooo and 66,000 short tons monthly; a total of 151,200 tons in the

last quarter of 1942 declined to 116,600 tons in the first quarter
of 1943. (G. A. Ro.)

Quakers: see FRIENDS, RELIGIOUS SOCIETY or.

^ ^e two central provinces of the dominion of

Canada (q.v.). admitted to the union in 1867; area

594>534 sq.mi.; pop. (1941) 3,331,882, of whom 65% were urban.

Capital, Quebec (147,908); largest city, Montreal (890,234).

The lieutenant governor in 1943 was Eugene Fiset; the premier,
Adelard Godbout.

Education* The number of students in provincially controlled

schools in 1942 was 610,792; in private schools 57,593.

Communication. The mileage of surfaced highways in 1942
was 19,250; of earth highways 18,918; provincial expenditure on

highways $21,389,804. The railroad mileage in 1942 was 4,804.

Finance. The ordinary receipts in 1942 were $59,153,857;

ordinary expenditure $66,441,201. The direct debt (less sinking

funds) was $387,747,347, indirect liabilities (less sinking funds)

Agriculture. The acreage of field crops in 1943 was 6,599,-

900; gross value of all field crops $153,152,000.

TobU I Lading Agricultural Product* of Quebec, 1942 and 1941

RACE RIOTS
pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1941) 1,036,830. Chief cities (pop. Dec. 31,

1940): Brisbane, cap., 335,000; Rockhampton 35,500; Towns-
ville 31,450. Governor (1943): Sir Leslie Orme Wilson.

History. The Labour government under the premiership of

F, A. Cooper remained in office throughout 1943. The state

smeltery at Chillagoe the last of the state enterprises estab-

lished during World War I was closed in July. Legal history was
made in March when a jury of seven was empanelled in criminal

proceedings in Brisbane. This followed special legislation passed
to permit smaller juries consequent on the manpower shortage.

Sugar production during 1943 was estimated at 607,000 tons, the

lowest for several years. The year's cotton crop was also expected
to be lower owing to unfavourable weather conditions.

The postwar reconstruction committee submitted plans to the

state government for extending the state's irrigation and water

conservation resources involving a capital outlay of Ai 4,000,000
to A 1 5,000,000.

Education. In 1940: schools, 1,914; scholars, 171,391.

Finance. Revenue (1941-42) ^23,662,947 ; expenditure

(1941-42) ^23, 599,175. Debt outstanding (June 30, 1942)

^131,171,752.
Communication. Roads (1940) 125,095 mi.; railways (Dec.

31, 1942) 6,497 mi. Motor vehicles licensed (March 31, 1943),

63,948 cars; 44,756 commercial; 5,378 cycles. Wireless receiving

set licences 176,947. Telephones, 85,847.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion in 1941-42: sugar cane 800,000 tons; wheat 3,000,000 bu.;

maize 3,733,424 bu.; wool 194,200,000 lb.; gold (1939) 145,667
fine oz.

;
silver (1939) 3,600,000 oz.; coal (1942) 1,708,000 tons.

Industry, manufacturing, 1940-41: factories 2,972; employees

(average) 57,269; production, gross value of output A7O,236,-

464; unemployment (trade union returns) (March 1943), 1.5%.

(W. D. MA.)

Manufacturing. The gross value of manufactured products
in 1940 was $i>357,375>776; net value $595,552,909; number of

employees 252,492; salaries and wages $277,639,876.

Table II. Pr/nc/pa/ Industries of Quebec, 7939 and 1938

Mineral Production. The value of the mineral production of

Quebec in 1942 was $104,749,101.

Table III. Principal Mineral Products of Quebec, 1940 and 1939

Queensland.

(J. C. HE.)

A state of the Australian commonwealth lying

in the northeast and occupying 670,500 sq.mi.;

workers left the plant they were attacked, and n of them were

so badly injured that they had to be treated at a hospital. Order

was not restored until a detachment of troops arrived.

Rioting began in Los Angeles, Calif., on June 4 when soldiers

and sailors attacked Mexicans and Negroes who were wearing

"zoot" suits; the rioting continued for six days, and the city

council passed an ordinance forbidding the wearing of zoot suits,

but on June 7, before the ordinance was passed, a mob of about

a thousand service men and civilians raided a theatre and drove

the Mexicans and Negroes into the street, vtiere they were

assaulted,

Rioting began in Beaumont, Tex., on June 19 when it was ru-

moured that a white woman had been assaulted by a Negro.

Negroes were attacked whenever they appeared on the streets,

and many hundred workers in the Pennsylvania company's ship-

*yard went out and refused to return to their jobs until order was

restored. Ten persons had to receive hospital treatment for the

injuries received.

R'ioting began in Detroit, Mich., on Sunday, June 20, with an

attack on Negroes employed by the Packard company. Attracted

by the high wages in the war industries, more than 300,000
whites and Negroes from the south had migrated to the city,

taking with them the southern feeling about race relations. Early
in June some Negroes employed by the Packard company had
been promoted. Agitators charged with being members of the

Ku Klux Rlan incited the white southern workers to protest
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against the promotion of the Negroes. Many Negro workers were

unable to get to the plant on Monday because they were attacked

by roving mobs composed chiefly of boys and young men. The
mobs not only attacked the Negroes but also broke the show win-

dows of stores and carried off the goods from the shelves. On

Monday night eight Negroes were riding on a Woodward avenue

car. A police inspector with eight patrolmen boarded the car and

told the Negroes that a mob was coming toward it and that he

would protect any Negro who wished to be guarded against mob
violence. Four of the men left the car with the police, but when

they reached the street they were beaten and generally abused.

Mobs of from 800 to 1,000 roamed the streets attacking Negroes
in their automobiles, overturning the cars and burning them.

Thirty-five persons were killed during the trouble, 29 of whom
were Negroes. More than 600 were injured, most of them Ne-

groes and 85% of the 1,832 persons arrested were also Negroes.

On Sunday, Aug. i, according to New York city police, a Negro

army M.P. interfered with a policeman who attempted to arrest

a woman in the lobby of a hotel in the Harlem district. The

policeman shot and slightly wounded the Negro. It was at once

rumoured that a policeman had killed a Negro soldier, and rioting

began with attacks upon Negroes. During the trouble five Ne-

groes were killed and 561 persons, many of them Negroes, were

injured. (G. W. Do.)

Rachmaninoff, Sergei Vassilievitch I

1
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composer and conductor, was born April 2, on his father's estate,

Oneg, in the Novgorod district, Russia. He made his home in the

United States after World War I, and though he appeared as con-

ductor on several occasions, his popularity rested on his mastery
of the piano and on his compositions. His works, ranked among
the most important 2Oth century compositions, were described as

purely "Russian" and as typical of the Slav folk spirit. Most

popular of his compositions, a prelude in C sharp minor, was

written when he was only 20 years old. He became a naturalized

U.S. citizen, Feb. i, 1943. An attack of pneumonia and pleurisy

cut short his last concert tour and he died at his home in Beverly

Hills, Calif., March 28. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Racing and Races: see DOG RACING; HORSE RACING; TRACK
AND FIELD SPORTS.

Radar: see RADIO DETECTION.

Industrial Developments. Civilian radio manufac-

ture in the U.S. was at a virtual standstill during 1943,

with no new radio receiving sets or transmitters of any character

produced for other than wartime use. But a tremendous new
radio-electronics industry was established, with military produc-
tion reaching the total of $250,000,000 a month during 1943 as

against $30,000,000 a month a year before.

The total number of radio receiving sets at the end of 1943
was 57,000,000, a decline of some 2,300,000 as compared with

the preceding year. But the number of radio homes increased from

an estimated 30,800,000 in 1942 to 32,500,000 in 1943, reaching
an all-time high. The decline in sets in use was attributed to

multiple sets in the same home out of working order because

of shortages in replacement tubes and batteries (primarily on

farm or non-electrified areas).

With 32,500,000 of the nation's 35,000,000 homes radio-

equipped, according to a survey made by the Office of Civilian

Requirements in Dec. 1943, -roughly nine out of each ten

families had radio service. OCR also estimated in Dec. 1943

that 8.5% of receiving sets were out-of-order. Scheduling of

production for tubes and parts, ordered by WPB in December

for the first two quarters of 1944, was expected to restore large

numbers of out-of-order sets to operation.

The total investment in the radio manufacturing industry as

of Jan. i, 1944 (devoted 100% to military, lend-lease and other

wartime production) was placed at $350,000,000. Annual gross

revenue was estimated to be $3,500,000,000. The total number
of employees was 400,000, with an estimated annual payroll of

$900,000,000.

Radio distributors, dealers and other establishments had a total

investment at the end of 1943 of $280,000,000, with annual gross

revenues of $200,000,000. They employed approximately 100,000

people, with an annual payroll of $150,000,000.

Because of wartime restrictions, no data was available at the

year-end on exports of receivers to Latin American countries for

civilian use. In 1942, consistent with the government's hemi-

spheric solidarity program, about 2,500,000 sets were delivered

to countries in Latin America, increasing the total number of

receivers in those countries to an estimated 6,000,000. Another

3,000,000-5,000,000 sets, standardized export models capable of

short-wave reception, probably were delivered to these nations

during 1943.

On Jan. i, 1944, in the United States there were 912 standard

broadcast stations licensed and in operation. This compared with

917 a year before. Several stations, unable to operate because

of wartime restrictions and lack of manpower, turned in their

licences.

The "freeze" on construction of new stations, which became

effective on April 27, 1942, continued in force during 1943. While

several new stations were licensed, these were in areas considered

underserved from the military standpoint. Similarly, improved
facilities were authorized where a minimum of critical material

was needed, to provide necessary coverage in underserved areas.

Wartime restrictions also prevented further development of

television and frequency modulation (FM) broadcasting during

the year. Operations on a quasi-experimental basis, however,

continued, with these new services poised to expand as soon as

restrictions were lifted. Large scale plans for postwar allocations

in all radio fields envisaged some 3,000 FM stations and 1,000

television stations a decade following cessation of hostilities.

There were 42 commercial FM stations licensed as of Jan. i,

1944, while seven other companies held construction permits to

build such stations as soon as equipment becomes available.

There were five commercial television stations authorized, while

three construction permits were outstanding. In addition, 21

companies held experimental television licences while six others

had construction permits. International shortwave stations in

operation, with the government underwriting the programming
for propaganda purposes, totalled 18 at the end of 1943. Seven

other stations, however, were under construction.

As in years past, radio's chief sources of advertising revenue

were foods, drugs (including soaps and similar housekeepers'

supplies) and tobacco. These commodities represented about

three-fourths of the total income of the national networks. The

broadcasting industry continued its steady growth during 1943,

with the "sold out" sign for desirable daytime and evening hours

displayed by practically all metropolitan area stations and the

networks.

National and regional advertisers, still limited as to production

in most cases, continued their campaigns largely along institu-

tional or "brand name" lines. They sought to maintain public

prestige and to preserve continuity of their choice program time

on the national networks, looking to the war's end. Many large

manufacturing concerns, engaged in wartime production, began

use of radio for institutional purposes. Moreover, rationing of

paper for newspapers and magazines resulted in some "windfall"
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business for radio.

Throughout 1943, broadcasters found themselves at grips with

the Federal Communications commission and with labour unions.

Primary activity, however, was in congress, where the senate

interstate commerce committee, in Dec. 1942, completed hearings

on proposed new radio legislation, to spell out the powers of

the FCC. The house select committee to investigate the FCC,
created in Jan. 1943, held hearings during the year, and charged

the commission with exceeding its powers.

War effort programs were the rule during 1943. Estimates of

the Office of War Information made in November were that time

valued at $103,000,000 had been donated by the industry for

government programs.
For the first time in history, a major network changed hands.

In October, Radio Corporation of America sold the Blue Net-

work to Edward J. Noble, chairman of the Life Savers Corp.,

for $8,000,000 cash. In December, Time Magazine purchased a

i2i% interest in the Blue Network Co. Chester J. LaRoche,

advertising agency executive, also purchased a 12^% interest in

the network.

Revenue and Finance. During 1942 (1943 figures were not

available) the broadcasting industry maintained its consistent

pace of increasing business from year to year, with an increase

of approximately 6.1% over the 1941 figure. This was slightly

less than half the rate of increase during 1941 over the preceding

year. Rough industry estimates for 1943 indicated net time sales

of $215,000,000 as against $191,000,000 in 1942. There were no

accurate figures on talent sales but they run between $40,000,000

and $45,000,000 annually.

BOB HOPE (right) and Frances Langford at a U.S. bomber base in England.
The popular radio stars made numerous appearances at U.S. military bases and

in war zones during 1943. In this photograph, censors deleted part of the

placard (In blr.ck) behind which they are standing

Table l.-Kodio Advert/ting ftvm;*> 1942 and 1941

^Advertising by nationwide distributors placed over individual stations (as opposed
to chain, or network, advertising),

tAdvertising placed by local advertiser} over the individual stations in their market areas.

Before all discounts, the advertising revenue of the industry
was divided, as shown in Table I.

The Federal Communications commission, which from 1938
on produced annual compilations of radio business and expenses,

did not develop complete data for 1942 by the close of 1943,

because of restrictions on government statistical production and

of the manpower shortages. The detailed data was expected
to be available sometime in 1944, covering the 1942 calendar year.

The industry's 1942 balance sheet, as produced in preliminary
form by the FCC, varied slightly from the industry estimates,

though the overall totals are approximately the same. The

balance sheet is shown in Table II.

?:Tabl II. Revenue and Expenses of Radio /nc/uifry in 1942

The figures in Table II are based on returns received by the

FCC from 819 stations, the national and regional networks, in-

cluding nine key stations of the major networks, and 23 managed
and operated stations. They are not projected to cover the entire

roster of 912 stations, leaving 61 stations which failed to file

reports out of the compilation.

The FCC analysis shows the trend in increased radio overhead.

While total broadcast revenues increased from approximately

$168,779,000 in 1941 to nearly $179,000,000 in 1942, expenses

jumped from $124,000,000 to $134,000,000. Thus, the total

broadcast service income, before federal taxes, remained rela-

tively the same $44,839,000 in 1941 as against $44,632,000 in

1942. But the higher tax rates were expected to diminish

appreciably net profits after taxes.

Trade estimates of gross billings, which are projected from

one-time rates of stations and networks, showed gross billings

for 1942 of $254,800,000 as against $237,600,000 in 1941. Gross

billings for 1943 were estimated at $280,000,000. Of the 1942

estimated gross billings, $121,500,000 was assigned to major and

regional networks; $69,500,000 to national spot and $63,800,000

to local advertising.

Radio was the only medium to come through the first year of

the war comparatively unscathed" with regard to its economic

position. All other media had experienced losses. But during

1943, all media showed significant increases, with many news-

papers and national magazines forced to "ration" space. Because
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of the "sold out" status of leading station and desirable network

time, radio also was in the position of picking and choosing
accounts during 1943.

Profit. No profit figures were available for 1943, because of

the delay entailed in FCC production of this data. In 1942 an

excess of revenues over expenses of $44,632,238 was reported.

In 1941, the excess of revenue over expenses totalled $33,438,118.

This was an average of $42,650 per station.

The economic structure of radio generally was regarded as

improved during 1943 as compared with the preceding year. A
number of small stations, regarded as "chronic losers" still were

in that category during the year. But aggregate losses were not

expected to exceed $500,000 for the some 150 stations usually

in this category, or about $3,000 per station.

Industry Assets. The tangible property of the entire broadcast-

ing industry in 1942 and 1943 remained relatively unchanged, in

view of the WPB-FCC freeze order on new construction.

The tangible property of the broadcasting industry as shown

in 1941 had a composition as shown in Table III.

TabU III. Compoi/f/on of Tangible Property of Radio Industry In 1941

Programming* Network Commercial Programs. The ten

most popular network programs as of Dec. i were 1
:

'043
1. Fibber McGee & Molly
2. Bob Hope
3. Lux Radio Theatre

4. Chase & Sanborn Program (Edgar
Bergen)

5. Kraft Music Hall
6. Red Skelton

7. Sealtest Village Store
8. Maxwell House Coffee Time
9. Aldrich Family

10. Ray Kyser Hit Parade

*94*

1. Chase & Sanborn Program (Edgar
Bergen)

2. Fibber McGee & Molly
3. Jack Benny
4. Bob Hope
5. Kraft Music Hall
6. Lux Radio Theatre

Red Skelton
Maxwell House Coffee Time

9. Aldrich Family
10. Kay Kyser

I:

There was further emphasis on war programming during 1943.

In addition to the contributed sustaining time valued at more

than $100,000,000 for government programs, many commercial

programs took on a war-public service connotation. All programs

in the war effort category were cleared through the Office of War

Information, radio branch. A regular weekly schedule of cam-

paigns to be emphasized on the air, broken down as to networks

and various groups of affiliated stations, was inaugurated during

the year.

An increase in international pickups, with broadcasts direct

from the headquarters of war theatres, also was evident during

the year in news and special events coverage. All networks in-

creased war news staffs.

One innovation was the wire recorder, a compact instrument

using a magnetized wire for recording and reproduction, which

was dispatched to the fighting fronts through the war depart-

ment's radio branch. Several programs, employing actual pickups

from the fighting lines, were broadcast during the year in this

new phase of "documentary" radio reporting.

The perennial controversy over so-called "soap operas," serial

strips continued during 1943. There developed, also, a heated dis-

cussion over "editorializing" on the air by commentators and

analysts who express personal opinions. The controversy re*

sounded from congress to the FCC and throughout the networks.

While no hard and fast rules developed, it was generally agreed

that freedom of expression on the air should be retained as

synonymous with press freedom, but that commentaries should

be labelled for what they are editorial, analysis or straight news

reporting.

Network Programs by Types. The general composition of

network evening programming, based on latest available informa-

tion, appears in Table IV.

TobU IV. G+ftro/ Compotfr/on of NUfwor* Evening fropromt

These ratings arc

Co-operative
|

AwOys
the Industry's major fact*

tuppHsd through the courtesy of A. W, Lehman, manager of t

i of Broadcasting, and are copyrighted by the latter. The CAB
fact-finding body in the field ofprogramming.

of the
is

in that type represent. The chart is based on the table of program types. i<-minute
programs broadcast 5 times a week have been considered as i% hours per week for the
number of weeks investigated, is-minute programs 3 times a week f hour, etc.

Talent Costs. Accurate data was not computed covering aggre-

gate talent costs of network commercial programs. Trade esti-

mates, however, covering the 1942-43 period were in the neigh-

bourhood of $40,000,000 for nighttime programs and $8,000,000
for daytime programs. Costs generally increased by virtue of

widespread introduction of union scales for performers and an-

nouncers, not only in key operating cities but in virtually all

metropolitan areas.

Individual Station Programming. The most decided trend in

individual station programming during the year revolved around

the war. Many stations adopted variations of "home front" fea-

tures, based on reports of local fighting men overseas or in train-

ing camps. These supplemented network pickups of the same

broad character. With rationing of food products, gasoline and
other items, stations also built regular features covering point

rationing. Sponsors were found readily available for such features

in local areas.

Looking toward the war's end, stations generally put on drives

for local retail advertising. Department stores spend the bulk of

their budgets in newspapers. Under the auspices of the National

Association of Broadcasters, a nationwide tour was made in the

fall and winter of 1943, covering 120 cities, to exhibit the motion

picture production "Air Force and the Retailer."

News programming settled down during 1943. In 1942 Associ-

ated Press, through its subsidiary PA, entered the field and there

was lively competition for station clients. United Press, Interna-

tional News Service and Transradio Press, pioneers in radio news

distribution, broadened their operations also, with a general speed-

ing up of news service to individual stations and networks. Many
stations supplemented their national news coverage through cre-

ation of local reportorial staffs. Several larger stations and all of

the networks maintained full-time correspondents or bureaus in

Washington.

Programs During the War. When war came in Dec. 1941,

broadcasters were fearful of the effect of government censorship,

particularly since radio had never gone through a war. The re-

verse was true. Only scattered incidents involving censorship de-

veloped. "Man In the Street" broadcasts and certain types of

audience participation shows had to be discontinued or modified.

But voluntary censorship worked so well that a revised code of

wartime practices for broadcasters was issued Dec* 10, 1943,

lifting many of the former restrictions. Weather broadcasts,

banned from the war's outbreak, were restored in the fall.

Despite out-of-order sets, as a result of wartime conditions,

official estimates indicated that the radio audience continued to
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increase during 1943. Approximately 32,500,000 American fami-

lies, or 89% of the total, had one or more radio sets in use, ac-

cording to a survey made by the Office of Civilian Requirements
in Dec. 1943. President Roosevelt continued as the nation's lead-

ing radio personality, with his addresses reaching from some 45%
to 75% of the radio audience. On several occasions in 1942, his

audience reached 83%, a figure he did not eclipse in 1943, as far

as the records go.

The average daytime audience for network programs, whether

of the serial (soap opera) or non-serial type, reached ah all-time

high during 1943, according to a year-end review released in De-

cember by C. E. Hooper Inc., radio research organization. The

average daytime audience was more than 6% larger, in the last

quarter of 1943 than for the corresponding period of 1942.

Although the volume of daytime serial dramas had held con-

stant at about 50 hours per week for 16 months, there developed

a rapid rise in the volume of non-serial programs from 6 hours

during week days in January to the Dec. 1943 figure of 22$

hours weekly.

Radio v. Government. The Network "Monopoly
19

Case.

On May 10, 1943, the U.S. supreme court upheld the right of the

FCC to regulate practically everything that is radio, by sustain-

ing the jurisdiction of the commission to regulate contractual re-

lations of the major networks with their affiliates. The effect of

the supreme court's split decision was to sustain the commission's

right to issue regulations preventing the networks from optioning

more than a fixed percentage of the time of affiliated stations; to

bar them from entering into exclusive contracts with affiliates

and to prevent operation of more than one network by a single

company.
The issue had been in litigation for a half dozen years. The

supreme court opinion, however, went beyond the mere network

regulations and appeared to give the commission authority to

control general business practices of networks and stations and

also inferred some degree of program control. The latter conten-

tion, however, was vigorously disputed by the FCC, and more

particularly its chairman, James Lawrence Fly, who contended

that broadcasters had plucked a phrase from the opinion out of

context. This mooted phrase was "composition of that traffic"

which broadcasters interpreted as giving the commission implied

control over programs.
At hearings before the senate interstate commerce committee,

which ran from Nov. 3 until Dec. 16, 1943, the broadcasting in-

dustry, through spokesmen for the National Association of Broad-

casters, two of the networks and independent station groups, ap-

pealed to congress in effect to "repeal" the supreme court opinion

and limit the FCC to control of physical aspects of radio.

Immediately upon completion of the hearings, the committee

began executive sessions to draft new legislation to spell out the

FCCs functions. Impressed by predictions made for the develop-

ment of remarkable new services, such as FM, television and

facsimile transmission by radio, the committee pondered the

question of writing a series of simple amendments to the Com-
munications Act of 1934, in lieu of an entirely new bill. An inte-

grated act, covering radio's ultimate service, which would see

voice transmission, motion pictures and an electronics printing

process (facsimile) in the same cabinet, probably ivould await

the peace.

As a direct result of the FCC's network regulations, RCA,
which had operated both the NBC Red and Blue networks from

1926 and 1927 on, respectively, separated the two projects on

Jan. 9, 1942 and divorced Blue operations from those of NBC.

Subsequently, on Oct. 14, Edward J. Noble formally took over

the Blue network and became its board chairman. He paid a

cash figure of $8,000,000 for it. On Dec. 28, Mr. Noble an-

nounced sale of a 1 2^% interest each to Time Inc. and advertis-

ing executive LaRoche for $500,000 each, cash. Mark Woods,

president, and Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the Blue

Network Co., each acquired small stockholdings at the same time.

Following the supreme court action in the network cases, the

department of justice dismissed anti-trust proceedings on prac-

tically the same issues filed against RCA, NBC and Columbia

Broadcasting system on Dec. 31, 1941. Also dismissed by the

federal district court in Chicago was a $19,000,000 triple damage
suit against RCA-NBC filed by Mutual Broadcasting system,
which claimed its growth had been impeded by RCA's operation

of two networks.

Other FCC Investigations. Faced with two separate investiga-

tions in congress during 1943 one before the senate interstate

commerce committee and the other by the house select commit-

tee the FCC dusted off a pair of old orders toward the end of

the year which brought protests both from members of congress

and from the industry. On Nov. 23, 1943 it resurrected a 2-J-

year-old order, banning multiple ownership of broadcast stations

in the same area, affecting some 40 existing combination owner-

ships, or situations where there was overlapping service (i.e. the

signals of one station overlap those of another owned by the same

interests). The new order was made effective June i, 1944. While

no outright transactions had been completed at the year's end,

negotiations were in progress for station sales or exchanges, to

conform with the order.

There were projects for organized resistance, however, on the

ground that the commission over the years had licensed these

stations and renewed their licenses, finding that public interest

thereby would be served. Owners contended that dual operation

did not tend toward monopoly because competition existed with

other stations in the same service areas in practically every case

as well as with newspapers.

The second proposed regulation was that designed to ban news-

paper ownership of broadcasting stations as tending toward

monopoly in public opinion. Pressed by members of congress

about its lethargy in deciding this issue, pending since March

1941, the commission, in the waning days of 1943 tentatively ap-

proved a policy allowing newspapers to own stations. Final action,

however, did not crystallize as the year closed.

House Investigation. When 1943 ended, the house select com-

mittee to investigate the FCC, created the preceding January,
was still functioning. Originally given a $60,000 appropriation,

the house authorized another $50,000 fund in November, to com-

plete the inquiry. Originally headed by Rep. Eugene E. Cox

(Dem., Ga.) the committee precipitated one of the most san-

guinary fights in Washington political history in its attack upon
the commission and more particularly its chairman, James Law-

rence Fly. Rep. Cox resigned chairmanship of the committee in

September and Rep. Clarence F. Lea (Dem., Calif.) was named
his successor. The investigation was launched by the house, after

Rep. Cox had levelled charges of incompetence, inefficiency and

alleged wrong-doing against the FCC and more particularly its

chairman.

Board of War Communications. All wartime communications

policy determinations, other than those directly affecting the

military, were cleared through the Board of War Communica-

tions during 1943.

Practically all of the activities of the Board of War Communi-
cations were secret. During the year it issued a number of orders

dealing with civil activities in all branches of communications.

Restrictions placed upon the operations of broadcast stations to

conserve materials were promulgated through this board and re-

mained in force throughout the year. The ban on operations of

amateur radio stations in the short waves was retained as a
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national security measure.

Musical Property. Broadcasters experienced no serious musi-

cal copyright troubles during 1943, perhaps for the first time

since radio became a national service. Music troubles revolved

around the dispute with the American Federation of Musicians

(34,000 members) and at the year's end, more trouble appeared
to be brewing. James C. Petrillo, president of the federation, on

Aug. I, 1942 similarly banned the making of transcriptions and

phonograph records by union members, alleging unfair competi-
tion with live musicians. Despite a congressional inquiry and

National War Labor board arbitration, this impasse, which broad-

casters prefer to call a "strike," was not broken until Sept. 24

when Decca Records Inc. and World Broadcasting system agreed

to the Petrillo demands for payment of royalties direct to the

union for "unemployment relief." Subsequently, independently

operated transcription and record companies agreed to somewhat

similar terms and were authorized to resume recording. RCA, in

behalf of its Victor Co. and the recording division of NBC, an-

other subsidiary, and Columbia Recording Corp., subsidiary of

Columbia Broadcasting system, refused to accept the Petrillo

terms on the ground that a "private WPA" would be established.

Portents of a national strike of musicians performing for the

radio networks was seen as the year ended. Contracts of the

major networks with the federation were to expire Feb. i, 1944.

Petrillo had advised locals not to negotiate new contracts with

network key stations, pending action by the transcription and

record subsidiaries of RCA and Columbia Broadcasting system on

the royalty demands. It was generally thought that if the record-

ing ban was not reconciled by the date of expiration of union

contracts, the federation might be disposed to withdraw all staff

orchestras from network key stations. -
;

Employment. With average weekly compensation to its 25,515

full-time employees of $55.75, the broadcasting industry in 1943

maintained its standard of high compensation a gain of 6.6%
over the preceding year. While no comparable industry figures

were available, it was stated semi-ofncially in Washington that

this represented the highest average wages and salaries of any

United States industry. The average weekly payroll (for the week

of Oct. 17, 1943) totalled $1,366,687 for full-time employees. Ex-

cluding executives, the average per full-time employee was $49.50,

or an increase of 7.3%. Station employees in executive capacities

received the following average weekly salaries: general managers,

$132.73? technical, $67.15; program, $67.29; commercial, $102.49;

THE BRITISH EQUIVALENT of "Information Please" In 1943 was a quiz

program called "Any Questions?" Four of the program's stars, here shown
left to right, were C. E. M. Joad, Julian Huxley, Sir William Beveridgt and

the master of ceremonies, Donald McCullough

publicity, $65.32. In non-executive positions, station technical

operating personnel averaged $48.53 per week; announcers, $45.-

76; staff musicians, $53.83; outside salesmen, $76.85; script

writers, $37.60. Part-time employees totalled 4,862 average

weekly and were primarily in the talent group. Network and net-

work-owned stations paid this talent group of part-time em-

ployees $80.44 per week, while stations paid $30.25.

Television and Frequency Modulation. The technical prog-
ress of these two arts is discussed below in Scientific Develop-
ments and in TELEVISION.

In Dec. 1941, it was estimated there were 500,000 FM receiv-

ers in use, and about 10,000 television receivers. During the year,
nine U.S. television stations were broadcasting on regular sched-

ule three in New York, one in Schencctady, one in Philadelphia,
two in Chicago and two in Hollywood. New television sets, it

was generally predicted, would be available within six months
after peace in Europe. The first models of sight and sound re-

ceivers probably would range from $200 to $700. One manufac-
turer said he would offer a $150 table model television set.

FM, providing a "statidess" type of transmission and reception
which insures higher fidelity of reproduction, was expected to

open up virtually unlimited competition in broadcasting after the

war, according to its proponents. Under existing standards of

allocation, 3,000 new FM sound broadcasting stations could be

established. These would represent a capital investment of

roughly $150,000. To launch FM with greatest possible expedi-

tion, two separate organizations were formed. One, FM Broad-

casters Inc., was a trade association designed to encourage devel-

opment of FM and to co-ordinate operations; the second, Amer-
ican Network Inc., proposed to create a nationwide network of

FM stations to compete with the established AM (amplitude
modulation) networks. FM receivers, it was predicted, would sell

in about the same price range as regular receivers.

Radio In the Western Hemisphere. Little or no change in

the status of radio on the North American continent was effected

during 1943, because of the frozen state of allocations. Most
Latin American countries procured their radio equipment from
manufacturers in the United States. This was so particularly
after the beginning of World War II. Before then, Telefunken,
German radio manufacturing and operating cartel, had important
outlets in South and Central America.

The benefits of the North American Regional Broadcasting

agreement, which became effective in March 1941, were fully

realized in 1943. Because medium wave channels used for stand-

ard broadcasting (540 kc.-i6oo kc.) have an interference range
over the continent, scientific allocations to the various countries
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in the hemisphere was necessary, along with uniform methods of

operation.

World Conferences. Need for an international radio confer-

ence and possibly a worldwide telecommunications conference

immediately after the war was generally foreseen. In the post-

war era, radio networks, both sound and television, might be ex-

tended internationally. Although it appeared fairly certain that

such networks would not extend beyond the western hemisphere
or even to South America for some time to come, the technical

considerations should not be overlooked in planning' domestic

services, according to government engineers.

Much would be gained by allocating the same frequency bands

to television on an international basis and also in adopting inter-

national standards for both program broadcasting and network

relay systems (by short-wave radio). If such plans were not made,

it might be impossible to set aside common bands of frequencies

for maritime and air navigational aids, looking toward globe-

girdling aviation service, wherein radio would serve both as its

eyes and ears. Moreover, if different bands and technical stand-

ards were used in different regions of the world, problems respect-

ing sale of apparatus and exchange of international programs

might become well-nigh unsolvable.

Military Radio. Smashing of barriers of distance, psycho-

logical as well as geographical, the army developed in 1943 the

largest improvised network in the world to bring radio to Ameri-

can troops in all theatres of war. Every medium of radio, from

1 00,000-watt short-wave transmitters to the old acoustic spring-

wound playback phonographs, was used by the armed forces serv-

ice to bring soldiers, sailors and marines entertainment either di-

rect or by recording. Thousands of hand-operated playback ma-

chines were sent to areas where no electricity was available and

transcriptions of programs were supplied by transport plane for

reproduction of these recorded programs.

In addition to broadcasting stations set up under military juris-

diction wherever feasible, short-wave transmitters operated by the

overseas branch of the Office of War Information carried Amer-

ican radio service features. Special performances of radio stars,

usually transcribed, regularly were featured. In places where

radio could not be received, turntables and public address systems

carried the programs. Army hospital ships and troop transports

were supplied at the year's end with two hours of running time of

transcriptions daily. Similar arrangements were made for sub-

marines. (See also RADIO DETECTION.)

U.S.-Latin-American Broadcasts. Use of
radio^

in psycho-

logical warfare continued apace in 1943. The greatest activity,

however, was in short-wave transmission to Latin America under

the joint direction of the Office of War Information and the co-

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs. OWI was charged with

broadcasts to all nations other than South America, with the latter

area in the hands of CIAA. In Nov. 1942, programming of all

short-wave stations was taken over by the government, though the

transmitters were owned independently and operated by the pri-

vate licensees. An average of some 40 hours daily of program
material was broadcast over a dozen transmitters in Spanish,

Portuguese and English.

The press division of CIAA prepared and teletyped to various

station alignments some 40,000 words daily of news and news

commentary in three languages. In addition, program inter-

changes with Latin America gained impetus and began regular

features on the national networks.

Another trend during the year was the development of Spanish

language programs on many domestic stations under the general

title "How to Speak Spanish." Instruction was largely an adapta-

tion of the phonetic method. These programs were in keeping

with the overall effort toward the good neighbour policy. (S. TF.)

Scientific Developments (U.S.). Air, military and naval

applications and developments of radio techniques during 1943

necessarily overshadowed all other possibilities. The security re-

quirements of the war prevented release and discussion of the

scientific advances, in specific and quantitative terms, but there

seemed little doubt that when the results of the new work could

at last be applied to peacetime services there would be found to

be available many new tools that would add to radio's value to

humanity. Most people think of radio only in connection with

the mass-communication or "broadcasting" aspect of its ability

to transmit intelligence. Even in that field 1943 saw confirmation

of earlier suggestions that the newer proposals of frequency modu-
lation and television would become still more important shortly

after hostilities cease. Testimony before a senate committee,
which was studying the problems of revising existing legislation

as to radio, brought out that in the broadcasting of speech and

music it appeared that frequency modulation would be likely to

supersede ordinary broadcasting for all local or regional opera-

tions, but that present methods would probably be retained for

maximum uses including service to rural areas. It was also indi-

cated that the visual broadcasting services of television and fac-

simile (the so-called "magic printing press") might well be ex-

pected to provide new and important industrial activity in the

postwar period, particularly in view of the technical improve-
ments in both systems that had been attained in order to meet

military requirements.
In point-to-point communication also, 1943 saw a realization

that it would be reasonable to expect faster and more accurate

service over even greater distances, together with the possibilities

of much expanded short-distance services. The announced use of

satisfactory portable short-wave radio telephone in battle areas

immediately suggested that similar instruments would be valuable

to state and municipal fire-fighting and police organizations and,

with the extension of the useful spectrum of radio waves, might

perhaps even lead to the possibility of vastly extended person-to-

person radio communication.

In non-communication radio applications, there was a flurry

of announcements with respect to "radar"; generally known to

be a radio direction-finder capable of determining not only the

bearing of an objective, but also its distance, without requiring

the co-operation of two stations for triangulation studies. Such

reports gave rise to expectations that in postwar marine naviga-

tion the fog obstacle would be largely overcome, and that in flying

there would be fewer hazards due to uncertainty as to safely

available space. (See also ADVERTISING; FEDERAL COMMUNICA-
TIONS COMMISSION; RADIO DETECTION.) (J. V, L. H.)
Great Britain. On Nov. 14, 1943, the British Broadcasting

corporation celebrated its 2ist birthday. In 21 years it had grown
from a staff of 31 of the first British Broadcasting company to

one of over 12,000.

During the year the chief events of internal organization were

the retirement of Sir Cecil Graves owing to ill health and the con-

sequent changes in the higher officers of the corporation. Robert

W. Foot, hitherto joint director-general with Sir Cecil, was ap-

pointed sole director-general, and a new post was created under

him, that of editor-in-chief. The first holder of this post was
W. J. Haley, till then joint managing director of the Manchester

Guardian and Evening News and also a director of Reuters and

the Press association. Sir Noel Ashbridge, previously controller of

the engineering division, became deputy director-general.

Among the chief developments during the year were the growth
of rebroadcasting of BBC programs by American stations, which

by November were taking 175 hours per week; the increase of ex-

change programs between the BBC tod stations in the U.SA and

Canada, such as "Trans-Atlantic Call/' and the creation of per-
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manent BBC offices in Cairo, San Fn o and Canada. Sey-
mour Joly de Lotbiniere was appointed to take charge of the last.

All these are instances of the BBC's avowed policy of making
radio a means of international communication in the fullest and

most reciprocal sense. With these developments can be linked the

virtual doubling of the broadcasting time given to the Latin-

American service. This service hitherto had consisted of five

hours which had to be divided between the Portuguese and Span-
ish tongues, one service, owing to the lack, in wartime, of trans-

mitters and their associated apparatus and labour, having to go off

the air in order to make way for the other. These difficulties

finally having been overcome, in November the Latin-American

Spanish and the Latin-American Portuguese services were enabled

to run independently of each other with broadcasting hours of

five and a half Spanish and four Portuguese.

A further development occurred in the empire service with the

introduction in June of the general overseas service, a scheme of

programs specially designed not for residents in various parts of

the empire but for the many thousands of exiles and servicemen

from Britain then scattered all round the globe, especially in the

middle east and adjacent territories. This was further expanded
in November.

In a quite different way, too, the BBC made its programs
known all over the globe through the development of a special de-

partment the London transcription service which sent out rec-

ords of selected programs to some 30 or 40 broadcasting com-

panies in the English-speaking world. Most important of these

was the complete scries of 'The Man Born To Be King," the

radio dramatic version of the life of Jesus, written by Dorothy

Sayers. This had created much controversy before it came on the

air in the home service children's hour in 1941. The early objec-

tions tailed into insignificance, however, when the series was

actually heard, and the BBC was commended by leading church-

men of all denominations for its contribution to Christian knowl-

edge.

During the year there were several notable expansions of the

services in foreign languages, .one being that for the Japanese.

This service, starting on July 4, gave news in the Japanese lan-

guage four days every week. On the other three days the program
consisted of news and commentary in English. On the same date

the service in English for Europe was extended to include five-

minute daily lessons in colloquial English ;
and eight days later the

European news services were expanded by the addition in English,

French and Dutch of special bulletins for the information of the

editors of the "underground" newspapers of the continent. Simi-

lar bulletins in German, largely for Polish editors, followed in

October. In that month, also, two fresh bulletins in French were

broadcast daily for all Europe, with especial attention to listeners

in eastern and southeastern Europe and in parts of the middle

east. At the same time 15 minutes each were added to the Portu-

guese and Spanish transmissions, these being rebroadcasts of

"America Calling Europe" from New York. This rebroadcast

service was thus raised from 16 to 18 languages, including Eng-

lish. The total European service broadcast in 24 languages, and

for 44 hours in the 24.

Other high lights of the year included the BBC's announcement

of the fall of Mussolini only five minutes after the first state-

ment from Rome radio; a service as rapid giving the news of the

surrender of Italy; and the remarkable broadcast by Wynford
Vaughan Thomas from records which he made in a Lancaster

bombing Berlin. Various editions of these records were put out

in the home and all the empire services.

On Nov. 29, 1942, the BBC publication, The Radio Times, had

achieved its i.oooth number; and on Dec. 14, 1942, the BBC pub-

lished T. O. Beachcroft's Calling All Nations, telling the story

of the growth of the overseas services from the first tentative

empire service of ten years before to the present broadcasting of

48 languages. On Jan. 2, 1943, another pioneering effort celebrated

its 2,oooth performance the daily program, "Music While You

Work/' specially devised to help factory workers.

Radio Detection.
The curtain which hid one of the most

secret of technical war developments was

slightly lifted for a brief period when a joint army-navy release

on April 25, 1943, revealed the existence of "radar" and described

its early development. On July 13 the chief of the review branch

of the war department bureau of publication issued instructions

prohibiting further publicity on the subject.

According to the release of April 25, "The term 'radar' means

radio-detecting-and-ranging. Radars, then, are devices which the

Allies used to detect the approach of enemy aircraft and ships,

and to determine the distance (range) to the enemy's forces."

Such devices, used by the British and called "radio-locators,"

were instrumental in saving England during the aerial blitz in

1940-41 by indicating the approach of German raiders long

before they reached target areas. Thus the R.A.F. and the ground
forces were given time to prepare their defenses. At Pearl Harbor

on the morning of Dec. 7, 1941, radar detected the Japanese

planes 45 minutes before they struck, while they were 135 mi.

away, but its indications were ignored.

The system operates with ultra-high-frequency radio waves

(of wave-length below 10 metres) which, like light, can be fo-

cused in a beam and swept around, covering air and sea. Striking

a ship or aeroplane, they are reflected back like an echo, and the

returning signal is detected with appropriate equipment. Since

the waves travel with the speed of light (186,000 mi. per sec.)

the round trip takes a very brief period of time, yet it can be

measured accurately, and the range determined.

A navy statement issued May 23 said that the birth of radar

was the discovery in mid-Sept. 1922, by Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and

TESTING RADAR TRANSMITTERS at a U.S. war plant before shipment to the

U.S. navy In 1943
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Leo C. Young of the Naval Aircraft Radio laboratory, that radio

signals were reflected from steel buildings and metal objects.

They then suggested that this effect might be employed to detect

from one warship the presence of enemy vessels, irrespective of

fog, darkness or smoke screen. Later it was found that aircraft

crossing a line between a radio transmitter and a receiver oper-

ating directionally gave a characteristic effect which showed the

presence of the aircraft.

Experimentation continued, and in Jan. 1931, the radio divi-

sion of the bureau of engineering of the navy ordered fhe Naval

Research laboratory to "investigate the use of radio to detect

the presence of enemy vessels and aircraft." The war department

was informed of the possibilities of these methods in 1932, the

comment being made that "a system of transmitters and associ-

ated receivers might be set up in a defense area to test its effec-

tiveness in detecting the passage of hostile aircraft into the area.

Such a development might be carried forward more appropriately

by the army than by the navy."

By 1932, aeroplanes in motion nearly 50 mi. away from the

transmitter had been detected. A report on the work up to the

middle of that year stated that the object of the investigation

was to develop instruments for the collection, automatic record-

ing and correlating of data to show position, angle and speed of

approach of objects in the air. The types of apparatus and sys-

tems for detecting enemy aircraft and vessels had developed to

such a degree by March 1933, that the Naval Research labora-

tory was able to outline in detail the theoretical military appli-

cations.

With the aid of an appropriation of $100,000 made in 1935

upon the initiative of the naval appropriations committee of

the house of representatives, and with the co-operation of the

national bureau of standards and representatives of the army,

the work continued. In June 1936, Admital Harold G. Bowen,

then chief of the navy bureau of engineering, directed that plans

be made for the installation of a complete set of radar equipment
aboard ship.

It was on Feb. 17, 1937, that the assistant secretary of the

navy, Charles Edison, and the chief of naval operations, Ad-

miral Leahy, witnessed a demonstration of aircraft detection

by the first radar set developed in the United States. Two years

more were required for the design and construction of a practical

shipboard model. Such a set was installed on the U.S.S. "New
York" late in 1938. It was tested at sea during the winter cruise

and battle manoeuvres carried on during the first three months.

of 1939-

The apparatus was so successful that in Oct. 1939, addi-

tional sets were ordered, on a bid basis, from commercial sources,

and the following year other manufacturers were called in to

aid in supplying the armed forces with needed equipment. After

that, practically every important unit in the electronics industry

was working on one phase or another of this important project.

Some of these companies had previously worked on allied re-

searches, such as the use of a reflected radio wave to determine

the altitude of an aeroplane above the ground.
While the later phases of the work in the United States were

taking place, the British "radio-location" system was developed,

mainly under the direction of Sir Robert A. Watson-Watt.

Members of the British technical mission, in Sept. 1940, held a

series of conferences with representatives of the navy department
and the Naval Research laboratory and much information was

exchanged.

"During the conference with the British technical mission,"

the navy's statement of May 23 revealed, "it was found that

the British equipment was similar in many respects to the equip-
ment developed by the Naval Research laboratory, and members

of the British mission stated that the British development had

resulted from articles reporting the preliminary work between

1926 and 1930 of Dr. Taylor and Mr. Young, of the Naval

Research laboratory, and Dr. Breit and Dr. Tuve, of the Car-

negie Institution of Washington, studying the height of the

Kennelly-Heaviside layer. With this preliminary study as a base,

the British independently had developed their radar system and

independently had arrived at frequencies and circuits very sim-

ilar to those developed in this country."

Though the most spectacular use of radar was in the detection

of aeroplanes, it also had value against ships, as was shown by
the accuracy with which, in May 1941, the German battleship

"Bismarck" successfully aimed its first salvo against H.M.S.

"Hood," quickly sinking the British ship, although it was 13 mi.

away. This was attributed to the use of some radio detection sys-

tem. In night action in the Solomons, a United States battleship

was able to locate and sink a Japanese ship 8 mi. away, although
the enemy was not seen until actually on fire.

Undoubtedly such methods would find wide application after

the war, particularly in allowing aeroplanes and ships to navi-

gate safely in all kinds of weather, in darkness and in fog.

(J. STO.)
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* Diagnostic radiology the roentgen-

ologic characteristics of atypical (virus) pneu-
monia were worked out, and the value of *oentgenography in the

differential diagnosis was established. Serial roentgenograms
made during the course of the disease were found to be of aid

in clarifying its course and pathology.

Further studies of the heart and great vessels by the roentgen

ray, with the aid of an opaque medium, or angiocardiography,
revealed the value of this procedure in the diagnosis of congen-
ital heart lesions.

The technique of venography was improved. As this method
of examination has been more widely used, its value has been

shown to be greater and considerable knowledge has been added

as to the pathology of venous thrombosis.

Other technical advances include the development of a stereo-

scopic method for the localization of opaque foreign bodies in

the orbit; a new method for the making of stereoscopic films,

and a technique for better soft-tissue visualization.

In treatment, more adequate reports on the effects of super-

voltage therapy appeared. Treatment with roentgen rays gener-

ated in the region of 1,000,000 volts was shown to give a larger

depth dose and a decreased dose to the skin, so that the treatment

was in general better tolerated. Statistical studies, however,
which covered a period of over five years, showed that the

results are only a trifle better than at 200,000 volts.

The most conspicuous development in the therapeutic field was
the report of the physical studies of the radiations from the

betatron. This instrument produces either cathode rays or X-rays.
The cathode rays produced at 20,000,000 volts have the power
of penetrating 10 cm. of tissue. Studies of the X-rays produced
at various voltages from 5,000,000 to 20,000,000 showed that

the point of maximum dose becomes deeper as the voltage is

raised, so that at 20,000,000 volts it lies between 3 and 4 cm.
below the surface and is considerably higher than the surface

dose. While these radiations were not yet applied to the treat-

ment of disease, the physical observations raised hopes that

the betatron might develop into a more efficient instrument for

the treatment of deep-seated cancer than any so far evolved.
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^ Sma^ amount * ra^ium is recovered in the United

States as a by-product in the treatment of ores mined

primarily for vanadium and uranium, but the bulk of the world

output is derived from the ores of the Belgian Congo and Can-
ada. Ore from the Eldorado mine at Great Bear lake in Canada
is treated at the company's refinery at Port Hope, Ont. In 1940
some 1,200 short tons of Congo ore were sent to the United States

after the refinery in Belgium fell into German hands, but it was
not known whether this was continued. It was demonstrated by
field use that the Geiger-Mueller counter of gamma-ray emissions

could be used as a prospecting instrument, not only for pitch-
blende veins but also for mildly radioactive host rocks in large
scale reconnaissance surveys. (See also URANIUM.) (G. A. Ro.)

Railroad Retirement Act: see SOCIAL SECURITY.

outstanding facts in the railroad record of

1943 in the U.S:

(1) The volume of traffic, both freight and passenger, and the

gross revenues, were higher than in any previous year.

(2) The transportation demands of the army, the navy,
the war production plants, and the lend-lease administration were

met in a manner which brought ready praise from their high

officers.

(3) Notwithstanding the heavy demands of the war agencies
the civilian freight traffic was satisfactorily handled and, while

many passenger trains were badly crowded and frequently late,

the painful expedient of rationing of passenger travel was avoided.

(4) New high records in rail operating efficiency were recorded.

The more effective utilization of locomotives, cars, trackage and

terminals made possible the production in 1943 of nearly 80%
more ton miles and 25% more passenger miles than in 1918

(World War I) notwithstanding the fact that in 1943 the loco-

motives and passenger train cars were about one-third less, and

the freight cars were about one-quarter less than in 1918.

(5) In protest against wage increase awards of boards ap-

pointed by the president under the Railway Labor act and

modifications ordered by the director of economic stabilization,

the unions of the non-operating and operating railroad employees
issued strike orders to take effect on Dec. 30. On Dec. 24 the

non-operating unions and two of the operating unions agreed to

the arbitration of their pending disputes by the president and

. rescinded their strike orders. Three of the non-operating union?

rejected presidential arbitration. On Dec. 27 President Roosevelt,

acting under authority of the same 1916 law utilized by President

Wilson in Dec. 1917, ordered the secretary of war to take over

and operate all railroads in the United States. The executive

order commandeering the railroads stated as reason for the un-

expected action that "the continuous operation of transportation
service in the nation is necessary for the movement of troops,

materials of war, necessary passenger traffic, and supplies and
food for the armed forces and the civilian population, and is

otherwise essential to the successful prosecution of the war/*
and that "the continuous operation of some transportation sys-
tems is threatened by strikes called to commence Dec. 30, 1943.

"

As of midnight, Jan. 18, 1944, the roads were restored to

private operation after the recalcitrant unions had accepted a

settlement worked out by the president and approved by the

director of economic stabilization.

Taking these subjects in the order given we may first note

certain specific detail in traffic volume. The 1943 results, in

Table I, may be compared with the immediately preceding year,

the year 1939, the last year unaffected by national defense, and

lend-lease activities, and 1918, the last year of World War I.

Table I. Vo/wme of Traffic

(in thousands of millions)

*Figures for 1943 partially estimated.

The large volume of traffic in 1943 naturally resulted in a new

high in gross revenues although large parts of the tonnage and

passengers were government freight and members of the armed

forces which, in substantial part, moved under reduced rates. The
cancellation by the Interstate Commerce commission of the

freight rate increases of approximately 6%, authorized by the

commission in 1942, also held down gross revenues.

The condensed income account given in Table II shows

that the increase in revenues in 1943 over 1942 was less in

amount than the sum of the increases in operating expenses and

taxes, and that the net income available for dividends and other

appropriations from income was less than in 1942.

Table II. Condensed Income Accounf Class I Railroads

(in millions)

*1943 partially estimated. From Railway Age, Jan. i, 1944.

In support of the assertion herein made that the adequacy and

quality of rail service in 1943 met the military needs, the opinions

of high-ranking officers may be quoted. Lt. General Brehon

Somervell, the head of the Army Service Forces, wrote for the

Railway Age of July 24, 1943:

American railroads and American railroad men are accomplishing one of
the most brilliant achievements in this global war. With limited equipment,
with constantly diminishing manpower, with forceful leadership through the

Association of American Railroads, with elimination of peacetime compe-
tition, the carriers have pooled their brains and their equipment to move the

army as demanded. It has been by far the largest moving job in the history
of America. It has been done with outstanding efficiency.

The views of the navy were published in the same issue of

Railway Age in an article by Vice-Admiral S. M.
Robinson^ief,

Office of Procurement and Material, who wrote:

The navy has been obliged to call on the railroads to perform seemingly
impossible feats in the transportation of personnel and munitions. In every
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case the railroads have risen to the occasion.

In operating efficiency the commendable record of 1942 was

continued and in most items improved upon. The freedom from

congestion in freight service and the more effective utilization of

freight cars were attributable in large part to the co-operation

of shippers and the helpful co-ordinating influence of the ODT
and the ICC. The significant items indicative of freight per-

formance were:

Table III. Fnight Car and Freight Train Performance r

Other important developments during the year include the

reports of the board of investigation and research, set up under

the Transportation Act of 1940, and the improvement in the

financial condition of the railroads. On Sept. 24 the board issued

a report favouring uniform freight rate scales throughout the

country, and thus brought to public attention the time-honoured

controversy over discrepancies between eastern, southern, and

western rates.

During 1943 four railroads were discharged from receivership

or bankruptcy, while two small companies entered trusteeship,

so that as of the end of the year 85 companies were in the hands

of receivers or trustees, of which 30 were "Class I" roads operat-

ing 27% of total "Class I" mileage. A series of supreme court

decisions during the year upheld the methods of valuation used

by the Interstate Commerce commission in reorganization cases,

in a number of which the stockholders' equity was eliminated.

Reduction of debt made possible by increased earnings left the

industry in an improved financial condition. (See also BUSINESS

REVIEW; INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION; NATIONAL MEDI-

ATION BOARD.) (W. J. C.; H. E DL.)
Other Countries. During 1943 the outstanding feature of

railway developments throughout the world was the proof that

railways are an integral part of the war machine of the various

belligerents, as might be witnessed by their high priority as a

target for air attack. Further the theory, steadily gaining ground

during the two inter-war decades, that alternative means of land

transport were gradually replacing railways as the prime means of

moving masses of people and commodities by land, was falsified,

owing to the restrictions effective in so many countries on the

consumption of oil products and rubber. This background,
almost universal in five continents, explains why the main prob-
lem facing railways in the vast majority of countries was that

of attempting to deal with overloads of traffic, and, indeed, re-

stricting as much non-essential traffic as possible*

Great Britain. The British railways proved no exception to

this general rule, but in a country where, though population is

dense on the average, hauls are comparatively short and no

large centres are far from a coast possessing good harbour facili-

ties, the question did not become quite so acute as in other

countries! Britain was well provided with urban and country bus

routes, and some of these had been converted to gas producer

working, consequently, the load on the railways was to that

extent eased, though interurban and long distance services, being

duplicate with railway routes, were discontinued. Additionally,

the close correlation through railway financial integration of the

railroad passenger services enabled widespread economies to be

RAILROADS
effected in vehicle mileage.

In general, the most serious problem arose through the with-

drawal of skilled staff, chiefly to the armed forces, thereby

limiting the train mileage possible, though extensive recruitment

of temporary women employees eased the gravity of the position.

Since 1939 no official operating figures had been published, but,

in general, a study of timetables reveals that passenger train serv-

ices had been reduced by approximately 30%, and, doubtless,

freight train mileage had risen by an important percentage as

compared with the prewar figure. Overall percentages do not

give a correct picture because areas differ widely, and the changed
flows of traffic since 1939, owing to civil evacuation and military

activities, overloaded certain railway facilities little used in

prewar years; other facilities were not being called upon to

carry their due quota. Shortage of staff creates difficulty in

every branch of railway working, making for slower station work-

ing with delays to trains and their connections, a reduced output
in repair shops with more motive units awaiting attention, a

reduced standard of track maintenance and inability to effect

much needed refurnishing, cleaning and painting of rolling stock,

stations and buildings.

Britain was still a front line war area with rigid black-out re-

strictions and liable to air attack at any point at any hour; yet

withal, the accident record of the British railways was not far

short of the peacetime standard, and smooth running of the

faster trains revealed that, in spite of difficulties, the reduction in

standard of equipment, track and signalling was not openly notice-

able. Every effort was made to reduce unnecessary travel, but

the summer week-end holiday peaks were heavy, and the attrac-

tion of a holiday at home to people who had worked overtime for

four years had, somewhat naturally, lost its appeal. Zoning orders

in regard to food distribution helped to ease freight traffic loads

as did heavier loading of wagons, of which there had been no

general shortage, probably assisted by the completion of small

but useful track and yard facilities at the bottlenecks created

by new traffic routes.

Normal programs of construction and improvements, such as

electrification, had long been held up; on the other hand, few

instances occurred where even branch lines had been dispensed

with and tracks removed. Locomotive construction was limited

to standard types and, naturally, the bulk of output was in the

heavy freight category. The U.S. built "Austerity" type 2-8-0

class locomotives and their British counterparts were much in

evidence throughout Britain. Long non-stop runs, such as Carlisle-

London, 199 mi., still remained a feature of British working, as'

did financial profit-earning capacity, and, though the rental figure

paid by the British government remained at about 43,000,000,

it was likely that the surplus of net revenue over this figure

accruing to the government would not be lower in 1943 than the

45,000,000 retained in 1942. As a typical example of substitute

materials concrete blocks were being used for timber sleepers or

ties in sidings.

Continental Europe. With the exception* of Switzerland,

Sweden, Spain and Portugal, and a small mileage of the Turkish

state railways in Europe, the railway systems of continental

Europe formed an integral part of the German war machine and

provided the transport arteries of the German armies. Under such

conditions physical improvements were limited to those required

for strategic purposes and little data were available as to changes

in 1943. The Italian state railways became a battleground with

the southern sections in Allied hands and the northern rail gate-

ways, such as Genoa, Turin, Milan, Bologna, Bolzano and Trieste

as objectives of air attack. In France much branch line and other

mileage was known to have been removed and despatched to the

U.S.S.R. for military lines, and the same applied in Belgium.
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Progress was made with electrification of the Brive-Montauban

section of the line from Paris to the Spanish frontier at Cerbere/

Portbou, otherwise electrified throughout from Paris to Sfete.

Preparatory work continued on the conversion of the Paris-

Lyon main line to electric traction. French and Belgian locomo-

tive builders were fully occupied in turning out German standard

locomotives suited to working in eastern Europe and the Balkans,
and some progress was made in extending the "Metro" under-

ground lines in Paris and eliminating level crossings. Many sec-

tions of French and Belgian railways were exposed to frequent

air attack to prevent the movement of troops and military stores:

civil traffic was cut to the minimum and lack of motive power
and equipment was said to be acute.

In Germany heavy air attacks extensively damaged railway

facilities, especially in the industrial Ruhr and the Rhineland,
while the railway load was eased where possible by diversion to

the inland waterways. Evacuation of industrial production to

Austria and Czechoslovakia necessitated improvements in the

freight handling facilities in those countries and to a lesser extent

in Hungary, while the strategic importance of the main line to

Salonika and Athens, frequently damaged by patriot activities,

was understood to have necessitated additional accommodation at

several junctions. In general, bridges damaged in the fighting of

1940-41 had been almost completely repaired, and in Bulgaria

progress had been made in the construction of new lines of

strategic importance, such as Gucschevo-Kumanovo, Simeti-

Demir Hisar and Montchilgrad-Gumuljina. Rumanian state rail-

way trains were reported to be running into Odessa, the schedule

from Bucharest requiring about 21 hours.

In Switzerland further sections of the Swiss Federal system
were electrified, notably Winterthur-Schaffhausen and Neuchatel-

Les Verrieres, but the most difficult problem was that of handling

the heavy coal traffic from Germany to Italy via the Gotthard

and Simplon-Loetschberg routes; this traffic presumably had

nearly ceased by September. The Swedish state railways faced

equally with a serious fuel shortage made further progress with

electrification 45% of state railway mileage carrying 85% of

the total traffic was reported as electrified. Conversion of the

Halsingborg-Hassleholm and Eslov routes was due for comple-
tion in 1943. Further company-owned railways in the Malmo
area were to be taken over by the state. In Spain the Santiago

section of the new Zamora-Corunna railway was opened, embody-

ing many heavy engineering works, and satisfactory progress was

made with the output of new locomotives and equipment ; heavy
arrears of repairs had still to be undertaken before the pre-civil

war situation would be fully restored. Electrification of the

Madrid-Avila main line progressed but slowly, though the

Villalba-El Escorial section was nearing completion in spite of

materials difficulties.

Africa. No data were published covering new railway mileages

opened by the Allied forces controlling North Africa, and the

need for the Mediterranean-Niger route southwards from Kenadza

had grown less with the victories of the United Nations in Tunisia.

In Portuguese East Africa construction was understood to be

proceeding with the new lines in the Tete area north of the

Zambezi. The line from Hercules to Koedoespoort in the Pretoria

area was opened by the South African railways in June 1943. A
line,from Kena (Nile valley) to Safaga (Red sea) was reported

as completed by Egypt, where many locomotives had been con-

verted to burn oil fuel. A standard Beyer-Garrett type of loco-

motive was in production in Britain, suitable for working on

many African lines laid with light 6olb. rails.

Asia. Definite information was not available regarding the

progress made by Japan in linking more closely the Siamese rail-

way system with those of Malaya and Indo-China. The head-

quarters of the South Manchurian railway had been moved from

Dairen to Hsinking. Equally U.S.S.R. railway construction in

Asia was not publicized. The Turkish state railways opened in

July 1943 their new line from Diarbekir through Bismil and

Cizre towards the Iraq frontier, and progress was made with the

Mamurct el Aziz route via Palu to Karpahur, now open to traffic.

Thence onwards via Mush and Van to Iran the line was under

construction.

South America. The link between the Argentine and Chilean

railways via Salta made further progress and reports stated that

trains were running to a point 190 miles from Salta; there were

158 miles further to the Chilean frontier at Paso de Socompa,
whence Antofagasta is 211 miles distant; the route throughout
was unlikely to be completed until 1945, and on the Chilean side

the railhead was still 52 miles from the Argentine frontier. Argen-
tina in Aug. 1943 agreed to reconstruct the Transandine railway.

Fuel shortage continued very serious for locomotive purposes in

Argentina. Many improvements were being effected on the

Brazilian railways, thanks to American help, especially in the case

of the Victoria Minas line.

Australia. The New South Wales government railways con-

ducted trials with a new semi-streamlined 4-6-2 "Pacific" type

locomotive, known as class C 38, and working at the high pres-

sure of 248 Ib. per sq.in. With Australia and New Zealand both

virtually theatres of a war area it was not possible to give data

on railway improvements or additions, but, as in so many other

countries, the main problem to be faced was that of attempting
to carry the heavy traffics offering with limited facilities for the

construction of new equipment and repairs to older units. The
transfer of coastal traffic to the railways and the restriction of

highway movement to conserve gasoline and tires were partial

causes of the increased railway load, while the various breaks of

gauge limited the possible transfer of motive power units between

the various state systems.

Canada. Still increasing traffics and revenue were the out-

standing features of the working of the two large Canadian rail-

ways in 1943, but with the rise in expenditure for salaries, wages,

stores and fuel the increase in net revenue, predominant during

the earlier war years, commenced to slacken. The latest Canadian

National figures revealed an increased net revenue over 1942, but

the Canadian Pacific figures indicated that the net revenue for

1943 would approximately equal that of the preceding year.

Events of importance were the opening in July of the great new

passenger terminal of the C.N.R. to replace the old Bonaventure

station at Montreal, thus bringing to fruition a scheme planned
and commenced over 15 years before, and the close correlation

between the C.N.R. and its famous air subsidiary the Trans-

Canada Airlines. The C.P.R. was also developing its airlines

which are more of the shorthaui feeder character. Both systems

received important additions to their heavier motive power classes

and electric locomotives operated trains in the new station area

at Montreal. Further Canadian mileage was being equipped with

automatic signals. (Sec also DISASTERS; UNITED STATES.)

(C. E. R. S.)

Rainfall: see METEOROLOGY.

Domav (Inward Knew 0*96-1943), u.s. army air officer,

lifllHuJf nUlfdIU IMIUA was born Oct. 14 in Mississippi.

He served in the signal corps, aviation branch, in World War I,

and later attended the air service photography school, the air

corps tactical school and the command and general staff school.

Regarded as one of the outstanding heavy bombardment officers of

the U.S. army air force, Brig. Gen. Ramey was commander of the

5th bomber command of the $th U.S. air force, a post to which

he succeeded the late Brig. Gen. Kenneth M, Walker in Jan. 1943.
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General MacArthur announced from Allied headquarters in Aus-

tralia on April 3 that Gen. Ramey and his crew had been reported

missing in action after failing to return from a recent mission.

DomfrO? Porfm Pahln fl884~ )j Argentine army offi-

nalllllGif ICUIU rfllllU Cer, was born Jan. 10 at La Paz,

Entre Rios province, Argentina. He was graduated from the Ar-

gentine Military college in 1904, and was commissioned a first

lieutenant in 1910. He studied in Germany, 1911-13, serving with

Kaiser Wilhelm's famous Fifth Hussars. He resumed his military

career on returning to Argentina and rose to the rank of general.

In 1930, he mobilized the army to help Gen. Jose F. Uriburu over-

throw the liberal Ingoyen regime. But in 1932, Uriburu and his

cohorts were overthrown in turn, and Ramirez suffered a tempo-

rary eclipse. The Argentine general, who expressed admiration for

Italian fascism, helped organize the Milicia Nacionalista, mod-

elled after the Italian blackshirts. In 1942, he was appointed

war minister by Pres. Ramon S. Castillo but was subsequently

ousted from this position. On June 4, 1943, Gen. Arturo Rawson

with the aid of Ramirez, overthrew the Castillo regime ; Rawson,

president for three days, stepped down in favour of Ramirez

on June 7. In his first public statement, Ramirez pledged to re-

tain the republican form of government, co-operate with Ameri-

can nations and continue neutrality "for the moment." Through-
out 1943, however, he jettisoned freedom of speech and the

press, established a dictatorship, instituted anti-Jewish measures,

suppressed newspapers that criticized his rule and in Jan. 1944

decreed the dissolution of all political parties.

Rapid Transit: see ELECTRIC TRANSPORTATION.

Rates of Exchange: see EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE
RATES.

Consumer rationing began in the United States' in

1942, to meet shortages in supplies of certain

civilian goods needed for, or curtailed by, the war program.

The legal basis for rationing had been laid in 1941 in the Pri-

orities and Allocations act of May 31, 1941, and was clarified

and elaborated in the Second War Powers act of March 27, 1942.

The president delegated his rationing authority, with respect to

food, to the War Food administration, and with respect to all

other matters, to the War Production board. In making its de-

cisions, the WPB is guided by the recommendation of certain

so-called supply agencies, notably the Petroleum Administration

for War in the case of gasoline and fuel oil, and the Rubber

director in the case of tires. In the case of some commodities,

however, such as petroleum, where PAW rather than WPB has

power to decide, the determination is made by a so-called supply

agency. The Office of Price Administration rations pursuant to

delegations of authority issued by the WFA and WPB.
Tires, automobiles and typewriters were among the first com-

modities upon which the impact of war was felt. They were

rationed by certificate, as were bicycles, because eligibility to

purchase the commodity must be determined separately in each

individual case. Coupon books, on the other hand, were used

when the commodity was distributed equally to all citizens or

to all those in a given class, such as owners* of automobiles or

of oil-burning heating or cooking equipment.
War Ration Book I, put in use in May 1942, first provided cou-

pons for sugar, then also for coffee and shoes. A separate coupon
book was issued for rationed gasoline and coupon sheets for

rationed: fuel oil.

The rationing program was greatly extended in 1943, so that

by the end of the year it covered a large proportion of U.S.

food, including virtually all meats, orocessed foods canned

"WAITER TROUBLE.'* Cartoonist Parrish's explanation of U.S. food scarcity

in 1943 and the reasons therefor, published in the Chicago Tribune

goods and many dairy products. A most important development

during the year was that of point rationing. Numerous modifica-

tions made the program simpler to carry out, and often more

equitable to the consumer. Growth of the ration banking system

was a significant contribution to the simplification and worka-

bility of the program.
The scarcity of leather, especially of imported hides, and the

large demands of the armed forces made shoe rationing a neces-

sity early in 1943. On Feb. 7 the War Production board directed

the Office of Price Administration to ration shoes and the order

was put into effect the same day. The mechanics of the program
were simple. Certain stamps in the War Ration Books were

designated as shoe stamps and every individual in the U.S. was

entitled to one. At first each succeeding shoe stamp had a four-

month period of validity. Later, with the validation of a new

stamp, the period was abolished and the stamp was made usable

at any time. Consumers were thus relieved of end-of-period pres-

sure to use their current stamps. At the same time it was

announced that no further stamp would be validated for six

months. Special provision was made to take care of individual

hardship cases.

The extension of rationing in March to processed foods, meats

and fats was necessitated mainly by the rapidly increasing needs

of our armed forces and our fighting Allies. Because canned foods

are compact and easily stored, government purchases, especially

for overseas shipment, are extremely high. Government require-

ments were approximately 35% of the total pack for 1943, while

the proportion of total dried fruits, dehydrated vegetables and

soups ran even higher. At the same time, civilian demand in-

creased while the total output of canned goods was restricted

because of the shortages of tin, steel, rubber and manpower.
In addition to the decline in allocable civilian supplies of proc-

essed foods, the need for rationing was further accentuated by

panic buying and consumer hoarding during the nine months prior

to rationing.

Meat production, unlike that of canned goods, increased

steadilv from IOAI. with a record nrorlurtion in \C\AI Fnormnii*
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government requirements, however, coupled with the rise in con-

sumer income which led to a greatly increased consumer demand

made rationing a necessity. Fats and oils and later canned milk

and almost all cheeses were included under the meat program.
War Ration Book II was issued simultaneously with the start

of the processed foods program. Blue stamps were reserved for

processed foods; red stamps for meats and fats. War Ration

Books III and IV consisted of point coupons for meats, processed

foods and other commodities, and unit stamps for sugar, shoes

and possible future programs. Book III was distributed by mail

June 1 5-July 15, and Book IV through individual registration in

October.

Point rationing was introduced with the processed foods pro-

gram, which went into effect on March i, 1943. A separate ra-

tioning program for each commodity would have been extremely

cumbersome and would have made no allowance for regional or

individual food preferences. Under the point system, coupons des-

ignated for groups of food were valid for a certain number of

"points," and the amount of goods that could be purchased was

determined by the point value assigned to each item These

point values were changed from time to time according to the

supply situation and as the character of demand became clear

from experience under the program. Point values tended to per-

form the same function that dollar prices normally perform in

bringing supply and demand into equilibrium.

An outstanding feature of rationing was the "flow-back" of

ration currency. Local War Price and Rationing boards issued

books of ration stamps to consumers and granted certificates to

institutional, industrial and other bulk users. Stamps and cer-

:.v-* .-; fi!'- '":;"sj
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"HOME FRONT BAYONET/' by Rusiell of tht Los Angeles Times

tificatcs flowed to retailers, wholesalers, processors and primary

distributors, the surrender of ration currency being required with

each exchange of goods at each level in the trade. The last two

groups were required to turn over all ration currency to OPA
and the currency they turned over had to match the value of

the rationed goods they transferred.

The mechanism of the "flow-back" of ration points was sim-

plified during 1943 by the use of a ration banking plan worked

out in co-operation with the American Bankers' association.

About 84% of U.S. commercial banks participated in the pro-

gram, which enabled retailers, wholesalers, primary suppliers,

bulk consumers and institutional and industrial users to deposit

their ration currency in co-operating banks and to make and

receive payments in the form of checks. It was estimated that

approximately 50,000,000 deposits would be made annually and

about 637,000,000 items would be handled by the banks each

year. The ration banking program relieved local boards through-

out the U.S. of a tremendous burden of counting, auditing ancj

exchanging stamps and coupons for certificates of larger de-

nomination. The producers and distributors of rationed goods

benefited likewise from the time and cost-saving features insti-

tuted by ration banking.

The second half of 1943 was characterized not so much by the

extension of rationing as by its modification. Forms and pro-

cedures were simplified considerably. Operating techniques were

improved through co-operation with both industry and consumers.

One of the improved techniques worked out was that of enumer-

ating stamps by weight rather than by counting. Formerly the

retailer had to count an enormously large volume of stamps.

After intensive research it was found that large quantities of

stamps could be enumerated more accurately by weighing than

by counting and the change relieved the retailer of a real hard-

ship. All the programs were amended in various ways which made
it simpler to attend to individual needs. For example, local boards

were given authority to grant additional quantities of food ration

points to people living or working in isolated areas who could not

otherwise get a nutritionally adequate diet. A plan for supple-

menting ration stamps with plastic tokens was scheduled to go

into effect early in 1944. Under the proposed plan each stamp,

regardless of original face value, was to have a value of 10

points in each program, which would eliminate the time-consum-

ing job of sorting stamps. Change would be given consumers in

the form of tokens which would remain valid indefinitely. The

expiration date of ration stamps would be extended for much

longer periods. Under the token plan it was expected that War
Ration Books III and IV would last two years.

By the end of 1943, OPA was rationing new automobiles,

bicycles, tires, gasoline, fuel oil, coal and oil heating stoves,

some solid fuels, typewriters, rubber footwear, shoes, sugar,

canned and processed foods, meats, fats and some dairy products.

Coffee, after having been rationed for seven months, was released

from rationing during the year. Plans had been completed for

rationing coal, should it become necessary. Dates upon which ra-

tioning began: 1941 new tires and tubes, Dec. 30. 1942 re-

capped and recapping tires, Feb. 19; new automobiles, March 2;

typewriters, March 13; sugar, April 28; gasoline in 17 eastern

states, May 1 2
;
nation-wide mileage rationing, Dec. i

; bicycles,

July 9; rubber footwear, Sept. 29; fuel oil, Oct. 22; coffee, Nov.

29 (released July 29, 1943); coal and oil heating stoves for pri-

vate dwellings in 30 states, Dec. 19 (nation-wide Aug. 24, 1943).

1943 shoes, Feb. 7; processed foods, March i; meats, fish, fats,

oils, cheese, March 29; canned milk, June 2; soft cheese, June

6; firewood in Pacific northwest, March i; coal in Pacific north-

west, Sept. 20; jellies and preserves, Oct. $i..(See also BUSINESS

REVIEW; PRICE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF.) (C. Bs.)
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Dfltf (MiarlOC (1891-1943), U.S. actor, was born in Jack-
lidJf ulldllB* sonville, 111., on March 15. He received his

early schooling in theatricals in stock shows and vaudeville and

worked in motion pictures as an extra. Ray rose to motion-

picture fame as a homespun hero and was at the height of his

career in the early 19205. His name later gradually disappeared

and with the advent of sound pictures Ray could find only

subordinate roles. He toured vaudeville houses in an effort to

boost his waning popularity, but returned to Hollywood in 1934

and thereafter was cast in minor parts. Among his better-known

films were: String Beans, The Sheriff's Son, The Coward, The

Busker, The Girl Dodger, The Egg-Crate Wallop, Greased Light-

ning, Bill Henry, Crooked Straight, Forty-Five Minutes from

Broadway, The Old Swimmin' Hole, Scrap Iron, A Midnight

Bell, The Girl I Loved, and The Courtship of Myles Standish.

Ray died Nov. 23 in Hollywood, Calif.

DOV FlllllOrfl HaA\ ( l8 77-'943), British golf champion,

ndji Miff dill ylCUy was born in Jersey, one of the Chan-

nel Islands. Ted Ray and the late Harry Vardon, also a Jersey

native, made up one of the greatest professional golf combina-

tions in Britain. Ray's skillful technique won him many golf

competitions including the British Open championship, 1912,

and .the American Open championship, 1920. Both he and Vardon

were beaten by a young amateur, Boston's 20-year-old Francis

Ouimet, in a highly publicized three-way play-off at an open

championship at Brookline, Mass., in 1913. Ouimet's victory over

the veteran English golfers was a startling upset that caught the

imagination of the American people and started the game of golf

on the road to popularity in the United States. Ray, however,

continued to be a formidable opponent and participated in many
American and continental matches. He died in London, Aug. 27.

Table I. fi/i'mared World Rayon Production

(In millions of pounds)

Rayon and Other Synthetic Fibres. %
and yarn had become so important to the world at large that in

the United States of America, the War Production board issued

an allocation quota order setting aside for export to friendly

countries 4% of the yarn and fabric produced. From South

America and from the various countries in the United Nations

group came demands for American-made rayon fabrics or the

yarns from which to make fabrics or hosiery. In return for food,

shelter and labour provided American forces stationed in such

outlying points as New Zealand and Iceland, civilians in those

countries were supplied rayon fabrics under the lend-lease agree-

ments. South American hosiery and fabric mills, established dur-

ing 1940-42, needed yarn to supply their domestic needs.

The production of rayon in the United States in 1943 exceeded

the 1942 record year. Preliminary estimates indicated that the

total consumption of rayon yarn in 1943 would exceed the pre-

vious high year of 1942 by 5.5%. Of this, the filament yarn

consumption would exceed the 1942 record by 5% and the staple

fibre by about 6%. Aside from the increased production of regular

yarn, five of the rayon producers, who in 1942 had been ordered

by the United States government to convert part o.f their facili-

ties to production of special yarn for tire cord, had completed
the necessary expansion by Nov. 1943 and expected an annual

production rate of 240,000,000 Ib. of high tenacity yam for this

purpose by the middle of 1944.

Military use of rayon yarns continued in 1943. It was esti-

mated that approximately 50% of the viscose process yarn and

from 10 to 15% of the acetate yarn went into such channels

during 1943. Staple fibre rayon was used only in a limited way
to augment the wool supply in the early part of the year. This

was not important in the later months as the wool supply had

Source: 1939 data is from the June 1941 Or^anon, pages 90^91.
1942 data: For the European countries. Germany to Spam inclusive, the data are from

\ he Textile Unit, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, United States Department
of Commerce; the unit emphasizes that the data are estimated based on the most reliable

information obtainable, but that the figures cannot be guaranteed. Other countries' data
are estimated by the Textile Economics Bureau. Data for Great Britain estimated at

75% of the 1939 rate. Figure for the U.S.S.R. is a pure guess. Data for United States

and Canada is actual. Data for South American countries reasonably accurate, based on
trade information. Japanese data a pure guess based on capacity operation of the indus-

try previously reported in the 1937-38 period.
*Data for Germany includes Austria, Poland and Czechoslovakia.

fLanital (casein wool) included for Germany, France, Italy and Belgium.

improved to such an extent that restrictions on the use of raw

wool were lifted by the War Production board in Nov. 1943.

However, staple fibre and acetate filament yarn were the main

supplies for civilian fabrics, an important part of essential textile

requirements for clothing and household articles.

One of the most colourful uses of rayon for military purposes

was the successful employment of fragmentation bomb para-

chutes during the campaigns of 1943 in the South Pacific and in

North Africa. Especially in the South Pacific, the low-level flying

made possible by the use of the parachute bombs, proved most

effective in the capture of important enemy positions in New
Guinea and other Pacific island strongholds. The use of rayon

fabric provided an inexpensive, lightweight parachute that en-

abled the bombing crew to escape from their low altitude before

the bomb exploded. The slowly drifting bomb was of the type

that scattered explosive instead of penetrating the earth. Ameri-

can rayon fabric mills supplied not only their own but Allied

forces as well with these effective implements of war.

Not only in the United States was rayon production attaining

new importance. In Dec. 1943, statistics of world production,

the first since June 1941, were issued by the Textile Economics

bureau in New York showing that world total rayon production

increased from 2,227,500,000 Ib. in 1939 to 3,472,900,000 Ib. in

1942, a gain of 56%. Of the 1942 production, 1,447,200,000 Ib.

was filament yarn and 2,025,700,000 Ib. was staple fibre. The

filament yam showed an increase of 26% and the staple fibre

an increase of 87% over 1939. The latter increase was due pri-

marily to the use of staple fibre as a substitute for wool and
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Table II. Un/fec/ States Rayon Production in Millions of Pounds vinyon, etc., contained essential chemicals needed for the war

effort. The prospects at the end of the year were for a dras-

tically decreased civilian supply. (See also SILK; TEXTILE IN-

DUSTRY.) (I. L. BL.)

Tablt III. Unitaf Sfofei Consumption in Millions of Pound*

*n months actual, one month estimated,
fio months actual, two months estimated.

cotton in the axis countries. In Germany, Italy and France, the

total staple fibre production was 1,338,000,000 Ib. compared with

the United States production of 153.300,000 Ib. in 1942. Japan
also exceeded American production of staple fibre with a total

poundage of 400,000,000. In the production of filament yarn,

however, the United States produced more than any other single

country, manufacturing 29% of the world's total in 1939 and

33% in 1942. In total production of filament and staple fibre,

Germany in 1942 led with 1,100,000,000 Ib. (32% of the total),

Japan second with 700,000,000 Ib. (20% of the total) and the

United States making a close third with 632,600,000 Ib. (18%
of the world total).

This total would probably be less for Germany in 1943 be-

cause of the bombings of rayon plants which, according to mili-

tary reports, were hard hit in the heavy attacks during the latter

months of 1943.

The general world picture of rayon production is given in

Table L
The introduction of other types of synthetic fibres continued

during 1943. Nylon was not available for civilian use except for

approximately 2,000,000 yd. of nylon parachute cloth rejected by
the army air forces for parachutes and ordered sold by the War
Production board for essential civilian use. Most of this

was treated with a special finish to make underwear or in-

fants' wear. Fibreglass, a spun glass cloth, was being used

in a coated fabric in place of cotton. It had the advantage of

being non-flammable and extremely flexible. Fibreglass was found

to be extremely strong within a relatively small area, a two-

ply standard yarn being the equivalent in diameter of a loo-denier

rayon. In the fibrous form, it was roughly twice the strength of

steel piano wire. In a flare chute used in 1943 bombings over Ger-

many, the fibreglass was used as reflector or screen between the

blinding white light of the flare and the lightweight rayon para-

chute used to carry it down. The use of the screen prevented

pilots and bombardiers in following planes from being blinded.

Velon was featured in 1943 by a former silk manufacturer who
was developing its use in upholstery fabrics both for the home
and for automobiles. Velon fabrics showed no stains and were

non-flammable. It was impervious to the effects of salt water,

heat, cold or tropical conditions. Aralac, the synthetic yarn that

was most like wool, previously used only in blends, was offered

in 1943 by its producers for use alone or in combination with

other yarns. The longer staple of aralac offered special advantages

over wool.

Production of all types of synthetic yarns, including rayon, was

uncertain by the end of 1943 because of the shortages of wood pulp
and chemicals. Manpower was the cause of pulp shortage, the

same conditions causing the shortage in paper supplies. The
chemical shortages were particularly important in acetate yarn
but also were expected to affect pigmented yarn, largely used in

civilian fabrics. Plastic yarns, such as cellulose acetate, nylon,

Receipts, Government: see BUDGET, NATIONAL.

Reciprocal Trade Agreements: see INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Reclamation: see CANALS AND INLAND WATERWAYS; FLOODS

AND FLOOD CONTROL; FORESTS; IRRIGATION; SOIL EROSION AND

SOIL CONSERVATION.

Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The Reconstruction Finance corporation was created by con-

gress on Jan. 22, 1932, and started operations on Feb. 2, 1932.

Its original purpose was to aid in financing agriculture, com-

merce and industry, which were then under great economic stress.

Its main activities included the strengthening of the banking
structure of the nation through, first, the making of loans and,

later, the purchase of and loans on preferred stock and capital

notes and debentures in banks, trust companies, insurance com-

panies and mortgage loan companies; loans to railroads; for self-

liquidating public works; to business; to mining and fishing indus-

tries; for refinancing drainage, levee and irrigation districts and

public school districts; for the carrying and orderly marketing of

agricultural commodities and livestock and exportation of agri-

cultural and other products; also the purchase of securities from

the Public Works administration. The RFC Mortgage company
was formed by RFC on March 14, 1935, to aid in the re-estab-

lishment of a normal market for sound mortgages on income-

producing urban property. The Disaster Loan corporation was

created by an act of Congress Feb. n, 1937, and was organized

by RFC on Feb. 15, 1937, for the purpose of making loans to

those who had suffered by reason of floods or other disasters.

The Federal National Mortgage association was established by
RFC on Feb. 10, 1938, to maintain a market for first mortgages
insured by the Federal Housing administration under Title II of

the National Housing act.

With the necessity for national defense, the following subsid-

iaries were formed:

Defense Plant corporation AUR. 22, 1940
Defense Supplies coiporation . Aug 29, 1040
Metals Reserve company June 28, 1940
Rubber Reserve company June 28, 1940

The Defense Plant corporation was organized to assist in

financing the construction and equipping of defense plants and

projects throughout the country and to operate them if neces-

sary, while the Defense Supplies corporation and Metals Reserve

company were formed to acquire stockpiles of strategic and crit-

ical war materials from all over the world. The Rubber Reserve

company was created to build up our stockpile of raw rubber and
to develop and supervise the operation of facilities for the pro-
duction of synthetic rubber.

The Defense Homes corporation (not a subsidiary of RFC but

managed by it) was incorporated pursuant to a letter of the

president to the secretary of the treasury on Oct. 18, 1940, allo-

cating funds to the federal loan administrator to provide homes
of a permanent type for war workers and their families.

The War Damage corporation was created by RFC on Dec.

13, 1941, for the purpose of offering reasonable insurance pro-
tection against loss of or damage to property resulting from

enemy attack in the United States and its possessions.
The United States Commercial company was created by RFC,

March 27, 1942, its original purpose being to compete with en|;

emy countries for the purchase of materials which might be of
use to the enemy. It was transferred to the Foreign Economic
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focofufrucffon F/nonce Corporofion Summary of Acfiv/fiei Feb. 2, 1932, through Dec. 31, 7943

*Includes $2,783,040,007.21 of corporation's notes cancelled pursuant to act of congress approved Feb. 24, 1938.
tlncludcs $46,7^4,308.14 credited on indebtedness for property taken over for debt.

administration July 15, 1943

The Rubber Development corporation was created by RFC on

Feb. 20, 1943, for the purpose of developing sources of rubber

outside of the United States. This organization was transferred

to the Foreign Economic administration on July 15, 1943.

The Petroleum Reserve corporation was created by RFC June

30> I943> to acquire petroleum, petroleum products and petro-

leum reserves outside the United States. It was transferred to

Foreign Economic administration July 15, 1943.

The Federal Loan agency came into being through the presi-

dent's reorganization plan No. i, of April 25, 1939. Grouped un-

der Federal Loan agency were the Reconstruction Finance cor-

poration and its subsidiaries above mentioned and in addition the

Federal Home Loan Bank board, Home Owners' Loan corpora-

tion, Federal Savings and Loan Insurance corporation, Federal

Housing administration, Electric Home and Farm authority (now
in liquidation) and Export-Import Bank of Washington (now a

part of the Foreign Economic administration). In Feb. 1942 the

activities of the Federal Loan agency were placed by executive

order under the direction and supervision of the secretary of

commerce for the duration of the war, with transfers of the De-

fense Homes corporation, Home Owners' Loan corporation, Fed-

eral Home Loan Bank board, Federal Savings and Loan Insur-

ance corporation and the Federal Housing administration being

effected to the National Housing agency. (C. B. H.)

Red Cross.
United States. Red Cross services and sup-

plies, in 1943, were carried to every part of the

globe occupied by United States troops. In Europe, North Africa,

the middle, east, India, Australia and the islands of the Pacific,

thousands of specially trained Red Cross men and women field

directors, hospital, club and recreation workers were by the side

of the fighting men. They accompanied invasion forces into new
combat areas or followed close behind always within earshot

of cannon fire. In continental United States and insular posses-

sions there were other thousands of Red Cross workers on duty
in camps and naval stations and military hospitals. Their number
was being constantly augmented to keep pace with expansion by
the army and navy.

The number of overseas Red Cross service clubs, rest homes
and recreation centres grew to 350 during 1943. An innovation

was the clubmobile, a bus equipped as a clubroom which solved

the problem of bringing Red Cross services and supplies to

remote camps and outposts in

Great Britain, North Africa,

Sicily, Italy, Australia and other

places. The demand of army
and air force officers for more

frequent visits by Red Cross

clubmobiles to their camps and

airfields led to the inauguration

of a new service aeroclubs and

camp clubs. Still another devel-

opment during the year was the

establishment of rest homes for

aviators in need of relaxation

after they had been on many
bombing missions.

Important as were these activ-

ities for the able-bodied, far

more vital was the service to the

sick and wounded servicemen in

the military hospitals at home
and overseas. In the war zones,

Red Cross hospital workers

shared the hardships and risks

with the nurses, doctors and patients. Hospital service and the

work performed by field directors constitute the basic services

of the Red Cross in this war. Field directors were available to

servicemen and women everywhere.

Millions of Americans served their country on the home front

as volunteer Red Cross workers. There were 4,000,000 workers

in volunteer special services alone. They made 12,000,000 gar-

ments and 2,500,000 kit bags for uniformed men and women,
and rolled more than 900,000,000 surgical dressings. They drove

cars, ambulances and trucks in city, country and army camp.

They served many thousand mass emergency meals to troops

and civilians, and worked as typists, clerks and utility helpers in

Red Cross and other war aid centres.

During 1943 the U.S. Red Cross enrolled about 27,000 nurses

for service in the army and navy nurse corps. A hundred thousand

trained volunteer nurse's aides served in veterans' and civilian

hospitals. About 400,000 women and girls were taught Red Cross

home nursing, while an expanding nutrition program helped

strengthen the home front.

More than 17,000,000 members of the American Junior Red
Cross produced millions of comfort and recreation articles rang-

ing from hospital tray favours to furniture for army recreation

rooms.

Of the more than 1,500,000 Red Cross first aid certificates

issued in 1943 to persons who completed a prescribed training

course, a large percentage went to war plant workers in every

part of the country.

During the year, the Red Cross blood donor service grew to

a nation-wide project with 35 blood donor centres and 63 mobile

units, collecting approximately 100,000 pints each week. More
than 4,000,000 donations were made through the Red Cross dur-

ing the year, bringing the total donations to more than 5,000,000
from the time the service was inaugurated at the request of the

surgeons general of the army and navy in 1941. The quota for

1944 was 5,000,000 pints.

The year 1943 saw the opening of four large packing centres

in Philadelphia, New York, Chicafeo and St. Louis for the pack-

ing of Red Cross food parcels for American and Allied prisoners

of war. In these plants 4,000 women volunteers packed nearly

7,000 Red Cross standard food packages. They were consigned.to

the International Red Cross committee at Geneva, Switzerland,

for distribution principally in Europe. In Sept. 1943, the diplo-
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matic exchange ship "Gripsholrrf sailed from New York carrying

a cargo of food packages, medicines and other supplies valued-

at $1,500,000 for the United States and Allied prisoners of war

in the far east. An American Red Cross Prisoner of War Bulle-

tin of which 100,000 copies were issued each month was launched

during 1943. So was another publication, the Red Cross News,

printed in small type on onion skin paper and sent by air through

the International Red Cross committee to Americans in prison

camps in Europe.
In March 1943, the Red Cross filed over 6,000 claims for vet-

erans' pensions. Six months later the number had jumped to

25,000 a month. Requests for Red Cross assistance in filing

claims for government benefits continued to increase in propor-

tion to the number of men discharged from military service. The

bulk of cases handled by Red Cross were filed for servicemen by
Red Cross field directors attached to army and navy hospitals in

the United States. When men were discharged from hospitals

and returned to their homes, Red Cross chapters took over the

responsibility of aiding veterans and their families who were

in need during the period pending settlement of claims for gov-

ernment benefits.

All chapters maintained their service units in readiness to meet

natural disasters of all types windstorms, floods, fires and fam-

ine and to assist local emergency defense councils with civilian

aid in case of enemy action. Rehabilitation was offered to those

victims who, through their own resources, were unable to recover

from the effects of disasters. (G. S. BR.)

The World. The 63 national Red Cross societies and their

two international organizations, the International Red Cross

committee and the League of Red Cross societies, found increased

opportunities for service in a world at war.

Information was exchanged between national societies through

the Geneva headquarters of the League of Red Cross societies

the federation of the national Red Cross and Red Crescent

societies. The League's secretariat sent missions to societies both

in Europe and in the western hemisphere, and through its pub-
lications encouraged the development and expansion of national

activities. The League's Pan-American bureau, with headquarters

in Santiago, Chile, supplied materials and advice to the societies

of Latin America, and arranged field visits to extend disaster re-

lief and nursing programs.
The International Red Cross committee continued to dis-

charge its basic wartime responsibility as a benevolent neutral

intermediary between belligerents. Through its headquarters in

Geneva, Switzerland, continued to flow personal messages ex-

changed between civilians across enemy lines, bringing the war-

time total of such messages by Sept. 1943, to over 3,000,000.

The committee's delegates in warring nations visited prison

camps, observed the application of the Geneva Prisoners of War
Convention, and distributed relief supplies to prisoners and

civilian internees. Ships operated by the international committee,

sailing under safe conduct, carried relief supplies for prisoners of

war on a regular schedule across the Atlantic, and the flow of

such supplies through the committee's warehouses in Switzerland

was larger than in any preceding year. (See also PRISONERS OF

WAR.) (P. E. R.)

Re-employment of War Veterans: see SELECTIVE SERVICE,
U.S.

Reforestation: see FORESTS.

Reformed Church: see PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

avenues of escape from Europe were closed. Inside Europe the

deportations of Jewish refugees from the western countries to the

east, which had been initiated by the Germans in Aug. 1942, in

Paris, continued without abatement. At the end of the year 1943

it was generally accepted that practically all central European

Jews, who had earlier sought haven in France and the Low

Countries, had been shipped eastward along with many nationals

of these countries.

Deportations were carried out with determination and ruth-

lessness. Families were separated, wives from husbands and chil-

dren from parents. The old and infirm were collected along with

others, first in concentration centres and then into deportation

trains with minimum supplies of food and personal belongings.

The deportations developed some resistance in the civilian popu-

lation, particularly in France. Church groups, charitable institu-

tions and individual families aided in hiding and protecting chil-

dren especially, even at the risk of their own lives and security.

Concurrently with the deportations of Jews the recruiting of

labourers for the war industries in Germany was intensified. The
number of foreign involuntary workers drawn from other coun-

tries in Europe to Germany increased during the year to approxi-

mately 5,000,000. The ranks of the workers were increased sub-

stantially by the discharge of many Allied prisoners of war, who
were immediately re-enlisted as civilian workers.

Even before the final closing of the borders of southern France

at the end of 1942, the physically able among the refugees had

established routes of illegal egress over the Pyrenees into Spain.

At the beginning of the year some 15,000 refugees, predominantly
French but including most of the nationalities of Europe, were

in Spain endeavouring to make their way to north Africa or

overseas to the western hemisphere. Their number was aug-

year I943 hrought no surcease to the refugees

trapped on the continent of Europe. When Ger-

many occupied southern France in Dec. jg4-?. virtually all
YOUNQ FRENCH REFUGEE, son of a French war prisoner, enjoying a hearty
meal at a home for refugee children in Geneva, Switzerland
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mented daily by accretions of 50 to 100 who managed to cross

the mountains even during the winter months at the beginning of

IQ43-

In North Africa the Allied occupation brought release and re-

employment to some thousands of refugees who had escaped to

that area earlier. Included were approximately 5,600 Spanish

refugees, a small fraction of the estimated 120,000 caught in

southern France by the German occupation. An Inter-Allied

commission co-operating with the French authorities in North

Africa arranged for their release from internment camps and

immediate employment, chiefly in the labour corps of the Allied

armies.

The persistent reports of mass executions of refugees in east-

ern Europe and of mounting death rates from starvation coupled

with the complete stoppage of emigration from Europe resulted

in public demands in the spring of 1943 in England and the

United States for more effective governmental action on behalf

of refugees.

In April 1943 the Anglo-American conference met in Bermuda

to consider the problem. Recommendations were made to the

American and British governments that the membership of the

Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, organized as a re-

sult of the Evian conference called by President Roosevelt in

1938, be enlarged and that its scope be extended to include au-

thority to act on behalf of all refugees wherever they might be

found, who had been obliged to leave their homes during the war

for reasons of race, religion or political belief. This reorganiza-

tion of the Intergovernmental committee and the extension of its

mandate was accomplished at a meeting of the committee in

London in Aug. 1943.

Hopes aroused by the Bermuda conference that intergovern-

mental action might result in the removal to neutral countries

Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and Turkey of larger numbers of

refugees from the occupied areas were doomed to disappointment.

In spite of repeated efforts directed particularly to the rescue of

children from Bulgaria and Rumania the exits of axis Europe re-

mained closed to the refugees. The single exception was in the

escape to Sweden of some 6,000 refugees from Denmark upon the

German occupation of that country in the fall of 1943. Over

1,000 Danish Jews had previously been deported to the east.

The neutral countries had generally received refugees who

crossed their borders clandestinely. Switzerland had accepted

over 20,000 refugees from France and Germany, and Sweden some

20,000 Finnish children, more than 15,000 refugees from Norway
and 4,000 from Germany. These were in addition to numbers of

military refugees from France and Norway.
The movement of Polish refugees through Iran and India to

temporary camps in east Africa and Mexico probably constituted

the largest movement of refugees outside Europe during 1943.

Some 33,000 Polish refugees had trekked in 1942 from eastern

Poland through Soviet Russia to Tehran. From there they were

transferred to Karachi and Bombay, India. More than 1,200

were removed by boat to Palestine. During 1943, 21,000 were

placed in camps in Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika; 1,500 were

transported across the Pacific to Mexico to await repatriation to

Poland after the war.

Smaller numbers of Greek refugees found asylum in the near

east, 5,000 on the island of Cyprus, 2,000 in Syria, 2,000 in

Egypt, 1 ,000 or more in Ethiopia and others in temporary camps
in east Africa and the Belgian Congo.

The withdrawal of Italian troops from southern France follow-

ing the collapse of Italy in the fall of 1943 precipitated a new

movement of refugees into Switzerland. Central European refu-

gees, previously comparatively safe in the Italian occupied zone

of southern France, joined others from northern Italy and Italian

military personnel to increase the refugee group m Switzerland

to approximately 63,000. There were repercussions to the changed
status of Italy in the war also in the near east. Greek refugees,

some of Italian nationality, numbering over 10,000 fled from

Samos and other islands relinquished by Italian troops to Pales-

tine and Syria.

The refugee situation in the far east did not change substan-

tially during 1943. The westward movement from central and

eastern China continued at a slower pace. Estimates of the num-
bers of persons involved indicated displacements comparable to

those in Europe. The war in the southern Pacific uprooted many
overseas Chinese who fled from Burma, Malaya, Thailand, the

Netherlands Indies and French Indo-China to Australia, India

and China.

On Nov. 9, 1943 the representatives of 44 nations signed an

agreement at Washington establishing the United Nations Relief

and Rehabilitation administration. At the first session of the

council of the new international relief organization which followed

immediately at Atlantic City, New Jersey, the discussion of the

problems of displaced persons in Europe and the far east clearly

demonstrated the concern of governments to find early solutions

for their uprooted populations. (See also CHILD WELFARE; JEW-
ISH RELIGIOUS LIFE.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Sir John Hope Simpson, The Refugee, Problem (London
1939) and Refuses, A Review oj the Situation since September 1938
(London 1939), issued under the auspices of the Royal Institute of Inter-
national Affairs; "Refugees," The Annals oj The American Academy oj
Political and Social Science (May 1939); Louise VV. Holborn, "The Legal
Status of Political Refugees, 1920-1938," American Journal of Inter-
national Law, 32:680-703 (1938); Survey Graphic supplement Nov. 1940,
March 1941. Sept. 1941, and other articles; Eugene M. Kulischer, The
Displacement oj Population in Europe, 1^43, (International Labour Office,

Montreal). (G. L. W.)

Rehabilitation and Occupational Therapy for

medical rehabilitation of disabled

ex-members of the armed forces in

the 94 hospitals of the Veterans* administration in operation in

1943, supplemented the efforts of the internist and surgeon by an

integrated program of physical therapy, occupational therapy,

physical exercises, recreation and library activities. Group therapy

was conducted for mentally ill patients whose condition unfitted

them for individual assignment to an occupational therapy project.

Physical Therapy. Physical therapy was extensively employed
in the treatment of subacute and chronic conditions and in the

restoration of impaired function. There were 95 physical therapy
units in field stations of the Veterans' administration: 51 in hospi-

tals for medical and surgical disorders, 29 in hospitals for neuro-

psychiatric patients, 13 in hospitals for tuberculous beneficiaries,

and 2 in regional offices. Each unit was centrally located, com-

pletely equipped with modern appliances, and well lighted and

ventilated. A physician was in charge of each, and the technicians

under his direction were specially trained for this work.

The physical therapy measures used in the three different types
of hospitals varied considerably. In all of them thermotherapy,

massage, active and passive exercises, ultra-violet rays, galvanic,

faradic and sinusoidal treatments were available. Hydrotherapy
rooms were installed in the hospitals for medical and surgical and

for neuropsychiatric patients, and were equipped with electric

light cabinets, control table, shower, arm and leg whirlpool baths

and site baths. Continuous flow tubs and pack rooms and swim-

ming pools were provided for disturbed psychotic patients. In the

hospitals for neuropsychiatric beneficiaries a well developed pro-

gram of physical exercise and recreation was carried on by phys-
ical directors. The hospitals for tuberculous patients were

equipped for heliotherapy by solariums, indoor and out, and

mobile ultra-violet ray lamps. Mineral baths were available at



Above, left: RED CROSS WORKER helping a convalescent U.S. soldier construct a model
plane in the army's Halloran General hospital, Staten Island, N.Y.

Above, right: U.S. SOLDIER, wounded in North Africa, being taught correct weaving
technique at an army hospital in the United States

Below, left: PAINTING CLASS for U.S. soldiers recovering from wounds In an army
hospital in 1943

Below, right: WOUNDED U.S. CORPORAL flexing the muscles of his hand, burned during
the crash of a bomber. The finger ladder is part of the equipment in the physical
therapy department of Lovell General hospital, Ft. Devens, Mass.
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the hospital in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.; and at a Florida facility

(Bay Pines), the beach and warm water were used for helio-

therapy and exercise.

Because the great preponderance of the beneficiaries were

men who served in World War I, the physical measures em-

ployed were gradually modified to accord with their average

age and its attendant disorders. The incidence of arthritis and

peripheral vascular diseases naturally increased, and special fa-

cilities for their treatment were amplified. Fever therapy was

employed as required.
r

The admission of patients from the armed forces in World

War II, which was expected to accelerate greatly, would give re-

newed impetus to physical therapy.

Occupational Therapy. Occupational therapy had an ex-

ceptional development under the Veterans' administration. As

the name signifies, it was primarily a treatment measure, organ-

ized and administered for that purpose. It was prescribed and

supervised by physicians. Any vocational training that might

accrue, although considerable, was regarded as incidental and

secondary. Occupational therapy projects were assigned only

after careful consideration was given to the interest and apti-

tudes of the patients concerned, and to their physical, mental and

emotional condition. Although many of the activities in occupa-

tional therapy had direct relation to the maintenance require-

ments of the hospitals where they were carried on, the assign-

ments were never thought of as "work." There was consistent

adherence to the administration's concept and definition of occu-

pational therapy as "any mental or physical activity that is

prescribed for, directed, and supervised to promote recovery

from disease or injury, and to aid in the hospital or extramural

adjustment of patients."

Besides the projects in arts and crafts conducted in hospitals

for general medical and surgical, tuberculous and neuropsychi-

atric patients, occupational therapy projects of the industrial

type also were carried on in connection with the fabrication and

repair of pajamas, mattress covers, cooks* aprons, neckerchiefs,

bedshoes, brushes, brooms, toothbrush cabinets, cement blocks,

dustpans, tub-hammocks and covers for continuous flow tubs,

repairs to library books, mops, rubber mats, printing and mimeo-

graphing, shoe repairs, head bands, shoeshining boxes, typewriter

desks, Venetian blinds, dishwashing racks, window drapes, raffia

hats, linen trucks, library trucks, laundry trucks, convalescent

gowns, wristlets, restraint belts, rubber pillowcases, furniture re-

pairs and other repairs. Projects in landscaping, vegetable garden-

ing, general agriculture and other outdoor activities were used

and emphasized whenever this type of treatment could be utilized

to advantage.

Habit-training and kindergarten types of occupational therapy

for mentally deteriorated patients were further developed and ex-

tended in the neuropsychiatric facilities, under occupational ther-

apy personnel with special training and experience in this type

of treatment. Co-ordinated with this were the activities resulting

from programs of recreational therapy, group therapy and phys-

ical exercise.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Bonnie E. Balott, "Occupational Therapy," School Arts,

43:17-18 d943). (C. M. G.)
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< I87^I 943), us - theatrical producer,

was born Sept. 9 in Baden, near Vienna.

Reinhardt, whose staging of The Miracle made him internation-

ally famous as a producer, left Berlin in 1933 after nazi official-

dom ousted him from the German State theatre because of his

Jewish birth. Almost penniless, he went to the United States,

where he staged the Hollywood production pf A Midsummer

Night's Dream, 1935. At the time of his death he was supervis-

ing the production of La Belle Hetene for the New Opera com-

pany and a successful revival of his production of the operetta,

Rosalinda, had entered its second year on Broadway. Reinhardt,
who became a naturalized U.S. citizen in 1940, died in New York

city, Oct. 31. (See Encyclopaedia Britannica.)

Relay Racing: see TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS.

was
the great demand for workers in all belligerent coun-

tries, so insistent that every able-bodied person could get a job,

if free to take it, and the need was so urgent that persons on

the old-age assistance rolls left to take jobs, mothers or guardians
of small children made special arrangements for the care of their

children so they might accept positions and even some of the

blind were drawn into wage earning.

The number of the unemployed in the United States dropped
to an altogether unanticipated low of less than 1,000,000, as

against a theoretical minimum of 2,000,000" which had been as-

sumed as the ultimate reduction possible in that category. Those

who had been freely stigmatized as shirkers and paupers on work
relief projects, such as the Works Progress administration, were

in 1943 working in defense industries, absorbed in the military

services or otherwise risen to the ranks of independence, leaving

only the physically and mentally handicapped, the aged and chil-

dren with their guardians on the relief rolls.

Up to the middle of 1942, assistance to the aged in the United

States had increased from about 500,000 recipients in 1936 to

about 2,250,000 in July 1942, aid to dependent children from

about 110,000 families to 386,000 and aid to the blind from about

57,000 to 78,000. After July 1942, all these trends not only had

ceased to continue in their upward direction, but had actually

been reversed, the least pronounced being among the blind and

the most among families with dependent children.

In the class of general relief, the unemployables and the un-

employed not cared for by the above provisions, the decrease in

total number receiving assistance began earlier, as industrial

conditions began to absorb the unemployed. In Jan. 1940, it stood

at about 1,600,000 families and dropped to only slightly more

than 300,000 cases in the fall of 1943.

As the number of cases decreased, certain changes in character

of cases and in^ methods of administration emerged. Obviously,

everyone capable of securing a job was off the rolls, and therefore

those left presented more difficult problems. Services looking

toward rehabilitation occupied a larger share of the attention of

public and private assistance workers than ever before. A sub-

stantial number of states in the United States placed their gen-

eral relief grants on a cash basis to families, as it had been in

the special categories such as aid to the blind, the aged and de-

pendent children.

Contributions to community funds, or to war chests continued

to rise in Canada and the United States as they had in 1942. In

Canada 15 chests collected $4,895,385 in 1943 as,compared with

$3J77>053 in 1942. In the United States 247 war chests raised

in 1943 $118,438,178, compared with $101,633,241 in 1942. There

was no solicitation for funds for the Red Cross in the United

States in 1942; but in 1943 a special appeal, largely for relief due

to World War II, was made for $125,000,000, and more than

$141,000,000 was raised. These substantial increases in contribu-

tions to private agencies in the two English-speaking countries

of North America were in the face of drastically increased taxa-

tion, draining off excess profits of corporations and extra earn*

ings of individuals. They cannot be offered as conclusive evidence

of the confidence which these private agencies enjoyed, but they

are valid evidence that high taxes did not reduce the willingness,
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or perhaps the ability, of corporations and persons to give in a

period of high industrial activity and its sequential widely spread

improvement in the income of workers.

The publication of Social Insurance and Allied Services in Eng-
land by Sir William Beveridge in England, and of the Report of

the National Resources Planning Board in the United States in

the latter part of 1942 broke new ground in the theory and

administration of public assistance. While both documents were

interested primarily in insurance provisions whereby wage earn-

ers might be adequately protected in old age, illness, invalidity,

unemployment and the other predictable contingencies which re-

duce them to dependence, each recognized that all plans for the

anticipation of need by insurance or other means must envisage

a general assistance program capable by its flexibility and ade-

quacy of caring for those whose needs do not fall within the an-

ticipated categories. The Beveridge report said, "The State can-

not be excluded altogether from giving direct assistance. How-
ever comprehensive an insurance scheme, some . . . will fall

through the meshes of any insurance." For this residual group he

proposed a national assistance program, based on the means test,

with aid somewhat less adequate than insurance benefits, but with

no requirements as to residence as a criterion of eligibility.

The National Resources Planning board (U.S.) made practi-

cally the same recommendations, modified only by the govern-

mental structure of the United States, which places ultimate

responsibility for public assistance upon the different states.

The device used by the federal government to bring about uni-

formity in benefits and public assistance within the more than

50 jurisdictions was to offer grants-in-aid for assistance, among
other purposes, conditioned upon the states' meeting certain con-

ditions. It recommended that the system of categorical assistance

be enlarged to include all assistance, granted without reference to

the residence of the applicant within the jurisdiction in which he

becomes dependent. This report, however, followed the prece-

dent of the United States in recommending provision for a flex-

ible work relief resource for the unemployed, which English pol-

icy discarded over a half century ago.

The reception of these reports in the two countries was almost

diametrically opposite. In England all parties, Tory and Labour

alike, urged the adoption of the various provisions of the Bev-

eridge report; the conservative group offered minor restrictive

amendments which the liberal group opposed; but the divergence

of opinion as to the wisdom of adopting it substantially as submit-

ted was all but universally held. Contrariwise, the congress of the

United States, on receipt of the report, immediately cut out the

appropriation for the board's work and refused to consider its

recommendations. The Wagner-Murray senate bill No. 1161 in-

corporated some of its recommendations into a proposed law
;
but

only the most optimistic expected the bill to reach passage in the

78th congress. (See also CHILD WELFARE; MUNICIPAL GOVERN-

MENT; SOCIAL SECURITY.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Social Security Bulletin, Oct. 1943; Canadian Welfare

(Oct. 1943); Community (Dec. 1043); Sir William Beveridge, Social In-

surance and Allied Services (1942); National Resources Planning Board,

Security, Work and Relief Policies. U.S. Government Printing Office (1942).
. (F. J. B.)

Relief. War: see WAR RELIEF, U.S.

Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. United Na-

tions: see UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION AD-

MINISTRATION.

The emergence of religion of a diffused, popular

sort, as a reflection of the vicissitudes of multitudes

of people under the war stress, was unquestionably the outstand-

ing development in the religious field in 1943. It appeared in the
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widespread resort to prayer by soldiers facing danger and by
their families at home, in the appointing of special days for for-

mal public prayer and in the vast outpouring of religious senti-

ment by the radio in response to sensitiveness to what the public
wants. Much of this manifestation of religion was outside of

churchly forms and matched the unconventional and "scrambled"

religious ministries of war chaplains to soldiers of varying faiths.

The year was also marked by highly significant inter-faith

action. A statement of fundamental principles for a postwar
world order, issued in the United States by 38 Roman Catholics,

including archbishops and bishops, 48 Jews and 48 Protestant

leaders, marked a form of collaboration unprecedented for

America. The declaration found basic common ground in the

conviction that "a moral law must govern the world order," and

theologians were putting new stress on the doctrine of a natural

revelation of God expressed in all faiths and appealing to the

consciences of Christians, Jews and pagans alike. This was the

1943 theme of the meeting of the American Theological society.
The latest sessions of the Conference on Science, Philosophy and

Religion continued to give respectful recognition to religion on

the part of the intellectual world.

Even more significant was the realization by nations that re-

ligion is essential to their solidarity and peace. The White Paper
setting forth the British government's plans for educational re-

construction indicated

a very general wish that religious education should be given a more
defined place in the schools, springing from the desire to revive the spiritual
and personal values in our society and in our national practices. . . .

"We are concerned," the White Paper continued, "to see pre-

served, or born, a genuinely Christian civilization . . . one in

which the Christian belief in God and all that is derived from
it ... shall set the tone of society."

Easily the most spectacular event of the year in the religious

world was the reversal of Russian policy which permitted and

regularized the election of the Metropolitan Sergei as patriarch

of the Russian Orthodox Church, after a hiatus in that office for

nearly 20 years, due to the government's opposition to religion.

This move apparently assured freedom of religious worship, es-

pecially for the recognized church, and probably also some pro-
vision for theological education and a limited amount of

publication; it did not mean general freedom of religious edu-

cation or propaganda. Even so the government's action was a

clear recognition of the integral place of the church in the social

and cultural life of the Russian people.

The failure of this more liberal policy to include the Russian mi-

nority religions some of which are akin to certain strong Ameri-

can denominations together with the continued suppression of

minority churches in many totalitarian countries and the renewed

tension between Roman Catholic and Protestant churches with

respect to missions in Latin America, combined to bring the

matter of religious freedom to the fore in church circles. A tenta-

tive demand was voiced for the inclusion of a "charter of re-

ligious liberties" in the formal treaty agreements under which

the postwar world was expected to be reconstituted.

The chief preoccupation of the churches' thinking during 1943
was with a group of Christian ethical principles on which they

sought to mobilize world sentiment for the ordering of the post-

war world, together with practical measures of reconstruction for

religious institutions throughout the world which had been dam-

aged or destroyed by war. The effort to develop a common Chris-

tian world view, through correspondence and exchange of papers

by international commissions working under a co-ordinated plan

through the World Council of Churches, only partly succeeded. It

did not prevent the development of somewhat divergent trends

of thought between the churches of the English-speaking world



on the one hand and those, especially, of the European conti-

nent on the other.

Unhappily the heightened sense of religion's responsibility for

its world task, together with a certain rivalry with respect to

the control of funds, occasioned a fresh flare-up in several de-

nominations in the United States oJf the controversy between

"fundamentalist" groups and the more moderate majority party
in control of the churches. This threatened disruption of the

agencies of certain denominations, caused numerous local con-

gregations to cease to co-operate with their denominations and led

to the organization of a nonecclesiastical national fundamentalist

organization seeking to duplicate the Federal Council of

Churches.

A compilation of nation-wide religious statistics for the 1943
Yearbook of American Churches showed that church membership
increased faster than population and that the churches included

in their membership a larger portion of the population of the U.S.

than ever before. A challenging revelation of these statistics was

the fact of the extraordinary growth, relative to the longer-estab-

lished churches, of the emotional sects. Generally speaking,

these expected the speedy return of Christ to earth, sought holi-

ness through a radical break with the world and claimed super-

natural gifts of speech, healing, etc. Thirty-four denominations

of this type increased their memberships after 1926 four times

as fast as the old-line churches. In spite, however, of their very

great rate of gain, the irregular denominations all told constituted

not more than $
c
c of the total church membership of the nation.

(500 also CHRISTIAN UNITY; CHURCH MEMBERSHIP; also under

separate churches.) (H. P. D.)
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Relocation, Japanese: see ALIENS; WAR RELOCATION *AU-
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Representatives, House of: see CONGRESS, UNITED STATES;
ELECTIONS.

Dartll The Republican party subscribed to a

rdllj. program of full United States co-op-

eration with other democratic and peace-minded nations in the

postwar era.

The minority members of congress supported all measures for

effective prosecution of the war against the axis, but they fre-

quently combined with conservative Democrats to reject admin-

istration proposals dealing with domestic questions. With 208

members in the house and 38 in the senate for the first 10 months

of the year, the G.O.P. exerted more influence in national affairs

than it had in a decade.

The Republicans formally charted their course in both foreign

and domestic fields when their Postwar Advisory council staged

what amounted to an off-year, party convention at Mackinac

Island, Michigan, on Sept. 7, 1943. That body adopted these main

principles with respect to the war and eventual world reorganiza-

tion :

r. Prosecution of the war by a united nation to conclusive victory over
all our enemies, including

(a) Disarmament and disorganization of the armed forces of the axisj
(b) Disqualification of the axis to construct facilities for the manufacture

of the implements of war;
(c) Permanent maintenance of trained and well equipped armed forces

at home.
2. Responsible participation by the United States 'in postwar co-operative

organization among sovereign nations to prevent military aggression and
to attain permanent peace with organized justice in a free world.

The G.O.P. formally underwrote these pledges when the minor-

ity representation voted overwhelmingly for the Fulbright resolu-

tion in the house and for the Connally resolution in the senate.

The Fulbright resolution was adopted by a vote of 360 to 29, with
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OPENING SESSION, Sept. 6, 1943. of the Republican Postwar Advisory council

at Mackinac Island. At the conference, 43 delegates. Including 18 state gover-

nors, approved a compromise declaration favouring U.S. participation "in post-
war co-operative organization . . . through regular constitutional channels"

three Democrats and 26 Republicans in opposition.

Five senators opposed the Connally pronouncement. They
were Hiram W. Johnson of California, William Langer of North

Dakota, Henrik Shipstcad of Minnesota, Burton K. Wheeler of

Montana and Robert R. Reynolds of North Carolina. Although
the first three arc listed as Republicans, they have never been

classified as regular party men.

The Fulbright resolution declared that "the congress hereby

expresses itself as favouring the creation of appropriate inter-

national machinery with power adequate to establish and main-

tain a just and lasting peace among the nations of the world, and

as favouring participation by the United States therein through
its constitutional process."

The Connally declaration paraphrased the house edict, but it

also included the following paragraph from the agreement negoti-

ated at Moscow on Nov. i, 1943, by the foreign ministers of the

United States, Great Britain and Russia:

Resolvd that the senate recognizes the necessity of there being established
at the earliest practicable date a general international organization, based
on the principle of sovereign equality of all peace-loving states, and open
to membership by all such states, large and small, for the maintenance of

international peace and security.

The Mac4dnac convention, however, condemned the admin-

istration's domestic program. After advocating greater encourage-

ment of "private enterprise" and postwar "termination of ration-

ing, price-fixing and all other emergency powers," the advisory
council said:

The present program of the New Deal administration, with the enlarge-
ment thereof set forth in the reports of the National Resources Planning
board, would wreck the country because the only remedy it proposes is

unlimited government spending of borrowed money. It would socialize busi-

ness, agriculture and the professions. It would extend the power of govern-
ment until ultimately no man or woman could act, write or speak without
approval. It would substitute for American liberty the regimented existence
of a subject people.
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The Mackinac meeting named the following study committees

and chairmen: Foreign Policy and International Relations Sen-

ator Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan; Postwar Enterprise,

Industry and Employment Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio;
Social Welfare and Security Governor Earl Warren of Calif-

ornia
; Finance, Taxation and Money Senator Robert A. Taft of

Ohio
;
Reform of Government Administration Governor Thomas

E. Dewey of New York
;
Labour Representative Charles A. Hal-

leek of Indiana; Agriculture Senator Charles L. McNary of

Oregon; International Economic Relations Representative Dan-
iel A. Reed of New York.

Senator McNary continued as Republican senate leader, and

Representative Joseph W. Martin Jr. of Massachusetts remained

as house minority leader.

Harrison E. Spangler of Iowa headed the Republican National

committee, devoting full time to the job the first occupant of

the post to do so in many years. He placed the headquarters on

an all-year-around basis, whereas in the past it had been inactive

except for a few months before congressional or presidential

elections.

Representative J. William Ditter of Pennsylvania, who was

killed in an aeroplane accident on Nov. 21, 1943, was succeeded as

chairman of the Republican Congressional committee by Rep-
resentative Halleck. Former Senator John G. Townsend Jr. of

Delaware was reappointed chairman of the Republican Senatorial

committee. (See also UNITED STATES.) (R. Tu.)

Retail Soles: see BUSINESS REVIEW.

Reunion: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Rhode Island.
A north Atlantic state of the United States,

in New England; one of the 13 original states;

popularly known as "Little Rhody." Area, 1,214 sq.mi. (smallest

of the United States); pop. (1940) 713,346. The urban popula-

tion was 653,383 (91-6%). Capital, Providence (253,504). Other

cities include Pawtucket (75,797); Woonsocket (49,303); Cran-

ston (47,085); Newport (30,532); Warwick (28,757); Central

Falls (25,248).

History. At the regular 1943 session of the legislature, lead-

ing measures passed included the following :

An act authorizing the governor to shorten the business week

because of the fuel shortage; an act extending the governor's

emergency war powers for a year; an act providing for military

leaves and separation pay for certain persons employed in the

service of the state
;
an act exempting residents of the state from

the payment of interest on delinquent property taxes while such

residents are in the military or naval service of the United States ;

an act providing penalties for an employer who refuses to restore

a job to a member of the armed services if the member applies

within 40 days of discharge and the employer is in a position to

rehire him; an act appropriating $20,000 to establish canning cen-

tres in various parts of the state to tie in with the food conserva-

tion program; an act creating a commission to study the matter

of bonuses for men and women now in the armed services; an

act authorizing inmates of the state prison to participate in war

production; an act freezing unemployment compensation credits

of Rhode Islanders in the armed services until two years after

the war; an act relating to hours and conditions of employment
of women and minors chiefly restricting employment of minors

under 16 years of age; an act allowing employees to draw cash

sickness insurance benefits even though they are paid for ab-

sences by their employers; an act empowering the governor to

lofcer cash sickness benefits and reduce the number of payments

in the event of an epidemic or other emergency; an act creating

a second injury indemnity fund; an act setting up a curative cen-

tre for injured workmen
;
an act making appropriations of $i 7,-

759,970.06 for the support of the state for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1944; an act increasing from 3% to 4% the excise tax

on financial institutions; an act placing a tax ceiling of 27.5 cents

on each $100 of deposits in savings banks and a tax ceiling of 10

cents on each $100 of deposits in credit unions, but granting
credit unions a $100,000 exemption, plus exemptions on loans to

members; an act revising the unincorporated business tax so that

businesses will pay $i per $1,000 on gross receipts over $5,000,

excepting wholesalers who will pay 50 cents on $1,000; an act

authorizing cities and towns to set up reserve funds to be spent
on capital expenditures after the war; an act authorizing the city

of Providence to create the office of budget director; an act rela-

tive to the assignment of accounts receivable; an act allowing

theatres in several communities to open an hour earlier on Sun-

day; an act regulating the practice of electrolysis and providing
for licences therefor; an act regulating the sale, distribution and

use of biological products; an act opening a specific area of the

Sakonnet river to power dredging and providing for the opening
of a comparable substitute area in Narragansett bay when the

Sakonnet river is over-fished
;
an act to provide for the conserva-

tion of soil and soil and forest resources and the prevention and

control of erosion; an act creating a state board of inspection of

horse riding schools and defining its powers and duties.

The chief executive officers of the state, all re-elected in Nov.

1942 for 1943-44 were: J. Howard McGrath, governor; Louis W.

Cappelli, lieutenant governor; Armand H. Cote, secretary of state;

John H. Nolan, attorney general; Russell H. Handy, general

treasurer. In the 1942 gubernatorial election, McGrath (Dem.)
received 139,407 votes; McManus (Rep.), 98,741. Edmund W.

Flynn was chief justice of the supreme court.

Education. During 1942-43 there were in the public ele-

mentary schools 60,216 pupils and 2,115 teachers; in junior high

schools 20,954 pupils and 933 teachers; in senior high schools

(three years) 15,581 pupils and 754 teachers; in senior high

schools (four years and vocational) 4,809 pupils, of whom 551

were vocational, and 204 teachers.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The total number

of persons receiving relief in all categories (excluding incapaci-

tated fathers) in Nov. 1943 was 15,266, or about 2.1% of the

state's 1940 population. The total amounts paid out during the

year Dec. i, i942-Nov. 30, 1943, were as follows: general pub-
lic assistance $929,142; soldiers' relief $68,478; old-age assistance

$2 >35773 2
;
a jd to dependent children $828,335; aid to the blind

$28,717. In unemployment compensation, the gross amount of

benefits paid during 1943 was $1,350,400.09 to 11,577 different

individuals. The amount paid into the fund during 1943 was

$15,081,868.92. There were 785 inmates in correctional institu-

tions in Oct.-Nov. 1943, and 4,724 patients in charitable institu-

tions and institutions for defectives.

Communication. The total mileage of highways on Dec. 31,

1943 (excluding city streets), was 2,680.86, of which the state

highway system comprised 806 mi. At the close of the year 1942
railroads were operating 185.9 mi- of road, and electric railways

78.504 mi. Water-borne commerce of the state for 1941 was

7,220,697 tons of which 530,970 tons were foreign commerce

(imports, 370,156 tons; exports, 160,814 tons) and 6,689,727 tons

were coastwise (receipts, 5,982,731 tons; shipments, 706,996

tons). Airways totalled 120 mi.; there were one airport and two

landing fields. In Jan. 1942, there were 138,762 telephones in

service.

Banking and Finance. There were 35 banking institutions in

1943. Resources of 23 banks under state supervision totalled

$563,172,89946 and of 12 banks under federal supervision, $223,-

642,649.75. Savings deposits (exclusive of club accounts) in sav-
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ings banks and trust companies (the 23 state banks) amounted to

$343)644438.31 on June 30, 1943. In addition, six loan and in-

vestment companies had resources of $8,103,032.50; eight build-

ing and loan associations, $47,007,889.87; 23 credit unions,

$6,090,953.59.

At the close of the fiscal year, June 30, 1943, total state re-

ceipts were $22,979,600.22; expenditures and encumbrances $20,-

168,056.75; surplus from operation $2,811,543.47. The state

gross debt \vas $28,363,000; net debt $22,633,254.66.

Agriculture. The total estimated value of agricultural pro-

duction was $15,984,000 in 1943 and actual value was $15,704,000
in 1942. Total acreage harvested was 50,000 in 1943. Cash in-

come from crops in 1943 was $4,064,000; from livestock $10,-

8.?o,ooo; from government payments $100,000, a total of $14,-

984,000.

ttoding Agricultural Products of Rhod* It!and, 1943 and 1942

J. VON

Manufacturing. The total estimated value of manufactures

was $516,390,541 for 1939 and $517,196,193 for 1937. Employ-
ment in 1939 totalled 106,269 wage earners and 12,005 salaried

personnel. The number of establishments was 1,460. Wage earn-

ers received $105,406,950 and salaried personnel $27,940,576.

(Figures for 1943 were not obtainable from bureau of the cen-

sus). Report of state department of labour for Dec. 1943, showed

84,463 wage earners and weekly payroll of $3,217,584 with a

statement that survey covered over 75% of total number of wage
earners employed in all manufacturing industries in Rhode

Island.

Mineral Production. The value of mineral production in

Rhode Island is small, exceeding only that of Delaware and the

District of Columbia. Value in 1939 was $980,916; in 1940, $994,-

997. Stone ($558,944 in 1939 and $511,620 in 1940) and sand and

gravel ($265,631 in 1939 and $333,612 in 1940) are the principal

products. Production of stone reached 320,780 tons in 1939 and

201,380 tons in 1940; sand and gravel 383,557 tons in 1939 and

515,129 tons in 1940. (M. C. ML.)

Rhodesia. Southern Rhodesia is a self-governing member of the

British commonwealth, but supervision over native rights is re-

served to the imperial government. Northern Rhodesia remains a

dependency of the crown; Certain essential statistics are given in

the accompanying table. (See also BRITISH EMPIRE.)

History. Intensive production in both Rhodesias of crops and

basic metals in 1943 accentuated the shortage of African labour.

Both territories enjoyed considerable prosperity, but costs of

living rose owing to the limitation of imports. The financial posi-

tion improved considerably ;
Southern Rhodesia was able to offer

Great Britain a loan of 3,000,000 free of interest, and the

revenue of Northern Rhodesia showed a large surplus at the be-

ginning of the year.

Southern Rhodesia. In June the Southern Rhodesian parlia-

ment passed a bill to prolong its life for 12 months to avoid a

general election. On the appointment of R. C. Tredgold as high

court judge, Captain Bertin was appointed minister of justice in

his place, and Sir G. Huggins took over the defense ministry.

Captain Bertin was responsible for internal security and intern-

ment and refugee camps. Professor Wallis, who was appointed
editor of archives, was to publish a series of volumes of historical

documents of Rhodesian history under a scheme financed by Sir

Ernest Oppenheimer to be known as the "Oppenheimer Series."

The 5oth anniversary of the occupation of Matabeleland was

celebrated by the issue of a special postage stamp. Many more

Rhodesians were joining the forces; numbers were serving in the

Black Watch, the Cheshires and in other well-known British

regiments. A battalion of Rhodesian African rifles was added to

the East African command, comprised chiefly of Matabele and

Mashona. Much attention was being paid to the encouragement
of sound farming; a subsidy was paid for maize grown according

to approved methods.

Northern Rhodesia. The rationing of food and other commod-
ities was avoided, but supplies of articles for native consumption
were scarce and efforts were made to increase imports. A river

route opened through Lake Bangweulu facilitated transport of

supplies to the northeastern districts. A state maize-growing

project to increase production was rejected owing to difficulties

of equipment and labour. A meat cold-storage plant was opened
in Livingstone to assist the cattle industry. Copper production

during the first nine months of 1943 exceeded that for the same

period in the previous years and vanadium production increased

by 15%. (J. L. K.)

Rhodesia.
The territory

extending from

the Transvaal border northward

to the boundaries of the Belgian

Congo and of Tanganyika Terri-

tory. It is bounded on the east by

Portuguese East Africa, Nyasa-
land and the Tanganyika Terri-

tory, and on the west by Belgian

Congo, Portuguese West Africa

and Bechuanaland. Area 440,*

656 sq.mi.; comprises two terri-

tories of the British empire; viz.,

Southern Rhodesia and Northern

Ribbentrop, Joachim von
,

3

Wesel on the Rhine and was educated at the gymnasium at Metz.

In 1910 he went to Canada as an independent merchant. At the

outbreak of war in 1914 he returned to Genrany, enlisted in a

Hussar regiment, advanced to lieutenant colonel and by the end

of the war was attached to the war ministry. After the war he

Rhodesia
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returned to private business as a wine merchant. He first became

identified with the nazi party as a worker in 1930. At his home in

Berlin-Dahlem were held the important meetings that preceded

Hitler's appointment as chancellor of the reich, Jan. 30, 1933. In

1935 Ribbentrop was appointed ambassador-at-large, and from

1936 to 1938 he was ambassador to Great Britain. He became

foreign minister, Feb. 4, 1938, and from then on played a promi-

nent role in the diplomatic manoeuvring that co-ordinated with

German military operations. In 1939 he made the deal with

Russia that kept peace until Germany was ready to invade. In

1940 he negotiated the three-power pact with Italy and Japan.

From 1941 to 1943 he participated, with Hitler and others, in

numerous conferences with leaders of satellite and conquered

state?

On Aug. 6, 1943, Ribbentrop went to Italy to confer with

Premier Pietro Badoglio and Foreign Minister Raffaele Guarig-

lia. but was unsuccessful in his effort to keep them lined up with

the axis.

Di*A 0*U Vminir (1872-1943), U.S. poet and dramatist,

KIC6, bale TOUng was born Dec. 7 in Dixon, Ky. He re-

ceived degrees from Cumberland and Harvard universities and

soon afterwards turned to writing as a career. He wrote two

novels, Youth's Way (1923) and Early Reaping (1929), and nu-

merous poetic and prose dramas. Among his 21 volumes of

poetry are From Dusk to Dusk (1898), With Omar and Sons

Surf (1900), Nirvana Days (1908), Many Gods (1910) and Far

Quests (1912). His poetic dramas include Charles di Tocca

(1903), David (1904), Yolanda of Cyprus (1906), upon which

an opera score was based, and A Night in Avignon (1907). He

also wrote his autobiography, Bridging the Years (1939)- He

was the husband of the late Alice Hegan Rice, author of Mrs.

Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. Mr. Rice was found dead in bed

in Louisville, Ky., Jan. 24, from a gunshot wound below the

heart. A revolver was found beside him.

Rice.
A crop of 70,025,000 bu. of rice in the United States

in 1943 exceeded the crop of 1942, 64,549,000 bu., by

8% and the ten-year (1932-41) average of 47,334,000 bu. by

48%. The acreage was 1,500,000, much the largest on record and

10% above the goal set by the government for 1943. The yield

per acre, 46.7 bu., was above 1942 and near the average of 48.4.

The southern rice area produced nearly 56,000,000 bu. compared

with 52,000,000 bu. in 1942. California produced about 14,200,000

bu., its largest crop on record owing to expanded acreage as well

as favourable conditions. More machinery was used for harvest-

ing and drying, offsetting the shortage of labour. The Arkansas

and Louisiana growers suffered from water shortage early in the

season followed by floods late in the season. Texas bad a good

crop except in the hurricane belt.
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Rice production in South America continued to increase under

the stimulus of war demand. Brazil early in 1943 reported a large

surplus for export though the total crop was not expected to

exceed that of 1942 amounting to 14,700,000 bu. In 1942 a total

of about 196,000,000 Ib. was exported. Peru was reported in

the fall of 1943 to have a crop of about 6,000,000 bu. for harvest

compared with the small crop of 3,889,000 bu. of 1942. Efforts

were made to expand the acreage of rice in Peru by improving

the water resources. Ecuador was reported to have a crop of

7,300,000 bu. in 1943 compared with an average of 3,400,000 bu.

for the five-year period 1936-40. Ecuador was the third largest

exporter of rice in the western hemisphere, exceeded only by the

United States and Brazil. Cuba's needs for rice amounting to

about 460,000,000 Ib. are supplied by imports from the United

States and Ecuador.

Efforts to increase the crop in Cuba were not successful be-

cause of the scarcity of water for irrigation. Yields are low on

dry lands.

The rice crop of China was reported as larger in the Free

China areas, but some localities had poor crops and in late 1943
faced famine conditions. In India the failure of the crop because

of storm damage, harvesting difficulties and other troubles re-

sulted in a shortage in the Bengal area so acute as to have resulted

in the starvation of several hundred thousand people.

(J. C. Ms.)

Richards, Laura Elizabeth M& "t
the daughter of Julia Ward Howe, author of the "Battle Hymn
of the Republic/' and of Dr. Samuel G. Howe, head of Boston's

Perkins institution. Mrs. Richards embarked on a literary career

by writing nursery rhymes for her children, which were pub-

lished in 1873. She later wrote children's stories, the most famous

of which is Captain January (1890). Collaborating with her sis-

ters, she wrote a biography of her mother, Julia Ward Howe,

1819-1910, which was published in 1915 and won the Pulitzer

prize for biography, 1917. Mrs. Richards also wrote a biography

of her father in 1935. Her own autobiography, Stepping West-

ward, was published in 1931. She died at her home in Gardiner,

Me., Jan. 14.

D i ifore Oflfl Uorhniirc Federal improvement, and main-

KIVClS dnQ llarUUUrSt tenance of rivers and harbours and

other waterway channels in the continental United States and

its territories and island possessions are carried out by the

corps of engineers, U.S. army, under the direction of the secretary

of war and the supervision of the chief of engineers in accordance

with the plans authorized by congress. Reports requested by

congressional directives to ascertain the advisability of further

improvements of this nature are also made by the corps of en-

gineers. The water transportation facilities provided by these

works are vital to the commercial and economic development of

the United States in normal times and are of the utmost im-

portance to the nation in time of war.

In conformity with national policy governing wartime con-

struction in the interest of conservation of manpower, equipment

and materials, the work program on river and harbour projects

for navigation and allied purposes was restricted to improvements

having direct importance to the war effort. Improvements and

maintenance operations were carried out on 323 separate proj-

ects of which six projects were fully completed. During the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, the principal items of new

work operations included the continuation of dredging and rock

removal in the Kennebec river from the mouth to Bath, Me.;

removal of ledge rock and dredging in the main channel of Port-

land harbour, Me.; dredging of anchorage areas in New York

harbour
; dredging and rock removal in the Kill van Kull section

of the New York and New Jersey channels; rock removal in

the Delaware river channel leading from Philadelphia to the

sea; bank protection work in the deep cut section of the Chesa-

peake and Delaware canal; enlarging channel dimensions in sec-

tions of the Sabine-Neches waterway; deepening of the final

middle section completing the through waterway extending from

Lake Michigan to Sturgeon bay, Mich.; construction of the Mac-
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Arthur lock in the St. Mary's river at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
which was completed during Aug. 1943; completion of the power-
house extension at the Bonneville dam on the Columbia river,

the tenth and final power generating unit having been placed
in operation in Dec. 1943, adding 74,000 additional horsepower,
and increasing the power capacity of the Bonneville multipurpose

project to 518,400 kw.; completion of the initial power generating
unit of 35,000 kw. capacity at Fort Peck dam, Mont., on the

Missouri river, the production of power having commenced on

July i, 1943; widening of a section of the Cuyahoga river, Ohio,
and enlargement of the turning basin; closing of the gap in

the west breakwater at Oswego harbour, N.Y.; continuation of

construction of the breakwater extension at Los Angeles and

Long Beach harbours; and construction of a breakwater extend-

ing from Waadah island to the westerly shore of Neah bay, Wash.

In addition to the maintenance of channels previously com-

pleted, and the above-mentioned new work projects, important
channel and harbour improvements were also effected on water-

ways and at ports on the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, on
inland rivers, and on the Great Lakes. These included improve-
ments at Weymouth Back river, Mass.; Providence river and

harbour, R.I.; Connecticut river below Hartford, Conn.; Hud-
son river, N.Y.; Great Lakes to Hudson River waterway, N.Y.;

Fishing creek, Md.; Norfolk harbour, Va.; Caloosahatchee river

and Lake Okeechobee drainage areas, Fla.; Southwest pass and
South pass, Mississippi river, La.

; Mississippi river between the

Missouri river and Minneapolis, Minn.; Missouri river from the

mouth to Sioux City, la.; Ohio river; Allegheny river, Pa.;

Matnitowoc harbour, Wis.; Calumet harbour and river, 111. and

Ind.; Indiana Harbor, Ind.; Illinois waterway, 111.; Buffalo har-

bour, N.Y.; San Pablo bay and Mare Island strait, Calif,; and

Bodega bay, Calif. (See also AQUEDUCTS; CANALS AND INLAND

WATERWAYS; DAMS; FLOODS AND FLOOD CONTROL.) (E. RD.)
Other Countries.- Ports play so important a role in war

transport operations that secrecy in regard to their equipment
and methods of exploitation was essential in World War II, and
no information could be divulged in this regard.

That there was widespread activity during 1943 in the expan-
sion of facilities at certain ports of strategical importance could

not be doubted and it was well known that in the middle east,

for instance, new ports and harbours were created and brought
into commission, mainly for war purposes. "Camp X," for

example, was the wartime designation of a modern seaport which
arose during the year on a bay of the Egyptian coast, where the

year before there was little more than desert sand, and it was

typical of a number of new ports in various stages of development
scattered along the coastline of the middle east.

To this active expansion of port facilities there was a counter-

balance in the practical destruction (due to R.A.F. raids) of

well known European ports, formerly of the highest trading

importance. The fate of Hamburg, Naples, Genoa, and, in some
lesser degree, a score of others was known.

Although port developments in actual progress in Great Britain

cannot be discussed, allusion to postwar projects to be put in

hand when circumstances were favourable is permissible. Quite
a number of British ports had schemes under consideration, some
of them of considerable magnitude. Notable among them were

plans for the expansion and development of the harbours and
docks at the ports of Dundee and Greenock. Both of these were
set out fully in reports published in the press, particularly in

The Dock and Harbour Authority, the scheme for Dundee in

the June 1943 issue and the scheme for Greenock in the Sept.

1943 issue.

There was considerable activity at Marseilles, where a scheme
of some magnitude was in progress, and also at Cape Town,

HIGHWAYS
where the new Duncan dock was completed. The new basin

added 290 acres to the sheltered accommodation for shipping at

the port. The naming ceremony of the dock took place on April
X 9> J 943- Just prior to this event, on March 13, the first pile

was driven for the enclosure cofferdam within which was to be

constructed a large new graving dock, with an effective length
of 1,212 ft., an internal width of 150 ft. and a depth over all

of 40 ft. at low water. Work on the site was actually commenced
in May of 1942, when dredging operations were begun.
Another new graving dock was projected for the port of East

London, with a length of 750 ft., a width of 80 ft. and a depth
over sill of 29 ft. Port improvement works to cost 900,000 were
in hand at the port of Durban, Natal.

Kindred developments took place in East Africa, where at

the port of Mombasa two new deep-water berths were provided
and at Beira the depth of water at Pungwe wharf was increased.

(B. Cu.)

Dnftflo Onrf IliffhlllOVC
Notable highway construction

ItUaUO ailU nigllnajO. throughout the world in 1943 was
limited to routes urgently needed for movement of men and ma-
terials in the prosecution of the war. Men, materials and equip-
ment were not available for general highway construction. High-

way networks in all of the countries at war played an important
part in transport for war production and feeding of armed forces

and civilian populations. The highways were maintained as a

necessary war measure but not to the high standards of peace-
time maintenance. Normal replacements of old roads nearing
the end of useful life were not made. The war brought a gradual
decline in the condition of roads throughout most of the world.

Alaska Highway, This highway, extending 1,483 mi. from
Dawson Creek, B.C., to Fairbanks, Alaska, was the greatest single

highway construction job undertaken up to Jan. i, 1944. Work
was begun in the spring of 1942 by 7 regiments of U.S. army
engineers and the civilian forces of 52 contractors working under
the Public Roads administration. By the beginning of winter the

combined forces had pushed through a pioneer road for the

entire length of the route.

During the winter of 1942-43 work was carried on in the cold

and darkness of the subarctic region, building barracks, shops
and major bridges across the Peace, Kiskatinaw and Sikanni

Chief rivers on the south end of the project. This work was
rushed in anticipation of the large volume of hauling from Daw-
son Creek to begin with the first mild weather.

A highway adequate for all military purposes was completed
during the construction season of 1943. In general the route

followed along the pioneer road built in 1942 but a number of

relocations materially shortened the distance. Work was done by
14,000 men employed by 81 contractors from the United States

and Canada and by one regiment of U.S. engineers. Nearly 6,000
units of heavy road building equipment were kept going by two
shifts of men working 10 or n hours each.

Floods in the early spring and summer took out most of the

temporary bridges constructed in 1942. These were replaced by
permanent structures. In all there were 86 permanent bridges to

build. A few of the larger steel structures were not to be com-

pleted until 1944 because of delays in obtaining and delivering
steel.

A large volume of traffic flowed over the highway in 1943 to

supply and expand the airports and emergency fields on the air

route to Alaska.

United States. Highway work in 1943 consisted almost

entirely of road construction and services having a direct con-

nection with the conduct of the war. Governmental restrictions

on the use of manpower and materials practically terminated



Above, left: TRAFFIC CONTROL HEADQUARTERS of the Alaska

highway at Dawson Creek, B.C., Canada. The position of every

army truck on the road is Indicated on the board

Above, right: CLEARING SNOWDRIFTS in front of a line of trucks

used on the Alaska highway in 1943

Right: FILLING STATION on the Alaska highway

Below, left: WEATHER STATION on the Alaska highway

Below, right: SNOW CLEARED on the Alaska highway, near

Squanga lake
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the normal highway construction program but considerable work

was done in building roads to war plants and training centres.

In Sept. 1943, traffic on main rural highways in most states had

declined 40% to 50% from the 1941 level. Estimates of motor

vehicle registration indicated a decline in automobile registra-

tions from the 1941 figure of 10.7% while trucks declined only

2.7%. With a more intensive use of trucks and somewhat larger

loads there was no material reduction in the amount of freight

hauled by highway. f
.

In the federal road building program 8,445 mi. of road of all

classes were completed during the fiscal year ending June 30,

1943, as compared with 12,936 mi. in the fiscal year 1941. The

highways completed in the fiscal year 1943 included 2,836 mi.

of access roads to war industries and military establishments,

4,148 mi. on the federal-aid system, 1,056 mi. of secondary

federal-aid roads, 106 mi. in connection with the elimination of

railroad grade crossings, 168 mi. of national forest highways,

and 131 mi. of miscellaneous construction. These classifications

were indicative of the source of the funds used in making the

improvements. Practically all of the projects completed were

urgently needed in the war effort. The total cost of all completed

work was $274,801,799 of which the federal government paid

$196,600,272.

Federal aid in the amount of $60,000,000 was made available

for planning postwar highway projects and nearly 500 planning

projects were initiated. The total mileage involved amounted to

about 5,000 mi. and $5,800,000 in federal planning funds were

involved. Major city arteries, alternate routes around cities, and

limited access highways had an important place in this program.

A master plan for highway improvement was outlined by the

president's National Interregional Highway committee.

Inter-American Highway. Great progress was made during

1943 in dosing the gaps in this 3,3OO-mi. highway from Laredo,

Texas, to the Panama Canal Zone. Mexico continued work on

closing the two gaps totalling 500 mi. between Oaxaca and the

Guatemala border. Because of the strategic importance of this

highway, particularly in defending the Panama canal against air

attack, agencies of the United States government gave consider-

able aid in closing the gaps south of Mexico. The Defense High-

way act of 1941 authorized $20,000,000 for work between the

Mexico-Guatemala border and Panama. Co-operation was condi-

tioned upon the payment of at least one-third of construction

costs by governments desiring assistance. It was originally

planned to spread the work over a 5-year period but the war

significance of the project made it necessary to accelerate the

work. Agreements were entered into with the various govern-

ments and during the year construction was begun on about 275
mi. of road and a number of bridges. This work was under the

direction of the Public Roads administration of the Federal

Works agency. The most spectacular construction was in Costa

Rica where the continental divide is crossed at an elevation of

10,930 ft. At the end of 1943 the only large gaps in the Inter-

American highway were in southern Mexico and in Costa Rica.

Pan-American Highway. That portion of the Pan-American

highway north of Panama was also called the Inter-American

highway and progress on this section is described above. Work
was done on one of the three remaining gaps in Ecuador. There

were no other major construction projects along the route. The

general progress being made on the system S(S a whole was indi-

cated by the fact that it was possible in 1943 to drive from

Lima, Peru, to Buenos Aires in the dry season, and in any season

to drive from Caracas, Venezuela, to a point south of Quito in

Ecuador. The 8,097 mi. of highway in the South American section

between the Colombia-Panama border and Buenos Aires, Argen-

tina, (alternate routes included) had improvements as follows

HIGHWAYS
in 1943: Paved, 2,015 mi. or 25%; all weather surfaces, 4,147
mi. or 51%; dry weather surfaces, 1,646 mi. or 20%; and un-

suitable for motor vehicles, 289 mi. or 4%.
Other Work in the Americas. Peru was completing the last

link in a 572-mi. highway from the Pacific port of Callao across

the Andes mountains to the headwaters of one branch of the

Amazon. This route crosses the Andes at an elevation of 15,900

ft. It passes through a region suitable for growing rubber, tea

and other products that have been imported from the orient.

Colonization was taking place rapidly in the vicinity of Tingo
Maria.

In Bolivia, engineers from the United States assisted the

Bolivian Development corporation in surveying and preparing

plans for a road from Cochabamba in the high plateau country
to Santa Cruz on an Amazon tributary. This road, when built,

was expected to make availul
1

2 to the more populated section of

the country many agricultural products that have been imported.
Brazil continued the gradual development of main highways

from Rio de Janeiro to Porto Alegre to the south, to Belo Hori-

zonte to the west, and to Baia to the north. The population of

Brazil is spread mainly along the Atlantic coast and depends upon
ocean transport to a considerable extent. Submarine attacks on

this commerce made the nation conscious of the need for more

rapid improvement of its coastal highways. For some time Brazil

imported a considerable quantity of bulldozers, graders and other

modern road-building equipment. These machines were scattered

throughout the settled portion of the country and were extending

the road network.

Argentina ranked high among South American countries in

road improvement. That country in 1943 was covered by a net-

work of highways that were improved in some degree. General

improvement of these highways continued.

Europe. In Great Britain the existing highways were sub-

jected to a heavy war traffic. An excellent organization was

created for immediate repair of war d-tip^e to highways. In one

instance a 27o-ft. bridge was wrecked and replaced in 120 hours.

Many miles of service roads for military installations were built

but construction of general use highways was deferred until after

the war. Highways had a prominent place ii postwar planning

activity. A plan to remodel London was presented for considera-

tion by the London county council in July 1943. The authors of

the plan, J. H. Forshaw and Prof. Patrick A. Abercrombie,
stated that the road plan is based on the Bressey-Luytens plans

of '1937 but that they introduced modifications "to bring the road

system into conformity with a plan which embraces all aspects

of redevelopment-housing, industry and open spaces as well as

transport." The plan included main arterial radial roads with

three ring roads. Tunnels would be used at the centre of the city.

The French road system was reported to be deteriorating be-

cause of lack of maintenance. The French press reported some

50,000 mi. of highway in bad condition and likely to disintegrate

because it was not possible to obtain tar for maintenance work

A road from Narvik in northern Norway to* the port of Pet-

samo, Finland, under construction for nearly two years, was re-

ported as completed early in 1943. The work was done by

prisoners of war and conscripted Norwegians.
Press reports from German-occupied countries described plans

for the construction of great road systems in France, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia to be undertaken in the near

future. There was no evidence that this was anything more than

propaganda to build up the hopes of people under German don>

{nation.

Other Countries. In Turkey highways from Mersin to

Ankara and from Erzurum to Ankara were scheduled for com-

pletion in 1943. The 3i2-mi. highway from Ankara to Istanbul
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was also scheduled for completion.

One of the spectacular road jobs of 1943 was the improvement
of the highway in Iran from the Persian gulf to the Caspian sea.

This highway, a railroad and terminal facilities, known as the

Persian supply corridor were operated by U.S. army engineers

to supply the soviet armies with great quantities of war supplies.

The corridor was about 700 mi. long. A primitive road across 180

mi. of desert where the temperature rises to 150 and through
mountains at an elevation of 8,000 ft. was converted into a road

suitable for heavy truck hauling. In Aug. 1943, trucks were haul-

ing five times the amount hauled eight months previously and

ii times the tonnage moved over the Burma road in its peak
month of operation. Supplies moved to the soviet army as fast

as it could take them away from the port on the Caspian sea.

Early in 1943 a force of 5,000 men was at work on a new motor

road that will shorten the distance from Peshawar, India, to

Kabul, Afghanistan, from 195 mi. to 165 mi.

The 62 1 -mi. road across central Australia from the railhead at

Alice Springs to a connection with the railroad extending south

from Darwin was put to intensive use. This road was opened
to traffic in Sept. 1940, and it was reported that truck travel

amounted to 3,000,000 mi. a month. Hauling costs dropped from

9.15 cents per ton-mile in the first month of operation to 4.48

cents per ton-mile. Because of the great importance of this war-

supply highway it was being extended to Darwin, a distance of

1,000 mi. from Alice Springs.

Many miles of military road were built behind the fighting

fronts in North Africa, the Solomon Islands, the Aleutian Islands,

Sicily, the soviet republics and in northeast India. Roads over

which military vehicles may move are essential in modern war-

fare. Most of these roads, of necessity, were hurriedly con-

structed, and they were kept in use in wet weather only by ex-

treme efforts. While they might later have some peacetime uses

they did not constitute an important addition to the world's

highways. (See also MOTOR TRANSPORTATION.) (T. H. MACD.)

Robert, Georges Achille Marie-Joseph
(1875- )> French naval officer, was bom Jan. 31. He entered

the navy, 1893, rose to the position of vice admiral, 1930, and

had been commander of the Mediterranean squadron. When war

broke out in Sept. 1939, he was sent to the Antilles as high

commissioner of Martinique and Guadeloupe. In June 1940,

after the fall of France, P6tain vested Robert with dictatorial

powers for the rule of all French possessions in the western

hemisphere. Robert immediately ousted de Gaullists from posts

of power, instituted strict controls over the press and radio,

established a secret police and created concentration camps for

political prisoners. Facing the possibility of famine in the islands

under his rule, Robert reached an agreement with the U.S. in

Nov. 1940. The U.S. shipped food to the starving islands, and

Robert immobilized some of the French warships in the har-

bours. The U.S. attitude toward his regime stiffened following

reports that German U-boats were given refuge and refuelling

rights in Martinique ports, and on April 26, 1943, Washington

formally severed all relations with Robert's regime. Lack of food

and growing unrest among the people of the islands compelled
the French admiral to end his regime in July 1943. A Vichy

dispatch, Dec. 30, said that Robert had arrived in Vichy for

conferences with Marshal P6tain.

Roberts, Sir Charles George Douglas
(1860-1943), Canadian poet and author, was born Jan. 10 in

Douglas, York county, near Fredericton, N.B., and graduated

from the University of New Brunswick, 1879. He was headmaster

of the Chatham grammar school, 1879, and a faculty member
of King's college, Windsor, Nova Scotia, 1885-95. In the early

1900$ he was recognized as an outstanding Canadian author and

had several volumes of poetry and fiction to his credit. During
World War I he served in France and was mustered out after

the armistice with the rank of a major. He was knighted in

1935. His better-known works of poetry are Orion and Other

Poems (1880) and Songs of the Common Day (1892). Among
his novels are: The Forge in the Forest (1897), The Heart of

the Ancient World (1900), The Kindred of the Wild (1902),
Red Fox (1905), The Heart That Knows (1906), Kings In

Exile (1909), Hoof and Claw (1913), The Wisdom of the Wil-

derness (1923) and Lovers in Acadie (1924). Sir Charles died

Nov. 26 in Toronto.

Rockefeller Foundation.
The foundation was chartered

in 1913 for the permanent pur-

pose of "promoting the well-being of mankind throughout the

world." Its program is concerned with certain definite problems
in the medical, natural and social sciences, the humanities and

public health. During 1943 the foundation appropriated approxi-

mately $7,685,000 for work in its varioiis fields of interest. The
chairman of the board of trustees in 1943 was Walter W. Stew-

art; the president, Raymond B. Fosdick; and the secretary,

Norma S. Thompson.
The General Education Board was incorporated by act of

congress in 1903, with the stated object of "promoting education

within the United States of America without distinction of race,

sex, or creed." Its program is restricted largely to the support of

education in the southern states. During 1943 appropriations

approximating $2,573,000 were made by the board. The chairman

of the board of trustees in 1943 was Walter W. Stewart; the pres-

ident, Raymond 6. Fosdick; and the secretary, William W.

Brierley. (H. B. V. W.)

Roentgen Ray: :.ce RADIOLOGY.

Rokossovsky. Konstantin
the Germans during World War I. After the Russian revolution,

he joined the communists, fought in the civil wars, 1918-20, and

in the Russo-Polish campaign of 1920. After peace was restored,

Rokossovsky, who had displayed talent for tactics and leader-

ship, was sent to the Frunze Military academy, where he studied

tank and air warfare. During the battle for Moscow, 1941,

Rokossovsky commanded one of the seven Russian armies de-

fending the capital and acquitted himself with merit He waited

until the Germans had exhausted their reserves in their final at-

tempt to reach Moscow and then launched a savage counter-

offensive, hurling back the invaders on a wide front. One of the

"younger generals" and a capable leader, Rokossovsky won his

greatest renown at the battle of Stalingrad, 1942-43. He was

in command of the six soviet armies on the Don front that first

trapped and then annihilated the 22 divisions of the German
6th army commanded by Field Marshal Friedrich von Paulus

in Feb. 1943. When Stalin took over the post as commander in

chief of all Russian armies in 1942, he broke up the large and

unwieldy fronts into smaller sectors and assigned a command to

Gen. Rokossovsky on the Don front. In Sept. 1943, when the

Russian armies were driving the Germans westward, Rokossovsky
was head of an army on the central part of the front.

Roman Catholic Church.
sThe pope, Pius Xll (tf.

recognized as the supreme
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ruler of the Roman Catholic Church. Appointed by the pope are

the cardinals, archbishops, bishops, vicars and prefects apostolic

who govern the ecclesiastical jurisdictions throughout the world.

The college of cardinals consists of 70 members with its full

complement. Through 1943 no new cardinals had been created

by Pius XII since he became pope in 1939. The Sacred college

consists of 6 cardinal bishops, 50 cardinal priests, 14 cardinal

deacons. At the beginning of 1943 the College of Cardinals con-

sisted of 49 members. The complement was reduced tp 43 by
six deaths, and at the close of the year the cardinals numbered

25 Italians and 18 non-Italians.

The Catholic population of the world in 1943 was estimated

at between 399,000,000 and 400,000,000. The number of patri-

archates was 14; 7 of the Latin rite, that of the West Indies being

vacant, and 7 of the Oriental rites. The number of residential

sees in the Catholic Church in 1943 was 1,226, including arch-

bishoprics and bishoprics. Vicariates and other jurisdictions num-

bered 517. Ecclesiastical jurisdictions in the Americas were:

United States 118; Brazil 101; Canada 50.

The number of Catholics on the American continents was esti-

mated to be about 112,000,000 in 1943. Catholics in the United

States and territories numbered some 22,945,247. There were

2 cardinals, 21 archbishops, 131 bishops and apostolic vicars.

The clergy numbered 24,031 secular priests and 12,939 regular.

Public churches and chapels numbered 18,976; high schools 1,522,

parochial schools 7,647. Seminaries were reduced by ten to 193,

and universities and colleges for men to 139 a reduction of nine.

During 1943, 40 bishops died and 4 new dioceses were created.

Chaplains in the United States forces numbered about 3,000 at

the end of 1943. During the year 17 Catholic chaplains died in

action or in line of duty.

Catholics in England and Wales were estimated at 2,406,419;

in Scotland 614,469. Clergy of Great Britain were 3,903 secular

and 1,981 regular. Chaplains in the services were 679. Catholic

members of the house of lords were 48; of the house of com-

mons 22. Catholics in Eire and Northern Ireland were estimated

at 3,285,659. Canada, with 50 episcopal jurisdictions, had 7,137,-

069 Catholics in 1943. Catholics in Australasia, including Aus-

tralia and New Zealand numbered 1,696,954. Total Catholics in

the British commonwealth were estimated at 20,438,856. Total

number of Catholics in the English-speaking countries were

56,301,820 in 1943.

Bishop Bernard W. Griffin, auxiliary of Birmingham, was named
Dec. 22 as archbishop of Westminster and Catholic primat^ of

England, in succession to the late Cardinal Kinsley.

The Church and World War II. Stubborn resistance to the

totalitarian order by the church prevailed throughout 1943. In

Belgium Canon Cardijn, labour union leader, was imprisoned by
the nazis. Seizure of church bells by the nazis was denounced by
the bishops, who again assailed the invaders in a joint pastoral

March 21. Abbe Cordonnier was executed for aiding British air-

men. Mgr. Van Wayenbergh, rector of Louvain university, was

sentenced to imprisonment. The blind Franciscan priest, Father

Agnelli, was sent to internment in Germany. The bishop of

Namur excommunicated the Rexist leader L6on Degrelle, and

the bishop of Tournai denounced nazi seizure of his cathedral.

The Rt. Rev. Thomas Megan, U.S. missionary, was appointed

head of the Chinese social service by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-

shek. An outspoken pronouncement of the French bishops on

March 7 condemned the deportation of French workers to Ger-

many.
It was stated in 1943 that 2,943 friars of the Franciscan order

had been conscripted into the German army as combatants; and

during the year 1,200 German priests and members of religious

orders were known to have been interned in concentration camps.

In a strongly worded protest Bishop Dietz of Fulda accused the

nazis of pantheism; and on Aug. 19 the Catholic bishops in con-

ference at Fulda accused the nazis of religious persecution. A
further denunciation of the nazi attack on human rights was

made by Bishop Von Preysing of Berlin
;
and the German bishops

sent a joint message to the pope regretting the bombing of Vati-

can City on Nov. 5.

Stubborn resistance to the invaders was continued by Catho-

lics of the Netherlands. The Dutch bishops issued a joint pastoral

forbidding co-operation with the nazis Feb. 17. On Feb. 21 the

bishops published a denunciation of the activities of the Ger-

man occupation authorities. The plans of the nazis for steriliza-

tion of certain members of the population was sternly rejected

by the Christian doctors of the Netherlands. On May 12 the

bishops again accused the nazis of propagating anti-Christian

concepts. The famous Jesuit college at Valkenburg was taken

over by the nazis and the church was closed to worshippers.

Cardinal Seredi, prince-primate of Hungary and archbishop of

Esztergom, in a forthright statement condemned the master race

propagandists as tools of Satan.

Italian prelates and clergy were placed in a precarious position

by the nazi occupation and the invasion by the United Nations.

After the bombing of Rome Italian cardinals gave guidance and

reassurance to their various flocks. In the centre and north of

Italy priests who condemned terror and pillage were seized by
the gestapo. The monks of the famous Benedictine abbey of

Monte Cassino, founded by St. Benedict himself, were ordered

by the nazis to leave their abbey and seek refuge in Rome. Fa-

mous treasures, both of the abbey and others sent for safe keep-

ing from many parts of Italy, were seized by the nazis and sent

to Germany. Cardinal Schuster, archbishop of Milan, whose city

was occupied by the Germans, denounced the nazis as godless

hordes of bandits on Nov. 27.

Catholic bishops of Lithuania, who were promised respect for

their religion by the occupiers, accused the nazis of violating

their promises. In Mexico the archbishop of Mexico City begged
the pope to intervene in behalf of Bulgarian Jews.

In Poland the persecution of the church continued. Some

3,000 Catholic priests were reported to have been executed by
the Germans. A nazi decree ordered that baptism could be ad-

ministered only by German priests, and nazi governors in Poland

issued orders that hymns and prayers referring to Poland were

prohibited. The well known Catholic Lublin university, whose

faculty and students were dispersed, was adopted by Fordham

university in New York city.

Slovakia also made its voice heard against its nazi ally when
the Slovak bishops on March 21 denounced the nazi law for-

bidding the baptism of Jews.

Vatican City on April 19 began a weekly broadcast in Russian

to war prisoners and persons in occupied territory. Radio Vatican

stated categorically that the Holy See did not recognize any war-

time creation of new states. The same radio broadcast a state-

ment condemning Japanese atrocities.

Papal Official Acts. Preparations were made by the Sacred

Congregation of Rites, and approved by the pope, for the beati-

fication or canonization of Vincenta Maria Lopez; Innocenzo da

Berzo; Peter Donders; John Nepomuc Tschiderer; Imedla Lam-

bertini; Placido Baccher; Michel Garicoits; Placido Riccardi;

Caterina Volpicelli; Jeanne de Valois; Nicolas von der Flue;

Maria Eustochio Verzeri; Popes Innocent XI, Benedict XIII,
Pius IX, Pius X. The Sacred Congregation of the Sacraments
broadcast to all countries new instructions for caring for the

Blessed Sacrament during war emergencies. Designated laymen
were authorized to seek out the Sacred Hosts that were scattered

by bombing. The Holy Office permitted the use of water divining



as a scientific experiment.

United States. According to Brig. Gen. W. R. Arnold, U.S.

Catholic chaplains in 1943 exceeded 25% of the quota and were

estimated to number about 3,000 at the end of the year. Arch-

bishop Francis J. Spellman of New York, during his visits to the

fronts, addressed the U.S. forces in North Africa March 14.

V. Rev. Patrick A. O'Boyle was appointed by the bishops as

executive director of war relief agencies.

The following events occurred in the U.S. hierarchy during

1943; Bishop Edward F. Iloban was installed as coadjutor of

Cleveland, O., Jan. 21; Most Rev. William T. McCarty, C.SS.R.,

was consecrated assistant military bishop Jan. 25; Most Rev.

Martin J. O'Connor was consecrated auxiliary of Scranton, Pa.

Jan. 27; Most Rev. Edwin V. Byrne was appointed archbishop of

Santa Fe, N.M. June 15; Most Rev. Joseph A. Burke was con-

secrated auxiliary of Buffalo, N.Y. June 29; Most Rev. Matthew
A. Niedhammer was consecrated bishop for Nicaragua June 29;

Most Rev. James A. McFaddcn was installed as first bishop of

Youngstown, O.; Most Rev. Johannes Gunnarsson, S.M.M. was

consecrated bishop for Iceland July 7; Archbishop Walsh of

Newark, NJ. celebrated his episcopal silver jubilee July 29;

Most Rev. Bryan J. McEntegart was consecrated bishop of Og-

densburg, N.Y. Aug. 23; Most Rev. Francis J. Haas was conse-

crated bishop of Grand Rapids, Mich. Nov. 18; Most Rev. James
P. Davis was consecrated bishop for San Juan, P.R.

Twenty-three Catholic archbishops and bishops joined with

Protestant and Jewish leaders in signing a seven-point declaration

on world peace. The Catholic hierarchy supported food relief for

nazi-occupied lands in senate resolution 100 Nov. 27.

The Mendel medal for scientific achievement was awarded to

Dr. Speri Sperti. The James J. Hoey medal for interracial justice

was presented to Philip Murray, president of the C.I.O., and

Ralph H. Metcalfe of the National Catholic Community service.

Francis P. Matthews, supreme knight of the Knights of Colum-

bus, received the Catholic Action medal, and the Laetare medal
was presented to Thomas F. Woodlock, editor and financier of

New York.

Catholic periodicals showed a circulation of 10,008,874, an *n-

crease of 883,219 over 1942.

Missions. One Catholic missionary priest was executed by the

Japanese in Shansi province in China, and several churches were
burned. Six Dutch and Belgian missionary bishops and other mis-

sionaries were interned by the Japanese in China. Japanese troops

occupied the house of the Paris foreign missions at Hongkong,
and the missionaries were transferred to Chungking. Supervision
of all prayer books was ordered by the Tokyo government, as well

as all official documents of the church. Vatican radio stated that

all Oblate mission priests in the Philippines had been interned and
their houses confiscated or destroyed. Eighty-one U.S. Jesuit

missionaries, among them Bishop Hayes, were .interned by the

Japanese at the Ateneo de Manila, P.I. Japanese authorities in

the Philippines removed all foreign missionaries from their local

religious work. Foreign missionaries in China also were re-in-

terned. (See also CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICE, NATIONAL;
CATHOLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION; CATHOLIC ORGANIZATIONS FOR

YOUTH; CATHOLIC RURAL LIFE CONFERENCE, NATIONAL; CATH-
OLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE, NATIONAL; Pius XII; VATICAN
CITY STATE.) (J. LAF.)

Until July 19, 1943, the capital of Italy had been im-

mune to all air raids in World War II. Rome was an

important rail centre as well as the seat of Mussolini's govern-
ment, but St. Peter's cathedral and Vatican City were located

there, and any strategic advantage which might be gained by
bombing the city would be more than counter-balanced by grief

THE FIRST BOMBING OF ROME, July 19, 1943. Billows of imoke are rising
from the San Lorenzo freight marshalling yards, four mile* east of Vatican

city, during the attack by 500 U.S. bombers

and possible anger throughout the Catholic world if sacred Chris-

tian shrines should be destroyed.
But three new factors intervened: the invasion of Sicily and

the necessity of interrupting the constant reinforcement of axis

troops, the desirability of driving out Mussolini as quickly as

possible; and precision bombing as practised by Americans in

broad daylight, thus guaranteeing the security of the more im-

portant religious monuments. And so the U.S. bombers flew to

the attack, their object the rail yards, four miles distant from

Vatican City. :

;

- V"V^

The raid was pre-eminently successful as a military venture.

Liberators wrought ruin at the Littorio yards north of Rome, and

Flying Fortresses did likewise at the Lorenzo yards on the east-

ern edge of the city, pulverizing rail connections, demolishing

rolling stock and buildings. But one basilica close to the Lorenzo

yards unfortunately was hit, and when the pope as bishop of

Rome visited his church the axis press raised the cry of sacrilege.

This was not ineffective, for aside from a second raid which

speedily followed, the Allied air fleet left Rome severely alone

during the subsequent months of 1943. Stray bombs afterwards

fell upon Vatican City, doing minor damage, but whether they
were Allied or axis bombs it was impossible to say.

The Germans did not occupy Rome directly upon Mussolini's

downfall, since Victor Emmanuel still professed loyalty to the

axis. But the Germans were highly suspicious, and both the king

and Marshal Badoglio escaped just in time to avoid capture by
the incoming nazis. The latter immediately proclaimed that they

would protect the pope; they also threatened to treat Rome as

they had Naples. Meanwhile all Jews were rounded up and

hauled away to unknown destinations. Hitler's gestapo was im-

powered to hunt down anti-fascists. (W. P. HL.)

FrU/in ( I89'- ), German army officer, fought

f Lin III on the western front and the Italian front

in World War I. He joined the postwar reichswehr and fought

All
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as a storm-troop leader in the nazi party. He advanced rapidly

in the German army and his brilliant strategy and tactics in

mechanized warfare won him early recognition. In the battle

of France, Rommel's tank units smashed through the Maginot
line at Sedan in May 1940 and swept to the coast at Abbeville,

closing a ring around 1,000,000 Allied soldiers in northern France

and Belgium.

Rommel, who was made commander of the German desert

armies in 1940, added to his reputation as a strategist in his

battles against the British in Africa during 1941-42. But in Oct.

1942 the British launched an offensive that compelled Rommel
to retreat more than 1,000 miles and yield all of Libya for a

last-ditch stand in Tunisia. In March 1943, it became apparent
that the Afrika Korps was hopelessly trapped in Tunisia; at this

juncture Rommel was called back to Germany for "reasons of

health." Gen. Juergen von Arnim superseded him as commander
of the axis forces in Tunisia. In Sept. 1943, after the Allied in-

vasion of Italy, it was revealed that Marshal Rommel had been

given command of German forces in North Italy. A month later,

German press dispatches said that Rommel had been given full

charge of the army in Italy and of axis operations in Yugoslavia.

Subsequent German reports hinted that Rommel was to be given

the task of meeting Allied invasion armies on the "invasion

coast."

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
(see Encyclopedia Britannica for extended biography).

President Roosevelt devoted himself almost wholly to war and

postwar problems in the critical year of 1943. He delegated super-

vision of domestic questions to a group of officials who came to

be known as his "War Cabinet."

The president gave a preview of his year's program in his

opening message to congress on Jan. 7, 1943. He reported that

the Allies were on "the road to victory," and he outlined a post-

war world in which, he said, Americans would have assurance of

freedom from want "from the cradle to the grave." He also

promised freedom from fear through the defeat and disarmament

of Germany, Japan and Italy, or any other nation which coveted

a neighbour's territory.

In January Mr. Roosevelt made the first of several foreign

visits designed to knit more closely the military and political

plans of the United Nations. On the 26th of that month the

world was startled by the announcement that the president and

Prime Minister Churchill had conferred for ten days at Casa-

blanca, North Africa, with their full military and naval staffs.

The meeting followed logically, they explained, on the expul-

sion of the German and Italian forces from Africa. They said

that they had mapped the 1943 campaign against Germany, and

in a press interview Mr. Roosevelt added that the offensive would

end only in the "unconditional surrender" of the axis.

In April the chief executive made another eventful trip. On
the 2Oth of that month he met President Avila Camacho of

Mexico at Monterrey, Mexico. It was the first meeting between

the heads of these two countries since William Howard Taft con-

ferred with Porfirio Diaz at Juarez in 1909.

Mr. Roosevelt, at a formal dinner in his honour, assured Mex-

ico of American good will, and repudiated for both nations any
selfish or imperialistic designs. Camacho, in response, called for

a peace that would eliminate "the old faults of ambition, of im-

perialism, of inequity and sordid privilege."

In August Mr. Roosevelt met Mr. Churchill again at Quebec,

and the military and naval experts were present in full force.

Allied successes in Sicily and Italy, it was explained, necessitated

the making of more detailed and integrated arrangements for the

invasion of Europe, and major discussions centred on that topic.

While in Ottawa, President Roosevelt addressed the Canadian

parliament.

In late November Mr. Roosevelt attended another of these his-

toric assemblages, this time at Cairo. There he conferred with

Churchill and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek on the far eastern

phase of the conflict. The three announced on Dec. i their deter-

mination to strip Japan of all the islands she had "seized or

occupied" since World War I, the territory she had stolen from

China, the Korean peninsula and all the areas she had conquered
in World War II.

Stalin did not attend the Cairo meeting because his nation was

not at war with Japan, so President Roosevelt and Prime Minister

Churchill flew directly to Tehran, the capital of Iran, for a con-

ference with the soviet dictator. It was the first meeting between

the American chief executive and the occupant of the Kremlin.

The official announcement's most significant passage was:

"We express our determination that our-nations shall work to-

gether in war and in the peace that shall follow. . , . We have

reached complete agreement as to the scope and timing of the

operations (against Germany) to be undertaken from the east,

west and south. . . . We came here with hope and determination.

We leave here friends in fact, in spirit and in purpose. Signed:

Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin,"

In a radio report to the nation on Christmas Eve, President

Roosevelt elaborated on the arrangements made at this series of

conferences for permanent preservation of world peace. He de-

clared that the United States, Great Britain, Russia and China

would act in concert, not to enslave the German people, but to

get rid "once and for all of nazism and Prussian militarism." He
said "if force is necessary to keep international peace, inter-

national force will be applied for as long as may be necessary."

Preoccupied with foreign affairs, President Roosevelt created

on May 28 an agency designed to free him of concern with do-

mestic problems. He established a central organization known as

the Office of War Mobilization with a mandate to "keep both our

military and civilian economy running at top speed and to

eliminate friction from rival agencies."

As head of the new agency he named James F. Byrnes, who re-

signed from the supreme court late in 1942 to become economic

stabilizer. Other members were Secretary of War Henry L. Stim-

son, Secretary of Navy Frank B. Knox, War Production Board

Chairman Donald M. Nelson, Munitions Assignment Board

Chairman Harry L. Hopkins and Fred M. Vinson, who succeeded
,

Mr. Byrnes as economic stabilizer. So much authority was trans-

ferred to this board that Mr. Byrnes was given the unofficial title

of "Assistant President."

Marvin F. Jones of Texas, who resigned from the U.S. court of

claims in January to become Mr. Byrnes' aide, was named food

administrator in June, succeeding Chester C. Davis. The latter,

who was on leave from his post as president of the Federal Re-

serve bank at St. Louis, quit because, as he wrote the White

House, there was too great a division of authority in this field.

As evidence of difficulties in a related realm, Mr. Roosevelt had

three price administrators in 12 months Leon Henderson, ex-

Senator Prentiss M. Brown of Michigan and Chester A. Bowles

of 'Massachusetts.

In midsummer Vice-President Henry A. Wallace precipitated

another reorganization of various agencies associated directly or

indirectly with prosecution of the conflict. As head of the Board

of Economic Warfare, he charged in an open and tart letter that

Jesse H. Jones, secretary of commerce and chairman of the Re-

construction Finance corporation, had handicapped his foreign

operations. Mr. Jones denied the allegation in an equally sharp

letter.
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In a communication interpreted as a rebuke to both officials,

the president abolished the Board of Economic Warfare, and es-

tablished the Office of Economic Warfare, which later became the

Foreign Economic administration. LeoT. Crowley, alien property
custodian and head of the Federal Deposit Insurance corporation,

was placed in command of the new unit.

The Foreign Economic administration was eventually expanded
to embrace the Lend-Lease administration, several RFC subsidi-

aries engaged in developing or purchasing raw materials abroad,

the Board of Economic Warfare's old functions and the Office of

Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation. As further evidence of the

increasing importance of economic problems, Mr. Roosevelt

named Edward R. Stettinius Jr., under secretary of state, in

place of Sumner Welles, resigned. Former board chairman of

U.S. Steel, Mr. Stettinius had served as Lend-Lease administrator.

As allied might pointed toward 1944 as a year of decision at

least in the European theater, President Roosevelt showed grow-

ing concern over a postwar program. He placed Bernard M.
Baruch in charge of the problem of reconverting plants from war-

time to civilian production. He asked Herbert H. Lehman,
former governor of New York, to head the Office of Foreign Re-

lief and Rehabilitation. In that capacity Mr. Lehman arranged

for an international conference that was held at Atlantic City in

November.

The conferees organized a United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-

tion administration, with Mr. Lehman as director.

Mr. Roosevelt found it necessary to cope with domestic trou-

bles as the year drew to a close. When railroad unions dissatis-

fied with his aides' handling of their wage increase petition called

a nationwide strike for Dec. 30, he ordered Secretary Stimson to

take over and operate the lines. Two days later, on December

27, the strike order was withdrawn by the unions.

Mr. Roosevelt's apparent indifference toward his domestic pro-

gram of social and economic reform disquieted his liberal aides

and followers during 1943. On Dec. 28 he seemed to confirm their

fears. He announced at his press conference that he intended to

scrap the "New Deal" as a slogan, and to substitute a "Win the

War" declaration as a White House motto.

"Dr. New Deal," he explained, was needed to cure the patient

that was the United States in 1933. But, he continued, the con-

valescent required a new kind of physician after Dec. 7, 1941

Pearl Harbor and, therefore, he had called in "Dr. Win the

War." He indicated, however, that a "Super New Deal" might

appear after the war to rebuild the social and economic structure

of this country and the world. He warned that the United States

could never again isolate itself politically, militarily or eco-

nomically. (See also UNITED STATES.) (R. Tu.)

DftiitmfAlt Ifurmit (1889-1943), U.S. explorer, author and

KUUSGfGllf IVGllllll soldier, was born Oct. 10 at Oyster

Bay, N.Y., the son of the late Theodore Roosevelt, 26th presi-

dent of the U.S. He was educated at Groton and Harvard and

as a youth accompanied his father on a big game expedition to

Africa and on an exploration trip of the "River of Doubt,"

subsequently named the Roosevelt river by the Brazilian govern-

ment. He later returned to South America where he spent sev-

eral years in engineering work and banking. In 1917, he joined

the British army, was commissioned captain and served in Meso-

potamia and Palestine. When the U.S. entered the war, he trans-

ferred to the A.E.F. and was in command of an artillery battery.

After the war, he went into the shipping business and eventually

formed the Roosevelt Steamship company which was merged
with the International Mercantile Marine company in 1931 with

Mr. Roosevelt becoming vice president. He resigned in 1938 and

the next year sailed to England to enlist again in the British

army. He was commissioned a major with the Middlesex regi-

ment. Except for a brief period in 1940 when he helped recruit

volunteers for the Finnish army, he remained with the British

army serving in Norway and Egypt until invalided to England
in Dec. 1940. He returned to the U.S. for treatment and follow-

ing his recovery received an assignment to intelligence with the

U.S. army, with rank of major. He was sent to Alaska in July

1942. Mr. Roosevelt was the author of War in the Garden of

Eden (1919), The Happy Hunting Grounds (1920), edited

Quentin Roosevelt: A Sketch With Letters (1921) and with his

brother, Theodore, wrote East of the Sun and West of the Moon

(1926) and Trailing the Giant Panda (1929). He died in Alaska

of unrevealed causes, June 4.

Dnnor (lonial Polhnnn 0*67-1943), U.S. politician, was

nU|ICr9 UdlllCl UdlllUUII born April i in Marlboro county,

S.C. He was graduated from Duke university, 1888, had a brief

try at teaching school and then entered politics. He gained a

seat in the South Carolina house of representatives, 1892-94.
Mr. Roper joined the Wilson bandwagon in 1916, became chair-

man of the organizing bureau during the Wilson campaign and

was rewarded with the office of vice chairman of the tariff com-

mission, March-Sept. 1917. Subsequently, Roper, known as a

"dry," was named commissioner of internal revenue and made
the first unsuccessful attempt to enforce the prohibition law. He
resigned in 1920 to practise law in Washington but returned to

the national scene four years later to stump for William Gibbs

McAdoo, presidential aspirant. In 1933, President Roosevelt

appointed him secretary of commerce. Roper's office came under

a barrage of criticism when its two important branches, the bu-

reau of air commerce and the bureau of navigation and steam-

boat inspection, were accused of negligence because of an un-

precedented number of airliner crashes and the Morro Castle

disaster. A conservative ampng New Dealers, Mr. Roper man-

aged to retain the confidence of the administration brain-trusters

as well as big business. He resigned his post in 1938 and the

next year served briefly as minister to Canada. He wrote his

autobiography, Fifty Years of Public Life (1941), with Frank H.

Lovette. Mr. Roper died in Washington, D.C., April n.

Kurt
l\Ull

)> German lawye? and Politi-

dan, was born Feb. i in Marienwerder,

Germany. He studied law and economics at Freiburg and Berlin

universities and was admitted to the Berlin bar in 1906. During
his legal career he defended such German revolutionists as Rosa

Luxemburg, Kurt Eisner, Georg Lebedour and Karl von Ossietzky
and at one time, during a libel trial in Munich where he was

cross-examining Adolf Hitler, he compelled the court to fine the

future fuehrer 1,000 marks for contempt when he declined to

answer a question coming from Rosenfeld because the latter was

a Jew. Rosenfeld was municipal councillor in Berlin, 1910-20,

a member of the Reichstag, 1919-33, served on its foreign rela-

tions committee and was Prussian minister of justice, 1918-19.
A staunch Social-Democrat, he served in World War I, but prop-

agandized against the kaiser's government and after the armistice

sought a democratic peace for Germany. He was chairman of

the Socialist Labour party in Germany, 1931-33, and in the latter

year was disbarred and deprived of his property and citizenship

by the nazi government. He fled to the United States in 1934
and died in Sunnyside, Queens, New York, Sept. 26, 1943.

Rosenwald Fund, The
foundations in that the trustees not only are permitted to spend

capital as well as income at any time but are compelled to expend
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all its funds within 25 years of the death of its founder, that is,

before Jan. 6, 1957. During the 25 years following its establish-

ment in 1917 by Julius Rosenwald, this fund expended approxi-

mately $18,000,000, which amounted to all of its income from

year to year and about seven-eighths of its principal fund. At

the close of the fiscal year June 30, 1943, the assets of the fund

(held chiefly in capital stock of Sears, Roebuck and Co. of Chi-

cago) had a value of approximately $3,000,000. The chief pro-

gram of the fund during its early years was aid in the building

of rural public schools for Negroes. The main programs in 1943

were: (i) improving the content and quality of rural education

in both white and Negro schools in the south; (2) fellowships

for Negroes and for white southerners and (3) efforts to improve

race relations, especially the relations between white and Negro
citizens throughout the United States. During the year 1942-43

the fund expended $475,000 upon these and related programs.

Htt*if lntM**:iN*l Rotary International is the world-

KOtary international, wide organization of all Rotary

clubs. In spite of war conditions throughout the world, Rotary
had a gain of 10,221 members in 1943, and in this same period,

139 new Rotary clubs were organized in 13 countries of the

Americas, and in Australia, China, England, India, New Zealand,

Northern Ireland, South Africa and Sweden. On Dec. 14, 1943,

there were 5,235 Rotary clubs in more than 50 countries of

the world, with a membership in excess of 220,000.

Officers for the fiscal year 1943-44 were: president, Charles

L. Wheeler, San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A.; vice-presidents, Carlos

M. Collignon, Guadalajara, Mexico, and Harry C. Bulkeley,

Abingdon, 111., U.S.A.; secretary, Philip Lovejoy, Chicago, 111.,

U.S.A.; treasurer, Rufus F. Chapin, Chicago, 111. Headquarters
in Chicago, 111.; additional offices in London, England; Zurich,

Switzerland; and Bombay, India.

During 1943, Rotary activities included general community
betterment undertakings, work for crippled children and under-

privileged children, the establishment and supervision of camps
and clubs for boys and girls, assistance to students through

scholarships and student loan funds, the promotion of high ethi-

cal standards in businesses and professions, and the development
of international good will and understanding. In addition, Rotary
clubs actively co-operated with their governments in rationing,

salvaging and fund-raising campaigns, and in all phases of civilian

defense, and engaged in activities for the alleviation of war suf-

fering. In May 1943, the U.S. War Production board presented a

citation to Rotary International in recognition of the meritorious

salvage activities of the 3,400 Rotary clubs in the United States.

In the U.S.A. and Canada, 207 "Institutes of International

Understanding" were sponsored by Rotary clubs, presenting to

community forums and to high school audiences outstanding

speakers on vital world problems. The 34th annual convention of

Rotary International was held in St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A., May
17-20, 1943.

The official magazine of Rotary International is The Rotarian,
which has a Spanish edition, Revista Rot-aria. In addition, there

are numerous regional Rotary magazines published throughout
the world in several different languages. (P. LY.)

Rowan, Andrew Summers
toric "message to Garcia," was born Apr. 23 at Gap Mills, W.Va.
A graduate of West Point, 1881, he was commissioned as 2d

lieutenant and later was appointed military attache to Chile.

He was ordered to Jamaica in April 1898, at the outbreak of the

Spanish-American war, and there received instructions from the

Military Intelligence bureau to deliver a message to Gen. Calixto

Garcia, rebel Cuban leader. Rowan's task was to find Garcia in

his mountain hideout, to get vital information on the strength of

the insurgent armies and to arrange for their co-operation with

American troops. Skirting the coast in an open sailboat, he

crossed to Santiago, Cuba, hid in jungles and swamps and scaled

difficult mountain terrain until he reached Bayamo where he

found Garcia. Following his successful parleys with the rebel

leader, Rowan returned to the U.S. and delivered to the war de-

partment the information which helped speed the American vic-

tory in Cuba. Rowan was promoted to lieutenant colonel, was

publicly congratulated by Pres. McKinley and became a national

hero. His feat was popularized in the celebrated work of Elbert

Hubbard, A Message to Garcia (1899), which sold over 30,000,-

ooo copies and was widely translated. Lt. Col. Rowan retired

from the army in 1909 and in 1922 received the D.S.C. for his

heroic exploit. He died in San Francisco, Jan. n.

Because f ^c war
>
^le Poughkeepsie regatta was

cancelled for the fifth time since its inception in

1895. Of the annual cup races, only the Adams Cup and Childs

Cup were held, both with added starters to insure competition
for all college boating crews. The Dad Vail regatta was can-

celled, Rutgers university being the only member of the Dad Vail

association to carry on the sport. Of the major rowing colleges,

all boated crews with the exception of Syracuse and Yale.

The 1943 intercollegiate rowing season opened on the Pacific

coast where, on March 26, the University of Washington varsity

and junior varsity i5o-lb. crews defeated the University of

British Columbia heavy varsity and freshman crews by three and

two lengths respectively over the one-and-one-half-mile Fraser

river course in British Columbia.

On April 17 the eastern season opened at New Brunswick, NJ.
with Princeton, Rutgers and Columbia over the one-and-five-

sixteenths-mile Raritan river course. Conditions were excellent.

Princeton won the varsity race in 7:2 by three-quarters of a

length over Rutgers, with Columbia third. In the only other

race the Columbia freshmen defeated the Rutgers junior varsity

by two lengths in 7:35. Princeton and Columbia crews rowed

in shells borrowed from Rutgers, but used their own oars.

Harvard and Massachusetts Institute of Technology opened
the following Saturday, April 24, with a dual regatta over the

one-and-five-sixteenths-mile Charles river course at Boston, Mass.

Wind and choppy water made conditions slow. Harvard swept
the regatta, winning the varsity race by one-half length in

6:58, the junior varsity by one and one-half lengths in 7:8, the

I5o-lb. varsity and junior varsity in 7:11 and 7:8 respectively,

and the Harvard third varsity defeated the M.I.T. freshmen by
one-half length. On the same day Columbia's varsity crew de-

feated Navy over the one-and-three-quarters-mile Harlem river

course at New York city by the narrow margin of four-tenths

of a second in the fast time of eight minutes flat. In the only

other event the Navy plebes nosed out the Columbia freshmen

. by about the same margin in 8:22.2. In the third' regatta of the

day, Princeton won its second victory of the year, this time

over Pennsylvania and Rutgers, over the one-and-five-sixteenths-

mile Schuylkill river course at Philadelphia, Pa. The Princeton

varsity's winning time was 7:16, one-fifth second ahead of Penn-

sylvania. Rutgers finished third, one length back, Pennsylvania
won the junior varsity race by one length over Princeton, with

Rutgers third, and the iso-lb. race over Princeton by the same

margin.

On May i, Harvard, Navy and Pennsylvania met in the

Adams Cup regatta, with Cornell opening its season as an

added starter. All races were over the one-and-five-sixteenths-

mile Schuylkill river course, Philadelphia, Pa. After trailing Navy



up to the last 100 yards the Harvard varsity sprinted well to

win by inches, thus retaining the Adams Cup for the sixth con-

secutive year. Cornell finished third, three and one-quarter

lengths behind Navy and only a foot or two ahead of Pennsyl-
vania. Time 6:42. This ended Harvard's brief but undefeated

season and left them once again the mathematical champion in

the east. Navy won the junior varsity race in 6:39 with Har-

vard, Cornell and Pennsylvania finishing in that order. The

Navy plebes defeated the Pennsylvania freshmen in a dual race

and Cornell won the i5o-lb. event with Pennsylvania and Prince-

ton tied for second and M.I.T. fourth. On the same day, at

New York, Columbia and -Rutgers reversed the results of their

first meeting, Columbia winning the varsity race by three-

quarters of a length in 7:56.4 and the Rutgers junior varsity

winning from the Columbia freshmen by one-half length. Dis-

tance one and three-quarters miles. In the west, California

opened its season against Stanford at two miles on the Oakland

estuary, Oakland, Calif. California won all three races, varsity,

junior varsity and freshman over green Stanford crews.

On May 8 Princeton, Pennsylvania and Columbia met on the

Severn river, Annapolis, Md. at one and three-quarters miles,

for the Childs Cup. Navy and M.I.T. were added starters.

Princeton won the cup but finished third behind Navy, the

winner in 9:41.3, and M.I.T. Pennsylvania was fourth and

Columbia fifth. The Harvard, M.I.T. and Cornell i5o-lb. crews

met on the same day at one and five-sixteenths miles on the

Charles river. Harvard won handily with M.I.T. second and

Cornell third.

The annual Pacific coast regatta between Washington and

California was held on May 15 over the three-mile Oakland

estuary course. The Washington varsity, hard hit by losses to

the armed forces, trailed by seven and one-half lengths at the

finish. The winning time of the good California crew was

15:02.5. There was no junior varsity race. Washington won
the two-mile freshman race by two-tenths of a second in 10:14.

Cornell and Navy rowed their annual dual race over the one-

and-three-quarters-mile Severn river course, Cornell winning the

varsity event by a deck length in 9:48 and the freshman race

by one-tenth of a second in slow time. Navy won the junior

varsity race easily by two lengths.

On May 22 the California varsity defeated the University of

California at Los Angeles varsity over a 2,000 metre course at

Los Angeles in a dual regatta by six lengths in six minutes flat,

and the California junior varsity won from the U.C.L.A. junior

varsity by two lengths in 6:18.

During the summer several of the rowing schools took advan-

tage of the Navy V-I2 program to hold crew practice through

the summer and early fall. As a result Navy and Columbia

held an informal race on Sept. 4, varsity crews only, over the

one-and-five-sixteenths-mile Severn river course at Annapolis.

Navy won by one-half length in the first intercollegiate crew

race in which Navy V-I2 students participated.

On Oct. 9 the Harvard and M.I.T. crews rowed a dual regatta

at one and five-sixteenths miles on the Charles river, M.I.T.

winning the varsity and junior varsity races for their first vic-

tory on record over like Harvard crews. The M.I.T. varsity was

but one second off the course record of 6:40. Harvard won the

i5O-lb. and freshman races, bringing the 1943 season to a close.

(R. H. So.)

Ruanda and Urundi: see BELGIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE; MAN-

DATES.

The main task facing the U.S. rubber industry at the

beginning of 1943 was that of speeding the conver-

sion of products from natural to synthetic rubber in order to re-

RAW RUBBER being unloaded from a river boat at Mun.ios, Bra/il, in iy43.
Brazilian wild rubber contributed increasingly to the stock pile of the United
States and its Allies during the year

duce the consumption of the former sufficiently to conform to the

amount currently obtainable. From cultivated areas in the United

States, about 1,120 tons of guayule rubber were produced in 1943.

This, together with increased production of rubber from trees

growing wild in tropical America and Africa, increased the annual

U.S. receipts of natural rubber to approximately 67,200 short

tons. Additional quantities from Africa and rubber obtained by
abnormally intensive tapping in Ceylon supplied England's re-

quirements of the natural product. Development of cryptostegia

plantations in Haiti was vigorously pushed, but little rubber was

expected from this project until late 1944. Although industry
and the rubber director's staff co-operated fully in making these

conversions, the stock pile on Dec. 31, 1943, had dwindled to only
half of that a year prior to that date.

The scrap and spare tires collected by the government in 1942
and 1943 supplied adequate material for all reclaimed rubber

needed during the year and furnished about 12,000,000 usable

tires, one-third of which were utilized in conserving the stock of

new tires. On Sept. 30, 1943, sufficient scrap was available for 18

months' requirements of reclaimed rubber at the then current

rate of consumption.
The most serious task of the rubber director's office was bring-

ing into production the government factories for the manufacture

of butadiene and styrene, and plants for converting these into

GR-S rubber, as well as plants to produce neoprene and butyl

rubber. The total capacity contemplated from government plants

was 952,000 short tons. On Oct. 31, 1943, the rated capacity of

plants then completed was 723,520 tons, divided as follows: 655,-

200 of GR-S, 44,800 of neoprene and 23,520 of butyl. The output

of neoprene plants had equalled expectations, and some of the

GR-S plants had exceeded the anticipated rates of production.

Unfortunately, the expected output of butyl rubber was not at-

tained. Only 2,576 tons of this variety were made in 1943. As

frequently occurs with new processes, difficulty was encountered

in turning out raw materials and synthetic rubber of uniform

quality. Considerable progress was made during the year, how-

ever, in narrowing the range of variability.

The development of required quality in goods made with GR-S
calls for increased supplies of certain other materials less essen-

tial for products made with natural rubber. One of these, carbon

black made from natural gas, is needed to produce in GR-S com-
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positions a degree of strength obtainable from natural rubber

without this pigment. Moreover, since GR-S compositions gener-

ate more heat than natural rubber when repeatedly flexed, truck

and bus tires made with GR-S and cotton cords fail at abnormally

low mileages. Cords of special high-tenacity rayon proved to be

far superior to cotton in resisting the effects of heat, and the pro-

duction of serviceable tires of these large sizes from synthetic

rubber depended on the use of rayon cords. Plants producing

carbon black, high-tenacity rayon and certain essential auxiliary

chemicals were enlarged or converted during 1943 in order to

supply the increased amounts which would be required in 1944

for the synthetic rubber program.
The use of extenders, materials possessing a degree of rubberi-

ness, which when mixed with synthetic rubber in considerable

proportions ostensibly improve its processing characteristics with-

out detracting from the excellence of the vulcanized material,

rose rapidly and then waned equally suddenly in 1943 when it

was found that the service of compositions containing extenders

was in many cases not satisfactory. Some extenders, however,

possess value with synthetic rubber.

In order to reduce the amount of new rubber used, more strin-

gent restrictions were imposed in the issuance of permits for the

purchase of tires for replacement purposes, and retreading was

encouraged by making available increased quantities of camel-

back (re-capping material). The wear on passenger cars of re-

treads containing no new rubber, early specified as a conserva-

tion measure, proved so unsatisfactory that about 40% synthetic

was added to retreading materials. The resulting improvement in

quality not only reduced the amount of retreading material re-

quired, but by prolonging the life of recapped tires postponed

tbe replacement with new tiros of rubber in other parts of the

structure. Distribution of camelback in 1943 totalled 226,000,000

lb., compared to 105,000,000 Ib. in 1942. Other conservation

measures were the banning of new rubber, both natural and syn-

thetic, completely from articles for which other materials could

be satisfactorily substituted, and in many others restricting the

amounts of new rubber permissible. The successful accomplish-

ment of this program was secured by exchange of information

among the technical staffs of the rubber manufacturers through

u to-ordinator in the rubber director's office. Unfortunately tires,

the product using the greatest tonnage of rubber, were among the

most difficult to convert. Passenger car tires containing GR-S

ESTIMATED U.S. PRODUCTION of synthetic rubber by types in 1943

rubber, when driven at conservative speeds, will render Jong

service; but bus and truck tires of similar compositions, because

of their thicker walls and heavier loadings, heat excessively and up
to the end of 1943 had required from 10% to 30% of natural

rubber to produce serviceable quality. As additional means of

conserving tires in use, driving pools for workmen and car speeds

not exceeding 35 m.p.h. were strongly urged. Lack of butyl rub-

ber for use in auto tubes made necessary the use of some natural

rubber for this purpose also.

Estimates of total supplies and consumption of rubber were

modified during 1943. In January it appeared that the stock pile

at year's end would be but 116,480 tons; in May the estimate

was 159,040 tons. A report from the rubber director's office on

Nov. 10, 1943, based on nine months' operation, predicted an in-

ventory of 229,600 tons; which, though less than half of the in-

ventory a year previous, was about double the January estimate.

The need of submitting to practical trial many promising sug-

gestions for the improvement of synthetic rubber by modifying
either the manufacturing procedure or the composition of poly-

merizable mixtures, and the desirability of thorough evaluation

of these and other rubber-like materials led the rubber director

to provide a plant where new ideas and new rubbers might be sub-

jected to careful examination to determine their real value. Build-

ings to house a government-owned pilot plant and evaluating

laboratory were erected in Akron, Ohio during 1943. (See also

BUSINESS REVIEW; CHEMURGY; PETROLEUM; RATIONING.)

;; ,;;,:<;.: (J.W.SC.)

Rugby: see FOOTBALL.

Rulers: see PRESIDENTS, SOVEREIGNS AND RULERS.
;'* ,5V

^ kingdom in southeastern Europe. Area on Jan. i,

1941 c . 74,000 sq. mi.; pop. c. 16,000,000. Capital,

Bucharest. Principal cities: Bucharest (648,162); Yassy (104,-

471); Galatz (102,232); Timisoara (89,872). Religion, mostly
Greek Orthodox. King (1943): Michael (Mihai); prime minister :

Gen. Ion Antonescu (q.v.).

History. Little news penetrated from Rumania to the out-

side world in 1943 less concerning internal conditions than from

any other axis satellite. The dictatorship of Gen. Ion Antonescu

continued, yet the opposition in the country seemed to gain in

strength, especially in connection with the German retreat in the

U.S.S.R. and the allied successes in the Mediterranean. By the

end of 1943 the Russian armies were approaching the territory

which Rumania had annexed in 1941 when, as an ally of Ger-

many, she had helped invade soviet Russia. This territory, 16,-

ooo sq.mi. between the rivers Dniester and Bug, had been organ-

ized as a Rumanian province, Transnistria. The Russian advance

not only threatened the Rumanian control of Transnistria, but

also raised the claim of soviet control over Bessarabia, the land

between the rivers Dniester and Pruth, and northern Bukovina

which Rumania had been forced to cede in 1940 to the U.S.S.R.

Of the major German satellite countries Rumania was probably
the most unhappy in 1943. She was not only more directly

threatened by the Russian advance than any other, but was also

involved in a bitter dispute with another satellite, Hungary, over

Transylvania, a province of Rumania which in 1940 had been

divided, on Germany's order, between Hungary and Rumania,
both bf which claimed control over the whole province. Of all the

satellites, perhaps with the exception of Finland, Rumania took

the most active part in the war against the U.S.S.R., and her

army suffered exceedingly heavy losses before Stalingrad and in

southern Russia at the time of the retreat of the invading forces.

The whole political and economic life of Rumania was under Ger-

man control and was made entirely subservient to the German
war effort.



FLYING AT CHIMNEY HEIGHT, a fleet of 175 U.S. Liberator bombers raided

Rumania's Ploesti oil refineries Aug. 1, 1943, causing huge damage to Ger-

many's chief source of fuel

In the beginning of 1943 a plot of the Iron Guard against An-

tonescu's regime was discovered, numerous arrests were made
and a number of leaders of the projected uprising were executed.

On Jan. 10, Ion Antonescu conferred with Adolf Hitler at the

latter's field-headquarters. Antonescu was accompanied by his

nephew and deputy premier Mihai Antonescu. The official com-

munique maintained that a full agreement of opinion with regard

to the conduct of the war had been reached. Yet war weariness

continued to spread in 1943. Leaders of the opposition, like Dr.

Julius Maniu, head of the Transylvanian peasant party, tried to

organize the opposition in the country. In mid-April Prime Minis-

ter Antonescu again visited Chancellor Hitler in Berlin. Though
the official communiqu6 did not mention it, the meeting probably
dealt with the growing bitterness in Hungarian-Rumanian rela-

tions and with the need for increased production in Rumania,

especially in the field of oil.

U.S. bombers had bombed the oil fields and oil refineries in

Rumania from their bases in the middle east. About 175 big

bombers took part in a low-level raid on Ploesti Aug. I which

cost about 20% of the planes, but caused great damage to the

oil fields there.

Agriculture, Minerals and Trade. Rumania is predomi-

nantly an agricultural country. The few industries which exist,

like flour milling, brewing and distilling, are directly connected

with agriculture. The chief crops of the country are maize, wheat,

barley, rye and oats. The principal minerals are petroleum and

natural gas, iron and copper ores, salt and lignite. The output of

natural gas in 1937 amounted to 62,175,022,462 cu.ft.; the out-

put of crude oil amounted in 1938 to 7,286,000 short tons, while

it decreased, in spite of all German efforts, to 5,511,000 tons in

1942. In 1940 only 1,532,000 tons of petroleum were exported,

as against 3,075,000 tons in 1939.

The monetary unit is the leu, nominally 10 milligrams gold (.900

fine). In 1938 the total imports amounted to 18,767,000 lei, the

exports to 21,532,000 lei. The chief importing countries were

Germany, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, France and Italy, while

the chief exports went to Germany, Great Britain, Czechoslova-

kia, Italy and France.

The estimated ordinary revenue for 1942-43 amounted to 71,-

200,000,000 lei, the expenditure to 72,500,000,000 lei. The public

debt on April i, 1939, was 104,127,428,054 lei. (See also WORLD
WAR II.) (H. Ko.)

Ruml Plan: see TAXATION.

Rundstedt, Karl Rudolf Gerd von i'

was born Dec. 12 at Aschersleben, descendant of a noble family

of Brandenburg. He served in Alsace and Poland during World

War I and acquired military fame in 1939 during the Polish cam-

paign. He was in command at the fall of Cracow, Lodz and

Przemysl. The battles of the river San and the bend of the

Vistula, and the entry into Warsaw were further milestones in

Gen. Rundstedt's career. For these accomplishments and for his

successes during the invasion of the Low Countries and France

in 1940 he was created marshal of the reich July 19, 1940. Rund:

stedt commanded the southern group of German armies in the

Russian campaign of 1941, suffering the first major German defeat

of World War II at Rostov. He was shifted to France in 1942 and

put in command of the Atlantic coast defenses and the forces

occupying France. On Nov. 27, after the French fleet was scut-

tled at Toulon, Hitler made Rundstedt military ruler of France.

He continued during 1943 to strengthen defenses against the ex-

pected second front attack. Late in 1943 he conferred with

Field Marshal Erwin Rommel.

The electrification of rural areas

in the United States, which pro-

gressed at an accelerated rate after the establishment of the Rural

Electrification administration in 1935, continued during 1943 at

a reduced rate because of the war and the resulting shortage of

critical materials for new line construction. War regulations were
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liberalized during the year so that electric service could be ex-

tended to qualified farms, as certified by local war boards, for

use in war food production activities and in alleviating rural la-

bour shortages. As a consequence, many farmers who had been

wanting electric power in order to step up their food production

and to replace labour that had gone into military service and war

factories applied for service. During the year there was a signifi-

cant increase in the use of electricity in the production of foods,

particularly milk, poultry and livestock, and in the processing and

preservation of foodstuffs. In June 1943 the average farm con-

nected to an REA-financed power line used 14 kw. hr. more elec-

tricity than in June 1942. It was estimated that approximately

2,500,000 farms were receiving central station service on Dec. 31,

about 41% of the total, in comparison with approximately 2,420,-

ooo, or 39.7%, at the end of 1942.

The growth of rural electrification is shown by the approximate

number and percentage of electrified farms, as follows: Dec. 1934,

744,000, 10.9%; June 1936, 840,000, 12.3%; June 1937, 1,070,-

ooo, 15.8%; June 1938, 1,300,000, 19.1%; June 1939, 1,513,000,

22.1%; June 1940, 1,870,000, 27.1%; June 1941, 2,126,000,

34-9%; June 1942, 2,337,000, 38.3%. A considerable part of the

accelerated progress after 1935 was accounted for by rural elec-

tric, non-profit co-operatives. Nearly 95% of the loans of the

Rural Electrification administration were made to these quasi-

public co-operative enterprises which were essentially community-
owned and -operated enterprises, governed by boards of directors

selected by the consumer members.

By the end of 1943 Rural Electrification administration had

allotted approximately $474,000,000 to finance on a self-liquidat-

ing basis the construction of nearly 420,000 miles of distribution

lines and other electric facilities to serve nearly 1,375,000 rural

consumers. At the close of the year, 810 systems had in opera-

tion 388,000 miles of line serving over 1,080,000 consumers in

comparison with 378,000 miles serving 1,012,000 consumers at

the end of 1942. To a considerable extent, this increase reflected

the recognition given electric power as a farm production tool by
the war agencies charged with allocation of critical materials.

Approximately 80% of the consumers were farms; the balance

consisted of non-farm residences, industrial and commercial en-

terprises, and community institutions. During 1943 the rural elec-

tric co-operatives increased their financial stability, as was indi-

cated by payments in advance of due date of about $14,000,000

on their debts to the government in contrast to about $175,000

overdue more than 30 days at the year end.

On REA-financed systems in the heavy food-producing states,

for instance, the average monthly use of power per consumer in-

creased up to 26 kw.hr. over the previous year. Many essential

war activities such as military establishments, air beacons, mines

and industrial plants located in rural areas were dependent on

electric service for their operation.

Wider application of electric power to farm operations con-

tinued to receive considerable attention of research agencies and

others although many new developments in electrical farm equip-

ment were not manufactured because materials were not made

available. To meet their need for equipment for food production

there was an active interest in homemade equipment and many
farmers were making items of electrical equipment that were no

longer available in the markets, such as stock tank heaters and

brooders for chickens and pigs. (R. T. B.)

It..~i4ll CAM* r%MlAtIiM This foundation was estab-

Russell Sage Foundation. n,h,d > I907 by Mrs RUS.

sell Sage for the improvement of social and living conditions in

the United States. It has an endowment of $15,000,000. It con-

ducts studies aimed through the spreading of information to help

in correcting adverse living conditions on the one hand and in

promoting healthful and helpful conditions on the other. About

65% of its income in 1943 was devoted to work carried on by
its own staff; the remainder was granted to work by other agen-

cies.

The foundation had published well over 100 books and over

200 pamphlets by 1943. Among its publications were: The WPA
and Federal Relief Policy, by Donald S. Howard; Social Work
Year Book, edited by Russell H. Kurtz; A Study in Public Rela-

tions, by Harold P. Levy, and Salaries and Qualifications of

Child Welfare Workers, by Ralph G. Hurlin.

The offices of the foundation are at 130 E. 22nd St., New
York city. (S. M. HA.)

Russia: see UNION op SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

DllCCIOn MtoratlirO
Throughout '943 literature in the

nildOiail LIlGiaiUlU. soviet union continued to be domi-

nated by the war. Themes connected with World War II or

with Russia's past ousted practically everything else. Soviet

writers looked upon their work as part of the total war effort.

The bulk of this war literature took the form of short stories,

front sketches or publicistic articles. Among the collections of

stories one of the most memorable is Nikolay Tikhonov's volume
of stories about Leningrad during the siege. A novel by Arkady
Perventsev, Ispytanie (The Ordeal), deals with the evacuation of

an aircraft factory from the war zone to the Urals. No soviet

author had so far attempted to give a picture of the war as a

whole in a large-scale novel, but Sholokhov was said to be engaged
on a vast war epic.

There were also many war plays. Korneychuk's Front is inter-

esting rather for its subject-matter than for its literary or dra-

matic qualities. It portrays the conflict between two different men-
talities among Red army generals: the old, smacking of revolu-

tionary "romanticism" of the civil war, and the new, realistic and

scientific.v/Leonov*s two plays Nashestvie (Invasion) and Le-

nushka (described as "a popular tragedy") are memorable and
intense creations. In both, the action is set in the front zone: in

the former, in a German-occupied-town; in the latter, among
soviet guerrillas. Both verge rather dangerously on melodrama.

There is a curious synthesis, in Lconov, of Dostoievski and

Gorky, and the war seen through this double prism assumes a

strange "Goya-esque" aspect.

Among historical novels one must mention Ivan Grozny (Ivan
the Terrible) by V. Kostylev and Brusilovsky proryv (Brusilov

f

s

Breakthrough) by Sergeyev-Tsensky. Less monumbntal than the

author's earlier epic of the Crimean war (The Ordeal of Sevasto-

pol), the latter deals with the Russian summer offensive of 1916
and its background in epic and objective tones.

Patriotic motives prevailed also in soviet poetry. Many poets
were writing patriotic songs which enjoyed great popularity, but

one agrees with N. Aseyev, one of the older soviet poets, who

thought the general level of this war poetry not very high. A long

semi-narrative, semi-lyrical poem by Vera Inber about wartime

Leningrad (Pulkovsky meridian The Meridian of Pidkovo) be-

longs to that author's best. Boris Pasternak, the greatest of the

living soviet poets, made a new translation of Romeo and Juliet.

It is necessary to note the revival of 6migr6 literature with its

centre in New York. A new quarterly review (Novy Zhurnal)
succeeded in rallying many former collaborators of the Parisian

Sovremenniya Zapiski. Its first five issues contained unpublished
stories by Bunin (who in 1943 was in France), the beginning of

a new historical novel by M. Aldanov (Istoki The Fountain-

head) with Bakunin as one of the characters, and some new work

by V. Nabokov-Sinn, which includes a daring but felicitous at-
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tempt to write the concluding scene of Pushkin's unfinished verse

drama Rusalka. (G. ST.)

Russian S.F.S.R.: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Rutledge, Wiley Blount, Jr.

verport, Ky. He attended Maryville college, Tenn., received his

B.A. degree from the University of Wisconsin, 1914, and his

law degree from the University of Colorado, 1922. He was ad-

mitted to the Colorado bar in 1922 and practised in Boulder.

He was professor of law at the University of Washington, 1926-

35, and professor of law and dean of the law college at the

University of Iowa, 1935-39. Regarded as an outstanding legal

scholar and widely known for his liberal views, he was nomi-

nated associate justice of the U.S. court of appeals for the

District of Columbia in April 1939, and entered his new duties

the following month. On Jan. n, 1943 President Roosevelt

named him to fill the U.S. supreme court vacancy left by the

resignation of Justice James F. Byrnes. Justice Rutledge, who

was only 48 years old at the time, was the second youngest
member of the court. (Justice William O. Douglas, the youngest

member, was then 44.)

r Pharloc W (l892~ } '
u ' s< army officcr

'
was

If UllallCO If. born Jan. 1 6 in Kansas. After graduat-

ing from West Point, 1915, he was commissioned a 2nd lieutenant.

During World War I he fought on the western front, was cited

for extraordinary heroism and was awarded a number of decora-

tions. After the war he was stationed in China and served for

awhile in military intelligence. Commanding the force
tjiat

landed at Algiers on Nov. 8, 1942, Major General Ryder nego-

tiated surrender terms with the French garrison commander 16

hours after the initial landings. For his "exceptionally meritorious

service" in Algeria he was awarded the distinguished service

medal, Dec. 31, 1942. After the Tunisian victory it was an-

nounced that Gen. Ryder had commanded the 34th national

guard division in the drive on Bizerte.

^e cr P was est^mate(' by the U.S. department
of agriculture at 33,314,000 bu. compared with 57,341,000

bu. in 1942 and a lo-year average (1932-41) of 38,589,000 bu.

This decrease was due to a much lower yield per acre, n.6 bu.,

than in 1942 when it was 14.9 bu., as well as a drastic reduc-

tion in acreage of almost 1,000,000 ac., or about 75%. This

change resulted from a shift of acreage by farmers to other

U.S. Production of */ in Lading States, 1943 and 1942

crops believed to be more essential in the war period. The 1943

goal set by the War Food administration was only 90% of 1942.

Stocks of old rye were in strong demand at the end of 1943 be-

cause of the general feed shortage. (J. C. Ms.)

Sabotage: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

St. Christopher: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

St. Croix: see VIRGIN ISLANDS.

St. Helena and Ascension Islands: see BRITISH WEST
AFRICA.

St. John: see VIRGIN ISLANDS.

St. Kitts-Nevls: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Qt I nillC
Ei8hth largest city of the United States, St. Louis,

01. LOUIS* Mo., had a population of 816,048 by the federal

census of 1940, with an additional 541,567 persons living withjn

the greater metropolitan district. Mayor (Jan. i, 1944): Aloys

P. Kaufmann (Rep.).

While 5,000 spectators watched at Lambert-St. Louis field

Aug. i, 1943, a glider towed in an army air force anniversary

demonstration lost a wing and crashed. Among the 10 occupants

killed were Mayor William Dee Becker (elected in 1941), the

city's deputy comptroller, the director of public utilities and

Thomas N. Dysart, president of the St. Louis Chamber of

Commerce. Aloys P. Kaufmann, 40, who three months earlier

had been elected president of the board of aldermen, succeeded

Becker as mayor.
St. Louisans voted (April 6, 1943) for aldermen by wards,

instead of at large, for the first time since 1914. Republicans

gained a 21-10-7 majority in the board of aldermen by winning

8 seats, plus the presidency, while the Democrats won 7.

During 1943 the city adopted a redistricting plan to equalize

the 28 wards in size and population, levied a 2-cent tax on each

package of cigarettes (expecting $750,000 yearly revenue), and

tentatively planned a $60,125,000 postwar improvement program.

The beginning of the 1943-44 fiscal year (April 12, 1943)

found St. Louis not only with a balanced budget for the first

time since 1928, but with a surplus of $513,174, Bonded in-

debtedness was $62,720,500; legal borrowing power, $115,696,-

701; assessed valuation of real and personal property, $1,074,-

810,000; tax rate (city, state and schools), $2.75 on $100, and

the city budget (for all purposes), $34,205,760. (E. L. R.)

St. Lucia: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

St. Pierre and Miquelon: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

St. Thomas: see VIRGIN ISLANDS.

St. Vincent: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Salazar, Antonio de Oliveira ;:;r ,,::,.

born at Santa Comba Dao (Coimbra) on April 28, 1889. In 1916

he became professor of economics at Coimbra university. Shortly

after the revolution of May 1926, the Portuguese president, Gen-

eral Carmona, invited him to join the government as finance

minister; he accepted the post, but, finding himself unduly re-

stricted, resigned within a week. Less than two years later,

after stipulating that complete freedom within his department
should be given him, he reassumed office on April 27, 1928. In

1930 Dr. Salazar founded the civil organization known as the Na-

tional Union. On July 5, 1932, he became president of the council

of ministers; in the following year the new corporative constitu-

tion of the Portuguese republic was submitted to the country in

a plebiscite and a national assembly elected. In 1936 Dr. Salazar

assumed the portfolios of war and foreign affairs.

Several weighty speeches were made by Dr. Salazar during

1943, but his outstanding pronouncement was the comprehen-

sive broadcast made on the i5th anniversary of his appointment

as finance minister (April 27, 1943). Of the British alliance he

said: "We did not fail to reaffirm it at a dark and difficult mo-

ment/' Of Spain: "In the policy of friendship with her we have

found precious support which bore fruit in what has been termed

the Peninsular Bloc." Of neutrality: "It is not maintained without

care, effort and expense. . . . Except ... in the still outstanding

incident of Timor, our neutrality has been respected by all; and I

believe that we too have honoured it." (See PORTUGAL.)
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of salt in the United States in 1942 in-

creased 8% over 1941, to 13,693,284 short tons. Of the

total, 7,373,165 tons were in the form of brine, 3,517,832 tons in

evaporated salt, and 2,802,287 tons in rock salt. Purely industrial

uses took 9,839,191 of the total, while the food industry and table

use accounted for 1,963,457 tons.

In Canada the 1942 output was 653,672 short tons, 17% more
than in 1941, while that of the first 8 months of 1943 was 7%
greater than for the same period of 1941. (G. A. Ro.)

Fl
LI.

republic on the west coast of Central Amer-
I.

ica, without a Caribbean littoral. It is the

smallest Central American republic (area 13,176 sq.mi.) but the

most densely populated per square mile (pop., off. est. 1939, i,-

744.535). Capital: San Salvador (pop., 1939 census, 105,494).

Other cities are: Santa Ana (86,667); San Miguel (46,569);

Santa Tecla (34,313); Ahuachapan (32,220); Sonsonate (21.-

484); San Vicente (30,000); Zacatecoluca (28,081). The prevail-

ing religion is Roman Catholic. President in 1943: Gen. Maxi-

miliano Hernandez Martinez.

History. El Salvador continued war policies as developed in

1942. The state of siege, started at the beginning of the war and

continued every 90 days, remained in effect in 1943.

Economic conditions in the first part of the year were less fa-

vourable than later. In August the exportation of basic food-

stuffs was prohibited, and the ban was not lifted until November.

A price control plan was established Sept. 2, covering some 50

items. Some profiteering had been in evidence before this time.

Wages in all industries had been raised by October, except for

government employees. The gasoline shortage was serious in El

Salvador, with at least 35% of all private cars with no allowance

at all, and with bus traffic down 50%.
. Education. Primary schools in 1941 numbered about 1,300,

with an average attendance of approximately 75,000. Secondary

schools numbered 26; enrolment 1,650. The 1943 budget esti-

mated educational expenses at 2,246,000 colones( 1 942: 2,211,000).

Finance. The monetary unit is the colon (value in 1943,

40 cents U.S.). The 1943 budget estimated revenue at 23,901,000

t clones ; expenditures at 23,896,000 colones. The public debt

(July i, 1942) was 44,947,000 colones (39,132,000 colones ex-

ternal; 5,815,000 colones internal). The gold reserve was esti-

mated at near 35,000,000 colones. Because of a shortage of small

coins, United States dimes were made legal tender in September

(at 25 centavos, one-fourth of a colon).

Trade and Resources. No figures for 1943 on total trade

were available; imports and exports for n months of 1943 had

increased over 1942, however. Coffee, normally 90% of exports,

was estimated at 917,690 bags for 1942-43; the quota was in-

creased during the year from 753,578 bags to 1,064,264 bags and

would be filled from stocks on hand. Total national production
in 1942 was estimated to value $55,362,000 (agriculture 82.5%,

industry 15.5%, mining 2%). Principal crop estimates were as

follows: cotton 68,140 quintals; cottonseed 6,500 tons; sugar

412,600 quin.; castor beans 2,000 tons; sesame 1,000 tons, rice

23,000 tons. The favourable trade balance with the United States

for nine months of 1943 was $9,947,000.

Communication. Communication by sea improved in 1943.

Air service was supplied by TACA and Pan American Airways.

Railway mileage was estimated at 375 mi., highways at 3,700 mi.

(1,600 mi. unimproved).

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Dana D. Munro, The Five Republics of Central Amer-
ica (1918); Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean since 1900 (1936).

(D. Ro.)

nriuac II C The War Production board through

UllfCOf U.O. its Salvage division, actively en-

gaged over 16,000 volunteer salvage committees operating

through homes, farms and industry throughout cities, counties

and states. In addition to these volunteer workers, national and

local organizations such as the Boy Scouts, American Legion, Sal-

vation Army, Kiwanis clubs, etc. were mobilized for the purpose

of generating and collecting salvage materials needed for essen-

tial purposes during the war. Normal trade channels were used

to the utmost at all times, and all types of waste material dealers

contributed to the collection, segregation and preparation of

these materials.

U.S. So/voge Coffecte/ in 1943

(in net tons)

*Consuming mill receipts.

fConsumcrs' receipts.

The principal scrap materials sought in 1943 were: Iron and

steel scrap, the flow of which had to be maintained to meet the

greatest all-time total in steel production the United States has

ever known.

Wastepaper. The paperboard industry encountered difficulties

because of shortage of manpower necessary to produce wood pulp

and pulpwood. A wastepaper collection effort was intensified and

an impending disaster averted by putting innumerable publicity

forces to work and by arranging for the collection and disposition

of wastepaper in counties and communities throughout the U.S.

Used household fats and greases were a subject of considerable

salvage effort. Late in 1943 the OPA arranged to give two meat

points for each pound of fat returned to the butcher. By virtue

of this and other efforts, the collection of waste fats increased.

Tin was made available in quantity because of the collection of

tin cans, automobile radiators, and collapsible tubes used for

toothpaste, shaving cream, etc. The tin cans served a double pur-

pose, furnishing both steel and tin once they were returned to

detinning plants. The collapsible tubes, while not providing steel,

did make available a substantial amount of tin.

Collection of silk and nylon hosiery was discontinued during

1943, but only after 2,964,656 Ib. had been obtained for use in

making powder bags, parachute lines and other similar articles.

Copper scrap was moved at a greatly accelerated rate because

of salvage efforts in automobile graveyards, industrial plants, pub-

lic utilities and other sources. (See also IRON AND STEEL; RUB-

BER; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.) (H. M. FT.)

^ army f 5 000 000 workers attacked

the problem of human needs in 98 coun-

tries in 1943: 20,667 hospitals, lodging places and other centres

throughout the globe served humanity in 1943: many of the

Salvation Army's 27,417 officers each an ordained minister

marched with Allied forces on 23 fighting fronts. When faced,

during the gr^at depression in Britain, with thousands of hungry

persons the Salvation Army put cooking facilities in a few trucks

and motored to meet the need* From this simple, direct action

grew the mobile canteen. In 1943 the Salvation Army had 500

mobile canteens on 24-hour call throughout Britain alone.

Meeting emergency needs led to the establishment of rehabili-

tation homes for inebriates, hospitals for unmarried mothers,

prison parole activities, free or low-cost lodging places, boys*

clubs and fresh air camps and all the rest of the social services.
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In 1943 all these were continued in the United States without

let-up, in spite of added war services.

The year was marked by increased efforts to meet the rising

child delinquency needs, overcrowding of the 178 lodging places,

increased strain on the 42 maternity homes and hospitals.

Workers in 1,867 organized centres in the U.S. continued all

religious services, also the knitting and sewing for persons in-or-

out of uniform. The personal visitation to the sick and bereaved

and the giving of cheer baskets increased. Considerable attention

was given to migrant wives of service men.

The year witnessed an increase in emergency war services,

not only in the U.S, but, through the global network of Salvation

Army centres and canteens (called Red Shield units), to Ameri-

cans and Allies on 23 fronts. The Salvation Army, through its

international organization, provided $1,000,000 for war service in

the Australian area alone. Advancing with MacArthur's men,

Red Shield workers established 13 recreational centres in New
Guinea.

The Red Shield work, originating in 1899, included in 1943

more than 2,000 clubs in the war zones and an untotalled number

of mobile canteens and foot marchers. Red Shield workers in 1943

carried the Salvation Army flag back onto Italian territory with

the invasion forces; it had been banned during the fascist regime.

In the United States, in 1943, the number of Red Shield units

rose to 1 60. The number of service centres assigned by the

United Service Organizations, Inc., for operation by the Salva-

tion Army (one of its six constituent agencies) rose to 167.

(E.J.PA.)

CantAH AmAM ftin ^ SrouP f S1X islands and one unin-

OdlllOd, AIIl6nC<lll. habited coral atoll in the South Pacific,

a U.S. possession by virtue of a tripartite treaty with Ger-

many and Great Britain regulating the disposition of the Samoan

archipelago, concluded in Nov. 1899. Area, 76 sq.mi. Pop.

(1940) 12,908. The capital is Pago Pago, on the island of Tutuila.

The six inhabited islands are Tutuila, Aunuu, Ofu, Olosega, Tau

and Swains. The uninhabited coral atoll, Rose Island, is located 70

mi. east of its nearest neighbour.

American Samoa is governed by a naval officer, commissioned

as governor by the president. There is a native governor in

each of the three administrative divisions of American Samoa;
and these native governors appoint the county chiefs, who select

the village chiefs. The natives are of the Polynesian race and

more than doubled in numbers during the period of American

rule. In 1943 there were 36 public schools with an enrolment of

about 3,000, and 6 private mission schools.

The chief product of American Samoa is copra, of which about

1,100 tons are exported annually. The islands are fertile and

well watered and produce taro, breadfruit, yams, coco-nuts,

pineapples, oranges and bananas. About 70% of the land consists

of forests.

Construction of a naval air base at Pago Pago was started in

1940. While news of further air and naval development was

restricted in the interest of military secrecy, American Samoa

became an important and valuable link in the chain of naval and

air bases between the west coast and Hawaii and Australia, New
Zealand and the combat theatres of the South Pacific.

(W. H. CH.)

Samoa, Western: see MANDATES; PACIFIC ISLANDS, MAN-
DATED.

and CrOUOl ^e ^nite(^ States production of sand in

9110 biaiBIt 1942 was 107,371,000 short tons, and of

gravel 196,975,000 tons, a total of 304,346,000 tons; these are

respectively increases of 3%, 6% and 5% over 1941. Building

construction took 46% of the sand, road paving 36%, foundries

SASKATCHEWAN 621

8%, and railroads used 4%, partly as ballast, and partly as en-

gine sand. Of the gravel output building took 24%, paving 59%
and railroad ballast 12%. (G. A. Ro.)

Sandstone: see STONE.

San Francisco.
Twelfth United States city, San Francisco,

Calif., had a population in 1940 of 634,536,
federal census. Estimates by the San Francisco department of

public health placed the population at 775,000 in July 1943.

Mayor (Dec. 31, 1943): Angelo J. Rossi (Roger D. Lapham,

mayor-elect, took office Jan. 8, 1944).

In the manufacturing industries of the San Francisco industrial

area, employment rose 46% and payrolls 68% during 1943, and

were 231% and 500%, respectively, above the 1940 prewar level.

The ii months' cumulatives for 1943 for San Francisco revealed

new records established, with financial transactions up 27%,

postal receipts 47%, retail trade 20%, wholesale trade 9%, car-

loadings 16%, cost of living 7%, and general business activity

up 21%. Retail sales in 1943 were estimated at over $1,000,000,-

ooo, wholesale trade at $2,500,000,000, and manufacturing at

nearly $2,000,000,000.

Proclaimed the nation's foremost shipbuilding centre for the

war program and one of the principal ports of military embarka-

tion, the San Francisco area shipbuilding industries in 1943

employed more than 150,000 workers and had since 1940 been

awarded contracts for 790 ships and other shipbuilding facilities

totalling $2,250,000,000.

San Francisco's funded debt on Sept. 30, 1943, was $125,054,-

100, leaving an actual margin for future bond issues of $102,-

804,510. The complete budget for the 1943-44 fiscal year
amounted to $95,601,035 with total tax charges of $36,760,949.
Total assessed valuation for the 1943-44 period was $1,176,221,-

757. Tax rate for the same period was $4.36 per $100 assessed

valuation. Tax delinquency for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1943 was at an all-time low of 0.76%, and the lowest in the U.S.

among large cities. (R. B, KR.)

Santo Domingo: see DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

Sao Tome: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Saracoglu, Shukru
(1890?- ), Turkish statesman, was
born in Odemis, Turkey. He was edu-

cated in Turkish civil service schools and studied law at Lausanne

university, Switzerland. He enlisted in the Turkish army during
World War I, joined with Mustafa Kemal Pasha (Kemal Ata-

turk) after the armistice and fought against the Greek forces in

1921. After the destruction of the Greek armies and the aboli-

tion of the sultanate, Saracoglu became a member of the national

assembly as deputy from Izmir, and rose swiftly in the ranks of

Mustafa Kemal's party. An advocate of westernization for Tur-

key, he instituted many legal reforms during his tenure as justice

minister, 1932-38. After Ataturk's death in Nov. 1938, Saracoglu
was named foreign minister. He followed a consistent policy of

neutrality during the first years of World War II. In July 1942,

he was named prime minister. After the re-election of President

Inonii in March 1943, Saracoglu headed a reorganized cabinet.

Sarawak: see BRITISH EMPIRE.

Saskatchewan.
The central of the three Canadian prairie

provinces, Saskatchewan was created a

province in 1905 by the Canadian parliament. Area, 251,700

sq.mi, comprising open country in the south, and broken wooded

land in the north. Pop. (1941 census) 895,992. Local administra-
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tion, is in the hands of a provincial parliament. The chief cities

of Saskatchewan (population based on the 1941 census) are as

follows: Regina, provincial capital (58,245); Saskatoon (43,027);

Moose Jaw (20,753); Prince Albert (12,508); Weyburn (6,179).

Saskatoon is the seat of the University of Saskatchewan, a pro-

vincial institution.

History. In the general elections of 1938, William Patterson,

the Liberal premier, had been returned to office; there was no

change of political importance in 1943. Saskatchewan returns to

Ottawa 21 members to the house of commons and six senators.

Agriculture, Forests, Fisheries. In 1943 the wheat crop

was expected to reach about 155,000,000 bu., or about one-half

of the 1942 crop. Other crops (computed as of Nov. 1943) were

as follows: oats 23,747,991 bu.; barley 14,771,214 bu.; flaxsecd

8,460,299 bu.
;
sunflower seed 8,700,000 bu. Sunflower seed was

distinctly a wartime production, the commodity having great

industrial and food value. As in previous years, there was diffi-

culty in finding labour for harvesting in 1943. The problem was

met by moving in some 2,000 farmers and farm labourers from

central Canada. The forests of Saskatchewan in 1941 produced
lumber to the value of $3,322,733; the fur haul for 1941-^2

represented the sum of $2,245,275. (J. I. C.)

Saudi Arabia: see ARABIA.

Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Federal: see

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY.

Savings Banks: see BANKING.

Schizophrenia: see PSYCHIATRY.

CranL
I lanK

( l8 7i-*943), U.S. astronomer, was

born May 11 in New York city. He
was educated in New York, receiving his B.S. from City college,

1890, and his M.A., 1897, and Ph. D., 1898, from ColumbL. An

authority on determining stellar distances by photography, Dr.

Schlesinger, while astronomer at Yerkes observatory, 1903-05,

developed a method of measuring distances between stars on

photographic plates taken with long-focus telescopes. He also de-

signed a measuring engine to make his computations on distance

more precise; this device is now regarded as standard equipment
in observatories. While director and professor of astronomy at

the Allegheny observatory, University of Pittsburgh, 1905-20, he

designed a photographic telescope with 3o-inch lens. He was

director of Yale university's observatory from 1920 until his

retirement in 1941. He died at Lyme, Conn., July 10.

Scientific Research and Development,

(Iff10O nf
^e Office of Scientific Research and Develop-

UTTICB Ul. ment (OSRD) was created in the Office for

Emergency Management (q.v.) by executive order 8807 of June

28, 1941. Dr. Vannevar Bush of the Carnegie institution of

Washington was appointed director. Within the OSRD were set

up the National Defense Research committee (NDRC) and the

Committee on Medical Research (CMR), the former to assist

the director of the OSRD in the mobilization of the scientific

personnel and resources of the U.S., and the latter to advise and

assist with special reference to the medical personnel and re-

sources of the U.S. The NDRC operated as a committee of the

Council of National Defense from June 27, 1.940, until June 28,

1941, during which time it entered into a number of contracts

which were assumed by the OSRD.
As in preceding years the OSRD in 1943 operated largely

through contracts with scientific laboratories in academic and

industrial establishments. Of the 364 separate contractors, 119

were academic institutions arid 245 industrial establishments.

Most of the work of the OSRD was started at the direct request

of the armed services. Practically all of it was of a confidential

nature, which made it impossible to reveal details. In May 1943

it was stated that more than 200 devices or formulas developed

through OSRD had been turned over to the armed services and

that many of them were being used against the enemy. Army
and navy orders for OSRD-developed equipment placed through

May 1943 aggregated more than $2,000,000,000. The congres-

sional appropriation to support OSRD activities for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1944, was $135,982,500. (I. ST.)

Scotland: see GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, UNITED
KINGDOM OF.

Scrap: see SALVAGE DRIVES, U.S.; SECONDARY METALS.

r^ ^ sculpture faced a difficult period in

a 1943 as a result of the increased demands of the

war upon manpower and materials. Many sculptors turned to

war work; and others, especially those of the younger genera-

tion, were drawn into the armed services. Individual sculpture

production and exhibition activity were consequently much cur-

tailed; and what continuation of work there was was carried on

largely by the older artists. On the whole there appeared few

opportunities or incentives to important or large-scale activity.

A main restrictive factor was the drastic limitation of the

use of metal for sculpture work. With bronze, nickel, aluminum
and other sculpture materials imperatively needed for armament

production, the casting of sculpture in metal was reduced to an

almost negligible quantity, leading bronze founders in some in-

stances to estimate depreciation of normal production by as much
as 90% to 100%. Sculptors however turned to work in stone,

wood and terra cotta, or simulated bronze for temporary pur-

poses by colouring fragile plaster; but small figures and portraits

were the rule and little monumental work was completed during

the year.

Exhibition activity thus was limited somewhat, largely to the

showing of previously completed work and to new productions
in the less enduring earth mediums. Most noteworthy among
the exhibitions were several shows of the work of individual sculp-

tors. A comprehensive display of architectural and decorative

sculpture by Carl Milles, noted Swedish-born sculptor, was

presented in May by the American Academy of Arts and Letters

which further signalized the artist's achievement by awarding
him the academy's medal of merit and $1,000 prize for 1943.

Several original pieces were shown but the exhibition was limited

by wartime transportation problems mainly to large photographs
of Milles's principal plastic achievements.

In January there was another notable showing made by the

Whitney Museum of American Art (since amalgamated with the

Metropolitan museum) of the work of the museum's late founder,

the sculptor Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney. Arranged as a memo-

rial, it consisted of small bronzes and more monumental work in

stone, bronze and other material and illustrated much of the

artist's entire production from 1905 to 1940. The sculpture,

largely traditional in style, was beautifully shown and very

sympathetically received by the public. Maria Martins, wife

of the Brazilian ambassador, had a stimulating show of modern

sculpture early in the year at the Valentine gallery in New York,

demonstrating sources of inspiration in the primitive folklore of

her native land, and a robust style in its interpretation. Another

show of similar character, exhibiting technical authority and

pawer, presented a well known French refugee sculptor, Jacques

Lipchitz, at the Buchholz gallery in February. Both events in-

troduced recent work with fresh trends in ideas.

One of the most popular 'and entertaining groups was that of
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Alexander Calder, American modern sculptor, who had a large

retrospective display of his work at the Museum of Modern Art

in September. Consisting of "mobiles" and "stabiles" it con-

tained fascinating and light-hearted creations in abstract forms,

some of them motivated by electrical power and others suscepti-

ble of movement by a breeze of air. Hundreds went to see these

brightly painted, animate objects in metal and wood which the

artist had created during a period of about 15 years.

The National Sculpture society made its major moves in two

group exhibitions representing traditional art forms. One was the

annual bas-relief exhibition, in which Miss Janet de Coux of

Philadelphia received the Lindsey Morris memorial prize for

medallic sculpture, her subject being a design for a "China serv-

ice medal." Tenth in a series devoted to small relief sculpture,

the exhibition was made by 42 members of the society from New
York and other cities. The other presentation during this period

was a display of enlarged photographs of important American

sculpture at the New York Historical society. It was entitled

"American Patriots" and designed to show the quality of the best

public sculptural monuments to national heroes such as Washing-

ton, Lee, Theodore Roosevelt, John Paul Jones and Admiral

Farragut. Many of the society's famous members, past and

present, were represented by these statues in many cities through-

out the country.

A few public monuments, commemorative busts and memorials,

were completed during 1943 and dedicated in different cities. In

Washington two busts of statesmen were unveiled under official

auspices, one being a bust of the late Thomas B. Reed, onetime

speaker of the house, by the late Gutzon Borglum, which was

dedicated in the house of representatives last January; and a

bust of John N. Garner, former vice-president, unveiled in a

ceremony at the capitol in April. A five-ton granite statue of

Mary Todd and Abraham Lincoln by Frederick C. Hibbard, was

provided as a gift to the city of Racine, Wis., and was erected

in that city. Other sculpture projects included a bronze portrait

of Prof. Albert Einstein, noted scientist, completed by the New
York sculptor Eleanor Platt, which was to be presented to the

Hebrew university in Palestine after World War II by a group
of American friends of the university and of the scientist.

Museum acquisitions included notable sculpture. The National

Gallery of Art in Washington received the gift of an i8th century

French terra cotta statue entitled "La Surprise," by Claude

Michel (called "Clodion"), from Mrs. Jesse Isidor Straus in

memory of her late husband who was American ambassador to

France from 1933 to 1936. The Metropolitan Museum of Art

also acquired a distinguished 1 2th century stone lintel, depicting

in deeply carved relief the Holy Women of the Sepulchre and

the Entombment of Christ. The sculpture was a gift to the

museum's branch, The Cloisters, from John D. Rockefeller,

Jr., and is one of the largest single pieces of mediaeval carving in

the United States. (See also ART EXHIBITIONS.) (C. Bu.)

SEC: see SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION.

Secondary Education: see EDUCATION.
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Secondary Metals.
Information available on the recovery
of secondary metals in the United States

is presented in the accompanying table. All metals in the list

show clearly the effect of increased demand, to supplement pri-

mary production in the war program. Some of these metals are

recovered from junked materials, but with increased industrial

activity an increasing percentage comes from scrap made in the

fabricating plants, and so has never been in use.

Nonferrous metal scrap shipped to consumers by dealers in

1942 totalled 951,057 short tons, including 488,436 tons of cop-

*Ratio of secondary recovery to consumption of new metal; where a second figure ap-
pears, this is the jxrcentage of the total secondary metal recovered from old materials,
the remainder having come from tlu- reworking of new plant scrap.

t includes some in chemical compounds, tether platinum group metals.

per, 306,192 tons of lead and tin, 100,796 tons of aluminum, 50,-

435 tons of zinc, 3,297 tons of nickel and 1,871 tons of mag-
nesium. At the end of the year dealers' stocks were 112.142 tons,

against 90,928 tons at the beginning of the year and a low of

77,776 tons in February. Through Aug. 1943, similar shipments

increased by 5% over the corresponding period of 1942, to 646,-

225 tons.

The consumption of ferrous scrap in the United States in

1942 showed an increase of 2% over 1941, with a total that

reached 60,251,151 short tons a new record high; in this total

was 33,129,322 tons of plant scrap and 27,135,779 tons of pur-

chased scrap. During the first eight months of 1943 plant scrap

amounted to 20,715,000 tons and purchased scrap to 15,856,000

tons, both small increases over the same period of 1942. There

was a shortage of scrap throughout the year, as is indicated by
these figures; in normal operation plant scrap and purchased

scrap are used in about equal quantities. At the end of Aug. 1943,

only about two months* supply was on hand. During the fourth

quarter an intensive drive for the collection of all kinds of metal

scrap was under way. (G. A. Ro. )

Second World War: see WORLD WAR II.
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Because its "Know Your Money"
campaign cut counterfeit money

losses 97% in six years, the treasury department's secret service

in 1943 applied the same principles to a "Know Your Endorsers"

campaign, designed to prevent thefts and forgeries of govern-

ment checks by exposing the methods of check thieves and forg-

ers to their potential victims. Seeking to protect recipients of

nearly 200,000,000 government checks issued during the fiscal

year, representing army and navy allowances and allotments, so-

cial security benefits and other federal payments, secret service

agents arranged for publication of news stories and warnings

against check forgers in newspapers and magazines with a com-
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bined circulation of 204,922,409 and for the production and dis-

tribution of 596,774,346 copies of pamphlets, placards and other

material printed by banks and private business establishments.

The inscription: "Know Your Endorser Require Identifica-

tion," now being printed on government checks, was widely

adopted by banks, corporations and state and local governments

for use on private checks, at the suggestion of the secret service.

The 32-page secret service booklet, "Know Your Money," was

adopted as a unit of study by 11,922 high schools throughout

the United States, for study by 3,396,687 students under the

guidance of 72,784 teachers. The "Know Your Money" study

course was formally endorsed by the Americanism Commission

of the American Legion, and a group of its educators compiled a

comprehensive course of study which they sent to 6,000 high

school teachers and post commanders with the request that

"Know Your Money" be made a part of the curricula of high

schools in their communities. The "Know Your Money" film

was shown to 2,103,918 persons, including 1,265,925 high school

students.

In protecting the president of the United States, secret service

agents were faced with new problems during his unprecedented

journey to Casablanca in January. Movements were executed

according to careful advance arrangements and were kept a

closely guarded secret until the news was officially released.

Great care was also taken to insure the president's security dur-

ing his trip to Mexico and his unpublicized inspection tours of the

war plants of the nation, one of which took him through more

than 20 states.

During the year plants for the production of counterfeit $i,

$10 and $50 notes were captured by agents, who also seized 8

metal counterfeit plates, 30^ metal molds and 137^ plaster molds

for all denominations of bogus coins, 36 film negatives, i glass

negative for counterfeit Canadian gasoline ration stamps, 2 power

presses and one hand press, 16 zinc plates for counterfeit "B"

gasoline ration stamps, 20,859 counterfeit sugar ration stamps,

27,102 counterfeit "T" gasoline ration stamps, 14,180 counterfeit

U.S. internal revenue stamps and 1,110 counterfeit Canadian

excise stamps.

Agents seized counterfeit and altered notes with a total repre-

sentative value of $44,909. Of this amount, $13,572 was cap-

tured before it reached circulation. Of the balance, only $22,079

represented losses suffered by victims of counterfeit note-passers.

Counterfeit coins seized had a representative value of $20,783,

of which $1,340 was seized before they reached circulation. Of

the balance, $16,309 represented losses to the public.

During the year there were 26,892 investigations disposed of.

A total of 1,789 offenders were arrested, and convictions were

obtained in 98% of the 1,515 criminal cases brought to trial.

(F. J. W.)
Securities: see BUSINESS REVIEW; STOCKS AND BONDS.

Securities and Exchange Commission.
As of June

"30, 1943,
the commission was composed of the following members: Chair-

man Ganson Purcell and Commissioners Robert E. Healy, Sum-
ner T. Pike, Edmund Burke, Jr., and Robert H. O'Brien. The
commission's headquarters were located at Philadelphia, Pa., and

regional offices were located at Atlanta, Ga.; Baltimore, Md.;
Boston, Mass.; Chicago, 111.; Cleveland, O. ;. Denver, Colo.;

Fort Worth, Tex.; New York, N.Y.; San Francisco, Calif.; and

Seattle, Wash. A liaison office was maintained in Washington,
D.C. The several acts administered by the commission are dis-

cussed below.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, 150 registration

statements were filed with the commission under the Securities

act of 1933, which provided for the filing of financial and other

information concerning securities proposed to be offered to the

public, bringing to 5,176 the total number of registration state-

ments filed under the act to that date. One hundred fifteen

registration statements became effective during the year, regis-

tering securities in the aggregate amount of $659,480,015.

Under the Securities Exchange act of 1934, providing for the

regulation of securities trading practices both on securities ex-

changes and in the over-the-counter markets, 19 national securi-

ties exchanges were registered with the commission at the close

of the year, and 6 exchanges were exempted from registration.

There were 2,244 issuers who had 3,866 separate security issues

listed and registered upon national exchanges. There were 4,913

brokers and dealers who engaged in the over-the-counter securi-

ties business registered with the commission; the registrations of

24 brokers and dealers were revoked by the commission, and 4

applications for registration were denied. The National Associa-

tion of Securities Dealers, Inc., with a membership of 2,221 at

June 30, 1943, and having powers of self-discipline over its mem-

bership, remained the only such association registered with the

commission.

On June 30, 1943, 129 holding companies with consolidated

assets aggregating $16,079,000,000 were registered with the com-

mission under the Public Utility Holding act of 1935. There were

1,217 holding, sub-holding, and operating companies included in

the system companies registered with the commission. Between

Dec. i, 1935 (when the registration requirements of the act be-

came effective), and Nov. 15, 1943, public utility holding com-

panies disposed of their interests in 223 electric, gas, and non-

utility companies with assets of approximately $3,233,000,000.

Necessary corporate reorganization and simplification, as well as

a more equitable distribution of voting power, was approved or

ordered by the commission during the year in cases involving 29

companies and action by 12 major holding company systems to

effect compliance with the integration requirements of the act

was also ordered.

During the year the commission participated, under Chapter X
of the Bankruptcy act, in the reorganization proceedings for 130

companies having total assets of approximately $93,770,000 and

aggregate indebtedness of approximately $70,693,000.

Under the Trust Indenture act of 1939, 45 indentures covering

securities of an aggregate principal amount of $399,800,429 were

filed with and examined by the commission.

Three hundred ninety investment companies were registered

with the commission as provided in the Investment Company
act of 1940, on June 30, 1943, with estimated assets aggregating

approximately $3,000,000,000. The act provided for the protec-

tion of investors through disclosure of finances and investment

policies of these companies. Three important court actions were

instituted under the act during the year. Two of these actions

alleged gross misconduct and gross abuse of trust by the com-

panies* managements; one case resulted in an adjudication in

bankruptcy, and the other, involving three companies, was await-

ing trial on the merits. The third action was based upon an

abandonment of the company by its management, leaving an

"orphan" trust, and in that case a liquidating receivership was

obtained.

The registrations of 698 investment advisers were in effect at

the end of the year under the Investment Advisers act of 1940.

During the year 1942-43, 947 cases of alleged fraudulent se-

curities transactions were under investigation by the SEC; 48

companies and individuals were permanently enjoined from con-

tinuing practices violative of provisions of the acts administered

by the commission; and 189 persons were indicted and 127 con-

victed for fraudulent activities violative of said acts. (See also
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Sedition: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.
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organization, which leaches dogs to

guide blind persons, began in 1928 when

Morris Frank brought his German shepherd, Buddy I bred

and trained by Mrs. Harrison Eustis and Elliott S. Humphrey in

Switzerland to New York and proved that American street traf-

fic could not baffle the expert animal. In 1943, some 800 blind

men and women, from every state in the union, were using dogs

educated by the Seeing Eye at Morristown, N.J., and were thus

made capable not only of earning their livings but of helping

their country, 100 of them directly in war industries. Many dog-

reliant blind persons were using their second or third dogs; for

a dog's life is short, and Seeing Eye guarantees not to let slip

back into dependency anyone whom a guide dog has once set

free.

After Pearl Harbor, Seeing Eye resolved to "at no expense to

the federal government, endeavour to provide Seeing Eye dog

guides for eligible persons who . . . have lost their sight in line

of duty." Only a few of 1943*8 graduates were blinded soldiers;

but Morris S. Frank, guided by "Buddy," visited 39 army, navy
and veterans' hospitals, telling how the newly blinded can learn

to live again. (B. TA.)

Seismology adapted itself to war conditions,

especially to the fact that so much of the

major earthquake belts are in active war zones. An unknown
number of observing stations were destroyed or forced to sus-

pend. However, the principal earthquakes were located and in-

formation was supplemented by study of the instrumental record

at distant stations. While there was no major earthquake there

were about 10 in which loss of life or property occurred, Turkey
suffered most with three earthquakes of which the most severe

was on Nov. 27, 1943. One new seismograph station was estab-

lished in the United States and one in Mexico. Several suspended

operation. Two stations were maintained in Greenland. There was

co-operation in the location of earthquakes from Greenland,

Canada, the United States, Mexico, Colombia, Peru, Samoa, New
Zealand and Australia. Records were obtained in the central

regions of several slightly destructive earthquakes, especially

that of San Jose, Calif., on Oct. 25.

Results of earlier investigations were published which con-

firmed the accuracy of strong motion measurements and pro-

vided means for their utilization in the design of structures to

resist earthquake damage. Some vibration measurements were

made to aid in solution of problems of structural design.

No geodetic resurveys were made to determine crustai move-

ments possibly associated with earthquakes but new surveys

provided many additional points for use in future determinations.

Tilt measurements continued but no earthquake occurred to test

their value. No seismic sea wave was recorded on the tide gauges

of North and South America. No purely investigation work was

undertaken, but this was offset by the probable development of

new devices which might prove useful. The activities of interna-

tional seismological organizations was reported as continuing on

a curtailed basis. (See also DISASTERS.) (N. H. H.)

Colontiuo Qorvifto II C On Dec * x
' I943> the Selective

OClCullfU OCIflUCy U.O. Service system reported that

the combined strength of the U.S. armed forces was estimated at

10,100,000 men and women. At the same time, Selective Service

said it estimated it would be required to call between 1,900,000

and 2,100,000 more men by July i, 1944, to bring the military

establishment up to its planned strength of 11,300,000 and to

supply the replacements for those who would die and those who
uould be discharged.

The year 1943 imposed a severe burden on the Selective Serv-

ice system and the 190,000 people, mostly volunteer workers,

who carried out its work. These people, working on appeal boards,

as advisory board members, government appeal agents, medical

and dental examiners, re-employment committeemen, and on the

6,437 local boards were the real administrators of the program.
From its inception in Sept. 1940, until Feb. 1943, the Selective

Service system called men for the army only. On Feb. i, 1943,

however, to carry out the provisions of an executive order of

Dec. 5, 1942, the system began to furnish all men inducted into

the navy, marine corps and coast guard as well as the army.

Assignments for general service men were made on ratios deter-

mined by the needs of the respective services.

The requirement that all men between 18 and 38 needed by
all of the armed forces should be inducted through Selective Serv-

ice channels imposed an additional task on Selective Service local

boards. It had one definitely beneficial effect, however. Prior to

Feb. i, 1943, when Selective Service was furnishing men for the

army only, it was not unusual for men to be enlisted by the

navy even after they had been classified as available for army
service. Therefore, local boards might believe that they had a

certain number of men available for forwarding to an army in-

duction station on a given date. When the roll was called, how-

ever, they were likely to find that some of the men had enlisted

in the navy and that the army requirements would not be met
that day. That procedure adopted in Feb. 1943, prevented this

situation from occurring.

While the reduction in the age limit from 45 to 38 curtailed

the manpower pool in 1943 to a considerable degree, there was

another factor that substantially reduced the supply of available

men. On Dec. 31, 1943, Selective Service announced that 1,750,-

ooo men had been deferred in Classes II-C and III-C, the former

for men regularly engaged in an agricultural occupation or en-

deavour but without dependents, the latter for men so engaged
but also having dependents. Of the 1,750,000 some 397,000 were

between 18 and 22 years of age and were non-fathers. At the

same time, only 122,500 men between 18 and 22 who were non-

fathers were deferred because of occupations in war production
or war supporting activities.

Under the executive order of Dec. 5, 1942, the Selective Serv-

ice became a part of the War Manpower commission and oper-
ated as a bureau of the commission until Dec. 1943, when con-

gress, in legislating amendments to the Selective Training and

Service act of 1940, included a provision which stated that the

president could delegate his authority under the act to the di-

rector of Selective Service only. On Dec. 23, 1943, the president

issued an executive order setting up the Selective Service system
as a separate agency again, and once more delegated his authority

to the director of Selective Service.

On May i, 1943, there were approximately 8.000,000 18 to

38 year-old registrants deferred because of their dependency.
Two months later, on July i, 1943, the total number of regis-

trants deferred because of dependency had been reduced to

6,600,000 as the increasing demands of the armed forces necessi-

tated the calling of men who had collateral dependents or wives

only.

Then on Aug. 3, the chairman of the War Manpower commis-

sion announced that local boards should begin the reclassification

of fathers who had been deferred because of the dependency of

their children and that the induction of such fathers would begin

Oct. i, 1943. By Jan. i, 1944, Selective Service announced that 99,-

ooo registrants having children conceived prior to Dec. 8, 1941, or
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Table I. Cfgssrffcaf/on of Registrants, 18 Through 37 Years of Age, Sepf. ?5 and Dec. 7, 7943

(Continental United States)

(Preliminary)

so-called pre-Pearl Harbor fathers had been inducted into the

armed forces between Oct. i and Jan. i. Furthermore, the pool

of men deferred because of their dependents on Dec. i, 1943,

had been reduced to 4,500,000 and local boards were continuing

the reclassifkation of such registrants at a rate between 750,000

and 1,000,000 per month.

Many of the registrants who had been deferred because of their

children, however, were not placed in a class available for service

but were reclassified into deferred classes by reason of their occu-

pations in war production or in support of the war effort. In Oct.

and Nov. 1943, 1,400,000 fathers were classified out of their de-

pendency classification. Of that number, 900,000 were immedi-

ately placed in other classifications and deferred by reason of

their occupations, indicating that local boards were continuing

to follow the Selective Service policy of deferring men \vith chil-

dren as long as possible.

Congress, in 1943, made two major legislative moves for the

benefit of men with dependents.

The first was adopted on Oct. 26, 1943, when the Serviceman's

Dependents Allowance act of 1942 was amended to increase the

amounts payable to dependents of men in the armed forces.

As amended, the Serviceman's Dependents Allowance act pro-

vided :

SEC. 101. The dependent or dependents of any enlisted man in the army of
the United States, the United States navy, the marine corps, or the coast

guard, including any and all retired and reserve components of such services,
shall be entitled to receive a monthly family allowance for any period dur-
ing which such enlisted man is in the active military or naval service of the

United States on or after June i, 1942, during the existence of any war
declared by congress and the six months immediately following the termi-

Table II. Classification of All Registrants, 18 Through 37 Years of Age, By States, Dec. 1, 1943*

(Preliminary)

*Excludea regbtra"*-
*"~~

prior to Dec. x, 1905.



nation of any such war.
SKC. 102. The monthly family allowance payable under this title to the

dependent or dependents of any such enlisted man shall consist of the KOV-
ernmcnt's contribution to such allowance and the reduction in or charge to
the pay of such enlisted man except as to the initial family allowance pro-
vided by section 107 (a) thereof.

SKC. 103. The dependents of any such enlisted man to whom a family
allowance is payable under the provisions of this title shall be divided into

three classes to be known as "Class A," "Class B," and "Class B-i" de-

pendents. The Class A dependents of any such enlisted man shall include

any person who is the wife, the child, or the former wife divorced of any
such enlisted man. The Class B dependents of any such enlisted man shall

include any person who is the parent, brother, or sister of such enlisted
man and who is found by the secretary of the department concerned to be

dependent upon such enlisted man for a substantial portion of his support.
The Class B-i dependents of any such enlisted man shall include any per-
son who is the parent, brother, or sister of such enlisted man and who is

found by the secretary of the department concerned to be dependent upon
such enlisted man for the chief portion of his support.

SEC. 104. A monthly family allowance shall be granted and paid by the

United States to the Class A dependent or dependents of any such enlisted
man upon written application to the department concerned made by such
enlisted man or made by or on behalf of such dependent or dependents.
A monthly family allowance shall be granted and paid by the United States
to the Class B or Class B-i dependent or dependents of any such enlisted
man upon written application to the department concerned made by such
enlisted man, or upon written application to the department concerned made
by or on behalf of such dependent or dependents in any case in which the

secretary of the department coflcerncd rinds that it is impracticable for
such enlisted man to request the payment of such allowance. The payment
of a monthly family allowance to any Class B or Class B-i dependent or

dependents of any such enlisted man shall be terminated upon the receipt
by the department concerned of a written request by such enlisted man
that such allowance be terminated.

SEC. 105. The amount of the monthly family allowance payable to the

dependent or dependents of any such enlisted man shall be^
To Class A dependent or dependents: A wife but no child, $50; a wife

and one child, $80, with an additional $:o for each additional child; a

child but no wife, $42, with an additional $20 for each additional child;
a former wife divorced but no child, $4^; a former wife divorced and one

child, $72, with an additional $20 for each additional child.

To Class B dependent or dependents, payable only while there is no
allowance payable to any Class B-i dependent, $37.
To Class B-i dependent or dependents: One parent but no brother or

sister, $50; two parents but no brother or sister, $68; one parent and one
brother or sister, $68, with an additional $11 for each additional brother
or sister; two parents and one brother or sister, $79, with an additional

$11 for each additional brother or sister; a brother or sister but no

parent, $42, with an additional $if for each additional brother or sister.

SEC. 1 06. (a) For any month for which a monthly family allowance is

paid under this title to the dependent or dependents of any such enlisted

man the monthly pay of such enlisted man shall be reduced by, or charged
with, the amount of $22, and shall be reduced by, or charged with, an
additional amount of $5 if the dependents to whom such allowance is pay-
able include more than one class of dependents. The amount by which
the pay of any such enlisted man i? so reduced or with which it is so

charged shall constitute part of the monthly family allowance payable to

his dependent or dependents.

(b) Whenever a division is made of payments of monthly family allow-

ance among dependents of a cla^s, the total amount payable under the

provisions of section 105 of this title to or for the benefit, respectively, of

two or more children, of two parents, of a former wife divorced and one
or more children, or of two or more brothers and sisters, shall be equally
divided among the respective children, parents, former divorced wife, or

brothers and sisters, or shall be otherwise apportioned and paid within the

respective groups as the secretary of the department concerned may direct.

The monthly family allowance to Class B dependents shall be payable to

only one designated dependent unless the secretary of the department con-

cerned shall direct that the prescribed amount be apportioned among and

paid to two or more of such dependents.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this title, in any case in

which a family allowance is granted under this title

(1) to a wife living separate and apart from the enlisted man under a

permanent or temporary court order or decree or written agreement, the

amount of the family allowance payable to such wife shall not exceed the

amount provided in such order, decree, or written agreement to be paid to

such wife, and if such order, decree, or written agreement provides no
amount to be paid to such wife, no family allowance shall be payable to

her; or

(2) to a former wife divorced, the amount of the family allowance pay-
able to such former wife divorced shall not exceed the amount fixed in the

court order or decree as the amount to be paid to such former wife

divorced.
In any case in which the application of the provisions of this subsection

results in payment to a dependent or dependents of an enlisted man in an

amount less than $22, the amount by which the pay of such enlisted man
is reduced or with which it is charged shall be the amount of such pay-
ment. In every other case in which application of this subsection alone or

in conjunction with other provisions of this title results in a payment or

payments of $22 or more the amount of such reduction or charge shall be

as provided in subsection 106 (a).

Another major move made by the congress for the benefit of

registrants with children was the adoption on Dec. 5, 1943, of

amendments to the Selective Training and Service act, of 1940,

as amended, which provided that in so far as possible fathers

should not be called until available non-fathers were called.

SENATOR BURTON K. WHEELER (centre) testifying .gainst the drafting of

U.S. fathers in 1943, at a joint session of the senate and house military affairs

committee

This provision, however, stipulated that the induction of fath-

ers should not be delayed if such action would interfere with

the calling of men required by the armed forces.

The amendments also eliminated the listing of so-called non-

deferrable occupations and the induction of men with dependents

by reason of the fact that they engaged in nondeferrable activi-

ties and occupations. Under this practice, certain registrants, such

as bartenders, night club employees, etc., had been inducted,

without regard to their dependency status, unless they changed
from their nondeferrable occupation to one not listed as non-

deferrable.

The legislation also provided for the appointment by the presi-

dent of a five-man medical commission which was charged with

responsibility of investigating the physical, mental and moral

standards for admission to the armed forces. It also was requested
to investigate the situation with respect to use of limited service

personnel in the armed forces and to make recommendations to

the president as to whether or not additional numbers of limited

servicemen could be utilized by the armed forces without impair-

ing their effectiveness.

One section of the amending legislation provided for pre-
induction physical examination at the request of registrants whose
induction was shortly to occur. In order to give effect to that

section, Selective Service in conjunction with the war and navy
departments, put into effect a revised procedure for physical
examination. The new procedure provided that instead of a

registrant's being inducted immediately after passing his physical
examination at the induction station and thereafter being sent

home as an enlisted reservist on inactive duty, for 21 days in

the case of the army and 7 days in the case of the navy, the

registrant would be given a pre-induction examination. If he

passed it, he was not to be inducted immediately but was to be

returned home in a civilian status and would not have to report
for induction until at least 21 days after his examination, regard-

less of whether he was to be inducted into the army or the navy.

Although this procedure was to go into effect on Feb. i, 1944,

in order to commence building up the pools, registrants were to

be ordered to report for pre-induction examinations during Janu-

ary in addition to registrants being ordered to report for indue-

627
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tion under the old procedure until Feb. i, 1944. It was hoped
that sufficient numbers of persons would be given pre-induction

examinations long enough before their actual induction so that

by building up large enough pools a period in excess of the

initial 21 days could be granted.

The amending legislation also contained a provision that in

all cases where a registrant was employed in a Selective Service

appeal board area which did not encompass the area of his local

board and he was deferred by reason of his occupation, hjs case

should be referred to the appeal board of his principal place of

employment for review. This action was taken by the congress

with the expressed intent of curtailing the deferment by local

boards of men employed in areas far distant from their place of

registration.

One of the most far-reaching moves made by Selective Service

was the announcement that after Feb. i, 1944, no registrants

between 18 and 22 years old would be granted occupational de-

ferments except in certain cases approved by the director of

Selective Service or state directors or in the case of certain stu-

dents, the merchant marine, and the army transportation corps.

Re-employment. As the total size of the military establish-

ment increased in 1943, so too did the number of discharges

from the armed forces, either through normal attrition or through

the casualties of war.

In the Selective Training and Service act of 1940, as amended,
is the provision that men who have satisfactorily completed their

training and service and who are physically able to return to

their former employment shall be returned if it is possible for

their former employer to rehire them. The act also provides for

the creation within the Selective Service system of a division to

carry out the re-employment provisions.

The re-employment division of the Selective Service system

decentralized its operation down to the local level and to each

local board there was assigned at least one re-employment com-

mitteeman responsible for obtaining re-employment benefits of

the act for the veterans in his local board. The committeemen

also was to work with the representatives of other agencies,

government and private, interested in the employment and re-

habilitation of men discharged from the armed forces.

In 1942 some 80,000 men were discharged from the military

establishment as unfit for further service. By Dec. 31, 1943,

the number had been increased to 750,000, of whom 200,000 had

been discharged from army and navy hospitals as complete dis-

ability cases. Of the latter, 62% were reported on Dec. 31 to

have been employed, rehabilitated, or as not requiring assistance.

The remainder were reported to be in process of being employed,
or rehabilitated, or for other reasons their cases were unclosed.

Of those who sought to return to their old jobs, only one sought

redress in the courts, as provided in the Selective Training and

Service act of 1940, as amended, because his former employer
refused to rehire him. But that case did not go to the trial stage

because when the former employer was advised of that possi-

bility, he rehired the man and paid him back wage's.

The re-employment provisions of the Selective Training and

Service act apply not only to men discharged from the armed
forces but to the women as well and to men of the merchant

marine.

In the accompanying tables the classification of registrants 18

to 37 years of age is shown. The selective service classifications

listed and their meaning are, Class I-C, member of land or naval

forces of the United States; Class IV-F, physically, mentally or

morally unfit for service; Class I-A, available for military serv-

ice; Class I-A-0, available for noncombatant military service

(conscientious objector); Class I-A(L), available for limited

military service; Class I-A-O(L) available for limited noncom-

batant service; Class III-A, formerly deferred by reason of main

taining bona fide family relationship (dependency); Class 11I-B,

formerly deferred by reason of dependency and activity (this

class was abolished but a few registrants therein had not been

rcclassined in Dec. 1943); Classes II-A and II-B, man necessary

in support of war effort, and man necessary in war production;

Class II-C, man deferred by reason of his agricultural occupation

or endeavour; Class III-C, man deferred both by reason of de-

pendency and agricultural occupation or endeavour; Class III-D,

man deferred by reason of extreme hardship and privation to

wife, child or parent.

Pay. The Pay Readjustment act of 1942 which in 1943 ap-

plied to the WACS, WAVES, SPARS and Marines, established

uniform rates of base pay for enlisted men of the army, navy,

marine corps and coast guard.

The act provided:
The monthly base pay of enlisted men of the army, navy, marine corps

and coast guard shall be as follows- Enlisted men of the first grade, $138;
enlisted men of the second grade, $114; enlisted -men of the third grade,

$96; enlisted men of the fourth grade, $78; enlisted men of the fifth

grade, $66; enlisted men of the sixth grade, $54; and enlisted men of the

seventh grade, $50. Chief petty officers under acting appointment shall be

included in the first grade at a monthly base pay of $126.

(See also FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; HEART AND

HEART DISEASES; INDIANS, AMERICAN; MEDICINE; NERVOUS

SYSTEM; REHABILITATION AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FOR

WOUNDED SOLDIERS; WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION.)

(J. SN.)

Colonium '^le Pr duction f selenium in the United States

OBICllllllll. in 1941 increased 85% over 1940, to 681,650 lb.,

but dropped back to 316,613 lb. in 1942, 14% less than in 1940.

The United States and Canada are the main contributors to a

world output estimated at 600 short tons, smaller producers being

Russia, Japan, Rhodesia, Mexico and possibly Sweden.

(G. A. Ro.)

Selincourt, Ernest de
Streatham, England. He was educated at University college, Ox-

ford, and was a lecturer on English language, literature and

poetry at Oxford, Cambridge, Belfast and Birmingham universi-

ties. At the latter school he served also as dean of the faculty of

arts, 1919-30, and as vice-principal, 1931-35. Dr. de Selincourt

collected, arranged and edited the voluminous correspondence

between William Wordsworth and his sister, Dorothy. Six vol-

umes were devoted to these letters, one was published in 1935,

two in 1936 and three in 1938. He wrote a biography, Dorothy
Wordsworth (1933), Oxford Lectures on Poetry (1934) and

edited Wordsworth's Poetical Works from the manuscripts

(1940), Journals of Dorothy Wordsworth, 2 vcls. (1941), and

collected and edited the works of Keats and Spenser. Dr. de

Selincourt died at Kendal, Westmorland, May 22.

Senate: see CONGRESS, UNITED STATES; ELECTIONS.

Senegal: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Serbia: see YUGOSLAVIA.

ThorOlllf
^or ^e serums now use(^ *n medicine in

lilCld|jy. the United States, official potency stand-

ards and tests have been established by the National Institute of

Health for the following products: botulinus antitoxin, diph-

theria antitoxin, Clostridium histolyticum antitoxin, Clostridium

oedematiens antitoxin, staphylococcus antitoxin, tetanus anti-

toxin, scarlet fever streptococcus antitoxin, perfringens anti-

toxin, vibrion septique antitoxin, diphtheria toxin-antitoxin

mixture, antidysenteric, antimeningococcic and type specific anti-
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pneumococcic serums. These are the products that are known to be
useful in the treatment of various diseases. Most of them are

made by inoculating an animal with the germs or with the toxin

or poison developed by the germs and thereafter collecting the

blood from the animal and separating the serum which contains

the antisubstances.

Thus the serums included cover snake-bite poisoning, botulism,

diphtheria, erysipelas, gas gangrene, tetanus, scarlet fever and

staphylococcic infections, also anthrax, dysentery and pneumonia.
In addition to these serums which are made by utilizing the

blood of animals, serums are prepared from human blood taken

from patients who have recently recovered from various diseases.

These serums include the serums used against measles, scarlet

fever and infantile paralysis. These are commonly called con-

valescent serums

The use of serums and scrum preparations is sometimes fol-

lowed by reactions which are due to sensitivity of the person
concerned to animal products, especially the scrum of the horse.

In certain cases these reactions may be avoided by the use of

scrums which have been altered by the reaction of enzymes or

by using serums from bovine species or sheep and goats. Serums

and antitoxins, unless made by the inoculation of the horse, must

show on the label the species of animal used.

As a part of the war effort, serums were also being developed

for use against some of the special conditions concerned in the

war. These were, however, still in an experimental stage.

For pneumonia, serum is obtained from the blood of an animal

which has been immunized with cultures of a pneumococcus. It

was known in 1943 that there are many different varieties of the

pneumococcus so that it is necessary to have a serum that is

specific against the type concerned. Antipneumococcic serum ob-

tained from rabbits has been shown to have less of certain dis-

advantages than does the serum obtained from horses. In 1943,

by special techniques rabbit serums were made against many
different types of pneumonia.

*

(M. F.)

Service Organizations, United: see UNITED SERVICE OR-

GANIZATIONS.

Seychelles: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

CfnrTO Porln
COUNT (1872- ), Italian statesman, was

vTOlZdf bullO, born at Lucca. He entered the diplomatic

service, was minister at Peking, 1911, and at Belgrade, 1916. He
served as Italian high commissioner in Turkey, 1918 and under-

secretary for foreign affairs, 1919. In 1919 he was created senator.

He became minister of foreign affairs in the Giolitti cabinet June

1920, and negotiated the treaty of Rapallo between Italy and

Yugoslavia, Nov. 1920. He remained foreign minister until July

4, 1921 and in Feb. 1922 was appointed ambassador in Paris.

After Mussolini's accession to power, he resigned and became

one of the chief leaders of the anti-fascist opposition in the

senate. Following the murder of Matteoti in 1924, Count Sforza

left Italy and went into self-imposed exile. He lived on the conti-

nent and travelled to the United States where he lectured fre-

quently at American universities. In Aug. 1942, at the Italian

anti-fascist congress in Montevideo, he was proclaimed leader of

the newly formed Free Italian National council. After the down-

fall of Mussolini, Sforza, who had been in the U.S., returned to

Italy, Oct. 1943. He subsequently repudiated the Badoglio gov-

ernment, declaring that he could not support a government which

was not chosen by the Italian people. On Nov. 3, Sforza declared

in a press interview that he would take a post in the Badoglio

government only if King Victor Emmanuel and Crown Prince

Umberto abdicated, asserting that the house of Savoy, through

its close association with Mussolini, had become "obnoxious"
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symbols of fascism. On Nov. 20, he suggested that a regency un-

der the six-year-old Prince of Naples would be the most appropri-
ate reconstruction government for Italy.

Shaposhnikov, Boris Mikhailovich

ficer, was born Oct. 4 in Zlatoust, Russia. He won a scholarship

to the imperial academy of the general staff, was graduated in

1910 at the top of his class and was commissioned an officer in the

Czarist army. In May 1918 he offered his services to the red

army and was appointed an assistant commissar by Lenin and

Trotsky. In 1921 he was awarded the order of the red banner. He
served in the red army for 13 years before joining the com-

munist party. In 1937 he became chief of the general staff and a

member of the powerful central executive committee of the

U.S.S.R. He became generally recognized as the chief strategist

of the red army when he succeeded in breaking Finnish resistance

in the winter of 1940. In recognition of his achievements in the

Finnish campaign, Stalin conferred on him the rank of marshal in

May 1940. He was said to have been the author of the three-

front plan of defense against Hitler's armies in the German-
Russian war, and on Oct. 31, 1941, he was recalled as soviet

cliief of staff. Shaposhnikov was also said to have contrived the

strategy that enabled the Russians to hurl back the nazis at the

Volga river and Stalingrad in 1942. National recognition of his

achievements was evidenced by the nation-wide observance of his

birthday on Oct. 4, 1942. In April 1943 it was announced that

owing to protracted illness Shaposhnikov had been replaced as

chief of staff by Marshal A. M. Vasilevsky.

Sharpening Stones: see ABRASIVES.

Qhau/
OlldW,

Rarnorri ( ?~' 943) '
wife of the

DBllldlU British playwright, was
born Charlotte Frances Payne-Townshend, daughter of a mil-

lionaire Irishman. She and Shaw, who first met at the home of

the Sidney Webbs, were married in 1898. Mrs. Shaw thereafter de-

voted all her time to caring for her celebrated husband, a job

which, she once confided in a friend, took up one-third of her

time. She was one of his valued critics and acted as his official

interpreter on their visits abroad. A philanthropist and lover of

music and the arts, she also translated several French plays and

collected a book of selected passages from her husband's works.

She died in London, Sept. 12.

Ohppn Tne number of sheep in the United States declined in

Olluv|l> ^42 as shown by the U.S. department of agriculture

estimates of Jan. i, 1943. This followed an increase through
several years to a high record total in Jan. 1942. The total num-
ber of sheep and lambs on farms at the beginning of 1943 was

55,089,000 head compared with 56,735,000 head in 1942 and an

average of 52.386,000 head for the period 1932-41. This total

appeared to be about a maximum of numbers of sheep for the

United States since almost equal numbers were reported in the

past in 1884, 1900 and 1930. After reaching a low point of 32,-

597,000 in 1923, however, there was a fairly steady increase in

numbers.

The 1943 lamb crop was estimated at 31,100,000 head which

was about 1,500,000 head less than in 1942 and the lowest since

1939. The total sheep and lamb production of 1943 was therefore

86,189,000 compared with 87,200,000 in 1942. This decrease re-

flected the labour shortage in the important sheep states since

weather and feed conditions were not much different in the two

years.

Requirements for lamb and mutton were estimated to be 965,-
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000,000 lb., or about 5.2 lb. per capita. This amount was pro-

duced in 1943 and the goal for 1944 was about 70,000,000 lb.

below that amount. The War Food administration suggested goals

which would maintain the total number of sheep at the level

expected on Jan. i, 1944, which was near the average of 1938-43,

52,000,000 head. (See also LIVESTOCK; MEAT; WOOL.)

(J. C. Ms.)

( l88 7- ), Japanese statesman,

was born July 29 in Oita-ken He
received his law degree from Tokyo Imperial university. He
entered the foreign service in 1911 and held minor diplomatic

posts in Germany, England and the United States, 1911-18. He
was a member of the Japanese delegation at the Paris peace

conference, 1919, and was associated with the Japanese foreign

office, 1920-24. Shigemitsu was sent abroad again, serving in

China, 1925, and Germany, 1927, and was minister plenipoten-

tiary to China 1929-30. In 1932 he was hit by fragments of a

bomb hurled by a Korean patriot at Shanghai and lost a leg.

He was made vice minister of the foreign office, 1933, and was

appointed ambassador to the U.S.S.R. in 1936. Two years later,

he was named ambassador to England. In 1941, Tokyo ordered

him to leave his British post and return home; he paid a

"courtesy" visit to Washington on his way back to Japan. Two
days after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Shigemitsu was

appointed ambassador to the puppet regime at Nanking. In

April 1943, Tojo reshuffled his cabinet and selected Shigemitsu
as his foreign minister. Prior to Pearl Harbor, Shigemitsu was

reported in favour of Japanese co-operation with Britain and the

United States and was said to be highly critical of the ruling

Japanese military clique.

United States statistics on shipbuilding for

the merchant marine were available to the

public, but for other nations they were discontinued for the dura-

tion. Some general information on naval building in the U.S. was

released, but the publishing of detailed information as to num-
bers and types of ships was forbidden.

Up to Dec. i, 1943, 1,691 sea-going commercial vessels of

T 7,2 1 7,525 deadweight tons were delivered by the shipyards of

the United States, or at an average rate, for the n months, of

five vessels a day. The total output of seagoing commercial ves-

sels for 1943 would approximate 19,000,000 deadweight tons,

or more than twice the record production of 1942 which was

8,088,733 deadweight tons. It was known that other nations were

producing commercial vessels, but their total output for the year

1943, at best, was but a small percentage of the output of the

United States.

The president's message to congress on Sept. 17, 1943, in

speaking of the magnitude of naval building by the industry, made
the following statement:

The number of fighting ships and auxiliaries of all kinds completed since

May 1940, is 2,380, and 13,000 landing vessels.

In the i 1
/* years between Jan. i, 1941, and July i, 1943, the power

plants built for installation in navy vessels had a horsepower equal to all

the horsepower of all hydroelectric plants in the United States in Jan. 1941.
The completions of navy ships during the last six months were equal

to completions in the entire year of 1942.
We have cut down the time required to build submarines by almost 50%.

Losses of world merchant tonnage, due to torpedoing by sub-

marines, aircraft bombing, mines and other casualties were

greatly reduced in 1943 as compared with 1942. Statistics were

not available for publication as to losses by types, sizes or ton-

nage.

Substantially all of the shipyard and ship repair plant facilities

in the United States for the construction of new vessels and for

the repair of vessels which had been projected through 1942

were completed and in production. Several building yards, which

were under construction in 1942 came into operation in the early

part of 1943, and were building vessels of several classes.

Shipbuilding output in the United States of both merchant

and naval vessels was in 1943 at about the maximum possible

with the personnel, materials, machinery and equipment allocated

to shipbuilding.

A new type of ship, the Victory ship of approximately the

same deadweight tonnage, but of superior design and of higher

speed than the Liberty ship, was developed during 1943, and the

production of a large number of them before the end of 1944
was contemplated. The ships would be 4 to 6 knots faster than

the Libertys and equipped with steam turbines instead of steam

reciprocating engines installed in the Liberty type.

From Dec. 30, 1941, to Dec. i, 1943, 1,662 EC- 2 type Liberty

ships were delivered. These vessels were of a standard design,

and sizable contracts were awarded to each yard building them.

By reason of the multiple production of ships of this type, the

time from keel-laying to delivery was continually reduced from

month to month. The first few vessels took over 200 days to

build. The records for Sept. 1943 indicated that for 106 Liberty

ships built in all yards, an average time from keel-laying to de-

livery was only 41 i days.

More than one-third of the merchant ships produced were

vessels other than Liberties. These categories were divided be-

tween oil tankers, C-type ships for the long range program and

other types such as special auxiliaries, coastal cargo ships, tankers

and barges.

Synthetic and substitute materials were extensively developed

during the war to take the place of standard materials used in

peacetime. Among the substitutions were steel for copper, ply-

wood in plate of steel for the construction of small floating

craft, plastics in place of aluminum, synthetic rubber and many
other materials. Some of these substitutes, of course, might be

discarded after World War II. Self-propelled and non-propelled

vessels of re-enforced concrete were being built.

The advantages of multiple production were only to be obtained

where large numbers of vessels of the same type were built.

Most of the time-saving developments were expected to disap-

pear in normal times when only a very limited number of vessels

of the same type in every respect would be under construction

at one time.

Employment in the industry in the United States continued

to increase, and, for the construction and repair of vessels of all

types and all sizes in 1943 approximated 1,500,000, with a prob-

able equal number employed in allied industries engaged in the

making of materials and in the building of equipment for incor-

poration in vessels.

The employment of women in the industry was rccelerated dur-

ing the year and in September approximated 9^%. In general

the wage rate was the same for women as for men.

In Sept. 1943 (latest statistics available) the average hourly

earning rate in the industry was $1.336, the highest wage rale

prevailing in any of the durable goods industries, and the average

weekly earnings in the industry during that month were $63.48,

on a 47.8-hour week; the next closest rate being that for "air-

craft engines" which was $61.14 on a 47.2-hour work week.

Shipbuilding became an inland as well as a seacoast industry.

Many Of the smaller shipyards of the U.S., not only on the sea-

coasts, but on the great rivers and on the Great Lakes, were par-

ticipating extensively in the production of smaller vessels of many
types for the war effort. (See also SHIPPING, MERCHANT MA-

RINE.) (H. G. S.)

Great Britain. The most conspicuous feature of the ship-

building year was the greatly increased number of fast ships



built by the Allied countries. The increased success of the anti-

submarine measures greatly reduced the losses, so that immediate

delivery was not of such paramount importance and there was a

reasonable reserve of slow ships for bulk cargoes. The construc-

tion of fast and specially designed ships had never been entirely

abandoned, although for security reasons little publicity was given

to it, and at the beginning of 1943 the British yards were build-

ing as many as they could without upsetting the balance of pro-

duction. It was officially pointed out that it took 50% more time,

material and labour to build a i5-knot ship than an n-knotter of

similar capacity.

In Britain some of the faster ships were built by individual

shipowners under licence, the authorities maintaining very strict

control over the design and all its features, but a considerable

number were built by the government itself. Ships of extreme de-

sign, with speculative features or demanding priority material,

were strongly discouraged.

The fast ships built to government order included meat ships,

troop transports, etc., and these did excellent work, their design

being usually a simplification of prewar practice. The latest type
of which some details were officially released was a 3-deck fast

cargo liner of 12,000 tons deadweight capacity and accommoda-

tion for 12 passengers, with excellent hull form for speed and

seakindliness. She was fitted with excellent deck gear for handling

cargo. The speed was unofficially estimated at comfortably over

15 knots. Some were propelled by double reduction geared tur-

bines with watertube boilers burning oil fuel, while some were

Diesel driven, the hull and general features being identical.

Builders in the British dominions were also turning to a faster

type as their programs of standard ships were delivered. In Can-

ada the new ships were akin to the American "
Victory" type

while the Australians were building a smaller and faster cargo

vessel suitable for the coasting and Pacific island trade.

e British shipbuilding was hampered by a most unfortunate

increase in the number of labour disputes during 1943, resulting

in a very large number of man-hours being lost both directly and

through sectional disputes holding up the work of others. These

strikes were practically all sectional and unofficial, against the

advice of the workers' own unions and deliberately ignored the

official measures which proved adequate for the settlement of

practically every legitimate dispute. Many of the strikes were

for the purpose of annulling disciplinary measures.

At the beginning of 1943 the average British shipyard worker's

earnings were over 81% higher than they had been before the

war, but in the late summer fresh demands for increased wages
were lodged with the employers and discussed.

The proportion of women in the British yards increased and

they proved capable of undertaking, with conspicuous success, a

wide range of work. A great number of lads eagerly applied for

apprenticeship. There was more dilution, and steady progress by

agreement with the unions was made on the understanding that

it was to be a war measure only in breaking down the rigid lines

of demarcation.

Prefabrication and welding were employed more and more.

The amount of welding was largely influenced by weather condi-

tions but its use was increased sufficiently to alarm the riveters

about the permanence of their position. Prefabrication was

largely governed by the labour available. Several shipyards closed

during the slump, and their machinery dispersed, were re-opened

for prefabricated building.

It was officially announced that it had been agreed with the

United States that, to a considerable extent, British yards should

specialize in naval vessels and American in merchantmen.

Great attention was paid to the salvage of ships and their

fittings and excellent work was done, keeping the repair side of the

TEEN-AQE BOY;, w.r employed by some U.S. thipyards in 1943 not as

trainees, but as full-time employees at standard wages

industry very busy. Improved organization of labour greatly re-

duced the waste while men are standing by for repair jobs, al-

though it cannot be eliminated altogether.

Neutral Countries. Although practically all the neutrals were

endeavouring to build ships, the only ones of importance were

Spain and Sweden. In the former country they were continuing

the government program laid down in 1942, covering a wide range

of types, but they had to face great difficulties with both material

and labour, and ships urgently required meant the suspension ot

work on other ships. Swedish shipbuilding, although by far the

most active, was handicapped by further German arrears in the
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delivery of steel plates and, after German threats to the country,

by the mobilization of skilled men into the forces. Swedish ship-

builders and engineers were carrying out a great deal of experi-

mental work for postwar types. Propellers with reversing blades

were fitted in ships of unprecedented size and in view of the

shortage of oil great progress was made with producer gas en-

gines, although the most striking instance came from Denmark,

where producer gas engines were put into a 3,ooo-ton ship.

Axis Countries. In the axis and enemy-occupied countries,

although definite information was difficult to obtain, progress ap-

peared to have been slow in all cases in spite of the urgent need.

Italy complained that her shipbuilding had been handicapped by

Germany not delivering the coal and materials promised; after

the armistice with Italy it was found that ships which had been

described as being at sea were still far from completion. German

shipbuilding appeared to have been almost entirely limited to

submarines, destroyers and small naval types despite the shortage

on their sea communications with Sweden and occupied territor-

ies. Danish shipbuilding had been forced almost exclusively into

German work which finally so exasperated the workers that the

sabotage campaign was directed largely against the shipyards.

Similarly, the French had been able to obtain little material ex-

cept for German work and the big Messageries Maritimes liner

"Marechal Ptain," laid down in 1939, was still uncompleted in

!943* Japan had been making every effort to use the building

resources of occupied territories and published huge programs

of wooden auxiliaries and other small craft to relieve the full-

powered steel ships with better ships built in the seized yards in

Hongkong and the Netherlands Indies. (See also BUSINESS RE-

VIEW.) (F. C. Bo.)

Shipping, Merchant Marine.

States shipping and shipbuilding industries in step with other

phases of war production to meet the constantly increasing output

necessary after the United States was plunged into war. Move-

ment of men and war materials from the United States and im-

portation of strategic raw materials made ocean transportation

the most vital factor in victory for the United Nations.

Revision of the United States' shipping industry and creation

of the United States Maritime commission followed the Mer-

chant Marine act of 1936, stating that the United States should

have a merchant marine adequate for both the national defense

and development of its foreign and domestic commerce. Vessels

were to be American owned, constructed and manned and were

to be the best-equipped, safest and most suitable types.

Obsolescence in the merchant marine was the chief weakness

found in an economic survey in 1937. To form a steadily ex-

panding, modern and superior fleet, the maritime commission

inaugurated a long-range construction program which called for

the completion of 500 vessels during the next 10 years. Without

this program as a basis, the commission shipyards could not have

met the demands for increased construction at the outbreak of

war in Europe in 1939.

Since facilities for manufacturing geared-turbine propulsion

machinery for the C-types of the construction program were over-

loaded, the maritime commission adapted and adopted a design

called the EC-2 emergency cargo vessel, known as the Liberty

ship, as the basis of its wartime merchant fleet. These vessels

were powered by triple-expansion reciprocating steam engines

which could be built at many plants throughout the country.

The standardized design of the ship and its parts was readily

adapted to fast production because of prefabrication of large

sections of the ship and extensive use of welding instead of rivet-

ing. It also permitted rapid training of workers,

Important accomplishment was reduction of the national

average time to build a Liberty ship from 241.3 days in Jan.

1942 to 41.2 days in Sept. 1943.

When the commission made its survey in 1937 only 10 ship-

yards with 46 ways capable of producing ocean-going vessels

over 400 ft. long were in operation. These facilities were enlarged

and new shipyards built under the direction and financing of the

commission. In late 1943 approximately 70 shipyards with more

than 300 ways on the east, west and Gulf coasts and on the

Great Lakes were building and repairing ships. Also, during 1943

approximately 1,500 factories in about 32 states employed almost

a million persons to produce equipment and accessories.

Shortages of materials, machinery and trained manpower had

to be met. A centralized purchasing plan helped to eliminate com-

petitive buying on the part of shipyards and established control

over distribution of parts to shipyards. In Oct. 1943 there were

around 700,000 workers, 14% of whom were women, helping to

build the U.S. merchant fleet. Approximately 90% of these inex-

perienced employees had to be trained for their jobs.

Early in the year the president directed that 8,000,000 dead-

weight tons of shipping be built during 1942. This goal was ex-

ceeded with 8,089,732 dead-weight tons, consisting of 746 vessels

delivered.

The output for 1943 was set at approximately 19,000,000 dead-

weight tons. In mid-November the 24,000,000 dead-weight ton

goal for the two years ending Dec. 31, 1943, had been met. By
Dec. i, 1943, 17,194,387 dead-weight tons, comprising 1,688 ves-

sels, had been delivered to the maritime commission. This in-

cluded 1,1 1 8 Liberty ships, 146 C-types, 215 tankers, i passenger-

cargo vessel, 31 coastal-cargo vessels, 41 ocean-going tugs, 16 ore

carriers, 97 special types and 23 barges.

Early in 1944 a part of the Liberty ship program was to be su-

perseded by deliveries of another type of standardized cargo

vessel, the Victory ship. It was faster and more efficient than

the Liberty, making it much better for war service and a far

better ship for peacetime trade competition.

Maintenance and repair of the vast merchant fleet was also

an important phase of the over-all program. During the first six

months of 1943 there were approximately 8,300 vessels of 1,000

gross tons or more repaired in the United States. This included

keeping vessels in service, installing defense equipment and even

returning to service ships that had been blown in half and

sunk. As of June 30, 1943, more than 125,000 persons were

employed in major ship repair yards around the coasts of the

United States.

For every ship sliding down the ways an average comple-
ment of 42 merchant seamen was needed to carry on its opera-
tions. A systematic training program was organized following
the Merchant Marine act of 1936. Its purpose was to formalize

the training of marine officers and to maintain high standards of

personnel and education.

Since 1891 American vessels had carried youthful American

citizens as cadets in training to become merchant marine officers.

Other officers were supplied, at the rate of about 200 a year,
from state nautical schools.

In March 1938 the commission set up the United States Mer-
chant Marine Cadet corps for training officers. Four months later

the United States Maritime service was established and admin-

istration was placed with the coast guard, under rules and regu-

lations made by the maritime commission.

In forming a course of study in 1939 the commission ab-

stracted the best features of systems which other governments
had found useful. Ship operators desired an extension of the

cadet training system with higher standards for enrollees and
more adequate training. Also needed was a plan to permit li-
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aboard a "training ship" on concrete. After the U.S.A. entered World
War II, the U.S. maritime service introduced a 13-week course that

was toon turning out thousands of trained sailors each year

DRILL In the use of life suits is required for apprentice seamen of

the U.S. maritime service until they can slip Into the suits within 30
seconds

DECK HANDS at a U.S. maritime training station undergoing
basic training
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censed officers to equip themselves for advancement.

Training facilities were enlarged and the program accelerated

along with ship construction. The training system in 1943 in-

cluded the merchant marine cadet corps, maritime service and

state academies. For the duration, operation of the merchant

ileet was delegated to the War Shipping administration. This in-

cluded recruitmcnt and training of personnel to sail the ships.

Merchant Marine Cadet Corps. Training in the cadet corps

covered a period of 18 months for duration of the war, lowered

from the peacetime term of three years plus a year as cadet

officer. The course was divided into (aj three months' prelim-

inary training at Cadet Basic schools at Pass Christian, Miss.,

San Mateo, Calif, or the United States Merchant Marine academy
at Kings Point, N.V.; (b) at least six months aboard merchant

:hips; and (c) nine months' advanced training in academic

courses at the Merchant Marine academy.
Maritime Service. Eight training stations for unlicensed mar-

itime personnel and for licensed officer candidates were operated

by the maritime service. Four of these gave a three to six

months* course for apprentice seamen in the deck, engine and

steward departments. They were at Hoffman Island, N.Y.,

Sheepshead Bay, N.Y., St. Petersburg, Fla. and Avalon, Calif.

Officer candidate schools were maintained at Fort Trumbull,

New London, Conn, and Alameda, Calif. They were open to

seamen with a minimum of 14 months' sea experience who wished

to qualify for a third-assistant rating. Also, a number of upgrad-

ing schools for licensed and unlicensed personnel were maintained

} y maritime service.

State Academics. Five state academies, in Bronx, N.Y., Phil-

adelphia, Pa., San Francisco, Calif., Hyannis, Mass, and Castine,

Me., had some 1,200 cadets enrolled during 1943. Practically

all of these men would become maritime officers before the end

of 1944.

Combined training in these schools made available to the mer-

chant marine from 1938 to Sept. i, 1943, 9,169 officers, of which

1,157 were from the cadet corps, 6,767 from maritime service

and 1,245 from state academies. Also, 1,261 radio operators and

36,568 unlicensed seamen in all ratings were trained for the

merchant marine. This made a total of 46,998 men.

Besides delivering men and war materials to battle shores, the

United States merchant marine helped to maintain the flow of

lend-lease goods to the Allies. From the time of passage of the

Lend-Lease act in March 1941 until July 31, 1943, lend-lease

jcoods and services to other Allied countries totalled $13,973.339.-

ooo. As of June 1943 about 30% of the dry cargo space was

given to these shipments. (See also SHIPBUILDING; WAR SHIP-

PING ADMINISTRATION.) (E. S. L.)

Great Britain. Although there was no reason for compla-

cency, the shipping situation during 1943 was considerably easier

znd the improvement was progressive. This was partly due to

reduced sinkings by the enemy, partly to increased deliveries by
the shipyards and partly to improved organization. On the finan-

cial side the reduced sinkings and the large number of submarines

destroyed meant great relief in the expense of war risk insurance.

All rates were greatly reduced, on some routes by as much as

75% and on a great many by between 50% and 60%.
The improved use and routing of ships by the Allied authori-

ties was also striking. Far less time was lost through official

orders and although there was still an uneconomical number of

ballast voyages on the North Atlantic westward, greater use

was made of returning army and navy supply ships for commer-

cial cargo. Reciprocal arrangements to feed and supply Allied

forces, for instance, the American forces, in the Pacific from

Australia also led to a great saving in merchant tonnage.

The amount of tonnage ustfd for feeding the British Isles was

reduced by intensive farming, but the sinking of specially de-

signed refrigerated ships, and their diversion to other purposes,

was only partially overcome by dehydration and the transport

of bacon and certain meats in slow tramp-type ships with a

small refrigerating plant and insulation confined to the blanket

system on the sides and bulkheads of the lower holds only. If

the temperature of these holds is lowered as much as possible

during loading, a small refrigerating machine is sufficient to keep

50,000 cu.ft. of bacon good for 20 days.

During the year the supply services to the forces in North

Africa, Sicily, Italy and Russia made conspicuously big demands
on commercial tonnage, but the slow, tramp-type ships proved
most useful and the losses in convoy were far less than might
have been expected. The re-opening of the Mediterranean route,

which immediately followed the axis defeat in North Africa and

was made more secure by the collapse of Italy, was admitted by
German official sources to be worth 2,000,000 tons of shipping

to the Allies. The supply of munitions to Russia went on without

intermission, although every White sea convoy expected to be

attacked and in some cases the losses were considerable. As the

year progressed a growing proportion of these munitions went

through the Persian gulf for use on the southern and central

fronts, while Russian ships carried large quantities from the

United States to Vladivostok without molestation by the Jap-

anese, although it was perfectly well known that they were for

use against Japan's ally, Germany.

Co-operation between the Allies made most of the manning
and other resources available. In the summer it was announced

that between 150 and 200 American ships, their type varying
with the needs of the moment, were being "bare-boat" char-

tered to Britain during 1943, and British crews were sent out for

them. Both Britain and the United States continued to reinforce

the smaller Allied fleets in order that their seamen might sail

under their own flags. Norway received 20 American ships, for

the duration of the war only, as well as some from Britain, while

France, Belgium, Holland and Greece were similarly supplied,

the type of ship varying with her war purposes and the crew

which was to handle her. China also received tonnage and im-

mediately put it to good use.

All the British dominions increased their merchant fleets by
new construction or other means. The Canadian was the most

conspicuous and the government announced its hope that the

service would be permanent. They experienced considerable diffi-

culty in manning the numerous ships built. As far as the ratings

were concerned, the supply was excellent through well-managed

training establishments, but the question of the officers was more
difficult. A number were borrowed from the British reserve pool
and in the meantime a number of ships were "bare-boated" to

the United States and Britain. Australia used many of her ships

for the coastal sea transport of raw materials, while South Africa

maintained a number of ships, including prizes from the enemy,

transporting supplies for her war factories.

Considering all things, the Allies' manning difficulties were

remarkably few, mainly on account of excellent planning and
the magnificent spirit of the great majority of the men. The

supply of recruits was almost unlimited except from the occu-

pied countries, where they had no chance of getting away. Very
few volunteers were accepted without some form of pretraining,
for which there was ample opportunity both in Britain and in the

dominions. The efficiency of men already at sea was also im-

proved by various training establishments; the firemen's schools

had excellent results in reduction of the smoke which had given

away the position of so many convoys and in the saving of fuel.

The most troublesome feature of the manning side was the

shortage of marine engineers, especially those with the higher



THE "NORMANDIE," former French liner which had burned at her pier in

the Hudson river and keeled over In Feb. 1942, was refloated 18 months later.

The ship was divided into watertight compartments, from which water was
removed by controlled pumping. Pumping began early in Aug. 1943, and by
Aug. 9 the bow had been raised 41 ft. out of the water (above). It was
turned over to the navy on even keel Oct. 27

certificates of competency. This shortage undoubtedly increased

in spite of the numerous certificated men who returned to the

sea from positions ashore. One reason for this was the difficulty

of studying for technical certificates under the strain of war serv-

ice, the same strain which accelerated the natural wastage of the

older men, while the casualties among engineers were higher than

among deck officers. Secondary matters of concern were the

increase in tuberculosis among seamen, the normal difficulties of

efficient ventilation at sea having been greatly increased by the

necessity of blackout precautions, and a tendency for Asiatic

seamen Indian, Malay and Chinese to cause trouble. That

is recognized as being very largely due to the long periods away
from home on war service.

There was a very gratifying increase in the proportion of

torpedoed seamen who were saved: well over 80%. This was

partly due to improvements in the build and equipment of life-

boats and life rafts, although it was realized that there was a

danger of introducing so many useful fittings that there would

be little room for the men. Th officers' and seamen's organiza-
tions acted in close co-operation with the shipowners in putting

life-saving suggestions before the government, and many were

approved after test. Remarkable progress was made in the evo-

lution of really practical distilling apparatus suitable for fitting

into lifeboats, where thirst caused more terrible deaths than

anything else. The authorities carefully tested numerous types;
most of them proved unsuitable, either because they were too

complicated or because they and their fuel weighed too much,
but some gave remarkable results.

The number of lifeboats burned through oil or petrol from

torpedoed tankers catching fire on the surface of the water led

to the order that tankers should be fitted with steel lifeboats, in

spite of certain disadvantages and the difficulties of supply. To

overcome these, experiments were made with considerable success

to evolve a fire-resisting wooden lifeboat. The design of life rafts

was also greatly improved.
The merchant services of the Allies continued to work inde-

pendently but in close co-operation with Britain and the United

States. Generally speaking, their material decreased, for the allo-

cations made did not completely cover the losses
;
but the morale

of their crews kept up wonderfully and the successes in North

Africa, with the strengthening of French feeling after the com-

plete occupation of the country, greatly increased the number
of French ships at the Allies' disposal. The men generally strongly

preferred to serve in the Fighting French navy rather than in

merchant ships.

Neutral Shipping. As in World War I, Germany divided the

neutrals into those who mattered and those who did not, but

none was immune from attack and many ships were sunk

on purely neutral voyages. During the year 1943 this applied
even to Spain, whose sympathies were reckoned as being with

the axis and whose ships had frequently been accused of un-

neutral service. These casualties greatly increased the supply

problems of the country. The Swiss government acquired as

many ships as possible, mostly at an exorbitant price, but had

great difficulty with their polyglot crews. In South America the

shortage of tonnage was felt most keenly in the Argentine, where

great quantities of grain were used as fuel in lieu of imported
coal. The Turkish fleet, which had been depleted by a number
of small vessels sunk by the axis in the Black sea, was strength-

ened by several cargo ships transferred from Britain and by the

acquisition of the crack Rumanian government liners "Bessa-

rabia" and "Transylvania" which had been sheltering in Istanbul

for a long period in spite of German efforts to get them trans-

ferred to the trooping service.

The Swedish merchant marine started the year with about

40% of its prewar tonnage lost by war risk and the great major-

ity of its new ships laid up. Even before relations between
Sweden and Germany became strained, and while the Germans

635
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were obtaining great benefit from Swedish concessions, the

German press was complaining bitterly that Sweden was utterly

selfish in building motorships for postwar work, which had to be

laid up for lack of oil, instead of coal-burning steamers, which

could be used on the German supply services. All through the

year Swedish seamen of all grades, in spite of the generous

bonus which they drew, showed a growing dislike for these serv-

ices, which culminated in the summer in many of them refusing

to sail to the North sea ports. They maintained that the Ger-

mans always gave them the most dangerous jobs and put them

in the worst positions in the convoys, in order to preserve their

own ships.

Early in the year Sweden was greatly handicapped by the

sudden German withdrawal of her safe conduct to "permit

ships/' which had been allowed to pass through both belligerent

blockades for the revictualling of Sweden from South America.

The Germans maintained that any of these ships which were lost

their number was considerable should be replaced from those

in Allied hands and not from the ships in Swedish waters, but

the Allies naturally did not agree. Considerable hardship was

caused to Sweden until Berlin abandoned the attitude and the

safe conducts were renewed.

Axis Shipping. All the enemy powers suffered acutely from

a shortage of shipping through attacks of Allied submarines,

speedboats and aircraft, and the difficulty of maintaining the

remaining ships in an efficient and seaworthy condition. In Ger-

tiiany there also appeared to be considerable disaffection

among the crews, although such reports had to be accepted with

reserve. There was no doubt that the Italian merchant seamen

were strongly objecting to the Mediterranean supply services

before the fall of Tunisia, and Germany had to send crews for

the great majority of the French steamers which were seized

when the south of France was occupied. Most of the remainder

were manned by the Italian navy. The Japanese government was

also forced to admit the acute shortage of shipping in the Pacific,

in spite of every effort, and used this as an excuse to the disap-

pointed public for the small quantity of loot from- the occupied

territories which had reached Japan.

British shipping finance was very worrying to the owners and

of little interest to investors. With general requisitioning, each

ship lost automatically reduced the receipts of the company and

it was fully realized that with shipbuilding costs steadily rising,

the money received from war risk insurance was less than ever

adequate to replace casualties. In Germany, Italy and Spain gov-

ernment control made published accounts meaningless and in

Sweden most profits were put aside for postwar development.

(F. C. Bo.)

Shipping Administration, War:
MINISTRATION.

Shock Treatment: see PSYCHIATRY.

sec WAR SHIPPING AD-

In rilICtill
^e world-wide shortage of shoes in 1943

IIIUUoUj. was estimated at 1,000,000,000 pairs due

to war wear, waste, plant destruction and global economic pres-

sures. Leather, the seventh essential material for warfare, was

in acute shortage the world over for it was used in more than

400 items directly and indirectly associated with the war effort.

Civilian restraint, by rationing, by regulation and by enforced

denial reduced production in all lands below the point of physical

needs.

The most serious shortage was in children's shoes, complicated

by growth as well as wear, to the point of real menace to health.

Priorities for production were expected to correct, in part, this

serious situation in 1944 in England and the United States and

Comporotfvt Statistics of U.S. Shotmoking, 1941, 1942 and 1943

* Includes rationed and non-rationed types.
tEstimated.

{Excludes shoes for military purposes.

countries not directly under fire.

In 1943 a Joint Leather commission, consisting of British,

Canadian and U.S. experts, surveyed hide and skin resources in

the Argentine, Uruguay and Brazil and collected world statistics

on availability of raw stock supply. The Combined Raw Mate-

rials board, after receiving the report of the Footwear, Leather

and Hides mission sent to England, established a flexible formula

for the allocation of world leather on agreed ratio of civilian and

military needs.

The percentage of foreign hides necessary to allocate to the

countries on such a formula was dependent upon the estimated

supply position, for the period in question, of the respective

domestic markets and the exportable surplus from all other

markets. For example, assuming that the following would be the

number of hides available in any one year: United States domes-

tic hides 20,000,000; United Kingdom domestic hides 2,000,-

ooo
; foreign hides 10,000,000; total 32,000,000. Under a 3.5

to i ratio the United States would be entitled to about 25,000,000

hides, of which 5,000,000 would be imported, i.e., 50% of the

foreign hides.

International co-operation was expected to survive the cessa-

tion of hostilities for some indeterminate period of time because

the leather shortage would continue until store and consumer

stocks were replenished.

United States production of leather shoes decreased at an

alarming rate in the closing months of 1943 due to reduction of

manpower from 200,000 prewar to 177,000 workers in October.

In the ten-month period of January to October, men's work shoes

showed a percentage decline of 15% and men's dress shoes 20%;
youths' and boys' increased 13.5%, misses' and children's shoes

dropped 22% and infants' decreased 2%. Output of women's

shoes was 12% less; part-leather and part-fabric shoes decreased

27% and all-fabric, non-rationed shoes showed an increase of

437% during this period.

Rationing of shoes in the United States, at the rate of one

pair per person per period, started Feb. 9, 1943; second coupon

June 15 and third coupon Nov. i, 1943 to be valid indefinitely,

was calculated to restrain consumer shoe buying. But the non-

rationed field of shoemaking became an avenue of escape for

manufacturers, merchants and public and showed an increase of

437% production, which would indicate that shoes made of ma*
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terials other than leather could be marketed and worn as extra

foot coverings despite their short wear-hour utility.

Rubber footwear was limited to stern necessity requisitions

being demanded for rubber boots and heavy work types. Civilian

rain gear was in minimum supply and no tennis or gymnasium
type shoes were manufactured for civilian sale. Some relief in

children's rubber type footwear was expected in 1944. (See also

LEATHER.) (A. D. AN.)

Dogs. There was an increased demand in the

United States in 1943 for pet and companion dogs.

Breeding specimens were in demand, the top sale being that of a

boxer for $7,500.

The highlight of the year was the extensive training of dogs
as part of the armed forces, at five training camps. Approximately

1,500 dogs were sent out monthly from these camps for service

on various battlefields throughout the world.

Dog shows suffered a decline of about 20% in number. The

leading show was the New York city event in February the

Westminster Kennel club, with 2,351 dogs entered.

In field trials, the pointer Ariel captured the chief "bird dog"

honour, placing first at the Grand Junction, Tenn., field trial In

retrievers, the same black labrador that won the championship
in 1942, repeated Shed of Arden. Registrations saw the merry
little cocker still in top place on American Kennel club records

with beagle, boston, scottie and wire following jn order. The
American Field, registering mostly "bird dogs," listed approxi-

mately 12,000 for the year, pointers leading. (W. Ju.)

Horses. All kinds of horse shows continued to be sharply

restricted in 1943 due to several causes: limitations on public

meetings; the use of buildings and grounds by the military for

defense purposes; the absence of horse owners on war duties;

and restrictions on shipment of horses by rail or truck. Race

meets were an exception, most races being held as usual with

large attendance. Most of the great state fairs were omitted or

held on a very small scale because their grounds and buildings

were being used by the government. New York and Ohio held

no fairs, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa held only small

exhibitions without animals.

The International Livestock Exposition and Horse show at

Chicago and the American Royal Livestock and Horse show at

Kansas City were cancelled. The National Horse show at New
York was reduced to a small exhibition of juniors conducted for

war-activities benefit purposes. Some of the hunt clubs and riding

societies held small meets for local benefits. Those in the vicinity

of New York, Philadelphia and in Kentucky attracted consider-

able crowds. The absence of many leading horsemen in the serv-

ices and on special war work left the exhibitions largely in the

hands of the juniors. The declining place of the horse in modern

warfare was mentioned as a factor in some circles. Notwithstand-

ing the limitations on motoring, the light horse did not gain

greatly in popularity. (J. C. Ms.)
Livestock. War exerted even more restrictions on the normal

schedule of fairs and expositions, and their attendant livestock

shows, in 1943 than in the preceding year. One of the few excep-

tions was Denver's National Western Stock show which annu-

ally opens the calendar year of American livestock shows in

January. This exposition took place Jan. 16 to 23. It was one

of the largest and most successful Denver shows ever held.

This show is famous for its large competitions featuring range-

bred feeder cattle and purebred bulls of the beef breeds. It is

an important source of supply for bulls required for range service

as well as for quality beef calves that move, under normal con-

ditions, from this event into corn belt feed lots each year.

The oldest livestock show in the United States is the South-

western Exposition and Fat Stock show, held annually in Ft.

Worth, Texas, in March. In 1943 this showing was reduced to

an exhibition of market animals only, stock that was moved to

slaughter direct from the show.

With the exception of Denver, all of the national and sec-

tional livestock expositions were confined to market animal shows

only in 1943, in most instances because of a loss of show facilities.

These, in addition to Ft. Worth, were the Pacific International

Livestock exposition in Portland; the American Royal Livestock

show in Kansas City; and the Aksarben Livestock and Horse

show in Omaha, all of which were confined to exhibitions of mar-

ket stock.

Since it was founded in 1900, the largest livestock exposition

in the United States, and the world, has been the International

Livestock exposition, held annually, up to the war, during the

first week of December at the Chicago stockyards. The inter-

national show was cancelled both in 1942 and 1943. The Inter-

national amphitheatre, one of the country's most modern exhibi-

tion buildings, built as a permanent home for the exposition, was

taken over by the army shortly after the outbreak of war.

In place of the International Livestock exposition, an exhibition

of fat stock only was held during the same week the full exposi-

tion would have taken place. Known as the Chicago Market Fat

Stock and Carlot competition, this show was held in sheds and

pens of the Chicago market. Even thus restricted, a total entry

of 4,558 head of steers, lambs and hogs was shown here in 1943

by stockmen from 14 states and Canada, comprising the largest

livestock showing of the year. This show was held from Nov.

29 to Dec. 2.

Canada's two largest annual livestock shows, the Royal Win-

ter fair and the Canadian National exhibition, both held in

Toronto, were cancelled in 1943, as in 1942, because of the war.

The largest Canadian show held in 1943 was the Calgary Exhibi-

tion and Stampede at Calgary, Alberta, July 5 to 10.

The purebred dairy cattle industry was even more restricted

than was the beef cattle industry through the cancellation in 1943
of both the National Dairy show and the National Dairy Cattle

congress, the two national shows that normally reflect progress in

the dairy industry on a nation-wide basis. The National Dairy
show is an itinerant exhibition and the National Dairy Cattle

congress had been held each year in Waterloo, Iowa.

In 1943 all but five state fairs were cancelled. Two fairs,

the Indiana and South Dakota state fairs were reduced to 4-H
club exhibits. Of the series of midwest fairs, normally the coun-

try's largest, only one, the Wisconsin state fair, was held. This

show took place in Milwaukee, Aug. 21 to 27. The other states

holding fairs in 1943 were Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Okla-

homa.

The only show of importance in Great Britain that survived

the war was the annual Perth Show and Sale in Scotland, featur-

ing Shorthorn and Aberdeen-Angus cattle, the two major breeds

in Scotland. The 1943 show and sale was held in February. A
six-day show, three days each were apportioned to the judging

and sale of these two breeds.

The oldest livestock show in the world is the Highland Agri-

cultural show of Scotland. After 108 years of continuous progress,

it had not taken place since 1939; and the Royal Agricultural

show of England was discontinued the same year, after 98 con-

tinuous years, because of the war.

South America's leading agricultural show, the Palermo, was

again held in Buenos Aires in Aug. 1943. In 1943 the Palermo

show was termed an international exhibition, as it is every fifth

year. It occasionally draws entries from Great Britain and other

South American countries on these fifth year renewals but owing

to war conditions, exhibits in 1943 were confined to those frttn
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Argentina and Uruguay. The Palermo is the world's largest

showing of Shorthorn cattle and is also noted as an exhibition of

Aberdeen-Angus and Hereford cattle, as well as sheep. Lesser em-

phasis is placed on the exhibits of Holstein-Friesians and Guern-

seys, the principal dairy breeds of the Argentine. (W. E. O.)

Siom: see THAILAND.

Sierra Leone: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA,

Cihtrelri Whriuchui < l88l
- T 943), Polish politician and

OlMJIoMy If 111 IIJOld If army officer, was born May 20 in

Tyszowce, Narodovy, Austrian Galicia, and studied engineering

at the Lwow University Technical college, graduating in 1908.

One of the leaders of the prewar nationalist movement in Poland,

he was trained in the Austrian army, 1905-06, commanded a

regiment of the Polish legions in World War I and fought in the

Polish-Russian conflict, 1920. After the assassination of Polish

President Narutowicz, Gen, Sikorski, then chief of the general

staff, was made premier and interior minister, 1922-23. He served

as war minister, 1924-25, then returned to army service as com-

mander of the Lw6w military area. His dismissal from the army
in 1928 was only one of the many personal changes effected by
Marshal Pilsudski in the civil and army administrations after he

took power. Sikorski subsequently went to France where he

wrote extensively on political and military matters.

At the outbreak of the war with Germany in Sept. 1939, his

request for an assignment to active service was refused. After

the collapse of Poland, however, he became premier of the Polish

government -in-exile; in addition, he was made commander in

chief of the Polish legions that fought on battlegrounds in

France, Britain and the middle east. Politically, he mended his

fences with the Czechoslovak government-in-exile, but ran into

a snag on the thorny issue of relations with Russia. On June

23, 1941, Gen. Sikorski secured an agreement with Moscow which

invalidated the Soviet-German pact partitioning Poland in 1939.

But dissatisfied with the conduct of anti-Russian elements within

the Sikorski cabinet, the Russians ruptured diplomatic relations

in April 1943. Sikorski 's continued efforts to mend relations

with the soviet union were interrupted by his death in a plane

crash, July 4, while en route from Gibraltar to London.

Cillf China, in 1943, began to lay plans for postwar develop-
vlllu ment of its silk market, which the Chinese anticipated

would replace the Japanese market as the chief source of supply

for United States and European manufacturers. After the con-

vention of United Nations representatives on food distribution,

held in the United States in May and June, Chinese delegates

conferred in Washington with government officials and former

silk industry executives as to what the silk market might be after

the war and how China could capture it. Also present were rep-

resentatives of producers of synthetic fibres, for China did not

ignore the fact that the return of silk to textile products was

made questionable by the inroads of synthetic 'fibres during the

war period. This was especially true of nylon in the manufacture

of women's hosiery. It was the opinion of American silk people

present that the silk demand after the war would be limited to

a few special fabrics, such as neckwear for men, better dress

fabrics, etc., but that the hosiery market would be almost com-

pletely taken over by the synthetic fibres. To what degree the

Chinese could supply even the small potential demand depended

upon the condition of their mulberry groves and filatures (reel-

ing factories) after the defeat of the Japanese (since the major
silk sections were in enemy hands) and upon the ability of the

Chinese to adapt their reeling methods so as to reel silk of the

size and standards of quality needed for American-type machin-

ery. The Chinese had customarily reeled very fine silk that could

be used on the slower weaving and knitting machinery of Euro-

pean mills but was not efficient for high-speed American ma-

chinery operated by high-wage workers.

Statistical data about silk in 1943 was nil except for scattered

reports from less important centres of production. In China, de-

termined efforts were being made in Sinkiang to preserve silk

raising by importation of mulberry saplings from the soviet union

and 551 Ib. of eggs from interior China. The 1943 yearly pro-

duction was estimated at 347 short tons. In Yunnan province,

8,144,000 new mulberry trees were planted in the first six months

of 1942 but results of that planting were not of use in 1943.

However, approximately 59 piculs (i picul equals 133 J Ib.) of

low-grade and 150 piculs of high-grade silk were produced by one

of the larger operators in that area. The total investment of the

sericultural industry of Yunnan province was estimated, in 1943,

at $25,000,000 (national currency). In India, where the raising

of silk for weaving into parachute cloth for the United Nations

was started in 1941 and 1942, a new three-year program was

started in 1943 for enlarging of mulberry groves at an expense of

1,250,000 rupees annually. A conditioning house was established

at Kashmir, the centre of the silk industry in India, and it was

said that 4,000 families in the Kashmir area derived their entire

livelihood from the raising of silk. In addition, it provided a part-

time industry for 50,000 more families. Indian industrialists also

made inquiries in the United States for the names of the best

engineering firms in the textile industry with the idea of mod-

ernizing weaving equipment in order to enter the postwar fabric

markets in a substantial way.

In the near east, a silk-reeling plant was installed at Cyprus

during 1943 to take over the reeling of a part of the cocoon crop
of that island although it was said that the greater part of the

expanding production would continue to go to Syria and Lebanon,
where the weaving of silk fabrics was well established, for local

consumption. Bulgaria was reported to have started a special

two-year sericultural course during 1943 to encourage more mod-
ern methods of silkworm raising and cocoon reeling.

Even in the Belgian Congo, a silkworm gut industry, begun

just prior to the war, reported in 1943 a production of 2,200,000

strands compared with 80,000 strands in 1940. Silkworm gut is a

valuable commodity for use in surgical sutures.

In the western hemisphere, the several projects started in 1941
and 1942 to raise silk met with varying degrees of success in

1943. No further reports came from Venezuela although pros-

pective American buyers of that country's cocoons for manu-

facture into spun silk stated that the price was entirely out of

line with market prices on manufactured yarn. Brazilian efforts

were moving slowly but in Dec. 1943, a New York department
store had enough manufactured Brazilian silk fabrics to put them
on display at a price of about $6.75 a yard. The same fabrics,

according to reports from Rio de Janeiro in October, sold at

$2.00 a yard there. Five weaving plants were making the all-silk

fabric and the government was encouraging
- the production of

silk by furnishing free mulberry plants to farmers in Sao Paulo

and Minas Gerais.

In the United States, the War Production board conducted a

cpuntry-wide campaign in 1943 to collect used silk stockings for

manufacture into yarn for cartridge-bag cloth, utilized in hold-

ing the powder charges for big guns. This yarn was formerly
made of pierced cocoons, but spinners discovered a process of

using silk stockings for the same purpose. As a result, by Sept.

30, the salvage division of the War Production board announced

a total of 49,000,000 pairs or 2,965,000 Ib. of silk and nylon stock-

ings had been received. The supply of silk hosiery was ample, it

was understood, to cover powder-bag cloth requirements over the



next three years. (See also RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FI-

BRES; TEXTILE INDUSTRY.) (I. L. BL.)

Qill/OT
Returns n world silver production were so few that

ullfult it is impossible to make any estimate of the 1942
world total; such figures as were received will be included in the

text discussion, without making any addition to the following

table.

World Production of S//ver

(In millions of fine ounces)
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than in the United States, dropping to 12,138,000 oz. in the first

eight months of 1943, as compared with 13,482,000 oz. in the

same period of 1942 The total for 1942 was 19,752,000 oz.

Through Aug. 1943, silver output in Peru totalled 10,850,000

oz., or at an average rate of 16,325,000 oz. for the year, as com-

pared with 16,600,000 oz. in 1942 (See also MINERAL AM>
METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.) (G. A. Ro.)

Following the ruling of the War Production board in Oct

1942, closing all gold and silver mines not having material outputs

of essential base metals, the output for the year showed a decline

from 72,336,029 oz. in 1941 to 56,090,855 oz. in 1942. Figures

for 1943 were correspondingly low, with a total of 36,262,000 oz.

through October, against 47,521,000 oz. in the same period of

1942. At this rate the total for the full year should be about

43,514,000.

The passage of the Greene act during 1943 made about 1,000,-

000,000 oz. of U.S. treasury stocks of silver available for certain

specified essential war uses. The so-called "free silver" in the

treasury, that is, metal not held as backing for silver certificates

issued, was available for war uses shortly after Dec. 1941, and

was extensively used, but efforts to include monetized silver as

well were blocked by the silver interests. The act finally passed

seemed to be a move in the right direction, but apparently per-

mitted uses were so restricted that the measure would have little

real effectiveness; or at least one would judge this to be the case

from the fact that to the end of the year purchase permits had

been issued for only about 25,000,000 oz., of which about 3.000,

ooo oz. went to Great Britain under Icnd-lease. The need for

greater freedom of use for treasury silver was also confirmed by
the fact that since both domestic output and imports declined,

there was no surplus of supply of cither, beyond the current

demand for permitted uses.

Silver production in Canada in 1942 suffered much less decline

n
(1937- ), king of Bulgaria, was born June 16.

On Aug 28, 1943, his father, Boris III, died un-

der mysterious circumstances his death being reported variously

as due to a heart, attack, to poisoning and to shooting and the

six-year-old crown prince ascended the throne. In September
a regency was named, consisting of King Boris' brother Cyril,

former war minister Lieut Gen. Nikola Michov and former

premier Bogdan Filov. who had resigned with his cabinet shortly

before

SILVER PRODUCTION of the major producing countries and of the world, as

compiled by The Mineral Industry

} ' British p litician

, was born Oct. 22 in London
Educated at Eton and Sandhurst, he joined the army in 1910,
but later resigned to enter politics In 1922 he was elected to

commons as a Liberal party member for Caithness and Suther-

land. He was chief Liberal whip, 1930-31, and served as secretary

of state for Scotland, 1931-32. After the party split over the

issue of joining the Baldwin government, Sir Archibald became

head of the Independent Liberals. Blunt and forthright, he

thundered against Britain's hesitant stand on the Ethiopian issue

and lashed Chamberlain's appeasement policy. When Churchill

became premier in May 1940 he made Sir Archibald secretary of

state for air. Early in 1942 he promised i,ooo-plane raids over

Germany, and he more than kept that promise. He told the com-

mons in March 1943 that British air power had wrecked or dam-

aged 2,000 nazi factories. In June Sir Archibald accompanied

King George VI to the North African front.

(CHINESE TURKESTAN) Largest and most remote

of the provinces of China, bounded N. and W. by
the soviet union, N. by Mongolia, S. by India and Tibet, E. by
China. The name means New Dominion. Area, 705,769 sq.mi.;

pop. (estimate of Chinese ministry of interior, 1936) 4,360,020.

Capital Urumchi (Tihwa) (50,000) in the northern part of the

region The two other largest towns, Kashgar (80,000) and

Yarkand (75,000) are in the south. Religions: Confucianism,

Taoism, Mohammedanism Governor in 1943 (since 1933) Gen-

eral Sheng Shih-tsai, Chinese constitute about 10% of the popu-

lation, and there are 14 other ethnic groups, mostly Turki tribes.

Sinkiang is in large part an arid country and the small proportion

of land under cultivation is mostly located in oases and river

valleys. Among the principal export products are wool, cotton,

furs, skins, sheep, cattle and horses. Machinery and manufac-

tured goods are purchased in the soviet union. Some 2,440 mi.

of motor roads were built in Sinkiang during the decade 1932-42,
but there were no railways in 1943. The air route from Chung-

king to Moscow lies across Sinkiang, with stops at Hami, on the

eastern frontier of the province, and at Urumchi.

Sinkiang experienced an interesting shift of power and in-

fluence during 1943. After 1934 Russian political and economic

influence had been very strong, although at no time was Chinese

sovereignty abrogated And in 1943 this sovereignty became

more genuine than it had been for many years. As a result of

secret negotiations, the details of which were not fully known,
there was a large-scale Russian political, economic and military

evacuation from Sinkiang. Russian soldiers withdrew from their

station at Hami, Russian economic equipment was dismantled
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and removed. Signs of the changing atmosphere were the wide-

spread display of portraits of Chiang Kai-shek and Kuomintang

slogans, the return of traffic to the left side of the road, as in

China (it had been routed, Russian fashion, on the right side)

and the opening of U.S. and British consulates in Urumchi, which

had hitherto been regarded as an exclusive Russian sphere of

influence. (W. H. CH.)

Sifter Kenny Treatment: see INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

Skating: see ICE SKATING.

^ national ski championships of 1943 were called

off because of the war, leaving the 1942 collection of

champions in possession of the various titles and restricting the

sport almost exclusively to the Atlantic coast.

If any unofficial title recognition was in order for 1943, the

honours belonged to Arthur Devlin. The 2o-year-old Syracuse

university freshman dominated the eastern, jumping until the

time he became an army air cadet midway in the season. Devlin's

performances, which included second place in the 1942 national

championship, brought him recognition as the United States'

outstanding native-born ski-jumper. He started the 1943 season

by winning the downhill and 4<>metre jumping events of Lake

Placid's 2 jnd annual collegiate meet. He set a meet record of

136 ft. on the 40-metre hill called the Olympic jump. He also

defeated Sergeant-Pilot Ola Aangesen, the 1942 national cham-

pion, with a jump of 206 ft. in an exhibition at Lake Placid's

long hill. Just before going into the armed service, Devlin won
the President Roosevelt trophy at Bear Mountain, N.Y., with

a jump of 153 ft. The Roosevelt trophy meet revealed poignantly

the influence of the war and gas rationing upon ski-meet attend-

ance.

In 1942 a crowd of 19,500 attended the Bear Mountain classic;

in 1943 the crowd numbered 1,500.

The University of New Hampshire won the 34th Dartmouth

Outing club carnival, combined with the Senior Intercollegiate

Ski union championships. New Hampshire scored 567.5 points to

562.5 for the host school. The defeat for Dartmouth in the

Intercollegiate union championships was its first since 1935.

Individually, Bill Distin of Dartmouth was the meet's standout

with victories in the downhill and cross-country and seconds in

the slalom and jump.

Skiing's main tragedy of 1943 came late in the season when

John Neal, 1 7-year-old Lake Placid skier, died of injuries

received in a fall. Neal won the Washington birthday jump at

Lake Placid.

Weather and transportation problems forced cancellation of

almost all competitive skiing in other sectors of the country.
Late in 1943 the Norge Ski club of Chicago made plans for a

mild revival of midwest ski jumping by scheduling an exhibition

tournament at Wrigley field, home of the Chicago Cubs of the

National Baseball league. (M. P. W.)

Skin Diseases: see DERMATOLOGY.

The production of dimension slate in the United States

showed a marked decrease in 1942, dropping 41% to

107,030 short tons, while ground material increased 11% to

483.740 tons
>
a tota' f 5977 tons, valued at $6,360,223. The

heaviest drops were in roofing slate (49%) and billiard table

tops (31%), while electrical slate and ground slate each increased

10%. (G. A. Ro.)

Slemp, Campbell Bascom
(1870-1 943), U.S. politician,

was born Sept. 4 in Turkey

Cove, Va. He was graduated from the Virginia Military insti-

tute, 1891, and studied law at the University of Virginia. After

a period of teaching mathematics and practising law, he entered

the business world and was president of the Slemp Coal company
and other large corporations. He made his debut in politics in

1905, when he was named chairman of the Virginia Republican

State Committee of Virginia, and rapidly became a G.O.P. power
in the south. In 1907 he was elected to the United States house

of representatives to fill the unexpired term of his father, who

had died, and was re-elected during a 14-year period running

from 1909 to 1923. During the 1920 presidential campaign,

Slemp was leader of the Harding drive to crack the Democrats

of the solid south. From 1923 to 1925, he was secretary to

President Coolidge, acting as the president's conciliator before

congress, and helped him win the Republican nomination in

1924. In 1928 Slemp supported Hoover, but the setting of the

Republican sun during the depression years led Slemp to resign

as chairman of the party's committee in Virginia and he never

regained the limelight as a political figure. He died of a heart

ailment in Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 7.

A nominally independent republic in Central Eu-

rope, a part of Czechoslovakia until its secession,

with German help, in March 1939, after which it placed itself

under German protection. Area 14,848 sq.mi.; pop. 2,800,000, of

whom the great majority are Slovaks, a Slav people closely akin

racially and linguistically to the Czechs. The majority are Ro-

man Catholics, but there is a considerable Protestant minority.

Capital, Bratislava (132,852); chief cities: Trnava (24,000);

Nitra (21,250). President (1943): Msgr. Joseph Tiso; premier,

Dr. Bela Tuka.

History. In 1943 the clerical fascist regime in Slovakia con-

tinued in closest collaboration with Germany, shaping its policy

entirely after the nazi model. But many Slovaks protested against

the anti-democratic and anti-Czech policy of the Slovak govern-

ment and worked actively for the re-establishment of the Czecho-

slovak republic.

Leading Slovaks participated in the Czechoslovak government
established in England under Dr. Eduard BeneS.

The clerical fascist regime in Slovakia perfected during 1943

its anti-Semitic legislation according to the nazi model. Minister

of the interior Sano Mach declared in a speech on Feb. 8 that all

Jews would be deported to eastern Poland. At that time it was

estimated that only 20,000 of the original 90,000 Jews were still

left in Slovakia.

The Slovak Protestants under Dr. Samuel Osusky, bishop of

the Slovak Evangelical church, petitioned the government on

April 17 to recall the Slovak division from the Russian front. It

was later reported that large parts of the Slovak troops had been

recalled or had joined the Russians. (See also BOHEMIA AND

MORAVIA; CZECHOSLOVAKIA.) (H. Ko.)

^n *nst *tu^on f higher education for

women at Northampton, Mass. In 1943-44
the college continued emphasis on the humanities, history, art

and languages, with interest in science and mathematics increas-

ing. Beginning in 1943, students were offered a choice of gradua-

tion in four years or in three years if they chose to attend two

summer sessions. During the summer vacation of 1943 the major-

ity not thus accelerating their studies assisted the war by work

on farms or in industry. Extracurricular activity in first aid, home

nursing, nutrition, etc., continued. WAVES continued their train-

ing program on the campus. For statistics of enrolment, faculty,

library volumes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

(H. F. D.)
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Smithsonian Institution.
The institution was founded in

1846 through the bequest of

James Smithson, an English scientist, "for the increase and diffu-

sion of knowledge among men." The governing body is the board

of regents, comprising the chief justice, the vice-president, three

senators, three representatives, and six eminent private citizens;

the executive officer, the secretary, Dr. Charles Greeley Abbot.

The institution administers six government bureaus that grew

directly out of its early activities, and also the Freer Gallery of

Art; the National Gallery of Art is a bureau of the institution

tut is administered by a separate board of trustees.

With the United States at war, the institution devoted itself

mainly to aiding with its specialized knowledge the army, navy
and other war agencies. Technical information in the fields of

geography, anthropology, biology, geology and engineering, and

laboratory investigations of special problems were involved. Ex-

ceedingly effective, and greatly in demand by the army, the navy,

the universities and the public, was the new series of pamphlets
entitled "War Background Studies." Most of these authoritative

papers deal with the geography, peoples and resources of the

regions penetrated by the war. Others treat of the evolution of

nations, the natural-history background of camouflage, and the

poisonous reptiles of the world. Sixteen of these publications

were printed, and the total distribution covering the year 1943

exceeded 150,000.

In co-operation with three other scientific agencies, and with

moderate financial support from foundations, the institution took

part in establishing the Ethnogeographic board, a nongovern-
mental agency set up to act as a clearinghouse for technical

information within its scope requested by the army, navy and

war agencies. The institution gave office space and compensation
of the director, and also assigned to it the service of three mem-
bers of the institution's permanent staff. This board was in posi-

tion to obtain spot information in widely divergent fields to meet

the constant and urgent calls of the armed services. Thousands

of such inquiries were quickly and satisfactorily answered by
immediate reference to the host of well-informed experts with

whom the board had contacts. It also furnished at the request of

the army and navy extended reports by experts on strategic areas.

As the repository of nearly 18,000,000 specimens of national

value, present and for the future, the institution, of course, con-

tinued their care and the care of the buildings. To guard against

loss by air raids, a selection of the most valuable irreplaceable

specimens was removed to a distant repository where they are

under guard.

The Astrophysical observatory maintains its three solar observ-

ing stations on distant desert mountains, to keep unbroken its

unique record of the variation of the radiation emitted by the

sun, on which all life and weather depends. Much progress has

been made in the study of the relations of solar variation and

weather. At Washington the laboratories of the observatory

were mainly occupied with special war problems.

The art treasures of the National Gallery of Art were greatly

augmented by gifts during 1943, including the Widener, Dale,

and Rosenwald collections. The gallery gave Sunday evening

musical concerts, lectures and accompanied tours for service men
and women and their friends. The Zoological park, National

museum and National Gallery of Art were visited in the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1943, by i,974,5oo; 1,355,269; and 1,508,-

08 1 persons, respectively. Of these visitors approximately one-

fourth represented the armed services. (C. G. A.)

Soap, Perfumery and Cosmetics.
effect on all three of these industries in 1943, primarily on the

distributive side. Early in 1943 the U.S. public was permitted to

believe that short supply of fats for munitions might necessitate

the rationing of soaps. There followed inevitably a consumer

"run" on the retail market particularly for kitchen and laundry

soaps.

But soap rationing did not materialize and as householders

stocked themselves ahead, the run was dissipated so that by the

end of 1943 the situation was about normal.

The main distributive outlet for this class of soaps was, of

course, the grocery trade. Equally with all other retail business

the grocery trade felt the increasing scarcity of consumer goods.

And, again like all other tradesmen, grocers looked around out-

side their accepted field, for lines of goods with which to augment
their dwindling stocks.

Toilet soaps, cosmetics and perfumes found much favour in

the grocers' eyes and appeared on grocery shelves to a hitherto

unequalled extent.

However, in general those cosmetics and perfumes which

appeared in the grocery stores were not established lines save

only as these might find their way into the grocery stores through

obscure channels.

Established cosmetics and perfume manufacturers on the one

hand would not willingly jeopardize the good will of their normal

distributors (usually the drug, department and chain stores)

by seeking this unconventional outlet; and, on the other hand,

because of the restrictions on sales volume imposed by continued

government limitations of raw materials and supplies, were in no

position to open new accounts.

A further factor in this situation was the greatly expanded
demand for all kinds of luxury goods resulting from the expansion

of consumer buying power and the contraction of civilian goods

markets.

Although alcohol continued in short supply, manufacturers of

cosmetics and perfumes continued as in 1942 to promote per-

fumes rather than cosmetics, since in the overall perfumes pre-

sented fewer production problems than cosmetics. The solid

perfumes which appeared in 1942 made little market headway in

1943 since they shared to a large extent the production difficul-

ties of cosmetics.

The end of the campaign in North Africa and the invasion of

Italy, notably the Sicilian campaign, while having had an imme-

diate effect on prices of African and Italian essential oils and

other perfume materials, had not by the end of 1943 produced

any substantial increase in supplies from these sources although

it was, of course, to be expected that such increases must ulti-

mately appear. (H. T.)

Soapstone: see TALC.

Brooklyn Hispano soccer club scored a "double"

in major soccer play during 1943, winning the Amer-

ican league championship and the national open cup title. The

Brooklyn team won the open crown, 4 to 3, over the Morgan-
Strasser club of Morgan, Pa., after its first game with the west-

ern champions had ended in a 2-2 tie. The Morgan-Strassers
won the national amateur championship, defeating Santa Maria

of the Baltimore Knights of Columbus in the final.

The Vikings of Chicago won the International league, while

the Milwaukee Falks captured the Midwest cup. Maccabi A.C.

won both the Eastern league title and the Junior cup of the New
York State Football association. The Senior cup of the N.Y.

Football association went to Eintracht A.C. The Philadelphia

Americans won the Lewis cup, while the Celtic Circles gained

the Dr. G. R. Manning cup and the Jewish All-Stars won the

Meyer Levine cup. (M. P. W.)
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saw no internat i nal reorganization

of socialist forces and while socialist parties in

various countries made encouraging gains there was no emergence
of organized socialism as the moulder of the coming peace.

United Slates. The Socialist party reiterated its desire to

further the building of some such mass party as the Canadian

Co-operative Commonwealth federation. It declared its inten-

tion, despite the increasing difficulties of getting on the ballot in

many states, to run a presidential ticket in 1944, with or without

allies. In off-year elections Jasper McLevy was re-elected mayor
of Bridgeport, Conn., as the candidate of the Connecticut Social-

ist party which is not affiliated with the national organization.

Reading, Pa., Socialists elected J. Henry Stump, a former mayor,
to that office, and voted to reaffiliate with the national party
with which they had previously co-operated in elections. A mem-
ber of the Socialist Democratic federation to be distinguished

from the Socialist party Gertrude Weil Klein, actively con-

nected with the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, was re-elected

to the council from the Bronx with the endorsement of the

American Labor party.

The most important socialist developments during the year

occurred in nations included in the British Commonwealth of

Nations.

Australia. The socialistic Australian Labour party in Aug.

1943 scored an impressive victory by electing 49 representatives

to parliament, an increase of 13 over its previous representation

and almost double the number of the three opposition parties

combined. It also was to have 22 of 36 seats in the senate by

July 1944. John Curtin remained as prime minister and inter-

preted the vote as a mandate against a coalition cabinet. The

ministry of postwar reconstruction in his government, established

at the end of 1942, set up several commissions during 1943 to

plan for industrial and rural reconstruction. Brief dispatches of

Dec. 18, 1943, reported that the triennial conference of the party

had approved a new policy by the government which was

described as a sharp break "with the long-standing tendency of

labour towards isolationism and exclusionism."

New Zealand* In Sept. 1943 the Labour party government
under Prime Minister Peter Eraser and Vice-Premier Walter

Nash (well known in the U.S. as minister to Washington) was

returned to power with a clear, though reduced majority in

parliament. The Communists supported it despite opposition to

a number of its policies. As in Australia, the Labour party re-

fused to form a coalition government on the ground that it had

won endorsement from the people. In November the party

representatives urged a program of vacations with pay for all

workers, equal pay for equal work, the establishment of a mini-

mum family income and greater socialization of industry. In the

previous month the war cabinet had approved a ten-year plan for

increasing the national hydroelectric organization.

Canada* The swing toward the Co-operative Commonwealth

federation, first noted in 1942, was emphasized by the success of

the party in the Ontario provincial elections of 1943, when it in-

creased its representation in the legislature from o to 34 as

against 38 members for the Progressive-Conservative party and

15 for the Liberals. The C.C.F. was strongly backed by labour

and the farmers, but was not dominated to the degree of the

British Labour party by the bloc voting of big unions. It was a

socialist party in philosophy and campaigned on the basis of

need of "social and economic planning on a bold and compre-

hensive scale." The party also won two by-elections for the

federal parliament, and was endorsed at the September conven-

tion of the Canadian Congress of Labour as "the political arm

of labour/'

Great Britain. There was no marked change in the position,

policy or standing of the British Labour party. It continued to

be represented in the Churchill cabinet. The party conference

in June 1943 voted by a bigger margin than the previous year
to continue the electoral truce and to support the Beveridge plan.

Once more it voted (by a card vote of 1,951,000 to 721,000)

against the affiliation of the British Communist party. George

Ridley, editor of the Railway Service Journal, was elected chair-

man of the party and Arthur Greenwood, acting leader of the

Parliamentary Labour party, treasurer over the home secretary,

Herbert Morrison. Morrison was also rebuffed when, in the late

fall, the party executives dissociated the party from his action

in releasing Sir Oswald Mosley on the score of ill-health from

the prison in which he had been confined without charges and

without trial under an emergency war act. The leftist Inde-

pendent Labour party continued to have an influence beyond
its parliamentary strength. The new Common Wealth party,

Socialist but not Marxist, not bound by an electoral truce, made
some progress.

The Trade Union congress at Southport, in the fall of the

year, pledged itself to fight for a minimum of "four decencies"

in jobs, homes, social security, and educational opportunity for

all British children.

Switzerland. In the only parliamentary elections held on the

European continent, the Social Democratic party, advocating
more social legislation, increased its representation in the na-

tional council (parliament) from 45 to 56 seats out of a total

of 194, thus becoming the largest single party. It renewed its

campaign in the federal council of 7.

Sweden. The coalition government, predominantly Social

Democratic, while continuing its policy of neutrality, felt able to

give active help to refugees, to oppose many nazi demands, and

to refuse longer to permit transit of war materials and furloughed

soldiers between Germany and Norway via Sweden. It proposed
closer co-operation after the war with other northern countries

and Russia, and in late September restored full privileges to the

communist paper, barred from the mails since the Russo-Finnish

War of 1939-40.

Finland. In February, President Risto Ryti, following his

re-election, asked the Social Democratic leader and speaker of

parliament, V. Hakkila, to form a coalition cabinet. He failed

because of the non-co-operation of the Agrarians, but Socialists

accepted representation in the cabinet that was formed. In late

September, V. A. Tanner, Social Democratic finance minister,

urged an "honourable permanent peace" with Russia, but in

December Stockholm dispatches indicated a break in negotiations

because of Stalin's insistence on unconditional surrender.

Denmark. In occupied Denmark Social Democrats were

active in the stiffened opposition to nazi rule both before and

after the nazi declaration of martial law and the great anti-

German demonstrations of Aug. 1943. Social Democrats had

previously terminated all connection with the Danish government,
and in Denmark as in other parts of occupied Europe were

driven into underground activity.

Italy. Following the fall of Mussolini there was a surprising

public manifestation of socialist strength. Socialists were co-

operating with other democratic forces in demanding a more

.complete purge of fascism and the abdication of the house of

Savoy.

France. French Socialists were represented in the provisional

consultative assembly meeting in November in Algiers. In occu-

pied France they succeeded in underground publication and dis-

tribution of anti-nazi literature. Leon Blum and other prominent
French Socialists were presumably held prisoners in Germany to

which they were removed in the spring of 1943.

Latin America. In the Latin-American countries there were
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no important changes in the socialist position and policies. In

643

Argentina Socialists continued their agitation for the restoration

of civil liberties and parliamentary democracy, both before,and

after the army coup d'etat of June 1943. In Chile, Socialists

remained in the Democratic Alliance and held cabinet posts al-

though in the fall they precipitated a parliamentary fight with

some of their allies by urging an emergency bill establishing

drastic controls over private capital. (See also COMMUNISM;
LABOUR PARTY.) (H. W. L.; N. T.)

Socialist Soviet Republics: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST

REPUBLICS.

^s *n otner fi^ds f economic activity, the

effects of a country at war were felt in the

U.S. in every phase of the social security program during 1943.

Applications for the various social insurance and public assistance

programs decreased drastically, while the reserves of the two

social insurance plans unemployment and old age insurance

were greatly augmented. Under both systems, however, the

insured population and the future benefit liabilities increased as

more people were drawn into industry at higher wages,

The year 1943 witnessed increasing public interest in social

security, mainly due to the introduction of companion congres-

sional bills for a co-ordinated federal social insurance program

providing benefits for unemployment, old age, survivors', perma-
nent disability, temporary illness, maternity and death. Sponsored

by Senators Robert F. Wagner of New York and James E.

Murray of Montana and Representative John P. Dingell of

Michigan, the measures would greatly extend the covered popu-
lation and provide protection for the families of the insured.

Despite the increasing discussion, no major social security

changes were enacted in congress during 1943. Certain seamen

were brought under the Social Security act and an attempt was

made to postpone again the scheduled increase in the old age

insurance contributions from i% to 2% each by employers and

workers. By the end of 1943, the final action on again freezing

THE BEVERIDGE PLAN was a principal Issue in a parliamentary by-election

of Bristol, England, Feb. IS, 1943. Spectators are shown pausing to look at

a candidate's banner in the centre of the bombed city

the rates for 1944 had not been taken. In the state unemploy-
ment insurance laws, however, there were a number of amend-

ments, many of them providing increases in the upper levels of

benefits and in their duration.

At the end of 1943, the status of the various social security

programs was as follows:

National System of Old Age and Survivors9 Insurance. At the

end of June 1943, estimates placed the number of persons with

account numbers under this system at 66,400,000, or 63.2% of

the population 14 years and over, as compared with 48.7% in

1940. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, $149,304,000 were

expended in benefits under this system. On that date, the total

assets reached $4,268,296,000, an increase of about $1,000,000,-

ooo over the previous fiscal year.

At the end of Aug. 1943, the system had in force 826,591 bene-

fits valued at $15,058,517. Approximately 15% of these benefits

were being held up for a month or more because the beneficiaries

were earning $15 or more a month from employment covered by
the system. While the August benefits in force grew from 626,170
in Aug. 1942, it was estimated that approximately 600,000 aged

persons were eligible for old age insurance benefits but were not

applying for them because they were working.
Of the 706,270 beneficiaries who were paid $13,174,563 during

Aug. 1943, 296,643, or 42.0%, were persons 65 years of age and

over granted annuities in their own right. Supplementary benefits

to the wives and children of retired workers numbered 97,249,

or 13.8% of the total. In addition, the August roll of beneficiaries

included 40,554 widows who had attained age 65; 68,067 younger
widows with minor children; 200,091 children age 16, or 18 if

attending school, and 3,666 parents. The average payment to a

retired worker during Aug. 1943 amounted to $23.19; that of

their wives, to $12.34; children, $12.26; aged widows, $20.14;

widows with children, $19.66, and parents, $13.09. Lump-sum

payments of six times the primary benefits were also made during

August on behalf of 10,201 deceased insured workers at a total

cost of $1,416,280. These grants are made only when no eligible

dependents survive.

Railroad Retirement System. Under the special national re-

tirement program instituted for the railroad workers, 161,169

;

otto
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benefits for $10,356,298 monthly were in force at the end of

Aug. 1943. The largest number of grants, 83%, were paid to

annuitants who became eligible under the Railroad Retirement

act. These beneficiaries received an average of $66.16 in that

month. A constantly decreasing number of persons formerly

pensioned by the railroads were also protected by this program.
In August, there were 23,770 such pensioners receiving an average

of $59.08, as well as 3,467 survivor annuities averaging $31.86.

Death-benefit annuities numbered 625 and averaged $35.55 while

lump-sum death benefits averaging $362.27 were paid ron behalf

of 1,285 deceased insured persons. In the fiscal year 1942-43,
benefits under this system totalled $130,465,000 and receipts

amounted to $220,578,000. Assets on June 30, 1943, amounted

to $194,896,000.

Unemployment Insurance. Unlike the two systems described

above, unemployment insurance is a federal-state function, with

the states and territories administering the programs. The 51

state and territorial plans expended $345,514,909 in benefits

during 1942, approximately the same amount as in 1941. While

the number of persons who received first payments in 49 juris-

dictions decreased from 3,311,386 in 1941 to 2,680,153 in 1942,

the average weekly total unemployment benefit rose from $11.06

to $12.66 and the average annual payment from $101.74 to

$128.92 between 1941 and 1942. The 1942 average annual pay-

ment was $27.18 above that of 1941, $28.77 above 1940, and

$44.68 above 1939. The higher payments of 1942 reflected both

the higher wages prevailing during 1941 and the liberalization

of benefits and their duration. Improvement was also revealed

by the decreasing number of states with low weekly benefits.

Thus in 1941, 24 jurisdictions paid average total-unemployment

benefits below $10 and 10 jurisdictions below $8 while the totals

for 1942 were 17 and 2 jurisdictions, respectively. The rate of

those who exhausted benefits before re-employment, reported by

47 jurisdictions, also fell somewhat, from 46.7% in 1941 to

40.2% in 1942. The 1942 exhaustions ranged from 16.3% in

Alaska to 66.0% in Louisiana. For the country as a whole,

benefits were paid for an average of 9.6 weeks of unemployment.

During the first eight months of 1943, unemployed workers

received $64,247,329 or 77.3% less than in the corresponding

period of 1942. In Aug. 1943, the average weekly number of

beneficiaries, 88,848, represented 83.6% less than in the same

month of 1942. At the end of Aug. 1943, the funds available for

benefits rose to $4,337,308,137 for all the states and territories.

Railroad Unemployment Insurance. In Aug. 1943, the special

program for railroad workers provided 1,565 payments covering

2-week compensable periods. These payments amounted to

$40,342 for the month, less than one-fifth the amount spent in

Aug. 1942. On Aug. 31, 1943, there was a balance of $382,737,-

ooo in the program's reserve.

National Employment Service. The employment service, na-

tionalized in Dec. 1941, and transferred to the War Manpower
commission in 1942 placed 6,071,329 persons in nonagricultural

jobs during the first 8 months of 1943, an increase of 38.9% over

the same period in 1942.

Public Assistance. Though not as drastic as in unemployment
insurance, reductions in beneficiaries were recorded in all types

of public assistance old age pensions, aid to the blind, aid to

dependent children and general relief. The first three plans

operated on a federal-state basis; for the fourth, the states re-

ceived no federal aid. The greatest decrease was, naturally, in

general relief, where the 312,000 cases in Aug. 1943, represented

a decrease of 43.3% from Aug. 1942. For the same month, there

was a drop of about 23.5% in the number of children aided as

compared with 1942. The decreases in the number of blind and

of aged persons aided 2.5% and 3.9% respectively reversed

the steady accretion in these rolls for many years. In the month

of Aug. 1943, 2,163,954 aged persons received assistance amount-

ing to $55,717,491, or an average of $25.75 Per person. Average

pensions of $27.55 were paid to 76,980 blind persons, who re-

ceived $2,120,775 during that month. Aid to dependent children

averaged $39.32 per family for the 711,776 children in 290,822

families aided while the general assistance average was $25.88 per

case during August. The monthly average grant for the blind

and for those on relief rose by less than $2 between Aug. 1942,

and Aug. 1943, but the averages for the aged and the dependent
children increased by $3.50 and $4.80, respectively. (See also

LAW; RELIEF.) (A. BM.)
Great Britain. The report on social insurance and allied serv-

ices submitted to the government by Sir William Beveridge in

Nov. 1942, aroused exceptional public interest. In Feb. 1943,

a debate was initiated in the house of commons when the then

lord president of the council (Sir John Anderson) on behalf of

the government accepted the general lines of development of the

social services laid down in the report, fahich he described as a

monumental work of great ingenuity, and paid tribute to its

author and the high idealism which had inspired his work. Con-

siderable pressure was put on the government by members of all

parties to take immediate steps to appoint a minister of social

security, but while accepting in principle the recommendations

of the report, including the eventual establishment of a ministry

of social security, the government at this stage preferred to pro-

ceed by using the machinery of the various departments con-

cerned, so that the government might work out a scheme which

could be presented as draft legislation for the consideration of

parliament. The amalgamation of the various government in-

surance and assistance schemes into a single unified system, also

embracing other aspects of insurance, such as workmen's com-

pensation and burial payments, so far confined to private enter-

prise, was obviously a task of great magnitude and complexity.

Government spokesmen already reported satisfactory progress,

and far-reaching developments were anticipated. The term

"social security/* prior to the Beveridge report almost unknown
to the British vocabulary, became a household word.

Parallel with consideration of the Beveridge proposals the gen-

eral tendency to enlarge the benefits and scope of the existing

state insurance and assistance schemes continued.

Following the extension of the income limit from 250 to 420,

and increases in rates of benefit which became payable in 1942

under the National Health Insurance, Contributory Pensions and

Workmen's Compensation act of 1941, a further important step

forward was the Pensions and Determination of Needs act, 1943,

which became operative on Aug. 30.

The main provisions of this act were: the extension of the

supplementary old age pension scheme administered by the assist-

ance board, to include widows receiving a widows' contributory

pension in which is included an allowance for dependent children
;

a modification in the treatment of capital assets in the assessment

of need, and the permissive extension of this to the calculation

of outdoor relief by the poor law authorities; also the statutory

application of the principles of a "personal'* as against a "house-

hold" means test to the assessment of need under the poor law.

The effect of the first provision relating to widows with dependent
children wa$ twofold. Previous to the act such widows who had

not reached the age of qualification for an old age pension, and

who found the widows' pension insufficient for their needs, had to

look for assistance to the local poor law authorities. Such as-

sistance was now available in the form of a supplementary pen*

sion from the assistance board, a department of the central

government. With this change another stage had been reached in

the disintegration of the poor law. War conditions doubtless
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contributed to making a considerable number of widows self-

supporting, and the number transferred from the local poor law

authorities to the central authority of the assistance board had

not been large, approximately 10,000, but the shift of adminis-

tration from local to central government was significant In

addition, approximately 12,000 pensions were in payment to

widows who had not previously applied to the poor law. The
second provision greatly modified the manner in which money
and investments treated as capital assets were to be computed

by the assistance board for the purposes of assessing supple-

mentary pensions and also other allowances granted by the board.

The effect of this was further to widen the scope of the supple-

mentary pensions and other schemes administered by the assist-

ance board, by bringing in persons who were previously excluded

by the possession of capital, and also increasing the amount of

allowances and supplementary pensions paid to those possessing

capital sums which did not exclude them.

The act permitted the poor law authorities to adopt the same

rules relating to capital in the assessment of need for their pur-

poses. There were indications that most, if not all, of the authori-

ties would accept these provisions wholly or in part.

The third provision applied solely to the poor law authorities

and was statutory. This required such authorities to adopt the

principles laid down in the Determination of Needs act, 1941, as

they applied to applicants for supplementary pensions adminis-

tered by the assistance board. Consequently all applicants for

assistance whether to local funds through the medium of the

poor law authorities or to central government funds through the

medium of the assistance board were now subjected only to a

"personal" test of need (this included wifq or husband and

dependents) and not to a "household" test which in the past had

usually included all members of the household. This was a far-

reaching change which for the first time applied uniform prin-

ciples to the calculation of need to be met from public funds.

A further important advance was the Workmen's Compensation

(Temporary Increases) bill which received its third reading in

the house of commons on Nov. 5. This was the fourth measure

of workmen's compensation introduced since the start of World

War II, the cumulative effect of which had been to increase the

scales of compensation by broadly 75%, and to spread payments
more evenly according to individual needs. Introducing this bill

the secretary of state for the home department (Herbert Morri-

son) stated that it was merely a temporary measure and an

anticipation of long-term legislation which the government had

under consideration as part of the Beveridge scheme.

The general trend toward a comprehensive system of social

security was further exemplified by the increasing tendency of

the public assistance committees which directly administered

the poor law to effect changes of name. These changes were evi-

dence of new conceptions in the administration of the old poor

law, with which were still associated in the minds of possibly the

majority of people the rigorous and unsympathetic methods of

100 years before. The changes were much more than the adoption

of a fashionable nomenclature
;
active measures were being taken

by many authorities to make their public assistance services

effective social services in every sense of the term. Attention was

being given to such matters as the special training of staff, the

provision of bright and comfortable premises free from "institu-

tional" atmosphere, and to increasing the range and efficiency of

their health services.

The development of a comprehensive national health service

such as envisaged in the Beveridge proposals was the subject of

discussion by the British Medical association which had accepted

the principles outlined by Beveridge. Beyond this nothing definite

emerged, but there were indications that the organization of a

national health service for all citizens covering ail requirements

might be the most difficult to implement of all the Beveridge

proposals. (J. McAi.)

Social Strvice: see CHILD WELFARE; RELIEF; SOCIAL SE-

CURITY.

Societies and Associations: see under specific name.

Although the impact of World War II had earlier

been plainly apparent in the social sciences, 1943

bore witness to the struggle in unprecedented degree, and sociol-

ogy was one of those most affected.

Chief among the changes brought by the war was the intro-

duction of "area" courses in over 200 American colleges and uni-

versities. These were part of the army specialized training pro-

gram, forming a major share of the subdivision called the foreign

area and language study curriculum. The area portion of the FA
and LSC accounted for about one-half of the time of the stu-

dent-soldier, and after several changes in prescribed content

arrived at the point where sociology and social anthropology,

together with their social-psychological correlates and other social

sciences, had much to do with the instruction offered. The FA
and LSC men were to be equipped for service as aides to civilian

affairs administrators (military government), liaison and intelli-

gence personnel, examiners of war prisoners, and so on. Not only

was working knowledge of at least one foreign language neces-

sary, but in addition extensive acquaintance with the physical

and human geography, recent political, economic and social de-

velopment, and the basic features of the social processes, groups

and institutions of the culture area or civilization concerned was

demanded.

Teams of specialists geographers, economists, political scien-

tists, sociologists, social psychologists, etc. were called together,

in the larger schools, to provide the instructional staffs. In

almost all instances knowledge of the languages concerned was

asked of the area specialists, but in some instances Japanese,

for example the requirement could not always be met. Never-

theless, it is fair to say that those offering area courses ordinarily

had high linguistic competence as background of their knowledge
of the peoples and countries studied.

This was particularly true of the sociologists, for, with the

coming of World War II, social scientists of every variety were

expelled from the totalitarian countries and many of them found

final refuge in the United States. Among these social scientists

the sociologists were perhaps the most prominent, for the traits

which led them to break with academic orthodoxy were largely

the same as those which kept them from identification with the

rising totalitarianisms. Henssler, Gerth, Honigsheim and a host

of other emigr6s did yeoman service for the FA and LSC. True,

there were many persons reared in the United States among the

area staffs; only a part of the knowledge of Europe and other

world regions came from former inhabitants of those regions

but that part was exceedingly helpful.

The products of the program would unquestionably have much
to do with the various undergrounds, revolutionary movements in

the axis and satellite countries, the checking of sabotage and

espionage, the relief and re-education of civilians, the control of

defeated and demobilized armed forces, and the general task of

"winning the peace." Whereas the FA and LSC was designed for

privates and non-commissioned officers, with a sprinkling of

possible later entrants in officers* candidate schools, the civilian

affairs training program (CATP), exemplified in the Charlottes-

ville School of Military Government and the ten universities of-

fering courses along parallel lines, was designed for commis-

sioned officers only. Many of them were commissioned directly
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from civilian life as having skills and aptitudes fitting them for

the administration of civilian affairs under military law: former

legislators, executives, business men and technicians. Sociologists

and other social scientists had a large part in the training of these

men as well, although some of the officers' time was absorbed by

topics, such as military law, which did not enter the work of the

FA and LSC.

During the summer of 1943 the Social Science Research coun-

cil began studies of the possibilities of "world regions" as in-

structional and research foci when peacetime higher learning was

resumed. The American Council of Learned Societies turned its

attention in a similar direction. Deans and presidents began to

assess the worth of area studies as possible means of vitalizing

language and social science instruction and of eliminating need-

less overlapping of courses. The regionalism long associated with

the department of sociology of the University of North Carolina

seemed to offer some methodological guidance, but its close link-

age with problems peculiar to the south apparently made trans-

ference to other regions difficult. Human geography also provided

a possible organizing strand, as did likewise social history and

cultural anthropology. It was clear that when and if area studies

were adapted to the purposes of peacetime instruction, sociology

would be only one among the many social and humanistic sciences

to be drawn upon.

Where the more strictly disciplinary aspects of sociology were

concerned, the year was significant in only a few fields. Race rela-

tions received much attention, primarily because of the mount-

ing antagonisms manifested in the "zoot suit" and Negro-white
riots in Los Angeles and Detroit. Charles T. Johnson's Patterns

of Negro Segregation, Howard W. Odum's Race and Rumors of

Race, Alfred M. Lee and Norman D. Humphrey's Race Riot, Roi

Ottley's New World A-Coming, and S. M. Strong's "Social Types
in a Minority Group," American Journal of. Sociology (March)
were among the most significant publications. Studies of ideologies

from the sociology of knowledge standpoint continued to appear;

important were Hans Kelsen's Society and Nature, DeGr6's So-

ciety and Ideology, and C. Wright Mill's "The Professional

Ideology of Social Pathologists," American Journal of Sociology

(Sept.). Social-psychological researches such as those conducted

by Mass Observation in Britain and the American and British

Institutes of Public Opinion continued; an informative account

of Mass Observation activities appeared in the American Journal

of Sociology (Jan.).

An important Dictionary of Sociology, edited by Henry Pratt

Fairchild, was published; it served a useful purpose in recording

contemporary sociological terminology and in pointing out the

patterns future standardization must take.

The annual meeting of the American Sociological society, can-

celled in 1942 because of transportation difficulties, was held in

1943. Rupert B. Vance of the University of North Carolina had

been elected president by mail ballot in June, but under the new
constitution took office only after the December meeting of the

society. The president for 1943, George A. Lundberg of Benning-
ton college, planned the December program, which was significant

primarily for the attention paid to war and postwar topics. The

regional sociological societies staged several meetings during the

year. At one of them Adolph S. Tomars of City College of New
York presented a highly significant paper on "Some Problems in

the Sociologist's Use of Anthropology," published in the American

Sociological Review (Dec.). It bears witness to the fact that the

ever-closer drawing together of the two disciplines will be char-

acterized by mutual adjustment which may eventually bring
about a consolidation of social and cultural anthropology, sociol-

ogy, and that variety of social psychology springing from the

Cooley-Mead tradition. (H. BEC.)

Cnriiiim Porhnnotn Production of natural sodium car-

OUUHIm UdlUUlldlC. bonates in the United States in 1942
increased by 3% over 1941, to 150,619 short tons, all from

California. This was only about 4% of the amount of sodium

carbonate produced by chemical methods from other products.

(G. A. Ro.)

CnHilim
OUUIUIII

outPut f natural sodium sulphate

in the United States in 1941 was 157,-

524 short tons, a reduction of 16%. During 1942 production ca-

pacity was increased to offset heavy reductions in imports from

Europe. Production increased to 175,033 tons in 1942, an amount

still 7% under the 1940 figure. Canadian production was 128,912

tons in 1942. (G. A. Ro.)

Softball.
U.S. army, Camp Bakersfield, Calif., won the na-

tional men's championship, while the national wom-
en's title went to the New Orleans Jax. Aside from the title

tournament at Detroit, little championship -Softball was contested

during 1943. The game, however, was immensely popular in army
camps, and softball adherents point with pride to the fact that

an army league was formed six days after United States troops
had landed in Africa. (M. P. W.)

Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation.
The year 1943 marked a definite trend among enlightened peo-

ples of the world toward agricultural development based on con-

servation of land and water resources and higher standards of

nutrition for human beings. Evidences of such an agricultural

revolution were brought into the open for the first time by the

United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture which was

held May 1 8-June 3 in the United States. Representatives of 44

participating nations recognized that soil erosion had in the past

destroyed or severely damaged vast areas of the world's land. The

conference agreed that if the food needs of all peoples were to

be met in future times, the present and potential agricultural land

of the planet must be adequately protected from erosion and

from other serious damage by effective measures for conserving

and rebuilding the fertility of the soil.

United States. The national soil and water conservation pro-

gram, started in 1933, advanced more rapidly in 1943 than in

any previous year. Technicians of the soil conservation service,

U.S. department of agriculture, helped fanners to install con-

servation-production measures on an adcjitional 27,000,0x20 ac.,

with the double objective of increased production of war crops

and minimum damage to the land. Of this area, 11,000,000 ac.

were within soil conservation districts, and the remaining 16,000,-

ooo ac., representing 365,000 farms, were outside the districts.

This brought to 67,000,000 ac. the total area under soil and water

conservation programs of varying intensity.

Conservative estimates showed the increased production of

strategic crops in 1943 as a result of conservation practices on

the 67,000,000 ac. of farm and range land to be three times

greater than in 1942.

By the end of the 1943 plowing season, it seemed unlikely that

there would be any flagrant widespread plow-up of unarable land.

Some, thousands of acres of dry land in the southwest were

plowed for beans, and pastures in some regions were broken and

planted to feed crops; but in most instances rotation systems

were established or the land was protected by contouring with

properly protected waterways.

Public approval of the principle of wise land use was evidenced

by the spread of soil conservation districts during the year. As

of Nov. 15, 1943. 970 soil conservation districts, covering



552,830,000 ac. in 2,480,807 farms, had been organized in 43 of

the 45 states which had enacted a soil conservation districts law.

This represented an increase for the year of 73,701,000 ac. in dis-

tricts. Over 992% of the total farm and range land in the United

States was in the 45 states which had passed districts legislation.

The soil conservation service held a series of orientation schools

and apprenticeship classes in all parts of the U.S. to train per-

sonnel in carrying out important conservation jobs requiring min-

imum equipment, labour and fuel, and having an immediate

effect on war crop production. More than 6,000 of these classes

were held.

Soil and water conservation work accomplished during the year
is described in the following summaries:

The surveying and mapping work of the soil conservation service was
continued, and approximately 32,000,000 ac. were covered throughout the

year by farm plan surveys.
An intensive program was carried out to encourage farmers in all regions

to grow and harvest seed of grasses and legumes for use in setting up crop
rotations and to help meet scarcities of chemical nitrogen for fertilizer. As
a result, millions of pounds of seed of some 20 grasses and legumes were
available for treating 2,548,745 ac. with adequate rotations.

Threefold and fourfold increases in corn yields following kudzu and seri-

cea lespedeza were reported, while increases of 500 Ib. of peanuts and 15
bu. of oats per acre were obtained from growing crotalaria in the rotation.

Contour planting, a basic soil conservation practice in the United States,

spread more rapidly during 1943 than in any previous year. The stubble
mulch or subsurface type of tillage was used on several hundred thousand
acres in the plains states and in wheat areas of the Pacific northwest to con-
serve moisture, prevent wind and water erosion, and increase yields.

During 1943, 29 soil conservation nurseries in operation in different parts
of the country provided 65,000,000 plants for erosion control plantings.
Reforestation work was reduced, chiefly due to labour shortages, but mainte-
nance plantings of shcltcrbelts in wind erosion areas was continued, and
assistance was given farmers in meeting increased needs for wood for farm
and industrial requirements. Farm production of fish for food, also a phase
of the soil conservation program, increased 44% over the preceding 3 -year
record: 1,375 farm ponds were stocked and put under management plans.

About 130 small drainage projects were planned or undertaken by soil

conservation service engineers during the year, and conservation work in the
field of irrigation farming reached a new peak: 750,000 ac. of irrigated
lands were benefited by new structures, or other improvements allowing
more efficient use of water.

In 1943 the total area of grazing land on which improvement in produc-
tion had been accomplished through soil conservation methods was brought
to 30,000,000 ac., mostly in the 1 7 western states.

Research and experimental work, essential to an extensive soil conserva-
tion program, were continued. Research workers of federal, state and other

experiment stations and laboratories, carried on investigations on soil and
water losses under various cropping practices and equipment uses; sedimen-
tation as affecting water supply and agricultural use of bottomlands; causes
of soil-creep and earth-flow; permissible velocities for field waterways and
terrace outlets under different vegetative covers; erosion processes under

irrigation; the domestic production of economic erosion control plants.

The Conservation Needs survey of the total agricultural land of the

United States, started in 1942 by the U.S. soil conservation service, was
completed in Aug. 1943. The survey, based on classification of land accord-

ing to physical characteristics and best productive use, provides the most
complete analysis of agricultural land resources ever undertaken by any
country.

Great Britain. The most intensive development of use of ag-

ricultural land ever recorded was carried on consistently in the

United Kingdom throughout the first four years of World War II.

By the close of 1943, nearly every available acre of ground was

under cultivation and incorporated in crop rotation systems de-

signed to maintain soil fertility through the period of war produc-

tion. Per acre yields of many of the poorer soils of England and

Wales were astonishing agriculturists throughout the United Na-

tions: 55 to 60 bu. of wheat to the acre from soils but a few

inches over chalk were not uncommon.

By mid-year it was announced that production of food and

feed crops in Britain had been more than doubled by planned
and controlled expansion of arable acreage coupled with soil fer-

tility improvement methods. At the end of the plowing season

the amount of arable land in the United Kingdom had increased

to approximately 19,000,000 ac., bringing the increase during the

war period to 34% Tillage had increased by 53%. The potato

acreage had been doubled, and annual imports of feedstuffs had

been reduced from 8,500,000 tons prewar to less than 1,000,000

tons. The grain crop grown in 1943 was more than two-thirds

greater than at the beginning of the war, and the total cattle

GAUGE for measuring amount of soil erosion from a cultivated slope

population had increased although it was at an all-time high at

the beginning of the war. The year's harvest produced 100,000,000
tons of food, an increase of 70% since 1939.
The unprecedented success of Britain's wartime farm program

was attributed in large part to the grassland farming practised in

England and Wales for centuries, the highly developed system of

rotations, and the watershed control program that had been con-

sistently maintained since passage of the Land Drainage act in

1930. Likewise, by the beginning of 1943 it had become appar-
ent that the war had brought home to leaders and fanners of

Britain the inestimable value of the factual data collected by the

Land Utilization Survey in the 19305 and published in simpli-

fied form in 1941 for use during the emergency period. By em-

ploying these data on all phases of land conditions, covering the

total land of the United Kingdom, it should be possible to de-

termine the land-use conversions which can be maintained after

the war-production crisis.

Having reached the peak of land conversion in 1943, Britain

was able to isolate the most serious hazards of her emergency

agricultural program. The mountain or rough hill land which cov-

ers two-thirds of Scotland, one-third of Wales, and large areas of

England, was considered the country's number-one soil erosion

problem. Some serious erosion was caused by clearing, plowing

and planting these ancient "rough grazing lands" to potatoes or

other row crops in 1941 and 1942 without adequate soil con-

servation measures. By 1943 simple procedures involving pio-

neer crops and special fertilization had been worked out in some

counties so that normal yields of food crops were obtained, but

on the whole the erosion hazard remained to be reckoned with
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in the postwar period. British experts, well aware of the dangers

to the hill lands, were making plans to use modern soil conserva-

tion practices in reconverting or revitalizing the hill lands after

the war. Several counties of the United Kingdom had already or-

ganized such programs by the harvest season.

Severe gullying, caused by up and down hill plowing on steep

slopes, was reported from north England, indicating that contour

strip cropping would be necessary if the steep drumlins and other

lands were to continue in cultivation. Blowing fenland resulting

from too much drainage, plus intensive cultivation without wind-

breaks or proper cover, caused serious loss of high-value soils,

and often dust storms.

Canada. With some 58,000,000 ac. in war crops, and more

than twice that amount classed as potentially agricultural, the

people of Canada were becoming increasingly aware of the neces-

sity for protecting their lands during the period of rapid expan-

sion. The work of the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation administra-

tion which benefited millions of acres in Manitoba, Saskatchewan

and Alberta, included conversion of submarginal areas from crop-

land use to community pastures; water supply development for

farm uses and irrigation; and soil and water conservation re-

search through 7 experimental farms, 47 district substations, 17

land reclamation projects, more than 800 regrassing projects, 4

large tree-planting experiments, and 228 farmers' groups known
as agricultural improvement associations.

The land utilization phase of the administration's work was

proving tremendously successful. In 1943, community pastures

covering almost 1,000,000 ac. were in operation, other pastures

totalling approximately 300,000 ac. were ready for use or under

construction, and work to establish pastures on 2,100,000 ac. had

begun. Irrigation had been provided for 221,891 ac., and during

the year a program to extend irrigation to approximately 3,000,-

ooo ac. was begun.

In Ontario, action was taken during the year to set up a con-

servation and rehabilitation program as recommended by the

Guelph conference in 1942. Preliminary studies for starting run-

off and erosion experiments were under way in the latter half of

1943. Surveys of several areas in Ontario showed drying up of

streams and springs, seasonal damaging floods, sheet and gully

erosion, and silting and pollution of waters resulting from cutting

and grazing of forests, ill-advised drainage schemes, and unwise

use of farm land for crops.

Mexico. The department of soil conservation, established in

1942 to function as a part of the Comision Nacional de Irrigacion,

issued reports of preliminary erosion surveys of the entire country

and more detailed surveys of two regions. Physical, climatic, so-

cial and economic factors were considered in setting up land-

capability classes for adapting soil and water conservation

methods to the various land types. Erosion was found to be ex-

tremely serious in many sections of Mexico. More than 200,000

ac. of formerly cultivated land in the state of Tlaxcala was re-

ported to be completely ruined for further cropping, while

erosion had become a major problem on many lands still in cul-

tivation. Extensive reforestation was planned to cover the ruined

areas. Terracing, contour cultivation, rotations and soil-improve-

ment measures, particularly by use of leguminous crops as green

manure, were recommended for all lands remaining in cultivation.

Surveys similar to the Tlaxcala studies, were in progress in

other states during the latter half of 1943.

Australasia. In Australia 94,000,000 ac. were in agricultural

use, with 30,000,000 ac. in crops. Only 8,000,000 ac. of this land,

largely in the coastal regions, was considered first-class agricul-

tural land. More than 200,000,000 additional acres were classed

as potential agricultural land.

Serious erosion in the form of soil drift resulted from cultiva-

tion, without soil conservation methods, in the Mallee districts

of Victoria and South Australia. This drew the attention of the

State Rivers and Water Supply commission and as an emergency

safeguard a soil drift control competition was conducted, offering

prizes to farmers using control methods. Many farmers partici-

pated in the competition, with the result that drifting was greatly

diminished. The practices of leaving stubble on the ground and

sowing rye-corn for grazing and drift control spread rapidly dur-

ing the year.

The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council of New
Zealand reported that during the year a limited amount of stop-

banking was carried out, sand-dune reclamation was continued on

a reduced scale, and river-control and protection were undertaken

at three or four points.

The problem of erosion in New Zealand was regarded as serious. One-
third of the land was subject to accelerated erosion in varying stages, and
of 15,000,000 ac. of forest land cleared, largely by burning, in the past
94 years, only 852,196 ac. had been reforested. Studies showed that much
of the hill land never should have been cleared. Little, if any, effort had
been made to apply erosion control, and overgrazing, burning off, and

exploitation of the high country still continued.

China. Extensive studies on the soils and soil erosion, land utilization,

and soil and water conservation needs of the northwestern provinces of

Shensi, Kansu and Tsinghai were made during 1943 by Dr. W. C. Lowder-
milk, assistant chief of the U.S. soil conservation service, and a staff of

eight Chinese soil experts. Demonstration projects and experimental plots
were set up, and the first Soil Conservation Association of Farmers ever to

be formed in China held its first formal meeting in October. Work of

demonstration projects was closely co-ordinated with that of the National

Conservancy bureau, including the Yellow River commission, and the

ministry of agriculture and forestry.

The National Conservancy bureau of China had completed seven projects
to supply water to 282,450 ac. of land suited for irrigation in Shensi.

Projects to irrigate an additional 155,100 ac. were under construction.

However, the water-supply program, started in 1930 to eliminate the haz-
ards of famine in the region, by watering 2,100,000 ac. of loessial soils

rich in fertility, was found to be handicapped for lack, of a soil conservation

program. The steep slopes were eroding, and it was generally believed that

three rivers of the region, the Wei, King and Lo, were supplying most of the

silt flowing into the Yellow river.

Heavy cultivation of steep slopes was found throughout the northwestern

provinces by Dr. Lowdermilk and his staff members, and return of the land
to appropriate uses was recommended. It was proposed that gullied slopes
and badlands of great extent be planted to grasses, legumes, willowherbs
and trees, and that many thousands of soil-saving dams be built along
streams. Much of the gently sloping land could be cultivated with such
erosion safeguards as contouring, strip cropping, bench terracing and diver-

sion trenches to carry off unabsorbed rainfall. Many of the bottomlands,
where rice and other crops are grown, should be farmed by level terracing.

Field data collected by the survey party headed by Dr. Lowdermilk were
submitted to the Executive Yuan in Dec. 1943, together with recommenda-
tions for a soil and water conservation program for northwestern China.

U.S.S.R. Research in soil science, natural meadow compositions and plant
migrations, forest soils as aiVccted by various methods of cutting, winter

crops, and other phases of conservation farming were continued on many
of the government-owned-and-operaled state farms of the soviet union.

Upwards of 4,000 state farms, comprising approximately 10% of the tilled

lands, were in operation during the first two years of invasion. Their major
function, experimental \york, proved of inestimable value in evacuating old

crops to new regions, in extending cultivation to new areas, and in co-

ordinating soil science and land utilization for collective farmers engaged
in reclaiming war-torn lands. Under guidance of the state farms, all 1943
spring plowing and sowing in the central and eastern regions' was done
strictly according to the most approved scientific methods, including soil

conservation and fertility-improvement practices. Productivity of the soil

rose 30% between 1913-43, and the sown area increased by the same
percentage.

Land restoration in recaptured areas proceeded rapidly throughout the

year. Seed produced by regional seed production farms and collective farm-
ers far in the rear of the fighting was available to farmers returning to

liberated areas; fruit tree seedlings and other plants were supplied by soviet
botanical gardens; and farm cattle which had been evacuated to safe areas
in 1941 and 1942 were being returned to liberated collective farms with

pastures and feed sufficient to maintain them.

Africa. Only about to% of the continent is considered potentially ar^b'e,
and not more than 2% of the arable land is first-class agricultural land.
Serious erofion in many parts of the continent was recognized and had led

to aggressive action in several African countries to stop soil erosion and
water waste even before World War II.

In the Union of South Africa, the soil and veld conservation division of
the department of agriculture gave technical advice and aid to farmers in

application of soil conservation methods; in reducing cattle grazing on
over-stocked areas'; in planting grass on eroded areas; and in conducting
educational campaigns to induce farmers to protect arable land from erosion

by means of contour banks, contour hedges and other measures.

By the close of 1943 studies of the erosion problems of ten areas of vary-
ing sizes had been reported, including recommendations for water conser-

vation, diversion of flood waters and protection of watersheds by revege-
tation. Thirteen thousand dams had been built as a part of the erosion con-
trol program, and a vigorous program to improve soil fertility by use of



legumes in irrigated areas was well under way. Erosion was known to be
serious and damaging in Natal, the Karroo districts, and the mountains of
western Cape province where destructive fires had been common for many
years.

In the Transvaal, Orange Free State and Rhodesia, badly eroded land
was taken out of cultivation and erosion control projects were started. In

i943i the legislative assembly of Rhodesia enacted a law to set up a pro-
gram for checking erosion damage, particularly with reference to the Mazoe
valley. Likewise in Rhodesia, a government decision to pay less for maize
grown on eroded land than that from conserved land awakened interest in

a more progressive conservation policy. The Central Food Production
committee of Rhodesia was co-operating with the Natural Resources board
in aiding farmers to follow a Jong-term policy of production combined with
maintenance of soil fertility.

Considerable acreages of sheet erosion and gullying were reported in

Central province, Tanganyika, during the i9.jos, and by 1943 contour banks
were being used to retard the flow of water, and hedges were being planted
to protect soils and crops from wind erosion. In Teso district, Uganda,
where cultivation of cotton had impaired the soil, strip-cropping, construc-
tion of dams, reforestation of steep hills and other anti-erosion measures
continued to be applied to the land.

South Americo. During the year 1943 the legislative bodies of Colombia,
Venezuela and Argentina passed national soil conservation legislation. A
soil conservation service was set up in Colombia, to function in the ministry
of national economy. In Bolivia and Peru there was evidence that educa-
tional programs would be necessary before legislation could be introduced.
The ministry of agriculture of Chile was engaged in an extensive program
of surveys and experimentation preliminary to launching demonstrations in

different phases of soil conservation. A project was under way in Uruguay
for creation of a conservation service to be advisory to several ministries
of the government. In Brazil, in the state of Sao Paulo, the experimental
station at Campinas already had initiated contour farming and other
conservation measures over large areas. Argentina, the only South American
country that suffers from extensive wind erosion as well as water erosion,
was expected to set up a nation-wide soil conservation program during 1944.
The erosion problems of Latin America were clarified during 1943

through reports from and discussions with representatives of several of the

republics who visited the United States to study soil and water conservation
methods or to seek technical aid in initiating surveys or demonstrations.
The most serious erosion in the northern half of the continent was known
to be in the highlands of Colombia and Venezuela, the Andes region of

Ecuador, the heavily populated departments of Huanuco and Junin in Peru,
and the northeastern states of Brazil where droughts are common.

In the southern half, wind erosion in La Pampa, parts of San Luis and
Cordoba, and southern Santa Fe and western Buenos Aires provinces had
reached the stage of disastrous dust storms, abandonment of homes, and
formation of sand dunes on over-grazed lands and over-cultivated wheat
lands, which were left bare during seasons of high winds. Erosion by water
was pronounced severe in the territory of Misiones, Argentina, where the

annual rainfall is abotit 100 in. Uruguay, faced with a serious problem of

advancing beach sands, had made extensive pine tree plantings in the

effort to combat it.

Yields of wheat in many parts of southern Chile were reported reduced

by one-half to three-fourths as a result of erosion caused by past farming
practices. This led the Chilean ministry of agriculture during the year to

project a plan to convert large areas of eroded wheat lands to pasture, and
to plant other wide areas in eucalyptus to establish forests and control
erosion on badly damaged slopes. (See also AGRICULTURE; AQUEDUCTS;
DAMS; DROUGHT; IRRIGATION.)

PiDLlor,RAPiiY. Final Act and Section Reports, United Nations Confer-
ence on Food and Agriculture (1943, Washington, D.C.); Production and
Distribution- of food in Gnat Britain, British Information Service (Oct.

1943); Fertility, Productivity and Classification of Land in Britain, Land
Utilization Survey of Britain, 1941 and 1943; Journal of the Ministry of

Agriculture (Sept. 1943, London); Journal of the Royal Society of Arts

(1943, London); Nature (1943, London); Herbage Abstracts, Welsh Plant

Breeding Station, Aberystwyth; The Geographical Journal (London);
Country Life (1943, London); Farming in South Africa, Department of

Agriculture and Forestry (1943, Johannesburg); Forestry Abstracts, Im-
perial Forestry Bureau (1943, Oxford); Reports of United States embassies
in China, Canada, New Zealand, 1943, Office of Foreign Agricultural

Relations, U.S. Department of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.); AYw
Zealand Science Review (June 1943); Report by Guelph Conference on
Conservation of Natural Resources of Ontario; Publicity Scries, 1943,
Department of Agriculture and Forestry (Pretoria, South Africa); War Bul-
letin t\r

o. 4, Welsh Plant Breeding Station; Agriculture, Journal of Ministry
of Agriculture (Sept. 1943, Rhodesia); The East African Agricultural
Journal of Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda and Zanzibar (1943): The. Geo-

graphical Magazine (May 1943, New York); Journal of the Royal African
Society (Oct. 1942); Journal Department of Agriculture (Victoria); Scien-

tific Monthly (May 1943); Scientific Agriculture (Dec. 1942, Canada);
Agriculture, in the Americas, U.S. Department of Agriculture (July 1943);
Comision Xnrional de Irrigacion, Mexico; U.S.S.R. Information Service;
Koletin Tccnico N.4, Ministcrio de Agricultura (Jan. 1943, Chile); Soil

Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. (H. H. BE.)

Solar System: see ASTRONOMY.

Soldiers' Bonus: see VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION.

IcUnifo
ISIdllQS.

^n archipelago 'n the western Pacific,

included in Melanesia and forming a

chain (in continuation of that of the Admiralty Islands and New
Mecklenburg in the Bismarck archipelago) from N.W. to S.E.

U.S. INVASION BARGES landing on the beaches of Rendova Island in the

New Georgia group, Solomon islands, early in the morning of June 30, 1943.
The Americans ousted the Japanese garrison after a short but bitter fight

'

between 154 40' and 162 30' E., 5 and 11 S., with a total

land area of 17,000 sq.mi. Administratively the islands a in-

divided between the British Solomons (a colonial possession of

Great Britain, with a land area of 11,700 sq.mi. and a pop.

[1931] of 94,105, of whom 497 were Europeans) and the northern

islands of the group, of which Bougainville is the largest. These

belonged to Germany before World War I and were assigned to

Australia under a League of Nations mandate after that conflict.

Powers of government in the British Solomons are vested in a

British resident, whose seat of administration is located on Tulagi

Island, off the south coast of Florida Island.

The Solomons constitute a double row of large mountainous

,
volcanic islands, flanked by some small -atolls to the north, east

and south. They extend for a distance of 900 mi. from Bougain-

ville strait in the northwest to Fakata, or Mitre Island, in the

neighbourhood of the Santa Cruz Islands to the southeast. Their

northern extremity is marked by the atoll Ontong Java or Lord

Howe, their southern by Rennell Island; the intervening distance

is 430 mi. The great majority of the natives belong to the

Melanesian race, but some 4.000 inhabitants of the outlying
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Qnnnff T V ( lS94~ ) Chinese statesman, was born in

uUUllgf I . I. Shanghai, the eldest son of Charles Jones Soong,

wealthy Bible publisher, and the brother of Mme. Chiang Kai-

shek. He attended Vanderbilt university, Harvard and Columbia,

where he specialized in economics, and later he worked in New
York banking houses. On returning to China in 1917, he worked

as adviser to a large coal company in Shanghai ;
six years later, he

became director of the department of commerce with the nation-

alist government established in Canton. As finance minister,

1928-33, Soong established many reforms, including a budget

system, central banking and unified currency. In 1936 he founded

the Bank of China. Chiang Kai-shek named him foreign minister.

Dec. 23, 1941, while he was in Washington, D.C., as a special

envoy. He did not return to China until the following October,

having signed a lend-lease agreement with Secretary Hull in the

meantime. Soong also spent much of 1943 in the United States.

He conferred with Roosevelt and Churchill in Washington in

May and participated in the Quebec conference in August.

Soong Mei-ling: see CHIANG KAI-SHEK, MADAME.

Sorghum: see SYRUP, SORGO AND CANE.

South Africa, British: see BRITISH SOUTH AFRICAN PRO-

TECTORATES.
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atolls are Polynesians.

History. The strategic importance of the Solomons had been

realized in some quarters in Australia after World War I, but

the terms of the league mandate forbade fortification of the

northern islands, and the British government took no steps to

create air and naval bases in the British Solomons. The base at

Singapore was supposed to provide adequate protection for what

seemed, before the Japanese onslaught in 1941, a safe and remote

part of the world.

The central Solomons area marked the farthest southward

penetration of Japanese ground, air and naval forces. A turn

of the tide in this combat theatre was marked when U.S. marines

seized Tulagi and the important Henderson airfield on Guadal-

canal in Aug. 1942. For some time the marines were hard pressed

by superior Japanese forces and confined to a relatively narrow

beachhead; but decisive naval victories in October and November

of that year eased the American position and made it increas-

ingly difficult for reinforcements and supplies to reach the Japa-

nese forces on Guadalcanal.

A steady but slow process of clearing the Japanese from the

part of the archipelago which they had occupied went on during

1943, and by the end of the year the Japanese were on the

defensive in the last of their major strongholds in the Solomons

area, the large northern island of Bougainville. Deadly modern

weapons were brought into action on islands where naked savages

had formerly fought out their tribal feuds with spears and bows

and arrows, and air duels were fought over volcanic islands and

small coral atolls. Difficult health and climatic conditions were

encountered, and malaria ranked with the Japanese as an enemy.

The forward movement in the Solomons was co-ordinated with

the clearing of the Huon peninsula in northeastern New Guinea,

and with landings, at the end of 1943, in New Britain, an im-

portant objective of both drives being the major Japanese base

of Rabaul, in New Britain. (See also WORLD WAR II.)

Finances, Trade, Education. Revenue in 1940-41 was 51,-

320 sterling, expenditure was 65.848. Exports during 1940-41

were 131,938. Among the principal products of the Solomons

are beche-de-mer, copra, ivory nuts, trochas shell, used for pearl

buttons, cocoa, rubber, sweet potatoes, pineapples, bananas,

yams. Education is in the hands of five missions.

(W. H. CH.)

Somaliland, British: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Somaliland, French: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Somaliland, Italian: see ITALIAN COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Somervell, Brehon Burke
(1892- ), U.S. army offi-

cer, was born May 9 in Little

Rock, Ark., and was graduated from West Point in 1914. During
World War I, he was a divisional chief of staff of personnel and

operations on the western front, 1918-19, and was assistant chief

of staff of supplies of the American occupation force in Germany,

1919-20. During the postwar years, he supervised a number of

civilian engineering and construction projects in the United States

and in Europe and was WPA administrator for New York city,

1936-40. He was made assistant chief of staff in charge of the

army supply division on Nov. 25, 1941, and supervised the ship-

ment of supplies to U.S. armed forces all over the world. On
March 2, 1942, Lt. Gen. Somervcll was made commander of the

army supply services. During 1942 and 1943 he supervised a

rapid expansion of quartermaster and ordnance activities. On
Oct. i, 1943, he was nominated by President Roosevelt for the

permanent rank of major general. He attended a war conference

in Chungking, Oct. 16-20, and later accompanied President

RooscwJt to Cairo and Tehran.

South Africa, The Union of.

momvealth of nations. The four provinces of which it consists,

the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Transvaal and the Orange
Free State, extend from the southernmost point of the African

continent to the Limpopo in the north. The former German

colony of South-West Africa (pop.: European 33,600; Bantu and

Coloured 287,731) is administered under mandate as an integral

part of the union, but this territory has not been incorporated as a

province. Area 472,550 sq.mi. (incl. Walvis bay, 430 sq.mi.) ; pop.

(est. June 30, 1941), 10,521,700 (Europeans, 2,188,200; Bantu,

7,250,700; Coloured, 844,400; Asiatic 238,400). Chief towns

(pop. census 1936): Cape Town (seat of legislature) (344,223);

Johannesburg (519,384); Durban (259,606); Pretoria (seat of

government) (128,621); Port Elizabeth (109,841). Governor-

general in 1943: Rt. Hon. M. J. de Wet; premier: Field Marshal

Jan C. Smuts. Languages: English, Afrikaans. Religion: Euro-

pean population: Christian (Dutch Reformed Churches 55%;
Anglican, 19%; Methodists, 6%; Presbyterians, 5%).

History. During 1943 South African affairs again fell under

the three interlocked categories of war, industrial development
and party strife. Prime Minister Smuts warned his people that

the hardest fighting was still to come but that they must be "in

at the finish'* in Berlin. Thereafter he looked forward to sharing

in the task of restoration as the union's "reparation policy."

Having recognized the French committee of National Liberation

and drawn a sharp distinction between the nazis and "another

and better Germany," he went to London (Oct.) to take his

seat m the British war cabinet.

The union had begun to feel the pinch of the war toward the

close of 1942, when the cost of living had risen 20% above that

of 1939. Smuts's United party ministry was strained by grumbling
at its new "austerity" policy, and friction between its Labour

left wing and its Dominion party right. Dr. Daniel F. Malan, the

Nationalist leader, still confident of a German victory, played up
to the British section of the electorate by harping on soldiers'

grievances and tried in vain to re-unite all the opposition fac-

tions on a stop-the-war Afrikander basis. His position had been

strengthened by the death of his rival, General J. B. M. Hertzog,

in Nov. 1942. The ministry was further shaken by the momentary

resignation of J. H. Hofmeyr, its second in command, who ac-



SOUTH AFRICA'S FIRST DIVISION was welcomed home in Cape Town in

1943. These troops cracked the nazi defenses at El Alamein In Oct. 1942

cepted the renewal of a "pegging" bill, which forbade Indian

traders in Transvaal towns to penetrate European areas during
a term of years but objected to its extension to residential areas

in Durban (Natal). Smuts refused to accept his resignation, and

thereafter the ministry was helped by the course of the war and a

hopeful budget. Increases were made in excise, postage, income

tax surcharge, special contributions from the diamond and gold
mines (the latter now standing at 22^%), personal and savings
fund levies, state railway fares and a 50% increase of the tax

on foreign shareholders.

Smuts won a resounding victory on the war issue at a general

election in which the soldiers took part (July). His United party
did unexpectedly well in the Afrikander rural areas and gained
a majority of 89 to 64 over all other parties. Labour gained

markedly. The Communists failed completely in spite of their

appeals to the harassed Negroes. Nicolaas Havenga's Afrikaner

(Neutrality) party was wiped out. Oswald Pirow's New Order

party, perhaps prudently, boycotted this democratic election.

Malan's Nationalists at least formed a solid block, which might

grow if times are bad after the war. The state of the par-

tics was: United party, 89 (72); Labour, 9 (4); Dominion,

7 (8); Independents, 2 (o); Europeans representing the natives,

3 (3); a total of no in support of the war policy against the

Nationalists, 43 (41). A few days after the election Sir Patrick

Duncan, the governor-general, died.

An Industrial and Agricultural Requirements commission fore-

shadowed a fairly speedy decline in gold production, saw small

hope of agriculture's coming to the rescue and noted that the

remarkable wartime scale of secondary industries can hardly be

maintained when prices again become an object.

The budget devoted the entire proceeds of native taxation to

native education and made a beginning of giving all school chil-

dren of whatever colour one square meal a day. Meanwhile the

union's industries maintained an army of 150,000, out of an

"occupied" European population of 750,000, and sent much to

the Allies. A joint Union-United Kingdom-United States supply
council was formed to carry this work farther (Sept. 1943).

Finally the legislative council of Mandated South-West Africa

asked unanimously for incorporation as the fifth province of the

union (Sept.). Smuts replied that this would be considered but

that the League of Nations must be approached first.

(E. A. WR.)
Education. In 1939: state and state-aided primary and sec-

ondary: European schools, 4,014; scholars, 391,056; non-European

schools, 5,131; scholars, 620,384; universities, average number of

students 10,505.

Bonking and Finance. Revenue (est. 1942-43) 91,400,000;

expenditure (est. 1942-43): ordinary 63,700,000, war 80,000,-

ooo; revenue (est. 1943-44) 108,500,000; expenditure (est.

1943-44); ordinary 67,500,000, war 96,000,000; public debt

(Dec. 31, 1942) 425,000,000; notes in circulation (Feb. 28, 1943)

40,300,000; gold reserve (Feb. 28, 1943) 63,500,000; exchange
rate (average 1943) i SA=*$3.98.
Trade and Communication. External trade (1940) (exclu-

sive of goods in transit and of gold bullion and specie): imports

(total) 105,099,234; exports (domestic) 28,562,207; re-exports

5,528,430. Communication and transport: roads fit for motor

traffic (1938-39) 87,495 mi.; railways, including South-West

Africa (March 31, 1940), 13,645; airways, including South-West

Africa (1939): passengers carried, 35,578; freight and mails

carried, 2,640,984 lb.; mileage flown i, 751,453; shipping (1940)

entered, 6,598; net tonnage 25,504,068; cleared, 6,554; net ton-

nage 25,315,168. Motor vehicles licensed (Dec. 31, 1940): cars

and taxis, 317,958; vans and lorries, 51,215; tractors 1,044;

cycles 21,725; wireless receiving set licences (1940) 283,119;

telephones, instruments in use (1940) 202,753.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion (1940-41) (in metric tons): gold (1942) 14,120,617 fine oz.,

declared value 118,613,108; (1941) 14,386,361 fine oz.; de-

clared value 120,845,424; diamonds (1939) 1,269,828 metric

carats; maize 2,159,100; coal (1940) 17,493,000; sheep, number

(Aug. 31, 1939) 38,289,430; cattle, number (Aug. 31, 1939) IT -

852,736; wool (1940) 125,000; wheat, European cultivation, 46(

800; cane sugar, refined, 467,800; iron ore (metal content)

(1940) 396,000; pig iron and ferro-alloys (1940) 304,000; steel

651
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(1939) 314,000 ;

silver (1940) 40.2; manganese ore (metal con-

tent) (1940) 174,500; chrome ore (chromic oxide content)

(1940) 73,300; asbestos (1938) 21,900; wine (i93*-39) i555r
ooo hectolitres; tobacco, European cultivation, 13,800; potatoes

(1938-39), European cultivation, 196,800; oats, European cul-

tivation (1939-40), 80,700; barley, European cultivation (1938-

39), 20,500; mohair (1940), export, 1,900; copper (smelter pro-

duction) (1940) 13,600; ground-nuts (1938-39), European culti-

vation, 13,500; benzol (1939) 1,700; superphosphates of lime

(1937) 164,000. Industry and labour: (census 1939) establish-

ments 9,837; employees, European, 117,056; others 189,087;

value of gross output, 172,764,000; value added to materials

used, 85,108,000. Employment index (average I929ioo)
average 1941, 164; Feb. 1942, 172.

South America: see ARGENTINA; BOLIVIA; PERU; ETC.

state Australian commonwealth
Anctrolio
fUlSuiHIiL 380,070 sq.mi. in area, bounded by longi-

tudes 129 E. and 141 E., and by latitude 26 S. and the

southern coast of the continent. Population (est. Dec. 31, 1941)

605,689. Chief city and capital (pop. Dec. 31, 1940), Adelaide,

330,000. Governor in 1943: Sir Charles Malcolm Barclay-Harvey.

History. The industrialization of the state consequent upon
the demands of war and in spite of acute manpower problems
continued during 1943. Figures released for factory output during

1942 showed more than 35% increase over the previous year.

Among new industries established in 1943 was a 600,000 plant

for reforging scrap steel and a 500,000 chemical plant which,

after the war, was to be converted for the production of fertilizers.

Seasonal conditions were excellent and rural production conse-

quently high. The wheat crop returned a record yield of 18.18 bu.

per ac. The government announced a five-year postwar road plan

for the construction of 3,000 mi. of roads at a cost of A3,soo,-

ooo. The plan covers more than 100 roads in all parts of the state.

Education. In 1939: state primary schools 1,004; teachers

2,556; average daily attendance 55,672.

Finance. In 1941-42: revenue Ai5,oo2,ooo; expenditure

Ai3, 715,000; debt outstanding (June 30, 1942) Aio9,i9o,ooo.
Communication. Roads (March 31, 1940): 52,330 mi. Rail-

ways (1942): government, 2,547 rni. Motor vehicles licensed

(March 31, 1943): cars 54401; trucks 22,794; cycles 6,131.

Wireless set licences (March 1943) 147,145.

Agriculture and Manufacturing. Wheat (1942-43) 37,000,-

ooo bu.; barley (1941-42) 11,700,000 bu.; wine (1941-42) n,-

140,000 gal.; currants (1941-42) 9,872.6 short tons; wool (1941-

42) 105,000,000 lb.; butter (1941-42) 20,370,000 Ib. Industry

(1941-42): factories ?,233; employees 67,000; gross value of

output A6i,ooo,ooo; unemployment (March 31, 1943) 1.0%.

(W. D. MA.)

South Carolina.
A south-Atlantic state of the United

States, and eighth of the original 13 to

ratify the constitution, 1788; popularly known as the "Palmetto

state." Area, 3 I >55 sq.mi., including 461 of inland waters; pop.

(1940) 1,899,804; white 1,084,308; Negro 814,164; others 1,332;

75.5% rural; 0.3% foreign-born. Capital, Columbia (62,396).

Other cities include Charleston (71,275); Greenville (34,734);

Spartanburg (32,249).

History. Olin D. Johnston, elected governor in Nov. 1942,

was inaugurated Jan. 19, 1943. Having served from 1935-39, he

was the first to serve a second term after the term was raised

from two years to four with immediate re-eligibility forbidden.

The legislature extended state support for schools from eight

months to nine; raised teachers' salaries (which any district might

supplement) 15%, and assumed practically the entire expense

for bus transportation of pupils; appropriated $186,000 for school

lunches; raised state employees' pay 10%; voted $50,000 for

postwar planning; appropriated $6,800,000 to reduce state debt;

eliminated primary election laws for fear of federal action on the

rule excluding Negroes from the Democratic party, thus leaving

primary regulations to private party action; passed a law requir-

ing physically fit males 16-60 to work or fight; discontinued the

low state tax on general property, leaving this to local govern-

ments, which were also given state aid. In addition, the governor

vetoed a marriage protection act on the ground that it was too

feeble to be effective, and the legislature defeated an effort to

permit the $57,000,000 Santee-Cooper hydro-electric authority

to buy two large companies for $40,000,000, fearing politico-

economic monopoly power. A suit to compel equal pay for white

and Negro teachers brought no results.

The total state appropriations of $18,161,555 were the largest

in the state's history. Highway gasoline revenues, however, fell

to about half. Farm wages were the highest in 20 years.

Mrs. Sue Logue, executed together with several men for mur-

der, was the first woman to be electrocuted in the state, but not

the first to be executed. The only one of the penal officials

charged with corruption so far tried was acquitted, though bad

conditions were undoubted. A sheriff was sent to jail for 60 days

for depriving a prisoner of federal constitutional rights. The 250
Catawba Indians (largely mixed with white and Negro blood)

were by agreement with the U.S. provided at joint expense with

more land, schools, and direct support, admitted to citizenship,

and transferred to federal supervision.

The state supreme court ruled that Methodists refusing mem-

bership in the reunited church might use the name Methodist

Church South, but not any of its property. Dissenters number

a few hundred.

Education. Enrolment in white elementary schools for the

year ending June 30, 1943, was 186,230 (a decrease of 2,070);

Negro 186,236 (a decrease of 5,317); high schools, white 71,294

(a decrease of 2,986); Negro 21,692 (an increase of 615). White

elementary teachers 6,310, high school 3,011; Negro teachers

5,188 and 667 respectively; expenditures $16,753,801 for whites,

$3,618,591 for Negroes. All men's colleges were taken over dur-

ing the year for the training of soldiers.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. In the year ending

June 30, 1943, federal allocation for needy persons totalled

$1,752,000, to which the state added $100,000. The amount of

$i>3 I 9>5O went to the aged, $390,000 to dependent children;

27,777 persons were assisted. Total allocation for the year end-

ing June 30, 1944 was $2,349,500. State unemployment trust

fund rose to $27,264,933 by Dec. 31, 1943, supplied entirely by

employers, while payments to unemployed during 1943 dropped
to $566,770, a decline of 70%. Payments for the 12 months end-

ing June 30, 1943, totalled $940,219. Patients in the state hos-

pital (for mentally diseased) on June 30, 1943, numbered 4,688;

on parole, 775; in feeble-minded school, 853. Prisoners in peni-

tentiary and state farms June 30, 1943, 1,084; legal executions

during year ending same date, 9.

Communications. Paved highways on June 30, 1943, com-

prised 7,230 mi.; earthen state highways, 4,747 mi.; railroads,

3,563 mi.

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, there were 22 na-

tional banks (plus 19 branches), 84 state banks (plus 4 branches),

39 cash depositories with deposits and resources as follows: na-

tional banks and branches, $220,375,000 and $233,671,000; state

banks, branches and depositories, $107,272,986 and increased

resources. Resources of federal building and loan associations

totalled $25,890,773; state associations, $11,848,331. State debt
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June 50, 1943 was $68,246,511, of which $61,958,913 was for

highways. Federal internal revenues collected year ending June

30, 1943, $105,673,000.

Agriculture. Value of crops in 1943 was $231,315,000, 17%
above the 1942 figure and the highest since 1919, when crops

were valued at $360,000,000. Labour and equipment shortages

were considerable. Of total crop values, vegetables supplied

$12432,000; 90% of the peach crop was fro/en in April.

Table I Leading Agricultural Products of South Carolina, 1943 and 1942

Principal Agricultural Products of South Dakota, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactures for the

year ending June 30, 1943, was $1,062,402,844; employees num-

bered 167,718; wages, $208,195,102.

Table II. Principal Industrie, of South Carolina, 1943 and 1942

Mineral Production. Production for n>43 chiefly stone and

clay, aggregated $4,493,522. (D. D. W.)

South Dakota.
A north-central state, admitted to the union

Nov. 2, 1889; popularly called the "Coyote
state." Area, 77,615 sq.mi. (land area, 76,536 sq.mi.); pop.

(1940), 642,961; urban population, 158,087; rural population,

484,874; average number of inhabitants per sq.mi., 8.4. Capital,

Pierre (pronounced "Peer" by South Dakotans) (4,322). Largest

city, Sioux Falls (40,832). Ten cities had a population above

5,000 in 1940. In 1943 the state's population was substantially

reduced by migration to defense centres. An estimate by the

director of the state census placed the total population as of

Dec. 31, 1943, at 550,000.

History. M. Q. Sharpe, governor (Rep.), took office Jan. 5,

1943. All partisan state elective offices were held by Republicans.

The legislature, made up of 100 Republicans and 10 Democrats,

was in session from Jan. 5 to March 5. In addition to routine

legislation, administration-backed laws were passed providing

for tithes from specified departments; establishing a department

of audits and accounts under a comptroller; reducing the un-

employment commission to one member; and authorizing a study

of compulsory education through high school. The tithing law

met vigorous opposition from sportsmen and from gasoline tax-

payers. An action in the state supreme court nullified the law as

it applied to the highway department and permitted it to be

referred. Although opponents of the law circulated petitions to

refer it, the referendum was denied on the grounds of insufficient

legal signers. A hearing on the question of the law's constitu-

tionality was set for the Jan. 1944 term of the supreme court.

Education. The school census, ages 5-21, was 164,976 in 1943

compared with 186,258 in 1940.

Finance. Total receipts for the fiscal year 1942-43 were $38,-

000,000; disbursements were $33,760,000; balance, $16,400,000.

The net bonded state debt was $28,367,191.85.

Agriculture. In 1943 th crop value was $244,170,000, an in-

crease of $10,000,000 over 1942. In the nation, South Dakota was
first in rye; second in durum wheat; third in barley, flax and

wild hay; fourth in all spring wheat; fifth in sorghum forage;

seventh in all wheat and oats; eleventh in corn. The total pro-
duction was sharply reduced over 1942 but was well above the

ten-year average for the state. (L. K. F.; X.)

Palifnrnfa llniuorcitv nf
An institution of

UdlllUMIIdy UlllVcloliy Ul. higher education

at Los Angeles, Calif., comprising 25 schools and colleges.

During 1943 it endeavoured to preserve and advance the tra-

ditional academic program ;
nevertheless a rather strictly wartime

campus prevailed, and the educational work was adjusted to

train men and women for war service. The calendar year was

divided into three major terms of 16 weeks each, the accelerated

program preparing more men in less time.

The 1,200 men in the navy V-I2 curriculum, including 300

marines, and 200 N.R.O.T.C. trainees, were supplemented by 400

army premedical and prcclental students. More than 4,000 adults

enrolled in night classes in engineering, science and war training,

sponsored by the U.S. department of education.

Special work was offered in occupational therapy, nursing and

nursery school education, aviation medicine, and psychological

clinic. Certain major divisions (engineering, mathematics, medi-

cine, dentistry, chemistry, physics) overflowed with students,

while other departments suffered decimation.

Alumni numbering 5,000 were in the service of the armed forces

in 1943; 150 staff members were on special leave for war effort.

For statistics of faculty, student enrolment, library volumes, etc.,

see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (R. D. Hu.)

Southern Rhodesia: see RHODESIA.

South-West Africa: see MANDATES; SOUTH AFRICA, THE
UNION OF.

Sovereigns, Presidents and Rulers: see PRESIDENTS,

SOVEREIGNS AND RULERS.

Soviet Republics: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Soviet Union: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

so>'^ean by '943 ha^ ri^11 to a prominent

place as a wartime crop in the United States, as

it had in Europe. As a food for animals and man, and particu-

larly as a source of oil, its culture in the United States increased

almost 400% over the prewar average. The War Food adminis-

tration set a goal of 12,000,000 ac. for 1943 and the crop was

estimated to be 95% of the production goal. Total 1943 produc-
tion was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture to be

206,117,000 bu. compared with 209,559,000 bu. in 1942 and

51,571,000 bu. as the lo-year average, 1932-41. While the acreage

was increased in 1943 to 11,480,000 from 10,762,000 in 1942, the

yield was only 17.9 bu. per ac. in 1943 as compared to 19.5 bu.

per ac. in 1942. In areas outside the central states large areas

were cut for hay because heat and drought damaged the prospects

for beans and also because of a shortage of other hay crops.

Prices for soybeans were supported by the government through

arrangements with the oil-seed crushers which required them to

pay the minimum price of $1.00 per bu. for No. i beans. All

beans purchased by crushers were required to be sold to the

Commodity Credit corporation and then repurchased at certain
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U.S. Soybean Production by loading Stalti, 1943 and 1942

All other states produced less than 1,000,000 bu. of beans. Soybeans grown for hay not
included.

fixed prices designed to enable the old type plants to operate

and to secure the maximum oil output. Even with the full use

of all available plants in the soybean growing area, a part of

the crop had to be shipped to the south and west for crushing,

the extra cost of transport being paid by the government. The

growing need for oil was shown by the increase in goals set

up for 1944 by the War Food administration which called for

14,000,000 ac. compared to the 12,000,000 ac. goal for 1943.

It was expected that by 1944 farm machines for soybean culture

and handling would be available in quantity sufficient to care

for the increase in the crop. In Iowa and Illinois, where mos 4

of

the crop is grown, it was expected to take the place of oats and

pasture. (See also CHEMURGY.) (J. C. Ms.)

Spaatz,
Pflrf A ( J 89i- ), U.S. army air officer, was

born June 28 in Boyertown, Pa. He was

graduated from West Point in 1914, studied at the aviation school

in San Diego in 1915 and participated in the Mexican campaign
a year later. During World War I, he commanded a pursuit

squadron in the St, Mihiel offensive in 1918 and was decorated

for shooting down two enemy planes. After the war he was sta-

tioned at various U.S. flying fields, and in 1929 he piloted the

army plane that established a record of 150 hr. and 40 i.iin. in

an endurance flight over Los Angeles. Advancing rapidly in the

air corps, he was chief of staff to Gen. Henry H. Arnold in 1941,

and soon after Pearl Harbor he took over the air force combat

command. In July 1942, he was named U.S. air commander in

Europe. Early in 1943 he was shifted to the Mediterranean

theatre as commander of the i2th U.S. air force and of the

United Nations' Northwest Africa air forces. In November,

Algiers announced creation of a new U.S. i5th air force, also

under command of Lt. Gen. Spaatz, to concentrate on bombing,
from Mediterranean bases, targets in Germany and occupied

Europe. A raid on a Messerschmitt assembly plant in Austria was

the first mission. On Dec. 24, 1943, President Roosevelt an-

nounced the appointment of Gen. Spaatz as commander of "the

entire American strategic bombing force operating against Ger-

many" from all directions. The command of the isth air force

was taken over by Maj. Gen, Nathan F. Twining.

A southwestern European state, occupying about 84%
of the Iberian peninsula. Area (including the Balearic

and Canary Islands): 194,804 sq.mi. Pop. (1940 census): 25,-

877,971 1
in J930 it was 23,563,867. The capital is Madrid (1,088,-

647). Other leading cities arc: Barcelona (1,081,175); Valencia

(450,756); Seville (312,1:3); Malaga (238,085); Zaragoza (238,-

601); C6rdoba (143,296); Granada (155,405); Murcia (193,-

731); Valladolid (116,024). The language is Spanish, the state re-

ligion, Roman Catholic. Chief of state, or caudillo, in 1943: Gen.

Francisco Franco.

History. When IQ43 ended
Spain

had still managed to retain

her status as one of the few officially neutral (or rather non-bel-

ligerent) nations in a world at war. As in 1942, a heavy political

and financial debt to the axis powers, a position in uncomfortable

proximity to German military might, and a definite affinity to

totalitarian philosophy inclined her leaders toward support of

the axis. At the same time her exposed position in regard to

Allied attack, in case of belligerency (in 1943 even more appar-

ent as the attack on Italy developed), her desperate poverty after

her own civil war, and her need for certain essential items from

the Allies, made it impossible for her to risk an Allied attack.

Insofar as the nations at war were concerned, both sides were

content with Spanish neutrality for the time being. Germany
could obtain some supplies from Spain, and if she tried to secure

a Spanish entry into the war on the axis side, might open another

sector demanding defense. The United Nations had enough to

concentrate upon in other areas, and gains would not be commen-

surate with risks and expenses involved in an attempt to force

Spanish support of their side. For these reasons it was logical

that United States Ambassador Carleton Hayes could announce

in January that the United States was not trying in any way to

oust the Franco regime, and that Great Britain and the United

States could agree to deliver to Spain 50,000 tons of cotton in

the first part of the year. By August somewhat more pressure

was in evidence, with a demand by the British ambassador, Sir

Samuel Hoare, that Spain assume an actual rather than a nom-
inal neutrality. Likewise the United States in the same month re-

fused to sell arms and ammunition to Franco when such a pur-

chase was proposed. In the last few weeks of the year news

stories seemed to foreshadow a possible economic boycott of

Spain in 1944.

The United Nations particularly objected to the participation

of the Spanish "Blue Division" in the German operations in

Russia. This force, officially only a private group of volunteers,

had been large enough so that its losses in Russia were reported

as high as 7,000 men. A general of the division, Agustfn Munoz

Grande, a Falangist and strongly pro-axis, was at the head of the

Spanish military cabinet in the early months of the year, and

there was little doubt of Spanish governmental backing of the

unit. Due to Allied representations, by September members of

the division were returning to Spain in some numbers, and in

October it was unofficially reported that Franco had decided to

withdraw the force completely.

On April 16 Spain officially offered her "good services" as

mediator to the two parties at war in World War II, but for obvi-

ous reasons the offer was ignored by the United Nations.

Rumours that the monarchy was to be restored by Franco

were heard fairly frequently, as in 1942, since many of his strong-
est supporters were monarchists. In August, however, news re-

ports indicated that Don Juan, prince of the Asturias and claim-

ant to the throne, had broken off all contacts with Franco and was
to try to work for restoration independently.

Political prisoners were released in 1943 in somewhat greater
numbers. In June it was announced that over 3 ooo would gain

freedom, with double that number to follow, and in July the gov-
ernment stated that some 10,000 more would be released. That
real opposition to the Franco regime was still in existence, how-

ever, was evidenced by a successful effort of saboteurs at El Fer-

rol, the northern Spanish naval base, where fires were set on May
20 that did much damage to docks and installations, and possi-

bly to two cruisers and several destroyers.

On Dec. 20 the Falange (the only recognized party in Spain)
announced that the party militia would be dissolved and that the

army would take over its work. It was also stated that liberty

of the press would be established and that some modification of

the party organization would take place.

In spite of poverty at home, Spain managed to maintain service

on her external debt. An announcement was made in July that

the Spanish Foreign Exchange institute planned to arrange for

payments on American commercial accounts for obligations in-
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currcd prior to July 18, 1936, which were still in arrears. The

government also proposed to reconstruct University City at

Madrid, wrecked during the civil war of 1936-39, at a cost of

225,000,000 pesetas, with another 75,000,000 pesetas assigned to

improvements in other universities.

Barter agreements were discussed with Switzerland and Sweden

during the year, particular effort being made by Spain to dispose

of the Malaga raisin crop. The German-controlled airline in

Spain officially was turned over to Spanish operation, but there

was doubt as to whether the transfer was genuine. An agreement
over blocked credits with Cuba foreshadowed improved com-

mercial relations with that country.

Internal shortages continued, although news reports contained

mention of official projects involving much industrial construc-

tion of all types, but particularly of chemical plants, shipyards,

and electrical installations, all designed to make Spain more

nearly self-sufficient.

Education. Education is nominally compulsory and free;

the church has a part in religious instruction. Extensive recon-

struction of Spanish universities was projected during the year.

Finance* The official monetary unit is the peseta (value in

1943: approx. 9 cents U.S.). The currency is artificially con-

trolled. Currency in circulation June 30, 1943, was 15,192,937,654

pesetas. Expenditures for 1943 were set in the budget at 9,456,-

475,296 pesetas (1942: 7,969,778,147 pesetas). During the year

the income tax system was revised, with the federal "renta" or

special income tax increased on higher incomes, and the state

special income tax (the "cedula") repealed, with the federal gov-

ernment compensating the provinces for the loss.

Trade and Communication. General trade figures for re-

cent years were not released (1940 exports: $128,839,000; im-

ports: $202,754,000). Estimates on the export of bitter oranges

were 263,750 cases in amount (1942: 285,000 cases). Nut exports

were comparatively small. Cotton imports for the first 9 months

of 1943 amounted to 6,962,442 short tons (total for 1942: 7,694,-

693 short tons). Dried bean imports (87% of which came from

Argentina, the United States, and Mexico) totalled 51,023 short

tons.

Some improvement in communication was claimed; in Nov.

1942, locomotives in service numbered 2,550 as against 1,837 in

1939. A link of the new Coruna-Madrid railway line was opened

in April 1943. Electrification of many lines was being continued.

Much activity in ship construction was reported, with 187 vessels

on order and a number of these under actual construction. Ship-

yards were authorized at Bilbao and Alicante during the year, and

43 harbour improvement projects were carried out. A merchant

fleet of 1,056,875 tons was claimed to be in operation.

Agriculture. Production in 1943 was still under normal years.

Cereal crops in 1942 were estimated as follows (in short tons):

wheat, 3,269,466; oats, 722,717; rye, 59^593; barley, 2,004,224;

corn, 774,469; rice, 160,533. Potato production amounted to

3,728,320 short tons. The bean crop (1942) amounted to 165,345

short tons; chickpeas or garbanzas amounted to 107,474 short

tons; lentils to 16,535 short tons; peas to 33,069 short tons.

Edible oil production amounted to 220,460 short tons of olive oil

(1942-43); 1,764 short tons of filbert oil; 441 short tons of

almond oil; also 528 gal. of fish liver oil were extracted. The

queen olive crop for the 1942-43 season was estimated at 50,000-

60,000 hogsheads; manzanilla olives at 25,000-30,000 hogsheads.

In the case of almonds (1943 crop: 33,029 short tons) and

raisins, there were heavy stocks on hand carried over from the

previous year. Wool production for 1942 was 2,776 short tons;

domestic cotton, 6,790 short tons. Total rosin and derivative oil

output was 29,762 short tons.

Mineral Production. Few figures on mineral production

were available. Steel production (1942) totalled 702,392 short

tons; nickel, 617 short tons. Mercury output (unoff. est. 1941)
was 85,500 flasks. In addition to domestic necessities, the produc-
tion of lead allowed an export of 13,228 short tons in 1942. Hard

coal production, for 5 months of 1943, was 3,747,820 short tons

(1942 corresponding period: 3,527,360 short tons). (See also

WORLD WAR II.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Charles' E. Chapman, A History of Spain (1918); E.
Allison Peers, Spain, the. Church ami the Orders (London, 1939); Foreign
Commerce Weekly; Foreign Policy Reports, (D. Ru.)

politician, was born June 10 in

Guthrie county, Iowa. He was graduated from Iowa university

law college and was admitted to the bar in 1905. Active in Re-

publican party activities since his youth, Spangler worked his

way up to state leadership and in 1931 became a member of the

Republican national committee. He directed Alfred Landon's

presidential campaign for the midwest area in 1936. After the

retirement of Joseph W. Martin as chairman of the Republican
national committee in 1942, Spangler was selected for the post.

He was active throughout 1943 in preparation for the 1944 presi-

dential election. On Sept. 6 Spangler opened the meeting of the

Republican Post-war Advisory council at Mackinac Island, Mich.

Spanish-American Literature.

production of Spanish America was most fortunate in the year

1943 and the name of Joaqum Edwards Bello must be placed at

the head of the year's list. His book En el viejo Almendral, in

which one renews acquaintance with the characters of Valparaiso.

la dudad del vicnto, combined the well-known Edwards realism

and a melancholy and reminiscent atmosphere that fits very
well with the novel's period, 1900, and its background, the

speculating commercial middle classes of a port destined, due to

the opening of the Panama canal, never again to be what it once

had- been. Edwards Bello received in 1943 the Chilean national

prize for literature for the ensemble of his already long work,

a fitting recognition of a successful career. As if this writer, who

always seems in his works somewhat autobiographical, had set the

mood for the year's production, there were several other more or

less autobiographical novels: in Chile, Benedicto Chuaqui's Mem-
oriae de un emigrante, given the 1943 Santiago municipal prize, is

the romanced autobiography of a Syrian immigrant; the Ven-

ezuelan Mariano Picon Salas also looked to the past in Viaje al

amanecer, a remembrance of his childhood in the Andes; and

the Mexican writer Agustin Yanez, who in 1942 in Flor de

juegos antiguos pictured a provincial Mexican infancy, in his

1943 book Archipielago de mujeres, subtitled
"
Adolescence's ports

of call," successfully presented a young man's discovery of

woman. Another Mexican, Jos6 Revueltas, representing a dif-

ferent conception of the novel, published in 1943 a distinguished

work under the title of El luto humano. The historical novel had

not been too popular in Latin America in late years, but in 1943
Gerardo Gallegos in Beau Dondon conquista un mundo made an

excellent attempt at it. The Chilean Reinaldo Lomboy's Rdnquil
would fit in both the historical and the social revolt types of

writing. Using as basis of his plot a real life incident, Lomboy
develops the tragedy of a group of farmers expelled from their

land, driven to misery and rebellion and bloodily crushed by
the forces of the state; occasionally Lomboy loses the thread of

his story in his delight in description of landscape, and the effec-

tiveness of his effort becomes thus somewhat diluted. One might
also mention some other novels published in 1943: the Ecua-

dorian Demetrio Aguilera Malta's La isla virgen, the Mexican

Diego Canedo's El refert cuenta nueve, the Argentinean Abclardo
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Arias' Alamos talados, the Colombian Eduardo Caballero Cal-

der6n's El arte de vivir sin sonar.

In the short story, Argentina led the field in 1943 with two

books, Como naujragd el Capitdn Olssen and La senora Enriqueta

y su ramito, by the devoted director of the "Teatro del Pueblo"

and grand writer, Leonidas Barletta. His stories are subtle and

entertaining, carrying their message deep in their apparently

commonplace occurrences. The Peruvian Serafin Delmar in Los

campesinos y otros condenados described the men and the land-

scape of his native land as he painfully remembered them during

his long term behind prison walls. The great descriptive narrator

Mariano Latorre published a new book of Chilean short stories

and poems entitled Mapu. The Cuban Lino Novas Calvo collected

in a volume La luna nona y otros cuentos some of his fine short

stories, and his compatriot Ram6n Guirao gathered some Afro-

Cuban folklore materials in Cuentos y leyendas negros de Cuba.

From Central America came Juan Ulloa's Vidas humildes,

Cuentos salvadorenos.

Poetry was in 1943 as assiduously cultivated as ever in Spanish

America. In Mexico, the Honduran Don Rafael Heliodoro Valle

published a book of poems, Contigo, which, in the words of

Gonzalez Martinez, is
14

a book of plenitude/' written by a fully

developed man and scholar, sensitive, sincere and profound;
Efr6n Hernandez's Entre apagados muros was the appreciable

first poetic work of a well-established short-story writer, and

Octavio Paz in A la orilla del mundo gathered his poems of dif-

ferent years, permitting the reader to follow the evolution of one

of the most promising men of the younger generation of Mexican

poets. From Central America came some verse plaquettes of

interest: for instance, the Guatemalans Raul Leiva's En el pecado
and Otto Raul Gonzalez's Voz y voto del geranio. The Colombian

poet German Pardo Garcia collected his poems in a book, Sacri-

ficio f
in which the musical quality so characteristic of his roun-

try's poetry does not fail him. In Venezuela, Otto D'Sola pub-
lished El viajero mortal, pervaded with the author's sense of

anguish before the world's agony. In Chile, the venerable Don
Samuel A. Lillo published El rio del tiempo, verses full of the

mildness of heart of a man who can look back on a very long

life; in the same sentimental trend was Felix Armando Nunez's

Condones de todos los tiempos; in contrast, Pablo de Rokha's

Multitud and Morfologia del espanto expressed often violently

his social and political preoccupations. Although formally written

in prose, though it is a poetical prose, mention should be made
of Augusto d'Halmar's Mar, Historia de un marino y de un pino

SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE
maritime. Argentina's Francisco Luis Bernirdez reached a new

point in his poetic orbit with the publication of Poemas de carne

y hueso, an attempt at the humanization of a poetry formerly de-

humanized. To the rather hard and cold pole of purely intellec-

tual poetry belonged some other Argentinean books : La columna

y el viento by Vicente Barbieri, Angel trocado by Elena Duncan,

Persuasion de los dias by Oliverio Girondo. Closer to the tones of

emotion was Orilla nocturna by Gonzalez Carbalho, a new maker

of delicate and essential poetry, as was also Silvina Ocampo's
Enwneracidn de la patria, adorned with a gift for original and

rapid imagery, and Juan Burghi's Pdjaros nuestros. Verging on

archaism was Antonio Perez Valiente de Moctezuma's Sol en la

niebla and on symbolism, Macedonio Fernandez's Muerte e$

beldad.

World War II had not found a more vigorous singer in the

Spanish language than the great Chilean Pablo Neruda nor a

better poem than his Nuevo canto de amor a Stalingrado.

For those who love the past, one should not fail to mention

the appearance of a hitherto unpublished little book of poems
written in his last days by Amado Nervo and which, under the

title La ultima luna, was included in the Mexican review Abside.

In the field of essay-writing or in that of more erudite en-

deavours, it was stimulating to observe all over Spanish America

men deeply interested in the continued search for the real mean-

ing and significance of their countries in a world in transforma-

tion. Some approached this study from the philosophical point of

view and thus are found Mexicans searching the history of

Mexican thought: Samuel Ramos in Historia de la filosofia en

Mexico, Leopoldo Zea in El positiinsmo en Mexico. The Chileans

approached the problem historically: Norberto Pinilla in La

generaddn chilena de 1842; or looked more physically to their

land: Luis Durand in Presencia de Chile; or examined the popu-
lar manifestations of their national spirit : Pablo Garrido, in Bio-

grafia de la cueca.

In Cuba, the learned Don Fernando Ortfz looked into an

economic event of the island's history in La hija cubana del

iluminismo.
'

(L. Mo.)

Pnlnnial Fmnirp
Total area (aPProx > I28

>
100

bUIUIIIdl Llll|Jire. sq.mi .; total population ex-

cluding Spain (est. Dec, 31, 1939) 1,005,000.

The accompanying table lists the colonies, protectorates, etc.,

of Spain (q.v.) with certain essential statistics appropriate to

each of them.

Spani$h Colonial Empire
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Spanish Guinea: see SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE,

Qnonich I itorotiira
sPanish literary Production in J 943

OfJdmdll LlluldlUIC* suffered from material shortages aris-

ing from war conditions. American publishing houses, particularly

those of Argentina, assumed a large share of the burden of pub-

lishing the Spanish works mentioned below.

The output of novels was unusually low. Juan Antonio Zun-

zunegui won wide acclaim for his second novel, El hombre que iba

para estatua. Perez de Ayala's Bajo el signo de Artemisa was

published in Buenos Aires; numerous reprints of the novels of

Perez Galdos anticipated the centenary of this writer's birth;

and there were reprints of most of the novels of Perez y P6rez.

Los heroes universales de la literatura espanola was the work of

Juan Cabal
;
and in La novela picaresca en Espana Valbuena Prat

continued his noteworthy work as critic.

In poetry, anthologies and criticism were more abundant than

original poems. Notable in the former group was Ddmaso Alonso's

Poesia de la edad media. Sustained interest in Menendez Pelayo

resulted in the reprinting of the Antologia de poetas liricos

castellanos. Rafael Alberti contributed El poeta en la Espana de

1931 and Angel Battistessa studied Poetas y prosistas es,panoles.

Some 300 poems of Pedro Salinas were collected in Poesia junta,

published in 1942.

Jacinto Grau's Unamuno y la Espana de su tiempo evidenced

the lasting interest in the versatile sage of Salamanca. Palacio

ValdeV Album de un viejo was reprinted, as were essays of Pio

Baroja (Pequenos ensayos); and F. Madrid produced a biography

of Valle Inclan. Ram6n de la Serna's Mi tia Carolina Coronado

is a study of a modern poet.

The Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas continued

to sponsor literary and historical research. Noteworthy among the

monographs appearing under its auspices were Sanchez Alonso,

Historia de la historiografia espanola and Ramon Cenal, Teoria

del lenguaje de Carlos Buhler. The Real Academia de Ciencias

Morales y Politicas issued La 6poca del mercantilismo en Castilla,

the discurso de recepcion of Jos6 Larraz Lopez, onetime finance

minister.

Spanish letters included the writings of a goodly company of

expatriates, whose work gradually merged with the stream of

Hispanic literature. Madariaga returned to fiction with El corazdn

de piedra verde and wrote a Guia del lector del Quijote. Jimenez
de Asua contributed a volume on Cuestiones penales de eugen-

esia, filosofia y politica, while Sanchez Albornoz and Ots Cap-

dequi wrote in the field of historical-legal criticism. There were

political treatises by or concerning three former presidents:

Doin, El pensamiento politico de Azana; Aguirre, De Guernica a

New York; and Ossorio, Vida y sacrificio de Companys. Origenes

del /rente popular was the work of Martinez Barrio.

Proscribed in Spain, the Catalan language and literature found

another refuge in the Casal Catala, established in London. At

Oxford, Joan Gili published an Introductory Catalan Grammar.

(R. S. S.)

Spanish Morocco: see SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Spanish West Africa: see SPANISH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Spars: see COAST GUARD, U.S.

Special Libraries Association.

special libraries in business and industrial organizations, and to

promote the collection, organization and dissemination of infor-

mation in specialised fields; to develop usefulness and efficiency

of special libraries and other research organizations; and to en-

courage the professional welfare of its members. As of Sept. 30,

1943, the association had 3,023 members in the United States,

Canada and overseas. These members represent banking, adver-

tising, insurance, finance, social welfare, publishers, newspapers,

manufacturers, museums, specialized departments of colleges and

universities, business branches of public libraries and technical

libraries. The official journal, Special Libraries, is published

monthly September to April, with bimonthly issues May to

August. The association has 19 chapters in the U.S. and two in

Canada. An annual convention is held yearly in June. The associ-

ation carries on a publications program which is professional in

character and is taking part in the war effort. Special Library

Resources, vol. i, was published in 1941 with three additional

volumes planned for 1944 publication.

The 1943-44 officers were: president, Eleanor S. Cavanaugh,
Standard and Poor's corporation, New York city; first vice-

president, Walter Hausdorfer, School of Business, Columbia uni-

versity, New York city; second vice-president, Phillips Temple,

Georgetown university, Washington, D.C.; treasurer, Jean Nor-

cross, Dun & Bradstrect, Inc., New York city; secretary and

advertising manager, Kathleen B. Stebbins, 31 E. loth St., New
York city. Directors: Ford M. Pcttit, the Detroit News, Detroit,

Michigan (term expiring 1946); Herman H. Henkle, The Library

of Congress, Washington, D.C. (term expiring 1944); Betty Joy

Cole, Calco Chemical Division, American Cyanamid company,
Bound Brook, NJ. (term expiring 1945); Laura A. Woodward,

Maryland Casualty company, Baltimore, Md. (term expiring

1944). (K. B. S.)

Spellman, Francis Joseph
(

was born May 4 in Whitman, Mass. After receiving an A.B. de-

gree^from Fordham university in 1911, he studied for five years at

the University of the Propaganda at Rome. On his ordination in

1916 he returned to serve in Boston. In 1925 he again went to

Rome, this time to serve as an attache" in the office of the secre-

tary of state and translator of papal broadcasts and encyclicals.

He remained in this post until 1932, when he was made auxiliary

bishop of Boston. In April 1939, he was appointed archbishop of

New York, the wealthiest Catholic see in the world. On Dec. 1 1

he was named military vicar of American Catholics in the armed

forces. In this capacity Archbishop Spellman started in Feb.

1943, on a six-month, 45,000-1111. aeroplane trip covering four

continents. He visited the Pope, Prime Minister Churchill, and

officials of a number of countries, as well as many military hospi-

tals. The letters written to his father during this trip, relating his

experiences and impressions, were published in Collier's magazine
under the title "Action This Day."

Spelman Fund of New York
continued its program directed at the improvement of the meth-

ods and techniques in the field of public administration. The

Chairman of the Board of Trustees in 1943 was Charles E.

Merriam. (C. MH.)

Supplies decreased sharply during 1943. French Indo-

China, Netherlands Indies and China, the principal

producing areas, continued under enemy control, and no statistics

as to imports, countries of origin, etc., were released by the U.S.

government. The U.S. War Production board's Regulation M-63
as amended Aug. 7, 1943, controlled imports of black and white

peppets, cinnamon, ginger, nutmegs, allspice, mace, paprika,

vanilla beans, celery and sesame seeds by a permit system. To
retard the disappearance of scarce items, the U.S. Food Distribu-

tion administration on July i, 1943, ordered that deliveries
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should not exceed the following percentages of 1941 totals:

Black pepper . . Not more than 40%
Cinnamon (cassia) Not more than 35%
Cloves Not more than 90%
Ginger Not more than 100%

Mace Not more than 40%
Nutmegs ... Not more than 60%
Pimento (allspice) Not mote than 1*5%
White pepper . . Not more than 40%

Black pepper ordinarily constitutes about 50% of the spice

business. Stocks in U.S. warehouses were large in 1943, probably

enough to meet consumer demand through 1945. In Feb. 1942 the

Office of Price Administration imposed a ceiling price on whole

black pepper of six and one-half cents per pound. Ceilings usually

had been determined after officials had met representatives of

different branches of an industry, but in the case of pepper, such

a hearing was not held. Holders owned their pepper at a cost of

eight cents or more, so the loss of one and one-half cents per Ib.

would exceed $510,000 on the approximate 15,360 tons (2,240 Ib.

each) stored in public warehouses in 1943. Trading ceased, bring-

ing a new limitation order (see above) lowering the deliverable

percentage from 60% to 40%.
Much pepper was imported in 1939, 1940 and 1941 as a hedge

against inflation. Pepper was ideal for this purpose, as there was

no import duty. Added advantages were long-keeping quality and

constant domestic/export demand.

The growing of spices in the U.S. did not proceed well in 1943.

There were two exceptions, mustard and hot red peppers. In

the states of Washington, Montana and California there were

good mustard seed harvests, estimated by the department of agri-

culture above 44,000,000 Ib. Until a few years previously, almost

all mustard seed originated in the European and Asiatic war

areas. As shortages of butter, meats and oils were emphasized

by the requirement of more ration points, new uses for prepared

mustard appeared. Added to butter or oleomargarine, these may
be stretched about 40%. Red pepper growing became profitable

in the south and quality excellent. Aromatic seeds, herbs and

paprika fared badly because of fantastically high production costs.

Imports of useful Spice seeds and turmeric from India in 1943
were almost impossible as native prices, due to inflation, were

much above U.S. ceilings.

Negotiations whereby coriander, cummin and fenugreek seeds

and marjoram might, again be obtained from North Africa pro-

ceeded during 1943. Evaluation of the franc in terms of the dol-

lar was one of the problems. Little information was available

to indicate when trading would be resumed with Morocco, Al-

geria and Tunisia. (C. A. T.)

Spirits: see LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC.

Spodumene: see LITHIUM MINERALS.

Sports and Games: see ANGLING; ARCHERY; BADMINTON;
BASEBALL; BASKETBALL; BILLIARDS; BOWLING; BOXING; CHESS;

CRICKET; CURLING; CYCLING; FENCING; FOOTBALL; GLIDING;

GOLF; GYMNASTICS; HAND-BALL; HORSE RACING; ICE HOCKEY;
ICE SKATING; LACROSSE; MOTOR-BOAT RACING; POLO; ROWING;
SHOWS; SKIING; SOCCER; SOFTBALL; SQUASH RACQUETS; SWIM.

MING; TABLE TENNIS; TENNIS; TRACK AND FIELD SPORTS; TRAP-

SHOOTING; WRESTLING; YACHTING.

Spruance, Raymond Amos
entered the navy in 1903 and was promoted through the ranks

to rear admiral in Oct. 1940. He was assistant chief of staff to the

commander of the naval forces in Europe, 1924-25, and was

chief of staff and aide to the commander of a destroyer scouting

force, 1933-35. After acting as commandant of the loth naval

district, San Juan, ^Puerto Rico, 1940-41, he returned to the

office of the chief of naval operations at Washington and was

sent to the Pacific theatre of operations at the outbreak of war

with Japan in Dec. 1941. Adm. Spruance was in complete charge

of operations during the landings of the U.S. marines on the

Gilbert Islands of Makin and Tarawa, Nov. 20-23, 1943. At that

time, it was also disclosed that he had been made chief of a

newly created Central Pacific command.

Spykman, Nicholas John
dam, the Netherlands. He attended the Universities of Delft and

Cairo and received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Cali-

fornia in 1923. In his youth, Dr. Spykman had been a journalist

in the far east, and was at one time managing editor of a Nether-

lands Indies journal. He taught at the University of California in

1923, went to Yale in 1925 as assistant professor of international

relations and became a naturalized U.S. citizen in 1928. He be-

came chairman of the Yale department of international relations

in 1935 and first director of the Yale Institute of International

Studies, holding both posts until 1940. After the entrance of the

United States into World War II, Dr. Spykman gave courses at

the University of Virginia's special school for military admin-

istration of occupied areas. An authority on geopolitics, Dr.

Spykman created controversy with his work, America's Strategy
in World Politics (1942). He emphasized that the preservation
of some balance of power was a prerequisite to the security of

the western hemisphere. Dr. Spykman died in New Haven,

Conn., June 26.

Although no official national champion-

ship was held in squash racquets dur-

ing *943 H. Sherman Howes of Boston was generally recognized
as U.S. champion as a result of his victory in the National Red
Cross championships held in New York city. Howes defeated

Germain Glidden of Englewood, N.J., 7-15, 15-11, 15-12, 15-14,
in the final. Glidden, a national champion in 1936, 1937 and

1938, upset Charles Brinton of Philadelphia, the 1942 titlist, in

the semifinals. The veterans' championship, held as a part of

the Red Cross tournament, was won by A. M. Sonnabend of

Boston, who held the national veterans' title in 1938. Sonnabend
defeated Bradford C. Durfee of New York city, 16-15, 15-12,

15-10, in the final of the 1943 Red Cross Veterans' meet.

The only other squash racquets event of major importance
was the international test with Canada for the Lapham trophy.
The Canadians regained the trophy, 8 matches to 4. John C.

Holt II, of Yale, won the national intercollegiate championship,

replacing Brinton who in 1942 competed for Princeton. The
New York state championship was won by H. W. Pell of the

Princeton club.

Squash tennis, equally hard hit with squash racquets and

racquets because of the rubber shortage, also held a National

Red Cross tournament to replace its official national champion-
ship. Joe Lordi of the New York Athletic club, national chamr

pion in 1941, won the Red Cross event. (M. P. W.)

Stainless Steels: see METALLURGY.

Stalin, Joseph Vissarionovich
(1879- ), Russian

statesman, was born in

Georgia and succeeded Lenin as virtual dictator of the soviet

union in 1924 (see Encyclopedia Britannica). On May 6, 1941,

shortly before the German invasion, Stalin assumed the premier-

ship of the U.S.S.R. after the resignation of Vyacheslav Molotov
from that office.

Throughout 1942 and 1943, Marshal Stalin repeatedly appealed
to the Allies to open a second front and asserted on several occa-

sions that Allied aid was not commensurate with Russia's con-
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'THE PEACE PLANNERS." The best-laid schemes of U.S. postwar planners
would go awry without the assent of Joseph Stalin, pointed out Darling of

the New York Herald Tribune In 1943 prior to the pacts of Moscow and
Tehran

tribution in engaging the greater bulk of the nazi army. It was

believed, however, that most of Stalin's suspicions regarding

Anglo-U.S. motives were dissolved after the Tehran conference

in the last days of Nov. 1943. At this historic parley, Stalin and

Roosevelt met for the first time, Stalin and Churchill for the

second. The three United Nations chiefs agreed on a master

plan to destroy the German military power. The subsequent

appointment of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower as invasion com-

mander allayed Russian apprehension over the second front. (See

also UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.)

Stamp Collecting: see PHILATELY.

Standards, National Bureau of.

lished by act of congress March 3, 1901, was made up in 1943 of

nine scientific and technical divisions, three divisions dealing with

commercial standardization, and a special division set up as a

war measure, and concerned wholly with military problems. The

regular divisions are the following : electricity, weights and meas-

ures, heat and power, optics, chemistry, mechanics and sound,

organic and fibrous materials, metallurgy, clay and silicate prod-

ucts, simplified practice, trade standards and codes and specifica-

tions. On June 30, 1943, the bureau staff consisted of 2,263

employees and 51 research associates. The regular appropriation

for the fiscal year was $2,440,200. In addition, $304,100 was

made available in deficiency items.

The war affected all the bureau's activities. An increasing pro-

portion of the personnel and of laboratory facilities were trans-

ferred to war projects until it was estimated that 90% were so

employed. However, certain normal activities proved fully as

useful in war time as in peace. This was true, for instance, of

the standard frequency radio broadcasts which were extended

and improved, largely for the benefit of the military services.

The testing of weighing and measuring equipment increased

greatly; 30,000 master length gauges, and 32,000 pieces of glass

volumetric apparatus were measured and certified. The scarcity

of many engineering and construction materials was reflected in

the problems submitted to the bureau. Substitutes for metals

were being sought in wood, concrete and plastics. Buildings

erected at the bureau were fabricated from concrete and wood,

using very little steel.

The bureau demonstrated that often a scarce metal can be

replaced by one not so high on the priorities list, possibly treated

in some way to give it special properties for the work in hand.

An example was the development of exhaust pipes for aeroplane

engines, made of steel coated with vitreous enamel to replace the

scarce stainless steels. The necessity of conserving fuel oil was
the cause of many tests of "conversion grates*' intended to make

possible the use of coal in oil-burning heating boilers. A few of

these were found to have real possibilities.

The complete elimination of the usual sources of jewel bear-

ings for electrical and other instruments resulted in a synthetic

sapphire industry in the United States, The bureau aided manu-
facturers in overcoming many problems, and one company alone

was producing more than 2,000,000 carats of spinel and sapphires
a month. Crystalline quartz for the manufacture of oscillators

was tested in large quantities; 500,000 pounds were inspected

during June 1943. Supplementing this work, a research project
was started to insure maximum utilization of all grades of crys-

tals. The number of standard samples of pure substances (used
as controls in industrial laboratories) ordered during 1943 was

24,000; more than 150 standards were available.

A new publication on the physical properties of metals and

alloys was prepared to replace a circular issued in 1924 and still

in demand. It was of great value to engineers forced to use

unfamiliar construction materials during the emergency.

Many determinations of the properties of synthetic rubbers

were made, and samples of articles manufactured from these

materials were tested. The bureau developed standard test pro-
cedures by which to evaluate the products of the newly built

synthetic rubber plants, so that full utilization of every grade of

material would be insured. In the course of the bureau's work
on plastic windows and enclosures for aircraft, it was shown that

a common constituent of sun-tan lotions, when incorporated in

the plastic, would greatly reduce deterioration from the ultra-

violet rays in sunlight and protect the plane's crew from sunburn.

Certain alkaline methods were found feasible for treating low-

grade bauxites and common clays in order to recover alumina of

sufficient purity to meet the rigid requirements of the aluminum

industry. At the bureau's branch laboratories more than 18,000,-

ooo barrels of cement were tested for use on government con-

struction projects.

The War Production board and the Office of Price Administra-

tion requested the bureau's assistance in developing simplification

programs intended to conserve materials and manpower. The
bureau was associated with WPB in the development of 130 lim-

itation and 25 conservation orders. Twenty-one Commercial
Standards were translated into Spanish and Portuguese. An im-

portant standard affecting domestic business covered the retread-

ing of automobile tires.

Four circulars on elevator maintenance during the war period

were prepared by a special committee and published by the

bureau. Other results of the year's work appeared in 222 papers

by members of the staff 152 in the bureau's own series and 70

in scientific and technical journals. (L. J. BR.)
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Standley, William Harrison <*
born Dec. 18 at Ulciah, Calif. He was graduated from the U.S.

Naval academy, 1895, was commissioned an ensign, saw service

in the Spanish-American war, and was a naval captain during

World War I. He was raised to the rank of rear admiral in 1927,

was assistant chief of naval operations, 1928-30, commander

of destroyer squadrons, 1930-31 and commander of a cruiser

division with the rank of vice-admiral, 1931-33. He was com-

mander of a battle force in 1933, ranking as an admiral, and was

chief of naval operations, 1937-38. Although he retired with the

rank of rear admiral, 1937, he was recalled to active duty in

March 1941. In the fall of 1941, he served as a member of a

mission to the U.S.S.R. to confer with British and Russian

officials on means of speeding aid to the U.S.S.R. He was ap-

pointed ambassador to Moscow, Feb. 9, 1942. While Adm. Stand-

ley was favourably impressed with the Russians, he nevertheless

criticized their failure to publicize the amount of aid they were

receiving from the U.S. As a result, soviet newspapers devoted

more space to the quantity of U.S. war materials sent to the

U.S.S.R. Adm, Standley returned to Washington in late Sep-

tember and his resignation as ambassador was announced Oct. i.

Ctanfftrf! llniiforcitu (THE LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR
OldlllUlU UIIIVclSllj UNIVERSITY), an institution of

higher education near Palo Alto, Calif.

On Sept. i, 1943, Dr. Donald Bertrand Tresidder took office

as president of the university, succeeding Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur,

who no longer was an administrative officer but remained as

chancellor. Gifts amounting to $1,000,000 were received during

the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1943. On May 7-8, the first annual

conference was held under the auspices of the school of humani-

ties on "The Humanities Look Ahead." By autumn the -miver-

sity's facilities were taxed to the utmost to handle, in addition

to the civilian students, 3,000 soldier students under the army

specialized training program and the civil affairs training school

with units in medicine (including premedical), basic and ad-

vanced engineering, personnel psychology, quartermaster corps,

foreign area and language studies (European and Asiatic), and

Women's Army corps (for physiotherapy aides). Appointments

of professors in geography and anthropology were made to work

on these war programs. Aside from improvements in buildings

for housing and boarding students no structural changes were

made. For the duration of the war all fraternity houses were

taken over as part of the dormitory system and named after

the presidents of the United States. Intercollegiate athletics were

eliminated in accordance with the army program. With the pres-

sures of war there came the continuous session, newer methods

of teaching languages, and other changes in courses that seemed

likely to have a permanent effect on higher education at Stanford.

For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (R. L. W.)

Stanley, Oliver Frederick George ,

and the son of the 1 7th carl of Derby, was educated at Eton and

Oxford. As an artillery major, he served with distinction in

World War I and was awarded the military cross and the croix de

guerre. After the armistice, he was admitted to the bar, 1919.

Stanley, who held cabinet posts in the MacDonald, Baldwin,

Chamberlain and Churchill governments, was parliamentary un-

dersecretary to the home office, 1931-33, minister of transport,

i933-34> minister of labour, XQ34-35, president of the board of

education, 1935-37, and president of the board of trade, 1937-40.

In 1940, Chamberlain named him secretary of state for war, but

he was dropped by Churchill when the latter became prime min-

ister in May 1940. In Nov. 1942, Churchill reshuffled his gov-

ernment and Stanley returned to the cabinet as colonial secretary.

In March 1943, he was the object of some criticism from liberal

elements in England and the U.S. for his statement rejecting any
kind of scheme of international administration of British colonies

after the war. His views on this subject were identical with those

of Churchill.

Stark. Harold Raynstoro ?.
on Nov. 12. Graduated from the U.S. Naval academy in 1903,

he was commissioned ensign two years later and served on various

ships and at various naval stations from 1903 to 1917. During
World War I he was on the staff of Admiral William S. Sims,

commander of the U.S. naval forces in European waters. On
March 15, 1939, he was appointed chief of naval operations with

the rank of admiral. He was persistent and successful in his

pleas to congress for a larger fleet, making possible a two-ocean

navy. On March 9, 1942, Admiral Ernest J. King, commander
in chief of the U.S. fleet, became chief of naval operations and

Stark was made commander of U.S. naval forces in European

waters, the same position that Admiral Sims had held in World
War I. As such, he was liaison officer between the British ad-

miralty and Washington. In the summer of 1943 he rendered

outstanding diplomatic service in his negotiations with Gen.

Charles de Gaulle and the French Committee of National Libera-

tion. With de Gaulle's assistance, Stark was able to obtain the

co-operation of French officials, both civil and military, with

U.S. armed forces in New Caledonia and New Hebrides. He also

negotiated mutual lend-lease arrangements between the Free

French and the U,S. which gave to the U.S. essential supplies

from New Caledonia, Madagascar, Africa and other French

colonies in return for assistance to French forces in the Pacific

theatre. Stark had much to do with the agreement achieved in

J 943 by Generals de Gaulle and Giraud.

Stars: see ASTRONOMY.

State, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND BUREAUS.

State Guard: see NATIONAL GUARD.

Steagall, Henry Bascom
Dale county, Alabama. He graduated from the University of

Alabama in 1893, and held a number of political offices in the

state. He was elected to the U.S. congress in 1915 as representa-

tive from the 3rd Alabama district and was re-elected 13 consecu-

tive times. Steagall was influential in the house during the closing

days of the Hoover administration and throughout the first 10

years of the Roosevelt presidency. As chairman of the house

banking and currency committee, many important financial meas-

ures passed through his hands. He was co-author of the Glass-

Steagall emergency banking bill for expanding credit and the

Glass-Steagall banking reform act, and was leader of the house's

powerful farm bloc. He died in Washington, Nov. 22.

Steamships: see SHIPBUILDING.

Steel: see IRON AND STEEL.

Ctam Qir Aural ( J 862-1 943), British archaeologist, was

OlClll, Oil nUlCI born Nov. 26 in Budapest. During his

more than 30 years of research in remote parts of Asia, he un-

covered a wealth of material on ancient civilizations which he

recorded in books and a score of technical papers. His last publi-
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cation, On Old Routes of Western Iran, appeared in 1940. Sir

Aurel died in Kabul, Afghanistan, Oct. 28. (See Encyclopedia

Britannica.)

Stellar System: see ASTRONOMY.

OlBttiniUS, tOWdrQ K. f jr. man and statesman, was born

in Chicago Oct. 22, son of Edward R. Stettinius, partner in the

firm of J. P. Morgan and company. He studied at the University
of Virginia, but left to enter the employ of General Motors in

1924. In 1931 he became a vice-president of that corporation. In

1934 he resigned from General Motors to become vice-chairman

of the finance committee of tne U.S. Steel corporation; two years

later he became chairman of the committee and a director of the

corporation, and in 1938 he was made chairman of the board. In

May 1940, he was appointed a member of the advisory commis-

sion to the Council of National Defense, and a few days later he

resigned all his offices with the U.S. Steel corporation. This was

not his first connection with the federal government, for in the

latter half of 1933 he had been liaison officer between the NRA
and the industrial advisory board of the NRA, and in 1939 he had

been made chairman of the War Resources board. From Jan. to

Aug. 1941, he served as chairman of the priorities board and di-

rector of the priorities division of the 0PM. On Aug. 28, follow-

ing the resignation of Harry L. Hopkins, Stettinius was appointed

lend-lease administrator.

He remained in this post until Sept. 25, 1943, when Pres.

Roosevelt named him to succeed Sumner Welles as under-

secretary of state.

ttilu/pll lnpnh W (l883~ )j us army officer
'
was

dlllWCII, UUoC|Jll If. born March 19 at Palatka, Fla. He
was graduated from West Point, 1904, and served with the A.E.F.

in France during World War I. After the armistice, he studied

Chinese at the University of California, spent three years at

Peiping mastering several Chinese dialects and served as military

attache in China, 1932-39. After Pearl Harbor, he was promoted
to lieutenant general, Feb. 1942. He served a month as General

Chiang Kai-shek's chief of staff and in March 1942 Chiang gave

him command of the $th and 6th Chinese armies fighting the

Japanese invading Burma. Beaten by stronger and better-equipped

Japanese, Stilwell retreated toward India. After the fall of Burma

in May 1942, Stilwell led a group of 400 refugees through 140

mi. of jungles and mountains to safety in India; the trip took

them 20 days. After turning up at Allied headquarters in New

Delhi, Stilwell said: "I claim we got a hell of a beating. We got

run out of Burma and it was humiliating as hell. I think we ought

to find out what caused it, go back and retake it." During 1943,

as U.S. commander in southeastern Asia under Lord Louis Mount-

batten, he was busy preparing to do so.

Stimson, Frederic Jesup
July 20 at Dedham, Mass. He studied law at Harvard university,

graduating in 1878, and held a number of political posts in

Massachusetts. He was professor 'of comparative legislation at

Harvard, 1903-14. In 1914, Stimson was named U.S. ambassador

to Argentina, a post he held until 1921, and he was also special

ambassador to Brazil, 1919. Among his works are: The Law of

the Constitutions, State and Federal (1907), Popular Law-

Making (1910), The American Constitution, As It Protects Pri-

vate Rights (1923), The New Deal under the Constitution

(1936), and Critique of Pure Science (1938). He died at Ded-

ham, Nov. 19.

ttimcnn Honrv lou/ic (l867~ > us statesman of

OUIII5UII, ncllljf LCWla Whom a biographical sketch ap-

pears in Encyclopedia Britannica. A Republican, he became an

ardent admirer of Cordcll Hull's policies as secretary of state

(the office Stimson had held in Pres. Hoover's cabinet) and was

always quick to defend Hull's actions against criticism. He
favoured in particular a strong stand for the United States against

Japan, Germany and Italy. Pres. Roosevelt appointed him secre-

tary of war on June 20, 1940. Like his fellow cabinet-member,
Frank Knox, Stimson favoured a militant foreign policy in 1940
and 1941. Stimson continued to direct an ever-expanding program
in 1942 and 1943. One of his last official acts of the latter year
was to take control of the railroads on Dec. 27, when strikes

threatened.

Stock Exchanges: see STOCKS AND BONDS.

Stocks. Although U.S. stock market

price movements for 1943 were some-

what more extensive than during 1942, the extent of the fluctua-

tions was comparatively small considering the extraordinary eco-

nomic events of a domestic and international character. Except

momentarily, the market as a whole seemed unaffected by war

events, the imposition of increased taxes or the effects of ration-

ing and control systems. Probably most of the war events of

1943 and their accompanying economic effects were anticipated

and largely discounted by the market. Throughout 1943 the

average price level of stocks remained extremely low, in view of

large corporate earnings and dividend distributions, a situation

strongly incompatible with the large amount of talk concerning

the prospects of inflation, as well as the huge postwar activity to

meet depleted backlogs of needed goods, repairs and new con-

struction. In fact, the most noticeable feature concerning stock

market movements during the last half of the year was the droop-

ing tendency of the market periodically whenever talk of peace
or exceptionally favourable military events figured heavily in the

press. Moreover, throughout the year the market was unusually

sluggish as regards the volume of transactions. For all of the

leading groups of stocks, the average price level rose gradually

from January to July and thereafter showed a slight decline to

the end of the year.

Using the Standard & Poor's barometric figures (average for

each month based on daily closing prices) the average monthly

price of 20 representative railroad stocks stood at 30.2 for Jan.

TRADING IN STOCKS on the New York Stock exchange: yea/ly range of prices

and number of shares sold, exclusive of odd-lot and stopped sales
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Table I. U.S. Security Morfcef Prices Total shares traded on the

New York Stock exchange during

1943 amounted to 274,039,185

(up to Dec. 27), as compared
with 125,677,963 during 1942;

170,534,363 during 1941; 207,-

605,359 during 1940; 262,015,799

during 1939; and 1,124,991,000

during 1929, the largest total on

record. The 1943 market, as

was also the case in 1942, was

relatively stagnant, although total
"Copper and Brass figures use 1 935- 030 as a base period. All other figures use to** as a base period.

J * >

The alx>ve figures are an average l^or the month based on daily cloning pricci, except for (..oppcr and Brass, which are weekly prices. SQICS Were more than QOUDle
(Source of data- Standard & Poor's Trade and Securities, Current Statistics.)

tiufe of 1942.
^T^ ' *V"*

1943, as compared with 28.2 and 28.1 for December and January

of 1942. Thereafter a gradual rise occurred until May and July,

when for each of those months the monthly average stood at

39.4. The gradual nature of the rise for railroad shares is indi-

cated by the monthly averages of 31.6 for February, 35.1 for

March, 37.7 for April, 39.4 for May, 38.3 for June and 39.4 for

July. Following July, the monthly average declined slightly to

36.7 for August, 37.3 for September and 37.6 for October. The

monthly average increased by 30.5% from January to July, and

subsequently declined by 4.8% during the next three months.

In the field of industrial stocks, using Standard & Poor's aver-

age for 50 leading issues, the average monthly price stood at

101.8 for Jan. 1943, as compared with 96.5 and 89.2 for Decem-

ber and January of 1942. From January to July of 1943, this

monthly average rose from 101.8 to 122.5, or an increase of

20.2%. Following July, the average monthly price level declined

slightly to 117.3 in October, or by 4.2%.

Similar price movements by months occurred in the public

utility and copper and brass groups of stocks. For 20 public

utility stocks, the Jan. 1943 average stood at 38.2, as compared

with 34.9 and 35.4 for December and January of 1942. Follow-

ing Jan. 1943, the average monthly price increased from 38.2

to 51.4 for July, an increase of 34.5%. Thereafter the price de-

clined inappreciably to 49.9 for August and was 51.3 for Sep-

tember and 51.0 for October. The copper and brass stocks

monthly average price stood at 75.2 for Jan. 1943 as compared

with 71 6 and 88.3 for December and January of 1942. By April

1943 this average stood at 85.8, the highest monthly average for

the year. Following April, a moderate decline occurred, namely,

to 77.4 for October.

Combining all of the aforementioned groups of stocks (90

representative shares), the market showed an increase from 80.2

for January to 98.1 for July, or more than 22%. Subsequently,

the price level declined from 98.1 to 94.3 for October, or by 3.8%.

On Jan. i, 1943, the market value of all listed shares on the

New York Stock exchange stood at $38,016,706,000, with an

average market price per share of $26.39. On Dec. i, 1943, this

market value stood at $45,101,778,943, with in average market

price of $32.44. An appreciation in value of approximately 18.7
c

.

'<.

was thus shown for the year.

Number, Volume and Amount of Stocks. According to the

New York Stock exchange's compilation, the total of stocks listed

on that exchange on Dec. i, 1943, stood at 1,486,877,195 shares,

with a tntal market value of &i. 101.778 0^7. This value rom-

March was the

largest month on the New York Stock exchange in 1943, with

36,997,000 shares, while October was the smallest, with only
1 3 ,9 23,oo shares. The New York Curb market had sales during

1943 of 70,228,763 shares (up to Dec. 27), as compared with

22,327,822 shares during 1942 and 34,690,900. shares during 1941.

Bonds. Using the Standard & Poor's barometer figure for

composite boncb (avrrage for each month based on daily closing

prices), the average high price stood at 106.4 for Jan. 1943 and

107.4 f r February. Thereafter, for the rest of the year, the

monthly high average price varied between 111.3 f r Juty and

October and 106.4 for January. Moreover, the monthly fluctua-

tion between high and low was very meagre. Only during Janu-

ary was there a range between high and low as great as 1.90

points.

The yearly price movement thus showed a remarkably stable

bond market during 1943, and an exceedingly high price level.

According to the New York Stock exchange's record, bond and

note flotations of United States corporations during the first 10

months of 1943 totalled only $792,618,000; but exclusive of re-

funding issues, investment trusts and holding companies, the

total flotation amounted to only $242,605,000. Both of these

figures were substantially similar to the small totals of 1942.

Number, Volume and Amount of Bonds. According to the

New York Stock exchange's compulation, the total par value of

bonds listed on that exchange at the beginning of Nov. 1943 stood

at $91,003,712,000, with a market value of $90,501,769,000.
These figures compared with $67,155,675,000 and $64,543,971,-

ooo, respectively, for Dec. 1942. The increase in the par value of

bonds during 1943 was largely attributable to the issue of large
amounts of new United States government securities. Of 1943*8
total, United States corporation bonds amounted to (at the be-

ginning of November) $16,603,934,000 par value, with a market
value of $14,366,125,000; company bonds of other countries with

Table II. 1943 Price Range of 25 Kepresenfof/Ve U.S. Common Stocks
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a par value of $828,604,000 and a market value of $744,491,000;

United States government bonds (inclusive of corporations and

subdivisions) with a par value of $71,518,751,000 and a market

value of $74,060,154,000; and other governments (inclusive of

subdivisions) with a par value of $2,052,423,000 and a market

value of $1,330,999,000. The total listed bonds of United States

corporations were distributed over 824 issues with 442 issuers;

of United States government bonds with 83 issues and 5 issuers;

and other governments with 157 issues and 52 issuers. Total

bonds traded on the New York Stock exchange during 1943

amounted to $3,207,300,425 (up to Dec. 27), as compared with

$2,182,625,800 during 1942, $2,114,098,550 during 1941, and

$1,671,598,875 during 1940.

Stock Exchanges. Important changes made by the New York

Stock exchange in its rules and practices during 1943 were com-

paratively few. The most important changes may be grouped
under the following five headings:

Merchandising of Securities. On April i, 1943, the special

committee on merchandising of blocks of securities recommended

to the board of governors of the exchange, which approved the

report, a "continuation of the Exchange's policy to supplement
the auction market, when necessary, by authorizing special offer-

ings and secondary distributions of securities and to discuss with

Table III. U.S. Bond Pr/cei for 1943

Composite Bonds
Dollars per $roo

(Standard Statistics Company)
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Table IV. 7943 Price Rang* of 25 Leading U.S. Domestic Bond Istues

the SEC certain changes that would bring special offerings more

closely into conformity with secondary distributions." Again, on

June 18, the board of governors adopted amendments to the

rules to permit dealings in securities on a "when distributed"

basis, under certain prescribed conditions. The first instance was

reported to have attended the distribution of nearly 2,000,000

shares of Public Service of New Jersey common stock by the

United Gas Improvement company under the Public Utility

Holding Company act.

A "special offering method of trading" was first approved on a

temporary basis on Feb. 16, 1942. On July 2, 1943, the board of

SALES AND PRICES on the New York Stock exchange, 1943

governors amended the rules governing special offerings and made

this method of distribution a permanent adjunct of the auction

market by the SEC. The amendment included "permission to

over-allot up to 10% and to include in offering stock acquired in

stabilization during offering; prohibiting members from receiving

any part of the special commission for any purchase ;
elimination

of requirement to reconfirm on account statements essential de-

tails of offering; to make more specific disclosure to customers;

to simplify information requirements in application for special

offering permission; to provide i5-minute effective period and

require Exchange approval for termination of uncompleted offer-

ing and removal of three-hour time limit."

Transfer Taxes and Commissions. The state of New York,
on April 20, 1943, adopted legislation eliminating the requirement
that brokers affix tax stamps to transferred securities. Instead,

registered stock exchanges or affiliated clearing corporations were

authorized to collect the tax, thus relieving brokers of the neces-

sity of maintaining large stocks of stamps, paid for in advance.

Similarly, on Oct. 15, the federal department of internal revenue

amended its regulation respecting documentary stamp taxes,

effective Nov. i, so that the payment of federal transfer taxes

would be made by the Stock Clearing corporation, instead of by
the use of stamps by each member firm. On Nov. 23, the New
York exchange appeared before the Senate Committee on Bank-

ing and Currency and the House Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce, in support of an amendment to eliminate the

payment of the registration fee on dealings in government securi-

ties on national securities exchanges. Both committees approved
the legislation.

For a number of years the annual financial report of the New
York Stock exchange and affiliated companies had shown a con-

siderable loss. To strengthen its financial position, the constitu-

tion of the exchange was amended to read: "when receipts from

the stock exchange charge of i% on members' net commissions,

received and retained by members and member firms on transac-

tions effected on the exchange, exceed $500,000 in any year, the

rate will be reduced to ^ of i%, and the charge will be discon-

tinued for the remainder of the year when $750,000 has been re-

ceived." On June 3, 1943 the board of governors approved an

amendment to the constitution removing the aforementioned

restrictions on total receipts from the 1% assessment charge.

Renegotiation Contracts of Listed Corporations. On May 5,

1943, and again on July 28, the presidents of listed corporations

were advised by the New York exchange that upon completion
of any renegotiation proceedings, they should report to stock-

holders any effect that the settlements might have on the oper

ating figures.
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Regulations with Respect to War Loans.*-Announcement was.

made by the New York exchange, on Sept. 15, 1943, that "for a

period of fifteen days after Third War Loan Bonds are deliv-

ered to subscribers, no member firm may carry them on margin

unless the customer (i) agrees to pay off the debit balance

against such bonds within six months or less and (2) does not

contemplate selling the security prior to full payment." Men-

tion should also be made of the exchange's special advertising

campaign of the Third War loan.

Other Actions. Five such actions of 1943 deserve special men-

tion, namely: (i) The amendment of the general margin rule of

the exchange to the effect that "on and after April i purchases

of securities selling below 5 may only be made on a cash basis.'*

(2) The amendment by the SEC of the short sales rule so that
%4

in determining the price at which a short sale may be effected

in a security that has gone ex-dividend, ex-right or cx-any other

distribution, all sale prices for the security prior to the 'ex' date

may be reduced by the value of the distribution." (3) Disap-

proval, on June 18, in answer to a special poll, of the plan to

admit corporations as members of the exchange. The canvass dis-

closed that 67% of members of the exchange and 76% of member
firms registered such disapproval. (4) The suggestion by the

New York exchange, on Oct.. 14, to presidents of listed corpora-

tions "that stock dividends received not be recorded as income

and that stockholders be notified of the amount of earnings or

earned surplus capitalized by stock dividends when issued by a

corporation." (5) Announcement of the exchange, on Dec. 2,

that "to enlarge the usefulness of the Exchange, studies and pre-

liminary research had been initiated looking toward the develop-

ment of plans for mobilization of private capital to aid in world

reconstruction after the war is won." (See also BUSINESS RE-

VIEW.) (S. S. H.)

ttnpccol Alhort FroHprin (^94-1943), us conduc-

OlUCddCl, ftlUBll rlCUCIIU tor, composer and violinist,

was born Oct. n in St. Louis, Mo. Widely known as a teacher,

Mr. Stoessel headed the New York university music department,

1923-30, and was a faculty member of the Juillard Graduate

school, 1930-43. He was also music director of the Chautauqua

Symphony orchestra, 1920-43, and conductor of the Oratorio

Society of New York, 1921-43. He directed the Worcester

festival, 1925, and the Westchester County Musical festival,

1 9 2 7~$3- His compositions include Suite Antique, Cyrano de

Bergerac, A Festival Fanfare, Hispania Suite, Concerto Grosso

and an opera, Garrick (1936). He collapsed on the stage of the

American Academy of Arts and Letters in New York city, May
12, while conducting an orchestra at the annual ceremony of the

academy and the National Institute of Arts and Letters, and
died shortly afterwards. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Stomach Disorders: see ALIMENTARY SYSTEM, DISORDERS OF.

ta *)le l*sts tne production of the various

types of stone in the United States, so far as data

were available at the close of 1943.

Product/on of Sfone in fhe United Sfofes

(In thousands of short tons or thousands of dollars)

Dimension Stone. Sales of dimension stone in 1942 were

31% less in quantity than in 1941, but only 22% less in value.

Building construction used 76% of the total, with small percent-

ages going to monumental work (marble and granite only), pav-

ing, curbing and flagging. In addition to the stone listed above.

107,030 tons of slate were sold as dimension stone in 1942.

Crushed Stone. Sales of crushed stone in 1942 increased 7%
over 1941, while value increased 8%; this does not include 47,-

657,000 tons of crushed limestone used in the production of

cement, 12,208,000 tons used in making lime, or 483,740 tons of

crushed slate. Concrete and road metal took 55% of the total,

metallurgical and refractory uses 17%, agricultural uses 7% (all

limestone), and railroad ballast 9%. (G. A. Ro.)

Qtraitc
Oil dlla

A British crown colony undcr

Japanese occupation Feb. 1942, one

of the three principal administrative divisions of British Malaya,

the others being the Federated and Unfederatcd Malay States

SCHOOL FOR SINGAPORE RESIDENTS In which they are required to learn

the Japanese language. This photograph was released by the Japanese to

neutral sources in 1943

(qq.v.). Area of Straits Settlements, 1,356 sq.mi.; pop. (1941)

1,435,895, divided racially as follows: Europeans 18,101, Malays

315,629, Eurasians 13,540, Chinese 927,003, Indians 148,851,

others 12,771. The capital is Singapore and the large population,

in relation to area, of the Straits Settlements is explained by the

fact that it includes the two largest cities and trading centres

of British Malaya, Singapore and Penang, the latter located on an

island off the west coast of the Malay peninsula. The Japanese

changed the name of Singapore to Shonan (Light of the South)

and carried out propaganda among Indian prisoners of war and

among the local Indian population with a view to organizing a
u
fifth column'* Indian army under the direction of the pro-axis

Indian nationalist leader, Subhas Chandra Bose.

Education, Finance, Communication. There were 420

schools, with 83,078 students and pupils, in 1940. The unit of

currency before the Japanese occupation was the Straits dollar,

equivalent to 47.51 U.S. cents in 1941. The pound sterling was

often used in financial estimates. Revenue in 1941 was 5,501,-

790 and expenditure 7,056,729. At the end of 1940 there were

1,073 rni. of rnetalled roads and 133 mi. of gravelled roads in the

colony.

There were radio broadcasting stations at Singapore and for

Penang in Province WHlesley. (W. H. CH.)
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Strategic Mineral Supplies. r\
formerly short in supply, that shifted to a position of adequacy
for essential demands, or to a moderate surplus. Furthermore,

this position was made all the more secure by the fact that none

of these shifts was announced merely on the basis of a current

balance between supply and essential demands, but only after

there was accumulated a surplus stock sufficient to cover the de-

mands for six months or more.

The periodical ''Material Substitution and Supply List" of the

War Production board classified the essential material under

these three groups:
I. Those insufficient in supply to meet war and essential industrial de

mands.
II. Those with approximate balance between supply and demand.
III. Those with an excess of supply over demand.

During the latter half of 1943, the following shifts were made
in the classification of metal and mineral products, the list being

confined to raw materials only, and not including any semi-manu-

factured materials in which a shortage was created by lack of

processing plants or equipment, rather than by shortage of the

primary raw material.

From Group I to Group II: Aluminum, chromium, magnesium,

molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, zinc, cryolite, graphite, mica

and spodumene.
From Group I to Group III: Cobalt and talc.

From Group II to Group III; Calcium, mercury, palladium,

titanium, zirconium and vermiculite.

On the other hand, it was found necessary to shift columbium,

platinum and natural gas from Group II to Group I, and coal

and petroleum from Group III to Group II.

Metals remaining classified in Group I through the year were

arsenic, beryllium, bismuth, cadmium, copper, nickel, tantalum,

tin, high-grade asbestos, high-grade bauxite, low-grade chromite,

corundum, fluorspar, fuel oil, gasoline, nitrates and quartz crys-

tals.

The improvements in supply outlined above were in many cases

sufficient to permit the relaxation of control methods, and in

others complete removal of control. Prospects promised con-

tinued improvement in the supply situation of other metals in

1944, and material increases in the amounts available for civilian

supplies. (G. A. Ro.)

Stratton, Dorothy Constance
in Brookficld, Mo., March 24. Beginning as a teacher of history

in Brookfield, she became (1924) vice-principal and dean of girls

at the San Bernardino, Calif., senior high school. In 1933 she

joined the faculty of Purdue university as associate professor of

psychology and dean of women; in 1940 she was made a full pro-

fessor. During her incumbency she was instrumental in securing

improvements for women students, including the establishment of

residence halls and an employment service. In the summer of

1942, after helping to select one of the first groups of recruits

for the Women's Army Auxiliary corps, she joined the Women's
Naval reserve (WAVES) as a lieutenant. In September she be-

came assistant to the commanding officer at the training centre

for radio operators at Madison, Wis. When the Women's Reserve

of the coast guard was created, Lieut. Stratton was selected to

head the new unit and was promoted to the rank of lieutenant

commander. She was sworn in on Nov. 24, 1942. The nickname

SPARS, officially accepted as a designation for this unit, was

coined by Lieut. Com. Stratton.

Lieut. Com. Stratton wrote Problems of Students in a Graduate

School of Education (1933) and was co-author of Your Best

Foot Forward (1940).

r Dllth PhpllOV (l8 5
~

), officer of U.S. Ma-
1 f nUUI UII6II6J rine Corps Women's reserve, was

born Oct. 2 in Brookline, Mass. Educated in Boston and Paris

schools and Bryn Mawr college, she married Thomas Winthrop

Streeter, lawyer, in 1917 and settled in Morristown, NJ. Mrs.

Streeter became increasingly active in state and local affairs, serv-

ing on a number of welfare boards. As World War II approached,
her interests turned toward national defense. In 1941-42 she was

a member of the aviation committee of the New Jersey Defense

council, and in 1942-43 she was an adjutant in the Civil Air pa-

trol, having obtained her private pilot's license in 1940 and her

commercial pilot's license in 1942. In 1942-43 she was also chair-

man of the Citizens' Committee for Army and Navy, Inc., for

Fort Dix. When the women's reserve of the marine corps was

organized early in 1943, Mrs. Streeter was chosen as director, and

in February she was inducted with the rank of major. Together

with her mother, Mrs. W. H. Schofield, Major Streeter was the

donor of the Cheney award given to army aviators for "unusual

valour and self-sacrifice" in memory of a brother killed in World

War I.

and I nub mite
dllU LUCK-UUIS.

States, Canada and

Great Britain published, for

many years, current statistics of strikes and lock-outs, their

causes and results, together with detailed reports upon the

more important strikes of each year. In 1943, the strike informa-

tion gathered by these countries was much less complete, because

of war conditions. Most of the other nations' reports are less

complete and less accurate.

The Canadian department of labour published a report on

strikes throughout the world in the Labour Gazette, March 1937.

The political situation in Germany, Italy, Russia and Japan
made it "inadvisable" for wage earners to undertake strikes

during recent years. World War II added Czechoslovakia, Poland,

France, Norway, Denmark, the Low Countries, Bulgaria, Ru-

ANTHRACITE MINERS loitering near a Pennsylvania colliery entrance in

Jan. 1943 after striking against John L. Lewis' demand for Increased dues to

the United Mine Workers union. President Roosevelt intervened Jan. 19 and
ordered the miners back to work
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"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN THE WINNAH." This cartoon by Lewis In the

Milwaukee Journal appeared shortly after John L. Lewis called a national

coal strike April 30, 1943

mania, Greece, Finland, to the area in which strikes would be

ruthlessly suppressed.

Table I. United State* Number of Sfrikei, Workers fnvo/vea
1

ana* Man-days
loif, 7935-7942*

Monthly Labor Review, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (May 1943)

^Strikes involving fewer than 6 workers or lasting less than i day are not included in

this table nor in the following tables. Notices or leads regarding strikes arc obtained

by the Bureau from more than 650 daily papers, labour papers, and trade journals, as

well as from all government labour boards. Letters were written to representatives <>f

parties in the disputes asking for detailed and authentic information. Since answers to

aome of these letters had not been received, the figures given for the late months arc

not final.

Table II. United States: War Industries' Strikes, 1942 Compared by Monthsf

Also All Strikes, Jan.-June 1943*

Compiled from The Monthly Labor Review, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.** --" ' * ' ~
Monthly strike

. Only Oct. 1943
...... .

. .

, _.
, fourth and sixth

columns discontinued after Dec. 1942.

VxOMiiMiCTi irum M nc anvmnty L*UO<IT j\eviciv, u.o. nureau OI L,aDOr oiai
^Strikes affecting war work not separately compiled after Dec. 1942.

statistics suspended, because of budgetary necessity, after June 1943.
figures available, but incomplete. fFublication of data for second, f

The year 1937 was still the record year in number of strikes

since 1917. The number of strikes began to increase in 1933 and

rose steadily through 1937.

Table III. Relative Frequency and Size of Labour Disputes in Great Britain

in 1943 and 1942

Compiled from British Labour Gazette.

Table IV. Causes of labour Dispute* in Great Britain, 1943, by Months,
and Monthly Average for 1942*

Compiled from British Labour Gazette, Oct., 194.?.

*Figures for September are provisional and subject to revision. Those for previous
months have been revised (from previous Year Bonk figures) in accordance with more
recent information.

Table V. Results of Labour Disputes in Great Britain Settled in 1943

Compiled from British Labour Gazette, Feb. -Oct., 1943.

Table VI. Number and Time Loss in Canadian Labour Disputes, 1943 and 1942

Compiled from Canadian Labour Gazette. All 1943 figures are preliminary.

Table VII. Trend of Labour Disputes in Canada, 7937-42

Compiled from Canadian Labour Gazette.
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The monthly reports on strikes issued by the U.S. bureau of

labour statistics indicated that close to one-half of the strikes

of 1941 involved some question of union recognition, with wages
the other major issue. In 1943, the principal cause was wage

disputes. In Great Britain a very large percentage of the strikes

end definitely in favour of the employers, and disputes over union

recognition are far less common than in the United States.

Canada had only 192 strikes in 1940 involving 63,469 workers

and but 268 involving 97,580 employees in 1941. (See also LABOUR

UNIONS; NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD; UNITED STATES;

WAR LABOR BOARD, NATIONAL.) (D. D. L.)

Shortage in the supply of strontium in the United

States was relieved during 1943, and the year
ended with the supply in balance with essential demands. The
latest available figures on production in the United States were:

4,724 short tons of strontium minerals in 1941, and imports of

about the same size, both heavy increases over 1940. The demand
was due to the use of strontium salts in tracer bullets and signal

flares. (G. A. Ro.)

Submarines: see NAVIES OF THE WORLD.

Qnhmorina Worforo * Axls Submarine Campaign. AS
GUUIIIdUIIG lldlldlC. the year 1942 ended the U-boat

campaign in the Atlantic loomed large as the major threat to a

United Nations' victory. On the land fronts things were going

well; the epic of Stalingrad had turned the tide in Russia, Gen-

eral Eisenhower's combined forces were well established in

North Africa, and even in the South Pacific the all-conquering

Japanese were being driven back from their farthest outposts.

But the wolf-packs of U-boats still, as shown in the record of

shipping losses for 1942, were having their innings in the Atlantic.

*A11 assertions or opinions contained in this article are the private ones of the writer

and arc not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the U.S. navy depart-
ment or of the naval service at large.

EXPLODING DEPTH CHARGE from the U.S. cotst guard cutter "Spencer."
on convoy duty in the north Atlantic in 1943. As the convoy (background)

proceeded on its course, the "Spencer" tracked down and sank a German sub-

marine

They remained the chief obstacle to successful conclusion of the

European war, and that the menace was fully appreciated by
the heads of governments of the United Nations was borne out

not only by their statements but by the urgent actions taken to

counter it. Even to the layman it was clear that, unless the U-

boat's supremacy could be checked, the Allied forces in North

Africa and Britain would not be properly supplied or augmented,
and that the flow of Icnd-lcase supplies to Russia would be in-

sufficient to keep that valiant ally girt with the sinews of war.

Official quarters still remained silent on losses of merchant

tonnage but, at the end of 1942, unofficial sources in close touch

with the situation estimated that a minimum of 4,000,000 gross

tons was lost to the Allies during the year. Some estimates (by
the Truman committee of the U.S. senate) ran as high as 12,-

000,000 tons, an average of 1,000,000 a month, but this probably
referred to deadweight tons equivalent to about 8,000,000 gross

tons. Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox admitted that Allied

merchant losses were 1,000,000 gross tons greater than the

combined gross tonnage of all cargo vessels built by the United

Nations during 1942 As the United States alone built approxi-

mately 5,400,000 gross tons in 1942, and as the other Allies

probably accounted for more than 1,000,000 more, it may safely

be assumed that the total loss of United Nations' merchant

shipping approximated 7,000,000 gross tons. This figure, however,
was not as staggering as the admission that valuable bottoms

and crews were still being destroyed at a rate considerably in

excess of their replacement.

That Hitler was fully aware of the value of his underseas

arm as his most likely hope of victory was evidenced in Jan.

1943 by his appointment of Admiral Karl Doenitz, his sub-

marine specialist, to be grand admiral, succeeding to supreme
command of the entire German navy. This appointment high-

lighted the role the U-boat was expected to play in the forth-

coming campaign, for Doenitz was known as an able, crafty

strategian who would get the utmost from the powerful weapon
he had forged. The new grand admiral promptly announced his

intention to "put the entire concentrated strength of the navy
into the submarine war, which will be waged with still greater
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vigour and determination.'

1

Thus the curtain rose on the campaign of 1943. The might of

the U-boat fleet was feared by all the United Nations and those

months of early spring, when the full weight of the wolf-packs

might be expected, assumed a nightmarish aspect. It was pre-

sumed that Hitler had available at least 400 U-boats, and some

estimates ran as high as 700. To pit against these the Allies had

a rapidly increasing number of antisubmarine weapons, but as

yet these were new and untried. The outlook was dismal.

January, with high and wintry seas, was a bad month for the

U-boats. Nine merchantmen were sunk during the first week, but

these were mostly in the comparatively placid waters off South

America. Eight more cargo bottoms were later reported sunk

in the western Atlantic, then, at month's end, four more in

the South Atlantic. Counting other scattered sinkings, the loss

during January probably totalled close to 250,000 gross tons.

Germany claimed a gross of 408,000 tons.

Early in February Secretary of the Navy Knox stated that

there were then more U-boats at sea than during the critical

month of June 1942; he added that the navy was "straining

every effort to produce sufficient antisubmarine vessels.'* The

United States was shocked by the torpedoing of two American

passenger-cargo ships in the North Atlantic with a loss of 850

lives, mostly service personnel. But few other losses were re-

ported, and in one week it was officially stated that there were no

sinkings whatever in the western Atlantic the first such week since

Pearl Harbor. It is probable that total shipping losses in February

were about 200,000 tons, and it was generally felt that Doenitz

was saving his knockout blow for more propitious spring weather.

March, living up to expectations, started off with heavy U-boat

blows in the western Atlantic, the nazis claiming 23 ships in

the first five days. The wolves were out in force and were ex-

acting a toll at what price could only be guessed, but the results

were serious. Official reports from both sides of the Atlantic indi-

cated that antisubmarine craft were in attendance on the vital

convoys in increasing numbers, but still the losses were so great

that the outcome was in grave doubt. There were indications that

March sinkings totalled close to 500,000 gross tons.

But April, usually "the best month for U-boats, proved a sur-

prise. Early in the month Berlin claimed the sinking of 14 Allied

merchantmen in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, and 16 more

in later wolf-pack attacks on northern convoy routes. U-boats

were again active sporadically off the coast of the United States

and in the Caribbean, but it was evident that the antisubmarine

drive of the United Nations was at last taking effect. Whereas

many experts expected disaster to the tune of at least 1,000,000

tons in April, the total sinkings are known to have been less than

those of March and were probably in the vicinity of 350,000

gross tons. Even Germany claimed only 423,000.

Such a turn in the tide of battle v;as almost unbelievable and

victory over the U-boat could not be claimed until borne out

by a steadily decreasing rate of shipping losses in succeeding

months. In May, Germany admitted its recent lack of success,

blaming it on "extraordinarily bad weather, too many convoy

lanes, and strong escorts" an unusually honest estimate. Official

Allied sources stated that now all transatlantic convoys were

covered by an "air umbrella" throughout their entire passage,

and the conduct of all convoys in the northwest Atlantic was

concentrated in the hands of Rear Admiral L. W. Murray, an

antisubmarine expert of the Canadian navy. Concurrently the

loth fleet, U.S. navy, was formed, composed of various types of

antisubmarine craft in the Atlantic and under the direct com-

mand of Admiral E. J. King, commander in chief, U.S. navy,

with Rear Adtoiral F. S. Low, U.S.N., acting as chief of staff

with immediate supervision over its activities; the relationship

between the xoth fleet and Admiral Murray's command remains

unexplained, but is undoubtedly very close. The U-boat bag for

May was probably about 300,000 gross tons, and a German

radio broadcast alibied that there were "simply not enough ships

which could be sunk."

June remained quiet and it became apparent that the nazis,

suffering severe reverses, were recalling their U-boats from previ-

ously happy hunting grounds and were probing for more lucra-

tive areas for attack. Two full weeks passed without a single

sinking in the western Atlantic. Reports of killings of U-boats

began to trickle in, adding up to so impressive a total that it ap-

peared the submarines were finally on the defensive. It was reli-

ably stated that escort craft (surface and air) were now present

in such numbers that they could engage in active searching for

U-boats at a distance from the convoys, keeping them almost

immobilized beneath the surface and unable to close with their

prey. Losses in June dropped to the lowest in 19 months,

about 1 20,000 tons. Days passed without the sinking of an Allied

cargo vessel in any ocean and there was no discounting the re-

markable victory over the U-boat. Prime Minister Winston

Churchill, after announcing heavy losses of U-boats during May
and June, added: "Staggered by these deadly losses, the U-boats

have recoiled to lick their wounds and mourn their dead." It was

generally believed that they were withdrawn from the now lethal

North Atlantic to be refitted with more effective defensive gear

and new tactics. They would return again to the fight.

In July, Rear Admiral W. P. Blandy, U.S.N., chief of ord-

nance, let fall hints of a new antisubmarine weapon. He stated

that something very secret, but much more effective than depth

charges, was now being employed against U-boats. In spite of

this, however, there was an abrupt increase in shipping losses

in isolated areas. Wolf-packs were reported off Brazil, torpedoings
flowered in the Mozambique-Madagascar area, and there was con-

siderable activity in the Caribbean and off the African coast. It is

probable that about 300,000 tons were sent to the bottom a con-

siderable rise over June. North Atlantic convoys were unmolested.

August was notable for the first official announcement of

U-boat losses. President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill

issued a joint statement that, during May, June and July, the

Allied forces had definitely destroyed more than 90 U-boats. This

news brought home to the public the decided turn for the better,

and English-speaking peoples everywhere breathed more easily.

It was emphasized, however, that the battle was not yet com-

pletely won, that there were still tremendous U-boat reserves

which could be expected to return to battle refreshed and re-

furbished with a better defense. During August steps were taken

to improve convoy escorts in the South Atlantic, with the result

that total losses for the month were reduced to approximately
200,000 gross tons. The Office of War Information (U.S.) stated

that now more U-boats were being sunk than merchantmen.

September was still better. Mr. Churchill said that during
four months no ship had fallen prey to U-boats in the North

Atlantic, and added that during the first two weeks of September
"no Allied ships were sunk by U-boat action in any part of the

world." Submarines were still active in scattered areas, how-

ever, and at month's end there were again reports of wolf-packs

prowling the North Atlantic. In spite of this, and of German
claims exceeding 300,000 tons, the total loss of cargo bottoms
was probably not more than 150,000 gross tons.

Despite the decisive turn in the tide, the underseas weapon
still offered the greatest promise of strategical success for Ger-

many, and this was recognized by Hitler and Doenitz. Portugal's

permission for the Allies to use the Azores for antisubmarine

bases was, however, a heavy blow to nazi hopes, for this made
possible continuous air coverage over the convoy routes to the
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THE LEON TORPEDO, a version of which was possibly used by the Germans

during 1943 In submarine attacks on allied shipping, was designed to correct

miscalculations made by a submarine gunnery officer in aiming torpedoes at

enemy ships. The diagram shows a submarine (2) at a distance of several

miles from the target vessel (4). The line 5 represents the line of sight from
the submarine's periscope (3) to the enemy ship. The submarine's gunnery
officer, basing his calculations on the speed and direction of the target vessel,

assumes that It will reach the position 4' by the time the gyroscopically-steered

torpedo (7) has reached It. The torpedo is therefore aimed along the line 6.

However, such unforeseeable circumstances as a change In the speed or direction

of the target vessel may enable it to reach, for example, the position 4" by
the time the torpedo arrives at the position 4'. The Leon torpedo corrects

any error in the torpedo's direction after the missile has been fired. It con-

tains. In addition to its gyroscopic steering device, a mechanism which is

sensitive to the vibrations set up in the water by the propeller of the target

ship. When it picks up these vibrations, it takes over the functions of the

gyro (at the point 8) and steers the torpedo along the course 9 directly into

the propeller of the target ship

Mediterranean. Again in October the U-boats launched mass

attacks to feel out the situation in the North Atlantic, but with

little success. Such few sinkings as were accomplished, added to

scattered losses, totalled probably not more than those in Sep-
tember 150,000 gross tons.

The curve of merchant sinkings seemed now to have flattened

out at about 150,000 tons a month, and this was probably close to

the nazi toll again in November. December started with a big

spurt, but this was largely the result of the sneak air raid on the

crowded harbour of Bari, Italy; U-boats had but little connection

with the losses. After a long hiatus, however, they were again

active in the Gulf of Mexico and off Cape Hatteras, accounting

for one ship in each area, and in the Caribbean, where they de-

stroyed five merchantmen during the month. Berlin claimed a

toll of 225,000 tons, but it is probable that again it stayed close

to the monthly average of 150,000 gross tons sunk by all methods.

At the end of 1943, German broadcasts asserted that 3,784,500

gross tons of Allied merchant shipping were sunk during the year

by all methods, the U-boat being the principal weapon of destruc-

tion. In previous years nazi claims were about twice the amount
of actual losses. But now, possibly due to despondency over the

failure of the U-boat, their claims were not so extravagant. It is

probable that actual losses for the year were approximately

2,700,000 gross tons a discrepancy of about 1,000,000 tons

favouring the United Nations. This was little more than half that

of the best previous full year of the war, and probably only
about one-third of the loss during 1942. Fully to realize the

implications of these figures one must remember that 1943 was

conceded to be the critical year of U-boat warfare, the year in

which Germany reached the peak of her submarine might, the

year when DoeniU expected to hurl back decisively the threat

from America. The U-boat was convincingly defeated on its

own battleground, and this Allied victory assumes equal stature

with the crushing of nazi hordes in Russia during the same period.

In fact, the latter was to a large extent dependent on the former.

It seems worthwhile to examine the causes of this crucial

victory. To achieve it required the mustering of many weapons,
the perfecting of old ones and the invention of new ones. By the

combination and co-ordination of all these weapons in a mag-
nificent spirit of aggression the battle was won.

First, the intensified production of cargo vessels on both sides

of the Atlantic, but especially in the United States. This is a

negative form of action it increases merchant bottoms in the

attempt to keep pace with sinkings, but does nothing to decrease

U-boat activity. In 1942 the production of new ships was less

than those sunk, but in 1943, when almost 12,500,000 gross tons

of new merchantmen were produced in America alone, production
so outstripped destruction that it attained a commanding lead.

The opening of the Mediterranean in June acted, in effect, to

increase considerably the tonnage available to the United Na-
tions by materially shortening the long lines of supply to the

middle east and India. The danger of lack of shipping seemed

in 1943 to be forever past.

Second, mass production of escort and other antisubmarine

craft. This had been greatly accelerated after the entry of the

United States into the war. In Britain the frigate superseded
the smaller corvette, while in America a new type, called a de-

stroyer escort, was designed for the sole purpose of hunting

U-boats on the high seas; this latter type is almost as large as

a destroyer but lends itself to production-line manufacture while

lacking the speed and armament of its big sister. By March these

hunters had taken their stations about convoys in such numbers

that they were able to forsake traditional defense measures

and form offensive groups to search out the undcrseas enemy.
Patrol craft and submarine chasers were also being commissioned

in large numbers. By October's end the situation was so well

under control that Secretary of the Navy Knox announced that

contracts for 427 antisubmarine craft had been cancelled, 305 of

these being destroyer escorts. No more pertinent commentary on

the state of the U-boat campaign could have been promulgated.

Third, shore-based air patrols. After the outbreak of war in

1939 the coastal command of the royal air force played a vital
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role in the battle against the U-boat. Handicapped at first by

lack of range, it managed by dint of hard flying to keep the

waters about Britain clear of underseas bandits. As successively

longer-ranged planes became available the U-boat was driven

ever farther into the Atlantic. The United States and Canada

soon augmented these patrols, flying from frigid bases in New-

foundland, Greenland, Iceland, until in 1943 only short stretches

of ocean were not covered by the huge observation and bombing

planes of the Allies. When bases in the Azores were obtained in

October the middle Atlantic routes also came under their pro-

tection. Another unheralded group of planes kept constant watch

over the Bay of Biscay, and these avenging angels were responsi-

ble for holding down the U-boats enroute to or from their bases

in occupied France.

Fourth, auxiliary carriers. Not until 1943 did these merchant-

men, converted into aircraft carriers, really get into the fight.

They ranged mid-ocean, where land-based planes could not

reach, covering with their brood of planes areas far ahead and

on the flanks of the convoy, and operating to keep the U-boats

down just when they most needed their surface speed to reach

attack positions. The first real news of the "baby flat-tops" came

in March when Secretary Knox announced that dozens of them

were already in operation. From then on they were much in the

public eye. They haunted those sea stretches where the U-boat

was most active and, in addition to keeping it. immobilized, were

credited with more than their share of sinkings. In this writer's

opinion the auxiliary carriers were more responsible for the

U-boat's defeat than any other one factor.

Fifth, bombing at the source. The battering by United Na-

tions' bombers of U-boat construction yards and repair bases

in Germany, France and Norway was pursued vindictively dur-

ing the winter and spring months, and the precision daylight

bombing by the 8th U.S. air force was particularly effective. It

is doubtful if many U-boats, protected by bombproof pens, were

themselves severely damaged, but the devastation inflicted on

building and repair facilities had the unquestioned effect of

greatly extending the stay of the U-boats in port. To escape

these deadly bombings Germany transplanted some building

yards to the eastern Baltic; evacuation of civilians from the

operating bases at Lorient, Brest and St. Nazaire was also neces-

sary. After May such raids were less frequent a silent com-

mentary on the state of the U-boat campaign. Toward the end

of the year the isth U.S. air force, from bases in the Mediter-

ranean, heavily raided the U-boat lairs at Marseilles and Toulon,

indicating that axis submarines were becoming obnoxious in

the middle sea.

Sixth, blimps. While these are short-ranged and used only

for coastal convoys, they, because of their ability to hover over

a danger spot, have proved invaluable. They were produced in

increasing numbers and the U.S. navy boasts that no merchant

ship has been lost from a blimp-protected convoy. The same,

however cannot be said of the blimps; in July, off the Florida

coast, one was shot down by a U-boat.

Seventh, technological advances. Scientists of the United

Nations pitted their wits against those of the axis to keep anti-

submarine measures a jump ahead of the U-boat. While most of

this work was of a secret nature it seemed that they had been

successful. Electronic devices were developed for both surface

and submerged work, and these were probably of vital impor-

tance tolhe escort and aircraft in locating the U-boat. Depth

charges were stepped-up to cope with strengthened hulls, and

new methods of laying them were devised. The chief new nazi

weapon was the acoustic torpedo, which is directed to its target

and exploded under its stern by the target's propeller noises,

crippling both motive and steering power and leaving the mer-

chantman a helpless victim to a later orthodox torpedo. As yet

there was no hint of the nature of the amazing new weapons

stated by Admiral Blandy to be in service. The British, however,

stated that aircraft in 1943 were carrying searchlights of such

intensity that U-boats were forced to remain submerged even at

night.

British Submarines Against Supply Lines. The splendid

work carried on in the Mediterranean in 1942 against Field

Marshal Erwin Rommel's lines of supply to North Africa was

maintained valiantly during 1943. Aided by a few Greek, Polish,

Dutch and Yugoslav submarines operating under the British high

command, the British undersea force achieved phenomenal re-

sults. Working in narrow waters under constant surveillance by

enemy aircraft, they rendered the short passage of axis supply

ships and transports so dangerous that possibly less than half of

them got through unscathed. Realizing that the fate of the empire
rested on them, the submarine captains exerted every effort to

stem the flow of munitions to Africa.Their success was epitomized

by the understatement of Admiral of the Fleet Sir Andrew B.

Cunningham, R.N., Mediterranean commander in chief: "Our

submarines had a very good time and some made surprising

bags." At the time of the September invasion of the Italian main-

land British submarines had reportedly sunk a total of 1,335,000

gross tons since the beginning of the campaign. They continued

to take a steady though lighter toll, pursuing axis cargo carriers

into the Tyrrhenian, Adriatic and Aegean seas. During the height

of the Mediterranean campaign most of Britain's submarine fleet

was probably operating there. But results warranted such a con-

centration, and it is unquestionable that they played a "decisive

role in the defeat and expulsion of Rommel's Afrika Korps, and

in clearing the vital Mediterranean lifeline.

U.S. Submarines in the Pacific. In the far western reaches

of the Pacific was waged throughout 1943 a war of attrition

against the Japanese which was a miniature of the U-boat "cam-

paign in the Atlantic but which greatly outstripped its nazi coun-

terpart in comparative success. Operating from Hawaii against

Japan's home waters, from Australia against Japanese supply
lines in the conquered Indies, and from Aleutian bases against
the Kuriles and northern routes, fine American submarines, act-

ing mostly as lone wolves, struck heavy blows at the lifelines

essential to the maintenance of Japanese control. To appreciate

fully the strategical necessity of this campaign one must under-

stand Japan's shipping predicament. It was reliably estimated in

1941 that Japan had slightly in excess of 7,000,000 tons of cargo

bottoms, counting those United Nations' ships that were con-

fiscated in oriental ports. This was more than sufficient to serve

the nations' normal needs but, with the rapid expansion of empire
southward, it was entirely incapable of coping with the complex
burden of supplying advanced bases, moving armies, and carry-

ing loot, in the form of raw materials, back to the homeland.

Quickly recognizing that here was the Achilles' heel of Japan,
Admiral C. W. Nimitz, U.S.N., commander in chief Pacific, a

submarine pioneer, directed that this weakness be fully exploited.

Although some submarines were diverted to patrol and recon-

noitre off enemy bases, the main force was concentrated on this

attenuated line of supply.

Results were excellent. On Jan. 2, 1943, the navy department
reported the sinking of the iiath Japanese ship, and on Dec. 28

the total sunk was announced as 386 a net increase for the

year of 274 ships. In addition to these almost sure losses (the

navy analyzes each reported sinking and accepts only those that

are foolproof) there were 36 more probably sunk and 114 dam-

aged. These losses included the few combatant ships that suc-

cumbed to pig-boat torpedoes, but the great majority were cargo

carriers, either merchant or naval. Between these dates United
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States submarines haunted the coastal routes along the main

Japanese islands and occupied China, the waters about the Philip-

pines and Malaysia and, in one case, were reported in the sacro-

sanct and narrow Straits of Tsushima, separating Japan from

Korea. Daring feats and large bags featured the press releases

from the navy department; presidential unit citations were

awarded a number of underseas raiders, as in the case of the

renowned "Wahoo" which, in a 1 4-hour battle with a heavily

armed convoy, sank all four of the valuable ships in it a total

of 31,890 gross tons.

In estimating the amount of Japanese tonnage lost during

the war it must be remembered that the great majority of

Japanese cargo carriers are in the coastal trade and are accord-

ingly of relatively low tonnage. It is known that the Jap re-

sorted to the use of junks and barges, and started building these

in large numbers in the shipyards of occupied China. In Septem-

ber, Secretary Knox estimated that more than 2,500,000 tons of

Japanese shipping had gone down, this total amounting to one-

third of that available, counting what had been seized, salvaged

and repaired; 77% of the sinkings were accomplished by sub-

marines, including a few Hollanders. This tonnage loss is prob-

ably a bit high, and based on over-optimistic reports from sub-

marine skippers. Assuming the average Japanese cargo bottom to

be somewhat under 5,000 gross tons, it would appear that not

more than 1,250,000 tons were sunk in 1943, making a grand
total of about 1,750,000 gross tons since Pearl Harbor. Even
these reduced figures, considering the parlous state of Japanese

shipping, were reassuring, for estimates of new construction in

the mikado's empire varied from 400,000 to 700,000 tons a year.

The United Nations were surely making serious inroads into

this irreplaceable merchant fleet, and that this was appreciated

by the high command was indicated in November by the promo-
tion of Rear Admiral C. A. Lockwood, U.S.N., commander sub-

marines Pacific, to the rank of vice admiral.

Japan's Submarine Effort. The sizable submarine fleet of

Japan is circumscribed in its efforts by geography. Early in the

war it made desultory jabs at shipping along the American Pacific

coast and on the route to Hawaii. But these proved unworthy of

the expenditure of fuel and time and were largely discontinued.

The important U.S. supply lines to Australia proved a luscious

target and the initial steps were taken to attack this route in

force. But the United States' acquisition of bases in the Fijis

and New Hebrides, and the 1942 campaign against the southern

DECK OF GERMAN SUBMARINE, raked by shellfire and about to sink, after

the U.S. coast guard cutter "Spencer" had encountered It In the north Atlantic

in 1943. A single crewman is left on the deck; the others have jumped In

the sea or been killed

Solomons, deprived the Japs of any really effective bases for

such operations. There remained only the coastal route along

eastern Australia, and here the underseas craft of Japan were

reported active in May and again in October. General Douglas

MacArthur, U.S.A., stated that wolf-pack tactics were employed,
and his spokesman (unidentified) admitted a loss of 2% of ship-

ping in the southwest Pacific, but this percentage was probably
effective only during a relatively brief period. In May the

Australian hospital ship "Centaur," properly marked and lighted,

fell prey to a Japanese pirate, the loss of life being fairly light

299 doctors, nurses and crew. Some of the sinkings in the west-

ern Indian ocean, generally credited to U-boats, were possibly

the work of Japanese submarines, but even so, their success

against shipping lanes was inconsequential and their chief efforts

were directed against naval objectives.

Russian Submarines in Commerce Warfare. There is

always a paucity of news regarding all submarine operations, but

from Russia, known to have sizable underwater flotillas, there

came complete silence. About 50 submarines were working in

the Black sea and, although any knowledge of results was lack-

ing, it was probable that these continuously harassed the Ru-

mania-Crimea supply line. Other Russian boats were known to

be operating in the Barents sea against German lines to northern

Norway and Finland, and the fact that the luftwaffe heavily
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bombed Russian submarine bases indicated that this campaign
had more than nuisance value. At least 50 submarines were known

to have been stationed at Vladivostok in the Pacific; while these

were inactive as long as Japan and Russia remained at peace, they

constituted a real threat in case of an eventual break.

Blockade. Blockade is, of course, another form of warfare

against shipping. In the past it was a nonviolent method, sanc-

tioned by international law, of preventing a neutral nation from

supplying one's enemy with the sine\vs of war. It was enforced

by proclamation, coercion and, as a last resort, force. To be

binding it must be effective; that is, naval craft must be off

the blockaded coast in sufficient force to ensure compliance.- In

World War I the U-boat soon rendered a close blockade too

dangerous to be practical. Further, in its all-out attack on both

enemy and neutral shipping, it discarded the accepted rules of

visit and search because they were not in concord with the na-

ture of a submarine. Consequently such blockades as remained

were conducted along the shipping routes far from the enemy's

coasts and merchantmen were coerced into proceeding to belliger-

ent control ports for examination and possible condemnation.

The coming of the aeroplane further sounded the death knell of

the old-style blockade.

In World War II, Britain imposed much the same sort of

distant blockade; it was never, however, legally declared. But, as

most neutral nations themselves became involved in hostilities,

there remained but few merchantmen against whom a blockade

could be imposed for enemy cargo carriers are always legiti-

mate game. The warfare carried on by U-boats against trans-

atlantic shipping and by the U.S. submarines against the Japanese

lifelines might be termed, in an unorthodox sense, blockade. But

there was in 1943 no legal use of blockade as an economic

weapon. Blockade still existed, however, in a real sense, as evi-

denced by the continuing use of United Nations seapower to

prevent overseas trade with Germany or any of its satellites.

Germany struggled to escape full pressure of this throttling grip

by dispatching blockade runners. In 1943, these went, as far as

was known, only to Japan, and some were said to be specially

constructed submarines of low cargo capacity. While it is

doubtful if these achieved any measure of success, such expedi-

tions were sure indications of the extremity of nazi economy.

Submarines in Naval Actions. In addition to their unending

war on shipping, submarines play an important role in naval

warfare. Even when destruction of cargo carriers is their primary

mission, they never fail to grasp an opportunity to attack an

enemy man-of-war. They are also employed in a calculated war

of attrition; if submarines are sprinkled liberally enough through-

out naval operating areas they are bound eventually to sink a few

combatant ships. They see wide employment as scouts, searching

in advance of fleets or task forces, or reconnoitring off enemy
bases. They have definite value in a fleet action (though not yet

so used) to deny certain areas to the enemy, and, following in

the wake of battle, to pick off stragglers. Many odd chores fall

to the lot of this versatile type anything that requires stealth

and secrecy. By and large, submarines were singularly unsuccess-

ful against men-of-war during 1943, but such uses of this nature

as occurred are recorded, as far as secrecy will permit, below.

Germany and Italy. In February, Germany claimed the

U-boat sinking of a "Dido"-class British cruiser in the eastern

Mediterranean; this remains unverified. In April, the British

destroyer "Harvester" was sunk by U-boat action, and later in

the same month the German high command claimed the sinking

of the tLS. aircraft carrier "Ranger" in the Atlantic; the navy

department vigorously denied that this or any other combatant

ship had been sunk, so the episode remained a mystery in 1943.

In October, the United States reported the loss of three de-

stroyers and a minelayer from "underwater explosion"; possibly

these craft were also U-boat victims. In November, the old U.S.

destroyer ''Boric" sank after a long death struggle with a U-boat,

in which her adversary was also lost.

Great Britain. In April, a British submarine in the Mediter-

ranean blew the bow off an Italian cruiser; its fate was not di-

vulged. In May, an Italian destroyer was sunk in the Mediter-

ranean. In September, midget submarines launched an attack on

the pride of the nazi navy, the battleship "Tirpitz," in Alten

fjord in northern Norway. Reconnaissance photographs indicated

that the "Tirpitz" was badly injured and would be immobilized

for months. This was the first public intimation that the British

indulged in midget submarines, and nothing is known of their

characteristics. The operation was carried out over 1,000 mi.

from the nearest base and involved the passage of intricate mine-

fields, nets and obstructions Three of the midgets were lost.

British submarines were also used, chiefly in the Mediterranean,

for varied bombardment missions.

Japan, As previously mentioned, Japan found it difficult to

operate against Allied supply lines, so the majority of her sub-

marines were concentrated in combatant areas. The Coral sea

and adjacent waters were infested with them in hopes of attack-

ing the omnipresent naval forces or, if attack proved impossible,

to wear them down by keeping them constantly on the alert. Few
actual sinkings of combatant U.S. vessels were reported and,

in view of the navy department's record of candour, it is prob-
able that all that occurred were admitted. It is also likely that

some warships were torpedoed but not sunk and that, for reasons

of security, these casualties were kept secret. Early in July, the

new destroyer "Strong" was sunk in Kula gulf under circum-

stances that point to a submarine as the offender. Shortly there-

after the transport "McCawley" was sunk, after having been

damaged by a bombing which made her an easy prey to a sub-

marine lurking off Rendova island. A few nights later the U.S.S.

"Helena," a io,ooo-ton 6-inch cruiser, laden with battle honours,
was lost in the American victory off Kula gulf; she went down
under the impact of three torpedoes in rapid succession, indi-

cating that they came not in the wide spread from a distant

destroyer but were fired from a fortunately placed submarine

close aboard. In November, at the invasion of Tarawa, the auxili-

ary carrier "Lipscombe Bay" exploded as the result of a sub-

marine torpedo hit and sank with a large loss of life. The Japa-
nese made masterly use of the submarine in ferrying supplies

and reinforcements to Guadalcanal and other beleaguered islands.

They were probably used in the evacuation of Kiska. That they
were being regularly employed in reconnaissance and as scouts

was common knowledge, and that some carry aircraft was veri-

fied by the sighting, over Sydney and near Hawaii, of single

small Japanese float planes. Japanese submarines were also used

for isolated nuisance bombardments. In spite of the lack of

merchant targets they were put to a very effective use.

United States. The main effort being directed against shipping,

Japanese men-of-war were, for U.S. submarines, largely targets

of opportunity. Such targets, however, loomed up fairly regularly
on the crosswires of American periscopes. In October, the navy
department reported that a total of 3 cruisers, 22 destroyers, 2

tenders and 12 other combatant ships (all Japanese) had gone to

the bottom as the result of submarine torpedoes. How many of

these were sunk in 1943 was not stated. Among the "others" was

the unnamed gunboat, rammed by the submarine of Commander
Howard Gilmore who, lying wounded on his bridge, ordered his

mate to 'Take her down!" at the expense of his own life but

saving his ship and crew. No Japanese submarines were officially

listed as lost in those weird "submarine versus submarine" en-

counters although there were unauthenticated reports that two
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nad been so sunk. American submarines were probably also used

on scouting and reconnaissance missions, and there were rumours

of their landing shock troops at the beginning of various offensive

operations.

Submarine Losses. Germany and Italy. During 1943, anti-

submarine measures (see above) became really effective. Even

during the bad winter months sure sinkings of U-boats were re-

ported in increasing numbers. With the advent of spring, reports

of still heavier submarine losses made the headlines, and these

were verified by the joint statement of President Roosevelt and

Prime Minister Churchill in August that during the three pre-

ceding months there were "over 90" sure sinkings of U-boats.

Thereafter, due to the recall of the U-boats from the convoy lanes

to new areas and for refitting, the rate dropped. Sinkings con-

tinued to be reported in the press, but no more official figures

were vouchsafed until October, when another joint statement an-

nounced the loss of 60 U-boats during July, August and Septem-
ber. The rate of sinkings, then, was 25 axis submarines a month

during the six most propitious months of 1943 undoubtedly

greater than the rate at which they were being built. It may be

assumed that the rate for the remaining six months was at least

half as great, and that not less than 135 axis submarines were de-

stroyed during the year. To this must be added those Italian

submarines that fell into United Nations' hands with the capitu-

lation of Italy probably about 50. The blow to Doenitz' cam-

paign was stupendous and it is remarkable that U-boat morale

stood the shock so well. No figures on axis losses were forth-

coming from Germany.
Great Britain. The loss of eight submarines ("Utmost,"

"Sahib," "Traveller/' "P222," "Splendid," "Saracen," "Parthian,"

"Trooper") was noted during the year also one Greek and one

Fighting French submarine, both operating with British forces

in the Mediterranean. In September, the admiralty announced

(their figures have always been trustworthy) that a total of 56

British submarines had been sunk during the war; it is doubtful

if the figure had reached 60 at year's end.

Japan. An estimate of Japanese submarine losses is difficult.

Individual claims during the year had been noted to a total of

17, and in February the Associated Press tabulation estimated

the number sunk since Pearl Harbor at 29. Yet, in October, the

navy department reported only 6 sure sinkings since the begin-

ning of the war. On the other hand official Japanese sources have

admitted a total loss of n submarines through November. As

Japanese admissions regarding other categories of ships had been

found to be quite accurate there was reason to believe that their

figures were the best available. The low number of Japanese

sinkings, however, indicated either (i) skilful submarine cap-

tains, (2) excellent defensive qualities, (3) inadequate antisub-

marine measures by the United States, or (4) lack of full em-

ployment of Japanese submarines.

United States. Eleven U.S. submarines were announced as

overdue and probably lost during the year ("Argonaut," "Amber-

jack," "Grampus," "R-I2," "Triton," "Pickerel," "Grenadier,"

"Dorado," "Runner," "Wahoo," "Grayling"). The giant "Ar-

gonaut," after being damaged by depth charges, went down in a

blazing gun duel with Japanese surface craft. The "R-I2" was

lost while on a routine training cruise. The others, including the

famous "Wahoo," disappeared without trace in the western

Pacific. These losses are approximately double those of 1942 but

it was probable that the ratio of losses to submarines operating

had changed but little. It was expected, however, that this rate

would increase in the future because of the tremendous expansion

of the submarine force and the consequent dilution of experienced

personnel, and of improved Japanese antisubmarine measures.

It is interesting to note that Japan's navy war minister, Admiral

Shimada, announced the sinking during the war of 128 U.S.

submarines.

New Construction. Germany. Estimates of the monthly
rate of U-boat construction vary widely. The maximum rate was

probably achieved in 1942, about 25 a month. New construc-

tion in 1943 was on the wane for two reasons: (i) the heavy
bombardments of building yards and parts factories, (2) the

necessity for building larger U-boats to reach unprotected areas.

While no definite figures were available, it seemed likely that

not more than 15 new boats were being produced each month,
and that the size of the U-boat fleet in 1943 was approximately

350. The rate of destruction definitely passed the rate of con-

struction. Reliable sources stated that construction of the 51 7-ton

class was suspended and that the majority of new boats were

of the more versatile 74o-ton type. These have an endurance of

16,000 mi. and achieve a surface speed of nearly 20 knots. It

was reported that they were fitted with additional topside

armour to permit them to remain on the surface during

strafing attacks. They were also being fitted, in addition to their

4. i -in. guns, with an increased number of anti-aircraft weapons,

ranging in calibre up to 4o-mm. During the year the use of

supply submarines (known as "milk cows") was confirmed. These

were broadbeamed, unwieldy submersibles, designed to carry

quantities of diesel oil, torpedoes, ammunition, water and pro-

visions, and to deliver these to operating U-boats at secret rendez-

vous at sea. A few large U-boats of more than 1,000 tons, for

extreme range and minelaying purposes, probably continued to

be built, and rumours were also heard of experimentation with

midget types, but these had not been reported in action.

Great Britain. No reliable information was available. New
submarine construction in 1943 had probably not greatly ex-

ceeded losses.

Japan. No data.

United States. Because of the remarkable success of U.S.

submarines against Japanese lines, American shipyards were prob-

ably turning out new boats at record speed. They were near the

top of the priority list. Secretary Knox stated that "new sub-

marines completed this year would be equal to 30% of the sub-

marine fleet in existence on Jan. i, 1943." It was estimated that

approximately 150 U.S. submarines were in commission in 1943,

and this number was steadily increasing.

U.S.S.R. No data. Probably little new construction.

Submarine Personnel. Germany. In May, unofficial Allied

sources estimated that 12,000 U-boat officers and men were

either lost or prisoners. Since that time probably 6,500 more
suffered like fates. Such casualties would surely affect the effi-

ciency of remaining U-boat crews; already their increasing lack

of daring and proficiency was noted in 1943. From Sweden came

reports of U-boat mutinies at Norwegian bases and disturbances

at Kiel. Rear Admiral Low stated that Germany found it neces-

sary to draft submarine crews. Experienced U-boat personnel
was apparently being spread very thin, accomplished skippers
were few, and veteran crewmen formed but a nucleus for a

complement of green hands. But there were in 1943 no indications

of a general cracking of morale, and it was expected that the

U-boat menace would continue in decreasing intensity as long

as Germany remained a belligerent.

Great Britain. Not having experienced rapid expansion, Brit-

ish submarine personnel remained, as far as is known, capable

and daring.

Japan. Results against combatant ships indicated that Jap-

anese submarine crews were well-trained and had a high morale.

United States. The American submarine force underwent

a rapid expansion, and a dilution of veteran personnel was

inevitable. Because, however, of the highly selective nature of
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this duty in peacetime, and of the thorough and strenuous train-

ing, new submarines could be expected to be provided with

adequate crews.

Submarine Tactics. Except in Germany, nothing new devel-

oped, as far as was known, in submarine tactics. Early in 1942
it appeared that Grand Admiral Doenitz was reverting to the

tactics of the wolf-pack, this time throwing as many as 20 to

30 submarines, in echelons, into a single continuing attack on a

convoy. Reports were meagre, but it is probable that these

echelons were staggered, about 100 mi. apart, across possible

convoy tracks. The first U-boat to sight the convoy fell in astern

of it, making no attack but "homing" her consorts on the target

by radio direction finders. When the horde was assembled about

the convoy the signal to attack was given, usually at evening

twilight. Two or more U-boats would feint from ahead, attract-

ing the attention of the convoy's escorts and drawing them off

in pursuit. When these were in full chase the remaining U-boats

would launch their attacks from the flanks and astern, approach-

ing in the awash condition and slamming torpedoes at any

targets that crossed their paths. In order to prosecute successfully

this plan the U-boats must use their high surface speed duriag

daylight to make and retain contact with the convoy. The obvi-

ous counter to this attack was to keep them submerged during

the critical hours of concentration, and the answer was found

in a heavy screen of aircraft circling at some distance about

the convoy. This protection was afforded by long-range planes

from shore bases, and by planes from small auxiliary carriers

when in mid-Atlantic. As soon as this "air umbrella" was per-

fected, sinkings of merchant ships dropped off precipitously

while U-boat losses soared.

If the U-boat were to continue to be a dangerous weapon new
tactics must be designed. In desperation Admiral Doenitz with-

drew his flotillrs from the North Atlantic and sent some of these

in search of less well-protected areas. Others he recalled to their

bases for refitting. Here they were provided with heavy anti-

aircraft batteries, and their crews were trained to use them; radio

echoing devices for the earlier location of Allied aeroplanes were

installed; topside armour was added. They were then, in Sep-

tember, sent back into the fray to battle their way on the surface

through opposing aircraft to the vital convoys. They again

launched heavy and concerted attacks, using these new weapons
and tactics; again they were largely unsuccessful, although they
did manage to bring down a number of Allied planes. There were

no further innovations, but the U-boats could be expected to

sally forth again and again, with new methods of attack, as long

as Germany remained in the war, and it was likely that some of

these would bring a temporary measure of success. Only by eter-

nal vigilance could the U-boat be held in check. (See also NAVIES

OF THE WORLD; SHIPBUILDING; WORLD WAR II.) (E. E. HA.)

SUGAR BEET REFINERY at Plcturt Butte, Alberta. Canada

Subsidies: see AGRICULTURE.

Substitute Materials: see WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.

Sudan: see ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN.

Sueyro
1

|| (1890?-! 943), Argentine naval officer and

i OdUd H. politician, completed his studies at the

Argentine Naval college in 1910 and later went to the United

States for further naval training. A torpedo and mine expert, he

held several naval commands, eventually reached the rank of

rear admiral and commanded the Rio Santiago Naval base. He

had served as naval attache to Washington and in 1942 headed

the Argentine military purchasing commission to the U.S. to

negotiate for the purchase of arms. He was named vice president

of Argentina following the coup d'ttat of Gen. Arturo Rawson in

June 1943, and continued at that post when Gen. Pedro Pablo

Ramirez took over the government several days later. He died

in Buenos Aires, July 17.

Quito!"
^e tota^ Pr duction f sugar from sugar cane and

OUgdl* sugar beets combined in 1943 was estimated by the

U.S. department of agriculture to be more than 200,000 tons

below 1942 because of the decreased beet sugar crop The acreage

of sugar cane was larger in 1943 and the yield higher 21.5 tons

per ac. compared with 18.5 tons per ac. in 1942 and 18.6 for the

ten-year average. The acreage and crop grown for seed was

above the average. In addition to the sugar, 42,423,000 gal. of

molasses, including blackstrap, were produced from the cane.

Most of the crop was harvested before Dec. i, although crushing

usually extends into January. Factories were unable to oper-

ate steadily because of the shortage of labour to cut the cane.

The production of beet sugar as reported by the factories was

938,000 short tons in 1943 compared with 1,613,000 tons in 1942
and a ten-year average of 1,452,000 tons in 1932-41. The acre-

age of sugar beets was only 552,000 compared with 945,000 in

1942 and 833,000 as the ten-year average. The yield per acre

was also less than in 1942 but equal to the average. The crop

as a whole was about 44% less than the near record crop of

1942 and the smallest since 1922. The causes of this bad year
were the unfavourable weather at planting time, the scarcity of

labour, difficulties in harvesting the 1942 crop which discouraged

growers, and the competition for the use of the land for other

crops requiring less labour. In Michigan and Ohio there was
much abandonment because of late planting and poor stands.

The reduced acreage was harvested without serious loss due to

labour shortage.

Sugar rationing continued through 1943 with little change,

although imports of Cuban sugar improved early in the year. In

July the allotment for commercial canning was raised to 100%
of 1941 usage. Other measures for relief of home canners pro-
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Table I. U. S. Production of Beef Sugar by Stoto*, 7943 ana* 7942

Table II. U 5. Production of Cane Sugar, 1942, 7943 ana* 10-Veor Avg.

vided a maximum of 25 Ib. per capita for persons with large

fruit supplies. Supplies of sugar were large enough at the end

of the year 1943 to provide adequate stocks and provide for

consumption and export considerably larger than in 1942.

The world sugar markets were divided into three major areas

by the war, Japanese-controlled Asia, German-controlled Eu-

rope and the United Nations areas. There was no trade between

these areas, which left the United Nations primarily dependent
on the production of the western hemisphere. Prior to the war
this was a surplus area to the extent of about 1,300,000 tons

which was mostly shipped to Europe The estimated supply of

sugar available at the end of 1943 in the principal western hemis-

phere countries was about 10,000,000 tons, which was 5.1%
above 1942 and 14.4% above the average of the three prewar

years. This increase in supply was mainly in the increased Cuban

stocks, held back by shortage of shipping. Sugar production in

the western hemisphere in 1943 as a whole was estimated at

6,900,000 tons or 14% less than 1942 but about 5% less than

the three prewar years. The principal decline was in United

States beet-sugar production and about an equal decline in the

Cuban cane-sugar crop. (5*0 also BEE-KEEPING; MAPLE PRODUCTS,

RATIONING; SYRUP, SORGO AND CANE.) (J. C. Ms.)

Qtotictinc Mo**1^ fron* suicide in the United
dUUIMIIiO. states during 1943 was probably the

lowest in two decades, according to current indications provided

by the experience of the millions of industrial policyholders of

the Metropolitan Life Insurance company. The final rate for

1943 was expected to be more than 10% under that of 1941

(the latest year of record by the bureau of the census), when
there were 17,102 deaths and the death rate was 12.8 per 100,000

population. In 1942 Canada had 834 deaths from suicide, with a

rate of 7.2 per 100,000, and England and Wales recorded 3,802

deaths, the rate being. 9.2 per 100,000. Large towns in Germany
had 7,647 deaths from suicide in 1942, almost 20% more than in

1939-

Considered geographically, mortality from suicide in 1941 in

the United States was highest in the Pacific coast states, where

the rate was 21.7 per 100,000. Following that, in descending

order, were the mountain states, 16.4; east north central, 14.2;

middle Atlantic, 13.6; west north central, 13.4; New England,

12.9; south Atlantic, 10.5; west south central, 8.9; and lowest,

east south central, 7.9.

Death rates per 100,000 according to race and sex during 1941
were as follows (in each case, the first figure relates to males and

the second to females): white, 20.7, 6.8; Negro, 5.7, 1.6; Indian,

9-3, 3-7; Chinese, 54.0, 9.9; Japanese, 41.7, 14.6; all other races,

The death rates per 100,000 from suicide among white males

in 1941 ranged from 0.5 at ages 10 to 14, to a high of 66.5 at

ages 75 and over. The rate for white females ranged from 0.3

at ages 10 to 14 to a maximum of almost 13 at ages from 45 to

59, the later ages showing lower rates.

A study of the United States death records for 1940 showed

that contributory causes of death were mentioned in only one-

fifth of the cases, or 3,631 out of a total of 18,957. In this group
of 3,631 cases, mental diseases and deficiency were mentioned

in two-fifths of the total, diseases of the circulatory system in

one-fifth, intracranial lesions of vascular origin in one-tenth, with

influenza and pneumonia, and diseases of the heart ranking next

in importance.
In the July 1943 issue of the Psychiatric Quarterly, A. B.

Siewers and E. Davidoff presented the results of a study of the

characteristics of patients referred to a general hospital and to

a psychopathic hospital because of attempted suicide. In the gen-

eral hospital group, only one-fifth were suffering from psychoses,

while nine-tenths of those in the psychopathic hospital group
were so afflicted. Almost one-third of the persons in each group
had some organic disease. The distribution of the two groups

according to sex and marital status were very similar; about

three-fifths were women and a like proportion were married.

The average age of the females admitted to the general hospital

was 30 years, and of those to the psychopathic hospital, 40 years.

The authors state that the higher age of the latter group "corre-

sponds closely to the age of onset of climacteric manifestations

or involutional psychoses in females." Persons unemployed or

unskilled were much more frequent in the general hospital group
than in the psychopathic hospital group; skilled or professional

persons were most frequent among the latter. The apparent mo-

tives for the attempt at suicide as stated by the patients were

about the same for both groups.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. I. Dublin and B. Bunzel, To Be or Not To Be
(i933): U.S. Bureau of the Census, Vital Statistics- Special Reports and
State Summaries (issued irregularly), Annual Reports of Vital Statistics,

and Vital Statistics Rates, 1900-1940; Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, Statistical Bulletin (issued monthly). (A. J. Lo.)

Sulfonamld* Drugs: see MEDICINE.

production of sulphur in the United States in

1942 increased by 10% over 1941, to 3,460,362 long

tons, while shipments decreased 8% to 3,132,408 tons. With the

production rate maintained in the face of declining demand from

Aug. 1942 to Feb. 1943, stocks at the mines rose to 5,114486
tons at the year-end. During the second and third quarters of

1943, demand increased to figures greater than the production
rate. Production during the first eight months of 1943 was 1,726,-

548 tons, shipments 1,970,050 tons, and stocks 4,815,220 tons.

Canada has no output of native sulphur, but the sulphur-bear-

ing gases from roasting pyrite are utilized in the production of

sulphuric acid, liquid sulphur dioxide and elemental sulphur.

(G. A. Ro.)

Sumatra: see NETHERLANDS COLONIAL EMPIRE; NETHER-

LANDS. INDIES.
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^ wor^'s Sunday school convention

was held after that at Oslo in 1936,

which reported 369,510 Sunday schools in 129 countries, with

3,145,895 teachers and 34,139,624 pupils. This enrolment de-

creased because of the dislocations of war, and because Sunday

schools were banned in countries under German control. Yet the

Sunday schools have continued. "The Christian front in Norway
is the hardest to conquer," the Quisling newspaper stated; and in,

that front were the teachers of the Norwegian Sunday schools.

More young people were enrolled in classes for the training of

Sunday school teachers in Sweden in 1943 than before the war.

The Swedish Sunday School association aided Sunday school
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work in Finland by sending literature for use in those schools.

Literature for the French Sunday School union was being pub-
lished in Switzerland and found its way monthly to the pastors
and Sunday school workers in France. Sunday schools were main-

tained in Czechoslovakia, especially among Bohemians and

Moravians.

The India Sunday School union appointed for the first time

a native of India as its general secretary, in succession to a Euro-

pean missionary. In west China, the National Committee for

Christian Religious Education found increased opportunities

from its new headquarters at Chengtu. The National Sunday
School union of England initiated a four-year advance program

embracing the reorganization of local unions, an effort to enrol

children who were not attending Sunday schools, and placing

greater emphasis on teacher-training and educational evangelism.

The organization of the Latin American Union of Evangel-

ical Youth was consummated through action taken by interde-

nominational youth organizations in 8 countries Argentina, Bo-

livia, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Uruguay
which thus became its charter members.

The World's Sunday School association held a conference on

Christian education for world order in May 1943, at Schwenks-

ville, Pa., with delegates representing 20 countries. It launched

a World Fellowship in Christian Education, to promote the sys-

tematic interchange of correspondence and information in this

period when travel was sharply curtailed. While the president

of the International Council of Religious Education, Lieutenant

Commander Harold E. Stassen, former governor of Minnesota,
was on duty in the United States navy, James L. Kraft of Chi-

cago served as acting president. At its annual meeting this or-

ganization, which represented the Protestant churches of the

United States and Canada, reported a total of 177,066 Sunday
schools with 21,366,083 teachers and pupils. (See also CHURCH
MEMBERSHIP.) (L. A. WE.)

The Production of superphosphates in

the United States in 1942 was 5,144,484

short tons of all grades, an increase of 19% over 1941. The sales

of phosphate rock to producers of superphosphates totalled 3,631,-

812 short tons, an increase of 15% over 1941. (G. A. Ro.)

Supreme Court of the United States.
Personnel. With the appointment of Wiley Blount Rutledge,

the supreme court in 1943 was a court entirely nominated by
President Roosevelt except for Justices Roberts and Stone, and
the latter was nominated as Chief Justice by the president.

The latest incumbent of the high court, Wiley Blount Rutledge,

THE U.S. SUPREME COURT in 1943. Seated, left to right: Stanley F. Reed,
Owen J. Roberts, Chief Justice Marian F. Stone, Hugo L. Black, Felix Frank-
furter. Standing: Robert H. Jackson, William 0. Douglas, Frank Murphy,
Wiley B. Rutledge. Jr.

associate justice of the U.S. court of appeals, Washington, D.C.,

was nominated, and confirmed by the senate on Feb. 8, 1943, to

fill the vacancy left by James Francis Byrnes when the latter was

made director of economic stabilization.

Issues. The 1942-43 term of the U.S. supreme court was

characterized by a great number of concurring opinions and more

dissenting votes than at prior terms. The court overruled a num-

ber of precedents:

In the field of domestic relations law, its 36-year-old decision

in Haddock v. Haddock, long a landmark in divorce law was re-

jected when the court held that a Nevada divorce is entitled to

full faith and credit in all other states.

The court reversed itself in flag salute cases holding that states

may not penalize conscientious refusal to salute the flag. The
court . distinguished between due process of law as applied to

restraints upon property interests and due process applied to

freedom of speech, press, assembly and ownership. In the case

of property the test is whether the legislature had a rational

ground for the restraint. In the case of persons freedom may not

be restrained on such slender grounds.

It upheld claims of individual constitutional rights against a

state's restriction through handbill ordinances prohibiting dis-

tribution of literature. The court restored "to their high constitu-

tional position the liberties of itinerant evangelists who dissemi-

nate their religious beliefs and the tenets of their faith through

the distribution of literature."

In considering the problem of interned citizens of Japanese

ancestry, the court concluded that while as American citizens they

were entitled to all the privileges, immunities and guarantees

which arc enjoyed under the constitution and statutes by other

citizens of the United States, as a precaution against invasion and

in view of the strategic importance of our west coast area their

internment was deemed to be justifiable. Such use of preventive

martial law was not deemed to be an unconstitutional taking

of property.

The court refused to divest of citizenship one who was a mem-
ber of the Communist party 12 years prior to the time when pro-

ceedings were initiated to cancel his citizenship.

The court greatly strengthened the hands of labour when it de-

cided that picketing was permissible even though the representa-

tions made were untrue and disparaging. It was said that state-

ments to the effect that the cafeterias' food was bad and that

their patronage aided the cause of fascism was not sufficient to

justify the granting of the injunction; that the "loose language
or undefined slogans" were "part of the conventional give and

take in our economic and political controversies" and did not con-

stitute falsification of facts.

Further indicating the trend of labour law the court stressed

the facts: that misconduct of a union did not disqualify it from

filing charges with the Labor board that an employer engaged in
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unfair labour practices; that such misconduct did not deprive the

board of jurisdiction to hear the case, although the board could

consider such misconduct as material to its own decision to enter-

tain and proceed upon the charge; that a backpay order of the

board does not permit the employer to deduct from the wages due

discharged employees the amount of benefits received by them
under state unemployment compensation; that the board having
found that an employer dominated an unaffiliated union could

order the employer to reimburse employees for dues checked off

their wages.

The profession of medicine found itself afoul of the law when
the supreme court sustained the circuit court of appeals in find-

ing that a concerted activity of the American Medical association

and a local medical society against certain practitioners because

of their group health association violated the Sherman Anti-Trust

act. Even the sanctity of the press and the inviolate right of

freedom of speech were not beyond attack, as was illustrated by
the decision against the Associated Press.

Federal regulatory bodies were on the whole upheld: the

Power commission in seeking enforcement of its orders against

a public utility, the Communications commission in regulations

pertaining to chain broadcasting as required in the "public inter-

est, convenience or necessity," the National Labor Relations

board in ordering reimbursement of dues paid to a company-
dominated union, and the ICC in upholding an order authorizing

railroads to discontinue loading charges.

In the 31 opinions handed down in the field of criminal law it

sustained the constitutionality of the Federal Fire Arms act, up-
held the conviction under the Harrison Narcotic act of manufac-

turing wholesalers for selling substantial amounts of morphine-

sulphate tablets, and sustained an indictment charging one with

impersonating an FBI officer. It held that tax evasion constituted

a misdemeanour not a felony, and that one found guilty of con-

tempt could not be sentenced to fine and imprisonment since the

statute provides alternative punishment i.e., fine or imprisonment

only. The court also held that extra-judicial confessions of a de-

fendant were not admissible against the accused and justified

reversal of the conviction.

The court ruled that the Copyright act does not prevent an

author from assigning his interest in a copyright renewal before

he has secured it at the end of the original 28-year copyright

grant. In determining that the Copyright act did not nullify an

agreement by an author made during the original copyright terms

to assign his renewal, Mr. Justice Frankfurter observed that it

was not for the court to deny to authors the same freedom to

dispose of their property as is enjoyed by others.

Statistics. In the 1942-43 term there were 169 majority

opinions disposing of 221 cases.

Number of Opinion*, U.S. Supreme Court, 1942-43 form

Fawurable
to Against

Government Government

Federal tax cases 14 4
Federal labour cases 4* 2*

Federal regulation cases (other than labour) .... 1 1 4
Federal criminal cases (not including those arising

out of war)
Federal war cases

Federal public contracts cases

Federal miscellaneous cases

Total

State tax cases

State regulation cases

State cnminal cases

Total

Total federal and state government cases (107) .

7

3

\
54

3*
6

2

II

65

10
a

J*
28

Affirmances and Reversals. Decisions of courts below were

affirmed in 44% of the cases decided by opinion. Affirmances

were entered in 76 instances; reversals in 78 instances; and modi-

fication of the decision below in one case, the judgment below

being affirmed as modified. In eight instances the court by opinion
dismissed appeals or denied certiorari, and in seven cases no de-

cision was entered on the merits of the case,

There were 165 dissents from a total of 70 majority opinions.

The number of dissents were Stone 13, Roberts 28, Black 23,

Reed 16, Frankfurter 18, Douglas 22, Murphy 26, Jackson 17,

Rutledge 2.

There were fewer $-to-4 decisions than in the previous term.

The court evolved a new type of dissent which became more

accentuated in recent terms. Acts of congress were generally not

overridden. The thought was that the supreme court justices

must be statesmen as well as jurists and determine the direction

of legislative growth rather than arrest it. The day of the major
dissent appeared to have vanished.

A statistical summary of the court's work indicated: Original

Docket: Total cases 15; cases disposed of 5; cases remaining 10.

Appellate Docket: Total cases 1,103; cases disposed of 992;

cases remaining in.

Totals: Total cases 1,118; cases disposed of 997; cases remain-

ing i2i. (See also LAW.) (B. WE.)

14

42

*Ruliogs both Cor and against the federal or state government or in favour of one
and against the other were entered in one opinion.

nfiaintenance of blood supply to a tissue is as

important as the maintenance of a supply line to

an army and whenever either is stopped, disaster results. Many
arms and legs are lost because the main artery supplying the part

has been injured. Arthur H. Blakemore, Jere W. Lord and Paul

L. Stefko showed that by using a vitallium tube lined by a vein,

satisfactory repair of vessels can be made. Vitallium is a metal

which produces no reaction in tissues. The tube is lined with a

piece of vein, the ends of the vein being brought out over the

end of the tube. The vein-lined tube is then tied into the defect

in the artery. In this way the blood supply of the extremity is

maintained. In order to improve the blood supply to the heart

in patients who have had coronary thrombosis, Claude S. Beck,

several years before, suggested methods which would increase

the number of vessels supplying the heart muscle. He originally

advocated a rather extensive procedure of placing a chest muscle

on the heart muscle, but he showed also that many less extensive

procedures resulting in the development of adhesions between the

chest wall and the heart increased the blood supply to the heart

muscle. Whereas, as shown in a report by Harold Feil, the im-

mediate mortality is relatively high, those who survived the

operation received definite benefit. In an attempt to increase the

blood supply to the brain when this had been cut off by a haem-

orrhage or plugging, due to a clot, of the artery supplying that

portion of the vein, Frederick E. Kredel suggested a procedure
similar to that which was used by Beck, namely, the use of a

flap of muscle placed against the brain which had been deprived

of its blood supply, and in this way the paralysis and other symp-
toms resulting from a stroke were lessened or even obviated.

During 1943, considerable advances were made in the treat-

ment of burns. It was shown quite definitely that tannic acid in

the treatment of burns is undesirable, not only because it causes

a crust under which infection can progress, but also because from

an extensive burn surface there occurs sufficient absorption of

tannic acid to produce severe liver damage, and in a number of

fatal cases death was the result of the liver damage rather than

of the burn. The administration of plasma ia burns and the treat-

ment of the burn as a wound, that is, by cleanliness, the pre-

vention of infection, and the compression, remained the best

methods of treatment. Sanford M. Rosenthal showed that there
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is apparently a disturbance in the sodium balance in burns, be-

cause he showed that animals with severe burns could be kept

alive by the administration of sodium chloride introduced intra-

peritoneally. Fox used this treatment in humans and found that

by the administration of large amounts of sodium lactate by
mouth to severely burned patients excellent results were obtained

with a marked diminution in mortality.

Vitallium was used for a number of years as a metal which

might be implanted in tissue; it was valuable because it pro-

duced little or no reaction. A new metal, tantalum, was sug-

gested, which apparently has all of the advantages of vitallium,

but does not have some of its disadvantages. Vitallium has to be

cast to fit the part, but it has been possible with tantalum to cut,

bend and hammer it, making it easier to use. O. H. Fulchcr re-

ported on the use of tantalum in the repair of skull defects and

found it very valuable. Tantalum was also made into fine thread

which was used for the repair of nerves, the advantage being that

it produced no reaction and was, therefore, well tolerated by
the tissues.

In the grafting of skin it is essential that the graft be main-

tained in close approximation to the defect until healing has

occurred. Machtcld E. Sano suggested using constituents of hu-

man blood as a cement substance to aid in this process. She took

the extract from the white cells of the blood and painted this on

the undersurface of the skin graft. The area to be grafted was

painted with plasma and as soon as the graft was applied, it

became firmly adhered. She reported excellent results with this

treatment because the tissue extract and plasma form a medium
for the growth of cells and actually stimulate healing. Lawrence

W. Smith and Alfred E. Livingston showed that chlorophyll,

which is the green colouring matter in plants, exerted a definite

stimulating influence on the healing of wounds and that when

compared with other substances used to stimulate wound heal-

ing, the other substances were practically without value.

Osteomyelitis, which is a severe systemic infection involving

the blood stream but producing abscesses in the bone, claimed a

high mortality rate. Robertson reported that excellent results

were being obtained by treating the condition not only locally,

when an abscess forms, but also by the administration of large

doses of sulfonamides early in the condition. In this way the

invasive properties of the infection could be controlled and much
better results were obtained.

The control of haemorrhage from surfaces which ooze and

which cannot be sutured is a real problem to many surgeons,

particularly neurosurgeons. Although thrombin which is neces-

sary for the clotting of blood is available and can be applied to

the surface, it is difficult many times to maintain the thrombin

in place for clotting to occur. If one used ordinary gauze, the

clot became detached when the gauze was removed. Virginia K.
Frantz prepared an oxidized cellulose which is absorbable and
this was used by Tracy J. Putnam together with thrombin to con-

trol haemorrhage from bleeding brain surfaces. Since the oxi-

dized cellulose is absorbable, it is not necessary to remove it

after clotting has occurred and excellent results have been

reported.

William Andrus, Lord and Stefko showed both experimentally
and clinically that the acidity of the stomach was decreased when
a pedicle graft of the jejunum, which is the upper part of the

small intestine, is placed in the stomach. This is particularly im-

portant in patients with stomach ulcer in whom the recurrence

of ulcers is due to the persistence of a high acid content. (See
also ANAESTHESIA; INDUSTRIAL HEALTH; MEDICINE.)
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(A. O.)

(DuTCH GUIANA). A Netherlands colony in north-

eastern South America. The area is 54,291 sq.mi.;

the population, according to official estimates, was 177,980 in

1939. Around 45% of the population is East Indian in origin

(26.8% British East Indians and 18.8% Javanese), the largest

such proportion in the western hemisphere. The chief cities are

Paramaribo, the capital (pop. 54,853), and Nieuw Nickerie

(3,800). Government is under an appointed governor and a

partially-elected council. The governor in 1943 was Dr. J. C.

Kielstra (succeeded on Jan. 3, 1944, by J. C. Brons, acting gov-

ernor).

History. With the decline of the axis submarine menace in

western Atlantic and Caribbean waters, trade conditions eased

and shortages became less acute. Meanwhile, bauxite mining ac-

tivity and presence of United States troops in Surinam provided
economic stimuli. The former, however, was expected to decline

somewhat as a result of huge United Nations stock piles, with

consequent effects on the colony.

Surinam was visited in November by Crown Princess Juliana
of the Netherlands, first of the royal house of Orange ever to

NATIVE WOMEN of Surinam, members of the Dulch colonial army auxiliary,
parading In 1943
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come to the colony. Earlier in the year a Surinam economic mis-

sion visited Brazil; the first Brazilian consul ever accredited to

the colony arrived at Paramaribo on May 13.

On Oct. 25, Gov. Kielstra celebrated his tenth anniversary as

governor. Shortly thereafter it was announced that he would re-

tire on Jan. 3 to become Netherlands minister to Mexico. His

incumbency had been marked by sharp change in the colony's

fiscal condition, from a budget of 7,000,000 guilders, 3,000,000

of which was met by a home government subsidy, to one of

13,500,000 guilders, raised entirely from the colony's own re-

sources. Local government had been reorganized, a strong mili-

tary force built up, and many social reforms introduced.

On Aug. 3, Surinam's first daily newspaper, Het Nieuws, began

publication.

Education. Surinam had, in 1943, 114 elementary schools

(44 of them public), with nearly 22,000 enrolment, over half in

Paramaribo, and four secondary schools. In addition there were

33 schools for bush Negroes and Indians in the interior.

Finance. The monetary unit is the guilder (value approx.

53# U.S.). During 1943 the colony was faced by an acute short-

age of subsidiary coins, which was relieved by assistance from

the United States mint.

Trade. The basic exports are mineral. Bauxite, first devel-

oped in 1922, dominated in 1943. In 1941, 1,093,764 tons of

bauxite were exported, practically all to the United States, nearly

double prewar totals. Exports in 1942 and 1943 were unofficially

reported to be greater. Gold, whose production is no longer re-

ported, was the second export. Agricultural exports included

sugar, coffee and rice. Some balata was exported. Exports in

1941, the latest available, were 11,398,377 guilders value, of

which 93.4% went to the United States, 4.2% to Great Britain.

Imports were 9,429,922 guilders value, the United States supply-

ing 71.9%, Trinidad 5.4%, Argentina 4.6%, and Great Britain

4.2%. The Netherlands supplied about 50% of prewar imports.

The principal imports are manufactures and foodstuffs.

Communication. External communication is by steamship
and air. Pan American Airways and "KLM" (Royal Nether-

lands Airways) maintain regular air transport service. There

were 8 mi. of railway in 1943 and fairly'good roads along the

coast. Interior communication is entirely by trails and navigable

rivers.

Resources. Sugar was once the main economic basis, but has

steadily declined in importance. Normal production is around

9,000 to 10,000 tons. Annual production of ''first quality coffee

approximates 9,000 bags (of 132 lb.). Considerable low grade is

also produced. Bananas, cacao, rice, coco-nuts and citrus fruits

are also cultivated. Export of orange juice and pulp is on the

increase.

Bauxite, the main mineral resource, is increasing in importance.
In 1940 it provided 87% of all export values against 35% in

1935 (see above). Gold production averages around 400,000

grams a year.

The interior forests contain many valuable unexploited hard-

woods. Balata is gathered in appreciable quantities. During 1943

surveys were made of the colony's rubber resources.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Netherlands Information News, Netherlands News (New
York, fortnightly); J. K. Wright and William van Royen, The Netherlands
West Indies: Curacao and Surinam (1941); J. W. Nystrom, Surinam: a

Geographic Study (c, 1942).

Swains Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.; SAMOA, AMERICAN.

Swaziland: see BRITISH SOUTH AFRICAN PROTECTORATES.

Clilttfllin
^ democratic monarchy of northern Europe. Area,

OWGUCII. 173,341 sqjni.; pop. (est. 1940) 6,370,538. Cap-

ital, Stockholm (est. [1943] 615,975). Other principal cities,

with populations (1943), are Goteborg (Gothenburg) (285,732),

Malmo (159,708), Norrkoping (72,039), Halsingborg (63,250),

Religion, Lutheran Christian. Ruler in 1943: King Gustavus V
(q.v.); prime minister: Per Albin Hansson.

History. On Jan. 18, 1943, Premier Per Albin Hansson not

only announced again that Sweden would resist any invasion but

declared that if invasion came Swedes should pay no attention

to any orders to cease firing. This stiffening tone was the key-
note of Swedish policy and action through the year.

The reasons for this change from earlier policy were many.

Partly, no doubt, the stronger tone was due to events like the

Russian advance and the Allied landing in North Africa. Partly,

it was due to the strengthening of Sweden herself. In 1943
Sweden had 26 destroyers actually in service; 70 naval vessels

had been added since 1939, plus 140 merchant vessels, and the

Gota-Verken and other shipbuilding establishments were still

busy. In December Gen. Helge Jung painted a very encouraging

picture of Swedish powers of self-defense. Industry had to a

very large extent adapted itself to the production of nonimporta-
ble essentials. The food situation was somewhat improved.

Despite the long-standing lack of fodder and a poor hay crop
in 1943, the livestock census showed 200,000 more cattle and

130,000 more pigs. Eighty-four thousand acres were used to pro-

duce oleaginous plants, greatly aiding the edible fat situation.

Toward Germany people, press and government became in-

creasingly hostile. In the trade negotiations with Germany even

the temporary credits formerly granted were refused. The nazis

sent Hans Thomsen, former charg6 d'affaires in Washington, as

minister to Sweden in Feb. 1943 to try to develop better rela-

tions. But the Swedish government ruled that two armed Nor-

wegian merchant vessels laid up at Gothenburg might leave if

they wished, and Germany at once retaliated by cutting off her

permission for the Swedish safe-conduct ships to and from the

Americas. The loss of a Swedish submarine, "Ulven," probably

by hitting a mine, and the firing on another submarine, "Draken,"

by a German ship, inflamed Swedish opinion and brought a

stiff protest by the government. The German reply was not very

satisfactory, but in May the safe-conduct traffic was again al-

lowed (but was cut off again on Oct. 28). The Swedes totalled

their sea losses since 1939 to 167 merchant ships with a gross

tonnage of 482,576, and lives numbering 1,133. New incidents

continued to occur, such as the attack on two fishing boats off the

Danish coast on Aug. 25, and the shooting down of a passenger

plane from Britain on Oct. 22 ("Gripen"). Beginning in August
the government took action which the people had been demand-

ing for months: On Aug. 15 the transportation of war materials

for the Germans to Norway and Finland on Swedish railways was

stopped; on Aug. 20 the leave transit of German troops and the

use of Swedish lines for transit between Trondhjem and Narvik

was forbidden; and on Oct. i the transportation of German oil

through Sweden was ended.

Sentiment in Sweden was affected not only by incidents in-

volving her own people, but by the increasing severity of German
activities in Denmark and Norway. When on Aug. 29 the Ger-

mans took over direct control in Denmark and a month later

started to round up the Jews there, the Swedish government pro-

tested vigorously and offered asylum to all the hunted people.

The Germans did not appreciate this neighbourly intervention,

but more than 8,000 Danes escaped to Sweden, largely children

and old people. An organization was quickly established in Sweden

providing homes for all and jobs for as many as possible.

The arrest and threatened deportation to Germany of 1,200

students of the University of Oslo further inflamed Swedish

opinion. German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop re-

turned a curt reply to the Swedish protest, refusing to discuss it
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and telling Sweden to cease interference with German affairs.

The Swedish reply to this was a warning that continuance of

German policy would result in increasing deterioration in

Swedish-German relations.

Neutrality showed some of its advantages when Gothenburg
became the exchange port for some 842 totally disabled German
war prisoners and 5,175 British. Sweden was host to about 50,000

foreigners, including some 20,000 Finnish children and 8,000

Danish refugees.

Sweden did much thinking and planning for the postwar world.

Her shipyards built ships which could not run till the war was

over, and plants were expanded in the wood pulp, iron ore and

steel industries. New air routes were planned. But repeatedly press

and leaders expressed the responsibility of neutral Sweden to

give aid after the war for the reconstruction of her neighbours'

industry and commerce. On Oct. 18 the minister of finance,

Ernst Wigforss, asked the riksdag for an initial appropriation of

100,000,000 kr. for direct aid in food and other necessities to

the needy after the war precedence to be given to Sweden's

own northern people.

Education. In 1937-38 there were 567,579 pupils and 27,858

teachers in the elementary schools and 90,087 students in sec-

ondary schools. In the five universities, 7,606 students were en-

rolled in 1940. Sweden's budget for educational expenses in 1941-

42 was 256,387,000 kr.

Finance and Banking. The monetary unit is the krona (26
U.S. cents at par, 23.94 cents n Nov. 8, 1941). The fiscal year

ending in June 1942 left a government deficit of 2,205,000,000 kr.

National income was about 12,000,000,000 kr., of which about

5,000,000,000 kr. went into state and municipal taxes. The na-

tional debt Aug. 31, 1943, was 9,125,000,000 kr., more than

double that of three years earlier. In 1940 there were 28 private

banks with deposits of 4,793,477,000 kr. Gold reserves in Dec.

1942 reached an all-time record of 1,404,000,000 kr. ($351,000,-

ooo ).

Trade. The two notable things about Swedish trade, both

natural wartime phenomena for a country so situated, were the

decline in total commerce and the increased share of Germany
in that trade: from- 25% of Sweden's imports in 1939 to 46%
in 1942, and from 19.5% of Sweden's exports in 1939 to 40% in

1942.

Because of the difficulties of obtaining coal (for Germany could

not maintain promised deliveries), the Swedes like the Danes

began cutting peat on a large scale; 1942 production was 700,000
tons. Industrial use of coal was cut from 250,000 tons per month
to 50,000 tons per month, and crude oil consumption went to al-

most zero. Automobiles burned "producer-gas," supplied from

10,463,600 cu.yd. of wood annually. Water supply for power
production was increased from 1,800,000,000 kw.h. in 1939 to

2,800,600,000 kw.h. in 1943.

Communication. On Dec. 31, 1940, there were 10,231 mi. of

railroads. By 1943 railway electrification served half the trackage
and 85% of freight volume. In 1939 there were 53,787 mi. of

highways, practically all listed as "improved." Motor vehicles

Table I. Swec/en'f Imports 1939-1 942 By Commodity Groups

Table II. Swecfen't Exports 1 939-1 942 By Commodity Groups

*Value in millions of kronor. (Sweden, A Wattim* Survey, p. 89.)

*Valuc in millions of kronor. (Sweden, A Wartime Survey, p. 90.)

licensed (Dec. 1940) numbered 81,334. Airways (1939) flew

1,536,000 mi. and carried 60,000 passengers. Telephones (Dec.

31, 1941) numbered 980,000 (about 150 per 1,000 persons), put-

ting Sweden second only to the U.S. in the per capita ratio of

telephones. Telegraph mileage was 11,040. There were 1,470,375

licensed radio sets and 35 broadcasting stations. The Swedish

merchant marine consisted of 1,605,000 gross tons in 1938.

Agriculture* In 1942 the bread-grain harvest, still 10% below

normal, was almost double the 1941 crop. Fodder was 13%
below normal, but provided for a 4,ooo,ooo-ton milk production,
for cheese production at the existing rate and for a butter in-

crease of 16% to about 95,000 tons. Egg production was about

60% of the lo-year average, and meat also about 60%. The

potato harvest of 1942 was above normal, as were the sugar-

beet and pea crops.

Manufacturing. The jtotal value of production in 1939 was

8,151,768,000 kr. There were 644,360 workers in 19,092 estab-

lishments. The chief manufactures were machinery and metal,

2,5^,576,000 kr.; wood and paper, 1,489,655,000 kr.; foods,

i>395> 787,000 kr.; clothing and textiles, 801,799,000 kr.; chemi-

cals, 392,569,000 kr.; electrical equipment, 302,984,000 kr.; bev-

erages, 230,845,000 kr.; stone, etc., 229,054,000 kr.; and leather,

228,717,000 kr.

Mineral Production. Production of the leading minerals in

1939 was as follows: iron ore, 15,197,633 tons; iron and steel,

1,300,900 tons; cast iron, 709,923 tons; coal, 489,085 tons;

arsenic ore, 267,065 tons; sulphur pyrites, 211,352 tons; fireclay,

153,168 tons. Silver production amounted to 7,226,855 oz.; gold,

2,149,220 oz.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Joachim Joestcn, Stalwart Sweden (1943); Kurt Singer,
Duel for the Northland (1943); Sweden, A Wartime Survey (1943); Na-
both Hedin, "Sweden, The Dilemma of a Neutral," Foreign Policy Reports,
XIX, No. 5 (May 15, 1943). (F. D. S.)

Sweet Pototoes: see POTATOES.

Increase^ effort on the part of belligerent na-

tions to provide schooling in watermanship for

service men and women made of 1943 a year of notable progress
in swimming. Competitive swimming and water polo were cur-

tailed in the open field because of the war, but they gained greater
favour than ever as features of the athletic and recreational

activities at service training stations and, whenever possible, be-

hind the many fronts.

World's records continued to fall and it deserves mention that

the feats achieved bettered not only the listed marks but also

those claimed since the Federation Internationale de Natation

Amateur, in charge of the supervision of world's standards,
ceased to function at the start of hostilities.

Swimmers of the United States turned in six of the new records

and of chief interest was the exploit of Alan Ford, a college fresh-

man, in covering 100 yd. free style in 50.7 sec., a performance
which clipped the oldest record on the international table, John
Weissmuller's of 51 sec., set in 1927. Ford also helped Richard

Baribault, Brewster Macfadden and Richard Lyon, his Yale uni-
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A 16-YEAR SWIMMING RECORD fell Jan. 30, 1943, when Alan Ford of

Yale university swam the lOO-yd. free style In 50.7 sec., breaking the mark
of 51 sec. set in 1927 by Johnny Weissmuller. Ford is shown in a practice
swim, using a mirror to detect flaws in his stroke

versity fellow students, to lower the time for the 400 yd. relay
to 3 min. 26.2 sec.

Harry Holiday shaded the back stroke figures for 100 yd. to 57
sec. and 200 m. to 2 min. 22.9 sec,, while Emmett Cashin cut the

breast stroke marks for 200 yd. to 2 min. 19 sec. and 200 m. to

2 min. 33.7 sec., but the national committee withheld recognition
of the latter feats pending further investigation.

The European Swimming league announced its acceptance of a

string of European records, four of which rate as world's best

also. Denmark's famous ace, Ragnhilde Hveger, who held all but

2 of the 15 free-style standards registered for women, surprised

by slashing the time for 400 m. back stroke to 5 min. 38.2 sec.

Anna Kappel, of Germany, brought down the breast stroke rec-

ords for 400 m. to 6 min. 8.2 sec. and 500 m. to 7 min. 43.4 sec.

Artem Nakache, of France, lowered the men's breast stroke mark
for 200 m. to 2 min. 36.7 sec., but the fate of his achievement

obviously would depend on whether or not Cashin's quoted per-

formance in 2 min. 33.7 sec. was recognized.

Leonid Meskov, of the Russian army, equalled the record of

5 min. 43.8 sec. for 400 m. breast stroke. The soviet union, how-

ever, was not affiliated with the F.I.N.A., so Meskov's effort did

not qualify. (L. DE B. H.) *

't^n rlii nil
^ republican confederation of 22 cantons of

5WllZ6ri3nO. west-central Europe, bounded N. and E. by
Germany, S. by Italy and W. by France. Flag, white cross on

red background. Area 15,944 sq.mi.; pop. (1941 census) 4,260,-

179. Chief towns: Berne (cap. 129,331), Zurich (333,829), Basle

(161,380), Geneva (124,442), Lausanne (92,000). Languages

(census 1930): German 2,924,314; French 831,100; Italian 242,-

034; Romansch 44,204 and others 24,797. President (Jan. i,

1944) Dr. Walter Stampfli.

History. Switzerland was still able in 1943 to maintain her

position as a haven of comparative peace and security in the

midst of a war-torn Europe. But her political and economic posi-

tion was very difficult. Constantly threatened by Germany,
surrounded on all sides by axis territory, and dependent on Ger-

many for coal and other raw materials, Switzerland was com-

pelled to pay high prices for her imports and to sell her food and

machinery to Germany at low prices. This caused a constantly

unfavourable balance of trade for the Swiss.

After the United States and many other American states went

to war with the axis powers in the winter of 1941-42, the Swiss

government consented to assume the burden of looking after

their diplomatic interests, in addition to representing numerous
other countries already at war. Switzerland also became the great

centre for the work of the Red Cross in arranging the exchange
of prisoners.

Education. Managed locally by the cantons and communi-

ties, education is obligatory and free. In 1939-40 the pupils in

primary schools numbered 455,561, and those in secondary and

middle schools 73,422, in addition to various cantonal and tech-

nical schools. The seven universities (Basle, Zurich, Berne,

Geneva, Lausanne, Fribourg and Neuchatel) had a total of 9,649
matriculated students in the winter of 1940-41.

Finance. The franc, the Swiss monetary unit, was devalued

about 30% in 1936, so that it contained about 200 mg. of nm-

gold and had in 1942 an exchange value of 23.40 U.S. cents. The

budget estimates for 1941 were 517,700,000 francs of revenue,

and 592,300,000 francs of expenditure, and the total debt, in-

cluding railway debt, was 6,130,656,000 francs.

Trade and Communications. Imports and exports in 1942
were 2,071,000,000 francs and 1,595,000,000 francs respectively.

Swiss railways, 3,218 mi. in length, carried 23,300,000 metric

tons of freight and 144,000,000 passengers. There were, in 1943,

three main and three local broadcasting stations. (S. B. F.)

Symphony Orchestras: see Music.

Synthetic Products: see CHEMISTRY; PETROLEUM; PLASTICS

INDUSTRY; RAYON AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FIBRES; RUBBER;

STANDARDS, NATIONAL BUREAU OP.

Syphilis: see MEDICINE; VENEREAL DISEASES.

An independent republic, formerly French mandated

territory, bordering the eastern Mediterranean. Area,

73.587 sq.mi.; pop. (est.) 2,800,000; chief town: Damascus (cap.

225,000). President (1943): Shukri al Quwatli. Language:

Arabic; religion: mainly Mohammedan.

History. The president, Sheikh Mohamed Tageddine el Has-

sani, died Jan. 17, 1943. A new government was reported on

March 26 with Atta Ayubi as prime minister. Powers were granted
in January to General Georges Catroux, Fighting French delegate-

general, to re-establish a constitutional regime and to hold parlia-

mentary elections. Jean Hellcu was appointed as his successor in

June. The primary elections were held on July 10 and the secon-

dary on July 26. The chamber of deputies, which numbered 124,

elected Shukri al Quwatli president. The new ministry was com-

posed of seven Sunni Moslems and one Greek Orthodox Christian.

Faris Alkhuri was elected president of the chamber. On Nov. 28,

the foreign affairs committee urged that Article 16 of the consti-

tution, giving special powers to the French, should be abolished

and control secured over public security, customs and the army.
Yves Chataigneau's appointment as delegate-general was an-

nounced on Nov. 22. Currency in circulation at the end of March

1943 was Syrian 101,000,000 and by May the gold pound had

risen from 45 to 70 Syrian pounds.
The following statistics refer to Syria and Lebanon jointly:

Finance. Monetary unit, the Syrian pound (divided into 100

piastres). Revenue 1938 (at the rate of 20 francs one Syrian

pound) 588,787,596 francs. Expenditures 509,085,433 francs.

Notes in circulation (June 30, 1939) Syrian 35,600,000; re-

serves (June 30, 1939), gold Syrian 3,500,000, foreign assets

Syrian 31,800,000.

Trade and Communication. Imports (1940) ^ Syrian 57,-

000,000; (1941) Syrian 38,000,000; exports (1940) Syrian

19,000,000; (1941) Syrian 11,000,000. Roads (1939) c. 1,900

mi.; railways (1939) 890 mi.

681
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Agriculture. (1940) short tons; wheat 737,990; barley 424,-

385; maize (1938) 30,312; oats (1939) 5,95<>; potatoes (1938)

45855; tobacco (1938) 3,748; wine (1938) 1,136,000 gal.; cotton

7,165; cotton seed 16,645; sesamum (1938) 5,842; olive oil 14,-

330; wool (1938) 10,913; raw silk 220.

OMUM OMVM* AMI! HAM* The United States production

syrup, sorgo and cane. O f^ cane syruP * i943
was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture at 19,240,000

gal., somewhat more than either 1941 or 1942, though less than

Table I. U.S. Production of Cane Syrup by States, 1943 and 1942

D CANE TARIFFS
Tahiti: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, FRENCH.

Taiwan: see FORMOSA.

Table I!.- U.S. Production of Sorgo Syrup in Leading Sfafei, 1943 and 1942

the average of 20,818,000 gal. for the period 1932-41. The pro-

duction of sorgo syrup in 1943 at 11,760,000 gal. was about

2,000,000 gal. below 1942 and only 81% of the lo-year average.

(See also BEE-KEEPING; MAPLE PRODUCTS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Tahiti TanniC Paradoxically the war, which continued to

IdUlu Iulllll5 handicap organized table tennis in 1943,

promised to give it a postwar fillip through the world-wide dis-

tribution of star players among the armed forces and introduc-

tion of the game in virgin territory. Two examples, somewhat

fantastic, were a U.S. army private playing singles with the shah

of Iran in the latter's palace, and Australian troops teaching the

game to "fuzzy-wuzzies" on a South sea isle. With cancellation

of the world championships for the fourth consecutive year, the

U.S. championships were of prime importance. Petty Officer

William Holzrichter, U.S. navy, won the men's singles; Sergeant

Laszlo Bellak and Private Tibor Hoffmann (Hazi), two former

Hungarians who joined the U.S. army, the men's doubles; and

Sally Green, the women's singles for the fourth straight year.

The U.S. Table Tennis association recognized the game's growing

appeal among youth by establishing a junior boys' singles event.

(C. Z.)

Tuft Union llorrnn (MRS - WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT)
I dlly nBlCM nClTUn (1861-1943), widow of the former

U.S. president and chief justice, was born June 2 in Cincinnati,

O. She was educated in public schools in Cincinnati and taught

school there for several years. She was married to Mr. Taft in

1886 and four years later accompanied him to the Philippines

where he served as governor. Mrs. Taft, who has been credited

with planning her husband's public career, advised him against

accepting a seat on the supreme court bench offered to him

by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1903 on grounds that it

would mar his chances as presidential candidate. During the

time she was First Lady, Mrs. Taft instituted many changes in

White House management and had planted the famous cherry

trees in the vicinity of the Washington monument. A talented

musician, she founded the Cincinnati Symphony orchestra in

1896 and was at one time president of the organization. She

died at her home in Washington, May 22.

record sa^cs f 4 1 6>3(>9 short tons of talc and re-

lated minerals produced in the United States in 1941

declined by 7% in 1942, when a total of 387,963 tons was

reached. The bulk of this total was ground talc. Increases in use

were made in paint, roofing and insecticides, all other uses showed

declines. Canadian production included 15,499 tons of talc and

14,369 tons of soapstone. (G. A. Ro.)

Tanganyika: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA; MANDATES.

Tanks, Military: see MUNITIONS or WAR; WORLD WAR II.

Tariff* *n I943> as *n *94 l anc^ *94 2
>
war dominated the

I allIIS. field of tariffs as it did all other fields of activity.

There were many tariff reductions in 1943, particularly in -Canada,

in Central and South America, and in the colonies. Sharp reduc-

tions and transfers to the free list prevailed. But most of them

were limited cither the duty was suspended, not repealed, or

the imports had to be made by a state agency or they were lim-

ited seasonally or by quotas, or they were restricted to specific

uses for example, making containers for exporting the produce
of the country. Some related explicitly to war shortages and

were limited to the duration of the war or to the duration of the

shortage. Costa Rica published an extensive list of duty de-

creases (and also increases) on Nov. 21, but the decreases were

not to become effective until Jan. i, 1944. Paraguay reduced its

ad valorem rates in October in order to prevent an increase in

duty expressed in a new currency unit.

Decrees or laws increasing tariff rates were somewhat less

numerous than those giving decreases or exemptions, but they

seemed likely to endure longer. Most of them were intended to

raise revenue rather than to shelter domestic industries, although
the latter type was not absent. Liquors, tobacco and "luxuries"

were prominent in the particularized increases, but several coun-

tries imposed or increased the rates of surtaxes, sales taxes, or

other charges affecting most of their imports. Uruguay raised

official values by 30%. Paraguay more than trebled the addi-

tional charges on imports by raising the ad valorem charge from

7% to 15% and changing the conversion ratio. Costa Rica raised

duties on a long list of luxuries and also doubled the surtax (from
5% to 10% of duty) and made it applicable to all products not

bound by trade agreements. Chile raised her additional tax on

"dispensable" products from 10% to 15% of duty-paid value.

Turkey increased her sales tax on most domestic and imported

products from 12^% to 15% ad valorem. Egypt doubled her

specific duties of 1941.

Mexico on Dec. 18 decreed many increases in duties and a

few decreases, the changes to become effective Jan. 17, 1944.
Some rates were only slightly increased but others were raised

by a third or a half or even doubled. The United States depart-
ment of commerce summarized the changes in three pages.

Changes in export duties were relatively few. Several de-

creases were reported and a larger number of increases, as

always occurs with rising prices. Madagascar's war tax illustrated

the progressive type of export duty, the rate being 3% of the

amount by which the value of a commodity exceeds the official

value fixed for the third quarter of 1939. El Salvador increased

the export duty on coffee from 43 cents to $1.25 per 100 Ib. and

provided for an annual adjustment according to prices during
the last 15 days of October. The higher export duty took the

place of other taxes, including certain income taxes. Tunisia

developed a novelty retroactive export taxes. That on wool

carpets and rugs (100 or 160 francs per net kilogram) was pub-
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lished Jan, 7, 1943, but retroactive from Dec. 6, 1941. Most of

the export duties were imposed or raised in order to collect more

revenue, but numerous embargoes were imposed to reserve sup-

plies for domestic use so that the burden of shortage rested on

foreign countries. Cuba, however, restricted domestic consump-
tion of beef so as to make a greater contribution to the war.

European countries continued to make and remake (some-

times every six months) barter and compensation agreements in-

dicating the classes of goods and the quantities or values to be

exchanged the total trade usually to be carefully balanced.

The American countries continued to exchange most-favoured-

nation pledges and to make agreements for tariff reductions. The
United States on Jan. i and Jan. 30, 1943, put into effect its

trade agreements with Uruguay and with Mexico, and on Nov. 19
with Iceland. The trade agreement of April 8, 1943, with Iran,

however, had not been ratified by Iran at the end of the year.

Negotiations with Bolivia and with Paraguay had been announced,
but since then there was a change of government in Bolivia.

Colombia and Ecuador expanded the list of concessions made

by their agreement of July 1942. Paraguay exchanged a few con-

cessions with Brazil, and on Nov. 17, 1943, signed trade and

financial treaties with Argentina covering all aspects of com-

mercial and financial relations and stipulating many tariff con-

cessions on both sides. Argentina agreed with Chile for ten years
to buy only natural sodium nitrate and not to construct a syn-

thetic nitric acid plant.

Of potentially much greater significance than the new conces-

sions exchanged among American countries was the disposition to

consider closer future relations including customs unions. Argen-
tina and Chile agreed on Aug. 24 to appoint a mixed commission

to report within a year on possible bases of a customs union.

"This customs union will be open to the adherence of any neigh-

bouring country and will constitute a first step toward a conti-

nental economic organization including the reduction or the abo-

lition of customs barriers" according to a declaration of the two

governments. Likewise, Chile and Peru proposed to establish

commissions to study possible free trade between them, and

Chile and Brazil agreed on a permanent mixed commission to

stimulate production and trade.

Chile, on Feb. 10, 1943, ratified the treaty of Oct. 17, 1941, by
which Chile and Peru exchanged tariff concessions, and the two

governments declared in a protocol their intention to maintain

the exclusive character of these concessions. On March i, Chile

signed a most-favoured-nation treaty with Brazil, as had been

done the year previously with Mexico (proclaimed by the Mexi-

can government April 30, 1943). Both of these treaties excepted
from the pledge of equal treatment the special treatment that

might be accorded to a neighbouring state or which might be

accorded to a partner in a customs union. But both Mexico and

Brazil accepted this exception only with a list of exceptions to the

exception, that is, lists of products in which they were respec-

tively especially interested, which should always receive in Chile

the treatment of the most-favoured-nation, whether or not that

nation was in customs union with Chile,

A contrary tendency may be noted. Haiti denounced the

preferential customs treaty of 1941 with the Dominican Republic
so that it was to expire on March 8, 1944, and Guatemala an-

nounced that the free trade agreement of 1941 with El Salvador

would not be extended beyond its initial term ending Nov. 6,

1943. (See also INTERNATIONAL TRADE.) (B. B. W.)

^ state of the Australian commonwealth, forming
an island 26,215 sq.mi. in area to the southeast

of the mainland, from which it is separated by 140 mi. of Bass

strait. Pop. (est. Dec. 1941) 241,171. Chief cities: Hobart (cap.,

66,620) ; Launceston (33,250). Governor (1943) : Sir Ernest Clark.

History. The premier, R. Cosgrove, twice introduced a bill

to grant wider powers to the federal government for a limited

period after the war, but on each occasion the bill was rejected

by the legislative council after having been passed by the lower

house.

Tasmania's large prewar fresh apple export trade was largely

replaced by the manufacture of apple juice for the services. More
than 1,000,000 gallons were supplied during 1943. The federal

government decided to establish an aluminum ingot industry

based on Tasmanian and Victorian bauxite deposits.

The postwar reconstruction committee's plans for housing,

water and sewerage, hydroelectric extensions and reafforestation

to cost A.9,000,000 were approved by the cabinet.

Education. In 1939: state primary schools 420; average

daily attendance 25,538; state high schools 5; average attend-

ance 1,783.

Finance. Revenue ( 1 940-4 1 ) ,
A. 2 ,9 20,000 ; expenditure

A.3, 1 10,000; public debt (June 30, 1942), A.28,737,000.

Communication. Roads (1940) 9,386 mi.; railways: gov-

ernment (Dec. 1942), 642 mi.; private, 132 mi. Motor vehicles

licensed (March 31, 1943): cars 15,703; trucks 5,505; cycles

2,442. Wireless receiving set licences (March 31, 1943) 49,030.

Telephones (June 30, 1941) 19,565.

Manufacturing. Production 1939-40: primary A.8,i85,no;

secondary A. 6, 253,029. Labour 1941-42 average: factory em-

ployment, 17,556 employees; unemployment (March 1943) 1.3%.

(W. D. MA.)

United States. Employers in the United States

became tax collectors on a grand scale in July

1943, when the pay-as-you-earn scheme of harvesting the bumper

crop of tax dollars was put into effect by the government.

Under the revolutionary provisions of the Current Tax Pay-
ment act of 1943, signed by President Roosevelt on June 9, a

20% withholding of taxable income at source became effective

July i for all wage and salary earners. Employers, who had been

given a few years of experience in tax collection technique

through the small percentage withheld from wages and salaries

under the Social Security act, were now charged with collecting

and remitting to the treasury's designated depositaries the bulk

of revenue due from individual taxpayers.

The transition to pay-as-you-earn was accomplished with

comparatively little disturbance to the economic equilibrium of

the nation. Yet, 1943 as a whole was a year of tax turmoil. Gen-

erally speaking, the public was confused by the complexities of

the tax situation. Millions more citizens had become "tax con-

scious" through the withholding from wages of the 5% Victory

tax during the first half of the year but they found it difficult to

comprehend the workings of the tax abatement clause and other

features of the Current Tax Payment act.

Congress found practically no surcease from the gruelling task

of revising the revenue code. Consideration of the withholding

tax legislation extended over the first five months of the year, and

scarcely had the ink of the president's signature dried on that

historic document than treasury plans were being discussed for a

second major tax law this one designed to raise additional reve-

nue (effective on income received in the calendar year 1944) of

between $10,000,000,000 and $12,000,000,000 a year. Further-

more, bills were introduced in congress to boost social security

tax rates to 6% each on employee and employer, thus raising an

annual sum estimated at more than $12,000,000,000, most of

which would be immediately available for general purposes. How-

ever, on Dec. 16, 1943, congress froze existing social security

rates at i% each on employer and employee until March i, 1944.
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On Oct. 3, the treasury recommended to congress additional

taxes of $10,500,000,000, of which $6,500,000,000 would come

out of the pockets of individuals. The plan contemplated repeal

of the 5% Victory tax, which would free about 9,000,000 per-

sons from income tax payments; repeal of the 10% earned in-

come credit; reduction in exemptions of individuals; sharp in-

crease in surtax rates applicable to both individuals and corpora-

tions; graduation of rates of withholding tax so as to collect

substantially the full liability in the higher salary and wage

brackets; increase in estate and gift tax rates and reduction of

exemptions; and increase in excise tax rates all along the line.

Congress received these proposals coldly, and 1943 ended with

new tax legislation still the subject of debate.

The house of representatives on Nov. 23, 1943, passed a bill to

add approximately $2,142,000,000 to federal taxes, making only

minor changes in rates, except those applying to excise taxes on

toilet preparations, liquors, transportation tickets, communica-

tion services and luxury items generally. On Dec. 23, the senate

finance committee reported a measure designed to raise $2,300,-

000,000 in new taxes, which the committee estimated would bring

total revenue over a full year's time up to $43,600,000,000. With

congress in holiday recess, action on the bill had not been taken

by the end of 1943.

"Pay-as-yon-earn" System. The Current Tax Payment act of

1943, as its title implies, provided new machinery for the collec-

tion of U.S. federal income taxes. It was not a new tax law in the

sense of revising existing rates, but it instituted the most radical

changes in the income tax situation made in more than a quarter
of a century. Moreover, it was regarded as a permanent change

not to be classed in the category of a war emergency measure

as so many revisions in the tax structure of the United States

had been since 1939.

The outstanding feature of the new law was the provision com-

pelling employers to withhold 20% of wages and salaries, after

specified exemptions reflecting the family status, from pay roll

checks, and to deposit such withheld sums to the credit of the

government in local banks designated as depositaries. The 20%
deduction from pay rolls represented the normal income tax of

17% and 3% of the Victory tax. The 5% Victory tax imposed
under the Revenue act of 1942 was not repealed, but only 3%
was collected currently after July i, 1943, on the theory that the

remaining 2%, due March 15, 1944, probably would be cancelled

out by refunds to be granted for purchases of war bonds, pay-
ment of life insurance premiums, or reduction of personal indebt-

edness, as provided m the 1942 act.

A provision requiring employers to pay all withheld taxes into

the depositaries within ten days after the close of each calendar

month enabled the treasury to come into quick possession of

these taxes. Employers were compelled also to file quarterly re-

ports of such payments with the collector of internal revenue,

accompanied by depositary receipts for the full amount of taxes

Table I. Family Status Withholding Exemption Schedule

withheld, A prodigious amount of additional bookkeeping was

thus imposed on employers.

Withholding Exemptions. Employees were charged with the

responsibility of filing exemption certificates with employers.

For withholding purposes, exemption allowances were fixed in

tables included in the Current Tax Payment act, as in Table I.

In no event shall the tax to be withheld be less than 3% of the

excess of each wage payment over an exemption determined in

accordance with the following schedule:

VICTORY TAX WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION SCHEDULE

Payroll
'

:

. . .., Withholding

period
"''-' '*' exemption

Weekly $12.00

Biweekly 24.00

Semimonthly 26.00

Monthly . 52.00

Quarterly 156.00
Semiannual 312.00
Annual 624.00

Daily or miscellaneous (per day of such period) . . .* 1.70

Relief for Armed Forces. Excluded from the withholding pro-

visions were members of the armed forces, farm workers, casual

labourers, domestic help, ministers of the gospel and services by
nonresident aliens. Members of the armed forces also received a

special exemption of $1,500 on base pay, in addition to regular

exemptions allowed civilians under the 1942 revenue act.

Employers were given the option of computing the exact

amount of tax to be withheld from the pay of each employee as

provided by the intricate terms of the law, or of using the figures

set out in tables shown in the statute for various wage or salary

levels and dependency situations. (See TABLE II.) Employers
were required to furnish each employee within 30 days after the

close of each calendar year a statement of the total amount of

taxes withheld.

Although the new law accomplished a considerable degree of

current tax collection in 1943, it was estimated by the treasury

that only 17,000,000 of the 44,000,000 taxpayers affected would

become fully current during the year, with the remaining 27,000,-

ooo not becoming fully current until 1945, when they paid off the

25% portion of their "abatement year" tax liability that had not

been "forgiven."

Tax Abatement. The much-discussed "tax-forgiveness" clause

of the so-called Ruml plan was incorporated in modified form in

ORDINARY CITIZEN'S view of the pay-as-you-go tax bill passed by Congress
in June 1943. Cartoon by Bishop In the St. Louis Star-Times, entitled

"Whittling as He Works"
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If the number of dependents is in excess of the largest number of dependents shown, the amount of tax to be withheld shall be that applicable in the case of the largest number
of dependents shown reduced by $1.20 for each dependent over the largest number shown, except that in no event shall the amount to be withheld be less than 3 per

centum of the
excess of the median wage in the bracket in which the wages fall (or if the wages paid are $200 or over, of the excess of the wages) over $12, computed, in case such amount is not a
multiple of $0.10, to the nearest multiple of $0.10.

"Similar tables are provided in the act for biweekly, semimonthly, monthly and daily pay tolls.

the Current Tax Payment act. To ease the burden of transition

to current tax collection, the act provided for at least 75% abate-

ment of 1942 or 1943 tax liability (whichever was smaller) for

everybody and 100% tax abatement in the lower brackets. A
taxpayer owing less than $50 in taxes for either 1942 or 1943
was relieved of any tax liability. Each taxpayer whose tax bill

under the abatement plan was between $50 and $66.67 was freed

of paying $50 of the amount, the remainder to be paid in two

installments on March 15, 1944, and March 15, 1945. Abate-

ment of 75% was made applicable to all persons whose tax lia-

bility exceeded $66.67, the remaining 25% of the tax to be paid
one-half on March 15, 1944, and the other half on March 15,

1945, in addition to current taxes. The withholding levy did not

apply to income derived from sources other than wages or salary,

such as dividends, interest, etc.

The abatement provisions did not have the effect of reducing
taxes due in 1943 or 1944, as many had anticipated. It was

pointed out by the treasury department that the taxpayer gener-

ally would not benefit immediately unless his income fell off, but

that he would have the satisfaction of knowing that at death he

would owe no income tax. As a matter of fact, treasury officials

estimated the new collection system would add about $3,000,000,-

ooo to tax collections for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1944,

due in large measure to current collection of taxes on the higher

levels of individual incomes in 1943 and 1944.

Quarterly Estimates of Income. The law provided for filing of

quarterly estimates and partial payments by taxpayers in certain

categories, with a final complete return and adjustment on March

15 of each year. As applied to 1943, an estimate of income for

the full year and remittance of taxes due was required on or

before Sept. 15 from single persons whose wages or salary ex-

ceeded $2,700 a year, married persons with pay in excess of

$3,500 annually, or those receiving more than $100 income a year

from sources other than wages or salary, regardless of the amount

of such wages. A penalty of 6% interest was provided for fail-

ure to estimate within 80% of the correct tax liability for the

year, but leave was granted the taxpayer to revise his estimate

on or before Dec. 15 and thus escape the penalty if his revised

estimate was not more than 20% below the correct amount to be

determined in the complete return to be filed March 15, 1944.

Special provision was made for farmers, who were not required

to file an estimate in September but did have to file on or before

Dec. 15, 1943. The penalty in the case of the farmer applied only

if his estimate was less than 66f% of his tax liability as deter-

mined by the final return March 15, 1944.

State and Local Taxes. The general trend of revenue legisla-

tion on the part of state governments during 1943 was toward a

recognition of the unprecedented burden imposed upon the aver-
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age taxpayer by heavy wartime federal income taxes and the pur-

chase of war bonds. Various types of relief were instituted.

Thirty states enacted laws affecting the payment of state income

taxes. Pay for service in the armed forces was exempted from

taxation in Arkansas, California, Indiana, New York, North Caro-

lina, North Dakota and Wisconsin. Similar exemption of amounts

under, $2,000 was made by Minnesota, and under $3,000 by Ore-

gon. South Dakota and West Virginia repealed their income tax

laws altogether. Pension annuities and allowances for disability

resulting from military service were exempted from gross income

tax by Maryland. Collection was deferred in Montana and Ver-

mont in cases where ability to pay was impaired by war service.

Eight other states extended for various periods the deadline for

filing returns on income other than service pay. Indiana ex-

empted such income from all taxes in event of death while in

service.

Postwar planning and financial preparation for the transition

to peace times received attention in practically all of the 44 states

where legislative sessions were held during 1943. New official

boards were set up to deal with the fiscal problems involved.

Long-term development projects were authorized and funds pro-

vided to carry out the work. Wisconsin, for example, extended

the privilege dividend tax and the tax on tobacco products to

1945 to create revenue for postwar rehabilitation of discharged

soldiers. Cities in various states were given authority to build up
cash reserve funds. New Hampshire levied an additional $3 poll

tax to pay bonuses to veterans.

A i% war emergency gross income tax for 1943 and 1944 was

enacted by Delaware, in addition to the net income tax already

in effect. A credit of $624 a year was allowed. Temporary in-

crease to 6% in the corporation franchise tax rate in New York

was extended until Nov. i, 1944. The temporary additional

taxes on individual incomes in Massachusetts were extended
'

through 1946. Several states followed the example of the federal

government in abolishing the requirement for sworn returns.

Pennsylvania eliminated credit to corporations for federal income

or excess profits taxes. Among deductions provided for by state

statutes were: Limited medical and hospital expenses by Iowa,

Maryland, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma and Wisconsin;

contributions for charitable or educational purposes, in varying

degrees, in Alabama, North Carolina and South Carolina.

The situation resulting from renegotiation of war contracts re-

ceived attention in several states. Connecticut provided for the

filing of amended returns by the taxpayer following notice by the

U.S. government of an adjustment affecting profits. Credits and

refunds were allowed in Alabama, California, Kentucky, Massa-

chusetts, Virginia, Wisconsin, and to a limited degree in Minne-

sota and New York. The maximum income tax rate was reduced

in California to 6% on income in excess of $25,000 and personal

exemptions were raised. Iowa indulged in a little "forgiveness"

by providing for a settlement in full for 1942 and 1943 taxes on

the basis of 50% of the amount due. Maryland allowed a credit

of 33i% against taxes due for 1942, 1943 and 1944. Oregon's

corporation income tax rate-was cut from 8% to 5%, contingent

upon enactment 01 a sales tax. Normal income taxes were re-

duced and the surtax repealed, also subject to approval by the

electorate of an act providing for a 3% tax on gross income of

retailers from sales of tangible personal property. South Dakota
rendered its income tax ineffective by repealing the rate-fixing

section. The personal income tax was repealed by West Virginia.

New taxes or revision upward of rates on alcoholic beverages
was the order of legislation in 28 states that made changes in

their liquor laws during 1943. Legislation affecting gasoline and

petroleum products was confined principally to administrative

regulation changes. Life insurance premiums were subjected to a

2% tax in Massachusetts, and Arizona imposed a 5% net income

tax on all banks doing business within the state. The bank tax

in Rhode Island was increased from 3% to 4%. Various unim-

portant changes were made in property taxes and motor vehicle

taxes by several states. Sales taxes were continued in most states

where a time-limit applied. (See also BUDGET, NATIONAL.)
Great Britain. As in the United States, the taxation policy of

the British government in 1943 veered further toward the pre-

vention of inflation through soaking up as much of the excess

income of the people as possible. The Budget White Paper in

April showed that there had been a remarkable increase in in-

come of wage earners between 1939 and 1943. More than 85% of

net income (after payment of income taxes) went to weekly

wage earners in 1943. Government taxes (central and local) in

Great Britain rose from 1,100,000,000 in the 1938-39 fiscal

year to an estimated total of more than 3,000,000,000 ($12,000,

000,000) in 1943-44. The standard rate of individual income tax

in effect in 1943 was IQS. in the 50%. The surtax rate was

graduated. Individuals were subject to income tax and surtax.

The income tax began on earnings of 110 ($440) a year for the

single person,jtnd on income of 156 ($624) a year for a married

person; married, with one child, 211; with two children, 267;

three children, 322. After certain allowances, such as for inca-

pacitated relatives, housekeepers, and life insurance premiums,
the first 600 of "taxable income" was taxed at the rate of 32^%
and the remainder at 50%. A system of tax withholding by

employers was in effect with respect to weekly wage earners, with

special provisions to relieve "hardship" cases. Postwar credits

were made applicable to a portion of taxes paid.

The individual surtax was assessed against all income over

2,000. A rate of 10% applied to the first 500 of surtax income,
with a gradual rise until all persons with income in excess of

20,000 paid surtaxes at the rate of 47i%. The combined tax

rate on all incomes above 20,000 a year was 97^%. Estate

taxes ranged from i% on estates of 100 to 36% on estates of

25,000, 52% on 1,000,000, and 65% on 2,000,000.

The British system of taxing business profits in 1943 was

severe. An excess profits tax of 100% was imposed on all profits

in excess of those made in specified "standard years," subject to

a 20% refund after the war. This refund would be taxable at the

rate current at that time. As an alternative, a tax of 5% on in-

corporated business and 4% on unincorporated business was col-

lected if the yield would be greater. The 50% standard rate

of income tax applied to all remaining profits. Dividends were

subjected to a double tax in that the recipient was required to

include in his income, not the sum he received but the amount

that would have been paid to him by the corporation had it not

been required to pay the income tax of 50%.
The excise taxes remained heavy and the "purchase" tax,

based on the wholesale cost of commodities, rose as high as 100%
on luxuries such as jewellery, furs and silk dresses.

As outlined by the financial secretary of the treasury on Sept.

22, 1943, the British government decided to introduce a "pay-as-

ypu-earn" system of income tax collection for the fiscal year

beginning April 6, 1944, to apply to all persons paid weekly. As

descrfbed in a special White Paper, "the tax deducted from

earnings in any financial year will represent the liability for that

year, measured by the actual earnings of that year, and the deduc-

tions of tax week by week will keep pace with the accruing lia-

bility." Under the plan accepted, the "code number" of each

wage earner was to be sent to his employer who, in addition,

would be issued "tax tables" showing for each "code" the "cumu-

lative" tax payable on any given aggregate amount of wages up
to the end of each week of the fiscal year. The "cumulative" tax

shown in the tax tables for aggregate earnings up to a given week
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of the financial year would take account of the tax-free allow-

ances up to that date, as well as the tax-free allowance of one-

tenth on earned income (maximum allowance 150) and of the

lower rate of tax (6s.6d. in the instead of the standard rate of

i05. in the ) on the first 165 of taxable income. On the basis

of the code the employer would be able to record the earnings

and tax payable by each wage earner.

Canada. Under the new pay-as-you-earn system put into

effect in Canada in 1943, the individual taxpayer was required to

pay somewhat larger amounts than in an ordinary year, despite

a 50% "forgiveness" of 1942 income tax. Corporation taxes were

practically unchanged. Excise taxes, already high, were increased

in some instances. The impost on spirits and tobacco was boosted

spirits from $9 to $n per proof gallon, raw leaf tobacco from

20 cents to 28 cents a pound, manufactured tobacco from 51

cents to 67 cents, cigarettes from $8 to $10 per 1,000, cigars

from $4.25 to $9.25 per i-,ooo.

Direct and indirect taxes were greatly increased as a result of

the war. Direct taxes raised eight times as much revenue in the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1943, as in the last full peacetime

year. During that period the number of persons paying taxes

increased from 300,000 to more than 2,000,000 The minimum
rate on corporations was 40% of profits and the rate on excess

profits was 100%, with 20% refundable after the war.

The pay-as-you-earn method of collection began April i, 1943.

In making adjustments in payments, 50% of the tax liability for

1942 was wiped out. Part of the income tax payments repre-

sented a saving portion to be refunded to the taxpayer after the

war, with interest at 2%. Luxury taxes were increased. (See also

BUSINESS REVIEW; LAW; NATIONAL DEBT.) (C. A. SR.)

The general supply of tea continued to be ample

through 1943 and the new crop plus the carryover as-

sured an ample supply for 1943-44. The principal sources, India

and Ceylon, had good crops although smaller crops were reported

in East Africa. Under agreement, the British food ministry

bought these crops and allotments were made by the Combined

P"ood board. The U.S. allotment was about 65,000,000 Ib. for

1943, most of it for civilian use, since relatively small amounts

were used by the U.S. military forces, except those stationed in

Great Britain and Africa. While tea consumption declined in

1941-42 it appeared to be approachtng normal in 1943. The shift

from tea to coffee by many consumers appeared to be perma-
nent however as the coffee restrictions were lifted. (J. C. Ms.)

Tehran, Declaration of: see UNITED STATES.

Tedder, Sir Arthur William :;,:;." >.

from Magdalene college, Cambridge in 1912, and served with the

royal flying corps in France during World War I. He attended

the Royal Naval Staff college, 1923-24, headed the air armament
school at Eastchurch and directed training at the air ministry.

In 1936, he became air officer commanding the R.A.F. in the far

east and in 1940, he was promoted to deputy commander in

chief of the R.A.F. in the middle east. As commander in chief

in 1941, he was credited with having smoothed over the friction

between air, land and naval forces on the desert front. In 1942,

Tedder made great progress in co-ordinating air with ground

forces, first in the campaign in April against Marshal Erwin

Rommel, which ended in defeat, and later in the great British

offensive which started in Oct. 1942, and ended In victory. He
was knighted "for distinguished services" and became vice-chief

of the air staff. On Feb. 11, 1943, he was named air chief in

the Mediterranean theatre, and on the following Dec. 28 he was
named deputy supreme commander of the invasion forces under

Gen. Dwight Eisenhower.
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the year *943 the task f handling the
. iarge volume of telegrams and cablegrams re-

quired for the conduct of the war continued to be the first con-

sideration of the telegraph industry. The telegram and the cable-

gram were used primarily for war purposes. The war, of course,

put a heavy burden on the U.S. telegraph system. In the output
of every instrument for war, the telegraph played a part. The

telegraph company handled more than 200,000,000 telegrams and

10,000,000 telegraph money orders in 1943, despite the fact

that some 7,000 of its employees entered the military services

and there was a lack of essential materials for expanding its

equipment.

By the end of 1943, the company had provided telegraph
facilities for more than 4,000 projects for the army, the navy,
the civil aeronautics administration and other government agen-
cies and war plants. Many of these involved the construction

of lines to isolated spots where new war plants, camps and bases

were located.

The telegraph company's laboratories also were devoted largely

to the development of special equipment for war purposes, but

most of this equipment is secret.

The most important development of the year in the communi-

cations field was the merger of the Western Union Telegraph

company and Postal Telegraph, Inc., which became effective at

midnight, Oct. 7, 1943. The merger fulfilled the principle upon
which Western Union \vas founded: namely, that a proper tele-

graph service calls for a system reaching all important points,

under a single management, with a fixed tariff and uniform

standards of efficiency. Until 1943, the law had prohibited tele-

graph mergers, but permissive legislation was enacted by Con-

gress in March following hearings in which a telegraph merger
was advocated by the Federal Communications commission and

all public agencies concerned, including the army and navy.

Following the consummation of the merger, co-ordination of

management and administrative personnel of the two companies
was promptly effected. All Postal main and branch offices were

made Western Union branches. During the integration period,

which was expected to require about two years, it was planned
to maintain the trunk lines as well as most of the main offices

of both companies. The Postal employees were transferred to

the Western Union service rolls.

Western Union's plan for expanding and modernizing its

plant was retarded by the war, but there were certain scheduled

improvements, costing about $4,000,000, which were important to

the war and which were being carried out.

A number of technical improvements were placed in wider

use in 1943 and further increased the capacity of the telegraph

trunk lines. These improvements included the extended use of

direct circuits, carrier systems, the Varioplex, reperforator

switching, improved repeaters, sub-center switching and facsimile

telegraphy. All these facilitated the handling of the swollen

volume of wartime traffic. In particular, the extended use of

leased wire switching systems was found to be an essential war

requirement.

Statistics. Reliable statistics covering the telegraph systems

of the world in 1943 were not available but the latest compre-

hensive data for the land line wire telegraph systems of the

United States (aside from that of telephone companies) follows:

Mi. of pole line.
Mi. of underground conduit (single duct)
Mi. of aerial wire
Mi, of aerial cable wire
Mi. of underground cable wire
Mi. of land line submarine cable wfrc .... ...
Total mi. of land line wire (approximately 77% copper) .

340,098
6,161

1,823,323
122,617

2,288,34*
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Number of telegraph offices 22,586

Approximate number of telegraph agencies i5.5o
Approximate number of revenue messages transmitted 214,000,000

Approximate Investment in oi>crated land lines plant $375,642,000

The submarine cable telegraph systems of the world, so far

as indicated by the latest available data, consist of about 360,000

mi. of ocean cable, containing about 432,000 mi. of copper

conductors and representing a capital outlay of about $400,000,-

ooo. Approximately 80% of the total mileage of ocean cables

was provided by private enterprise and the remainder by gov-

ernment administrations. (A. N. Ws.)

During the year, the number of telephones in

the United States increased from about 24,900,-

ooo to about 26,400,000. Telephone plant investment showed an

increase of about $100,000,000. These gains, and other increases

in the physical facilities employed in providing telephone service

which might be cited, assume full significance only in the light

of the fact that they were made at a time when many of the

materials required in telephone manufacturing and construction

were being diverted in large quantities to uses more directly

involved in the war effort. Increases in these physical facilities

were made by the telephone companies only on the basis of their

necessity as contributions toward victory toward the efficient

handling of a rising tide of war telephone calls.

During 1943, toll and long distance telephone traffic continued

to increase, from about 3,600,000 a day to around 4,100,000 a

day, on an average. The total for the year of long distance

messages involving the lines of the American Telephone and

Telegraph company was about 150,000,000 as against about

59,000,000 in 1939, a typical prewar year, and about 114,000,-

ooo in 1942.

Handling this increasing wartime traffic, without being able

to provide additional facilities in sufficient amounts, continued

to be a major problem of the business. Typical of many steps

taken during the year toward its solution was the more exten-

sive use of carrier currents.

A new method, employing the crossbar principle, by which

toll operators can dial calls, in much the same manner as num-

bers are dialled by subscribers, was introduced in a large area

centring around Philadelphia.

Continued emphasis was placed by the telephone companies
on the conservation of critical metals and other materials. Im-

portant savings were effected, for example, through the intro-

duction of a device by which weathered drop wires can be re-

painted and protected from further deterioration, without re-

moving them from the plant.

Contrasted with this simple tool is an extremely complex

product of telephone research, experimentation and engineering,

first demonstrated to the public late in the year. This is an

electrical gun director which computes automatically the intri-

cate mathematical problems involved in accurately directing

anti-aircraft fire. Making allowances for such factors as tempera-

ture, barometric pressure, wind velocity and direction, latitude

and height and speed of the plane, it tracks its target and aims

a number of guns simultaneously.

These two devices, occupying opposite extremes of simplicity

and complexity, were typical of many other developments by

telephone organizations during 1943 which proved valuable con-

tributions to the winning of the war.

The provision of telephone facilities for army camps, naval

bases and other military establishments, as well as for war plants,

was a problem of increasing scope and difficulty. In many cases,

factories producing war materials were provided with special

telephone equipment or routines which materially increased their

speed of production.

TELEPHONE TELEVISION
During the year, the total number of service men instructed

in plant schools maintained by the telephone operating com-

panies grew to more than 8,000. Of nearly 55,000 Bell system

employees in the armed forces at the end of the year, about

15,000 were in the signal corps, and many others in correspond-

ing branches of the navy, the marine corps or the coast guard.

Large numbers of employees of the independent telephone com-

panies were also serving in the armed forces.

Appeals to the public, through an extensive advertising and

publicity campaign, to avoid making unnecessary long distance

calls to busy war centres, to limit the length of their conversa-

tions when circuits were busy and to refrain from making calls

that might interfere with "service for service men" met with

cordial co-operation. (W. S. G.)

Tolfitfieinn Curing T 943 television activities in the United
I vIvVlolUIL States and abroad were wholly directed toward

advancing the progress of the war. Although television broad-

casting to home-installed televisors was maintained on a token

basis, the programs were principally directed to meeting military

requirements. Instruction of air-raid wardens, first aid workers

and other civilian war workers was continued, in view of the fact

that television provided effective means for bringing a single lec-

ture before thousands rather than tens of interested observers.

No additional television receivers were manufactured and sold

during the year, because of war need for the materials that would
have been involved, but supplemental service was provided by the

donation of personally owned and home-installed sets to hospitals
and other group centres, so that television transmission of sport
events and telecasts of comparable entertainment programs were
made available to audiences, including returned service men,
much more widely than would otherwise have been possible.

Although the application of television's scientific principles re-

volved almost entirely around wartime uses, it 'was generally

recognized that the future would see television broadcasting on a

basis technically superior to anything available prior to Pearl

Harbor. Among the anticipated improvements were increased

service distances, based partly upon better synchronizing systems

capable of operating in the face of more severe interference con-

ditions, together with the availability of larger pictures projected

upon flat screens of either home or theatre size. The expected
advent of such satisfactory television service gave rise to specu-
lation and, indeed, to planning as to the character of television

programs that might be expected to fill the postwar requirements
of a national audience. One result of activity along these lines

was an experiment at Schenectady, N.Y., where a complete edi-

tion of a daily newspaper was presented to a television audience.

First the pages of the newspaper were shown on the screen, and

then each feature was "acted out" for the benefit of the observers.

Seeing news commentators, cartoonists and advertising models

come to life visually, and hearing their aural presentations simul-

taneously with their appearance, was judged as ^suggesting an

additional program possibility that would probably be of wide-

spread interest. Analysts of the future of home television seemed
to feel that there would be available many types of useful and

interesting programs, and that their production would not involve

the high costs, probably prohibitive for television, that were

usually associated with the making of feature films by the motion

picture industry.

Thus, although the scientific aspects of television were so

closely tied into direct wartime applications that they may not

even be outlined, during 1943 there was moderately extensive

study and discussion of how television might best be developed

as a postwar public service. The need for co-ordinating current

scientific developments into a sound industrial plan for the whole
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of radio, including television and facsimile, resulted in the organi-

zation of the Radio Technical Planning board. This large group,

drawn from the entire radio field, was not only set up to plan the

future of television as did the National Television Systems com-

mittee in 1940 and 1941, but to analyze in similar manner the

other branches of radio. Colour- television, the transmission of

larger and more detailed pictures, co-ordination with recording

methods and the use of television principles for determining range

and direction were among the topics to be studied. Just as the

industry-wide agreement as to television practices, reached

through the work of the National Television Systems committee,

resulted in the initiation of commercial television on July i,

1941, the conclusions of the Radio Technical Planning board were

expected to provide a sound basis for new and expanded indus-

trial activities in radio and television as production facilities are

gradually released from direct war manufacturing. (J. V. L. H.)

Great Britain. In the colour television systems successfully

demonstrated in Britain (Baird) and America (Goldmark) the

projection of successive colour frames was accomplished by the

use of a rotating filter disk interposed between the screen and

the observer. The presence of this filter disk introduced certain

disadvantages, particularly as the merit of the cathode-ray tube

as a television reproducer lies in the absence of mechanical mov-

ing parts.

Accordingly John L. Baird was experimenting with a colour

television system in which successive images are projected

through separate lenses and combined on the viewing screen.

Each lens is fitted with an appropriate colour filter, and the images

are reproduced one above the other on the screen of a projection

tube. These images are then converged by the individual filters

and lenses on to the screen.

Proper registration of the pictures on the viewing screen pre-

sents the major difficulty of this system, which by 1943 had only

been demonstrated in two colours. The size of picture shown was

6 in. by 5 in. with 6oo-line definition.

Although general research on television was still restricted, the

form in which an improved service would be resumed after the

war was the subject of much discussion. Although it was gen-

erally agreed that the British standard in operation at the out-

break of war (425 lines, 50 fields, interlaced) did not approach

perfection, the view was expressed that it would be economically

desirable to re-establish it as early as possible and aim at mak-

ing the fullest use of the available definition within the existing

band of frequencies.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Electronic Engineering (Jan. 1943. July J943, Sept.

*943); Wireless Engineer (June 1943). (G. P.)

There was an enormous expansion in the produc-

tion and use of tellurium in the United States in

1941, with output increasing 170% to 239,983 lb., but the 1942

output dropped back to 98,798 lb., only 11% ahead of 1940.

(G. A. Ro.)

^ south central state, i6th to enter the union,

called the "Volunteer State." Land area 41,961

sq.mi., water area 285 sq.mi. Population (1940) 2,915,841; rural,

1,888,635; urban, 1,027,206; rural farm, 1,271,944; native white,

2,395,586; Negro, 508,736; foreign-born, 11,320; other races,

199. Capital Nashville (167,402). Other cities include Memphis
(292,942); Chattanooga (128,163); Knoxville (111,580).

History. Governor of Tennessee in 1943 was Prentice

Cooper; secretary of state, Joe C. Carr; state treasurer, John W.

Harton; comptroller of the treasury, Robert W. Lowe; adjutant

general, Thomas A. Frazier; attorney general, Roy H. Beeler.

Commissioners were as follows : agriculture, C. C. Flanery ;
con-

servation, Paul S. Mathes; education, B. 0. Duggan; finance and

taxation, George McCanless; highways and public works, C. W.

Phillips; institutions, W. 0. Baird; welfare, William A. Shoaf;

insurance and banking, J. M. McCormack; labour, S. E. Bryant;

public health, Dr. R. H. Hutcheson; railroad and public utilities,

Porter Dunlap, Leon Jourolman and John C. Hammer.
Education. In 1942, of 5,373 elementary schools, 1,495 ^a^

three or more teachers; the number of one-teacher schools de-

clined from 3,555 in 1927 to 2,425 in 1942. Enrolment in ele-

mentary schools in 1942 was 511,312. In 1942 there were 581

high schools with a total enrolment of 124,514; the number of

teachers, 5,428.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. In June 1943, 69
WPA recipients received $15,362; 39,050 old-age recipients,

$556,167; aid to dependent children, 32,510 (12,832 families),

amount $264,999; aid to blind, 1,593, amount $20,650. In 1942-

43 there were eight correctional institutions with approximately

4,057 inmates; expenditures, $1,443,506. Separate schools were

maintained for the blind, the deaf, and the underprivileged;

three state hospitals for the insane; a home and training school

for feeble minded.

Communication. In 1942, of about 82,000 mi. of public

road, 7,510 mi. comprised state highways; state expenditures
were $14,192,978 for the 1942 fiscal year. There were 3,503 mi.

of railroad in 1942. In Nov. 1943 there were 30 airports, of

which 1 8 were civil fields, 8 CAA intermediate fields and 4 army
fields; there were 720 mi. of designated airways. Of the 333,600

telephones in the state, 232,500 were residential and 101,100 busi-

ness. Water-borne commerce on the Tennessee river in 1940
amounted to 2,206,913 short tons; Cumberland river, 852,138;

Mississippi river, 7,055,675 short tons from Ohio river to Baton

Rouge and 1,841,068 at Memphis,

Banking and Finance. In June 1943, there were 69 national

banks with 17 branches and 226 (June 30, 1943) state banks with

31 branches; assets, $904,009,000 for national and $349,860,195
for state banks; deposits, $850,476,000 for national and $322,-

645,959 for state banks. Savings and loan associations in Dec.

1942 numbered 42, with assets of $38,881,300.
Total state revenue for the fiscal year 1942-43 was $53,105,680;

revenue shared with counties and cities, $7,759,289; revenue for

state purposes, $45,346,391. Direct bonded debt for the state

on June 30, 1943, was $94,923,000; highway reimbursement

debt, $12,002,156; gross debt, $106,925,156; unencumbered sur-

plus in sinking fund, $21,930,969; net debt, $84,994,187.

Agriculture. There were 247,617 farms in 1940 with a total

of 18,492,898 ac.; 6,158,662 ac. of cropland were harvested.

Gross value of agricultural production in 1942 was $327,614,000;
cash farm income, $254,761,000 (including government pay-

ments); cash farm income from crops was $127,147,000; from

livestock and livestock products, $114,189,000; government pay-
ments to farmers, $13,425,000. Gross farm income from crops

was $127,147,000 in 1942. The forest area is approximately

14,000,000 ac.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product of Tennessee, 7943 and 7942

'Estimated.

Manufacturing. In 1939 (the latest data available in 1943)

2,289 manufacturing plants yielded products valued at $728,-

087,825, of which $320,341,902 was added by manufacture. The
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number of wage earners increased from 107,645 in 1925 to

131,874 in 1939; wages paid in 1939, $109,661,769.

Table II. Principal Industries of Tennessee, 7939 and 1937

Mineral Production. The total value of minerals produced
in Tennessee in 1941 was $56,301,592, compared with $42,683407
in 1940.

Table III. Principal Mineral Product* of Tennessee, 1941 and 1940

*Not included in total value of minerals in 1941.

Tennessee Valley Authority.

(C. E. A.)

to prosecution of the war in every field of its widespread activi-

ties. These included production of electric power, construction

of new dams to provide new supplies of power, manufacture of

munitions, research and education in wartime food processing

and preservation, production and testing of phosphatic and niUog-

enous fertilizers to increase farm output, assistance to industry

and agencies of government by providing information and tech-

nical assistance, and construction of facilities to improve the

wartime usefulness of the navigation channel.

Four new dams were placed in operation during the year,

bringing the total constructed by TVA to 14 and the total in

operation to 20. Douglas dam was placed in operation after a

record-breaking construction period of 12 months and 19 days,

and others completed were Fort Loudoun, Apalachia, and Ocoee

No. 3. Filling of Fort Loudoun dam reservoir in Sept. 1943
extended the navigation channel in the Tennessee to its full

commercial length of 650 mi., although accomplishment of the

all-year full project depth to accommodate boats and barges
of 9*ft. draft awaited closure of Kentucky dam in 1944 and

completion of a small amount of dredging. Governing depths
in low water periods pending completion of these jobs was 6

to 8 ft,

In 1943 the TVA constructed and operated four public use

river terminals at Knoxville and Chattanooga, Term., and Decatur

and Guntersvillc, Ala., and a coal terminal at Harriman, Tenn.,

in order to increase the wartime usefulness of the Tennessee

channel which connects at Paducah, Ky., with the 8,ooo-mi. in-

land waterway system stretching from New Orleans and the

Gulf coast to Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.; Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Chicago, 111.; and Kansas City, Mo. Traffic on the Tennessee

increased from 138,400,000 ton-miles in 1941 to 161.500,000 ton-

miles in 1942, as compared with 32,700,000 ton-miles in 1933,
and cargoes included large amounts of petroleum products, grain
from the midwest, coal, pig iron and military vehicles. The TVA
multipurpose system of dams provided 8,000,000 ac.-ft. of stor-

age for flood control at the close of 1943; the total will be in-

creased to almost 14,000,000 ac.-ft. with completion of Kentucky

LEY AUTHORITY
and Fontana dams in 1944 and 1945. Kentucky dam, which will

have more than 4,500,000 ac.-ft. of useful storage for Hood con-

trol on the lower Ohio and Mississippi rivers, was under construc-

tion near the mouth of the Tennessee. Fontana dam, being built

on the Little Tennessee in North Carolina in 1943, was planned
to be the highest dam in the eastern United States, rising 460 ft.

from bedrock.

The power system, consisting at the close of 1943 of the 14

multi-purpose dams built by the TVA, Wilson dam transferred

from the war department in 1933, and five acquired dams, plus
five supporting steam plants, one of which was built by TVA,
was producing power at the rate of more than 9,000,000,000
kw.-hr. a year. About three-quarters of the total output was

being used by war industry, served either directly from the TVA
transmission system or through 83 municipal and 45 co-operative
distribution systems. Aluminum, copper, plastics, shells, army
clothing, aeroplanes and heavy chemicals were some of the prod-
ucts being manufactured by TVA power. Dajiis placed in opera-
tion plus additional installations at existing projects brought the

total installed capacity of the system to more than 1,800,000 kw.

by the close of 1943 as compared with 1,375,000 kw. on June 30,

1942, and 1,639,000 kw. on June 30, 1943. Construction going
forward under War Production board allocations was expected
to bring the installed capacity to about 2,100,000 kw. in 1945.

Total power operating revenues for the fiscal year 1943 exceeded

$3* ,500-000, and net income amounted to nearly $13,150,000.
Net income plus interest paid on bonds represented a return on

average power investment of about 5%.
In its plants at Muscle Shoals, the TVA produced ammonium

nitrate and elemental phosphorus for munitions, calcium carbide
for synthetic rubber, and concentrated phosphatic fertilizers to

strengthen wartime food programs both in the United States

and abroad, where large quantities were shipped under lend-lease.

Ammonium nitrate, not needed for munitions, was released for

use as fertilizer. A sample study in one state showed that test-

demonstration farms using TVA phosphates had increased pro-
duction by 30% without additional manpower or machinery.
On June 30, 1943, 44,389 test-demonstration farmers in 28 states

were using TVA phosphate fertilizers.

In co-operative research, the TVA and the University of Ten-
nessee developed equipment and techniques for both community
and home dehydration of fruits and vegetables and carried on
educational campaigns to further their construction and proper
use. The War Production board authorized use of materials to

construct 40,000 units of a home dehydrator developed by the

INTERIOR OF THE AMMONIA PLANT at Nitrate Plant No. 2, Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, where ammonia was produced for explosives in 1943. Women workers
were trained to do many of the jobs formerly hold by men
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TVA and the university, but production was limited. TVA pro-

vided technical advice to many food processors. Information

was provided to both government and industry on availability

of raw materials, plant sites, transportation and processing meth-

ods. The TVA was mapping strategic areas for the U.S. army
and designing 13 dams for the Russian government under lend-

lease.

A peacetime forest inventory yielded valuable information on

location and availability of woods for ships' timbers, aeroplane

veneer, tanning extracts and many other uses, and landowners

were assisted in making their timber available for war uses in a

manner to maintain the long-term usefulness of their forests.

As of June 30, 1943, TVA power was being distributed to

more than 500,000 residential, farm, commercial and industrial

consumers through the municipal and co-operative distribution

systems. Cost of residential service under TVA rates fell to an

average of 1.96 cents per kw.-hr., as compared with the United

States average of 3.67 cents per kw.-hr. Average use per resi-

dential consumer for the fiscal year was nearly 1,600 kw.-hr., or

over 50% higher than the national average.

The TVA made no request for additional appropriations for

the fiscal year which commenced July i, 1943, but is carrying

on its operations with revenues and previously appropriated

funds. The total funds made available to TVA from 1933 through
the fiscal year 1943 were $733,041,770, consisting of $667,969,270
in congressional appropriations and $65,072,500 from sale of

bonds.

Members of the TVA board of directors in 1943 were David

E. Lilienthal, chairman, Harcourt A. Morgan, and James P. Pope.

(See also DAMS; ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES; PUBLIC UTILITIES.)

(W. L. S.)

TonniC ^s *n *94 2
>
manv tennis tournaments in the United

IClllllo. States were cancelled either for lack of competitors
or insufficient galleries or both. Some, however, were held much
as usual, including several events on grass in the east. The na-

tional championships were played at the West Side Tennis club,

Forest Hills, Long Island, in the first week of September. En-

tries were limited to 32 players in the men's and women's singles.

John A. Kramer, former national doubles champion, defeated the

only foreign threat in the semi-finals by beating Francisco Segura
of Ecuador in five sets but lost in the finals to Lt. Joseph R.

Hunt, USN, in five sets. Miss Pauline Betz repeated her 1942

triumph by winning the women's singles title over the same

adversary, Miss Louise Brough. The men's doubles was won

by Kramer and Frank A. Parker, and the women's by Miss

Brough and Miss Margaret Osbornc. (J. R. Tu.)

Termites: see ENTOMOLOGY.

Toeh Mllrnlo ^ I856
~ I 943), U.S. electrical inventor, was

I Cold, mluild born July 10 at Smiljan, Croatia (Yugo-

slavia). Of his claimed 700 inventions, his most important were

developed before the turn of the century and included the induc-

tion motor, transformer and the principle of the rotary magnetic
field. Handicapped by lack of funds and a poor business sense,

he was compelled, for years, to conduct his experiments in hotel

rooms. In an interview on his 78th birthday, he said that he

had invented a "death beam" capable of destroying 10,000 aero-

planes at 250 miles' distance and of killing an army of 1,000,000

instantly. In ill health,'he lived the last years of his life almost

as a recluse and was found dead in his hotel room in New York

city, Jan. 7. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Texas(A
south-central state of the United States, admitted to

the union in Dec. 1845; popularly known as the "Lone

Star state." Area, 263,644 sq.mi. (plus 3,095 sq.mi. of inland

water surface); pop. (1940), 6,414,824. Rural population was

3.503,435 or 54.6% of the total. Negroes and other non-whites

constituted 14.5% of the population. Since 1940, census bureau

estimates indicate that growth of urban population ranges from

6.4% at Amarillo to 30.7% at San Antonio. Capital, Austin (87,-

930 in 1940). Three largest cities in 1943, as estimated by census

bureau, based on registrations for war ration books were Houston,

588,175 (384,514 in 1940); Dallas, 440,888 (294,734 in 1940);
San Antonio, 412,905 (253.854 in 1940).

History. No general election was held in Texas during 1943,
and there was little political activity or interest. The war dis-

rupted normal life and, moving the people from one place and
from one occupation to another, commanded most of their inter-

est and energy. Cities and towns with army camps or defense

plants continued to bulge with newcomers.

While the people remained apathetic, a strenuous campaign

against the national administration and its major policies was

carried on by the junior U.S. senator, W. Lee O'Daniel, the gov-
ernor of the state, Coke R. Stevenson, and the lieutenant gover-

nor, John Lee Smith. The only state official of any importance
who defended the administration was the attorney general, Ger-

ald Mann. He resigned in December and was succeeded by his

assistant, Grover Sellers. Other state officers were Jesse James,

treasurer; James P. Alexander, chief justice of the supreme court;

Bascom Giles, commissioner of general land office; J, A. McDon-
ald, commissioner of agriculture; L. A. Woods, superintendent

of public instruction; George H. Sheppard, comptroller.

Education. For 1942-43 elementary schools had an enrol-

ment of 796,336 white pupils and 174,171 Negroes. Secondary
schools had an enrolment of 279,751 whites and 33,893 Negroes;

total, 1,284,151. The total teaching staff was 47,334, of which

40,649 were whites and 6,685 were Negroes.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Duripg 1943 the

average number of old-age assistance recipients was 182,765.

Case loads ranged from a peak of 183,367 cases to 180,511 cases.

Payments to old-age assistance recipients amounted to $44,337,-

874,82. Average number of cases receiving aid to the blind was

4,427 in 1943, ranging from 4,106 to 4,681 cases with payments
to recipients totalling $1,276,596 for the year.

An average of 11,604 families received aid to dependent chil-

dren during 1943. The case load ranged from 12,168 families to

10,389 families. Payments to recipients totalled $2,967,554.

Eleemosynary institutions in the state numbered -22, of which

13 were hospitals for mental and nervous cases. During 1943

hospitalization for the insane was greatly facilitated by the com-

pletion of a i2o-bed ward at Terrell State hospital and by renova-

tion of the Confederate Veteran home at Austin to accommodate

375 mentally ill. The 47th state legislature appropriated $3,000,-

ooo for building additional institutions for the insane, but wartime

priorities prevented use of most of that sum.

The remaining eleemosynary institutions consisted of sana-

toriums for tuberculars, schools for the blind and for the deaf

(both white and Negro); two homes for delinquent children;

two for white orphans and one for Negro orphans; one for

crippled children.

Communications. The state in 1943 had 26,883.37 mi. of

highways, including 24,565.17 mi. maintained by the state, 607.20

mi. in urban areas, and 1,711 mi. not wholly maintained by the

state. The amount spent by the state for regular maintenance

was $4,892,983.11; for maintenance betterment, $75> 233-36; and

for traffic service, $1,778,356.10, making an over-all total of

$7,421,572.57. Cash disbursed for highway construction, in the

fiscal year Sept. i, i942-Aug. 31, 1943 was $18,707,473 84. There

were more than 22,000 mi. of railway track in 1943.
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Banking and Finance. On Dec. 31, 1943 there were 391 state

banks in Texas with total deposits of $536,3 26,600.69, and total

resources of $595.009,572.89. On Dec. 31, 1943 there were 439
national banks in Texas. On Oct. 18, 1943 there were 438 national

banks with total deposits of $3,113,803,000 and total .resources of

$3,296,422,000.

As of Aug. 31, 1943 the total cash balance in state funds (Aug.

31, 1942), plus deposit from revolving fund previously invested

in Confederate pension warrants, plus total gross cash receipts

for fiscal year 1943 totalled $354,821,921.88. Total gross cash

disbursements, end of fiscal year 1943, totalled $290,371,429.09.

Cash balance on hand, Aug. 31, 1943 amounted to $64,450,492.79.
On Dec. 31, 1943 the state's gross bonded debt was $4,117,200,

its cash sinking fund reserve, $15,000, its net bonded debt,

$4,102,200. On the same date, its total warrants outstanding and

unpaid in general revenue fund amounted to $25,574,326.21; its

cash on hand for paying general revenue fund warrants was

$7,126,454.42. Net warrant debt was $18,447,871.79.

Agriculture. Total harvested acreage in Texas in 1943 was

28,921,000 as compared with 26,414,000 in 1942. The ten year

average from 1932-41 was 27,417,000. Total cash income, 1943,

was $1,087,217,000, almost $2,000,000 greater than in 1942.

(SIAM)
its first class of 31 students Dec. 13, all save five going directly
into either army or navy service as commissioned officers. In

October the college of nursing at Galveston inaugurated a U.S.

cadet nurse corps program, to train student nurses for urgent

military and civilian duty. Under its engineering, science and

management war training program, the university trained more
than 12,000 men and women for war industry in special short

courses between Feb. 1941, and July 1943. Activities in the Latin-

American field were intensified with the creation of a University
Executive Committee on Inter-American Relations in Texas,
headed by Dr. G. I. Sanchez as director; operation of a special
six-weeks* co-operative field school in Mexico City by the Uni-

versity of Texas Institute of Latin-American Studies and the Na-
tional University of Mexico; and establishment of a Latin-Amer-
ican workshop for teaching English as a second language. For
statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see UNIVER-
SITIES AND COLLEGES. (H. P. R.)

Textile

Table (.leading Agricultural Products of Texas, 7943 ana* 1942

Table II.* Cosh Income, Leading Livestock and livestock Products of

Texas, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. In 1943 value added by manufacturing ex-

clusive of wages paid workers was, approximately, $500,000,000,

as compared with $451,000,000 for 1942. Non-agricultural pay-
rolls for 1943 were estimated at $2,800,000,000 as compared with

$1,956,000,000 in 1942.

Mineral Production. Texas led all other states in completion
of wildcat oil wells in 1943. Average daily production of petro-

leum, the state's greatest source of mineral wealth, averaged over

1,000,000 barrels per day. Value of minerals in Texas in 1941

(latest available figures) was about $836,260,000. Since then, the

development of the state's mineral resources for war production
has greatly increased the value of its minerals. (C. W. RA.)

TOYOC HniifOreitV nf An institution of higher education

ICAdOf UIIIVGIOllJ Ul. at Austin, Tex. The 6ist annual

session opened Sept. i, 1943, under a new trimester calendar to

neet navy requirements. More than 1,100 navy V-I2 trainees

vere assigned to the university for college training July i, bring-

ng the naval contingent on the campus to more than 2,000, in-

:luding a naval flight preparatory school stationed here in Jan.

[943, and a CAA-War Training service unit for naval aviation

:adets, opened in 1940. The university school of dentistry at

louston was opened Sept. i, 1943, as the Texas Dental college

:ame under university operation, with Dean F. C. Elliott con-

inuing as its executive officer. The school of dentistry graduated

Althou&h the u -s - texti'e industry did

not set a new record for mill activity in

1943, and in fact was slightly under 1942 in that respect, it was
still a remarkably active year the fifth in a series of five suc-

cessive years of high production.

There was of course some reduction in government purchases
of textiles towards the end of the year and there was expected to

be even sharper reductions in 1944, but the prospect was that

this would be offset by demands for lend-lease and rehabilitation.

One of the most important developments growing out of World
War II was postwar implication of research on military textiles.

Much of the work that was done would result in better fabrics

for civilians. Efforts to make cloths proof against the many de-

mands imposed by use in the arctic and in the jungle, and in the

air and under the sea, was expected to result in the postwar pro-
duction of fabrics which would be more effective in keeping the

body warm, comfortable and dry.

One problem which faced the textile industry, and the consum-

ing public, throughout 1943 was the ever-present threat of clothes

rationing. That possibility was not completely removed but prac-

tically every responsible official connected with any phase of the

war effort involving textiles appeared to be sincerely anxious to

avoid rationing of clothes. (See also COTTON
; RAYON AND OTHER

SYNTHETIC FIBRES; WOOL.) (D. G. Wo.)

Thailand
IlldlldllU

A kin&dom of southern Asia between
Burma and French Indo-China, extend-

ing southwards into the Malay peninsula; area 198,247 sq.mi.;

pop. (census 1937) 14,464,489 (est. March 1940) 15,717,000.
Chief towns: (pop. 1937) Bangkok (former cap. 681,214);
Chiengmai (544,001); Khonkaen (473475); Chicngrai (443,476).
Ruler (1942^: King Ananda Mahidol; language: Siamese; reli-

gion: Buddhism.

History. Thailand's status as Japan's satellite was reaffirmed

by announcements early in 1943 that her troops were actively

co-operating with the Japanese army on the Yunnan front, and
in April the prime minister announced that Thai casualties had
totalled 1,172 since the beginning of the war. This military col-

laboration received its reward during the visit of the Japanese
premier to Bangkok in July, with Japan's recognition of "the

long-cherished aspirations of Siam for new territory" and her

agreement to Thailand's annexation of two Shan provinces, Keng-
tung and Mong-pan, just inside Burma's S.E. frontier, and of the
four Malay states of Perlis, Kedah, Kelantan and Trengganu, an
area of about 14,770 sq.mi., rich in tin, rubber and rice resources.

Dissatisfaction and hatred of Japan were reported to be grow-
ing in Thailand, however, and in April two well-known Liberal



cabinet ministers, Major Kuang Aphai and Nai Tavi, resigned.

Unrest was fomented by a severe rice shortage at the end of 1942,

caused by disastrous floods in the Menam river valley, and the

price of rice rose to about three times the normal level. Shortage

of almost all goods made rationing essential, and a first experi-

ment was made with matches.
"
Co-prosperity" meant for Thailand increasing Japanese eco-

nomic and political control. Early in 1943 it was announced that

the Japanese southern affairs bureau was considering the disposi-

tion of enemy assets in Thailand and the mobilization of her

raw materials, that 150 Thai students were to visit Japan, that a

Japanese official would head a cultural institute in Bangkok, and

so forth. Labour shortage remained acute, the price of gold rose,

there was fear of inflation, and in March 1943 there were tirades

from Bangkok radio against the "Jews of Siam" (probably Chi-

nese), who were accused of profiteering and spreading rumours

that the tical was to be devalued. A sweeping change came early

in 1943 under Japanese inspiration with the banning of the na-

tional habit of betel-chewing. (C. M. CL.)

Education. In 1938-39: government schools 429; scholars

61,297; local public and municipal schools 11,072; scholars 1,484,-

483; universities 2; students (1937) 11,525.

Banking and Finance. (1942) revenue, 210,000,000 baht;

expenditure 259,000,000 baht, expenditure, capital (est. 1941)

56,056,000 baht; public debt (March 31, 1940) 69,000,000 baht;

notes in circulation (July 31, 1941) 226,000,000 baht; reserves

(July 31, 1941): gold 97,000,000 baht; foreign assets (July 31,

1941) 152,000,000 baht; exchange rate (average 1940): i baht =

35.15 cents U.S.; (Sept. 1941) i baht= 36_97 cents U.S.

Trade and Communication. Foreign trade 1940-41 (mer-

chandise): imports 163,400,000 baht; exports 257,600,000 baht.

Communication: roads, state highways completed (1938) 1,815

mi.; railways, open to traffic (1938), 1,925 mi.; airways, length of

route opened (1938) 444 mi.; motor vehicles licensed (1937-38):

total 11,439 ( cars 5>9 ICS trucks 4,233; buses 146; cycles 559);

wireless receiving set licences (1938) 29,834.

Agriculture and Mineral Production. Production (in metric

tons): rice (1939-40) 5,082,700; rubber (1940 exports) 45,000;

tin ore, metal content (export 1940) 17,700; tobacco (1938-39)

8,400; cotton ginned (1940-41) 2,400; maize (1938-39) S^oo.

s^ort-ase in playhouses, in the U.S. in 1943, be-

cause of the theatre's unparalleled prosperity, be-

came so acute both in New York and on the road that various

theatres which had long been in disuse or had been given over to

oth'cr enterprises were hastily reclaimed. Bookings during the

second half of the year were at such a premium that desperate

producers in several cases went to the extreme of housing their

attractions out of town in buildings that previously had been de-

voted to lectures, concerts and the like. The box-office in the

metropolis and outlying cities did such a land-office business even

during the summer that surprised managers viewed the situation

as a not entirely unmixed blessing, fearing that the war's end

might suddenly bring with it a partial collapse of the boom and

find them oversold on many an investment.

The boom was brought about by three things. First, the

greatly increased earnings of workers in the war industries cre-

ated a public that hitherto had not been able to afford the luxury

of the theatre and that had been forced for its amusement sub-

sistence to patronize the far less expensive motion pictures. Sec-

ond, the curtailment of travel, both in the matter of trains and

automobiles, not only kept many people at home and with the

theatre as a substitute diversion but added to the amount of sav-

ings they had free for the purpose. And, third, it became more

and more evident that a sizeable proportion of men and women

MARY MARTIN and Kenny Baker in One Touch of Venus, a sucues.nui
musical of 1943 on Broadway

who once were satisfied with the films have been educated away
from them or perhaps have simply become tired of their endless

repetitions and have increasingly sought the theatre for relief.

The general quality of drama, however, hardly kept pace with the

theatre's income.

As the best new play of the 1942-43 season the New York
Drama Critics' Circle awarded the palm to Sidney Kingsley's The

Patriots, an eloquent handling of the theme of the young Ameri-

can democracy's fight for self-preservation. The principal char-

acters were Jefferson, Washington and Hamilton. For its award,
the Pulitzer committee selected Thornton Wildcr's The Skin of
Our Teeth, which the critics by a majority vote had dismissed

from consideration on the ground that its originality had been

widely questioned and that Wilder had allegedly borrowed his in-

spiration from James Joyce's little read novel, Finitegans Wake.
But if the more serious drama was lacking, there was no lack

in amusing lighter fare. The Doughgirls, by Joseph Fields, a war-

time farce laid in Washington, D.C.; Dark Eyes, by Elena Mira-

mova in collaboration with Eugenie Leontovich, dealing with

three eccentric Russian women week-ending on Long Island; and

Kiss and Tell, by F. Hugh Herbert, a comedy of adolescence,

offered amends in the laughter department. And in the way of

musical shows Oklahoma!, with a lively score by Richard Rod-

gers; a satisfactory revival of Lehar's The Merry Widow; Some-

thing For the Boys, with tunes by Cole Porter; a modern para-

phrase of Bizet's opera under the title Carmen Jones with a Negro

cast; One Touch of Venus and several others assisted in making
the public forget to a degree the torpor in the more sober

dramatic department.
There continued to be no end to the war plays, most of which
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were worthless. Cry Havoc, by Allan R. Kenward, and The Rus-

sian People, by Konstantin Simonov, both of which appeared just

as the curtain was about to descend on the previous year, were

cheap melodramas, and these were followed by equally common-

place exhibits all, like them, failures called A Barber Had Two

Sons, by Thomas Duggan and James Hogan; Counterattack, de-

rived from the Russian by Janet and Philip Stevenson; This

Rock, by Walter Livingston Faust; Men In Shadow, by Mary H.

Bell; The Family, derived from Nina Fedorova's novel of the

same name by Victor Wolfson; Sons and Soldiers, by Irwin Shaw;
Land of Fame, by Albert and Mary Bein

;
et al. Only Tomorrow

the World, by James Gow and Arnaud d'Usseau, treating of a

small boy indoctrinated with the nazi philosophy and his moral

rehabilitation, caught the public's fancy, which was in some

measure deserved since the play was the only even relatively

satisfactory one in the lot.

Many of the established American playwrights remained absent

from the scene. There was no representation by Eugene O'Neill,

although he had completed a number of new plays, nor by Robert

Sherwood, Lillian Hellman, George Kaufman, Paul Green, Marc

Connelly, and S. N. Behrman, among others. Elmer Rice came

a critical cropper with a machine-made study of maternity, in-

terlarded with his customary doses of social significance, called

A New Life. Maxwell Anderson was represented at the end of

the year by still another war play, Storm Operation, written at

the suggestion of General Eisenhower, which was below his best

mark. Rose Franken, author of Another Language and Claudia,

distinguished herself, however, when all seemed lost, with a

serious play titled Outrageous Fortune. John Van Druten sup-

plied an additional pleasant comedy in The Voice of the Turtle

and William Saroyan disappointed his admirers with an indifferent

comedy called Get Away, Old Man.

Among the better known players, Helen Hayes wasted a first-

rate performance on a poor biographical play about Harriet

Heecher Stowe called Harriet, the work of Florence Ryerson and

Colin Clements; Katharine Cornell and Raymond Massey de-

voted themselves to a trivial little comedy, Lovers and Friends,

by the English Dodie Smith; George Coulouris offered a stock-

company performance as the villainous Richard III in the

Shakespeare drama of that name; Ethel Barrymore continued

to display herself in Emlyn Williams' The Corn Is Green, origin-

ally produced in November, 1940; Maurice Evans abandoned the

stage for the period and gave his services to the entertainment

of the armed forces in Hawaii; Elisabeth Bergner, the German
actress banished by Hitler, proved as artificial as heretofore in

a cheap melodrama, The Two Mrs. Carrolls; and Elsie Ferguson,

returning to the stage after a long absence, came off with honours

in the Franken play above noted.

There were two exhibits by men in the armed services. The

Army Play-By-Play consisted of five short plays written, acted

and produced by soldiers from the various military camps. Several

of the playlets were entertaining. Moss Hart, who had written

no play for the Broadway stage, gave his efforts instead to

fashioning a show called Winged Victory for the U.S. Army Air

Forces, which was of small merit but which was enthusiastically

received upon its presentation to Boston and New York audiences.

Among the many revivals there were, in the musical field,

aside from the before-mentioned, The Merry Widow, The Student

Prince, Blossom Time, The Vagabond King, Porgy and Bess,

A Connecticut Yankee, and the continuing highly successful

Rosalinda (Die Fledertnaus) . In the dramatic field there were

reproductions of The Milky Way, Boy Meets Girl, Run Little

Chillun, The Petrified Forest, and Goodbye Again, none of them

successful. Only the Theatre Guild's revival of Othello with

Paul Robeson as the Moor met the public's fancy.

Vaudeville, still essaying its renewed day in court, found

favour in a show headed by Frank Fay, Bert Wheeler and Ethel

Waters titled Laugh Time. An attempt called Bright Lights,

however, ended in abrupt failure, despite the presence on the

bill of Smith and Dale in their celebrated Dr. Kronkhite buf-

foonery and James Barton in his old favourite, The Pest,

The little summer theatres, because of the gasoline situation,

were few and far between, and those that operated were con-

siderably less successful than in previous seasons. And the New
York amateur and semi-amateur organizations negotiated nothing
in the way of real dramatic quality.

Among the better acting performances on the Broadway stage,

aside from those of certain of the more established players, were

those of Betty Field in A New Life, Eugenie Leontovich, in

Dark Eyes, Cecil Humphreys in The Patriots, Virginia Gilmore

in Those Endearing Young Charms, Rhys Williams in Harriet,

young Skippy Homeier in Tomorrow the World, William Wads-
worth in Three Is a Family, Morris Carnovsky in Counterattack,

Terry Holmes in Manhattan Nocturne, Jose Ferrer in Othello,

and Oscar Homolka in The Innocent Voyage, to name just a few.

In conclusion, the phenomenal Tobacco Road returned to

Broadway, marking the eighth year of its showing, and Life With

Father entered upon its fifth enormously successful year.

(G. J. N.)

Statistic* of the Theatre in New York City, 1943 and 1942

1943
Productions 109

Musical comedies 30
Plays 79

Premieres 7t
Successful productions. .... 20
Performers employed 1*856
Tickets sold 7,920,000
Approximate cost of productions $2,500,000
Number of ahowa booked for other cities 87

1942
no
26

84
73
17

1,679
,210,000
1,250,000

94

(X.)

Great Britain. The British dramatists managed in 1943 to

break through the idea that in times of total war managers
should rely only upon light matters or old successes. J. B.

Priestley in They Came to a City dramatized the hopes and fears

of young and old when standing at the gateway of the future.

Inevitably a play of this kind tends to be described as propaganda
and doctrinaire; but, in this instance, there was a great deal of

character, and not a little comedy as well as pathos, in the

portrayal of various acutely drawn types, entranced or bewildered

or even terrified by the prospect of a bright, adventurous new
world.

James Bridie (Dr. Mavor of Glasgow) had so often disap-

pointed his admirers by allowing his brilliant beginnings to wander

on to lame or vague or elusive conclusions that his success with

Mr. Bolfry gave general delight. For here was a comedy of

ideas which remained an orderly, well-devised piece of play-

making and did not become, as so often with Mr. Bridie, a mad

gambol of fantastic notions. The scene is a manse in the West

Highlands of Scotland in wartime where some young people,

oppressed by a Calvinist minister's godliness, manage to call up
the devil in the form of Mr. Bolfry and there is much ado in

getting rid of him. Another new play of consequence was Lottie

Dundass by Enid Bagntild, the well-known novelist and creator

of National Velvet. This was a gripping study of an overwrought

girl with madness in her blood and a fiery ambition in her heart.

One lovely feature of the piece was the performance of Sybil

Thorndike as the girl's much-enduring mother. War-plays yielded

Terence Rattigan's Flare Path which effectively communicated

the comedy as well as the ardours and endurances of life at a

bomber station.

Distinguished revivals in London included a very "starry"

presentation of Congreve's Love for Love, in which John Gielgud
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led gaily a team of all the talents. Turgeniev's A Month in the

Country also found great favour. Russian themes were naturally

popular during the year, but there was more appetite for the

pacific and amorous Russian scene of 1860, as Turgeniev so

charmingly painted it, than for the prodigious battle-scape of

Tolstoy's War and Peace, which was attempted in dramatic
form with a multiple stage and huge cast. The story got lost in

the stagecraft and signally failed to draw the public. Shaw was

represented by Heartbreak House, in which popular revival

Robert Donat, Edith Evans and other stars appeared. American

importations continued to find large support: they included
Junior Miss, Arsenic and Old Lace and My Sister Eileen.

In the country one of the year's most interesting developments
was the provision of drama in the great hostels attached to the

new ordnance and munition factories. These hostels housed many
thousands of workers, mostly women, drawn from all over the

country. They were of all classes and many of them had never
seen an acted play before, being accustomed only to the cinema
and mechanized entertainment. They began to respond most

eagerly to the plays sent out on special hostel-circuit by C.E.M.A.

(the Council for the Encouragement of Music and Arts). Several

actors and actresses of high position became so interested in

this pioneer work that they gave up many months to it. It was

noteworthy that plays of a classical nature were among the most

popular with hostel audiences, Ibsen's Hedda Gabler being one
of them and Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (with Wendy Hillcr

and Walter Hudd) another.

In the provincial cities there were some hopeful experiences.
The "Old Vic" company successfully reopened the Liverpool

playhouse one of England's most famous repertory theatres. Sir

Barry Jackson did the same for the Birmingham playhouse, whose

company had given so many stars of stage and screen to England
and America. At Glasgow a new Citizens' theatre was inaugu-
rated in the autumn a brave innovation for wartime and at

Bristol the oldest English playhouse, the famous Theatre Royal
known to Garrick, Kean, and most of the great figures of his-

trionic history, was saved from demolition by C.E.M.A., re-

decorated, and reopened successfully as a home for touring com-

panies of special quality. (I. BR.)

Theatre library Association.

persons in libraries and museums, as well as private collectors

and members of the theatrical profession, who are concerned

with preserving and making accessible to the public the records

of the drama and kindred fields of entertainment. The associa-

tion, an affiliate of the American Library association, had its

inception at a meeting in New York in 1937, called by the

then-director of the New York Public library, H. M. Lydenberg.
The publications of T.L.A. are the Broadside and the Theatre

Annual. The Broadside, usually issued twice yearly, to present
news of work-in-progress, exhibitions, books by members, and

topical notes, is edited by Mrs. Sarah Chokla Gross, n New-
kirk ave., East Rockaway, Long Island, N.Y. Theatre Annual,
whose second issue appeared in Dec. 1943, publishes articles,

translations and illustrative plates, of permanent interest but

difficult to find elsewhere. Editor: Richard Ceough, 42 West 35th

st., New York i, N.Y.

Membership in 1943 was 109. Officers of the executive board,

1943-44: President, George Freedley, Theatre Collection, New
York Public Library, 476 Fifth ave., New York 18, N.Y.; secre-

tary, Mrs. Sarah Chokla Gross, McCord Theatre Museum of

Dallas; treasurer, Mrs. Elizabeth P. Barrett, Theatre Collection,

New York Public library.

A traveling exhibition of photographs of historic stage models

ASSOCIATION TIN 695
made by Dr. Elemer Nagy of Yale; and a soviet drama exhibit
in New York arranged by Dr. Franz Rapp, with an opening lec-

ture on contemporary Russian drama by Prof. H. W. L. Dana,
were highlights of T. L. A.'s 1943 program. (S. C. G.)

Therapy: see CHEMOTHERAPY; SERUM THERAPY.

Thyroid: see ENDOCRINOLOGY.

Tlhpt
A country of central Asia lying N. and N.E. of the

IIUGl. Himalayas, mainly a high tableland. Nominally a Chi-
nese dependency, it is in practice independent. Area, about 450,-
ooo sq.mi.; estimates of the population vary, but 2,000,000 is a

probable figure. The religion is Lamaism, a late form of Buddhism
modified by animism and primitive magic, and education is in the

control of the many monasteries. The ruler is the I4th dalai lama

(born 1933) enthroned in 1940 as Lingerh Lamutanchu.
The most important event during 1943 in Tibet was the dis-

covery in April of a "divine child" at Lihwa, Sikang, who was
chosen as the true reincarnation of the late panchan lama, who
died in 1937. The panchan lama is the religious head of the Lama
Buddhist Church, spread across Tibet and a great part of Mon-
golia.

Tibet's neutrality in the war was maintained, but there was
no mistaking the country's pro-Allied. sympathies. On Nov. 20,

1942, the government had sent, on behalf of the dalai lama and

regent, members of the cabinet and the whole people, congratula-
tions to the government of India on the Allied victory in Egypt.
Messages of friendship and congratulation on the Allied North
African victories were also sent to President Roosevelt during the

early summer of 1943. ^ (C. M. CL.)

Timber: see LUMBER.
Timor: see PORTUGUESE COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Timoshenko, Semyon Konstantinovich JulT.ui
army officer, was born in Furmanka, Bessarabia, of peasant par-
ents. He joined the Red army during the revolution of 1917,

winning renown as a guerrilla leader. After the revolution he
studied strategy in soviet military academies, and from 1935
to 1938 he commanded a number of Russian military districts.

During the Russo-Finnish conflict, 1939-40, Timoshenko built

a replica of the Mannerheim line just behind Russian positions
and had his troops rehearse every operation before attacking the

Finnish chain of fortresses. On May 8, 1940, he was appointed
people's defense commissar and was given the rank of marshal,
but he was trahsferred from this post July 20, 1941, and took

active command of Russian armies on the western zone of the

German-Russian front. On Oct. 23, 1941, he was shifted to the

southern front, where he recaptured Rostov and Taganrog and
routed the German armies. In Aug. 1942, after the recapture
of this region by the Germans, Timoshenko was transferred to

the northwestern front. A few months later, however, he re-

turned to the southern front, where he commanded the drive

that resulted in the second recapture of the Taman peninsula
in Oct. 1943. For this achievement he was awarded the Order
of Suvorov, first class.

Tin Surplus supplies were developed for a number of non-"
ferrous metals during 1943; although tin was not one of

this list, it was reported late in the year that the stocks of tin

in the United States were of the order of 100,000 tons, which,

considering the conditions that prevailed in 1942 and 1943, was

a good showing, but not good enough to justify any relaxation

of control or of limitations in uses.
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World Production of Tin

(Long tons)

Bolivia was the only producing country from which production

figures were received. Output declined from 42,887 long tons in

1941 to 38,901 tons in 1942. Although there was a decline in

1942 because of disturbed conditions in the industry, the 1941

figure was somewhat better than the estimate for that year in-

cluded in the world table.

There were many conflicting reports as to the capacity of

the Texas smelter, but it was usually considered to be 50,000 tons

a year of metal. Bolivia was understood to be the main source

of ore, of which a considerable stock pile was accumulated before

the smelter went into operation. Since the reported capacity

was well over the Bolivian output, it was evident that ore

must have been received from some other source, or else the

surplus was drawrn from the stockpile. It was announced late

in Dec. 1943, that $350,000 had been made available for addi-

tional equipment in the plant, which would hardly have been

required if the plant was not being utilized to capacity; this

brought the total investment in the plant to $6,650,000.

The contract for the purchase of Bolivian ores by Metal Re-

serve company expired at the end of June 1943. No renewal of

the contract was completed in 1943, but deliveries were con-

tinued as usual, under a temporary agreement, with settlements

made at the old contract rate of 60 cents per pound of metal.

The delay was partly due to failure to agree on the price to

be paid under a new contract, the sellers holding out for an

increase to 60^ cents. After the change in the Bolivian govern-

ment, which took place late in the year, a new contract could

not be legally completed until the new government had been

recognized by the government of the United States. (See also

METALLURGY; MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.)

(G. A. Ro.)

ImP rts f titanium ores into the United States

arc no longer reported. Shortage of shipping space
and the uncertain conditions prevailing in India, the main source

of supply, led to the installation of a plant for the treatment of

the titanium-iron ores of Essex county, New York, which was

planned to have a capacity of 800 tons daily of ilmenite concen-

trates. (G. A. Ro.)

Tito: see BROZOVICII, JOSIP (TITO).

to'Dacco cr p f a^ types was
estimated in December by the U.S. department of

agriculture to be 1,403,275,000 Ib. compared with 1,408,717,000

Ib. harvested in 1942 and a ten-year average of 1,349,896,000 Ib.

Acreage was 6% more than in 1942 and the yield per acre was

960 Ib. compared with 1,023 Ib. in 1942 and the ten-year average

of 878 Ib.

Flue-cured tobacco production was slightly below the total

of 1942 but above the average. The Virginia and North Carolina

old belt crops were both larger than in 1942; Virginia, 81,900,000

Ib. in 1943 compared with 77,900,000 Ib. in 1942 and North

Carolina 204,955,000 Ib. in 1943 arid 201,400,000 Ib. in 1942. The

eastern North Carolina belt produced only 275,025,000 Ib. in 1943

compared with 295,260,000 in 1942. There was also a decline in

the South Carolina belt, 152,740,000 Ib. in 1943 compared with

166,900,000 Ib. in 1942. Georgia, Florida and Alabama each had

larger crops together totalling 76,258,000 Ib. in 1943 compared
with 70,230,000 Ib. in 1942.

The total of fire-cured types in Virginia, Kentucky and Ten-

nessee was smaller; 68,523,000 Ib. in 1943 compared with 71,510,-

ooo Ib. in 1942 and an average of 108,045,000 Ib. The principal

decline was in Virginia, because of the drought.

The burley tobacco crop, grown in ten states, was 12% above

1942; 385,386,000 Ib. compared with 343,509,000 Ib. in 1942 and
an average of 322,486,000 Ib. The planting of burley tobacco

was extended over a long period in the spring of 1943 because of

the wet weather and shortage of labour. The leaf was heavy,

however, and the yield 976 Ib. per acre compared with an average
of 855 Ib. The acreage was large, 394,700 ac., compared with an

average of 377.410 ac.

The Maryland tobacco crop was the smallest on record as the

result of the drought. Production in 1943 was only 17,604,000 Ib.

compared with 28,120,000 Ib. in 1942 and an average of 28,518,-

ooo Ib. The acreage was reduced somewhat but the yield was

only 540 Ib. per acre compared with an average of 756 Ib. in

1932-41. The dark air-cured crops of Indiana, Kentucky, Ten-

nessee and Virginia were smaller than in 1942 and the average.
All cigar types of tobacco yielded a crop of 108,312,000 Ib.

in 1943 compared with 118,573,000 Ib. in 1942 and a ten-year

average of 114,928,000 Ib. This was because of a reduction in

acreage which was 80,600 ac. in 1943 compared with 89,700 ac.

in 1942 and an average of 89,000 ac. The yield was better than

average. Of these cigar types the decrease was 11% in the filler

class and 9% in the binder class. Wrapper tobacco showed an

increase of 6% over that of 1942. There was some hail damage
in the Connecticut valley and from drought and frost in Penn-

sylvania. The total production of cigar filler types was 47,645,000
Ib. compared with 53,620,000 Ib. in 1942. All cigar binder types

produced 50,840,000 Ib. compared with 55,711,000 Ib. in 1942
and slightly below the average. Cigar wrapper types totalled

9,827,000 Ib. compared with 9,242,000 Ib. in 1942 and an average

of 8,608,000 Ib. The crop of Louisiana perique was estimated

at 150,000 Ib. compared with 70,000 Ib. in 1942 and an average

of 149,000 Ib.

Consumption of tobacco continued at high and increasing levels

during 1943. Flue-cured tobacco was used in record quantities

due to the high domestic consumption of cigarettes. Lend-lease

shipments were smaller because of the policy not to supply

civilians. The latter were supplied by sales through regular

trade channels. Prices for this tobacco averaged near the 1942

level. The burley tobacco supply was somewhat lower than the

average of 1940-42 and its use was increasing since about 50%
of it was used in cigarettes. The production of the lower priced

cigars and smoking tobacco declined in 1943 while the use of

snuff and chewing tobacco increased because of the prohibition

of smoking in munition plants. The general rising purchasing

U.S. Production of Tobacco by States, 7943 and 7942



TOBAGO
power was reflected in the demand for higher priced cigarettes

and cigars. Some of the cheap brands of cigars and cigarettes

disappeared from the markets. (J. C. Ms.)

Tobago: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Togolcmd: see MANDATES.

TOKYO 697
and the growing power of the Allies. On Dec. 8 he predicted a

Japanese victory in 1944, but warned that the victory would not

be an easy one.

Tojo
in Ulrialfi ( I ^^4"" )> Japanese army officer and states-

JUf nilluM man, was born in Tokyo, the son of Gen. Eikyo

Tojo, master strategist of the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-05. A
graduate of the Military Staff college, in 1915, he went to Ger-

many in 1919 as military attache and studied military strategy.

On Oct. 18, 1941, Tojo, then a lieutenant general, became pre-

mier after Prince Konoye resigned under a bombardment of

criticism for his failure to better relations with the United States

without sacrificing Japan's ambitions to create a "new order" in

the far cast. Tojo also took over the war and home ministry port-

folios. On Dec. 13, 1941, six days after Japan attacked Hawaii,

Tojo said Japan was "fighting in self-defense and the cause of

righteousness."

In Feb. 1943 Tojo was given dictatorial economic and political

powers; a month later these powers were increased. In succes-

sive reorganizations of his cabinet he further added to them by

assuming the portfolios of the minister of education and the

minister of commerce and industry. Throughout the year his

messages to the Japanese emphasized the gravity of the situation

YOKOSUKA NAVAL BASE photographed from one of the U.S. bombers that

raided Tokyo April 18, 1942. The photograph WM released shortly after the

first anniversary of the raid in 1943

f Japan. Pop. (1940)

6,778,804; area, 257 sq.mi.; situated at 35 41' N. and

139 45' E. at the head of the bay of the same name on the south-

eastern coast of Honshu, largest of the Japanese islands. There

were 1,029,695 buildings and dwelling houses in the city (1937).

Except for the surprise raid of General James Doolittle's air

force on April 18, 1942, there had been no direct attack on

Tokyo up to the end of 1943. But toward the end of 1943
Premier Hidcki Tojo and other high officials began to sound

insistent warnings about possible future air attacks, and plans

were announced for emergency civilian occupation, for widening
of streets and for emergency fire-fighting measures.

Tokyo is a self-governing municipality, with an elected city

council and board of aldermen and a mayor, selected by the city

council, at the head of the administration. The municipal budget

for 1939-40 was 256,394,000 yen. Elementary and middle schools,

utilities and public services of various kinds are under the direc-

tion of the municipal administration. But police and fire protec-

tion measures are reserved for the prefcctural authorities. There

were 1,906 elementary and middle schools of all types in Tokyo
in 1937, with 1,118,399 pupils. There were 104 higher schools,

including 22 universities, with 107,302 students. At the end of

1936 Tokyo contained 14,329 factories, employing more than

five workers each, with 403,095 workers. There were 29,633



small workshops, with 47,251 operatives. These figures doubtless

increased considerably in later years, because of the expansion
of the munitions industries. (W. H. CH.)

Tfllhlllfhin Porinr ^ ^ "" ^ Russian army officer, was

lUlDUKIllllf luOUl commander of one of the Russian armies

that destroyed Marshal Fricdrich von Paulus's Sixth German

army at Stalingrad. An excellent tactician, Tolbukhin was highly

regarded as one of the more able of the younger Russian com-

manders. His achievements were recognized by the Russian high

command, and he was twice promoted in 1943, reaching the rank

of colonel general. An expert in the use of cavalry and tanks,

he crushed German defenses at Taganrog in 1943 in a daring
manoeuvre. As a result, the Germans lost an estimated 35,000
dead on the Taganrog battlefield. His force laid siege to the

city of Melitopol for n days and captured it on Oct. 23. The
hand-to-hand fighting in Melitopol's streets was savage. His

troops dashed across the Ukraine flatlands, plugged the German
land outlet for its forces in the Crimea and seized Perekop Nov. i.

^' tomato cr P f *943 was somewhat
less than in 1942 as estimated by the U.S. de-

partment of agriculture, primarily because of a smaller crop for

canning, which offset the increase in production for the fresh

vegetable market. The tomato crop for processing was put at

2,873,000 tons for 1943, compared with 3,166,700 tons in 1942
and an average of 1,813,800 tons for the period 1932-41. This

was because of reduced yields, since the acreage in 1943 was

considerably larger than in 1942. A smaller pack of tomatoes

and tomato products resulted. Ceilings were fixed by the govern-
ment and support prices provided to be maintained into 1944.

Prices to growers ranged from 20% to 50% higher than in 1942.

Between 25% and 30% of the pack was set aside for government

purchases, including most of the new dehydrated lines, which

were about three times as large as in 1942.

The tomato crop for market was estimated to be 37,102,000
bu. compared with 26,572,000 in 1942 and 22,634,000 for the

lo-year period 1932-41. The increases were in the late crop since

the early crop was much smaller in 1943 than in 1942. Prices

U.S. Seasonal Acreage and Production of Tomatoes for Fresh Market,
1943 and 1942

were on a generally higher level than in 1942 and temporary
ceilings were applied in some cases. Demand continued high
and some increase in acreage was suggested by the War Food
administration for 1944. (See also MARKET GARDENING; TRUCK
FARMING.) (J. C. Ms.)

Tongan Island Protectorate: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, BRITISH.

Tongking: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

Second largest city of Canada and capital of the

province of Ontario, Toronto had a population of

667,457 in 1941 and an estimated population of 669,130 in 1943.
Area 35 sq.mi. In 1943, though the greater part of its facilities

continued to be devoted to war purposes, Toronto maintained
its importance as a manufacturing and distributing centre. Trans-

continental and local railway services and the city-owned street
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SOLDIERS ON FURLOUGH from Ft. Dlx, N.J., helped unload trucks of

tomatoes at a nearby canning factory In Aug. 1943
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railway and bus lilies functioned well in spite of greatly increased

traffic, as did the hydroelectric distribution system, also city-

owned. The municipal tax rate was lowered for 1943, and the

city's capital debt was reduced during the year. The hydro-
electric system rebated to its customers one-half of one monthly
account. During 1943 a contract was made for the construction

of a new sewage disposal works. Construction by the dominion

government of a large hospital for war casualties was commenced
on Armistice day, Nov. n, 1943. The city donated the extensive

grounds required. The world-famous Canadian National exhibi-

tion, after 63 years of continuous operation, was discontinued

temporarily in 1943, the site of 350 ac. and numerous buildings

being required for war purposes. (G. R. G.)

Torpedoes: see NAVIES OF THE WORLD; SUBMARINE WARFARE.

Totalitarian State: see GERMANY; SPAIN; UNION OP SOVIET

SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Tnu/Orc Inhn H ( I885- ) U.S. naval officer, was born

lUWGlO, lIUIIII n. in Rome) Ga., January 30, and was

graduated from Annapolis in 1906. One of the first men to

qualify for naval aviation in 1911, he established a world's record

endurance flight in a seaplane in 1912, and was assistant director

of naval aviation during World War I. His competence in avia-

tion was quickly recognized and in May 1919 he organized and

led a unit of flying boats that made the first transatlantic flight

in history. He was assistant chief of the navy department's bu-

reau of aeronautics, 1929-31, was commanding officer of the

United States aircraft carrier "Saratoga," 1937-38, and was made
chief of the bureau of aeronautics in June 1939. In the same

month, he was made a rear-admiral. Adm. Towers was long an

advocate of naval air expansion and was in the vanguard of the

air-minded officers who fought for a vast naval air expansion

program. In Sept. 1942, he was promoted to rank of vice admiral

and given command of the Pacific fleet air force.

Town and Regional Planning.
surveys and planned projects for the postwar period. These were

facilitated by state legislation in more than 20 states to give local
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governments authority to build up postwar reserve funds, draw

up master plans for redevelopment projects, and operate develop-

ment authorities for special projects. Many cities, at the sug-

gestion of the late National Resources Planning board, 'operating

under the powers of the Federal Employment Stabilization act of

1931, prepared six-year programs for public works which could

be undertaken after World War II.

Assisted by the magazine Fortune, the city of Syracuse, N.Y.,

undertook to prepare a modern plan with the active participation

and support of its citizens. The National Resources Planning

board, before its demise, co-operated with three cities Tacoma,

Wash.; Corpus Christi, Tex.; and Salt Lake City, Utah to

apply a new master plan procedure. There was much public

discussion concerning methods of redeveloping the blighted dis-

tricts which have grown up in most cities. Federal-aid legislation

was introduced into congress to facilitate municipal action.

The Omaha World-Herald, following the Citizens Conference

on Planning at Omaha in June 1943, published a series of postwar

planning articles entitled "What Will We Do with Omaha?" The
Dallas News, which had long supported planning, ran a series

of 12 articles on the future of Dallas, in connection with the

revised plan being prepared by Harland Bartholomew and S. Her-

bert Hare.

A number of cities and regions issued reports during 1943, in-

cluding St. Louis county, San Francisco, Cleveland, Chicago and

Portland, Oreg. In Eugene, Oreg., the Register-Guard and a group
of citizens inaugurated a self-help program for postwar projects

and the city voted to raise cash reserves ready for postwar use.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States issued an

account of how Albert Lea, Minn., devised a procedure for

community postwar planning, jobs and production. Almost all

of the larger cities considered new plans for airports and prac-

tically every city was making plans for through highways which,

under a federal law, might for the first time participate in the

regular federal aid on the plan applied from 1916 on to state

highway systems. (See POSTWAR PLANNING.)
In Great Britain there was great planning activity in 1943. The

Barlow, Scott and Uthwatt reports published in 1942, if adopted,

would exercise a profound influence on planning and land-use pat-

terns of local communities. The county of London plan, pre-

pared for the London County council is built around the neigh-

bourhood as the unit and includes better road and rail connections,

extended parks and parkways, and a new distribution of facilities.

Many reports, booklets and articles on town and regional planning

were published during 1943 in England. (See also HOUSING.)
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Once again the distance run-

ning of Sweden's Gunder

Haegg (or Hagg) and Arne Andersson and the pole-vaulting of

California's Cornelius Warmerdam highlighted an otherwise cur-

tailed track and field program on American and other tracks.

Haegg made an eight-race tour of the United States during

June, July and August. Although out of condition from a long

sea voyage on a tanker, the Swedish star did not lose a race

during his U.S. campaign and wound up with American records

in the mile, two mile and i,5oo-metre runs. He started with the

two mile in the National A.A.U. by winning over Greg Rice,

stellar American distance runner, and 20 days later set an

American record of 8 min., 53.8 sec. at Los Angeles. Later in

the trip he lowered the mark to 8:51.3. The last half of Hacgg's
tour was devoted principally to the mile run, and late in July

he set an American record of 4 min., 5.3 sec. Aside from estab-

lishing three U.S. records, the Haegg tour netted approximately

$150,000 for the Army Air Forces Aid society.

While Haegg was barnstorming the United States, Andersson

remained on native Swedish tracks to lower two of the world

records Haegg set the previous year. Andersson's 4:02.6 in the

mile was two full seconds below that of his compatriot, while

his 3:45 in the 1,500 metre bettered Hacgg's record time by 3.8

sec. A movement to bring Andersson to America during the

summer failed, but a campaign was later started to have both

Swedish stars perform in the United States during 1944.

After crashing the i5ft. ceiling consistently for three years,

GUNDER HAEGG, Swedish track star who toured the United Statet in 1943,
on a practice run near Valadalen, a Swedish sports centre
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Warmerdam reached a new high of 15 ft., 8 in. in his last meet

of the 1943 indoor season at Chicago.

Greg Rice, the former Notre Dame runner, was once again

omnipresent in the distance events of the 1943 winter meetings.

Rice ended the winter season with his 6$th consecutive victory

over the longer routes and registered a world indoor record of

8:51.

Harold Davis, former University of California sprinter (in

1943, with the Olympic club of San Francisco), again scored a

"double" in the National A.A.U. championships. As in the 1941 In-

tercollegiate championships, when questionable starting blocks de-

prived him of a record-equalling 9.4 sec. in the loo-yd. dash, Davis

had a possible record nullified because of a strong following wind.

His near-record came in the 200 metre final which he won in

20. 2 sec., one-tenth under Jesse Owen's recognized world mark.

Bill Cummins of Rice joined Davis as the double winners of the

A.A.U. championships, winning both hurdle events. Aside from

Davis* repeats in the 100 and 200 metres and Cummins' in the

no-metre high hurdles, others to retain their championships
were: Cliff Bourland of Southern California in the 400 metre;

Gil Dodds of the Boston A.A. in the 1,500, Ensign Warmerdam of

Del Monte Pre-Flight in the pole vault, Frank Berst of the

New York A.C. in the 56-pound weight and Ensign Bill Brown

of Bainbridge, Md., in the hop, step and jump.
Lieut. Joe McCluskey of the U.S. navy reserve, a 31-year-

old veteran of the American track, won his 24th National A.A.U.

championship in running away with the 3,ooo-metre steeplechase

title. He started winning A.A.U. titles in 1930 and his total is

an all-time record.

Although its squad included only four men, the University

of Southern California won its ninth straight National Inter-

collegiate track and field championship with a. clean-cut victory

over a group of eastern, mid-western and Pacific coast favourites.

U.S.C. scored 46 points to 39 for California and 36 for Rice.

New York university, the eastern favourite as a result of its

I.C.4-A. championship, finished fourth with 32. Cliff Bourland

led the Trojans with a first in the 440 and a third in the 220,

while Jack Trout also contributed 16 points to U.S.C. with

seconds in the 100 and 22o-yd. dashes behind Davis of California.

Edsel Curry's second in the broad jump and Doug Miller's third

in the javelin completed the team work of the Southern California

athletes. U.S.C. and California stood out on the Pacific coast;

Michigan won both the outdoor and indoor championships of

the Big Ten, and New York university topped the east with team

victories in the A.A.U. indoor and I.C.4-A. outdoor champion-

ships.

Indoor Track. The consistent winning of Rice, Warmerdam
and Hugh Short of Georgetown, plus the ever-changing supremacy
in the classic mile, featured the 1943 indoor season. Short tied

the world record of 1:10.2 in the 6oo-metre run and was un-

beaten in the middle-distance event before he went into the army
in mid-February.

Winter-long competition in the mile run found honours almost

evenly divided among Frank Dixon of New York university,

Gilbert Dodds of Boston AA, Earl Mitchell of the University

of Indiana, and Don Burnham of Dartmouth. Dixon won the

National A.A.U. indoor title, but Dodds turned in the season's

fastest time of 4:08.5.

Herbert Thompson of Jersey City led the indoor sprinting with

a world record-equalling 6.x in the 6o-yd. dash of the National

A.A.U. meet He later lowered the 45-yd. mark to 4.8 sec., but

the distance was not recognized as a legitimate test by the

A.A.U.

New York university became the first college team to win the

Indoor A.A.U. team crown by edging out New York Athletic

club, the defending champion, 27 to 26. N.Y.U. easily won the

Intercollegiate Indoor championships with 48 points to 2o for

second-place Fordham.

Women. Stella Walsh entered her nth year of U.S. women's

track and field dominance to carry the Polish Olympic Women's
A.C. of Cleveland to the team championship in the annual

A.A.U. tournament. Miss Walsh won three events loo-metre,

2oo-metre and broad jump to score 30 points, the same total

she contributed in 1942. Led by the former Olympic cham-

pion's contribution, the Cleveland Polish group dethroned

Tuskegee institute as team champion with 8y points to 77^

Bwf U.S. Track and Field Performance (Outdoor), 1943

too Yards

9.5 sec. Davis, California; MctcaH, Okla-
homa Aggies; Parker. Jefferson, Tex.,
H.S.

g,6 Shy, Missouri; Pettit, Navy.' '

330 Yards

20.6 sec. Parker, Jefferson, Tex., H.S.
C
A/myf O'Reilly, Corpus

i6-lb. Shot Put

54 ft., oH in. Audct. So. California.

52-3f Aussieker. Missouri.

5I.7K Mayer, tf.Y.V.

51.3^ Delaney, Olympic Club.

50.2^ Brown. U.S. Naval Acad.

'74 *" in.-Cannon, Staten Is. navy

440 Yards

48.1 sec. Fulton, Stanford.

48.3 Morris, Army.
48.5 liourland, So. California.

48.7 Barcena. Howard Payne college.

48.9 Kclley, Illinois.

8So Yards

min., 53.6 sec. Nowicki, Fordham.
153.y Klemmer, California.

'55-3 Swanzey, Washington.
.54 Fulton. Stanford.

:54-2 Hulsc, New York A.C.

One Mile

4 min., 5.3 sec. Ilaegg, Sweden.

oor
i'55-*l>cbu, Nebraska.
i53.7^~Fox, Olympic Club.

Pole Vault
, . _ . __ t _, _

*5 ft. 4 in. Warmerdam, Del Monte Pre-

\^\\ xr
14.1 Deticld, Minnesota.
I4.o>< (Janslen. Camp Crowdcr.
M-o-Morcom, New Hampshire; Moore,

Olympic Club.

High Jump
6 ^ 8 in<__Watkins, Texas Aggies; Shef-

fie
.^

Utah.
6.?H Smith, Stanford.
6.7% Donovan, Drake.
^-Williamson, Camp Pickett.

Two
8 min., 51,3 sec. Haegg, Sweden.
9:12.2 Rice, New York A.C.
9:15.7 Dodds, Boston A.A.
9:17.1 Thompson, Texas.

9:22.6 Wilt, Columbia Navy.

High Hurdles

14 sec. Tate, Oklahoma Aggies.
14.1 Cummins, Rice.

14.4 Fiewger, L

24 ft., ii in. Tatc. Oklahoma Aggies.
24.10 Lewis, RanKJn.C.C.
24.J< Christopher. Rice.

24.3 Curry, So. California.

24.2^ Juikovich, California.

Javelin Throw

203 ft.,W in. Marshall, Kirkland Field-
202.10 Henderson, Texas Aggies.
202.9 Smith, Tulane R.O.T.C.
202.5 Biler, Olympic Club.
202. i>j Cast, Iowa State.

Hammer Throw

169 ft., ii# in. Cruikshank, Camp Pick-
ett.

165.0^ Dreyer, New York A.C.
163.10 Williams, Olympic Club.
163.2^ Folwartshny, New York A.C.

* Huber, New York A.C.

, Lawrence; Nichols, Okla
homa Aggies.

14.6 Biewenner, unattached, California

Low Hurdles

22.8 sec. Dillard, Baldwin-Wallace.
23.0 Buschman, Michigan State.

23.5 Alexander, Missouri.

23.8 Cummins, Rice.

23.9 HaJiburton, N.Y.U.

for the Negro school. Alice Coachman of Tuskegee was second

in individual scoring with 28 points, including firsts in the

50-metre and high jump and a second in the loo-metre. Frances

Corn of Cleveland was the other double winner of the tourna-

ment with victories in the shot-put and discus throw.

(M. P. W.)

Trade Agreements: see INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Trade Commission, Federal: see FEDERAL TRADE COMMIS-
SION.

Trade Unions: see LABOUR UNIONS.

Traffic Accidents: see ACCIDENTS.

Trailer Coaches.
From Oct. 1942 and during 1943, ap-

proximately 36,000 trailer coaches were

manufactured for the purpose of temporarily housing war-work-

ers and construction workers. These were purchased by the

Federal Housing administration as a stop-gap housing expedient

until more permanent accommodations could be provided.

Standard equipment of a trailer coach consisted of a mobile

unit on either single or dual axles and wheels, 18 ft. to 24 ft.
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long, 7 ft. 6 in. wide, 6 ft. 6 in. interior height. The interior

could be divided into one, two or three rooms by means of

movable partitions. Studio couches with sleeping accommodations

for four persons, 6-volt and no-volt wiring systems, oil heater,

cooking stove, refrigerator, lighting fixtures, sink with attach-

ments to be hooked up to city water supply, insulated floor, roof

and walls, and adequate ventilation, were part of the regular

equipment. Exterior coverings were of Homasote, Masonite,

leatherette, steel or a number of other materials. Interiors were

usually panelled in gumwood, birch, maple or mahogany.
Because of the lack of tires and axles in 1943, trailer coaches

were moved to government locations where the running gear was

removed and returned to a pool. This running gear could then

be used to relocate trailers or move them from the factory to

their destination. The trailer coach thus became a semi-perma-
nent home, available for instant removal to other locations when

necessity demanded. (P. E.)

Trans-Jordan.
Trans-Jordan lies to the east of Palestine,

bounded on the north by Syria, on the

northeast by Iraq, on the southeast and south by Saudi Arabia.

It is an Arab principality which, under a local Arab adminis-

tration, forms part of the British-mandated territory of Palestine

(q.v.). Like the land west of the Jordan, it continued in 1943
under the supervision of the British high commissioner for Pales-

tine and Trans-Jordan, Sir Harold Alfred MacMichael, repre-

sented in Trans-Jordan by a British resident, Alec S. Kirkbride.

The prince of Trans-Jordan is Emir Abdullah ibn Hussein; the

prime minister (1943), Tawfiq Abdul Huda. Area: 34,740 sq.mi.;

pop. c. 350,000. Religion: Mohammedan, with about 30,000 na-

tive Christians. Capital, Amman, the ancient Rabbat Ammon.
Chief cities: Amman (25,000), Es-Salt, Maan.

History. During 1943 the country continued to be an impor-

tant bulwark of the British efforts to coiftolidate the middle east-

ern front against any expansion of axis influences. Emir Abdullah

adhered faithfully to all his treaty obligations, and under his

leadership the Arabic tribes of the country remained loyal to

the alliance with Great Britain. The prime minister of Trans-

Jordan visited Egypt and discussed there with the prime minister

problems connected with the future unity of air Arab lands.

These negotiations were part of those carried on during the

whole year among Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and all the other

Arab countries to lay the foundations for a common Arab policy

after the war.

Finance, Education, Communication. In 1940-41 revenue

amounted to 388,455 and grants in aid from the British govern-

ment to 95,110, the expenditure to 465,807 on the ordinary and

44,766 on the extraordinary budget. The value of the local

currency is identical with that of British currency. The public

debt is insignificant; it amounted in 1943 to 155,107. The eco-

nomic life of the country is still primitive, many of the inhabi-

tants leading a nomadic or semi-nomadic life. Important are the

phosphate deposits and the potash found in the Dead sea. Il-

literacy is still wide spread, but the government spent 27,874

on education, and in addition there were numerous private

schools. The Hejaz railroad runs through the country from north

to south, but it is of less importance than the newly built 1,400

mi. of good motor road connecting the country with Palestine,

Syria and Iraq. (H. Ko.)

Transylvania: see HUNGARY; RUMANIA.

Dayton war-plant toolmaker, won the 1943 title in a six-way
shoot-off. Tied with five other marksmen with 97 targets out of

a possible 100, Rogers knocked over 47 out of 50 to lead the

shoot-off.

Paul Wagner of Lima, 0., virtually had the Grand American

handicap clinched in the extra shoot, but missed the last two

targets to finish one behind Rogers.

The all-around championship of the annual shoot at Vandalia,

0., went to Herschel Cheek, a police officer at Clinton, Ind.,

with 478 out of a possible 500. His father, Ben F. Cheek, won
the Grand American in 1936. The younger Cheek also aided

Indiana in winning the 1943 state team championship with 976
out of 1,000. Indiana also captured the champion of champions
title on the performance of L. E. Smith of Peru. Smith was

tied with Walter Tulbert of Detroit and Gene Wenz of Louis-

ville, each with 99 out of 100, and won in the shoot-off with

49 in a possible 50. Further honours to Indiana came by the

victory of Orla C. Booher of Farmland, Ind., in the North

American Amateur championship. Booher broke 200 straight

targets to win.

Rudy Etchen, shooting instructor at Navy Pier, Chicago, broke

the last 65 targets in a row to repeat as National doubles cham-

pion. He scored 96 out of 100 as compared with his winning

94 last year. J. R. Hinkle of Corsicana, Tex., won the North

American Professional title with 195 targets out of 200.

Skipper Winski, 1 7-year-old high school student from Wells-

burg, W.Va., featured the women's firing in the annual tests with

victories in the Grand American and the Preliminary handicap.

She won both shoots with 90 targets out of 100. Miss Winski

was the first woman to take two titles in the same year. James
A. Sabata of David City, Neb., won the men's phase of the Pre-

liminary handicap with 98 out of 100. Florence Mos of Cin-

cinnati gave Ohio a place in the women's championships by

winning the North American i6-yd. event. Tied with Mrs.

George Cameron of Houston, Tex., the defending champion, in

the regular shoot at 192, Miss Mos won the shoot-off with 23

targets to Mrs. Cameron's 22.

The 1943 Grand American was modified considerably because

of war conditions. It was cut from four to three days and in-

cluded 500 targets instead of the usual 950. (M. P. W.)

Treasury, U.S. Department of: see GOVERNMENT DEPART-

MENTS AND BUREAUS.

TreWtsch-lincoln. Ignatius

s*ate * ^io took possession of its

I3th Grand American handicap in the 44-

year history of the event when Jasper Rogers, 35-year-old

Paks, Hungary, of orthodox Jewish parentage. He left home at the

age of 18, became a converted Protestant in Berlin, studied at the

Anglican seminary in Montreal where he became qualified as a

curate and found a position as vicar of a church in Kent, Eng-

land. He later renounced his vows, became secretary to a rich

manufacturer, and was elected to the house of commons in 1910.

After a three-year term on charges of forgery (1916-19), he was

stripped of his British citizenship and expelled. He went to the

United States, was expelled in 1922, and then migrated to the

far east, where he became financial adviser to the Chinese Mar-

shal Wu Pei Fu and later counsellor to Pu-Yi, Japanese puppet
ruler of Manchuria. He next turned up in the robes of a Buddhist

monk in Peiping in 1926. He returned to Europe in 1932 to seek

converts to Buddhism, but was politely and firmly escorted to

the border of each country he visited. He closed the last years

of his adventurous career in relative quiet in Shanghai, where he

lived as a Buddhist monk.

Trebitsch-Lincoln died in Shanghai, Oct. 7, according to a

Japanese news dispatch.
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Trinidad: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Tripoli: see ABRASIVES.

Trolley Busts: see ELECTRIC TRANSPORTATION.

Total production of n major vegetables

grown for canning and drying in 1943 was

about 14% smaller than in 1942 but 50% larger than the lo-year

average 1932-41, reflecting the very rapid growth in the process-

ing industry. The total canned pack of vegetables was expected

to be three-fourths that of the 1942-43 season but slightly

larger than the 5-year average. The 1943 harvested acreage of

truck crops for processing was 1,902,150, a reduction of 3%
from the 1942 harvest of 1,968,050 ac. but 49% above the

lo-year average for 1932-41 of 1,275,960 ac. Lighter yields were

due to droughts in the area extending from the Ozarks eastward

into Tennessee and in the Atlantic coast states of Maryland and

Delaware. Yields of all truck crops except asparagus and beets

were below 1942 but on the average above the lo-year average.

TdbU 1. U.S. Production, Acreage and Price per Ton of ? 1 Truck Cropi for

Commercial Processing, 7943 and 1942

Table II. U.S. Cold-Storage Holdings of Frozen Vegetable*,
Dec. 1, 1943 and Dec. 1, 1942

Since one-fourth to one-third of the vegetable pack was set

aside for government purchase from the 1943 crop, the amount
for civilian consumption was sharply reduced. A larger quantity
was dehydrated than in 1942, but most of that was reserved

for military and lend-lease uses.

A price-support program was in effect on eight important truck

crops in 1943 tomatoes, sweet corn, snap beans, lima beans,

green peas, beets, carrots and cabbage. Prices ranged from 20%
to 50% above those of 1942. To encourage canning, the War
Food administration announced in July a program to purchase,
until July 1944, all quantities of 10 products offered at 95% of

the canners* net ceiling price. (J. C. Ms.)

Trucks: see AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR; MOTOR TRANS-

PORTATION.

Truman UAfitj ChmnA (1884- ), U.S. politician, was

Truman, Harry Snippe bom May 8 m Lamar
,
MO .

After finishing high school he worked at sundry jobs, enlisted

in the army during World War I and served overseas as a

captain. With the aid of the Pendergast machine, he became

judge of the Jackson county court, 1922-24, and was presiding

judge, 1926-34. Truman was elected to the national senate in

1934 and was returned in 1940. Although he was sponsored

originally by Boss Pendergast, Truman's sincerity and record

were unquestioned. During his first senate term, Truman

emerged as an investigator of talent while serving with the com-

mittee investigating railroads. Early in his second term, he was

made head of a special senate committee created in Feb. 1941 to

investigate the U.S. national defense program. Empowered only

to investigate and recommend, the committee soon became a

powerful instrument against waste and corruption in the fulfilling

of war contracts. It saved $250,000,000 on army construction,

shed light on I. G. Farbenindustrie's alleged cartel agreement
with Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, disclosed hoarding
of contracts by large firms at the expense of small, bared fake

inspections of inferior steel, revealed manufacture of defective

warplanes by a large plant and criticized dollar-a-year men as

lobbyists for industry. In Dec. 1943, Truman blasted the war

department for construction of the Canol pipe line, disclosing

that $134,000,000 had been expended on a project that produced

only 479 bbl. of oil daily.

( I857?~i943), Swedish politician, was a

jurist of long standing before going into

politics in 1897 as member of the first chamber of the Swedish

parliament. He held this seat for 40 years, was a leader in the

Conservative party and succeeded to the premiership in 1923.

This cabinet fell, however, in the following year. In 1928 he

was named to the foreign affairs ministry, a post from which he

resigned in 1930. He was a delegate to the League of Nations

in 1929, but did not regard the League as a guarantee for peace-

ful peoples against aggressor nations. In the years following

World War I he called for greater co-operation among Scandi-

navian countries, suggesting that they pool together as an organ-

ized force in European politics. He died in Stockholm, Sept. 23,

according to an American-Swedish news exchange.

Diagnosis and Case Finding. Every re-

actor to tuberculin has tuberculosis in some

stage of its evolution; therefore, Collins, Lotz, Lyght and others

emphasized the necessity of the tuberculin test in all examinations

for tuberculosis.

The following examinations and findings for pulmonary tuber-

culosis were reported: in Uruguay of 134,209 persons examined,

13-4%; in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil of 8,893 state officers and

employees examined, 1.45%; in Santiago, Chile of 25,556 em-

ployees examined, 899; in Buenos Aires, Argentina of 62,349 per-

sons examined, 3.08%.

Among 75,000 royal air force personnel gross tuberculosis was

present in 38 women and 196 men, while among 30,000 recruits

for the women's auxiliary air force 102 had tuberculosis. In 53,-

400 examinations of men in the army of the United States, active

tuberculosis of the lungs was found in approximately 10 of every

10,000 examined. It was stated that among inductees for all serv-

ices i% had been rejected. The New York City Health depart-

ment examination of 114,130 national guardsmen and selective

service registrants revealed 435 with active and 721 with arrested

pulmonary tuberculosis. In U.S. war industries of 194,986 persons

examined, 1.3% had tuberculosis, of whom 53.6% were in the

minimal, ,43.3% in moderately advanced, and 3.1% in the far

advanced stage.

Special Organizations and Projects. Many Kentucky coun-

ties made mandatory X-ray inspections of the chest of each

tuberculin reactor before graduation from high school. In Peoria,

111., this was extended to every member of the school personnel.

Of 73,000 college students tested with tuberculin, 21.8% reacted.

In 311 colleges with tuberculosis control programs, 744 new cases
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of tuberculosis were diagnosed among 558,075 students. The

American School Health association devised a plan for certifying

individual schools or whole school systems which met certain

qualifications in the control of tuberculosis.

In New York state examination of 7,187 patients admitted to

general hospitals (in whom tuberculosis was not suspected) dis-

closed 201 with reinfection type of disease. The Minnesota State

Medical association recommended that all patients admitted to

hospitals be examined for tuberculosis, as well as the personnel.

Several states took cognizance of the seriousness of tuberculosis

in institutions for the mentally ill and appointed full-time direc-

tors of these activities.

Examination of 1,000 pregnant Negro women at the Provident

hospital in Chicago revealed 1.8% with active and 1.1% with in-

active tuberculosis. This was approximately the same incidence

as among non-pregnant women examined at the same hospital and

in other parts of the country.

The Minnesota State Medical association continued to develop

a state-wide tuberculosis control program, with Meeker county as

its demonstration area. The Texas association developed a similar

program. Eight Minnesota counties have been accredited, on the

basis of low mortality and low infection rates.

Gross sale of tuberculosis Christmas seals in the United States

amounted to $9,390,000 in 1942 and $11,000,000 was the 1943

goal. Most associations supported by seals worked on case-finding

among industrial workers and following up rejectees.

Treatment. In the United States there were 468 tuberculosis

hospitals to which more than 100,000 patients were admitted.

The problem of personnel was serious. This, with the discovery

of large numbers of cases, made proper isolation facilities diffi-

cult in some places.

It was anticipated that many patients must be treated in their

homes; hence, the National Tuberculosis association issued four

manuals on Home Care of Tuberculosis.

In Chile 536 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis treated by am-

bulatory artificial pneumothorax did as well as 146 cases treated

by pneumothorax in sanatoriums. This finding coincides with

that of a number of tuberculosis workers in various parts of the

world. Total surgical removal of a diseased lobe or an entire lung

continued to attract considerable interest.

Investigations continued on the effects of the sulfonamides on

tuberculosis in animals and man. Excellent results were obtained

in animals. Encouraging reports were made op the effect on tu-

berculosis in man.

Mortality. Throughout the world tuberculosis and malaria

ran parallel as the first cause of death. In the South American

nations tuberculosis was second.

In Rio de Janeiro it continued in first place, causing 17.76%
of the deaths from all causes.

In Great Britain from 1939 to 1941 the increase in tuberculosis

mortality was n% for males and 13% for females. Tuberculous

patients were evacuated from many institutions in Sept. 1939 and

large numbers with contagious tuberculosis returned to society.

The demand for labour brought into activity many persons evac-

uated from sanatoriums who still had contagious tuberculosis and

spread it. The evacuation of town populations ,to the country

resulted In children being supplied with raw milk containing

tubercle bacilli. Among evacuated children up to the age of 10

there was a relative increase of 50% in mortality. The Medical

Research council recommended: i. All milk must be heated so

that tubercle bacilli are killed. 2. Finding all unsuspected tuber-

culous persons. 3. Isolation of contagious cases. This was so

effective that no more persons died in 1942 than in the prewar

year 1938.

Among the French population tuberculosis increased 30% and

in Paris there was an alarming number of consumptives between

the ages of 50 and 60 years.

Of the United Nations the United States was unique in its

tuberculosis death rate. Among Metropolitan industrial policy-

holders for the first nine months of 1943, it was 3.5% below that

of 1942.

Tuberculosis Among Animals. In Great Britain about 40%
of the cattle had tuberculosis and over 6% of all farms distrib-

uted milk containing tubercle bacilli.

The incidence of tuberculosis among cattle in Argentina was

5%, while among milk cows it ranged from 25% to 70%. In 1941

over 22,000,000 Ib. of meat were condemned. In Buenos Aires

25% to 40% of samples of raw milk were found to contain tu-

bercle bacilli; in La Plata 15% to 25%; in Cordoba 12.2%.

Wight reported that in the United States between 1917 and

1943 the tuberculin test was administered to 262,235,544 cattle;

3,854,078 reactors were slaughtered. Of the 9,308,936 tested in

1943, only 0.18% reacted. Smith showed decrease of tubercu-

losis in man in close association with the control of the disease

among cattle.

Inspection of carcasses of 56,867,080 swine slaughtered in 1943

resulted in sterilization or condemnation of 26,711 for tuberculo-

sis. From 1925 to 1943 the tuberculin test was administered to

296,475,771 fowls, of which 4.4% reacted.

Prevention. With no dependable immunizing agent available,

emphasis was placed on protection against exposure to contagious

cases by finding, isolating and retaining them in institutions, and

keeping the disease in animals under control.

In England the ministry of health intensified the offensive

against pulmonary tuberculosis by examining large numbers of

apparently healthy persons. The government provided for spe-

cial maintenance allowances so that those found to have the dis-

ease could undergo treatment.

It had long been advocated that all immigrants be examined

on or before admission to any nation. This was first accomplished
when Mexican workers taken to the United States to harvest in

California were examined in Mexico City.

The Michigan department of health supervised examinations

in Dallas and San Antonio of migrant field workers who sought

employment in Michigan and neighbouring states, in an effort to

prevent the entry of tuberculous workers. These procedures
were borrowed from the veterinarians, who have used them for

decades to prevent tuberculosis among cattle.
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Tung Oil: see VEGETABLE OILS AND ANIMAL FATS.
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^e ^un^sten supply improved materially during
III1150lull* 1943, after having been more or less short after

the start of World War II. At the end of the year 1943 the

supply was approximately in balance with the demand for war
and essential industrial uses. While nothing was reported on

output in the United States after 1941, it was known that new

deposits were discovered and developed, to produce amounts of

tungsten far greater than had been anticipated, and, in view

of the conditions in China and Burma, it might well be that the

United States was in 1943 one of the world's leading tungsten

producers.

Portugal and Spain were the only sources of supply open to

Germany. Both of these were at least nominally neutral coun-

tries, and there was sharp competition between British and Ger-

man buyers, to secure the output, and prices ran up to fantastic

figures. While the British supply was not all that it might be, it

was far superior to the German, and British buying was as much
a measure to keep the metal out of the hands of the Germans
as to secure it for their own use. It was understood that the

export regulations in Portugal permitted unlimited export of

tungsten to either Great Britain or Germany, if it was produced in

a mine owned by nationals of that country, but the output of

other mines was allocated for export by the government. As a re-

suit of this ownership basis of export permits, it developed that in

order to secure greater amounts for export to Germany, Germans
were using devious legal manipulations in order to secure control

of British-owned mines.

Spain was a less important producer than Portugal, the respec-

tive outputs of concentrates in 1942 being 1,045 and 3,175 short

tons. During the first half of 1943 the output rate in Portugal

dropped slightly, but in Spain it almost doubled.

Canada had only a relatively small output of tungsten, but

developed some output as a war measure. The supply situation

was improved to such an extent that no more government con-

tracts would be placed, and the development work that was being

done on some new properties was discontinued. (See also BUSI-

NESS REVIEW; MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.)

(G. A. Ro.)

Tunisia: see FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE.

There was no tunnel construction during 1943 ex-

cept that which had some bearing on the world-

wide conflict. World War I proved that tunnels as works of de-

fense at fighting fronts were of doubtful value. However, in home
defense the system of passenger transport tube tunnels at com-

paratively great depths below ground surface in London proved to

be safe shelter from bombing raids; these tunnels lie within the

non-water bearing earth stratum called London clay. On the

other hand a tragic case of unsafe shelter in the highway tunnels

under the river Elbe at Hamburg was reported in a Reuters dis-

patch of Aug. 24, which stated that 18,000 persons were drowned

within these tunnels as a result of Allied air bombing. These

iron-lined tunnels were in super-saturated sands of the riverbed,

New York city during the month of March 1943, placed 42 of

its 85 mi. of Delaware Aqueduct tunnel into limited operation.

This link of the project was in its final stages, lining of the rock

bores with concrete at a rate of over 80 ft. per day.

The New York City Tunnel authonty under an appropriation

made by the state legislature made studies for the construction

of a highway tunnel under the Narrows from Brooklyn to Staten

Island; the tunnelling would be about 10,000 ft. long at great

depth below the ship channel.

The first link of Chicago's passenger transportation tunnels was

put in public operation during the month of October. This part

of the system was the so-called State street line about five miles

long.

The U.S.A. pioneer and highly successful highway in the twin

Liberty tunnels at Pittsburgh, built over 20 years before, was

greatly rehabilitated in 1943 with an improved drainage system,

renewed surfacing of roadways, glazed tile lining, new lighting

and improved carbon monoxide recording apparatus. These twin

tunnels, about 6,000 ft. long, in the elimination of severe grades

and long detours were built through solid rock ridge.

The building of a tunnel for the Chesapeake & Ohio railway

through the Blue Ridge mountains was continued and excavation

advanced to near completion towards the end of the year. This

tunnel superseded one built in the '505 to the plans of engineer

Col. Claudius Grozet. The old tunnel became inadequate to ac-

commodate large modern cars, therefore the government per-

mitted this new work to continue because of its freight-carrying

capacity in prosecution of the war.

In northern California the Pacific Gas & Electric company

completed the 23,200 ft. of its Pit River No. 5 aqueduct tunnel.

This is a ig-ft. diameter tunnel for hydroelectric power, adding
m these times 160,000 k.v.a. to the war production effort.

The city of Denver, Colo., conducted preliminary work on

behalf of a very extensive projected addition to its water supply
and incidentally electric power service, in the form of a diversion

project on the Blue river. The plan included a tunnel, 22 mi.

long, from near Dillon to the north fork of the South Platte river.

Of the two enormous 5o-ft. diameter spillway tunnels at

Boulder dam, the one on the Arizona side of the river suffered

extensive erosion by scour at the foot of its steep inclination

from the great hydraulic descent of over 500 ft. Its counterpart

on the Nevada side remained intact. This damage was discovered

in Dec. 1941, after the tunnel had been about four months in

operation. The matter of restoration involving exploration, study
and the work itself presented an intricate problem with the result

the work, under considerable difficulties, was not completed until

April 1943.

In London the war shortage of metals such as cast iron so

generally used as a structural lining in shield-driven tunnels led

to the use of a substitute, ferro-concrete, in the construction of

the London Transport board tubes within the London clay. This

new type of lining was in every respect similar to the standard

troughed cast iron lining with segments bolted together through

flanges longitudinally and transversely. The thickness of flanges

and skin were necessarily greater than for cast iron and to the

extent of increasing the displacement diameter by only 3 in. and

at a reputed saving in cost of about 20%. This substitution

permitted the building of stretches of tunnel, for air-raid shelter,

which later could be absorbed in future tunnel extension.

Mexico City, or more strictly the Federal District of Mexico,

added to its existing means of drainage and in so doing was driv-

ing a tunnel of a capacity of 1,920 cu.ft. per second, 7 mi. long

entirely in rock. This city was also constructing a great addition

to its supply of drinking water by a large project requiring the

construction of a tunnel in rock about 9 mi. long and of 191 cu.ft.

per second capacity. In the state of Puebla, Mexico, adjoining

the city of Puebla, a tunnel in rock of a capacity of 1,765 cu.ft

per second and about 7 mi. long was being constructed for the

purpose* of irrigation. (J. FE.)

Turkestan, Chinese: see SINKIANG.

TlirlfOV
^ republic in southeastern Europe and western Asia.

I II llvCJ. Area 296,500 sq.mi.; pop. (Oct. 20, 1940) 17,-

869,901. Capital, Ankara. Chief cities: Istanbul (789,346);

Izmir (184,362); Ankara (i55,544); Seyhan (89,990); Bursa



(77,348); Eskisehir (60,614); Gaziantep (57,3*4)- Religion,

Mohammedan. President (1943), General Ismet Inonu; Premier,

Siikru Saracoglu.

History. On March 8, 1943, General Ismet Inb'nti was unani-

mously re-elected by the Turkish parliament for a second four-

year term as president of the Turkish republic. Shortly after-

wards elections were held. The new chamber, like the preceding

ones, was composed of members of the Republican People's party,

the official party. The cabinet remained on the whole the same

except for four minor changes.

During the year Turkey reaffirmed in a more and more deter-

mined way her alliance with Great Britain and drew closer to the

United States and to the soviet union. This shift in Turkish

policy from neutrality to non-belligerency on the side of the

United Nations coincided with the growing strength of the latter.

After his conference with President Roosevelt at Casablanca,

Prime Minister Churchill went to Turkey as a guest of the Turk-

ish government and met President Inonu at the end of January
at Adana near the Syrian border. As a result of this meeting
"the bonds of friendship and mutual good will and understand-

ing between Turkey and the United Kingdom (were) confirmed

and still further strengthened. . . ." In continuing these talks,

the British commander-in-chief in the middle east, General Sir

Henry Maitland Wilson, visited Ankara from April 15 to April

19, to arrange for a flow of Allied war material to Turkey.
This new confirmation of the alliance with Britain was fol-

lowed as a result of British and American diplomatic efforts by
a rapprochement between Turkey and the soviet union, which

was officially confirmed by the Turkish premier in a speech de-

livered on June 15 before the final session of the sixth congress

of the Turkish Republican People's party.

The climax in the improved relations between Turkey and the

United Nations was reached when the Turkish president met with

President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill in Cairo on

Dec. 4-6, 1943. The official communiqu6 stated that the Cairo

meeting bore "striking testimony to the strength of the alliance

which unites Great Britain and Turkey, and to the firm friend-

ship existing between the Turkish people and the United States of

America and the soviet union. The study of all problems in a

spirit of understanding and loyalty showed that the closest unity

existed between the participating countries in their attitude to

the world situation. The conversations have consequently been

most useful and most fruitful for the future relations between

the four countries concerned." The closer alliance between Turkey
and the United Nations did not fail to produce a deep impression

on the peoples of the Balkans, especially on the axis satellites, and

by the end of the year feverish German military preparations in

Bulgaria, and Turkish counter-measures were reported.

A tax law adopted in Dec. 1942 had provided that tax payers

who did not settle their debts within one month would be com-

pelled to labour on public works until they had completely set-

tled their debt. Unfortunately the tax was assessed in 1943 in

secret commissions without the right of appeal and was handled

in such a way that while it was applied most leniently towards

Mohammedans, it was so severely handled in the case of Greek

and Yugoslav nationals and the Christian (mostly Greek and

Armenian) and Jewish minorities of Turkish nationality, that

many of them were forced out of business and were transported to

labour camps in the distant parts of eastern Anatolia. This pro-

cedure aroused protests, not only by the Turkish minorities but

also by the Greek and other governments whose nationals were

involved, and Turkey decided on Dec. 2, 1943, to release the

tax defaulters, whose number was estimated at 30,000.

Education. In 1940 there were 9,739 schools with 26,282

teachers and 1,049,816 students. The total expenditure on edu-

-

TURKISH TROOPS unloading crates of U.S.-made bombs shipped to Turkey
under (end-lease agreement in 1943

cation by the government in 1940 was T,32, 507,374. There were

two universities, one in Istanbul and one in Ankara.

Finance. Revenue for 1942-43 was estimated at T.394,-

328,340, expenditure at ^394,326,938. The public debt amounted

on May 31, 1939 to ^619,385,681. The monetary unit is the

Turkish pound (T.) valued at approximately 76 cents U.S. in

1942.

Trade and Communication. Trade naturally showed the

fluctuation of wartime conditions. In 1940 imports amounted

to T.68,90o,ooo and exports to T. 11,400,000. The chief im-

porters to Turkey in 1940 were Italy, Great Britain, Germany
and the United States, while the Turkish exports went to Italy,

United States, Great Britain and Germany. Turkey imported

mineral oils and coal, machinery, iron and steel manufactures,

cotton piece goods, paper and paper manufactures, chemicals,

tea, coffee and cocoa, and rubber manufactures. The principal

exports were tobacco, cotton, hazelnuts, mohair, olive oil, raisins,

wool, opium, chrome, barley.

Turkey had on July i, 1940 a merchant marine of 290 ships of

217,381 gross tons. The length of
%
the railway lines on Dec. 31,

1940 was 4,609 mi., of which 4,339 mi. were owned by the state.

Agriculture and Industry. The Turkish government in the

early 19208 undertook a program of industrialization, and a

number of modern textile, paper, glass and other factories were

constructed. Yet the main industry of the country remained

agriculture, which also was being modernized with the help of

the government. Besides cereals, tobacco, opium, figs, raisins,

nuts and almonds are grown. Silk, mohair, skins and hides and

olive oil are important products, and the breeding of sheep and

goats is of great importance. (H. Ko.)
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706 TUSSAUD, J. T UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
(1858-1943), British sculp- of the Iskra (The Spark), a newspaper founded by Lenin. Dmitri

Tussaud, John Theodore tor and director <* Mmc .

Tussaud's famous Waxworks museum in London, was born May 2

in Kensington. He was the great-grandson of Mme. Tussaud,

founder of the original museum which included models of the

victims of the French revolution, a collection originally carved

in wood to withstand the rigours of travel. Tussaud contributed

over 1,000 models of famous celebrities of his period and wrote

The Romance of Madame Tussaud's (1920). Tussaud died in

London, Oct. 13.

TVA: see TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.

Twentieth Century Fund.
lie education on economic questions, it was founded in 1919
and endowed by the late Edward A. Filene, Boston merchant

and philanthropist. The entire income of the fund is devoted

to its own research and educational work.

The fund is governed by a board of trustees composed of

leaders in education, business, government and the professions

who serve without compensation and are zealous in maintaining
the nonpartisan character of all fund activities.

The fund's basic aim is to help the American people solve

some of their chief economic problems by objective fact finding

and the formulation of programs for action. For each survey a

research staff is set up to find the facts. The research findings

are reviewed by a special committee of qualified citizens of

diverse views who then formulate policies in the public interest.

The fund itself expresses no views in its publications and the

research staffs and committees are given complete freedom in

their work. Both the factual findings and the program for action

are published in book form and are further given the widest pos-

sible circulation through the press, pamphlets, radio programs, etc.

Surveys deal with such subjects as taxation, the costs of dis-

tributing goods, housing, collective bargaining, the electric power

industry, and postwar economic problems and activities.

After 1942, a major part of the fund's resources was devoted

to the economic problems to be faced in the postwar era. The
officers of the fund in 1943 were-: John H. Fahey, president;

Henry S. Dennison, chairman, executive committee; Percy S.

Brown, treasurer; Evans Clark, executive director; J. Frederic

Dewhurst, economist. Address: 330 West 42nd street, New York

18, New York. (E. CK.)

U-Boots: see SUBMARINE WARFARE.

Uganda: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

Ulster: see IRELAND, NORTHERN.

Ulyanov
1 Dmitri ( I8 74~ I 943)> Russian politician and med-

ical research scientist, younger brother of

Nikolai Lenin, was born in Simbirsk (now Ulyanovsk). He stud-

ied at the Simbirsk gymnasium, at Kazan and Samara universi-

ties and was graduated from the latter school in 1893. The fol-

lowing year he entered the medical faculty of the University of

Moscow. He became a revolutionary after the death of his

eldest brother, Alexander, who was executed in 1891 for having

belonged to the terrorist group that attempted, unsuccessfully,

to assassinate Tsar Alexander III. Dmitri Ulyanov joined the

Marxist student circle at the University of Moscow and became

actively connected with the workers' revolutionary committee.

He was jailed in 1897, paroled the next year, and completed
his medical studies at Yurevski university, 1901. He then joined
the state service as physician. He, held his revolutionary activity

in check during his brother's exile
1 and in 1903 joined the staff

Ulyanov joined the bolshevists and was a member of the bol-

shevist centre in Kiev. He was again arrested in 1904 and

again imprisoned for his revolutionary activity. During the

bolshevist revolution, he was staff member of a bolshevist news-

paper in Sevastopol; in 1919 he became a member of the revo-

lutionary committee of the Communist party and later replaced

Bela Kun as vice-chairman of the Crimean Soviet republic.

After the revolution, he resumed his medical work and served

successively with the Commission of Health, the Communist

Institute for Health and the scientific department of the Poly-

clinic at the Kremlin. He died at Gorki, July 16.

Unemployment: see EMPLOYMENT.

Unemployment Insurance: see SOCIAL SECURITY.

Unfederated Malay States. %.*$
Malaya (see also STRAITS SETTLEMENTS and FEDERATED MALAY

STATES). Area, 22,276 sq.mi.; pop. (excluding Brunei), est. 1939,

1,918,831. These principalities were occupied by Japan in the first

months of 1942. Four of them, Kedah, Perlis, Trengganu and

Kelantan, were transferred to the possession of Thailand by a

decision of the Japanese government in 1943. In normal times

the states are under indirect British rule, with native Sultans

accepting advice on matters of policy and administration from

British residents. The largest, richest and most populous of

these states is Johore, at the southern tip of the Malay peninsula.

Its revenue in 1940 was 24,737,590 Straits dollars, its expenditure

23,548,568 dollars. Its exports were 138,214,062 Straits dollars,

re-exports 1,933,979 dollars, imports 57,275,959 dollars. The

area, population and capitals of the land states in 1940 (no later

figures were available at the end of 1943) were as follows:

Johore, 7,330 sq.mi., pop. 737,59, capital Johore City; Kedah,

3,660 sq.mi., pop. 515,758, capital Alor Star; Kelantan, 5,750

sq.mi., pop. 390,332, capital Kota Bharu; Trengganu, 5,050

sq.mi., pop. 211,041, capital Kuala Trengganu; Perlis, 310 sq.mi.,

pop. 57,776, capital Kangan. The inhabitants of these states are

mostly Malays, except in Johore, where the Chinese outnumber

the Malays. After rubber the most important products are rice

and coco-nuts. (See also JAPAN.) (W. H. CH.)

Union of South Africa: see SOUTH AFRICA, THE UNION or.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. ^yu

f

.

rope and northern and central Asia. Area (Aug. 1939) 8,175,500

sq.mi., over one-fifth of which lies within the polar circle; pop.

(Jan. 17, 1939 census), 170,467,186. The general increase in the

population of the U.S.S.R. for the period of 12 years to Jan. 1939

amounted to 23,439,271, or 15.9%, the rate of increase varying

throughout the period. Sixty-four per cent of the population of

the soviet union lived in the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist

Republic (78% of the U.S.S.R. territory), the remaining 36% of

the population being distributed almost in equal halves between

the Ukrainian S.S.R. (2% of the territory) and the nine other

union republics (total territory 20%). In Jan. 1939, Great Rus-

sians cohstituted 58.4% of the population (as against 53% at the

end of 1926); Ukrainians 16.6% (21.2%); White Russians, 3.1%

(3-2%); Uzbeks, 2.9% (2.7%); Kazaks, 1.8% (2.7%); Tatars,

2.5% (2%); Jews, 1.8% (1-8%); Azerbaijanis, 1.3% (1.2%);

Georgians, 1.3% (1.2%); Armenians, 1.3% (1.1%). Altogether

some 60 different ethnic groups are comprised in the union. The

140-odd languages and dialects spoken in the U.S.S.R. belong to

the following groups: Indo-European, Caucasian, Semitic, Ural-



FOREIGN COMMISSAR VYACHESLAV MOLOTOV of the U.S.S.R. signing the
Four-Power Pact of Moscow, terms of which were announced Nov. 1, 1943.
Others seated at the table, left to right, are Fu Ping Sheung, Chinese Ambas-
sador to the U.S.S.R., U.S. Secretary of State Corded Hull and British Foreign
Minuter Anthony Eden

Altaic (Finno-Ugrian, Samoycde, Turkic, Mongolia, Tungusic),
Palaeo-Asiatic and Far Eastern. Capital: Moscow (4,137,018).
Ten other cities had a population of more than 500,000 in 1939'

Leningrad (3,191,304), Kiev (846,293), Kharkov (833,432),
Baku (809,347), Gorki (644,116), Odessa (604,223), Tashkent

(585,005), Tiflis (519^75), Rostov-on-Don (510,253), Dneprope-
trovsk (500,253). Premier: Joseph Stalin (q.v.).

History, In the military field, 1943 opened with the raising

of the siege of Leningrad on Jan. 18. The summer of the year
was to see the defeat of the German offensive against the Kursk

salient, followed in the autumn by the recapture by the Red army
of Kharkov, the Don basin, Briansk, Smolensk, Kiev and Gomel,
and the clearing of the Taman peninsula and a German retreat

beyond the line of the Dnieper.
Economic Situation. On the economic side, 1943 was chiefly

notable as the year in which soviet war industries were able to

achieve a superiority, as regards the output of tanks, planes and

artillery, over the war industry of Germany; as the year in which

attention could once again be directed to improving the output

of consumer goods industries, thereby relieving somewhat the

burden of stringency that war and invasion had imposed on the

civilian population; and as a year when the tasks of reconstruc-

tion, in the liberated areas, were begun. The year 1942 had seen

soviet war industry, much of it (including one-third of all muni-

tion factories) evacuated during the previous winter from the

war zone, firmly established in its new centres in the Trans-Volga

region, in the Urals and in Siberia. Already in the summer of

that year official statements had claimed that the production
of arms and munitions in the new centres exceeded the prewar

figure.

In October, Pravda claimed that in the course of the previous

12 months the output of pig-iron had grown 20%, of steel 12%
and of coke 17%. It was officially stated that the output of am-

munition during the first half of 1943 was 50% above that of

the first half of 1942, while the output of certain types, such as

new shells of unusually great armour-piercing capacity, increased

by five, six or seven times. It appears that this increased output

actually took place on the basis of a diminished labour force,

since it was also stated that labour productivity increased between

70 and 80% over the same period. The arms workers of the

Sverdlovsk district actually quadrupled their output in the first

half of 1943, and proceeded to set themselves the target of im-

proving on that achievement by 50 to 100% in the second half

of the year. Statistics of tank and aircraft production were not

made public; but there was reason to believe that increases in

their case had also reached impressive dimensions. When the seri-

ous losses in economic potential that the U.S.S.R. had suffered

from the German invasion are borne in mind, this resilience of

soviet war production stands out as one of the most amazing fea-

tures of the war.

Rehabilitation Problems. With the German retreat from the

Kuban and the Don regions in the winter, the problem arose of

restoring, not only communications, but also civilian life in the

ravaged and depopulated areas. With the soviet offensive of the

late summer, liberating half the Ukraine, the problem acquired

high priority on the agenda of immediate tasks. As one example,

it was announced in April by the people's commissar of educa-

tion of the Russian republic that some 5,000 schools, caring for

nearly 500,000 children, had already been reopened in the liber-

ated areas; and in the Rostov region alone 128 out of some 230

schools destroyed by the enemy were reported well on their way
to restoration. Rebuilding was undertaken largely in the form of

temporary wood structures, rapidly assembled from prefabricated

parts, transported from regions where these could be mass-

produced. A good deal of attention was paid to the question of

improvised and novel building methods. At a conference of archi-

tects held at Moscow in the summer it was stated that already

some 10,000 new buildings of all kinds had been erected since

the start of war, and, as regards industrial building, a special re-

search institute in Moscow had introduced numerous innova-

tions in wood, concrete and stone construction as well as in the

use of substitutes for cement and brick and in the extended util-

ization of three-ply boarding. A parallel institute concerned with

house building was experimenting with "Orgalite" building blocks

made from waste paper, with building blocks made from slag,

and with aluminum-foil coatings for walls in postwar building.

On Aug. 22 a special decree of the council of people's commis-

sars outlined in considerable detail "immediate measures" to be

taken "for the restoration of national economy in the districts

liberated from German occupation." Chief among these was the

return of evacuated livestock: some 600,000 horses, cattle, sheep
and goats were scheduled as due to be re-evacuated by the middle

of October, transfer in some cases to be from as far away as

eastern Kazakstan. Between 5 and 10% of the tractors previously
available in these regions was to be allocated to them to help in

restarting mechanized agriculture on the collective farms, and

the supply departments of the army were instructed to allocate

captured booty wherever practicable to equip machine tractor

stations in these areas.
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RUSSIAN CARTOONIST'S DISPARAGEMENT of the famed German "Tiger"
tank. The title it "Even a Tiger Doet Not Save the Situation." The upper

poster reads, "The German general offensive." Goebbels's poster reads, "It is

not Germans who launch offensive, but the Soviet troops.
11 The cartoon, by

Boris Efimov, appeared in the Krasnaya Zvezda

Among financial measures, on June 10 the finance commissar

was able to announce that the second 2o-year state war loan,

amounting to 12 milliard roubles, had been over-subscribed by

50% within one week of issue. This loan was divided into two

parts: the one consisting of noninterest-bearing lottery certifi-

cates was issued to private individuals, the other consisting of

interest-bearing paper was issued only for collective subscription

by bodies such as collective farms and industrial institutions.

From abroad, assistance in the shape of lend-leasc supplies of war

materials continued at least on the scale of the year 1942;

and on Jan. 20 Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., announced that up to

Jan. i, 1943, lend-lease shipments to the U.S.S.R. from the

U.S.A. had totalled over 3,000 tanks, nearly 2,600 planes and

81,000 vehicles, in addition to which Great Britain had supplied

more than 2,600 tanks and over 2,000 planes.

The liberation of occupied territory also brought to light new

evidence of the ruthless cruelty of the German authorities in

relation both to war prisoners and the civilian population cruelty

which far surpassed ordinary wartime atrocities and revealed it-

self as a systematic policy, designed in high places, to enslave

and exterminate on a scale unparalleled since the middle ages.

These discoveries became the subject of a number of notes by
the soviet government to foreign powers in the course of the

year. Already on Nov. 4, 1942, a special commission of investiga-

tion had been set up, which included the metropolitan of Kiev,

Nikolai Shvernik, of the trade unions, Andrei A. Zhdanov, Pro-

fessors Burdenko, Tarle and Trainin and the writer Alexei

Tolstoy; and on Dec. 19, 1942, Foreign Commissar Vyacheslav
Molotov had issued a note on "The Persecution of the Jews and

Other Atrocities in the U.S.S.R." It stated that his government
had "authentic information proving a fresh intensification of the

Hitlerite regime of bloody massacre of the peaceful population

throughout the territories of Europe occupied by the German-
fascist invaders. . . ." Soon after the invasion of Riga, it was

stated, the Germans shot more than 60,000 Jews, many of whom
had been deported thither from Germany, so that there were

"now no more than 400 Jews in Riga, living in a ghetto sur-

rounded by barbed wire, access to which is prohibited," and

"doomed to death by starvation." Similar massacres had occurred

in Lithuania; at Lutsk in the Ukraine 20,000 Jews were herded

together under pretext of re-regirtration and were shot; at Kiev,

and Dnepropetrovsk 60,000 people, including old women and

children, of Jewish nationality "were exterminated in the first

month of the occupation." In April 1943 the report of the com-

mission of investigation at Vyazma, Gzhatsk and Rzhev named
a series of German officers and gestapo chiefs, together with

two N.C.O.s in charge of war prisoner camps, as responsible for

atrocities occurring in these places, adding that "history knows
no such wholesale extermination of a people." On May n Molo-

tov submitted a further note to the ambassadors of foreign pow-
ers "regarding the mass deportation of soviet civilians into Ger-

man-fascist slavery and on the responsibility of German authori-

ties and private individuals for these crimes." It revealed details

from German documents of the forcible seizure and transfer of

some 2,000,000 persons into forced labour in Germany.
Foreign Relations. In soviet Russia's relations with other

powers the outstanding events in the course of 1943 were the

rupture of relations between the soviet government and the Polish

government in London; the holding in October of a three-power
conference of the foreign ministers of the U.S.S.R., Britain and

the U.S.A. in Moscow and, ending Dec. i, the four-day confer-

ence of President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill and Mar-
shal Stalin at Tehran, Iran.

On Feb. 25 the foreign affairs committee of the Polish National

council had issued a declaration that "from the moment of the

conclusion of the Polish-Soviet treaty of July 30, 1941," they had

"maintained the unchangeable attitude that so far as the ques-
tion of frontiers between Poland and soviet Russia is concerned

the status quo previous to Sept. i, 1939, is in force." At the same

time the declaration repudiated any hostile intentions towards

the U.S.S.R. and denied that the Polish government harboured

ROLES REVERSED. Cartoon of 1943 by Shoemaker of the Chicago Daily
News entitled "Russian Peace Plan"



any designs to extend Poland's eastern frontiers to the Dnieper

and the Black sea. This evoked the reply through the soviet news

agency that the declaration bore witness to "the fact that the

Polish government refuses to recognize the historic rights of the

Ukrainian and White Russian peoples to be united within their

national states/' On April 12 the German news agency announced

the discovery near Smolensk (in the Katyn district) of mass

graves of 10,000 Polish officers whom they alleged had been

killed by the Russians in 1939, an announcement characterized

by the soviet information bureau as a "vile fabrication/' The

day following the soviet denial, the Polish minister of national

defense, General Marjan Kukiel, issued a statement calling for

an investigation into the Katyn graves by the International Red

Cross, in view of the "detailed information given by the Ger-

mans concerning the finding of the bodies"; while the Polish

cabinet announced that on the previous day they had already

applied to the International Red Cross for an investigation. The

International Red Cross intimated that it had received applica-

tions in the same sense from both the Polish government and the

German Red Cross, but declined to act in the matter. The soviet

press proceeded to charge General Wladyslaw Sikorski's cabinet

with "swallowing a carefully baited hook thrown out by the Ger-

man propaganda agencies"; and on April 25 Foreign Commissar

Molotov handed a note to the Polish ambassador, Tadeusz

Romer, severing diplomatic relations with the Polish government,
on the ground that "the recent behaviour of the Polish govern-

ment with regard to the U.S.S.R." was "entirely abnormal and

violated all regulations and standards of relations between two

allied states." This was followed by a statement by Andrei Vish-

insky to the representatives of the British and U.S. press, attack-

ing the Polish government for "provoking the soviet suspension
of diplomatic relations under the influence of the pro-Hitler ele-

ments within it and within the Polish press"; denying that the

soviet authorities were hindering Polish subjects from leaving

the U.S.S.R., or had any intention of forming another Polish

government on soviet soil; and accusing representatives of the

Polish embassy of having conducted espionage activities in the

U.S.S.R, under the guise of charitable activities. Six days later,

on May 13, the formation was announced in. Moscow of a body
known as the Union of Polish Patriots in the Soviet Union, which

published a declaration of aims in the paper called Wolna Polska,

including the following: "to help the Polish people under German

occupation to achieve their liberation; to wage war side-by-side

with the Red army against the enemy; to strive for the inde-

pendence and sovereign rights of the Polish state and its parlia-

mentary and democratic structure, and for the material and cul-

tural well-being of Poles in the U.S.S.R.; and to strengthen the

bonds between the soviet and Polish peoples." On the same day
the formation was announced of a Polish division, the Kosciusko

division, on soviet soil, under the command of Colonel S. Berling,

formerly chief of staff of the 5th Polish division at Cracow. This

was to be under the operational command of the Red army,

though not part of it, and was to be recruited from among Poles

from the Ukraine and from volunteers among Poles living in the

U.S.S.R. prior to Sept. 1939.

On Nov. i the terms were announced in Moscow of the agree-

ment reached at the Three-Power conference. These consisted of

five main declarations; and as concrete immediate proposals it

was agreed to set up a European advisory commission in London,
with representatives of all three powers, with the object of con-

sulting on all matters arising from the military occupation of

Europe by the forces of the United Nations. (For the text of the

pact of Moscow and related documents, see UNITED STATES.)
The meeting of the foreign ministers was followed in less than

a month by a conference of Stalin, Churchill and Roosevelt at

HAULING PEAT for the supply of Lening

beleaguered city was broken Jan. 18, 1943
I he German ring around the

Tehran, Iran, Nov. 28-Dec. i, 1943. For the first time since the

Revolution, Stalin left the U.S.S.R., accompanied only by Foreign

Commissar Molotov and a single military adviser Marshal

Klementiy Voroshilov. This long-expected meeting of the "Big

Three" resulted in a declaration, dated Dec. i, in which the three

powers pledged mutual assistance "in the war and in the peace

that will follow . . ." and concerted action to bring about the

final destruction of all German armed forces. No mention was

made of Japan; a separate statement guaranteed independence

and postwar economic assistance to Iran (q.v.). (See UNITED

STATES for the text of the Declaration of Tehran.)

A further political event of considerable importance affecting

the relations between the soviet government and other nations was

the adoption on May 15 of a resolution dissolving the Comintern

by the executive committee of that body in Moscow.

Diplomatic events in the course of the year included the recall

of Ivan Maisky as ambassador in London, following his appoint-

ment as a deputy commissar for foreign affairs, and his replace-

ment by Fyodor Gusev, who had previously been appointed as

first soviet minister to Canada in Oct. 1942, and also the recall

of Maxim Litvinov as ambassador extraordinary to the govern-

ment of the U.S.A. and in his place the promotion to ambassador

of Andrei Gromyko, who had already acted as charg d'affaires

at the soviet embassy in Washington. Early in February an agree-

ment was signed in Washington between Litvinov and the foreign

minister of Colombia for an exchange of ambassadors between

their two countries; and in April it was announced that both the

Greek and Belgian governments had decided to raise their diplo-

matic missions in the U.S.S.R. to the status of embassies with

reciprocal action on the part of the soviet government. On June

21 Constantine Oumansky, formerly soviet ambassador in Wash-

ington, presented his credentials to the President of Mexico as

first soviet ambassador to the Mexican government; while Alex-

ander Bogomolov, soviet ambassador to the Allied governments in

London, presented his credentials to King Peter of Yugoslavia

on June 8 (following a similar presentation of credentials to
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WOMEN REMOVING DEBRIS from ruined Stalingrad in the summer of 1943
at the tide of German invasion receded farther and farther west. At the right
Is the shell of the department store where Marshal von Paulus surrendered
the German 6th army to the Russians Jan. 31, 1943 .......

President Ecluard Benes of Czechoslovakia in January). In the

autumn it became known that the Czechoslovak government in

London wished to enter into negotiations with the soviet govern-

ment for a mutual assistance pact between the two countries; but

at the request of the British government the visit of President

BeneS to Moscow for this purpose was postponed until December.

The year 1943 also witnessed an increased attention in the

U.S.S.R. to postwar problems in the international sphere; al-

though stress continued to be laid repeatedly on the primacy of

the military task of united struggle against fascism and the urgent

necessity for creating a second front on the continent of Europe.
The discussion journal, newly published in Moscow, entitled War
and the Working Class, devoted considerable space to such ques-

tions; and the reference of Marshal Stalin, in his above-quoted

reply to Reuters' correspondent, to "the future organization of

a companionship of nations based upon their equality" was re-

garded by English commentators as possessing considerable sig-

nificance. In May a soviet delegation participated in the United

Nations conference on postwar food problems at Hot Springs,

Va. Alexei Krutikov, chairman of the soviet delegation, in his

address to the conference emphasized that "food supply prob-
lems are of great importance to the U.S.S.R. at the present

moment, firstly because we require food now to supply the large

army we maintain to defeat Germany, and secondly because

food is needed to maintain the life and health of the plundered
and impoverished people of the regions which the Red army is

liberating. . . ."

Orthodox Church. During September an event occurred which

significantly affected the status of the Orthodox church in the

U.S.S.R. With the prior agreement of the soviet government, a

church council was held with the object of electing a patriarch,

Metropolitan Sergii being duly elected as patriarch of Moscow
and all Russia, and formally installed in his office in a ceremony
at the Bogoyavlensky cathedral in Moscow on Sept. 12. At the

end of the same month a visit was paid by the archbishop of
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York to Moscow as a gesture of friendship between the Church

of England and the Russian church, and to lay the basis of

regular communication. (M. Do.)
Education. Elementary and secondary school children in the

educational year 1941-42 were estimated to reach a total of ap-

proximately 36,200,000 (an increase of 3.4% over the 1940-41

total); the number of university students was estimated at 657,-

ooo for 1941-42 (an increase of 13%); libraries (1940), 75,000
with 160,000,000 books; newspapers, 9,000 (in 70 languages),

with a circulation of 38,000,000; printed books, 700,000,000

copies. Theatres, 790; cinemas, 30,461 in towns and 18,991 in

villages. V" ;f ',

Finance, Banking, Trade. Estimates for 1940: Capital in-

vestments in industry, agriculture and transport from the all-

union budget and other sources, 36.1 milliard roubles (15%
increase over 1939). State revenue, 182,600,000,000 roubles

(17.1% increase over 1939); state expenditure, 179,700,000,000
roubles (including defense services, 57,066,200,000; national

economy 57,117,500,000; cultural services, 42,875,400,000, of

which education, 23,195,000,000). Banks: 37,120 branch banks

and agencies; deposits in savings banks, c. 7,000,000,000 roubles.

Subscription to third five-year plan loan, 9,310,800,000 roubles.

Gross retail trade turnover in 1939, 163,456,000,000 roubles.

Foreign trade fgures were not available for 1939, 1940, 1941 and

1942. Merchant marine (vessels of 100 tons and over) (1939)

1,316,000 gross tons.

Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mineral Production. (Metric

tons) Grain crops (1938): wheat 40,880,000; rye 20,930,000;
oats 16,990,000; barley 8,200,000; maize 2,690,000; rice 317,000;

potatoes (1938) 41,960,000; beet sugar (1940) 2,145,800; tea

(1940) 12,900; cotton (1940) 800,000; cotton seed (1940) 1,720,-

ooo; wool (1938) 137,400; flax (1939) 633,000; hemp (1939)
110,000; raw silk (1940) 1,700; rayon (1940) 7,700; wood pulp

(1938) 10,800,000; crude petroleum (1940) 29,700,000; natural

gas (1938) 2,600,000,000 cu.ft.; coal (1940) 146,800,000; iron ore

(metal content) (1940) 14,000,000; pig iron and ferro-alloys

(1940) 14,950,000; steel ingots and castings (1940) 19,100,000;

manganese ore (metal content) (1940) 1,300,000; bauxite (1938)
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250,000; aluminum (1940) 55,000; chrome ore (1940) 96,000;

silver (1938) 218,000; gold (1937) c. 150,000 kilograms.

Industry and Labour. While the total population of the

U.S.S.R. increased by 16% between 1926 and 1939, skilled work-

ers and intellectuals increased by the following number of times:

mechanics 3.7, turners 6.8, millwrights 13.0, locomotive drivers

4.4, plasterers 7.0, tractor drivers 215.0, engineers 7.7, agrono-

mists 5.0, scientists 7.1, teachers 3.5, physicians 2.3.

The social composition according to the 1939 census returns

was: workers and employees 49.7%; peasants on collective farms

and handicraftsmen in producers' co-operatives, 46.9%; inde-

pendent peasants and handicraftsmen, 2.6%; nonworkers, 0.04%;

groups not shown, 0.7%.

Unitarian Phiirnh
The general conference in Nov '943,

UIIIUHIdll UllUlbll. nominated Senator Harold H. Burton

of Ohio, one of the authors of the Ball-Burton-Hatch-Hill reso-

lution, for moderator of the denomination, to take office in May
1944-

Decentralization in the administration of denominational affairs

progressed, with the result that seven regional organizations,

which included 97% of all Unitarian churches, were set up. A
New England Unitarian council was established in 1943.

The organized young people of the churches adopted the name,
"American Unitarian Youth." The first national meeting, outside

of Massachusetts, was held in the summer of 1943 at Lake

Geneva, Wis. Five of the younger clergymen visited the college

campuses throughout the country during the winter (1943-44),
where "Unity Groups" were in process of formation. During
the summer four farm camps for high-school boys and girls, and

two industrial camps for college women, were carried on "to

train young people in leadership, aid them in solving problems
in group living, and offer opportunity for constructive com-

munity service."

The Unitarian Service committee had stations in 12 countries,

on 5 continents. It opened a temporary office in the Dominican

Republic, to assist the Spanish refugees there to establish them-

selves elsewhere. In Ecuador, an office was to receive, settle

and care for refugees from Europe and Africa with the co-

operation of the government of Ecuador. The^ staff in Geneva,

Switzerland, was increased because of the thousands of refugees

who came over the border during the year. In co-operation with

the British Unitarians, six centres for rest and recreation for

Allied soldiers, called Hibbert Houses, functioned in 1943: two

in Cairo, two in Alexandria, one in Palestine and one in Syria.

Through the War Service council, more than 2,000,000 copies

of the pamphlet for service men, "Think on These Things," were

distributed, and the Salvation Army voted to make this pam-

phlet its contribution to the U.S.O. reading kit for soldiers. The

first pamphlet for women in the services was circulated, under

the title, "Your Chaplain Welcomes You."

On the home front, a Japanese Relocation committee was

set up to help solve the many problems confronting loyal Amer-

icans of Japanese descent.

The attitude of the Unitarian Church toward its members who
were conscientious objectors is worthy of note. Dr. Frederick M.

Eliot, president of the American Unitarian association, said, "The

majority among us have special obligation to respect the minor-

ity, who with equal fortitude and courage, follow the line of

duty which their consciences dictate." (See also CHURCH MEM-
BERSHIP.) (J. H. L.)

The United Church of Can-

ada , Wh4 *, , 92S united

the Presbyterian Church in Canada, the Methodist Church (Can-

UnittiA Phii*A!I *f PititiiflA
United Church of Canada.

ada) and the Congregational Churches oi Canada, reported for

1942 a membership of 721,184 with 1,713,186 persons 'under

pastoral oversight, a Sunday School enrolment of 484,712 and

7,042 preaching places. The church owned property worth more
than $85,567,035 and raised a total of $12,250,863 for all pur-

poses.

The missionaries in West China were in a dangerous finan-

cial position owing to the inflation which prevailed and prom-
ised to grow worse. The missionary and maintenance givings

of the church showed an increase of $57,879 over those of the

year 1941.

The effort to liquidate a deficit of $1,700,000,' which accumu-

lated during the depression years, was meeting with success.

Among the important features in the life of the United Church

during the year were the carrying on of a campaign of education

to secure support for the pension fund by a system of assess-

ments upon pastoral charges; the steady work of "The Commis-
sion on the Church, Nation and World Order" which will report

to the next general council; the decision to join the Canadian

Council of Churches in process of formation; the setting up of

a commission to confer with the commission on re-union ap-

pointed by the Church of England in Canada; and the creation

of a commission to study the possibility of a more extensive use

of the radio as a part of the church's ministry.

About 200 ministers were in 1943 serving as chaplains in the

Canadian armed forces. About 25 ministers were serving in the

auxiliary services of the Canadian Legion and the Y.M.C.A.; 30
were listed as combatants, making a total of 255. This created a

serious shortage of ministers for the normal work of the church.

(G. A. Si.)

United Kingdom: see GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND,
UNITED KINGDOM OF.

United Nations (Dec. 31, 1943): see AUSTRALIA, COMMON-
WEALTH OF*; BELGIUM*; BOLIVIA; BRAZIL; CANADA, DOMINION

OF*; CHINA*; COLOMBIA; COSTA RICA*; CUBA*; CZECHOSLO-

VAKIA*; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC*; ETHIOPIA; GREAT BRITAIN

AND NORTHERN IRELAND, UNITED KINGDOM OF*; GREECE*;
GUATEMALA* ; HAITI*; HONDURAS*; INDIA*; IRAN; IRAQ; LUX-

EMBOURG*; MEXICO; NETHERLANDS*; NEW ZEALAND, DOMINION

OF*; NICARAGUA*; NORWAY*; PANAMA*; PHILIPPINES, COM-
MONWEALTH OF THE; POLAND*; SALVADOR, EL*; SOUTH AFRICA,

THE UNION OF*; UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS*;
UNITED STATES*; YUGOSLAVIA*. Those marked * were signatories

to the original declaration of the United Nations Jan. i, 1942.

Ethiopia, Mexico and the Philippines adhered subsequently in

1942; Bolivia, Brazil, Iran, Iraq and Colombia signified their

adherence in 1943.

United Nations Information Board.
New York city, was one of the first United Nations organizations,

established in Nov. 1942. It grew out of an organization called the

Inter-Allied Information committee, created in Sept. 1940. The

original purpose of this committee was to gather together in the

United States representatives of the information services of the

various Allies and co-ordinate their work.

The committee was financed and controlled during 1941 by
Great Britain, her sister dominions, and the European allies.

After the entry of the United States into the conflict and the

merging of the Pacific and "European wars, first China and then

the United States took their places in the organization.

Following the development of the concept of the United Na-

tions, in Nov. 1942, the title United Nations Information board

was adopted, and all United Nations not yet members were
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invited to join; by Dec. 1943, 19 such nations were associated

with the agency.

Parallel with these developments in the U.S., a similar inter-

national agency grew up in Britain first as the Inter-Allied In-

formation committee and later as the United Nations Information

organization. (W. B. M.)

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

AHminictrotinn ^e United Nations Relief and Rehabili-

HuillllllMldUUlli tation administration came into being on

Nov. 9, 1943, when representatives of 44 nations united and asso-

ciated in World War II signed an agreement at the White House
in Washington, B.C. In the preamble of that agreement they
stated their determination that "immediately upon the liberation

of any area by the armed forces of the United Nations or as a

consequence of retreat of the enemy the population thereof shall

receive aid and relief from their sufferings, food, clothing and

shelter, aid in the prevention of pestilence and in the recovery of

the health of the people, and that preparation and arrangements
shall be made for the return of prisoners and exiles to their

homes and for assistance in the resumption of urgently needed

agricultural and industrial production and the restoration of es-

sential services.
" UNRRA was created with a view to giving

effect to this determination.

Having signed the agreement, the delegates gathered in Atlantic

City, N.J., for the first council session of the administration, and

throughout the remainder of the month laboured to turn their

general purpose into a definite plan. As one of its first acts the

council appointed Herbert H. Lehman, former governor of New
York and head of the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation

Operations since its inception, director general of UNRRA.
The conference further reached agreement upon a practicable

program of defined scope, formulated a plan for financing the pro-

gram, and devised a procedure for ascertaining and meeting needs.

Principal among the policies established was that of nondiscrimi-

nation. Relief and rehabilitation was to be distributed fairly on

the basis of the relative needs of the population in an area, and

without discrimination because of race, creed or political belief.

The resolutions and reports adopted by the council constituted

a guide for the director general. The work of the administration

was to be further facilitated by appointment of its permanent
committees: the committees on supplies and on financial control,

the committees of the council for Euroj>e and for the far east,

and the committees on agriculture, displaced persons, industrial

rehabilitation, and welfare. Administration headquarters were es-

tablished in Washington, where an administrative staff of inter-

national experts was being brought together at the end of 1943.

(See also POSTWAR PLANNING.) (H. H. L.)

United Service Organizations,

(U.S.O.) was formed Feb. 4, 1941, by the following member

agencies: Young Men's Christian associations, National Catholic

Community service, Salvation Army, Young Women's Christian

associations, Jewish Welfare board and National Travelers Aid

association. Its purpose was to provide off-duty recreational,

spiritual and welfare services to the armed forces, and to work-

ers in overburdened war production centres, as requested by the

government.
In 1941 and 1942 U.S.O., supported entirely by public sub-

scription, obtained $14,353,666 and $32,586,501 respectively

through its own campaigns. In 1943, with 16 other major war-

related agencies, it was a member of the National War fund,

which set a goal of $125,000,000. U.S.O.'s quota of that amount

was $61,227,000.

On Dec. 20, 1943, there were 2,779 U.S.O. clubs and other

services including both agency and community conducted opera-

tions. Of these, 1,790 were operated by the U.S.O. member agen-

cies and 989 by local communities in affiliation with U.S.O.

These services fell into the following principal classifications:

Clubs in continental United States, including those conducted

by member agencies and local communities in affiliation with

U.S.O., numbering 1,716 and located in 48 states and the District

of Columbia. Standard equipment included lounges, writing

rooms, showers, snack bars, game rooms, libraries, musical in-

struments and auditoriums. Giving limited U.S.O. services were

514 smaller centres.

Troo.ps-in-Transit Service operated 125 lounges in rail and bus

terminals, supplemented by 152 U.S.O.-Travelers Aid services.

Mobile Service units numbered 130. They served men on out-

post duty along Atlantic and Pacific coasts, as well as troops on

manoeuvres.

Overseas Division maintained 126 clubs, 16 smaller centres,

and 24 mobile units in western hemisphere bases from Alaska

and Newfoundland to Brazil and also in Hawaii.

U.S.O.-Camp Shows, an affiliate, had 85 units touring army
camps and navy posts in continental United States and 35 in

western hemisphere bases and combat zones.

Attendance at clubs and lounges was approximately 28,000,000
a month. U.S.O.-Camp Shows performed before an average

monthly audience of 2,000,000.

Information and counsel on personal problems constituted an

important part of U.S.O. services in 1943. Opportunities were

provided for service men and women to continue customary
church attendance and association with churchmen and church

members. Religious counsel, as requested, was also available.

Special programs were held for the wives of service men, such as

social gatherings and classes in pre-natal and child care, sewing,

nutrition and cooking.

The work of 800,000 volunteers in 1943 was indispensable at

clubs and lounges, not only in assisting professional staffs but

also in providing companionship to men and women in service at

programs and social events.

In addition to serving men and women in the armed forces,

U.S.O. extended services to war workers and their families in

certain overcrowded war production centres. Programs were pat-

terned after those for the armed forces, with emphasis on classes

for women similar to those for the wives of service men.
U.S.O. officers in 1943 were: Chester I. Barnard, president;

John D. Rockefeller, Jr., honorary chairman; Walter Hoving,
chairman of the board; W. Spencer Robertson, chairman of the

executive committee; Francis P. Matthews, Frank L. Weil and
Mrs. Henry A. Ingraham, vice-presidents; Randall J. LeBoeuf, Jr.,

secretary; and John F. Hickey, treasurer. National headquarters
were in the Empire State building, 350 Fifth ave., New York i,

N.Y. (C. I. B.)

llnitorl Ctotoo '^ie PPu ^a^on f the United States in 1940,
UnilCU vUUuS. by the federal census, was 131,669,275. This

figure represented an increase of 8,894,229 over the census of

1930. With possessions included, the population was 150,621,231

in 1940. On Jan. i, 1943, the census bureau estimated the popu-
lation of the U.S. proper at 135,645,969. The area of continental

U.S.A. is 3,022,387 sq.mi. For population figures of the states, see

the articles on the separate states. See also BIRTH STATISTICS;

CENSUS, 1940; CHURCH MEMBERSHIP; DEATH STATISTICS; IN-

DIANS, AMERICAN; NEGROES (AMERICAN).
Politics and Parties. The most significant trend in U.S.

domestic politics during 1943 was the ebb of the power of the
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New Deal. This was evidenced not only by the substantial Re-

publican gains made in the November elections of 1943, but also

in the attitude of many prominent Democrats who became in-

creasingly critical of "government by directive" and advocated a

larger measure of congressional independence, initiative and con-

trol over the various administrative agencies of the New Deal.

In September a conference of prominent Republican leaders met

at Mackinac Island, Michigan, to plan the party's strategy for

the presidential contest of 1944. In full confidence in a coming

Republican victory, the conference pledged the party to a vigor-

ous prosecution of the war and to the participation of the United

States in postwar co-operation with the other members of the

United Nations to prevent military aggression. The next month

Wendell Willkie, the Republican standard bearer of 1940, in an

address at the Kiel auditorium in St. Louis, declared that the

freeing of enterprise for expanding productivity could be ac-

complished only by a change of government at Washington. The

election of a Republican governor in Kentucky in 1943, for the

first time in 16 years, increased the confidence of the party that

it would carry the presidential election of 1944.

Congress. The first session of the ;8th congress convened

on Jan. 6, 1943, and, except for a vacation from June 8 to Sept.

14, sat until Dec. 21. It contained 222 Democrats to 209 Repub-
licans in the house and 57 Democrats to 38 Republicans in the

senate, as against 267 to 162 and 66 to 28 respectively in the 77th

congress. The close of the year saw the Democratic majority re-

duced by deaths and by-elections to the barest margin. At the

same time, the November elections showed that after Jan, i,

1944, there would be Republican governors in 26 of the 48 states

states which include 60% of the population and 342 of the 531

electoral votes, and had cast 37,700,000 of the 49,500,000 popu-
lar votes in the presidential election of 1940. The president's

message to congress in Jan. 1943, dealt chiefly with the war effort,

citing the astonishing figures of production in the war industries,

and commenting: "I suspect that Hitler and Tojo will find it dif-

COVER'MENT RATES

TON6UE TWICE A*

ALWAYS SUSPECTED," by Manning In the (Phoenix) Arizona Repub-
lic* Uno Who Is the cartoonist's ordinary U.S. citizen

ficult to explain to the German and Japanese people just why it

is that decadent, inefficient democracies can produce such phe-
nomenal quantities of weapons and munitions and fighting men."
The major measures which occupied the attention of congress

during 1943 were, on the domestic front, the renewal of lend-

lease which was due to expire on June 30; legislation to end the

menace of strikes, especially in the coal fields; the control of the

threatening spectre of inflation; and the elaboration of a tax bill

to include the pay-as-you-go principle, drain off considerable

amounts of excess money ("dangerous dollars," as Secretary Mor-

gcnthau called it) in the hands of the spending public, and pro-

vide, both by raising the rates and lowering the exemptions, for

the addition of thousands of millions of dollars to the treasury.

Congress also wrestled with the question of the continued gov-
ernment subsidies to farmers under the program of the Com-

modity Credit corporation; the drafting of pre-Pearl Harbor fa-

thers (those men who became fathers before Sept. i, 1942); and
the liquidation (July i) of the WPA, which since 1935 had spent

over $10,000,000,000. On the war front congress showed every

disposition to support the president, regardless of party affiliation.

The vote on the renewal of lend-lease (March u) until June 30,

1944, was 82 to o in the senate and 407 to 6 in the house, as

against 60 to 31 and 260 to 165 on the original bill of 1941. It

was revealed that a total of $9,632.000,000 had been allotted un-

der the lend-lease program up to March i, 1943, including $4,430,-

000,000 to the United Kingdom, $1,825,000,000 to the U.S.S.R.,

but only $157,000,000 to hard-pressed China. The administrator,

Edward R. Stettinius (in August to succeed Sumner Welles as

undersecretary of state) estimated that about one-third of U.S.

production in planes and tanks was going to lend-Jcase. Some ex-

citement was caused when William H. Standley, U.S. ambassador

to the U.S.S.R., publicly charged the soviet government with min-

imizing the aid which the United States was giving to Russia; but

Stalin's handsome acknowledgment at the Tehran conference of

Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin at the end of November that

without the aid of the United States the war could not be won

fully atoned for any misgivings as to the appreciation of the help

given to the soviet government.
In response to the stiffening public opinion in condemnation of

the series of strikes staged by John L. Lewis' United Mine Work-

ers (see Labour, below), congress on June 25 passed the Connally-

Smith bill, which aimed at putting an end to strikes in industries

vital to the prosecution of the war. The bill did not completely

outlaw strikes, but provided that no strike ballot should be taken

until 30 days after certifying the dispute to the secretary of la-

bor, the War Labor board and the National Labor Relations

board. Though the president agreed to seven of the sections of this

War Labor Disputes act and was ready to have the Selective Serv-

ice act so amended as to compel strikers in war plants to resume

work under military compulsion, he vetoed the bill both on the

ground that it prohibited campaign contributions from labour

unions and made provision for a strike ballot, whereas labour had

given a pledge after Pearl Harbor not to strike during the war.

The president maintained that the pledge had been kept by all

the unions except the United Mine Workers and that only one-

twentieth of i% of man hours had been lost by strikes since Pearl

Harbor a record which "had never before been equalled in our

country and was as good or better than the record of any of our

Allies in war time." Nevertheless, congress, by votes of 244 to

108 in the house and 56 to 25 in the senate immediately passed

the bill over his veto. It was the first time since June iQ4> that

congress had overridden the presidential veto, and was regarded

as a significant proof of congressional independence.

The task of preventing runaway inflation by a rapid rise in

prices and a corresponding demand for higher wages in industry
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fell largely to the administrative agencies of the Office of Price

Administration (headed by ex-Senator Prentiss Brown and later

by Chester Bowles) and the War Labor board (chairman, William

H. Davis). But that part of the task of "holding the line" against

inflation which depended on the tax program of course fell to

the province of congress, which alone has the power of raising

revenue. Congress debated the tax program during all of 1943,

with eyes fixed partly on the needs of the treasury, partly on the

fight against inflation, and partly on the elections of 1944. We
shall note later some details of the program (see Taxes, below) ;

but here it is enough to state that, while congress had reached

agreement on the method of taxation, it had not fully determined

the rates by the end of 1943. The method sought to combine the

pay-as-you-go plan (a modification of the project proposed origi-

nally by Beardsley Ruml) with the arrears of the taxes on in-

comes of 1942.

The question of the continuance of farm subsidies, some 40 of

which were administered by the Commodity Credit corporation,

was still unsettled as 1943 came to an end, the senate postponing
action on it in order to get on with the tax bill. In spite of an

impassioned radio plea for subsidies by the "economic czar,"

James F. Byrnes, and the support of the director of economic

stabilization, Fred M. Vinson, the house of representatives, in the

first week in December defeated subsidies by the large majority
of 278 votes to 117. They had already approved the extension of

the CCC to July i, 1945, but cut out food subsidies after Dec.

31, 1943. The opposition to subsidies came largely from the farm

bloc, which one might expect to approve the government's pay-

ment for the added costs of farm production. But the farmers

objected to the stabilization of price ceilings on their crops, fear-

ing that when the war was over the subsidies would cease, leaving

the public conditioned to the lower farm prices. They preferred
to let prices rise, despite Byrnes' declaration that the cost to the

taxpayers of something over $1,000,000,000 a year would be far

less than the cost in inflationary prices of food products. But the

farm bloc, remembering the slump of 1920 in farm prices, was

deaf to his plea. Senator Taft of Ohio proposed a compromise
measure of $600,000,000 for farm subsidies, but it was ignored

by congress. (See also ELECTIONS.)

The Budget and Finance. In his budget message of Jan.

1943, President Roosevelt asked for something over $100,000,-

000,000, of which $97,000,000,000 was to be for war expenditures

for the fiscal year 1943-44. He also asked for an increase of $16,-

000,000,000 in taxes. The war cost, he said, had increased four-

fold since Pearl Harbor, from about $2,000,000,000 to $8,000,-

000,000 a month. The debt limit was raised from $125,000,000,000

to $210,000,000,000, and a rider by Representative Wesley Dis-

ney (Dem., Okla.) was attached revoking the executive order of

the president limiting incomes to $25,000 after taxes were paid.

On Nov. 27 the budget director, Harold D. Smith, announced a

cut of $11,000,000,000 in the 1944 budget, bringing it down to

$92,000,000,000, and estimated the deficit at the end of 1943 at

$57,000,000,000 and the public debt at $194,000,000,000. Pur-

chases of war bonds and stamps for 1942 amounted to but $9,000,-

000,000, or less than &% of the national income of $116,000,000,-

ooo. The war loan drives of Dec. 1942 ($12,000,000,000), April

1943 ($13,000,000,000) and Sept.-Oct. 1943 ($15,000,000,000),

each of them double or more the great third Liberty Loan drive of
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1918, were readily subscribed; and a fourth drive was announced

for Jan. 1944. (See WAR BONDS.) It was evident that the enor-

mous expense of the war, which by the end of 1943 was taking

some two-thirds of the national income, would have to be met

largely by borrowing, though it was hoped that the higher tax

rates and the addition of more than 20,000,000 new taxpayers in

1943 would bring into the treasury close to $50,000,000,000, or

approximately one-third of the national income, as against less

than one-fourth in 1942. It was pointed out that in Britain 43%
and in Canada 52% of the national income was paid in taxes.

U.S. war expenses at a rate of almost $100,000,000,000 a year

at the end of 1943 exceeded those of Germany, Great Britain, the

U.S.S.R., Italy and Japan combined. (See also NATIONAL DEBT.)
Taxes. In his budget message of 1943, as noted above, the

president asked for $16,000,000,000 in new taxes. This figure was

later pared down to $12,000,000,000, and again to $10,500,000,-

ooo, which was Secretary Morgenthau's irreducible minimum de-

mand. After debating the subject for months, the house in the

late autumn passed a bill calling for only a $2,139,000,000 in-

crease over the tax assessment of 1942 (which, incidentally, had

raised taxes by $9,000,000,000). The senate had not reached its

final decision before the end of 1943. The reasons for this meagre

response to the requests of the president and the secretary of the

treasury were various. Some congressmen believed that the

wealthier taxpayers could not bear the proposed increases in the

higher brackets without serious detriment to business enterprise.

Others held that since four-fifths of the national income went to

persons with $5,000 a year or less, a 3% tax on low incomes

should be levied. Still others advocated a federal sales tax, which

added to the sales tax levied in several of the states, would in-

crease the burden on the poor. All of the congressmen doubtless

had an eye fixed on the approaching elections of 1944* and were

MARSHAL STALIN, PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND PRIME MINISTER

CHURCHILL at the Tehran conference, Nov. 28-Dec. 1, 1943
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affected by the perennial reluctance of congress to increase taxes

on the eve of a presidential year. Randolph Paul, the expert ad-

viser of the treasury department, was chiefly concerned with the

threat of inflation in an inadequate tax assessment. He pointed
out that while incomes had mounted by some $80,000,000,000
since Pearl Harbor, personal taxes had increased by only $19,-

000,000,000. Though the American people had paid off $4,000,-

000,000 of debts since Dec. 1941, had accumulated $10,000,000,-
ooo in social security and insurance funds, had bought $20,000,-

000,000 more of government bonds, they still had over $18,000,-

000,000 more in bank deposits and currency than they had at the

time of Pearl Harbor. This vast amount of spendable money was

serving to widen the "inflationary gap," that is, the discrepancy
between the dwindling amount of civilian goods purchasable and
the cash in hand for buying. The administration still held to the

increased tax program as the best check on inflation, but the re-

fusal of congress to levy more than about one-fifth of the added
taxes asked by the treasury department left to administrative

agencies (the OPA and the OES) the task of keeping down prices

as best they could through ceilings. (See also PRICES; TAXA-

TION.)

Industry. When President Roosevelt in his Jan. 1943, mes-

sage to congress declared that "the arsenal of democracy is

making good," he spoke no idle words. By the close of the year
the goals set for 184,000 manufacturing plants were more than

reached. The national production figures had risen from $54,-

000,000,000 in 1940 to $119,000,000,000 in 1942, and $151,000,-

000,000 in 1943. U.S. war production equalled that of all the

enemy countries combined. Since the beginning of the war the

United States had increased petroleum output by 66%, coal by
40%, chemicals by 300%, iron ore by 125%, hydroelectric power

by 79%, and steel by 106%. In order to develop still further a
unified program for the maximum use of the nation's industrial re-

sources for both military and civilian needs, the president in May
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created the Office of War Mobilization with James F. Byrnes as

head and secretaries Stimson and Knox, Donald M. Nelson, Fred

M. Vinson and Harry Hopkins as members. This was essentially

an economic war cabinet, vested with a control over the nation's

industries not unlike that of Bernard Baruch's War Industries

board of 1917. Byrnes was made a sort of czar over all the special

directors of industrial production: Jeffers (rubber), Ickes (fuel),

Eastman (transportation), Bowles (OPA), McNutt (manpower),
Nelson (WPB), Wickard (agriculture), William H. Davis

(WLB), and Elmer Davis (OWI). Monthly production of planes

rose from 2,500 at the beginning of 1942 to nearly 9,000 at the

end of 1943; tonnage of merchant ships from 7,000,000 to 27,-

000,000, and of naval vessels from 213,854 to 1,091,368. (See also

BUSINESS REVIEW; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.)

Labour. During almost the entire year 1943 the administra-

tion, congress and the public were kept in a state of indignant un-

rest by the defiant attitude of John L. Lewis, president of the

United Mine Workers of America. Three times Lewis called out

the miners on strike, causing the eventual loss of 40,000,000 tons

of coal, with serious consequences for the war industries and

transportation. The miners' contract with the operators expired

on April i, and the union demanded an increase of $2 a day in

wages to meet the increased cost of living. Lewis flouted the

"little steel formula'* of July 1942, which had limited wage in-

creases to 15% above the level of Jan. 1941, and refused to recog-

nize the authority of the War Labor board, which he called "a

jealous and vindictive body." The "surrender" to Lewis was

widely condemned in the country. By his successful defiance he

had put the WLB in an embarrassing position and given encour-

agement to other unions to break the non-strike pledge following

Pearl Harbor. The president, who had constantly been charged

with too great leniency toward organized labour, did not refrain

from expressing his disapproval of the tactics of the miners'

union, nor did James F. Byrnes, in a nation-wide radio address on

the anniversary of Pearl Harbor (Dec. 7).

Near the end of 1943 another major conflict loomed in the la-

bour field. The 350,000 operating and 1,100,000 non-operating

railroad employees had been for some months seeking a raise of

30% in wages to compensate for the higher cost of living. Utterly

dissatisfied with the increase of 4 cents an hour offered them by
the emergency board of the Railway Labor act, the five railway

^brotherhoods (engineers, firemen, conductors, trainmen and

switchmen) took a strike ballot in the second week of December,
in which 97.7% of their members voted to quit work on all the

lines of the country. The seriousness of such a threat at the time

when the roads were at the peak of their job could not be exag-

gerated. President Roosevelt moved immediately to meet the

situation by summoning to a conference at the White House on

Dec. 19 the heads of the five railroad brotherhoods and the wage
committees of the carriers who had the power to make wage

agreements with the unions. The seriousness of the situation was

enhanced by the fact that no help could be expected from con-

gress, since the legislators voted to adjourn from Dec. 21 to Jan.

10. The upshot of several conferences among the representatives

of the brotherhoods and the carriers, the president and Economic

Stabilization Director Vinson was that on Christmas Eve the

strike was called off. At the same time a threatened strike of

350,000 workers in the steel industry was averted when Philip*

Murray, president of the C.I.O., announced that the men would
continue work. (See also LABOUR UNIONS; STRIKES AND LOCK-

OUTS.)

The Food Problem.- The U.S. farm still remained the "biggest

war plant" in 1943. The whole world had come to depend on it

for food supplies for the various fighting forces. The president in

his budget message of Jan. 1943, asked for $991,996,154 for agri-
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culture in the fiscal year 1943, partly for soil conservation and

partly for parity payments. Though U.S. farm production for

1943 exceeded that for 1942 by about 5%, he warned that the

military forces and lend-lease would require close to 50% more,

and predicted a stricter rationing of food supplies for civilians,

which "might hurt our taste but not our health." For there

would still be an ample supply of dairy products (except butter),

meat, poultry, and fresh fruits and vegetables. Food Administra-

tor Wickard announced in Feb. 1943 the extension of rationing

to canned soups, fruits and vegetables, dried fruit, margarine,

butter, meat and oils. The farmer's income was steadily rising (an

increase of 90% since 1941), but there were three serious diffi-

culties with which he had to cope. First, there were the perennial

uncertainties of weather. In the spring, continuous excessive

rains threatened to make serious inroads on the corn and gram

crops; but warm sunny weather following dispelled the fear, and

the actual returns exceeded those of 1942. However, the shortage

in manpower to work the farms and in agricultural machinery
created unprecedented difficulties. The importation of workers

from Mexico, the utilization of prisoners of war and of some

trainees released by the selective service, and the employment of

school children in vacation time helped the situation; but these

sources furnished only a small addition to the agricultural forces.

Furthermore, the government was steadily cutting down the allot-

ment of material for the building of new agricultural machines

and the repair of those in use. Farmers were obliged to operate

often with worn-out seeders, tractors, binders and reapers,

patched up with scrap and tied with twine. It was not inadequate

prices from which they were suffering, as in the years following

World War I. Their income was higher than ever before. But

money could not buy the help or the material they needed. (See

also AGRICULTURE.)

Manpower. The agricultural situation was but one aspect of

the general problem of manpower with which McNutt, Hershey



and Byrnes were wrestling. The goal set for 1943 was thfc aug-
mentation of the 6,000,000 in the armed forces at the beginning
of the year by some 4,500,000, and the increase of about 7,000,-

ooo workers in munitions and essential war industries. The

8,000,000 unemployed employables at the time of Pearl Harbor

had practically all been absorbed by the war demands, and the

problem became one of better budgeting of the available man-

and wornanpower. Some critics of the selective service insisted

that the educational and physical requirements for induction into

the army and navy could be lowered somewhat without prejudice

to the morale of the troops. After congress reassembled in Sept.

1943, the main debate on the subject of manpower was on the

necessity of calling up the pre-Pearl Harbor fathers. Late in

November the congress voted for conscription of the pre-Pearl

Harbor fathers, but put them at the bottom of the list; and the

president agreed to the bill. A distinctive feature of 1943 was

the great increase in the number of women workers, both in the

ranks of the uniformed women (the WACS, WAVES, SPARS,
and the marine and ferry corps) and in the war industries. By the

end of 1943, about one-third of the women between the ages of

1 8 and 64 were engaged in some kind of war work, and it was

estimated that 18,000,000 more were available. Colonel Oveta

Culp Hobby of the WACS, for example, declared that she could

use ten times the 50,000 women already serving in her organiza-

tion. Reports from some 8,000 manufacturing plants showed that

the women workers had risen 184% in the aircraft industry,

161% in steel and 36% in iron. In World War I women had

served as nurses and ambulance drivers and had replaced men as

ticket collectors, trolley conductors, elevator operators and a num-

ber of other light occupations ;
but now they were doing men/s jobs

at almost all the factories, mills and shipyards in the United

States.

Transportation. The Railroads. In spite of heavy handi-

caps, the railroads in 1943 surpassed even the "magnificent rec-

ord" of the previous year. With 38% fewer locomotives and 25%
fewer cars, they carried 80,000,000 passenger miles and 735,000,-

ooo freight miles of traffic, as compared with the corresponding

figures of 54,000,000 and 638,000,000 in 1942. They moved an

average of 2,000,000 soldiers and sailors a month. The burden on

the railroads was increased over that in World War I by the fact

that they had now to devote more than 30% of their service to

the ports of the Pacific coast, as against only 7% in the former

war. However, two of the handicaps under which the roads were

operating in 1942 were reduced during 1943. In the first place,

the submarine menace waned; the significance of the victory over

the submarines can be realized by the fact that before their raids

began about 95% of the oil used in U.S. industries was brought

from the wells of Texas, Oklahoma and California by water. The

railroads rose to the occasion when the oil famine threatened,

and increased their haulage from some 180,000 bbl. to 800,000

bhl. a day. Along with the relief in the U-boat menace came the

completion in July 1943 of the "big inch," the 1.341-1. oil pipe-

line from Texas to New Jersey, across eight states and under 20

rivers, with a capacity of delivering 350,000 bbl. a day. Consider-

able excitement was caused by a speech of Vice-President Wallace

at Dallas, Tex., on Oct. 20, in which he warned against an at-

tempted monopoly of transportation by the railroads at the ex-

pense of trucks and buses, and was answered with some heat by

President John J. Pelley of Association of American Railroads.

But the serious event in the railroad situation came in the last

days of 1943, when the operating and non-operating railroad em-

ployees threatened to strike (see above). The upshot of the dis-

pute was a presidential order to Secretary Stimson on Dec. 27

for the army to take over the railroads. Ere the year closed, as we

have seen, the railroads called off the strike, agreeing to arbitra-
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tion by the government which they were confident would satisfy

their wage demands. (Sec also RAILROADS.)

Shipping. To the 8,000,000 tons of merchant vessels built in

1942, the U.S. added 16,000,000 in 1943. By the end of Sept.

1943, more than 2.000 ships had been launched, and the goal for

1944 was 5,ooo ships with a tonnage of 50,000,000 or more than

half the total tonnage of the world in 1939. In Dec. 1943, the

rate of building was 130% higher than in 1942, and was proceed-

ing at an enormously increased figure over the sinkings, which at

the beginning of the year had averaged six ships a day. (See also

SHIPBUILDING; SHIPPING, MERCHANT MARINE.)
Aviation. Production in the aircraft industry rose from

$6,400.000,000 in 1942 to more than $20,000,000,000 in 1943, il

figure equal to one-seventh of the U.S. national income. Though
most of the planes were for the armed forces, about one-fourth

were transport planes capable of conversion for civilian use. Work
was under way in 1943 on the largest airfield in the world, on Long
Island, N.Y.: a field five times as large as La Guardia field, with

13 mi. of runways and a capacity of 1,000 flights a day. The 21

domestic and international commercial airlines for the most part

kept in operation during 1943; and although TWA, for example,
saw its commercial fleet reduced by 57%, it lost only 23% of

plane mileage. Workers in the aircraft plants increased from 390.-

ooo men in 1941 to 1,200,000 men and women in 1943, when the

entire plane output of the axis powers was exceeded. On the sec-

ond anniversary of Pearl Harbor the I5o,oooth plane was com-

pleted. (See also AIR FORCES; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.)

The Army and Navy. During 1943 the demands of the chief

of staff, General George C. Marshall, rose from an army of 7,500.-

ooo to one of 10,700,000. Ten out of every 14 able-bodied men
between the ages of 18 and 38, it was estimated by manpower
commissioner McNutt, were in the armed forces at the close of

1943. The contest between the army, the navy, industry and agri-

culture for men was bound to be keen. Germany had put 13.5%
of her population into the field, a proportion which would mean
forces of 17,500,000 for the United States. The military appro-

priations for the year totalled $99,147,000.000 ($71,510,000.000

for the army and $27,637,000,000 for the navy). The army air

forces at the end of the year contained 2.500,000 men, or more

than all the U.S. armed forces in World War I; and the naval air

force had grown from 1,744 planes to 18,269. Fighting ships
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numbered 2,674 at the close of 1943, as against 953 a year earlier

and 674 in 1941. In those three years the United States built

2,200,000 tons of naval ships, added 23,000 planes, and com-

pleted $500,000,000 worth of shore facilities. (See also AIR

FORCES; NAVIES OF THE WORLD; SELECTIVE SERVICE.)

International Affairs. The text of U.S. policy in foreign re-

lations might be found in President Roosevelt's Lincoln day

(Feb. 12, 1943) speech at Washington: "Unless the peace that

follows the war recognizes that the whole world is one neighbour-

hood and does justice to the whole human race, the germs of an-

other world war will remain as a constant threat to mankind."

To co-ordinate the efforts of the United Nations, especially the

four great ones, the United States, Britain, U.S.S.R. and China,

which contained three-fourths of the population of the world,

was the constant concern of the president. In May 1943, he held

his fifth conference with Prime Minister Winston Churchill since

they had together written the Atlantic Charter of Aug. 1941.

And in August they met again at Quebec, with Secretary Hull

and Foreign Minister Eden attending. On Feb. 21 Madame

Chiang Kai-shek addressed congress (the first private citizen

ever to do so) and pleaded for the defeat of Japan without wait-

ing until the Germans gave in. But in spite of the admiration

of everyone for the courage with which China had withstood the

assault of the far better equipped forces of Japan for more than

six years, the strategy of the United Nations favoured concen-

trating the main attack on Hitler's far-flung forces. From Sept.

i on hardly a week passed without some important conference

bearing on the problems of winning the war and providing

for the postwar world. Congress, which reconvened in the middle

of September (soon after the conference of the Republican lead-

ers at Mackinac Island) showed a far different attitude toward

co-operation in a program to insure lasting peace than it had dis-

played after the armistice of World War I. A group of senators

led by Burton, Ball, Hatch and Hill (the so-called B2H2 group)

was urging the participation of the United States in a concert of

the United Nations for a durable peace; and the house, by a

vote of 360 to 29 on Sept. 26, adopted a resolution of Congress-

man James W. Fulbright of Arkansas, favouring U.S. participa-

tion in the creation of appropriate international machinery "with

power adequate to establish and maintain a just and lasting peace

among the nations of the world." A resolution of similar intent

by Chairman Tom Connally (Dem., Tex.) of the foreign rela-

tion/ committee was before the senate. On Nov. 27 there met at

Atlantic City the council of the United Nations' Relief and Re-

habilitation Administration (ex-governor Herbert H. Lehman of

New York, chairman) which laid plans for the expenditure of

some $2,000,000,000 for the relief of destitution in the war-torn

countries, each to contribute i% of its national income for the

preceding year. It was estimated that the United States would

bear $1,350,000,000 of this expense, and that the needs of the 35

countries with 500,000,000 inhabitants would take some 46,000,-

ooo tons of food and other supplies. (See also POSTWAR PLAN-

NING.)

Meanwhile a series of historic conferences among the world

leaders was taking place. At the end of October Secretary Hull

flew to Moscow to meet foreign secretaries Eden of Great Britain

and Molotov of the soviet union for discussions preliminary to the

conference of the principals, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin, a

few weeks later. (D. S. Mu.)
The text of the joint four-nation* declaration signed Nov. i,

1943, at Moscow was as follows:

The governments of the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
the soviet union and China:

United in their determination, in accordance with the declaration by the

+Thi9 was the only declaration of the Moscow Conference to which China was a sig-

natory.

United Nations of Jan. i, 1942* and subsequent declarations, to continue
hostilities against those axis powers with which they respectively are at
war until such powers have laid down their arms on the basis of uncon-
ditional surrender;

Conscious of their responsibility to secure the liberation of themselves
and the peoples allied with them from the menace of aggression;

Recognizing the necessity of ensuring a rapid and orderly transition from
war to peace and of establishing and maintaining international peace and
security with the least diversion of the world's human and economic re-

sources for armaments;
Jointly declare:

i. That their united action, pledged for the prosecution of the war
against their respective enemies, will be continued for the organization and
maintenance of peace and security.

2. That those of them at war with a common enemy will act together
in all matters relating to the surrender and disarmament of that enemy.

3. That they will take all measures deemed by them to be necessary to

provide against any violation of the terms imposed upon the enemy.
4. That they recognize the necessity of establishing at the earliest prac-

ticable date a general international organization, based on the principle of

the sovereign equality of all peace-loving states, and open to membership
by all such states, large and small, for the maintenance of international

peace and security.

5. That for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security
pending the re-establishment of law and order and the inauguration of a
system of general security, they will consult with one another and as occa-
sion requires with other members of the United Nations with a view to

joint action on behalf of the community of nations. .

6. That after the termination of hostilities they will not employ their

military forces within the territories of other states except for the purposes
envisaged in this declaration and after joint consultation.

7. That they will confer and co-operate with one another and with
other members of the United Nations to bring about a practicable general
agreement with respect to the regulation of armaments in the postwar period.

The declaration of the Moscow conference regarding Italy was

as follows :

The foreign secretaries of the United States, the United Kingdom and
the soviet union have established that their three governments are in com-
plete agreement that Allied policy toward Italy must be based upon the

fundamental principle that fascism and all its evil influence and configura-
tion shall be completely destroyed and that the Italian people shall be

given every opportunity to establish governmental and other institutions

based upon democratic principles.
The foreign secretaries of the United States and United Kingdom declare

that the action of their governments from the inception of the invasion of

Italian territory, in so far as paramount military requirements have per-
mitted, has been based upon this policy.

In furtherance of this policy in the future the foreign secretaries of the

three governments are agreed that the following measures are important
and should be put into effect:

i. It is essential that the Italian government should be made more
democratic by inclusion of representatives of those sections of the Italian

people who have always opposed fascism.

2. Freedom of speech, of religious worship, of political belief, of press
and of public meeting shall be restored in full measure to the Italian people,
who shall also be entitled to form anti-fascist political groups.

3. All institutions and organizations created by the fascist regime shall

be suppressed.
4. All fascist or pro-fascist elements' shall be rtmoved from the admin-

istration and from institutions and organizations of a public character.

5. All political prisoners of the fascist regime shall be released and
accorded full amnesty.

6. Democratic organs of local government shall be created.

7. Fascist chiefs and army generals known or suspected to be war
criminals shall be arrested and handed over to justice.

In making this declaration the three foreign secretaries recognize that so

long as active military operations continue in Italy the time at which it

is possible to give full effect to the principles stated above will be deter-

mined by the commander in chief on the basis of instructions received

through the combined chiefs of staff.

The three governments, parties to this declaration, will, at the request
of any one of them, consult on this matter. It is further understood that

nothing in this resolution is to operate against the right of the Italian

people ultimately to choose their own form of government.

Following is the text of the declaration on Austria ^signed at

Moscow:

The governments' of the United Kingdom, the soviet union and the

United States of America are agreed that Austria, the first free country to

fall a victim to Hitlerite aggression, shall be liberated from German domi-
nation.

They, regard the annexation imposed on Austria by Germany on March
15, 1938, as null and void. They consider themselves as in no way
bound by any changes effected in Austria since that date. They declare

that they wish to see re-established a free and independent Austria and

thereby to open the way for the Austrian people themselves, as well as

those neighbouring states which will be faced with similar problems, to find

that political and economic security which is the only basis for lasting

peace.
Austria is reminded, however, that she has a responsibility, which she

cannot evade, for participation in the war at the side of Hitlerite Germany,
and that in the final settlement account will inevitably be taten of her own
contribution to her liberation.
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The following statement on atrocities, released concurrently

with the other Moscow declarations, was signed by President

Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill and Premier Stalin:

The United Kingdom, the United States and the soviet union have re*

ceived from many quarters evidence of atrocities, massacres and cold-

blooded mass executions which are being perpetrated by Hitlerite forces

in many of the countries they have overrun and from which they are now
being steadily expelled. The brutalities of nazi domination are no new
thing, and all peoples or territories in their grip have suffered from the
worst form of government by terror. What is new is that many of these

territories are now beinw redeemed by the advancing armies of the liber-

ating powers and that in their desperation the recoiling Hitlerites and
Huns are redoubling their ruthless cruelties. This is now evidenced with

particular clearness by monstrous crimes on the territory of the soviet
union which is being liberated from Hitlerites and on French and Italian

territory.

Accordingly, the aforesaid three Allied powers, speaking in the interests

of the 32 United Nations, hereby solemnly declare and give full warning
of their declaration as follows:

At the time of granting of any armistice to any government which may
be set up in Germany, those German officers and men and members of the

nazi party who have been responsible for or have taken a consenting part
in the above atrocities, massacres and executions will be sent back to the

countries in which their abominable deeds were done in order that they
may be judged and punished according to the laws of these liberated coun-
tries and of the free governments which will be erected therein. Lists will

be compiled in all possible detail from all these countries, having regard

especially to invaded parts of the soviet union, to Poland and Czechoslo-

vakia, to Yugoslavia and Greece, including Crete and other islands; to

Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg. France and
Italy.

Thus, Germans who take part in wholesale shooting of Polish officers or
in the execution of French, Dutch. Belgian or Norwegian hostages or of

Cretan peasants, or who have shared in slaughters inflicted on the people
of Poland or in territories of the soviet union which are now being swept
clear of the enemy, will know they will be brought back to the scene of

their crimes and judged on the spot by the peoples whom they have out-

raged. Let those who have hitherto not imbued their hands with innocent
blood beware lest they join the ranks of the guilty, for most assuredly the

three Allied powers will pursue them to the uttermost ends of the earth
and will deliver them to their accusers in order that justice may be done.
The above declaration is without prejudice to the case of German crimi-

nals whose offenses have no particular geographical localization and who
will be punished by joint decision of the governments of the Allies.

The Moscow meeting was important for its demonstration of

the complete accord between the three nations to wage the war
to the end against the nazis; and on Nov. 5 the United States

senate, by the overwhelming vote of 85 to 5 adopted almost

word for word article 4 of the Moscow declaration.

In November, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister

Churchill met Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek at Cairo (Nov. 22-

26) and agreed to divest Japan of all the territory she had stolen

since she began her career of aggression in the far east.

The text of the Cairo statement, dated Dec. i, 1943, was as

follows:

The several military missions have agreed upon future military opera-
tions against Japan.
The three great Allies expressed their resolve to bring unrelenting; pres-

sure against their brutal enemies by sea, land and air. This pressure is

already rising.
The three great Allies are fighting this war to restrain and punish the

aggression of Japan.
They covet no gain . for themselves and have no thought of territorial

expansion.
It is their purpose that Japan shall be stripped of all the islands in the

Pacific which she has seized or occupied since the beginqing of the first

World War in 1914, and that all the territories Japan has stolen from the

Chinese, such as Manchuria, Formosa and the Pescadores, shall be restored

to the Republic of China.

Japan will also be expelled from all other territories which she has taken

by violence and greed.
The aforesaid three great powers, mindful of the enslavement of the

people of Korea, are determined that in due course Korea shall become
free and independent.
With these objects in view, the three Allies, in harmony with those of

the United Nations at war with Japan, will continue to persevere in the

serious and prolonged operations necessary to procure the unconditional

surrender of Japan.

From Cairo Roosevelt and Churchill flew to Tehran, Iran,

where they met Marshal Stalin and in a four-day conference

mapped the plan of an all out attack on Hitler's "European

Fortress."

The text of the declaration signed by President Roosevelt,

Prime Minister Churchill and Premier Stalin at Tehran is as

follows :
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We, the President of the United States of America, the Prime Minister

of Great Britain, and the Premier of the soviet union, have met in these
four days past in this the capital of our ally, Tehran, and have shaped
and confirmed our common policy.
We express our determination that our nations shall work together in the

war and in the peace that will follow.
As to the war, our military staffs have joined in our round-table discus*

sions and we have concerted our plans for the destruction of the German
forces. We have reached complete agreement as to the scope and timing
of operations which will be undertaken from the east, west and south. The
common understanding which we have here reached guarantees that victory
will be ours.

And as to the peace, we are sure that our concord will make it an endur-

ing peace. We recognize fully the supreme responsibility resting upon us
and all the United Nations to make a peace which will command good
will from the overwhelming masses of the peoples of the world and banish
the scourge and terror of war for many generations.
With our diplomatic advisers we have surveyed the problems of the

future. We shall seek the co-operation and active participation of all na-

tions, large and small, whose peoples in heart and in mind are dedicated,
as are our own peoples, to the elimination of tyranny and slavery, oppres-
sion and intolerance. We will welcome them as they may choose to come
into the world family of democratic nations.
No power on earth can prevent our destroying the German armies by

land, their U-boats by sea, and their war plants from the air. Our attacks
will be relentless and increasing.

Emerging from these friendly conferences we look with confidence to the

day when all the peoples of the world may live free lives untouched by
tyranny and according to their varying desires and their own consciences.
We came here with hope and determination. We leave heu friends in

fact, in spirit, and in purpose.
Signed at Tehran, Dec. i, 1943.

ROOSEVELT. STALIN, CHURCHILL.

The text of the statement on Iran, signed at Tehran, is as

follows :

The President of the United States of America, the Premier of the

U.S.S.R., and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, having consulted
with each other and with the Prime Minister of Iran, desire to declare the
mutual agreement of their three governments regarding relations with Iran.
The governments of the United States of America, the U.S.S.R. and the

United Kingdom recognize the assistance which Iran has given in the

prosecution of the war against the common enemy, particularly by facili-

tating the transportation of supplies from overseas to the soviet union.

The three governments realize that the war has caused special economic
difficulties for Iran and they agreed that they will continue to make avail-

able to the Iran government such economic assistance as may be possible,
having regard to the heavy demands made upon them by their world-wide

military operations and to the world-wide shortage of transport, raw mate-
rials and supplies for civilian consumption.
With respect to the postwar period, the governments of the United States

of America, the U.S.S.R. and the United Kingdom are in accord with the

government of Iran that any economic problem confronting Iran at the

close of hostilities should receive full consideration along with those of

other members of the United Nations by conferences or international

agencies, held or created, to deal with international economic matters.
The governments of the United States of America, the U.S.S.R. and the

United Kingdom are at one with the government of Iran in their desire for

the maintenance of the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Iran. They count upon the participation of Iran, together with all other

peace-loving nations in the establishment of international peace, security
and prosperity after the war, in accordance with the principles of the

Atlantic Charter, to which all four governments have continued to subscribe.

Both President Roosevelt and Vice-President Wallace visited

Latin American countries in 1943, the president stopping off at

Brazil on his way back from Africa in February, and the next

month conferring with President Camacho at Monterrey, Mex-

ico. Both visits resulted in valuable negotiations on the aid which

those countries could furnish to the cause of the United Nations

in their contribution of indispensable metals, airfield facilities,

and general co-operation. In March and April, Wallace, an en-

thusiastic student of Spanish, made a good-will tour of South

America (bypassing only Argentina, whose disposition toward the

United States and the United Nations was far from friendly).

On Sept. 15 the 21 republics of the continent were represented in

an educational conference at Panama. The United States con-

tinued, in spite of some severe criticism, to spend large sums of

money to secure the good will of the Latin American countries.

(See also HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II.)

For the progress of the war see WORLD WAR II.

In a radio address on Christmas eve President Roosevelt re-

ported to the nation on his meetings with the statesmen at Cairo

and Tehran, and announced that General
Dwigtftyj.

Eisenhower

would be transferred from Cairo to London to
dit^fe

the "second-

front" assault on the continent. He warned thata/bitter battle
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was before the American people; but he was confident of the

outcome. (D. S. Mu.; X.)

Education. See the articles EDUCATION; UNIVERSITIES AND
COLLEGES.

Defense. For information about the armed forces of the

United States in 1943, see AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD; MARINE

CORPS; NATIQNAL GUARD; NAVIES OF THE WORLD; WORLD WAR
II. See also CIVILIAN DEFENSE.

Finance and Banking. Statistics pertaining to the United

States will be found in such articles as BANKING; BUDGET, NA-

TIONAL; BUSINESS REVIEW; NATIONAL DEBT; NATIONAL IN-

COME AND NATIONAL PRODUCT; STOCKS AND BONDS; TAXATION;
WEALTH AND INCOME, U.S. DISTRIBUTION OF.

Foreign Trade. The U.S. department of commerce announced

in Jan. 1942 that it would cease publication of its monthly sum-

maries of U.S. foreign commerce, as of Oct. 31, 1941, irv order to

prevent giving vital information to the enemy. For such informa-

tion as was available in 1943, see BUSINESS REVIEW; FOREIGN

ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION; INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Comrffenication. For statistics, see the articles AVIATION,

CIVIL; CANALS AND INLAND WATERWAYS; ELECTRIC TRANSPOR-

TATION; MOTOR TRANSPORTATION; POST OFFICE; RADIO; RAIL-

ROADS; SHIPBUILDING; SHIPPING, MERCHANT MARINE; TELE-

PHONE.

Agriculture. Statistical material pertaining to this subject

may be found under AGRICULTURE; also in the articles on separate

crops and agricultural products.

Manufacturing. The report of the department of commerce
biennial census of manufactures for 1939, issued Jan. 15, 1941,

estimated the number of establishments at 184,244; salaries and

wages at $11,631,967,995 and value of products at $56,828,807,-

223. The 1941 census was not taken because of World War II,

and after the U.S. entrance into the war, no complete overall fig-

ures for U.S. industrial production were issued. See BUSINESS RE-

VIEW and WAR PRODUCTION, U.S. for industrial trends in 1943.

Labour. For data on labour in 1943, see the articles AMERI-

CAN FEDERATION OF LABOR; CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA-

TIONS; LABOUR UNIONS; RELIEF; SOCIAL SECURITY; STRIKES AND

LOCK-OUTS; UNEMPLOYMENT; WAGES AND HOURS.

Mineral Production. The U.S. department of the interior,

for reasons of military security, issued no statistics on U.S. min-

eral production in 1942-43. (For such information as was passed

by the censor in 1943, see the articles oa individual minerals;

also MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES; STRATEGIC

MINERAL SUPPLIES.) (X.)
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Eve Curie, Journey Among Warriors; R. Ingersoll, The Battle Is the Pay-
Off; F. V. Drake, Vertical War/are; H. Matthews, The Fruits of Fascism;
R. M. Coudenhover-Kalergi, Crusade for Pan-Europa; O. D. Tolischus, Tokyo
Record; W. L. White, Queens Die Proudly; P. van Paassen, The Forgotten
Ally; E. Pyle, Here Is Your War; E. Shiber, Paris Underground; K. Bar*
ing, Our Army Today; J. K. Taussig and II. F. Cope, Our Navy; A. Crane,
ed., Marines At War; J. R. Carlson, Under Cover; H. St. G. Saunders,
Combined Operations; E. Hungerford, Transport for War; A. G. Clifford,
The Conquest of North Africa; R. Trcgaskis, Guadalcanal Diary; M.
Werner, Attack Can Win In '43; D. F. Zanuck, Turns Expedition; J. Dris-

coll, War Discovers Alaska; R. L. Scott, God Is My Co-Pilot; T. Lawson,
Thirty Seconds Over Tokio; N. W. Ross, The Waves; J. M. Redding and
H. I. Leyshon, Skyways to Berlin; E. J. Kahn, G. I. Jungle; W. B. Clausen,
Blood for the Emperor; H. Pol, The Hidden Enemy.

Latin America. E. P. Hanson, ed., New World Guides , South America;
L. D. Baldwin, The Story of the Americas; S. F. Bemis, The Latin*Ameri-
can Policy of the United States; A. P. Whitaker, Inter-American A flairs;

T. H. Reynolds, The Progress of Pan-Americanism; J. W. White, Our
Good Neighbor Hurdle; C. Beals, Dawn Over the Amazon; W. Frank,
South American Journey; A. Brenner, The Wind that Swept Mexico; J.

Jobim, Brazil in the Making; J. P. Normano and A. Gcrbi, Japanese in

South America; J. H. Kemble, Panama Route.

Foreign Affairs. W. Lippmann, 17.5. Foreign Policy; W. Willkie, One
World; A. Shaw, International Bearings oj American Policy; K. Colegrove,
The American Senate and World Peace; R. N. Amahen, ed., Beyond Victory;
L. Balogh, Chaos or Peace; J. T. Whitaker, We Cannot Escape History;
B. Newman, The New Europe; H. C. Cassidy, Moscow Dateline; II. P.

Howard, America's Role in Asia; E. Ben-Horin, The Middle East; S. Green-

bie, Asia Unbound; I. Brant, The Road to Peace and Freedom; G. A.

Borgese, Common Cause; V. Sheehan, Between the Thunder and the Sun;
C. P. Romulo, Motf.er America; W. D. Herridge, Which Kind of Revo-

lution?; C. Gill, World Republic. (D. S. Mu.)

United States-British War Boards: see BRITISH-U.S. WAR
BOARDS.

United States-Canadian War Committees: see CANA-

DiAN-U.S. WAR COMMITTEES.

United States Government Departments and Bureaus:
see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS. Also see under

specific name, i.e. COAST GUARD, U.S., etc.

United States Housing Authority (USHA): see NATIONAL

HOUSING AGENCY.

II O iNtttftAi-fMAnt* AI%MA*| There was no complete sur-

U.S. InVeStmentS AbrOaO. vey of American investments

abroad after 1940, when holdings were valued at approximately

$11,000,000,000, as indicated in the table on page 721. How-

ever, the United States treasury department conducted during

1943 the most comprehensive census of American property in

foreign countries ever undertaken. All persons owning property

in foreign countries were required to report their holdings on or

before Dec. i, 1943, with certain relatively minor exceptions

chiefly holdings in specified categories valued at less than $10,-

ooo. The results of this census, when tabulated, were expected to

provide almost complete data on foreign assets, information

which would be extremely valuable to business men, government

officials, and all others interested in international economic re-

lations.

The United States government emerged as the major supplier

of American capital to foreign countries, as huge sums were

placed abroad to facilitate the production of many and varied

commodities vital to the successful prosecution of the war. Most

of these enterprises were financed by the various subsidiaries

of the Reconstruction Finance corporation, although the $130,-

000,000 Canol project, providing petroleum facilities in north-

western Canada, was an army undertaking. Another major en-

terprise in Canada was the Shipshaw plant of the Aluminum Com-

pany of Canada, Ltd., constructed with funds supplied in part

by the Metals Reserve company in the form of advance payments
for future production. Rubber developments were promoted by
the United States government in various Latin American coun-

tries, and the cultivation of abaca and other fibre plants was en-
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couraged to replace lost far eastern supplies. In addition, of

course, large sums were "invested" in military and semi-military

installations around the world. Investments and other expendi-

tures by United States government agencies in Latin America

became a subject of political controversy during the closing

months of the year, the debate serving to focus public attention

on these matters and to bring to light correct data regarding the

financial extent of the operations.

United States Investments Abroad, December 37, 1940
(In millions of dollars)

"^Investments not geographically allowable.

Sources: American Direct Investincnts in Foreign Countries, US. Department of Com-
merce, 1942; The Balance of International Paytnents of the United States in 1940, U.S.

Department of Commerce, 1041; "Status of United States Investments in Foreign Dollar

Bonds, End of 1940." in Foreign Commerce Weekly. July 19, 1941, p. 3;
"
U.S. Investments

in Foreign Dollar Bonds," in Foreign Commerce Weekly^ Sept. 26, 1942. p. 8; Bulletin of

the Treasury Department, March 1941.

In spite of the war, the years 1942 and 1943 produced con-

siderable activity on the part of private American capital seek-

ing new investment outlets abroad. Stimulated by rising prices

for Canadian bonds in the U.S. and perhaps by anticipation of

a return to par of the Canadian dollar, purchases by American

investors of outstanding Canadian securities amounted to some

$97,oop,ooo in 1942 and $119,000,000 in the first nine months of

1943, according to the dominion bureau of statistics. The par-

ticipation of American capital in the exploitation of the Steep

Rock iron deposits in Canada was accomplished through a public

offering of securities of the Canadian corporation developing the

properties, and during the year it was also announced that

work was proceeding on U.S.-owned iron ore properties in Vene-

zuela, with scheduled development and construction costs of about

$25,000,000 envisaged. Other acquisitions or expansions included

a pharmaceutical concern and a pulp mill in Canada, an air line,

a plant for manufacturing flavouring syrups for soft drinks, and

several finance-investment firms in Mexico, tire plants in the

last-named country and in Cuba, and a substantial interest in

the TACA air routes in the Caribbean. While the amount of

capital involved in these enterprises was small in comparison to

the great exodus of American capital in the
J

2os, it was evident

that private funds were still available for foreign investment if

the attendant circumstances appeared favourable.

On Sept. 29, 1943, the state department announced that an

agreement had been reached with Mexico, by which the govern-

ment of the latter country would pay some $29,000,000 for most

of the American-owned petroleum properties expropriated in

1938. Acceptance of the settlement by the principal claimant,

the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, was announced on

Oct. i, thus apparently bringing to a close one of the bitterest

disputes in the history of American industry abroad. One of

the other major companies involved, the Sinclair Oil corporation,

had settled its claims directly with the government of Mexico

in 1940, and received the final installment of an $8.500,000 award

in 1943.

By decree law no. 6019, dated Nov. 23, 1943, the government
of Brazil established a new plan for the servicing of the external

debt of that country which was considerably more liberal in its

terms than the one prevailing in recent years. The decree was

the outcome of extended negotiations between the government
and representatives of the bondholders and presumably repre-

sented a definitive and final settlement, providing, as it did, for

regular annual amortizations of the principal amounts out-

standing.

The government of El Salvador, in a decree dated Nov. 12,

1943, imposed an increased export duty on coffee, the proceeds
of which were to be devoted to servicing the external debt, in

default since 1937.

Details of the application of these funds remained to be deter-

mined by negotiation.

Perhaps the most significant development during 1943 affect-

ins U.S. foreign investments was the rather widespread attention

being devoted to the postwar role of American capital abroad.

The department of commerce, in its publication The United

States in the World Economy, stated: "In view of our high
standard of living and enormous capacity for saving, it is both

natural and logical that American capital should resume invest-

ment activity abroad on a scale large enough to sustain this

country's export trade and concurrently support reconstruction

and development programs in foreign countries." This point of

view seemed to have been widely accepted on the ground that it

would be to the mutual advantage of debtor and creditor alike if

future investments take the form of direct participation in the

ownership and management of industrial and commercial enter-

prises, rather than the public flotation of bond issues of foreign

governmental entities national, provincial or municipal.

Another phase of the problem that received attention was the

question of joint participation with local capital in the countries

where investments are to be made. A trend in this direction was

especially noticeable during the decade of the '305 in Great Brit-

ain, where many leading American-owned companies offered

securities to the British public. Several of the financial firms or-

ganized in Mexico in 1943 represented joint ventures of United

States and Mexican capital. In an article in the Harvard Business

Review, Kuang Tai Hu, a Chinese graduate student at the uni-

versity, expressed the opinion that foreign capital would be wel-

comed in China after the war only on terms which would leave

a considerable share of the investment and voice in the man-

agement in the hands of the Chinese.

Official importance attached to postwar international capital

movements and the related problem of exchange stability was

evidenced by the drafting of elaborate, though tentative, plans

for international stabilization funds and a world bank. These

plans, prepared by both British and American government ex-

perts, were widely discussed in the press, and in financial and

economic journals. At the close of the year, however, the extent

and character of the international movement of capital in the

postwar period still remained to a large degree unforeseeable,

although there was little, if any, lack of agreement as to the im-

portance of the problem and the necessity for discovering a

workable solution. (R. L. Ss.)

Universities and Colleges.
The following seven pa^es

carry a selected list of uni-

versities, colleges and junior colleges in the U.S. and Canada, with

location, year founded, chief executive, enrolment, size of faculty,

endowment and number of library volumes, for the academic

year 1943-44. An asterisk denotes 1942-43 data; two asterisks

denote data previous to 1942-43. (See also EDUCATION.)
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UNRRA: 5ee UNITED NATIONS
RELIEF AND REHABILITATION Aiv
MINISTRATION,

Upshur, William Peterkin

(1881-1943), U.S. marine corps

officer, was born Oct. 28 in Rich-

mond, Va. After graduating from

the Virginia Military institute,

1902, he was commissioned a 2nd

lieutenant in the marine corps.

He won several awards including

the congressional medal of hon-

our for his service in Haiti in

1915. During World War I, he

went to France to take charge of

the military prison at Bordeaux
;

later he was shifted to command
of the guard camp at Bassens. A
graduate of the U.S. Army Com-
mand and General Staff school,

the Naval War college and the

Army War college, he was made
a brigadier general in 1938, and

given command of the fleet ma-

rine force. He had been on duty
in the Philippines and China, at

Washington headquarters of the

marine corps and saw service at

sea. In Oct. 1939 he was pro-

moted to major general, was

later put in charge of the marine

corps base at San Diego and in

Nov. 1941 was named command-

ing general of the marine corps

department of the Pacific with

headquarters at San Francisco.

He was killed July 21 in the

crash of a naval aeroplane near

Sitka, Alaska.

Uranium.
Comments made
under the subject

of radium, vanadium (q.v.) also

apply to uranium, and little ad-

ditional information was avail-

able in 1943. It was rumoured

that German scientists were

working intensively on the isola-

tion of 11235 from uranium, and

the development of energy by
atomic disintegration in the

hope that something practical

could be accomplished in time

to be of help in winning the

war. (500 also RADIUM.)

(G. A. Ro.)

Accordin to data

published regarding

the treatment of gonorrhoea!

urethritis in the armed forces,

the sulfonamides proved to be

effective agents in combating a
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disease which had defied treatment over the centuries. It was

estimated that infection in the urethra with Neisseria gonorrhoeae

can be eliminated by medication with sulfonamide compounds, if

they are adequately employed, in from 80% to 90% of cases.

It was recognized, however, that in approximately 10% of the

cases of gonorrhoeal urethritis sulfonamide therapy fails. It was

found that this failure is due largely to inherent qualities of the

Neisseria gonorrhoeae which render them sulfonamide resistant

in varying degrees. The degree of resistance to sulfonamide com-

pounds could in 1943 be determined by means of comparatively

simple laboratory tests.

During 1943 it was shown that penicillin also will eliminate

t?onorrhoeal urethritis and apparently even more efficiently than

the sulfonamides. In fact, it was found that penicillin will over-

come gonorrhoeal infection in at least 98% of cases and, of

even greater importance, the infection will be eliminated within

about 48 hours. Owing to the scarcity of penicillin, its use was

confined largely to those cases of gonorrhoeal urethritis in which

the infections were resistant to sulfonamide medication. In all of

these resistant cases reported thus far the gonorrhoeal infection

was eliminated by penicillin. The absence of any toxic reaction

following the administration of penicillin is an important advan-

tage of penicillin over sulfonamide medication. Penicillin, besides

being used in treatment of gonorrhoeal urethritis of the male, also

was used in the treatment of gonorrhoeal infection in the female

pelvis and of gonorrhoeal proctitis, with equally good results.

Pyrogen free penicillin, dissolved in a physiologic solution of

sodium chloride, may be administered either intravenously by the

drip method, or intramuscularly at intervals of three hours. The

administration of penicillin must be continuous or nearly con-

tinuous in the treatment of severe gonorrhoeal infections. Be-

cause of the difficulty of production, penicillin compounds, un-

fortunately, were not universally available in 1943.

Early clinical results following bilateral orchicctomy (excision

of both testicles) in cases of carcinoma of the prostate gland

were often so favourable that it was thought the operation might
control the malignant lesion permanently. Further observations

on late results of orchiectomy in the treatment of prostatic car-

cinoma, however, raised some doubt as to the efficacy of the pro-

cedure. In fact, postoperative results were disappointing in so

many cases that many urologists questioned the advisability of

routine orchicctomy in these cases. Some observers went so far

as to claim that orchiectomy seems to stimulate the malignant

process after an early stage of improvement.

Many urologists claimed that the clinical results of the ad-

ministration of female hormones in cases of prostatic carcinoma

are as good as, or better than, those after orchiectomy. They
were of the opinion that androgenic stimulation can be controlled

in this manner more completely than by orchiectomy. One of

the advantages claimed for administration of estrogenic com-

pounds is the fact that the estrogenic hormone will neutralize

androgenic secretion in tissues other than the testicle. Orchiec-

tomy alone will eliminate only such androgenic stimulation as has

its origin in testicular tissue. The amount of estrogenic drug
needed to neutralize androgenic stimulation was not in 1943
standardized. Some clinicians advised a dosage of only i or 2 mg.

daily, while others employed much larger amounts. Some urolo-

gists employed orchiectomy and followed it up by the adminis-

tration of estrogenic drugs. Some clinicians believed that the

potency of estrogenic therapy is not as great when a preparation

containing estrogenic hormone is administered following orchiec-

tomy. The administration of estrogenic drugs may be difficult

in some cases because of systemic reaction, characterized by hot

flushes, nausea, weakness, or pain with swelling in the mammary
gland.

Opinions differed as to when these measures should be em*

ployed in the treatment of prostatic carcinoma. Most clinicians

favoured immediate employment of these measures in order to

prevent progress of the malignant lesion. Others favoured post-

ponement of both orchiectomy and administration of estrogenic

jiormones until there is clinical evidence of metastasis.

The results of the treatment of interstitial cystitis and other

forms of painful cystitis with instillations of silver nitrate indi-

cated that this method offered permanent relief in approximately

60% of cases. In some cases in which symptoms recurred, a

repetition of treatment with silver nitrate at intervals controlled

the symptoms. The combination of wide overdistention of the

bladder, while the patient was under general anaesthesia, with

subsequent instillations of silver nitrate, gave permanent relief

in other cases. In some cases continuous lavage of the bladder

with a solution of silver nitrate (1:1,000) for several days

brought relief. (W. F. BR.)

HrilffllOU
^ republic on the southeastern coast of South

Ul UgUdJ. America, between Argentina and Brazil. It is the

smallest republic on the continent (area: 72,153 sq.mi.), but the

most densely populated (pop., official est. Dec. 31, 1940: 2,164,-

ooo). Capital city: Montevideo (pop. est. 1941: 770,000); other

cities, with estimated populations: Paysandu (50,000); Salto

(48,000); Mercedes (33,000); Lavalleja (30,000); Tucuarembo

(30,000); Artigas (28,500); Rivera (22,000); Treinta y Tres

(21,500). President in 1943 (inaugurated March i): Juan Jose
de Amezaga.

History. Uruguay's new Liberal president, Juan Jos6 de Ame-

zaga, assumed the executive office on March i, and continued the

active collaboration in inter-American defense laid down by his

party in 1941 and 1942. In January the vice-president-elect, Al-

berto Guani, visited the United States, and while there signed

agreements with the Export-Import bank covering a loan of $20,-

000,000, to be used in a public improvements program in Uru-

guay. The Uruguayan government announced early in 1943 that

diplomatic relations would be resumed with Russia, with whom
such contacts had been broken in 1936. Relations with Vichy

France, however, were severed on May 12.

The new administration started its internal program with severe

handicaps to overcome. In addition to the usual problems of war-

time, Uruguay was faced with the most severe drought in a num-
ber of years. In an effort to decrease unemployment the govern-
ment inaugurated a public works construction program, and on

May 3 the president proposed legislation which would control

monopolies and would serve as a basis for price and wage control.

During the first half of the year the labour situation remained

unsatisfactory in view of low wages, a steady increase in living

costs, and only slight improvement in regard to employment.
Toward the latter part of the year, however, conditions improved.

The drought was broken and agricultural prospects became

brighter; wool production proved to be excellent in both quality

and quantity. In July the Board of Economic Warfare in the

United States released the ban on South American wools which

had been in effect, and Uruguay was allowed to ship to the United

States 60% of the amount of the 1941-42 export. The United

States also started to import once more Uruguayan sheepskins. In

October Great Britain signed a contract for the United Nations to

take meats available for export in Uruguay for the year.

The steadily increasing favourable foreign trade balance caused

some concern over inflation, with some leaders favouring nationali-

zation of foreign-owned utilities as a desirable measure to pre-

vent it, and others desiring the surplus to go into repatriation of

the sterling debt of 18,000,000.

Rationing continued in force during 1943, notably on gasoline
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and kerosene, and price control was applied on many items.

Education. Education is compulsory and free; the system is

considered one of the more progressive of South America.

Primary schools numbered approximately 1,700 (in 1941); enrol-

ment was more than 200,000.

Finance. The monetary unit is the peso (value in 1943: ap-

proximately 52$ cents U.S.). The 1943 budget estimated revenue

at 112,912,000 pesos; expenditures at 112,649,000 pesos. It was

expected that 1943 would end with a deficit of 20,000,000 pesos;

1944, with a deficit of 30,000,000 pesos. The funded public debt

(Dec, 31, 1941) was 449,531,175 pesos, with an additional 94,500

peso international debt.

Trade and Communication. For the first half of 1942 ex-

ports were valued at $33,147,779; imports at $32,5*7,549- ^n

1943 imports from the United States (about 26% in 1941) and

the United Kingdom (15% in 1941) declined, and imports from

Latin American countries increased. Uruguay had a favourable

trade balance with the United States, for nine months of 1943, of

$27,370,000. Wool exports from Oct. i, 1942-Sept. 30, 1943,

amounted to 103,605 bales (1941-42: 57,009 bales). Coal im-

ports for the year ending June 30, 1943, were 265,654 short tons.

Because of the drought Uruguay had to import potatoes.

External communication is by sea and air, with rail connection

to Brazil and Argentina. Highway mileage is 22,500 mi., of which

1,500 mi. is paved. Bus and truck traffic was seriously curtailed

in 1943 by lack of gasoline. There are 1,527 mi. of railways;

speeds were reduced on these in order to conserve irreplaceable

steel rails.

Agriculture and Manufacturing. Uruguay is primarily pas-

toral (sheep and cattle). An unofficial estimate indicated that

20,000,000 to 22,000,000 sheep were being raised; the wool clip

(Oct. i, 1942-Sept. 30, 1943) was 67,168 short tons (1941-42:

55,945 short tons). Stock slaughterings (nine months ending

Sept. 30, 1943) were: cattle, 1,030,146 head; sheep, 972,454 head-

Agricultural production for the first half of 1943 (in short tons)

was: wheat 364,034; rice 15,225; corn 40,091; barley 9,666; oats

33>9^3; potatoes 45,984; flax 51,223. Linseed production for the

1942-43 year was officially estimated at 54>OI 3 short tons.

The more important manufacturing industries include meat-

packing products, textiles, leather goods (for domestic consump-

tion), hats, and wines in their output. During 1943 the textile

mills exported many shipments to South Africa. (See also

ARGENTINA; HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II.)

(D. RD.)

U.S.O.: see UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS.

U.S.S.R.: see UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

Hfoh A Rocky mountain state, admitted to the union in 1896,

Ul3n. popularly known as the "Mormon state." Area 84,916

sq.mi. (82,346 sq.mi., land; 2,570 sq.mi., water); pop. (1940)

550,310. The rural (nonfarm) population was 150,465, (farm)

94,352; urban 305,493, with the following origins: white (native)

510,662, (foreign born) 32,298; Negro (native) 1,225, (foreign

born) 10. Capital, Salt Lake City (i49>934)- Other principal

cities are Ogden (43,688), Provo (18,071) and Logan (11,868).

History. In 1943 the administration of the Democratic gov-

srnor, Herbert B, Maw, co-operated with federal authorities in

essential war measures, while business and industrial interests

aided in the expansion of mining and metallurgical industries

which were stimulated by war exigencies.

In 1943 E. E. Monson continued as secretary of state; Reese

ML Reese, auditor; Oliver G. Ellis, treasurer; Grover A. Giles,

ittorney general; and Charles H. Skidmore, superintendent of

public instruction.

Education. There were 143,448 children in the public schools
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in 1943, a drop of 5,184 fr6m the 1942 figure. The total cost of

education was $13,197,010.38, with $11,377,231.18 devoted to op-

erating expenses. There were 4,102 teachers and 434 principals.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. Total obligations

of $8,449,718,20 incurred in 1943 for public assistance were

distributed as follows: old-age assistance, $5,564,421.14, aid to de-

pendent children, $1,383,415.44; aid to blind, $53,537.54; general

$672,191.53. A total of 15,780 households were receiving assis-

tance in June 1943 as compared with 21,508 in Dec. 1941.

Services to children of working mothers, started in Feb. 1943,

totalled $10,746.58.

Communication. Highway mileage in 1943, was as follows:

state, 5,450; county, 15,633; city, 2,412. There were 2,005 mi.

of steam railway in 1942. State expenditures for roads in 1942
were approximately $6,051,071.14. Utah had 33 airports and

fields in 1943.

Banking and Finance. Fifty-seven banks, 45 state and 12

national, had total assets of $407,163,177.78 in 1943, and total

bank deposits reached $384,020,790.45. In 1942 the state's 15

building and loan associations had aggregate assets of $20,926,-

166.17. State receipts for the year ending June 30, 1942 were

$40,400,517.83; expenditures were $37.383,310.21. The total of

outstanding bonds in 1942 was $1,695,000, with this amount

available from the state liquor control fund for retirement of all

outstanding bonds.

Agriculture. Cash income from farm marketings was $71,-

506,000 during Jan.-Sept. 1943 as compared with $53,083,000 for

the same period in 1942. Producers increased the farm yield as

part of the war program. Value of 1943 truck and canning crops

was $5,882,000; for 1942, $4,036,000. Value of canning tomatoes

in 1943 was $1,621,000, and shipping tomatoes, $286,000.

Table (.Principal Agricultural Product* of Utah, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing, The upward trend in manufacturing con-

tinued in 1943, with new industries enabling Utah not only to

hold its population but to attract newcomers to defense industries.

Workers numbered 30,700 in 1942 as compared with 20,300 in

1941, and only 15,982 in the first quarter of the latter year. Total

pay rolls in manufacturing were estimated at $67,569,943 in 1943

as compared with $50,939,000 in 1942.

Mineral Production. The United States war program gave

sharp impetus to the state's greatest industry,- with important

production of copper, lead, and zinc And activity in vanadium,

tungsten and potash. In gold production, Utah jumped from

fourth to first place among the states of the union because of its

copper mines, which produce both metals. In 1943 the state had

an estimated production of 381,763 fine ounces of gold and

9,308,520 fine ounces of silver, as compared with 391,544 6ne

ounces of gold in 1942 and 10,574,955 fine ounces of silver in the

same year.

Tobfc II. Mineral Product/on of Utah, 1943 and 1942

Activity continued in connection with expansion of the pig iron

plant and coking coal mine near Cedar City. (F, W. GA.)
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Utilities. Public: see PUBLIC UTILITIES.

J

Explorations developed new deposits of vanadium

in Idaho and Wyoming, and other areas might

provide some supply if methods could be devised to recover the

metal from low-grade ores. These sources would supplement the

domestic supply formerly obtained from Colorado and Utah.

Peruvian production capacity was enlarged in order to assure

an adequate supply. During 1943, vanadium was shifted from

the list of metals short in supply to those with adequate supply

for essential requirements. (G. A. Ro.)

AM.
(I887

~
} '
commandant of

. the U.S. marine corps, was

born March 13 in Charlottesville, Va. He entered the corps as

a second lieutenant in 1909, took part in the landing in Nicaragua
in 1912 and at Veracruz in 1914. In World War I, however, it

was his fate not to fight against Germany but to stay in Haiti,

helping keep peace there. Vandegrift first came to public atten-

tion in 1927 on the China coast when he sent marine planes

into the air to threaten Japanese observation planes which,

despite his warnings, persisted in photographing U.S. fleet

manoeuvres. Fifteen years later, a major general and assistant

commandant of the marine corps, he engaged the Japs in earnest

as leader of the Solomon Islands campaign and "hero of Guadal-

canal." His victories won for him the congressional medal of

honour and promotion to lieutenant general. On Nov. i, 1943, he

led the marines again in their first landing at Bougainville.

Shortly afterward he was recalled to Washington to succeed Lt.

Gen. Thomas Holcomb, retired, as commandant of the marine

corps on Jan. i, 1944.

Varnishes: see PAINTS AND VARNISHES.

Vasilevsky, Alexander Mikhailovich

officer, was a Czarist soldier during World War I and joined

the proletariat during the revolution of 1917. A product of the

Russian general staff schools, he helped reorganize the soviet

armies after the Russo-Finnish war, 1939-40. Attached to the

Russian high command since 1941, Vasilevsky served under

Marshal Georgi Zhukov, who later became subordinate to his

former aide as chief of the operational staff. Vasilevsky, who
held the rank of major general in 1941, rose to the rank of

marshal in 18 months, and in Nov. 1942 he succeeded Marshal

Boris Shaposhnikov, who was reported in ill health, as Russian

chief of staff. The appointment of Vasilevsky was part of Stalin's

plan to revitalize and reorganize his general staff. The soviet pre-

mier dropped the old triumvirate of Budenny, Timoshenko and

Voroshilov from their former positions of prominence and re-

placed them with seven of his "younger generals"; Vasilevsky

was regarded as the best fitted for the position of chief of staff.

Under his guidance, the younger generals scored brilliant suc-

cesses at Stalingrad, in the Russian summer offensive of 1943 and

the winter campaign of 1943-44.

A college for women at Poughkeepsie,

N.Y., founded by Matthew Vassar in 1861.

As an emergency measure in order to train students more quickly
for war work and reconstruction activities, the college put into op-

eration in Sept. 1943 a three-year course for the bachelor's degree.
The academic year was lengthened to 40 weeks,

The curriculum was revised to adapt it to both the three-year
and the four-year schedule and to realize more fully the basic

Vassar aim of education for social use, but there was no chanKe

in the quantity or quality of work required for the degree. The

curriculum still lay wholly within the field of the liberal arts.

New courses introduced during 1941-43 as specific preparation

for war service, such as meteorology, radio and vacuum tube

applications, and intensive work in translation of foreign lan-

guages were continued. To foster individual and group com-

petence and responsibility, as well as to meet the labour short-

age and to reduce cost of education to the student, every stu-

dent gave an hour a day to household work. This co-operative

system was organized under student supervision in close relation

to the student government. For statistics of the faculty, student

enrolment, endowment, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

(H. N. MAcC.)

UotlPOfl Pitv QfotQ
A soverei n independent state, estab-

I dllbdll ulljf Old 1C. Hshed by the Lateran treaty between

the Holy See and the royal Italian government, Feb. n, 1929.

The treaty is recognized in international law, and the reigning

pope is the sovereign. The area of Vatican City is 108.7 ac. It

has its own railroad station, radio station, postal and aerial sys-

tem and currency. Total issue of bronze, nickel, silver and gold

coins is not to exceed 1,000,000 lire. Executive powers are exer-

cised by the governor, responsible only to the pope; administra-

tive power is exercised by a commission of cardinals, which in

1943 rearranged the civil service in n distinct groups.

The population of Vatican City in 1943 numbered in excess

of 800, to which was added the Vatican diplomatic colony rep-

resenting the nations who broke off relations with the axis powers.

Ambassadors and ministers accredited to the Vatican in 1943

were 37. Ambassadors and ministers of China, Italy, Finland

and Rumania presented their credentials to the pope. Archbishop

Godfrey, apostolic delegate to Britain, was appointed Vatican

charg6 d'affaires to the Polish government in London.

Allied planes bombed Rome July 19, and the patriarchal basil-

ica of San Lorenzo fuori le Mura, Vatican property, was severely

damaged. Immediately following the bombing the pope visited

the bombed district. Blood spots were observed on the pope's

white cassock. Radio Vatican denied German and Italian reports

that the pope had protested to President Roosevelt on July 24.

German troops assumed protection of the Vatican Sept. 10, and

on Sept. 15 Restricted the use of Radio Vatican. The pope pro-

tested Sept. 1 6 to Gen. Albert Kesselring against the closing of

St. Peter's to Italians, and on Sept. 21 church dignitaries entering

Vatican City were held by the Germans. On the same day ten

cardinals were reported to be under house arrest by order of the

German commander, and on Sept. 24 German troops were placed

at the entrance to Vatican City.

Papal guards were increased Oct. 7, and later Hitler's reported

offer of asylum in Lichtenstein or Germany was rejected by the

pope. Notices of inviolability were posted at the entrance to

Vatican City Oct. 13, but on Oct. 29 Germany pledged to respect

the person of the pope and the neutrality of Vatican City.

Vatican City was bombed by an unidentified plane Nov. 6,

damaging buildings, but there were no casualties. Gen. Dwight

Eisenhower, U.S.A., declared no Allied planes were over Rome
that day.

In the city of Rome there were 446 churches in 1943, of

which 106 were parish churches. (See also Pius XII; ROMAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH.) (J. LAF.)

Vatutin, Nikolai Friorovich
in World War I. During the revolution of 1917, he joined the

bolsheviks and rose to the rank of a cavalry division commander.

He was commander of one of the Russian armies that recaptured
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Kharkov in 1943. After the Russians launched their big drive in

the summer of 1943, Vatutin was in command of soviet armies

that cracked German defenses in the Ukraine, crossed the Dnieper

river, captured Kiev and later swept through Korosten and Zhito-

mir. His advance was too rapid for his slower-moving supply

lines and he was compelled to evacuate both Korosten and Zhito-

mir in Nov. 1943 under the impact of a strong German counter-

blow. Vatutin quickly shifted his strategy, whittled down the

strength of the German drive and had halted the nazi offensive

by December. His army then resumed the offensive, recaptured

Korosten and Zhitomir and by Jan. 1944 had crossed over the

boundaries of prewar Poland.

from the previous year. The plans for 1944 called for further

expansion in oil seeds of all kinds, soybeans 20% and peanuts

30%. This increase in the oil-bearing crops was considered of

vital importance because of the expected decline in butter and

pork-fat production. (See also BUTTER; COCO-NUTS; COTTON;

PEANUTS; SOYBEANS.) (J. C. Ms.)

Vegetables: see AGRICULTURE; CORN; HORTICULTURE; LET-

TUCE; MARKET GARDENING; POTATOES; TOMATOES; ETC.

Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats.

United States increased in 1943 to an estimated total of 11,200,-

000,000 Ib. compared with an output of 10,600,000,000 Ib. in

1942, according to revised estimates by the U.S. department of

agriculture. Stocks at the beginning of the season, Oct. i, were

80,000,000 Ib. larger in 1943 than in 1942 and there was also an

increase in imports. The principal forms of fats and oils included

in the supply were: lard and pork fats 3,200,000,000 Ib.; butter

1,960,000,000 Ib.; inedible tallow and greases 1,650,000,000 Ib.;

cottonseed oil 1,240,000,000 Ib.; soybean oil 1,300,000,000 Ib.;

linseed oil 900,000,000 Ib.; corn oil 240,000,000 Ib. and peanut oil

185,000,000 Ib. There were also smaller amounts of olive, wool

oil, tung, fish, etc. The greatest increase was in soybean oil,

which nearly tripled in three years. Pork fats accounted for a

large part of the increase in 1943, a product of the great increase

in hog numbers. Lard production reached a new high point since

1919, cottonseed was below the level of 1926-36 and butter

production declined. Peanut-oil production did not increase like

the crop, since most of this increase was used for peanut butter,

candy and salted nuts.

Requirements for fats were increasing in 1943, Lend-lease

shipments were heavy, military needs expanded and preliminary

steps were being taken to build up some stocks for relief. Do-

mestic consumption of food fats and oils were about 46 Ib. per

capita in 1943 compared with a prewar average of about 48 Ib.

in 1935-39. The principal decline was in butter, which was down

about 4 Ib. from the 1935-39 average. This was partially offset

by an increase of i Ib. in margarine. The use of lard and ren-

dered pork fat was up to 14.3 Ib. per capita, compared with the

average of 11 Ib. Shortening was down to 9.1 Ib. compared with

11.9 in 1935-39. Exports were about 50% greater in 1943 than

in 1942 and a larger quantity was taken for the manufacture of

munitions. Even with price ceilings in effect the continued high

level of employment resulted in a strong demand.

The production of oil-bearing crops, soybeans, peanuts and

cottonseed must be increased in 1944 to meet the growing needs

and provide any surplus for relief purposes, should large areas

be liberated in Europe in 1944. Both soybeans and peanuts in-

creased in 1943 but the crop of cottonseed was down about 11%

U.S. Pr<x/vcf/on of Principal Fat* and Oil*

(Millions of Pounds; Department ofAgriculture Estimates)

PnnrOfl ( l893-i943), British actor, was born Jan.

uUllldu 22 in Berlin. He received his early theatrical

training under Max Reinhardt and had a successful stage career

before appearing in motion pictures. Tall, slim, of aristocratic

bearing and a skilled linguist, Veidt portrayed "villains" with

such consummate skill that he frequently "stole the show" from

the stars. He went to the United States in 1926 to appear in a

movie version of Franqois Villon and though he had hoped some

day to return to Germany to continue his career, the rise of

naziism changed his plans. He became a British citizen in 1938.

His first important motion picture role was in The Cabinet of Dr.

Caligari. He was later seen in Power, Dark Journey, I Was a

Spy, The Passing of the Third Floor Back, All Through the

Night, U-Boat 29, A Woman's Face, Whistling in the Dark, The

Men in Her Life, Escape, Blackout, Rome Express, The Devil is

an Empress, Nazi Agent and Casablanca. He died in Hollywood,

Calif., April 3.

Uoillor DoUOrH ( I869~ I 943), U.S. playwright, was born

IClllGI, DdjfalU in Brooklyn, N.Y. His early interest in the

theatre was dampened by an unfavourable criticism of his first

script and he gave up his college career and turned to reporting.

He moved westward, became in turn a logger and stock company
manager. Returning to the theatre, he produced a great number
of his own plays, the most successful of which were Within the

Law (1912), The Thirteenth Chair (1916) and The Trial of Mary
Dugan (1927). For the movies, he wrote Guilty Hands and Un-

ashamed and supervised the motion picture versions of The Trial

of Mary Dugan and The Thirteenth Chair. He wrote an autobi-

ography, The Fun I've Had (1941). Veiller died in New York

city, June 16.

Venereal Diseases.

"Estimated.

Congress appropriated $12,500,000
for venereal disease control during the

fiscal year 1943. State, local and other funds budgeted for this

purpose totalled $8,772,578. There was a total of $19,368,458
available to the states and territories.

The aim of control activities was considered as not only the

prevention of the usual wartime increases in the incidence of

venereal disease but also the development of a foundation for

strong and adequate resources for postwar control. This was in

order to avoid repetition of the disastrous experience following

World War I, when there was a virtual abandonment of many
control measures.

In spite of war-induced shortages of personnel and supplies,

the state health departments continued the steady expansion of

their activities (Table i). Increases were reported in the amount

of drugs distributed; the number of clinics was increased; the

number of clinic admissions for syphilis and for gonorrhoea

totalled considerably more than in 1942.

Outstanding in the field of research was a report from the

Venereal Disease Research laboratory, Staten Island, N.Y., upon

investigations of the use of penicillin in the treatment of human

syphilis. Syphilis prophylaxis in rabbits was being studied, using

penicillin, arsenicals and other preparations. This led to the
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treatment of four human cases of primary syphilis with penicillin.

The four cases showed satisfactory clinical responses with no

indications of any relapses, and the penicillin investigations were

. continued. Another report of interest from the same laboratory

dealt with the use of penicillin sodium in sulfonamide-resistant

gonorrhoea in men. The chemical was found to give evidence

of being of great value (74 of 75 patients studied responded in

a satisfactory manner with practically no reaction to the drug).

Perhaps the chief development of the year 1943, however, was

the establishment by the public health service in co-operation

with state departments of health and other public and private

agencies of a network of rapid treatment centres, where infected

persons chiefly women received intensive venereal disease

therapy. Conceived as a wartime measure to check the spread

of syphilis and gonorrhoea among the armed forces, war workers

and selective service registrants, these institutions were primarily

hospitals where the newer techniques in the treatment of syphilis

and gonorrhoea were applied. The en masse demonstration of

the effectiveness of the various intensive therapies afforded by the

centres was considered as of paramount importance in that the

medical profession might profit by the accumulated experience

and the proving of techniques that might result. By the end of

1943 there were over 30 of these centres established over the

United States, the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands.

The public health service provided consultation services and

supplied specially trained physicians, nurses and technical per-

sonnel to operate the centres. Former Civilian Conservation

corps camps and National Youth administration resident centres

and other types of existing buildings, renovated and adapted,

were utilized. Syphilis treatment schedules under investigation

during 1943 in these hospitals consisted of: One-day fever plus

chemotherapy, 5-day drip, 10-20 Schoch method, 10-12 week

Eagle, and variations of these. Sulfathiazole and sulfadia/ine

continued to be the drugs of choice in the treatment of gonor-

rhoea and were used in the rapid treatment centres. However,
evidence accumulated in the centres in 1943 indicated that the

proportion of so-called sulfa-resistant cases had increased; in-

vestigations were initiated to determine the causes in order to

overcome this phenomenon.
In another phase of the national control program, a "national

round-up" of Selective Service registrants with positive blood

tests for syphilis was inaugurated toward mid-1943. The plan
was designed to aid state health officers in achieving co-ordinated

action between local health agencies and local Selective Service

boards with the objective of making available for service a large

number of men previously unavailable. Essential features of

the plan were as follows: (i) Rapid medical reclasSification by
local health officers of each registrant with a positive blood test,

and (2) notification to local boards of the medical availability

of the registrant insofar as syphilis was concerned.

In 1943 considerable progress was made in the field of venereal

disease control in industry. The recommendations of an advisory
committee to the public health service, containing current author-

itative information and formulating sound, basic principles appli-

cable to any program of venereal disease control in industry, were

presented to management, labour, the medical profession and

public health authorities. For the first time a framework of

adequate, uniform principles upon which to base desirable control

programs in industry was therefore available. These principles

proved generally acceptable and positive action upon them

throughout the U.S. ensued. With continuing growth throughout

1944 in this field, a nationwide venereal disease control program
in industry, integrated with the general health programs through
the active co-operation of local health departments, was en-

Tobld I. Venereo/ D/ieoi Control Actmtiti of Sfcrto Ho/fh Departments

*nd of calendar year, flu millions. ^Estimate.

visioned as one of the major advances in venereal disease control.

(See also EPIDEMICS AND PUBLIC HEALTH CONTROL.)

(J. R. HR.)

^ republic of northern South America, with a

coast line extending from Colombia on the west

to British Guiana on the east. Area: 352,170 sq.mi.; pop. (1941

census): 3^47,051, not including approx. 100,000 Indians. Capi-
tal city: Caracas (268,808). Other cities (1936 census figures):

Maracaibo (110,010); Valencia (49,214); Barquisimeto (36,-

429); Ciudad Bolivar (25,134); Puerto Cabello (20,622). Presi-

dent in 1943: General Isaias Medina Angarita.

History. The year proved to be a fairly satisfactory one for

Venezuela, with no change in general political policy taking place.

The administration of President Medina Angarita retained most

of the seats in congress in elections held Jan. 19, 1943.

The most significant development of the year was the enact-

ment on March 13 of a new oil law settling the somewhat

strained relations which had existed between the oil companies
and the government, and to the general satisfaction of both sides.

Under the new plan all companies and concessions were placed in

an equal position under the law. Taxes were increased on surface

lands, and some immunities from customs charges enjoyed by
the companies were eliminated; the income of the government
would be increased by 80% by these changes (the corporations

likewise paid some 25,000,000 bolivars in disputed back taxes).

At the same time the oil companies had their concessions

lengthened to a period of 40 years, and their position was far

more secure than before. The agreement also provided for an

increase in production to about 200,000 bbl. per day, after the

war.

On April 15 President Medina Angarita authorized the forma-

tion of a new political party, to be named the Partidarios de la

Politica del Gobierno, and designed to support the administration

program. The move was partly in anticipation of the presidential

election campaign of 1945 (President Medina Angarita in May
stated that he would not be a candidate). Venezuela's other party

is the Accion Democratica, some nine years old; it was believed

the conservatives might form another organization for the com-

ing campaign. In cabinet appointments made in May the ad-

ministration showed a trend toward the left by inclusion of three

men from liberal groups.

Economic conditions continued satisfactory in 1943, in spite of

shortages. Ship arrivals increased, aiding retail trade.

Education. The school system numbered (1942) some 5,600

elementary schools, with 295,400 students; 90 secondary and

technical schools, enrolment over 7,000. There were two univer-

sities; modernization of the Central university at Caracas was

being planned in 1943. The 1942-43 budget allotted 22,892,000

bolivars to education; in 1943-44 the amount was increased to

231830,000 bolivars.

Finance. The monetary unit is the bolfvar, value approxi-

mately 30 cents U.S. in 1943. In the budget for 1942-43, rev-

enues were estimated at 301,673,000 bolivars; expenditures at

3i9553>ooo bolivars; for 1943-44, revenue was estimated at 316,-

693,000 bolivars; expenditures 347,958,000 bolivars. In both

budgets loans were olanned to cover deficits. The national debt
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amounted to 15,494,577 bolivars (Dec. 31, 1942), all internal.

Note circulation amounted to 256,076,000 bolivars on June 30,

I943-

Trade. In 1941 exports totalled 1,061,565,000 bolivars in

value, of which petroleum formed 94.2% of the total. Other

products exported were coffee, cacao, gold, hides and skins, pearls,

balata. Imports were valued at 287,736,000 bolivars, and were

mainly foodstuffs, textiles and manufactures. Both imports and

exports were down in volume in 1942, largely because of lack of

shipping.

Resources. Petroleum is the most important item produced
in Venezuela; the output in 1942 was 155,800,000 bbl.; in 1941 it

was 228,100,000 bbl. The drop in 1942 was due to the shortage
of tankers. In normal times Venezuela is the third largest pro-
ducer in the world.

Coffee forms the largest agricultural export. The 1942-43 crop
was damaged by heavy rains; while the original estimate of pro-
duction was for around 900,000 bags, in the period Oct. i, 1942-
Aug. 31, 1943, only 459*543 b^s were harvested. The 1942-43
cotton crop was 3,779 short tons, about half of the expected crop,

with much damage due to insects. Cacao output (1941) was 13,-

547 short tons. Normal production of salt is 24,802 tons; of coal,

5,512 tons.

Communication. External communication is by steamer,

Pan American Airways, and Royal Dutch Airways. Highways
total 5,883 mi., with 3,600 mi. surfaced and improved. Due to

lack of tires, it was estimated in 1943 that 6,000 cars were laid

up. Railway mileage is 589 mi. The line called the "German

railway" was blacklisted in Nov. 1943, and unable to operate be-

cause of lack of fuel was taken over by the government Nov. 16.

There is likewise internal communication by domestic airlines,

and on the Orinoco river and its tributaries by boat. (t). RD.)

Vermiculite.
Sales of vermiculite in the United States in

1942 more than doubled over 1941, to 57,848
short tons. Prices increased slightly from the decline in 1941,

the reported increase in total value being 155%, against one of

147% in tonnage. (G. A. Ro.)

1/ormnnt ^ north Atlantic state of the U.S.A., the only one

VullllUIIU of the six New England states with no sea coast;

popularly known as the "Green Mountain state." Area 9,718

sq.mi., of which 440 sq.mi. are water. Pop. (1940) 359,231,

later greatly depleted by the exodus of thousands to the armed
services and to war industries in other states. In 1940 there

were 327,079 native whites, 31,727 foreign-born, 384 Negro,

41 of other races. The two largest cities are Burlington, on Lake

Champlain (27,686), and Rutland (17,082). The capital is Mont-

pelier (8,006).

History. The state legislature convened in 1943 and granted

emergency powers to the governor, who in turn created the office

of civilian defense and the Council of Safety. There were no

changes in the constitution. State officers in 1943: governor,

William H. Wills; lieutenant governor, Mortimer R. Proctor;

secretary of state, Rawson C. Myrick; state treasurer, Levi R.

Kelley.

Education. Approximately 1,000 elementary schools were in

operation during 1943, or 100 less than in the preceding year.

The enrolment dropped 4,991, reached 39,104 pupils; number of

teachers, 1,814. In the 91 secondary schools of the state there

were 14,964 pupils enrolled, a decrease of 1,101 from the preced-

ing year. Teachers' in the secondary school numbered 708.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The Public Wel-

fare department has jurisdiction over all penal institutions in the

state, the state hospital for the insane, the tuberculosis sani-

tariums, the state industrial school. Old-age assistance is set up
under a director and a board of three members. The expenditure
of this division for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, was

$1,269,576. Expenditures for the year ending June 30, 1943, were

as follows: aid to dependent children $265,458.08, 645 cases,

1,669 children; committed children $143,740.42, 1,022 cases;

blind assistance $42,132.50, 150 cases; general relief, not including

hospital, burial or overnight transients, $1,074, 2,439 persons;

penal institutions $189,980. As of July i, 1943, there were in

the house of correction 64 men; in the state prison 141; in the

women's reformatory 25. For the Weeks school for juvenile

delinquents, expenditures were $12,256 (pop. 186).

Communication. Railroad mileage in the state totalled 968.4
in 1943. There were 64,276 telephones in the state. Total num-
ber of miles in public highways was 14,204.5, of which 1,780.3 mi.

were listed as state highways, 2,744.0 mi. as state-aid highways
and 9,680.2 mi. as town highways. Total state expenditure for

state highway work for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, was

$4,300,000.

Banking and Finance. At the close of the fiscal year, June

30, 1943, there were 57 state and national banks in Vermont,
8 mutual savings banks, 33 savings banks and trust companies,
10 co-operative savings and loan associations and 3 credit unions.

There was an increase in bank deposits in 1943 of $10,514,725.63.

Total bank deposits $126,157,910. Total number of banks 41.

Receipts of the state as of June 30, 1943 totalled $16,702,-

I 57-35; disbursements $15,020,191.67; obligations $5>493>43i-9o;

unappropriated surplus $1,176,664.29.

Agriculture. The total number of cattle in 1943 was 398,763.

of which 264,361 were milk-producing. Wartime restrictions in

dairy products impelled the governor to appoint the commissioner

of agriculture, E. H. Jones, "milk co-ordinator for the existing

emergency
"

in 1943.

Leoding Agricultural Products of Vermont, 1943 and 1942

Manufacturing. The number of manufacturing plants in Ver-

mont in 1943 was 850; the number of workers about 110,000, of

whom about 50,000 were industrial workers. Total wages paid

industrial employees were about $55,000,000. Total value of

products produced was estimated at well over $175,000,000. The

principal products manufactured are machine tools, woodworking,

lumber and furniture, marble, granite, textiles, paper, talc, as-

bestos, slate, scales and clothing. War manufacturing expanded

pay rolls to a considerable extent in 1943.

Mineral Production. The outstanding event of geological in-

terest in Vermont in 1943 was the development of copper mines,

abandoned 40 years previously, in the copper-bearing belt extend-

ing north and south over a known distance of approximately 20

mi. The six basic mineral industries of the state, asbestos, granite,

limestone, marble, slate and talc, were variously affected by the

war. The mining of asbestos was extremely active in 1942-43, as

was marble. Slate was at low ebb and most of the quarries were

closed. Lime was mined at about 80% of normal, owing to

conditions in the paper industry. Talc companies were also oper-

ating at about 80% of normal. The critical condition of the

rubber industry greatly restricted the use of Vermont talc.

(L. M. A.)

30,

Medical Treatment and

Domiciliary Care. On June

1943, the Veterans' administration was operating hospital

Veterans
1

Administration.
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Table I.- U.S. Veterans on Roll, June 30, 1943

facilities at 93 locations in 45 states and the District of Colum-

bia. There were 61,764 beds for hospital treatment and 18,455

for domiciliary care. In addition, 1,693 hospital beds in other

government facilities were being utilized. The hospital load of

the Veterans' administration at that time was 56,897 patients, of

whom 56,641 were United States veterans, 24 were allied veterans

of World War I and 232 were miscellaneous beneficiaries. Of the

United States veterans, 54,013 were in Veterans' administration

facilities, 1,680 in other government hospitals and 948 in state

or civil institutions. Approximately 74.98% of these United

States veterans were receiving treatment for disabilities not of

service origin. During the fiscal year 1943, 9,835 United States

veterans were admitted for observation and treatment of tuber-

culosis, 9,952 for psychotic or mental diseases, 12,642 for other

neurological disorders and 127,805 for general medical and surgi-

cal conditions. The veteran population in domiciliary status

June 30, 1943, totalled 8,997. Of this number, 5,582 veterans were

disabled by general medical conditions, 3,273 by neuropsychiatric

diseases and 142 by tubercular ailments. During the fiscal year

1943, an average of 4,898 veterans eligible for care in Veterans'

administration facilities were cared for in state or territorial

homes. These homes are reimbursed by the federal government at

the rate of $240 a year for each of such veterans domiciled

therein. During the year, dental care was provided for 31,460

hospital patients, 6,831 domiciliary members and 2,976 out-

patients in clinics maintained by the Veterans' administration.

Pensions and Compensation. Table I shows the number of

cases on the rolls as of June 30, 1943, and the net disbursements

during the fiscal year 1943 from the appropriations "ARMY AND
NAVY PENSIONS."

Vocational Rehabilitation. Public No. 16, 78th congress,

approved March 24, 1941, provided vocational rehabilitation to

any person who served in the active military or naval service at

any time after Dec. 6, 1941, and prior to the termination of

World War II, who (i) was honourably discharged from such

service; (2) has a disability incurred in or aggravated by such

service for which pension is payable or would be but for the

receipt of retirement pay and (3) is in need of vocational re-

habilitation to overcome the handicap of such disability. As of

June 30, 1943, only a few applications for training had been

received.

FOREIGN WARS
Guardianship. The guardianship load of the Veterans' ad-

ministration, June 30, 1943, was 78,064 wards, of whom 43,172

were incompetents and 34,892 minors. The value of estates of

these wards approximated $155,709,290.63.

Insurance. As of June 30, 1943, there were 586,590 United

States government life insurance policies in force representing

$2,499,603,842 of insurance. Monthly payments were being made
to 10,808 policyholders for permanent and total disabilities. Dis-

bursements for this type of insurance during the fiscal year 1943

totalled $39,814,670.28. On June 30, 1943, monthly payments of

yearly renewable term insurance policies were being made to

9,717 permanently and totally disabled veterans and to the bene-

ficiaries of 4,683 deceased veterans. Monthly payments on auto-

matic insurance policies were being made to 224 veterans and

the beneficiaries of 19 deceased veterans. Disbursements for

term and automatic insurance during the fiscal year totalled

$14,489,489.50, including $5,345,996.16 transferred to the U.S.

Government Life Insurance Trust fund for cases traceable to

hazards of war. As of June 30, 1943, there had been approved

9,565,088 applications for national service life insurance aggre-

gating $66,506,754,500. An act approved Oct. 17, 1940, provided
for suspension of enforcement of certain civil liabilities of per-

sons serving in the armed forces of the United States. Article IV
of the act provided that the government would, on application by
the insured, guarantee to commercial insurance companies premi-
ums on insurance carried with such companies by policyholders
while in active service. Through June 30, 1943, 67,054 applica-

tions for this benefit had been received, of which 53,080 repre-

senting $127,575,186.53 of insurance had been approved.
Finance. The actual net disbursements from appropriations

and trust funds of the Veterans' administration (including adjust-

ments on lapsed appropriations) during the fiscal year 1943 were

as shown in Table II. (See also REHABILITATION AND OCCUPA-
TIONAL THERAPY FOR WOUNDED SOLDIERS.)

Table II. Nef Disbursements of Veterans' Administration in Fiscal Year 1943

Appropriations

Salaries and expenses
Emergency fund for the president, national defense (allotment to

Veterans' administration)

Printing and binding . . . %
Hospital and domiciliary facilities and services (Veterans' adminis-

tration)
Public Works Administration act of 1938 (allotment to Veterans'

administration, 1938-43)
Emergency relief (transfers from WPA), 1941-43
Army and navy pensions
Military and naval insurance (World War I)

National service life insurance (World War ID
Adjusted service and dependent pay (World War I)

Vocational rehabilitation (World War I)

Military and naval family allowance
Miscellaneous

Trust funds
U. S. government life insurance fund
National service life insurance (World War II)

Adjusted service certificates (World War I)

Army allotments
General post fund
Funds due incompetent beneficiaries

Personal funds of patients, Veterans' administration

Disbursements

$1x1,401, 127.42*

2,968,213.36
2Q2.792.X3

2,694,330.81

26,158.49
X39,8n.86

442,373,819.87
14,489.489.501
lS,295,929.6ot

167,728.48

260.35

39,814,670.28

Total

996,953.80
39-00

34,156.86
89,187-24

3,078,508.21

$643,406,394-64

""Includes adjustments on lapsed appropriations medical and hospital services, credit

of 1215.78.

{Represents net amount transferred by vouchers to national service life insurance
trust fund for payment of claims traceable to the extra hazards of military or naval
service. Does not include $12,849,767.15 transferred by transfer appropriation warrants
from July i through AUK. 31, 1942.

iCredits to appropriations.
(Includes $5,345,996.16 transferred to U. S. government life insurance trust fund for

hazardous cases.

Note: "Salaries and expenses/' ''Public Works administration" and "emergency
relief" include net disbursements of $633,879.08 from allotments made to other govern-
ment agtncieft. Allotments were made to the war department and Federal Works agency.

(F. T. Hi.)

Adoption of a nationwide

program 'of war serviceVeterans of Foreign Wars.

and the formulation of a lo-point postwar veteran welfare pro-

gram comprised a major share of the activities of the Veterans

of Foreign Wars of the United States during the year 1942-43.
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Based on resolutions adopted by the various V.F.W. state con-

ventions early in the summer of 1943 resolutions which later

were endorsed by the 44th V.F.W. national encampment at New
York city the V.F.W. outlined the following comprehensive

program :

(1) Continuation of pay, within certain limits, for a period of six

months after honourable discharge at the close of World War II, for all

persons serving in the armed forces of the United States, based on a mini-
mum of $100 a month.

(2) Educational aid by the federal government to honourably discharged
veterans of the war whose educations were interrupted or prevented by
military or naval service.

(3) Adequate Veterans' administration hospital facilities for medical
treatment and hospital ization of honourably discharged veterans of any
recognized war, campaign or expedition, with at least 90 days' service.

(4) Pension and compensation payments to be established and maintained
on a fair and reasonable cost of living index.

(5) Effective, workable veteran preference in employment on federal,

state, county and municipal jobs.

(6) All supply and construction contracts between the federal govern-
ment and private firms or contractors to contain a clause that 3 employees
of every 10 or major portion thereof, of said private firms or contractors,
shall be honourably discharged veterans.

(7) Pension entitlement to widows and orphans of honourably discharged,
deceased veterans of any recognized war, campaign or expedition, where
said veteran had at least 90 days' service, regardless of service-connected
disabilities.

(8) Pension entitlement to honourably discharged veterans of any war,

campaign or expedition who had at least 90 days' service and who are (a)
unemployable, (b) unable to secure gainful and sustaining employment and
(c) disabled to a degree of 10% or more, regardless of service connection
of said disability.

(9) Special recognition for honourably discharged veterans of any recog-
nized war, campaign or expedition, who served on foreign soil or had sea

duty in hostile waters, by a special allowance of 20% above standard rates

for compensation, pension and retirement pay and a five-point addition

above standard additions in veteran preference on classified civil service

examination grades.

do) Continuation and expansion of the Veterans' administration as an

independent federal agency with full jurisdiction over vocational rehabilita-

tion for service-connected disabled veterans; medical treatment, hospitaliza-

tion, pensions and compensation for all eligible veterans and continuation
and expansion of the Veterans' Employment service to render special as-

sistance to all honourably discharged veterans in need of or seeking em-
ployment.
More than 150,000 veterans or men still in the armed forces of

World War II joined the V.F.W. during the fiscal year ended

Aug. 31, 1943, marking the greatest year of expansion the or-

ganization had experienced since its founding in 1899.

The constitution and by-laws provide that V.F.W. eligibility to

membership is earned by armed service, in time of war "on

foreign soil or in hostile waters." Thus, immediately upon the

United States' declaration of war upon Japan and Germany,
thousands of members of the U.S. army, navy and marine coq)s

became eligible to V.F.W. membership as soon as they had left

the continental limits of the United States. Many of these World
War II members became affiliated, for the duration of the war,

with V.F.W. "field units" established on 65 battle fronts through-

out the world in 1943.

CREW OF THE "MEMPHIS BELLE," famom U.S. bomber which completed

itt 25th mission over Europe In 1943, being inducted into the Veterans of

Foreign Wars at Detroit, Mich.

Others, including many who had received medical discharges,

became active members of the 3,600 local V.F.W. posts through-

out the country.

The V.F.W. 's 44th year also was distinguished by record-

breaking achievements in other activities. The 22nd annual

Buddy poppy distribution, in behalf of disabled veterans and

their dependents, reached an all-time high in the sale of 9,253,275

poppies throughout the country. The V.F.W. aviation cadet re-

cruiting program, undertaken at the request of the war depart-

ment, resulted in a total of 45,000 young men being qualified

for training in the army air forces, and an additional 37,000 for

other branches of the armed forces.

Attainment of several long-standing legislative objectives also

marked the 1942-43 year, notably in the enactment of H.R. 1749,
the broadest bill on veterans' hospitalization ever passed by
congress. H.R. 1749, which became Public Law No. 10, granted
to veterans of World War II the same hospitalization, domiciliary
care and burial benefits already available to veterans of previous
wars. Another accomplished objective was enactment of Public

Law No. 1 6, which completely separated disabled war veterans

from disabled civilians as to vocational rehabilitation. There were

in 1943 more than 2,500 ladies' auxiliary chapters.

"Unity for Peace" was the keynote of the 1943 national en-

campment, Sept. 28-30, 1943, at New York, at which Carl J.

Schoeninger, electrical engineer of Detroit, Mich., was elected

commander-iii-chief. (B. Y.)

VotorinOrV UorilPinO
A noteworthy trend in the appli-

IGlGlllldlJ mCUIUIIG. cation of veterinary science was
its upward turn in the face of decreasing animal transportation
in the military service. In the civilian circles of Great Britain

and the United States, the expansion was due to increasing the

number of food-producing animals and to more alert attention

to mastering the diseases which reduce food poundage. In the

military forces, there was extension of meat and milk inspection
in home and far-flung theatres where trained veterinary officers,

under the direction of medical corps, not only supervised the

safety of army rations but also superintended the health of the

domestic animals surrounding military stations. The American

pattern of food inspection, enforced by the surgeon general of

the United States army, attracted wide attention among the

forces of the United Nations operating in Iceland, the near east,

and Australia where the civilian veterinary services and agricul-

tural interests willingly co-operated with veterinary officers

in eradicating transmissible diseases from the farm animals con-

cerned.

Veterinary War Conference. The American Veterinary

Medical association convened a session at St. Louis in August to

study the more important animal-disease problems of war in the

western hemisphere. Officially appointed delegates from Canada
and Mexico participated. The object was to fortify disease-control

measures among farm animals and to recommend practical means

of nourishing them regardless of declining sources of adequate

proteins. The government's plan of merely stepping up the num-

ber of animals without corresponding plans of providing the essen-

tials of normal nutrition and housing was frowned upon.

The War-Dog Service. The war-dog service organized in

the army of the United States in 1942 was enlarged to many
thousands of dogs. Elaborate training stations and numerous dog

trainers and veterinary officers were provided to develop the

project. The dogs were donated by the citizenry under the spon-

sorship of Dogs for Defense, Inc., a private nonprofit corporation

of New York. Trained dogs of selected breeds were assigned in

large numbers to armed forces in field and factory. They served

as sentries, patrols, and transport animals, in the latter role as
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sledge dogs in northern army posts. The yeoman service rendered

by trained dogs since ancient times was thereby redemonstrated

in the global war of 1943.

Veterinary Education. World War II exposed the short-

comings of the veterinary educational system of Great Britain

and the United States. Left to private enterprise, unmanaged

through lack of public interest and support until recent years, the

adequacy, cleanliness and wholesomeness of food derived from

animals received little consideration as populations increased and

civilization developed. Sufficient manpower had not been fur-

nished to supervise the safety of the food man eats, granted that

this is one of the purposes of veterinary science. The legislature

of New York published a book drawing attention to the filthy,

insanitary abattoirs of that state; the Chicago Herald-American

published a series of illustrated articles depicting a similar situa-

tion in Illinois, The United States public health service estab-

lished its "standard milk ordinance" where there is no super-

vision of the cows whence the milk comes. The Illinois legisla-

ture passed a law to curb the incidence of bovine brucellosis and

undulant fever (human) but the state veterinarian did not have

sufficient veterinary personnel to enforce it. Meanwhile the Amer-

ican veterinary schools turned away hundreds of applicants for

veterinary degrees without taking steps to broaden the fields in

which trained veterinarians should be working.

The Sulfonamides in Veterinary Medicine. Although sul-

fanilamide and the allied compounds proved useful in acute

streptococcal infections of animals, the response of chronic in-

fections to their action was practically nil. Chronic mastitis,

chronic endometritis, brucellosis, actinomycosis, and the pasterel-

loses were not perceptibly improved by the use of these drugs.

On the other hand, the salmonelloscs affecting the digestive tract

were recognizably improved by the slow absorbing group, of

which sulfaguanidine is an example. The use of sulfapyridine in

acute pulmonary infections of animals was disappointing.

Trichomoniasis of Cattle. Increasing importance was placed

in the role played by Trichomonas foetus in interrupting repro-

duction in cattle. Improved methods of diagnosing this wide-

spread venereal disease of cattle were developed by scientists of

the University of Wisconsin. Attempts by the zoological division

of the United States bureau of animal industry to immunize cows

against the disease failed.

Hog-Cholera Vaccination. The swine population of the

United States was increased from the ten-year average of 55,000,-

ooo head to 125,000,000 in 1943. The increment was made possible

by the extensive use of anti-hog-cholera serum and virus, the pro-

duction of which was the largest of record. The use of crystal-

violet vaccine (attenuated virus) in lieu of serum-virus vaccina-

tion gained ground during the year but represented but a small

percentage of total hogs vaccinated against cholera.

Rabbit Production. The raising of rabbits in the United

States and Great Britain, for food and fur, was increased in 1942

and 1943, together with scientific research into the nature of

their ailments. The potentiality of the "backyard rabbiiry" as a

source of delectable food was never before realized in these two

countries. The fish and wildlife service of the United States and

the ministry of agriculture and fisheries of Britain furnished"

useful information on the husbandry of domestic rabbits and the

handling of their common maladies. Light was shed on coccidiosis,

spirochetosis, ecto- and endoparasites, mucoid enteritis, and the

inevitable accidents of reproduction. That the domestic rabbit

is not the victim of tularemia (although not exempt to experi-

mental inoculations) wa$ emphasized.

Meat-Inspection Service Removed from the Bureau of Ani-

mal Industry. Federal meat inspection established in 1890 and

improved by congress in 1906 which was always directed by the

chief of the bureau of animal industry, United States department
of agriculture, and manned by veterinarians of civil service classi-

fication was transferred to the Food Distribution administration,

that is, from scientific to commercial command. The transfer

aroused nation-wide protests mainly on the ground of excellent

record and the sense of security the American people had always
felt under the former direction. The protests came from stock-

men, expert hygienists and veterinarians. Unaware of the object

of such changes the public showed meagre interest in the transfer.

Relocation of Veterinarians. The Procurement and Assign-

ment Service recommended voluntary relocation of veterinarians

not engaged in essential practice or positions. That is, doctors

of veterinary medicine engaged exclusively in pet-animal practice

or nonessential commercial pursuits should relocate in rural dis-

tricts densely populated with food-producing animals in order

to be deferred from military service. Veterinarians in the civilian

service, federal or state, or engaged in practice among farm

animals were given preferential rating by local draft boards.

Students taking the pre-veterinary course or the curriculum lead-

ing to the degree of doctor of veterinary medicine in a recog-

nized college were given preferential rating provided their indi-

vidual effort so justified.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. A. Hagan, ''Veterinary Education in the Postwar
World," J.A.V.M.A., 53:269-274 (1943); Editorial, "Postwar Veterinary
Education," ibid., 53:298-299 (1943); "Veterinary War Conference, Current

Reports, ibid., 53:234-261 (1943); The Meat You Eat, New York State

Trichinosis Commission (1942); R. F. Bourne, "Sulfonamides in Vet-

erinary Medicine," Proceedings, Eastern Iowa Veterinary Association (In

press); G. G. Garlick, D. E. Bartlett and D. M. Hammond, "Tricho-
moniasis of Cattle," Amcr. J. Vet. Research, no. 14 (1944); Personal

communication, Corn States Serum Company, Omaha, Neb. (1943);
Edward L. Vail and E. F. Kenny, "Rabbit Production," Fish and Wildlife

Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bull. 31; Meat Inspection Service

Removed from the Bureau of Animal Industry, Proceedings War Confer-
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Medicine and the War, News Item, ibid. t 53:233 (1943). (L. A. M.)

^ town * central France, department of Allier, located

on the right bank of the Allier river, 33 mi. southeast

of Moulins; pop. (1939) 20,000. The town first came into politi-

cal prominence when it was selected in 1940 as the seat of the

French government, formed after the loss of the war to Germany
and headed by Marshal Henri Philippe P6tain (q.v.) as chief

of state. The town was convenient as a temporary seat of ad-

ministration because of the number of hotels and sanitariums

which could be converted to use as government offices. What
was originally conceived as a makeshift arrangement of short

duration still continued at the end of 1943, because no definitive

peace treaty had been signed between Germany and France.

1/intnriO
^ state of the Australian commonwealth, area 87,-

flulUlld* 844 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Dec. 31, 1941), 1,952,152.

Chief cities (pop. Dec. 31, 1940): Melbourne (cap. 1,076,700);

Geelong (40,100); Ballarat (38,590); Bendigo (30,150). Gov-

ernor: Maj. Gen. Sir W. J. Dugan.

History. The Country party government under the leadership

of Albert Dunstan completed eight years of office in April and

was returned to power at the general elections in June. The net

result of the elections was that the United Australia party

supporting the government lost 3 seats, i each to the Country

party and Labour party and i to the Independents. In September,

however, the government was defeated on a vote of no confidence

in connection with the redistribution of parliamentary seats. A
Labour government was sworn in on Sept. 14, but resigned less

than 48 hours later, on the refusal of the governor to grant a

dissolution. The governor thereupon commissioned Albert Dun*

stan to form a coalition government with T. T. Holloway, the

leader of the United Australia party. ,

The state budget which was introduce^ in August revealed

a surplus of A.755,ooo for 1942-43 and provided for an es-
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timated surplus of A.s6,ooo during the current fiscal year. Fea-

tures of the budget were increases in expenditure on education

(. A. 211,000), hospitals (A. 2 16,000) and a > A. 100,000 fund

for the encouragement of secondary industries in rural areas.

Education. In 1939: state primary schools 2,585; scholars

on roll 221,219; average attendance 155,441. State secondary

schools 154; scholars on roll 42,104; average attendance 34,176.

Finance. In 1942-43 (estimated) revenue A.3 2,541,000;

expenditure A.3 2,456,000; debt outstanding (June 30, 1942)
A. 177,716,484.

Communications. Roads and streets (1940) 103,929 mi.

Railways (1941-42) 4,764 mi. Motor vehicles licensed (March

31, 1943); cars, trucks, etc., 214,888; cycles 15,996. Wireless

receiving set licences (March 31, 1943) 387,667. Telephones (June

30, 1941) 228,936.

Agriculture, Manufactures, Mineral Production. Produc-

tion in 1942-43: wheat 42,000,000 bu.; wool (1940-41) 185,-

000,000 lb.; coal, brown (1940) 3,994,5 J 5 tons; gold (1939)

156,522 fine ounces. Industry and labour, 1941-42: factories

8,916; employees 257,369; gross value of output A. 256, 112,647;

unemployment (trade union returns) (March 1943), 0.8%.

(W. D. MA.)

Victory Gardens: see HORTICULTURE.

Victory Tax; see TAXATION.

tidal y Barraquer, Francis of Assisi

nal, was born Oct. 3 in Cambrils. He entered the priesthood

in 1899, was appointed successively bishop of Pentacomia, 1913,

apostolic administrator of Solsona, 1914, archbishop of Tarra-

gona, 1919 and cardinal, 1921. Politically an anti-falangist, he

refused to endorse the pastoral letter which gave its blessing

to the Franco cause during the early days of the Spanish
Civil War and was obliged to leave the country for his own

safety. Italian consular officials helped him escape and he found

haven in Italy. Cardinal Vidal died while on a visit to Fribourg,

Switzerland, according to a news report from that city, Sept. 14.

Vinson, Frederick Moore
Ky. He was graduated from Kentucky Normal college, 1908,

received his B.A., 1909, and his law degree, 1911, from Centre

college and practised law in Louisa in 1911. He was common-
wealth attorney of the 32nd judicial district of Kentucky, 1921-

24, and served seven terms in the national house of representa-

tives. A key man in congress during the early days of the Roose-

velt administration, Vinson helped formulate revenue legislation

as a member of the house ways and means committee. His record

was strongly prolabour, he voted for legislation approving estab-

lishment of the NLRB and was instrumental in putting through

congress the bill on the undistributed profits tax. In 1937, he

accepted President Roosevelt's offer of the post of associate

justice in the U.S. court of appeals for the District of Columbia

and assumed his new duties in May 1938. Vinson was named

director of the Office of Economic Stabilization in May 1943.

The following month, he vetoed the 8-cent per hour increase

asked for by 1,100,000 nonoperating employees of the railroad

brotherhoods. On Nov. 16, 1943, Vinson warned that the "little

steel" wage formula would be destroyed if the 8-cent increase

was approved by congress.

(Southernmost
of the middle Atlantic states, the "Old

Dominion" was one of the 13 original United States.

Area 40,815 sq.mi., including 916 sq.mi. of water. Pop. (1940)

2><>77>773> 35-3% urban and 64.7% rural. The civilian popula-

tion was estimated in April, 1943 at 2,883,945. An estimate by
the population study of the state planning board showed a civilian

white population of 2,250,345, nonwhite of 633,600. Capital,

Richmond (193,042 in 1940 and 231,000 in April 1943). Other

cities include Norfolk (144,332 and 205,946), Roanoke (69,287

and 64,866), and Portsmouth (50,745 and 64,996).

History. The state's shipyard industry soared in 1943, and

the population of Newport News increased from 35,000 to more

than 55,000. Shipyard workers numbered close to 30,000, of

whom i,600 were women. War brought a marked redistribution

of the state's population, as the rapid expansion of industrial

localities sucked labour from farm areas. There was no session

in 1943 of the general assembly, which meets biennially in even-

numbered years, although interim commissions were active in

such fields as small-loan legislation, co-operatives, medical licens-

ing requirements and public health. The state department of

corrections, which was established in 1942, ended its first year
of operation with 501 prisoners on parole and 600 on probation.

A general election in Nov. 1943 resulted in 15 new members in

the state senate and 35 new members in the house of delegates.

The governor (elected in Nov. 1941) was Colgate W. Darden,

Jr.; William M. Tuck was lieutenant governor.

Education. In 1942-43, elementary school enrolment was

428,466, teaching staff 12,165; secondary school enrolment 128,-

244, teaching staff 5,924.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. For the year ended

June 30, 1943, 12,480 persons received $858,296.70 in general

relief; 21,892 persons received $2,403,285.85 in old-age assist-

ance; 6,153 families with 17,693 dependent children, $1,168,-

404.25; 1,208 blind, $167,930.68; and in 1943 (January through

November) 70,421 unemployment compensation checks were

written for $829,538.59. This represented only 25% of the num-
ber and amount of unemployment checks in the same period of

1942. An average daily population of 4,000 were in five penal

institutions for adults, and 717 were in four industrial schools

for juveniles at the end of the fiscal year in June 1943.

Communication. On Jan. i, 1942, there were 9,607.6 mi.

of highway in the state's primary system; on July i, 1943, there

were 37,675 mi. in the secondary system. During the year ended

June 30, 1943, the state spent $23,528,097.17 on the highways.

Railroad mileage in Virginia was 4,203.2 on Jan. i, 1943. There

were 327,842 telephones in Virginia on Nov. 30, 1943.

Banking and Finance. On Oct. 18, 1943, Virginia had 184

state banks with 63 branches and five "facilities," and 130 na-

tional banks and branches. On Oct. 18, 1943, deposits in state

banks totalled $506,034,477 and assets $551,892,354, On June

'30, 1943, deposits of national banks were $725,971,000, and

assets $784,935,000. Resources on Dec. 31, 1942, of 19 industrial

loan associations were $6,793,864; of 58 building and loan asso-

ciations, $34,937,414; of 32 credit unions, $1,524,093. The state

budget for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, showed receipts

of $147,572,307, some 12% above the previous year, and ex-

penditures of $126,820,685, 11% above the previous year. The

gross debt on June 30 was $18,599,351; there was no net debt,

since a sinking fund of $19,252,294 left an excess of $692,942.

The fiscal year ended with a surplus of $21,699,419.

Agriculture. The value of Virginia's principal crops in 1943

was estimated at $205,000,000, an increase of 16% over 1942.

Acreage harvested advanced i% above the 1942 figure to 3,905,-

ooo ac. A shortage of farm labour and a prolonged drought

combined to reduce the volume of n of the 13 principal crops.

The farm income in 1943 was estimated at more than 37% higher

than in 1942, when the income was $222,106,000.

Manufacturing. The total value of manufactured products

for the year ending Sept. 30. 1942, was $1,755,767,694. Wage
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Table II. Principal /nduifr/es of Virginia, 1942 and 1941 (Oct. J-Sepf. 30)

earners were paid $272,512,356 in this period, while total salaries

amounted to $54,535,281; an estimated 234,130 persons were

engaged in manufacturing at the end of this period. The prin-

cipal industries were tobacco products, food and kindred products,

transportation equipment, textiles, paper and printing and chemi-

cal products.

Mineral Production. Production of coal in the year ended

Sept. 30, 1942, was valued at $38,494,104, up 30% from the

previous year; coke was valued at $1,884,051, up 50%; stone and

slate, $6,391,841; and sand and gravel, $1,551,441. Progress

was made in the development of magnesium and mica mines in

several localities. (J. S. BR.)

*f
Of.

A state institution for higher

education at Charlottesville, Va.

The original university was designed and built by Thomas Jeffer-

son. There are six departments: two academic the college and

department of graduate studies
;
and four professional law, medi-

cine, engineering and education. The total budget for 1943-44
was $3,052,850. The corporate name of the university is "The
Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia." For statistics

of student enrolment, faculty members, endowment, library vol-

umes, etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (J. L. N.)

United States dependency in the West
& Indies, east of Puerto Rico, comprising

St. Croix (pop. 12,902), St. Thomas (11,265) and St. John (722)
islands. Area, 133 sq.mi.; pop. (1940) 24,889, 13.1% more than

in 1930, with whites 9%, Negroes 69% (1930: 78.3%), "mixed
and other races" 22% (1930: 12^%). The chief cities are: Char-

lotte Amalie, the capital, on St. Thomas, 9,801 (1930: 7,036);

Christiansted, 4,495 (1930: 3,767) and Frederiksted, 2,498 (1930:

2,698) on St. Croix. The governor in 1943 was Charles Harwood.

History. The Virgin Islands during 1943 generally felt the

pressure of wartime dislocations and shipping restrictions. Sup-

plies of food to the islands were largely effected through the

Food Distribution administration. Food shortages, however, had

been overcome by the end of 1943. In order to avoid unemploy-
ment after the completion of defense construction, Governor

Harwood proposed an extensive public works plan involving a

water storage project in St. Croix, water supply facilities in St.

Thomas, and highway construction generally in the islands.

Education. Public and private elementary and secondary
schools had an enrolment in June 1943 of 2,813. Charlotte

Amalie high school had 498 students.

Finance. The monetary unit is the United States dollar. A
United States government subsidy of $159,800 was required to

defray the expenses of St. Croix. However, the islands of St.

Thomas and St. John operated without a federal deficit appro-

priation for the second successive year.

Trade. Under wartime conditions in 1943 official policy was

to withhold full trade statistics. A general retrogression from the

1942 high was felt in the Virgin Islands as a result of shipping

restrictions and the completion of defense installations. Pro-

duction and sale of both rum and sugar, however, rose consid-

erably during 1943.

Communication. External communication is by steamer and

Pan American Airways, through Charlotte Amalie. Inter-island

traffic is by boat. Radio-telephone service was established with

the United States during 1943.

Agriculture. Agriculture supplements shipping to support
St. Thomas. St. Croix and St. John are largely agricultural.

In 1940 (census) there were 828 "farms" of 3 ac. or more, to-

talling 55,228 ac. St. Croix produced practically the entire sugar

crop of the islands, which amounted to 2,250 tons in 1943 a

150% increase over 1942. Grazing was encouraged by a

government-built abattoir on St. Croix and a cold storage market
on St. Thomas. Vegetables, orchard products (guava, cacao,

coco-nuts, limes, lemons and oranges), and livestock comprised
the principal agricultural products other than sugar. (C. L. G.)

Virgin Islands, British: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

Viruses: see INFANTILE PARALYSIS; MEDICINE; PNEUMONIA.
Vital Statistics: see BIRTH STATISTICS; CENSUS, 1940; DEATH
STATISTICS; INFANT MORTALITY; MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE; SUI-

CIDE STATISTICS.

* OC* snorta es anc* rationing along with educational

work by numerous agencies made people more food

conscious. Unfortunately exaggerated claims and implications con-

cerning the widespread prevalence of malnutrition, especially of

various vitamin deficiencies, were enthusiastically used to bom-
bard the public with misleading advertising concerning the need
and value of vitamin preparations. Good nutrition is a prerequi-
site for good health, but vitamins are only part of nutrition. Good
nutrition comes from consuming a variety of wholesome food,
not from a poor diet supplemented with costly vitamin prep-
arations.

Many reports showed that the seeds of cereal grains, which are

low in ascorbic acid, can develop significant amounts of this vita-

min by sprouting. The use of bean sprouts by the Chinese is well

known, and studies have shown that the field soybean not only

acquires improved dietary qualities by sprouting, but it is more

readily cooked and useful as food for man. Burkholder sum-
marized a study of the vitamins of the B complex before and
after germination of oats, wheat, barley and corn. This shows
that germination results in a marked increase in riboflavin and

niacin; the thiamin content was not changed appreciably. The

possibilities of making the best use of the available cereal foods

still remained to be explored.

Dehydrated foods have obvious advantages when it comes to

transporting large quantities of food a considerable distance. It

is not a simple problem to dehydrate food products so that upon
rehydratio'n they will possess a reasonable degree of original ap-

pearance, taste and nutritive value. As ascorbic acid is readily

destroyed by oxidation, and vitamin A is also susceptible to this

process, it is likely that these nutrients are diminished in most

dehydrated products. Numerous investigations have shown that

the ascorbic acid content of dehydrated products is practically
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zero and that vitamin A is appreciably decreased. As we depend

heavily on vegetables as a source of vitamin A, in the form of

carotene, means of stabilizing this nutrient in the dehydration

process were under intensive investigation.

Several studies on the relation of vitamin intake to physical

fatigue due to hard muscular work were made. Such studies were

of direct importance to the war, both with regard to the armed

forces and civilian workers. It was shown that excessive amounts

of the various vitamins are of no advantage in combating fatigue,

but insufficient amounts of the vitamin B complex will cause

earlier fatigue and a falling off in physical efficiency. Barborka,

Foltz and Ivy reported the results of study on four well trained

young men which confirmed the latter observation. They con-

cluded that vitamin B complex added to a vitamin B complex

inadequate diet restores work output to efficient levels. It was

generally believed that thiamin is probably the principal "B vita-

min" concerned with fatigue, yet Keys and co-workers in studies

on normal young men reported that at a low level of thiamin, 0.23

mg. per 1,000 calories, muscular and metabolic functions were in

no way limited. Hard physical work, particularly in warm cli-

mates, is accompanied by considerable perspiration, and since

sweat is an aqueous medium, it is important to know whether

significant amounts of the water soluble vitamins are lost by this

means.

The best evidence available suggested that only small amounts

of vitamins are lost in sweat, and that water and salt are the only

practical losses which require attention.

Certain vitamins are synthesized by the intestinal bacteria.

These microorganisms are thus of considerable importance to the

nutrition of animals and of human beings because the vitamins

synthesized are available to the host. Vitamin K is produced by
bacteria in the intestinal tract in sufficient quantities to meet the

normal needs of man and most animals. Biotin, one of the vita-

mins of the B complex, is provided to man in larger quantities by
intestinal bacteria than by the diet. Man may not develop de-

ficiencies of biotin, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine, folic acid, and

most likely certain other essential nutrients because these sub-

stances are made for him by microorganisms in the intestinal

tract. But should the intestinal flora be altered, as by the admin-

istration of drugs, radical changes in the diet, or by diseases of

the gastrointestinal tract, diseases primarily nutritional in aetiol-

ogy may result.

One of the vitamins mentioned in the preceding paragraph,

folic acid, which is required by the rat only when the bacterial

flora is interfered with, as by the feeding of sulfaguanidine, was

shown to be required in the diet of the chick and the monkey.
A deficiency in the chick leads to lack of growth, poor feathering

and anaemia, while monkeys show an anaemia and a severe leu-

kopenia (decrease in the number of white blood cells below the

normal range). Hogan and collaborators summarized the work

on this vitamin in the chick, and also reported the preparation

of this compound in pure form. Its chemical formula was not

reported in 1943.

The investigations on folic acid in the nutrition of monkeys
was done principally by Waisman and Elvehjem.
The role that various vitamins, and other nutrients, might have

in resistance to infection has long given rise to much speculation.

There was no evidence in 1943 that amounts of any nutrient

above such levels as are necessary for good nutrition will give

increased resistance to disease, though there was abundant evi-

dence that good nutrition is a requisite for a maximum degree of

resistance. Trager made the interesting observation that one of

the vitamins, biotin, may play a specific role in resistance to

malaria. The observations on this finding were limited to experi-
m*nfe An Hiirb-c and rhirlre anH tViA\r urrmM KA f\f nrarfi.

cal significance to man was not known in 1943. Biotin deficiency

in man under natural conditions was unknown; however, in coun-

tries where malaria is endemic, it is more severe in times of

\ famine. .

For some years enzyme chemists have developed a concept
that substances possessing a chemical structure similar to the

active or "prosthetic" group of the enzyme may compete with

the active group for adsorption on the surface of the same pro-

tein, thereby interfering with the formation of the enzyme and

hence decreasing enzyme activity. This interesting concept was

applied in various vitamin researches. Thus thiopanic acid which

is similar in structure to the vitamin pantothenic acid prevents

growth of certain microorganisms. In animals, the administra-

tion of dicoumarin or salicylic acid, presumably because of

their chemical relationship to vitamin K, produces hypopro-
thrombinemia. In each case a competitive action between the

vitamin and the inhibitory substance was demonstrated. Woolley
and White demonstrated the production of thiamin deficiency in

mice by the administration of a pyridine analogue of thiamin,

pyrithiamin, and Woolley and Krampitz described a condition in

mice and rats similar to scurvy which was produced by feeding a

compound structurally related to ascorbic acid. The use of these

"anti-vitamins" or vitamin-inhibitors opened up a new field of

vitamin research, and a field which ultimately might yield much
of practical importance to the study of disease.

While the essential amino acids are not classed as vitamins,

they are for all practical purposes similar to vitamins in that

they are substances required by the body and which must be

obtained ready-made, either from food or perhaps from synthe-

sis by intestinal bacteria. Rose was investigating the amino acid

requirements of man and found that nitrogen equilibrium might
be maintained in young adults for peribds of two weeks on a

diet in which the only source of protein was eight pure amino

acids.

These investigations are fundamental to a better understanding

of human nutrition.

For those interested in comprehensively following progress in

vitamin research and other phases of the science of nutrition,

attention should be called to a series of excellent review articles

which appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion and were to be published in book form under the title

of Handbook of Nutrition, and also to the publication by the

Nutrition foundation of a new type of journal called- Nutrition

Reviews. This is a monthly publication which undertakes to pro-

vide an authoritative, unbiased review of the world's current re-

search progress in nutrition.

(See also ALIMENTARY SYSTEM, DISORDERS OF; BIOCHEMIS-

TRY; CHEMISTRY; DIETETICS; FISHERIES; FLOUR AND FLOUR

MILLING; MEDICINE; PHYSIOLOGY.)
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742 VOROSHILOV, K. E.-
ir..4i~L:ij.. I/ 1 JIM.**: r (1881- ), Russian army
Vorosnilov, Klementiy E. **, was bom Feb. 4

Verkhnyi, Ukraine. In 1903 he joined the Social-Democratic

party. He was exiled to Archangel in 1907 for revolutionary

activities but escaped to Baku. During World War I he was a

revolutionary organizer, but after the bolsheviks seized power he

entered active military life. He led guerrilla detachments against

German armies in the Ukraine in 1918. He was people's com-

missar of the army and navy in 1925 and was a member of the

Communist party central committee after 1921. On May 8, 1940,

Voroshilov was named vice-premier and Marshal Timoshenko

succeeded him as defense commissar. In Aug. 1941 Marshal

Voroshilov was in command of the northwestern front which in-

cluded Leningrad, and in Oct. 1941 he was charged with forma-

tion of new Russian armies. He was then returned to the Lenin-

grad area and was one of the commanders there when the siege

was broken in Jan. 1943. He attended the Churchill-Stalin con-

ference in Moscow in Aug. 1942 and the Molotov-Eden-Hull con-

ference in the same city in Oct. 1943.

WAC: see WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS.

WAFS: see WOMEN'S AIRFORCE SERVICE PILOTS.

U/OffOC Onrf MfllirC
Durin ^43. as well as 1942, employ -

IIQ&"o dllU nUUlO. rnent and pay rolls in manufacturing

and non-manufacturing industries improved substantially as a

result of World War II orders and the U.S. war program as well

as foreign orders. Both hourly wages and weekly earnings in-

creased markedly. The acceleration of work within plants,

caused by the adoption of three shifts and large overtime bonuses

increased total pay rolls and gave workers throughout many
industries much higher weekly earnings. Practically all industries

engaged in war production or affected by war orders reported

a high percentage of overtime.

Table I shows the employment indexes for 1942 and the first

nine months of 1943 in all manufactures, and for durable goods
and nondurable goods groups, by months. These indexes were

arrived at by the use of 1939 as the base.

Table II shows the average hours and earnings in the two

sample months of Jan. and July, 1943, in the principal manu-

facturing and nonmanufacturing industries. Table II shows

clearly the high level of wage-earners' weekly "take-home" in

1943, through the combination of high rates and long hours.

Table III shows a steady rise in average hourly earnings from

1939 to 1943. The increase is greater than the rise in. hourly
rates since a steadily increasing amount of time-and-one-half

and double-time overtime rates appreciably increased hourly

average earnings. There was no way of separating the increment

TabU I. Employment and W**kly Wags /ncfexes for All Manufacturing
/nduffries of rh U.S. in 7943 (9 month*) and 1942

(Indexes are based on IQ39 average and adjusted to census of manufacturers. They are
not comparable to indexes published prior to Dec. 194* by the Bureau of Labor Statistics)

>WAGES AND HOURS
Table II. Average YY***/x Earning*, Average Weefc/x Hours, and

Average Earning* per Hour In Major Industrial Clauiftcationt,

January and July, 1943 in f/>e U.S.

This table compiled from statistics released by the Monthly Labor Review, United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C.

Compiled from Monthly Labor Review, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Washington, D.C.

added to hourly earnings by overtime work from the prevailing

rates paid for standard hours of employment.
The bureau of labour statistics figures showed a downward

trend of hours in most industries from 1937 to 1939 because of

reduction in hours-standards effected by union agreements. But

in 1941 to 1943 average hours increased, particularly in the heavy

industries, because so much overtime was worked as a result of

the war.

The much higher hourly earnings in some industries are due

to one or more of the following factors: (i) character of the

labour supply employed, as to sex, age and skill, (2) productivity

of the industry, principally determined by its degree of mod-

ernization, technical equipment and proportion of skilled workers,

(3) degree to which union working conditions prevail, (4) ne-

cessity of paying high wages to attract labour supply.

Weekly earnings are really of greater significance than hourly

rates, from the point of view of living standards. There were 23

industries of the 31 studied in which average weekly earnings

exceeded $30 per week in July 1943, and the maximum was

$57.18 in the automobile industries. The lowest weekly earnings

were in hotels: $20.18. In July 1943, there were 16 industries

in which average weekly earnings exceeded $30 and six where

they exceeded $40 per week. Four of these were: $57.18 in the

automobile industry; $55.93 in transportation equipment; $51.08

in machinery; and $47.97 in construction. The lowest, hotels,

were but $20.18. The average weekly earnings of durable goods

manufacturers were $48.76 in July 1943 compared with $44.62

a year earlier and $31.24 in 1941.

Four industries fell between $20 and $25 per week and four

between $25 and $30; none below $20 in July 1942.

The wages of farm labour were higher in 1943 than in 1942,

judging by the reports of the U.S. bureau of agricultural eco-

nomics; both monthly and daily wages. (See also AGRICULTURE;
BUSINESS REVIEW; CANADA; CENSUS, 1940; LAW.)
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Table III. Kit* in Hourly Earnings Kattt In U.S.A., 1939-43

(D. D. L.)

Great Britain. The most recent official statistics of wages
in Great Britain referred to Jan. 1943. At that date, weekly rates

of wages, as distinct from earnings, had risen on the average by

26% to 27% above the level prevailing in Oct. 1938, the date

used by the government as a basis for prewar conditions.

Earnings had naturally increased a good deal faster than rates

of wages, owing both to the spread of systems of payment by
results and the intensification of output and to the working of

longer hours, including large amounts of overtime and week-end

work. As against this, the proportion of women employed was

higher than before the war; and the lower earnings of the women
had a tendency to depress the general average. Over all the

industries covered by the return gross earnings (before deduc-

tion of income tax or insurance contributions) were higher by
about 65% in Jan. 1943 than in Oct. 1938. For adult men only,

the increase was a little under 65%. For women, it was 80%,
the figure being considerably affected by the payment of the

men's rates to women directly replacing male workers on jobs

normally done by men. For boys and youths under 21 the aver-

age increase was nearly 73% ;
and it has to be borne in mind that

the average age in this group was lower than it was before the

war, owing to the extensive calling up of youths of 18 and up-

wards. For girls under 18 the average rise was 73.4%. Average

earnings in 1938 and 1943 respectively were, for men 697- and

H3/9^-> for women 32/6^. and 58/6^., for boys and youths

26/id. and 45/id., and for girls i8/6rf. and 32/id. The increases

within these averages varied considerably for different trades,

being naturally highest in the metal and engineering trades. The
lowest increases were in the public utility services and in the

printing and paper trades. In the building trades there was a

tendency for earnings to fall, after sharp increases up to 1942.

This reversal of the previous tendency was due mainly to re-

strictions on uneconomic overtime and week-end work since the

completion of the main war-time program of factory and aero-

drome construction. In particular, the very high earnings which

were accruing to boys and youths in the building and construc-

tional trades had for the most part ceased.

The returns summarized in the preceding paragraph cover

rather over 6,000,000 workers, mainly in factory and other con-

structional trades. They do not include miners or transport
workers or workers in the clerical and distributive trades. Prob-

ably the inclusion of the excluded groups would not greatly affect

the general averages. For coal miners, earnings er shift are

known to have increased by about 65% between the first quarter
of 1939 and the first quarter of 1943. Agricultural workers

(adult males) in 1943 had a national minimum rate of 6o/- a

week, and women of 4$/-. Earnings in the public services rose

substantially less than the average, and earnings on the railways

probably at about the average rate.

These changes in money wages have to be compared with an

official figure of 28% for the rise in the cost of living between

1938 and 1943. This official figure, however, understated the

actual increase, owing to the very sharp rise in the cost of semi-

luxuries not included in the index (tobacco, beer, all kinds of per-

sonal goods not subject to rationing, furniture, and so on). The

official figure was kept down by the fact that all the main ele-

ments in the cost of living that were being held down by govern-

ment subsidies were included in it. The effect of this system, and

of the methods of rationing applied, was to keep nutrition at a

satisfactory standard for most of the population ;
but there were

serious declines of quality in clothing, especially boots, and in

standards of housing, partly owing to blitz damage, but still more

because of the cessation of building and the concentration of

population in certain areas in which great industrial developments
occurred.

Wages were still settled in the main by collective bargaining

between trade unions and employers' associations, with reference

to arbitration, either by the wartime National Arbitration Tribu-

nal or by ad hoc bodies, where agreement was not reached. Wages
in 1943 were fairly stable, with only a small upward tendency.

Strikes, though much noticed in the press, were few and small,

and turned mainly on local grievances or on questions arising out

of the interpretation of national arbitration awards. The time

lost by stoppages of work was very small, despite a good many
protests against the refusal to grant increases, especially to

skilled timeworkers whose earnings lagged behind those of piece-

workers doing less skilled work.

Hours of labour in general remained unaltered, with some tend-

ency to reduce the excessive amounts of overtime and Sunday
work previously enforced. The working of very long hours by
juveniles between 16 and 18 was largely checked, especially in

the constructional trades. Average hours of work were still con-

siderably in excess of prewar hours; but the strain was partly
relieved by some improvement in conditions of travel to and from
work. The movement for holidays with pay was further extended,
the most important recent agreement covering the workers in the

building and civil engineering industries.

In connection with all figures of wages and earnings it should

of course be borne in mind that direct taxation had by this time

been extended to cover the main body of adult wage-earners. The

system of collection on the basis of the year's earnings, having
given rise to many difficulties, was being superseded for most
manual workers by a "pay-as-you-earn" method. It was esti-

mated (Oxford University Institute of Statistics Bulletin, June
1943) that in 1942 wages took 42% of the national income, as

against 39% in 1938 (or 46% as against 40% if military pay is

included with wages). (See also LABOUR UNIONS; PRICES.)

(G. D. H. C.)

Wake Island: see PACIFIC ISLANDS, U.S.

Wales: see GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, UNITED
KINGDOM or.

(l888~ ), vice-president of the

United States. (See Encyclopedia
Britannica.) Wallace was secretary of agriculture in the cabinet

of Franklin D. Roosevelt from March 4, 1933, until Sept. 5, 1940,
when he resigned to campaign for the vice-presidency, to which
he was elected the following Nov. 5.

In the summer of 1941 he became an important figure in the

U.S. defense program. President Roosevelt appointed him head
of the Economic Defense board (later the Board of Economic

Warfare) on July 31 and chairman of the Supply Priorities and
Allocations board on Aug. 28. In Dec. 1942 a dispute between

Wallace and Jesse Jones, chairman of the Reconstruction Finance

corporation, from which the BEW obtained funds to purchase
war materials abroad, was first made public in testimony before a
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senate committee. The quarrel came to a head on June 29, 1943,

when Wallace accused Jones of obstructing the war effort by

hampering the BEW in its efforts to secure vital materials from

foreign sources. On July 15 President Roosevelt abolished the

BEW and transferred all subsidiaries of the RFC engaged in fi-

nancing foreign purchases to a new Office of Economic Warfare

(later the Foreign Economic administration). Early in 1943 Wal-

lace made a good will tour to seven South American countries,

where he addressed several national congresses. His book The

Century of the Common Man, containing many of his principal

speeches and writings, appeared in July 1943.

Uf
If.

("FATS"), (i904?-iQ43), U.S. musi-

cian and composer, was the son of a

Negro pastor and grandson of a noted Negro violinist. As a child,

he studied the bass viol, violin and piano. In 1924, he published

his first song, "Squeeze Me.'* In 1925 he launched his own band,

which became popular with the start of the swing music era.

From night clubs and cabarets he went to the radio, produced
records and appeared in the movies. He composed part of the

score for the musical comedy Keep Shuffling 1927, the music for

Ain't Misbehaving 1928 and Honeysuckle Rose, 1928. He also

wrote the score for Early to Bed, a Broadway hit in 1943, and

was the composer of some 400 songs. He was taken ill on a

train bound for Kansas City and was found dead in his berth,

Dec. 15. .*,.:;. , 'll'''-
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War Boards, British-U.S.: see BRITISH-U.S. WAR BOAKDS.

Ufar Dnnifo Unprecedented sums were sought from the

Hal DUIIIISe American people by their government for sup-

port of the U.S. war effort in the Second and Third War Loans

of 1943. But neither sum $13,000,000,000 in the Second loan,

$15,000,000,000 in the Third was an adequate measure of the

public's loan-subscribing willingness and capacity. Against the

goal of $13,000,000,000, the Second loan produced $18,600,000,-

ooo. For the Third loan, the goal was raised to $15,000,000,000,

and the country's voluntary response was $18,900,000,000. As

a collateral result of the combined total of $9,500,000,000 in

oversubscriptions, Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,

Jr., was enabled to postpone the Fourth War Loan until 1944.

The Second War Loan was launched April 12 and completed

May i. The Third loan began Sept. 9 and continued through

Oct. 2. The $37,500,000,000 thus raised by the government in

six weeks compared with $21,000,000,000 raised by five drives

in a total of 18 weeks for World War I, 1917-19.

Commercial banks provided not a penny of the Third loan's

$18,900,000,000 yield, and only $5,000,000,000 of the Second

loan. The importance, as an anti-inflation safeguard, of the sale

of securities to nonbanking investors and particularly to indi-

viduals was stressed by the treasury in both loans.

Sales of Series E, F and G war bonds to the extent of $5,400,-

000,000 were included in the Second and Third loan totals. In

the first ii months of 1943 there were additional Series E, F
and G sales of $7,500,000,000, through operation of the pay roll

savings plan and other month-to-month treasury war bond pro-

motions.
;
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Second War Loan, Third War Loan and regular war bond

sales therefore amounted in 1943 to a grand total of $45,000,-

000,000, not counting war bond sales for the month of Decem-
ber. Participation by commercial banks in the Second loan was

limited by the treasury to approximately $5,000,000,000; the

banks actually oversubscribed this share several times. In a

financing operation supplementary to the Third War Loan, but-

conducted separately, the treasury made a limited offering of

marketable securities to commercial banks, and announced cash

sale allotments totalling $3,200,000,000 upon subscriptions total-

ling $10,900,000,000. For the entire calendar year net absorption
of government securities by commercial banks and federal reserve

banks amounted to approximately $24,000,000,000, and net

absorption by all others, excluding special issues to trust funds,

etc., amounted to approximately $30,000,000,000.

The extent to which various categories of nonbanking sub-

scribers participated in the Second and Third loans is shown in

the table: , v

Nonbanking Sufcicr/pffon* fo Second and Third U.S. War Loans, 1943
(millions of dollars)

The types of securities offered were essentially the same for

the two loans. Combined sales to nonbanking investors for both

loans were, in rounded figures: Series E savings bonds, $3,900,-

000,000; Series F and G savings bonds together, $1,500,000,000;
Series C savings notes (formerly tax notes), $4,100,000,000;

2$% long term bonds (1964-69 maturities), $7,500,000,000; 2%
medium term bonds (1950-52 and 1951-53 maturities), $8,100,-

000,000; |% treasury certificates of indebtedness (one year),

$7,200,000,000.

Second War Loan sales to commercial banks were: 2% bonds,

$2,100,000,000; 1% certificates, $2,100,000,000; treasury 9o-day

bills, $810,000,000.

Of the three savings bonds, commonly referred to as war

bonds, the Series E "people's bond'* continued to lead heavily

in sales, with a total of $9,600,000,000 for the first n months

A MILITARY PARADE on Fifth avenue. New York city, signalized the open*
ing of the third U.S. war loan drive Sept. 9, 1943
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of 1943. Nearly 53,000,000 units of these bonds were sold

in the Third loan. Bonds of the $25 denomination accounted for

approximately a third of all Series E sales.

Redemptions of savings bonds during the first n months of

1943 were: Series E, $1,194,000,000; Series F, $30,000,000;

Series G, $79,000,000. Amounts of each series outstanding as

of November 30 were: Series E, $15,404,673,000; Series F,

$1,548,705,000; Series G, $6,128,924,000.

In each bond-selling campaign the treasury had the aid of mil-

lions of volunteer salesmen and saleswomen. Sales organizations

functioned by federal reserve districts for the Second War Loan,
as they had for the First or Victory Fund drive in Dec. 1942.
In preparation for the Third War Loan, Secretary Morgenthau
announced the "streamlining" of the sales forces on a state

basis, with the chairmen of state war finance committees re-

porting to the secretary through the national director of the

treasury's war finance division. Within the states, the former

volunteer Victory Fund committees and the treasury's war sav-

ings staffs were combined, and state chairmen and their asso-

ciates took charge of local war finance committees formed along

city and county lines. It was estimated that by the end of the

year, war bonds had been sold to more than 50,000,000 persons.

Under Secretary of the Treasury D. W. Bell announced in

Dec. 1943 that the war had been financed at an average rate of

slightly less than i|%, compared with an average rate of about

4i% on the securities issued to finance World War I. (See also

BANKING; NATIONAL DEBT.) (F. SM.)

War Chest: see COMMUNITY CHEST; RELIEF.

War Committees, Joint (U.S. and Canada) : see CANADIAN-

U.S. WA* COMMITTEES. .r''""""
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War Communications, Board of.
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Communications (created by executive order Sept. 1940 as the

Defense Communications board) issued 18 orders designed to co-

ordinate, strengthen and speed essential wartime communications

in the U.S. Priority systems were inaugurated for telephone, tele-

typewriter and telegraph messages important to the war effort.

The need for flexible, efficient systems of radiotelegraph commu-
nications to theatres of Allied military operations in North Africa

and elsewhere occupied considerable attention of the board. Ef-

fective May 1943, American international wire or radio carriers

had to obtain board approval before opening negotiations with

any foreign administration regarding new communications cir-

cuits from the United States.

James Lawrence Fly, chairman of the Federal Communica-
tions commission, continued as chairman of the board in 1943.
Other members were Major General Harry C. Ingles, chief signal

officer of the army; Rear Admiral Joseph R. Redman, director

of naval communications; Hon. Breckinridge Long, assistant sec-

retary of state; and Hon. Herbert E. Gaston, assistant secretary
of the treasury and BWC secretary. The board had no paid

personnel or appropriations. It operated through a co-ordinating
committee and a law committee staffed by personnel from the

five agencies represented on the BWC. A number of committees,
made up of industry, government and labour representatives,

experts in all fields of wire and radio communications, served the

board as advisers. (See also FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COM-
MISSION; RADIO.) (j. L. FY.)

Wflf PrimOC United Nations Commission for the Investi-
Udl Ul IIIICO. gation of War Crimes. This commission held
its first meeting on Oct. 20, 1943. Its creation was a result of the

Inter-Allied declaration signed at St. James's palace, London, on

"WRITTEN IN BLOOD." The Indelibility of German war crimes as seen by

Angclo of the Philadelphia Inquirer

Jan. 13, 1942, by representatives of the governments of Belgium,

Czechoslovakia, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland and Yugoslavia and of the Free French National commit-

tee, after a conference in which representatives of Australia, Can-

ada, China, Great Britain, India, New Zealand, South Africa, the

United States, and the U.S.S.R. participated as guests. Previ-

ously, on Oct. 25, 1941, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister

Churchill had issued simultaneous statements calling for retribu-

tion against the perpetrators of war crimes. The declaration was

followed by a series of collective notes and memoranda of evi-

dence presented to the governments of Great Britain, the United

States and the U.S.S.R. by the signatories.

On Aug. 21 and Oct. 7, 1942, President Roosevelt again publicly

declared the intention of the United States "that just and sure

punishment shall be meted out" to those responsible for organized

atrocities, and stated that the American government was prepared
to co-operate in establishing the commission. On Oct. 7 also, the

lord chancellor (Viscount Simon) reiterated in the house of lords

the same intention on the part of the British government, and

emphasized that technical aspects such as gathering evidence, re-

viewing applicable rules of law, etc., were not being neglected.

Associated with the commission, which had offices in London, in

1943, were representatives appointed by the United Nations, to

assist in its work of investigation, research and the collection of

the information on which action against individual war criminals

can be based. Herbert C. Pell, former Ambassador to Portugal

and Hungary, was the United States representative. Sir Cecil

Hurst represented Great Britain. Due to technical questions

which had not yet been settled, the U.S.S.R. was not represented

on the commission, but had already given notice of her intention

to prosecute war criminals by calling for the trial of Hess and

actually trying and executing several persons found guilty of war

crimes in portions of Russia liberated from the Germans. At the

Moscow conference, a statement was issued on Nov. i, 1943

signed by President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill and

Premier Stalin, "speaking in the interests of the 33 United Na-

tions," solemnly declaring that at the time of the granting of

any armistice, German officers and men and members of the nazi

party responsible for or having taken a consenting part in atroci-
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ties, would be sent back to the countries where the crimes were

committed, to be judged and punished by the laws of these coun-

tries, and that lists would be compiled "in all possible detail." In

addition, German criminals "whose offenses have no particular

geographical localization" would be punished by joint decision of

the governments of the Allies, a point designed to prevent the

escape of political offenders through legal loop-holes.

(W. B. M.)

War Damage Corporation: see INSURANCE.

War Damage Insurance: see INSURANCE.

A statement follows showing the World War I

indebtedness of foreign governments to the

United States as of July i, 1943.

War Debts.

The German government had been notified that the government of the United States
would look to the German government for the discharge of this indebtedness of the gov-
ernment of Austria to the government of the United States.

* Indebtedness to the United States under agreements of June 23, 1930 and May 26, 1932.

(D. W. B.)

War Department! U.S.: see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND
BUREAUS.

UfarforO InOOnrilOni
For the intensive bombing of Berlin

Hal lalC, IllbCIIUIdlJ. in Nov. and Dec. 1943, a greater

weight of incendiary bombs than of explosive bombs was dropped.
The effects produced by incendiaries also were greater. Some
neutral observers reported that as high as 90% of the devastation

of Berlin, caused by RAF and AAF bombing late in 1943, re-

sulted from incendiary damage.

Incendiary damage from air attack was caused almost entirely

by specially designed incendiary bombs; the fires caused by
explosive bombs were insignificant when compared to the stag-

gering values in real property in all theatres of operation that

were destroyed by incendiaries.

A liquid and three solids were the principal incendiaries used :

oil; and white phosphorus, magnesium and thermit.

With any one of these four incendiary agents employed in an

aerial bomb, the technical objective was simply to place fire,

burning at sufficiently high temperature, against a burnable tar-

jet; and to maintain this intense heat sufficiently long to induce

combustion. For a point target of high inflammability, a single

fire thus induced was usually sufficient to destroy the structure.

Where area bombing was undertaken, the tactical objective was

to generate an appropriate number of separate fires, sufficiently

close together so that they would coalesce into a general con-

flagration before they could be extinguished.

The ultimate objective of incendiary attack that is, the gen-

eration of a conflagration was attained with greater frequency
in 1943 than in any previous year. On numerous occasions

bombers returning to renew attack of an area target reported

fires still burning several days after previous attacks.

Increasing altitudes from which aerial attacks were launched,

necessitated use of bombs of larger size, because even in area

bombing operations the small magnesium incendiary bomb weigh-

ing approximately 2 Ib. gave excessive dispersion in falling 20,000

or more feet. Another objection to scattering large quantities of

small bombs was the increasing number of bombers simultane-

ously present over a target area.

Thus tactical considerations were more important than tech-

nical factors; the placing of incendiary bomEs successfully at the

target in step with the increasing tempo of aerial attack was of

primary concern.

In planning incendiary attacks, thought was still given to the

quality and extent of fire-fighting organization within the target

area, although passive defense against incendiary warfare became

less and less effective as intensity of bombing operations in-

creased. Three factors were seen to hamper fire fighting, or the

efforts of the defender to nullify the destructive effectiveness of

incendiary bombs:

a. The sheer weight of explosive bombs dropped toppled buildings and
impeded access to fires, disrupted water supplies and demoralized fire

fighters.

b. Extensive use of delay action (explosive) bombs had the result of

prolonging attacks long after bombers had returned to their bases, and thus
further interfering with fire control measures.

c. Follow-up aerial attacks were timed to cause fire fighters to take cover
while fires were still blazing.

The antipersonnel incendiary bomb which was first used exten-

sively in 1942, assumed less importance in 1943, partially because

of developments in strategy of air attack. Increased intensity of

attacks and the frequency with which metropolitan targets, par-

ticularly in the European theatre, were bombed combined to ren-

der the explosive feature of incendiary bombs less significant.

Renewed interest was noted in white phosphorus as an incendi-

ary agent. Military advances made by the United Nations during

1943 placed under Allied control the principal global resources for

producing this incendiary. Although not as effective a fire kindler

as magnesium, white phosphorus is a powerful antipersonnel

agent, since it usually scatters in showers of burning particles

which imbed in flesh and cause painful burns. During 1943 white

phosphorus was widely used, both in aerial bombs and in shell,

for its combined casualty and incendiary effect.

The flame thrower also was brought from military obscurity to

considerable prominence during 1943. The flame thrower proved
valuable in attacking bunkers and pillboxes having narrow and

usually camouflaged firing apertures.

Improvements in the flame thrower noted in 1943 were: a. ex-

tended range of the fire jet (to over 50 yd.), and 6. use of solid

fuels which cling to and burn on the target. The latter tended to

enhance the incendiary value of the flame thrower, although the

primary tactical use of this weapon was still antipersonnel rather

than antimatiriel.

Although the possibility of incendiary attack of communities

of the United States mainland diminished during 1943 because of

curtailment of axis air power, at the same time the vulnerability

of American cities to fire from the air was noted and some long

range planning was proposed, particularly by the National Fire
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Protection association, to diminish this risk. (G. J. B. F.)

War Food Administration,
"

designed to help farmers produce the largest possible supply of

food; to allocate the food in a way that would be most effective

in prosecuting the war; and to help processors, handlers and

consumers distribute the civilian supply of food as evenly and

fairly as possible. Farmers wrote an astounding record of pro-

duction in 1943. (See AGRICULTURE.)
In making the plans for the production of 1943, farmers were

assisted by goals placed before them by the Agricultural Adjust-

ment agency's farmer committeemen. They also were assisted

in making plans of needed war crops by support prices which

gave assurance as to the return that could be counted on for each

pound or bushel or bale of output. Support prices are the equiva-

lent for farmers of the contract prices to producers of other war

materials such as guns, ships, tanks, clothing, etc.

After the farm plans were made early, attention was turned to

one of the great problems of the year shortage of experienced

labour. The number of people working on farms at the beginning

of 1943 was the lowest on record. Yet with more food and fibre

produced than ever before, there were no significant losses of

farm production that could be attributed to labour shortage. The

farm people were chiefly responsible for this accomplishment.

Reports show that during the summer of 1943 farmers increased

their working hours even above the long hours they worked in

1942, Also, an estimated 400,000 year-round farm workers who

otherwise would have entered the armed services were kept on

the farms during 1943 by deferments granted by selective service

boards under the so-called Tydings amendment.

However, the farm families and their regular help could not do

the whole job. It was necessary to provide a great deal of volun-

teer help from towns and cities. This work was administered by

agencies of the.War Food administration. Starting in May 1943,

about 4,000,000 placements of workers were made under this

program. This involved 1,500,00x3 different workers. In addition,

more than 65,000 Mexicans, Jamaicans and Bahamians were im-

ported by the War Food administration for work on American

farms. Twenty thousand United States farm workers were trans-

ported from their home states to other states at the expense of

the government, and 27,000 farm workers were transported from

one place to another within their home states. Even so, the

United States achieved its record 1943 production with nearly

4,000,000 fewer people on farms than in World War I.

Some pinches in supply of machinery were inevitable during

1943, when the unparalleled munitions program was using up
metals and other critical materials and necessarily had first call

on them. Realizing that more machinery had to be made avail-

able in 1944, the War Food administration by July i, 1943, had

successfully presented to the War Production board the next

year's requirements, and the WPB had authorized the manufac-

ture of 80% of as much new machinery as was manufactured

in 1940.

Fertilizers (except nitrogen, which was needed for explosives)

were supplied above prewar levels, while adequate insecticides

and fungicides were available to protect commercial crops and

victory gardens. They were distributed equitably to meet the

crop needs in various areas.

The record food output created a serious problem of transpor-

tation in 1943. However, the railroads, the water-borne carriers,

the War Shipping administration, and other agencies co-operated

with WFA, and this problem was solved. In 1943, one-fifth

more cars of grain and grain products were moved than in 1942;

one-eighth more carloads of livestock were moved; grain imports

from Canada were many times greater.

To get the huge crop and livestock output processed required

co-operation of WFA with the food-processing industries in

presenting their case for machinery. Consultations were held

with food industries and machine manufacturers. Schedules of

production and minimum needs for new equipment were drawn

up, and WPB released the necessary materials. As a result, the

food-processing industries handled 49% more meat in 1943 than

in the average prewar year; 63% more chickens; 50% more egg

products; 14% more dairy products; 29% more fats and oils;

and 63% more canned vegetables.

This great output of raw and processed foods was allocated

by WFA in 1943 as follows: 75% for civilians, 13% for United

States military services, 12% for U.S. allies and other friendly

nations.

Food distribution orders were the means of implementing this

allocation, and 919 orders were issued during 1943, covering

nearly every important phase of food distribution. Some of the

orders enforced economies in processing and distribution to keep
down the cost, save manpower, materials and transportation.

Some held back supplies for the military services. Some allo-

cated scarce foods for better distribution. Each order was for a

specific need and was withdrawn when its purpose had been

served.

The War Food administration worked closely with the armed
services in co-ordinating all government buying of food in 1943.

Through the establishment of an Inter-Agency Food Procure-

ment committee, supplies were provided at the right time at the

right place in the right amounts. The food buying program was

operated in substantial part by the War Food administration.

More than 80 food industry advisory committees helped with

the procurement and processing machinery and various other

problems involved.

Local civilian shortages of some foods developed during 1943,

particularly in congested areas. In several congested areas WFA
helped establish or expand feeding facilities in industrial plants
and to improve the meals served to industrial workers. In other

areas, where temporary local surpluses developed, foods were

purchased to support producer prices ;
new markets or processing

outlets were found; warehouse accommodations were obtained,
or programs were developed to stimulate the sales of these foods

at the times when heaviest supplies arrived on the market.

Spoilage of food was kept at a minimum. (M. Js.)

War Frauds: see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

iOn, OffiCO Of.

executive orders of June 13, 1942, and March 9, 1943, was au-

thorized "to formulate and carry out . . . information activities

designed to facilitate the development of an informed and in-

telligent understanding, at home and abroad, of the status and

progress of the war effort and of the war policies, activities and
aims of the government."
The overseas branch was organized to disseminate information

to allied, neutral and occupied nations throughout the world and,

in conjunction with the military establishment, direct propaganda
warfare against enemy countries. Operations of the overseas

branch in 1943 included radio broadcasting on a 24-hour schedule

in virtually every language to every nation in the world, the dis-

tribution of news, pamphlets and leaflets, motion pictures, maga-

zines, photographs and other information materials both from the

continental United States and from outposts at strategic points

throughout the world. The domestic branch directed and co-ordi*

nated the release of all government information about home front
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PROPAGANDA BOOKLET for small children issued by the Office of War In-

formation in several languages In 1943. Specimen pages, left to right, show

pictures of a U.S. tank crew member (Africaans or Boer language: "This is

a soldier in the American army . . ."); a marine (Spanish: "This is one of

the I North] American marines . . .") and a U.S. star (French: "This is the

star symbolizing liberty.")

activities to the press, radio and other media of public informa-

tion.

Elmer Davis, former news analyst of the Columbia Broadcast-

ing system, was named director of OWI in June, 1942. Robert

Sherwood, newspaperman and playwright, was named director of

the overseas branch. Palmer Hoyt, publisher of the Portland-

Oregonian, became director of the domestic branch in June, IQ4.V

(G. A. Bs.;
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War Labor Board, National. S2L,r
though threatened by powerful groups seeking increased prices
and wages, held in check the forces of inflation. -v" >

The wage regulations of the economic stabilization program
were administered by the National War Labor board. In addition,

the board was responsible for settlement of wartime labour dis-

putes.

The wage stabilization powers of the board were defined by the

Anti-Inflation act of Oct. 1942, and by subsequent orders from

the president and the director of economic stabilization. The

WLB wage program provided first, a limitation upon changes in

the general level of wages, by application of the "little steel"

formula, and second, a basis for allowing increases in rates to cor-

rect inter-plant and intra-plant wage relationships, substandard

wages and obsolete wage structures which hindered the flow of

manpower to critical war industries.

Gross average weekly and hourly earnings of factory workers

continued to rise significantly in 1943. However, a considerable

proportion of the rise was attributable to lengthening of the work

week in meeting production schedules, with resulting overtime

pay; to the effect of higher wages in war industries, and to up-

grading from lower-paid to higher-paid jobs.

These factors, which increased the earnings of manufacturing

workers, were an inevitable consequence of stepped-up war pro-

duction. They were not subject to the control of the War Labor

board, which sought to regulate only basic wage rates and to per-

mit shift differentials, incentive plans, promotions and reclassifi-

cations, and certain other wage components which did not affect

basic rates. A measure of the effect of board action on wages was

provided by a comparison of the increase in gross earnings and

in basic rates. Of the io.2-cent gain in gross average hourly fac-

tory earnings in the first year of wage stabilization, i.i cents was

attributable to increases ordered or approved by the board for

basic wage rates.

A dramatic illustration of increased earnings without an in-

crease of wage rates was provided by the agreement between the

secretary of the interior and the United Mine Workers in the

bituminous coal case. The original demand of the United Mine

Workers was for an increase of $2 a day for no more work. The

contract that was finally approved allowed $1.50 a day for one

hour more work under the old wage scales, plus a small weekly

adjustment for travel time after 40 hours. Wage rates were not

increased but hours were added to the week, thus increasing the

miners' earnings and also stepping up vitally needed coal pro-

duction.

The second major function of the War Labor board was the

peaceful settlement of labour disputes. Right after Pearl Harbor

labour and industry pledged no strikes or lock-outs for the dura-

tion and agreed that a National War Labor board should be set

up to settle all disputes. Executive order 9017 officially estab-

lished the board and defined its powers. The War Labor Disputes

act of June 1943, gave the board additional authority to order

the terms and conditions governing the relations between the par-

ties and subpoena witnesses or documents. Executive order 9370

provided penalties for noncompliance with directive orders of the

board.

On the whole, the no-strike pledge was observed. The bulk of

the strikes in 1943 were wildcat stoppages unauthorized by
national union officials. Of the 13,500,000 man-days lost in 1943,

8,500,000, or 63%, were due to the four major coal strikes. While

the number of strikes in wartime was higher than in years before

the war, they were shorter and the number of people involved

was smaller than in peacetime disputes.

One of the most frequent issues in dispute was the open shop-

closed shop controversy.

The board largely resolved this issue with the maintenance of

membership formula.

On the basis of its experience during 1943 in administering the

voluntary maintenance of membership provision, the board, in

Nov. 1943, adopted a standardized procedure. This included a

simple explanation of maintenance of membership to be posted
in plants, a revised form of union security order, and a procedure

for administering the maintenance of membership provision.

The work load of the War Labor board in both stabilization

cases and disputes increased sharply during 1943. From Jan.

through Dec. 1943, the board and its agencies turned out final rul-

ings in 122,000 voluntary applications for pay adjustments, in-

volving over 6,000,000 employees.

During the same period the board decided more than 3,900 la-

bour dispute cases involving more than 3,500,000 workers. (See

also LAW; NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD; STRIKES AND

LOCK-OUTS.) (W. H. Ds.)
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War Mannnu/or fnmmiccinn DesPite the vast author-

war manpower lumimssiun.
ity vested m the war

Manpower commission and the broad scope of its control, the

shortage of labour in the United States reached an acute stage

in 1943 and at the year's end continued to be one of the nation's

most serious unsolved problems. Heavy demands for workers

to meet the increasingly heavy schedules of war production and

the severe drain on the labour force by the monthly Selective

Service calls aggravated an already critical situation in the labour

market. Existing manpower was being depleted by inductions

into the armed forces at a rate that would soon exhaust the

available supply. With nearly every draftable single man or

"post-Pearl Harbor" father scheduled for military service, the

drafting of "pre-Pearl Harbor" fathers was ordered in October.

This precipitated a climax in the long public controversy over

the drafting of fathers, and congress in Dec. 1943, by legislative

action, withdrew the Selective Service system from the authority
of the WMC. However, the immediate effect of this legislation

was negligible, inasmuch as the Selective Service director, on in-

structions from the president, continued to operate closely with

the WMC on matters of policy.

Coincidental with the extension of the draft, a renewed cam-

paign was instituted to recruit a million more women, chiefly

housewives, for war-useful jobs and to transfer more workers

from less essential activities. In July 1943, out of a total of 63,-

600,000 persons cither at work or in the armed forces, 17,200,000

were women. This was the largest number of United States

workers ever employed at one time and also by far the largest

number of women engaged either in the armed forces or in gain-

ful occupations.

In an effort to overcome the manpower crisis, stringent regula-

tions were enforced on an ever-widening scale. Critical shortages

of labour developed in many parts of the United States much
more severe in some areas than in others. To meet this situation,

a policy of employment stabilization had been adopted whereby
areas were classified under various headings. The aim was to

reduce turnover and the unnecessary migration of workers and to

direct the flow of scarce labour where it was most needed. All

hiring was channelled through the United States Employment
service and certain other recognized placement agencies. Special

emphasis was placed on the need of organizing community action

to improve housing and transportation conditions.

In Group I were placed areas of acute labour shortage. Group
II embraced areas wherein a labour shortage could be anticipated

within six months. By WPB directive, procurement agencies were

restricted in awarding contracts in these areas. Group III in-

cluded areas in which a general labour shortage was foreseeable

after six months, and Group IV consisted of areas of adequate

labour supply. By Dec. 1943, more than 70 areas were classified

in Group I. In this category a minimum 48-hour week became

mandatory in November.

To aid employers in achieving the most productive use of

labour, a bureau of manpower utilization was established in

February, with technically-equipped consultants to make plant

surveys, but only at request of employers. These surveys were

credited with accomplishing concrete savings in manpower.

Nevertheless, labour turnover remained excessively high in 1943,

separations averaging 8.2% a month throughout the nation and

in some areas as high as 29% and 39%. On the Pacific coast,

where a large proportion of vital aircraft manufacture and ship-

building was concentrated, the labour situation was such as to

require special attention of the WMC. Wage differentials and

labour-hoarding were among the conditions causing trouble. On

Sept. 15, the Office of War Mobilization announced the so-called

West Coast plan, which provided for area production committees

and labour practice committees to determine which establish-

ments had first claim on available manpower. Indications were
that the basic pattern thus established would be adopted by
other labour shortage areas.

Employment stabilization standards were revised, effective Oct.

15, by the so-called "job freezing" regulation. Under this order

no worker engaged in an essential or locally-needed activity

could be hired by another employer unless such hiring aided the

prosecution of the war and no worker could be hired for work
in a critical occupation except through referral by the USES.

Along with this program was issued a list of critical occupations
and activities and also an expanded non-deferrable list.

The WMC in 1943 continued under the chairmanship of Paul

V. McNutt, federal security administrator. It included repre-

sentatives of the war, navy, agriculture and labour departments
and various government agencies. (See also BUSINESS REVIEW;
SELECTIVE SERVICE, U.S.; WAR PRODUCTION, U.S.).

(C. A. SR.)

War Medicine: see MEDICINE; PSYCHIATRY; SURGERY.

War Mobilization, Office of.

unify activities on the home front, President Roosevelt, in an

order dated May 27, 1943, created the Office of War Mobilization,

with James F. Byrnes, former associate justice of the United

States supreme court, as director. The executive order set up a

committee of war mobilization with the director as chairman.

Other members in 1943 were: Secretary of War Henry L. Stim-

son, Secretary of Navy Frank Knox, Fred M. Vinson, Director

of Economic Stabilization, WPB Chairman Donald M. Nelson,

and Harry L. Hopkins, chairman of the Munitions Assignments
board. Marvin Jones, who became War Food administrator

June 30, was later added to the committee.

Director Byrnes was vested with tremendous authority (a) to

develop unified programs for the maximum use of the nation's

natural and industrial resources, manpower not in the armed

forces, and the stabilization of civilian economy; (b) to unify the

activities of federal agencies concerned with the production and

distribution of military and civilian supplies, and (c) to issue

necessary directives to federal agencies.

As a climax to the disagreement between Vice-President Henry
A. Wallace and Secretary of Commerce Jesse H. Jones, the presi-

dent on July 15 assigned to OWM the task of co-ordinating the

policies and programs of the agencies engaged in foreign economic

affairs. The controversy between Wallace and Jones was but one

of several public airings of differences between government offi-

cials. In settling this dispute, the president directed heads of

agencies to submit controversies to him or Director Byrnes.

If disputes were aired in public, the president called on the agency

heads involved to submit their resignations at the same time

they issued a statement to the press.

At the suggestion of Director Byrnes, the war department, the

navy department and the War Shipping administration set up
committees to screen their respective programs. The Office of

War Mobilization is represented on these committees. As a

result of re-examination of war programs and realigning them

with changing war needs, there have been cutbacks totalling

$16,000,000,000.

On June 9, 1943, Director Byrnes announced the appointment

to the OWM of Bernard M. Baruch "without title or salary." On

Nov. 6, 1943, Director Byrnes set up within OWM a new unit

headed by Baruch and John Hancock to deal with war and post-

war adjustment problems and to develop unified demobilization

policies and programs.
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By the end of 1943 plane production reached the goal set by
President Roosevelt shortly after Pearl Harbor more than

8,800 a month. The 86,000 planes delivered in 1943 represent a

phenomenal increase over the 6,000 delivered in 1940, the 20,000

in 1941 and the 48,000 in 1942.

In the first six months of 1943 more merchant vessels were

delivered than in all of 1942. Month after month thereafter the

total climbed, until in December the rate of merchant ship con-

struction was many times higher than the rate of sinkings. In

the second half of 1940, only 33 merchant ships slid down Ameri-

can ways. In 1941 the total was 103; in 1942 it reached 727;

and the estimated total for 1943 was about 1,750.

Between Jan. and July 1943 100 warships came off the ways,

and shortly after the middle of the year Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox estimated that by the end of 1943 the U.S. naval fleet

would be double its size at the beginning of the year.

Production of ground ordnance and signal equipment continued

to exceed all previous records. Average monthly production in

1943 was about 14 times that of 1941.

Increases in war production were paralleled by increases in war

expenditures. The average daily rate of war expenditures, which

had jumped from $81,200,000 to $235,600,000 in 1942, progressed

from $240,500,000 in Jan. 1943 to $299,800,000 in November.

The immediate task of the War Production board (q.v.) after

its establishment Jan. 16, 1942, was threefold: (i) to convert

the huge U.S. industrial plant from the production of pleasure

cars, metal kitchen items and other peacetime goods to the pro-

duction of goods needed for war; (2) to expand industrial

facilities; (3) to increase the supply of raw materials.
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By the autumn of 1942, the rapid, straight-line production

techniques of the automobile, refrigerator, vacuum, cleaner, radio

and other consumer durable-goods industries were being applied

to the manufacture of guns and tanks, ships and planes. The

production of hundreds of other everyday articles had practically

been stopped by orders prohibiting the use of copper, steel and

other scarce materials, and the manufacturers of these articles

had gone into war work. In 1943 conversion was no longer a

major problem.

By Jan. 1943, America's government-financed war plant was

61% completed. The industrial facilities program including

construction, machinery and equipment which had been put in

place by the end of 1942 reached a total of approximately

$12,294,000,000 and was expected to reach $17,564,000,000 by the

end of 1943. Throughout 1943 the rate of facilities construction

moved along a planned decline, with the result that more and

more of the nation's resources could be thrown into direct

production of munitions.

By July 1943 the facilities program was more than 80% com-

pleted. At the year's end, except for certain special programs and

some special machinery, the United States had all the machine

tools and the capital equipment it needed to produce everything

necessary to defeat the enemy.
Materials. A continuing problem after U.S. entry into World

War II was that of providing sufficient raw materials. Domestic

production of materials had to be increased, available foreign

sources had to be developed and strict economy had to be

practised in the use of all materials, so that the goals for the

production of finished war goods could be met. Though many
difficulties remained to be surmounted at the end of 1943, great

strides had been made in increasing the materials supply, and

many obstacles that had seemed insurmountable in 1942 were

hurdled in 1943. For a discussion of critical materials, see

STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES; METALLURGY; BUSINESS REVIEW;
also the individual articles on metals and minerals important to

U.S. war production in 1943, especially ALUMINUM; CHROMITE;
COPPER; IRON AND STEEL; MAGNESIUM; MOLYBDENUM; NICKEL;

TIN; TUNGSTEN; VANADIUM; and ZINC. See also PAPER AND
PULP INDUSTRY; PETROLEUM; RUBBER.

Scheduling and Adjusting Production. To insure a meas-

ured, steady flow of raw materials to war plants, WFB devised

the controlled materials plan, announced in Nov. 1942 and placed
in operation in April 1943. Under this plan, WPB in 1943 divided

the available controlled materials copper, steel and aluminum,
in specified forms and shapes among the "claimant agencies,'

1

such as the army, navy, maritime commission and others, charged

with procuring the essential military and civilian needs of the

United States and the other United Nations. Each claimant

agency, in turn, adjusted its program to fit its share of materials

and divided it among the manufacturers, who fabricated it into

finished products according to prearranged time schedules.

But the plan, though it solved the biggest, if not the toughest,

problem of scheduled production that of material shortages-
did not ensure that all the necessary parts, particularly the critical

ones, with wide uses in war production, would be available for

fabrication into a plane or tank or essential civilian item at the

time and place required. For lack of enough bearings, a fan

or a compressor, a vital war machine might not be assembled

according to schedule.

Scheduling production of hard-to-get parts, or "critical compo-

nents," as they were commonly called, was WPB's biggest pro-

duction job in 1943. It was accomplished by means of scheduling

procedures established in a general scheduling order issued in

February. The order required manufacturers to indicate realistic

delivery dates for parts in insufficient supply and assured that
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;he plants best able to produce particular types of critical parts

would produce those parts and leave production of other types
to other plants.

These procedures were similar to the scheduling devices of the

controlled materials plan, except that specified critical com-

ponents, instead of raw materials, were channelled to the war

plants. The measure of their success was clearly indicated by
the steadily rising curve of war output.

Over-all scheduling of production, of major importance from

the first, in 1943 became more necessary than ever. Scheduling

became the keynote of efficiency, and the only way the United

States could produce what was demanded, and in the proper

proportions, was to make increasingly better use of plants, mate-

rials and manpower already employed in war production.

The slack experienced in 1942 had been pretty well taken up by
the end of 1943. Manpower was particularly short. Millions of

additional workers were needed to produce aircraft, ships, muni-

tions and other war equipment in accordance with the goals set

for 1944.

It was a fairly simple matter, in the beginning, to transfer

resources from nonessential to essential uses. By the end of

1943 a more difficult choice between essential and more essential

uses had to be made. Increasing the production of one weapon
of war may mean reducing the output of another.

Adjustments in the production machine had to be more exact

than ever before. Because the raw materials used in one type
of product were more urgently needed for another type of

product, plants in many cases had to be shifted from one type

of production to another. When the immediate requirements for

one kind of war goods were met, production of those goods was

often discontinued or reduced temporarily.

A considerable amount of reconversion had already been

effected in 1943. One plant, built to make recoil mechanisms for

cannon, was changed over to make struts for aircraft landing

gear. Another plant, constructed to make tank armour, shifted

to production of engine cylinders. Certain ammunition plants

began producing aircraft engine parts and accessories. Other

plants, built for the production of aircraft engine accessories,

were producing small arms for the army.
Besides adjustments such as these, other adjustments were

needed in 1943 to mesh the U.S. war production program into

the production programs of the other United Nations, in accord-

ance with over-all military requirements. Co-ordination and in-

tegration on an international basis were effected through the

Combined Production and Resources board and the Combined

Raw Materials board, made up of representatives from the United

Kingdom, Canada and the United States, working in close col-

laboration with the combined chiefs of staff.

The combined boards in 1943 surveyed the over-all demands

of the United Nations in relation to the available supply of

critical materials and products, such as rubber, coal, steel, copper,

hides and leather, wheeled vehicles, internal combustion engines

and others. Their recommendations for combined action, designed

to achieve maximum utilization of available resources as well as

the most economical use of shipping facilities, were then passed

on to the production agencies of the nations involved.

For example, a recommendation of the combined boards with

respect to effecting increased output of coal in British mines was

to be carried out through the offices of WPB in 1944. About

one-fourth of the requirements of the British coal-mining

mechanization program for 1944 were to be met by U.S. produc-

tion. (See BRITISH-U.S. WAR BOARDS; CANADIAN-U.S. WAR COM-

MITTEES.)

Conservation of Materials. Simultaneously with the step-up

in demand for raw materials, the importance of enlarging and

replenishing the U.S. stockpiles through conservation increased

during 1943.

For example, in 1942 a nation-wide fuel conservation campaign
had been initiated. In Sept. 1943 WPB in conjunction with other

government agencies and private industry found it necessary to

launch another nation-wide program, to induce every industrial

and commercial plant as well as every private citizen in the

United States to conserve not only coal, oil and gas but also

electricity, water and communication and transportation facilities.

Even a reasonably economical use of coal for domestic and

commercial heating was expected to save more than 20,000,000

tons annually. A 10% reduction in use of electricity would save

over 4,000,000 tons of coal or its equivalent and more than

75 000,000 lamp bulbs. A 10% reduction in the use of manu-
factured gas would save more than 1,500,000 bbl. of fuel oil.

As the materials, facilities and manpower needed for production
of shipping containers became increasingly scarce during 1943,

re-use of existing containers developed into a "must." Metal

was so urgently needed for war purposes that none could be used

for containers unless no other material would serve. The con-

sumption of wooden containers was 25% ahead of all available

supplies. The production of fibreboard for corrugated containers

was running thousands of tons a week behind actual consumption.
Narrowmouthed glass jars were 18% oversold, and widemouthed

jars 26% oversold. Importation of textiles for bags was difficult,

and domestic production facilities were inadequate to meet the

increased demand.

To give immediate impetus to the conservation of shipping

containers through their re-use by manufacturers, wholesalers and

retailers everywhere in the United States, the containers division,

WPB, launched its container re-use program in October.

Another new campaign aimed to alleviate the serious shortage

of good quality rope and cordage. The Cordage institute devel-

oped the campaign in co-operation with WPB, launching it on

Oct. i, 1943, only two months after the idea was originally

broached by the war advertising council. The campaign was

directed primarily to manufacturers of rope and cordage and

through them reached users with the message that their existing

supplies of rope had to be carefully handled so that the hard

fibre content would "last and last and last." The campaign
material was paid for by the industry.

A program to conserve cutting tools was in operation* during

1943 and received new impetus from the growing shortage of la-

bour for making replacement tools.

Since the beginning of the war, thousands of tons of critical

materials as well as countless man hours had been made avail-

able for war production by simplifying and standardizing the

designs, models and sizes of industrial products, by substituting

less scarce materials for the more scarce, by salvaging materials

that prewar U.S.A. threw onto the junk pile and by revising

specifications.

Simplification and Standardization. As in 1942, simplifica-

tion the elimination of unessentials from an item or a line of

items and standardization the restriction of production to cer-

tain specified types of items in a given line were effected in

various lines of goods in 1943.

After March 15, 1943, new wood furniture patterns were pro-

hibited, and after July I each manufacturer was limited to

production of 35% of the patterns he offered in Sept. 1941, or

24 patterns in all, whichever was greater. Simplification enabled

the furniture manufacturer to make the most efficient use of still

available materials and labour.

Luggage production was limited to 7 standard types, but each

manufacturer was permitted to produce these types in as many
as 14 different styles.
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Similar simplification and standardization orders were issued

to cover silver-plated flatware, greeting cards, various types of

tools and hardware, blankets, knitwear and other items.

Equipment for the armed forces likewise was simplified and

standardized wherever possible, not only to save materials, labour

and facilities but also to facilitate replacement of parts. For

example, early in 1943 the number of basic air-cooled gasoline-

engine models was reduced by 50%, and each basic model pro-

duced by a given manufacturer was made to take a single type

of carburettor, muffler, air cleaner, spark plug and other parts.

A uniform parts-and-maintenance manual was also accepted.

Substitution. Synthetic rubber, brought into higher produc-
tion in 1943, was employed for an increasing number of uses

as a substitute for natural rubber, notably in tires, in 1943. The

camelback for recapping tires was made of a combination of

reclaimed rubber and 40% Buna-S and was available in greater

quantity and better quality. Buna-S was also standard for tires

for motorcycles, bicycles, tractors, wheelbarrows and other im-

plements and truck and bus tires in the smaller sizes.

Ceramics and glass continued to replace metals for such items

as cooking utensils and dress accessories. In the early part of

1943, research was begun in connection with ceramic stoves, and

by the end of the year a satisfactory ceramic cooking-stove

model, weighing less than one-third as much as the i,o8s-lb.

prewar metal type which it supplanted, had been developed.

Wood and paper continued to be used as substitutes, but the

increased demand for these materials, in the face of a declining

supply of manpower, caused a scarcity of these in turn, and

their use as substitutes was limited. Plastics, formerly regarded

as substitutes, became so critical that they could be used only

where they could serve a particular purpose better than the

material they replaced. Certain other materials, though critical,

also came into use as substitutes because they were relatively

less scarce than the materials they replaced. Steel, for instance,

replaced copper in the new-style penny, carbon steel took the

place of stainless steel in kitchen cutlery, and shoe eyelets,

formerly of brass, were made of zinc-coated steel.

An important saving was accomplished in packing boxes for

calibre .45 ammunition. Formerly lined with terneplate (steel

covered with an alloy consisting of approximately 25% tin and

75% lead), they now had a wax-dipped liner. By the elimination

of solder, along with terneplate, an additional 7 Ib. of tin for

each 100,000 rounds was saved.

Facilitation of production through the use of castings, press-

ings, assemblies and stampings instead of large forgings was a

type of substitution which enabled the navy to specify alloys

and products that were more easily manufactured, to replace

those involving longer and more expensive methods.

Another example of substitution by the navy was that of the

use of reclaimed and synthetic instead of crude rubber in the

manufacture of self-sealing tanks for planes.

Salvage. Salvage of waste paper and collection of iron and

steel scrap were the most urgent problems of 1943 fostered by
the salvage division of WPB. At the same time that military

and industrial uses of paper skyrocketed, manpower shortages in

the forests kept the production of wood pulp for containers and

other products almost 25% below that of 1942. Waste paper

salvage was of crucial importance in alleviating the wood-pulp

shortage.

New impetus was given to the continuing program for the col-

lection of iron and steel scrap by the inauguration on Oct. i, 1943,

of the "victory scrap bank," a special drive to bring lagging col-

lections to a total of 15,000,000 tons for the last six months of

the year.

Collection of household fats, initiated in Aug. 1942, reached a

peak of almost 8,500,000 Ib. in June 1943 and then declined

slightly.

Though by the end of the year the impressive total of 200,000,-

ooo tin cans, or 20,000 tons, was being collected for detinning

and other war purposes each month 20 times as many as at the

beginning of the program two out of three tin cans that went

into homes were still being lost to the war effort. The salvage

of silk and nylon stockings for use in the manufacture of powder

bags, parachutes and other military items was discontinued

Sept. 30, 1943, after a grand total of more than 50,000,000 pairs

had been donated by the women of America in the n months

during which the campaign was in operation. (See also SALVAGE

DRIVES, U.S.)

Revision of Specifications. Government specifications had to

be continually revised and new requirements established in order

to keep pace with rapidly shifting stockpiles of vital war mate-

rials in 1943. Working closely with the army, navy and other

interested government departments, WPBls conservation division,

by means of its specification projects, tackled the problem of

conserving materials in limited supply, finding substitutes for the

most critical materials and bringing specifications into line with

the changing supply.

The number of government department specifications already

revised or under development was well past the 800 mark in

Dec. 1943. The materials and products for which federal specifi-

cations were completed or being prepared included: brass and

bronze castings and ingots, aluminum alloy castings, salt spray

corrosion tests, paint colours, rubber, plastics, paper, 55-gal.

steel drums for gasoline, brushes and certain types of containers.

Civilian Requirements. In 1943, for the first time since U.S.

entry into the war, the problem of providing civilians with the

goods they needed to maintain health and working efficiency

began to reach an acute stage with respect to certain categories

of items.

Until the middle of 1942, inventories were sufficiently large and

the war program left enough resources free to supply aggregate

civilian demands at an expanding volume. At the same time,

the increased individual incomes obtained from war production

and related activities insured that these expanding demands would

result in actual purchases.

Later, inventories began falling, while manpower and facilities

for civilian production and distribution were seriously reduced.

Peak war schedules were placing additional claims on U.S. na-

tional resources.

Office of Civilian Requirements. This office, successor to the

Office of Civilian Supply, WPB, in fulfilling its function of

maintaining production and distribution of all essential civilian

goods in so far as was consistent with demands upon materials,

facilities and manpower for war production, \\as taking various

steps to correct this situation.

By directing manufacturers or distributors of such urgently
needed items of farm equipment as shovels, forks and the like

to set specified quantities of these products aside for farmers,

OCR was making it easier for farmers to get the equipment they
needed to meet the high food-production goals.

Priority assistance was also given to manufacturers of needed

types of baby goods, to replenish the falling supply.

A continuing project of OCR in 1943 was a nation-wide survey,

culminating in the questioning of 5,739 households and conducted

according to the best modern survey techniques, to determine

what shortages in civilian goods were causing actual hardship,

what products in short supply were in most acute demand and

whether available supplies were being fairly distributed. (See

also AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN THE WAR; BUDGET, NATIONAL;
BUSINESS REVIEW; NATIONAL INCOME AND NATIONAL PRODUCT;
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down in Washington, the regional directors were exercising a

considerable degree of discretionary judgment. (See also BUSI-

NESS REVIEW; HOUSING; PRIORITIES AND ALLOCATIONS.)

War Production Board.
War production in 1943 was ap-

proximately double that of the

previous twelve months. During the period of this accomplishment
the War Production board, headed for the second successive year

by Chairman Donald M. Nelson, underwent a number of organiza-

tional changes. First and principal was creation of the office of ex-

ecutive vice-chairman. To this vitally important post Nelson ap-

pointed Charles E. Wilson, president of General Electric company,
who had joined the board in 1942 as production vice-chairman.

Wilson, charged with responsibility for conduct of war production

programs and operations, appointed a program vice-chairman and

an operations vice-chairman. At the end of 1943, these positions

were filled, respectively, by J. A. Krug, a top executive in WPB
and its predecessor, the Office of Production Management, and

Lemuel W. Boulware. Boulware, who joined the board early in

1942, was serving as deputy controller of shipbuilding at the

time of this appointment. Krug also became chairman of the

requirements committee.

Other new offices established under the executive vice-chairman

during the year included those of vice-chairmen for manpower

requirements, labour production, metals and minerals, and that

of a vice-chairman in charge of field operations, facilities bureau,

bureau of planning and statistics, procurement policy division,

Office of Production Research and Development and the re-

sources protection committee. Filling the latter position was

Donald D. Davis, formerly operations vice-chairman. Davis was

also chairman of the facilities committee.

The two new vice-chairmen for labour problems were Clinton

S. Golden, Pittsburgh, Pa., working on labour scarcities and

surpluses, and Joseph D. Keenan, Chicago, 111., responsible for

labour productivity. Golden went to the board from the position

of assistant to President Philip Murray of the United Steel-

workers of America (C.I.O.). Keenan was secretary of the

Chicago Federation of Labor (A.F. of L.).

In Dec. 1943, Arthur H. Bunker, former chief of the aluminum

and magnesium division, became vice-chairman for metals and

minerals and as such became directing head of the steel, copper

and aluminum divisions, the minerals bureau and the minerals

resources co-ordinating division and its related committees. Also

reporting directly to Wilson was a new war production drive

division, established to stimulate plant productivity through the

setting up and operation of labour-management committees.

During the year William L. Batt became vice-chairman for

international supply. Batt also was Chairman Nelson's repre-

sentative on the Combined Production and Resources board and,

by appointment by President Roosevelt, American member
of the Combined Raw Materials board, of which he served as

chairman.

New agencies set up during 1943 and directly responsible to

Chairman Nelson were the Office of War Utilities, Smaller War
Plants corporation and the Office of Civilian Requirements. The
first was headed by J. A. Krug, the second by Albert M. Carter

as acting chairman, while Arthur D. Whiteside, president of

Dun and Bradstreet, was the vice-chairman heading the office

which, as a claimant agency, represented the needs of the civilian

population in a war economy.
An important development of the year was the increasing

responsibility given the 13 WPB regional offices. Starting with a

grant of authority to approve or reject applications for priority

assistance in certain limited categories, the decentralization pro-

gram was extended until, by the end of 1943, within policies laid

tt/or Daliftf II ^ The President
'

s War Relief Control

1181 KBIIBTf UtO. board was established by executive or-

der No. 9205 July 25, 1942 to further, for the duration of World

War II and six months thereafter, the productive use of volun-

tary contributions for the relief of war sufferers in foreign coun-

tries, or for the welfare of the personnel of the armed forces and

the merchant marine of the United States.

The solicitation and collection of public contributions were

controlled by the registration or licensing of agencies authorized

to administer foreign war relief and national military welfare

programs approved by the board. Approval was based upon these

major considerations: the necessity for the specific relief or wel-

fare; whether the purpose to be served was adequately fulfilled or

might be adequately fulfilled by existing programs and organiza-

tions; whether it could be carried out under existing political,

economic and military limitations; the estimated costs and the

relationship to accepted budgets; the appropriateness of the

suggested means of financing; considerations of foreign policy,

including export of commodities and transfer of funds; character

and scope of the relief and welfare programs financed by the

United States government and the American Red Cross abroad

and at home; availability of supplies and shipping; and the pro-

tection of normal home charities.

Violation of conditions and regulations, or undue costs of

administration, were made grounds for the suspension or revoca-

tion of the licence to operate.

The major voluntary agencies registered with the board came

together in 1943 as a federation of war philanthropies financed

through community war chests. The federation, known as the

National War fund, was organized with the co-operation of the

President's War Relief Control board. The programs of the

member agencies were co-ordinated, after budget hearings, to per-

mit one annual country-wide appeal for funds to support war

charities other than those of the American Red Cross.

Registered organizations numbered 126 at the end of 1943, of

which 101 were for foreign war relief activities. During the year
there was contributed to registered agencies for foreign war relief

a total of $47,852,035 in cash, and $12,708,145 as the value of

goods in kind. Of the cash received, $42,088,225 was transmitted

abroad and goods in kind valued at $9,928,947 were shipped.

The chief beneficiaries of these private relief resources were

Great Britain, China, the soviet union and Greece. It should be

understood that the totals do not include the value of shipments
of food, medicines and clothing provided through the operations

of lend-lease and the American Red Cross.

In addition to the 101 agencies registered with the board for

foreign war relief, there were 25 registered agencies engaged in

domestic welfare on behalf of the armed forces and the merchant

marine. Their total contributions were not available, but $65,352,-

ooo was included in the National War Fund campaign for 1943
for these services. (See also PRISONERS or WAR

;
RED CROSS

;
RE-

LIEF.) (J. E. Ds.)

Established by executive or-

piwt
lif^M n^t^AA*!AM A..iL A.!*.* Establ

War Relocation Authority. der 01
-

18, 1942, the War Relocation authority was set up primarily to

provide for the 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry who were

evacuated by military order from the Pacific coast region in the

spring and summer of 1942. The agency's prime objective was

to relocate as many of these evacuated persons as possible on

farms and in cities outside the restricted west coast zone. While
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resettlement went forward, WRA maintained the evacuated

people in barracks cities known as relocation centres, and pro-

vided them with food, shelter, medical care, work opportunities

and standard education for the children.

Relocation of the evacuated people out of these centres into

normal communities began on a significant scale in the early

months of 1943 and continued at an average rate of about 400

departures a week throughout the summer. By the end of 1943,

more than 16,000 former residents of the centres had resettled

across the country, and during the year 8,500 went out of the

centres on seasonal agricultural jobs. A considerable portion of

the latter group were expected to locate year-round jobs and

apply for indefinite leave from the centres.

Focal areas for relocation were in the Great Lakes states and

the intermountain west, with largest numbers in Chicago, Denver,
Salt Lake City and Cleveland. Lesser numbers were residing in

scores of other communities throughout the intermountain re-

gion, the middle west and the east.

Under WRA regulations leave permits were granted, upon

application, to any residents of the centres not considered in any

way dangerous to the security of the country. Information from

federal intelligence agencies and from records developed by WRA
were used in determining eligibility for leave. Those evacuees who

applied for repatriation or who refused to pledge unqualified

loyalty to the United States, or whose past records cast doubt

on their loyalty were separated from the others and located at

a single centre at Tulelake in northern California, where a series

of disorders broke out early in Nov. 1943, and caused officials to

call out regular army troops and declare temporary martial law

Nov. 13-14. (See also ALIENS.) (D. S. MR.)

U/Orron IWhltnOU ( l864-i943), U.S. architect, was born

lldl ICIly IIIIIUIC) Jan. 29 in New York city. Designer of

railway, business and residential buildings and hotels, Mr, Warren
in 1920 was commissioned to restore the Louvain library in Bel-

gium destroyed by the Germans in 1914. His plan to complete
the balustrade with a Latin inscription: "Furore Teutonico

Diruta: Dono Americano Restituta" (Destroyed by German

Fury: Restored by American Generosity) met with a great deal

of controversy from pacifist groups. The library was again de-

molished in the Nazi blitzkrieg in May 1940 and its 700,000 vol-

umes went up in flames. Mr. Warren retired from the architec-

tural firm of Warren and Wetmore in 1933. He died in New York

city, Jan. 24. (See Encyclopedia Britannica.)

War Risk Insurance: see INSURANCE.

War Savings Stamps: see POST OFFICE.

War Shipping Administration.
lished Feb. 7, 1942, by executive order of President Roosevelt.

Broad powers in acquisition, use and operation of ships were

given the agency to supervise, for the duration of the war, the

operations of all United States merchant vessels.

Organization of the War Shipping administration began with

the appointment of Rear Admiral E. S, Land, U.S.N. (retired),

chairman of the Maritime commission, as administrator. Many
executive positions were filled by officials from the Maritime

commission, thus forming an interlocking directorate for the two

agencies in dealing with wartime maritime policy.

In conjunction with the British ministry of transport, War

Shipping administration assumed control of movements of vessels

in the United Nations shipping pool and made allocations of ton-

nage where needed.

The War Shipping administration also acquired the responsi-

EY WASHINGTON
bility of properly and adequately manning ships, making surveys

of crew requirements at all ports and forecasting the nation's

maritime manpower needs. Besides training merchant marine

crews and officers, it recruited many men from private life with

marine experience to return to sea duty. (E. S. L,)

^ state *n tne extreme northwest United States,

popularly known as the "Evergreen state,"

admitted to the union Nov. n, 1889. Total area, 68,192 sq.mi.

of which 66,977 sq.mi. are land; pop. (1940) 1,736,191 (1943 est.

1,848,255); native, 1,525,812; foreign born, 210,379. Capital,

Olympia (13,254). According to 1943 estimates the three largest

cities had grown perceptibly since 1940; Seattle from 368,302 to

485,000 (est.); Spokane from 122,001 to 154,365 (est.); Tacoirui

from 109,408 to 142,000 (est.). The urban population in 1940

was 921,969 or 53.1%.

History. The state legislature in its 28th session* responded
in 1943 to a popular initiative petition and passed a measure au-

thorizing public utility districts to combine and acquire electric

power projects through eminent domain procedures. Opponents
of the bill filed a referendum petition. The state supreme court

sustained their contention that the emergency clause in the act

was not valid and therefore did not militate against a referendum

on the bill. The court also declared that children suspended from a

school because they did not give the flag salute were not delinquent,

providing they were not disrespectful to the national emblem.

State officials in 1943 were: governor, Arthur B. Langlie;

lieutenant governor, Victor A. Meyers; secretary of state, Belle

Reeves; treasurer, Otto A. Case; attorney-general, Fred E. Lewis,

acting, Smith Troy on leave; chief justice of state supreme court,

George B, Simpson.

Education. During the school year 1942-43, average daily

attendance in elementary and secondary schools was 265,880; the

number of teachers was 11,661. Total current expenditures were

$35,183,543,12 (est.) and the cost per pupil in attendance was

$ I 3 2 -33 (est.). Salaries of teachers, including superintendents,

averaged $1,908.19.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The total amount

spent upon public assistance in the state, including federal direct

expenditures and state aid was $40,234,43645 during the period
of Oct. 1942 to Sept. 1943 inclusive. An average number of 96,147

persons received a total of $38,107,122.71 in all forms of assist-

ance. An average number of 62,422 old persons received a total

of $19.476,942.51. An average number of 14,551 children received

a total of $2,952,401.19, An average number of 921 blind persons
received aid totalling $375,778.46. On Sept. 30, 1942 there were

nine state charitable institutions, with a total population of 9,508,

and four correctional institutions with a total population of 2,080

inmates.

Communication. In 1940 there were 6,297 mi. of highways in

the state and 5,268 mi. of railroad.

Banking and Finance. The total assessed valuation of all

real and personal property subject to tax for 1943 was $1,212,960,-

741. On April i, 1943 the state cash balance was $51,997,742.78.

The bonded indebtedness on Dec. i, 1943 was $9,454,000, easily

covered by various bond retirement funds. Total tax receipts for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1943 were $147,582,736.07, and

disbursements were $127,697,402.34. One hundred and thirty-two
banks in the state reported a total capital of $31,228,500; capital

surpluses and undivided profits of $62,175,500; deposits of

$1,578,638,000; and assets of $1,654,016,700.

Agriculture. Income from crops in 1942 was $195,812,000;
from livestock $129,992,000; from government payments $7,951,*

ooo.

Manufacturing. In 1939, latest year for which complete fig-
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Leading Agricultural Product* of Washington, 1943 and 1942

ures were available in 1943, the total value of manufactured prod*

ucts was $636,649,809; 101,136 salaried persons and wage earners

received a total of $143,412,064. Shipbuilding and plane con-

struction probably equalled or exceeded lumber and sawmill

products as the state's leading industries in 1943.

Mineral Production. Mining statistics were a military secret

m 1943 but probably exceeded the 1941 figure of $31,590,023, a

post-depression high. Copper and zinc, of which metal a new

rich vein was discovered, were exploited to the very limit.

(H. J. DE.)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, national capital of the

t U.S.A., and nth largest of U.S. cities, with

a population of 663,091 by federal census of 1940. In 1943 the

estimated population was 900,000. In the metropolitan area the

population increased from 900,000 in 1940 to an estimated 1,300,-

ooo in 1943. The federal government in 1943 owned outright

about one-fourth of the 44,320 ac. in the District of Columbia,

Private taxable property in the district amounted for the fiscal

year 1943-44, to $1,354,348,720 $495,378,491 for land and $858,-

. 970,229 for improvements. The federal government's land was

valued at $359,803,472 with $336,723,350 for improvements. The

district owned lands and improvements to the value of $90,466,-

248, and property exempt from taxation, such as churches and

schools, amounted to $114,110,505. No taxes are paid on federal

or district property, but the federal government in 1943-44 made,

according to custom, a $6,000,000 lump sum appropriation to

supplement revenues from private property, highway and water

funds to meet a budget of $56,517,465. The property tax rate of

$1.75 per $100 on a full-valuation assessment gave a levy of

$23,701,336, The District of Columbia had no bonded indebted-

ness in 1943, and arrangements had been made to retire a debt of

less than $5,000,000 by 1945.

The constitution of the U.S. gave congress the exclusive legisla-

tive authority over the district, which is administered by a com-

mission of two citizens appointed by the president and an engi-

neer nominated from the corps of engineers, U.S. army.

Many residents of the District of Columbia vote in the states

from which they came, but no franchise is exercised in the dis-

trict, which belongs to all the people of the U.S. During 1943,

proposals were revived to provide for residents of the district

who do not vote elsewhere a vote for president of the United

States and possibly for some form of representation in congress.

Legal opinion was announced to the effect that so-called home-
rule would run counter to the provisions of the constitution.

From 1934, when the Alley Dwelling act was passed by con-

gress, to 1943, $865,000 was expended on slum clearance and

$15,000,000 for low-cost housing. On the defense program,

$3,200,000 was expended before Pearl Harbor and in the follow-

ing two years $11,000,000 was spent on demountable homes and

$3,500,000 on demolishable and temporary structures. The Na-
tional Capital Housing authority estimated, in 1943 that there

would be a postwar need for $100,000,000 worth of public hous-

ing over a period of 15 or 20 years to supply housing to low-

income families.

The National Capital Park and Planning commission during

1943 drafted postwar plans to secure a co-ordinated program of

public works, to secure legislative authority for the redevelop-

ment of the blighted and decadent areas, and to formulate a pro-

gram of planning projects for the Washington region as a whole.

The District Recreational department proposed in 1943 a $15,000,-

ooo recreational improvement program on a postwar six-year basis.

(H. Js.)

WASP: see WOMEN'S AIRFORCE SERVICE PILOTS.

Wavell, Archibald Percival.
May, was the son of Maj. Gen. A. G. Wavell. Following his fa-

ther's career, he enlisted in the Black Watch in 1901 after study-

ing at the royal military college and the staff college and saw

action in the Doer War, in India and in World War I. He then

served with the Egyptian expeditionary force until 1920. In 1938
he was promoted to lieutenant general. From 1937 to 1938 he

commanded the British troops in Palestine and Trans-Jordan, and

in 1940 he became commander in chief of the British forces in the

middle east. His small force of empire soldiers swept the Italians

out of Cyrenaica in Libya, and he supervised the operations in

East Africa which recaptured British Somaliland and took Italian

Somaliland, Eritrea and Ethiopia from the Italians. He suffered

serious reverses at the hands of the Germans, however, in Libya,

Greece and Crete, and on July i, 1941, he was succeeded as

middle east commander by Gen. Sir Claude Auchinleck, whose

post as commander of the British forces in India Wavell there-

upon took over. In August, Wavell directed the British campaign
which resulted in the joint British-Russian occupation of Iran.

On Jan. 3, 1942, a month after the Japanese attack on Pearl Har-

bor, Sir Archibald was named supreme commander of allied

armies in the far east, but in March of the same year, he was

returned to command of his former pos f
,
the India-Burma area.

On June 19, 1943, he was appointed viceroy of India and on

July i, was elevated to the peerage as Viscount Wavell. A few

months after his new appointment, he defended Britain's record

in India, declaring on Sept, 23 that while Britain had made mis-

takes in administration, it had made few blunders of greed and

fear. Wavell took office in inauspicious times. He was faced

with one of the worst famines in India's history and with general

apathy of the population toward the United Nations war effort.

(See also INDIA.)

WAVES: see WOMEN'S RESEKVE or THE NAVY.

Wealth and Income, II. S. Distribution of.

Despite wide interest in this subject and its recognized im-

portance, no completely satisfactory study of the size distribution

of income in the United States had been made up to the close

of 1943. The most comprehensive study was that issued by the

National Resources committee on the distribution and disposition

Table I. Percentage Distribution of Aggregate Money Income and

Expenditure of Consumers, 1935-36, 1941 f and 7942*

(Preliminary national estimates including both urban and rural consumers)

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Home Economics.

*Annua1 rate for 1042 based on first quarter.

tIncludes families of two or more persons and single consumers.
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Table M. Avtrogt Mon+y Expend/fur*! of C/fy Fomi7it ond Single Persons

for Current Consumption, by Monty Income C/oss, 1941
aggregate income in 1935-36 but only 14% in the early part of

1942. This does not mean, as is sometimes thought, that the

low income families failed to participate in the increase in in-

come but rather that, by participating in the increase in income,

they were taken out of the smallest income groups.

The distribution of expenditures by income-size class is shown
in Table II for 1941. The outstanding fact in this table is

the very high percentage of total income accounted for by food

and housing expenditures for the lowest income classes. On the

other hand, many other types of expenditure formed a remark-

ably constant percentage of income from one income class to

another with the exception of the group with incomes under $500.

The data on this size-distribution of income were on a family

basis; that is, all the income of the various members of a given

family was lumped together as one income. For some problems,

however, distribution of income arranged on the basis of in-

dividual income recipients is most appropriate, notably in con-

nection with tax questions. Such a distribution of income, sub-

mitted by the treasury department to congress in connection with

the 1943 Revenue act, is shown in Table III. Of course, in this

table a much smaller percentage of income recipients are in the

group above $5,000 than was the case in Table I, since a family

with several income recipients might easily be in the class above

$5,000, even though no one of the income recipients was in that

class. The table shows the sharp cut made in the high income

group by the heavy taxes being imposed during the war. It also

brings out how large a proportion of income recipients (almost

90%) had incomes of less than $3,000 even under conditions

of wartime prosperity.

State Distribution of Income Payments. Statistics on the

geographic distribution of income in the United States are pro-

vided by the department of commerce's annual estimates of in-

come payments to individuals in the various states, as shown in

Table IV. Both total and per capita incomes vary substantially

from one region of the country to another. By and large, lower

levels of income are characteristic of the predominantly agricul-

tural states. It must be kept in mind, however, that these statis-

tics relate to dollar incomes and consequently do not take account

of the geographic differences in the cost of living.

The per capita income of $852 for the United States in 1942
was by far the largest ever reached, comparing with $680 in

1929 and $693 in 1941. In 1939 average per capita income was

Table III. fsfimated Disfribufi'on, by Nef Income Classes, of /ncome Recipients, /ncome Payments
and Persona/ Taxes Paid in the Calendar Years 7943 and 1944

(Number of Income Recipients in Millions; Dollar Figures in Billions)

of income for the year 1935-36.
In 1942, however, the bureaus of labor statistics and home

economics conducted small studies of the distribution of income

and expenditures for 1941 and the earlier part of 1942 in order

to provide more current data. Some of the basic information

from these studies is presented in Tables I and II. It will be

noted that even for the latest period there was a high degree of

inequality in the distribution of income. Families with incomes

of $1,500 and less, for example, constituted 47% of all families

in 1942, whereas they received only 14% of total income. On
the other hand the 6% of all families having incomes of $5,000

and over received 38% of total income.

It is apparent from Table I, however, that the sharp increase

in total income that occurred

during World War II brought a

striking change in the distribu-

tion of income that was moving
families out of the smallest in-

come classes into the larger in-

come classes. In 1935-36 the

largest single group of income

recipients was that which re-

ceived between $500 and $1,000,

while in both 1941 and 1942 the

largest group was that receiving

between $2,000 and $3,000.

Inasmuch as the rise in in-

comes tended to take families out

of the smallest income groups,

the families receiving $1,500 or
i i, j 11 Source: U.S. Treasury Department.
[CSS Obtained a mUCft Smaller pro- Note, Fibres are rounded and will not necessarily add to totals.

n/tr+f/tn ^f f Via orrrrr^rTofa //inoiimAf lTne classification by net income brackets is in accordance with net income as determined by the Current Tax Payment act of 1Q43-
portion 01 me aggregate consumer aincludcs only the income recipients who would be potential income-tax paying units if there were no exemptions and if the present

inrnmp in TO/IT and tc\A^ than advantage to filing separate returns were retained. The income of income recipients who are dependents for purposes of the federalincome in 1941 ana 1942 man
^dividual income tax is included, although the number of such income recipients is excluded.

they did in 193536. As Can be !!?SPme Parents are as defined by the department of commerce..

to the personal taxes paid under present law in the calendar year rather than liability for personal taxes incurred in the

Seen in the table, families With calendar year. Personal taxes consist of federal, state and local individual income taxes, estate, inheritance and gift taxes, property

4. . , Qf . t taxes (excluding taxes on business property and rented houses), taxes and licences on motor vehicles not used in business, miscellaneous
$I,5OO OF leSS received 38% * personal taxes and nontax payments to government.
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only $539.

The precipitous rise in j5er capita income during the war years

tended to bring the poorest states closer to the level of income

prevailing in the richer states. For example, in 1939 per capita

in the southeast region of $303 was only 43% of the per capita

income in the middle east region. By 1942, however, the per

capita in the southeast region had risen to 50% of that prevailing

in the middle east region.

Table IV. Distribution of Income Payments by State*

Source: United States Department of Commerce.

Although all states participated in the wartime income increase,

the gains varied from a low of 28% for New Hampshire to 116%
for Arkansas. In general, states in the southeast, southwest,

northwest and far west regions showed increases in income

greater than the national average. The reasons for the better-

than-average gains in income were not the same in all regions.

In the south, for example, an important factor was the increase

in income due to the influx of population arising from the loca-

tion of army camps in that region. In the far west, on the other

hand, there was an unusually sharp increase in income con-

tributed by manufacturing industries, whereas in the northwest

the increase in farming income played a dominant role. Through-

out the country agricultural income rose more substantially than

did income of other types. Furthermore, the increase in agri-

cultural income was not accompanied by an increase in number

of persons engaged in that industry, in contrast to the increase

in wage and salary income, so that the rise in real prosperity

of the agricultural regions was very material.

The changes in the geographic distribution of income during

the war period followed to a considerable degree the trends

established during the prewar years. Industrialization of the

south and the far west was notable. While the trends during

the war were accelerated, they had been basically in evidence

for many years. The only significant exceptions to the continu-

ance of prewar trends in geographic shifts of income were Colo-

rado, Montana and Wyoming. (See also BUDGET, NATIONAL;

CENSUS, 1940; NATIONAL INCOME AND NATIONAL PRODUCT.)

(M. GT.)

Weather: see METEOROLOGY.

Wohh Roatr'iPP Pntfpr t 18 *8" 1^), British Socialist

tiCUU, DCdlllUC r (11161 and author, was born Jan. 22 in

Cotswold Hills, Gloucester, England. The daughter of a wealthy

railway executive, she tired of her aimless social life and early in

her youth found new interest in social work. Her investigations

into the living conditions of the working classes took her to Lon-

don, where she made studies of the dock area, of cotton opera-

tives and the sweat shops in the east end. She herself took a job

in a tailoring establishment to learn first-hand the conditions of

the workers. When the Fabian society came into being in the

i88os, she became identified with the Socialist group and in 1892
married Sidney Webb, one of its leaders. Together they continued

their work toward social reform and collaborated extensively on

social and economic publications. (See SIDNEY WEBB, Encyclo-

pedia Britannica.) The two were constantly surrounded by a

swarm of secretaries, who gathered facts and statistics and com-

piled data which the Webbs used in their exhaustive studies.

When Mr. Webb received the title of the ist Baron Passfield In

1929, she refused to use the title, preferring to be known as Mrs.

Webb. Her autobiography, My Apprenticeship, was published in

1926. She died at her home, Passfield Corner, in Liphook, Hamp-
shire, April 30.

WBDStBr, LBSIIB I IllOtSOn research scientist, was born

July 23 in New York city. He received his M.D. from Johns

Hopkins medical school in 1919, spent the next year there as as-

sistant in the pathology department and later in 1920 served in a

similar capacity with the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search. He was made a member of the institute in 1934. Dr.

Webster, using laboratory mice to determine the mechanism of

the spread of diseases, was credited with creating a branch of

epidemiology known as "experimental epidemiology." He also

carried out extensive research on rabies, devised tests for early

diagnosis and for determination of the quantitative potency of

anti-rabic vaccines. His book, Rabies, was published in 1942. He
died in Scarsdale, N.Y., July 12.

Wedgwood, Josiah Clement Wedgwood,
IST BARON, OF BARLASTON (1872-1943), British M.P., descend-

ant and namesake of the famous potter, was born March 16. He
served in the Boer War and World War I and was sent on a mis-

sion to Siberia in 1918 with temporary rank of colonel. He first

joined the British Labour party ranks after the war, was vice

chairman, 1921-24, and was chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
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in the Ramsay MacDonald government. In parliament he repre-

sented Newcastle-under-Lyme, 1906-42, and in the latter year

was raised to the peerage as first Baron Wedgwood of Barlaston.

An active crusader for many years, he urged the establishment of

Palestine as a Jewish homeland with dominion status, and during

an unofficial visit to the United States in June 1941 advocated a

union of Great Britain and the U.S. as a democratic barrier

against the totalitarianism then engulfing Europe. He was the

author of Local Taxation in the Empire (1928), History of Par-

liament, 1439-1$og, and books on Staffordshire history and pot-

tery. He died in London, July 26.

Qlimnar ( l89 2~ ) U -S - undersecretary of state,

f uUlllllUr was born Oct. 14 at New York city and

was educated at Groton (Mass.) school and at Harvard. In 1922

he was U.S. commissioner to the Dominican Republic, and in

1924 he was President Coolidge's personal representative in

Honduras, then in the throes of revolution. Welles was appointed

assistant secretary of state April 6, 1933, and except for a short

period as ambassador to Cuba in 1933 held this office until his

appointment May 21, 1937, as undersecretary of state. In the

spring of 1940 he undertook a "fact-finding mission" to Ger-

many, Italy, France and Great Britain. During 1941 he held in-

numerable interviews with various European and Asiatic diplo-

mats, with particular attention to the status of unoccupied France

in its relationship to Germany.
Welles headed the U.S. delegation to the Pan-American confer-

ence held at Rio de Janeiro early in 1942. During the spring of

1943 he was chairman of a state department committee that

drafted a document which, with few changes, was adopted as the

official agreement of the Moscow conference in October.

Increasing friction between Welles and Secretary of State Cor-

dell Hull and public differences on policy were said to have led to

Welles* resignation, announced Sept. 25, 1943, and the appoint-

ment of Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., as his successor.

PfllloffO
bUllCgC.

A women s colleSe in Wellesley,

Mass., founded in 1870 by Henry
Fowle Durant, Wellesley occupies 400 ac. A four-year liberal arts

college, Wellesley is pre-eminently for candidates for the B.A.

degree but offers also the degrees of M.A., M.A. in Education,

M.S. and a certificate in Hygiene and Physical Education. By the

addition of courses and new combinations of courses in the curri-

culum, students are enabled to prepare for positions immediately
concerned with the war and postwar effort. The president of the

college, Mildred H. McAfee, continued on leave of absence in

*943 (since Aug. 1942) to serve as director of the Women's Re-

serve of the U.S. Naval Reserve. In Oct. 1943, the Navy Supply

Corps school at Harvard university opened a branch school at

Wellesley college, with 400 officers in training.

For statistics of enrolment, endowment, library volumes, etc.,

see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (M. H. McA.)

Uornr Cirionn
ndll J QIUCUII

( l8 75-iQ43), U.S. pathologist, was
born July 21 at New Haven, Conn.

A graduate of the Sheffield Scientific school (Yale) in 1895, he

held degrees from Lake Forest university and Rush Medical col-

lege and received his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in

1903. An authority on cancer and tuberculosis, Dr. Wells began
his life-long association with the department of pathology at the

University of Chicago in 1901, was made professor of pathology
in 1913 and became professor emeritus in 1940. He was dean in

medical work, 1904-14, director of medical research at the Otho
S. A, Sprague Memorial institute, Chicago, twice president of the

American Association for Cancer Research and at one time

.WEST INDIES
headed the Association of Pathology and Bacteriology. Dr. Wells

was the author of Chemical Pathology (1907), Chemistry of

Tuberculosis (1923) and Chemical Aspects of Immunity (1925,

1929). He died in Chicago, April 26.

Worthoimor UaY ( l88o
~ I 943), German psychologist and

flul UlullllCI 9 HldA philosopher, was born April 15 in Prague.

He held professorships in philosophy and psychology at Berlin

university, 1920-29, and at Frankfurt-on-Main university, 1929-

33. Shortly after Hitler came to power, he left Germany and

went to New York city, where he served as professor of psy-

chology on the graduate faculty of the School of Political and

Social Science (The University in Exile). One of the founders

of the Gestalt school of psychology and co-originator of a psy-

chological deception test based on an association of words, Dr.

Wertheimer was an authority in experimental perception, the

psychology of thinking and social psychology. He was the author

of Productive Thinking and edited and pubhshed Psychologische

Forschung in Berlin from 1921 to 1936. He died at his home in

New Rochelle, N.Y., Oct. 12.

West Africa, British: see BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Western Australia.
A state of the Australian common-

wealth; area 975,920 sq.mi.; pop.

(est. Dec. 31, 1941) 467,082. Chief city: Perth (pop. Dec. 31,

1940 including Fremantle) 228,000. Governor: (vacant in 1943) ;

lieutenant governor in 1943: Sir James Mitchell.

History. The Labour government, under the premiership of

J. C. Willcock, remained in office during 1943. Under the federal

government's regulations for the planning of production to con-

form to war requirements and the best utilization of manpower,
there was a compulsory reduction by 33^% of the area under

wheat cultivation. A new factory and chemical works was set up

by the state government for the production of potash in suffi-

cient quantity to supply the entire needs of Australia. Before the

war imports of potash were 13,000 tons p.a. The state govern-

ment also undertook the building of a number of 35o-ton wooden

ships. The gold-mining industry was adversely affected by labour

diversions to the armed forces and to war industries; production

had fallen by more than 25% since the outbreak of war.

Education. In 1940: state primary schools 804; average at-

tendance 50,198. State secondary schools 6; average attendance

1,796.

Finance. Revenue (1941-42), A 1 1,940,000; expenditure,

L\i 1,938,000; debt outstanding (June 30, 1942), ^97,359,000.
Communication. Roads (June 30, 1940) 29,722 mi.; rail-

ways (Dec. 1942): government, 4,381 mi.; motor vehicles licensed

(March 31, 1943): cars 29,229; trucks 20,688; cycles 3,710.

Wireless receiving set licences (March 31, 1943) 96,288.

Agriculture and Manufacturing. Production: wheat (1942-

43) 20,700,000 bu.; wool (1941) 74,985,000 lb.; gold (1942)

848,180 fine oz. Industry and labour (1940-41): factories 2,056;

employees 22,734; gross value of output ^21,824,974; unem-

ployment (trade union returns) (March 1943) 1.6%.

(W. D. MA.)

Ufoet
IfCSl

^ archipelago between South America and

Florida, embracing the Greater Antilles (Cuba,

Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and adjacent small islands),

the Lesser Antilles chain of small islands between Puerto Rico

and the South American mainland, and some other, more distant

islands, including Curasao and Aruba. The archipelago has a

total land area of around 99,000 sq.mi. The population (esti-

mated roughly as nearly 13,000,000 at the end of 1943) is 75%
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white and 25% Negroid in Cuba and Puerto Rico, 80% to 99%
Negro and mulatto elsewhere, except in Trinidad, where 40% is

East Indian. Languages: Spanish, English, French and Nether-

landish. Religion : generally Roman Catholic. Politically, the area

is divided into three republics, six British, one Netherlands, and

two French colonies, and two United States dependencies. The

United States has naval and military bases under lease in a num-

ber of the islands.

History. Politically, the main event was the shift in political

status of the French colonies from Vichy allegiance to a quasi-

adherence to the French Committee of Liberation (see FRENCH
COLONIAL EMPIRE: French Possessions in America). With this

shift the entire archipelago was, for the first time in its history,

at war against a common enemy. It was still a combat area, but

the intensity of the submarine warfare which had marked 1942

was notably relaxed. Commerce and trade were less hampered
and on a sounder basis. Nevertheless, war strain was still felt, with

some of the islands, as Trinidad, a centre of war production and

other activity, flourishing, and Jamaica still stunned from her

inability freely to ship her produce.

Trade and Production. Normally trade is mainly with the

United States and Canada and, in the European colonies, with

their respective metropolises. During 1943, however, this trade

was distorted by war factors. War goods were being produced at

capacity, nonwar production was in the doldrums. Sugar is the

dominant export crop in most of the islands. Cacao, bananas

(in Jamaica), cotton, citrus fruits and spices are likewise impor-
tant. Except in Trinidad and Curasao, and to a degree in Cuba,

agriculture is the sole economic basis. Petroleum and asphalt are

important in Trinidad, and some metals are found in Cuba and

Hispaniola. Curasao is a leading world oil-refining centre.

Communication. External communication is by sea and air.

The leading islands are directly connected with the Pan American

Airways world network. The British West Indian Airways and

K.L.M. (Royal Netherlands Airways) both extended their insular

services during 1943, and the latter announced plans for inclusion

of St. Martin as a regular port of call in 1944. (See also CUBA;
CURASAO; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC; FRENCH COLONIAL EMPIRE;
HAITI; HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR II; PUERTO Rico;
VIRGIN ISLANDS; WEST INDIES, BRITISH.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Canada-West Indies Magazine (Montreal, monthly);
Crown Colonist (London, monthly); West Indies year Book for
(London, New York, 1943).

West Indies, Bri
The several British islands in the

West Indies have an area aggre-

gating 8,240 sq.mi. Their total population was estimated at more
than 2,300,000 at the end of 1943. Except for Jamaica, where a

census was taken during 1943 (with results only partially avail-

able), there had been no census after 1931, and in some colonies

none after 1921. Racially the population ranges from 75% to

99% Negro and mulatto except in Trinidad. There it is 40%
East Indian and i% Chinese. The chief cities are the colonial

capitals (see table on page 760), but only Kingston, Port-of-

Spain, and to an extent Bridgetown are important beyond the

limits of their respective colonies.

Politically, the islands are administered separately or in groups
as British crown colonies (see table). After 1940 the island

colonies, with British Guiana and British Honduras, had a com-

mon comptroller for development and welfare, with whom were

associated some other officials with special duties. Each colony
has a governor or other chief executive (in the Leeward Islands

a "president" subordinated to the governor of the group) and

lesser officials appointed by the crown. (For names of governors,

see BRITISH EMPIRE.) Barbados has the third oldest representa-

tive assembly in the British empire. Trinidad and Jamaica are in

process of reorganizing their political structure on a broader, more

representative basis, with elected majorities in the legislative as-

semblies. The smaller colonies usually have appointed majorities.

The trend throughout, however, is toward an eventual federation,

possibly including British Guiana and British Honduras, with

greater local self-government.

The United States, under an agreement effected March 27,

1941 (supplanting a previous provisional one of Sept. 3. 1940),

maintains several military, naval and air bases under 99-year
lease. These are in Jamaica, Trinidad, Antigua and St. Lucia.

History. With the lessening menace of axis submarines in

West Indian waters, shipping shortage was not so acutely felt as

in 1942. Trinidad, centre of petroleum, defense activity and air

transport, suffered from a manpower shortage which adversely af-

fected harvesting. Heavy pay rolls from United States defense

building continued to swell savings-banks deposits. Living costs

were 89% over 1935, and rationing and price control were neces-

sary on many commodities.

Jamaica, on the other hand, was faced with an unemployment

problem. An imperial subsidy of 500,000 a year was continued

for the banana industry, whose export trade was around 6% of

1938 levels. Jamaican foreign trade was reportedly generally im-

proved during the first half of 1943. Relief projects employed

12,000 persons. In mid-year 9,435 Jamaican agricultural labour-

ers went to the United States under contract. Before the end of

the year their remittances home had exceeded 100,000. Mean-

while, living costs were 60% greater than in 1939 despite 218,-

ooo in subsidies, with a further 500,000 allocated for the year

ending Sept. 30, 1944.

The West Indian colonies continued to be the principal recipi-

ents of colonial development and welfare loans and grants during

1943, being allotted over 2,500,000 of a 4,500,000 total. These

included projects for road construction in the Leewards, rural

health, a food storage plant in Grenada and numerous others.

Politically, interest centred in the long-drawn-out question of

a new constitution for Jamaica. Adult suffrage, local government
reform and popular control of the assembly were agreed upon but

the exact form of the constitution was undetermined at the close

of 1943.

Education. In 1943 there were approximately 1,378 elemen-

tary schools, with an estimated 329,355 enrolment, as well as

secondary schools. Jamaica, with 667 elementary schools, had

164,000 enrolment. Higher education is provided at Codrington

college, near Bridgetown, Barbados, and at the Imperial College

of Tropical Agriculture, St. Augustine, Trinidad. The latter, sup-

ported by imperial subsidy and grants from tropical British West

African and West Indian colonies, is outstanding.

Finance. The pound sterling is legally standard except in

Trinidad, where the Trinidad dollar is exchangeable at 45. 2d.

(normally equivalent to the U.S. dollar; 1943 value: 83.4 cents

U.S.). The Trinidad or "West Indian" dollar is the most widely

used currency in the British West Indies. Trinidad government
and bank notes circulate freely through the islands and are legal

tender in Grenada, St. Lucia and the Leeward colonies. The

Jamaica government and Leewards and Barbados banks issue dol-

lar notes. The normal subsidiary currency is British; only in

Jamaica is there a local coinage.

Trade and Communication. In general 1941 statistics were

the latest available with any degree of completeness. During 1943

British West Indian external trade was generally recovering from

the sharp disruptions experienced in earlier years, particularly in

1942, but had by no means returned to normal. Trinidad and

Tobago, with heavy demands for its oil and other war goods, con-

tinued to have a heavily swollen trade. Even there agricultural
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export suffered from shortage of shipping space, a factor common
to all the islands. Jamaica, normally depending heavily on its

space-consuming banana and other bulky agricultural exportation,

continued to be hardest hit.

In the five-year prewar period 1934-38, exports for all the

British West Indies averaged $64,154,000 value, imports $76,-

015,000 value, with Trinidad and Tobago accounting for $33,891,-

ooo and $42,924,000 respectively, or well over half, although their

population is less than a quarter of the whole. In 1941 external

trade, based on incomplete figures, with estimates for the bal-

ance, totalled (in Trin. dollars): exports, $47,295,284 and $57,-

485,563 value respectively. The sharp rise in value represented

heavy Increase in unit values rather than in volume, which gen-

erally declined.

Prewar external trade was dominated by Great Britain, Canada,
and the United States, with Great Britain usually leading as a

supplier and the United States as a purchaser. Under war condi-

tions both the United States and Canadian proportions tended to

increase notably, at British expense. Until 1939 foodstuffs ap-

proximated 22% of all import values, textiles, other manufac-

tures and petroleum most of the balance. The principal exports

were: sugar and derivatives 32%, petroleum (entirely from Trini-

dad) 31%, bananas (almost entirely from Jamaica) 17%, with

cacao 4i%, spices 2\% and citrous products 2^%. Sugar prod-

ucts made up 90% of Barbadian exports and more than half those

of St. Lucia and the Leeward Islands. Wartime emphasis on

production for domestic consumption has strongly influenced ex-

port production.

External and internal communication is by water and by air.

Railways are of consequence only on the largest islands. Trini-

dad, Antigua and Jamaica are regular calls on the Pan American

Airways service. Trinidad itself is one of the leading air trans-

port junctions in the American tropics. During 1943 the K.L.M.

(Royal Netherlands Airways) expanded its West Indian service

to connect Trinidad and Jamaica directly with Miami, Curasao
and Venezuelan points.

The most important system from the islands' standpoint, how-

ever, is the British West Indian Airways, whose service to To-

bago, Barbados and Jamaica was extended in 1943 to include most

of the more important British Leeward and Windward islands and

Miami. During the year, 50% of the B.W.I.A. shares was ac-

quired by the Trinidad government for sale by popular subscrip-

tion or to such British West Indian colonial governments as might
be interested.

Water transportation is inadequate in normal times and has

been very seriously affected by war conditions. Interisland mari-

time communication is by small steamer, motorboat and sail.

Only Jamaica (214^ mi.) and Trinidad (123 mi.) have any rail-

way lines of consequence. Antigua has two small sugar lines (48

mi.), used mainly for freight, and St. Kitts a similar 36-mi.

railway.

Except in the two largest islands, highways are scantily devel-

oped. Jamaica has the best road network, with 2,458 mi. of paro-
chial roads, suitable for light motor traffic, and 2,301 mi. of cart

and bridle roads.

Agriculture. Nearly all the islands are heavy sugar producers.

Barbados, Antigua, St. Kitts and Nevis depend primarily on

sugar. In 1942 a total of 432,497 tons of sugar was produced in

six colonies (Jamaica 155,262 tons, Barbados 109,042 tons, Trini-

dad 104,359 tons), of which 50,887 tons was consumed locally.

Production in St. Vincent averages around 1,200 tons. A widely

varying proportion of sugar cane is converted into molasses and

rum. Jamaica is especially important for rum and annually ex-

ported about 900,000 gal. in prewar years. Exports declined to

442,003 gal. in 1941 and 415,469 gal. in 1942, but production was

understood to have remained normal, with large quantities stored

for postwar shipment. In Trinidad sugar-growing suffered a sharp

decline, largely because of labour shortage and wartime shipping

difficulties. Against 154,218 tons in 1937 and a "normal" of 140,-

ooo tons, it was estimated at 70,000 tons or less in 1943 in the

face of ideal weather conditions.

More than 97% of banana acreage, or 72,909 ac. in 1942, is in

Jamaica, normally the world's largest banana exporter. In 1938,

23^811,337 stems were exported, but war difficulties reduced the

total to 5,588,555 in 1941 and 1,347,324 in 1942. To sustain the

industry, an imperial subsidy is given. St. Vincent, St. Lucia,

Grenada and Dominica also produce bananas. Cacao is grown

especially in Trinidad and Tobago (210,000 ac.) and in Grenada

(20,500 ac.) and St. Lucia (4,250 ac.). Coco-nut acreage aggre-

gates in excess of 105,000 ac., half of it in Trinidad and Tobago.

Jamaica, however, is the heaviest exporter (1938: 33,415,379

nuts; 1941: 17,134,950 nuts), followed by St. Vincent, St. Lucia

and Trinidad. Cotton is important, with some 22,000 ac. planted

in 1941, 18,066 ac. in sea-island cotton. St. Vincent, St. Kitts-

Nevis, Grenada, Montserrat and Antigua are the leading cotton

islands.

Citrus fruits, especially oranges, limes and grapefruit, are

grown in most of the colonies. More than half of Dominica's ex-

port values are made up by citrous fruit. Jamaica formerly ex-

ported oranges and grapefruit extensively, largely to Great Brit-

ain, but war conditions compelled a shift to orange pulp. The

most important West Indian citrous product is the lime. Domin-

ica, St. Lucia, Trinidad and Montserrat together account for

most of the world's lime-juice production.

Arrowroot accounts for half to two-thirds of St. Vincent's ex-

port values. This land dominates world production (1941 exports:

11,224,002 lb., valued at 142,992). Spice production is especially

important in Grenada, where nutmeg (1940 value: 79,596) and

mace (39,602 value) make up half of export values. Jamaica is

the sole source of pimento ("allspice"), with a 1941 export of

3,246,994 lb. (value 151,662), and is an important producer of

ginger.

Jamaica's "Blue mountain" coffee is regarded as one of the

world's finest. Other varieties, however, are of low quality. In

1941, 18,000 bags (of 132 lb.) were exported. Trinidad (1941:

10,780 bags) produces some coffee.

Mineral Production, Except in Trinidad, where petroleum

and asphalt all but dominate economic life, and in Barbados, where

some small petroleum deposits are known to exist, the British

West Indies lack mineral resources. No official release is given

petroleum-production data in Trinidad. During 1943, however,

the industry was reported to be working at full capacity.

Fishing. Commercial fishing is carried on in all the islands,

although frequently on a part-time basis only. The Barbados
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government, however, allocated 2,250 in 1943 to aid the industry

through loans. Previous loans on a smaller scale had raised the

number of commercial fishing boats from 358 to 404.

Manufacturing. Except for petroleum refining in Trinidad

and sugar processing there is little manufacturing. Under war

stress, however, government policies have been to encourage local

manufacturing, such as cassava milling, wherever possible.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. West Indies Year Book, 1943; Canada-West Indies

Magazine (Montreal, monthly); Crown Colonist (London, monthly);
Colonial Review (London, quarterly); West India Committee Circular

(London, fortnightly).

Woof Viririnio
^ state *n ^e Appalachian mountain region

flCSl Virglllld. in the eastern part of the United States.

West Virginia was formed from Virginia during the Civil War
and admitted to the union June 20, 1863. Area, 24,282 sq.mi.

(including 150 sq.mi. of water); population (1940) 1,901,974, of

which 1,742,320 were white (41,782 foreign born). Its total

urban population was 534,292. Its capital is Charleston (pop.

67,914). Its other chief cities are Huntington (78,836) and

Wheeling (61,099).

History. The chief state officers in 1941-42 were: governor,

Mansfield M. Neely; secretary of state, William S. O'Brien;

treasurer, R. E. Talbott; auditor, Edgar B. Sims; attorney-gen-

eral, Clarence W. Meadows. All except the governor were re-

elected in Nov. 1940.

Education. The pupil enrolment (net) in the 4,589 state ele-

mentary schools for 1942-43 was 292,608. In the 383 state high

schools it was (net) 134,509. The number of teachers was 10,519
in the elementary schools and 5,312 in the high schools. The
total state appropriation for elementary and secondary education

in 1942-43 was $15,225,000.

The state supports seven teacher-training colleges which in

1942-43 had a total student enrolment of 3,251 and a total in-

structional membership of 273. It also supports West Virginia

university.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. For the year end-

ing July i, 1943 the total expenditure for old-age assistance was

$4>553>337; for the blind, $258,431; for dependent children, $3,-

942,600. Including the cost of administration, the total cost of

public assistance was $9,619,376. The total general relief fund

was $3,264,488.

Communication. In 1942-43 the state had about 4,171 mi.

of steam railway (about 6,654 mi. including all sidings), 116.8 mi.

of electric railway and an extensive system of improved highways

(approximately 16,890 mi., of which more than 10,396 mi. were

hard-surfaced). The total mileage of air lines in the state was 750

(450 miles passenger-carrying). The total number of telephones

was 199,543 (excluding 3,185 of local unconnected lines).

Banking and Finance. On June 30, 1943, the total deposits

of the 103 state banks and trust companies were $234,274,849.
The total deposits of the 77 national banks in the state were

$288,633,589. Resources of 22 federal savings and loan associa-

tions were $20,547,507. Resources of 37 state building and loan

associations were $10,992,139.

State receipts for 1942-43 were $134,203,048; disbursements,

$130,399*804; balance, June 30, 1943, $28,193,961. On July i,

1943, the total state funded indebtedness was $73.963,000. Total

Principal Agricultural Product* of Wtsf Virginia, 1943 and 1942

state debt, gross, $71,053,000 (net, $65,788,050).

Agriculture. Total cash income from farm crops and live-

stock in 1942 was $64,698,000; income from government pay-
ments was $2,595,000. The number of farms by the census of

1940 was 99,282 (acreage 8,908,803), valued at $269,827,285.

Manufacturing. In 1940, the state had 3,188 reporting in-

dustrial establishments, which employed 230,726 persons and paid

$396,884,878.99 in wages. These plants had a total production
of about $898,722,285.80. The chief industries were steel, glass,

chemicals, petroleum refining, stone, potteries and porcelain, ce-

ment, lumbering, woodworking and flour.

Mineral Production. In 1942 oil production was 3,430,000

bbl.; natural gas production was 240,000,000,000 cu.ft.; coal pro-

duction was 156,742,598 short tons. Total coke production (both

bee hive and by-product) was estimated at 3,017,881 in 1943.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. West Virginia Bluebook and various official depart-

mental reports. (J. M. CA.)

Whaling: see FISHERIES.

WllOOt
^e x'*3 wneat cr P of the United States was esti-

illluult mated by the U.S. department of agriculture at 836,-

298,000 bu., which is 14% less than the 1942 crop of 974,176,000
bu. and 13% greater than the ten-year average, 1932-41. The

yield per acre averaged 16.5 bu. which had been exceeded only
twice since 1918. The total acreage harvested in 1943 was

50,554,000 ac, slightly more than in 1942 but 4,000,000 ac. less

than the ten-year average. Winter wheat production was 529,-

606,000 bu. with an average yield of 15.6 bu. per acre from 33,-

952,000 ac. Durum wheat was estimated at 36,204,000 bu. from

an acreage about the same as in 1942. All other spring wheat

amounted to 2^,488,000 bu., a new high record. The acreage

14,472,000 was 24% greater than in 1942 due to the change in

government policy in early 1943 when acreage restrictions on

wheat were removed.

The great surplus of wheat in the United States which reached

a record total stocks of 632,000,000 bu. in 1942 began to dis-

appear rapidly in 1943. Although stocks were still second only to

the high record of 1942, in 1943 at 618,000,000 bu. the increased

use for feed and alcohol was expected to bring them down to a

normal level of about 250,000,000 bu. by July 1944. The unex-

pected uses which developed in 1942 and 1943 were the demand

for wheat for stock feed and for the manufacture of alcohol for

rubber and powder. Early in 1943 the policy of the government
to limit acreage was suddenly removed and by the middle of the

year a 26% increase in acreage for the 1943 crop was proposed.

Thus within a little more than a year a burdensome surplus be-

came a very useful reserve supply. The total supply at the begin-

ning of the crop year July i, 1943 amounted to about 1,453,000,-

ooo bu. compared with 1,613,000,000 bu. in 1942 and 1,328,-

000,000 bu. in 1941. The total disappearance for all uses, food,

feed, industrial uses, etc., was 1,203,000,000 bu. compared with

995,000,000 bu. in 1942 and 696,000,000 bu. in 1941. The esti-

mated amount used for food was above average amounting to

537,000,000 bu. compared with an average of about 480,000,000

bu. for 1933-43. The amount used for feed in 1943 was estimated

to be 427,000,000 bu. compared with only 109,000,000 bu. in

1940, and industrial uses took 239,000,000 bu. in 1943 compared
with about 100,000,000 bu. average in the prewar periods.

Wheat prices advanced late in 1943 to the highest levels In 15

years. They did not reach the levels of the World War I period

however since there was a scarcity of wheat at that time. Loan

rates to farmers for 1943 wheat were based on $1.23 per bu.,

wheat represented 85% of parity at the beginning of the year,

Previous years' loan rates were: 1942, $1.14; 194** 9& cents;

1940, 65.5 cents; and 1939, 64 cents. In November the stabiliza-
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Table ll. Wor/d Wheat Production, 1939-43

tion director authorized a flour subsidy to enable millers to pay

parity prices for wheat and at the same time sell flour at ceiling

prices. The price of wheat in the principal exporting countries

was greatly out of line due to transportation restrictions ranging
in November as follows: United States, $1.68 pr bu.; Canadian,

$1.28; Argentine 81.3 cents; and Australian, 78.2 cents.

World Wheat Production. The world wheat crop in 1943
was estimated by the U.S. department of agriculture at about

5% smaller than in 1942, not including U.S.S.R. and China. The
reductions in Canada and the U.S. were offset by increases in

Europe, Argentina, India and Turkey. The Canadian wheat crop
was about 294,000,000 bu., much below the 557,000.000 bu. crop
of 1942 though near the prewar average of 309,000,000 bu. per

year. Mexico produced only 14,000,000 bu. compared with 16,-

000,000 bu. in 1942. Europe as a whole, 30 countries, produced
about 1,540,000,000 bu. which was near to the ten-year average.

1932-41. The axis countries increased acreage and were favoured

with good growing conditions. Droughts somewhat reduced yields

in Portugal, Spain and southern France. Prospects in Argentina
indicated a record crop while Australia had reduced prospects at

the end of 1943. In all countries the governments proposed in-

creases in acreage in 1944 t meet an anticipated increased de-

mand as hostilities cease. World exports of wheat and flour were

reduced to less than 400,000,000 bu. in 1943 compared with 638,-

000,000 bu. in 1938-39, the last prewar year. The total stocks in

the four large exporting countries, United States, Canada, Argen-
tina and Australia, were expected to exceed 1,200,000,000 bu. in

1944 which would be ample to meet all expected demand, (Sre
also FLOUR AND FLOUR MILLING.) (J. C. Ms.)

Whisky: see LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC.

Wholesale Trade: see BUSINESS REVIEW.

Wickard, Claude Raymond
(1893- ), U.S. secretary
of agriculture, was born

near Delphi, Ind., on Feb. 28. After his graduation from Purdue

university in 1915 he took over management of a farm near his

birthplace. In 1933 he was appointed to the staff of the Agricul-

tural Adjustment administration as assistant chief of the corn-

hog division, On Feb. i, 1940, he was appointed under-secretary

of agriculture, and on Aug. 19, after the resignation of Henry A.

Wallace, President Roosevelt nominated him secretary of agri-

culture. In March 1941, Wickard took charge of the production

and distribution of food to Britain and her allies under provi-

sion of the lend-lease act. He pressed the "food for freedom
1 '

program with vigour, stressing the need of increased production

for lend-lease aid to Britain. On Dec. 6, 1942, President Roose-

velt made Wickard war food administrator. On March 25, 1943,

however, the president named Chester C. Davis to the position,

stipulating that he report to Wickard. The arrangement did not

work. Davis resigned three months later; Marvin Jones suc-

ceeded him. An advisory committee, named by Wickard to study

the tangled situation, pointed to the "maze of committees,

agencies, directives, cross-purposes, jealousies, etc." No basic

organizational changes were made. On Oct. 29, the president

named Wickard "neutral chairman" of the United Nations' war

food board.

InQOnh
UUOC|HI

( I8 7 2" 1 943>, U.S. turfman and

art collector, was born Aug. 19

in Philadelphia, and attended the University of Pennsylvania and

Harvard. From his father, P. A. B. Widener, he inherited an im-

mense fortune and a priceless art collection. The younger Wid-

ener, who also acquired his father's interest in art, added to the

collection many paintings of the old masters, tapestry, sculpture,

rare porcelains, jewels and crystals. In 1942, he presented the

entire collection, variously estimated as worth between $15,000,-

ooo and $50,000,000, to the National Gallery of Art in Wash-

ington. Widener was also possessor of three famed racing stables.

He was principal owner of the Belmont Park race track and the

Hialeah Park race track. Widener died in Elkins Park, Pa.,

Oct. 26.

Wicrmnro Inhn Uonni ( l863- I 943), U.S. educator, was
IfIgmUrG, dUIIII nclllj born March 4 in San Francisco.

He took his law degree from Harvard in ivS87, practised law for

two years and then accepted an invitation to join the law faculty

at Keio university, Tokyo. Dr. Wigmore later returned to the

United States and from 1893 until his retirement in 1929, was as-

sociated with Northwestern University's Law school. He began
as professor of law and was dean from 1901 to 1929. Dr. Wig-
more won international honours for his contribution to inter-

national jurisprudence. He founded and was a former president

of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology,

served on numerous committees and commissions, was a member
of the Illinois Commission on Uniform State Laws and published

the Modern Criminal Science series, 1910-15. He was also the

author of Treatise on Evidence (10 vols.), 1904-05, 1923 and

1940. During World War I, he helped frame the National Draft

law and later served on the staff of the judge advocate general.

In 1930, his name was mentioned for a seat on the Permanent

Court of International Justice. Dr. Wigmore died in Chicago,

April 20.

Wild Life Conservation.
Wild life conservation in the

United States in 1943 was char*

actcrized by a wartime curtailment of many normal activities,

an interruption of long-time programs, and the direction or redi-

rection toward war objectives of nearly all the operations and

programs that were continued or undertaken. There was, how-

ever, some attention paid to the development of postwar pro-

grams that would help meet anticipated economic and social ob-

jectives of the nation and at the same time provide for a better

preservation and wiser utilization of wild life resources. There
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were also evidences of a continuing public interest in wild life

and its conservation, and conservationists including adminis-

trators of public programs continued to advocate, with encour-

aging responses, the principles that guided their peacetime pro-

grams. Some tendencies toward exploitation were combated, but

conservationists were in general disposed to consider the year
in retrospect as one of encouraging accomplishments. The con-

servation "movement" had remained mobilized, and its agencies

for action had continued to function. The effects of war had not

been so severe as had been feared. And, with hopes for the future,

this result was attributed in part to the fact that the fears had

been faced with vigilance and with determination to overcome

their causes.

The Eighth North American Wild Life Conference the 1943

meeting in a scries that had established itself as the outstanding

forum for wild life conservationists was held in Denver, Colo.,

Feb. 15 to 17, with 424 registered in attendance 85 more than

had met in Toronto in 1942. Sponsored by the American Wild-

life Institute, the conference, according to J. Paul Miller, secre-

tary of the institute, ''helped to maintain an active interest in the

conservation of our natural resources at a time when there was

a very decided tendency to consider wild life and related prob-

lems of minor significance." Demands for ammunition to be used

by hunters were co-ordinated at the conference, contributing to

the later government action making limited supplies so available.

As at earlier annual conferences many and various aspects of

wild life conservation were discussed both in technical and gen-

eral sessions, yet the demands for ammunition and the pointed

emphasis in connection with them on increases in wild life popu-
lations and on the food values of game received greatest atten-

tion by the public.

These questions became the issues in one of the year's char-

acteristic discussions among conservationists. Regarding the re-

ports of wild life abundance and even in local areas overabun-

dance, Nature Magazine, published by the American Nature asso-

ciation, declared, for example: "Recent years have seen a gener-

ally successful program of building up stocks of some wild life

species while continuing the shooting of most species. In the case

of only a few species, and then only locally, have we had too

much wild life. Less hunting and wise hunting for the duration

will unquestionably speed the recovery of many reduced species.

In any cases of overabundance, the surplus can be removed in

a properly supervised fashion."

Emphasizing the food values of wild life was criticized as

weakening "the lock on the door that has been closed on the

commercialization of game by conservationists and all good

sportsmen/' and such emphasis was opposed by some conserva-

tionists by minimizing the importance of this food supply. Re-

ferring to the federal estimate that "during the 1942-43 season,

hunters took 255,404,000 Ib. of usable meat for home consump-

tion," the director of the National Audubon society, for example,

pointed out in Audubon Magazine that "any such poundage of

meat as 255,000,000 is but an inconsequential drop in the bucket

by comparison with the poundage of meats available from do-

mestic livestock."

The issues relating to the large numbers of wild life in local

areas particularly big game on federal public lands were de-

bated with special reference to a bill introduced in congress by

Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada to extend federal control over

wild life. The bill would have made it possible for administrators

of federal lands to advise state officials to reduce game numbers

in specific areas, or to effect the reductions themselves and dis-

pose of the meat. Fearing possibilities for commercializing game,

many conservation groups opposed the bill, a number of public

hearings were held, and early in December Senator McCarran

announced a withdrawal of his own support of the bill, declaring
that its major purposes had been accomplished in focusing at-

tention on the problems involved and bringing about co-operative
federal-state action to meet the needs for reducing excessive

populations.

The general wartime food situation did, however, give added

importance to the table value of game, and the hunting limita-

tions imposed by difficulties in transportation and relaxation made
wild life increases seem more conspicuous. These increases were

considerable. Waterfowl numbers, which in 1934 had been below

30,000,000, were estimated in the spring of 1943 to have in-

creased to between 115,000,000 and 120,000,000, and there

followed a favourable breeding season. Big-game animals, num-

bering about 6,748,000 at the close of 1941, according to the

latest estimates compiled by the fish and wildlife service, were

also increasing. The numbers of upland game birds were like-

wise believed to have been augmented, partly as a result of the

federal aid in wild life restoration program, which though re-

duced in scope by war conditions continued to function.

Legal regulations of hunting were little changed. The migra-

tory-bird hunting regulations the only federal rules applied

throughout the country did lengthen the shooting day by allow-

ing hunting to begin a half-hour before sunrise, but the jo-day
seasons on waterfowl were continued and only slight adjustments
were made in other provisions. No general conspicuous trends

were noted in the state regulations of other game hunting. Wide-

spread efforts were made to salvage for war use the fat, tallow,

feathers and hides of game.
The extent of hunting in the United States was indicated by

the fish and wildlife service's estimate that in 1942 the take of

game birds and mammals was more than 141,000,000. This esti-

mate included 614,000 deer, 34,000 elk, 9,000 antelope, and

smaller numbers of other big game species. The bag of upland

game, including rabbits, squirrels, raccoons, opossums and

woodchucks was estimated at more than 71,000,000 and that of

upland game birds quail, pheasants, grouse, and the like at

more than 41,000,000. The take of waterfowl mostly ducks

was 16,700,000, and of other migratory game birds, 11,518,000,

according to these estimates.

No estimates were available at the close of the year regarding

the number of hunters in 1943, the latest compilations being

those for the seasons of 1941-42, when 8,532,354 hunting li-

censes were issued 607,532 more than in the preceding year.

In the comparable period 8,423,218 fishing licenses were reported,

many of these being issued to sportsmen who also purchased

hunting licenses.

Fishing not only for sport but for food was promoted during

the year, with attention to the needs for conservation, by the

continued encouragement of "farm fish ponds/' 3,000 of these

having been built and stocked during the year ended June 30,

1943, by the fish and wildlife service in co-operation with the

soil conservation service and at least an equal number already in

existence having been stocked with sunfish, crappies, catfish and

other pondfish, despite the closing of iz federal fish hatcheries

since Pearl Harbor,

In 3942, requisitioning of fishing boats by the navy and the

army, shortage of materials for new boats, enlistment of fisher-

men in the navy and merchant marine, and shortages of rope,

twine and fish-net materials resulted in a decline of more than

1,000,000,000 Ib. in the yield from United States commercial

fisheries from a 5,ooo,ooo,ooo-lb. catch in 1941. The Office of

the Co-ordinator of Fisheries was established to cope with these

problems, and in Dec. 1943, the fish and wildlife service re-

ported: "The commercial fisheries have shown a steady come-

back in production from the low point which resulted from the
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first impact of war on the industry."

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Among the most encouraging indications of continued

public interest in wild life conservation was the year's output by book
publishers. Wildlife Refuges, by Dr. Ira N. Gabrilcson, director of the
lish and wildlife service, the first book-length discussion on this subject,

provided not only a history and an authoritative explanation of policies
but also described the refuge systems of North America and assembled
.statistical information. The Ducks, Geese and Swans oj North America,
by Francis H. Kortright, with illustrations by T. M. Shortt (300 in color),

published by the American Wildlife institute, was received as the best

single volume on its subject. The Mammals of Eastern United States by
William J. Hamilton, Jr., published by the Comstock. Publishing company,
provided a reading and reference work comparable with regional b^rd books,
and Meeting the Mammals, by Victor II. Cahalane (Macmillan), with ex-

cellent illustrations by Walter A. Weber, dealt with national park areas
west of the Mississippi. The American Land: Its History and Its Uses, by
William R. Van Dersal (Oxford University press), synthesized a wealth of

information about agricultural and other rural and wild land uses into a
volume useful, interesting, inspiring and provocative. Extinct and Vanish-

ing Mammals oj the Western Hemisphere with the Marine Species of All
the Oceans, an authoritative 62O-page treatise by Glover M. Allen, dealing
not only with extermination but also with possibilities for saving species
now threatened, was published by the American Committee for Interna-
tional Wild Life Protection.

The principal source for current and other information on wild life in the

I'm'tcd States was the fish and wildlife service (both a research and an
administrative agency), United States department of the interior, Merchan-
dise Mart, Chicago, 111., which had available lists of federal publications
and compilations, including $ newly revised list of national, international

and state officials and organizations. Among private organizations were the

American Nature association, 1214 i6th St., Washington, D.C.; the Amer-
ican Wildlife institute, Investment building, Washington, D.C., sponsor of

co-operative research projects, special investigations, the annual continental

wild life conferences, and monographs; the Izaak Walton League of Amer-
ica, Inc., 2801 South Halsted St., Chicago, 111., concerned with conservation
in general but particularly active in promoting improved streams and

waters; and the National Audubon society, 1006 Fifth ave., New York.

N.Y., sponsor of nature education programs, publications, an annual
Christmas bird census, and sanctuaries. Scientific periodicals published dur-

ing the year included the Journal of Wildlife Management, the Journal of

Mammalogy, and The Auk: A Quarterly Journal oj Ornithology. (H. Z.)

Arinetn ( I ^7-i943), U.S. naval officer,

/lllUolU was born Jan. 31 in Troy, Ala. A
graduate of Annapolis Naval academy, 1888, he saw service in

the Spanish-American War and prior to World War I had com-

mand of various battleships. He was attached to the Sixth Battle

squadron of the British Grand fleet with temporary rank of rear

admiral, 1918, and after the war, was commander of destroyers

with the U.S. Pacific fleet, 1919-20. He was made a vice admiral,

1923-25, and was later commander of the United States fleet with

rank of admiral, 1927-29. Although he retired in Sept. 1929, he

was called back to serve on the Maritime commission, 1936-40,

and later headed the Navy Board for Production Awards. He

was the author of an autobiography, An Admiral from Texas

(1934). He died in Palm Beach, Fla., May 20.

(WILHELMINA HELENA PAULINE MARIA OF

ORANGE-NASSAU) (1880- ), queen of the

Netherlands, daughter of William III, king of the Netherlands,

and Queen Emma, was born Aug. 31, 1880. She succeeded to

the throne in 1890, under the regency of her mother, and was

enthroned in 1898. She married Henry, duke of Mecklenburg-

Schwerin (d. 1934), in 1901, and in 1909 Princess Juliana, heir-

ess to the throne, was born.

When Germany invaded the Netherlands May 10, 1940, the

royal family with members of the government sought refuge in

London. Princess Juliana, who in 1937 had married Prince Bern-

hard Leopold of Lippe-Biesterfeld, left subsequently for Canada

with her two daughters, while Prince Bernhard remained in Eng-
land with the queen. On May 13, 1940, Queen Wilhelmina pro-

claimed that the seat of government of the Netherlands had been

transferred to London.

During 1943 Queen Wilhelmina continued to maintain contact

with the occupied Netherlands by broadcasting and by receiving

personally all those who escaped. In August she appointed a re-

cent arrival from the Netherlands, J. A. W. Burger, as minister

without portfolio, to direct plans for the return of the govern-
ment. In May, Queen Wilhelmina visited Canada and inspected

Dutch troops stationed there. She also visited the United States

and spent a week-end at the residence of President Roosevelt. In

August she opened Netherlands house in London as a meeting

place for British and Dutch people, run under the joint auspices

of the British council and the Dutch government. She was pre-

sented on Oct. 15 with the degree of doctor of law, honoris

causa, at the university of Oxford. (G. J. R.)

Mfillluo U/onrioll lou/ic (l8?
2~ > us attorney>

IIIIIMCj IIGIIUGII Luff Id business executive and politician,

was born Feb. 18 in Elwood, Ind. After being graduated from

the University of Indiana with an A.B. degree in 1913, he taught

history in the high school at Coffeyville, Kan. In 1916 he re-

ceived his law degree from the University of Indiana and joined
his father's law firm in Elwood. During World War I he was a

captain in the 325th field artillery in France. In 1929 he joined

the legal staff of Commonwealth and Southern, a large utilities

holding company. Four years later he was president of the com-

pany.

His nomination for the presidency by the Republican conven-

tion June 28, 1940, was described as a political "miracle." He
was defeated by a substantial margin in the election of Nov. 5,

1940, although he received 22,333,801 votes.

In the late summer of 1942, Willkie made a world tour as spe-

cial representative of President Roosevelt, visiting Churchill,

Stalin and Chiang Kai-shek. His book, "One World/
1

based on this

trip, was published in April 1943, and immediately climbed to the

top of the best-seller lists. His attitude on foreign policy, ex-

pressed shortly after his tour, was objectionable to many Repub-
licans and threatened to turn the party against him. He was late

in 1943 one of the leading candidates for the 1944 Republican
nomination for the presidency.

IWiknn Pharloc Trim/aril (l886~ ), u.s. industrialist,

wiisun, unaries toward was born NOV. is m NCW York

city. After a meagre grade school education, he went to work
when he was only 12 years old as a shipping clerk with the Gen-

eral Electric company. He worked his way up through the ranks

until he became president of the organization on Jan. i, 1940.
Wilson was selected by Chairman Donald Nelson for the post of

vice-chairman of the War Production board in full charge of

production, Sept. 17, 1942. Soon a policy dispute developed be-

tween Wilson and Ferdinand Eberstadt, vice-chairman in charge
of materials. On Feb. 16, 1943, Chairman Donald M. Nelson re-

moved Eberstadt, transferring his duties to Wilson, who there-

upon became executive vice-chairman. On Nov. 12, 1943, shortly

after Nelson's return from a European tour, Wilson, believing the

production battle to be substantially won, resigned to return to

the General Electric company. Nelson accepted his resignation,

but Byrnes and Roosevelt declined to do so. Wilson stayed on

with WPB. Bernard Baruch commented: "The agencies that

wound up the U.S. economy for war should unwind it."

Wilson, Sir Henry Maitland
Eton and received a commission in the Rifle brigade in 1900. Be-

fore he was 20 he was on active service in South Africa. During
World War I he fought in France and Belgium, serving both with

his regiment and on the staff. After the war, he held appoint-
ments at the Royal Military college, Sandhurst, and the Staff col-

lege, Camberley. In 1938 he was promoted lieutenant-general and
was sent to command Britain's army of the Nile in 1939. There,
under General Wavell, he directed the advance which, covering

450 mi. in 57 days, swept the Italian forces from Cyrenaica. After

this campaign General Wilson was made G.O.C.-in-C. and military
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governor of Cyrenaica. A few weeks later he was leading the

United Kingdom and Empire troops under the orders of General

Papagos in Greece. On a front of 60-70 mi. in eastern Greece he

was faced by overwhelming German forces which, having broken

through the Greek troops on his flank, seriously threatened to

surround his little army. By skilful leadership he was able to ex-

tricate much of the greater part of his force in accordance with

the expressed wishes of the Greek government. After this, in

June-July 1941, in a campaign lasting only five weeks, he led the

Allied forces which thwarted Vichy's support for a projected Nazi

coup d'etat \n Syria. In Aug. 1942 he was appointed the first

commander-in-chief, Persia-Iraq. In Feb. 1943 he returned to

Egypt to become commander-in-chief, middle east, in succession

to General Alexander.

Winont Inhn Cilhort (l889~ >' us diPlomat >
was

Vfllldlll, dUllll DllUCll born Feb. 23 in New York city.

He attended Princeton university and in 1912 became a teacher

of English and assistant rector at St. Paul's school. In 1917 he

entered the United States air service, becoming captain of the 8th

observation squadron in France. After the war he was elected to

the New Hampshire legislature, serving in both the house and the

senate between 1917 and 1923. In 1925 he was elected for the

first of his three terms as governor of New Hampshire. From

1935 to 1941 he was assistant director, then director, of the Inter-

national Labour office. He resigned from this post to accept Pres.

Roosevelt's appointment as ambassador to Great Britain, Feb. 6,

1941. In Dec. 1942 Winant arrived in Washington for a series of

conferences, remaining through March, when he took part in the

meetings between Pres. Roosevelt and Anthony Eden. In October

he signed, in London, a mutual lend-lease agreement between the

U.S., Britain, Canada and the U.S.S.R.

Windward Islands: see WEST INDIES, BRITISH.

U/inoc
*n sp*te * *ke wor^ war wh*ch raged in most of the

if IIIvS* wine growing countries of Europe, the gathering of

grapes and making of wine continued in 1943. Official figures were

impossible to obtain from any of the European countries except

Spain and Portugal, but from unofficial but reliable sources it

was learned that the 1943 vintage was most satisfactory in so far

as quantity is concerned and, in general, very satisfactory in

quality in Austria, Hungary and France. No information of the

German vintage was available, but from Italy it was learned

that the vintage took place in the liberated territory, in many
instances even while the towns adjacent to vineyards were under

bombardment. It was not known whether or not it was possible to

make wines in the central and northern parts of Italy (still under

German domination in 1943) which normally produce the major

portion of the Italian crop.

Because of unusually fine weather, the vineyards in the Bor-

deaux district of France were free from disease in spite of the

lack of sulphate of copper with which the vines are usually

sprayed. Unofficial reports indicated that the vintage was 50%
greater in 1943 than in 1942, and that the quality was outstand-

ingly fine. No reports were received from the burgundy or cham-

pagne districts, but it was known that the vineyards in the bur-

gundy district were not short of labour and that the vintage took

place at the usual time.

In Spain the weather during the vintage was favourable, but

excessive heat in July and August caused considerable damage
to the vineyards and greatly reduced the crops in the Jerez,

Puerto and Sanlucar districts. Just as in the U.S., there was

also a greater consumption of grapes for eating purposes in Spain
in 1943 than in previous years, and in the southern part of Spain,

therefore, the total output of wines was about 60% of normal.

The wine was of exceedingly good quality, the grapes having had

a high sugar content and the alcoholic strength in consequence
was higher than usual. In the central and northern parts of Spain
the vintage was, like the Bordeaux vintage, above the average
in quantity and in good quality. In Malaga on the south coast,

and in Tarragona on the east coast, there was extremely good
weather during the vintage, and there was better than a normal

crop both in quantity and quality.

In Portugal the weather was, up to the end of July, most

favourable resulting in a prolific budding of the vines. How-

ever, extreme heat in August and early September made an early

vintage necessary and while the grapes had an excessive amount
of sugar, the quantity produced was not as great as had been

expected. The final result was a normal vintage in quantity, and

extremely good quality. The government office in control of

vintage authorized the production in 1943 of 50,000 pipes of port

wine, the balance of the wine being fermented out for use as

table wine.

In Algeria and Tunisia the yield was less than 50% of the

average, the quality on the whole was inferior, and there was a

great scarcity of white wines. The whole vintage in Algeria was

blocked at the wineries by government order on the ground that

the wines would be required for export to France. The lack of

sufficient sulphur over a period of years seriously endangered
the future of the Algerian vineyards.

In Australia the production was approximately 20% above

normal with the quality good. The demand for Australian wines,

particularly in Great Britain, was large but lack of shipping

facilities prevented the growers from taking full advantage of the

improved markets for their wines. Statistics from South Africa

were not available.

In the western hemisphere there was an increase in production
both in Chile and in Argentina. In Argentina the grape crush was

the largest that it had ever been, with a resulting production of

10,661,756 hectolitres, or approximately 50% more than in 1942.

Of this production (285,635,000 gal.) approximately 90% were

table wines, quality being generally better than in 1942. In

Chile, the vintage was considerably larger than in 1942, the

production amounting to 2,710,200 hectolitres, equivalent to 72,-

633,360 gal. The quality was somewhat better than in 1942.

In the United States, the official figures were not released by
the close of 1943, but estimates were, that the production was

25% to 30% heavier than in 1942. In California alone, which fur-

nishes approximately 90% of the production of the United

States, approximately 775,000 tons were crushed in 1943 as

against 600,000 tons in 1942, producing from 75,000,000 to 80,-

000,000 gal. against 54,000,000 gal. in 1942. The grape crop was

the largest in history, approximately 2,600,000 tons of all varie-

ties of grapes, making the 1943 grape crop in California worth

approximately $159,557,000. The figure for the first time made

grapes the most valuable of all fruit crops in California. Quality

was excellent.

In other states, qualities were also excellent, but production

considerably below the average, and considerably below that of

1942. The 1943 consumption was estimated at between 80,000,-

ooo and 90,000,000 gal. as against 112,000,000 gal. in 1942. (See

also LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC.) (0. J. W.)

Ufitfinncin
^ne * ^e nort^'centra* states, Wisconsin, popu-

WISuOnSlll. larly called the "Badger state," entered the union

in 1848. Area, 56,154 sq.mi., of which 54,715 sq.mi. are land.

The federal census of 1940 gave its population as 3> 1 37>S*7, an

increase of 6.8% over 1930, but the estimated civilian popula-

tion on March i, 1943 was 2,956,860, a decrease from 1940 of
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5.7%. The urban population in 1940 was 1,679,144 and the rural,

1,458,443. Only 24,835 were non-white. Foreign-born whites num-

bered 288,774. Capital, Madison (pop. 1940, 67,447). The largest

city, Milwaukee, had a population of 587,472, and other large

cities are Racine (67,195), Kenosha (48,765), Green Bay (46-

235), La Crosse (42,707) and Sheboygan (40,638).

History. The legislature, urged by the acting governor to put

Wisconsin on a war footing and to set aside the money pouring
in from the income tax for postwar construction and rqbabilita-

tion of war veterans, passed 566 acts in a session of 8 months

during 1943. Though legislature and acting governor were both

Republican, 21 of his 36 vetoes were overridden, one more than

the total number overridden in the entire previous history of the

state, and the legislature insisted upon reconvening on Jan. 12,

1944-

Yet much of the acting governor's program was obtained. The

60% emergency surtax on incomes was not reenacted, but its

yield for 1942 ($6,300,000) was set up as a postwar rehabilita-

tion trust fund to provide medical, educational and economic re-

habilitation for returning war veterans. A state trunk highway

fund, estimated to contain $17,450,000 by the end of the 1943-45

biennium, was created for the purposes of postwar construction.

The Wisconsin state council of defense was reorganized, and

R. S. Kingsley was replaced as its chief by John Cudahy, who,
on his death, was succeeded by G. R. Howitt. The state Civil

War debt of $1,183,700 was retired. Unemployment insurance

contribution rates as well as payments were increased, as were

workmen's compensation payments. State aid to high schools was

raised from $1,385,000 to $3,500,000 yearly. State civil service

employees were voted a cost-of-living bonus, a pension-retire-

ment plan, and a regulated system of annual increases. A contro-

versial bill requiring all attorneys to be members of the state bar

of Wisconsin was passed over a veto and upheld by the supreme
court.

The state officers in 1943 were all Republican: W. S. Goodland,

acting governor; F. R. Zimmerman, secretary of state; J. M.

Smith, treasurer; J. E. Martin, attorney general; and John Calla-

han, superintendent of public instruction. The chief justice of

the supreme court was M. B. Rosenberry.

Education. There were 6,879 elementary schools, 462 sec-

ondary schools and 9 teachers' colleges in 1941-42. The enrol-

ment was 361,599 in elementary schools and 158,248 in secondary
schools. There were 15,312 elementary school teachers and 5,924

secondary school teachers.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The number of

cases receiving public assistance as of June 1943 was as follows:

general relief 8,669; old age assistance 50,495; aid to dependent
children 8,034; aid to blind 1,728 a total of 59,478 households.

Expenditures for public assistance in the year ending June 30,

1943, were as follows: general relief $4,791,307; WPA $5,537,-

673; old-age assistance $15,544,138; aid to dependent children

$5,049,708; aid to the blind $539,470; and administration of the

last three items, $938,630 a total of $32,400,926. Unemployment
benefit payments in 1942 were $4,119,562 as against $2,927,466
in 1941. The contributions for 1942 were $18,857,125; for 1941,

$13,509,273. Wisconsin's 17 charitable, penal and allied institu-

tions were operated in the year ending June 30, 1942 at a cost of

$3998 357 (less fees, repairs, etc.). The average daily popula-
tion for June 1943 was 20,254.

Communication. The number of miles of highways as of

Jan. i, 1943, was 84,937 (towns), 2,392 (villages) and 5,899

(cities). The total was 93,228 mi. The expenditure on highways

during July 1942-June 1943 was $28,689,086. The total railway

mileage on Jan. i, 1942, was 6,617. The number of airports was

58. On Jan. i, 1943, there w^re 612,048 telephones.

NIVERSITY OF
Banking and Finance. At the end of 1942 there were 466

state and 98 national banks. The number of credit unions was

595. The deposits in state banks totalled $671,643,860; the assets

were $737,528,685. National banks had deposits of $779,289,000

and assets of $839,466,000. The credit unions listed assets of

$ I 3>875,599. There were 120 building and loan associations with

assets of $113,861,795.

The state receipts during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943,

were $141,028,304. The disbursements were $129,122,687. The

state had no outstanding indebtedness in 1943. The state budget

for state departments (excluding state aid to local units) for the

biennium 1943-45 was $72,701,405, but appropriations of $9,108,-
k

595 were made in addition to the Executive Budget act.

Agriculture. The total acreage harvested in 1942 was 9,009.-

ooo. The gross farm income was estimated at $615,171,000, con-

sisting of $67,426,000 from crops and $547,745,000 from live-

stock and its products, including $289,376,000 from milk. The

total was an increase of 31% over 1941 and was 17% above the

previous high year (1919). This increase was partially caused by

prices, which were 166% of the 1910-14 average, but produc-

tion of farm products was the highest ever achieved in Wisconsin.

The land used in producing cash crops was small compared with

the land used for feed crops, a result of the state's great dairy

industry.

Table I. Leading Agricultural Product* of W/sconsin, 1943 and 7942

Manufacturing. The total value of Wisconsin manufactured

products in 1939 was $1,604,507,356. The wages paid were $251.-

946,993. The number of wage earners was 200,897 (average for

the year). Wisconsin, with an extremely diversified industry,

ranked first in the manufacture of cheese, milk products, malt

and canned peas in 1939.

Between June 1940 and Sept. 1943, Wisconsin manufacturers

received $3,507,019,000 in major war supply and facility con-

tracts. In 1942 the estimated average number of wage earners in

Wisconsin manufacturing establishments was 312,700 and the

estimated weekly payrolls, $11,928,000.

TabU II. Vo/ue of Mineral Products of Wisconsin, 1941 and 1940

Mineral Production. In 1940, the last year for complete

figures as of 1943, the total value of mineral production was

$13,554,000 compared with $12,704,942 in 1939. (E. P. A.)

*f
Of.

An institution of higher edu-

cation at Madison, W*. More
than i,600 students received degrees at Wisconsin's June 1943

commencement, the 9Oth in the university's 93-year history.

Up to Nov. 1943, the university had trained 7,520 young men
and women for the U.S. armed forces. Still in training at the

university were 1,000 sailors and 250 WAVES in radio code and

communications; 140 naval aviation cadets; 450 naval engineer-

ing students; 1,000 soldiers under the army specialized training

program; 175 army and navy medical students; 100 officers in
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the Civil Affairs Training school; and 16 WACS being trained in

physiotherapy. The university also continued as the centre of

the Institute of Correspondence study for both the army and

navy, with more than 70,000 registrations received from soldiers

and sailors in all parts of the world by Nov. 1943.

Under the federal engineering, science, management war train*

ing program, the university continued its operation of 500 classes,

enrolling more than 10,000 students in 966 Wisconsin businesses

and industries in 37 cities of the state for special training in war

industries to speed production.

For statistics of enrolment, faculty, library volumes, etc., see

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. (R. Fs.)

Withholding Tax: see TAXATION.

WLB: see WA* LABOR BOARD, NATIONAL.

Woman's Christian Temperance Union, National.

During 1943 the Department of Work for Soldiers and Sailors,

which had been carried on in peace as well as wartime, continued

to be augmented. The W.C.T.U. had by 1943 sent to the Red
Cross as one of its contributions more than $32,000 to purchase

ambulances, mobile blood bank units, mobile canteens, station

wagons and clubmobiles. A "Safety School on Wheels," aptly re-

named a "Physical Fitness Clinic," toured the camps for its third

season during the year, bringing entertainment and helpful drills

and information to the service men.

The two specific aims of the W.C.T.U., protection of the home
and abolition of the liquor traffic were actively carried on.

Juvenile delinquency, women drinking, support of and extension

of education continued to receive special attention.

In 1943, 48,324 new members enrolled, and there was a total

of 728 new organizations. The national officers for 1943-44 were:

president, Mrs. Ida B. Wise Smith, Evanston, 111.; vice-president,

Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin, New York city; corresponding secretary,

Miss Lily Grace Matheson, Evanston, 111.; treasurer, Mrs. Mar-

garet C. Munns, Evanston, 111.; recording secretary, Mrs. Nelle

G. Burger, Springfield, Mo. (I. B. W. S.)

Women's Airforce Service Pilots, UrS*.*
lots (WASP), civilian pilots with the United States army air

forces, began operations and training under the army air forces

in the fall of 1942 with a nucleus of about 50 pilots. There were

approximately 1,000 in 1943.

WASP operations were at first limited to the ferrying of light

liaison and training craft from factory to airfields within the

United States. The first ferrying squadron was known as the

WAFS (Women's Auxiliary Ferrying Service). Although the

greater number in 1943 still flew the lighter craft, the WASP
also ferried all types of U.S. military planes in domestic use,

within the United States and Canada. They were also engaged
in other noncombat operations, such as target-towing, courier

duty, tracking and testing.

WASP training in 1943 was concentrated at Avenger field,

Sweetwater, Texas. Approximately 100 were enrolled each month

as the same number were graduated and assigned to operations

under various commands of the air forces.

Recruits in 1943 had 35 hours' flying time and were between

the ages of 18! and 34.

Miss Jacqueline Cochran was director of women pilots on the

army air forces in 1943.

The WASP in 1943 were on civil service status; trainees re-

ceived $150 per month base pay; the graduates, assigned to op-

erations, $250. In Nov. 1943, the official uniform of the WASP

was designated as a jacket and skirt of blue gabardine, a beret of

the same material and a white cotton shirt with black tie.

(H. TA.)

^c Women's Army corps (origi-

nally known as the Women's

Army Auxiliary corps) was created by act of congress in public

law No. 554, dated May 14, 1942.

Members of the corps in 1943 performed noncombatant duties

of an administrative nature in zones of operation as well as in

the United States. Nomenclature for grades originally differed

from that of the army, but equivalent pay was provided after

the corps had been in existence six months by a pay equalization

bill enacted by congress and signed by the president on Oct.

26, 1942. Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby continued as the corps director

in 1943.

Public law No. no was passed by congress and signed by the

president on July i, 1943, making the WAAC the V omen's Army
corps (WAC), and on July 5, 1943, Director Hobby was sworn

in to the army of the United States with the rank of colonel.

With this new legislation members of the WAC became eligible

for government insurance rates, free mailing privileges, overseas

pay, dependency allotments, and other army privileges. Though
still a noncombatant organization, the new status made it pos-

sible for WAC officers to take over operational and staff jobs in

the army.
At the end of 1943 Wacs were doing 155 specific army jobs

with general classifications including medical, personnel, science,

photography, languages, drafting, communications, mechanics,

radio, clerical, textiles, food, supply and many others.

Grades and pay scale for members of the WAC, like those of

the men in the army, are as follows:

WAC Officers

Monthly Monthly
Grade base pay Grade base pay
Colonel (Director) $333.33 Captain $200.00
Lt. Colonel 291.67 ist Lieutenant 166.67
Major 250.00 2nd Lieutenant 150.00

WAC Enlisted Women
Monthly

Grade base pay
Master Sergeant $138.00
Tech. Sergeant 1 14.00
Staff Sergeant 96.00
Sergeant 78.00

Monthly
Grade base pay
Corporal $66.00
Private ist Class 54oo
Private 50.00

In 1943, as was true from the beginning of the WAC training

program, all members took basic training corresponding to that

given male army trainees, with the exception of those courses

dealing with weapons and military tactics. Enlisted members
received specialist training in army administration, motor trans-

port, bakers and cooks schools, communications, medical, surgi-

cal and dental technicians schools, army finance, and other

courses of study. Officers came up from the ranks of enlisted

women and were given an intensive officer candidate course

before they were commissioned. Courses in various army officer

specialist schools such as the Adjutant General's school, the

Ordnance school, Special Services school and many others were

opened to WAC officers also.

Limited at first to 25,000, the corps was increased by execu-

tive order to 150,000 on Nov. 20,' 1942, to meet the demands by
various branches of the service for WAC personnel.

On Aug. 4, 1943, another executive order authorized the

strength of the Women's Army corps not to exceed 200,000

members.

Womtn't Auxiliary Ferrying Service: see WOMEN'S An>
FORCE SERVICE PILOTS.



Women's Clubs, General Federation of.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs in 1943 sponsored

a campaign to place 20,000 student nurses in training. Individual

clubs provided many students recruited with gift scholarships of

approximately $250. In the year the scholarship fund totalled

over $200,000. Selling war bonds to provide a fleet of bombers

composed of one from every state federation and others from

district federations and clubs, each bearing the name of the group

making it possible was another 1943 objective. The bomber

campaign fund totalled over $60,000,000.

Following a visit to state conventions throughout the U.S.,

Mrs. John L. Whitehurst, federation president, inaugurated a

nation-wide campaign to reduce juvenile delinquency through co-

operation of law-enforcement and welfare agencies, and the pro-

vision of worth-while spare-time activities for youth. Other im-

portant programs of the year included salvage drives; conserva-

tion and rationing programs; nutrition classes; nurses' aide, first-

aid and home nursing courses; gardening and canning; recruit-

ment of labour for farms and industry; recruitment of WACS,
WAVES, SPARS, WAFS and marines; extension of Pan-Ameri-

can scholarships; and a study of peace and postwar planning.

In July and August, the federation president spent five and a

half weeks in England, as the guest of the British government,

studying war conditions, social problems and women's activities.

The legislative program included a concerted effort for renewal

of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements act, for which the federation

had been on record since 1938. One hundred leaders of the or-

ganization met in Swampscott, Mass., in June, to report war

service activities, plan further projects and discuss peace and

postwar planning. In 1943 the federation comprised 16,500 clubs

in the United States and 30 foreign countries, with a total mem-

bership of more than 2,500,000 women. Headquarters are main-

tained at 1734 N street, Northwest, Washington, D.C.

.,:.:.'., .",*;.., :.: v. ,'. -. (s. A.W.)

Women's Reserve of the Navy.
the United States naval reserve, popularly known as WAVES,
were serving during 1943 in every bureau of the navy depart-

ment and at shore stations in every naval district within the con-

tinental limits of the United States. Established by act of con-

gress in July 1942, the women's reserve had grown to a member-

ship of 47,600 by the end of 1943, and the goal for the end of

Dec. 1944 was set at 92,400 women. Training facilities were in-

creased during 1943 to meet the enlarged demands of the naval

service.

Since Feb. 1943, recruit training had been concentrated at the

Naval Training school, The Bronx, New York. After six weeks

there, the enlisted women were assigned directly to duty stations

or to one of 17 other navy schools for specialized preparation for

jobs including those of storekeepers, yeomen, radiomen, mail

clerks, key punch operators, and cooks and bakers, etc. A large

number of women were also prepared to serve in billets in naval

aviation as parachute riggers, aerographer's mates, control tower

operators, aviation machinist's mates and aviation free gunnery
instructors. WAVES of the hospital corps were on duty or in

training in the offices, laboratories and wards of naval hospitals

throughout the U.S.

All officers received their introduction to navy life at the Naval

Reserve Midshipmen's school at Northampton, Mass. After two

months of indoctrination, they were commissioned and were

either ordered immediately to duty stations or to other schools.

Specialized officer training was given in such fields as aerological

engineering, radio, ordnance, communications, supply, air naviga-
tion instruction and the Japanese language.

768

CLASS OF WAVES AND MARINES receiving instruction in control towe
ation at Gordon field. Ga.. in 1943

Each class of officer candidates after June 1943 included a

number of qualified enlisted women who were recommended for

officer training upon completion of six months of service in an

enlisted status. Already women who were seamen upon first

assuming their duties had qualified for third class petty officer

ratings and petty officers had advanced within the classes of their

own specialties.

By virtue of an act of congress approved Nov. 9, 1943, offi-

cers and enlisted personnel of the women's reserve became en-

titled to all allowances or benefits available to navy men, with

the exception of those allowed to or for a spouse. The same

legislation removed the limitations which had been previously

placed on rank and provided for one captain in the women's re-

serve. In accordance with the latter provision of the bill, the

director of the women's reserve, Mildred H. McAfee, was pro-

moted to the rank of captain.

Applicants for the women's reserve in 1943 had to be citizens

of the United States with a minimum of two years of high school

education and able to meet physical requirements and make a

satisfactory score in an aptitude test. Wives of commissioned

officers in the rank of ensign or above in the navy and women
with children under 18 years of age were not acceptable in 1943.

At the time of enlistment, officer candidates had to be between

the ages of 20 to 49 inclusive, and enlisted woman between the

ages of 20 to 35 inclusive. In addition, officer candidates had to

hold a college degree or have had two years of college with at

least two years of acceptable business or professional experience;
also two years of mathematics in high school or college.

(M. H. McA.)

Women's Reserve of the United States Coast Guard
Reserve: see COAST GUARD, U.S.

Ufnrtff Cir IfiimclaV ( l88l
~ I 943), British statesman, son

IfUUUf Oil mll&olCj of a Wesleyan minister, was admitted

as a solicitor in 1903, entered public life as a London county
councillor for Woolwich in 1911 and sat in parliament as Con-
servative member for Woolwich West after 1918. Between 1919
and 1929 he was parliamentary private secretary to various minis-
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ters of health; from Sept. to Nov. 1931 he was parliamentary

secretary to the Board of Education in the national government.
In Nov. 1931, he became postmaster-general and during his tenure

effected many reforms which put the post office on a profit-mak-

ing basis for the first time in many years. When Stanley Baldwin

became prime minister in June 1935, Sir Kingsley was transferred

to the ministry of health. He retained that office until 1938,

when he succeeded Lord Swinton as minister for air. His policies

and leadership in the air ministry were harshly attacked by both

government and opposition leaders, and he was shifted to the

post of chancellor of the exchequer in May 1940, where he was

given the difficult task of financing Britain's war expenditures. A
few hours before his death he was at work finishing details for

an announcement to be made to parliament the following after-

noon on a pay-as-you-go tax plan. Sir Kingsley, who had been

knighted in 1918, died in London, Sept. 21.

Quan^ty f wo l shorn in the United States in

1943 was estimated at 376,822,000 Ib. This quantity

was 15,500,000 Ib. or about 4% smaller than the record produc-

tion in 1942, but about 11,000,000 Ib. or 3% above the ten-year

(1932-41) average. The decrease in production from 1942 was a

result of the smaller number of sheep shorn, as the average

weight of wool per sheep shorn was practically the same in 1943

as in 1942. The estimated number of sheep shorn was 47,674,000

compared with 49,784,000 in 1942 and the ten-year average of

45,691,000. The average weight of wool per sheep was 7.90 Ib.

The consumption of greasy shorn wool for the first nine months

of 1943 amounted to 863,938,000 Ib. Of the 445,000,000 Ib. of

scoured wool consumed during this period, the National Asso-

ciation of Wool Manufacturers reported that 37% was of domes-

tic origin and 63% imported. Production of wool cloth for the

first three-quarters of 1943 was 10% less than that manufactured

during the corresponding period in 1942; the consumption of

apparel wool during those months rose 7% above last year's

totals for the same period.

The Australian 1942-43 wool clip represented the fourth sea-

sonal output handled under the arrangement whereby the United

Kingdom government acquired the whole of the Australian prod-

uct, other than the requirements of local manufacturers, for the

duration of the war and one full wool year thereafter. The greasy

wool appraised by members of the National Council of Wool

Selling Brokers of Australia amounted to 3,294,323 bales, total-

ling 1,047,060,000 Ib. The Argentine 1942-43 wool production

amounted to 517^00,000 Ib., the largest on record.

To assure the effective distribution of wool for the fulfillment

of war and civilian requirements in the United States, the War
Food administration, on April 17, 1943, issued an order requiring

that domestic grown wool which had not been sold prior to April

25 must, with certain exceptions, be sold to and purchased only

by the Commodity Credit corporation. The order applied to both

shorn and pulled domestic wool, the wool being purchased through
handlers on the basis of ceiling prices, less handling costs. It then

would be sold directly to manufacturers at ceiling prices. The
wool was appraised by committees composed of three members

appointed by and working under the director of food distribu-

tion. Appraisals were made on the basis of grade, shrinkage,

length of staple and other factors affecting the value. Up to Dec.

n, 234,000,000 Ib. of wool had been appraised.

In addition to the purchase of approximately 250,000,000 Ib.

of domestic grown wool, an additional amount of foreign grown
wool was purchased by the government. This stockpile consisted

of 290,000,000 Ib. of Australian; 6,000,000 Ib. of Argentinean;

32,000,000 Ib. of Uruguayan, 20,000,000 Ib. still remaining in

Uruguay at the end of 1943. This total of 328,000,000 Ib. of for-

eign wool did not include an estimated amount of 525,000,000 Ib.

of Australian, New Zealand and South African wools owned by
Great Britain and stored in the United States which, if necessary,

could have been used for domestic consumption. Sizable quanti-

ties of the British stockpile of wool were transshipped to England.

On Dec. 15, 1943, an announcement was made by the War
Production board for proposals for orderly withdrawals from the

government-owned stockpile of wool acquired through the De-

fense Supplies corporation. Reasons for considering such with-

drawals were to the effect that the shipping situation had im-

proved to such an extent that potential obstacles to continued

importation of wool from the primary sources of supply had

been largely overcome and that it was essential that storage

space in the U.S. utilized for the wool stockpile be freed for use

in storing urgently needed commodities of strategic importance.

Also, it was pointed out that by making this stockpiled wool on

a "spot" basis it was anticipated that part of the shipping space
used for the importation of wool could be shifted to other prod-

ucts, as well as ease the strain on port and railway facilities. (See
also SHEEP; TEXTILE INDUSTRY.) (C. M. AN.)

Wnnllrntt Alovanrior t 188 ?- 1^), u.s. author, critic

IIUOIICUU, flieAdllDer and actor, was born Jan. 19 in

Phalanx, NJ. After graduating from Hamilton college, New York,

1909, he joined the staff of the New York Times as a cub re-

porter. Five years later, he succeeded to the post of dramatic

critic and subsequently he worked on nearly every newspaper in

New York. In 1929, he branched out into the radio field as

"Town Crier" of the air and established a nationwide reputation

as raconteur, gossip, conversationalist, wit and man-about-town.
As a literary critic, he wielded tremendous influence on the na-

tion's book-buying public. Mr. Woollcott also played in the title

role of The Man Who Came to Dinner, 1940, a play in which he

himself was lampooned. He was the author of Mrs. Fiske Her

Views on Acting (1917), Two Gentlemen and a Lady (1928),

While Rome Burns (1934) and publisher of two anthologies, The

Woollcott Reader (1935) and Woollcott's Second Reader (1937).

He was stricken with a heart attack while participating in a radio

forum in New York city, Jan. 23, and died a few hours later.

WnrHc and Uooninffc Naur English is the lan*ua e

IfUIUS dllU McallmgS, HeW. of which it may least be

said that it ever stands still. In wartime, with nearly- all the

English-speaking peoples engaged in the conflict, its growth is

vastly accelerated. Most of the added terms, or new meanings of

old terms, quickly fade as their usefulness dies out; others re-

main, but have little more than historic value; a few become

active members of the community of words. The following were

selected out of the many that were born, or gained popularity,

from 1940 to 1943, because they seemed to offer the greatest

promise of survival, or because they were most typical of the

period.

The names of coiners, as far as they were ascertained, appear
in italics. Dates, unless otherwise specified, are those of the

initial appearance of the term or new meaning; a preceding

hyphen (-1939) means that the term or meaning is at least as

old as the date given.
activate. To bring into active existence, as "to activate an air corps squad-

ron"; to put into practise, get busy on, as "to activate a reconversion program."
(Orig. military, -1041.)

aeropolitkf. Political and economic development as influencing, and as influ-

enced by, the development and application of aviation. (Burnct Hershcy, Feb.

28, IQ43-)
bazooka. A firearm, consisting of a metal tube slightly over 50 inches long

and under 3 inches in diameter, with a shoulder stock, front and rear grips, strfhta,

electric battery to set off the charge, and trigger, designed to launch rocket pro-
jectiles. It is operated by two men, one holding and firing the gun, the other load-

ing. (Major Zeb Hastings, 1942, after the musical instrument invented by Bob
Burns, 1905.)
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blo<k-busUr. The 4,ooo-lb. bomb dropped by British Lancaster planes begin-

ning in March 1942; a similar heavy bomb. (1942.)
brfof. To give formal instructions, regarding a scheduled military operation,

to those about to engage in it. (-1940.)
brownout. A voluntary, partial dimout. (Australia, 1942; U.S., 1943.)
cargoliner. A transport plane carrying freight exclusively. (1943.)
chin turret. A gun turret mounted beneath the nose of bombers. (1943.)
co-belligrent, adj. Fighting together (with another power) without a formal

alliance, as "co-belligerent Italy."
n. A country so fighting. (-1813.)

commando. A unit of British soldiers trained in close-range fighting for raids
on enemy territory; loosely, a member of such a unit, or of a similar unit of an-
other nationality. (Winston Churfliill, Oct. 10, 1941, from Portuguese or Spanish
comondo adopted as name for defense units of Boer

Republic.) Compare ranger.
enrich. To supply with added food value, esp. with vitamins and minerals.

A government standard (promulgated May 1941; July 3, 1943) exists for en-
riched flour. (Frank L. Gunderson, summer 1940, from Quaker Oats 9., 1932.)
enrichment.

expediter, expediter. An official charged with keeping uninterrupted the
flow of materials or of routine work in industry and government. Some expediters
are agents of the U.S. army and navy; others are in direct employ within indus-
tries and government bureaus such as the War Production Board. (General
Electric Co., c. 1925)

extend. To make a scarce or expensive food go farther by preparing in com-
bination with a cheaper or more plentiful food, as "to extend meat with cereal."

(1934 as "to adulterate.") extender.

featherbedding. The limiting of work or output in order to spread jobs and
thus prevent unemployment, featherbed rulet. Union regulations to accom-
plish featherbedding.

feather merchant. A slacker. (After comic-strip characters of Bitty DC Beck,
>937, from earlier senses.)

Gl, Gl Joe, n. An American soldier. (77 is to the army as a whole what
doughboy is to the infantry. (Short for Gl soldier, -1941.) adj. Pertaining to the
army services, or ministering to its needs, as "Gl food," "a Gl dance." (General
issue.)

glide-bomb. To bomb, from an aeroplane, by descending at an angle of less
than 65 from the horizontal when releasing bombs. Steeper dives are called

dive-bombing. (~ 1 940. )

globaloney. Nonsense about matters affecting the world as a whole. (Global
baloney. Rep. Clare Luce, Feb. 9, 1943.)

handie-talkie, military. A i>ortable two-way radio telephone weighing about
five Ib. (-1942.) Compare walkie-talkie.
homeostasU. The

tendency
of living organisms to maintain a relatively stable

condition by means of mechanisms which compensate for disturbing factors.
(Walter B. Cannon, 1920.) A similar function elsewhere, as in the social organ-
ism. (-1941.)

incentive pay. Wages paid in accordance with various "incentive plans" or
"systems" which reward increased production; in particular, a piece-work or
modified piece-work system. (-1907.)

Iongram, telegraphy. A deferred day message with a minimum charge for 100
words. (Long telegram. Dec. 1942; service effective Feb. i, 1943.)

mission. The objective of an operational flight, esp. where bombing is involved;
the flight itself. (-1942.)

mock-up. A model of an aircraft, constructed of inexpensive material and
usually full-size, for the purpose of prearranging or studying details of construc-
tion and use. (-19.38.) A similar model of other items of military equipment.
(-1942.) A model in general. (1943.)
newsmap. A map issued periodically with current events depicted on it, and

with accompanying text and illustrations. (News Map oj the Week, a copyrighted
periodical. 1938,)

pathfinder. A flare capable of illuminating the ground for bombing purposes,
even through fog, when dropped by attacking planes. Called also 77 (target-
indicator). (Nov. 1943.)

pattern-bomb. To bomb, from a number of aircraft, in such a way that the
relative position of the craft determines the "pattern" of the bombs when they
strike, so as to cover the target in a desired manner.

pesticide. An agent for controlling farm or garden pests of whatever sort.
The Canadian Fertilizers and Pesticides administrator was commissioned Jan.
20, 1942. (Grants. Peart, Sept. 18, 1940.)

pin-up girl. A girl with whose picture men, esp. soldiers, like to decorate their

quarters. (-1941.)

probable. A supposed casualty, esp. referring to military craft, as "there were
ten destroyed and live probables."

ranger. A member of a battalion of American soldiers, formed Dec. 1941,
trained in close-range fighting for raids on enemy territory. (1942.) Compare
commando.

restore. To bring back a food to the original nutritive value of its ingredients.
(1939.)

scuttlebutt, naval slang. Gossip; a rumour. (-1938. Scuttle-butt story, -1001;
scuttle butt, drinking fountain on board ship, -1843.)
Seabees (gen. plural}. The U.S. navy construction battalions, comprising

welders, carpenters, mechanics, and other personnel skilled in building and sup-
plementary trades, trained to fight as well as work in the field. (1042.)

shuttle, combining form. Involving vehicles, esp. aircraft, .making repeated
trips between fixed points, as "shuttle bombing," "shuttle raid," "shuttle plane."
v. To move a vehicle or by a vehicle in such trips. (-1941, from shuttle train,
-1891.)

snafu, military slang. In a mess, haywire. (Situation normal; 11 fouled
*P)

sortie. An operational flight by one military aircraft. Each return to base
for replenishment is counted as the end of one sortie.

stretch, stretcher. See extend.
suntons. Summer uniform worn by American soldiers.
II. See pathfinder.
trainasKim. A conglomerate structure of metal bars, resembling a large

bird-cage, used to develop
(Training gymnasium. -1942.)

,

muscular co-ordination in military students.

underground, n. An outlawed political or military movement or organization
operating in secret; such organizations collectively, as "the European under-
ground will strike against naziism"; underground fortifications, materials or
equipment protected under ground against attack, adv. Into hiding, into the
underground, as "the patriots had to go underground." undergrounder. A mem-
ber of the underground.
upgrade. To raise (the name or number of a quality) without improving

the quality itself, as "cheaper meats were illegally upgraded." (-1941.)
walkie-talkie, walkee-talkee, wa Iky-to Iky, military. A two-way radio tele-

phone small enough to be transported on horseback; a smaller set carried on the
back of one man. (-1940.) Compare handie-talkie.

wolf. A determined would-be seducer, a man "on the make." (-1937, ^8P
1942, from an older underworld sense.) (D. L. fen )

Work Projects Administration: see FEDERAL WORKS
AGENCY.

Works Agency. Federal: see FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY.
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Section IV

triphibian. Adapted to or using the three elements, land, water and air,
as "a triphibian assault." (Tri-famphibian, Winston Churchill, Aug. 31,
1943.)

triphibious. See triphibion. (Tri+amphibious. Leslie Hore-Belisha, 1041.)
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L INTRODUCTION
In J 943, the industrial and military might of the United States,

the amazing power of the Red army and the destructive force of

the R.A.F. began to pay dividends which surpassed all expecta-
tions and started the turning of the tide of World War II. Ameri-
can men and materials flowed to all theatres of war in great con-

voys and were instrumental in enabling Allied forces to take

the offensive. The Red army not only engaged the bulk of the

wehrmacht on the eastern front, but destroyed its offensive power
as well. In turn, the R.A.F., taking vengeance for the battle of

Britain, crippled the reich's war industry and played havoc with

German civilian morale. In the Pacific, the burden of the war

against the Japanese was carried by American naval, air and land

forces and the attack on Truk in Feb. 1944 indicated that an as-

sault on Japan proper was in the making. As the year 1943 ended,
the axis powers, failing in their physical attempts to halt the

growing military power of the Allies, turned on their propaganda
machine in full force in a supreme effort to sow dissension among
the United States, Great Britain and the soviet union.

Theirs was the desperate hope that the "Big Three" would bo
come divided over political issues and slacken in their joint war
effort. The Allies, however, were determined to push political

controversy into a back seat until the axis was defeated. At con-

ferences in Washington, Cairo and Tehran, they agreed on con-

certed action to destroy the military power of Germany and

Japan.
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^\Jftn Mnyc DATES OF INVASIONS

Carpatho Ukraine by Hungry March 1939

Poland by Germany Sept 1939

Poland by US S.R. Sept.1939

Finland by U.S.S.R. Nov 1939

|

"'"

]
Denmark and Norway by Germany April 1940

Netherlands and Belgium by Germany May 1940

France by Germany June 1940

German Occupied France June 1940

Greece by Italy Oct. 1940, by Germany April 1941

Yugoslavia by Germany April 1941

Iraq by British May 1941

Italian Cast Africa occupied by British May 1941

Syria by British ft Free French June 1941

U.S.S.R. by Germany & Finland June 1941

Jran by British & U.S.S.R. Aug. 1941

Algeria & Morocco by Allies Nov. 1942

Sicily, July 1943 Italy, Sept. 1943

Vichy France by Germany Nov. 1942

Tunisia by Axis Nov. 1942

Toulon (ell Nov. 27, 1942

Occupied by 8rtti$h Hag 1940

Occupied by United States July 1941

^ ^xjv. racroc I

j
Occupied by British I

1 April 1940 I

Buttle Line I

f Dec. 31, 1942\

Battle Lints

as ofJan. 1, 1942

Farthest Axis

Advance In 1942

Allies iftuadc Sicily July 9, 1943

Sicily surrenders Aug. 17, 1943

Mainland invaded Sept. 3, 1949

Italy tignt Armistice Sept. 8, 1943

Italy declares war on Germany

Oct. 1H. 1<)43

Ankara

TURKEY

SAUDI
ARABIA

(/. S. forces land at Casablanca,

Ornn and Algiers Nov. 1942 and,

joined by British and French,

driue Into Tunisia Doc. 1942.

Italian drive to Sidi Barrani Sept. 40

1st British driue to el Aghetla Feb. 41

1st Axis driue to Sollum May 41

2nd British drive to el Agheila Jan. 42

2nd Axis driue to 1 Alamein June 42

3rd British driue to Tunisia Feb. 1943

Tripolifell Jan. 23, 1943

ANGLO-EGYPTIAN

Khartoum

SUDAN

CHANGES IN TERRITORIAL
CONTROL BY CONQUEST
Sptembr 1,1939 -Dcfunbr 31,1943

C.S.HAMMOND & Co.N.Y.

occupy British Somaliland Aug. 1940

He-occupied by British April 1941

British invade Critna Jan. 194 1

r surrender in fthiopia May 194 1

||._AIR WAR OVER EUROPE

I. Introduction. In 1943 the Allied air offensive was produc-

ing terror and devastation in Germany. Blockbusters fell in

mounting numbers on Hitler's Festung Europa, demolishing en-

tire cities, razing war plants, destroying rail centres and breaching

dams. Thousands of homeless civilians were evacuated from the

stricken industrial areas. Civilian morale was seriously under-

mined and popular resentment against the nazi regime became so

widespread that the gestapo was compelled to employ its cus-

tomary brutal measures to silence the growing undercurrent of

defeatism. Air power, first applied by the nazis to batter civilian

populations into submission became, in 1943, a Frankenstein that

turned against its inventors and threatened to destroy them.

From the strategical point of view the Allied air offensive was

eminently successful. The destruction of war plants robbed the

nazi armies in Russia id Italy of vital supplies. The luftwaffe,

compelled to maintain larger forces at home to counter the Allied

air blows, weakened its formations in Russia and Italy.

In early 1943 the royal air force was still the principal offensive

weapon of the Allied air command and was used primarily as an

area-bombing force. The huge formations of British bombers that



THE FOCKE-WULF plane plant at Maricnburg, East Prussia, after bombing
by U.S. Flying Fortresses Oot. 9, 1943. British Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles

Portal called this raid "the most perfect example of the accurate distribution

of bombs" A

raided the reich at night would concentrate over a given industrial

city and saturate it with several thousands of tons of bombs in

the shortest possible time. The U.S. 8th air force, then only

one-seventh the size of the R.A.F., had the task of making high-

level precision attacks on specific nazi targets. The U.S. bombers

sacrificed bomb-load capacity for heavier armour and greater fire-

power needed to ward off the enemy fighter planes. The success

of the precision attacks inclined Allied leaders to the view that a

joint air offensive to destroy the economic fabric of the reich was

entirely feasible and they gave approval to a round-the-clock

aerial offensive over the reich.

This new offensive was well under way in 1943. By the spring,

the combined Allied air force based in England was raining an

ever-increasing tonnage of explosives over reich industrial and

military objectives. Flights of 700 or more planes sweeping
across the channel were nearly a daily or nightly occurrence.

The bomb-loads increased substantially and the area of damage
was widened. Britain itself was producing more planes than the

reich and in the 2o-month period from Jan. 1942 to Sept. 1943,

the U.S. alone produced 110,000 aircraft. Furthermore, under its

building program for 1944, American factories were scheduled to

turn out more than 150,000 planes, the greater part of which

were destined for the European theatre of operations. By the

end of the year, it appeared that the once-mighty luftwaffe was

hopelessly outnumbered and was facing extinction, since one of

the major objectives of the Allied strategy was destruction of the

German air force.

2. The Ruhr Valley Raids.- One of the chief targets of the

Allied bomber squadrons was the Ruhr valley, industrial arsenal

of the reich, which was hit with terrific force. In the month of

June alone, the R.A.F. dropped 15,000 tons of bombs on Ger-

many, mostly over the Ruhr. Of the Ruhr cities having popula-

tions of 100,000 or more, all but one had been bombed at least

772

once, some scores of times, by the summer of 1943. More than

1,000 acres of, Duesseldorf were devastated in a single raid on

June n, 1943. The giant Krupp munitions works in Essen were

paralyzed by repeated Allied aerial blows and in the city proper,

more than 4,000 acres had been laid waste. Cologne, the first city

to feel the destructive weight of the i,ooo-plane raid, had been

blasted more than 120 times by the end of the year. Half of the

city of Wuppertal had been levelled to the ground, Dortmund
was in ruins and the commercial centre of Duisburg was demol-

ished. Bombs also rained with monotonous regularity on Stutt-

gart, Muelheim, Krefeld, Bochum and Oberhausen.

In order to kill "20 birds with one stone," R.A.F. planes flew

deep into the reich, May 16, and dropped dynamite-charged
mines on the Moehne and Eder dams, two of the biggest in Ger-

many. The great river walls were breached by the explosives and

millions of tons of water spilled into the upper Ruhr and Weser

valleys. The cities of Dortmund, Wuppertal, Soest, Kassel and

Gelsenkirchen were inundated. Swedish travellers reported that

nearly all war work in the Ruhr had been, brought to a standstill

by the floods and that the raid on the^dams was 20 times more

destructive than an ordinary air attack.

3. Long-Distance Raids. The Allied raids were not confined

exclusively to the Ruhr. Industrial and military establishments

throughout axis Europe were battered by Allied planes. Long-
distance bombers struck at objectives as far distant as Trondhjcm
in Norway and Crete in the Mediterranean. Industrial cities in

Italy were heavily bombed by formations based in England and

North Africa while Russian air fleets from bases to the east

struck furiously at East Prussian targets. One of the spectacular

raids of the European air war was a bold attack staged by a for-

mation of 177 U.S. Liberator bombers, based in North Africa,

against the oil refineries at Ploesti, Rumania. The Ploesti raid on

Aug. i, 1943, one of the longest round-trip flights of the year, was

costly. Fifty-three of the bombers were lost and 400 men were

casualties. But the results were satisfactory. Although the

bombers spent only 60 seconds over the target, they crippled

five of the refineries. One source estimated that it would take the

Germans at least several months to repair the damage.
4. The Destruction of Hamburg. The great summer air

offensive was climaxed by the raids on Hamburg which started

July 24. The greatest port and second city of the reich, Ham-

burg was bombed eight times in six days by R.A.F. and American

formations. At least 8,000 tons of explosives and incendiaries

struck the city in those 144 hours. Flames from the burning

buildings shot thousands of feet into the air lighting up the

heavens above Hamburg like a blazing canopy. The once-flourish-

ing city of 1,692,000 lit up like tinder under the impact of the

Allied bombs. Fires swept through street after street. Some quar-

ters of the city were entirely wiped out; hardly a district es-

caped punishment. The cascading explosives smashed docks,

cranes, harbour installations and submarine pens. Oil refineries,

factories, gas works and telephone exchanges were also destroyed.

Casualties were estimated at 14,000 killed and more than 400,000

people were reported left homeless. The nazi raids on Coventry

England's most heavily-bombed city were trivial compared
with the Allied blows on Hamburg. In their heaviest raid on

Coventry 400 German planes dropped 450 tons in nine hours a

rate of almost a ton a minute. In the eighth and biggest raid on

Hamburg, the R.A.F. dropped 2,250 long tons in 45 minutes a

rate of more than 50 tons a minute. A close examination of recon-

naissance photographs subsequently revealed that about 77% of

the city was destroyed. About 5,000 to 6,000 acres were totally

devastated. The raids on Hamburg were a convincing demonstra-

tion of faultless co-operation between the day and night arms of

the combined Allied air force. While the R.A.F. sledge-hammered
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the city by night, saturating wide areas, the U.S.A.A.F. followed

up with pinpoint attacks on vital targets left unscathed by the

British bombers. Speedy plywood Mosquito bombers filled the in-

tervals with "psychological" attacks intended to wear down
civilian morale and to fceep the defenders off balance.

5. The Battle of Berlin. The methodical destruction of Ham-
burg was a portent of things to come. It signified that the com-

bined Allied air forces intended to obliterate Berlin by over-

whelming mass aerial bombings. An Allied announcement to this

effect led the nazi authorities to evacuate all residents, except

workers in essential war industries and civilian activities, from

Berlin. The capital of the reich and the greatest manufacturing
centre on the continent, Berlin had been raided over 60 times up
to the late summer of 1943. In August the R.A.F. struck Berlin

twice, Au3. 23 and Aug. 31. In each raid 1,500 tons of bombs
were dropped on the city. Although this figure was about twice

the tonnage loosed over Berlin in any previous raid, these blows

were merely skirmishes in which the R.A.F. was testing its own
sinews and the strength of enemy defenses. In the first raid the

British lost 58 bombers, the heaviest R.A.F. loss in a single raid

in 1943. In the second, the nazis gave evidence that they were

fully determined to protect the capital. The luftwaffe had sent

up 500 night fighters to meet the onrushing R.A.F. raiders. The
German interceptor craft, many of which were fitted with search-

lights in their noses, dropped white flares in geometrical patterns

so that the British had to cross the lighted lanes, revealing them-

selves for attack. Although the British planes broke through the

luftwaffe air defense, their losses were again high, and 47 bombers

were missing. On Sept. 3, the British air command shifted its

tactics to meet the strong nazi air defense. Instead of using the

slower Halifaxes and Stirlings, they employed the speedier Lan-

caster bombers, which flashed across Berlin in 20 minutes, drop-

ping their entire bomb load of 1,120 tons in that interval, and

then streaked back to their home bases. Casualties in this raid

were halved and only 22 bombers were lost over Berlin as well as

in operations over the Rhineland and France and channel patrols.

The capital was then spared heavy raids until Nov. 18, when

the battle of Berlin began in earnest. On that day, a great R.A.F.

armada bombed both Berlin and Ludwigshafen-Mannheim with

over 2,500 tons of bombs. Four days later the R.A.F. forma-

tions opened a new bombing cycle. Starting Nov*. 22 the R.A.F.

pounded the capital on five consecutive nights, loosing some 5,000

tons of explosives in all over the city. Two of the attacks were

staged by R.A.F. Mosquitoes; the other three were full-dress

raids. The R.A.F. mixed incendiary with explosive bombs to cause

the greatest damage possible. Blockbusters were used to collapse

walls, pierce water mains, snap electric power cables and break

windows thus creating a draft to fan the flames. Then thousands

of incendiaries were poured over the city. Once fires were started,

more explosives were tumbled over Berlin to create enough blast

and vacuum to spread the fire over unburned areas. A large sec-

tion of the city lay in ruins. The centre of town was the worst

hit. Three rail stations were reported destroyed. The foreign

office on Wilhelmstrasse was burned to the ground and the Ger-

man air ministry, as well as the British, French and U.S. embas-

sies were demolished. The industrial areas suffered heavily, many
Berliners were bombed out and thousands of homeless left the

city.

In the 77-day period, starting Dec. i, 1943, and ending Feb.

15, 1944, the R.A.F. cascaded more than 13,000 tons of bombs

over the capital in n raids. This brought the total weight of ex-

plosives dropped from the beginning of the battle of Berlin, Nov.

18, 1943, to more than 28,000 tons. The R.A.F. bombing of

Feb. 15, 1944, was one of the heaviest aerial attacks in history.

On that date, an estimated 1,000 British bombers smothered Ber-

lin with more than 2,800 tons of bombs in a fiery 3o-minute
attack. Returning fliers said the capital was a solid wall of flames

and that smoke columns plumed four miles into the air. By March

i, 1944, it was reported that Berlin was a dying city. Almost

every utility from the Templehof aerodrome to the transit service

was destroyed or severely damaged. Reich government offices

were moved out and reports from neutral countries said that more
than 50% of the city's dwellings had been demolished.

6. The Luftwaffe on the Defensive. By the winter of

1943-44, the luftwaffe was waging a desperate but losing battle

for survival. Hitler, compelled to withdraw many planes from

Russia to protect the home front, frantically switched his bomber

plants to production of fighter planes. But these last-minute meas-

ures were unavailing. The German fighter command suffered

heavy losses and was unable to check the Allied air fleets, which

in the month of July alone, dropped 26,000 tons of explosives on

targets in Germany. As the luftwaffe was both quantitatively ami

qualitatively inferior to Allied air forces, it had no choice but to

fight a defensive delaying action. Nevertheless, it was still an

efficient and dangerous instrument for destruction and carried a

deadly sting. German fighter squadrons generally took a substan-

tial toll of attacking bombers and allied losses of 20 to 40 bombers
on daylight raids were not uncommon. Accurate anti-aircraft fire

was also responsible for bringing down many Allied warplanes.

Called on to develop defensive measures to counterbalance the

topheavy Allied air superiority, the Germans speeded up fighter

craft production in late 1943. At the same time, however, the

number of German aircraft shot down by Allied formations also

increased. In Oct. 1943 U.S. bombers alone destroyed a total of

784 planes during seven operational days that month, while all

German planes shot down by the combined Allied air forces based

in England during October numbered 1,079. Nazi aircraft losses

in the Mediterranean and Russian theatres of war are not in-

cluded in this figure. Although German aircraft plants substan-

tially augmented the output of combat planes, it was doubtful

whether they could produce enough planes to balance these

losses.

Among the other defensive measures introduced by the Ger-

mans to overcome their deficiency in numbers was a radio-con-

trolled rocket-propelled glider bomb. First reported in action in

the Italian campaign by Allied officers, the new rocket bomb was

towed by mother craft at high altitudes and then released

toward the target. Steered by remote control radio, this spectacu-

lar missile was reported very deadly in effect.

7. The Srowth of U.S. Air Forces. The phenomenal growth

of the U.S. bomber squadrons based in England was one of the

amazing and brilliant accomplishments of the U.S. war effort in

1943. When the Allied military command decided to try out the

efficacy of the yet untested precision daylight raid over French

targets in the summer of 1942, the U.S. 8th air force had 12

Flying Fortresses available for the experiment. On Aug. 17 of

that year these dozen bombers flew 50 mi. into France, dropped
1 8 tons of bombs on Rouen's freight yards, and returned without

the loss of a single plane. The crucial experiment was a success

and a good section of the American aircraft industry was geared

to the production of thousands of bombers to increase the size

of the U.S. 8th air force and make it a mighty offensive weapon.

Exactly a year later, on Aug. 17, 1943, a U.S, aerial task force,

this time totalling more than 350 Fortresses, penetrated deep into

Germany, and divided into three sections. Two of the flying col-

umns dropped 424 tons of bombs on Schweinfurt, damaging an

important roller-bearing works, and battled their way back to

Britain through dense flak and clouds of nad interceptor

planes. The third column continued on to Regensburg, paralyzed

the big Messerschmitt factory with a bomb load of 298 tons,
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and shuttled straight across to North Africa. More than 800

American heavy bombers were in the aerial armada that struck

Frankfurt-on-Main on Jan. 29, 1944, with 1,800 tons of explosives

the heaviest raid to that date carried out by the U.S. 8th air

force. With the Frankfurt raid, the U.S. air forces in England had

come of age and had reached parity with the royal air force.

During its first full year of operation, the U.S. 8th air force had

carried out 124 attacks. Its targets were U-boat operating bases,

building and repair yards. It also attacked luftwaffe airfields, in-

stallations and nazi plane factories as well as industrial plants and

transport and shipping facilities. The weight and variety of the

U.S. heavy bomber attacks grew steadily and the luftwaffe was

compelled to double, in western Europe, the number of fighter

craft whose specific job was to ward off the big daylight raiders.

The luftwaffe, nevertheless, did succeed in inflicting heavy
losses on some formations. In the Regensburg-Schweinfurt raid,

60 Fortresses were lost with 581 crew members, of whom 346 were

alive although prisoners in Germany. During the triple raid on

Brunswick, Oschersleben and Halberstadt on Jan. n, 1944, 60

bombers of the U.S. 8th air force, manned by an estimated 595

men, were shot down. The U.S. air command contended that the

loss of the bombers in both raids was more than compensated by
the destruction of vital German industrial plants.

By the winter of 1943-44, the U.S. 8th air force, employed

solely on strategical missions, was joined by the U.S. 9th air

force. A tactical air weapon, the 9th consisted mostly of medium
bombers and fighters designed to soften coastal defenses for the

scheduled invasion of western Europe.

8. Statistics. The following figures graphically illustrate the

scope and intensity of the Allied air bombardment of the reich

during the last three months of 1943:
Short tons

%
/.

Tonnage of bombs dropped:
*

By the R.A.F 44,240 v *

By the U.S.A.A.F 28,227 #

Total 72,467 ;

Number of Operations: Y
Night Bombing (R.A.F.) 56
Day Bombing (R.A.F. ) 41
Day Bombing (U.S.A.A.F. ) 36

Short tons

1940 5,88o
1941 25,760

Short loos

1942 4L440
1943 152,448

Total 133

Plane Losses:

R.A.F 672
U.S.A.A.F 489

Total 1,161

The following table shows the tonnage of bombs dropped

annually on Germany by the R.A.F. since July 1940. The first

figure is for the last six months of 1940 only:

RUSSIAN TROOPS IN KHARKOV after its first capture by Red army troops
Feb. 16, 1943. The city was retaken by the Germans a month later, but
occupied again by the Russiani Aug. 23

III. THE RUSSIAN FRONT
I. Introduction. In 1943 the myth of invincibility that once

cloaked the German wehrmacht had been ground into the dust

of the Russian steppes, and with it was laid to rest Adolf Hitler's

grandiose schemes for converting vast sections of the soviet union

into nazi lebcnsraum. Like the armies of Napoleon 130 years be-

fore, the nazi forces were retreating from Russia. Allowed no rest

by the constantly attacking Russians, they were battered and
bled white and were falling back toward the Baltic states, Poland

and Rumania. But unlike the ragged French troops that broke

and ran in headlong flight during Napoleon's retreat from Moscow
in 1812, the Germans retreated in order and literally had to be

uprooted by the advancing Russians. Discipline was still strong

among the nazi troops and their morale was firm. Yet, barring a

miracle, it was evident at the beginning of 1944 that the defeat

of the wehrmacht in Russia was inevitable and only a matter of

time.

Many military observers contended that Hitler's gross under-

estimation of the strength of the Red army was the greatest single

factor contributing to the downfall of nazi armies in Russia.

Others argued that Hitler and the German general staff were well

aware of Russia's growing military power and that the nazi in-

vasion of June 1941 represented a desperate gamble to destroy it.

Time will be required to settle this academic controversy, but

the successes of the Red army, the military talents of its leaders

and its apparently inexhaustible reservoirs of manpower and
materiel were established contemporary facts in 1943. While no

little credit for the Russian successes in 1943 was due the Allies

who shipped substantial quantities of planes, tanks, guns and

motorized equipment to the soviet union, the Russian victories

were, for the greatest part, self-earned. They accepted hardships

and sacrifices cheerfully and showed astonishing fighting spirit.

In 1944 the Red army was the most powerful fighting force in

Europe and it was amply stocked with materiel turned out by the

transplanted factories in the Urals.

2. The Winter Campaign, 1942-43. The turn of the tide

in the Russian campaign occurred at Stalingrad. There the Ger-

mans lost the strategical initiative, never to regain it throughout

1943. They had bludgeoned their way into the city in the autumn
of 1942, and after terrific fighting they captured most of it. But

they failed to dislodge the Russians from the bunker-fortified

Mamai Kurgan hill, a high bluff that rises up from the Volga.

This strategic hill controlled the west bank of the Volga and the

Russians clung to it tenaciously, compelling the nazis to con-

sume manpower and materiel in their futile efforts to capture the

bluff. While the Germans were absorbed in their gigantic effort to

oust the Russians from Mamai Kurgan, six soviet armies held in

reserve launched a lightning manoeuvre to encircle the attacking

force. Overnight, the positions of the opposing forces had

changed; the trappers became the trapped. The nazis, apparently,

did not realize the peril of their situation and made no effort to

withdraw. By Dec. i, the German 6th army, commanded by Mar-

shal von Paulus, was encircled and completely cut off from other

nazi units to the west. In order to prevent the wehrmacht from

massing enough strength to break through the ring forged around

Stalingrad and rescue the 6th army, the Russians launched another

offensive 400 mi. to the northwest against the strong nazi belt of

fortifications in the Kursk-Kharkov area. While this drive was

proceeding, the Russian forces surrounding Stalingrad slowly

twisted the garrote about the German 6th army, whose full

strength was estimated at 22 divisions, or about 330,000 men.

By Jan. i, 1943, the 6th army's position was hopeless. Wishing
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to avoid needless slaughter, the Russians urged von Paulus to

surrender. But he refused and the soviet armies continued the

grim task of systematic annihilation. On Jan. 26 a Russian break-

through split the German defending army into two groups. One

group, with the 6th army's commander, von Paulus, surrendered

on Feb. i. The second gave up the following qaorning. Thus ended

the battle of Stalingrad, one of the bloodiest in history. Some
sources believed that von Paulus could have broken out of the

Stalingrad trap during the first week of the Russian offensive.

High German officers captured in the ruined city declared that

they never received the order to do so from von Paulus. The
German commander himself was silent on this question. There

were reports, however, that Hitler for some "intuitive" reason or-

dered von Paulus to stay and battle on.

The final victory at Stalingrad proved the wisdom of the Rus-

sian course, followed in the early stages of the Don battle, to

avoid direct contact with the superior nazi plane-tank combat

team. The Russians adroitly manoeuvred away from frontal as-

saults and carefully husbanded men and material for future bat-

tles. Other salient features of the Stalingrad battle were the

courage and doggedness of Russian troops, the proper timing of

the Russian counteroffensive that caught the Germans off guard
and the superiority of Russian artillery which blunted the sharp

point of the German panzers. One Russian general said that the

Germans at Stalingrad committed no tactical mistakes, but added

that they made a "strategical mistake" in putting Hitler at the

command of the wehrmacht.

Important though Stalingrad was, it represented merely one

phase of the Russian winter offensive of 1942-43. The major
Russian objectives were to reconquer lost territory, to break the

main German line by destroying its anchor positions and to de-

stroy the wehrmacht. In order to accomplish its aims, the Rus-

sians launched five offensives: (i) the drive on Stalingrad, Nov.

19, 1942; (2) the attack on the German pocket in the Rzhev-

Vyazma sector, opened Nov. 28-29, 1942; (3) the smash

against the Kharkov-Kursk line, started on Dec. 15, 1942; (4) the

Caucasus offensive opened Jan. 4, 1943, and (5) the drive to lift

the siege of Leningrad, launched Jan. n, 1943.

All five offensives were successful. The Germans, their tank

forces chopped to pieces by Russian "blitz-grinding" tactics, fell

back on all fronts to shorten their lines and tighten their de-

fenses. On the northern front, three Russian columns struck hard

at German fortifications controlling Leningrad, forced a break-

through and carved out a broad corridor 9 mi. wide and 6 mi.

deep. This corridor enabled the Russians to establish a land route

by which to supply Leningrad with food and substantially eased

the German siege.

Below Leningrad three Russian spearheads cut the Rzhev-

Smolensk railway, annihilated an estimated 75,000 Germans in

Velikie Luki, and captured the town by Jan. 2, 1943. The fall of

Velikie Luki weakened the German hold on the Rzhev-Vyazma

pocket and the Russians, maintaining systematic pressure on this

key area, captured Rzhev, March 3, and Vyazma, a strong nazi

"hedgehog" fortification, March 12.

Below Moscow, on the broad sector running from Orel through

Kursk and Belgorod and south to Kharkov, initial Russian opera-

tions were success ful. The defenses of the great German base at

Kursk collapsed under a savage artillery bombardment and Kursk

was captured, Feb. 8. The following day Belgorod was taken by
the Russians, and on Feb. 16, Kharkov was reoccupied.

To the south, soviet units recaptured Rostov, the fourth time

this city had changed hands since the start of the war.

In the Kharkov-Belgorod area, however, the Russians had

outraced their lines of supply and the Germans struck back with

surprising speed in March. The soviet armies in this sector re-

treated 80 mi. to protect their overextended communications and
evacuated Kharkov by March 14, and Belgorod a week later.

Far south in the Caucasus another Red army offensive was

meeting with success. Russian divisions were attacking with

vigour the flanks of the thin nazi spearheads wedged into the

Caucasus. The Germans fell far short of their original objective

the capture of the Baku oilfields and were stalled 400 mi.

short of their goal when the Soviets opened their counteroffensive

Jan. 4, 1943. The Russian plan was to isolate enemy forces in

the Caucasus by cutting off their land escapes at Rostov and

their waterway link with the Kerch peninsula. But rather than

risk another Stalingrad entrapment, the Germans quickly folded

back their lines and withdrew to the north. Five weeks after the

start of their drive the Russians had retaken Mozdok, Georgievs
1
:,

Mineralne Vodi and other key cities in the Caucasus and ha<l

rewon most of the German footholds on the^ eastern shores of

the sea of Azov. The nazis, however, still retained a bridgehead
on the Kuban delta. Presumably they hoped to resume the Cau-

casus drive in the summer.

By April 1943 the five Russian drives had halted. The armies

of both sides were obviously fatigued and required rest and

replacements by fresh divisions. Spring thaws made the Russian

roads impassable and both the Red army and the wehrmacht

used this period of enforced inactivity to prepare for the summer

campaigns.

During their second winter offensive, which lasted from mid-

Nov. 1942 until the end of March 1943, the Russians had dealt

a paralyzing blow to the nazi military machine. German casualties

were huge. A Moscow statement said 850,000 nazis were killed

and 350,000 more were taken prisoner during the four-month cam-

paign. In addition to leaving thousands of dead on the battle-

fields of Russia, the nazis also abandoned an enormous quantity
of war material and relinquished their grip on 185,000 sq.mi. or

soviet territory. Of equal importance to the losses in men and

material inflicted on the wehrmacht were the strategical gains of

the Red army. The powerful German hedgehog line had been

pierced at several points and the Russians were in a favourable

position to launch flanking operations against the remaining Ger-

man anchors.

3. The Summer Campaign. 1943. Between April and July

5, 1943, land operations were restricted to local forays and ex-

ploratory sorties. Seasonal rains had softened the broad battle

areas stretching from Leningrad to Novorossiisk into' fields of

oozing mud. In May, when the spring sun hardened airfields, the

luftwaffe went out on strategical missions to disrupt and dislo-

cate Russian communications deep in the rear. But the German
bomber formations were met in mid-air by swarms of Russian

fighter planes and scores of the nazi craft were destroyed before

they ever reached their targets. At the same time Ru rsian

bombers proceeded on similar missions back of the German lines

and had more success in carrying out their missions. This sur-

prising reversal in the balance of air power on the eastern front

was a bad omen for nazi plans for a new summer offensive. The

luftwaffe had undergone a serious decline in power while in-

versely, the Russian air force had grown in strength until it was

more than a match for its opposite number. The gradual weaken-

ing of German air power in Russia was due to: (i) the steady

bombing of reich aircraft factories by Allied planes based in

England, and (2) the diversion of German air-power to the

Mediterranean and the European war theatres. At the same time

the Red air force was strengthened by Allied aid the U.S. alone

had shipped 6,500 planes to the soviet union by the fall of 1943

and the enormously increased output of Russian factories.

By the end of June both armies were preparing for a new test

of strength. The Germans had an estimated 240 to 260 divisions
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in Russia but the failure of the luftwaffe to gain ascendency over

the Red air force crippled the efficacy of the strongest German
offensive weapon the plane-tank team. Although the wehrmacht

was still a force to be reckoned with, it had suffered serious re-

verses over the winter and the morale of the individual soldier

had been damaged. On the other hand, the Russian army was

strong and ready, numbered between 250 and 275 divisions. Red

army reserves were apparently limitless.

The third German bid to knock out the Red army was launched

July 5, 1943. The wehrmacht attacked on the Orel-Belgorod front

in areas where both armies had been concentrating troops for

weeks. Hitler's commanders, hurling large forces of armour at the

Russians, succeeded in denting soviet lines in the first week of

battle. The wehrmacht command again used tanks to spearhead

its drive with infantry following up. But the Russians, instead of

leaving their positions, let the panzers pass through. Soviet in-

fantry then emerged from its trenches, repulsed the German foot-

soldiers with heavy losses while batteries of rapid-fire guns

chopped up the tanks in the rear. The German drive was stopped

after a week of fighting. Employing their enormously superior

fire-power, the Russians then mounted a powerful offensive of

their own which was preceded by one of the heaviest artillery bar-

rages in history. The bombardment opened before dawn on July
12 and was concentrated on a sector near Orel about 20 mi. long

and 4 mi. deep. The Russians massed great numbers of guns
more than 10 times as many gun barrels per mile of front as

had been used at Verdun during World War I and literally

burned out the stricl.cn German sector. Then big Russian tanks

protected by planes plunged over the charred ground. Lacking the

firepower to halt the Russian tank assault, the nazis fell back.

They could not stem the irresistible soviet surge over the flat

country toward Orel and on Aug. 5 both Orel and Belgorod were
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captured by the Red army.
The fall of Orel endangered the entire German line below

Smolensk. The soviet force then split into three columns. One

sped toward Bryansk, another moved on Smolensk and a third

oward Kharkov. All three columns pressed forward rapidly. The
jermans retreated, albeit slowly and stubbornly. On Aug. 23,

1943, the Russians recaptured Kharkov, loosening another bolt

in the collapsing nazi "hedgehogs" and hammered new spear-

heads into nazi defenses west of the city. This manoeuvre was

designed to wrest the entire Donets basin from German control.

Having won three decisive battles at the Kursk salient and at

Orel and Kharkov the Red army moved quickly westward in the

hope of cracking the German defenses along the Dnieper river

before the winter frosts set in. The key points of the German

"Dnieper line" were, running north to south, Smolensk, Kiev and

Dnepropetrovsk. But two nazi strongpoints stood in the path
of the Russian push toward the Dnieper. To the * north was

Bryansk, a rail centre guarding the approaches to Smolensk and

Kiev. To the south was Taganrog, a cfefense outpost wedged deep
into Russian lines below Rostov. The Red army launched savage

attacks on both of these key bastions. Taganrog was the first to

fall. The Russians broke into the city Aug. 30 and wiped out the

German garrison of 40,000 men in the Taganrog area in subse-

quent operations. A fortnight later, Sept. 17, the Russians took

Bryansk. The soviet troops then stepped up their drive to the

Dnieper. At the same time they launched a blistering attack on

the German bridgehead on the Kuban delta, recapturing the naval

base of Novorossiysk on Sept. 16. By this time the Red army
offensive along the 7oomi. front from Smolensk to the axis

bridgehead in the Caucasus gathered jnomentum. Shaken by the

terrific force of the Russian blows, the Germans retreated stead-

ily, giving up one vantage point after another. By Sept. 25 the

nazis were compelled to evacuate Smolensk and retired to the

west bank of the Dnieper. At the same time Russian forces were

storming their way into the suburbs of Kiev and to the south were

advancing on the Dnieper bend.

By Oct. 5 the Russians had made impressive gains due to

their successful exploitation of German weak spots, Russian at-

tacks would ripple up and down the German line until a lesion

was found; then the attackers would hit that spot with a terrific

hammer-blow. Lacking adequate reserves the wehrmacht could

not cope with these tactics. The main nazi problem was to con-

serve manpower and to keep their armies intact. Although they

had been badly mauled during the retreat to the Dnieper, the

Germans had nevertheless conducted an orderly and skilful retire-

ment. One factor was of negative help to the Germans. In retreat-

ing westward, they relinquished territory and shortened their

lines. This shrinkage enabled them to release some forces used

for policing occupied areas to fill gaps in the depleted ranks of

the combat troops. During the first three months of their sum-

mer offensive, the Russians had reoccupied another 90,000 sq.mi.

of territory. They recovered the Donets basin and its coal re-

serves, large sections of the fertile Ukraine and had put the oil

of the Caucasus far beyond the German grasp.

4. The Winter Campaign, 1943-44. The Russian winter

offensive of 1943-44 was a continuation of the summer drive.

The wehrmacht, weakened by heavy casualties, did not have suf-

ficient strength to halt the soviet advances and to dig in behind

a winter line. By contrast, the Red army was stronger than ever,

had an abundance of arms and reserves and was able to continue

its drive without stopping. On Oct. 5, the Russian line extended

from Leningrad to Velikie Luki, then south to Gomel, whence it

followed the configuration of the Dnieper to Zaporozhe. From

Zaporozhe the line Swung straight south to the German-held base

at Melitopol and thence to the sea of Azov. At this time, the

Red army had five major offensives operating: (i) in the Nevel

area above Smolensk, the Russians were striking toward the

Baltic states, (2) in the Smolensk area, soviet troops were edging
their way along the route toward Minsk in White Russia, (3) in

the Kiev area, the Russians were preparing to cross the Dnieper,

capture the key base of Kiev and traverse the gateway to Poland,

(4) in the Ukraine, Red army units were battering at the German
defenses on the west bank of the Dnieper, aiming at Dneprope-
trovsk and (5) on the northern banks of the sea of Azov, soviet

armies were pounding at German lines defending Zaporozhe and

Melitopol.

In Oct. 1943 the Russians crossed the Dnieper at several

places, thus hurdling a major obstacle in their campaign to drive

the nazis out of soviet lands. In the southern Ukraine, they sealed

off the last land escape for German forces in the Crimea by tak-

ing Perekop, and to the north they crowned their offensive tri-

umphs with the capture of Kiev, Nov. 6. The reconquest of Kiev

collapsed the German middle Dnieper defenses and put the Rus-

sians at the gate of an invasion route into central Europe via a

land corridor between the Pripet marshes on the north and the

Carpathian mountains on the south. Exploiting the advantage

gained at Kiev, the Russian armies fanned out to the west and

captured Zhitomir, Nov. 13. At this juncture, the Germans lashed

back with a strong counterattack, chopping away at the over-

extended Russian communications and compelled Gen. Vatutin's

ist Ukrainian army to relinquish Zhitomir and fall back toward

Kiev. The nazis pressed their attack and on Nov. 30, they recap-

tured nearby Korosten. In order to ease their direct frontal pres-

sure at the western gates of Kiev, the Russians countered with

fierce blows around the periphery of the Kiev bulge, capturing

several strongholds in this area. This manoeuvre compelled the

nazis to halt their drive at Kiev and shift troops to the threat-

ened areas to stave off potential Russian break-throughs. Gen.

Vatutin's forces in the Kiev sector, reinforced with great masses

of artillery, then loosed a terrific bombardment of the German

positions. Nazi tank phalanxes that attempted to force Russian

lines in the Kiev area were tossed in the air by the scorching

barrage and by Dec. 27 Vatutin's forces had resumed the offen-

sive. They recaptured Zhitomir, Dec. 31, and by Feb. 10, 1944,

they had penetrated prewar Poland. Meanwhile, to the north, a

similar concentrated artillery barrage had crushed the German
fortifications around Leningrad. Three Russian armies then

opened a concerted offensive in Jan. 1944. The northern column

completely cleared the Leningrad area and had crossed into

Estonia. The central column swept around Lake Ilmen, capturing

Staraya Russa and the southern column was driving toward the

borders of Latvia. On the southern Ukraine front, the Russians

had more difficulty in their attacks on the strong German de-

fenses within the Dnieper bend. A German counteroffensive,

started in mid-January, was launched against Russian positions

north of Vinnitsa in an effort to relieve pressure on this outpost

guarding the vital Odessa-Lwow railway. Instead of fighting this

offensive, the Russians decided to attack elsewhere and in a sur-

prise manoeuvre encircled 10 German divisions in the Korsun

area. The Germans could not break this trap and lost more than

80,000 men in this miniature Stalingrad, which was liquidated by
Feb. 17, 1944.

It was difficult to estimate the casualties of the Russian cam-

paign; each side tended to exaggerate the other's losses and to

minimize their own. In June 1943 a Russian communique stated

that German casualties from the start of the war totalled 6,400,-

ooo killed and captured as against 4,200,000 Russians killed or

wounded. A subsequent German statement that the Russians had

lost 20,000,000 in dead, wounded and missing was dismissed as

propaganda* The Russian figures corresponded roughly to an
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estimate made by the British ministry of economic warfare, Oct.

i5 IQ43, which put German losses at 4,000,000 in dead alone.

Nine-tenths of the nazi casualties, according to this estimate,

were sustained on Russian battlefields. This was twice the num-
ber of Germans killed in World War I. In the summer and fall

offensives, the nazis claimed that Russian casualties were 1,300,-

ooo dead, 1,570,000 wounded and 130,000 prisoners. The Rus-

sians said German losses in this same period were 900,000 dead,

1.702,000 wounded and 98,000 captured.

IV. THE MEDITERRANEAN CAMPAIGN
*"

I, The Tunisian Campaign. In Jan. 1943 the Allied offen-

sive in North Africa, which had gotten off to a running start two

months before when Anglo-American forces landed in Morocco
and Algeria, appeared none too promising. In Tunisia, axis

armies, capitalizing on the slowness of the Allied units in taking

the field, had established excellent defense positions. In Libya,
the British 8th army was engaged in a vain chase of Marshal

Rommel's Afrika Korps. The shrewd "desert fox" kept one step

ahead of his pursuers and managed to keep his armies intact while

falling back to the fortified Mareth line.

At first glance, the advantages appeared to lie with the axis.

While the Allies were still floundering about in the early stages

of the campaign, Hitler had rushed all the men and material he

could spare to his African beachhead. By mid-January, the Ger-

mans had posted in their Tunisian garrisons a well trained army
of seasoned troops. Combined with Rommel's Afrika Korps the

German-Italian armies numbered about 200,000 men, most of

whom were veteran nazi combat troops. The striking power of the

axis force was built about three crack German armoured divisions

supported by a luftwaffe fleet of about i,ooo planes based in air-

fields in Tunisia, Sicily and Italy. The Allied armies that orig-

inally landed in French North Africa numbered about 150,000

men, and were subsequently expanded by fresh reinforcements.

Another force of between 100,000 and 150,000 troops, drawn

from the French armies in Africa, was also available for Allied

operations, but lacked equipment. Although figures on the size
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of the Allied air arm were not disclosed, it was believed that the

Anglo-American air forces far outnumbered the luftwaffe squad-
rons in this Mediterranean war theatre. In mechanized equip-
ment too, the Allies had the edge, but with the exception of Gen.

Bernard L. Montgomery's 8th army in Libya, the American and
British tank crews in western Tunisia did not measure up to the

Germans in experience and skill.

While the Germans possessed better defense positions and
shorter supply routes, these tactical advantages were offset by the

superior strategical position of the Allied armies. The Anglo-
American-French troops under Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, then

Allied commander of the Mediterranean war zone, had ample
room for manoeuvre; whereas, the axis forces were crowded into

a narrow corridor in Tunisia. The Germans dared not risk a

major offensive to the west while the British 8th army threatened

to bolt through their backdoor in the east. ;.<*
4 "'

;"

As the year 1943 opened, the Allied and axis armies in Tunisia

were sparring for position. Gen. Eisenhower's troops were de-

ployed along a line running in a north-south direction from a

coastal point 25 mi. west of Bizerte to the Djerid salt marsh on

the south. The British ist army, composed of American and
British troops, held the northern flank, extending from the Tuni-

sian coast to Mateur. The southern flank, held by the newly
organized U.S. 5th army and French forces, ran from Mateur to

the Djerid salt marshes.

During the first 15 days of January, operations in western

Tunisia were hampered by the seasonal rains, which turned bat-

tlefields into knee-deep quagmires. In the Libyan theatre of war,

the British 8th army pursued Rommel's armies in Tripolitania.

By the middle of January, the 8th army was within 100 mi. of

Tripoli, but its advance, though swift, was not all smooth sailing

as Rommel had studded the path of his retreat with skilfully

concealed minetraps which had to be cleared. On Jan. 23, 1943,

Rommel evacuated the port of Tripoli, retreated into Tunisia and

took up positions behind the Mareth line. A miniature Maginot
defense system built by the French before the outbreak of World
War II, the Mareth line was originally intended to prevent an

Italian attack against Tunisia. Rommel's abandonment of Tripoli

and retreat from Libya was a deliberate strategic manoeuvre.

Rather than remain in the Libyan-Tripolitania sands where he

risked certain defeat at the hands of a superior British force, he

decided to fall back and join forces with the armies of Gen. Jur-

gen von Arnim in western Tunisia. He was thus able to concen-

trate his forces effectively to prevent the Allies from driving a

wedge between the two axis armies in Tunisia.

As Rommel's troops were retreating toward the safety of shel-

tered positions behind the Mareth line, the axis forces took the

offensive on the western Tunisian front. On Jan. 18, a strong

German armoured force, spear-headed by Mark IV and Mark VI
tanks attacked the French units west of Pont du Fahs. The
French holding this strategic area buckled under the heavy tank

assault. Allied armoured units rushed to their rescue, and the

German panzers fell back. South of Ousseltia, the nazis launched

another attack against the poorly equipped French detachments

holding Faid, an important road pass. Again, Allied armour ex-

tricated the French from possible extermination.

Meanwhile, a third Allied armoured command, an American

combat unit, smashed at Sened station, about no mi. south of

Faid pass. Despite a furious dive-bomber attack and accurate

enemy shell-fire, the Americans succeeded in taking Sened, Feb.

i, and drove within 6 mi. of the German stronghold at Maknassy.

Although the American forces had made tactical gains, they

had spread themselves perilously thin over a 2oo-mi. battlefront

extending from Mcdjez-cl-Bab on the north to Gafsa on the

south. The U.S. troops halted abruptly to remedy this situation



but before they could consolidate their positions, the Germans
launched an all-out lightning drive against them, Feb. 14. Spear-
headed by the big Mark VI tanks, which were fitted with 88-mm.

guns, the -German panzer divisions crashed through the lowlands

between Paid pass and Sidi Bou Zid, virtually destroyed two
U.S. armoured units and overran Allied artillery positions. Badly

crippled by this surprise blow, the American forces withdrew rap-

idly, and evacuated Gafsa. The axis armour, following up its

initial advantage, smashed boldly against the centre of the line

and on Feb. 20, swept through Kasserine pass, one of the four

vital mountain roads leading to the Algerian border. German
mechanized columns then split in two and raced toward Algeria.

This time, however, Allied armour lay in wait until the overcon-

fident panzer crews sped to exposed ground near Thala, 25 mi.

above Kasserinc. Then Allied tanks, protected by air and land

bombardments, launched a vicious counterattack which brought
the panzers up short. This combined assault proved too much
for the bewildered panzer divisions which turned tail and scooted

back toward Sbeitla and Kasserine. Allied tanks gave chase and
on Feb. 25, the Americans reoccupied Kasserine Gap without

firing a shot. The Afrika Korps, badly mauled by these unex-

pected counterblows, retreated to the Sbeitla-Feriana line and the

fighting subsided.

The Germans had failed in their objective capture of Tbessa

(in Algeria) but they had inflicted a severe defeat on the Ameri-

cans. The Allies lost more than 100 tanks in the Kasserine battle

and their casualties were four times as large as those of the ene-

my. The Allies also learned several valuable lessons at Kasserine :

(i) that the German dive-bomber was a formidable weapon
against unseasoned forces, but was ineffective against veteran

troops; (2) that armoured divisions were more effective when
concentrated into sizable striking forces than when used in small

and dispersed groups; and (3) that liberal sprinklings of avenues

of retreat with mines and booby-traps can slow an attacking force.

The application of overwhelming air power at precisely the right

moment was an important factor in helping the Allies turn back

the Germans at Kasserine pass. The success of the synchronized

plane-tank-infantry attack in this battle set the pattern for subse-

quent Allied operations in Tunisia. By March of 1943 the Allied

air force in the Mediterranean was united under a single com-

mand and then redivided, according to functional tasks, into

tactical and strategic air forces.

By mid-March the Allies had recovered from the near-disaster

of Kasserine pass and were gathering for an all-out offensive push
to drive the axis out of Tunisia. The British ist army and the U.S.

5th army (later reorganized as the 2nd American corps), which

had gained in experience, and the British 8th, backbone of Allied

power in Africa, were now functioning smoothly, jabbing and

thrusting in alternation at the axis lines. On the northern front,

the British ist army troops were engaged in see-saw battles with

the German regulars for control of the strategic hills command-

ing the approaches to Bizerte. On the central Tunisian front,

American forces, employing the now familiar tactic of a relentless

advance by infantry and tanks supported by destructive blows

from the air, recaptured Gafsa on March 17 after a swift 3o-mi.

drive. Nearby El-Guettar and Sened fell in rapid succession and

unable to weather the terrific land-and-air pounding, the axis

armies fell back. While the British and Americans hammered
the Germans in central Tunisia, Gen. Montgomery's Sth army
breached the first of the three German defense positions in the

Mareth line.

Meanwhile, the Allies poured relays of bombers over the axis

lines. German airfields were plowed up and the luftwaffe's planes

were destroyed, either in the air or on the ground, in such num-

bers that their replacement became vjrtuallv impossible. Further-

LONQ STOP HILL (Djebcl el Ahmera), a key to the approaches of Tunis, wai
captured by the Allies after a bitter threo-day battle, April 23-26, 1943

more, the luftwaffe was drained by the enormous losses entailed

in the Russian campaign and the Allied bombing of plane plants
in Germany. The British Sth army then launched an all-out offen-

sive against the Mareth line, March 20. After nine days and

nights of furious fighting, the Sth army troops pierced the Mareth
defenses and marched into the port of Gabes, March 30. Mean-

while, Gen. von Arnim, who succeeded Rommel as commander
of the axis armies in Tunisia, beat a hasty retreat via the coast

road to avoid being pinned back against the Gulf of Gabes.

After the Mareth battle the Allies launched a general offensive

all along the mountainous Tunisian front. By April 5 they were

hammering six wedges into the axis lines. On the north, Moroccan

goumiers, who had captured Sedjenane and Cap Serrat, were

pressing back axis units toward Mateur, an important road junc-

tion. Some 50 mi. to the south of Sedjenane a French force was

slashing through German positions at Bou Arada in a drive for

Pont-du-Fahs. In the Fondouk area, 100 mi. below Mateur, an

American force was waging a savage battle to win heights com-

manding Kairouan. South of Fondouk another U.S. force cut

through enemy columns near the Shott el Fedjedi. On April 7

this force effected a junction with the British Sth army which in

turn was aided by a Fighting French unit that had made a 1,500-

mi. trek from the Lake Chad area to join the Allied forces. The

Allies then tightened their noose about the enemy forces who

were being slowly strangled in the Tunisian "coffin corner.*' The

Allies took Pichon, Fondouk and Sfax in rapid succession. By
April TI American troops stormed through Faid pass. The follow-

ing day the Sth army captured Sousse. The axis line was shriveled

to a mere 120 mi. in length and the Germans were fighting with

their backs to the sea.

Von Arnim had hoped to make a stand at the port of Enfida-

ville on the coast, but the British Sth army units overran his
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U.S. AMPHIBIOUS TRUCK plowing through u p^L,, ,,U.*<tiU in a mine field

on a beach near Gela, Sicily, July 10, 1943, shortly after the initial Ameri-
can landing forces had established a beachhead there to launch the Invasion
of the island. At the left is a jeep which hat been destroyed by a Teller mine

positions and occupied the city by April 21. His troops were also

driven from Long Stop hill, a vital defense on the road to Tunis,

by the British and were fighting a losing battle against French

units driving toward Pont-du-Fahs.

By the end of April the Tunisian battle was nearing its close.

Thirteen miles west of Matcur, American troops cleared Djebel
Tahent Hill 609 by May 2, after an epic battle. Mateur itself

fell to the Americans, May 3, and Bizerte was within range of

Allied guns.

As the Allied armies were poised for the final kill Allied

bombers and fighters made 2,500 sorties on May 6 over Tunisia

and Sicily, pounding the reeling axis forces and supply lines.

Stunned by the impact of the bombs and exploding shells fired

at them by massed Allied artillery, the Germans staggered in re-

treat toward the sea. The following day, May 7, British, Amer-
ican and French forces smashed through the German lines.

American troops captured Bizerte and grimy bare-waisted British

Tommies marched into Tunis. The remnants of the axis forces

fled toward Cap Bon with British armoured divisions in hot pur-

suit. Further axis resistance was both futile and impossible. On

May 12 Gen. von Arnim surrendered and the battle for Africa

had ended. Besides von Arnim, 16 other generals were taken

prisoner and more than 200,000 axis troops, the majority of them

Germans, were captured by the Allies.

2. Pcmtelleria and Sicily. After driving the axis out of

Tunisia, the Allied high command prepared to invade southern

Europe via Italy, the weak link in Hitlers chain of fortifications

girdling the continent. Three considerations governed the Allied

decision to attack by way of Italy rather than western Europe.

One was the flaccid morale of the Italian people. A second was

the necessity of clearing the Mediterranean, which would shorten

the distance of convoy shipments to the Allied bases in Africa. A
third was the fact that German supply lines to the Italian boot

were long and extenuated; in contrast nazi communications to

possible invasion points in western France, Holland and Belgium
were short and easily negotiated.

In order to invade Italy, the Allies first had to eject axis forces^

from the Mediterranean islands of Pantelleria, Lampedusa, Linosa

and Sicily. As long as these outposts remained in axis control,

Allied shipping in the Mediterranean was unsafe.

The reduction of Pantelleria was the first step in the Allied

strategy of clearing the Mediterranean. This rockbound isle, 45

mi. square, was studded with heavy coastal guns, underground
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barracks and hangars, and was garrisoned by a force of more than

11,000 Italian troops. Strategically, Pantelleria was a stopper in

the Mediterranean narrows and its role was to prevent passage
of Allied shipping.

On May 20, 1943, the Allies started an aerial attack on Pan-
telleria. For 20 days and nights streams of bombers shuttled over

Pantelleria dropping a tremendous weight of explosives on the

island. In the last 13 days of the attack some 8,000 tons of

bombs hit Pantelleria. On June 10, the heaviest day of the

bombardment, Pantelleria was rocked by 1,500 tons of bombs.
The Italian garrison found the air blitz unendurable and it sur-

rendered on June n. The following day Lampedusa gave up and
the tiny force holding Linosa capitulated on June 13.

While some military theorists regarded the knockout of Pan-
telleria as proof that air power by itself could win a decision in

war, others pointed out that special conditions enabled air power
to win a victory in this battle. They maintained that the island

fell because it was possible to isolate it completely from support-

ing mainland bases. These sources emphasized that Malta in

three years of war had taken many times the weight of bombs

dropped on the Italian outpost; but it survived because its supply
lines were never severed.

The conquest of Pantelleria advanced the Allies toward their

next objective invasion of Sicily. Nearly 200 times the size of

Pantelleria, Sicily had excellent ferry connections with the main-

land and was dotted by 18 or 20 airfields. In addition, three or

four more airfields on the toe of Italy were within easy fighter

range of Sicily.

After Sicilian airfields, ports and railways had been thoroughly
saturated by Allied bombings, an armada of 2,500 vessels, includ-

ing warships, set out for the southern shores of Sicily. Covered

by an intense sea-and-air barrage laid over axis defenses on the

island, thousands of American, British and Canadian troops
swarmed onto the southern shores of Sicily before dawn, July 10,

1943-

Gen. Eisenhower, who was in command of the Sicilian opera-

tions, divided his invasion forces into two armies, each numbering
about 100,000 men. One, the 8th army, which included Canadian

as well as British forces, led by Gen. Montgomery, landed on the

southeast tip of Sicily; the other, the American 7th army, led

by Gen. George S. Patton, Jr., landed at the southern shore.

While the landings were successful, they were not unopposed and

the Americans wading ashore at Gela, a small Sicilian port, had

to battle hard against fierce German tank attacks which nearly
drove them from several of their beachheads.
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By July 12 the Allied forces had solidly established several

bridgeheads on the island. The American 7th army controlled 70
mi. of the south coast. The British had won a 3O-mi. stretch of

the east shore and Canadian marines had won a foothold in be-

tween. The Allied forces then drove forward. The U.S. armies

split up; two columns sped inland to the north, a third raced

along the southern coast. The Italians offered little resistance

to the spirited drive of the American troops, who by July 22 had

captured Palermo, capital of Sicily, and had cut off the Italian

forces on the western half of the island from German armies on

the eastern half.

Although the British had captured Syracuse and Augusta by
July 15, their drive in eastern Sicily was slowed by stubborn nazi

resistance. The coast road to Catania, a port at the base of Mt.

Etna, was narrow and it became clear that the Germans could

hold it against a frontal assault. In order to dislodge them from

these strong, natural positions, other British forces, as well as

Canadian and U.S. troops released by the quick mop-up in west-

ern Sicily, started a drive to flank the German lines west of Mt.

Etna. Allied progress was slow, as the Germans bitterly contested

every foot of ground and littered the path of their retreat with

countless minefields. They repelled several British attempts to

break through the Catania bottleneck, but withdrew when Cana-

dian troops, driving around the western slopes of Mt. Etna,

threatened to snap off their communications with the Messina

ferry to the north. The nazis retired from Catania on Aug. 5, and

quickened their withdrawal toward Messina, the port closest to

the Italian mainland and their most convenient escape exit.

Meanwhile, American, British, Canadian and French troops, as

well as Moroccan Goums, launched a combined offensive toward

Messina. Axis rearguard troops fought resolutely, but by Aug.

12, they were crowded into a narrow and untenable strip in the

northeast corner of the island. Unable to halt the fierce Allied

drive, the 'Germans evacuated what troops they could from Mes-

sina to the Italian mainland and on Aug. 17, U.S. forces captured

Messina, thus ending the campaign of Sicily.

Although the Allies had conquered Sicily in the comparatively

short space of 39 days, they suffered heavy casualties. The Brit-

ish lost 11,835 dead, wounded and missing, while American casual-

ties were 7,400 and Canadian losses 2,388. Axis casualties were

estimated at 30,000 killed and wounded and 130,000 captured.

MOPPING UP the streets of Meulna was the last task of Allied troops In

their conquest of Sicily In 1943

The entire axis force at the start of the campaign consisted of

10 Italian and 4 German divisions totalling between 150,000 and

200,000 men. But from the very beginning of the invasion the

Italians showed little heart for fighting and the entire burden of

the defense of the island fell on the German forces, who were

eventually outnumbered four or five to one.

3. Invasion of Italy. While the Sicilian operation was merely
an outpost battle in the Mediterranean, it enabled the Allies to

establish an advanced base of operations for the attack on Italy.

The basic objective in Allied plans was to knock Italy out of the

war, thereby reducing the nazi foothold in the Mediterranean.

Their secondary aims were to secure land bases for eventual oper-
ations against southern France and the Balkans and to establish

advanced airfields from which to extend the Allied air offensive

against the industrial vitals of Germany.

Heavy and increasingly destructive air raids over strategic and

tactical targets in Italy preceded the actual land operations. Even
before the Sicilian campaign had ended Allied bombers were ham-

mering harbours and communications, destroying luftwaffe air-

fields and smashing Italian railways, upon which the Germans re-

lied to speed men and material to any threatened point.

By mid-July 1943 the air blows on Italy rose in true Wagnerian
crescendo. Bombers of the Allied strategic air force were re-

ported to have reduced the cities of Genoa, Venice, Trieste, Leg-

horn, Naples, Taranto, Bari, Brindisi, Milan, Turin, Bologna and

Florence to rubble. Meanwhile the tactical air force swarmed

over the boot of Italy, wrecking ammunition dumps, setting fire

to oil depots, smashing railway rolling stock and freight yards
and bombing and strafing axis troop concentrations. This gigantic

softening-up process came to a head on July 19, when 500 Amer-

ican planes attacked Rome the first raid on the Italian capital

since the war began. The attacking craft, carefully avoiding cul-

tural and religious monuments, blasted a specific target the

city's railway marshalling yards. Rome, as the seat of fascism

and a rail centre, was a legitimate target for air attack.

The Italian people, who had not expected that air warfare

would be brought to their soil when Mussolini had cast his lot

with Hitler in June 1940, were now appalled by the widespread
destruction caused by Allied bombings. They clamoured so in-

sistently for peace that the fascist regime was no longer master

of the situation and Mussolini was ousted from power, July 25,

1943. Meanwhile Gen. Eisenhower offered peace terms to Mar-

:
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shal Pietro Badoglio, the duce's successor, and the Allies tempo-

rarily suspended their air offensive while the new Italian govern-

ment pondered the offer. Badoglio, however, was not able to per-

suade his German allies to leave Italy a basic condition of Eisen-

hower's terms and on July 31 the Allies warned that they would

resume their bombings.
As a result, an estimated 3,000,000 Italian people fled from the urban

centres to havens in the countryside. On Aug. 13 Rome was raided again
and 500 tons of bombs were dropped on the city's two railroad yards.
After this aerial attack, Badoglio declared Rome an open city, but Allied
authorities rejected this unilateral declaration, demanding investigation by
neutral authorities to determine whether Rome had been demilitarized. The
Italians failed to heed the Allied demand.

Thenceforth, the Allied bombers concentrated on destruction of railways
and aerodromes in the Italian boot. By Aug. 24 the railway system in

southern Italy was virtually paralyzed and the enemy airfields were so

thoroughly plowed up by bomb craters that the luftwaffc was compelled
to fall back to bases in central Italy. Although the main blows against rail

communications were in southern and central Italy, rail targets in the north
were not immune from attack. On Sept. 3 a formation of U.S. bombers
crippled rail traffic from the Brenner passi into Italy by bombing the line at

Bolzano, Trento and Bologna. This attack was the finishing touch to

Allied pre-invasion air blows against Italy's railway communications'.
On this same day the invasion began. Units of the British 8th army,
containing Canadian as well as British troops, crossed the 2 -mi.-wide

water-gap separating the Sicilian port of Messina from the Italian main-

land, established a beachhead in Calabria and occupied the towns of

Reggio di Calabria and San Giovanni a few hours after landing.
The British 8th army met no resistance from the Italians who sur-

rendered in droves as on the same day Marshal Badoglio had agreed
to Allied terms to cease fighting. Five days later, on Sept. 8, Badoglio
accepted Gen. Eisenhower's terms for unconditional surrender, under which
the Italians agreed to give up their fleet, and Italy dropped out of the war
as an axis partner. Reacting energetically to halt the deterioration of its

military position in Italy, the German command poured thousands of re-

inforcements into the peninsula and on Sept. 10 German forces under Field

Marshal Albert Kesselring occupied Rome after a battle of a few hours.
In northern Italy, Field Marshal Rommel re-emerged on the scene of

Mediterranean warfare. He seized the principal cities, rapidly subdued
what little resistance the Italians offered and soon brought all strategic

points under nazi control. At the same time the Germans announced that

Kesselring had been put in command of their forces in central Italy and
that Rommel, the ''desert fox" of African fame, had been placed in

charge of nazi armies in northern Italy.
While the alert German reaction to the armistice announcement saved

the day for Hitler in central and northern Italy, the greater part of the
Italian fleet escaped and surrendered to the British at Malta aud Gibraltar.

By Sept. 15 some 100 Italian warships, including five battleships, were
in Allied hands. Although the Allies could not hope to use the Italian

fleet against the Germans for some time, its.' surrender freed a large

portion of Allied naval forces in the Mediterranean for duty elsewhere.
On Sept. 9, 24 hours after Italy's capitulation, units of the Allied sth

army landed on a beachhead below Salerno. The Aljied strategy was to

lure the Germans into rushing troops' to meet the Bdlish Sth army in the

south of Italy. Once this was accomplished, the Allies planned a landing to

the north and a consequent quick dash across the waist of Italy to the
Adriatic to cut off the German divisions in the south. In order not to alarm
the Germans, announcement of the armistice was withheld until Sept. 8.

The Germans, however, suspected a trap and refused to be drawn into it.

The landing on the Salerno beachhead was preceded by a naval barrage
of considerable intensity. Both American and British troops, of the Allied

5th army, led by Lt. Gen. Mark Wayne Clark, quickly clambered up the
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beach at 3:30 A.M. on Sept 9, only to find that the Gcfmansi were thor-

oughly prepared for their arrival. The first Allied troops to go ashore
were cut to pieces by deadly patterned fire from concealed batteries of

88-mm. cannon and machine guns. Those that reached dry land were
driven back by big German Tiger tanks and the beach became littered

with Allied dead and dying and wrecked equipment. The Allied forces

returned that night and established a bridgehead under a protective barrage
from warships' off shore while additional troops and supplies were landed
the next morning. By Sept. 14 the British and American troops wcro
established on a 25-mi.-wide strip of beach extending from Salerno to

Agropoli on the south. Their position was by no means secure and they
battled with their backs to the sea. While American and British warships
kept up an incessant bombardment of the German lines above the beaches,
all types of Allied aircraft were summoned to help the battered Allied

troops on the beachhead below. They raked the German lines from end
to end, rooting out the 88's camouflaged in the forests, spraying death on
concealed machine-gun emplacements and accurately bombing enemy trucks
and railway rolling stock.

This scorching assault from the air combined with a vicious shelling
of German lines above the beaches by Allied warships and the stubborn
refusal of the sth army troops to yield their positions, turned the tide of

the Salerno battle. By Sept. 15, after 150 hours of continuous fighting, the

Germans started to withdraw from the Salerno salient. The following day
the sth army took the offensive, driving the Germans from the wide

pocket between the Sele and Calore rivers. By Sept. 18 the British Sth

army, which had been sweeping up the Adriatic coast turned part of its

columns inland, effected a junction with the bruised 5th army and all

Allied holdings in Italy were welded into a single front.

The Salerno battle was a Pyrrhic victory for the Allies at best. The
casualties entailed the U.S. forces alone lost 3,497 in dead, wounded
and missing in the first week, of fighting were high and the nazis suc-
ceeded in fighting a delaying action that enabled Rommel and Kesselring
to secure a firm grip on central and northern Italy.

At this stage of the campaign in Italy the Allies controlled the lower

portion of the Italian boot. The Germans held Naples and virtually
all Italian territory north of the city. Marshal Kesselring had about eight
divisions massed for the defense of Naples and the road to Rome; by
the end of the year this force was augmented by several armoured
divisions. Rommel had another 15 to 20 divisions in northern Italy.

Meanwhile, German forces in Sardinia, attacked by two Italian divisions,
had evacuated the island and a French army under Gen. Giraud invaded
Corsica on Sept. 14 and cleared all German troops from the island by
Oct. 5.

After Salerno the Allied sth army, aided by strong air support, swung
around the Sorrento peninsula and occupied Naples on Oct. i. On the

Adriatic front, the British Sth army keeping pace with the Allied 5th

army's advance, captured the great Italian air base of Foggia, Sept. 27,
after a swift 2S-mi. lunge over flat terrain. From Foggia, with its

network of 13 airfields, Allied bombers were brought within striking
distance of cities in southern Germany, Austria and the Balkans.
The Italian front hardened rapidly after the fall of Naples. The

battle line, about 125 mi. long, stretched across the breadth of Italy
from the Tyrrhenian to the Adriatic. The German "delaying action'

1

strategy was aided by the rugged mountain terrain and the continuous

autumn rains which bogged down Allied mechanized equipment and
mired airfields. The Allied sth army, holding the western section of the

front, had succeeded by mid-October in crossing the Volturno river. The
British Sth, holding the eastern sector, also made small gains. Expert
in the strategic use of terrain for defensive operations, the Germans
slowed the Allied advance to a walk by the winter of 1943-44- Their

defense system was so arranged that it could be maintained by a rela-

tively small number of troops. German artillery fire was expertly

sighted while machine guns and mortars were artfully camouflaged in

the heavily forested Apennines. By the end of the year the Italian

campaign had settled down to a dreary repetition of the trench warfare

of 1914-18, with neither side strong enough to effect a decisive break-

through.
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In an effort to break this deadlock, the Allies made a new landing

below Rome on Jan. 22, 1944. British and American troops, supported
by warships and planes, established beachheads on the Tyrrhenian coast
about 30 mi. south of Rome, captured the port of Nettuno and then drove
inland. They met little resistance during the first 48 hours, but the Ger-
mans rapidly reinforced their troops in this area and by March i, the
Allies were having difficulty in maintaining their new bridgehead.

Of some assistance to the Allied cause were the Italian guerrilla units

operating behind German lines in central and northern Italy. Their
activity was restricted, however, by the smallness of the territory in which
they operated. The Badoglio government's declaration of war against
Germany on Oct. 13, 1943, brought some recruits to the guerrilla detach-

ments, but most of the Italian soldiers, dispirited by three years of
futile service under the fascist regime, simply threw away their arms and
returned to civilian life.

4. Balkan Operations. A resurgence of activity among the guerrilla
armies in the Balkans, notably Yugoslavia, attended the Allied invasion
of Italy. Upon the surrender of the Badoglio government, the Yugoslav
guerrillas attacked axis forces throughout the coastal areas. Their vigorous
burst of activity forced Hitler to maintain troops in the Balkans badly
needed elsewhere. The strength of the Yugoslav effort, however, was
sapped by bitter factionalism that frequently flared into open civil war
between the rival guerrilla forces. The Chetniks, led by Gen. Draja
Mikhailovitch, numbered about 25,000 men and supported King Peter.

They were sworn enemies of the partisan armies of Gen. Josip Brozovich,
or Broz, known as Drug (Comrade) Tito, who rejected Peter. The
partisans numbered upwards of 150,000 troops, were reported to be far

more effective as a military force and carried the brunt of the fighting
against the axis armies.

After the Allied invasion of Italy was underway, an Allied military
mission went to Yugoslavia and served at the headquarters of both Tito
and Mikhailovitch. Their purpose was to co-ordinate Yugoslav guerrilla
activities with Allied strategy. At that time, the partisan armies were
swarming through the Dalmatian coast. By the end of September they
had occupied the key ports of Split, Susak and Senj and were launching
fierce attacks on Trieste, Fiume and Dubrovnik. The German-Croat-

Ustachi garrisons sent out frantic appeals for help; the nazi high com-
mand responded by rushing four divisions to the threatened areas to stave
off the partisan blows. By Oct. i the Yugoslav partisans were battling
the German troops over a wide front. Tito's forces slashed into the out-
skirts of Trieste, encircled Zagreb, disarmed the Italian garrison at Fiume
and engaged German armies at Split and Susak. The partisans, however,
ran short of ammunition and subsequently evacuated Split, Fiume and
Susak. As a result of the widespread guerrilla raids, the Germans were
required to exert nearly as great an effort against the Yugoslavs as against
the Allies in Italy. Twenty-one divisions, 12 German and 9 Bulgarian,
were engaged against the Tito forces who threatened to overrun Yugo-
slavia's main east-west communication line.

Toward the end of October, a German offensive against Marshal Tito's
armies was underway. By Dec. 1943 Marshal Tito's units had lost most
of their Adriatic coastline to Marshal Rommel, who had been given com-
mand of the Yugoslav as well as the north Italy front. The partisan
front in Dalmatia dissolved under the superior firepower of the nazi

panzers and most of the guerrillas fell back to the interior. Deep inland
there was no front line, and the war was made up largely of swift guerrilla
actions by partisan bands.

Marshal Tito's greatest handicap was lack of sufficient ammunition to

fight a long, pitched battle. Frequently his armies were compelled to

withdraw from engagements nearly won because their bullets had run out.
The partisans had few tanks, little artillery and no anti-tank or anti-

aircraft guns. On many occasions they refrained from occupying cities

because they lacked means to defend them from German bombers.
Guerrilla forces were also active in Greece, but again deep-seated political

quarrels between democratic elements and royalists caused internecine
strife and sapped the strength of the Greek guerrilla bands. As in Yugo-
slavia, periodic outbursts of civil war flared between the two factions and
prevented establishment of a cohesive anti-axis front. The E.D.E.S.
(Greek National Democratic army) fought spirited battles against a
rival guerrilla army, the E.L.A.S., directed by the Greek Front of National
Liberation. The E.L.A.S. faction charged that the E.D.E.S. group, which
leaned toward King George, had attempted to negotiate an armistice with
the German occupation authorities. The E.L.A.S., representing elements
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U.S. TROOPS making the initial landing on Atlu island May II, 1943, as

Japanese defenders retreated to the hills

further to the political left, were believed pledged to a policy of ousting
King George and establishing a republican regime. The fighting between
the two bands became so bitter that Gen. Sir Henry M. Wilson was
compelled to intervene. He ordered both sides to cease quarrelling and to

present a united front against the German occupation forces.
A third front in the Mediterranean was opened in Sept. 1943, when

British forces invaded the Dodecanese islands strung off the coast of

Turkey. Allied control of these islands in the Aegean threatened to
outflank the vaunted ''iron ring" of German defenses in the Balkans from
the east as the Allied invasion in Italy had outflanked them from the west.
The initial British invasion efforts were successful and on Sept. 21 a
British communique said that the key isles of Cos, Lcros and Samos
had been won.

The wehrmacht, however, was determined to reconquer the islands,
which were far closer to German bases than to Allied supply sources in
the middle east. The Dodecanese were only 50 and 100 mi. respectively
from German-held Rhodes and Crete, but were at least 350 mi. distant
from Cyprus, the closest British base. Thus the islands were within radius
of German fighter planes but far beyond the radius of British fighter
strength. Furthermore, the British occupation depended largely on the

willingness of the Italian garrisons on the islands to participate Jn the
fighting against their former allies.

The Italians, however, refused to co-operate and surrendered passively
to the Germans who launched their counterattack on Oct. 3, 1943. In
operations bearing a striking similarity to the successful nazi airborne
invasion of Crete in May 1941. German parachutists and airborne troops,
covered by aircraft and warships, landed on the three disputed islands and
completely reconquered them by Nov. 22, 1943. The British attempt to
seize the Dodecanese was criticized as a foolhardy venture in view of the
fact that the air force was not able to give close support to the landing
troops.

V. THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC
In early 1943 the U-boat campaign against Allied rm-rchantmen plying

the North Atlantic had reached a crisis. The German <%wolf packs'* were
inflicting enormous losses on United Nations shipping and the Allies

apparently were powerless to prevent it. Hitler's undersea raiders had
sunk an average of 1,000,000 gross tons of shipping a month in 1942.
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The U-boats were torpedoing and sinking bottoms at such a rapid rate
that combined U.S.-British construction in 1942 hardly offset the losses.
The situation had become so grave that the U.S. and British governments
had clamped an air-tight censorship on news of U-boat sinkings. This
"silent" policy was evidently initiated in all good faith to conceal losses

from the enemy; at the same time, ho\ycver, it also prevented public
opinion in the United Nations from realizing the gravity of the battle
of the Atlantic. Obviously, the entire Allied war effort was in jeopardy.
As long as the U-boat could disrupt sea communications at will, the Allies

could not launch a full-scale offensive against Hitler's European fortress.

New measures to combat the German undersea raiders were imperative
and in March 1943 U.S., British and Canadian officers met in Washington.
They overhauled and renovated their anti-submarine campaign, scrapped
older and traditional techniques for more modern methods in which air

power played a more prominent part. On April 30, 1943, it was disclosed
that Canada and Great Britain had been given full responsibility for con-

voying merchant shipping through the North Atlantic to British ports.
Under this plan, U.S. and Canadian long-range bombers provided an air

umbrella to an unspecified point somewhere in the mid-Atlantic; at this

point British bombers took over and herded the convoys into United
Kingdom ports.

This airguard over the full route proved extremely effective. U-boat
sinkings, which, according to German high command reports, were 851,000
tons in March, fell to 415,000 tons in April and to 372,000 tons in May.
In the month of June the German admiralty admitted that only 107,000
tons of Allied shipping were sunk. At the same time, the destruction of

U-boats rose in inverse ratio to the decline in sinkings. The British

admiralty announced in May that the number of submarines sunk, exceeded
output in that month, and in August President Roosevelt and Prime
Minister Churchill revealed in a joint statement that axis submarines were
sunk at the rate of one a day between May i and July 31, 1943.
By the fall and winter of 1943 the U-boat warfare waged by the

Germans in the Atlantic was no longer a major problem. The German
submarine command, striving to compete with the successful Allied strategy,
developed new methods of attack. Anti-aircraft guns were installed on the
undersea craft and the Germans used long-range aircraft to spot convoys
and aid in concentrating U-boats against them. The new tactics were
notable for their failure. On Dec. 9, 1943, Roosevelt and Churchill, in

another joint statement, said that the number of U-boats destroyed
exceeded the number of ships sunk. They also asserted that Allied merchant
ship losses in November were the lowest of any month since May 1940.
One of the newer techniques used in protecting convoys and hunting

down the U-boats was the pocket aircraft carrier. Planes based on these

"baby flat-tops," officially known as escort carriers, would cruise the
area in which a convoy was moving. Radio-telephonic communications
enabled the planes to speed to positions where submarines were sighted.
The submarine generally would be compelled to go into a crash dive to

escape depth charges dropped from the planes. Other factors implementing
convoy protection were the employment of destroyer-escorts, long-range
patrol aircraft, new detection devices and improved depth charges. Addi-
tional factors were Portugal's agreement to let Great Britain use the
Azores as a naval and air base, the increase in Russian air strength in the
Murmansk area and the steady bombing of German submarine bases,
construction yards and factories. (Sc.c also SUBMARINE WARFARE.)

VI. THE PACIFIC THEATRE OF OPERATIONS
1, Introduction. The Allied drive to reconquer the vast territory in

the Pacific lost to Japan in the first six months of the war was well

underway in 1943. But the process was slow and arduous. The road to

Tokyo was strewn with geographical and logistical obstacles and was
defended by a tou^h and clever army. While the Allied forces had suc-
ceeded in reconquering a number of Southwest Pacific islands of strategic

importance, the Japanese still held Burma, Malaya, the Netherlands
Indies, the East China coast and some sections of the Chinese hinterland.

Japan^s strategy to fight a gruelling delaying action was based on the

hope that the Allies would tire of a protracted war in the Pacific and
eventually sue for a negotiated peace. The Allies, however, were determined
to destroy Japan, but not until Germany, the stronger of the two axis

powers, was beaten first. As a result, the bulk of Allied war material was
sent to the European theatre of war and the launching of an all-out assault

in the Pacific necessarily had to wait upon completion of the European
campaign. But despite the limitations placed on their offensive power in

the far east, the Allies appeared to have achieved both air and naval

superiority over the Japanese by the end of 1943. These two factors were
of major importance and were largely responsible for the success of Allied

amphibious operations in the Pacific throughout the year.
2. New Guinea. A huge mountainous and jungle-ridden. Island, New

Guinea was an important war zone in 1943. Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
who was in command of military operations on the island, had launched
an offensive to drive the Japanese from the northern coast of New Guinea.
His purpose was to win control of the strategically situated coastline on
the Huon gulf, and establish a base for operations against the Japanese-held
island of New Britain. This drive, which had started in Sept. 1942, was
successful. Jungle-trained Australian and American troops had captured
the beachhead outposts of Buna and Gona by the end of 1942. On Jan. 22,

1943, the Allied forces' seized Sanananda point, thus closing the first phase
of thd New Guinea campaign in which a Japanese army estimated at 15,000
men was virtually annihilated. Allied casualties were approximately half

that figure. As the capture of Sanananda point perilled their control
of the lluon gulf, the Japanese strove to redress their weakened position in

New Guinea. In February a dozen Japanese troop transports, protected
by a destroyer flotilla, sailed into the Bismarck sea, presumably to land

troops on the Huon gulf. Allied scouting planes, however, sighted the

convoy as it sneaked along the New Britain coast and a IIUKC force

of Allied bombers intercepted it. After a spectacular battle, the Allied

planes destroyed the entire Japanese convoy, consisting of 10 warships and
12 transports. Some 15,000 Japanese aboard the vessels met their death

by drowning or by the murderous strafing from the Allied planes. The
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battle of the Bismarck sea, March 2-5. was a decisive victory of land-
based aeroplanes over warships and crushed the Japanese hopes of re-

conquering the Huon gulf area.
These successes in New Guinea and similar victories in the Solomons

gave the Allies new springboards from which to launch new attacks on the

Japanese bases in the Southwest Pacific. On June 30, 1943, the Allies

opened a major offensive in both New Guinea and the Solomons to extend
their grip on the arc-shaped island chain circling Australia's north coast.
In New Guinea an Allied amphibious force landed at Nassau bay in an
offensive aimed at Salamaua and Lae. Two months later another
amphibious unit landed in the rear of both of these bases, completely
isolating the Japanese garrison in this area. The Allied troops then
systematically chopped up the trapped enemy forces and captured Salamaua,
Sept. 12 and Lae, Sept. 16.

Occupation of these key bases enabled MacArthur to widen the target
area of his fighter-planes and to give better air cover to his troops
advancing up New Guinea's northern shoreline. Meanwhile, medium and
long-range bombers intensified their attacks on the New Guinea bases
of Finschhafen and Sattelberg. Land troops, moving steadily forward
against bases shattered by Allied air blows, occupied Finschhafen, Oct. 2,
and captured, Sattelberg village, Nov. 26. The elimination of the scattered

Japanese outposts in this New Guinea area enabled the Allied air forces
to focus all their attention on the Japanese base of Rabaul, second in

importance to Truk. MacArthur's next move was to neutralize Rabaul
and air power was the weapon selected to accomplish this task. The air
offensive against Rabaul and the neighbouring airfields and bases at

Arawe, Gasmata and Cape Gloucester was launched in the autumn of 1943.
Rabaul was pounded remorselessly; when it was adequately "softened,"
U.S. army troops invaded the southwest coast of New Britain Island on
Dec. 15, 1943, and occupied the village of Arawe and its adjacent airfields
after a few days of hard battle. Ten days later a detachment of U.S.
marines landed in the Cape Gloucester area of New Britain on the island's
northwestern tip. By the end of the year, the U.S. forces were pressing a
hard drive to exterminate Japanese resistance on the island and to capture
Rabaul.

3. The Solomon Islands. The nip-and-tuck battle for control of the
Solomons, a typical South Sea cluster of coral reefs and dank malaria-
ridden islands, resolved itself in the favour of the American forces in 1943.
After the decisive defeat of the Japanese naval forces in the battle of
the Solomons in Nov. 1942, the U.S. regular army troops and marines
drove the Japanese from Henderson field on Guadalcanal. By Feb. 10,
1943, the Americans had completely cleared the island of Japanese and
the arduous six-month campaign had ended in a victory for U.S. arms.

After the Guadalcanal campaign, the Allied commanders, Gen. Mac-
Arthur and Admiral William F. llalsey, commander of Allied armed forces
in the South Pacific, decided on a co-ordinated drive from both New
Guinea and the Solomons. Their goal was to reduce the fortified enemy
zones that protected the Japanese base at Rabaul. These zones consisted

mostly of airfields located at strategic sites on both fronts and their
destruction was imperative for the safety of an Allied offensive. This new
double-barrelled offensive was opened June 30, 1943, four months after
the conquest of Guadalcanal. While Gen. MacArthur's men pressed
forward on the New Guinea coast, the troops under Ad in. Halsey's com-
mand invaded new island groups in the Solomons north of Guadalcanal.
The Americans quickly seized Trobriand and Woodlark Islands, wiped out
the Japanese garrison on Rendova and then crossed the narrow water

U.S. MARINES preparing to attack Japanese positions from their bitterly-won
beachhead at Tarawa. The 76-hour battle for this coral atoll In the Gilberts in

Nov. 1943 was the bloodiest in the history of the marine corps

gap to land on nearby New Georgia Island where they established secure
bridgeheads under protection of a barrage from shore and naval guns.
The battle for New Georgia followed closely the pattern of the fighting

for Guadalcanal. The Japanese fleet attempted to block the American land-
ing forces but was soundly thrashed in the two battles of Kula gulf, July
6 and 12. Japanese resistance was stubborn in the initial phases of the
New Georgia campaign, but weakened under the constant pressure
brought to bear by the attacking forces. By Aug. 5 the Americans had
won the coveted Munda air strip and by Aug. 26 all organized resistance
on New Georgia had ended. Meanwhile, U.S. forces clamped a tight air
and sea blockade around another island cluster Arundel, Kolombangara,
Vclla Lavella and Santa Isabel and cleared out all enemy troops by
Oct. 15.

After the conquest of the central Solomons, Adm. Halsey lost no time
invading the northern Solomons, where the remainder of Japanese strength
was concentrated, and on Oct. 27, U.S. marines landed on tiny Mono and
Stirling islands in the Treasury group. The following day, a larger force
invaded Choiseul, but the Japanese withdrew rapidly without giving battle.
The Choiseul landing set the stage for a larger operation, the invasion
of Bougainville, where the Japanese at one time reportedly had a garrison
of 40,000 men. On Oct. 31, a force of U.S. marines landed at Empress
Augusta bay on Bougainville and were solidly entrenched on the island,
and moved inland. By Feb. 15, 1944, the Allies had taken the Green Islands
at the northern tip of Bougainville and started mopping-up operations
against the 22,000 Japanese isolated in the central Solomons.

4. The Pacific Islands. The success of the combined operations in
New Guinea and the Solomons facilitated the next step in the Allied
offensive in the Pacific the Hanking of Truk Island, Japan's major naval
base in the South Pacific. The hub and heart of a concentric system
of island bases, Truk was the Japanese equivalent of Pearl Harbor. A
powerfully defended bastion, it guarded the Pacific lanes to the Japanese
mainland. Its destruction was imperative as long as the Allies clung
to the strategy of island-by-island conquest.
The drive to wrest the mid-Pacific islands from the Japanese had small

beginnings. It started with the landing of U.S. troops on Funafuti, an
Ellice island, in early 1943. This move brought U.S. bombers closer to
the Japanese-held outposts in the Gilbert, Marshall and Caroline Islands.
After a long softening process by bombers and warships had battered the
Japanese defenses, U.S. marines and army troops invaded the Makin,
Tarawa and Abemama atolls in the Gilberts, Nov. 20, 1943. Makin and
Abemama fell easily to the attacking forces but Tarawa proved to be
the costliest victory in the history of the U.S. marines. Of the several
battalions that had to cross the exposed reefs in the initial assault on
Tarawa, few survived the deadly Japanese fire. The attackers eventually
gained the beach and annihilated the Japanese garrison estimated at between
4,000 and 5.000 men. The three islands were won by Nov. 23, but the con-
quest of Tarawa cost the marines 1,026 dead and 2,557 wounded. U.S.
losses on Makin were 65 dead and 121 wounded; on Abemama, i dead and
2 wounded.

Striking a little more than two months after the capture of the Gilberts,
a powerful army and marine force of 30,000 men invaded the Marshall
Islands on Jan. 31. A far larger operation than the Gilberts, the invasion
of the Marshalls was also more expertly handled. The U.S. troops had
won the Kwajalein atoll in less than a week and had inflicted losses of
8,122 dead and 264 captured on the Japanese; U.S. losses in Kwajalein
were only 286 killed, 82 missing and 1,148 wounded.

5. Burma. The reconquest of Burma ranked high in Allied war plans
in early 1943. Its recapture was vital if the United Nations were to

accomplish their task of shipping war materials to Chinese armies in
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quantities large enough to permit them to mount a large-scale offensive
against the Japanese. But several factors militated against early realiza-
tion of the Allied plans. First and foremost was the lack of sufficient

offensive power of British troops stationed on the western Burma frontiers

and of Chinese forces strung along the Salween river sector in northern
Burma. Second, was Allied unwillingness to risk opening a new front
which would consume more war supplies than could be spared while

preparations were underway to launch a second front in Europe. Never-
theless, the thin trickle of supplies that was hitherto allotted this

"orphaned" war zone grew into a substantial stream in late 1943 and
measures were taken to further speed up the flow of military material
to the Burma area. In Sept. 1943 it was revealed that U.S. army
engineers had been long at work on a new supply road to China. Officially
known as the Ledo road, work on the highway was protected by seasoned
Chinese troops and U.S. air forces. Meanwhile, the fighting in the Burma
frontier regions was limited to local engagements. Four British attempts
to break through Japanese defenses on the tip of the Mayu peninsula ended
in failure, and in north Burma, the Japanese neutralized the Chinese
troops in the Salween river sector from mounting an offensive for a
southward drive.

6. China. There was little change in the Chinese battlefronts in

1943. The Japanese attacked frequently, the Chinese counterattacked just
as often and each side claimed to have inflicted heavy casualties on the
other. But under the ebb and flow of battle, two facts emerged clearly:

(1) the Chinese armies were still woefully weak in arms and war supplies
and lacked the power for a sustained offensive against the Japanese; and
(2) the Japanese, heavily committed in holding their conquests in the
Southwest Pacific, were primarily interested in holding their gains and in

exploiting the economic wealth of the Chinese territory they had con-

quered. As the Japanese armies in China were large and well-armed,
they were enabled largely to realize this goal. Acting on the military
maxim that the best defense is an offense, the Japanese launched several
drives in China in 1943. Their principal objective was to prevent the
Chinese from massing for large-scale action and to devastate the principal
rice-growing areas. In the case of the Japanese push toward Yunnan, the

Japanese hoped to prevent effective Chinese concentration for an attack
on Burma. In the major drives south of the Yangtze river, the Japanese
aim was to keep China on the edge of starvation by devastating the "rice
bowl." This fertile rice-producing area, around Lake Tung-ting, produces
an annual surplus of 650,000 tons of rice. Without the crops harvested
from the rice bowl, Free China would cease to exist. The Japanese opened
a drive toward Lake Tung-ting in Feb. 1943. By March they had occupied
important trading centres, burned granaries and interfered with planting.
After a temporary setback in June, the Japanese resumed their destructive
raids and again devastated large rice-growing regions.

In early November the Japanese launched another drive into the rice

bowl. This offensive reach* d its climax in the struggle for Changtch,
which the Japanese occupied Dec. 3, and then relinquished after several

days of bloody fighting. In their retreat from Changteh. thf Japanese
.systematically looted warehouses where the new rice crop had been stored
and burned what grain they could not carry away with them. By the end
of the year the Japanese had been cleared out of the rice bowl but not
before they had accomplished their aim of destroying large quantities of
rice needed to feed Free China.

7. Th* Aleutians Asi the U.S. was too heavily involved in war
theatres scattered throughout the globe in the summer of 1942, no serious
effort was made to dislodge the Japanese from their positions in the
Aleutian chain of islands straddling the Bering sea. In 1943, however,
the U.S. industrial machine was turning out war weapons in great quan-
tities and the American high command decided to oust the Japanese from
their Aleutian foothold. Strong forces were organized in the inner chain
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of the Aleutian Islands and on Jan. 12, 1943, the U.S. opened its Aleutian
offensive with the occupation of Amchitka Island, only 70 flying miles
from Japanese-occupied Kiska. Step no. 2 in the American offensive

was the invasion by American ground forces of rocky Attu Island, May n.
After 19 days of battling fierce blizzards and determined Japanese re-

sistance, the Americans won the island, annihilating the entire Japanese
garrison, save for a few prisoners, by May 30. American planes and

warships then softened Kiska, the largest and most important island held

by the Japanese, with furious air and naval bombardments' and on Aug. 15,

a strong force of American and Canadian troops landed on Kiska. They
met no opposition as all the Japanese had evacuated the island some
time before rather than run the risk of annihilation.

(See also ADVERTISING; AGRICULTURE; AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD;
ARCHITECTURE; BANKING; BUSINESS REVIEW; CHILD WELFARE; CRIME;
DEATH STATISTICS; EDUCATION; EXCHANGE CONTROL AND EXCHANGE
RATES; HISPANIC AMERICA AND WORLD WAR 11; HOSPITALS; INTER-
NATIONAL LAW; INTERNATIONAL TRADE; IRON AND STEEL; MEDICINE;
MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES; MUNITIONS OF WAR;
NAVIES OF THE WORLD; NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES; PACIFISM; POLICE;
RAILROADS; REHAHILITATION AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FOR WOUNDED
SOLDIERS; STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES; SUBMARINE WARFARE; WAR
PRODUCTION, U.S. Sec also various countries.)
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the nationa^ intercollegiate wrestling cham-

pionship called off because of the war, interest in

amateur wrestling in 1943 centred in the annual A.A.U. cham-

pionships at New York. The host, West Side Y.M.C.A., won

the team title for the third time in four years, followed closely

by Cornell (la.) college and Michigan State college. Cornell's

three-man team scored 13 points to tie Michigan State for run-

ner-up honours. New champions were crowned in all weight divi-

sions, although several 1942 titlists, including Douglas Lee of

the Baltimore Y. and Merle Jennings of Michigan State, were

successful in heavier weight divisions. After being dethroned from

the TQi-lb. title in 1942, Henry Wittenberg regained his third

championship in this division during 1943. (M. P. W.)
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A Rocky mountain state, admitted to the union

> July 10, 1890, as the 44th state. Leadership in the

extension of rights to women gave it the name "Equality state."

Land area, 97,506 sq.mi.; water area, 408 sq.mi.; pop. (1940)

250,742. The rural population was 157,165; urban, 93,577; 229,-

818 native white; 950 Negro; 17,107 foreign born. Capital,

Cheyenne (22,474). Other cities of 10,000 or more: Casper (17,-

964); Laramie (10,627); Sheridan (10,529).

History. State officials in 1943 were: governor, Lester C.

Hunt (D.); secretary of state, Mart T. Christensen (R.); audi-

tor, William Jack (D.); treasurer, Earl Wright (R.); superin-

tendent of public instruction, Esther Anderson (R.). In the

general election of 1942, 30,771 Republican and 23,684 Demo-
cratic votes were cast. Wyoming supreme court justices in 1943

were: Ralph Kimball (R.), chief justice; Fred H. Blume (R.)

and William A. Riner (R), associate justices.

Education. In the 1942-43 school year there were 675 ele-

mentary schools, with an enrolment of 37,780 and with 1,725

teachers. The total salary for elementary teachers was $1,925,-

912.02. There were 86 high schools and 28 permit high schools

(2 years only) with an enrolment of 12,670 students and with

813 high school teachers. The high school teachers' salaries to-

talled $i,i3i,373-53.

Public Welfare, Charities, Correction. The state depart*

ment of public welfare reported the following estimate of ex-

penditures for 1943: aid to dependent children, $222,810 (5,042

cases); old-age assistance, $1,230,236 (34,335 cases); aid to the

blind, $103,976 (122 cases); general relief, $191,737 (568 cases).

In 1943 Wyoming had three correctional institutions, one State

Training school, one industrial institute for boys and one indus-

trial girls' school. The state board of charities reported the fol-

lowing estimated expenditures for 1943: penitentiary, $333,756

(average of 211 inmates) (this amount also included expenditure

for Saratoga Hot Springs and penitentiary farms); industrial

boys' school, $65,331 (45 inmates); industrial girls' school, $41,-

172 (94 inmates); State Training school, $110,620 (388 inmates);

hospital for the insane, $164,112 (673 inmates)" Other state

institutions and their estimated expenditures for 1943 were: state

children's home, $41,236.20; Wyoming general hospital, $177,174;

Hot Springs State park, $13,261; tuberculosis sanatorium, $36,-

760; soldier's and sailor's home, $29,840.

Communication. In Nov. 1943, state highways totalled 4,082

mi.; rural highways, 20,012 mi.; railroads, 1,996.20 mi. (main

tracks, taxable).

Banking and Finance. In Nov. 1943 there were 30 state

banks with deposits of $37,307,918.90; and resources of $40,589,-

589.56. National banks numbered 26, with deposits of $94,975,-

753.52, and resources of $101,871,481.04. There were eight in-

sured savings and loan associations in June 1943. Total state

receipts for the fiscal year were $15,074,848.30; disbursements,

$11,939,162.76; gross bonded debt $2,550.00.

Ranching and Agriculture. Wyoming livestock products

TabU I leading Ranch and Farm Producti of Wyoming, 1943 and 1942

sold for approximately between $55,000,000 and $60,000,000, in

1943, and farm products were valued at between $10,000,000 and

$15,000,000 for the same period.

Manufacturing. The value of all manufactures, excluding oil

refining and dairying, was estimated at $10,000,000 in 1942. No
figures for 1943 were available at the end of the year.

Mineral Production* The total value of Wyoming's principal

mineral production in 1943 was estimated at $46,247,392. Petro-

leum was the principal mineral product. The largest producer

among numerous fields was Lance Creek.

TabU \l Principal Mineral Product* of Wyoming, 1943 and 1942

(M. H. E.)

XDoif
^e use ^ *^e X-ray for diagnosis of protrusion of an

*adj. intervertebral disk made further advance during 1943.

Dandy advocated abolition of the use of contrast solutions in di-

agnosis of protruded intervertebral disk but this advice is appli-

cable only to cases with typical symptoms. Confirmation of the

diagnosis by X-rays made after injection of contrast solutions is

considered advisable by most of the experienced surgeons in this

field. Air as a contrast is unsatisfactory because of its low diag-

nostic accuracy.

A new contrast medium called "pantopaque" (ethyl iodophenyl-

undecylate) was described. This is an iodized oil much lighter

and less viscid than lipiodol. Because of its fluidity it can be

manipulated into any locality within the membranes covering the

spine and brain by tilting the patient on the movable horizontal

table. Examination of the dorsal and cervical regions is thus

facilitated.

The greatest advantage of "pantopapue" is the ease with which

it can be withdrawn through the same needle with which it is

injected when the diagnostic procedure is finished. There is a

further advantage that even if a small amount remains in the

spinal canal it disappears after a few weeks, either disseminated

in the spinal fluid or possibly absorbed.

Angiocardiography. Since Robb and Steinberg in 1938

described a method for rendering opaque the heart chambers

and large intrathoracic blood-vessels considerable practical a<J-

vance was made in the clinical use of the method. The conditions

in which it was found of value are listed in a review by Weber.

They included congenital heart disease, coarctation of the aorta,

aneurysm, and various intrathoracic conditions with associated

changes in the size and contour of the heart and great vessels.

Taylor and Shulman and Steinberg, Grishman and Sussman re-

ported on the use of this method in diagnosis of various heart

diseases and Liberson and Liberson published an interesting ex-

perimental article on the use of the method to diagnose pulmonary
embolism.

The method consists in the intravenous injection, usually into

a vein of the arm, of diodrast (3.5
- diiodo -4- pyridone -N-

acetic acid and diethanolamine). They used in the average case

35 cc. of a 70% solution of the drug (24.5 gm. of diodrast).

The method appeared to be harmless and doubtless would be

increasingly used to aid in the diagnosis of the unusually difficult

heart and vasculafr conditions which older methods failed to

make clear.

Cholecystography. A new contrast medium has recently

been devised to replace tetraiodophenolphthalein for gall-bladder
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study. The name of the substance is priodax (beta-(4-hydroxg-3,

5- diiodophengl)-alpha-phenyl propionic acid). The advantages

of priodax over tetraiodophenolphthalein were: i. It does not

contain phenolphthalein and does not act as a cathartic. This as-

sures better absorption since it remains in the intestinal tract for

a longer time. 2. It is less toxic. 3. It is almost completely ab-

sorbed from the intestinal tract and therefore does not produce

opacities which conflict with the gall-bladder shadow. 4. It is

easily and simply administered in tablet form. 5. The filing of

the gall bladder is better than with other methods because of the

complete absorption of the drug from the intestinal tract. (See

also PHOTOGRAPHY; TUBERCULOSIS.)
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^wer yachts were racing in 1943 than in 1942,

due chiefly to the absence of many owners in the

services or war work, but most of the recognized classes of

smaller yachts were out and races were scheduled at most yacht-

ing localities. As in 1942, few of the larger yachts were out, being

either in government service or laid up for the duration, except

on the Great Lakes, where restrictions were fewer.

The two chief yachting events on the east coast, Larchmont

race week, and the midsummer scries at Marblehead, were held

as usual, with a good showing in the smaller classes. At Larch-

mont, which held its 45th annual "week/' 546 starts were re-

corded on the five days of racing, and at Marblehead, cradle of

the sport on the New England coast, as many as 130 yachts

started on several of the seven days of racing.

While the Star class sailed its chief event, the International

championships, only two countries outside the United States were

represented, Cuba and Venezuela, and all contestants sailed in

boats furnished by the home fleet where the races were sailed,

on Great South bay, Long Island. With 19 starters, sailing five

races, the championship went to A. M. Deacon, representing

Western Long Island sound, with 79 points. W. H. Picken, Jr.,

Great South Bay fleet, was second with 76 points, and C. de Car-

denas, Cuba, third with 74. The Atlantic coast championship in

the same class, was won by Horace Havemeyer, in "Gull II."

Another important intersectional event was sailed as usual, the

B^rthel trophy race, representing the crew championship of the

Great Lakes. Sailed on Lake St. Clair in 8-metre yachts, be-

tween crews representing Lakes Ontario, Erie and Michigan, it

was won by the Lake Ontario crew headed by Elmer J. Doyle
of Youngstown, N.Y., with Lake Erie second.

The Intercollegiate National Dinghy championship was sailed

on Charles River basin, Boston, and was won by the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology crew, 152 points, with Harvard sec-

ond, 145 points. The McMillan trophy race, representing the

Intercollegiate championship, sailed in June off Marblehead, was

also won by M.I.T. with Harvard second. Other important inter-

sectional championships were those in the Lightning class, sailed

off Bay Head, N.J., which was won by Karl Smithers of Buffalo,

and the Gulf Yachting association Lipton trophy, sailed in Fish

class sloops, which was won by the Southern Yacht club crew

with 35 points, Biloxi Yacht club crew second with 31 points.

Long-distance racing, always a popular part of a yachting sea-

son, was confined to the Great Lakes in 1943. Here, the two
chief events of former years were sailed, the Chicago-Mackinac
race of 333 mi. and the Port Huron-Mackinac, on Lake Huron.
The former was sailed in two classes, racing and cruising. The

Class Q sloop "Gloriant," owned by Vita Thomas, won the Mack-
inac cup in the racing class, while the sloop "Lassie," W. J.

Lawrie, owner, took the Chicago-Mackinac trophy in the cruising

division with "Tahuna," J. T. Snite, second.

In the somewhat shorter Port Huron-Mackinac race, "Apache,"
a N.Y.Y.C. 32-ft. class sloop, owned by Wilfred Gmeiner, was

first in the racing-cruising class; the 8-metre "Shamrock," sailed

by Ernest Grates took the racing class first prize, and in the

cruising division, Andrew Langhammer's "Rambler VI" was the

winner. All such events on the coasts had to be cancelled on

account of war time restrictions. (H. L. ST.)

*nstitut*on f Mgfter education at New
. Haven, Conn. During 1943 the transfer to

a war basis was completed. The army air force technical training

command took over a large portion of the university's facilities

and established a cadet school with an enrolment averaging 3,000.

A navy V-i2 program began July i, with 1,500 undergraduates
enrolled. At the same time, the army specialized training program
was instituted with about 850 men, later increased to 1,500. After

July 1943, except for certain students deferred as civilians for

special essential training, or in 4-F, there were no undergraduates
at Yale over 18 who were not in uniform. Yale was selected by
the army for engineering, medical, and area and language training,

the latter covering Japanese, Burmese, Chinese, Malay, Russian

and Italian; advanced work was given for medical students, the

military intelligence section and the civil affairs specialists train-

ing school. For the navy, courses were given in engineering and

medicine, as well as in various basic studies.

Several committees in postwar planning were set up, and the

research activities of the Institute of International Studies were

expanded. Eight graduate fellowships of $2,500 a year each were

established for advanced studies in the liberal arts.

Laboratory research was devoted to the war effort in many
fields, including vitamin production, food dehydration, aeronau-

tics, military clothing, high-altitude physiology and marine fopd

resources. Among important acquisitions by the Yale library was

the William Robertson Coe collection of Western Americana. The

Yale Art gallery received the Maitland Griggs collection of early

Italian paintings. For statistics of faculty, enrolment, endowment,

etc., see UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

( l884-i943>, Japanese naval officer,

was born April 4 at Nagoaka, Japan.

He was graduated from the naval academy in 1904 and fought

as an ensign in the Russo-Japanese war. He was naval attache in

the Japanese embassy in Washington, 1925. As Japanese dele-

gate at the London naval conference in 1934-35, he successfully

fought the Anglo-American proposal to extend the naval "holi-

day." Yamamoto thereafter won rapid promotion. Foremost

Japanese advocate of combining air and sea power in naval

attacks, he was promoted to commander-in-chief of the fleet in

1939. Referring to the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor,

Domei (Japanese) news agency revealed in a dispatch on Dec. 17,

1941, that the strategy of surprise carried out by Adm. Yamamoto

was planned by him earlier.

A Tokyo radio report announced that he had been mortally

injured in action while directing naval operations from a plane

on a "far southern front," in April 1943, and that he had died

shortly afterwards. The fact that no major engagements had

taken place in that theatre of operations during the month cast

doubt on the Japanese reports as to the circumstances surround-

ing his death. While Yamamoto was on his deathbed, the em-

peror promoted him to fleet admiral on April 20. He was suc-

ceeded by Adm. Mineichi Koga.
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Yamashita, Tomoyuki
( ? -

)> Japanese anny offi-

cer, was a close student of Ger-

man military tactics. An able strategist, he trained Japanese sol-

diers in the technique of jungle warfare and conceived the

military plan for the Japanese invasion of Malaya, 1941-42. His

troops infiltrated the Malayan wilderness as independent units

and, aided by native fifth-columnists, successfully marched

through narrow jungle roads and paths that the British general

staff thought were impenetrable. After a lo-week campaign,

Singapore surrendered to Gen. Yamashita on Feb. 15, 1942. On
March 9, after the failure of Gen. Masaharu Homma's drive to

dislodge the U.S.-Filipino forces from the Bataan peninsula, Gen.

Yamashita assumed command of the Philippines campaign. With
a numerically superior army and air force, he won the battle of

Bataan, April 9 and conquered the Corregidor island fortress,

May 6, 1942. On Feb. 10, 1943, the Berlin radio broadcast a

Tokyo dispatch that Yamashita, "supreme commander of forces

in Malaya," had been promoted from lieutenant general to full

general.

( l8 78?-i943), Russian historian

i and politician, was one of the orig-

inal members of the "Old Bolsheviks." He was president of the

League of Militant Atheists from its inception in 1927 and waged
a ceaseless "educational" war against religion in the U.S.S.R. He
was also a member of the Russian Communist party's central ex-

ecutive committee and a deputy of the supreme soviet. After the

German invasion of the U.S.S.R. in June 1941, Premier Stalin

apparently ordered Yaroslavsky to soft-pedal his campaign so as

not to offend Russia's allies, who were deeply concerned over the

"Godless" aspect of Russian culture. Yaroslavsky's death was re-

ported in a Moscow broadcast according to newspaper dispatches

of Dec. 5.

Yemen: see ARABIA.

Yeremenko, Andrei Ivanovitch :::;:,
Oct. 14 in Markova, the Ukraine. Drafted into the imperial Rus-

sian army in 1913, he became a corporal in 1914 and saw service

in World War I on the eastern front. He became a guerrilla leader

after the Brest-Litovsk peace signed by Germany and Russia,

joined the red army during the revolution, and rose to the rank

of officer in a cavalry unit. After the establishment of the soviet

regime, Yeremenko, a student of strategy, attended the high

cavalry school, the military-political academy and the Frunze

military academy. During World War II, Yeremenko was given

command of a field army on the northwest front, 1941-42 and

in 1942-43 he was assigned to the Stalingrad front. During the

bitter struggle for the Volga city, Yeremenko was wounded seven

times and acquitted himself with valour.

He was decorated with the Order of the Red Banner, promoted
to the rank of colonel general and in Aug. 1943, was raised to the

rank of a full general.

Alihlir
ftl lllUr

Yersin, Alexandra [mile John
(1863-1943), Swiss

bacteriologist, was
born Sept. 22 at Rougemont, Switzerland. He did notable work

on the diphtheria bacillus and diphtheria serum. He also dis-

covered the bubonic plague bacillus and succeeded in making a

serum to combat the disease. Since the 18905, Dr. Yersin lived

in the far east where he directed the Pasteur institute at Nha-

trang, French Indo-China. He died in French Indo-China accord-

ing to a Berne dispatch of March 2. (See Encyclopedia Britan-

nica.)

< I866-I 943), U.S. artist and car-

toonist, was born Jan. 14 near Or-

angeville, Stephenson county, 111. He studied art in Chicago at

the Academy of Design, 1884-86, and worked as illustrator and

cartoonist for Chicago newspapers, 1884-94. He went to Denver
in 1895, was co-editor of the Masses, 1911-19, was Washington

correspondent for the Metropolitan magazine, 1912-17, and editor

and publisher of Good Morning, 1919-21. He contributed illus-

trations and cartoons to many of the nation's best-known maga-
zines and was contributing editor to the New Masses, Communist

weekly. A talented and brilliant political cartoonist, he took an

active part in campaigns for woman suffrage, labour organization.

racial equality and abolition of child labour. Among his books are

Trees at Night (1927), On My Way (1928), Art Youngs Inferno

( J 933), The Best of Art Young (1936) and Art Young, His Life

and Times (1939). He died in New York city, Dec. 29.

Young Men's Christian Association.
became president; Eugene E. Barnett was general secretary. At

the end of 1943 there were 1,300 local associations and 1,200,000

members, of whom 60% were under 25, in cities, colleges, high

schools, rural areas, railway and industrial centres. War emer-

gency services dominated the program. As a principal agency of

the United Service Organizations, the Y.M.C.A. was designated

to operate work in 445 communities near military establishments

and in 60 overburdened war production centres. Y.M.C.A. per-

sonnel were provided for U.S.O. operations in various off-shore

bases. American service men in many parts of the world were

served by Y.M.C.A. movements of those countries. Work among
prisoners of war was continued and enlarged at a cost of about

$2,000,000. Some 76 neutral representatives of the World's Com-
mittee of Y.M.C.A.'s visited prison camps for conference with

camp leaders about prisoners
1

recreational, educational and re-

ligious needs. American co-operation through staff and emer-

gency aid was given to indigenous association movements of Free

China, India, Egypt, Palestine, Turkey and Latin America. Local

associations in the United States stressed wartime youth needs

despite absence of large numbers of members and group leaders

in military service. Extensive co-operation was given to local de-

fense efforts and other community organizations. Special physical

fitness programs were conducted. Citizenship education for Amer-

ican responsibility for postwar world order was stressed

(0. E. P.)

Young Womens Christian Association.

The regular ongoing program of the Y.W.C.A. in the United

States was adapted and expanded in 1943 to meet wartime con-

ditions. As an international Christian women's organization, it

was concerned not only with providing war service to women and

girls in the United States but also to the many thousands who

turn to the Y.W.C.A. in other countries for help. Through the

World Emergency and War Victims fund, financial support and

personnel was given to those associations to assist in meeting the

needs of the women and girls in uniform as well as farm and

factory workers; in providing youth centres for children of work-

ing mothers; and in the relief and restoration of war victims.

Support for the World Emergency and War Victims fund oflRes

in the main from the National War fund and in part from the

Church Committee on Overseas Relief and Reconstruction. In

the United States, the Y.W.C.A. as a member agency of the

United Service Organizations, Inc., was responsible for 239

U.S.O. operations serving men and women in the armed forces

and in war production industries. The year 1943 saw also the be-

ginning of another special project, Y.W.C.A. War-Community
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Service, organized for the purpose of providing necessary recrea-

tional and other facilities for women and girls in over-crowded

war industry communities where such facilities do not exist or

are inadequate to meet the need. This service was one of six

national agency projects comprising American War-Community

Services, Inc., and was financed by local war chests.

(M. S. Ss.)

Youth Administration, Notional: see NATIONAL YOUTH
ADMINISTRATION.

Vnnth ilnuamantc Youth movements, organized efforts

I Oil III mUVulllBniS. at political self-expression of young

people, were dominated in 1943 by the universal war effort.

In the totalitarian countries, whether communist or fascist, the

youth movements continued strictly controlled by the respective

governments as instruments of governmental policy. The efforts

undertaken in 1942 to organize the youth in the democratic

countries and in the axis countries for international action on

a large scale were not renewed. The youth movements of the

different religious organizations were carried on in the demo-

cratic countries, devoting much of their attention to the prob-

lems caused by the war and to the organization of the future

peace. In fascist countries national youth organizations were

formed to which all students must belong, while the world-wide

Christian youth organizations like the Y.M.C.A, the Y.W.C.A

and the Student Christian movement had been forbidden because

of their international connections.

In the United States the newly organized United States Stu-

dent assembly held its first meeting in May 1943. By its con-

stitution it called itself "a confederation of autonomous demo-

cratic student groups, organized democratically and bound to-

gether by the common belief that democracy is the only ju
r t

society." Communist organizations were barred from member-

ship, when the Young Communist league tried to gain admission,

because they were "not democratic by their very nature" and

on account of their "mercurial foreign policy which changed ac-

cording to the Moscow weather at any moment." The U.S.

Student assembly called for "a dynamic revision of our society

to banish political, economic and social insecurity" and for "a

new America not made new by changing our ideals, but by
more complete acceptance of them." The assembly regarded

itself as the American branch of the International Student as-

sembly. The question of communist participation in democratic

youth organizations came up again when the Young Communist

league dissolved itself in Oct. 1943 and formed a new organiza-

tion called "American Youth for Democracy" to unite com-

munist and non-communist youth. The new organization called

for an American-Soviet-British coalition, for the opening of a

second front and for universal, obligatory military training for

youth after the war. The democratic youth, however, did not

join and regarded the formation of the new organization as an

attempt of the communists to confuse the issues. (See also

CATHOLIC ORGANIZATIONS FOR YOUTH.) (H. Ko.)

^ kingdom in southeastern Europe, partitioned

as a result of German aggression in 1941. Area

95^76 sq.mi.; pop. (est. Jan. i, 1940) 15,703,000. Capital: Bel-

grade (266,849). Other chief cities: Zagreb (185,581); Subotica

(100,058); Ljubljana (79,056); Sarajevo (78,173). Religion:

6,785,501 Greek Orthodox; 5,217,910 Roman Catholic; 1,561,166

Mohammedans; 231,169 Protestants; 68,405 Jews. King: Peter

II; prime minister (1943): Bozhidar Puritch.

History. The situation in Yugoslavia continued throughout

1943 in a troubled state, further complicated by the collapse of

Italy. The unrest and bitterness produced by the occupation of

Yugoslavia was also much increased by the internal struggle

among the Yugoslavs themselves. This disunity had two aspects,

often so interconnected that it was difficult to gain a clear picture

of the forces and trends at work. There was first the resistance

movement against the armies of occupation, especially the Ger-

man and (until Sept.) the Italian armies. This movement was,

however, divided into two camps violently hostile to each other

and often in bitter armed conflict. One of these patriot armies,

the Chetniks, was led by General Draja Mikhailovitch, minister

of war in the Yugoslav cabinet. The other, generally called the

Partisans, was led by General Tito, a Croat communist, whose

real name was Josip Brozovich. The forces of Mikhailovitch

represented mainly the Serb army and guerrillas, while those of

Tito included Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and were of a more
leftist political conviction, often representing an agrarian com-

munism, yet accepting in their ranks men of all parties and

classes, peasants, workers, intellectuals, officers and priests. For

some time it seemed as if Tito's forces were supported by soviet

Russia while the United States and Britain supported the forces

of Mikhailovitch.

The Yugoslav government in London, recognized as one of the

United Nations, reflected during 1943 the internal tensions of the

homeland and was frequently reorganized. On Jan. 2 a new cabi-

net was formed in which Professor Slobodan Yovanovitch was

not only prime minister but also minister of the interior and of

foreign affairs. The cabinet resigned on June 17 because it was

unable to define a satisfactory postwar policy. On June 26 a new
cabinet was formed with Milosh Trifunovitch, deputy leader of

the Serb radical party, as prime minister and Milan Grol, leader

of the Serbian democratic party, as minister of foreign affairs.

In a broadcast on June 28, a national holiday of the Serbs, King
Peter promised his people that after their liberation they would

be free "to decide on their own fate in conformity with the prin-

ciples of democracy."
As a result of Serb-Croat tension the cabinet of Trifunovitch

resigned on Aug. 10 and was followed by a cabinet with Dr.

Bozhidar Puritch, a Serb diplomat, as prime minister. The Yugo-
slav government transferred its seat at the beginning of October

from London to Cairo. From there on Oct. 7 King Peter called

on his people to "obey Mikhailovitch and other national leaders

of your resistance to the enemy and refrain from internal strug-

gle." Thereby the king recognized officially the existence of other

liberation movements especially that of Tito, On Oct. 16 the

Yugoslav government was broadened by the inclusion of three

new members, two Croats and one Slovene.

Meanwhile the struggle in Yugoslavia went on. The patriotic

armies were able to wrest important territory from German con-

trol and at times many important cities in Dalmatia and Bosnia

were entirely under patriot control. But the attempts of creating

a united front of the patriots failed.

At the beginning of the summer of 1943 the British government
established military liaison with the Yugoslav partisans under

Tito, according to an official statement of the British general

headquarters for the middle east on July 21. The British were

already in liaison with the forces of Mikhailovitch. In mid-

September the Partisans controlled Fiume and Spalato on the

Adriatic coast but soon they were forced out by superior German
forces. They had seized some of the equipment of the Italians,

but it was in no way sufficient to allow them* major operations

against the German army.

On Dec. 4 the Partisan movement announced that it had set

up a provisional regime in opposition to the existing Yugoslav

government in exile. It was reported that 140 delegates had

created a parliament and government for the territory already

won back from the Germans. Dr. Ivan Ribar, first president of
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he constitutional assembly of Yugoslavia after World War I,

vas elected head of the government, and General Tito was named

ieldmarshal and chairman of the committee for national defense.

\ regular cabinet was formed, the three vice-presidents being

espectively a Serb, a Croat and a Slovene. In the British parlia-

nent it was disclosed officially on Dec. 8 that the larger part

)f British supplies and arms sent to Yugoslavia had been going

'or some time to Tito's forces. On Dec. 14 Foreign Secretary

\nthony Eden announced that the British military mission was

leaded by Fitzroy Maclean, a former member of the British

'oreign office. The soviet government followed the British ex-

imple and announced on Dec. 14 that it would also send a mili-

ary mission to Yugoslavia.

By the end of Dec. 1943, the hostility between Tito's Partisans

md the government in exile which had supported Gen. Mikhailo-

ritch took on more and more violent form. Tito's council issued

i manifesto depriving the government in exile of all rights and

iccusing Mikhailovitch openly of a hostile attitude and of organ-

zing civil strife. The government in exile denied these charges and

naintained the legitimacy of its position. (H. Ko.)

ftikon Territory.

Yukon Territory lies in the extreme north-

west of continental Canada, bounded by

\laska, British Columbia, the Northwest Territories and the Arc-

,ic ocean. Area, 207,076 sq.mi.; pop. (1941) 4,914. Seat of gov-

ernment, Dawson. Local administration is in the hands of a ter-

itorial legislative council composed of three members elected

;riennially, and a controller. The Yukon is represented at Ottawa

}y one member in the house of commons. From June to October,

steamships ply regularly from White Horse to Dawson.

The chief industry is mining, followed by fur trading and fish-

ng. For the first nine months of 1943, gold production shrank to

50,111 oz., as compared with 53,137 oz. produced in the same

Deriod of 1942. The fur haul in 1941-42 represented a value of

398,132 as compared with a value of $373,399 for 1940-41. The

fishing catch for 1942 was valued at $3,056. With the completion

)f the Alaska highway, the Yukon was brought into direct com-

munication with the rest of the dominion. Communications within

Lhe territory are maintained chiefly by plane, and, during the sea-

son of navigation, by steamship. A railway from White Horse to

Skagway (Alaska) gives access to the Pacific. (J. I. C.)

Zanzibar and Pemba: see BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

PlOtorriulCI
( I865

~ I 943)> Netherlands physicist, was

born May 25 at Zonnemaire, Zeeland.

The discoverer of the Zeeman effect, a phenomena produced in

spectroscopy, and winner of the Nobel prize in 1902 he died in

Amsterdam, Oct. 9, according to a broadcast from a German-con-

trolled Netherlands station. (See Encyclopedia Britanntca.)

Iflift
l\Uri

)> German army officer, was

born in Luckau, Brandenburg, Germany.
He volunteered in World War I and served as infantry lieutenant,

resigning his commission after the armistice. He rejoined the

reichswehr in 1926 as a captain, became a major in 1934, a

colonel in 1935, a major general early in 1942 and then a full gen-

eral. He commanded an infantry unit during the Polish campaign
in Sept. 1939, and was chief of staff to Gen. Von Kleist during

the Battle of France, May-June 1940. He was also chief of staff

to Gen. Von Rundstedt on the French invasion coast in 1942. In

the winter of 1942 Zeitzler was made chief of the German general

staff, replacing Gen. Franz Haider. During 1943 he was at some

of Hitler's conferences, including one in January with the Ruma-

nian premier, Antonescu, and a meeting with Mussolini in April.

U;, ;myZhukov, Georgi Konstantinovich

joined the Russian imperial army as a private in 1915. After the

revolution, he attended the Frunze military academy, where he

received his military training under Gen. Boris Shaposhnikov,

crack soviet strategist. He was named chief of the red army

general staff and vice-commissar for defense, Feb. 1941. During

the nazi drive on Moscow in the fall of 1941, Zhukov was given

command of the capital's defense forces on Oct. 23, replacing

Gen. Timoshenko, who was sent to the southern front. The Ger-

man offensive at one time reached a point some 20 miles from

Moscow, but there Russian armies held fast. Zhukov's armies

launched a series of counterattacks; in December, German de-

fenses cracked under the hammering Russian blows, and Hitler's

armies fell back on nearly all sectors of the immense Moscow
front. There he directed the counteroffensive at Stalingrad, for

which he later received Stalin's personal congratulations. He did

not remain to direct the last steps, however, for early in Jan.

1943 he was sent to Moscow to co-ordinate the forces for raising

the siege of Leningrad. The siege was lifted Jan. 18, and on Jan.

29 Zhukov was awarded the Order of Suvorov, first degree, for

his part in the campaign.

Production figures for zinc after 1940 were received only

from the United States, so that no data for 1941 and

1942 can be added to the world table.

World Production of Zinc

(In thousands of metric tons)

The recoverable metal content of zinc ores mined in the United

States increased from 749,125 short tons in 1941 to 760,210 tons

in 1942, an increase of only slightly over i%. Increases of out-

put in Colorado, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Idaho, Ten-

nessee, Utah and five other states with minor changes totalled

68,946 tons; this was largely offset by decreases totalling 57,851

tons in Oklahoma, Kansas, Montana, Virginia, Nevada and three

other states. In each list, the states are arranged in decreasing

order of the magnitude of the tonnage change. In the tri-state

district of Oklahoma, Kansas and southwest Missouri, the largest

producing area, 8,513,000 tons of ore and 9,921,000 tons of tail-

ings represented an increase of 6% in the tonnage treated during

the year, but a decline in yield resulted in a drop of zinc produced
from 258,837 tons in 1941 to 236,965 tons in 1942.

During 1942 and 1943 censorship prevented the publication of

smelter output, but this restriction was removed in Dec. 1943.

The smelter output in the United States from both domestic and

foreign ores was 929,770 short tons in 1942, and 889,656 tons

through Nov. 1943. The latter figure is at a rate of 970,512 tons

for the year, an improvement of 4% over 1942. The returns for

domestic ore in 1943 were not available at the close of the year,

but in 1942 there was a drop to 629,957 tons, as compared with

652,599 tons in 1941. Domestic sales increased from 733>D*8 tons

in 1942 to 742,916 tons through Nov. 1943, equivalent to a rate

of 810,454 tons for the full year, and a rise of 10% over 1942,
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In contrast, export sales dropped heavily, from 151,650 tons in

1942 to only 55,136 tons through Nov. 1943. Total sales in 1943

were at a rate of 870,601 tons, as compared with 885,568 tons in

1941. Stocks had been critically low throughout 1940 and 1941,

and up to May 1942. Increased production and decreased sales

built the stocks up from a low of 18,477 tons at the end of May
1942. to 65,268 tons at the end of the year, with even better re-

sults in 1943, reaching 159,853 tons at the end of November.

Although this would be an abnormally high figure for stocks
r
under

normal conditions, it represented only about two months* average

output under current conditions.

An unofficial report stated that the zinc output of Canada in

1942 was 216,000 short tons, equivalent to 20% of the combined

output of the United Nations. (G. A. Ro.)

7irnnninm ^ ^n ^orma^on was made public in the U.S. on

irUUlllUIII> zirconium in 1943, beyond the fact that the sup-

ply was improved; formerly listed as supply in balance with

essential demand, the year closed with a surplus supply. How
much of this improvement came from domestic output, and how
much from imports, was not known. There were small-scale re-

coveries of zircon from beach sands in Florida for several years,

and more extensive operations were planned. (G. A. Ro.)

year X 943 saw curtailment of zoological science

in some areas of the U.S. and expansion in others.

The expansion dealt largely with the teaching of premedical

zoology; particularly in those colleges and universities engaged in

training army or navy cadets under government contract. Broad-

ly, most of these programs required the teaching of general zoolo-

gy (botany was included in naval programs but not in army),

comparative vertebrate anatomy and vertebrate embryology. The

details, of course, differed both between army and navy require-

ments as well as between institutions. These training programs
served the double function of rapidly preparing pre-professional

students in basic biological science and of making it possible for

many zoologists to remain actively engaged in their profession on

home grounds. Zoology also expanded in certain applied areas;

especially as related to agriculture through economic entomology
und to medicine through parasitology. The curtailment of zoology
occurred along four lines: (i) In teaching not associated with

medicine or veterinary medicine; (2) in loss of students and in-

vestigators to the war effort; (3) in basic research (although a

commendable amount of this was done), and (4) in national and

regional meetings and activities at summer biological stations.

To document the last point, total attendance at the Marine Bio-

logical station (Woods Hole, Mass.) dropped from 461 in 1941 to

273 in 1942 to 228 in 1943. For another year the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science did not meet. Thus, mem-
bers of such societies as the American Society of Zoologists and
the Ecological Society of America could not get together for the

exchange of ideas. However, certain organizations (the Ameri-
can Society of Zoologists, for example) published detailed ab-

stracts of the current researches of its membership. These were

widely circulated.

Research, A problem that has long interested zoologists con*

cerns the adjustments necessary for ocean animals to evolve into

fresh water forms. The palaeontologist and morphologist advance
I'vidence to show that the ancestors of the major phyla arose in

:he sea. In 1943, confirmatory evidence based on physiological

:onsiderations, appeared in a paper by L. C. Beadle. To invade

fresh waters, marine animals must maintain a total body-fluid
:oncentration greater than that of the external environment.

Some animals, such as the marine worm Nereis diversicolor,

show the beginnings of osmotic regulation. When in fresh or

slightly salty water this species maintains for a time an internal

salt concentration which is greater than that of the surrounding
water. This permits the worms to enter brackish water. On the

other hand, other forms such as certain Crustacea withstand dilute

sea water by virtue of another type of mechanism; one which

prevents essential diminution in the concentration of body fluids.

In such organisms this is accomplished by active absorption of

salt from the medium through gills or other parts of the body
surface. Thus, one type of physiological mechanism retains salt

that is present (Nereis) while another brings in extra salt which

then is stored in fluids and tissues (crustacea). It seems likely

that devices such as these have been used by animals in their

emancipation from the sea.

W. H. Johnson and E. G. Stanley Baker showed that the size

of populations of a ciliate protozoan, Tetrahymena, was increased

when vitamin BI, thiamin hydrochloride, was added to the me-

dium in certain concentrations. This greater population size was

due, not to an acceleration of individual reproductive rate, but

rather to an extension of the period of maximum cell division

beyond that characteristic of controls in which thiamin was low or

absent. Certain cultures, to which two other B-complcx vitamins

(riboflavin and pyridoxin) were added in addition to the thiamin,

maintained the largest living populations. This research, dealing

as it does with relatively simple one-celled creatures, demon-

strated anew that the need for vitamins is not limited to "higher"

forms but is something quite general among animals.

In 1943 W. F. Lamoreux studied the effect of light on the

weight of white leghorn cockerels. In his experiments other fac-

tors such as food, temperature and genetic stock were controlled.

He found that, when the birds were exposed to light for nine

hours daily, they weighed significantly more after six weeks of

such treatment than did birds exposed for 1 2 hours daily. Further,

roosters that got only four hours of light in each 24 weighed

more than did those that got 14 hours. Lamoreux reached the

interesting conclusion that gains in the body weight of domestic

fowl are greatest when the daily period of light is inadequate for

the maximum stimulation of reproduction. Thus, midwinter light

conditions, while excellent for inducing growth, are not favour-

able for the development of the gonads with consequent reproduc-

tion. (See also MARINE BIOLOGY.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Joseph Needham, Biochemistry and Morphogenesis

(1942); H. U. Svcrdrup, Martin W. Johnson and Richard H. Fleming,
The Oceans. Their Physics, Chemistry and General Biology (1942); Sher-

man C. Bishop, Handbook of Salamanders (1943); William J. Hamilton,
Jr., The Mammals of Eastern United States (1943); Robert M. Yerkes,

Chimpanzees. A Laboratory Colony (1943); L. V. Heilbrunn, An Outline oj

General Physiology (2nd edition) (1943); L- C. Beadle, Biological Re-
views, 1 8 (1943); W. II. Johnson and E. G. Stanley Baker, Physiological

Zoology, 16 (1943); W. F. Lamoreux, Ecology, 24 (1943). (T. PK.)

Zoological Gardens. Postwar plans for zoos were being

made, particularly in the United States. The New York Zoological

society was planning a research centre for the study of animal

diseases in relation to human diseases. It was to receive for this

purpose $3,000,000 under a postwar program, and was to con-

tribute $20,000 towards a $1,500,000 postwar aquarium or

oceanarium at Coney Island, containing fresh- and salt-water ani-

mals from all over the globe. Dr. David L. Coffin was appointed

to the Herbert Fox memorial fellowship in comparative pathology

by the Zoological Society of Philadelphia. The fellowship pro-

vides for half-time work at the zoo by faculty members of the

school of veterinary medicine interested in the diseases of wild

animals.

In Great Britain, Winston Churchill was elected honorary fel-

low of the London Zoological society. The lion presented to him

to commemorate his African visit was the father of cubs born in

the zoo. H. Vinall collected fresh-water fish for the first War-

time opening of the aquarium. Many tropical fish were to remain

in the congenial temperature of the reptile house. (V. R.)
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Bank for International Settlements
94c; Business Review 144b; Censor-

ship 163c; Consumer Credit 210a;
Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration 278c. See also under various
states and countries'

Bank of England
Bank of France 41, 40
Bankruptcy: see Federal Bureau of

Investigation 44. See Business
. Review 44, 43, 42. See Law; Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission
43. 42. See Bankruptcy 41, 40

Banks: see Banking
Banting, Sir Frederick Grant 42
Baptist Church

Christian Unity 187c
Bar Association, American: see
American Bar Association

Barbados: see West Indies, British
Barbour, W. Warren 44
Barclay, McClelland 44
Barclay, Sir Thomas 42
Barium Minerals 44, 43. 42
Barker, Lewellys Franklin 44
Barkley, Alben W. 254c
Barley

Agriculture 25c; Flour and Flour
Milling 287a; Nevada 494c

Barnes, George Nice 1 1 41

Baroda, Maharaja 40
Barr, Norman Burton 44
Barrere, Camilla 41
Barrymore, John Blythe 43
Bartet (Regnault), Jeanne Julia 42
Barton, Donald Clinton 40
Baruoh, Bernard Mannes44
Postwar Planning 561d; Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 613a; War Mobili-
zation, Office of, 749d

Barzllal, Salvatore 40
Basalt: see Stone
Baseball
Basle English 44
Basketball
Basutoland: see British South Afri-
can Protectorates

Bataan: see Philippine Islands;
World War 1143

Bates, Ernest Sutherland 40
Batista. Zaldlvar Fulgenolo 41
Bait William 43



Battleships: see Navies of the
World 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See De-
fense, National (U.S.) 42, 41. See
Marino Corps 41

Baudrlllart, Henri Mario Alfrod 43
Baur. Harry 44
Bauxite
Aluminum 50d; Business Review
141b; Surinam 678c

Bayard, Thomas Francis 43
Bazooka: Munitions of War 464a:
Words and Meanings. New 769d

Boans, Dry
Board, Danlol Cartor 42
Boatty, Sir Edward Wontworth 44
Beaux. Cecilia 43
Boavorbrook, William Maxwell Alt-
ken 42, 41

Bechuanaland Protectorate: see
British South African Protec-
torates

Bock Josof 40
Beoknam, John Cropps Wlekliffe 41

Bedford, Herbrand Arthur Russell

Boo-keeping
Beer, Thomas 41
Beer: see Brewing and Beer
Boers, Clifford Whittingham 44
Beets: Food Research 288c; Hort {cul-

ture 341d
Belgian Colonial Empire
Belgian Congo: see Belgian Colonial
Empire
Cobalt 198a; Copper 210c; Dia-
monds 235a; Radium 589a; Refugees
598b

Belgium
Child Welfare 180d; Coal 194c; Ex-
change Control and Exchange Rates
268d; Fisheries 284c; Foreign Invest-
ments in the United States 293c;
Iron and Steel 367a; Lead 397b; Pris-
oners of War 570b; Railroads 590d;
Rayon and Other Synthetic Fibres
594c; Shipping, Merchant Marine
634d; War Crimes 74Sc; War Debts
746a

Bell, Alexander 42
Benefactions: see Donations and
Bequests

Bones', Eduard: see Bohemia and
Moravia 41, 40

Benet, Stephen Vlnoent 44
American Literature 60a

Bennett, Henry Gordon 43
Benson, Edward Frederic 41

Benson, Sir Frank 40
Benton. William 44
Bontonlte 44, 43, 42
Bequests, Philanthropic: see Dona-
tions and Bequests

Beronsohot, Gerardus Johannes 42
Berg, Ernst Julius 42
Bergton. Henri 42
Berlin 44, 43. 42
Germany 312d; Warfare. Incendiary
746b; World War II 773a

Bermuda
Birth Control lllb

Bornaoehl, Louis Charles 43
Bornlo, Ben 44
Bernstorff, Johann Helnrleh, Count
von 40

Berry, Martha MoChesney 43
Bertrand, Louis 42
Beryllium 44, 43, 42, 41

Connecticut 209a; Industrial Health
353b

Besler, Rudolf 43
Bessarabia: see Rumania 44, 43, 42,

41. See World War II 43, 42. See
Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics 43. 42, 41. See European War;
Minorities 41

Best, Sir Matthew Robert 41

Besteiro, Julian 41
Best Sellers: see Publishing (Book)
Betatron: see Radiology 44. See
Canoer 43. See Physics 42

Bevan, Arthur Dean 44
Beverldge Report: see Social Scour

Bevfn, rnest 43, 42, 41
BEW: see ForelgnJEoonomlc Admin-

istration 44. See Economic War*
faro, Board of. 43, 42

Blbesco, Prince Georges Valentin 42
Bible Society, American: see Ameri-
can Bible Society 44, 43. 42, 41

Bibliography: Association of Research
Libraries 82c; Book-collecting 115a

Bicycling: see Cycling
Blddle, Francis 43, 42
Blelsohowsky. Alfred 41

Blgolow Pension Plan: see Elections

rs, John David 42, 41
Inch" Lino: see Petroleum 44

Bigger*, J

"Big I no*
Billiards
Billings, Warren K.I see California
40

Bllllngton, Rose Ann 43
Blnyon, Laurence 44
Biochemistry
Biography: see American Litera-
ture: English Literature 44, 43, 42,
41, 40. See Children's Books 43,
42, 41, 40. See Motion Pictures 41,

Biological Survey. Bureau of: see
Fish and Wildlife Service 43, 42,
41. See Biological Survey, U.S.
Bureau off, 40

Biology: see Marino Biology; Zoology
44, 43, 42, 41 ,40. See Botany 43, 42,
41, 40. See Biochemistry; Physi-
ology 41

Biotln, see Biochemistry 44. 43, 42.
See Chemistry 43. See Vitamins
43.42

Birch, Reginald Bathurst44
Bird Refuges: see Fish and Wildlife
Service 43, 42. See Bird Refuges
41,40

Birdseye, Claude Hale 42
BIN Ing 43
Birth Control
Birth Statistics

Census, 1940, 164c
Binmarck Archipelago 523a
Bismuth 44, 43, 42
Black Markets 44. See Crime 43

Anti-Saloon League of Ajnerica 66b;
Brewing and Beer 124c; Civilian De-
fense 190c; Clothing Industry 194a;
Crime 215d; Croatia 216a; Egypt
25 Id; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 27 la; Iraq 365c; Paris
533b; Pennsylvania 53 7c; Prices 566a

Blackouts: see Photography 43, 42.
See Municipal Government 42
Civilian Defense 190d

Blaekton, James Stuart 42|
Blarney, Sir Thomas Albert 44
Bledsoe, Julius (Jules) C. 44
Bledsoe, Samuel Thomas 40
Blitzkrieg: see Chemotherapy 42;

see Germany 42, 41. See Strategy
of the European War 41. See
Lightning War 41, 40

Bloch, Claude Charles 42
Block, Paul 42
Blockade: see Submarine Warfare

44. See Blockade 43, 42, 41 , 40
Block-busters: Words and Meanings,
New 770a; World War II 771b

Blomfleld, Sir Reginald 43
Blood, Sir Bindon 41
Blood Bank: see Gynaecology and
Obstetrics 40

Blood Plasma: see Surgery 44, 43, 41.
See Physiology 43. See Medicine
43, 42, 41. See Munitions of War
42. See Chemistry 42, 41.
American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science 52d; Anaesthe-
sia 63b; Civilian Defense 190b;
Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion 224d; Death Statistics 226a

Blood Pressure: see Medicine 44, 43,
42,40

Blowfly: see Entomology 40
Blumenthal, George 42
Blumer, George Alder 41
Board of Economic Warfare: see

Foreign Economic Administra-
tion 44. See Economic Warfare,
Board of, 43, 42

Boas, Franz 43
Bock, Fedor von 43, 42, 41

Boex, Joseph H. H.: see Rosny, Jo-
soph Henry 41

Bogglanl, Tommaso Plo 43
Bohemia and Moravia
Bols, El le-Joseph 42
Bolsson, Pierre Francois 44
Bolivia
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 269b; Hispanic America and
World War II 335b; Paraguay 532a;
Prices 567c; Roads and Highways
608c; Soil Erosion and Soil Con-
servation 649a; Tariffs 683a; Tin
696a

Bombing: see Munitions of War 43,
42,41,40
Submarine Warfare 670a; Tunnels
704b; Warfare, Incendiary 746b;
World War II 771b

Bonaire: see Curacao *

Bonol, Alessandro41
Bonds: see Stocks and Bonds 44, 43,

42. See Bonds *1, 40
Bonds, War: See War Bonds 44. See
Banking 43. See Savings Banks,
Mutual, 42

Bonlne, Fred N. 42
Bonnevllle Dam: see Public Utilities

42, 41. See Electric Transmission
and Distribution :Oregon 41, 40

Bonus: see Adjusted Compensation
41,40

Book-collecting
Booklist: see American Library
Association

Books: see Children's Books; Libra-
ries; Publishing (Book). See also
under American Literature; Eng-
lish Literature; French Litera-
ture; etc.

Book Sales: see Book-collecting 44,
43, 42. See Book Sales 41, 40

Booth, Balllngton 41

Boothe, Clare: see Luoe, Clare
Boothe 44, 43

Borah, William Edgar 41

Berates 44, 43, 42, 41

Borglum, (John) Gutzon (do la

Moths) 42
Borlslll44
Bormann, Martin 43
Borneo: see Netherlands Indies 44,
See British Empire; Dutch East
Indies; Netherlands Colonial Em-
pire 43. See Borneo 42, 41, 40

Borne, Louis 43
Bosch, Carl 41

Bosch, Robert 43
Boson, James Cruze: see Cruxe,
James 43

Boston
Anti-Semitism 67b; Art Exhibitions
80a; Art Galleries and Art Museums
81a; Housing 343b

Bostwlek, Lucius Allyn 41

Bosworth, Hobart Van Zandt 44
Botana, Natallo 42
Botanical Gardens: see Botany 44,

43, 42. See Botanical Gardens 41,
40

Botany
Bougainville: seeSolomon Islands 44
World War 1 1 78Sc

Boulder Dam: see Dams 43, 41, 40.
See Electric Transmission and
Distribution; Water Power 41, 40

Boule, Pierre Marcel In 43
Bourbon, Jean Pierre Clement
Marie do 41

Bourne, Jonathan, Jr. 41

Boutens, Peter Cornells 44
Bower, Bertha Muzzy 41

Bowles, Chester 44
Bowling
Boxing
Boys' Clubs of America, Inc. 42, 41

Boy Scouts
Braeco, Roberto 44
Bracken, John 44, 43
Bradley, Omar Nelson 44
Brady, Alice 40
Bragg, Sir William Henry 43
Bramah, Ernest 43
Brandeis, Louis Dembltz 42
Brandy: see Liquors, Alcoholic
Branly, Desire Edouard Eugene 41

Brauohitsch, Walther von 43, 42, 41,
40

Brazil
Architecture 74b: Beryllium 108d;
Bolivia 114a: Bridges 125a; Canada,
Dominion of, 150d; Child Welfare
180b; Cocoa 198a; Coffee 198b; Cot-
ton 214a; Diamonds 235a; Disasters
236d; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 269b; Exchange Stabil-
ization Funds 271b; French Colonial
Empire 30 la; Hispanic America and
World War II 336a; Horticulture
34 le; Linen and Flax 403c; Man-
ganese 4 2Ob; Monazite 451a; Music
470d; National Geographic Society
476c; Navies of the World 488d;
Paints and Varnishes 527c; Pan
American Union S30c; Paraguay
532a; Philately 543b; Portugal 558b;
Railroads 59 le; Rayon and Other
Synthetic Fibres 594c; Rice 605b;
Roads and Highways 608c; Sculp-
ture 622d: Shoe Industry 636c;
Silk 638d; Soil Erosion and Soil Con-
servation 649a; Surinam 679a; Tar-
iffs 683a; Tuberculosis 702d; United
States 719d; U.S. Investments
Abroad 721c

Broad and Bakery Products
Broad nor, Lloyd Samuel 44
Breguet, Jacques Eugene 40
"Bremen": see European War 40
Broreton, Lewis Hyde 44, 43
Brett. George Howard 43, 42
Browing and Beer
Brick 42, 41 ,40
Brlcker, John William 44
Bridge, James Howard 40
Bridge, Contract: see Contract
Bridge

Bridges, Robert 42
Bridges
Brldgman, George B. 44
Brlggs, Caspar Warren 43
Brlq uettes, Fuel : see Fuel BrIquettes
Bristol. Arthur Le Roy 43
British Borneo: see British Empire

44. 43. See Borneo 42, 41, 40
British Columbia
Canada, Dominion of, ISOa

British East Africa
Rivers and Harbours 606c;Tea687b

British Empire
Carnegie Trusts 160a; Forests 295a;
Lumber 41 2a; Navies of the World
486c; Radio 587a

British Guiana
Bauxite 105c

British Honduras
Central America 167d

British Isles: see Groat Britain and
Northern Ireland, United King-
dom of

British Legion
British Malaya: see World War II

44, 43, 42. See Federated Malay
States; Straits Settlements: Un-
fodoratod Malay States 44, 43, 42,
41.40. See Japan 43, 42

British Mod leal Association 41, 40
British Overseas Airways 9Oa

INDEX 795

British Pacific Islands: see Pacific
Islands, British

British Possessions In the Mediter-
ranean: see Mediterranean, Brit-
ish Possessions In the, 44. 43. See
British Possessions In tho Medi-
terranean 42, 41. 40

British Somaliland: see British East
Africa

British South African Protecto-
rates

British Trades Union Congress 386a
Brltish-U.S. War Boards 44
War Production, U.S. 751b

British West Africa
British West Indies: see West In-

dies, British
Broadcasting: see Radio 44, 43, 42,

41. See Broadcasting 40
Bromine 44, 43, 42. 40
North Carolina 508c

Brooke, Sir Alan Francis 44, 43, 42,

Brooke, Sir Basil 44
Brooke-Popham, Sir Robert 42
BrookIngs Institution

Falk Foundation, The Maurice and
Laura 272b; Postwar Planning S62b

Brooklyn-Battery Tunnel: j** Tun-
nels 43. 42

Broun, Hoywood (Campbell) 40
Brower, Gerald 42
Brown, Carleton Falrchlld 42
Brown, Prentlss Marsh 44
Brown, Wade Hampton 43
Browne, Dame Sidney Jane 42
Brozovloh or Bros, Joslp (Tito) 44
World War II 783a; Yugoslavia
790c

Brubacher, Abram Rover 40
Bruce, Charles Granvllle 40
Brunei: see British Empire 44, 43.
See Borneo 42. 41,40
Petroleum 540d

Brush, George do Forest 42
Brush. Matthew Chaunoey 41
Bryn Mawr College
Bubonic Plague: see Plague, Bubon-

ic and Pneumonic 44, 43, 42
Buohan, John: see Tweedsmulr, 1st
Baron of Elsflold 41

Bucknor, Thomas Aylette 43
Buckwheat
Budenny, Simeon Mlkhallevlch 43,

Budget, National
See also under various countries

Building and Construction Indus-
try
Architecture 72b; Business Review
Uld; Cement 163a; Housing 343a;
National Housing Agency 477c;
Sand and Gravel 621b; Stone 664c;
U.S.S.R. 707d

Bulb Flowers: see Horticulture
Bulgaria

Assassinations 82b; Exchange Con-
trol and Exchange Rates 268d;
Fascism 273c; Foreign Investments
in the United States 293d; Greece
325c; Navies of the World 489a;
Railroads 591 a; Refugees 598b;
Simeon II 639c; Strikes and Lock-
outs 665d: Turkey 705b

Bumpus, Hermon Carey 44
Bunau-Varllla. Philippe 41
Bundy, Omar 41

Burdwan, Sir Bljay Chand Mahtab

Bureau of Standards, National: fee

Standards, National Bureau of
Burma
Archaeology 69d; Japan 374a: Lead
397b; Petroleum 540d; Refugees
598c; Tungsten 704a; World War 1 1

785d
Burma Road: see Roads and High-
ways 44, 43, 42, 41. See Burma 42,

Burns, John 44
Buseh, German 40
Buses: see Automobile Industry in
the War 44, 43. See Electric Trans-
portatlon: Motor Transportation;
Motor Venlcles 44, 43, 42, 41 , 40

Bush, Vannever 42
Bush, Wendell T. 42
Business Review 44. 43. 42. See
Financial Review 41, 40

Butadiene: Chemurgy 173d; Petroleum
54 le; Rubber 615d

Butler, Pierce 40
Butler, Smedley Darlington 41

Butte, George Charles 41
Butter

Agriculture 24c; Canada, Dominion
of, 154d; Cheese 169a; Prices 567c;

Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats 733a
Butyl Rubber: see Chemistry; Rub-
ber and Rubber Manufacture 43,

Byram, Harry E. 42
Byrd Antarctic Expedition Number

3: see Exploration and Discovery
41,40
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Byrne, Edward J. 41

Byrnes. James F. 44. 43, 42
Elections 254d; United States 714b;
War Mobilization, Office of, 749c

Byron, Arthur William 44
Cabbage: Food Research 288<r, Horti-

culture 342a
Cabinet Mambarf
Cabol^ Richard Clarka40
Caoao: see Cocoa
Cadmium 44, 43, 42, 41

Cady, Hamilton Parkins 44
Cairo conference: Arnold. Henry H.

79c; Bulgaria 138c; Chiang Kai-shek
17 Id; Chiang Kai-shek, Madame
175a; China 184a: Chosen 186a;
Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer
188b; Davis, Elmer 225c; Eden,
(Robert) Anthony 244d; Egypt
252a; Formosa 295b; Geography
307b; Hopkina, Harry L.339d; Inonti.

Ismet355b; International Law359d;
Leahy, William Daniel 398a; Man-
churia 419a: Marshall, George Cat-
lett 425a; Newspapers and Maga-
zines SOOb; Roosevelt, Franklin De-
lano 612c; Somcrvell, Brchon Burke
650b; Turkey 705b; United States
719b; World War II 770d

Caldecott medal: American Library
Association 56d; Literary Prizes
406c

Calendar of Events, 1943: see pages
1-15,44

California
Alfalfa 44a; Aqueducts 68b; Dams
22 Ic; Elections 254b; Fisheries 284b;
Forests 294a; Grapes 320d; Hops
33<Jd; Indians, American 352b; Irri-

Ration 368a; Lemons and Limes
399c; Lithium Minerals 406c; Mar-
riage and Divorce 424c; Municipal
Government 462a; Palaeontology
528a; Peaches 53Sc; Pears 535d;
Plums and Prunes 555b; Rice 605b;
Seismology 625b; Sodium Carbonate
646c; Splcea 658a; Taxation 686a;
Tuberculosis 703d; Tunnels 704c

California. University of
Callneseu, Armand 40
Callahan, Patrick Henry 41

Calve, Emma 43
Camaeho, Manuel Avlla: see Avila
Camaoho, Manuel 44, 43, 42. 41

Cambodia: see French Colonial Em*
plre

Cambridge University
Cameroon*: see British West Afrloa;
French Colonial Empire 44, 43. 42.

41, 40. See Mandates 43, 42, 41, 40
Mandates 419b

Camouflage 44
Botany Il7a; Civilian Defense 190d

Campbell, Beatrice Stella 41

Campbell, Sir Gerald 42
Camp Fire Girls
Camphor 29Sb
Camplnohi, Cesar 42
Canada, Dominion of

Advertising 2 id; Agriculture 25c;
Air Transport Command 38d; Alas-
ka 42b; Aluminum 50c; American
Association of Law Libraries 53a;
American College of Surgeons 53d;
American Geographical Society 55a;
American Library Association 56c;
Anaesthesia 63a; Association of Re-
search Libraries 82b; Athlone, 1st
Earl of 83c; Banking 95b; Birth Sta-
tistics lltb; Bismuth 112b; Bridges
125a; Carnegie Trusts 160b; Chiang
Kai-shek, Madame 175a; Child Wei-
fare 180d; Christian Unity 187b;
Chromite 187d; Coal 194c; Cobalt
198a; Community Chest 204a; Cop-
per 210c: Cotton 214a; Death Statis-
tics 225d; Electrical Industries 255b;
Electric Transportation 258a; Em-
ployment 26Oa; Etching 266d; Ex-
change Control and Exchange Rates
270c; Exchange Stabilization Funds
271c; Feldspar 281d; Fisheries 284b;
Fluorspar 287d; Food Research
288a; Foreign Investments in the
United States 293a; Forests 295a;
Four-H Clubs 295d; France 298a:
Furs 304b; Gold 317c; Greenland
326b; Gypsum 329b; Immigration
and Emigration, U.S. 348d; Infant
Mortality 354b; Insurance 356a;
International Trade 361c: Iron and
Steel 366d; Irrigation 368c; Japan
J74d; Jewish Welfare Board 377c;
King, William Lyon Mackenzie 382b;
Kiwanis International 382d; Knights
of Columbus 383c: Lead 397b; Lime
403b; Linen and Flax 403c; Lumber
4l2b; Marine Biology 421c; Mercury
434c; Molybdenum 450d; National
Debt 475d: Navies of the World
486d; Newfoundland and Labrador
495b; Nickel 507a; Paper and Pulp
Industry 53 Id; Petroleum S40c;
Platinum 555a; Police 557d; Prices
567c; Prisoners of War S70b; Pyrite

580a; Radio 586d; Radium 589a; Rail-
roads 59Id; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres 594c; Relief oOOd; Roads
and Highways 606d: Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 612c; Rotary Inter*
national 614b; Salt 620a; Seismology
625b; Selenium 628c; Shipbuilding
63 la; Shipping, Merchant Marine
634d; Shoe Industry 636c; Shows
637c; Silver 639a; Socialism 642b;
Sodium Sulphate 646c; Soil Erosion
and Soil Conservation 648a; Special
Libraries Association 65 7c; Strikes
and Lock-outs 665c; Submarine War-
fare 668b; Suicide Statistics 675b;
Sulphur 675d; Talc 682c; Tariffs
682c; Taxation 68 7a: Tungsten 704b;
U.S. Investments Abroad 720d; Uni-
versities and Colleges 72 Id;. Veteri-
nary Medicine 73 7d; War|Proauction,
U.S. 751b; West Indies, British
760a; World War II 780d; Zinc 791d.
See also under various provinces and
territories

Canadian Literature
Canadian Medical Association 40
Canadlan-U.S. War Committees 44

Canada. Dominion of 150d
Canals and Inland Waterways

Tennessee Valley Authority 690b
Canal Zone: see Panama Canal and
Canal Zone

Canary Islands: see Spanish Colo*
nlal Empire 41,40

Cancer
American College of Surgeons 54a;
Chemotherapy 172d; Death Statis-
tics 226b: Radiology 588d

Candler, Warren Akin 42
Candy
Cane Sugar, see Sugar
Canning Industry
Cannon. Annie Jump 42
Canol Oil Project: see Northwest

Territories; Petroleum 44
Canada, Dominion of 150d; Patter-
son, Robert Porter 534c; U.S. In-
vestments Abroad 720d

Canterbury, Archbishop of 43
Canton Island: see Pacific Islands,

U.S. 44. See South Sea and Equa-
torial Islands 42, 41, 40. See Pacific
Islands, British, 40

Cantu. Giuseppe 41

Capablanoa, Jose Raoul 43
Caperton, William Banks 42
Cape Verde Islands: see Portuguese

Colonial Empire
Capital Punishment 40
Carbohydrates: see Chemistry 43
Carleton Tunnel: sec Tunnels 42
Carllle, Wilson 43
Carlson, Evans Fordyce 44
Carnegie Trusts
Carney, Thomas Joseph 43
Carol II 42, 41
Caroline Islands: see Pacific Islands,
Mandated
Mandates 419b

Carr, Wilbur John 43
Carrots: Food Research 288c; Horti-

culture 34 Id
Carson, John Renshaw 41

Carter, Howard 40
Carver, George Washington 44
American Literature 59b; Negroes
(American) 4<>0b

Casablanca conference: Arnold, Henry
H. 79c; China 183d; Churchill, Wins-
ton Leonard Spencer 188b; France
297c; Hopkins, Harry L. 339d; Mar-
shall, George Catlett 425a; Mount-
batten. Lord Louis 460d; Newspapers
and Magazines SOOb; Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 61 2b

Casey, Richard Gardiner 44
"Cash and Carry*' Plan: sec Neu-

trality 40
Cataflghters: see Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 43

Cataracts of the Eye: see Eye, Dis-
eases of 43, 42

Catastrophes: see Disasters
Catholic Church: see Roman Catri-

ot lo Church
Catholic Community Service, Na-

tional 44
United Ser\'ice Organizations 71 2b

Catholic Library Association 44, 43,

Catholic Organizations- for Youth

Catholic Rural Life Conference,
National

Catholic Welfare Conference, Na-
tional

Catholic Youth Organisation: see
Catholic Organizations for Youth
44. See Catholic Youth Organisa-
tion 43, 42

Catroux, Georges 44
Lebanon 399b

Cattani, Fcderleo 44
Cattle

Agriculture 24b: Entomology 264c;
Four-H Clubs 295c; Kansas 379d;
Livestock 407c: Nevada 494d

Cacalet,Vletor Alexander 44
CCC: see Civilian Conservation
Corps 43, 42. See Education 42

CCC: see Commodity Credit Cor*
poratlon 43, 42

CED: see Committee for Economic
Development 44

Cadlllo, Saturnine 40
Celebes Islands: see Netherlands

Indies 44. See Netherlands Colo*
nlal Empire 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Dutch East Indies 43, 42, 41, 40

Celery seed 657d
Cellulose Products: see Paper and]
Pulp Industry; Rayon and Other
Synthetic Fibres 44, 43. See Plat*
tics Industry 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Cellulose Products 43, 42, 41, 40

Cement
Standards, National Bureau of 659d;
Stone 664c

Censorship 44, 43
Newspapers and Magazines 500d;
Radio 583d

Census. 1940 (U.S.) 44, 43, 42, 41
See also under various states

Centennials: see Calendar (page xx)
Central America

Bananas 94c; Horticulture 341d;
Spanish-American Literature 656a;
Tariffs 682c; U.S. Investments
Abroad 72 la

Ceramics: see Feldspar; Gypsum 41,
40

Cerda, Pedro Agulrre: see Aguirro
Cerda, Pedro 42

Cereals: see Corn: Oats; Rice; Rye;
Wheat 44, 43. See Barley 43. See
Cereals 42, 41,40

Cespedes y Quesada, Carlos Manuel
de40

Ceylon
Tea 687b

Chaffee. Adna Romania 42
Chain Stores: see Business Review

44, 43, 42. See Chain Stores 41, 40
Chamberlain, Arthur Neville 41, 40
Chambers of Commerce

Industrial Health 353a
Champion, Pierre 43
Chandler, Charles de Forest 40
Chandler, Spurgeon lOOc
Chang Chlng-hui 43
Channel Islands: see British Empire

44, 43, 42, 41. See Great Britain 40
Cheese

Agriculture 24c; Dairying 220d; Milk
444b

Chemical Therapy: see Chemother-
py

Chemical Warfare 42, 41, 40
Chemistry
Chemistry, Applied: see Chemistry

42. See Chemistry, Applied 41, 40
Chemistry and Engineering, Agri-

cultural, U.S. Bureau of, 43, 42,

Chemotherapy
Chemurgy
Chennault, Claire L. 44, 43
Cherries 23d
Chess
Chevrolet, Louis 42
Chiang Kai-shek 44, 43, 42, 41

China 182d; Chosen 186a; Egypt
252a; Formosa 295b; Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 6l2c; Sinkiang 640a;
United States 719b

Chiang Kai-shek. Madame (Soong
Mel-Ling) 44, 43
Canada, Dominion of, 150c; China
183c; United States 718a

Chicago
Art Exhibitions 79c; Art Galleries
and Art Museums 8 la; Bridges 125c:

Housing 343b; Town and Regional
Planning 699a; Tunnels 704b

Chicago, Art Institute oft Art Exhibi-
tions 79c; Art Galleries and Art
Museums 81 a; Painting S26c

Chicago Subway: see Tunnels 44, 43,
42, 41, 40. See Chicago 44. 41, 40.
See Electric Transportation 42,
41,40

Chicago, University of
Benton, William 107c

Chicory: see Coffee
Chiefs of Staff. The Combined: see
Combined Chiefs of Staff. The 44

Child Labour: see Child Welfare 44,
43. See Child Labour 42, 41, 40

Children's Books
Publishing (Book) 577d

Children's Bureau, United States:
see Child Welfare 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Juvenile Delinquency 43, 42,
41, 40. See Social Service 42. See
Child Labour 42, 41,40

Child' Welfare
Civilian Defense 190c; Education
248d; Marriage and Divorce 423b

Chile
Bolivia 114a: Child Welfare 180a;
Coal 196b;. Copper 210c; Employ-
ment 26Oc; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 269b; Fisheries
284c; Hispanic America and World
War II 335b: Iron and Steel 366d;
Linen and Flax 403c; Music 470d;
Navies of the World 488d; Nitrogen,
Chemical S07c; Pan American Union
530c; Prices 567c; Rayon and Other
Synthetic Fibres 594c; Railroads

591c: Socialism 643a; Soil Erosion
and Soil Conservation 649a: Spanish-
American Literature 655d; Tariffs
682d; Tuberculosis 702d; Wines 765d

China
Afghanistan 22a; Agriculture 28d;
Anaemia 61d; Archaeology 69d; Au-
tomobile Industry in the War 88a;
Canada, Dominion of/ 150d: Chiang
Kai-shek 174c: Chiang liai-shek,
Madame 1744: Christian Unity 187b;
Coal 194c; Cuba 217bj_ Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates 268a;
Famines 272c; Foreign Economic Ad-
ministration 292b; Formosa 295b;
India 349b; International Law 36 Ic:
International Trade 36 Id: Iron and
Steel 366d; Japan 373c; Lin Sen 404b;
Manchuria 419a; Mongolia 451a;
Navies of the World 489b; Prices
S67c; Protestant Episcopal Church
572b;Refugecs598c;Rice605c;Rooae-
velt, Franklin Delano 61 2c; Shipping,
Merchant Marine 634d; Silk 638b;
Sinkiang 639d; Soil Erosion and Soil
Conservation 648c; Tungsten 704;u
United Nations Information Board
71 Id; United States 713c; U.S. In-
vestments Abroad 721d; War Relief,
U.S. 753d; World War II 786b

Chinese exclusion laws: Aliens 46a;
China 183b; International Law 361c

Chinese-Japanese War: see World
War II 44, 43. See Chinese-
Japanese.War 42, 41, 40

Chinese Turkestan: see Sinkiang
Chlttenden, Russell Henry 44
Cholecystography 787d
Chosen

Japan 374d; Roosevelt. Franklin
Delano 6 12c

Christian X 44, 43, 42, 41
Christian Front: seeAnti-Semitism;
Propaganda 40

Christian Mission on World Order
44

Christian Science
Christian Unity 44. 43. 42, 41. See

Religion 41, 40. See Church Re*
union 40
Presbyterian Church 564a

Christie, Lorlng C. 42
Christmas I siand:;* Straits Settle*
ments41, 40
Pacific Islands, British 522b

Christopher 41
Chrome 141a
Chromite
Chromium: see Metallurgy 43, 41
Chronology: see Calendar of Events.

1943 (pp. 1-15), 44
Chrysler, Walter Percy 41
Church, Samuel Harden 44
Churches, World Council of! see
Christian Unity 44, 43, 42, 41. See
Religion 44. 41. See Church of
England 41 .See Church Reunion 40

Churchill, Winston Leonard Span*
oer
Albania 42d; Athlone, 1st Earl of,

83c; Canada, Dominion of, 150c;
Chosen 186a; Egypt 252a; Formosa
295b; France 297c; Harvard Uni-
versity 332a; India 349d; Iran 365a;
Luce, Clare Boothe 41 Ic; New Zea*
land. Dominion of, 505d; Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 612b: Submarine
Warfare 668c; Turkey VoSa; United
States 713d; War Crimes 745d;
Zoology 792d

Church Membership
Church of England
Church Reunion: see Christian
Unity 44, 43, 42, 41. See Religion
44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See Church Re*
union 40

Clano, Costanzo 40
Clano, Galeazzo 41

Cigars and Cigarettes: see Tobacco
Cinchona 168a
Cinema Industry: fee Motion Pic-
tures

Cinnamon 657d
C.I.O.: see Congress of Industrial
Organisations

Citizens Defense corps, U.S. l0b
Citrine, Sir Walter McLennan 44
Citrus Fruits: see Grapefruit;.Lem-
ons and Limes: Oranges

City and Town Planning: see Town
and City Planning

City Government: see Municipal
Government

City Manager Plan: see Municipal
Government 44, 43, 42, 41

"City of Flint": see Neutrality: Nor-
way; Shipping, Merchant Marino

Civil Aeronautics Administration:
see Airports and Flying Fields 44.

43, 42, 41, 40. See Aviation. Civil

42, 40. See Psychology, Applied 41,
40
Telegraphy 687c

Civil Air Patrol: see Civilian Defense
44. 43. See Aviation, Civil 43. 42

Civilian Conservation Corps 43, 42.
See Education 42

Civilian Defense 44, 43. 42
American BarAssociation 53c; Amer



ican Legion 56b; Boy Scouts 119b;
Canada, Dominion of, 152b; Delaware
229a; Great Britain and Northern
Ireland 323a; Knights of Columbus
383c; Michigan 442c; Municipal Gov-
ernment 46 Ib; Rotary International
614b

Civilian Public Service 525a
Civilian Requirements, Office of:

see War Production, U.S. 44
War Production Board 753b

Civil Liberties: see Alient; Anti-
Semitism; Birth Control; Educa-
tion; Law; LynchIngs; Negroes
(American); Newspapers and
Magazines: Radio 44. See Civil
Liberties 43, 42, 41,40

Civil Population, Protection of: see
Civilian Defense 44, 43. See Civil-
Ian Defense, Office of 42. See
Chemical Warfare 42, 41, 40

Civil Service, U.S.
Municipal Government 46 Ic

Civil War In Spain: see Spain, Civil
War In 40

Clalr, Matthew Wesley 44
Clairvoyance: see Psychical Re-
search 41. 40

Clark, Mark Wayne 44, 43
World War II 782b

Clarke, Marguerite 41

Claussen, Julia 42
Clawson, Rudger 44
Clay, Laura 42
Clays
Cleveland
Art Galleries and Art Museums 80d;
Botany 117a; Town and Regional
Planning 699a

Clifford, Sir Hugh 42
Climate: see Meteorology
Closed shop 392c
Clothing Industry
Cloves: see Spices

British East Africa 127c
Coal

Alberta 43b; War Production, U.S.
75 Ib. See also under various coun-
tries

Coast and Geodetic Survey, U.S. 44,

Coast Guard, U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, U.S.
196b; Selective Service, U.S. 625c;
Shipping, Merchant Marine 63 2d

Coast Guard Academy, U.S.: see
Coast Guard, U.S. 44, 43, 42. See
Coast Guard Academy. U.S. 41, 40

Coates. Joseph Gordon 44
Coaxial Cables: see Telephone 41, 40
Cobalt

Business Review 141a
Cochin-China: see French Colonial
Empire

Cocoa
Dominican Republic 239a

Coco-Nuts
New Guinea 497a

Coelaoantha: see Aquariums- Ma-
rine Biology; Zoology 40

Coffee
Brazil 122d; Food Research 288d;
Pan American Union 530d; Physiol-
ogy 55 Ib; Prices 567c; Surinam 679b;
U.S. Investments Abroad 72 Ic; Ve-
nezuela 735a

Coiffures: see Fashion and Dress 43,
42,41,40

Coinage
Chemistry 169d

Coke
Colby. Nathalie Sedgwlck 43
Colchlclne: see Horticulture 40
Cold, Common
Chemotherapy 172d; Medicine 429a

College Baseball: see Baseball 41. 40
Colleges and Universities: see Uni-

versities and Colleges
Colles, Henry COM 44
Collier, Barren 40
Collins, Edward Day 41
Colombia

Coffee 198b: Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 269b; Gold 317C ;

Hispanic America and World War II

335b; Horticulture 341d; Interna-
tional Law 360c; Navies of the World
488d; Petroleum 540d; Platinum
555a; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594c; Roads and Highways
608b; Seismology 625b; Soil Erosion
and Soil Conservation 649a; Span-
ish-American Literature 656a; Tar-
iffs 683a

Colorado
Aqueducts 68c; Coal 195a; Con-
sumer Credit 209d: Dams 22Ib;
Indiana, American 352b; Irrigation
368b; Peaches 534d; Vanadium 732a

Colour Photographyi see M

ColourrVlntlng: set Printing 43,
42, 41, 40

Columbia, District of: see Washing.
ton.D.C.

Columbia Broadcasting system: Fed-
eral Communications Commission
277dj Radio 584c

Columbian Squires 383c
Columbia University
Columblum 44, 43,42, 41
"Columbus": see European War 40
Colville. Sir Stanley(Cecil James)40
Combined Chiefs of Staff, The 44
Combined War Boards. British*

U.S.; see British-U.S. War Boards

Comintern: see Union of Sovlst
Socialist Republics 44

Comlsksy, John Louis 40
Commerce: see Internationa* Trade

44, 43, 42. 41L 40. See Tradu Agree-
ments 42, 41. 40. See Exports and
Imports: Shipping, Merchant
Marino 40

Commerce, U.S. Department of: see
Government Departments and
Bureaus

CommereeCommlsslon, Interstate:
see Interstate Commerce Com*
mission 44, 43, 42. See Govern*
ment Departments and Bureaus
43, 42, 41,40. See Legislation, Fed-
eral; Shipping, Merchant Marine
41. See Railroads 40

Committee for Economic Develop*
ment 44
Postwar Planning 562a

Committee for Industrial Organi-
zation: see Congress of Industrial
Organizations

Committee of National Liberation,
French: see France 44

Commodity Credit Corporation 43,

Commodity Prices: see Prices 44,
43, 42, 41, 40. See Business Review
44, 43, 42. See Agriculture 42, 41 , 40

Commons, Members of House of:
see Parliament, Houses of

Commonwealth Fund, The
CcmmunlcatlonsCommission, Fed*

eral: see Federal Communica-
tions Commission; Radio 44, 43,
42. See Civil Liberties 43, 42, 41.
5*eTelovlion 42, 41, 40. See Radio,
Industrial Aspects of, 41, 40. See
Public Utilities 41

Communism
Belgium 106d; Bulgaria 137d; Chile
182a; China 184b; Chosen 186a: Costa
Rica 212d; Cuba 217a; Hispanic
America and World War II 336c;
Labour Unions 386c; Latvia 387d;
Law 389b; New York City 504d;
Socialism 642b; South Africa, The
Union of, 65 Ib; Supreme Court of
the United States 676d; Youth
Movements 790a; Yugoslavia 790c

Communist Party: see Communism
44, 43, 42. See Communist Party
4l!40

Community Chest
Boy Scouts 119b; Donations and
Bequests 239d; Relief 600d

Community Trusts
Composers, Authors and Publish-

ers, American Society of: see Per-
forming Right Societies; Music
44, 43, 42. See Advertising 41. See
Music, Popular; Radio, Indus-
trial Aspects of, 41, 40

Conant, Gordon Daniel 43
Confectionery: see Candy
Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws 40

Congo, Belgian: see Belgian Colonial
Empire 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Belgium 43, 42. 41

Congregational Christian Churches
Christian Unity 187c

Congress, United States
United States 713a

Congressional Legislation: see Law
44, 43, 42. See United States 44.
43, 42, 41 , 40. See Legislation 41 , 40

Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions
Catholic Rural Life Conference,
National 161d; Labour Unions 385d;
Leather 398d; Lewis, John Llewellyn
400d; Murray. Philip 469d;

Conlngham, Sir Arthur 44
Conjunctivitis. Shipyard i see Eye,

Diseases of 43
Connaught, Arthur William Pat*

rick Albert, Duke of 43
Connecticut

Banking .96c; Bridges 125b; Taxa-
tion 686b; Tobacco 69od;

Conrad, Frank 42
Conscientious Objectors: see

Friends. Religious Society of 44,
43. 42. See Pacifism 44, 43, 42, 41
40. See Civil Liberties; Selective
Service 41
Forests 294d; Unitarian Church 7ilb

Conscription: see Selective Service,
U.S. 44, 43, 42. 41. See Canada 43,
42, 41. See United States; Youth
Movements 42, 41. See Armies of
the World; Legislation 41,40

Conservation, Soll^w Soil Erosion
anej 9011 consei*vation

Conservation Corps, Civilian: f*
Civilian Conservation Corps 43,
42. See Education 41

^

Conservative Party, Great Britain

Consumer Credit 44, 43. 42
Contests: see Advertising; Radio,

Industrial Aspects of. 41, 40
Continental Divide Tunnel: see
Tunnels 43. 42

Contract Bridge
Contract Renegotiation: see Busi-

ness Review 44, 43
Controlled Materials Plan: see Pri-

orities and Allocations; War Pro*
duotion, U.S. 44, 43

Convoys: see Submarine Warfare
44, 43, 42. See Blockade 43, 42, 41,

Cook, Frederick Albert 41
Cool Idge. Dane 41
Cooper, Courtney Ryley 41
Cooper, Morton lOOb
Cooper, Sir Thomas Edwin 43
Co-operatives: see Agriculture 43.

See Farmers' Co-operatives 42, 41 ,

40. See Marketing 41, 40
Coordinator of Inter-American
Affalrsi see Inter-American
Affairs, Office of the Coordinator
of, 44

Copper
Automobile Industry in the War
88a: Business Review Ula; Mexico
440b; Rhodesia 604d; "Salvage Driven,
U.S. 620d: Secondary Metals 623c;

Copra: see Coco-Nuts
Copyright
Supreme Court of the United States
677b

Coral Sea: Battle of: see Japan;
World War 1 1 43

Cordier. Constant 41
Cork oak 117b
Corn

Agriculture 24b; Chemurgy I73b;
Food Research 288c; Horticulture
341d

Cornell University
Botany 11 7b

Cornhusklng 44, 43, 42
Corporation Income Tax: see Taxa-
tion 43, 42, 41, 40. See Income Tax
41,40

Corrlgan, Joseph Moran 43
Cortelyou, George Bruce 41
Corundum: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42.

See Corundum 41, 40
Corvette (ship): Navies of the World

48Sd; Norway Slid
Cosmetics: see Soap, Perfumery and
Cosmetics 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Drugs and Drug Traffic 40

Cosmic Rays: see Physics 44, 43, 42,
41, 40. See Matter, Structure of
41,40

Costa Rica
Central America 167d; Coffee 198b:
Cuba 217b; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 269b; Hispanic
America and World War II 336b;
National Geographic Society 476c;

Portugal 558c; Roads and Highways
608b; Tariffs 682c

Costlgan. Edward Prentlss 40
Costof Living: see Business Review;

Price Administration. Office of,
44,43,42. .S^ICost of Living 42, 41,
40
Wealth and Income, U.S. Distribu-
tion of, 7S6a, See also under various
countries

Cotton
Agriculture 26d; Brazil 122d; British
East Africa 127c; British South
African Protectorates 130d; Carver,
George Washington 160c; Egypt
252a; Netherlands Colonial Empire
492d; Queensland 580c

Cottonseed: Candy 159a; Chemurgy
173b; Oleomargarine S19d; Vege-
table Oils and Animal Fats 733b

Cottonseed Olh see Vegetable Oils
and Animal Fats 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.

See Butter 42
Couch. Harvey Crowley 42
Coulter Shoals Project: see Tennes-

see Valley Authority 40
Counterfeit money 623d
Countries of the World, Areas and
Populations of the: see Areas and
Populations of the Countries of
the World

"Courageous": see European War;
Submarine Warfare 40

Cowles, Henry Chandler 40
Cralgavon, James Craig 41

Cram, Ralph Adams 43
Cramer. Stuart Warren 41

Crane, Charles Richard 40
Cravath, Paul Drennan 41
Crawford Medal: see Philately 40
Crawshaw, William Henrv 41
Credit. Consumers see Consumer
Credit 44, 43, 42

Cremonesl, Carlo 44
Crerar, Henry Punoan Graham 43,
42

Cricket
CHIe, George Washington 44

Police 557d; Prisons 572a; Supreme
Court of the United States 677a

Crime Detection 40
Crlpps, Sir Stafford 43

INDEX 797

Crlstaa, Mlron 40
Croatia 44, 43, 42. See Yugoslavia

44. 43, 42, 41, 40. See Minorities 41
Fascism 273c; Yugoslavia 790c

Cromoton, Rookes Evelyn Bell 41

Crop Control: see Agriculture 42, 41,
40. See United States 40

Crop Insurance: see Agriculture 44.
43. See Crop Insurance 42, 41, 40

Crosley, Walter Selwyn 40
Crowley, Leo Thomas 44
Cruisers: see Navies of the World
Crumlt. Frank 44
Crushed Stone: see Stone
Cruze, James 43
Cryolite

Entomology 263b
Csaky, Stephen, Count 42
Cuba
Chromite 187d; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rates 269b; Exchange
Stabilization Funds 271b; Hispanic
America and World War II 336a;
Manganese 420b; Navies of the
World 489a; Nickel 507a; Rice 60Sc;
Spain 655a; Spanish-American Liter-
ature 656a; Tariffs 683a; U.S. In-
vestments Abroad 72Ib

Cucumbers 341d
Cudahy, Edward Aloys Ius, ST. 42
Cudahy, John 44
Cunningham, Sir Alan Gordon 42
Cunningham, Sir Andrew Browne
44,43,42

Curacao
Netherlands Colonial Empire 493a

Curling 44, 43, 42, 41

Currency: see Coinage; Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates. See
also under various countries.

Currle, Lauchlln 43
Curtln, John 44, 43, 42

Australia, Commonwealth of, 84b
Curtis, Heber Doust 43
Cushing, Harvey 40
Cycling
Cyclotron (Atom-Smasher): see
Medicine 43, 42, 41. 40. Sec
Physios 42, 41, 40. See Chemistry;
Matter, Structure of, 41

C.Y.O.: see Catholic Organizations
for Youth 44. See Catholic Youth
Organization 43, 42

Cyprus: see Mediterranean, British
Possessions In the
Refugees 598b

Czechoslovakia
Anti-Semitism 66b; Coal 194c;
Hungary 344c; Iron and Steel 366d;
Poland 556d; Railroads 591a; Roads
and Highways 608d; Slovakia 640d;
Strikes and Lock-outs 665d: U.S.S.R.
7lOa; War Crimes 745c; War Debts
746a

D'Abernon, Edgar Vincent 42
Dafoe, Allan Roy 44
Dahomey: see French Colonial
Empire

Dairy Industry. Bureau of: see

Agricultural Research Adminis*
tratlon 44

Dairying
Dakar 44, 43, 42. See French Colonial
Empire 40

Daladier, Edouard 41, 40
Dalai Lama: see Tibet 40
Dalmatla 44, 43, 42
Dams

Irrigation 368b; Tennessee Valley
Authority 69Oa; World War II 772c

Danoa
Danohenko, Vladimir Nemirovloh

Dandurand, Raoul 43
Daniels, Arthur Hill 41
Danube. Control of, 42, 41

Danzig 40
Daranyl, Koloman 40
Dardanelles, see Turkey 40
Darlan. Jean Louis Xavier Fran-

cols 43, 42,

Dartmouth College
Darwin, Leonard 44,

Dashwood. Mrs. Elizabeth M.: see

Delafleld, E. M. 44
Daudet, Julie Allard 41

Daudet, Leon 43
Daugherty, Harry Mieajah 42

Daughters of The American Revo*
lutlon, National Society of

Davenport, Eugene 42
Davies, Sir Henry Waiford 42

Davies, John Vipond 40
Davlee, Joseph Edward 44
Davies, William Henry 41

Davlc, Cheater Charles 44

Davis, Elmer 44. 43
Davis, Robert Hobart 43
Davis, William Rhodes 42
Davis Cup: see Tennis 41, 40
Dawes, Rufus Cutler 41

Dawson-Watson, Daweon 40
DCBt see War Communication*
Board 44, 43. See Defense Com-
munications Board 42
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Deafness
Death Ray: see GrIndell-Matthews,
Harry 42

Deaths (of prominent persons): see
Obituaries

Daath Statistics
Census, 1940 164c

Debts, Government: see National
Debt

Debts, National: see National Debt
Declaration of Panama: see His-

panic America and the European
War: International Law 41, 40.
See Neutrality; United States 40

Decorations, Military and Naval 44
Defense, Civilian: see Civilian De-
fense 44, 43. 42

Defense, National (U.S.): see War
Production, U.S. 44, 43. See Air
Foroes of the World 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Armies of the World;
National Guard; Navies of the
World 43, 42, 41, 40. See Defense,
National (U.S.) 42, 41. See Demo-
cratic Party; United States 40

Defense Aid, Office of: see Lend-
Lease Administration, Office of,

43,42
Defense Board, Economic: see

Foreign Economic Administra-
tion 44. See Economic Warfare,
Board of, 43, 42

Defense Bonds: see Banking 43. See
Savings Banks, Mutual 42

Defense Communications Board:
see War Communications, Board
of, 44, 43. See Defense Commu-
nications Board 42

Defense Health and Welfare Serv-
ices, Office of, 43

Defense Mediation Board, National

Defense Research Committee, Na-
tional: see Scientific Research
and Development, Office of, 44,
43,42

Defense Transportation, Office of,

44,43
Civilian Defense 190d; Public Util-

ities 577a
De Gaulle, Charles: see Gaulle,
Charles do 44, 43, 42, 41

De Goer. Gerard (Jakob), 44
Delafield, E. M. 44
Delaware

Birth Control HOd; Drought 240c;
Taxation 686a

De Lee, Joseph Bolivar 43
Dementia Praecox: see Psychiatry

42,41 ,40. See Nervous System 42.40
De Marlgny, Alfred: see Oakes, Sir

Harry 44
Doming, Edwin Wlllard 43
Democracy
Fascism 273c

Democratic Party
Elections 254a; United States 713a

Deneen, Charles Samuel 41
Denmark

Anti-Scrmitism 66d; Archaeology
70c; Christian X 186b; Cryolite 216c;
Democracy 229d; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rates 268d; Finland
283b; Fisheries 284c; Iceland 345d;
Jewish Religious Life 376c; Linen and
Flax 403d; Navies of the World 488c;
Refugees 598b; Shipbuilding 632a;
Socialism 642d; Strikes and Lock-
outs 665d

Dennis, Charles Henry 44
Dental Association, American: see

Dentistry 44, 42, 40
Dentistry
Dentz, Henri 42
Deposit Insuranco Corporation,

Federal: see Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation 44, 43, 42

Depth Bombs: see Submarine War-
fare 44. 43, 40

Dermatology
De Sohwelnltx, Paul 41
D' Esperey, Franohet: see Esperey,
Franchet d' 43

Destroyers: see Navies of the World.
See Defense, National (U.S.) 42.
See Neutrality 41

Shipbuilding 63 2a
Deterdlng, Sir Henri Wilhelm
August 40

Detroit
Electrical Industries 25 7b: Housing
343b; Michigan 442c; Municipal
Government 46 lc; Race Riots 580d

Do TuclJ, Sorgo 41
Deuterium: see Physics 42, 41. See

Isotope*, The Separation of;
Matter, Structure of, 40

Devaney. John Patrick 42
Devers, Jacob L. 44
Devil's Island: see French Guiana 40
Dewey, Davla Rich 43
Dewey, Thomas Edmund 40
Diabetes
Chemotherapy I72d: Death Statis-
tics 226b; Endocrinology 26lc

Diamonds
Mineralogy 446d

Diasonc 429a
Dlatomlte
Dickey, Bill lOOd
Dickinson, Luren Dudley 44
Dickinson, Wllloughby Hyett Dick-
inson 44

Dictatorships: see Communism;
Fascism; Germany; Italy; Japan;
Rumania: Spain: Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics

Diesel Engines: see Railroads 42. See
Munitions of War 42, 41. See
Motor Vehicles 42. 40. See Ship*
building 41. See Electric Trans-
portation 41, 40. See Aviation,
Civil 40

Dies Investigating Committee: see
German-American Bund 43, 42,
41,40. See Civil Liberties 42, 41,
40. See American Legion; Propa-
ganda; Youth Movements 40

Dietetics
Dill, Sir John Greer 41
Dimension Stone: see Stone
Dlnsmore, Charles Allen 42
Diodrast: see X-Ray 40
Diphtheria: see Serum Therapy 43,

42, 40. See Epidemics and Public
Health Control 43, 41, 40. See
Medicine 42. See Public Health
Services 41, 40
Death Statistics 226b

Diplomatic Services: see Ambassa-
dors and Envoys

Disasters
Federal Bureau of Investigation 277b

Disciples of Christ
Christian Unity 187c

District of Columbia: see Washing-
ton, D.C.

Ditmars, Raymond Lee 43
Dltter, J. William 44
Divorce: see Marriage and Divorce
Dmowski, Roman 40
Dobruja: see Bulgaria; Minorities;
Rumania 41

Dodd, William Edward 41
Dodecanese (Aegean Islands): see

Italian Colonial Empire
World War 1 1 784b

Dodge, Raymond 43
Doenitx, Karl 44
Doerpfeld, Wilhelm 41

Dog Racing 44, 43, 42
Dogs 73 7d
Dog Shows: see Shows
Doherty, Henry Latham 40
Dolan, Francis James 40
Dolcl, Angelo Maria 40
Dolmetsch, Arnold 41
Dominica: see West Indies, British
Dominican Republic
Cocoa 198a; Hispanic America and
World War II 336d; National Geo-
graphic Society 476c; Navies of the
World 489b; Tariffs 683b

Donations and Bequests
Donnelly, Charles 40
Donovan, Wlillam Joseph 42
Doollttle, James 44, 43
Dormoy, Marx 42
Douglas, William Orville 40
Draft: see Selective Service, U.S.

44, 43, 42, 41
Drama: see Theatre 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.

See Radio 43, 42. See Radio, In-
dustrlal Aspects of, 41, 40

Dress: see Fashion and Dress
Drew, George Alexander 44. 43
Drldso, A. A.: see Loxovsky, Solomon
Abramovltch 42

Drlesch, Hans Adolf Eduard 42
Drought
Drugs and Drug Traffic
Chemotherapy 172c; League of Na-
tions 397d

Drug Therapy: see Psychiatry 42, 41.
See Medicine 42, 41, 40

Drunkenness: see Intoxication, Al-
coholic

Dry Farming: see. Soil Erosion and
Soil Conservation 42. See Dry
Farming 41, 40

Dubols, Eugene 42
Ductless Glands! see Endocrinology
Duncan, Sir Patrick 44
Dunkerley, William Arthurs see

Oxenham, John 42
Du Pont, Richard Chlehester 44

Gliding 316b
Dust Diseases of the Lungs: see

Sillcosls 42
Dust Storms: see Drought 44, 43, 42.

See Dust Storms 41, 40
Dutch Borneo: see Netherlands
Colonial Empire 44. 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Dutch East Indies 43, 42, 41,

Dutch Colonial Empire: see Nether*
lands Colonial Empire: Nether*
lands Indies 44, 43, 42. See Dutch
East Indies 43, 42

Dutch East Indies: see Netherlands
Indies 44. See Dutch East Indies
43,42.41,40

Dutch Guiana; see Surinam
Dutch Harbor: see Alaska; World
War II 43

Dutch Literature 40
Duveen, Baron 40
Dyestuffs

Leather 398c
Dykstra. Clarence Add(son 41

Dyson, ilr Frank (Watson) 40
EAC: see European Advisory Com*
mission 44

Eaker. Ira C. 44, 43
Ear. Nose and Throat, Diseases of
Earle, Ralph 40
Earnings, Company: see Business
Review 44, 43, 42

Earthquakes: see Disasters; Seis-
mology

Easley, Ralph Montgomery 40
East Africa, British: see British East
Africa

Eastern Air Lines: Brazil 122c; Para-
guay 532c

East Indies, Dutch: see Netherlands
Indies 44

Eastman, Joseph B. 44, 43
Eaton, Edward Dwight 43
Eberle, Abastenia St. Leger 43
Eberstadt, Ferdinand 43
Eclipses of Sun and Moon: see As-
tronomy and see\ Calendar (p. xx)

Economic Association, American:
see American Economic Associa-
tion

Economic Defense Board: see For-
eign Economic Administration 44.
See Economic Warfare, Board of
43,42

Economic Development, Commit-
tee for: see Committee for Eco-
nomic Development 44

Economics 44, 43
Economic Stabilization, Office of,

Prices 567a
Economic Warfare. Office of: see

Foreign Economic Administra-
tion 44. See Economic Warfare,
Board of, 43, 42

Ecuador
Cocoa 198a; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 269b; Exchange Sta-
bilization Funds 27 Ib; Hispanic
America and World War II 336b;
Horticulture 34 Id; Navies of the
World 489a; Petroleum 540d; Rice
605b; Roads and Highways 608b;
Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation
649a; Spanish-American Literature
655d; Tariffs 683a

Eden, (Robert) Anthony
Canada, Dominion of, 150c

Edey, Blrdsall Otis 41

Edison, Charles 40
Education
American Literature 60a; Benton,
William 107d; Carnegie Trusts 160b;
Census, 1940, 164d; Child Welfare
177b; Communism 203c; Daughters
of the American Revolution 224d;
Inter-American Affairs, Office of the
Coordinator of, 358a: Jewish Re-
ligious Life 377a; London 409b; Mo-
tion Pictures 458d; Motor Transpor-
tation 460b; National Education As-
sociation 476a; Negroes (American)
49 la; Rockefeller Foundation 609c;
Rosenwald Fund, The Julius 614a;
Twentieth Century Fund 706a. See
also under various states and coun-
tries

Education, U.S. Office of: see Edu-
cation; Federal Security Agency
44, 43

Educational Policies Commission:
see Education 43. 42, 41, 40

Education Association, National:
see National Education Associa-
tion

Edwards, Agustfn 42

Agriculture 24c; Canada, Dominion
of, 154d; Food Research 287d; Poul-

try S63b
Egypt
Arabiu69b; Archaeology 70d; Cotton
214b; Gold 317b; Iraq 365c; Islam
369a; Manganese 4 2Ob; Palestine
529b; Petroleum 540d; Railroads
591 b; Refugees 598b; Rivers and
Harbours 606b; Tariffs 68 2d; Trans-
Jordan 701b

Eiehelberger, Robert Lawrence 44
Eldmann, Frank Lewie 42
Eire
Archaeology 70c; Bread and Bakery
Products 123d; Linen and Flax 403c

Eisen, Gustavus Augustus 41

Elsenhower, Dwight D. 44, 43
George VI 310a; World War II 778c

Elections
Democratic Party 230d; Labour Un-
ions 385d; Socialism 642a. See also
under various cities, states and
countries

Electoral Vote 40
Electrical Industries
Tennessee Valley Authority 690a

Electric Lighting: see Electrical In-
dustries 44, 43, 42. See Electric
Lighting 41, 40

Electric Power Generation 40

Electric Transmission and Distri-
bution: see Electrical Industries
44, 43, 42. See Electric Transmis-
sion and Distribution 41, 40

Electric Transportation
Electrification, Rural: see Rural

Electrification
Electron : see Physios 41, 40. See
Chemistry 41. See Matter. Struc-
ture of, 40

Electron Microscope: see Photogra-
phy 44, 43. See Radio 42. 5*0 Phys-
ios 41

Elementary Education: see Educa-
tion 44, 43, 42. See Education,
Elementary 41, 40

Ellas, Alois 43
Elks, Benevolent and Protective
Order of,44

Ellerman, Ferdinand 41
Elliee Islands: see Pacific Islands,

British 44
Elliott, Harriet Wiseman 41
Elliott, John Lovejoy 43
Elliott. Maxlne 41

Ellis, Carleton 42
Ellis, (Henry) Havelock 40
El Salvador: see Salvador, El

Eltlnge, Julian 42
Ely, Richard Theodore 44
Embassies, Great Britain: see Am-
bassadors and Envoys

Embassies, United States: see Am-
bassadors and Envoys

Emeralds: see Gems and Preolous
Stones 43, 42

Emergency Management, Office
for, 44, 43. 42

Emery: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42. See
Emery 41,40

Emigration: see Immigration and
Emigration, U.S. 44, 43. 42. See
Census, 1940 (U.S.) 43, 42, 41. See
Refugees 41, 40

Emmons, Delos Carleton 43, 42
Employment 44
Postwar Planning 561d; Puerto Rico
578c; Radio 585a; Relief 600c; Selec-
tive Service, U.S. 628a; Social
Security 644b; Wages and Hours
742a; War Manpower Commission
749b. See also under various states
and countries

Enderbury Island: see Pacific Is-

lands, U.S. 44. See South Sea and
Equatorial Islands 42, 41, 40

Endocrinology
Engel, Kurt 43
England: see Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United King-
dom of

English Literature
Entomology
Zoology 792b

Entomology and Plant Quarantine,
Bureau of: see Agricultural Re-
search Administration 44

Enzymes: see Biochemistry 44, 43,
42, 40

Epidemics and Public Health Con-
trol

Entomology 262d; Foreign Economic
Administration 292c; Infantile Paral-
ysis 353d; Inter-American Affairs,
Office of the Coordinator of, 35 7d;
Medicine 429a; Public Health En-
gineering 576d

Epilepsy: see Nervous System 43,
42, 40
Psychiatry 572d

Episcopal Church: see Protestant
Episcopal Church

Epstein, Abraham 43
Equatorial Islands: see South Sea
and Equatorial Islands 42, 41, 40

Eritrea: see Italian Colonial Empire
Esparto 532a
Esperey, Franohet D' 43
Espionage: see Federal Bureau of

Investigation 44, 43, 42
Estaunle, Edouard 43
Estigarribla, Jose Felix 41
Estonia

International Law 360d; War Debts
746a

Etching
Ethical Culture Movement
Ethiopia 44, 43, 42. See Italian
Colonial Empire 41, 40
Refugees 598b

European Advisory Commission 44
European theatre ofwar 77 Ib
European War: see World War 1 1 44,

43, 42. See European War 41, 40
Evacuation of Children: see Child
Welfare: Education 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Railroads; Refugees; Relief
41. See Education, Elementary;
Education, Secondary 41, 40

Evans, Sir Arthur John 42
Events of the Year: see Calendar of

Events, 1943. Pages 1-15. 44
Eves, Reginald Grenvllle 42
Ewlng, James 44
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates

Exchange Equalization Account: see
Exchange Stabilisation Funds

Exchange Rates: see Exchange Con-
trol and Exchange Rates 44, 43,



42, 41. See Exchange Rates 40
Exchange Stabilization Funds
"ExetarTv : see Submarine Warfare 40
Exhibitions and Fairs: see Shows 44,
43. See Fairs, Exhibitions, Exposi-
tions 42, 41 , 40

Expenditure, Government: set Bud*
aet, National 44, 43, 42, 41. Sec
Budget 40

Exploration and Discovery 43, 42, 41 ,

Explosive Rivets: see Industrial Re-
search; Metallurgy 42

Export-Import Bank of Washing*
ton

Exports: see Agriculture; Interna-
tional Trade: Tariffs; United
States 44, 43, 42, 41. 40. See Trade
Agreements 42. 41 , 40. See Exports
and Imports 40

Eyde, Samuel 41

Eye, Diseases of
Facsimile Transmission: see Teleg-
raphy 43, 42, 41. 40. See Radio 42.
See Radio. Scientific Develop-
ments of,41 , 40

Facts and Figures: see War Infor-
mation. Office of. 43

Fadden, Arthur William 42
Fairbanks, Douglas 40
Fair Labor Standards Act: see Child
Welfare 44, 43. See Child Labour
42, 41, 40. See Cotton; United
States 40

Fairs, State: see Shows 44, 43
Fairs, Exhibitions, Expositions 42,

41, 40
Fair Trade Laws: see Law 43, 42. See
Law (Case) 41, 40

Falange: see Fascism 44
Falk Foundation, The Maurice and
Laura

Falkland Islands: see British Em-
pire

Famines 44
Fanning Island 522b
"Fantasia": see Dance; Motion
Pictures 41

Farm Co-Operatives: see Farm
Credit Administration 44. See
Agriculture 43. See Farmers' Co-
operatives 42, 41, 40

Farm Credit: see Farm Credit Ad-
ministration 44. See Agriculture
43,42

Farm Credit Administration 44.
See Agriculture 43, 42. 41. See
Federal Land Banks 43, 42, 41,
40. See Farm Mortgages; Farm-
ers' Co-operatives 42, 41 , 40

Farm Inoome: see Agriculture 44,
43, See Farm Income 42, 41, 40

Farm Machinery: see Agriculture
44, 43. See Farm Machinery 42,
41,40

Farm Mortgages: see Farm Credit
Administration 44. See Federal
Land Banks 43, 42. See Farm
Mortgages 42, 41,40

Farm Security Administration: see

Agriculture 43, 42. See Medicine
43, 42, 41. See Farm Tenancy 42.
See Housing 42, 41

Farm Tenancy: see Agriculture 43.
See Farm Tenancy 42, 41, 40

Farrand, Livingston 40
Fascism
Democracy 229d; Youth Movements
790a

Fashion and Dross
Faversham, William 41

Fawcett, Edward 43
Fawcett, George D. 40
FBI: see Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation

FCA: see Farm Credit Administra-
tion 44. See Agriculture 43,42,41.
See Federal Land Banks 43, 42,
41, 40. See Farm Mortgages:
Farmers' Co-operatives 42, 41, 40

FCC: see Federal Communications
Commission 44, 43, 42. See Civil
Liberties 41. See Radio, Industrial
Aspects of: Television 41, 40

FDIC: see Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation 44, 43, 42

Foarn, Anno Walter 40
Fechner, Robert 40
Feder, Gottfried 42
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Federal Communications Commis-
sion 277c; Police 558a

Federal Children's Bureau: see Ju-
venile Delinquency 41, 40

Federal Communications Commis-
sion 44, 43, 42. See Civil Liberties
41. See Radio, Industrial Aspects
of ; Television 41 . 40
Public Utilities 577c; Radio 582c

Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America
Jewish Religious Life 376d

Fodoral Crop Insurance Corpora*
tlon: see Agriculture 43. See Crop
Insurance 42, 41, 40

Federal Deposit Insuranco Corpora*

tlonal Housing Agency 44, 43. See
Fodoral Homo Loan Bank System
42,41,40

Fodoral Housing Administration:
see National Housing Agency 44,
43. Set Federal Housing Adminis-
tration 42. 6>e Bulldlngand Build-
ing Industry 42, 41, 40. See Hous-
ing; Savings Banks, Mutual, 40

Federal Inoome Tax: see Taxation
44, 43, 42. See Income Tax 41, 40

Federal Land Banks: see Farm Cred-
it Administration 44. See Federal
Land Banks 43, 42, 41, 40

Federal Legislation : see Law 44, 43,
42. See Legislation 41, 40

Federal Loan Agency: see Export-
Import Bank of Washington;
Federal Home Loan Bank Sys-
tem; Federal Housing Admin-
istration; Home Owners' Loan
Corporation; Reconstruction
Finance Corporation 42

Federal Power Commission 44. See
Electrical Industries 43, 42, 41.
See Public Utilities 42, 41, 40

Federal Public Housing Authority:
see National Housing Agency 44,

Federal Reserve System
Federal Savings and Loan Insur-
ance Corporation: see National
Housing Agency 44, 43. See Feder-
al Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation 42

tlon 44, 43, 42
edoral ft

'

Federal Farm Mortgage Corpora*
tlons see Farm Mortgage* 42

Federal Homo Loan Banks see Na

Federal Security Agency 44. See
Civilian Conservation Corps; Na-
tional Youth Administration; So-
cial Security 43, 42

Federal Surplus Marketing Admin-
istration: see Meat, Potatoes 41.
See Butter 41 ,40

Federal Trade Commission 44. See
Law 43, 42. See Law (Case) 41

Federal Union: see Union Now 42
Federal Works Agency 44, 43, 42
Federated Malay States
Federation of Labor. Americans see
American Federation of Labor

Feller, Arthur 43
Feldspar
North Carolina 508c

Fencing
Fernando Po: see Spanish Colonial
Empire

Ferrero, Guglielmo 43
Fertilizers

Horticulture 34 lr; Marine Biology
421b; Nitrogen, Chrmical 507c; Ten-
nessee Valley Authority 690b; War
Food Administration 747b

Feuermann, Emanuel 43
Few, William Preston 41
FHA: see National Housing Agency

44, 43. See Federal Housing Ad-
ministration 42. See Building and
Building Industry 42, 41, 40. See
Housing; Savings Banks, Mutual

FHLB: see National Housing Agency
44, 43. See Federal Home Loan
Bank System 42, 41. 40

Fiction: see Spanish Literature 44.
See Russian Literature 44, 43, 42.
See American Literature; Cana-
dian Literature; English Litera-
ture; French Literature; Italian
Literature; Literary Prizes; Pub-
lishing (Book); Spanish-Ameri-
can Literature 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Dutch Literature 40

Field, Rachel 43
Fields, Lew 42
Field Sports: see Track and Field
Sports

Fifth Column: see Anti-Semitism;
Brazil: Defense, National; Euro-
pean War; Fascism; Germany;
Greece; Hispanic America and the
European War; Oklahoma; Prop-
aganda 41. See also other countries
ofCentral and South America

Fighting France (Free France): see
rrance: French Colonial Empire
44, 43, 42, 41. See World War II

44, 43, 42. See European War 41
Fill: see Pacific Islands, British
Flloff, Bogdan Dlmltrov: see Philoff,
Bogdan Dlmltrov 42

Financial Review: see Business Re-
view 44, 43, 42. See Financial Re-
view 41, 40

Flnck, Herman 40
Fine Arts: see Music} Painting;
Sculpture; etc.

Finger, Charles Joseph 42

Child Welfare 181a; Fisheries 284c;
Navies of the World 488c; Prices
567c; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594c: Roada and Highways
60Sd; Socialism 642d; Strikes and
Lock-outs 666a; War Debts 746a

Finley, John Huston 41

Flnuoano, Brendan (Paddy) 43
Fire Insurance: see Insurance
Fires and Fire Losses

Disasters 236d
Fires and Fire Prevention: see War*

faro, Incendiary 44. See Stand*

ards. National Bureau of, 41
Fish, Bert 44
Fish and Wildlife Service: see Wild

Life Conservation 44. See Fish and
Wildlife Service 43, 42, 41

Fisher, Carl G. 40
Fisher, Clarence Stanley 42
Fisher, Frederic John 42
Fisher, Herbert Albert Laurens 41
Fisher. John Stuehell 41
Fisheries
Alaska 42c; Wild Life Conservation
763d

Fisheries, Bureau of: see Fish and
Wildlife Service 43, 42

Flske, Bradley Allen 43
Flske, Charles 43
Flske, Harrison Grey 43
Fitzgerald, Francis Scott Key 41
Fitzgerald. Frank Dwlght 40
Fltzpatrlck, Sir Charles 43
Fltzrov, Edward Algernon 44
Five-Year Plan: see Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics 42, 41, 40
Flax: see Linen and Flax 44, 43, 42,
41,40. See Hemp 40

Flint: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42
Floods and Flood Control
Florida
Angling 63d; Birth Control llOd;
Grapefruit 320d; Lemons and Limes
399C ; Lynchings 413b; Monazite
45 la; Tobacco 696c; Zirconium 792a

Flour and Flour Milling
Fluorescein 169d
Fluorspar
"Flying Tigers": see Chennault,
Claire L. 44, 43

Flynn, Edward Joseph 41
Foklne, Michel 43
Fokker, Anthony Herman Gerard40
Folk Dancing: see Dance 43, 42, 41,
40

Food and Drug Administration: see
Federal Security Agency 44. See
Drugs and Drug Traffic 44, 43,
42, 41. 40. See Advertising; Can-
nlng Industry 41, 40. See Soap,
Perfumery and Cosmetics 40
Bread and Bakery Products 123c;
Chemotherapy 172c

Food-for-Victory program 53b
Food Prices: see Agriculture; Prices
Food Research 44
Canning Industry 159d; Dietetics
235d; Home Economics 338c; Ten-
nessee Valley Authority 690a

Football
Ford, Edsel Bryant 44
Ford, Ford Madox 40
Foreign Economic Administration

Agriculture 24c; Air Forces of the
World 3 la; Arabia 69b; Argentina
76b; Bacon 92c; Belgian Colonial
Empire 106b; Budget, National
136d; Business Review 145a; Butter
146a; Canada, Dominion of, 150d;
Chile 18lc; China 183b; Cotton 213a;
Democratic Party 230c; Eggs 251b:
Ethiopia 26 7b; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rates 268a; Fertilizers
282c; Fisheries 284d; Foreign In-
vestments In the United States
293a; France 298b; French Colonial
Empire 299b; Grapefruit 320d; Great
Britain and Northern Ireland 324b;
Hispanic America and World War
II 335b; Hogs 338a; International
Law360a; International Trade 362a;
Leather 398c; Meat 42 7d; Milk 444b;
New Zealand, Dominion of, 505c;
Oranges 520d; Potatoes 563a; Rail-
roads S89b; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres S94b; Reconstruction
Finance Corporation 595d; Roose-
,velt. Franklin Delano 613a; Ship-
ping, Merchant Marine 634b; Silver

639b; Stark, Harold Raunsford
660c; Submarine Warfare 667c; Tex-
tile Industry 692c; Tobacco 696d;
U.S.S.R. 708b; United States 7l3c;
Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats
733b

Foreign Exchange: see Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates

Foreign Investments In the United
States

Foreign Missions 43, 42, 41, 40
Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation
Operations, Office of: see Foreign
Economic Administration 44

Foreign Trade: see International
Trade 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See Agri-
culture 43, 42, 41 , 40

Forests
Lumber 41 Id; Pacifism 52Sa; Soil
Erosion and Soil Conservation 647a;
Tennessee Valley Authority 69la

Formosa (Taiwan)
Forster, Albert 40
Fort Peek Dam: see Dams 42, 41, 40
Fougner. G. Selmer 42
Foundations: see Donations and
Bequests. See also foundations under
their specific names

Four-H Clubs 44, 43, 42, 41
Franco
Aluminum 50c; Anti-Semitism 66d;
Bauxite 105c; Child Welfare ISOd;

INDEX 799

Coal 194c; Czechoslovakia 220a; Ex-
change Control and Exchange Rates
268d; Fascism 273cj Fisheries 284c;
Fluorspar 287d; Foreign Invest-
ments in the United States 293c;
Gaulle. Charles de 30Sb; Giraud,
Henri Honor6 315a; International
Labour Organization 359d; Iron and
Steel 366d; Islam 369b: Laval, Pierre
388b; Lebanon 399a; Motor Trans-
portation 460c; National Debt 475d;
Navies of the World 488b; Pctain,
Henri Philippe 539c; Petroleum 540d;
Potash 562c; Prisoners of War 570a;
Railroads 590d; Rayon and Other
Synthetic Fibres S94c; Refugees
597b: Roads and Highways 608d;
Shipbuilding 63 2a; Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 634d; Socialism 642d;
Strikes and Lock-outs 665d; Subma-
rine Warfare 670a; Syria 68 Id; Tu-
berculosis 703b; Uruguay 730d; War
Crimes 745c; War Debts 746a; Wines
765b; World War II 773d

Franc*, Free (Fighting Franoe): see

France; French Colonial Empire
44, 43, 42, 41. See World War 1 144,
43, 42. See European War 41

Franckenstein, Clemens von 43
Franco, Francisco
Frank, Glenn 41

Frankfurter, Felix 40
Franklin, Philip Albright Small 40
Frazer, Sir James George 42
Fredendall, Lloyd R. 44. 43
Free Franoe (Fighting France): see

France: Freneh Colonial Empire
44, 43, 42, 41. See World War 1 144,
43, 42. See European War 41

Freeman, James Edward 44
Freeman, Richard Austin 44
Freemasonry: see Masonic Order 43,
42,41,40

Freer Gallery of Art: see Smithso-
nian Institution 44. 43, 42, 41

French Colonial Empire
French Committee of National Lib*

oration: see Franoe 44
French Congo: see French Colonial
Empire

French Equatorial Africa: see
French Colonial Empire

French Guiana: see French Colonial
Empire 44, 43, 42, 41. See French
Guiana 40

French Guinea: see French Colonial
Empire

French Indo-China: see French Co*
lonial Empire 44, 43. 42, 41 ,40. See
World War II 43, 42. See Franoe;
Japan 43, 42, 41. See Thailand 42.

See Chi ness-Japanese War 42, 41,
40. See European War; Slam 41

Refugees 598c
French Literature
French North Africa: see Freneh
Colonial Empire

French Pacific Islands; see Pacific
Islands, Freneh

French Somallland: see French Co-
lonial Empire

French Sudan: see French Colonial
Empire

French West Africa: see French Co-
lonial Empire

Frequency Modulation: see Radio
44, 43, 42. See Advertising: Radio,
Industrial Aspects of; Telegra-
phy; Television 41

Freud. Slgmund 40
Frew, Walter Edwin 42
Frledrich, Karl 41

Friends, Religious Society of, 44, 43,
42,41

Frltsch, Werner von 40
Frohman, Daniel 41
Fruit: see Apples; Bananas; Grape-

fruit; Grapes; Lemons and Limes;
Oranges; Peaches; Pears; Plums
and Prunes 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Pineapples 42. 41,40
Agriculture 23d; Black Markets 113a

FSLIC: see National Housing Agency
44, 43. See Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation 42

FTC: see Federal Trade Commission
44. See Law 43, 42. See Law (Case)

Fuel: see Gas, Natural 44, 43, 42. See
Coal: Petroleum 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Gasoline; Natural Gas 41, 40

Fuel Briquettes
Fuel Oil: see Business Review; Pe-
troleum; Rationing 44, 43

Fulda. Ludwlg 40
Fuller's Earth 44, 43. 42, 40
Fuqua, Stephen Ogden 44
Furniture industry

Interior Decoration 3S8b; War Pro-
duction, U.S. 751d

Furs
Alaska 42d; Northwest Territories
5lOa

FWA: see Fodoral Works Agency 44,
43,42
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Gager, Charlee Stuart 44
Galway, George Vere Arundell
Monckton-Arundell 44

Gambia: see Brltith West Africa
Gamolln, Maurice Gustavo 41, 40
Gandhi, Mohandas Karamehand

India 349c
Garbaga and Waste Disposal: see
Public Health Engineering 40

Garbett. Cyril Forster: sec York,
Archbishop of. 43

Garflold, Harry Augustus 43
Garland, (Hannibal) Hamlln 41
Garnet: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42
Garratt, Geoffrey Theodore 43
Garrett, John Work 43
Gas, Natural 44, 43, 42. See Natural
Gas 41, 40

Gas-Eleotrlo Bus: see ElectricTrans-
portation 41, 40

Gas Masks: see Chemical Warfare
42,41,40

Gasoline: see Rationing 44, 43. See
Petroleum 44, 43, 42. Sec Gaso-
line 41 ,40

Gaster, Moses 40
Gates, Mllo Hudson 40
Gatti-Catazza, Glullo 41

Gaulle, Charles de 44, 43, 42, 41
France 297c; French Colonial Em-
pi re 299b

Gay, Frederick Parker 40
Gehrig, Henry Louis 42
Gems and Precious Stones 44, 43, 42

National Geographic Society 476c
General Education Board: see

Rockefeller Foundation
General Federation of Women's
Clubs: see Women's Clubs, Gen-
eral Federation of

Genetics
Genoa, Italy 37 Ib
Genthe, Arnold 43
Geographical Society, American:

see American Geographical So*
oiety

Geography 44. See American Geo-
graphical Society; National Goo-

Socloty 44. 43. 42, 41,graphic

Smithsonian Institution 641a
Geology

National Geographic Society 476b;
Photography 547a; Smithsonian In-

stitution 641a
George VI
George 1 1 43, 42, 41

George, Harold H. 43
George, Harold Lee 44
George, Walter Franklin 41

George of Bavaria, Prince 44
Georgia

Bridges 125d; Civil Service, U.S.

192d; Drought 240c; Electrical In-

dustrles 257b; Horses 341 b; Lynch-
ings 4l3b; Marriage and Divorce
424b: Tobacco 696c

Georgia Warm Springs Foundation

German-American Bund 43, 42, 41.
40

German Literature 44, 43, 42

Germany
Agriculture 28c; Air Forces of the
World 3 la; Aluminum 50c; American
Literature 58a; Anti-Semitism 66b;
Arabia 69b; Argentina 75c; Aviation,
Civil 9Oa; Banking 95d; Belgium
I06c; Birth Statistics lllc; Bohemia
and Moravia 11 3c; Bridges 125a;

Bulgaria 137d; Business Review
I46a; Chrornite 187d; Clothing In-

dustry 194b; Coal 194c; Communism
203a; Croatia 216a; Cryolite 216c;
Czechoslovakia 2 19d; Dalmatia 220d;
Dams 2 21 a; Democracy 229d; Den-
mark 23 la; Education 249a; Em-
ployment 2S9d; Estonia 26Sd: Ex-
change Control and Exchange Rates
268c; Fascism 273c; Federal Bureau
of Investigation 276a; Finland 282d;
Fisheries 284c; Fluorspar 287d; For-

eign Investment in the United States

293c; France 296a; Franco, Francisco
298d; Greece 325c; Greenland 326b;
Hitler, Adolf 337a; Horticulture
341 b; Hungary 344c; International
Law 36Oa; International Trade 361d;
Iran 364d; Iron and Steel 366d;
Italian Colonial Empire 369c; Italy
37 Id; Japan 375b; Latvia 387d; Lead
397b; League of Nations 397d;
Lithuania 4()6d; Luxembourg 413a;
Manganese 420c; Montenegro 45 2d;
National Debt 476a; Navies of the
World 48Sd; Netherlands 492a; Nor-
way 510c; Paris 533a;, Petroleum
540a: Poland 556a; Police 5S7b; Por-

tugal S58c; Potash 562c; Prices 567c;
Prisoners of War 570a; Radio Detec-
tion 588c; Railroads 59Od; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594c;
Refugees 597b: Roosevelt, Franklin
Delano 61 2c; Rumania 6164; Ship-
building 63 2a; Shipping, Merchant

Marine 634c; Silver 639a; Slovakia
640c; Spain 654b; Strikes and Lock-
outs 665c; Submarine Warfare 66 7c;
Suicide Statistics 675b; Sweden6 79c;
Switzerland 68 Ib: Tungsten 704a;
Turkey 705b; Union of Soviet So-
cialiHt Republics 707a; United States
7l3c; War Debts 746a; World War II

770d; Yugoslavia 790b; Zinc 791b
Gest, Morris 43
Ghazi Ibn Faisal 40
Gnormley, Robert Lee 43
Gibbons, Floyd (Phillips) 40
Glbbs, George (author) 43
Glbbs. George (engineer) 41
Gibraltar: see Mediterranean, Brit-

ish Possessions in the 44, 43, Sec
British Possessions In the Modi*
terranean 42, 41, 40
Disasters 236d c

Gibson, Ernest Wlllard 41

Gilbert, Prentlss Bailey 40
Gilbert and El I Ice Islands Colony:

sec Pacific Islands. British
GUI, Eric Rowland 41

Gilman, Lawrence 40
Gllmour, Sir John 41

Gilmore, John Washington 43
Gin: sec Liquors, Alcoholic 43, 42.
41,40

Ginger: see Spices
Gfraudi Henri Honor* 44, 43

Anti-Semitism 67a; Canada, Domi-
nion of. 150c; Fiance 297c; French
Colonial Empire 299b

Girl Scouts
Glands: see Endocrinology; Mod*

leino 44, 43,42, 41, 40. 6><? Physiol-
ogy 44, 42, 40

Glass
War Production, U.S. 75 Ic

Glassford, William Alexander, II 44
Glenn, Mary Wlllcox 41

Gliding 44, 43, 42, 41
Air Forces of the World 32d; Dis-
asters 236d: DuPont. Richard Chi-
Chester 241d

Glyn. Elinor 44
G-Men: see Federal Bureau of In*

vestigation
Goerlng, Hermann Wllhelm 44, 43,

Gold
Alanka 42d; Formosa 295c; Mexico
442a; Nicaragua 506d; Northwest
Territories 510b; Secondary Metals
623c

Gold Coast: see British West Africa
Diamonds 235a; Gold 318a; Man-
ganese 420b

Golden Gate International Exposi-
tion: see Fairs, Exhibitions, Expo-
sitions 41. Sec Art Exhibitions;
Art Galleries and Art Museums;
Electric Lighting; San Francisco
41 ,40. See Architecture; California;
Fairs and Exhibitions; Interior
Decoration; Lumber 40

Goldman, Emma 41
Gold Standard: see Gold 42. Ste
Gold Reserves and Gold Standard
41,40

Golf
Linen and Flax 403d

Golikov, Flllp Ivanovlch 44
Goma y Tomas, Isidro 41
Gonads: see Endocrinology 42
Gonorrhoea: see Venereal .Diseases
Chemotherapy 172c; Epidemics and
Public Health Control 265a; Med-
icine 428c; Penicillin 53 7a; Urology
729d

Goodnow, Frank Johnson 40
Goodrich. James Putnam 41

Gordon, Sir Charles Blair 40
Goring. Hermann Wllhelm: see

Goerlng. Hermann Wllhelm 44,
43, 42. H

Gort, John Stand Ish Surtees Pren-
dergastVereker41,40

Gortner, Ross Aiken 43
Government Departments and Bu-
reaus

Government Expenditures: see
Budget, National 44, 43. 42, 41

Government Printing Office: see
Printing Office, U.S. Govern-
ment 44, 43, 42. Sec Government
Printing Office 41, 40

Government Receipts: see Budget,
National 44, 43. 42, 41

Governors and Premiers, British:
see British Empire

Goso: see British Possessions In the
Mediterranean 40.

"Graf Spee": set Hispanic America
and the European war; Neutral I -

41, 40. See Langsdorff Hans;
unltlons -of War: Submarine

Warfare; Uruguay 40
Grain: see Barley; Corn: Oats; Rloa;

Rye; Wheat 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. Sec
Cereals 42, 41, 40

Grand Coulee Dam: sec Dams 43, 42,
41, 40. See Publlo Utilities 42, 41.
See Electric Transmission and
Distribution 41, 40. Sec Washing-
ton 40

Granger, Alfred Hoyt 40
Granger, Walter 42

Granite: see Stone 44. 43. 42. Sec
Marble and Granite 41, 40

Grapefruit
Grapes

Agriculture 24a; Entomology 264d:
Wines 765b

Graphite
Graser, Earle W. 42
Grasshoppers: see Entomology 40
Grauert, Ulrlch 42
Gravel: see Sand and Gravel
Graves. William Sidney 41

Gray, Carl Raymond 40
Gray. George Kruger 44
Grazfanl. Rodolfo 41
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
United Kingdom of
Advertising 21c; Agriculture 26a;
Air Forces of the World 3 la; Albania

42d; Alcohol, Industrial 43d; Allied
Military Government 48c; Alumi-
num 50c; Ambassadors and Envoys
50d; American Library Association
S7a; Anaemia 6 Id; Anti-Semitism
67a; Arabia 68d; Archaeology 70c;
Architecture 72b; Argentina 75c;
Automobile Industry in the War 88a;
Aviation, Civil 90a; Bacon 92c; Bank-
ing 95c; Birth Control lllb; Birth
Statistics lllb; Boy Scouts 119c;
Brazil 121a; Bread and Bakery Prod-
ucts 123d; British Legion 130b; Bud-
get, National 136b; Building and
Construction Industry 137b; Bul-
garia 137d; Burma 139b; Business
Review 145a; Cabinet Members 146d;
Canada, Dominion of, ISOd; Canals
and inland Waterways 157a; Car-
iVKk' Trusts 160a; Chiang Kai-shek
174c; Child Welfare 18()c; China
183b; Christian Unity 187b; Church-
ill, Winston Leonard Spencer 188a;
Civilian Defense 192a; Clothing
Industry 194a; Coal 194c; Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff, The 201d;
Commonwealth Fund. The 202c;
Communism 203a; Conservative Par-
ty, Great Britain 209a; Crime 215d;
Czechoslovakia 220n; Dance 224a;
Death Statistics 225d; Democracy
229d; Disasters 238a; Drought 240b;
Drugs and Drug Traffic 24 Ic; Edu-
cation 249a; Eire 253a; Employment
260a; Etching 266b; Ethiopia 267b;
EuropeanAd visoryCommis8ion267d;
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 268b; Exchange Stabilization
Funds 271c; Fascism 274b; Fertilizers
282b; Finland 283a; Fisheries 284b;
Fluorspar 287d; Food Research 287d;
Foreign Economic Administration
292a; Foreign Investments in the
United States 293a; France 298a;
French Colonial Empire 299b;
George VI 309c; Germany 312d; Gold
317c; Government Departments and
Bureaus 320a; Horse Racing 340c;
Horticulture 341 b; Housing 343b;
Hungary 344c; let-land 346b; India
349c; Infant Mortality 354b; Insur-
ance 355c; International Labour
Organization 359a; International
Law 360a; International Trade 361c;
Iran 364d; Iron and Steel 366d; Ital-

ian Colonial Empire 369c; Italy 372b;
Japan 374d; Knights of Columbus
383c; Labour Party 384c; Labour
Unions 386a; League of Nations 397d;
Libraries 403a; Linen and Flax 403d;
Literary Prizes 4Mb; Lumber 412a;
Manchuria 419a; Marine Biology
42 Ic; Motor Transportation 460c;
National Debt 475d; National Law-
yers Guild 484a; Navies of the World
485d; Newspapers and Magazines
503a; Paper and Pulp Industry 531d;
Parliament, Houses of, 533c; Penicil-
lin 536c; Performing Right Societies
538c; Petroleum 540b; Philately
543b; Photography 546a; Police 557b;
Portugal 558b; Post Office 56la;
Prices 566d; Prisoners of War 570b;
Prisons 572a; Psychiatry S73c; Pub-
lic Health Engineering S76c; Pub-
lishing (Book) 578a; Radio 586d;
Radio Detection 587c; Railroads
59Ob; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594c; Refugees 598a; Relief
60la; Religion 601c; Rivers and Har-
bours 606b; Roads and Highways
608d; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
612c; Rubber 61 5c; Salazar, Antonio
de OUveira 619d; Salvation Army
620d; Shipbuilding 630d; Shipping
Merchant Marine 634b; Shoe Indus-
try 636b; Shows 637d; Sinkiang 640a;
Socialism 642b; Social Security 644c;
Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation
647b; Spain 654c; Strikes and Lock-
outs 665c; Submarine Warfare 667c;
Suicide Statistics 675b; Taxation
686c; Tea 687b; Television 689a:
Theatre 694d; Town and Regional
Planning 699b; Tran s-Jordan 701 b;
Tuberculosis 702d; Tungsten 704a;
Turkey 705a; Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics 708b: United Na-
tions Information Board 71 Id;
United States 713c; U.S. Invest-
ments Abroad 72 id; Uruguay 730d;

Veterinary Medicine 737c; Wages
and Hours 743a; War Crimes 745c;
War Debts 746a; War Production,
U.S. 75 Ib; War Relief, U.S. 753d;
Women's Clubs, General Federation
of, 768a; Wool 769b: World War II

770d; Yugoslavia 790c; Zinc 79 Ib;
Zoology 792d

Great Lakes Traffic: see Canals and
Inland Waterways 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Water-Borne Commerce
of the United States 43, 42

Agriculture 29b; Bauxite 105c; Child
Welfare 180d; Chromite 187d:
Fascism 273c; Navies of the World
488d; Prisoners of War 570b; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594c;
Refugees 598b; Shipping, Merchant
Marine 634d; Strikes and Lock-outs
666a; Submarine Warfare 670c; War
Crimes 745c; War Debts 746a; War
Relief, U.S. 753d; World War 1 1 783c

Greenland 44, 43, 42, 41
Cryolite 216c; Seismology 625b;
Submarine Warfare 670a

Gregory, Jaokson 44
Grenada: see West Indies, British
Grenfell, Sir Wilfred Thompson 41

Grey. Zane40
Griffith, John Price Crozer 42
Grlndelf-Matthewt, Harry 42
Grindstones: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42
Grlnnell, Joseph 40
Groener, Wllhelm 40
Gromyko, Andrei A. 44
Guadalcanal: see Solomon Islands:
World War 1 1 44,43. See Japan 43

Guadeloupe: see French Colonial
Empire 44, 43, 42, 41. See Guade-
loupe 40

Guam
Guariglia, Raffaele44
Guatemala

Central America I67dj Coffee 198b:
Foreign Investments in the United
States 293a; Hispanic America and
World War II 336d; Horticulture
341d; Spanish-American Literature
656a; Tariffs 683b

Guayule: see Chemurgy; Rubber
44; 43, 42
Forests 294d

Guerrilla Fighting: Albania 42d; Bro-
zovich, Josip (Tito) 133b; Carlson,
Evans Fordyce 160a; Greece 325d;
Italian Colonial Empire 369c; Lithu-
ania 407a; Mikhailovitch, Draja
433d; Mongolia 45 Id; Montenegro
45 2d; Philippines, Commonwealth of

the 544c; World War II 783c; Yugo-
slavia 790c

Guertner, Franz 42
Guggenheim, Murry 40
Guggenheim, Simon 42
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
44,43,42

Guiana, British: see British Guiana
Guiana, Dutch: see Surinam
Guiana, French: see French

Colonial Empire 44, 43, 42, 41. See
French Guiana 40

Gulllaumat, Marie Louis Adolphe

Guinea: see French Colonial Em-
pire; Portuguese Colonial Empire;
Spanish Colonial Empire

Guinea, New: see New Guinea 44
Guise, Duke of: sec Bourbon, Jean

Pierre CXM.de 41

Gunther, Franklin Mott42
Gustavut V 44, 43, 42, 41

Gymnastics 44, 43
Gynaecology and Obstetrics

Anaesthesia 63a; Medicine 428d
Gyptum
Haab, Robert 40
Haakon VII 44, 43, 42, 41
Norway 5 lOc

Haoha, Emll40
Haokett, Charles 43
Haokett. Horatio Batch 42
Hadffeld, Sir Robert Abbott 41

Haegg, Gundcr 699c
Haggard.Wllllam David 41

Hagner, Francis Randall 41

Hafnlseh, Michael 41
Haiti

Coffee 198b; Foreign Investments in

the United States 293a; Hispanic
America and World War II 336b;
Horticulture 34 Id; International La-
bour Organization 359d; National

Geographic Society 476c; Navies of

the World 489b; Rubber 615d; Tariffs
683b

Haider, Franz 43
Halifax, Edward Frederick Llndley
Wood 43, 42. 41

Hall, Grover Cleveland 42
Hall, Radolyffe 44
Hall Sir (William) Reginald 44
Halliburton. Richard 40
Haltey. William Frederick, Jr. 44,

"Ham and Eggs" Pension Bill: see
Elections 40

Hambro, Carl Joachim 41

Hamilton, Coemo 43
Hammereteln-Cquord, Kurt Von 44



Hammer Throw: sec Track and Field
Sport*

Hand -ball

Hanson, Olo 41

Hanson, Richard Burpee 41
Harbours: see Rivers and Harbours
Harfngton, Sir Charles Harlngton41
Harknoss, Edward Stephen 41

Harper, Samuel Northrup 44
Harper, William Allen 43
Harper prize novel 406a
Harrlman, W. Averell 44
Harrington, Francis Clark 41, 40
Harrington, John Lyle 43
Harris, Sir Arthur T. 44. 43
Harris, James Rendel 42
Harris, Sam H. 42
Harrison, Byron Patton 42
Hart, Albert Bushnell 44
Hart, Lorenz 44
Hart. Thomas Charles 43, 42
Hartley. Marsden 44
Marty, Sir Herbert Hamilton 42
Harvard University
Art Galleries and Art Museums 80d

Harwood, Sir Henry Harwood 43
Hassanl, MoNamed Tageddlne el,

Hatay, The: see European War; Tur-
key 40

Haushofor, Karl 43
Havana Conferonee: see Pan Ameri-
can Union 42, 41. See Central
Amerloa; Cuba; Hlspanlo Amer-
ica and the European War; Neu-
trality; United States 41

Hawaii
Community Chest 204a; Four-H
Clubs 295d; Plague, Bubonic and
Pneumonic 552d

Hawkes, Herbert Edwin 44
Hawley, Willis Chatman 42
Hay
Agriculture 24a

HayashL Senjure 44
Hayes, sir Bertram Fox 42
Hay Fever: see Allergy 42. 41, 40. See
Air Conditioning 41, 40

Hazen, Charles Downer 42
Head, Sir Honry 41

Health, Industrial: see Industrial
Health 44, 43

Health Insurance: see Social Secu-
rity 42, 41

Health Program, National: see Den-
tistry; Medicine; Socialized Medi-
cine 40

Hearing Aids: see Deafness
Heart and Heart Diseases
Death Statistics 226b; Penicillin

537a; Radiology 588c; Surgery 677d;
X-Ray 787d

Heath, Lady Mary 40
Heavy Carbon: see Isotopes, The
Separation of, 40

Heavy Hydrogen: see Isotopes, The
Separation of; Matter, Structure
of, 40

Heoksoher, August 42
Heldenatam, Carl Gustaf Verner
von 41

Hejaz: see Arabia
Helicopter: see Aviation, Civil 44, 43
Helium
Heller, Edmund 40
Hemp 44, 40
Bananas 94c; Central America 168a

Henderson, Leon 44. 43, 42
Henderson, Sir Nevlle Meyrlck 43
Heredity 41, 40
Herlng, Hermann S. 41

Hershey, Lewis B. 42, 41

Hertz, Alfred 43
Hess, Rudolf Walther 42
Howard, Leslie Hays 44
Hewitt. Henry Kent 44, 43
Heydrloh, Reinhard 43
Heyward, DuBose 41

Higglnson, Mary Potter Thacher 42
Highways: see Roads and Highways
Highway to Alaska: see Roads and
Highways 44, 43, 42

Hllbert. David 44
Hilferdlng, Rudolf 42
Hill, Sir Arthur William 42
Hill, Eben Clayton 41

Hill, Robert Thomas 42
Hill. (Rod) William 43
Hillhouse, Percy Archibald 43
Hlllman, Sidney 42, 41
Hlmmler. Hainrlch 44, 43, 42
Hlnsley, Arthur 44
Hlntxe, Paul von 42
Hiranuma. Kllehlro 40
Hispanic America: see Argentina;

Bolivia; Brazil; British Guiana:
British Honduras: Chile; Colom-
bia; Costa Rica: Ecuador; French
Colonial Empire; Guatemala;
Honduras; Nicaragua; Panama;
Paraguay; Poru; Salvador, El;
Surinam; Uruguay; Venezuela 44,
43, 42. See Latin Amorlea 41, 40

Hlspanlo America and World War

Hlspanlola: see Dominican Repub-
lic; Haiti; Wast Indies

Historical Association. American:
set American Historical Associa-
tion 42, 41,40

Hitler, Adolf
Mussolini, Benito 47 2b; Rumania
61 7b; Submarine Warfare 667c;
World War II 77Jc

Hobart, Esther Jane Tuttlo 42
Hobby, Oveta Culp 44, 43
Hobson, Robert Lockhart 42
Hockey: see loo Hockey
Hoffman, Paul Gray 44
Hogs
Agriculture 24b; Lard 387c; Live-
stock 407c

HOLC: see National Housing Agency
44, 43. See Home Owners' Loan
Corporation 42

Holland, Charles Thurstan 42
Holland: see Netherlands
Hollander, Jacob H. 41

Holllns, Alfred 43
Holmes, Phillips 43
Holt, Sir Herbert Samuel 42
Home Building, Federal: see Na-
tional Housing Agency 44. 43. See
Housing 44. 43, 42, 41, 40. See Fed*
oral Home Loan Bank System 42,
41,40

Home Economies 44
Home Loan Bank, Federal: see Na-
tional Housing Agency 44, 43. See
Federal Home Loan Bank System
42, 41, 40

Home Owners' Loan Corporation:
see National Housing Agency 44,
43. See Home Owners' Loan Cor-
poration 42

Hornma, Masaharu 43
Honduras

Central America 167d; Coco-nuts
198b; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 269b; Hispanic Amer-
ica and World War 1 1 336c

Honduras, British: see British Hon-
duras

Honey: see Bee-keeping
Hongkong: see British Empire 44.
See Hongkong 43, 42

Hooper, Franklin Henry 41

Hopkins, Harry L. 44, 43, 42
Hops
Horgan, Stephen Henry 42
Hormones: see Endocrinology 44,

43, 42, 41, 40. Set Biochemistry 44,
42, 41. See Cancer 43, 42. See Medi-
cine 43, 42, 41, 40. See Zoology 42,
41. See Chemotherapy; Urology
42. 41, 40. See Physiology 42, 40.
See Gynaecology and Obstetrics;
Psychology 41, 40. See Chemistry,
Applied; Dentistry; Sterilization;
Surgery 40

Hornblow, Arthur 43
Horne, Robert Stevenson Home 41

Homer, Henry 41
Horse Racing
Mexico 441b

Horses
Agriculture 24b; Livestock 407c

Horse Shows: see Shows
Horthy, Stephen 43
Horticulture
Hosiery: see Rayon 43, 42, 41 , 40. See

Silk 42. See Silk and Silk Manu-
facture 41 ,40

Hospital Book Guide: see American
Library Association,, 42. 41

Hospitalizatlon Insurance: see In-
surance 44, 43. See Insurance,
Accident and Health 42, 41, 40

Hospitals
American College of Surgeons 54a;
Civilian Defense 190c

Houghton, Alanson Blgelow 42
Housing
Cenaua, 1940. 167b; Great Britain
and Northern Ireland 322d; Ireland.
Northern 366b; National Housing
Agency 47 7c; Oregon 52 Ib; Postwar
Planning 562a; Public Health En-
gineering 576d

Housing Administration. Federal:
see National Housing Agency 44,
43. See Federal Housing Adminis-
tration 42. See Building and
Building Industry 42, 41, 40. See
Housing; Savings Banks, Mutual

Housing Agency, National: see Na-
tional Housing Agency 44, 43

Housing Authority, U.S.: see Na-
tional Housing Agency 44, 43. See
Federal Works Agency 42

Houston, David Franklin 41

Hovay, Otis Ellis 42
Howard. Leslie 44
Howard, Sidney Coo 40
Howard of Penrlth 40
Howe, Frederic Clemscn 41

Howo, Harrison Estell 43
Howland Island: see Pacific Islands,

U.S. 44. See South'Sea and Equa-
torial Islands 42, 41, 40

Hoxle, Charles A. 42
Hrdlloka, Ales 44
Hsu Shlh-chang 40
Hubeny, Maximilian John 43
Hull, Cordoll 44, 43, 42
Argentina 76b; Democratic Party
230c

Hungary
Bauxite 105c; Christian Unity 187b;

Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 269a; Fascism 273c; Foreign
Investments in the United States
293d; Germany 313b; League of Na-
tions 397d; Petroleum 540d; Rail-
roads 59 la; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres 594c; Roads and High-
ways 608d; Rumania 616d; War
Debts 746a

Huntzlger, Charles Leon Clement

Hurdling: see Track and Field
Sports

Hutton, Maurice 41

Hygiene, Industrial: see Industrial
Health 44, 43. 42

Hymans, Paul 42
Hyvernat. (Eugene-Xavler-Louls)
Henry 42

ICC: see I nterstateCommerce Com -

mission 44, 43, 42. See Government
Departments and Bureaus 43, 42,
41, 40. See Legislation. Federal;
Shipping, Merchant Marine 41.
See Railroads 40

Ice Hockey
Iceland
Disasters 236c; Exchange Stabiliza-
tion Funds 271b; Fisheries 284b;
Knights of Columbus 383c; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594b;
Submarine Warfare 670a; Tariffs
683a

lee Skating
Idaho
Consumer Credit 209d; Dams 22 Ih;

Irrigation 368b; Marriage and
Divorce 424b; Meteorology 438a;
Plums and Prunes 555b; Vanadium
73 2a

Illinois
Coal 195a; Drought 240c; Education
246a; Horses 34 la; Lynchings 413b;
Soybeans 654a; Tuberculosis 702d;
Veterinary Medicine 738a

Illinois, University of
Illiteracy 42,41,40
Illumination: see Electrical In-
dustries 44, 43, 42. See Electric
Lighting 41, 40

I.L.O.: see International Labour
Organization

Immigration and Emigration, U.S.
Immunization, Therapeutic: see
Serum Therapy 43, 42, 40

Imports: see International Trade
44, 43. 42, 41, 40. See Tariffs,
United States 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Agriculture 42, 41. See Trade
Agreements 42, 41 , 40. See Exports
and Imports 40

Incendiary Warfare: see Warfare,
Incendiary 44, 43

Income, U.S. Distribution of: see
Wealth and Income, U.S. Distri-
bution of

Income Tax: see Taxation 44, 43, 42.
Sff Income Tax 41, 40

India
Agriculture 29a; American Library
Association 57a; Business Review
145b; Chromite 187d; Coal 194c;
Disasters 238a; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rateg 270d; Famines
272c: Fisheries 285b; Foreign Eco-
nomic Administration 292b; Gandhi.
Mohandas Karamchand 305a; Gold
317b; International Trade 362b; Iron
and Steel 366d; Islam 369a; Jute
379b; Manganese 420b: Monarite
45 la; Petroleum 540d; Prices 567c;
Refugees 598b; Rice 605c; Roads and
Highways 6O9a; Silk 638c; Spices
658b; Tca687b; Tibet 695c; Titanium
696b; Wavell. Archibald Percival
755c

Indiana
Coal 195a; Hemp 334a; Horses 341a,
Taxation 686a; Tobacco 696c

Indians, American
Indium: see Metallurgy 43
Indo-Chlna, French: see French
Colonial Empire 44. 43. 42, 41, 40.
See World War if 4$, 42. See
France; Japan 43. 42, 41. See
French Colonial Empire 43, 42,
41, 40. See Thailand 42. See
Chinese-Japanese War 42, 41, 40.
See European War: Slam 41

Industrial Health 44. 43, 42
American Medical Association 61a;
Birth Control llOd; Dentistry 232a;
Eye, Diseases of, 272a

Industrial Production: see Business
Review; War Production, U.S. 44,
43,42

Industrial Research 42, 41, 40
Infantile Paralysis
Death Statistics 226b; Public Health
Engineering 576c; Serum Therapy
629a

Infant Mortality
Infantry: see World War II 44, 43,
42. See Munitions of War 44, 43.

42, 41 , 40. See Armies of the World
43,42,41,40. See European War;
Lightning War; Strategy of the
European War; Tactics In the
European War 41, 40

Inflation: see Consumer Credit;

INDEX 801

Prices 44, 43. See Business Review;
United States 44, 43, 42
Agriculture 29a; Australia, Common-
wealth of, 85a; Bermuda lOftc; Black
Markets H2c; Book-collecting 11 4d;
Bowles, Cheater 117d; British East
Africa 127a; Budget, National 136d;
Canada, Dominion of. 15 la; China
184cj Democratic Party 230d; Eco-
nomics 243c; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 269c; Federal Power
Commission 279a; Federal Reserve
System 279b; Gold 31 7b; Hispanic
America and World War II 336c;
Iceland 34Sd; Insurance 35Sd;
Iran 364d; Iraq 365c; Law 388c;
Manchuria 419b; Mexico 440a; Na-
tional Income and National Product
482b; New Zealand, Dominion of,

50Sd; Nicaragua 506d; Philately
542c; Philippines, Commonwealth of

the, 545a; Price Administration, Of-
fice of. 565c; Public Utilities 577a;
Spices 658b; Stocks and Bonds 66 lc;
Taxation 686c: Thailand 693a; Uru-
guay 730d; War Bonds 744c; War
Labor Board. National 748b

Influenza: see Epidemlos and Pub*
Ho Health Control 42, 40
Death Statistics 226b; Infant Mor-
tality 354d

Information Board. United Na-
tions: see United Nations Infor-
mation Board 44

Ingersoll. Royal Eason 44. 43. 42
Ingram, William ("Navy Bill'") 44
Initiative and Referendum 43, 42,
41,40

Inland Waterways: see Canals and
Inland Waterways

Inman, Ondess Lamar 43
Inner Mongolia: see Mongolia
InbnU, Ismet 44
Turkey 70Sa

Insanity: see Psychiatry 43. 42, 41,
40. Sff Nervous System 40

Insecticides 263a
Insects: see Entomology
Installment Selling: see Consumer
Credit 44, 43, 42

Institute of Pacific Relations: see
Pacific Relations, Institute of, 42,

Insulin: see Diabetes 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Medicine 43. 42. See Endo-
crinology; Nervous System 43, 42,
41. See Psychiatry 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Chemotherapy 42, 41, 40. Sff
Intoxication, Alcoholic 41, 40. Sfe

Gynaecology and Obstetrics; Psy-
chology 40

Insurance
Insurance, Crop: see Agriculture

Insurance. Old Age: see Social Se-
curity 44, 43. 42. 41, 40. See Law
43, 42. See Legislation, Federal

Intelligence Tests: see Education,
Elementary 40

Inter-Allied Debts: see War Debts
43, 42, 41, 40

Inter-American Affairs. Office of
The Coordinator of, 44

x

Inter-American co-operation: Child
Welfare I79c; Chile 181c: Colombia
200a; Ecuador 244a; Haiti 329c;
Inter-American Defense Board 358a

Inter-American Defense Board 44
Pan American Union 530c

Inter-American Highway: see Roads
and Highways
Central America 168a: Federal
Works Agency 281b; Honduras 339a;
Nicaragua S06d

Interior, U.S. Department of: see
Government Departments and
Bureaus

Interior Decoration
International Labour Conference:

see International Labour Organi-
sation

International Labour Organization
International Law
International Peace Campaign: see
Pacifism 40

International Trade
Censorship 163c

Interstate Commerce Commission
44, 43. 42. See Railroads 44, 40.
See Government Departments
and Bureaus 43. 42, 41, 40. See
Legislation. Federal; Shipping,
Merchant Marine 41
Public Utilities 577b

Intestinal Disorders: see Alimen-
tary System, Disorders of

Intoxication, Alcoholic
Psychiatry 5 73a

Inventions: see Patents
Investment Banking: see Banking
44,43.42

Iodine 44, 43, 42, 40
Iowa
Birth Control Ilia; Drought 240c;
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Horses 341a; Soybeans 6S4a; Tax-
ation 686b

Iowa, State University of
Iowa State College
Iran

Al'Khunitttan 22a; DFIIRS and Drug
Trafiie 24 Ih; Navies of the World
489b; Petroleum S40b; Poland 556b;
Prices 567c; Refugees 59Hb; Roads
and Highways 6()9a; Tariffs 683a;
United States 7l9c

Iraq
Afghanistan 22a; Archaeology 69d;
Bridges 125b; Palestine 529b; Petro-
leum 540b; Trans-Jordan 7()lb

Ireland: set Eire
Ireland, Northern
Archaeology 70e

Irish Free State: see Eire
Iron and Steel
Automobile Industry in the War
KHa; HusineHS Review 14()c; Canada,
Dominion of, 153b; Federated Malay
States 28 It; Formosa 295c; Muni-
tions of War 468a; Salvage Drives.
I'.S. 62()c; War Production, U.S.
752b. See also under various coun-
tries

Iron and Steel Institute, American:
see American Iron and Steel In-
stitute 44, 43, 42, 41

Iron Lung: see Infantile Paralysis 42
Ironside, Sir (William) Edmund 40
Irrigation
Islam
Isle of Man: see British Empire
Isotopes: see Physics 43, 42. See.

Biochemistry 41. Sec Matter,
Structure of; Physiology 41 , 40. See
Isotopes, The Separation of, 40

Italian Colonial Empire
Italian East Africa: see Italian Co-

lonial Empire
Italian Literature
Italian Somaliland: see Italian Co-

lonial Empire
Italy
Agriculture 29a; Air Force>s of the
World 33a; Albania -Ud; Allied Mili-
tary Government 48c; Aluminum
50c; Anti-Semitism 66d; Arabia 69b;
Badoglio, Pietro 93a; Hanking 95d;
Bauxite I05c; Birth Statistics lllc;
Canals and Inland Waterways 157b;
Coal 194c; Croatia 216a; Dalmatiu
220d; Disasters 236d; Drought 2 lOb;
European Advisory Commission
26 7d; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 268a; Fascism 273c;
Fisheries 284c; Foreign Investments
in the United States 293C ; France
296a; George VI 310a; Germany
31 3b; Greece 325c; Hunsary 34 4d;
International La*v 360a; Interna-
tional Trade 36 Id; Iron and Steel
367 b; Je\vivSh Religious Life %376c;

Knights of Columbus 383c; Mercury
434c; Montenegro 452d; Moto
Transportation 460b; Mussolini,
Benito 47 Id; National Debt 476a;
\Tavies of the World 485d; Philately
543a; Petroleum 540d; Railroads
59()d; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594< ; Refugees 598b; Ship-
building 632a; Shipping, Merchant
Marine 634c; Socialism 642d; Strikes
and Lock-outs 665c; Submarine War-
fare 67()c; United States 7l8c; War
Debts 746a; Wines 765h; World War
II 77td; Yugoslavia 790b

Ivory Coast: see. French Colonial
Empire

Jabotlnsky, Vladimir 41

Jackson, Robert Houghwout 42
Jackson. William Henry 43
Jacobs, William Wymark ("W.W.")

Jade 476c
Jamaica: see West Indies, British
James, Arthur Curtiss 42
James. William Roderick 43
James Tait Black Memorial prizes

4O6b
Japan

Agriculture 28c; Air Forces of the
World 33c; Aluminum 50c; American
Geographical Society 55b; Burma
139b; Canals and Inland Waterways
157b; Chiang Kai-shek 174c; China
183b; Chosen 185d; Coal 194c; Cop-
per 210c; Cotton 214b; Employment
260c; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 268a; Fascism 273<;
Federated Malay States 28 Ic; Ferti-
lizers 282c; Foreign Investments in
<he United States 293d; Formosa
295b; French Colonial Empire 300d;
Guam 326d; India 349b; Interna-
tional Law36Oa; International Trade
36 Id; Iron and Steel 36 7a; League of
Nations 397d; Manchuria 419a; Mon-
golia 45 la; Navies of the World 48Sd;
Netherlands Colonial Empire 492d;
Netherlands Indies 493a; New Guinea
495d; Pacific Islands, British 522c;

Pacific Islands. U.S. 523c; Petroleum
54()d; Philippines. Commonwealth of
the. 544c; Prices 567c; Prisoners of
War S70b; Railroads 591 b; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594c;
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano 61 2c; Se-
lenium 628e; Shipbuilding 632a; Ship-
ping, Merchant Marine 634r; Silk

638b; Solomon Islands 650a; Straits
Settlements 664d; St likes and Lock-
outs 665<

; Submarine Warfare 667a;
ThailatuI 692d; Tojo. Hideki 697a;
Unfederated Malay States 706c;
United States 713c; World War II
77()d

Japanese Beetle: ser Entomology 41 ,

40. .S/v Horticulture 40
Japanese-Chinese War: see World
War II 43, 42. See Chinese-Japa-
nese War 42, 41, 40. S*e European
War 41, 40

Japanese Relocation, U.S.: see War
Relocation Authority 44. See
Aliens 44, 43

Jarvis Island: see Pacific Islands,
U.S. 44. See South Sea and Equa-
torial Islands 42, 41, 40

Jaspar, Henri 40
Java: see Netherlands Indies 44. See
Netherlands Colonial Empire 44,
43. Sec Dutch East Indies 43. See
Java 42. 41, 40

Jeffers, William M. 44, 43
Jehovah's Witnesses: see Education

41

Jespersen, Jens Otto Harry 44
Josschonnek, Hans 44
Jewish Religious Life
Jewish Welfare Board, National

United Service Organization? 712b
Jews, Distribution of, 42, 41, 40
Jinnah, Mohammed All 43
Jitterbug: see Dance 42, 41, 40
Johns Hopkins University
Johnson, Amy 42
Johnson, Hugh Samuel 43
Johnson, Royal Cleaves 40
Johnston, Eric A. 44
Johnston Island: see. Pacific Islands.

U.S. 44
Joint War Committees (U.S. and
Canada): see Canadian-U.S. War
Committees 44

Jojoba tiuts 1 1 7b
Jones, Howard Harding 42
Jones, Jesse Holman 44, 43, 42, 41

Foreign Economic Administration
291c; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
61 2d; Wallace, Henry Agard 743d;
War Mobilization, Office of, 749d

Jones, Marvin 44
Jordana y Souza, Francisco G6mez

Joseph Ferdinand 43
Joyce, James 42
Judaism: see Jewish Religious Life
Jugoslavia: see Yugoslavia
Juln, Alphonse Pierre 44
Juke-Boxes: see Performing Right

Societies 44
Julius Rosenwald Fund: see Rosen-
wald Fund, The Julius

Jumping: vrt- Track and Field Sports
Junior Citizens Service corps 190d
Junior Colleges: see Universities
and Colleges

Jupiter: see Astronomy 40
Just, Ernest Everett 42
Justice, U.S. Department of: see.

Government Departments and
Bureaus

Justo, Agustin P. 44
Jute
Formosa 29Sc

Juvenile Delinquency: see Child
Welfare; Crime 44. .See Juvenile
Delinquency 43, 42, 41, 40
American Legion 56b; Boston 115c;
Camp Fire Girls 150a; Civilian De-
fense 19()c; Education 245c; Federal
Bureau of Investigation 277b; Mar-
riage and Divorce 423b; Medicine
429b; Xew York City 504d; Prisons
572a; Salvation Army 621a; Worn-
nn's Christian Temperance Union
767a; Women's Clubs, General Fed-
eration of, 76Xa

Kahn, Albert 43

Kaiser, Henry J. 44, 43
Munitions of War 468c

Kaiser William II: sec William II

Kalich, Bertha 40
Kallld, Kjbsti 41
Kameroons: see British West Afri-
ca; French Colonial Empire

Kaneko, Kentaro 43
Kansas
Dams 22 Ib; Drought 240c; Elections
254b; Industrial Health 353c; Mar-
riage and Divorce 424b; Tobacco
696d; Zinc 79 Ic

Kantorowlez, Hermann 41
Kapok 173c

Karnebeek, Herman Adrlaan Van

Kaspar, Karel 42
Keitel, Wilhelm
Kelly, Colin P., Jr. 42
Kelly, Howard Atwood 44

Kelly, Walter C. 40
Kennedy, Arthur Edwin 40
Kenney, George Churchill 44
Kenny Treatment: sec Infantile

Paralysis 44, 43, 42
Kent, Duke of, 43
Kent, Raymond Asa 44
Kentucky

Coal I95a; Dams 22 1 b; Drought
240c; Elections 254a; Hemp 334a;
Horses 34 Ib; Taxation 686b; To-
bacco 696c; Tuberculosis 702d

Kentucky Dam: see Tennessee Val-
ley Authority

Kenya: see British East Africa
Keppel, Frederick Paul 44
Kerrl, Hanns 42
Kesselring, Albert 44
World War I I 782d

Keyes, Charles Rollin 43
Keynes, Sir John Maynard 243c
Kidd, Isaac Campbell 42
Kidnapping
Kimmel, Husband Edward 42
King, Ernest Joseph 44, 43, 42
King, William Lyon Mackenzie 44,

Kingman Island: see Pacific Islands
U.S. 44

Kinnick, NHe Clarke, Jr. 44
Kisch, Frederick Hermann 44
Kiska: see Alaska; World War 1 1 44,
43

Kittredge, George Lyman 42
Kiwanis International 44, 43, 42, 41
Kleist, Paul Ludwlg von 44, 43
Knabenshue, Paul 43
Knickerbocker, Cholly: see, Paul,
Maury H. B. 43

Knight, Eric 44
Knights of Columbus
Knopf, S. Adolphus 41

Knowlson, James S. 43
Knox, (William) Franklin 44. 43, 42,

Knudsen, William Signius 44, 43,

Koffka, Kurt 42
Koga, Mineichi44
Kohlcr, Walter Jodok 41
Konoye, Fumlmaro 42, 41
Korea: see Chosen
Korizis, Alexander 42
Kourkoulis, Mothodlos 42
Krauso, Allen Kramer 42
Krivltsky, Walter G. 42
Krueger, Walter 44
Krugor-Gray, George: see. Gray,
George Kruger 44

Krupskaya, Nadezhda Konstanti-
novna 40

Kubelik, Jan 41

Kuibyshev 42
Kure (Ocean) Island: see Pacific

Islands, U.S. 44
Kurusu, Saburo 42
Kuwait: see Arabia
Kyanito
Labor, U.S. Department of: see
Government Departments and
Bureaus

Labor Relations Board, National:
see National Labor Relations
Board 44, 43, 42. See. Law 43, 42,
41 , 40. See United States 42, 41 , 40.
Ser Labour Unions; Supreme
Court of the United States 41

, 40.
See Democratic Party 40

Labour: see Employment 44. See
Agriculture; Child Welfare; Na-
tional Labor Relations Board;
Shipbuilding; War Labor Board,
National; War Production, U.S.
44, 43. See American Federation
of Labor; Congress of Industrial
Organizations; International La-
bour Organization; Labour Un-
ions; Law; Negroes (American);
Radio; Relief; Strikes and Lock-
outs; Supreme Court of the
United States; United States;
Wages and Hours 44, 43. 42, 41 , 40.
See Motion Pictures; unemploy-
ment 43, 42, 41 , 40. See Defense
Mediation Board, National; De-
fense, National 42. See. Civil
Service; Cotton; Initiative and
Referendum 40. See also under
various states
War Food Administration 747a; War
Manpower Commission 749a; War
Production Board 7S3a

Labour Party
Labour Unions 386a; Socialism 64 2c

Labour Unions
American Federation of Labor 54c;
Argentina 76b; Congress of Indus-
trial Organizations 207d; Great
Britain 322b; Industrial Health
353b; Leather 398d

Labrador: see Newfoundland and
Labrador

Lacrosse 44, 43, 42, 41
Ladronc (Marianne) Islands: Man-

dates 419b; Pacific Islands, Man-
dated 523a

Laemmle. Carl 40
Laffoon, Ruby 42
La Fontaine. Henri 44
Lagerlof, Selma 41

La Guardia, Fiorello Henry 43, 42
La Guardia Field: see Airports 40
Laldlaw, Sir Patrick Playfalr 41
Lamb: sec Meat
Lambert, Alexander 40
Lamberton, Robert Eneas 42
Land, Emory S. 44, 43
Land Banks: see Farm Credit
Administration 44. See Federal
Land Banks 43, 42, 41, 40

Landstelner. Karl 44
Langmulr, Arthur Comings 42
Langsdorff, Hans 40
Lanman, Charles Rockwell 42
Lansbury, George 41
Laos: see French Colonial Empire
Laparra, Raoul 44
Lapolnte, Ernest 42
La Puma, Vincenzo 44
Lard 44, 43
Baron 92c; Food Research 288b;
Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats 733a

Lasker, Emanuel 42
Latin America: see Argentina; Boli-

via; Brazil; British Guiana; Brit-
ish Honduras; Chile; Colombia;
Costa Rica; Ecuador; French
Colonial Empire; Guatemala;
Hispanic America and World War
M; Honduras; International Law;
Nicaragua; Panama; Paraguay;
Peru; Salvador, El; Surinam: Uru-
guay; Venezuela 44, 43, 42. See
Latin America 41, 40
American Geographical Society 5Sa;
American Library Association 57a;
Anthropology 65a; Antimony 65d;
Architecture 74b; Art Exhibitions
80a; Bananas 94b; Child Welfare
18()a; Cocoa 198a; Coco-Nuts 198b;
Coffee 198b; Commonwealth Fund.
The. 202c; Education 249a; Etching
266d; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 268a; Fascism 273c;
Foreign Investments in the United
States 293b; Gold 3 17b; Horticulture
34 Id; Inter-American Affairs, Office
of the Coordinator of, 357d; Intcr-
Atnrricuti Defense Hoard 358a; In-
ternational Trade 361c; Jute 379b;
Literary Prizes 406b; Meteorology
437b; Music 470d: National Asso-
ciation of State Libraries 473d; Na-
tional Debt 475d; Pan American
Union 530d; Police 55 7d; Radio 58 Ic;

Rayon and Other Synthetic Fibres
594b; Red Cross 597b; Religion 601d;
Socialism 642d; Soil Erosion and
Soil Conservation 649a; Spanish-
American Literature 655d; Tariffs
r>82c; Texas, University of, 692c;
United Statpn 719d; U.S. Invest-
ments Abroad 720d; Wallace, Henry
Agard 744a

Latter Day Saints: see Mormons
Latvia

International Law 36()d; War Debts
746a

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth 42
Laughlin, Irwln Boyle 42
Laurl, Lorenzo 42
Laval, Pierre 44, 43, 42, 41
France 2961)

Lavedan, Henri Leon mile 41
Lavelle, Michael J. 40
Lavery, Sir John 42
Law
American Law Institute 55c; Su-
preme Court of the United States
f>76c

Lawn Tennis: see Tennis
Lawrence, William 42
Lead

Business Review 14 la; Mexico 44 2a;
Secondary Metals 623c

League of Nations
Drugs and Drug Traffic 24 Ib; Inter-
national Law 360a

Leahy, William Daniel 44, 43, 42
"Lease-Lend" Act (H.R. 1776): see
Foreign Economic Administra-
tion 44. See Lend -Lease Adminis-
tration, Office of, 43, 42. See
Great Britain; Neutrality 42. See
Defense, National (U.S.); Inter-
national Law 42, 41

Leather
Lebanon 44, 43. See Syria and Leba-
non 42. See French Colonial Em*
pipe 41, 40
Iraq 365c; Mandates 419b

Lebesgue, Henri 42
Leblanc, Georgette 42
Leblanc, Maurice 42
Lederer, Em 1 1 40
Leeb, Wilhelm Joseph Franz Rltter
von 42

Leech, Margaret Kernochan 42
Leeward Islands: see West Indies,

British
Ledochowskl, Vladimir 43
Legislation: see Business Review;
Law 44, 43, 42. See Legislation
41,40

Lehman, Herbert H. 44
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano 61 3a;
United Nations Relief and Rehabil-
itation Administration 7l2a

Leland Stanford Junior University.
see Stanford University



Lemons and Limes
"Lend Lease" Act: see Foreign Eeo-
nomle Administration 44. Set
Lend -Lease Administration, Of-
fice of, 43, 42. See Great Britain;
Neutrality 42. See Defense, Na-
tional (U.S.); International Law
42.41

Lend -Lease Administration, Office
of: see Agriculture; Foreign Eco-
nomic Administration 44. See
Lend -Lease Administration, Of-
fice of, 43, 42

Leonard, Adna Wright 44
Leonard, Eddie 42

Leopold 1 1 1 41

Lepidollte: see Lithium Minerals
44, 43, 42

Leprosy
Dermatology 23 3a

Lettuce
Horticulture 341d

Levene, Phoebus Aaron (Theodore)

Levi-Civita, Tullio 43
Levinson, Salmon Oliver 42
Levitzkl, Mltoha 42
Lewis, Dean De Witt 42
Lewis, Francis Park 41

Lewis, James Hamilton 40
Lewis, John Llewellyn 44
Labour Unions 385a

Lewis, Mary Sybil 42
Libel: see Law 43, 42. See Law (Case)

41
Liberal Party 44, 43, 42
Liberia
Liberty Ships: see Shipbuilding;
Shipping, Merchant Marine 44,
43, 42. See United States 43
Business Review 14()c; Kaiser,
Henry J. 379b; Munitions of War
468a; Negroes (American) 490b;
Newspapers and Magazines 501c

Libraries
American Association of Law Li-

braries 53a; American College of

Surgeons 54a; Association of Re-
search Libraries 82c; Catholic Lj-
brary Association 16 la; Music Li-

brary Association 47 Id; National
Association of State Libraries 473d;
Postwar planning 562c; Special Li-

braries Association 65 7b; Theatre
Library Association 695b

Libya: see World War II 44, 43,
42. See Great Britain; Italy 44, 43,
42, 41. See Italian Colonial Em-
pire 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. Sre Armies
of the World; European War 41

Lidice: see Bohemia and Moravia 43
Lie, Jonas 41
Liechtenstein
Lie Detector: see Crime Detection 40
Life Insurance: set Insurance
Life Span: see Birth Statistics; Death

Statistics; Infant Mortality; Sui-
cide Statistics

Lighthouse Service:^/-CoastGuard,
U.S. 42, 41, 40

Lighting: see Electrical Industries
44, 43, 42. See Motion Pictures 44,
43, 42, 41, 40. See Electric Lighting
41, 40. See Architecture 40. For air
raid precautions see Air Raid De-
fense 43

Lightning War 41. 40
Lignin: see Chemistry 43
Lillie, Gordon W. 43
Lime
Stone 664c

Limes: see Lemons and Limes
Limestone: see Stone
Lindbergh, Charles A. 42
Lindemann, Ferdinand von 40
Lindgren, Waldemar 40
Lindley, Ernest Hiram 41

Lindsey, Benjamin Barr 44
Linebarger, Paul Myron Wentworth
40

Linen and Flax
Canada, Dominion of lS4d

Link, Mrs. Adeline DeSale 44
Linn, James Weber 40
Lin Sen 44
Linton, Edwin 40
Lions Clubs, International Associa-
tion of 44, 43, 42, 41

Llpman, Jacob Goodale 40
Llpplnoott, Joshua Bertram 41

Liquor Control: see Liquors, Alco-
holic 44. See Liquor Control 43
Anti-Saloon League of America 66a

Liquors. Alcoholic
Anti-Saloon League of America 66a;
Woman's Christian Temperance
Union 767a

List, Slegmund W. W. 43, 42
Literacy: see Illiteracy 42, 41, 40
Literary Prizes
Literature: see Russian Literature;
Spanish Literature 44. 43. See
German Literature 44, 43, 42. See
American Literature; Canadian
Literature; English Literature;
Frenoh Literature; Italian Litera-
ture; Literary Prizes; Publishing
(Book): Spanish-American Liter,
ature 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See Por-
tuguese Literature 43. See Radio

42. See Radio, Industrial Aspects
of, 41 , 40. Set Dutch Literature 40

Lithium Minerals 44, 43, 42, 40
Lithuania

International Law 360d; War Debts
746a

Little Entente 41, 40
Lltvinov, Maxim Maxlmovloh 44,
43,42

Liverpool. Arthur William de Brlto
SavileFolJambe42

Livestock
Four-H Clubs 295c

Livestock Shows: see Shows 44, 43,
42,41

Llewellyn, Sir William 42
Lloyd of Dolobran, George Ambrose
Lloyd 42

Local Government: see Municipal
Government 43, 42, 41, 40

Locusts: see Entomology 40
Lodge, Sir Oliver (Joseph) 41

Loftus, Marie Cecilia 44
Logan, Marvel Mills 40
Lombard, Carole 43
London
American Library Association 57a;
Aquariums 68b; Art Sales 81d;
Birth Statistics lllc; Infant Mor-
tality :*54b; Knights of Columbus
383c; Newspapers and Magazines
503a; Roads and Highways 608d;
Tunnels 704b

London University
"Lone Ranger": see Graser, Earle W.
42 *

Loree, Leonor Fresnel 41
Los Angeles
Aqueducts 68b; Bridges 125c; Hous-
ing 343b; Race Riots 580d

Lothian, Philip Henry Kerr 41, 40
Loudon, Hugo 42
Louis, Joe I18a
Louise, Princess 40
Louisiana

Civil Service, U.S. 192d; Flour and
Flour Milling 287c; Rice 605b;
Tobacco 696d

Love, Nancy Harkness 44, 43
Lowden, Frank Orren 44
Lowell, Abbott Lawrence 44
LoWen-kan42
Lozovsky, Solomon Abramovich 42
Luce, Clare Booth 44, 43
Lumber
Canada, Dominion of lS3b; Forests
294a; National Parka and Monu-
ments 485a; Oregon 52 la

Lundeen, Ernest 41
Lutherans

Christian Unity 187c
Lutz, Frank Eugene 44
Lutze, Viktor 44
Luxembourg

Iron and Stcd 366d; War Crimes
745c

Lynchings
Lyons, Joseph Aloyslus 40
Lvttelton, Oliver 44
McAdle, Alexander George 44
MeAdoo, William Glbbs42
McAfee, Mildred H. 44, 43
Macao: see Portuguese Colonial Em-

pire
MacArthur, Douglas 44, 43, 42
World War II 784d

MaoBrlde, Ernest William 41

McClellan, George Brinton 41

MoCllntlc, George Warwick 43
McCormick, Harold Fowler 42
MacDonald, Mrs. Ewan: see Mont-
gomery. Lucy Maud 43

McDonald Observatory: see As-
tronomy 40

Mace 65 7d
McGarrah, Gates W. 41

McGIII, Frank Scholes 44
Machadoy Morales, Gerardo40
Machinery, Farm: see Agriculture

44, 43. See Farm Machinery 42,
41,40

Machinery and Machine Tools
Mclntyre. Marvin Hunter 44
Maokay, William Andrew 40
McKonna. Reginald 44
MaeKenzle King, William Lyon: see

King. William Lyon MacKenzie
44,43,42

McLean, Edward Beale 42
McMillan, John 40
McNalr, Lesley James 44
McNamara, James B. 42
MeNamee, Graham 43
McNary, Charles Llnza 41

MeNaughton. Andrew George Latta
MoNutt, Paul Vories 44. 43, 40
McRae, James Henry 41

MeReynolds, Samuel Davis 40
MacSwIney, Mary 43
Madagascar: see French Colonial
Empire
Graphite 32 la; Tariffs 682d

Madeira: see Portuguese Colonial
Empire 41, 40

Magazines and Periodicals: see
Newspapers and Magazines 44,
43, 42. See Magazines and Peri-
odicals 41, 40

Magee, John Benjamin 44
Maglnot Line: see European War;

Strategy of the European War;
Tactics In the European War 41.
See Maglnot Line 40

Maglione, Lulgl 40
Magneslte
Magnesium

Business Review 14 la
Magnetic Mlnesx see Blockade 42.

41,40
Mahln, Frank C. 43
Mahmud, Mohammed Pasha 42
Mail-Order Business: see Business
Review 44. 43. 42. See Mail-Order
Business 41, 40

Maine
Fisheries 284b; Horticulture 34 Id

Maize: see Corn
Malacca: see Straits Settlements
42,40

Malaria: see Epidemics and Public
Health Control 44. See Malaria 40
American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science 52d; Chemo-
therapy 172d; Entomology 262d; In-

ter-American Affairs, Office of the
Coordinator of, 35 7d; Medicine 42Hd;
Nicaragua 506b; Vitamins 741b

Malaya, British: see Japan; World
War II 44, 43, 42. See Federated
Malay States; Straits Settle-
ments; Unfederated Malay States
44,43,42,41,40.
Japan 374a

Malinowski, Bronislaw Kasper 43
Mallory, Clifford D. 42
Mallory, Frank Burr 42
Malta: see Mediterranean, British
Possessions In The 44, 43. See
British Possessions in the Medi-
terranean 42, 41, 40
George VI 310a

Manchuria 44, 43. See Manohoukuo
42,41,40
Dams 221b; Japan 374d; Navies of
the World 489b

Mandated Pacific Islands: see Pa-
cific Islands, Mandated

Mandates
Mandel, Georges 44
Mand ura 493a
Manganese
Manitoba
Canada, Dominion of 150a

Manly, John Matthews 41

Mann, Tom 42
Mannerhelm Line: see European
War; Finland 41, 40

Manpower, War: see War Manpower
Commission 44, 43
Automobile Industry in the War
88a; Civilian Defense 190b; Civil

Service, U.S. 192b; Coal 195c; United
States 716d; War Production. U.S
751a

Manufacturers. National Associa-
tion of: see National Association
of Manufacturers 44, 43

Manufacturing: Electrical Industries
255a; Employment 260a; National
Income and National Product 48 Id;
Wages and Hours 742a; War Labor
Board, National 748b. See also
under various states and countries

Maple Products 44, 43, 42. See

Maple Sugar 41, 40
Marble: see Stone 44, 43, 42. See
Marble and Granite 41, 40

Marchand, Jean 42
Marches!, Blanche 41

Margarine: see Oleomargarine 44
Margollouth, David Samuel 41

Marguerltte, Victor 43
Mariani, Domenic 40
Marianne (Ladrone) islands: Mandates

419b; Pacific Islands, Mandated
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Marlgny, Alfred de: see Oakes, Sir

Harry 44
Marijuana:**** Chemistry; Psychia-
try 41

Marine Biology
Marine Corps

Psychiatry 573d; Selective Service.
U.S. 62Sc

Marine Insurance: see Insurance
Market Gardening
Marketing: see Business Review 44,

43, 42. See Marketing 41, 40
Markham, Edwin 41

Marler, Sir Herbert (Meredith) 41

Marmon, Howard C. 44
Marriage and Divorce
Law 392a; Supreme Court of the
United States 676c

Marshall, George Catlett
Marshall. Tully 44
Marshall Islands: Mandates 419b;

Pacific Islands, Mandated 523a
Martin, Edward Sand ford 40
Martin, Frank Lee 42
Martin, Helen Reimensnyder 40
Martin. Joseph W., Jr. 41

Martinique: see French Colonial
Empire 44, 43, 42, 41. See Mar-
tinique 40

Marvin, Charles Frederick 44
Maryland

Birth Control Ilia; Drought 240c;
Forests 294a; Taxation 686a; To-
bacco 696c

Masoheronl, Edoardo42
Mason. Walt 40
Masonic Order 43, 42, 41, 40
Massachusetts

Banking 96d; Birth Control Ilia;
Bridges 125a; Taxation 686b; To-
bacco 696d

Massachusetts Institute of Tech.
nology

Material Coordinating Committee
(U.S. and Canada): .ffr Canadian -

U.S. War Committees 44
Mathematics
Matheson, Samuel Pritchard 43
Mathews, Shaller 42
Matsuoka, Yosuke42
Matter, Structure of: see Physics

44, 43, 42. Sec Matter, Structure
of 41, 40

Matthews, Mark Allison 41
Maurice and Laura Falk Founda-

tion, The: see Falk Foundation,
The Maurice and Laura

Mauritania: see French Colonial
Empire

Mauritius: see British East Africa
Max,Adolphe40
Mayo, Charles Horace 40
Mayo, Katherine41
Mayo, William James 40
Meat

Agriculture 21d; Bacon 92c; Black
Markets 112d; Food Research 288b;
Prices 567c

Mediation Board, National: see Na-
tional Mediation Board 44

Medical Association, American: see
American Medical Association

Medical Association, British: see
British Medical Association 41, 40

Medical Research, Committee on:
see Scientific Research and De-
velopment, Office of, 44, 43, 42

Medicine
Commonwealth Fund, The 202c;
Penicillin 536c; Psychiatry 572c;
Scrum Therapy 628d; X-Ray 787c;
Zoology 792b

Mediterranean, British Possessions
in the 44. 43. See British Posses-
sions In the Mediterranean 42, 41,
40

Mediterranean theatre of war: Sub-
marine warfare 668b; World War 1 1

778a
Meighen, Arthur 42
MelLan-fang44
Mello Franco, Afranio de 44
Mellon Art Gallery: see Smith-
sonian Institution 42

Meloney, Marie Mattlngly 44
Memel Territory 40
Mendelsohn, Charles Jastrow 40
Menocal y Deep, Mario Garcia 42
Mental Diseases: see Psychiatry
Menzies, Robert Gordon 42, 40
Mercer, Beryl 40
Merchant Marine: see Shipping,
Merchant Marine
Shipbuilding 630b

Mercury
Merezhkovsky, Dmitri Sergelevlch

Merit System: see Civil Service
Merrlam, Clinton Hart 43
Merrick, Leonard 40
Mesotrons: see Matter, Structure of,

41, 40; See Physics 44, 42, 41, 40
Message to Garcia, A 6Me
Metallurgy
Metal Prices and Production: see
Mineral and Metal Production
and Prices

Metaxas, John 42, 41

Meteorology
National Geographic Socivty 476b;
Smithsonian Institution 64lb

Method 1st Church
Metropolitan Museum of Art: see
Art Exhibitions; Art Galleries and
Art Museums
Etching 266d; Sculpture 622d

Mexico
American Geographical Society 55a;
Antimony 65d; Aviation, Civil 9Oa;
Avila Camacho, Manuel 92a; Ba-
nanas 94b; Bismuth 112b; Central
America I68a; Chiang Kai-shek 174d;
Child Welfare 180a; Coffee 198b;
Copper 21<)c; Costa Rica 212d; Dams
221b; Drugs and Drug Traffic 241 b;

Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 269b; Exchange Stabilization
Funds 27lb; Fisheries 284c; Gas.
Natural 305b; Geology 30<>a; Gold
318a; Hispanic America and World
War II 336a; Immigration and Emi-
gration, U.S. 348d; International
Law 36 Ib; Irrigation 368d; Kidnap-
ping 382a; Lead 37b; Music 470d;
National Geographic Society 476c;
Navies of the World 489a; Paints and
Varnishes S27c; Pan American Union
530c; Petroleum 540d; Prices 567c;
Rayon and Other Synthetic Fibres
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594c; Refugees 598b; Roads and
Highways 608b; Roosevelt, Franklin
Delano 612b; Seismology 6251>; Se-
loriium 628c; Soil Erosion and Soil

Conservation 648b; Spanish-Ameri-
can Literature 65Sd; Tariffs 682d;
Tuberculosis. 70.5d; Tunnels 704d;
Union of Soviet Social! Ht Republics
709d; United States 716d; U.S. In-

vestments Abroad 721a; Veterinary
Medicine 73 7d

Mica
Connecticut 20*Ja; New Hampnhire
498a; North Carolina 508c

Michael, King of Rumania: sec
Mlhai (Michael) 41

Mlchelin, Edouard 41

Michigan
Bridges 125a; Horses 341a; Peaches
S.Md; Plums and Prunes 555b; Tu-

Michigan, University of
Mlcrophotography: see Photogra-
phy 44, 43, 42. See Libraries 42, 40

Microscope, Electron: see Photog-
raphy 44, 43

Midget Auto Racing: set Automo-
bile Racing 43,42, 41,40

Midleton, William St. John Fre-
mantle Brodrlck 43

Midway, Battle of: see Japan; World
War li 43

Midway Islands: see Pacific Islands,
U.S. 44. See Midway Islands 43,
42,41,40

Mlhai (Michael) 41

Mikell, Henry Judah 43
Mlkhallovitch. Draja 44, 43
World War II 78Ja; Yugoslavia 7<M)c

Mikolajczyk, Stanlslaw 44
Milan 371b
Milch, Erhard 41

Military and Naval Forces: see Air
Forces of the World; Navies of the
World 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Armies of the World 43, 42, 41, 40

Milk
Agriculture 24b; Butter 146b; Can-
ada, Dominion of, 154d; Cheese 16a;
Dairying 220c; Food Research 288b

Milk Containers. Paper: see Cellu-
lose Prod ucts 40

Milkweed !73c

Mlllard, Thomas Franklin Fairfax
43

Miller, Alice Duer 43
Miller, Dayton C. 42
Miller, Joseph Dana 40
Mlllerand, Alexandre 44
Millls, Harry Alvln 41
Millstones: see Abrasives 44. 43, 42
Milyukov, Paul Nikolayevich 44
Mineral and Metal Production and

Prices. See also under various coun-
tries

Mineralogy
Mines. Marine: see Submarine War-

fare 42, 41, 40. See Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United
Kingdom of; International Law;
Shipping, Merchant Marine; Tac-
tics in the European War 40

Miniature Photography: see Pho-
tography 44. 43, 42, 40. See Pho-
tography, Miniature Camera 41,

Mining: set Mineral and Metal Pro-
duction and Prices. Set also under
separate minerals

Minnesota
Birth Control Ilia; Forests 294a;
Hemp 334a; Taxation 686a; Tobacco
696d; Tuberculosis 703a

Minnesota, University of
Minor, Robert 42
Mi nor(ties 41, 40
Minor League Baseball: see Base-

ball

Mint, United States: see Coinage
Mlquelon: set French Colonial Em-

pire 44, 43, 42,41. ,S>* St. Pierre and
Mlquelon 40

Missions, Foreign 44. See Foreign
Missions 43, 42, 41, 40

Mississippi
Commonwealth Fund, The 202c;
Horses 34 Ib

Missouri
Birth Control 1 1 la; I^ad 397b; Mar-
riage and Divorce 424b; Tobacco
696d;Zinc79id

Mitchell, Charles Hamilton 42
Mix, Tom 41
Mobile 580d
Mochlxuki. Kelsuke42
Modjeskl, Ralph 41

Moelders, Werner 42
Mohammedanism: see Islam
Molasses: see Sugar 44, 43. 42, 40

Alcohol, Industrial 43d; Cuba 216d
Molotov, Vyacheslav Mlkhallovich
Moltke, Hans Adolf von 44
Molybdenum

Business Review !41a
Monaco

Monaxlte44,43,42, 40
Mondell, Frank Wheeler 40
Monetary Units: see Exchange Con-

trol and Exchange Rates
Mongolia
Monivong, Slsowath 42
Mono Craters Tunnel: see Aque-
ducts 40

Montana
Copper 210c; Spices 658a; Taxation
686a

Montenegro 44.43, 42
Montgomery, Bernard Law 44, 43

(ieorge VI 310b; World War II 779b
Montgomery, Lucy Maud 43
Montreal

Botany 1 17a
Montsrrat:!^<? West Indies, British
Mooney, Thomas J. 43. See Cali-

fornia 40
Moore, Hugh Kelsea 40
Morale, National 43
Moran, (John) L6on 42
Moravia: see Bohemia and Moravia
Mordacq. Jean-Jules-Henri 44
Morgan, Helen 42
Morgan, John Plerpont 44
Mormons
Morocco: see French Colonial Em-

pire; Spanish Colonial Empire.
Linen and Flax 404b

Morris, Ira Nelson 43
Morrison. Herbert Stanley 44
Morrow, Honore (Willsie)41
Mortgages, Farm: see Farm Credit
Administration 44. See Agricul-
ture 44. 43. Set Federal Land
Banks 43, 42. Sec Farm Mort-
gages 42, 41 . 40

Mortgages, Home: see National
Housing Agency 44, 43. See Fed-
eral Housing Administration;
Home Owners' Loan Corpora-
tion 42

Mosca, Gaetano 42
Mosclcki. Ignacy40
Moscow 44, 43,42
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
7()7d

Moscow, Pact of: see Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics 44

Moscow conference: China 184a; Eden.
(Robert) Anthony 244d; Estonia
266a; European Advisory Commis-
sion 267c; France 2<JHb; Harriman,
W. Averell 33 Ib; Hull, Cordell 344b;
International Law 35<M; Latvia
3Ha; Molotov, Vyacheslav Mikhail-
ovich 450c; Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics 708c; United States 71 8b;
Voroshilov, Klementiy E. 7-2a; War
Crimes 745d; Welles, Sumner 758a

Mosquito: see Entomology 44,43, 42,
40. See Malaria; Public Health
EngineerIng 40
Epidemics and Public Health Con-
trol 265b

Motion Pictures

Bentqn, William B. 107c; Inter-
American Arlairs, Office of the Co-
ordinator of, 358a; War Information,
Office of, 74 7d

Moton, Robert Russa 41
Motor-Boat Racing
Motor Buses: see Automobile In-
dustry in the War 44, 43. See Mo-
tor Transportation 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Motor Vehicles 42, 41, 40

Motor Cars: see Automobile In-
dustry in the War 44, 43. See.

Motor Vehicles 42, 41 , 40
Motor Racing: see Automobile
Racing 43, 42, 41,40

Motor Transportation
Automobile Industry in the VVar
87a; Defense Transportation, Office
of, 228c; Interstate Commerce Com-
mission 363a. See also under various
states and countries

Motor Trucks: see Motor Trans-
portation 44, 43, 42, 41. 40. See
Motor Vehicles 42, 41, 40

Motor Vehicles: see Federal Bureau
of Investigation 44. See Automo-
bile Industry In the War 44, 43.
See Motor Vehicles 42, 41, 40

Motta, Giuseppe 41

Mountbatten, Lord Louis 44, 43
China 184a; India3SOb

Mount Holyoke College
Mowat, Robert Balmain 42
Mowlnckel, Johan Ludwlg 44
Mozambique: see Portuguese Co-

lonial Empire
Muang Thai: see Thailand 44, 43, 42.

.S>;Sfam41,40
Muck, Karl 41

Mulr, John Ramsay Bryce 42
Mules: see Horses
Multiple Shop: see Business Review

44, 43, 42. See Chain Stores 41, 40
Mundeleln, George William 40
Munich Pact: see Czecho-Slovakla;
European War; Great Britain 40

Municipal Government
See also under various cities and
states

Munitions Assignment Board (U.S.
and Groat Britain): see British*
U.S. War Boards 44

Munitions of War
Canada, Dominion of 153d; Tele-

phone 688b; Tennessee Valley Au-
thority 69Oa; War Production, U.S.
750b; World War II 770d

Murphy, Frank 40
Murphy, J. Harvey 42
Murphy, Robert Daniel 44. 43
Murray, Augustus Taber 41

Murray, Charlie 42
Murray, Philip 44, 43, 42, 41

Murray, Samuel 42
Museums of Art: see Art Galleries
and Art Museums

Museum of Modern Art: Photography
547c; Sculpture 623a

Mutual, Stan lOlc
Music

Performing Right Societies S38c;
Radio S8Sa

Music, Popular: set. Music 44, 43, 42.
See Music, Popular 41, 40

Music Library Association 44
Mussolini, Benlto
Democracy 229d; Fascism 273c; Hit-
ler, Adolf 337a; Italy 37 Ib; Radio
58 7 b; World War II 78 Id

Mussolini, Bruno 42
Mustard Gas: see Chemical Warfare
41,40

Mustard Seed: see Spices
Muti, Ettore44
Mutual Broadcasting system S84c
Myers, Jerome 41

Nagano, Osami 44
Nagaye, Matao 42
Nagel, Charles 41

Naismith, James 40
Xaples371d
Narcotics: see Drugs and Drug

Traffic
Nash, Patrick A. 44
Nast,Conde43
Natal: see South Africa, The Union

Natalie 42
National Academy of Sciences
National Archives: see Archives,
National 44,43, 42

National Association of Manufac-
turers 44, 43

National Association of State Li-
braries 44

National^ broadcasting company: Fed-
eral Communications Commission
277d; Postwar Planning 562b; Radio
584b

National CatholicCommunity Serv-
ice: sfe Catholic Community Serv-
ice, National 44

National Catholic Rural Life Con-
ference: see Catholic Rural Life
Conference, National

National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference: see Catholic Welfare
Conference, National

National Congress of Parents and
Teachers: see Parents and Teach-
ers, National Congress of

National Conservation Bureau: see
Traffic Accidents 40

National Debt
Budget, National 134d. See also un-
der various countries

National Defense: see War Produc-
tion 44, 43. See Air Forces of the
World; National Guard; Navies of
the World 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Armies of the World 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Defense, National (U.S.) 42

f

41. See Democratic Party; United
States! 40. See also under various
states

National Defense Mediation Board:
see War Labor Board, National 43.
See Defense Mediation Board,
National 42

National DefensePowerCommittee:
see Public Utilities 40

National Defense Research Com-
mittee: see Scientific Research
and Development, Office of, 44,
43,42

National Education Association
National Finance: see Banking;
Budget. National; Gold; National
Debt; National Income and Na-
tional Product; Taxation; Wealth
and Income, U.S. Distribution of,
44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See Government
Expenditures 40

National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis: see Infantile Paralysis

National Gallery of Art: see Sculp-
ture 44. 43. 42. 41. See Art Gal-
leries and Art Museums: Smith*
sonlan Institution 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Art Exhibitions 44, 42. See
Washington, D.C. 42

National Geographic Society
National Guard
National Health Program: see Den*

tlstry; Medicine; Socialized Medi-
cine 40.

National Housing Agency 44, 43
Housing 342d

National Income and National
Product
See also under various countries

National Insurance: see Social Se-

curity
National Labor Relations Board 44,

43, 42. See Law 43, 42, 41, 40. See
United States 42, 41, 40. See La-
bour Unions; Supreme Court of
the United States 41, 40. See
Democratic Party 40

National Lawyers Guild 44. 43, 42
National league (baseball) 98d
National Mediation Board 44
National Monuments: see National
Parks and Monuments

National Munitions Control Board:
see Legislation, Federal 40

National Museum: see Smithsonian
Institution 43, 42, 41

, 40
National Parks and Monuments
National Power Policy Committee:

see Public Utilities 40
National Progressive Party: see
United States 43, 42. See Wiscon-
sin 43, 42, 41, 40. See Elections 43,

National Railway Labor Panel: see
National Mediation Board 44

National Resources Planning board:
Economics 243d; Education 248d;
Postwar Planning 561 c; Relief 601 a;
Town and Regional Planning 69Oa

National Science Fund: see National
Academy of Sciences 43, 42

National Socialist Party: see Fascism
43, 42, 41 , 40. See Germany 40

National Television Systems Com-
mittee: see Television 42. 41

National War Fund: see War Relief,
U.S. 44
Baseball 8d; Community Chest
204a; Donations and Bequests 239d

National War Labor Board: see War
Labor Board, National 44, 43. See
Defense Mediation Board, Na-
tional 42

National War Service act 162a
National Wealth: see Wealth and
Income, U.S. Distribution of

National Youth Administration 44,
43, 42. See Education 43, 42, 41.
See Government Departments
and Bureaus 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Universities and Colleges 41. See
Education, Vocational 41, 40

Natural Gas: see Gas, Natural 44,
43, 42. See Natural Gas 41, 40

Nauru: see Mandates; Pacific
Islands, Mandated
Fertilizers 282b

Naval and Air Bases: see Hispanic
America and World War II: West
Indies. British 44, 43, 42, 41. See
World War 1 1 43, 42. See Bermuda;
Marine Corps 43, 42, 41. See Ecua-
dor 43, 42, 41, 40. See Nicaragua;
Tariffs 42. Sff Bahamas. British
Guiana; Defense, National; Mexi-
co; Neutrality; Newfoundland;
Puerto Rico; Uruguay 42, 41. Sff
United States 42, 41, 40. Sff Ar-
gentina 41. Sff Virgin Islands
41,40

Navarro, Mary Anderson de: see

Anderson, Mary 41
Navicert System: see Blockade 43, 41.
See Shipping, Merchant .Marine
41. See Neutrality 40

Navies of the World
World War II 784b

Navy, U.S.: Air Forces of the World
30b; Brewing arid Beer 1 24d; Canning
Industry 159C ; Dye-stuffs 242a; Edu-
cation 246a; Heart and Heart Dis-
eases 333a; Marine Corps 422b;
Medicine 429c; Meteorology 435t>;
Motion Pictures 458d; Munitions of

VVar 468c; Nursing, War S13a;
Psychiatry 573d; Psychology S74c;
Radio Detection 587c; Railroads
58Vb; Red Cross S96b; Scientific
Research and Development, Ofhce
of, 62 2c; Selective Service, U.S. 625c;
Smithsonian Institution 641 a; Sub-
marine Warfare 668b; Telegraphy
687c; Telephone 688c; United Serv-
ice Organizations 71 2c; United States
71 7c; War Production, U.S. 750b;
Women's Reserve of the Navy 768b;
World War II 770d; Zoology 792a

Navy, U.S. Department of: see Gov-
ernment Departments and Bu-
reaus

Naylor, William Keith 43
Nazis: see Fascism 44, 43, 42, 41. See
Anti-Semitism: Germany 44, 43,
42, 41, 40. See South Africa, The
Union of, 43, 42, 41. See Bohemia
and Moravia 43, 40. See Argentina
42, 41, 40. See Minorities 41, 40.
See British East Africa; Educa-
tion 40

NDMB: see War Labor Board, Na-
tional 43. See Defense Mediation
Board, National 42

N.E.A.: see National Education As-
sociation

Nebraska
Consumer Credit 210a; Drought
240c; Marriage and Divorce 424b

Necrology: see Obituaries
Negroes (American)
Art Exhibitions 8Oa; Birth Control



Ilia; Birth Statistics 11 Id; Crime
215b; Detroit 233d; Elections 254d;
Housing 343b; LynchingB 413b;
Protestant Episcopal Church 572b;
Race Riots S8Ud; Rosenwald Fund.
The Julius 614a; South Carolina
652c; TuberculosiM 703a

Nehru, Jawaharlal 44, 43
Nelson, Donald Marr 44, 43, 42, 41
War Production Board 753a

Neoprene: see Chemistry; Chem-
istry, Applied 41. Sff Standards,
National Bureau of, 40

Nepal
Nernst, Walter 42
Nervous Diseases: see Psychiatry

43, 42, 41, 40. See Medicine 42, 41,
40

Nervous System
Netherlands

Anti-Semitism 66b; Assassinations
82a; Child Welfare 180d; Coal 194c;
Drugs and Drug Traffic 24 lc; Ex-
change Control and Exchange Rates
268d; Fisheries 284c; Horticulture
34 lb; Jewish Religious Life 376c;
Navies of the World 488c; Prisoners
of War 570b; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres 594c; Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 634d; Submarine War-
fare 670c; War Crimes 745c; Wilhel-
mina 764b

Netherlands Colonial Empire
Netherlands Indies 44

Bauxite 105c; Japan 374a; Nether-
lands Colonial Empire 492d; Petrole-
um S40cl; Rrlugees 598c; Shipbuild-
ing 632a; World War II 784d

Neumann, Heinrlch 40
Neutrality: set International Law

44, 43, 42, 41, 40. -S>r Neutrality;
United States 42, 41, 40. See also
under various countries

Nevada, Emma 41
Nevada
Consumer Credit 20d; Copper 210c;
Industrial Health 353c

Nevlnson, Henry Woodd 42
Newbery medal: American Library

Association 56d; Literary Prizes 406c
New Brunswick
Canada, Dominion of, I50a

New Caledonia: see French Colonial
Empire
Chromite 187d

New Deal: see. United States 44, 43.

42, 41, 40. See Budget*, National
43,42,41. See Social Security 41 ,40.
See Relief; Roosevelt, Franklin
Delano; Trade Agreements 40

New Education Fellowship: ?,er

Education, Progressive 41, 40
Newfoundland and Labrador

Carnegie Trusts 160b; Disasters
236c; Fisheries 284b; Iron and Steel

366d; Knights of Columbus 383c;
Submarine Warfare 670a; U.S. In-
vestments Abroad 721a

New Georgia 785c
New Guinea 44. See Japan; World
War II 43. See Dutch East Indies;
Mandates; Pacific Islands, Man-
dated 43,42. 41, 40
Botany 11/a; Mandates 419b;
Netherlands Colonial Empire 493a;
Pacific Islands, British 522b; Pacific
Islands, Mandated 523a; Salvation
Army 621a; World War II 784d

New Hampshire
Taxation 686a

New Hebrides: see French Colonial

Empire; Pacific Islands, British
New Jersey
Drought 240c; Elections 254a; In-
dustrial Health 353c; Peaches S.Vtd

Newklrk, John Van Kuren 43
Newlon, Jesse Homer 42
New Mexico

Alfalfa 44a; Copper 210c; Forests
294d; Irrigation 367d

New South Wales
Newspapers and Magazines

Advertising 2()c; American Medical
Association 6 la; Catholic Welfare
Conference, National 162b; Censor-
ship 163b; Christian Science 187a;
Geography 3()7a; German Literature
31 lc; Haiti 329d; Inter-American
Affairs, Office of the Coordinator of,

357d; Methodist Church 439a; Na-
tional Geographic Society 476d;
Printing 568b; Pulitzer Prizes 579c;
Radio 581d; Supreme Court of the
United States 677a; War Informa-
tion, Office of, 747d

News Stories, Outstanding: see

Newspapers and Magazines
Newton, Alfred Edward 41
New York

Banking 96c; Buckwheat 13-1 a;
Dams 221b; Elections 253d; Electri-
cal Industries 257b; Marriage and
Divorce 424b; National Parks and
Monuments 485b; Sculpture 622d;
Taxation 686a; Titanium 696b; To-
bacco 696d; Tuberculosis 703a

New York City
Art Exhibitions 80a; Art Galleries
and Art Museums 80c; Art Sales
8 Id; Botany 11 7a; Bridges 12Sa; Do-

nations and Bequests 239d; Electric

Transportation 258b; Municipal
Government 461 d; Photography
547c; Race Riots 581a; Tunnel* 704b

New York University
Art Galleries and Art Museums 80c

New York World's Fair: see Archi-
tecture; Art Galleries and Art Mu-
seums; Electric Lighting; Fairs,
Exhibitions, Expositions 41, 40.
See Etching; Interior Decoration;
Lumber; Music; Painting; Sculp-
ture; Town and City Planning 40

New York Yankees (baseball) 98d
New Zealand, Dominion of

Agriculture 28b; American Library
Association 57a; Business Review
145b; Child Welfare 18()d; Fertilizers
282c; Fisheries 284 b; Foreign Eco-
nomic Administration 292b; Inter-
national Trade 362b; Linen and Flax
403c; Meat 428b; Railroads 591c;
Rayon and Other Synthetic Fibres
594b; Seismology 625 b; Socialism
61 2b; Soil Erosion and Soil Conser-
vation 648c

NHA: see National Housing Agency
44,43

Nicaragua
Central America K7d; Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates 269b;
Hispanic America and World War 1 1

336c; National Geographic Society
476c; Navies of the World 489b

Nicholas of Greece, Prince 39
Nickel

Business Review 141 a; Secondary
Metals 623c

Nickel|(5 cent piece): see Chemistry;
Coinage 43

Nielsen, Alice 44
Niemoeller. Martin: see Religion 40
Niger: see French Colonial Empire
Nigeria: see British West Africa
Columbium 20 Id

Nimitz, Chester William 44, 43, 42
Nitrogen. Chemical 44, 43, 42. Sff

Nitrates 41, 40
Fertilizers 282c

Nitroparaffins 170a
Nixon, Lewis 41
NLRB: sff National Labor Relations
Board 44, 43, 42

NMB: see National Mediation Board
44

Nobel Prizes 41 , 40
Noble, Gladwyn Klngsley 41

Noel, Carlos Martin 42
Noel, Conrad Le Despenser Roden

Nogues, Auguste 44
Nordstrom, Ludvlg Anselm 43
Norrls, James Flack 41
Morris- La Guardia Act: see Law 42,
40

North Africa: Agriculture 26b; Anti-
Semitism 67a; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rates 268a; Foreign
Economic Administration 292d;
France 297c; Friends. Religious So-
ciety of. 303a; George VI 309c; Hor-
ticulture 34 lc; Islam 369a; Knights
of Columbus 383c; Nogues, Auguste
507d; Plague, Bubonic and Pneu-
monic 552d; Railroads 59 lb; Refu-
gees 5<>7c; Roads and Highways
609a; Spices 658b

North Borneo: see British Empire
44, 43. See Borneo 42, 41

, 40
North Carolina

Birth Control llOd; Dams 22 lb;
Drought 240r; Horses 34 lb; Lithium
Minerals 406c; Taxation 686a; To-
bacco 696b

North Dakota
Drought 240c; Taxation 686a

Northern Ireland: see Ireland,
Northern

Northern Rhodesia: see Rhodesia
Northern Territory
Northrup, Edwin Fitch 41
Northwestern University
Anthropology 64d

Northwest Territories
Canada, Dominion of, ISOb

Norway
Aluminum 50c; Exchange Control
and Exchange Rates 268d; Fisheries
284c; Haakon VII 329b; Navies of
the World 488c; Prices 567c; Prison-
ers of War S70b; Rayon and Other
Synthetic Fibres 594c; Refugees
S08b; Roads and Highways 608d;
Shipping. Merchant Marine 634d;
Strikes and Lock-outs 665d; Subma-
rine Warfare 670a; War Crimes 745c;
World War II 772c

Nose: sff Ear, Nose and Throat, Dis-
eases of

Notre Dame, University of
Nova Scotia
Canada, Dominion of, 150a

Noyes, William Albert 42
Nursery Schools: see Education
Nursing, War 44

Civilian Defense 190c; Red Cross
596d; Women's Clubs, General Fed-
eration of, 768a

Nutmegs: see Spices
Nutrition: see Food Research 44. See

Dietetics; Medicine; Vitamins 44,
43, 42, 41. See League of Nations

Home Economics 338c; Soil Erosion
and Soil Conservation 646c

Nutrition and Home Economies,
Bureau of: see Agricultural Re*
search Administration 44

Nuts
NWLB (National War Labor Board):

see War Labor Board. National 44,
43. Sff Defense Mediation Board,
National 42

NYA: see National Youth Adminis-
tration 44, 43, 42

Nyasaland: see British East Africa
Nye, Archibald Edward 42
Nylon: see Rayon and Other Syn-

thetic Fibres 44. ,S><? Plastics In-
dustry; Rayon 43, 42, 41. 40. See
Silk 42. See Fashion and Dress 42,
41. Sff Textile Industry 42, 41, 40.
Sff Chemistry, Applied; Indus-
trial Research 41, 40. Sec Cotton
40

Oakes, Sir Harry 44
Oats

Flour and Flour Milling 287si
Obituaries
O'Brien, Edward J. H. 42
O'Brien, Frank Michael 44
Obstetrics: .'iff Gynaecology and

Obstetrics
OCD (Office of Civilian Defense):

see Civilian Defense 44, 43, 42
Ocean island: Fertilizers 282b; Pacific

Islands, British 522b
Oceanography: see Marine Biology

44. See Oceanography 43, 42, 41 , 40
Ocker, William C. 43
O'Connor, Andrew 42
O'Day, Caroline Goodwin 44
OEM: sec Emergency Management,

Office for, 44, 43, 42
OEW: see Foreign Economic Ad-

ministration 44
Office for Emergency Management:

see Emergency Management, Of-
fice for, 44, 43, 42

Office of Civilian Defense: see Civil-
ian Defense 44, 43, 42

Office of Defense Transportation:
see Defense Transportation, Of-
fice of, 44, 43

Office of Economic Stabilization:
sff Economic Stabilization, Office
of, 44

Office of Education, U.S.: see Edu-
cation

Office of Petroleum Coordination:
sff Petroleum 43

Office of Price Administration: see
Price Administration, Office of,
44, 43, 42

Office of Production Management:
see Production Management, Of*
flee of, 42

Office of Production Research and
Development: see Production Re-
search and Development, Office
of. 43

Office of Scientific Research and
Development: see Scientific Re-
search and Development, Office
of, 44, 43, 42

Office of Transit Controller: see
Electric Transportation 43

Office of War Information: see War
Information, Office of, 44, 43

Officers' Reserve Corps: see Armies
of the World 40

O'Flanagan, Michael 43
Ogilvle, Albert George 40
O'Hare, Edward Henry 44
O. Henry Memorial Awards 4O6a
Ohio

Birth Control Ilia; Coal 195a; Con-
sinner Credit 21()a; Drought 240c;
Horses 34 la; Tobacco 696d

Ohio State University 44, 43, 42, 41
Oil: sff Petroleum
Oils and Fats, Vegetable and Ani-

mal: nee Vegetable Oils and Ani-
mal Fats

Oklahoma
Commonwealth Fund, The 202c;
Drought 240c; Irrigation 368b; Tax-
ation 686b; Zinc 79 Id

Okra 288c
Old -Age Insurance: see Social Secu-

rity
Old-Age Pension: see Relief 44, 43,

42, 41. Sff Social Security 44, 43,
42, 41 , 40. Sff United States 42, 41 ,

40. Sff Elections; Initiative and
Referendum; Legislation, Fed-
eral; New Zealand, Dominion of,
40. See also under varioun states

Olds, Robert 44
Air Transport Command 40b

Oleomargarine 44. See Vegetable
Oils and Animal Fats 43, 42, 41,
40. Sff Butter 42
Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats 733b

Ollphant, Herman 40
Olive OH: see Vegetable Oils and
Animal Fats 43, 41. 40

Oliver, Sir Thomas 43
Olivier, Sydney Olivier 44
Oman and Musoat: see Arabia

INDEX 805

Onegln. Slgrld 44
Onions 341d
Ontario

Canada, Dominion of 150a
OPA: see Prloe Administration. Of-

fice of, 44, 43, 42
Opera: see Music
Ophthalmology: see Eye, Diseases of

43, 42, 41 , 40
Opium: see Drugs and Drug Traffic
Formosa 295b

OPM: see Production Management,
Office of, 42

Oppenhelmer, Franz 44
Orange Free State: see South Africa,
The Union of, 40

Oranges
Orchids: sff Horticulture 42

Alfalfa 44 a; Bridge* 12Sd; Forests
294a; Hops 339d; Industrial Health
353c; Irrigation 368b; Pears 535d;
Plums and Prunes SSSb; Taxation
686a

Orlebar, Augustus H. 44
Ortiz, Roberto M. 43
OSRD: see Scientific Research and
Development, Office of, 44, 43, 42

Osteopathy
Osumi, Mineo 42
Ottawa
Outdoor Advertising: see Advertis-

ing
Outer Mongolia: see Mongolia
Owens, Robert Bowie 41
OWM: sff War Mobilization. Office

of, 44
Oxenham, John 42
Oxford University
Oxygen Therapy: see Surgery 41
Pacific Islands, British
Pacific Islands, French
Pacific Islands, Mandated
Pacific Islands, U.S. 44
Pacific Relations, I nstltute of , 42, 41
Pacific theatre of war: Submarine

warfare 670c; World War II 784d
Pacifism
Packaged Fuel: see Fuel Briquettes
43,42,41,40

Packard, Frank Lucius 43
Paddock, Charles William 44
Paderewski, Ignace Jan 42
Padllla, Ezequiel 43
Page, Irvine H. 42
Paget, Bernard Charles Tolver 42
Pahlevl, Mohammed Reza 42
Painting
Paints and Varnishes
Chemurgy 173b

Pakistan: see India 44, 43, 42
Palaeontology
Palau 523a
Palestine

Arabia 69b; Fertilizers 282b; Iraq
365c; Jewish Religious Life 377a;
Mandates 419b; Prices 567c; Refu-
gees 598b

Palmer, Emma Nevada: see Nevada,Emma 41

Palmyra Island: see Pacific Islands,
U.S. 44

Panam6
Central America 167d; Child Welfare
180b; Hispanic America and World
War II 336c; Roads and Highways
608b

Panama Canal and Canal Zone 42,
41, 40

Panama Conference: see Hispanic
America and the European War;
Mexico 40

Pan American Airways: Aviation, Civil

88d; Brazil 122c; Chile 182c; Nicar-
agua 507a; Pacific Islands, U.S. 524a,
Paraguay 53 2b; Surinam 679b; Vir-
gin Islands 74Oc

Pan-American Highway: $<< Roads
end Highways
Mexico 44 la

Pan American Union
Inter-American Defense Board 358b

Pantelleria 780b

Paper and Pulp Industry
Forests 294a; Plastics Industry 553d;
Salvage Drives, U.S. 620c; War Pro-
duction, U.S. 752a

Paper Milk Containers: see Cellulose
Products 40

Pa pi. Gennaro 42
Paprika 657d
Papua: see New Guinea 44. See Brit*

ish Empire; Pacific Islands, Brit-
ish 44, 43, 42, 41, 40

Paracon 555a

Paraguay
Child Welfare 180b; Exchange Con-
trol and Exchange Rates 269b; His-

panic America and World War II

336b; Navies of the World 489b;
Tariffs 682c

Parapsychology: see Psychical Re-
search 41, 40

Parents and Teachers, National
Congress of
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Paris
Art Sales 8 Id; Tuberculosis 7<K*c

Parity Farm Prices: see Agriculture

Park, William Hallock40
Parker, John Henry 43
Parks and Monuments: see Na-
tional Parks and Monuments

Parliament, Houses of
Parmoor, Charles Alfred Cripps 42
Parr, Sir (Christopher) James 42
Parsevaf, August von 43
Parsons, William Edward 40
Pasternack, Josef Alexander 41

Patch, Alexander McCarrell, Jr. 44
Patents
Law.I'M l>

Patrick, Mary Mills 41

Patrick, Mason Mathews43
Patterson, Robert Porter 44
Patton, George Smith, Jr. 44, 43
World War 1 1 780d

I'atulin 172d
Paul, Maury Henry Biddle 43
Pavlovich. Dimitri43
Paxton, William McGregor 42
"Pay-as-you-ern" System: srr. Tax-
ation 44

Peaches
Agriculture 2.Jd; Food Research
288c; Horticulture 34 Id

Peanuts
Candy 159u; Carver, George Wash-
ington 160c; ChemurRy I74b; Four-
H Clubs 295r; Vegetable Oils and
Animal Fats 7JJb

Poarl, Raymond 41
Poarl Harbor: see Japan; United

States; World War II 43, 42. .See

Hawaii 42
Pears

Agriculture 2.*d

Peas: Entomology 263b; Food Research
288c

Peat 44, 43,42,40
Pecans: see Nuts
Peek, George Nelson 44
Poixotto, Ernest Clifford 41

Podagra 42, 41, 40. See Dietetics 42
Pellegrinetti. Ermeneglldo 44
Pemba: see British East Africa
iVnacolite 554c
Penicillin 44

Agricultural Research Administra-
tion 23a; American Medical Asso-
ciation 6 1 a; Bacteriology 92d; Bio-
chemistry 1 lOa; Chemistry 169b;
Chemotherapy I72c; Deafness 225c;
Medicine 428b; Pneumonia 555d;
Urology 73Oa; Venereal Diseases
713d

Ponner. Joe 42
Pennsylvania

Bridses I25d; Buckwheat l.Ua; Coal
195a; Drought 24(>c; Electrical In-
dust ries 257f>; ( I raphite 32 \ a; Peaches
534d; Taxation 686b; Tobacco 696d

Ponnsylvania, University of
Pennsylvania Turnpike: see Pitts-
burgh; Roads and Highways;
Tunnels 41

Pension, Old -Age: see Relief 44, 43,
42, 41. See Social Security 44, 43,
42, 41, 40. S.-e United States 42, 41,
40. See Elections; Initiative and
Referendum; Legislation, Fed-
eral; New Zealand, Dominion of,
40. St'f also under various states

Pensions, Army and Navy: see
Veterans' Administration 44, 43,
42

IVntothal sodium 62c
Popper: see Spices
Peret, Raoul 43
Performing Right Societies 44, 43.

Perfume: see Soap, Perfumery and
Cosmetics

Perkins, James Handasyd 41

Perkins, Mllo Randolph 44, 43
Permanent Court of International

Justice 41, 40
Permanent Joint Board on Defense

(U. S. and Canada): see Canadlan-
U.S. War Committees 44

Perrln, Jean 43
Persia: see Iran
Peru
Bismuth 112b; Child Welfare 180a;
Copper 2IOc; Dominican Republic
239a; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 269b; Fisheries 284c;
Hispanic America and World War II

336d; Horticulture. 341c; Irrigation
368d; Linen and Flax 403c; Navies of
the World 488d; Petroleum 540d:
Prices 56 7c; Rice 605 b; Road a and
Highways 608b; Seismology 625b;
Silver 639a; Soil Erosion and Soil
Conservation 649a; Spanish-Ameri-
can Literature 656a; Tariffs 683b

Pessoa, Epitaclo da SMva 43
Petaln, Henri Philippe 44, 43, 42, 41

France 295d
Peter 1 1 42

Petrie, Sir William Matthew Hin-
ders 43

Petrol: sec Petroleum 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See Gasoline 41. 40

Petroleum
Alaska 42b; Alberta 43b; Arabia 69b;
Business Review 141c; Chemistry
170b; Curacao 218b; Geology 309b;
Japan 374c; Mexico 440b; North-
west Territories 5lOe; Oklahoma
5l9b; Rationing 592l>; Rumania
61 7b; Texas 602b; U.S. Investments
Abroad 720d; Venezuela 734c; War
Production, U.S. 75 Ic

Petrology: sec Geology
Peyrouton, Marcel 44
Phelps, William Lyon 44
"Phenlx": see France 40
Philadelphia

Art Galleries and Art Museums SOc;
Industrial Health 353a; National
Parks and Monuments 4S51>

Philately
Censorship 163c

Philippines, Commonwealth of the
Chromitc 187d; Japan 374a; Pris-
oners of War 57()c

Phillips, Sir Tom Spencer-Vaughan

Philoff, Bogdan Dimitrov 42
Philosophy
Phoenix Islands: nee Pacific Islands,

British
Phosphates

Fertilizers 282b; Trans- Jordan 701 b
Photography
Photography, Miniature Camera:

see Photography 43, 42, 40. See
Photography, Miniature Camera
41,40

Phtlialylsulfathiazole 1 72d
Physics
Physiology
Picket itivi 392c:

Pierce, Palmer Eddy 41
Pierlot, Hubert 41

Pig -boats: see Submarine Warfare
44. 43

Pig iron, see Iron and Steel
Pigs: see Hogs; Livestock

Pineapples 42, 41, 40
Piped Light: see Plastics Industry
42,41, 40

Pittman, Key 41

Pittsburgh
Art Exhibition;* 79c; Bridges 125a;
Tunnels 7O4c

Plus XI 40
Pius XII
Plague. Bubonic and Pneumonic

44, 43, 42
Plant Industry, Bureau of, 43
Plant Industry, Soils and Agricul-
tural Engineering, Bureau of:
see Agricultural Research Ad-
ministration 44

Plasma. Blood: see Blood Plasma
Plastics Industry

Agricultural Research Administra-
tion 23a; Chemistry 169d; Chemurgy
173d; Shipbuilding 630d; Standards,
National Bureau of 659d; War Pro-
duction. U.S. 752a

Plastic Surgery: see Medicine 42.
See Surgery 41 , 40

Platinum
Secondary Metals 623c

Pliofilm: see Industrial Research;
Rubber and Rubber Manufac-
ture 40

Plums and Prunes
Pneumoconiosis: see Slllcosls 42
Pneumonia
Chemotherapy 172c; Death Statis-
tics 226b; Infant Mortality 354d;
Radiology 588c; Serum Therapy
629a

Pneumonitls: see X-Ray 43
Poetry: see Russian Literature;
Spanish Literature 44, 43. See
American Literature; Canadian
Literature; English Literature;
French Literature; Literary
Prizes; Publishing (Book); Span-
ish-American Literature 44, 43,
42, 41, 40. See Portuguese Litera-
ture 43. See Dutch Literature;
Italian Literature 40

Poison Gas: see Chemical Warfare:
Munitions of War 42, 41, 40. See.
Leather 40

Poland
Agriculture 29b; Anti-Semitism 66d;
Bohemia and Moravia 113c; Child
Welfare 180d: Coal t94c; Czechoslo-
vakia 220b; Fascism 273c: Germany
312d; Iron and Steel 367b; Jewish
Keliitious Life 376d; Navies of the
World 488d; Petroleum 540a: Potash
S62c; Prisoners of War 570b; Refu-
gees 598b; Sikorski. Wladyslaw 638a;
Strikes an<l Lock-outs 665d; Sub-
marine Warfare 670c; U.S.S.R. 708c;
War Crimes 745c; War Debts 746a

Polar Regions: see Exploration and
Discovery 43, 42, 41

, 40
Polectron 554c
Pole Vaulting: see Track and Field
Sports

Police

Poliomyelitis: see Infantile Paral-
ysis 44, 43, 42, 41 , 40. See Nervous
System 43, 42

Political Parties, Great Britain: see

Communism; Conservative Par-
ty; Labour Party; Liberal Party 44

Political Parties, U.S.: see Com-
munism; Socialism 44, 43, 42. Ste
Democratic Party; Republican
Party 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See. Elec-
tions 43, 42, 41, 40. Sec Commu-
nist Party; Socialist Party 41, 40

Polltls. Nicolas Socrate 43
Polo
Polystyrene S54c
Polytechnics: see Education 43, 42.

Set' Education, Vocational 41, 40
Pond, Irving Kane 40
Poore, Benjamin Andrew 41

Poorten, Heln Ter 43, 42
Pope, Sir William Jackson 40
Popham, Sir Robert Brooke-: see

Brooke-Popham, Sir Robert 42
Popular Front: see Labour Party 40.

See Communism 40
Popular Songs: sec Music 44, 43, 42.
See Music, Popular 41, 40

Population, Movements of: see Ref-
ugees 44, 43, 42, 41. See Census,
1940; U.S.S.R. 41

Populations of the Countries of the
World: see Areas and Populations
of the Countries of the World

Porras, Belisario 43
Portal, Sir Charles Frederick Alger-
non 41

Porter, Edwin S. 42
Portland, Ore. 699a
Porto Rico: see Puerto Rico
Portugal
Archaeology 69d; Disasters 236c;
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 268d; Fisheries 284d; Germany
312d; Navies of the World 488d;
Pyrite 58()a; Railroads 590d; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594c;
Salazar, Antonio de Oliveira 619d;
Submarine Warfare 668d; Tungsten
7()4a; Wines 765b

Portuguese Colonial Empire
Portuguese East Africa: see Por-
tuguese Colonial Empire
Railroads 59 Ib

Portuguese Guinea: see Portuguese
Colonial Empire

Portuguese Literature 43
Portuguese West Africa: see Portu-
guese Colonial Empire

Post Office
Censorship lf>3c

Postwar Planning 44
Accidents 18d; Air Forces of the
World 36c; Airports and Flying
Fields 37b; American Federation of

Labor 54d; American Geographical
Society 54(1; American Law Institute*

55c; American Lesion 55d; American
Library Association 57a; American
Literature 57b; American Medical
Association 61 b; Anderson, Sir John
63c; Anthropology 65c; Archaeology
69c; Architecture 72b; Australia.
Commonwealth of 84d; Baruch, Ber-
nard Mannes 98c; Belgium I07a;
Benton, William l()7c; British Guiana
129b; British West Africa 13 Id;

BrookiiiRs Institution 133a; Bryn
Mawr College 133d; Budget, Na-
tional 136b; Building and Construc-
tion Industry 137b; Business Review
142b; California 147b; California,

University of 148c; Canada, Domin-
ion, of, 152b; Canadian-U.S. War
Committees 156b; Catholic Wel-
fare Conference, National 162a;
Chambers of Commerce 168d;
Churchill, Winston L. S. 188b;
Church of England 189d; Committee
for Economic Development 202a;
Connecticut 208b; Conservative Par-
ty, Great Britain 2()9a; Consumer
Credit 209d; Cuba 21 7b; Czechoslo-
vakia 220a: Detroit 234a; Economics
243c; Education 245d; Falk Founda-
tion, The Maurice and Laura 272b:
Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America 278b; Forests
295a; Great Britain 324b; Haiti 329c;
Hispanic America and World War 1 1

336b; Housing 343b; International
Labour Organization 359c; Ireland,
Northern 366a; Irrigation 368c; Jew-
ish Religious Life 377a; Land, Emory
S. 387b; Labour Party 384d; Labour
Unions 386c; League of Nations 397c;
Liberal party 400d; Libraries 401d;
London 408c; Los Angeles 410a;
Lumber 412b: Maine 418b; Massa-
chusetts 426b; Methodist Church
438d; Montana 45 2a; Morrison, Her-
bert Stanley 454a; Municipal Gov-
ernment 46 la; New York 503d; New
York University 505a; Ohio 518a;
Oregon 52 Ib; Palestine 529a; Pan
American Union 530d: Pennsylvania
537c; Performing Right Societies

538c; Philippines, Commonwealth of

the. 544c; Photography 549a; Pitta-

burgh 55 Id; Psychology 574c: Public
Health Engineering 576d; Queens-

land 580c; Radio 586a; Religion 601 c;
Republican Party 602b; Rivers and
Harbours 6()6b; Roads and Highways
608a; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
61 2a; Silk 638b; Socialism 642a; So-
ciology 646b; South Carolina 652c;
Sweden 68()a; Tasmania 683c; Taxa-
tion 686a; Television 688d; Town and
Regional Planning 698d: Twentieth
Century Fund 706b; U.S.S.R. 7l()b;
United States 713a; U.S. Invest-
ments Abroad 72 Ic; Veterans of For-
eign Wars 736d; War Mobilization,
Office of, 749d; Wisconsin 766a; Wom-
en's Clubs, General Federation of,

768a; Yale University 788c; Y.M.C.A.
789d; Yugoslavia 790c; Zoology 792d

Potash
Fertilizers 282c; Marine Biology
42 Ib; Trans-Jordan 701 b

Potato Beetle: sec Entomology 41 , 40
Potatoes

Agriculture 23b; Chemurgy 173d;
Horticulture 341d; Nevada 494c

Poulsen, Valdemar 43
Poultry

Agriculture 24c; Black Markets 1 1 2d;
Eggs 25 Ib; Food Research 288c;
Four-H Clubs 295c; Livestock 407c;
Zoology 79 2c

Pound, Sir (Alfred) Dudley (Pick-
man Rogers) 44, 40

Powder Metallurgy: see Metallurgy
42, 41. 40

Power, Sir D'Arcy 42
Power: see/ Electrical Industries;

Public Utilities; Rural Electrifi-
cation; Tennessee Valley Author-
ity 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See Water
Power 42, 41, 40. See Electric
Transmission and Distribution
41, 40

Pownall, Sir Henry Royds 42
Prajadhlpok 42
Precious Stones: see Gems and
Precious Stones 43, 42

Prefabricated houses: Architecturo
73a; Building and construction in-

dustry 137a; Housing .U3c; Lumber
H2b

Presbyterian Church
Christian Unity 187b

Pro-School Children. Education of:
see Education 43, 42, 41, 40

Presidents, Sovereigns and Rulers
44. See Sovereigns, Presidents and
Rulers 43, 42, 41, 40

Prevost, Eugdne Marcel 42
Price Administration, Office of, 44,

Civilian Defense 190d; Dermx'ratic
Party 230b; Federal Trade Commis-
sion 280d; Prices 56 7 b; Rationing
592b; Standards, Nation.-.l Bureau
of, 659d; United States 7l4b

Prices
Price Administration, Office of, 564d

Prlen, Guenther 42
Primary Education: see Education

44, 43, 42. See Education, Elemen-
tary 41. 40

Prince Edward Island
Canada, Dominion of, ISOa

Princeton University
Principe: see Portuguese Colonial
Empire

Printing
Printing Office, U.S. Government

44, 43, 42. Scf Government Print*
Ing Office 41, 40

Priorities and Allocations 44, 43, 42
Prisoners of War 44, 43

Allied Military Government 48d;
Catholic Welfare Conference, Na-
tional 162a; Censorship 163c; London
University 409C ; Red Cross 596d;
Roads and Highways 608d; Switzer-
land 681c; U.S.S.R. 708b; United
States 7l6d; Y.M.C.A. 789e

Prisons
Prltohett, Henry Lmith 40
Private Schools: see Education
Prizes: see. Literary Prizes
Processing Tax: see Cotton 40
Production, Industrial: see. War
Production, U.S. 44, 43. See Busi-
ness Review 44, 43, 42

Production Management, Office of,
42

Profits, Company: see Taxation 44.
See Business Review 44, 43, 42

Progressive Education: see Educa-
tion 44, 43, 42. See Education,
Progressive 41 , 40

Progressive Education Association:
see Education 42. See Universities
and Colleges 41. See Academic
Freedom; Education, Progressive
41,40

Progressive Party: see United States
43, 42. See Wisconsin 43, 42. 41 , 40.
See Elections 43, 41

Promln 429b
Propaganda 42, 41, 40

Proportional Representation: see

Municipal Government 44. See
Proportional Representation 43,

Proteins: see. Biochemistry
American Association for the Ad-



vancement of Science 52d; Anaemia
62a; Dietetics 236a; Veterinary
Medicine 737d

Protestant Episcopal Church
Christian Unity 187b; Marriage and
Divorce 424c; Presbyterian Church
564a

Prunes: sec Plums and_Prunes
Pryor, Arthur 43
Psychiatry
Commonwealth Fund, The 202c

Psychical Research 41, 40
Psychoanalysis: sec Psychiatry 42,
40

Psychology
Psychology, Applied 41, 40
Public Assistance: ;f<? Child Welfare

44, 43. Sec Relief; Social Security
44.43,42, 41, 40

Public Buildings Administration:
sff Federal Works Agency 44, 43.
42

Public Health Engineering
Public Health Service: sec Federal
Security Agency 44. .See Medicine:
Venereal Diseases 44, 43, 42. See
Dietetics; Entomology ;OHospitals
43, 42. See Public Health Services
41, 40

Public Housing Authority, Federal:
see National Housing Agency 44,

Public Libraries: see American LI*
brary Association; Libraries

Public Roads Administration: see
Federal Works Agency; Roads and
Highways 44, 43, 42

Public Utilities
Public welfare: see under various cities
and states

Public Works 'Administration
(PWA): see Federal Works Agency
44, 43, 42. See Housing 40

Publishing (Book)
Puerto Rico

Fisheries 284d; Four-H Clubs 29Sd
Pugilism: see Boxing
Pulitzer, Ralph 40
Pulitzer Prizes 44, 43. See Literary

Prizes; Theatre 42. 41 , 40
Pulp Industry: see Paper and Pulp

Industry
Pulpstones: sec Abrasives 44, 43, 42
Pumice: sec Abrasives 44,^43, 42. See
Pumice 40

Purdue University
Pusoy, William Allen 41
PWA: see Federal Works Agency 44,

43, 42. See Housing 40
Pyrlte
Quakers: see Friends, Religious So*

clety of 44, 43, 42, 41
Quebec

Canada. Dominion of ISOa; Jewish
Religious Life 376d

Quebec conference: Arnold, Henry H.
79c; Canada, Dominion of 150c;
China 18.3d; Churchill, Winston
Leonard Spencer 188b; Geography
307b; Hopkins, Harry L. 339d; Hull,
Cordell 334 b; King, William Lyon
Mackenzie 382c; Leahy, William
Daniel 398a; Marshall. George Cat-
lett 425u; Mount batten. Lord Louis
460d; Newspapers and Magazines
500b; Pound. Sir (Alfred) Dudley
(Pickman Rogers) 563d; Roosevelt,
Franklin Delano 61 2b; Soong, T. V.
650c; United States 7l8a

Queensland
Quicksilver: sff Mercury
Quldde, Ludwig 42
Quinine: Ecuador 244b; Japan 374c
Quisling, Vldkun Abraham 41
Rabaul, New Guinea 785a
Rabies: see. Veterinary Medicine 41,
40

Race Riots 44
California 147b; Detroit 233d; Mich-
igan 442c; Negroes (American) 49()c;
New York City 504a; Police 558a;
Sociology 646a

Rachmaninoff, Sergei Vasslllevitoh

Racing and Races: sff Dog Racing
44, 43. 42. See Horse Racing; Track
and Field Sports 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Air Races: Automobile Racing
43,42,41,40

Rackham, Arthur 40
Radar: see Radio Detection 44
Radio 44, 43, 42. See Radio, Indus-

trial Aspects of; Radio, Scientific
Developments of, 41 , 40
Bcnton, William 107c; Burma 139b;
Catholic Welfare Conference, Na-
tional 162b; Censorship 163b; Chris-
tian Science 187a; Civilian Defense
191b; Federal Communications Com-
mjssion 277c; Inter-American Af-
fairs, Office of the Coordinator of.
35 7d; Law 389a; Netherlands 492b;
Newspapers and Magazines 501 b;
Postwar Planning 562b; Religion
6()lc; Standards, National Bureau of.

659c; Supreme Court of the United
States 677a; Television 688c: War
Information, Office of, 747d; World
War II 773d. See also under various
states and countries

Radio Corporation of America 582a
Radio Detection 44
Radio! Facsimile: see Radio, Scien-

tific Developments of 41, 40
Radiology 44, 43, 42, 40
Radium

Industrial Health 353b; Northwest
Territories 51Ob

Radziwill, Princess Catherine 42
Railroad Accidents: sec Disasters
Railroad Retirement Act: see Social
Security 44, 43, 42, 41

Railroads
Business Review 14 Id; Chicago 175a;
Defense Transportation, Office of,
228b; Disasters 238a; Interstate
Commerce Commission 363a; Labour
Unions 385b; Mexico 439d; Roose-
velt, Franklin Delano 613a; Sand and
Gravel 62 Ic; Stunt? 664c. See also
under various states and countries

Rainfall: see Floods and Flood Con-
trol; Meteorology

Raisins: see Grapes
Ralston, James Layton 41
Ramey, Howard Knox 44
Ramirez, Pedro 44
Rapid Transit: sec Electric Trans-
portation

Rates of Exchange: sec Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates

Rationing 44, 43
Agriculture 24c; Allied Military
Government 48d; American Bankers
Association 53b; Automobile Indus-
try in the War 87b; Bahamas 93c;
Hanking 95b; Bermuda 108b; Black
Markets 112b; Boy Scouts 119b;
Brazil 121a; British East Africa
127b; British Honduras 130a; But-
ter M6a; Candy 15a; Canning In-

dustry 159d; Cheese 169a; Civilian
Defense l0c; Clothing Industry
1'Mb; Coffee 198b; Curacao 218c;
Egypt 25 Id; Elections 254c; Famines
273a; French Colonial Empire 299b;
Great Britain 322c; Guatemala 327c;
Hispanic America and World War
II 336c; Insurance 355d; Interna-
tional Trade 362<i; Tetters, William
M. 376a; Law 3SHc; Liquors. Alco-
holic 405b; Moscow 454b; Munitions
of War 466d; National Income and
National Product 483b; Nether-
lands Colonial Empire 492d; New-
foundland and Labrador 495b; News-
papers and Magazines 500b; Oleo-
margarine 519c; l

j;nis 533b; Portu-
gal 55Hc; Price Administration, Of-
fice of. 565c; Prices 5(>6b; Radio 581d;
Rhodesia 604 d; Rotary International
614b; Secret Service, U.S. 624b;
Shoe Industry 636b; Soap, Per-
fumery and Cosmetics 641c; Sugar
674d; Textile Industry 692d; Thai-
land 693a; United States 716d;
Uruguay 73Od; Vitamins 74()d. See
also under various countries

Rautenburg, Robert 41

"Rawalpindi": sec European War;
Great Britain 40

Ray, Charles 44
Ray, Edward (Ted) 44
Rayburn, Sam 41

Rayon and other Synthetic Fibres
44, 43. See Rayon 42, 41 , 40
Silk 638b

Read t Opie40
Receipts, Government: see Budget,
National

Reciprocal Trade Agreements: see
International Trade 44, 43. See
Trade Agreements 42, 41 , 40
Democratic Party 230c; Women's
Clubs, General Federation of, 768a

Reclamation: see Canals and Inland
Waterways; Floods and Flood
Control; Forests; Irrigation; Soil
Erosion and Soil Conservation 44,
43, 42, 41, 40. Sec Dry Farming 41,
40

Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion

Reconversion of industry: Business
Review 142b; Electrical Industries
255b; Postwar Planning 562b

Red Cross
Advertising 20b; Bank for Inter-
national Settlements 94c; Baseball
98d; Bohemia and Moravia 113c;
Boy Scouts 119c; Civilian Defense
191 d; Cricket 214c; Daughters of
the American Revolution 224d; Do-
nations and Bequests 239d; Falk
Foundation, The Maurice and Laura
272b; Poland 556c; Prisoners of War
570b; Prisons 572a; Relief 600d;
Switzerland 681c; U.S.S.R. 709a;
War Relief. U.S. 7S3c; Woman's
Christian Temperance Union 767a

Re-Employment of War Veterans:
see Selective Service, U.S. 44

Reeves, Jesse Slddall 43
Referendum: see Initiative and
Referendum 43, 42, 41, 40

Reforestation: see Forests
Reformed Church: see Presbyterian
Church
Ch ristian Unity 18 7c

Refrigeration Treatment (Cancer):

see Cancer 40
Refugees

Foreign Economic Administration
292<J

Regnault, Jeanne Julia: see Bartet,
Jeanne Julia 42

Rehabilitation and Occupational
Therapy for Wounded Soldiers 44

Relchenau, Walter von 43, 41

Reinhardt, Max 44
Reisner, George Andrew 43
Relander, Laurl Krlstlan 43
Relay Racing: see Track and Field
Sports

Relief
Community Chest 203d; Social Se-
curity 644b. See also under various
cities and states

Relief, War: 5t* War Relief, U.S.
44, 43, 42

Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration, United Nations: see
United Nations Relief and Reha-
bilitation Administration 44

Religion
Religious Denominations: see
Church Membership

Relocation, Japanese: see Aliens;
War Relocation Authority 44

Rennell, James Rennell Rodd 42
Reorganization, Governmental: for

regrouping of U.S. offices and bureaus
under Federal Security Agency.
Federal Works Agency, Federal Loan
Agency, etc., see listings under
Government Departments and
Bureaus 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Legislation, Federal 40

Representatives, Mouse of: see
Elections 44, 43, 42, 41. See Con-
gress, United States 44, 43, 42, 41,
40

Republican Party
Elections 253d; United States 7l3a

Resins, Synthetic: see Paints and
Varnishes 44, 43, 42. See Plastics
Industry 44, 43, 42, 41, 40. See
Industrial Research 42, 40. See
Chemistry. Applied 40
Paints and Varnishes 527d; Plastics
Industry 5S3b

Respirators: see Infantile Paralysis
42

Retail Sales: see Business Review
44, 43, 42. See Retail Sales 41 , 40

Reunion: xee French Colonial Em-
pire

Revenue Act of 1939: see Legisla-
tion, Federal 40

Revenue Act of 1940: sec Legislation;
Taxation 41

Reynaud, Paul 41

Reynolds, George McClelland 41
Rheumatic Fever: see Epidemics
and Public Health Control 42

Rheumatism: see Arthritis 43, 42,
41,40

Rhode Island
Taxation 686c

Rhodes, Edgar Nelson 43
Rhodesia
Archaeology 70a; Cobalt 198a;
Copper 210c; Dams 222a; Gold 317c:
Selenium 628c; Soil Erosion ana
Soil Conservation 649a

Rhodes Scholarships 40
Ribbentrop. Joachim von
Ribeiro, Manoel 42
Rice, Alice Caldwell Hegan 43
Rice, Cale Young 44
Rice
Famines 272c; Formosa 295c; India
350b; Japan 375c; Netherlands Colo-
nial Empire 492d; Thailand 692d

Richards, Laura Elizabeth 44
Richardson, James Otto 41

Rlchtmyer, Floyd Karker 40
Rlckert, Thomas A. 42
Rickets: see Medicine 42
Riddle, John Wallace 42
Ridge, Lola 42
Riesman. David 41
Rio De La Plata Conference: see
Uruguay 42

Rio de Oro: see Spanish Colonial
Empire

Rio Muni: see Spanish Colonial

Empire
Rlos Morales, Juan Antonio 43
Rlpley, William Zebina 42
Ritchie, Neil Methuen 43, 42
Rivers and Harbours
Rivets, Explosive: see Industrial
Research; Metallurgy 42

Roads and Highways
Federal Works Agency 28 la; Sand
and Gravel 62 Ib; Stone 664r; Town
and Regional Planning 699b. See
also under various states and
countries

Robert, Georges Achllle Maria
Joseph 44

Roberts, Sir Charles George Douglas

Roberts, Elisabeth Madox 42
Robinson, Frederick Bertrand 42
Roblnson-Patman Act: see Chain
Stores 41, 40. See Law (Case) 41

Roca, Julio Argentina 43
Rockefeller Foundation
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Rodman, Hugh 41
Roebllng Medal: see Mineralogy 42,

Roentgen Ray: see Radiology 44
Rogers, James Harvey 40
Rogers, Norman McLeod 41
Rokossovsky, Konstantln 44
Roleo: see Blrling 43
Roman Catholic Church
Rome 44

Italy 37ld; World War II 781c
Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis: see Chi-
nese-Japanese War; Fascism;
Hungary; Japan; Rumania;
U.S.S.R.; United States 41. See
Germany; Italy 41, 40. See
European War; Strategy of the
European War 40

Rommel. Erwln 44, 43, 42
World War II 778a

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
Arabia 68d; Archives, National 74d;
Athlone, 1st Earl of, 83c; Bolivia
114a; Budget, National 134b; Camp
Fire C.irls 150a; Canada, Dominion
of, 150c; China 183d; Chosen 186a;
Clark, Mark Wayne 193b; Crowley,
Leo Thomas 216b; Davies, Joseph
Edward 225a; Davis, Chester Charles
225b; Davis. Elmer 225c; Education
247d; Egypt 252a; Elections 253d;
Foreign Economic Administration
29 Ib; Formosa 29Sb; Fiance 297c;
Hopkins, Harry L. 339c; Iran 365a;
Italy 372b; Jones, Jesse Holmaii
378a; Liberia 401 b; London Uni-
versity 409d; Mclntyrc. Marvin
Hunter 416c; National Parks and
Monuments 485b; Newspapers and
Magazines 501 a; Perkins, Milo
Randolph 538d; Purrto Rico 578c;
Radio 584a; Railroads 589<-; Secret
Service, U.S. 624a; Submarine War-
fare 668d; Supreme Court of the
United States 676b; Tibet 695c;
Turkey 705a; United States 7l3b;
\Var Crimes 745c; War Mobiliza-
tion, Oflice of, 749c; War Production
U.S. 750b

Roosevelt, Gracie Hall 42
Roosevelt, Kermlt44
Roosevelt, Sara Delano 42
Roper, Daniel Calhoun 44
Robuer, Emma de: see Calve, Emma
Rosen feld, Kurt 44
Rosin: Forests 294b; Paints and Var-

nishes 527d; Paper and Pulp In-
dustry 532a

Rosenwald Fund, The Julius
Rosny. Joseph Henry 41
Ross, James Delmage 40
Ross, John Dawson 40
Rostron. Sir Arthur Henry 41
Rotary International 44, 43, 42, 41
Rothermere, Harold Sidney Harms-
worth 41

Rottenstone: see Abrasives 43, 42
Rourke, Constance Mayfleld 42
Rowan, Andrew Summers 44
Rowell, Newton Wesley 42
Rowing
Royal air force 771 d
Royal Canadian air force ISlc
"Royal Oak": see European War;
Great Britain; Submarine War-
fare 40

Ruanda and Urundl: see Belgian
Colonial Empire; Mandates

Rubber
Agricultural Research Administra-
tion 23a; Alcohol, Industrial 43c;
Bolivia 114b; Botany Il7b; Brazil
123a; British East Africa 127c;
British West Africa 132a; Business
Review 141c; Canada, Dominion of

153b; Central America 168a; Chem-
istry 169d; Chemurgy 173d; Ecuador
244b; Federated Malay States 28 Ic;
Forests 294d; Haiti 329c; Honduras
339b; Japan 374c; Jeffrrs, William
M. 376a; Jones, Jesse Holman 378b;
Liberia 401b; Liquors, Alcoholic
404d; Los Angeles 409d; Marine
Biology 42 Ib; Munitions of War
467c; National Geographic Society
476c; Paints and Varnishes 527c;
Petroleum 541c; Plastics Industry
553b; Shipbuilding 63(>d; Standards.
National Bureau of, 659d; Thailand
692d; U.S. Invest ments Abroad 720d;
War Production, U.S. 752a

Rubber, Synthetic: see Rubber 44,
43, 42. See Chemistry; Standards,
National Bureau of, 41

Rubber Footwear: sec Shoe Indus-
try 43, 42, 4t , 40

Rubens, Horatio Seymour 42
Ruekstull, Frederlek Wellington 43
Ruff, Robert Hamrle 43
Rugby: see Football
Rugh, James Torranee 43
Rulers: see Presidents. Sovereigns
and Rulers 44, 43, 42. See Sever-
elgns. Presidents and Rulers 41 ,40
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Rumania
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 268d; Fascism 273c; Foreign
Investments in the United States
29.3d; Germany .*13h; Hungary 344c;
Linen and Flax 404 b; Navies of the
World 1S8d; Petroleum 54Oa; Rail-
road HI SOla; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres 594c; Refugees 598b;
Strikes and Lock-outs oo'Sd; War
Debts 746a; World War II 772c

Rum bold, Sir Horace George Mon-
tagu 42

Ruml Plan: sec Taxation 44, 43
Rundstedt, Karl Rudolf Gerd von

44, 43. 42, 41

Running: arc Track and Field Sports
Ruppert, Jacob 40
Rural Electrification
Rural Electrification Administra-
tion (REA): see Rural Electrifica-
tion 44, 43, 42, 41 , 40. See Electrical
Industries 43. 40

Russell, Lady Mary Annette 42
Russell Sage Foundation
Russia: see Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

Russian Literature 44, 43, 42
Russian Orthodox Church: Commu-
nism 203b; U.S.S.R. 71 Ob

Russian S.F.S.R.: see Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics

Russo-Japanese Border Conflict:
see Japan; Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics 40

Rutabagas 2H8c:

Ruthenia 42, 41, 40
Rutledge, Wiley Blount. Jr. 44
Ryder, Charles W. 44, 43
Rye

Flour and Flour Milling 28 7a

Sabatier, Paul 42
Sabotage: see Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation 44, 43, 42. See Inter-
national Law 43
Belgium 106d; Denmark 231b; France
296d; Italian Colonial Empire 369e;
Mediterranean, British Possessions
in the. 433e; Norway 510d; Spain
654d

Sabry Pasha, Hassan 41

Sackett, Frederic Moseley 42
"Safety Zone": see Brazil; Neutral-

ity 41. See Hispanic America and
the European War; International
Law 41, 40. See Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 40

St. Christopher: see West Indies,
British

St. Croix: see Virgin Islands
St. Helena and Ascension Islands:

see British West Africa
St. John: see Virgin Islands
St. Kltts-Nevls: see West Indies,

British
St. Lawrence River Project: see Pub-

lic Utilities 41
St. Louis

Art Galleries and Art Museums 8Od;
Botany 117b

St. Louis Cardinals (baseball) 98d
St. Lucia: see West Indies, British
St. Pierre and Miquelon: see French

Colonial Empire 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See St. Pierre and Miauelon 40

St. Thomas: see Virgin Islands
St. Vincent: set West Indies, British
Saionji, Klmmochi 41

Saito, Hirosi 40
Sakatanl, Yoshiro 42
Salazar, Ant6nio de Oliveira 44, 43
Sales, Retail and Wholesale: see
Business Review 44, 43, 42. See
Retail Sales 41, 40

Sales Tax: see Taxation 42, 40
Salt

Formosa 295b
Salt Lake City 68r

Salvador. El
Central America 167d; Child Wel-
fare 180c; Coffee 198b; Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates 269b;
Hispanic: America ana'World War II

U6d; Tariffs 682(1; U.S. Investments
Abroad 721c

Salvage Drives, U.S. 44, 43
Boy Scouts 119b; Camp Fire Giils
I40d; Civilian Defense l<X)b; Four-H
Clubs 295c; Knights of Columbus
383c; Munitions of War 469b; News-
papers and Magazines 501 c; Rotary
International 614b; Rubber 615d;
Silk 6.1 8d; War Production, U.S.
752b; Women's Clubs, General Fed-
eration of, 768a

Salvation Army
United Service Organizations 7l2b

Samara: see Kuibyshev 42
Samoa, American
Samoa, Western: see Mandates; Pa-

cific Islands, Mandated
Sanborn, John Pitts 42
Sand and Gravel
Sandefer, Jefferson Davis 41
Sand Island: scf Midway I stands 43,

42, 41
, 40

Sandstone: see Stone
San Francisco

Art Exhibitions 79d; Bridges 1 25a;
1 own and Regional Planning 699a

San Francisco Bay Bridge: see Cali-
fornia; San Francisco 40

San Francisco Fair: see Art Exhibi-
tions; Art Galleries and Art Mu-
seums; Electric Lighting; Fairs,
Exhibitions, Expositions; San
Francisco 41 , 40. See Architecture;
California; Interior Decoration;
Lumber 40

San Marino 41, 40
Santo Domingo: see Dominican Re-

public
S3o Tome: see Portuguese Colonial
Empire

Sapphire: .see Mineralogy 42
Sapru, Sir Tej Bahadur 43
Saracoglu, Shukru 44, 43
Saran 5Mb
Sarawak: see British Empire 44, 43,

42, 41 , 40. See Borneo 42, 41 , 40
Petroleum 540d

Sarg, Tony (Anthony Frederick) 43
Sargent, Fred Wesley 41

Sargent, John Garibaldi 40
Saskatchewan

Canada. Dominion of, I50b
Sassoon, Sir Philip 40
Saturn: .see Astronomy 40
Saudi Arabia: see Arabia 44, 43, 42,

41, 40. See Islam 41, 40
Petroleum 54()d

Sauer, Emil von 43
Sauveur. Albert 40
Savage, Michael Joseph 41

Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration, Federal: see National
Housing Agency 44, 43

Savings Banks: see Banking 44, 43.
Sec Savings Banks, Mutual, 42,
41, 40

Saydam, Refik 43
Sayre, Francis Bowes 40
Sbarretti, Donato 40
Scheidemann, Philipp 40
Schilling, Ernest Henry 40
Schereschewsky, Joseph Williams

41

Schizophrenia: see Psychiatry 44,
43, 42, 41, 40. See Nervous System
42, 41, 40

Schlesinger, Frank 44
Schneider, Herman 40
Schobert, Eugen Fitter von 42
Schofield, Frank Herman 43
Scbreeder, Ludwlg von 42
Schulte, Karl Josef 42
Schuman, William Howard 42
Schurman, Jacob Gould 43
Schwab, Charles Michael 40
Science and World Order, British

Association Conference on, 42
Scientific Research and Develop-
ment, Office of. 44, 43, 42
Johns Hopkins University 377c;
Medicine 428b

Scotland: .fee Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United King-
dom of

Scrap: see Salvage Drives, U.S.; Sec-
ondary Metals 44, 43

Scudder, Janet 41

Sculpture
Sea Blockade: see Blockade 43, 42,

41, 40
SEC: see Securities and Exchange
Commission 44, 43, 42. See Public
Utilities 44, 41. See Bankruptcy;
Legislation; Stock Exchanges 41,
40. See Law (Case) 40

Secondary Education: see Educa-
tion 44, 43, 42. See Education,
Secondary 41, 40

Secondary Metals
Second World War: see World War

1 1 44, 43, 42. See European War 41,
40

Secret Service, U.S. 44, 43, 42
Securities, see Business Review;
Stocks and Bonds 44, 43, 42. See
Law 42

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion 44, 43, 42. See Public Utilities

44, 41. See Bankruptcy; Legisla-
tion; Stock Exchanges 41, 40. See
Law (Case) 40

Sedition: see Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation 44

Seeing Eye, The
Selgnobos, Charles 43
Seismology
Selective Service, U.S. 44, 43. 42, 41

American Bar Association 53c; ('oast
Guard, U.S. 197b; Democratic Party
230d; Dermatology 233b; Epidemics
and Public Health Control 265b;
Federal Bureau of Investigation
276c; Heart and Heart Diseases 333a;
Law 388c; Medicine 429b; Pacifism
525a; Prisons 572a; War Manpower
Commission 749a

Selenium
Industrial Health 353b

Seligman, Edwin Robert Anderson
40

Sellncourt, Ernest de 44

Senate: see. Congress, United States;
Elections

Senegal: see French Colonial Em-
pire

Serbia: see Yugoslavia
Serrano Suffer, Ramdn 43, 42
Serum Therapy 44, 43, 42. 40
Service Organizations, United: see
United Service Organizations 44,
43, 42

Sesame seed 65 7d
Sewage Disposal: sec Public Health

Engineering 40
Seychelles: see British East Africa
Sforza, Count Carlo 44
Shanks, David Carey 41
Shaposhnikov, Boris MikhaUovlch

44, 43, 42
Sharpening Stones: see Abrasives

44, 43, 42. See Emery 41, 40. See
Sharpening Stones 40

Shasta Dam: see Dams 43, 41,40
Shaw, Mrs. George Bernard 44
Sheep

Agriculture 24b; Livest<x-k 407c;
Wool 769a

Sheppard, Morris 42
Sherman Anti -Trust Act: see Law

(Case) 40
Shlgemitsu, Mamoru44
Shipbuilding

Business Review 140c; Canada, Do-
minion of, 152d; Oregon 520d; San
Francisco 62 Ic; Shipping, Merchant
Marine 632b; War Production, M.S.
75()b

Shipping, Merchant Marine
World War I J 784b

Shipping Administration, War: see
War Shipping Administration 44

Shipyard Conjunctivitis: see Eye,
Diseases of, 43

Shock Treatment: see Psychiatry
44, 43, 42, 41, 40. Set Nervous
System 43, 41, 40. See Medicine
42,40

Shoe Industry
Short, Walter Campbell 42
Shows
Siam: see Thailand 44, 43. 42. See
Slam (Thailand) 41, 40

Sicily: Allied Military Government
48r; Italy 37 Ib; Knights of Colum-
bia 383c; Marine Biology 421c;
Philately 543a; Roads and Highways
609a; World War J 1 780b

Sickert, Walter Richard 43
Sidi Ahmed II: see Ahmed II, Sldi

43
Siegfried Line 40
Siemens, Carl Friedrich von 42
Sierra Leone: see British West Africa
Diamonds 235a

Sikorski, Wladyslaw 44
Silicones 554e.

Silicosis42
Silk

Japan375c:
Silver

Mexico 440b; Secondary Metals 62.*c
Simeon 1 1 44
Simmons, Furnlfold McLendell 41
Simovltch. Dushan 42
Simpson, James 40
Sinclair, Sir Archibald 44, 43
Singapore 43, 42,41,40
Singer, Harold Douglas 41

Sinkiang
Slno-Japanese War: see World War

1 1 44, 43. See Foreign Missions 43,
42, 41. 40. See Chinese-Japanese
War 42, 41 , 40

Sister Kenny Treatment: see In-
fantile Paralysis 44, 43, 42

Skating: see Ice Skating
Skiing 44, 43, 42
Skin Diseases: see Dermatology
Skinner, Otis 43
Slate 44, 43, 42, 40

Stone 664c
Slawek,Walery40
Sleeping Sickness: see Horses 41, 40.

See British West Africa; Veteri-
nary Mod koine 401

Slemp, Campbell Bascom 44
Slovakia

Fascism 273c; Yugoslavia 79Oc
Slow-Down Strikes: see Detroit;
Labour Unions; United States 40

Smlgly-Rydz, Edward 40
Smith, Albert William 43
Smith, Sir George Adam 43
Smith, Preserved 42
Smith College
Smithsonian Institution
Anthropology 65d; National Geo-
graphic Society 476c

Smoot, Reed 42
Smuts, Jan Chrlstfaan 40
Snelling, Charles Mercer 40
Snljders. Cornells Jacobus 40
Snook, Homer Clyde 43

Soap, Perfumery and Cosmetics
Chemurgy 173b

Soapstone: see Talc'44, 43, 42
Soccer
Socialism
Socialist Party (U.S.) 41 . 40
Social 1st Soviet Republics: see Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics

Social Security
Child Welfare 1 7a; Federal Security
Agency 280a; Law 394c; Postwar
Planning 562a

Social Service: we Child Welfare;
Relief; Social Security 44. See
Social Service 43, 42, 40
Community Chest 204 a; Ethical Cul-
ture Movement 267a; Federal Coun-
cil of the Churches of Christ in
America 278b; Salvation Army 620d

Societies and Associations: see under
specific name

Sociology 44, 43, 42
Sodium: see Metallurgy 42
Sodium Carbonate 44, 43, 42, 40
Sodium Sulphate 44, 43, 42
Softball
Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation

Pacifism 525a
Solar System: see Astronomy 44, 43,

Soldiers' Bonus: see Veterans' Ad-
ministration 44, 43, 42. See Ad-
justed Compensation 41, 40

Solomon Islands 44. See World War
1 1 44, 43. Sec Japan 43. See Pacific
Islands, British; Pacific Islands,
Mandated 44, 43, 42, 41, 40
Botany 117a; Mandates 419b; New
Guinea 495d; Roads and Highways
6OVa

Somaliland, British: see British
East Africa

Somaliland, French: sec French Co-
lonial Empire

Somaliland, Italian: 511 Italian Co-
lonial Empire

Sombart, Werner 42
Somervell, Brehon Burke 44, 43
Soong, T. V. 44, 43
Soong Mei-llng: see Chiang Kai-

shek, Madame 44, 43
Sorghum: see. Syrup, Sorgo and
Cane 44, 43, 42

South Africa, British: see British
South African Protectorates

South Africa, The Union of
Agriculture 28c; American Library
Association 57a; Coal 191c; Democ-
racy 23()a; Diamonds 235a; Employ-
ment 26Oa; Fascism 274a; Forests
2<>5a; Gold 317c; Linen and Flax 403c;
Manganese 420b; Shipping. Mer-
chant Marine 634d; Soil Erosion and
Soil Conservation 648d

South America: see Argentina; Bo-
livia; Peru; etc.

South Australia
South Carolina
Drought 240c; Flour and Flour Mill-

ing 287c; Indians, American 352d;
Taxation 686b; Tobacco 696c

South Dakota
Drought 240c; Irrigation 368b; Lith-
ium Minerals 4O6c; Taxation 686a

Southern California, University of,
44,43

Southern Rhodesia: see Rhodesia
South Polar Regions: see Explora-

tion and Discovery 43, 42, 41, 40
South Sea and Equatorial Islands

42, 41,40
South -West Africa: see Mandates,
South Africa, The Union of

Sovereigns, Presidents and Rulers:
see Presidents, Sovereigns and
Rulers 44, 43, 42. See Sovereigns,
Presidents and Rulers 41, 40

Soviet-German Pact: see Molotov,
Vyacheslav MikhaUovlch 42, 41,
40. See Chinese-Japanese War;
Italy 41, 40. St-e Communist
Party; European War; France;
Germany; Great Britain; Ribben-
trop, Joachim von; Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics 40

Soviet Republics: see Union of Sovi-
et Socialist Republics

Soviet Union: see Union of Soviet
Socialist Republ os

Soybeans
Canada. Dominion of. 154d; Candy
15a; Carver, George Washington
160c; Chemurgy 173b; Four-H Clubs
29Sc; Horticulture 342a; Manchuria
419c; Oleomargarine 519d; Vegetable
Oils and Animal Fats 733b; Vitamins
740d

Spaatx, Carl A. 44, 43
Spab: see Supply Priorities and Allo-

cations Board 42
Spain

Banking 95d; Child Welfare 181a;
Coal 196b; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 268d; Fascism 273e;
Fertilizers 282c; Finland 283b; Fish-
eries 284d; Franco, Francisco 298c;
Germany 313b; International Law
360b; Iron and Steel 366d: Lead 397b:
Mercury 434c; Navien of the World
488d; Portugal 5S8b; Potash 562c;
Prices 567c; Pyrite 579d; Railroads
590d; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594c;*Refugees 597c: Salazar,
Antonio de Oliveira 619d; Shipbuild-
ing 63 Id; Shipping, Merchant Ma-
rine635d; Tungsten 704a; Wines 76Sb

Spain, Civil War In, 40
Spangler, Harrison E. 44, 43



Spanish-American Literature
Spanish Colonial Empire
Spanish Guinea: see Spanish Colo-

nial Empire
Spanish Literature 44. 43, 42
Spanish Morocco: see Spanish Colo-

nial Empire
Spanish West Africa: see Spanish

Colonial Empire
Spars: nee Coast Guard, U.S. 44
Special Libraries Association 44,
43,42

Speedway Racing: see Automobile
Racing 42

Spellman, Francis Joseph 44
Spelman Fund of New York
Spender, John Alfred 43
Spens Report: see Education, Voca-

tional 41

Spices
Horticulture 34Id

Spingarn, Joel Ellas 40
Spirits: see Liquors, Alcoholic
Spodumene: see Lithium Minerals
44,43

Sports and Games: nee Gymnastics
44. 43. See Angling; Archery; Bad-
minton; Baseball; Basketball;
Billiards; Bowling; Boxing; Chess;
Cricket; Curling; Cycling; Fenc-
ing; Football; Gliding; Golf;
Hand-ball; Horse Racing; Ice
Hockey; Ice Skating; Lacrosse;
Motorboat Racing; Polo; Rowing;
Shows; Skiing; Soccer; Softball;
Squash Racquets; Swimming;
Table Tennis; Tennis; Track and
Field Sports; Trap-shooting;
Wrestling; Yachting 44, 43. 42,
41, 40. See Air Races; Automobile
Racing 43,42,41,40

Spotted Fever: see Bacteriology;
Medicine 42

Spruance, Raymond Amos 44
Spykman, Nicholas John 44
Squash 341d
Squash Racquets
Squires, Sir Richard Anderson 41
Stader Splints: see Medicine 43
Stainforth, G. H. 43
Stainless Steels: see Metallurgy 44,

43, 42
Stalin, Joseph Vlssarlonovich
Communism 202d; Iran 365a; Italy
372b; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
612c; U.S.S.R. 707a; United States
713d; War Crimes 74Sd

Stalingrad 43
George VI 310a

Stamp, Josiah Charles Stamp 42

Stamp Collecting: see Philately
Standards. National Bureau of
Standley, William Harrison 44
Stanford University
Stang, Fredrlk 42
Stanley, Oliver Frederick George 44
Stark, Harold Raynsford
Stars: see Astronomy
StarzynskL Stefan 40
State, U.S. Department of: see
Government Departments and
Bureaus

State Guard: see National Guard 44,

State Legislation: nee Law (Case) 40
Staunlng, Thorvald 43
Steagall, Henry Bascom 44
Steamships: see Shipbuilding 44,

43, 42, 41, 40. See Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 42, 40

Steel: see Iron and Steel
Steer, Philip Wilson 43
Stein, Sir Aurel 44
Stelwer, Frederick 40
Stellar System: see Astronomy
Stengel, A. 40
Sterilization 40
Stettlnlus, Edward R., Jr. 44, 42,41
Stevenson. Joseph Ross 40
Stewart, George Craig 41
Stllboestrol: see Chemistry 43
Stiles, Charles Wardell 42
Stilwell, Joseph W. 44, 43
Stimson, Frederic Jesup 44
Stlmson, Henry Lewis 44, 43, 42, 41 Surgery; Urology 41, 40.
Stockard, Charles Rupert 40 Anaesthesia: Chemistry, Appli
Stock Exchanges: see Stocks and Heart and Heart Diseases; MiStock Exchanges: sen Stocks and
Bonds 44. 43, 42. See Stock Ex-
changes 41, 40

Stocks and Bonds 44, 43, 42
Stoessel, Albert Frederic 44
Stolz, Joseph 42
Stomach Disorders: sec Alimentary
System, Disorders of, 44, 43, 42

Stone, Harlan Flske 42
Stone
Stonehaven, John Lawrence Baird

42
Stones, Sharpening: see Abrasives

44, 43, 42. See Emery 41. 40. See
Sharpening Stones 40

Straits Settlements
Strategic Mineral Supplies
Strategy of the European War 41, 40
Stratton, Dorothy Constance 44
Strawberries: Agriculture 23d; Food

Research 288c
Streamline Trains: see Railroads

42, 41, 40. See United States 40
Streeter, Ruth Cheney 44

Strikes and Lock-outs
Argentina 76b; Bolivia 114a; Boston
1 15d; Business Review 140d; Canada,
Dominion of, 151a; Chile 182a; Coal
195b; Coke 199b; Colombia 200a;
Democratic Party 230c; Denmark
231c; Economics 243b; Great Britain
and Northern Ireland 322b; His-
panic America and World War II

336a; Iron and Steel 36 7c; Labour
Unions 385a; Law 392b; Leather
398d; Lebanon 399b; Luxembourg
413a; Mediterranean, British Pos-
sessions in the 433d; Montreal 453b:
National Labor Relations Board
483c; National Mediation Board
484c; Netherlands 492b; Radio 585a;
Railroads 589b; Roosevelt, Franklin
Delano 613a; Shipbuilding 631 b;
United States 713c; Wages and
Hours 743c; War Labor Board, Na-
tional 748d

Strontium 44,43,42
Stuart, James Everett 42
Styraloy 554c
Styrene: Petroleum 541c; PlavStics In-

dustry 553b; Rubber 61 5d
Submarines: set Navies of the World

Shipbuilding 63 2a
Submarine Warfare

Navies of the World 485d; World
War II784b

Subsidies: see Agriculture 44
Arabia 69b; Australia, Common-
wealth of, 8Sa; Brown, Prentiss
Marsh 133b; Business Review 141b;
Canada, Dominion of, 152b; Catholic
Rural Life Conference, National
161d; Coffee 198d; Democratic Party
230d; Elections 254d; Great Brit-
ain and Northern Ireland 322c; Ice-

land 34Sd; Ireland, Northern 366b;
Mediterranean, British Possessions
in the 434a; Murray, Philip 469d;
Newspapers and Magazines 501 b;
Palestine 529b; Portugal 5S8d; Price
Administration, Office of, 565c; Prices

567b; Rhodesia 604c; United States
7l3c

Substitute Materials: see War Pro-
duction, U.S. 44
Agricultural Research Administra-
tion 23a; Metallurgy 435a; Railroads
590d; War Production, U.S. 752a

Succinylsulfathiazol 551a
Sudan: see Anglo-Egyptian Sudan;
French Colonial Empire

Sudetenland: see Czechoslovakia
40

Sueyro,Saba H.44
Suez Canal 42
Suffolk and Berkshire. Charles
Henry George Howard 42

Sugar
Cuba 216c; Dominican Republic 239a;
Formosa 295b; Japan 374c; Queens-
land 580c; Surinam 679b

Suicide Statistics
Sulfadiazine: Eye, Diseases of, 272a;

Medicine 429a; Pneumonia 555d;
Venereal Diseases 734b

Sulfaguanidine 738a
Sulfamerazine: Chemotherapy I72d;

Medicine 429a; Pneumonia 555d
Sulfanllamide: see Gynaecology and

Obstetrics 44, 43. 41. See Eye, Dis-
eases of, 44. 41 , 40. See Chemother-
apy; Medicine 43, 41, 40. See An-
aesthesia; Ear, Nose and Throat,
Diseases of, 43, 40. See Bacteri-
ology; Chemistry, Applied: Den-
tistry; Nervous System; Tubercu-
losis; Venereal Diseases 41. See
Arthritis; Dermatology; Indus-
trial Research; Surgery: Urology
41, 40. See Chemistry; Epidemics
and Public Health Control 40
Leprosy 399d; Veterinary Medicine
738a

Sulfapyrazine: Chemotherapy 172d;
Medicine 429a; Pneumonia S55d

Sulfapyrldlne: see Cold, Common;
Nervous System; Tuberculosis 41.
See Chemotherapy; Pneumonia;"

See

as
cine 40
Eye, Diseases of, 272a; Veterinary
Medicine 738a

Sulfasuxidine429a
Sulfathiazole: Chemotherapy I73b;
Dermatology 233b; Eye, Diseases of,

272a; Gynaecology and Obstetrics
328c; Leprosy 399d; Medicine 429a;
Venereal Diseases 734b

Sulfonamide Drugs: see Bacteriol-
ogy; Medicine: Urology 44, 43. See
Ear, Nose and Throat, Diseases of
American Medical Association 61 a;
Arthritis 81b; Biochemistry 109c;
Chemotherapy 172d; Cold, Common
199c; Deafness 225c; Death Statis-
tics 226a; Dermatology 233b; Endo-
crinology 26 lc: Eye, Diseases of,
27 Id; Gynaecology and Obstetrics
328c; Leprosy 399d; Physiology 550d;
Pneumonia 555c; Surgery 678b; Tu-
berculosis 703b; Venereal Diseases
734b; Veterinary Medicine 738a

Sulphur
Sumatra: see Netherlands Indies 44.

See Netherlands Colonial Empire)
44, 43. Set Dutch East Indies 43.
See Sumatra 42, 41, 40

Sunday Schools
Suffer, Ramdn Serrano: see Serrano

Suffer, Ram6n 43, 42
Sunshine: see Meteorology
Super, Charles William 40
Superphosphates
Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board 42

Supreme Court of the United States
Surgery
American College of Surgeons 54a;
Medicine 430a

Surinam
Bauxite 105c; Disasters 236c; Neth-
erlands Colonial Empire 493a

Surplus Marketing Administration:
see Butter; Meat; Potatoes 41

Sutherland, George 43
Swains Island: see Pacific Islands,

U.S.; Samoa, American 44
Swanson, Claude Augustus 40
Swaziland: see British South Afri-
can Protectorates

Sweden
Aviation, Civil 90a; HridgeH 125a;
Employment 260a; Exchange Con-
trol and Exchange Rates 268a; Fin-
land 283a; Germany 312d; Gustavtis
V 328a; International Law 360a; In-

ternational Trade 361 d; Iron and
Steel 366d; Lumber 412b; Navies of
the World 488r; Norway 51 lb; Prices
567c; Railroads 590d; Rayon and
Other Synthetic Fibres 5V4e; Refu-
gees 5<J8b; Selenium 628r; Ship-
building 63 Id; Stripping, Merchant
Marine 635d; Swialism 642c; Spain
655a

Sweet Potatoes: see Potatoes 44, 43,
42

Swimming
Swing Music: see Dance; Music.

Popular, 40
Switzerland
Aluminum 50c; Banking 95d; Democ-
racy 230a; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 268a; Exchange Sta-
bilization Funds 27 lb; Foreign In-
vestments in the United States
293c; Germany 31 2d; International
Law 360a; Norway 5 Jib; Railroads
590d; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 5<Mc; Red Cros 596d; Refu-
gees 598b; Shipping, Merchant Ma-
rine 635d; Socialism 642c; Spain 655a

Symphony Orchestras: see Music
Synthetic Products: see Chemistry;
Petroleum 44, 43, 42. See Stand-
ards, National Bureau of, 44. 43,
42, 41. See Plastics Industry: Ray-
on and Other Synthetic Fibres;
Rubber 44. 43, 42, 41, 40. See In-
dustrial Research; Textile Indus-
try 42, 41, 40. See Gasoline; Ni-
trates 41. See Chemistry, Applied;
Cotton 41, 40. See Germany 40
Carver, George Washington 160c;
Shipbuilding 630c; War Production.
U.S. 752a

Syphilis: see Marriage and Divorce;
Medicine 44, 43,42,41. See Vene-
real Diseases 44, 43, 42, 41, 40.
See Psychiatry 40
Chemotherapy 172c; Death Statis-
tics 226b; Epidemics and Public
Health Control 265a; Penicillin 537a

Syria 44, 43. See Mandates 44, 41, 40.
See Syria and Lebanon 42. See
French Colonial Empire 41, 40
Iraq 365c; Refugees 598b

Syrup.Sorgo and Cane 44, 43, 42
Table Tennis
"Tacoma": see Neutrality; Uruguay
40

Tacoma Narrows Bridge: see Bridges;
Fire and Fire Losses; Insurance.
Marine; Roads and Highways 41

Tactics In the European War 41, 40
Taft, Helen Herron 44
Tagore, Sir Rabindranath 42
Tahiti: see Pacific Islands, French
Talnter, Charles Sumner 41
Taiwan: see Formosa
Talbot, Arthur Newell 43
Talc 44, 43, 42, 41

Tanganyika: see British East Africa;
Mandates
Linen and Flax 404b

Tangier 41, 40
Tanks. Military: see World War II

44, 43, 42. See Munitions of War
44, 43. 42, 41 , 40. See Armies of the
World 43, 42, 41, 40. See European
War: Lightning War; Tactics In
the European War 41, 40
Automobile Industry in the War 86b;
Plastics Industry 554a

Tannery, Jean 40
Tantalum: Medicine 430b; Surgery
67Sa

Tarawa: Pacific Islands, British 522c;
World War II 785c

Tariffs
Tasmania
Tassln, Algernon de Vlvler 42
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Tatsch, Jacob Hugo 40
Tausslg, Frank William 41
Taxation

Browing and Beer 124b; Budget, Na-
tional 135d; Democratic Party 230o;
Elertrical Industries 257a; Law 391 b;
Municipal Government 461d; Na-
tional Income and National Product
481d; Prices 566b; Railroad*? 58yd;
Relief 600d; Wealth and Income.
U.S. Distribution of, 756c. See also
under various cities, states and coun-
tries

Taylor, David Watson 41

Taylor, Henry Osborn 42
Tea
Technicolor: see Motion Pictures 44,

43, 42, 41, 40. See Photography
42, 41 , 40

Tedder, Arthur William 44, 43
Tehran, Declaration of: see United

States 44
Tehran conference: Arnold, Henry H.

79C ; Churchill, Winston L. S. 18Kb;
Davis. Elmer 225c; Eden. (Robert)
Anthony 244d; Estonia 266a; France
298b; Hopkins, Harry L. 33d; Hull.
Cordell 344c; International Law
359d; Iran 365a; Latvia 388ji; Leahy,
William Daniel 398a; Marshall.
George Catlett 425a; Newspapers
and Magazines SOOb; Philately 543a;
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano 612c;
Somervell, Brehon Burke 650b;
Stalin. Joseph V. 659b; U.S.S.R.
708c; United States 713d; World
War II 770d

Telegraphy
Censorship 163d; Federal Communi-
cations Commission 277d; War Com-
munications, Board of, 745b

Teleki, Pal 42, 40
Telepathy: see Psychical Research
41,40

Telephone
Federal Communications Commis-
sion 277d; War Communications,
Board of, 745b. See also under vari-
ous states and countries

Telescopes 43, 41, 40
Television
Tellurium 44, 43, 42, 40

Industrial Health 353b
Tempelhof Airport: see Airports 40
Temperley, Harold William VazelHe

40
Tempest, Dame Mary Susan 43
Temple, William: see Canterbury,
Archbishop of, 43

Templeton, Fay 40
Tenant House Purchase Program:

see Housing 42
Tennessee

Birth Control Ilia; Coal 195a; Com-
monwealth Fund. The 2O2c; Dams
22 lb; Hemp 334a; Horses 341 b; To-
bacco 696c

Tennessee Valley Authority
Tennis
Terhune, Albert Payson 43
Termites: see Entomology 44
Ter Poorten, Heln: see Poorten, Heln

ter 43. 42
Terra. Gabriel 43
Tesla, Nikola 44
Tests and testing 575a
Tetraxini, Lulsa 41
Texas

Alfalfa 44a; Dams 221b; Electrical
Industries 257b; Flour and Flour
Milling 287c; Forests 294d; Grape-
fruit 32Od; Graphite 32 la; Horses
34 la; Palaeontology 528b; Race
Riots S80d; Rice 605b; Tuberculosis
703a

Texas, University of
Textile Industry
Thailand (Slam) 44, 43, 42. See Slam
41,40
Japan 374b; Navies of the World
488d; Refugees 598c

Thayer, Ernest Lawrence 41
Theatre
Theatre Library Association 44
Theosophlcal Society, The 42
Therapeutic Immunization: see
Serum Therapy 40

Therapy: sre Chemotherapy; Medi-
cine; Serum Therapy 44, 43, 42

Thiouacil 55Od
Thiourea: Endocrinology 261c; Phys-

iology 550d
Third Term: see Elections 41. See
Democratic Party 41, 40. Sec
United States 40

"Thirty Dollars Every Thursday"}
see California; Elections 40

Thomashofsky, Bores 40
Thompson, James Westfall 42
Thompson, Reginald Campbell 42
Thomson, Sir Basil 40
Thomson, Sir Joseph John 41

Thyroid: see Endocrinology 44, 43,

Tibet
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Timber: see Lumber
Timor: see Portuguese Colonial Em-

pire 44. 43. See World War II 43
Netherlands Colonial Empire 493a

Tirnoshenko, Semyon Konstentl-
novlch 44, 43, 42

Tin
Federated Malay States 28 lc; Japan
374c; Salvage Drives, U.S. 620c; Sec-
ondary Metals 623c; Thailand 692d

Tinker, Clarenee Leonard 43
Tiso, Jotef 40
Titanium
Tito: see Broxovlch, Jotlp (Tito) 44

Tltulesou, Nlcolae 42
Tobacco
Chemurgy 1 74a; Formosa 295b

Tobago: see West Indies, British
Todd, David 40
Todt, Fritz 43, 41

Togo. Shlgenorl 42
Togoland: see Mandates
Tolo, Hldekl 44, 43, 42
Burma 139b; Japan 374d; Nether-
lands Colonial Empire 493a

Tokugawa, Prince lyesato 41

Tokyo
Tolbukhln, Fedor 44
Toller, Ernst 40
Tomatoes
Tongan Island Protectorate: see

Pacific Islands, British
Tongklng: see French Colonial Em-

pire
Toronto
Torpedoes: see Navies of the World;
Submarine Warfare

Totalitarian State: see Education;
Germany: Spain; Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics 44, 43, 42, 41,
40. See World War II 43, 42. See
Italy 43, 42, 41, 40. Set- Rumania
41. See Education, Secondary;
European War 41, 40

Tovey, Sir Donald Francis 41

Towers, John H. 44, 43
Town and Regional Planning
Toyoda, TeMIro 42
Track and Field Sports
Tractors: see Agriculture 44, 43. See
Farm Machinery 42, 41, 40

Trade Agreements: see Interna-
tional Trade 44, 43. See Trade
Agreements 42, 41, 40

Trade Commission, Federal: see
Federal Trade Commission 44

Trade Unions: see Labour Unions
Traffic Accidents: see Accidents 44,

43, 42. See Traffic Accidents 41, 40
Trailer Coaches
Transatlantic Flying: see United
States 40

Transit Controller, Office of: see
Electric Transportation 43

Trans-Jordan
Archaeology 7 la; Iraq 36Sc; Man-
dates 419b

Transportation: sec Business Re-
view 44. 43, 42
Automobile Industry in the War 87a

Transvaal: sfe South Africa, The
Union of

Transylvania: see Hungary; Ruma-
nia 44, 43, 42, 41. See Minorities 41

Trap-Shooting
Travelers Aid Association, National

712b
Treasury, U.S. Department of: see
Government Departments and
Bureaus

Trebitsch-Lincoln, Ignatius 44
Trinidad: see West Indies, British

Petroleum S40d
Tripoli: see Abrasives 44, 43, 42
Triptarie 170b
Trolley Buses: see Electric Trans-

portation
Tropical Diseases: see Malaria 40
Trotha, Adolf Lebrecht von 41

Trotsky, Lev Davidovich 41

Trotting: see Horse Racing 40
Troy, John Weir 43
Truclal Sheikhs: see Arabia
Truck Farming
Trucks: see Automobile Industry in
the War 44. 43. Se<- Motor Trans-
portation 44, 43, 42. 41, 40. See
Motor Vehicles 42, 41, 40

Truk Island 785c
Truman, Harry Shlppe 44
Trust Indenture Act: see Legisla-

tion, Federal 40
Trygger, Ernst 44
Tsarltsyn: see Stalingrad 43
Tuberculosis
Death Statistics 226h; Industrial
Health 353c; Medicine 429a; Ship-
ping, Merchant Marine 635b; Veter-
ans' Administration 736b

Tufts. James Hayden 43
Tiilclake Segregation centre 754a
Tung Oil: see Vegetable Oils and
Animal Fats 44, 43, 42

Tungsten
Business Review 141c

Tunisia: set. French Colonial Em-

T;!dffs 682d; World War II 778a
Tunnels
Turin 37 Ib
Turkestan, Chinese: see Slnkiang
Turkey

Afghanistan 22a; Archaeology 71 a;

Bulgaria 138c; Chromite 187d; Dis-
asters 238;i; Egypt 25 2a; Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates 268d;
Germany 312d; Inonti. Ismet 355b;
International Law 360b; Islam 369a;
Linen and Flax 404 b; Navies of the
World 488d; Prices 567c; Railroads
59<)d; Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594<

; Refugees 598b; Roads
and Highways 608d; Seismology
625b; Shipping, Merchant Marine
635d; Tariffs 682d

Turks and Caicos Islands: see West
Indies, British, 40

TurnbulL Margaret 43
Turner, Sir Ben 43
Turnips 342a
Turpentine: Forests 294 b; Paints and

Varnishes 527d
Turpin, Ben 41

Tussaud, John Theodore 44
TVA: see Tennessee Valley Au-

thority
Tweedsmulr 41
Twentieth Century Fund 44

Postwar planning 561c
U- Boats: see Submarine Warfare

44, 43, 42
Udet. Ernst 42
Uganda: see British East Africa
Ulcer. Alimentary System, Disorders

of. 47b; Physiology 55 la; Surgtry
67Hb

Ulmanis, Karl 41
Ulster: see Ireland, Northern
Ultrasonics: see Metallurgy 42
Ulyanov, Dmitri 44
Undistributed Profits Tax: see
Taxation 40

Undulant Fever: see Veterinary
Medicine 40

Unemployment: see Employment
44. See Unemployment 43, 42, 41,
40

Unemployment Insurance: see So-
clal Security

Unemployment Relief: see Relief
Unfederated Malay States

Japan 374b
Uniform State Laws: see Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws 40

Union Now 42. See Democracy;
Pacifism 41, 40

Union of South Africa: see South
Africa, The Union of

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Agriculture 26a; Air Forces of the
Woild .Mb; Aluminum 50c; American
Literature 57b; Automobile Indus-
try in the War 88a; Bacon 92c;
Bauxite 105c; Bulgarial37d; Business
Review 145a; Canada, Dominion of,

I50d; Chiang Kai-shek 174d; Child
Welfare 181a; China 183b; Chromite
187d; Clothing Industry 194b;
Co;il 194c; Colombia 200a; Commu-
nism 202d; Copper 210c; Cotton
214b; Croatia 216a; Czechoslovakia
219d; Dance 223d; Da vies, Joseph
Edward 225a; Education 249d; Es-
tonia 265d, European Advisory Com-
mission 267d; Exchange Control and
Exchange Rates 268d; Fertilizers
282c; Finland 282d; Fluorspar 287cl;
Foreign Economic Administration
292a; France 298a: George VI 310a;
Germany 313a; Gold 317c; Horti-
culture 34 lc; Hungary 344e, India
349b; International Law 360a; In-
ternational Trade 36lc; Iran 364d;
Iron and Steel 366d; Italy 372b;
Japan 375b; Jewish Religious Life
376d; Labour Unions 386b; Latvia
38 7d; Lead 397b; Linen and Flax
403c; Lithuania 406d; Manganese
42()b; Mongolia 45 la; Music. 470a;
National Lawyers Guild 484a; Navies
of the World 488b: Petroleum S39d;
Philately 543a; Poland 556a; Potash
562c; Prisoners of War 570a; Rail-
roads 590d; Rayon and Other Syn-
thetic Fibres 594c; Refugees 598b;
Religion 6()ld; Roads and Highways
609a; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
61 2c; Rumania 616d; Selenium 628c;
Shipping, Merchant Marine 634c;
Sikorski, Wladyslaw 638b; Sinkiang
639d; Slovakia 630d; Soil Erosion
and Soil Conservation 648d; Spain
654c; Stalin, Joseph Vissarionovich
658d; Standley, William Harrison
66()a; Strikes and Lock-outH 665c;
Submarine Warfare 667a; Turkey
705a; United States 713c; Uruguay
730d; War Crimes 74Sc; VVar Debts
746a; World War II 770d; Yugo-
slavia 790c

Unitarian Church
"Unitas" 243c
United Church of Canada 44. 43, 42
United Kingdom: see Great Britain

and Northern Ireland, United
Kingdom of
United States 7l3c

United Nations: see Austral Ia. Com-
monwealth of; Belgium; Brazil;
Canada, Dominion of; China;
Costa Rica; Cuba; Czechoslo-
vakia; Dominican Republic; Ethi-
opia; Great Britain; Greece;
Guatemala; Haiti; Honduras; In-
dia; Iran; Iraq; Luxembourg;
Mexico: Netherlands; New Zea-
land, Dominion of, Nicaragua;
Norway; Panama; Philippines,
Commonwealth of the; Poland,
Salvador, El; South Africa, The
Union of i U.S.S.R.; United States;
Yugoslavia 44, 43, 42
War crimes 74Sb, Warfare, Incen-

diary 746d; VVar Production, U.S.
75 1 b; War Shipping Administration
754 b; World War II 770d

United Nations Food conference: Ar-
gentina 76a; Canada, Dominion of,

152c; Child Welfare 181 a; Chile 181d;
League of Nations 397c; News-
papers and Magazines 501 a; Post-
war Planning 561c; Soil Erosion and
Soil Conservation 646c; U.S.S.R.
7 1 Ob

United Nations Information Board
44

United Nations Relief and Rehabil-
itation Administration 44
Child Welfare 181 b; Foreign Eco-
nomic administration 292d; Postwar
Planning 56 lc; Refugees 598c; Roose-
velt, Franklin Delano 613a; United
States 7l8b

United Service Organizations 44, 43,

Baseball 99a; Catholic Community
Service, National 160d; Jewish Wel-
fare Board 377b; Salvation Army
62 la; Young Men's Christian As-
sociation 789c; Young Worn ens
Christian Association 789d

United States
Abrasives 17d; Accidents 18a; Ad-
vertising 20a; Afghanistan 22a;
Agricultural RevSearch Administra-
tion 22c; Agriculture 23a; Air Con-
ditioning 29c; Air Forces of the
World 30a; Airports and Flying
Fields 37b; Air Transport Command
38d; Alcohol, Industrial 43b; Alfalfa

44a; Aliens 44b; Allied Military
Government 48c; Aluminum 50c;
Ambassadors and Envoys 50d;
American Association of Law Li-
braries 53a; American College of
Surgeons 53d; American Geographi-
cal Society 55a; American Library
Association 56c; American Litera-
ture 57b; American Medical Associa-
tion 61a; Anaemia 61d; Anaesthesia
63a; Angling 63d; Anthropology 65b;
Antimony 66a; Anti-Saloon League
of America 66a; Anti-Semitism 67a;
Apples 67c; Aquariums 68b; Arabia
68d; Architecture 72b; Archives, Na-
tional 74c; Argentina 75c; Art vSales

81c; Asbestos 82a; Asphalt 82a;
Assassinations 82a; Association of
Research Libraries 82b; Aviation,
Civil 88b; Avila Camacho, Manuel
92b; Bacon 92b; Bananas 94b;
Banking 94d; Barium Minerals 98a;
Barley 98a; Bauxite 105c; Beans,
Dry 105d; Bee-keeping 106a; Belgian
Colonial Empire H>6b; Bentonite
107d; Beryllium 108d; Birth Control
IKK:; Birth Statistics lllb; Bismuth
11 2b; Black Markets 112b; Bolivia

114a; Borates 115b; Boy Scouts
119b; Brazil 12 la: Bread and Bakery
Products 123b; Brewing and Beer
124b; Bridges 125b; British East
Africa 127c; British Guiana 129b;
Bromine 132c; Buckwheat 134a;
Budget. National 134b; Building
and Construction Industry 136d;
Bulgaria 137d; Burma 139b; Busi-
ness Review 139d; Butter 146a;
Cabinet Members 146d; Cadmium
146d; Canada, Dominion of, 150d;
Canals and Inland Waterways I56c;
Canning Industry 159a; Carnegie
Trusts 160:t; Cattle 162c; Censor-
ship 163b; Onsus, 1940, 164a; Cen-
tral America 168a; Chambers of
Commerce 168d; Cheese 169a; Chem-
istry 169b; 'Chemurgy I73c; Chiang
Kai-shek I74d; Chiang Kai-shek,
Madame 175a; Child Welfare 177b;
ChHe 181c; China 183b; Chosen 186a;
Christian Unity 187b; Chromite
187d; Church Membership 189a;
Civilian Defense 190a; Civil Service,
U.S. 192b; Clava 193b; Clothing In-

dustry 193d; Coal 194c; Coast and
Geodetic Survey, U.S. 196c; Coast
Guard, U.S. 196c; Cobalt 198a;
Coffee 198b; Coinage 198d; Coke
199b; Cold, Common 199b; Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff, The 201d;
Committee for Economic Develop-
ment 202a; Commonwealth Fund,
The 202c; Communism 2()3a; Com-
munity Chest 204a; Congress, U.S.

204d; Copper 210c; Corn 2 lid;
Costa Rica 212c; Cotton 213a; Crime
214d; Cryolite 216c; Cuba 216c;
Curagao 218d; Czechoslovakia 220a;
Dairying 220c; Dams 22 lc; Dance
222a; Deafness 225c; Death Statis-
tics 225d; Decorations, Military and
Naval 227a; Defense Transporta-
tion, Office of, 228a; Democracy
229d; Democratic Party 230b;
Diatomite 235c; Dietetics 236a; Dis-
asters 236c; Dominican Republic
239a; Donations and Bequests 239c;
Drought 240b; Drugs and Druu
Traffic 240d; Dyestuffs 242b; Ecua-
dor 244b; Education 244d; Eggs
25 la; Electrical Industries 255a;
Electric Transportation 258a; Em-
ployment 260a; Entomology 263a;
Epidemics and Public Health Con-
trol 265b; Etching 266c; Ethical Cul-
ture Movement 267a; Ethiopia 267b;
European Advisory Commission
267d; Exchange Control and Ex-
change Rates 268a: Exchange Stabi-
lization Funds 271 b; Export- Import
Bank of Washington 271c; Falk
Foundation, The Maurice and Laura
272b; Fascism 274b; Fashion and
Dress 274b; Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation 276a, Federal Communi-
cations Commission 277c; Federal
Power Commission 278d; Federal
Reserve System 279b; Federal Secu-
rity Agency 280a; Federal Trade
Commission 28(>c; Federal Works
Agency 28 la; Feldspar 281d; Ferti-
lizers 282c; Finland 282d; Fires and
Fire Losses 283d; Fisheries 284e;
Floods and Flood Control 285c; Flour
and Flour Milling 287a; Fluorspar
287d; Food Research 287d; Foreign
Economic Administration 29 lb; For-
eign Investments in the U.S. 292d;
Forests 293d; Four-H Clubs 295d;
France 298a; French Colonial Em-
pire 299b; Fuel Briquettes 303 b;
Fuller's Earth 303c; Furniture In-
dustry 303c; Furs 304a; Gas, Nat-
ural 305a; Gems and Precious Stones
305d; Geography 306c; Geology 308b;
Germany 312d- Glass 315c; Gliding
316b; Gold 317a; Government De-
partments and Bureaus 319a; Grape-
fruit 320d; Grapes 320d; Greenland
326a; Gypsum 329b; Haiti 329c;
Hay 332c; Helium 334a; Hemp 334a;
Hogs 337d; Home Economics 338b;
Honduras 339a; Hops 339d; Horse
Racing 339d; Horses 34Od; Horticul-
ture 341 b; Hospitals 342c; Housing
342c; Hungary 344c; Iceland 345d;
Immigration and Emigration, U.S.
348c; Industrial Health 353a; In-
fantile Paralysis 353d; Infant
Mortality 354b; Insurance 355c;
Inter-American Affairs, Office of the
Coordinator of, 35 7d; Inter-Ameri-
can Defense Board 358b; Interna-
tional Labour Organization 359a;
International Law 360a; Interna-
tional Trade 36 lc; Interstate Com-
merce Commission 363a; Iodine
363c; Iran 364d; Iron and Steel 366c:
Irrigation 367c; Italian Colonial
Empire 369c; Italy 372b: Japan
373c; Jewish Religious Life 376d;
Jewish Welfare Board 377b; Jute
379b; Kidnapping 381d; Kiwanis In-
ternational 382d; Knights of Colum-
bus 383r; Kyanite 384 b; labour
Unions 385a; Lard 387c; Law 388c;
Lead 397b; Leather 398a; Lemons and
LimeH 399c; Lettuce 4(K)b; Liberia
401a; Libraries 401d; Lime 403b;
Linen and Flax 403c; Liquors, Alco-
holic 404d; Literary Prizes 405d;
Livestock 407c; Lumber 41 Id; Ma-
chinery and Machine Tools 414d;
Magnesitc 41 7b; Magnesium 41 7b;
Manchuria 419a, Manganese 420a;
Maple Products 420d; Marine Biol-
ogy 42 Id; Marine Corps 422b;
Market Gardening 422d; Marriage
and Divorce 423b; Mathematics
427b; Meat 427d; Medicine 428d;
Mercury 434c; Meteorology 435b;
Mexico 439d; Mica 442b; Milk 444b;
Molybdenum 450d; Monazite 45 la;
Motion Pictures 454c; Motor Trans-
portation 459b; Municipal Govern-
ment 46 la; Munitions of War 462d:
Music 470a; National Academy of
Sciences 472d; National Association
of Manufacturers 473b; National
Debt 474b; National Education As-
sociation 476a; National Geographic
Society 476c; National Guard 476d;
National Housing Agency 477c; Na-
tional Income and National Product
480b; National Labor Relations
Board 483b; National Lawyers Guild
484a; National Mediation Board
484c; National Parks and Monu-
ments 485a; Navies of the World
485d; Newfoundland and Labrador
495b; New Guinea 497a; Newspapers
and Magazines 499d; Nicaragua
506b; Nickel 507a; Nitrogen, Chemi-
cal 507c; Northwest Territories



510c; Nursing, War512d; Nuts 513d;
Oats 514b; Oleomargarine 519c;
Oranges 520c; Pacifism 525a; Paint-

ing 525d; Paints and Varnishes 527c;
Palaeontology 527d; Panama 529d;
Pan American Union 530c; Paper
and Pulp Industry 530d; Paraguay
532a; Peaches 5.Ud; Peanuts 535c;
Pears 535d; Peat 535d; Penicillin

536c; Performing Right Societies

538b; Peru 539a; Petroleum 540b;
Philately 542c; Philippines, Com-
monwealth of the 543c; Phosphates
546a; Photography 546a; Physics
549b; Plague, Bubonic and Pneu-
monic 552c; Plastics Industry 553b;
Plums and Prunes 555b; Police 557b;
Portugal 558b; Post Office 559b;
Postwar Planning 56 Ic; Potash 562c;
Potatoes 562d; Poultry 563b; Price
Administration, Office, of, 564d; Prices
566a; Printing 568a; Priorities and
Allocations 568d; Prisoners of War
570b; Prisons 570d; Psychiatry 573b;
Psychology 574c; Public Health En-
gineering 576c; Public Utilities 577a;
Publishing (Book) 577d; Pyritc579d;
Race Riots 580d; Radio 58 Ib; Radio
Detection 587c; Radium 589a; Rail-
roads 589b; Rationing 592b; Rayon
and Other Synthetic Fibres 594b;
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
595c; Red Cross 596b; Refugees
598a; Rehabilitation and Occupa-
tional Therapy for Wounded Sol-
diers 598d: Relief 600c; Religion
601 c; Republican Party 602b; Rice
605 b; Rivers and Harbours 605d;
Roads and Highways 606d; Rocke-
feller Foundation 609c; Roosevelt.
Franklin Delano 612a; Rosenwald
Fund, The Julius 613d; Rotary In-
ternational 6l4b; Rubber 615b; Ru-
mania 617b; Rural Electrification
61 7d; Russell Sage Foundation 618b;
Rye619b; Salt 620a; Salvage Drives,
U.S. 620c; Salvation Army 621 a;
Sand and Gravel 62 1 b; Sculpture
622c; Secondary Metals 623b; Secret
Service, U.S. 623d; Securities and
Exchange Commission 624b; Seis-

mology 625b; Selective Service, U.S.
625b; Selenium 628c; Serum Ther-
apy 628d; Sheep 629d; Shipbuilding
630b; Shipping, Merchant Marine
632a; Shoe* Industry 636b; Shows
63 7a; Silk 638b; Silver 639a; Sinkiang
640a; Slate 640b; Smithsonian Insti-
tution 64 la; Soap, Perfumery and
Cosmetics 64 Ib; Socialism 642a;
Social Security 643a; Sociology 645c;
Sodium Carbonate 646c; Sodium
Sulphate 646c; Soil Erosion and Soil
Conservation 646d; Solomon Islands
650a; Soybeans 653d; Spain 654c;
Special Libraries Association 657c;
Spices 657d; Standards, National
Bureau of, 659c; Storks and Bonds
661 c; Stone 664b; Strategic Mineral
Supplies 665a; Strikes and Lock-
outs 665c; Strontium 667a; Sub-
marine Warfare 667c; Sugar 674c;
Suicide Statistics 675b; Sulphur
675d; Superphosphates 676b; Su-
preme Court of the United States
676b; Surinam 678d; Switzerland
681 b; Syrup, Sorgo and Cane 682a;
Talc 682c; Tariffs 682d; Taxation
683c; Tea 687b; Telegraphy 687c;
Telephone 688a; Television 688c;
Tellurium 689b; Tennessee Valley
Authority 690a; Tennis 69 la; Tex-
tile Industry 692c; Theatre 693b;
Tin 695d; Titanium 696b; Tobacco
696b; Tomatoes 698a; Town and
Regional Planning 698d; Trailer
Coaches 70Od; Tuberculosis 702d;
Tungsten 704a; Tunnels 704b; Tur-
key 705 a; Twentieth Century Fund
706a; U.S.S.R. 708b; United Na-
tions Information Board 71 Id;
United Service Organizations 7l2e{
U.S. Investments Abroad 720d; Uni-
versities and Colleges 721d; Uruguay
730d; Vegetable Oils and Animal
Fats 733a; Vermiculite 735b; Veter-
ans' Administration 735d; Veterans
of Foreign Wars 736d; Veterinary
Medicine 737d; Wages and Hours
742a; War Communications, Board
of 745b; War Crimes 745c; War
Debts 746a; Warfare, Incendiary
746d; \V7ar Food Administration
747a; War Information, Office of,

747d; War Labor Board, National
748a; War Manpower Commission
749a; War Mobilization. Office of,

749c; War Production, U.S. 750a;
War Production Board 753a; War
Relief, U.S. 753c; War Relocation
Authority 753d; War Shipping Ad-
ministration 754b; Wealth and In-

come, U.S. Distribution of, 755d;
West Indies, British 759c; Wild Life
Conservation 762d; Wines 765b;
Women's Aifforce Service Pilots

767b; Women's Army Corps 767c;
Women's Clubs, General Federa-
tion of, 768a; Women's Reserve of
the Navy 768b; Wool 769a; World

War II 770d; Youth Movements
790a; Yugoslavia 790c; Zinc 79 Ic;
Zirconium 792a; Zoology 792a. See
also under various states, territories
and possessions

United States Antarctic Service:
see Exploration and Discovery 41

United States-British War Boards:
set British -U.S. War Boards 44

United States-Canadian War Com-
mittees: see Canadian -U.S. War
Committees 44

United States Employment Service: Na-
tional Youth Administration 485c;
Social Security 644b; War Manpower
Commission 749b

United States Government Depart-
ments and Bureaus: see Govern-
ment Departments and Bureaus.
Sgf also under specific name, i.e.,

Coast Guard, U.S., etc.
United States Housing Authority
(USHA): see National Housing
Agency 44, 43. See Municipal Gov-
ernment 43, 42, 41, 40. Sff Fed-
eral Works Agency 42. See Hous-
ing 42, 41 ,40

U.S. Investments Abroad 44, 43
United States Mint: set Coinage
United States Office of Education:

sff Education 43
United States Student assembly 790a
Universal Service: sff Armies of the
World 40

Universities and Colleges
Zoology 792a

University Professors, American
Association of: see Academic Free-
dom 42, 41, 40

UNRRA: see. United Nations Relief
and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion 44

Untermyer, Samuel 41

Unwin, Sir Raymond 41

Updike, Daniel Berkeley 42
Upshur, William Peterkln 44
Uranium 44, 43, 42, 40
Northwest Territories 510b

Urology
Uruguay
Exchange Control and Exchange
Rates 269b; Fisheries 284c; Hispanic
America and World -War 11 336d;
Navies of the World 489a; Pan Amer-
ican Union 530c; Shows 638a; Shoe
Industry 636c; Soil Erosion and Soil

Conservation 649a; Tariffs 682d;
Tuberculosis* 702d; Wool 769b

USHA (United States Housing Au-
thority): see National Housing
Agency 44, 43. See Municipal Gov-
ernment 43, 42, 41, 40. See Fed-
eral Works Agency 42. See Hous-
ing 42, 41, 40

U.S.O.: sfc United Service Organi-
zations 44, 43, 42

Ussishkln, Menahem42
U.S.S.R.: see Union of Soviet So-

cialist Republics
Utah
Aqueducts 68c; Coal 195a; Copper
210e; Irrigation 367d; Peaches 534d;
Vanadium 73 2a

Utilities, Public: see Public Utilities
Vaccination: see Serum Therapy

43, 40. See Cold, Common 41
Valdemar 40
Vanadium

Business Review 14 la; Rhodesia
604d

Vandegrlft, Alexander A. 44, 43
Vandenberg, Arthur Hendrlck 40
Vandorbflt, Cornelius III 43
Van Devanter, Willis 42
Van Dine. S. S. 40
Vanilla 65 7d
Van Mook, Hubertus J. 42
Vargas Diamond: sff Mineralogy 42
Varnishes: see Paints and Varnishes
Vasilevsky, Alexander Mikhallovlch

Vassar College
Vatican City State
Vatutln, Nikolai Fedorovlch 44
Vegetable Oils and Animal Fats

Canada, Dominion of, 154d; Chem-
urgy 173b; Oleomargarine 519d;
Paints and Varnishes 527c; Salvage
Drives, U.S.62Oc

Vegetables: see Agriculture: Corn;
Horticulture; Lettuce: Market
Gardening; Potatoes; Tomatoes;
etc.
Black Markets 113a; Food Research
288b; Truck Farming 702a

Veldt, Conrad 44
Velller, Bayard 44
Velon 595b
Venereal Diseases
Chemotherapy I72c; Medicine 429b;
Municipal Government 461d; News-
papers and Magazines 503c

Venezuela
Cocoa 198a: Coffee 198b; Exchange
Control and Exchange Rates 269b;
Fisheries 284c; Hispanic America
and World War II 336c; Irrigation
368d; Navies of the World 489a;
Pan American Union 530c; Petro-
leum 540d; Silk 638d; Soil Erosion

and Soil Conservation 649a; Spanish-
American Literature 655d; U.S. In*
vestments Abroad 721b

Verdler, Jean 41
Vermiculite 44, 43, 42, 40
Vermont

Taxation 686a
VersaillesTreaty: see European War;
Great Britain 40

Veterans' Administration
American Legion 55d; Budget. Na-
tional I35b; Rehabilitation and Occu-
pational Therapy for Wounded Sol-
diers 598d

Veterans of Foreign Wars
Veterinary Medicine

Zoology 792b
Vloalloy: sff Metallurgy; Telephone

Vichy 44, 43, 42, 41
Victoria
Victory Book campaign: American Li-

brary Association 57a; Libraries
402a

Victory Gardens: see Horticulture 44
Agriculture 24a; Botany Il7a; Civil-
ian Defense 190b; Entomology 263a;
(iolf 31 8b; Illinois, University of.

348c; Lettuce 400b; Maine 418c;
Market Gardening 422d; Municipal
Government 461b; Puerto Rico 578d

Victory ships: Munitions of War 469a;
Oregon 52 1 a; Shipbuilding 63()c;

Shipping, Merchant Marine 632d
Victory Tax: see Taxation 44, 43
Vidal y Barraquer, Francis of Asslsi

Vincent, George Edgar 42
Vincent, Henry Bethuel 42
Vinson. Frederick Moore 44

Elections 254d; United States 7Mb
Vinyllte: sfc Fashion and Dress; In*

dustrlal Research; Plastics Indus-
try 41

Vinyon: see Rayon 44, 43, 41, 40. See
Textile Industry 41. See Industrial
Research 41, 40. See Chemistry,
Applied; Cotton 40

Virginia
Birth Control Ilia; Coal 195a; For-
ests 294a; Taxation 686b; Tobacco
696b

Virginia, University of
Virgin Islands
Virgin Islands, British: see West In-

dies, British 44, 43, 42
Viruses: see Infantile Paralysis;

Medicine; Pneumonia; Veteri-
nary Medicine 44, 43, 42. See Epi-
demics and Public Health Con-
trol 43, 42

Visser, Lodewijk Ernst 43
Vitallium: Medicine 43()b; Surgery 677c
Vital Statistics: see Census, 1940

(U.S.), 44, 43, 42, 41. See Birth Sta-
tistics; Death Statistics; Infant
Mortality; Marriage and Divorce;
Suicide Statistics

Vitamins
American Medical Association 61a;
Biochemistry lO9b; Botany 116b;
Bread and Bakery Products 123e;
Canning Industry 159d; Chemistry
17ld; Cold, Common 199c; Dietetics
236a; Fisheries 284c; Flour and Flour
Milling 287b; Medicine 429C ; Physi-
ology 55 la; Zoology 792c

V-Mail: see Photography 44, 43
Vocational Education: see Educa-

tion 44, 43, 42. See Education, Vo-
cational 41, 40. See Psychology,
Applied 40

Voliva. Wilbur Glenn 43
Von (in personal names): see under

proper names
Voroshilov, Klemently E. 44, 43, 42
Vulllard, Jean Edouard 41
WAC: sff Women's Army Corps 44,

WAFS: seeWomen's Alrforce Service
Pilots 44. See Love, Nancy Hark-
ness 43

Wages and Hours
Law 39()b

Wagner, Boyd David 43
Wagner Act: see Labour Unions;
Law (Case) 40

Wagner Health Bill: sff Socialized
Medicine 40

Wagner-Jauregg, Julius 41

Walnwright, Jonathan M. 43
Wakefleld, Charles Cheers Wake-

field 42
Wake Island: see Pacific Islands,

U.S. 44. See Wake Island 43, 42,
41, 40

Wald, Lillian D. 41
Wales: see Great Britain and North-
ern Ireland, United Kingdom of

Walker, Frank Comerford 41

Wallace, Henry Agard 44, 43. 42, 41

Argentina 76a; Bolivia 114a; Ecuador
244b; Foreign Economic Administra-
tion 29 ic; Hispanic America and
World War II 336b; Jones, Jesse
Hoiman 378b; Luce, Clare Boothe
4 lie; Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
61 2d; United States 717b; War Mo-
bilization. Office of, 749d

Waller, Thomas W. 44
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Walpole, Sir Hugh Seymour 42
Walsh, Frank Patrick 40
Wang Chlng-wel 41
War: sff Warfare, Incendiary 44, 43,

See World War 1 1 44, 43, 42. See
Air Forces of the World; Armlet
of the World; Munitions of War;
Navies of the World; Submarine
Warfare 44, 43. 42, 41, 40. Sff De-
fense. National 42. 41. See Chemi-
cal Warfare 42, 41, 40. See Euro-
pean War; Strategy of the Euro-
pean War; Tactics In the Euro*
pean War 41L 40

War Boards, Brltish-U.S.: see Brlt-
ish-U.S. War Boards 44

War Bonds 44. Sff Banking 44, 43.
See Savings Banks, Mutual, 42
Advertising 20b; American Bankers
Association S3b; American Legion
S6b; Camp Fire Girls 149d; Civilian
Defense 190b; Daughters of the
American Revolution 224d; Federal
Reserve System 279b; Four-H Clubs
295c; Golf 318b; Knightg of Colum-
bus 383c; National Debt 474d; News-
papers and Magazines 501b; Post
Office 5S9d; Prices 566b; Prisons
572a; Storks and Bonds 664a; United
States 714d; Women's Clubs, Gen-
eral Federation of, 768a

War Chest: see Community Chest;
Relief 44, 43

War Committees, Joint (U.S. and
Canada): see Canadlan-U.S. War
Committees 44

War Communications, Board of,
44,43

War Crimes 44
War Damage Corporation: see In-
surance 44, 43

War Damage Insurance: Sft In*
suranee 44, 43

War Debts
War Department, U.S.: see Govern*
ment Departments and Bureaus

Warfare, Incendiary 44, 43
War Food Administration 44

Agriculture 24b; Bread and Bakery
Products 123b; Candy 159a; Corn
21 2a; Dairying 220d; Grapes 321a;
Hogs 338a; Home Economics 338c;
Irrigation 368b; Market Gardening
422d; Milk 444b; Peanuts 535c; Po-
tatoes 563a; Rationing 592b; Rye
61 9b; Sheep 630a; Soybeans 653d;
Truck Farming 702b; Wool 769b

War Frauds: see Federal Bureau of
Investigation 44

War Information, Office of, 44, 43
War Labor Board, National 44, 43.

Stf Defense Mediation Board,
National 42
Labour Unions 385a; National Labor
Relations Board 483d; Prices 567a;
Radio 585a; United States 714b

War Manpower Commission 44, 43
American Medical Association 61 b;
Connecticut 2()8d; Education 245a;
National Youth Administration
485b; Selective Service, U.S. 625d;
Social Security 644b

War Medicine: sff Medicine;
Psychiatry; Surgery 44

War Mobilization, Office of, 44
United States 7 16a

War Prisoners: see Prisoners of War
44,43

War production, Canada 152d
War Production, U.S. 44, 43
American Federation of Labor 54d;
Banking 9 Id; Chicago 175b; Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations
207d; Electrical Industries 255a;
Machinery and Machine Tools 414d;
Munitions of War 462d; National
Income and National Product 482r;
National Labor Relations Board
483b; Plastics Industry 553c; Priori-
ties and Allocations 568d; Prisons
57()d; Public \ Hilities 577c; Railroads
S89b; Selective Service, U.S. 625d;
Shipbuilding 630b; Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 632b; Tennessee Val-
ley Authority 690a; U.S.S.R. 707b;
United States 713b; Wages and
Hours 742a; War Manpower Com-
mission 749a; War Production Board
75Ja; World War II 772b

War Production Board 44, 43. See
Supply Priorities and Allocation
Board; Production Management,
Office of. 42
Advertising 20a; Alcohol, Industrial

43c; Aluminum 50d; Antimony 65d;
Aqueducts 68c; Business Review
140a; Dyestuffs 24 2a; Federal Power
Commission 279a; Federal Trade
Commission 280c; Forests 294a;
Leather 398b; Medicine 428b; Motor
Transportation 460a; Nelson, Don
aid Marr 491 b; Newspapers and
Magazines 500b; Nitrogen, Chemi-
cal 507c; Priorities and Allocations
568d; Prisons 570d; Public Utilities
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577a; Rationing 592b; Rayon and
Other Synthetic Fibres 594b; Ro-
tary International 614b; Salvage
Drives, U.S. 620c: Silk 63Hd; Silver

639a; Spices 657d; Standards, Na-
tional Buieau of, 659d; Strategic
Mineral Supplies 665a; War Produc-
tion. U.S. 750b; Wool 769c

War Propaganda: see Propaganda
42,41, 40

War Relief, U.S. 44, 43, 42
Hoy Scouts 119bj Catholic Welfare
Conference. National 162a: Com-
monwealth Fund, The 202<1; Com-
munity Chest 2()3d; Congress of In-

dustrial Organizations 2()7d; Dona-
tions and Bequests 239d; Friends,
Religious Society of, 302d; United
Service Organizations 71 2b

War Relocation Authority 44. See
Aliens 43

Warren, Joseph 43
Warren, Whitney 44
War Risk Insurance: see Insurance

44, 43
War Savings Stamps: see Post Office

44, 43
Warsaw 40
War Shipping Administration 44.

See Insurance: Shipping, Mer-
chant Marine 43

Washington
Hops 339d; Municipal Government
462a; Pears 535d; Plums and Prunes
555 b; Spices 658a

Washington, District of Columbia
Art Exhibitions 79c; Art Galleries

and Art Museums 81 a; Housing
343 b; National Parka arid Monu-
ments 485b

Washington conference: Arnold, Henry
H. 79c; Churchill. Winston Leonard
Spencer 188b; King, William Lyon
Mackenzie 382c; World War II 770d

Washington Island 522b
WASP: see Women's Airforce Serv-

ice Pilots 44
Water-Borne Commerce of the
United States 43, 42

Water Power 42, 41. 40
Water Supply and Sewage: see Pub-

lic Health Engineering 44, 43, 42,
41

Watrous, Harry Willson 41

Watson, John Christian 42
Waugh. Frederick Judd 41

Wavell. Archibald Percival 44, 43,
42,41

WAVES: see Women's Reserve of the
Navy 44. See Women Accepted for
Volunteer Emergency Service 43

Wealth and Income, U.S. Distribu-
tion of

Weather: see Meteorology
Webb, Beatrice Potter 44
Weber, Herman Carl 40
Weber, Joseph M. 43
Webster, Leslie Tillotson 44
Wedgwood, Josiah Clement Wedg-
wood 44

Weingartner, Felix 43
Welfare Work: see Social Service 43,
42,40

Welles. Sumner 44, 43, 42, 41

Wellesley College
Wells, Carolyn 43
Wells, Harry Gideon 44
Werthelmer, Max 44
West Africa, British: see British
West Africa

Westermarck, Edward Alexander 40
Western Australia 44, 43, 42, 41
West Indies
West Indies, British
Westley, Helen 43
Westmark: see Germany 41
West Virginia

Birth Control Ilia; Coal 195a; Damn
221 b; Drought 240c: Industrial
Health 353c; Taxation 686a; Tobacco
696d

West Wall: see European War 41.
See Siegfried Line 40

Weygand, Maxlme 42, 41

Whaling: see Fisheries 44, 43, 41, 40.
See Exploration and Discovery 41.
See Norway 40

Wheat
Agriculture 25b; Alcohol, Industrial
43c; Chemurgy 173d; Drought 240b;
Flour and Flour Milling 28 7a. See
also under various countries

Wheeler, Burton Kendall 42
Wheeler- Lea Amendment: see Ad-

vertising; Law (Case) 40
Whisky: see Liquors, Alcoholic
Whlteslde, Walker 43
Whitney Museum of Art: see Sculp-
ture 44, 43. 41

, 40
Wholesale Trade: see Business Re-
view 44, 43, 42. See Prices 44, 43,
41,40

Whooping Cough: see Serum
Therapy 40

Whorf, Benjamin Lee 42
Wlokard, Claude Raymond 44, 43.

42,41
Wldener, Joseph Early 44
Wigmore, John Henry 44
Wilcox. John Walter, Jr. 43
Wild, Frank 40
Wild, HoraceB. 41
Wild Life Conservation 44, 41, 40.
See Fish and Wild Life Service 43,
42

Wiley, Henry Arlosto 44
Wilhelmina44,43
Willard, Daniel 43
Willcox, Sir William Henry 42
William II 42
Williams, Mrs. G. A. R.: see Heath,
Lady Mary 40

Wflllngdon. Freeman Freeman-
Thomas 42

Willkle
f
Wendell Lewis 44, 43,42, 41

American Literature 57b; Educa-
tion 24 7c; Elections 255a; Law 389 b;

Publishing (Book) 578a; United
States 713a

Wills, C. Harold 41

Willson, Beckles43
Willstatter, Richard 43
Wilson, Charles Edward 44, 43
Wilson, Clarence True 40
Wilson, Harry Leon 40
Wilson, Sir Henry Maitland 44, 43

George. VI 31 Ob; Turkey 705a; World
War 11 74b

Wilson, John Arthur 43
Wilson, (Robert) Forrest 43
Wlnant, John Gilbert 44, 43, 42
Windham, Sir Walter George 43
Windward Islands: see West Indies,

British
Wines
Wisconsin
Hemp 334a; Taxation 686a; Tobacco
696d

Wisconsin, University of
Botany Il7a

Withholding Tax: see Taxation 44
WLB: see War Labor Board, Na-

tional 44, 43
Wolfe, Humbert 41
Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, National

Women Accepted for Volunteer
Emergency Service: see Women's
Reserve of the Navy 44. See
Women Accepted for Volunteer
Emergency Service 43

Women in the war; Canada, Dominion
of, 154a; Civilian Defense 19Ob; Civil
Service. U.S. 192c; Coast Guard.
U.S. 19/c; Employment 2( ')a; Marine
Corps 422c; Municipal Government
461c; Nursing, War 512d; Railroads
590c; United States 717a; War Man-
power Commission 749a; Women's
Airlorce Service Pilots 7&7b; Wom-
en's Army Corps 767c; Women's Re-
serve of the Navy 768b; Young
Womens Christian Association 7H9d

Women's Airforce Service Pilots 44
Women's Army Corps 44, 43

Selective Service, U.S. 628b
Women's Auxiliary Ferrying Serv-

ice: see Women's Airforce Service
Pilots 44. Sec Love, Nancy Hark-
ness 43

Women's Clubs, General Federa-
tion of

Women's Reserve of The Navy 44.
See Women Accepted for Volun-
teer Emergency Service 43
Selective Service, U.S. 628b

Women's Reserve of the United
States Coast Guard Reserve: see
Coast Guard. U.S. 44

Wood, Grant 43
Wood, Henry Alexander Wise 40
Wood,SlrKingslev44
Wood, Robert E. 42, 41

Wood, Spencer Shepard 41
Wool
Woolf, Virginia 42
Wool Icott, Alexander 44
Woolton, Frederick James Marquis

Words and Meanings, New 44
Work, Hubert 43
Work Projects Administration: see

Federal Works Agency 44, 43, 42.
See Works Projects Administra-
tion 41. See Works Progress Ad-
ministration 40

Works Agency, Federal: see Federal
Works Agency 44, 43. 42

World Commerce: see International
Trade 42, 41 , 40. See Exports and
Imports 40

World Council of Churchesx see
Christian Unity 44, 43. 42, 41. See
Church of England; Religion 41.
See Church Reunion 40

World Court: see Permanent Court
of International Justice 40

World Series (baseball) 98d
World's Fair, New York: see Archi-

tecture; Art Galleries and Art
Museums; Electric Lighting;
Fairs, Exhibitions. Expositions 41 ,

40. See Art Exhibitions; Etching;
Housing; Interior Decora-

tion; Lumber; Music; Painting;
Sculpture; Town and City Plan-
ning 40

World War 1 1 44, 43, 42. See Euro-
pean War 41 . 40
Air Forces of the World 30a; Alaska
41b; Alexander, Sir Harold Rupert
Leofric George 43d; Allen, Terry dc
la Mesa 48a; Allied Military Govern-
ment 48c; Aluminum 50b; American
Literature 57b; Anderson, Sir Ken-
neth Arthur Noel 63c; Andrews,
Frank Maxwell 63d; Antonescu, Ion
67c; Arnim, Dietloff Juergen von
79a; Arnold, Henry H. 79a; Art Ex-
hibitions 8Oa; Auchinleck, Sir Claude
John Eyre 83d; Badoglio, Pietro93b;
Harclay, McClelland 98a: Berlin 108b;
Blarney, Sir Thomas Albert, 113b;
Bradley, Omar Nelson 12Ob; Brazil
120d; Breadner, Lloyd Samuel 123d;
Brereton, Lewis Hyde 124a; Brooke,
Sir Alan Francis 132d; Brozovich,
Josip (Tito) 133b; Canada. Domin-
ion of, 15 la; Carlson Evans Kordyce
16Oa: Chennault, Claire L. 174b;
Clark, Mark Wayne 193a; Coning-
ham, Sir Arthur 208a; Cunningham,
Sir Andrew Browne 218b; Dams
22 la; Death Statistics 226a; Decora-
tions, Military and Naval 227a;
Democracy 229d; Denmark 231a;
Devers, Jacob L. 234a; Dot-nit z, Karl
238d; Doolittle, James 240a; Eaker,
Ira C. 242c; Eirhclbcrger. Robert
Lawrence 252d; Eisenhower, Dwight
D. 7.53e; Fredendall. Lloyd K. 298d;
Gaulle, Charles de 305c; George,
Harold Lee 3O9c; Germany 312d;
Giraud, Henri Honore 315a; Glass-
ford, William Alexander, II 316b;
Golikov, Filip I vanovich 31 8d; Green-
land 326b; Halsey, William Fred-
erick, Jr. 33Oc; Harris, Sir Arthur
T. 33 lb; Hewitt, Henry Kent 334c;
Hobby, Oveta Culp 337c; Inge.rsoII,

Royal Eason 355a; Ingram, William
355a; Italy 3716; Japan 373b;
Jesschonnek, Hans 376c; Juin, Al-
phonse Pierre 378d; Keitel, Wilhelm
380b; Kenney, George Churchill 380c;
Kesselring, Albert 381c; King, Ernest
Joseph 382b; Kinnick, Nile Clarke,
Jr. 382c; Kisch, Frederick Hermann
382d; Kleist, Paul Ludwig von 383a;
Knight, Eric 3831>; Koga, Mineichi
384a; Kruger, Walter 384b; Land,
Emory S. 387a; Leahy, William
Daniel 398a; Leonard, Adna Wright
399d; London 409b; Love, Nancy
Harkne88 4 lib; McAfee. Mildred H.
414a; MacArthur, Douglas 414b;
McGill, Frank Scholes 414c; McNair.
Lesley James 416d; Mc.Xaughton,
Andrew George Lai la 417a; Marine
Corps 422c; Marshall, George Cat-
lett 424d; Medicine 430d; Mexico
439c; Mikhailovitch, Draja 443d;
Montgomery, Bernard Law 453a;
Moscow 454b; Motion Pictures 455c;
Mountbatten, Lord Louis 460d;
Munitions of War 462*1; Nagano,
Osami 472c; National Guard 476d;
Navies of the World 485c; Nervous
System 49 Id; Netherlands Indies
493b; New Guinea 495d; Newspapers
and Magazines SOOb; Nimitz, Chester
William 507b; Nogues. Auguste507d;
Norway 510c;<VHare, Edward Henry
517b; Olds, Robert 519C ; Orlebar,
Augustus H. 521c; Pacific Islands,
British 522b; Pacific Islands. U.S.
524a; Paddock, Charles William
525d; Paris 533a; Patch, Alexander
McCarrell, Jr. 534a; Patton, George
Smith 534c; Philippines. Common-
wealth of the 544c; Photography
546c; Poland 556a; Police 557b;
Pound, Sir (Alfred) Dudley (Pick-
man Rogers) 563d; Prisoners of War
570b; Psychiatry 573b; Radio Detec-
tion S87c; Ramey, Howard K.nox
59 Id: Rayon and Other Synthetic
Fibres 594b; Red Cross 596b; Re-
habilitation and Occupational
Therapy for Wounded Soldiers 600a;
Rokossovsky, Konatantin 609d; Ro-
man Catholic Church 6lOb; Rome
61 lb; Rommel, Erwin 612a; Roose-
velt, Franklin Delano 612a; Roose-
velt, Kerrnit 6l3c; Rumania 616d;
Rundstedt, Karl Rudolf Gerd von
61 7d; Russian Literature618c; Ryder,
Charles W. 619a: Salvation Army
620d; Shaposhnlkov, Boris Mik-
hailovich 629c; Shipbuilding 6306;
Shipping, Merchant Marine 63 2b;
Sikorskf, Wladyslaw 638a; Sinclair,
Sir Archibald 639c; Sociology 64Sc;
Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation
64 7b; Solomon Islands 650a; Somer-
vell, Brehon Burke 650b; Spaatz,
Carl A. 654b; Spain 6S4d; Spanish-
American Literature 656c; Spruance,
Raymond Amos 6586; Stark, Harold
Raunsford 660c; Stilwell, Joseph W.
6616; Stratton, Dorothy Constance
6656; Streetcr, Ruth Cheney 665c;
Su6marine Warfare 667a; Tedder,
Sir Arthur William 6876; Telephone

688a; Timoshenko, Semyon Koiv
stanlinovich 695d; Tol6ukhin, Fedor
698a; Towers, John H. 698d; Tunnels
704b; U.S.S.R. 707a; United Na-
tions Relief and Rehabilitation Ad-
ministration 71 2a; United States
713c; Upshur, William Peterkin 729d;
Vandergrift, Alexander A. 732a; Vas-
ilevsky, Alexander Mikhailovicli
73 2b; Vatican City State 732d;
Vatutin, Nikolai Fedorovich 732d;
Voroshilov, Klementiy E. 742a; War
Production, U.S. 750a; War Relief,
U.S. 7S3c; Wavell, Archibald Percival
755c; West Indies 759a; Wilson, Sir
Henry Maitland 764d; Women's Air-
force Service Pilots 767b; Women's
Army Corps 767c; Women's Reserve
of the Navy 768b; Yarnamoto, Iso-
roku 788d; Yamashita, Tornoyuki
789a; Yeremenko, Andrei Ivano-
vitch 789b; Young Men's Christian
Association 789c; Young Womens
Christian Association 789d; Yugo-
slavia 7906; Zeitzler, Kurt 791b; Zhu-
kov, Georgi Konstantinovich 79 Ic

World Youth Congress: see Youth
Movements 40

WPA: see Federal Works Agency 44,
43, 42. See Work Projects Admin-
istration 41. See Works Progress
Administration 40

WPB: see War Production Board 44,
43. See Production Management,
Office of, 42

WRA: see War Relocation Author-
ity 44

Wren, Percival Christopher 42
Wrestling
Wright, Willard Huntlngton: v,v

Van Dine, S. S. 40
WSA: see War Shipping Adminis-
tration 44. See Insurance; Ship-
ping. Merchant Marine 43

Wu Pel-fu 40
"W. W.": see Jacobs, William Wy-
mark 44

Wyoming
Coal 195a; Indians, American 352b;
Marriage and Divorce 424b; N'a-
tional Parks and Monuments 485:i;
Vanadium 732a

XRav
Radiology 588(1

Yachting
Yale University
Yamamoto, Isoroku 44, 43, 42
Yamashita, Tomoyukl 44, 43
Yankee Clipper: see United States
40

Yarnell, Harry Ervln 40
Yaroslavsky, Cmelyan 44
Yeats. William Butler 40
Yellin, Samuel 41
Yemen: see Arabia
Yeremenko, Andrei I vanov^ph 44
Yersin, Alexandre Cmile John 44
Yonai, Mltsumasa 41

York, Archbishop of, 43
Young, Arthur Henry 44
Younghusband, Sir Francis (Ed-
ward) 43

Young Men's Christian Association
Prisoners of War 57()d; United Serv-
ice Organizations 7l2b; Youth Move-
ments 790a

Young Men's Hebrew Association
and Young Women's Hebrew As-
sociation: see Jewish Welfare
Board 41, 40

Young Womens Christian Associa-
tion
United Service Organizations 7l2b;
Youth Movements 790a

Youth Administration, National:
see National Youth Administra-
tion 44, 43, 42. Sre Education 43,
42, 41. See Government Depart-
ments and Bureaus 43. 42, 41, 40.
See Universities and Colleges 41.
See Educat'on, Vocational 41, 40

Youth Movements
Yugoslavia

Bauxite 105c; Chromite 187d; Dal-
matia 22(kl; Hungary 344c; Navies
of the World 488d; Prisoners of War
570b; Roads and Highways 608d;
Submarine Warfare 670c; War
Crimea 745c; War Debts 746a;
World War 1 1 783a

Yukon Territory
Canada, Dominion of, 150b; Coast
and Geodetic Survey, U.S. 196b

Zahle, Herluf 42
Zanzibar and Pern bat see British

East Africa
Zeeman, Pleter 44
Zeltxler, Kurt 44, 43
Zemgals, Gustav 40
Zemlinsky, Alexander von, 43
Zhukov, Georgi Konstantlnovloh

44, 43, 42
Zlmmermann, Arthur 41
Zlno
Zlnsser, Hans 41
Zirconium 44, 43, 42, 41

Zog 1 40
Zoological Gardens 43, 42, 41, 40
Zoology
Zweig, Stefan 43
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